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INTRODUCTION 

Today's designs are based on increasingly complex integrated circuits, fine-pitch packaging, 
and very dense board layouts. These factors limit test access and greatly complicate ' 
traditional methods of functional and in-circuit testing. The IEEE 1149.1 (JTAG) 
boundary-scan test standard was created to address this issue. Texas Instruments (TI) has 
taken a leading role in the industry in supplying silicon products that integrate IEEE 1149.1 
boundary-scan test features. 

TI presents the 1997 Boundary-Scan Logic IEEE Std 1149.1 (JTAG) Data Book. Included in 
this issue is the broadest range of silicon solutions for system-level test in the industry. 

o Popular BiCMOS (BCT) and advanced BiCMOS (ABT) octal butters/transceivers 

• A full family of ABT/ABTH Widebus™ (18- and 20-bit) transceivers and universal 
bus transceivers (UBTTM) 

• The industry's first 3.3-V boundary-scan logic products, LVTH Widebus (18- and 
20-bit) transceivers and UBTs 

• A family of scan-support functions for controlling the test bus, adapting the test bus 
to backplane/multidrop configuration, and managing multiple scan paths 

Features of the boundary-scan logic family include: 

• Compatibility with IEEE Std 1149.1-1990 (JTAG) boundary-scan architecture 

• Under 6-ns maximum propagation delays 

• Bus-hold and series-resistor options 

• EIAJ TSSOP, JEDEC SSOP, and EIAJ TQFP fine-pitch surface-mount packaging 

• 18-bit and 20-bit UBT architectures 

Most of the products in this data book are available in production quantities. Please contact 
your TI representative or local authorized distributor for details on any of these devices. 
Information on products not yet available in production quantities is presented in this data 
book as Product Preview. Contact the TI Semiconductor Product Information Center at 
(972) 644-5580 to learn more about plans for these devices. 

The data book also contains other useful sections, including mechanical data and 
technical information. 

EPIC-liB, SCOPE, UBT, and Widebus are trademarks of Texas Instruments Incorporated. 
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PRODUCT STAGE STATEMENTS 

Product stage statements are used on Texas Instruments data sheets to indicate the 
development stage(s) of the product(s) specified in the data sheets. 

If all products specified in a data sheet are at the same development stage, the appropriate 
statement from the following list is placed in the lower left corner of the first page of the data 
sheet. 

PRODUCTION DATA information is current as of publication date. Products 
conform to speCifications per the terms of Texas Instruments standard warranty. 
Production processing does not necessarily include testing of all parameters. 

ADVANCE INFORMATION concerns new products in the sampling or 
preproduction phase of development. Characteristic data and other 
specifications are subject to change without notice. 

PRODUCT PREVIEW information concerns products in the formative or design 
phase of development. Characteristic data and other specifications are design 
goals. Texas Instruments reserves the right to change or discontinue these 
products without notice. 

If not all products specified in a data sheet are at the PRODUCTION DATA stage, then the 
first statement below is placed in the lower left corner of the first page of the data sheet. 
Subsequent pages of the data sheet containing PRODUCT PREVIEW information or 
ADVANCE INFORMATION are then marked in the lower left-hand corner with the appropriate 
statement given below: 

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED this document contains PRODUCTION DATA 
information current as of publication date. Products conform to specifications per 
the terms of Texas Instruments standard warranty. Production processing does 
not necessarily include testing of all parameters. 

ADVANCE INFORMATION concerns new products in the sampling or 
preproduction phase of development. Characteristic data and other 
specifications are subject to change without notice. 

PRODUCT PREVIEW information concerns products in the formative or design 
phase of development. Characteristic data and other specifications are design 
goals. Texas Instruments reserves the right to change or discontinue these 
products without notice. 
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GLOSSARY 
SYMBOLS, TERMS, AND DEFINITIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

These symbols, terms, and definitions are in accordance with those currently agreed upon by the JEDEC Council 
of the Electronic Industries Association (EIA) for use in the USA and by the International Electrotechnical Commission 
(IEC) for international use. 

operating conditions and characteristics (in sequence by letter symbols) 

CI Input capacitance 
The internal capacitance at an input of the device 

Clo Input/output capacitance 
Input-to-output internal capacitance; transcapacitance 

Co Output capacitance 
The internal capacitance at an output of the device 

Cpd Power dissipation capacitance 
Used to determine the no-load dynamic power dissipation per logic function (see individual circuit pages): 
Po = Cpd Vee2 f + lee Vee 

fmax Maximum clock frequency 
The highest rate at which the clock input of a bistable circuit can be driven through its required sequence 
while maintaining stable transitions of logic level at the output with input conditions established that 
should cause changes of output logic level in accordance with the specification 

Icc Supply current 
The current into* the Vee supply terminal of an integrated circuit 

~Icc Supply current change 

ICEX 

II (hold) 

The increase in supply current for each input that is at one of the specified TTL voltage levels rather than 
OVorVee 

Output high leakage current 
The maximum leakage current into the collector of the pulldown output transistor when the output is high 
and the output forcing condition Vo = 5.5 V 

Input hold current 
Input current that holds the input at the previous state when the driving device goes to a 
high-impedance state 

High-level Input current 
The current into* an input when a high-level voltage is applied to that input 

IlL Low-level input current 
The current into· an input when a low-level voltage is applied to that input 

loff Input/output power-off leakage current 
The maximum leakage current int%ut of the input/output transistors when forcing the input/output to 
4.5 V and Vee = a V 

IOH High-level output current 
The current into* an output with input conditions applied that, according to the product specification, 
establishes a high level at the output 

·Current out of a terminal is given as a negative value . 
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GLOSSARY 
SYMBOLS, TERMS, AND DEFINITIONS 

IOl Low-level output current 
The current into· an output with input conditions applied that, according to the product specification, 
establishes a low level at the output 

IOZPu/PD Off-state (hlgh-Impedance-state) output current (of a 3-state output) 
The current flowing into· an output having 3-state capability with input conditions established that, 
according to the product specification, establishes the high-impedance state at the output 

ta Access time 
The time interval between the application of a specified input pulse and the availability of valid signals 
at an output 

te Clock cycle time 
Clock cycle time is 1/fmax. 

tdls Disable time (of a 3-state or open-collector output) 
The propagation time between the specified reference points on the input and output voltage waveforms 
with the output changing from either of the defined active levels (high or low) to a high-impedance 
(off) state 
NOTE: For 3-state outputs, tdis = tpHZ or tpLZ' Open-collector outputs change only if they are low at the 

time of disabling, so tdis = tpLH. 

ten Enable time (of a 3-state or open-collector output) 
The propagation time between the specified reference pOints on the input and output voltage waveforms 
with the output changing from a high-impedance (off) state to either of the defined active levels (high 
or low) 
NOTE: In the case of memories, this is the access time from an enable input (e.g., OE). For 3-state 

outputs, ten = tpZH or tpZL' Open-collector outputs change only if they are responding to data 
that would cause the output to go low, so ten = tpHL. 

th Hold time 
The time interval during which a signal is retained at a specified input terminal after an active transition 
occurs at another specified input terminal 
NOTES: 1. The hold time is the actual time interval between two signal events and is determined by the 

system in which the digital circuit operates. A minimum value is specified that is the shortest 
interval for which correct operation of the digital circuit is to be expected. 
2. The hold time may have a negative value in which case the minimum limit defines the longest 
interval (between the release of the signal and the active transition) for which correct operation 
of the digital circuit is to be expected. 

tpd Propagation delay time 
The time between the specified reference pOints on the input and output voltage waveforms with the 
output changing from one defined level (high or low) to the other defined level (tpd = tpHL or tpLH) 

tpHl Propagation delay time, hlgh-ta-Iow level output 
The time between the specified reference points on the input and output voltage waveforms with the 
output changing from the defined high level to the defined low level 

tpHZ Disable time (of a 3-state output) from high level 
The time interval between the specified reference points on the input and the output voltage waveforms 
with the 3-state output changing from the defined high level to the high-impedance (off) state 

·Currentout of a terminal is given as a negative value . 
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GLOSSARY 
SYMBOLS, TERMS, AND DEFINITIONS 

tpLH Propagation delay time, low-to-hlgh level output 
The time between the specified reference pOints on the input and output voltage waveforms with the 
output changing from the defined low level to the defined high level 

tpLZ Disable time (of a 3-state output) from low level 
The time interval between the specified reference pOints on the input and the output voltage waveforms 
with the 3-state output changing from the defined low level to the high-impedance (off) state 

tpZH Enable time (of a 3-state output) to high level 
The time interval between the specified reference pOints on the input and output voltage waveforms with 
the 3-state output changing from the high-impedance (off) state to the defined high level 

tpZL Enable time (of a 3-state output) to low level 
The time interval between the specified reference points on the input and output voltage waveforms with 
the 3-state output changing from the high-impedance (off) state to the defined low level 

tsk(o) Output Skew 
The difference between any two propagation delay times when a single switching input or multiple inputs 
switching simultaneously cause multiple outputs to switch, as observed across all switching output. This 
parameter is used to describe the fanout capability of a clock driver and is of concern when making 
decisions on clock buffering and distribution networks. 

tsu Setup time 
The time interval between the application of a signal at a specified input terminal and a subsequent active 
transition at another specified input terminal 
NOTES: 1. The setup time is the actual time interval between two signal events and is determined by 

the system in which the digital circuit operates. A minimum value is specified that is the shortest 
interval for which correct operation of the digital circuit is guaranteed. 
2. The setup time may have a negative value, in which case the minimum limit defines the 
longest interval (between the active transition and the application of the other signal) for which 
correct operation of the digital circuit is guaranteed. 

tw Pulse duration (width) 
The time interval between specified reference points on the leading and trailing edges of the 
pulse waveform 

VIH High-level Input voltage 
An input voltage within the more positive (less negative) of the two ranges of values used to represent 
the binary variables 
NOTE: A minimum is specified that is the least-positive value of high-level input voltage for which 

operation of the logic element within specification limits is to be expected. 

VIL Low-level Input voltage 
An input voltage within the less positive (more negative) of the two ranges of values used to represent 
the binary variables 
NOTE: A maximum is specified that is the most-positive value of lOW-level input voltage for which 

operation of the logiC element within specification limits is to be expected. 

VOH High-level output voltage 
The voltage at an output terminal with input conditions applied that, according to product specification, 
establishes a high level at the output 
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GLOSSARY 
SYMBOLS, TERMS, AND DEFINITIONS 

VOL Low-level output voltage 
The voltage at an output terminal with input conditions applied that, according to product specification, 
establishes a low level at the output 

VIT + Positive-going Input threshold level 
The voltage level at a transition-operated input that causes operation of the logic element according to 
specification as the input voltage rises from a level below the negative-going threshold voltage, VIT-

VIT _ Negative-going Input threshold level 

1-8 

The voltage level at a transition-operated input that causes operation of the logic element according to 
specification as the input voltage falls from a level above the positive-going threshold voltage, VIT + 
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EXPLANATION OF FUNCTION TABLES 

The following symbols are used in function tables on TI data sheets: 

H high level (steady state) 
L 

i 
J. 

X 
Z 

a ... h 

00 
00 

JL 

-U
Toggle 

low level (steady state) 
transition from low to high level 
transition from high to low level 
value/level or resulting value/level is routed to indicated destination 
value/level is re-entered 
irrelevant (any input, including transitions) 
off (high-impedance) state of a 3-state output 
the level of steady-state inputs A through H, respectively 
level of a before the indicated steady-state input conditions were established 
complement of ao or level of 0 before the indicated steady-state input 
conditions were established 
level of a before the most recent active transition indicated by J. or i 
one high-level pulse 
one low-level pulse 
each output changes to the complement of its previous level on each active 
transition indicated by J, or i 

If, in the input columns, a row contains only the symbols H, L, and/or X, this means the indicated output is valid 
whenever the input configuration is achieved and regardless of the sequence in which it is achieved. The output 
persists so long as the input configuration is maintained. 

If, in the input columns, a row contains H, L, and/or X together with i and/or J., this means the output is valid whenever 
the input configuration is achieved but the transition(s) must occur following the achievement of the steady-state 
levels. If the output is shown as a level (H, L, ao, or 00), it persists so long as the steady-state input levels and the 
levels that terminate indicated transitions are maintained. Unless otherwise indicated, inputtransitions in the opposite 
direction to those shown have no effect at the output. (If the output is shown as a pulse, JL or-U-, the pulse follows 
the indicated input transition and persists for an interval dependent on the circuit.) 
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EXPLANATION OF FUNCTION TABLES 

Among the most complex function tables are those of the shift registers. These embody most of the symbols used 
in any of the function tables, plus more. Below is the function table of a 4-bit bidirectional universal shift register. 

FUNCTION TABl.E 

INPUTS OUTPUTS 

MODE SERIAL PARAl.l.El. 
Cl.EAR Cl.OCK QA Qs Qc QD 

S1 SO l.EFT RIGHT A B C D 

L X X X X X X X X X L L L L 

H X X L X X X X X X QAO QBO QCO QDO 

H H H i x x a b c d a b c d 

H L H i X H H H H H H QAn QBn QCn 

H L H i X L L L L L L QAn QBn QCn 

H H L i H X X X X X QBn QCn QDn H 

H H L i L X X X X X QBn QCn QDn L 

H L L X X X X X X X QAO QBO QCO QDO 

The first line of the table represents a synchronous clearing of the register and says that if clear is low, all four outputs 
will be reset low regardless of the other inputs. In the following lines, clear is inactive (high) and so has no effect. 

The secontj line shows that so long as the clock input remains low (while clear is high), no other input has any effect 
and the outputs maintain the levels they assumed before the steady-state combination of clear high and clock low 
was established. Since on other lines ofthe table only the rising transition of the clock is shown to be active, the second 
line impliCitly shows that no further change in the outputs occurs while the clock remains high or on the high-to-Iow 
transition of the clock. 

The third line of the table represents synchronous parallel loading of the register and says that if S 1 and SO are both 
high then, without regard to the serial input, the data entered at A is at output QA, data entered at B is at Qs, and so 
forth, following a low-to-high clock transition. 

The fourth and fifth lines represent the loading of high- and low-level data, respectively, from the shift-right serial input 
and the shifting of previously entered data one bit; data previously at QA is now at Qs, the previous levels of Qs and 
Qc are now at Oc and QD, respectively, and the data previously at QD is no longer in the register. This entry of serial 
data and shift takes place on the low-to-high transition of the clock when S1 is low and SO is high and the levels at 
inputs A through D have no effect. 

The sixth and seventh lines represent the loading of high- and low-level data, respectively, from the shift-left serial 
input and the shifting of previously entered data one bit; data previously at Os is now at QA, the previous levels of 
Qc and QD are now at Qs and QC, respectively, and the data previously at QA is no longer in the register. This entry 
of serial data and shift takes place on the low-to-high transition of the clock when S 1 is high and SO is low and the 
levels at inputs A through 0 have no effect. 

The last line shows that as long as both inputs are low, no other input has any effect and, as in the second line, the 
outputs maintain the levels they assumed before the steady-state combination of clear high and both mode inputs 
low was established. 

The function table functional tests do not reflect all possible combinations or sequential modes . 
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D FLlp·FLOP AND LATCH SIGNAL CONVENTIONS 

It is normal TI practice to name the outputs and other inputs of a D-type flip-flop or latch and to draw its logic symbol 
based on the assumption of true data (D) inputs. Outputs that produce data in phase with the data inputs are called 
Q and those producing complementary data are called Q. An input that causes a Q output to go high or a Q output 
to go low is called preset (PRE). An input that causes a Q output to go high or a Q output to go low is called clear 
(CLR) . .Bars are used over these pin names (PRE and CLR) if they are active low. 

The devices on several data sheets are second-source designs, and the pin-name conventions used by the original 
manufacturers have been retained. That makes it necessary to designate the inputs and outputs of the inverting 
circuits D and Q. 

In some applications, it may be advantageous to redesignate the data input from D to D or vice versa. In that case, 
all the other inputs and outputs should be renamed as shown below. Also shown are corresponding changes in the 
graphical symbols. Arbitrary pin numbers are shown. 

PRE 
C 

D 

ClR 

PRE 
ClK 

D 

ClR 

1 

2 

3 

4 

1 

2 

3 

4 

" 5 5 
Q 

C1 

1D 6 

" R 
Q 

latch 

"5 5 
Q 

C1 

1D 6 

" R 

Flip-Flop 

ClR 
C 

0 

PRE 

ClR 
ClK 

o 
PRE 

1 

2 

3 

4 

1 

2 

3 

4 

" R ...... 5 

C1 
~ 1D 6 

"5 
Q 

latch 

" R 5 

C1 

" 1D 6 

"5 
Q 

Flip-Flop 

The figures show that when Q and Q exchange names, the preset and clear pins also exchange names. The polarity 
indicators (~) on PRE and CLR remain, as these inputs are still active low, butthe presence or absence ofthe polarity 
indicator changes at D (or D), Q, and Q. Pin 5 (Q or Q) is still in phase with the data input (D or D); their active levels 
change together. 
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DEVICE NAMES AND PACKAGE DESIGNATORS 

Example: 

1 2 3 4 

1 Standard Prefix 
Example: SNJ - Conforms to MIL-PRF-38535 (QML) 

2 MIlitary (54) or Commercial (74) 

3 Family 
Example: Blank - Transistor-Transistor Logic 

ABT - Advanced BiCMOS Technology 
ABTE - Advanced BiCMOS Technologyl 

Enhanced Transceiver Logic 
AC/ACT - Advanced CMOS Logic 
AHC/AHCT - Advanced High-Speed CMOS Logic 
ALS - Advanced Low-Power Schottky Logic 
AS - Advanced Schottky Logic 
ALVC - Advanced Low-Voltage CMOS Technology 
BCT - SiCMOS Bus-Interface Technology 
CBT - Crossbar Technology 
CDC - Clock-Distribution Circuits 
F - F Logic 
FB - Backplane Transceiver LogiclFuturebus+ 
GTL - Gunning-Transceiver Logic 
HC/HCT - High-Speed CMOS Logic 
LS - Low-Power Schottky Logic 
LV - Low-Voltage HCMOS Technology 
LVC - Low-Voltage CMOS Technology 
LVT - Low-Voltage BiCMOS Technology 
S - Schottky Logic 
SSTL - Series-Stub Terminated Logic 

4 Special Features 
Example: Blank = No Special Features 

o - Level-Shifting Diode (CBTD) 
H - Bus Hold (ALVCH) 
R - Damping Resistor on Inputs/Outputs (LVCR) 
S - Schottky Clamping Diode (CBTS) 
U - Unbuffered Output (AHCU) 

5 Sit Width 
Example: Blank = Gates, MSI, and Octals 

1 G - MicroGate (Single Gate) 
8-0ctaIIEEE 1149.1 (JTAG) 
16 - Widebus™ (16, 18, and 20 Bit) 
18-Widebus™ IEEE 1149.1 (JTAG) 
32 - Widebus+™ (32 and 36 Bit) 

5 6 7 8 9 

6 Options 
Example: Blank = No Options 

2 - Series-Damping Resistor on Outputs 
4 - Level Shifter 
25 - 25-0 Line Driver 

7 Function 
Example: 244 - Noninverting Octal Buffer/Driver 

374 - Octal D-Type Flip-Flop 
573 - 0-Type Transparent Latch 
640 - Inverting Octal Transceiver 

8 Device RevisIon 
Example: Blank .. No Revision 

Letter Designator A-Z 

9 Packages 
Example: 0, OW - Small-Outline Integrated Circuit (SOIC) 

DB, DL - Shrink Small-outline Package (SSOP) 

10 

DBB, DGV - Thin Very Small-Outline Package (TVSOP) 
DBV - Small-outline Transistor Package 
DGG, PW - Thin Shrink Small-outline Package (TSSOP) 
FK - Leadless Ceramic Chip Carrier 
FN - Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier 
GB - Ceramic Pin Grid Array 
HFP, HS, HT, HV - Ceramic Quad Flat Package 
J, JT - Ceramic Dual-In-Line Package 
N, NT - Plastic Dual-In-Line Package (DIP) 
PH, PQ, RC - Plastic Quad Flat Package 
PAG, PAH, PCA, PCB, PM, PN, PZ - Plastic Thin Quad 

Flat Package 
W, WA, WD - Ceramic Flat Package 

10 "nIpe and Reel 
Example: LE - Left Embossed (Required for DB and PW Packages) 

R - Standard (Required for DGG, DBB, DGV, and DBV; 
Optional for 0, DL, and OW Packages) 
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THERMAL INFORMATION 

In digital system design, consideration must be given to thermal management of components. The small size of the 
small-outline package makes this even more critical. Figure 1 shows the thermal resistance of these packages for 
various rates of air flow. 

The thermal resistances in Figure 1 can be used to approximate typical and maximum virtual junction temperatures. 
In general, the junction temperature for any device can be calculated using the following equation: 

TJ = RaJA X PT + TA 

where: 

T J virtual junction temperature 
RaJA thermal resistance, junction to free air 
PT total power dissipation of the device 
TA free-air temperature 
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Figure 1 

Derating curves for 56-pin thin shrink small-outline package are shown in Figure 2, 56-pin thin shrink small-outline 
package are shown in Figure 3, 64-pin thin quad flat package are shown in Figure 4, and 24-pin thin shrink 
small-outline package are shown in Figure 5. 
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THERMAL INFORMATION 
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IEEE 1149.1 (JTAG) BOUNDARY-SCAN LOGIC 

IEEE 1149.1 (JTAG) Octal Bus Interface 

NO. OF DESCRIPTION BITS OUTPUT TYPE 
ABT BCT 

Inverting Buffers/Drivers 8 3S '8240 t/ 

Noninverting Buffers/Drivers 8 3S '8244 t/ 

Transceivers 8 3S '8245 t/ t/ 

'8543 t/ 

'8646 t/ 
Registered Transceivers 8 3S 

'8652 t/ 

'8952 t/ 

D-Type Transparent Latches 8 3S '8373 t/ 

D-Type Rip-Flops 8 3S '8374 t/ 

3S=3-State 
t/ Product available in technology indicated + New product planned in technology indicated 

IEEE 1149.1 (JTAG) Widebusn.t With Dual-Sided Terminals 

NO. OF DESCRIPTION BITS OUTPUT TYPE 
ABT BCT 

Noninverting Transceivers 18 3S '18245 t/ 

Inverting Transceivers 18 3S '18640 t/ 

Noninverting Transceivers With Series Resistors on B Port 18 3S '182245 

Inverting Transceivers With Series Resistors on B Port 18 3S '182640 

'18512 
18 3S 

Universal Bus Transceivers (UB"fTY) '18516 
.-

20 3S '18514 

'182512 
18 3S 

Universal Bus Transceivers (UBTTII) With Series Resistors on B Port '182516 

20 3S '182514 

3S=3-State 
t/ Product aVailable in technology indicated + New product planned in technology indicated 

TECHNOLOGY 
LVT ACT 

TECHNOLOGY 
LVT ACT 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

OTHER 

OTHER 
+ Bus Hold 

+ Bus Hold 

+ Bus Hold 

+ Bus Hold 
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+ Bus Hold 
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+ Bus Hold 

+ Bus Hold 
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IEEE 1149.1 (JTAG) BOUNDARY-SCAN LOGIC 

IEEE 1149.1 (JTAG) Widebus™ With Quad-Sided Terminals 

NO. OF TECHNOLOGY 
DESCRIPTION BITS OUTPUT TYPE 

ABT BCT LVT 
'18646 t/ + 

Registered Transceivers 18 3S 
t/ + '18652 

'182646 t/ + 
Registered TranSCE,ivers With Series Resistors on B Port 18 3S 

'182652 t/ + 
18 3S '18502 t/ t/ 

Universal Bus Transceivers (UBf'lI) 
20 3S '18504 t/ t/ 

18 3S '182502 t/ t/ 
Universal Bus Transceivers (UBf'lI) With Series Resistors on B Port 

20 3S '182504 t/ t/ 

3S=3-5tate 
t/ Product aVailable in technology indicated + New product planned in technology inolCated 

IEEE 1149.1 (JTAG) Scan Support 

DESCRIPTION TYPE 
TECHNOLOGY 

ABT BCT LVT 
'8980 

Test Bus Controllers 
t/ 

'8990 

Digital Bus Monitors '8994 

Addressable Scan Port Devices '8996 t/ 

Scan-Path Unkers '8997 

Scan-Path Selectors '8999 
---- --- ----- --

3S=3-5tate 
t/ Product available in technology indicated + New product planned in technology inolCated 

ACT 

ACT 

t/ 

t/ 

t/ 

t/ 

OTHER 
t/ Bus Hold 
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t/ Bus Hold 
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t/ Bus Hold 

t/BusHold 

OTHER 
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• Members of the Texas Instruments 
SCOPE TN Family of Testability Products 

• Octal Test-Integrated Circuits 
• Functionally Equivalent to 'F240 and 

'BCT240 In the Normal-Function Mode 

• Compatible With the IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990 (JTAG) Test Access Port and 
Boundary-Scan Architecture 

• Test Operation Synchronous to Test 
Access Port (TAP) 

• Implement Optional Test Reset Signal by 
Recognizing a Double-Hlgh-Level Voltage 
(10 V) on TMS Pin 

• SCOPE TN Instruction Set 
-IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 Required 

Instructions, OptlonalINTEST, CLAMP, 
anci HIGHZ 

- ~arallel-Slgnature Analysis at Inputs 
- Pseudo-Random Pattern Generation 

From Outputs 
- Sample Inputs/Toggle Outputs 

• Package Options Include Plastic 
Smail-Outline (OW) Packages, Ceramic 
Chip Carriers (FK), and Standard Plastic 
and Ceramic 30o-mll DIPs (JT, NT) 

description 

The 'BCT8240A scan test devices with octal 
buffers are members of the Texas Instruments 
SCOPI?N testability integrated-circuit family. This 
family of devices supports IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990 boundary scan to facilitate testing of 
complex circuit-board assemblies. Scan access 
to the test circuitry is accomplished via the 4-wire 
test access port (TAP) interface. 

SN54BCT8240A,SN74BCT8240A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH OCTAL INVERTING BUFFERS 
SCBS067E - FEBRUARY 1990 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

SN54BCT8240A ••• JT PACKAGE 
SN74BCT8240A ••• OW OR NT PACKAGE 

(TOP VIEW) 

10E 
1Y1 
1Y2 
1Y3 
1Y4 

GNO 
2Y1 
2Y2 
2Y3 
2Y4 

TOO 
TMS 

1 U 24 

2 23 
3 22 

4 21 
5 20 

6 19 

7 18 
8 17 

9 16 

10 15 
11 14 

12 13 

20E 
1A1 
1A2 
1A3 
1A4 
2A1 

VCC 
2A2 
2A3 
2A4 
TOI 
TCK 

SN54BCT8240A ••• FK PACKAGE 
(TOP VIEW) 

1A2 
1A1 
20E 

NC 
10E 
1Y1 
1Y2 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

C"') ...:- ,... () ()~ M 

~~~Z>()C\I~ 

4 321 282726 
25 

24 
23 
22 
21 

10 20 

2A4 
TOI 
TCK 
NC 
TMS 
TOO 

11 19 2Y4 
12 1314 1516 1718 

NC - No internal connection 

In the normal mode, these devices are functionally equivalent to the 'F240 and 'BCT240 octal buffers. The test 
circuitry can be activated by the TAP to take snapshot samples of the data appearing at the device terminals 
or to perform a selftest on the boundary-test cells. Activating the TAP in normal mode does not affect the 
functional operation of the SCOPI?N octal buffers. 

In the test mode, the normal operation of the SCOPI?N octal buffers is inhibited and the test circuitry is enabled 
to observe and control the 1/0 boundary of the device. When enabled, the test circuitry can perform 
boundary-scan test operations, as described in IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. 

SCOPE is a trademarK of Texas Instruments InCOrporated. 
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SN54BCT8240A, SN74BCT8240A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH OCTAL INVERTING BUFFERS 
SCBS067E - FEBRUARY 1990 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

description (continued) 

Four dedicated test terminals control the operation of the test circuitry: test data input (TDI), test data output 
(TOO), test mode select (TMS), and test clock (TCI<). Additionally, the test circuitry performs other testing 
functions such as parallel-Signature analysis (PSA) on data inputs and pseudo-random pattern generation 
(PRPG) from data outputs. All testing and scan operations are synchronized to the TAP interface: 

The SN54BCT8240A is characterized for operation over the full military temperature range of -55°C to 125DC. 
The SN74BCT8240A is characterized for operation from ODC to 70DC. . 

logic symbolt 

TOI 

TMS 

TCK 

1A1 
1A2 

1A3 
1A4 
2A1 
2A2 

2A3 

2A4 

14 

12 

13 

1 

24 

23 
22 

21 
20 
19 

17 
16 

15 

FUNCTION TABLE 
(normal mode, each buffer) 

INPUTS OUTPUT 
OE A Y 

H X Z 

L L H 

L H L 

III 
SCAN 

'BCT8240A 
TOI 

TMS TOO 

~ 
TCK·IN 

I> TCK·OUT 

'" EN1 

'" EN2 ., r 
[> 1 'il 

[> 2'il 

t This symbol is in accordance with ANSI/IEEE Std 91-1984 and lEe Publication 617·12. 
Pin numbers shown are for the DW, JT, and NT packages . 
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functional block diagram 

Vcc 

1 OE _1'::"-'-_-411---1 

,--------
IvCC 1 

1A1 231 

1 
1 &..._-----
Vcc 

,--------
IvCC 1 

2A1 191 

TOI 
14 

TMS 
12 

TCK 
13 

1 
1 &..._-----

Vcc 

VCC 

VCC 

Boundary-Scan Register 

One of Four Channels 

SN54BCT8240A,SN74BCT8240A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH OCTAL INVERTING BUFFERS 
SCBS067E - FEBRUARY 1990 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

------, 
1 
1 
I 2 1Y1 

1 
1 _______________ --I-_f-_-I.~--_--.J 

-----, 
1 
1 
1 7 2Y1 

One of Four Channels 
---------------I--I-.I-.-I-~.....r 

TAP 
Controller 

Pin numbers shown are for the OW, JT, and NT packages. 
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SN54BCT8240A, SN74BCT8240A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH OCTAL INVERTING BUFFERS 
SCBS067E - FEBRUARY 1990 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

TERMINAL 
NAME 

1A1-1A4, 
2A1-2A4 

GNO 

10E, 20E 

TCK 

TOI 

TOO 

TMS 

VCC 
1Y1-1Y4, 
2Y1-2Y4 

2-6 

Terminal Functions 

DESCRIPTION 

Normal-function data inputs. See function table for normal-mode logic. Internal pullups force these inputs to a high level if 
left unconnected. 

Ground 

Normal-function output-enable inputs. See function table for normal-mode logic. Internal pullups force these inputs to a high 
level if left unconnected. 

Test clock. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. Test operations of the device are synchronous to 
TCK. Oata is captured on the rising edge of TCK and outputs change on the falling edge of TCK. An internal pullup forces 
TCK to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test data input. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOI is the serial input for shifting data through 
the instruction register or selected data register. An internal pullup forces TOI to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test data output. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOO is the serial output for shifting data 
through the instruction register or selected data register. An internal pull up forces TOO to a high level when it is not active 
and is not driven from an external source. 

Test mode select. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TMS directs the device through its 
TAP-controller states. An internal pullup forces TMS to a high level if left unconnected. TMS also provides the optional test 
reset signal of IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. This is implemented by recognizing a third logic level, double high (VIHH), atTMS. 

Supply voltage 

Normal-function data outputs. See function table for normal-mode logic. 
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test architecture 

SN54BCT8240A,SN74BCT8240A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH OCTAL INVERTING BUFFERS 
SCBS067E - FEBRUARY 1990 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

Serial-test information is conveyed by means of a 4-wire test bus, or TAP, that conforms to IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990. Test instructions, test data, and test control signals all are passed along this serial-test bus. The 
TAP corltroller monitors two signals from the test bus, TCK and TMS. The TAP controller extracts the 
synchronization (TCK) and state control (TMS) signals from the test bus and generates the appropriate on-chip 
control signals for the test structures in the device. Figure 1 shows the TAP-controller state diagram. 

The TAP controller is fully synchronous to the TCK signal. Input data is captured on the rising edge of TCK, and 
output data changes on the falling edge of TCK. This scheme ensures that data to be captured is valid for fully 
one-half of the TCK cycle. 

The functional block diagram shows the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 4-wire test bus and boundary-scan 
architecture and the relationship among the test bus, the TAP controller, and the test registers. As shown, the 
device contains an 8-bit instruction register and three test-data registers: an 18-bit boundary-scan register, a 
2-bit boundary-control register, and a 1-bit bypass register. 

Test-Loglc-Reset 

TMS=L 

Figure 1. TAP-Controller State Diagram 
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SN54BCT8240A, SN74BCT8240A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH OCTAL INVERTING BUFFERS 
SCBS067E - FEBRUARY 1990 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

state diagram description 

The TAP controller is a synchronous finite state machine that provides test control signals throughout the device. 
The state diagram shown in Figure 1 is in accordance with I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990. The TAP controller 
proceeds through its states based on the level of TMS at the rising edge of TCK. 

As illustrated, the TAP controller consists of 16 states. There are six stable states (indicated by a looping arrow 
in the state diagram) and ten unstable states. A stable state is a state the TAP controller can retain for 
consecutive TCK cycles. Any state that does not meet this criterion is an unstable state. 

There are two main paths through the state diagram: one to access and control the selected data register and 
one to access and control the instruction register. Only one register may be accessed at a time. 

Test-Logl~Reset 

The device powers up in the Test-Logic-Reset state. In the stable Test-Logic-Reset state, the test logic is reset 
and is disabled so that the normal logic function of the device is performed. The instruction register is reset to 
an opcode that selects the optionallDCODE instruction, if supported, or the BYPASS instruction. Certain data 
registers also can be reset to their power-up values. 

The state machine is constructed such that the TAP controller returns to the Test-Logic-Reset state in no more 
than five TCK cycles if TMS is left high. The TMS pin has an internal pullup resistor that forces it high if left 
unconnected or if a board defect causes it to be open circuted. 

For the 'BCT8240A, the instruction register is reset to the binary value 11111111, which selects the BYPASS 
instruction. The boundary-control register is reset to the binary value 10, which selects the PSA test operation. 

Run-Test/Idle 

The TAP controller must pass through the Run-Test/Idle state (from Test-Logic-Reset) before executing any test 
operations. The Run-Test/Idle state also can be entered following data-register or instruction-register scans. 
Run-Test/Idle is a stable state in which the test logic may be actively running a test or may be idle. 

The test operations selected by the boundary-control register are performed while the TAP controller is in the 
Run-Test/Idle state. 

Select-DR-Scan, Select-I R-Scan 

No specific function is performed in the Select-OR-Scan and Select-IR-Scan states, and the TAP controller exits 
either of these states on the next TCK cycle. These states allow the selection of either data-register scan or 
instruction-register scan. 

Capture-DR 

When a data-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-DR state. In the 
Capture-DR state, the selected-data register may capture a data value as specified by the current instruction. 
Such capture operations occur on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-DR state. 

Shift-DR 

2-8 

Upon entry to the Shift-DR state, the data register is placed in the scan path between TDI and TOO and, on the 
first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TOO enables to the logic 
level present in the least-significant bit of the selected data register. 

While in the stable Shift-DR state, data is serially shifted through the selected data register on each TCK cycle. 
The first shift occurs on the first riSing edge ofTCK after entry to the Shift-DR state (Le., no shifting occurs during 
the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-DR to Shift-DR or from Exit2-DR to Shift-DR). 
The last shift occurs on the riSing edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-DR state. 
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Exlt1-DR, Exlt2-DR 

SN54BCT8240A,SN74BCT8240A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH OCTAL INVERTING BUFFERS 
SCBS067E - FEBRUARY 1990 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

The Exit1-DR and Exit2-DR states are temporary states that end a data-register scan. It is possible to return 
to the Shift-DR state from either Exit1-DR or Exit2-0R without recapturing the data register. 

On the first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-DR, TDO goes from the active state to the 
high-impedance state. 

Pause-DR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-DR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-DR state suspends and resumes data-register scan operations without loss of data. 

Update-DR 

If the current instruction calls for the selected data register to be updated with current data, then such update 
occurs on the falling edge of TCK following entry to the Update-DR state. 

Capture-IR 

When an instruction-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-IR state. In 
the Capture-IR state, the instruction register captures its current status value. This capture operation occurs 
on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-IR state. 

For the 'BCT8240A, the status value loaded in the Capture-IR state is the fixed binary value 10000001. 

Shlft-IR 

Upon entry to the Shift-IR state, the instruction register is placed in the scan path between TOI and TDO and, 
on the first falling edge of TCK, TDO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TDO enables to 
the logic level present in the least-significant bit of the instruction register. 

While in the stable Shift-IR state, instruction data is serially shifted through the instruction register on each TCK 
cycle. The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-IR state (i.e., no shifting occurs 
during the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-IR to Shift-IR or from Exit2-IR to 
Shift-IR). The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-I R state. 

Exlt1-IR, Exlt2-IR 

The Exit1-IR and Exit2-IR states are temporary states that end an instruction-register scan. It is possible to 
return to the Shift-IR state from either Exit1-IR or Exit2-IR without recapturing the instruction register. 

On the first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-IR, TDO goes from the active. state to the 
high-impedance state. 

Pause-IR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-IR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-IR state suspends and resumes instruction-register scan operations without loss 
of data. 

Update-IR 

The current instruction is updated and takes effect on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the 
Update-IR state. 
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SN54BCT8240A,SN74BCT8240A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH OCTAL INVERTING BUFFERS 
SCBS067E - FEBRUARY 1990 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

register overview 

With the exception of the bypass register, any test register may be thought of as a serial-shift register with a 
shadow latch on each bit. The bypass register differs in that it contains only a shift register. During the 
appropriate capture state (Capture-IR for instruction register, Capture-DR for data registers), the shift register 
may be parallel loaded from a source specified by the current instruction. During the appropriate shift state 
(Shift-IR or Shift-DR), the contents of the shift register are shifted out from TOO while new contents are shifted 
in at TDI. During the appropriate update state (Update-IR or Update-DR), the shadow latches are updated from 
the shift register. 

instruction register description 

TDI 

The instruction register (IR) is eight bits long and tells the device what instruction is to be executed. Information 
contained in the instruction includes the mode of operation (either normal mode, in which the device performs 
its normal logic function, ortest mode, in which the normal logic function is inhibited or altered), the test operation 
to be performed, which of the three data registers is to be selected for inclusion in the scan path during 
data-register scans, and the source of data to be captured into the selected data register during Capture-DR. 

Table 2 lists the instructions supported by the 'BCT8240A. The even-parity feature specified for SCOPETM 
devices is not supported in this device. Bit 7 of the instruction opcode is a don't-care bit. Any instructions that 
are defined for SCOPETM devices but are not supported by this device default to BYPASS. 

During Capture-IR, the IR captures the binary value 10000001. As an instruction is shifted in, this value is shifted 
out via TOO and can be inspected as verification that the IR is in the scan path. During Update-IR, the value 
that has been shifted into the IR is loaded into shadow latches. At this time, the current instruction is updated 
and any specified mode change takes effect. At power up or in the Test-Logic-Reset state, the IR is reset to the 
binary value 11111111, which selects the BYPASS instruction. The I R order of scan is shown in Figure 2. 

Blt7 

---
(MSB) ----. Blt6 ----. Blt5 f--+ Blt4 ----. Blt3 ----. Blt2 f--+ Bit 1 ----. BltO r--+ Don't (LSB) 

TOO 

Care 

Figure 2. Instruction Register Order of Scan 

data-register description 

boundary-scan register 

2-10 

The boundary-scan register (BSR) is 18 bits long. It contains one boundary-scan cell (BSC) for each 
normal-function input pin and one BSC for each normal-function output pin. The BSR is used 1) to store test 
data that is to be applied internally to the inputs of the normal on-Chip logic and/or externally to the device output 
terminals, and/or 2) to capture data that appears internally at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic and/or 
externally at the device input terminals. 

The source of data to be captured into the BSR during Capture-DR is determined by the current instruction. The 
contents of the BSR may change during Run-Test/Idle as determined by the current instruction. The contents 
of the BSR are not changed in Test-Logic-Reset. 

The BSR order of scan is from TDI through bits 17-0 to TOO. Table 1 shows the BSR bits and their associated 
device pin signals. 
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17 

16 

-
-
-
-
-
-

boundary-control register 
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Table 1. Boundary-Scan Register Configuration 

DEVICE BSR BIT DEVICE BSR BIT DEVICE 
SIGNAL NUMBER SIGNAL NUMBER SIGNAL 

10E 15 1A1 7 1Y1 

20E 14 1A2 6 1Y2 

- 13 1A3 5 1Y3 

- 12 1A4 4 1Y4 

- 11 2A1 3 2Y1 

- 10 2A2 2 2Y2 

- 9 2A3 1 2Y3 

- 8 2A4 0 2Y4 

The boundary-control register (BCR) is two bits long. The BCR is used in the context of the RUNT instruction 
to implement additional test operations not included in the basic SCOPETM instruction set. Such operations 
include PRPG and PSA. Table 3 shows the test operations that are decoded by the BCR. 

During Capture-DR, the contents of the BCR are not changed. At power up or in Test-Logic-Reset, the BCR is 
reset to the binary value 10, which selects the PSA test operation. The BCR order of scan is shown in Figure 3. 

bypass register 

TDI 
Bit 1 

(MSB) 
BltO 
(LSB) 

TOO 

Figure 3. Boundary-Control Register Order of Scan 

The bypass register is a 1-bit scan path that can be selected to shorten the length of the system scan path, 
thereby reducing the number of bits per test pattern that must be applied to complete a test operation. 

During Capture-DR, the bypass register captures a logic O. The bypass register order of scan is shown in 
Figure 4. 

TDI-1 BIIO ~ mo 

Figure 4. Bypass Register Order of Scan 

instruction-register opcode description 

The instruction-register opcodes are shown in Table 2. The following descriptions detail the operation of 
each instruction. 
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Table 2. Instruction-Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODEt 
SELECTED DATA 

BIT7~ BITO SCOPE OPCODE DESCRIPTION REGISTER MODE 
MSB~LSB 

XOOOOOOO EXTESTIINTEST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

XOOOOOO1 BYPASS:t: Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

XOOOOO10 SAMPLE/PRELOAD Sample boundary Boundary scan Normal 

XOOOO011 I NTEST/EXTEST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

XOOOO100 BYPASS:t: Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

XOOOO101 BYPASS:t: Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

XOOOO110 HIGHZ (TRIBYP) Control boundary to high impedance Bypass Modified test 

XOOO0111 CLAMP (SETBYP) Control boundary to 1/0 Bypass Test 

XOOO1000 BYPASS:t: Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

XOO01001 RUNT Boundary run test Bypass Test 

XOOO1010 READBN Boundary read Boundary scan Normal 

XOO01011 READBT Boundary read Boundary scan Test 

XOOO1100 CELLTST Boundary self test Boundary scan Normal 

XOO01101 TOPHIP Boundary toggle outputs Bypass Test 

XOOO1110 SCANCN Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Normal 

XOO01111 SCANCT Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Test 

All others BYPASS Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

t Bit 7 is a don't-care bit; X = don't care. 
:t: The BYPASS instruction is executed in lieu of a SCOPETM instruction that is not supported in the 'BCT8240A. 

boundary scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 EXTEST and INTEST instructions. The BSR is 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input terminals is captured in the input BSCs, while data 
appearing at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic is captured in the output BSCs. Data that has been scanned 
into the input BSCs is applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic, while data that has been scanned into 
the output BSCsis applied to the device output terminals. The device operates in the test mode. 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 BYPASS instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in the normal mode. 

sample boundary 

2-12 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction. The BSR is 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input terminals is captured in the input BSCs, while data 
appearing at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic is captured in the output BSCs. The device operates in the 
normal mode. 
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This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1 a-1993 HIGHZ instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in a modified test mode in which all device output terminals are placed in the high-impedance state, 
the device input terminals remain operational, and the normal on-chip logic function is performed. 

control boundary to 1/0 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1a-1993 CLAMP instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. Data in the input 
SSCs is applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic, while data in the output SSCs is applied to the device 
output terminals. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary run test 

The bypass register is selected in the. scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. The device operates in the test mode. The test operation specified in the SCR is executed during 
Run-Test/Idle. The four test operations decoded by the SCR are: sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP), 
PRPG, PSA, and simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSAlPRPG). 

boundary read 

The SSR is selected in the scan path. The value in the SSR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
instruction is useful for inspecting data after a PSA operation. 

boundary self test 

The SSR is selected in the scan path. All SSCs capture the inverse of their current values during Capture-DR. 
In this way, the contents of the shadow latches may be read out to verify the integrity of both shift-register and 
shadow-latch elements of the SSR. The device operates in the normal mode. 

boundary toggle outputs 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output SSCs is toggled on each rising edge of 
TCK in Run-Test/Idle and is then updated in the shadow latches and applied to the associated device output 
terminals on each falling edge of TCK in Run-Test/Idle. Data in the selected input SSCs remains constant and 
is applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic. Data appearing at the device input terminals is not captured 
in the input SSCs. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary-control-register scan 

The SCR is selected in the scan path. The value in the SCR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
operation must be performed before a boundary-run test operation to specify which test operation is to 
be executed. 
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boundary-control-reglster opcode description 

The BCR opcodes are decoded from BCR bits 1-0, as shown in Table 3. The selected test operation is 
performed while the RUNT instruction is executed in the Run-Test/Idle state. The following descriptions detail 
the operation of each BCR instruction and illustrate the associated PSA and PRPG algorithms. 

Table 3. Boundary-Control Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODE 
BIT 1 ~ BIT 0 DESCRIPTION 
MSB~LSB 

00 Sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

01 Pseudo-random pattern generation/16-bit mode (PRPG) 

10 Parallel-signature analysis/16-bit mode (PSA) 

11 Simultaneous PSA and PRPGlS-bit mode (PSNPRPG) 

It should be noted, in general, that while the control input BSCs (bits 17-16) are not included in the sample, 
toggle, PSA, or PRPG algorithms, the output-enable BSCs (bits 17-16 of the BSR) do control the drive state 
(active or high impedance) of the selected device output terminals. 

sample Inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

Data appearing at the device input terminals is captured in the shift-register elements of the input BSCs on each 
rising edge of TCK. This data is then updated in the shadow latches of the input BSCs and applied to the inputs 
of the normal on-chip logic. Data in the shift-register elements of the output BSCs is toggled on each rising edge 
of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the device output terminals on each falling edge of TCK. 

pseudo-random pattern generation (PRPG) 

2-14 

A pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the BSCs on each rising edge of TCK 
and then updated in the shadow latches and applied to the device output terminals on each falling edge of TCK. 
This data also is updated in the shadow latches of the input BSCs and applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip 
logic. Figure 5 shows the 16-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithm through which the patterns are 
generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. A seed value 
of all zeroes will not produce additional patterns. 

1A1 1A2 1A3 1A4 2A1 

1Y1 1Y2 1Y3 1Y4 2Y1 

Figure 5. 16-Blt PRPG Configuration 
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Data appearing at the device input terminals is compressed into a 16-bit parallel signature in the shift-register 
elements of the BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. This data is then updated in the shadow latches of the input 
BSCs and applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic. Data in the shadow latches of the output BSCs 
remains constant and is applied to the device outputs. Figure 6 shows the 16-bit linear-feedback shift-register 
algorithm through which the signature is generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before 
performing this operation. 

1A1 1A2 1A3 1A4 2A1 2A2 2A3 2A4 

1Y1 1Y2 1Y3 1Y4 2Y1 2Y2 2Y3 2Y4 

Figure 6. 16-Blt PSA Configuration 

simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSA/PRPG) 

Data appearing at the device input terminals is compressed into an 8-bit parallel signature in the shift-register 
elements of the input BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. This data is then updated in the shadow latches of the 
input BSCs and applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic. At the same time, an 8-bit pseudo-random 
pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the output BSCs on each rising edge of TCK, updated in 
the shadow latches, and applied to the device output terminals on each falling edge of TCK. Figure 7 shows 
the 8-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithm through which the signature and patterns are generated. An 
initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. A seed value of all zeroes 
will not produce additional patterns. 

1A1 1A2 1A3 1A4 2A1 2A2 2A3 2A4 

1Y1 1Y2 1Y3 1Y4 2Y1 

Figure 7. 8-Blt PSA/PRPG Configuration 
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timing description 

All test operations ofthe 'BCT8240A are synchronous to TCK. Data on the TDI, TMS, and normal-function inputs 
is captured on the rising edge of TCK. Data appears on the TOO and normal-function output terminals on the 
falling edge of TCK. The TAP controller is advanced through its states (as shown in Figure 1) by changing the 
value of TMS on the falling edge of TCK and then applying a rising edge to TCK. 

A simple timing example is shown in Figure 8. In this example, the TAP controller begins in the Test-Logic-Reset 
state and is advanced through its states, as necessary, to perform one instruction-register scan and one 
data-register scan. While in the Shift-IR and Shift-DR states, TDI is used to input serial data and TOO is used 
to output serial data. The TAP controller is then returned to the Test-Logic-Reset state. Table 4 details the 
operation of the test circuitry during each TCK cycle. 

Table 4. Explanation of Timing Example 

TCK TAP STATE 
DESCRIPTION CYCLE(S) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7-13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

16 

19-20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

2-16 

AFTERTCK 

Test-Logic-Reset 

Run-TesVldle 

Select-OR-Scan 

Select-IR-Scan 

Capture-IR 

Shift-IR 

Shift-IR 

Exit1-IR 

Update-IR 

Select-OR-Scan 

Capture-OR 

Shift-DR 

Shift-OR 

Exit1-0R 

Update-OR 

Select-OR-Scan 

Select-IR-Scan 

Test-Logic-Reset 

TMS is changed to a logic 0 value on the falling edge of TCK to begin advancing the TAP controller toward 
the desired state. 

The IR captures the a-bit binary value 10000001 on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-IR state. 

TOO becomes active and TOI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

One bit is shifted into the IR on each TCK rising edge. With TOI held at a logic 1 value, the a-bit binary value 
11111111 is serially scanned into the I R. Atthe same time, the a-bit binary value 10000001 is serially scanned 
out of the IR via TOO. In TCK cycle 13, TMS is changed to a logic 1 value to end the IR scan on the next 
TCK cycle. The last bit of the instruction is shifted as the TAP controller advances from Shift-IR to Exit1-IR. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The IR is updated with the new instruction (BYPASS) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The bypass register captures a logic 0 value on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-OR state. 

TOO becomes active and TOI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

The binary value 101 is shifted in via TOI, while the binary value 010 is shifted out via TOO. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

In general, the selected data register is updated with the new data on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test operation completed 
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Figure 8. Timing Example 
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absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)t 

Supply voltage range, Vee .......................................................... -0.5 V to 7 V 
Input voltage range, VI: except TMS {see Note 1} ...................................... -0.5 V to 7 V 

TMS {see Note 1} ........................................... -0.5 V to 12 V 
Voltage range applied to any output in the disabled or power-off state .................... -0.5 V to 5.5 V 
Voltage range applied to any output in the high state .................................. -0.5 V to Vee 
Input clamp current, 11K •••••.••••••.•••••••••••••••••.•••••.••••••••..••••••••••••••.•••• -30 rnA 
Current into any output in the low state: SN54BCT8240A {TOO} ............................... 40 rnA 

SN54BCT8240A {any Y} .............................. 96 rnA 
SN74BCT8240A {TOO} ............................... 48 rnA 
SN74BCT8240A (any Y) ............................. 128 rnA 

Maximum power dissipation at TA = 55°C {in still air} {see Note 2}: OW package .................. 1.7 W 
NT package ................... 1.3 W 

Storage temperature range, Tstg ................................................... -65°C to 150°C 

t Stresses beyond those listed under "absolute maximum ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings only, and 
functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated under "recommended operating conditions" is not 
implied. Exposure to absolute-maxi mum-rated conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTES: 1. The input voltage rating may be exceeded if the input clamp-current rating is observed. 
2. The maximum package power dissipation is calculated using a junction temperature of 150°C and a board trace length of 750 mils, 

except for the NT package, which has trace length of zero. For more information, refer to the Package Thermal Considerations 
application note in the ABT Advanced BiCMOS Technology Data Book, literature number SCBD002. 
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recommended operating conditions 

Vee Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

VIHH Oouble-high-Ievel input voltage 

VIL Low-level input voltage 

11K Input clamp current 

10H High-level output current 

10L Low-level output current 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

TMS 

TOO 

AnyY 

TOO 

AnyY 

• TEXAS 
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MIN NOM MAX 

4.5 5 5.5 
2 

10 12 
0.8 

-18 

:-3 
-12 

20 
48 

-55 125 
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UNIT 

MIN NOM MAX 

4.5 5 5.5 V 

2 V 

10 12 V 

0.8 V 

-18 mA 

-3 
mA 

-15 
24 

mA 
64 

0 70 ·e 
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electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) 

SN54BCT8240A SN74BCT8240A 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

TYPt TYPt MIN MAX MIN MAX 

VIK VCC .. 4.5V, 11~-18mA -1.2 -1.2 

VCC .. 4.75 V, 10H .. -3mA 2.7 3.4 2.7 3.4 

10H --3mA 2.4 3.4 2.4 3.4 
AnyY 

VCC" 4.5V 10H .. -12mA 2 3.2 

VOH 10H = -15 mA 2 3.1 

VCC .. 4.75V, 10H --1 mA . 2.7 3.4 2.7 3.4 

TOO 10H .. -1 mA 2.5 3.4 2.5 3.4 
VCC .. 4.5V 

10H .. -3mA 2.4 3.3 2.4 3.3 

IOl=48 mA 0.38 0.55 
AnyY VCC=4.5V 

IOl=64 mA 0.42 0.55 
VOL 

IOl=20mA 0.3 0.5 
TOO VCC=4.5V 

IOl",,24 mA 0.35 0.5 

II VCC = 5.5 V, VI .. 5.5V 0.1 0.1 

IIH VCC .. 5.5V, VI .. 2.7V -1 -35 -100 -1 -35 -100 

IIHH TMS VCC = 5.5 V, VI" 10V 1 1 

III VCC .. 5.5V, VI = 0.5 V -30 -70 -200 -30 -70 -200 

AnyY 50 50 
10ZH 

TOO 
VCC = 5.5 V, Vo = 2.7V 

-1 -35 -100 -1 -35 -100 

AnyY -50 -50 
10Zl 

TOO 
VCC = 5.5 V, VO ... 0.5V 

-30 -70 -200 -30 -70 -200 

10ZPU VCC" Ot02V, Vo .. 0.5 V or 2.7 V ±250 ±250 

10ZPO VCC =2 Vto 0, VO" 0.5 Vor2.7V ±250 ±250 

loff VCC" 0, Vl orVOS4.5V ±250 ±250 

10S:t: VCC = 5.5 V, VO .. O -100 -225 -100 -225 

Outputs high 3.5 7.5 3.5 7.5 

ICC VCC = 5.5 V, Outputs open Outputs low 35 52 35 52 

Outputs disabled 1.5 3.5 1.5 3.5 

Ci VCC- 5V, VI .. 2.5 V or 0.5 V 10 10 

Co VCC = 5 V, Vo = 2.5 VorO.5 V 18 18 

t All tYPical values are at VCC" 5 V, TA" 25°C. 
:t: Not more than one output should be shorted at a time, and the duration of the short circuit should not exceed one second. 
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V 

V 

V 

V 

mA 

JlA 

mA 

J.LA 

JlA 

JlA 

JlA 

J.LA 

J.LA 
mA 

mA 

pF 

pF 
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timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 9) 

VCC=5V. 
TA = 25°C 

MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency TCK 0 20 

TCK high or low 25 
tw Pulse duration 

TMS double high 50· 

Any A before TCKi 6 

Any OE before TCKi 6 
tsu Setup time 

TOI before TCKi 6 

TMS before TCKi 12 

Any A after TCKi 4.5 

Any OE after TCKi 4.5 
th Hold time 

TOI after TCKi 4.5 

TMS after TCKi 0 

td Delay time Power up to TCKi 100· 

• On products compliant to MIL-PRF-38535. this parameter is not production tested . 
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SN54BCT8240A SN74BCT8240A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

0 20 0 20 MHz 

25 25 
ns 

50· 50 

6 6 

6, 6 
ns 

6 6 

12 12 

4.5 4.5 

4.5 4.5 
ns 

4.5 4.5 

0 0 

100· 100 ns 
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switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 9) 

FROM TO 
VCC=5V, SN54BCT8240A SN74BCT8240A 

PARAMETER TA = 25°C UNIT 
(INPUT) (OUTPUT) 

MIN TYP MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

tpLH 2.5 5.7 7.5 2.5 10 2.5 9 
A Y ns 

tpHL 2.5 5.2 7 2.5 9 2.5 8 

tpZH 3 6 8 3 10 3 9.5 
OE Y ns 

tpZL 3.5 7 9 3.5 12 3.5 11 

tpHZ 
OE 

2.5 6 8 2.5 10 2.5 9 
Y ns 

tpLZ 2.5 5.5 8 2.5 10 2.5 9 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless ptherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 9) 

FROM PARAMETER (INPUT) 

fmax TCK 

tpLH TCK.j, 
tpHL 

tpLH TCK.j, 
tPHL 

tpLH 
TCKi 

tPHL 

tpZH TCK.j, 
tpZL 

tPZH TCK.j, 
tpZL 

tPZH 
TCKi 

tPZL 

tPHZ TCK.j, 
tpLZ 

tpHZ TCK.j, 
tpLZ 

tpHZ TCKi 
tPLZ 

TO 
VCC =5V, 

(OUTPUT) 
TA = 25°C 

MIN TYP 

20 

6 13 
Y 

6 12.5 

3.5 7.6 
TOO 

3.5 8 

7.5 16.5 
Y 

7.5 17 

6.5 14 
Y 

7 15 

3.5 7.6 
TOO 

4 8.5 

8 18 
Y 

8 19 

6 14 
Y 

6 14 

3 8 
TOO 

3 7.5 

8 18.5 
Y 

8 18.5 
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MAX 

15.5 

15.5 

10.5 

10.5 

20 

21 

17 

20 

10.5 

11 

22 

25 

18 

17 

11.5 

10 

22 

22 
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SN54BCT8240A SN74BCT8240A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

20 20 MHz 

6 21.5 6 20 
ns 

6 21.5 6 20 

3.5 14 3.5 13 
ns 

3.5 13 3.5 12 

7.5 28 7.5 24 
ns 

7.5 29 7.5 25 

6.5 24 6.5 21 
ns 

7 26 7 23 

3.5 11.5 3.5 11 
ns 

4 13.5 4 12.5 

8 30 8 27 
ns 

8 32 8 29 

6 24 6 22 

6 23 6 
ns 

21 

3 13 3 12.5 

3 13 3 
ns 

12 

8 31 8 27 

8 31 8 
ns 

27 
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PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION 

7 V (tPZL. tpLZ. O.C.) I 
6 Open 

S1 
(all others) 

R1 

From Output Test 
Under Test ---.... - .... - Point 

CL 
(see Note A) 

R2 

RL= R1 = R2 

LOAD CIRCUIT FOR 
3-STATE AND OPEN-COLLECTOR OUTPUTS 

_---- 3V 

From Output q 
Under Test 

CL R1 
(see Note A) 

LOAD CIRCUIT FOR 
TOTEM-POLE OUTPUTS 

Test 
Point 

High-Level - - - 3 V 

Timing Input '/1.5V 

---.l.~:.;- ----- OV 
tsu~th 

Pulse 1.5 V 1.5 V 

I I ov 

~
---3V 

Data Input 1.5 V 1.5 V 

OV 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
SETUP AND HOLD TIMES 

Input -' \.. 3V 
---II 1.5 V 1\1.5 V 

1 1'4I'--~-1 - 0 V 
tPLH ~ I I tPHL 

In-Phase 1 !/ I ~ VOH 
Output T 1.5 V I 1\. 1.5 V 

--+1-""" I ~ VOL 

tPHL ~ i+--t tpLH 

i4- tw -.! 
I I 

I 3V 
Low-Level 1.5 V 1.5 V 

~se ----OV 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PULSE DURATION 

3V 
Output ~ 1.5V ~ 
Control HH~=-'---

(low-level enable) -.!!.- 1 - - - - - 0 V 

tpZL 1 I -+I 14- tpLZ 

I I 1 :Y-T:1 
3.5 V 

Waveform 1 1 \1.5 V I __ t..._ 
(sea Note B) 1 ~~--c- VOL 

I 1_ tPHZ-.\ :.- L 0.3 V 

Out·of-Phase 
Output 

{ !c.' VOH 
,1.5 V T1.5V 

. - VOL 

Waveform2 . _.. I r - -- VOH tPZH-+j ~ ~ 
(see Note B) ----'" 1.5 V ""L 0.3 ~ V 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PROPAGATION DELAY TIMES (see Note D) 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
ENABLE AND DISABLE TIMES. 3-STATE OUTPUTS 

NOTES: A. CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 

2-22 

B. Waveform 1 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is low except when disabled by the output control. 
Waveform 2 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is high except when disabled by the output control. 

C. All input pulses are supplied by generators having the following characteristics: PRR S 10 MHz, tr .. tf S 2.5 ns, duty cycle = 50%. 
D. The outputs are measured one at a time with one transition per measurement. 
E. When measuring propagation delay times of 3-state outputs, switch S1 is open. 

Figure 9. Load Circuits and Voltage Waveforms 
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• Members of the Texas Instruments 
SCOPETM Family of Testability Products 

• Octal Test-Integrated Circuits 
• Functionally Equivalent to 'F244 and 

'BCT244In the Normal-Function Mode 

• Compatible With the IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990 (JTAG) Test Access Port and 
Boundary-Scan Architecture 

• Test Operation Synchronous to Test 
Access Port (TAP) 

• Implement Optional Test Reset Signal by 
Recognizing a Double-Hlgh-Level Voltage 
(10 V) on TMS Pin 

• SCOPETM Instruction Set 
- IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 Required 

Instructions, Optional INTEST, CLAMP 
and HIGHZ 

- Parallel-Signature Analysis at Inputs 
- Pseudo-Random Pattern Generation 

From Outputs 
- Sample InputslToggle Outputs 

• Package Options Include Plastic 
Smail-Outline (OW) Packages, Ceramic 
Chip Carriers (FK), and Standard Plastic 
and Ceramic 300-mll DIPs (JT, NT) 

description 

The 'BCT8244A scan test devices with octal 
buffers are members of the Texas Instruments 
SCOPETM testability integrated-circuit family. This 
family of devices supports IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990 boundary scan to facilitate testing of 
complex circuit-board assemblies. Scan access 
to the test circuitry is accomplished via the 4-wire 
test access port (TAP) interface. 

SN54BCT8244A, SN74BCT8244A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH OCTAL BUFFERS 
SCBS042E - FEBRUARY 1990 - REVISED JULY 1996 

SN54BCT8244A ••• JT PACKAGE 
SN74BCT8244A ••• OW OR NT PACKAGE 

(TOP VIEW) 

10E 
1Y1 
1Y2 
1Y3 
1Y4 

GND 
2Y1 
2Y2 
2Y3 
2Y4 

TDO 
TMS 

1 U 24 

2 23 

3 22 

4 21 

5 20 

6 19 

7 18 

8 17 

9 16 

10 15 

11 14 

12 13 

20E 
1A1 
1A2 
1A3 
1A4 
2A1 
VCC 
2A2 
2A3 
2A4 
TDI 
TCK 

SN54BCT8244A ••• FK PACKAGE 
(TOP VIEW) 

C')~ ... (,) o~C') 
«<z>O < ...... (\1 (\1(\1 

L....IL....I 

4 3 2 1 28 2726 
1A2 5 25 2A4 
1A1 6 24 TDI 
20E 7 23 TCK 

NC 8 22 NC 
10E 9 21 TMS 
1Y1 10 20 TDO 
1Y2 11 19 2Y4 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

NC - No internal connection 

In the normal mode, these devices are functionally equivalent to the 'F244 and 'BCT244 octal buffers. The test 
circuitry can be activated by the TAP to take snapshot samples of the data appearing at the device terminals 
or to perform a self test on the boundary-test cells. Activating the TAP in normal mode does not affect the 
functional operation of the SCOPETM octal buffers. 

In the test mode, the normal operation of the SCOPETM octal buffers is inhibited and the test circuitry is enabled 
to observe and control the I/O boundary of the device. When enabled, the test circuitry can perform 
boundary-scan test operations, as described in I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990. 

SCOPE is a trademark of Texas Instruments Incorporated. 

~TEXAS 
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Copyright (CJ 1996, Texas Instruments Incorporated 
On prodUCII compliant to MIL·PRf.38535, all parametera are t .. ted 
unl... olherwtaa noted. On all other products, production 
procesaIng does not nec:eaaartly Include tesUng 01 all parameters. 
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description (continued) 

Four dedicated test terminals control the operation of the test circuitry: test data input (TDI), test data output 
(TDO), test mode select (TMS), and test clock (TCK). Additionally, the test circuitry performs other testing 
functions such as parallel-signature analysis (PSA) on data inputs and pseudo-random pattern generation 
(PRPG) from data outputs. All testing and scan operations are synchronized to the TAP interface. 

The SN54BCT8244A is characterized for operation over the full military temperature range of -55°C to 125°C. 
The SN74BCT8244A is characterized for operation from O°C to 70oe. 

logic symbolt 

TOI 

TMS 

TCK 

1A1 

1A2 

1A3 

1A4 
2A1 
2A2 

2A3 
2A4 

14 

12 

13 

1 

24 

23 
22 

21 

20 

19 

17 
16 

15 

FUNCTION TABLE 
(normal mode, each buffer) 

INPUTS OUTPUT 
OE A Y 

H X Z 

L L L 

L H H 

ell 
SCAN 

'BCT8244A 
TOI 

TMS TOO 

~ 
TCK·IN 

> TCK·OUT 

'" EN1 

'" EN2 ., r 
t> 1 'il 

t> 2'il 

tThis symbol is in accordance with ANSIIIEEE Std 91·1984 and IEC Publication 617-12. 
Pin numbers shown are for the DW, JT, and NT packages . 
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11 

2 

3 
4 

5 

7 

8 
9 

10 

TOO 

1Y1 
1Y2 

1Y3 

1Y4 
2Y1 

2Y2 

2Y3 
2Y4 



functional block diagram 

Vce 
10E _1 __ ~---I 

.--------
I vce 
I 

1 A 1 _2...,31-----.1it--i 
I 
I L.. _____ _ 

Vee 

20E .;;;;2...;;..4 ----...--i 

.--------
I Vee 
I 

2A 1 ....;.1 ~9 I-----. __ -i 

I 
I L.. _____ _ 

Vee 

TDI.;..14.:..---e~ 

Vce 

TMS..;.;12~-e~ 

Vce 

TCK-13--e~ 

Boundary-Scan RegIster 

One of Four Channels 

SN54BCT8244A,SN74BCT8244A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH OCTAL BUFFERS 
SCBS042E- FEBRUARY 1990 - REVISED JULY 1996 

-----, 
I 
I 

>--+-_::....2 1 Y1 
I 
I ________________ ... ~ ... _ ..... ----.J 

One of Four Channels 
---------------..... .j- ... -~I-I-.~ 

TAP 
Controller 

>--+-_7~ 2Y1 

Pin numbers shown are for the DW, JT, and NT packages . 
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TERMINAL NAME 

1A1-1A4,2A1-2A4 

GNO 

10E,20E 

TCK 

TOI 

TOO 

TMS 
, 

VCC 
1Y1-1Y4,2Y1-2Y4 

2-26 

Terminal Functions 

DESCRIPTION 

Normal-function data inputs. See function table for normal-mode logic. Internal pullups force these Inputs high if left 
unconnected. 

Ground 

Normal-function outpu1-enable inputs. See function table for normal-mode logic. Internal pullups force these inputs 
high if left unconnected. 

Test clock. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. Test operations of the device are 
synchronous to TCK. Oata is captured on the rising edge of TCK and outputs change on the falling edge of TCK. An 
internal pullup forces TCK to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test data Input. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOI is the serial input for shifting data 
through the instruction register or selected data register. An internal pullup forces TOI to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test data output. One offour terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOO is the serial output for shifting 
data through the instruction register or selected data register. An internal pullup forces TOO to a high level when it is 
not active and is not driven from an external source. 

Test mode select. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TMS directs the device through its 
TAP controller states. An internal pullup forces TMS to a high level if left unconnected. TMS also provides the optional 
test reset signal of IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. This is implemented by recognizing a third logic level, double high 
(VIHH), at TMS. 

Supply voltage 

Normal-function data outputs. See function table for normal-mode logic. 
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test architecture 

SN54BCT8244A, SN74BCT8244A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH OCTAL BUFFERS 
SCBS042E - FEBRUARY 1990 - REVISED JULY 1996 

Serial-test information is conveyed by means of a 4-wire test bus, or TAP, that conforms to IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990. Test instructions, test data, and test control signals all are passed along this serial-test bus. The 
TAP controller monitors two signals from the test bus, TCK and TMS. The TAP controller extracts the 
synchronization (TCK) and state control (TMS) signals from the test bus and generates the appropriate on-chip 
control signals for the test structures in the device. Figure 1 shows the TAP-controller state diagram. 

The TAP controller is fully synchronous to the TCK signal. Input data is captured on the rising edge of TCK, and 
output data changes on the falling edge of TCK. This scheme ensures that data to be captured is valid for fully 
one-half of the TCK cycle. 

The functional block diagram shows the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 4-wire test bus and boundary-scan 
architecture and the relationship among the test bus, the TAP controller, and the test registers. As shown, the 
device contains an 8-bit instruction register and three test-data registers: an 18-bit boundary-scan register, a 
2-bit boundary-control register, and a 1-bit bypass register. 

Test-Loglc-Reset 

TMS=L 

Figure 1. TAP·Controlier State Diagram 
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state diagram description 

The TAP controller is a synchronous finite state machine that provides test control signals throughout the device. 
The state diagram shown in Figure 1 is in accordance with I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990. The TAP controller 
proceeds through its states based on the level of TMS at the rising edge of TCK. 

As shown, the TAP controller consists of 16 states. There are six stable states (indicated by a looping arrow in 
the state diagram) and ten unstable states. A stable state is a state the TAP controller can retain for consecutive 
TCK cycles. Any state that does not meet this criterion is an unstable state. 

There are two main paths through the state diagram: one to access and control the selected data register and 
one to access and control the instruction register. Only one register can be accessed at a time. 

Test-Logie-Reset 

The device powers up in the Test-Logic-Reset state. In the stable Test-Logic-Reset state, the test logic is reset 
and is disabled so that the normal logic function of the device is performed. The instruction register is reset to 
an opcode that selects the optionallOCOOE instruction, if supported, or the BYPASS instruction. Certain data 
registers also can be reset to their power-up values. . 

The state machine is constructed such that the TAP controller returns to the Test-Logic-Reset state in no more 
than five TCK cycles if TMS is left high. The TMS pin has an internal pullup resistor that forces it high if left 
unconnected or if a board defect causes it to be open circuited. 

For the 'BCT8244A, the instruction register is reset to the binary value 11111111, which selects the BYPASS 
instruction. The boundary-control register is reset to the binary value 10, which selects the PSA test operation. 

Run-Test/Idle 

The TAP controller must pass through the Run-Test/Idle state (from Test-Logic-Reset) before executing any test 
operations. The Run-Test/Idle state also can be entered following data-register or instruction-register scans. 
Run-Test/Idle is a stable state in which the test logic may be actively running a test or may be idle. 

The test operations selected by the boundary-control register are performed while the TAP controller is in the 
Run-Test/Idle state. 

Select-OR-Scan, Select-IR-Scan 

No specific function is performed in the Select-OR-Scan and Select-IR-Scan states, and the TAP controller exits 
either of these states on the next TCK cycle. These states allow the selection of either data-register scan or 
instiUction-iegistei scan. 

Capture-DR 

When a data-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-DR state. In the 
Capture-DR state, the selected data register may capture a data value as specified by the current instruction. 
Such capture operations occur on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-DR state. 

Shift-DR 

2-28 

Upon entry to the Shift-DR state, the data register is placed in the scan path between TOI and TOO and, on the 
first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TOO enables to the logic 
level present in the least-significant bit of the selected data register. 

While in the stable Shift-DR state, data is serially shifted through the selected data register on each TCK cycle. 
The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry tothe Shift-O R state (Le., no shifting occurs during 
the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-DR to Shift-DR or from Exit2-0R to Shift-DR). 
The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-DR state. 
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Exlt1-DR, Exlt2-DR 
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The Exit1-0R and Exit2-0R states are temporary states that end a data-register scan. It is possible to return 
to the Shift-OR state from either Exit1-0R or Exit2-0R without recapturing the data register. 

On the first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-0R, TOO goes from the active state to the 
high-impedance state. 

Pause-DR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-OR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-OR state suspends and resumes data-register scan operations without loss of data. 

Update-DR 

If the current instruction calls for the selected data register to be updated with current data, then such update 
occurs on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the Update-OR state. 

Capture-IR 

When an instruction-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-IR state. In 
the Capture-IR state, the instruction register captures its current status value. This capture operation occurs 
on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-IR state. 

For the 'BCT8244A, the status value loaded in the Capture-IR state is the fixed binary value 10000001. 

Shlft-IR 

Upon entry to the Shift-IR state, the instruction register is placed in the scan path between TOI and TOO and, 
on the first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TOO enables to 
the logic level present in the least-significant bit of the instruction register. 

While in the stable Shift-IR state, instruction data is serially shifted through the instruction register on each TCK 
cycle. The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-IR state (Le., no shifting occurs 
during the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-IR to Shift-IR or from Exit2-IR to 
Shift-IR). The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-IR state. 

Exit1-IR, Exlt2-IR 

The Exit1-IR and Exit2-IR states are temporary states that end an instruction-register scan. It is possible to 
return to the Shift-IR state from either Exit1-IR or Exit2-IR without recapturing the instruction register. 

On the first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-IR, TOO goes from the active state to the 
high-impedance state. 

Pause-IR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-IR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-IR state suspends and resumes instruction-register scan operations without loss of 
data. 

Update-IR 

The current instruction is updated and takes effect on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the 
Update-IR state. 
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register overview 

With the exception of the bypass register, any test register may be thought of as a serial-shift register with a 
shadow latch on each bit. The bypass register differs in that it contains only a shift register. During the 
appropriate capture state (Capture-IR for instruction register, Capture-DR for data registers), the shift register 
may be parallel loaded from a source specified by the current instruction. During the appropriate shift state 
(Shift-IR or Shift-DR), the contents of the shift register are shifted out from TOO while new contents are shifted 
in at TO!. During the appropriate update state (Update-IR or Update-DR), the shadow latches are updated from 
the shift register. . 

Instruction register description 

TDI 

The instruction register (IR) is eight bits long and tells the device what instruction is to be executed. Information 
contained in the instruction includes the mode of operation (either normal mode, in which the device performs 
its normal logic function, or test mode, in which the normal logic function is inhibited or altered), the test operation 
to be performed, which of the three data registers is to be selected for inclusion in the scan path during 
data-register scans, and the source of data to be captured into the selected data register during Capture-DR. 

Table 2 lists the instructions supported by the 'BCT8244A. The even-parity feature specified for SCOppM 
devices is not supported in this device. Bit 7 of the instruction opcode is a don't-care bit. Any instructions that 
are defined for SCOppM devices but are not supported by this device default to BYPASS. 

During Capture-IR, the IR captures the binary value 10000001. As an instruction is shifted in, this value is shifted 
out vi~ TOO and can be inspected as verification that the IR is in the scan path. During Update-IR, the value 
that has been shifted into the IR is loaded into shadow latches. At this time, the current instruction is updated 
and any specified mode change takes effect. At power up or in the Test-Logic-Reset state, the IR is reset to the 
binary value 11111111, which selects the BYPASS instruction. The I R order of scan is shown in Figure 2. 

Blt7 

---
(MSB) r--- Blt6 r--- Blt5 ~ Blt4 ~ Blt3 -. Blt2 ~ Bit 1 -. BltO f-+ Don't (LSB) TOO 

Care 

Figure 2. Instruction Register Order of Scan 

data register description 

boundary-scan register 

2-30 

The boundary-scan register (BSR) is 18 bits long. It contains one boundary-scan cell (BSC) for each 
normal-function input pin and one BSC for each normal-function output pin. The BSR is used 1) to store test 
data that is to be applied internally to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic and/or externally to the device output 
terminals, and/or 2) to capture data that appears internally at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic and/or 
externally at the device input terminals. 

The source of data to be captured into the BSR during Capture-DR is determined by the current instruction. The 
contents of the BSR may change during Run-TesVldle as determined by the current instruction. The contents 
of the BSR are not changed in Test-Logic-Reset. 

The BSR order of scan is from TDI through bits 17-0 to TOO. Table 1 shows the BSR bits and their associated 
device pin Signals. 
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BSR BIT 
NUMBER 

17 

16 

-
-
-
-
-
-

boundary-control register 
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Table 1. Boundary-Scan Register Configuration 

DEVICE BSR BIT DEVICE BSRBIT DEVICE 
SIGNAL NUMBER SIGNAL NUMBER SIGNAL 

10E 15 1A1 7 1Y1 

20E 14 1A2 6 1Y2 

- 13 1A3 5 1Y3 

- 12 1A4 4 1Y4 

- 11 2A1 3 2Y1 

- 10 2A2 2 2Y2 

- 9 2A3 1 2Y3 

- 8 2A4 0 2Y4 

The boundary-control register (SCR) is two bits long. The SCR is used in the context of the RUNT instruction 
to implement additional test operations not included in the basic SCOPETM instruction set. Such operations 
include PRPG and PSA. Table 3 shows the test operations that are decoded by the SCR. 

During Capture-DR, the contents of the SCR are not changed. At power up or in Test-Logic-Reset, the SCR is 
reset to the binary value 10, which selects the PSA test operation. The SCR order of scan is shown in Figure 3. 

bypass register 

TDI 
Bit 1 

(MSB) 
BltO 

(LSB) 
TOO 

Figure 3. Boundary-Control Register Order of Scan 

The bypass register is a 1-bit scan path that can be selected to shorten the length of the system scan path, 
thereby reducing the number of bits per test pattern that must be applied to complete a test operation. 

During Capture-DR, the bypass register captures a logic O. The bypass register order of scan is shown in 
Figure 4. 

TDI -1 BII 0 ~ T.DO 

Figure 4. Bypass Register Order of Scan 
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instruction-register opcode description 

The instruction-register opcodes are shown in Table 2. The following descriptions detail the operation of 
each instruction. 

Table 2. Instruction-Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODEt SELECTED DATA 
BIT7~ BITO SCOPE OPCODE DESCRIPTION REGISTER MODE 
MSB~LSB 

XOOOOOOO EXTESTIINTEST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

XOOOOOO1 BYPASS+ Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

XOOOO010 SAMPLE/PRELOAD Sample boundary Boundary scan Normal 

XOOOO011 INTEST/EXTEST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

XOOO0100 BYPASS+ Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

XOOO0101 BYPASS+ Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

XOOO0110 HIGHZ (TRIBYP) Control boundary to high impedance Bypass Modified test 

XOOO0111 CLAMP (SETBYP) Control boundary to 1/0 Bypass Test 

XOO01000 BYPASS+ Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

XOO01001 RUNT Boundary run test Bypass Test 

XOO01010 READBN Boundary read Boundary scan Normal 

XOO01011 READBT Boundary read Boundary scan Test 

X0001100 CELLTST Boundary self test Boundary scan Normal 

XOO01101 TOPHIP Boundary toggle outputs Bypass Test 

XOO01110 SCANCN Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Normal 

XOO01111 SCANCT Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Test 

All others BYPASS Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

t Bit 7 is a don't-care bit; X - don't care. 
+ The BYPASS instruction is executed in lieu of a SCOPETM instruction that is not supported in the 'BCT8244A. 

boundary scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 EXTEST and INTEST instructions. The BSR is 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input terminals is captured in the input BSCs, while data 
appearing at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic is captured in the output ascs. Data that has been scanned 
into the input BSCs is applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic, while data that has been scanned into 
the output BSCs is applied to the device output terminals. The device operates in the test mode. 

bypass scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 BYPASS instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in the normal mode. 

sample boundary 

2-32 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction. The BSR is 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input terminals is captured in the input BSCs, while data 
appearing at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic is captured in the output BSCs. The device operates in the 
normal mode. 
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This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1 a-1993 HIGHZ instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in a modified test mode in which all device output terminals are placed in the high-impedance state, 
the device input terminals remain operational, and the normal on-chip logic function is performed. 

control boundary to 1/0 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1a-1993 CLAMP instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. Data in the input 
BSCs is applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic, while data in the output BSCs is applied to the device 
output terminals. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary run test 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. The device operates in the test mode. The test operation specified in the BCR is executed during 
Run-Test/Idle. The four test operations decoded by the BCR are: sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP), 
PRPG, PSA, and simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSAlPRPG). 

boundary read 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BSR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
instruction is useful for inspecting data after a PSA operation. 

boundary self test 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. All BSCs capture the inverse of their current values during Capture-DR. 
In this way, the contents of the shadow latches may be read out to verify the integrity of both shift-register and 
shadow-latch elements of the BSR. The device operates in the normal mode. 

boundary toggle outputs 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. Data in the shift register elements of the selected output BSCs is toggled on each rising edge of 
TCK in Run-Test/Idle and is then updated in the shadow latches and applied to the associated device output 
terminals on.each falling edge of TCK in Run-Test/Idle. Data in the selected input BSCs remains constant and 
is applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic. Data appearing at the device input terminals is not captured 
in the input BSCs. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary-control-register scan 

The BCR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BCR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
operation must be performed before a boundary-run test operation to specify which test operation is to 
be executed. 
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boundary-control register opcode description 

The BCR opcodes are decoded from BCR bits 1-0, as shown in Table 3. The selected test operation is 
performed while the RUNT instruction is executed in the Run-Test/Idle state. The following descriptions detail 
the operation of each BCR instruction and show the associated PSA and PRPG algorithms. 

Table 3. Boundary-Control Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODE 
BIT 1 ~ BITO DESCRIPTION 
MSB~LSB 

00 Sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

01 Pseudo-random pattern generation/16·bit mode (PRPG) 

10 Parallel-signature analysis/16-bit mode (PSA) 

11 Simultaneous PSA and PRPG/8-bit mode (PSAlPRPG) 

It should be noted, in general, that while the control input BSCs (bits 17-16) are not included in the sample, 
toggle, PSA, or PRPG algorithms, the output-enable BSCs (bits 17-16 of the BSR) do control the drive state 
(active or high impedance) of the selected device output terminals. 

sample Inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

Data appearing at the device input terminals is captured in the shift-register elements of the input BSCs on each 
rising edge of TCK. This data is then updated in the shadow latches of the input BSCs and applied to the inputs 
of the normal on-chip logic. Data in the shift register elements of the output BSCs is toggled on each rising edge 
of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the device output terminals on each falling edge of TCK. 

pseudo-random pattern generation (PRPG) 

2-34 

A pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the BSCs on each riSing edge of TCK 
and then updated in the shadow latches and applied to the device output terminals on each falling edge of TCK. 
This data also is updated in the shadow latches of the input BSCs and applied to the inputs of the normal on-Chip 
logiC. Figure 5 shows the 16-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithm through which the patterns are 
generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. A seed value 
of all zeroes will not produce additional patterns. 

1Y1 1Y2 1Y3 1Y4 2Y1 

Figure 5. 16-Blt PRPG Configuration 
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Data appearing at the device input terminals is compressed into a 16-bit parallel signature in the shift-register 
elements of the BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. This data is then updated in the shadow latches of the input 
BSCs and applied to the inputs of the normal on-Chip logic. Data in the shadow latches of the output BSCs 
remains constant and is applied to the device outputs. Figure 6 shows the 16-bit linear-feedback shift-register 
alg'orithm through which the signature is generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before 
performing this operation. 

1A1 1A2 1A3 1A4 2A1 2A2 2A3 2A4 

1Y1 1Y2 1Y3 1Y4 2Y1 2Y2 2Y3 2Y4 

Figure 6. 16-Blt PSA Configuration 

simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSA/PRPG) 

Data appearing at the device input terminals is compressed into an 8-bit parallel signature in the shift-register 
elements of the input BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. This data is then updated in the shadow latches of the 
input BSCs and applied to the inputs of the normal on-Chip logic. At the same time, an 8-bit pseudo-random 
pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the output BSCs on each rising edge of TCK, updated in 
the shadow latches, and applied to the device output terminals on each falling edge of TCK. Figure 7 shows 
the 8-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithm through which the signature and patterns are generated. An 
initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. A seed value of all zeroes 
will not produce additional patterns. 

1A1 1A2 1A3 1A4 2A1 2A2 2A3 2A4 

1Y1 1Y2 1Y3 1Y4 2Y1 

Figure 7. 8-Blt PSAI PRPG Configuration 
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timing description 

All test operations ofthe 'BCT8244A are synchronous to TCK. Data on the TOI, TMS, and normal-function inputs 
is captured on the rising edge of TCK. Data appears on the TOO and normal-function output terminals on the 
falling edge of TCK. The TAp controller is advanced through its states (as shown in Figure 1) by changing the 
value of TMS on the falling edge of TCK and then applying a rising edge to TCK. 

A simple timing example is shown in Figure 8. In this example, the TAP controller begins in the Test-Logic-Reset 
state and is advanced through its states, as necessary, to perform one instruction-register scan and one 
data-register scan. While in the Shift-IR and Shift-DR states, TOI is used to input serial data and TOO is used 
to output serial data. The TAP controller is then returned to the Test-Logie-Reset state. Table 4 details the 
operation of the test circuitry during each TCK cycle. 

Table 4. Explanation of Timing Example 

TCK TAP STATE DESCRIPTION 
CYCLE(S) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7-13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19-20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

2-36 

AFTERTCK 

Test-Logic-Reset 

Run-Test/Idle 

Select-OR-Scan 

Select-I R-Scan 

Capture-IR 

Shift-IR 

Shift-IR 

Exit1-IR 

Update-IR 

Select-OR-Scan 

Capture-OR 

Shift-OR 

Shift-DR 

Exit1-0R 

Update-OR 

Select-OR-Scan 

Select-IR-Scan 

Test-Logic-Reset 

TMS is changed to a logic 0 value on the falling edge of TCK to begin advancing the TAP controller toward 
the desired state. 

The IR captures the 8-bit binary value 10000001 on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-IR state. 

TOO becomes active and TOI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

One bit is shifted into the I R on each TCK rising edge. With TOI held at a logic 1 value, the 8-bit binary value 
11111111 is serially scanned into the I R. Althe same time, the 8-bit binary value 10000001 is serially scanned 
out of the IR via TOO. In TCK cycle 13, TMS is changed to a logic 1 value to end the IR scan on the next 
TCK cycle. The last bit of the instruction is shifted as the TAP controller advances from Shift-IR to Exit1-1 R. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The IR is updated with the new instruction (BYPASS) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The bypass register captures a logic 0 value on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-OR state. 

TOO becomes active and TDI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

The binary value 101 is shifted in via TOI, while the binary value 010 is shifted out via TOO. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

In general, the selected data register is updated with the new data on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test operation completed 
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~ 3-State (TOO) or Oon't Care (TOI) 

Figure 8. Timing Example 

absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)t 

Supply voltage range, Vee .......................................................... -0.5 V to 7 V 
Input voltage range, VI: except TMS (see Note 1) ...................................... -0.5 V to 7 V 

TMS (see Note 1) ........................................... -0.5 V to 12 V 
Voltage range applied to any output in the disabled or power-off state .................... -0.5 V to 5.5 V 
Voltage range applied to any output in the high state ................................. , -0.5 V to Vee 
Input clamp current, 11K •••.••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••.••••••••.•••••.••••••••••••• -30 rnA 
Current into any output in the low state: SN54BCT8244A (TOO) ............................... 40 mA 

SN54BCT8244A (any Y) .............................. 96 mA 
SN74BCT8244A (TOO) ............................... 48 rnA 
SN74BCT8244A (any Y) ..•......................•... 128 mA 

Maximum power dissipation at TA = 55°C (in still air) (see Note 2): OW package .................. 1.7 W 
NT package ................... 1.3 W 

Storage temperature range, Tstg ................................................... -65°C to 150°C 

t Stresses beyond those listed under"absolute maximum ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings only, and 
functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated under "recommended operating conditions" is not 
implied. Exposure to absolute-maxi mum-rated conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTES; 1. The input voltage rating may be exceeded if the input clamp-current rating is observed. 
2. The maximum package power disSipation is calculated using a junction temperature of 150·C and a board trace length of 750 mils, 

except for the NT package, which has a trace length of zero. For more information, refer to the Package Thermal Considerations 
application note in the ABT Advanced BiCMOS Technology Data Book, literature number SCBD002 . 
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recommended operating conditions 

Vee Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

VIHH Oouble-high-Ievellnput voltage 

VIL Low-level input voltage 

11K Input clamp current 

10H High-level output current 

10L Low-level output current 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

TMS 

TOO 

AnyY 

TOO 

AnyY 

.TEXAS ' 
INSTRUMENTS 

SN54BCT8244A 

MIN NOM MAX 

4.5 5 5.5 
2 

10 12 

0.8 

-18 
-3 

-12 
20 
48 

-55 125 
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UNIT 

MIN NOM MAX 

4.5 5 5.5 V 

2 V 

10 12 V 

0.8 V 

-18 mA 

-3 
mA 

-15 
24 

mA 
64 

0 70 °e 
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electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) 

SN54BCT8244A SN74BCT8244A 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

TYPt TYPt MIN MAX MIN MAX 

VIK Vee-4.5 v, 11 .. -18 mA -1.2 -1.2 

Vee =4.75 V, 10H .. -3mA 2.7 3.4 2.7 3.4 

10H =-3 mA 2.4 3.4 2.4 3.4 
AnyY 

Vee=4.5V 10H =-12mA 2 3.2 

VOH 10H .. -15 mA 2 3.1 

Vee =4.75 V, 10H .. -1 mA 2.7 3.4 2.7 3.4 

TOO 10H =-1 mA 2.5 3.4 2.5 3.4 
Vee = 4.5 V 

10H =-3mA 2.4 3.3 2.4 3.3 

IOl=48mA 0.38 0.55 
AnyY Vee = 4.5 V 

IOl=64mA 0.42 0.55 
VOL 

IOl=20mA 0.3 0.5 
TOO Vee =4.5V 

10l =24mA 0.35 0.5 

II Vee=5.5V, VI=5.5V 0.1 0.1 

IIH Vee = 5.5 V, VI = 2.7 V -1 -35 -100 -1 -35 -100 

IIHH TMS Vee=5.5V, VI = 10 V 1 1 

III Vee = 5.5 V, VI=0.5V -30 -70 -200 -30 -70 -200 

AnyY 50 50 
10ZH 

TOO 
Vee = 5.5 V, VO=2.7V 

-1 -35 -100 -1 -35 -100 

AnyY -50 -50 
10Zl 

TOO 
Vee =5.5V, Vo" 0.5 V 

-30 -70 -200 -30 -70 -200 

10ZPU Vee" Ot02V, Vo" 0.5 V or 2.7 V ±250 ±250 

10ZPO Vee=2Vto 0, VO" 0.5 Vor2.7 V ±250 ±250 

I off Vee = 0, VI orVo ~ 4.5 V ±250 ±250 

lost Vee = 5.5 V, VO=O -100 -225 -100 -225 

Outputs high 3.5 7.5 3.5 7.5 

lee Vee = 5.5 V, <?utputs open Outputs low 35 52 35 52 

Outputs disabled 1.5 3.5 1.5 3.5 

ei Vee =5V, VI .. 2.5 V or 0.5 V 10 10 

eo Vee=5V, Vo .. 2.5 V or 0.5 V 18 18 

.t All tYPical values are at Vee = 5 V, TA" 25°e. 
:j:: Not more than one output should be shorted at a time, and the duration of the short circuit should not exceed one second . 
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V 

V 

V 

mA 

J.l.A 

mA 

J.LA 

J.l.A 

J.LA 

J.l.A 

J.LA 

J.LA 
mA 

mA 

pF 

pF 
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timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 9) 

VCC=5 V, 
TA = 25°C 

MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency TCK 0 20 

TCK high or low 25 
tw Pulse duration 

TMS double high 50· 

Any A before TCKt 6 

Any OE before TCKi 6 
tsu Setup time 

TOI before TCKt 6 

TMS before TCKi 12 

Any A after TCKi 4.5 

Any OE after TCKt 4.5 
th Hold time 

TOI after TCKt 4.5 

TMS after TCKi 0 

td Oelaytime Power up to TCKt 100· 

• On products compliant to MIL-PRF-38535, this parameter is not production tested . 

2-40 
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SN54BCT8244A SN74BCT8244A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

0 20 0 20 MHz 

25 25 
ns 

50· 50 

6 6 

6 6 
ns 

6 6 

12 12 

4.5 4.5 

4.5 4.5 
ns 

4.5 4.5 

0 0 

100· 100 ns 
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switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 9) 

FROM TO 
VCC =5V, SN54BCT8244A SN74BCT8244A 

PARAMETER (INPUT) (OUTPUT) 
TA = 25°C UNIT 

MIN TYP MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

tpLH 2 5.4 7 2 9 2 8.5 
A Y ns 

tPHL 2 5.2 7 2 9 2 8.5 

tpZH 
OE 

3 6 8 3 10 3 9.5 y ns 
tpZL 3.5 7 9 3.5 12 3.5 11 

tpHZ 2.5 6 8 2.5 10 2.5 9 
OE y ns 

tpLZ 2.5 5.5 8 2.5 10 2.5 9 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 9) 

FROM 
PARAMETER (INPUT) 

fmax TCK 

tpLH 
TCKJ. 

tpHL 

tpLH 
TCKJ. 

tpHL 

tpLH 
TCKi 

tpHL 

tpZH 
TCKJ. 

tPZL 

tpZH 
TCKJ. 

tpZL 

tpZH 
TCKi 

tPZL 

tPHZ 
TCKJ. 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
TCKJ. 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
TCKi 

tPLZ 

TO 
VCC=5V, 

(OUTPUT) 
TA = 25°C 

MIN TYP 

20 

6 13 
Y 

6 12.5 

3.5 7.6 
TOO 

3.5 8 

7.5 16.5 
Y 

7.5 17 

6.5 14 
Y 

7 15 

3.5 7.6 
TOO 

4 8.5 

8 18 
Y 

8 19 

6 14 
y 

6 14 

3 8 
TOO 

3 7.5 

8 18.5 
y 

8 18.5 

~TEXAS 
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MAX 

15.5 

15.5 

10.5 

10.5 

20 

21 

17 

20 

10.5 

11 

22 

25 

18 

17 

11.5 

10 

22 

22 
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SN54BCT8244A SN74BCT8244A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

20 20 MHz 

6 21.5 6 20 
ns 

6 21.5 6 20 

3.5 14 3.5 13 
ns 

3.5 13 3.5 12 

7.5 28 7.5 24 
ns 

7.5 29 7.5 25 

6.5 24 6.5 21 
ns 

7 26 7 23 

3.5 11.5 3.5 11 
ns 

4 13.5 4 12.5 

8 30 8 27 
ns 

8 32 8 29 

6 24 6 22 
ns 

6 23 6 21 

3 13 3 12.5 
ns 

3 13 3 12 

8 31 8 27 
ns 

8 31 8 27 
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PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION 

7 V (tpZL. tPLZ, O.C.) I 
6 Open 

S1 
(aI/ others) 

R1 

From Output Test 
Under Test --.1--..... - ...... -- Point 

CL 
(see Note A) 

R2 

RL= R1 = R2 

LOAD CIRCUIT FOR 
3-STATE AND OPEN-COLLECTOR OUTPUTS 

From Output q Test 
Under Test Point 

CL R1 
(see Note A) 

LOAD CIRCUIT FOR 
TOTEM-POLE OUTPUTS 

High-Level - - - 3 V 

,.----- 3V 
Timing Input ,f-1:" ~ __ _ 

tsu~th 
Datalnput .... !~~.-;:V-

OV 

Pulse 1.5 V . 1.5 V 

I I ov 
14- tw ---.J 
I I 

3V 

J 1
•
5V ~OV 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
SETUP AND HOLD TIMES 

- 3V Input L \. ......11 1.5 V 1\1..1._5_V __ 

t 1- - , I I OV 
PLH~ ~tpHL 

In-Phase I I 1 \L -:-:-:- VOH 
Output !1.5V I ~V 

--+-1""'" I VOL 

tPHL~ ~tPLH 

I 3V 
Low-Level 1.5 V 1.5 V 

Pulse ____ OV 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PULSE DURATION 

3V 
OutPut~1.5V ~ 
Control HH~=----- OV 

(low-level enable) I I I 
tpZL -+j j4- -+I I+- tpLZ 

Waveform1 -t"\L1.5V I ~ 3.5V 

(see Note B) ! y~-==~_ VOL 
I I I L 

t -+I ~PHZ ~ j+ 0.3 V 

Out-of-Phase \l_ !.C':'I VOH 
Output ""\.1.5 V F 1.5 V 

Waveform 2 I r - -- VOH 
PZH II ~ 

(see Note B) ~ 1.5V ""LO.
3XV VOL 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PROPAGATION DELAY TIMES (see Note D) 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
ENABLE AND DISABLE TIMES, 3-STATE OUTPUTS 

NOTES: A. CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 

2-42 

B. Waveform 1 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is low except when disabled by the output control. 
Waveform 2 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is high except when disabled by the output control. 

C. All input pulses are supplied by generators having the following characteristics: PRR:51 0 MHz, tr = tf :5 2.5 ns, duty cycle =50%. 
D. The outputs are measured one at a time with one transition per measurement. 
E. When measuring propagation delay times of 3-state outputs. switch S1 is open. 

Figura 9. Load Circuits and Voltage lNaveforms 
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• Members of the Texas Instruments 
SCOPETM Family of Testability Products 

• Octal Test-Integrated Circuits 
• Functionally Equivalent to 'F245 and 

'BCT245 In the Normal-Function Mode 

o Compatible With the IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990 (JTAG) Test Access Port and 
Boundary-Scan Architecture 

• Test Operation Synchronous to Test 
Access Port (TAP) 

• Implement Optional Test Reset Signal by 
Recognizing a Double-Hlgh-Level Voltage 
(10 V) on TMS Pin 

• SCOPETM Instruction Set 
- IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 Required 

Instructions, Optional INTEST, CLAMP, 
and HIGHZ 

- Parallel-Signature Analysis at Inputs 
- Pseudo-Random Pattern Generation 

From Outputs 
- Sample InputslToggle Outputs 

o Package Options Include Plastic 
Smail-Outline (DW) Packages, Ceramic 
Chip Carriers (FK), and Standard Plastic 
and Ceramic 300-mil DIPs (JT, NT) 

description 

The 'BCT8245A scan test devices with octal bus 
transceivers are members of the Texas 
Instruments SCOPETM testability integrated
circuit family. This family of devices supports IEEE 
Standard 1149.1-1990 boundary scan to facilitate 
testing of complex circuit-board assemblies. Scan 
access to the test circuitry is accomplished via the 
4-wire test access port (TAP) interface. 
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SN54BCT8245A ••• JT PACKAGE 
SN74BCT8245A •.• OW OR NT PACKAGE 

(Top VIEW) 

OIR 
B1 
B2 
B3 
B4 

GNO 
B5 
86 
B7 
88 

TOO 
TMS 

l' U 24 

2 23 

3 22 

4 21 

5 20 

6 19 

7 18 

8 17 

9 16 

10 15 

11 14 

12 13 

OE 
A1 
A2 
A3 
A4 
AS 

VCC 
A6 
A7 
A8 
TOI 
TCK 

SN54BCT8245A ••• FK PACKAGE 
(TOP VIEW) 

M -.:T LO 0 8co r--«<z::>« 

'"t 1
·'t"21 282726 

A2 5 25 A8 
A1 6 24 TOI 
OE 7 23 TCK 
NC 8 22 NC 

OIR 9 21 TMS 
B1 10 20 TOO 
82 11 19 B8 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

M-.:TClULOCOr--
CDaJZZCDCDCD 

C) 

NC - No internal connection 

In the normal mode, these devices are functionally equivalent to the 'F245 and 'BCT245 octal bus transceivers. 
The test circuitry can be activated by the TAP to take snapshot samples of the data appearing at the device 
terminals or to perform a self test on the boundary-test cells. Activating the TAP in normal mode does not affect 
the functional operation of the SCOPETM octal bus transceivers. 

In the test mode, the normal operation of the SCOPETM octal bus transceivers is inhibited and the test circuitry 
is enabled to observe and control the 1/0 boundary of the device. When enaqled, the test circuitry can perform 
boundary-scan test operations as described in IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. 

SCOPE is a trademark of Texas Instruments Incorporated. 

~~~-:~0~1: 8::r:r~~:.1~~~:~!r:. g: ,e:~::m~~ 
standard warranty. Production processing does not n8Ceaearily Include 
teatlng of all parametera. ~TEXAS 

INSTRUMENTS 
POST OFFICE BOX 655303 • DALLAS, TEXAS 75265 

Copyright i!:l1996, Texas Instruments Incorporated 
On producta compliant to MIL·PRf.38535, all parametera are tested 
unleaa otharwlaa noted. On all other producta, producllon 
processing does not necaaaarlly Indudatestlng of all parametera. 
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description (continued) 

Four dedicated test terminals control the operation of the test circuitry: test data input (TDI), test data output 
(TDO), test mode select .(TMS), and test clock (TCK). Additionally, the test circuitry performs other testing 
functions such as parallel-signature analysis (PSA) on data inputs and pseudo-random pattern generation 
(PRPG) from data outputs. All testing and scan operations are synchronized to the TAP interface. 

The SN54BCT8245A is characterized for operation over the full military temperature range of -55°C to 125°C. 
The SN74BCT8245A is characterized for operation from O°C to 70°C. 

logic symbolt 

TOI 

TMS 

TCK 

OE 

OIR 

A1 

A2 

A3 

A4 

A5 

A6 

A7 

A8 

14 

12 

13 

24 

1 

23 

22 

21 

20 

19 

17 

16 

15 

FUNCTION TABLE 
(normal mode) 

INPUTS 

OE OIR 
OPERATION 

L L B data to A bus 

L H A data to 8 bus 

H X Isolation 

<l> 
SCAN 

'BCT8245A 

TOI 

TMS 
TOO 

~ 
TCK·IN 

> TCK·OUT 

"- G3 
__ .r-.. 

L 
3 EN1 [BA] 

3 EN2 [AB] ., r 
~-

L 
'11 1 1 

P t> 2'11 
~. ..., ... ...,r 

.... .. ..., ... 
.. ..., 

~ .. ... ..., 
~ ... ..., ...,r 

~ .. ..., 

..., 

t This symbol is in accordance with ANSI/IEEE Std 91-1984 and lEe Publication 617-12. 
Pin numbers shown are for the OW, JT, and NT packages. 
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functional block diagram 

Vcc 

Vcc 
CIR -'1'--_____ -1 

1"'-------
1 
Ivcc 

23 1 
A 1 ~-I--4II""'" 

1 
1 
1 
1 1.. _____ _ 

Vcc 

TOI ....;;1....;.4 _..,...-1 
VCC 

12 
TMS--...... ' 

Vcc 

TCK _1_3 _ ...... , 

Boundary-Scan Register 
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-------, 
1 

vecl 
1 2 

~t--f--=- B1 

1 
1 
1 

One of Eight Channels 1 _______________ _+_I-~._+_------.J 

TAP 
Controller 

Vce 

>-41~1..:...1 TOO 

Pin numbers shown are for the DW, JT, and NT packages. 
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TERMINAL 
NAME 

A1-A8 

81-88 

OIR 

GNO 

OE 

TCK 

TOI 

TOO 

TMS 

VCC 
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Terminal Functions 

DESCRIPTION 

A-bus 1/0 ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. Internal pullups force these I/O ports to a high level if left 
unconnected. 

8-bus I/O ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. Internal pullups force these I/O ports to a high level if left 
unconnected. 

Normal-function direction-control input. See function table for normal-mode logic. An internal pullup forces OIR to a high 
level if left unconnected. 

Ground 

Normal-function output-enable input. See function table for normal-mode logic. An internal pullup forces OE to a high level 
if left unconnected. 

Test clock. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. Test operations of the device are synchronous 
to TCK. Oata is captured on the rising edge of TCK and outputs change on the falling edge o~ TCK. An internal pullup forces 
TCK to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test data input. One offourterminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOI is the serial inputfor shifting data through 
the instruction register or selected data register. An internal pullup forces TOI to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test data output. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOO is the serial output for shifting data 
through the instruction register or selected data register. An internal pullup forces TOO to a high level when it is not active 
and is not driven from an external source. 

Test mode select. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TMS directs the device through its TAP 
controller states. An internal pullup forces TMS to a high level if left unconnected. TMS also provides the optional test reset 
signal of IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. This is implemented by recognizing a third logic level, double high (VIHH), at TMS. 

Supply voltage 
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Serial-test information is conveyed by means of a 4-wire test bus, or TAP, that conforms to IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990. Test instructions, test data, and test control signals all are passed along this serial-test bus. The 
TAP controller monitors two signals from the test bus, TCK and TMS. The TAP controller extracts the 
synchronization (TCK) and state control (TMS) signals from the test bus and generates the appropriate on-chip 
control signals for the test structures in the device. Figure 1 shows the TAP-controller state diagram. 

The TAP controller is fully synchronous to the TCK signal. Input data is captured on the rising edge of TCK, and 
output data changes on the falling edge of TCK. This scheme ensures that data to be captured is valid for fully 
one-half of the TCK cycle. 

The functional block diagram shows the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 4-wire test bus and boundary-scan 
architecture and the relationship among the test bus, the TAP controller, and the test registers. As shown, the 
device contains an 8-bit instruction register and three test-data registers: an 18-bit boundary-scan register, a 
2-bit boundary-control register, and a 1-bit bypass register. 

Test-Loglc-Roset 

TMS=L 

Run-Test/Idle 

Figure 1. TAP-Controller State Diagram 
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state diagram description 

The TAP controller is a synchronous finite state machine that provides test control signals throughout the device. 
The state diagram shown in Figure 1 is in accordance with IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. The TAP controller 
proceeds through its states based on the level of TMS at the rising edge of TCK. 

As shown, the TAP controller consists of 16 states. There are six stable states (indicated by a looping arrow in 
the state diagram) and ten unstable states. A stable state is a state the TAP controller can retain for consecutive 
TCK cycles. Any state that does not meet this criterion is an unstable state. 

There are two main paths through the state diagram: one to access and control the selected data register and 
one to access and control the instruction register. Only one register can be access"ed at a time. 

Test-Logie-Reset 

The device powers up in the Test-Logic-Reset state. In the stable Test-Logic-Reset state, the test logic is reset 
and is disabled so that the normal logic function of the device is performed. The instruction register is reset to 
an opcode that selects the optionallOCOOE instruction, if supported, or the BYPASS instruction. Certain data 
registers also can be reset to their power-up values. 

The state machine is constructed such that the TAP controller returns to the Test-Logic-Reset state in no more 
than five TCK cycles if TMS is left high. The TMS pin has an internal pullup resistor that forces it high if left 
unconnected or if a board defect causes it to be open circuited. 

For the 'BCT8245A, the instruction register is reset to the binary value 11111111, which selects the BYPASS 
instruction. The boundary-control register is rElset to the binary value 10, which selects the PSA test operation. 

Run-Test/Idle 

The TAP controller must pass through the Run-Test/Idle state (from Test-Logic-Reset) before executing any test 
operations. The Run-Test/Idle state also can be entered following data-register or instruction-register scans. 
Run-Test/Idle is a stable state in which the test logic may be actively running a test or may be idle. 

The test operations selected by the boundary-control register are performed while the TAP controller is in the 
Run-Test/Idle state. 

Select-OR-Scan, Select-IR-Scan 

No specific function is performed in the Select-OR-Scan and Select-IR-Scan states, and the TAP controller exits 
either of these states on the next TCK cycle. These states allow the selection of either data-register scan or 
instruction-register scan. 

Capture-DR 

When a data-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-DR state. In the 
Capture-DR state, the selected-data register may capture a data value as specified by the current instruction. 
Such capture operations occur on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-DR 
state. 

Shift-DR 

2-48 

Upon entry to the Shift-DR state, the data register is placed in the scan path between TOI and TOO, and on the 
first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TOO enables to the logic 
level present in the least-significant bit of the selected data register. 

While in the stable Shift-DR state, data is serially shifted through the selected data register on each TCK cycle. 
The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-DR state (i.e., no shifting occurs during 
the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-DR to Shift-DR or from Exit2-0R to Shift-DR). 
The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-DR state . 
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The Exit1-0R and Exit2-0R states are temporary states that end a data-register scan. It is possible to return 
to the Shift-OR state from either Exit1-0R or Exit2-0R without recapturing the data register. 

On the first falling edge of TCK, after entry to Exit1-0R, TOO goes from the active state to the high-impedance 
state. 

Pause-DR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-OR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-OR state suspends and resumes data-register scan operations without loss of data. 

Update-DR 

If the current instruction calls for the selected data register to be updated with current data, then such update 
occurs on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the Update-OR state. 

Capture-IR 

When an instruction-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-IR state. In 
the Capture-IR state, the instruction register captures its current status value. This capture operation occurs 
on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-IR state. 

For the 'BCT8245A, the status value loaded in the Capture-I R state is the fixed binary value 10000001. 

Shift-IR 

Upon entry to the Shift-IR state, the instruction register is placed in the scan path between TOI and TOO and, 
on the first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TOO enables to 
the logic level present in the least-significant bit of the instruction register. 

While in the stable Shift-IR state, instruction data is serially shifted through the instruction register on each TCK 
cycle. The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-IR state (Le., no shifting occurs 
during the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-IR to Shift-IR or from Exit2-IR to 
Shift-IR). The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-IR state. 

Exit1-IR, Exit2-IR 

The Exit1-IR and Exit2-IR states are temporary states that end an instruction-register scan. It is possible to 
return to the Shift-IR state from either Exit1-IR or Exit2-IR without recapturing the instruction register. 

On the first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-IR, TOO goes from the active state to the high-impedance 
state. 

Pause-IR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-IR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-IR state suspends and resumes instruction-register scan operations without loss of 
data. 

Update-IR 

The current instruction is updated and takes effect on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the Update-IR 
state. 
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register overview 

With the exception of the bypass register; any test register may be thought of as a serial-shift register with a 
shadow latch on each bit. The bypass register differs in that it contains only a shift register. During the 
appropriate capture state (Capture-IR for instruction register, Capture-DR for data registers), the shift register 
may be parallel loaded from a source specified by the current instruction. During the appropriate shift state 
(Shift-I R or Shift-DR), the contents of the shift register are shifted out from TDO while new contents are shifted 
in at TD!. During the appropriate update state (Update-IR or Update-DR), the shadow latches are updated from 
the shift register. 

instruction register description 

TOI 

2-50 

The instruction register (IR) is eight bits long and tells the device what instruction is to be executed. Information 
contained in the instruction includes the mode of operation (either normal mode, in which the device performs 
its normal logic function, or test mode, in which the normal logic function is inhibited or altered), the test operation 
to be performed, which of the three data registers is to be selected for inclusion in the scan path during 
data-register scans, and the source of data to be captured into the selected data register during Capture-DR. 

Table 2 lists the instructions supported by the 'BCT8245A. The even-parity feature specified for SCOPETM 
devices is not supported in this device. Bit 7 of the instruction opcode is a don't-care bit. Any instructions that 
are defined for SCOPETM devices but are not supported by this device default to BYPASS. 

During Capture-IR, the IR captures the binary value 10000001. As an instruction is shifted in, this value is shifted 
out via TDO and can be inspected as verification that the IR is in the scan path. During Update-IR, the value 
that has been shifted into the IR is loaded into shadow latches. At this time, the current instruction is updated 
and any specified mode change takes effect. At power up or in the Test-Logic-Reset state, the IR is reset to the 
binary value 11111111, which selects the BYPASS instruction. The IR order of scan is shown in Figure 2. 

Blt7 

---+ 
(MSB) r-- Blt6 Don't 
Care ----

Blt5 r-- Blt4 

----
Blt3 

----
Blt2 r-+ 

Figure 2. Instruction Register Order of Scan 
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data register description 
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The boundary-scan register (BSR) is 18 bits long. It contains one boundary-scan cell (BSC) for each 
normal-function input pin and one BSC for each normal-function output pin. Which I/O ports, A or B, function 
as input terminals and which function as output terminals is determined by the DIR signal (BSC17) as described 
below. The BSR is used 1) to store test data that is to be applied internally to the inputs of the normal on-Chip 
logic and/or externally to the device output terminals, and/or 2) to capture data that appears internally at the 
outputs of the normal on-chip logic and/or externally at the device input terminals. 

The source of data to be captured into the BSR during Capture-DR is determined by the current instruction. The 
contents of the BSR may change during Run-Test/Idle, as determined by the current instruction. The contents 
of the BSR are not changed in Test-Logic-Reset. 

The BSR order of scan is from TDI through bits 17-0 to TOO. Table 1 shows the BSR bits and their associated 
device pin signals. The device signals 11-18 and 01-08 represent data input signals and data output signals, 
respectively. The direction control signal (DIR) as output by BSC17 determines which port, A or B, is considered 
an input and which is considered an output. When the output of BSC17 is logic 0, the device signals 11-18 are 
associated with 110 ports B1-B8, while device signals 01-08 are associated with 110 ports A1-A8. When the 
output of BSC17 is logic 1, the converse is true (that is, 11-18 are associated with A1-A8, while 01-08 are 
associated with B1-B8).ln normal-function mode, the output of the BSC17 input is equivalent to the input signal 
present at the DIR input pin. 

Table 1. Boundary-Scan Register Configuration 

BSR BIT DEVICE BSR BIT DEVICE BSR BIT DEVICE 
NUMBER SIGNAL NUMBER SIGNAL NUMBER SIGNAL 

17 DIR 15 11 7 01 

16 OE 14 12 6 02 

- - 13 13 5 03 

- - 12 14 4 04 

- - 11 15 3 05 

- - 10 16 2 06 

- - 9 17 1 07 

- - 8 18 0 08 

boundary-control register 

The boundary-control register (BCR) is two bits long. The BCR is used in the context of the RUNT instruction 
to implement additional test operations not included in the basic SCOPETM instruction set. Such operations 
include PRPG and PSA. Table 3 shows the test operations that are decoded by the BCR. 

During Capture-DR, the contents of the BCR are not changed. At power up or in Test-Logic-Reset, the BCR is 
reset to the binary value 10, which selects the PSA test operation. The BCR order of scan is shown in Figure 3. 

TOI 
Bit 1 

(MSB) 
BltO 

(LSB) 
TOO 

Figure 3. Boundary-Control Register Order of Scan 
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bypass register 

The bypass register is a 1-bit scan path that can be selected to shorten the length of the system scan path, 
thereby reducing the number of bits per test pattern that must be applied to complete a test operation. 

During Capture-DR, the bypass register captures a logic O. The bypass register order of scan is shown in 
Figure 4. 

TDI -1 Bit 0 ~ TOO 

Figure 4. Bypass Register Order of Scan 

instruction-register opcode description 

The instruction-register opcodes are shown in Table 2. The following descriptions detail the operation of each 
instruction. 

Table 2. Instruction-Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODEt SELECTED DATA 
BIT 7~ BITO SCOPE OPCODE DESCRIPTION REGISTER MODE 
MSB~ LSB 

XOOOOOOO EXTESTIINTEST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

XOOOOOOl BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

XOOOO010 SAMPLE/PRELOAD Sample boundary Boundary scan Normal 

XOOOOOll INTEST/EXTEST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

XOOO0100 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

XOOO010l BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

XOOOOll0 HIGHZ (TRIBYP) Control boundary to high impedance Bypass Modified test 

XOOOOlll CLAMP (SETBYP) Control boundary to 1/0 Bypass Test 

XOOO1000 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

XOOO100l RUNT Boundary run test Bypass Test 

XOOO10l0 READBN Boundary read Boundary scan Normal 

XOOO10ll READBT Boundary read Boundary scan Test 

XOOOll00 CELLTST Boundary self test Boundary scan Normal 

XOOOll0l TOPHIP Boundary toggle outputs Bypass Test 

XOOOlll0 SCANCN Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Normal 

XOOOllll SCANCT Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Test 

All others BYPASS Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

t Bit 7 is a don't-care bit; X = don't care. 
; The BYPASS instruction is executed in lieu of a SCOPETM instruction that is not supported in the 'BCT8245A. 

boundary scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 EXTEST and INTEST instructions. The BSR is 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input terminals is captured in the input BSCs, 'vvhile data 
appearing at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic is captured in the output BSCs. Data that has been scanned 
into the input BSCs is applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic, while data that has been scanned into 
the output BSCs is applied to the device output terminals. The device operates in the test mode . 
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This instruction conforms to the I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990 BYPASS instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in the normal mode. 

sample boundary 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction. The BSR is 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input terminals is captured in the input BSCs, while data 
appearing at the outputs of the normal on-Chip logic is captured in the output BSCs. The device operates in the 
normal mode. 

control boundary to high impedance 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1a-1993 HIGHZ instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in a modified test mode in which all device output terminals are placed in the high-impedance state, 
the device input terminals remain operational, and the normal on-Chip logic function is performed. 

control boundary to 1/0 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1a-1993 CLAMP instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. Data in the input 
BSCs is applied to the inputs of the normal on-Chip logic, while data in the output BSCs is applied to the device 
output terminals. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary run test 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. The device operates in the test mode. The test operation specified in the BCR is executed during 
Run-TesUldle. The four test operations decoded by the BCR are: sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP), 
PRPG, PSA, and simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSAlPRPG). 

boundary read 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BSR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
instruction is useful for inspecting data after a PSA operation. 

boundary self test 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. All BSCs capture the inverse of their current values during Capture-DR. 
In this way, the contents of the shadow latches may be read out to verify the integrity of both shift-register and 
shadow-latch elements of the BSR. The device operates in the normal mode. 

boundary toggle outputs 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. Data in the shift register elements of the selected output BSCs is toggled on each rising edge of 
TCK in Run-TesUldle and is then updated in the shadow latches and applied to the associated device output 
terminals on each falling edge of TCK in Run-TesUldle. Data in the selected input BSCs remains constant and 
is applied to the inputs of the normal on-Chip logic. Data appearing at the device input terminals is not captured 
in the input BSCs. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary-control register scan 

The BCR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BCR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
operation must be performed before a boundary-run test operation to specify which test operation is to 
be executed. 
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boundary-control register opcode description 

The SCR opcodes are decoded from SCR bits 1-0, as shown in Table 3. The selected test operation is 
performed while the RUNT instruction is executed in the Run-Test/Idle state. The following descriptions detail 
the operation of each SCR instruction and illustrate the associated PSA and PRPG algorithms. 

Table 3. Boundary-Control Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODE 
BIT 14 BITO DESCRIPTION 
MSB4 LSB 

00 Sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

01 Pseudo-random pattern generation/16-bit mode (PRPG) 

10 Parallel-signature analysis/16-bit mode (PSA) 

11 Simultaneous PSA and PRPG/8-bit mode (PSNPRPG) 

It should be noted, in general, that while the control input BSCs (bits 17-16) are not included in the sample, 
toggle, PSA, or PRPG algorithms, the output-enable SSC (bit 16 of the SSR) does control the drive state (active 
or high impedance) of the device output terminals while the direction-control SSC (bit 17) controls which 110 
ports, A or B, are considered input terminals and which are considered output terminals. 

sample inputsltoggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

Data appearing at the device input terminals is captured in the shift-register elements of the input SSCs on each 
rising edge of TCK. This data is then updated in the shadow latches of the input BSCs and applied to the inputs 
of the normal on-chip logic. Data in the shift register elements of the output BSCs is toggled on each rising edge 
of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the device output terminals on each falling edge of TCK. 

pseudo-random pattern generation (PRPG) 
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A pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the SSCs on each rising edge of TCK 
and then updated in the shadow latches and applied to the device output terminals on each falling edge of TCK. 
This data also is updated in the shadow latches of the input BSCs and applied to the inputs of the normal on-Chip 
logic. Figure 5 illustrates the 16-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithm through which the patterns are 
generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. A seed value 
of all zeroes will not produce additional patterns. 

(±)=D-

11 12 13 14 15 

01 02 03 04 05 

Figure 5. i6-Bit PRPG Configuration 
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parallel-signature analysis (PSA) 

SN54BCT8245A, SN74BCT8245A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH OCTAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS043E - MAY 1990 - REVISED JULY 1996 

Data appearing at the device input terminals is compressed into a 16-bit parallel signature in the shift-register 
elements of the BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. This data is then updated in the shadow latches of the input 
BSCs and applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic. Data in the shadow latches of the output BSCs 
remains constant and is applied to the device outputs. Figure 6 illustrates the 16-bit linear-feedback 
shift-register algorithm through which the signature is generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into 
the BSR before performing this operation. 

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 

Figure 6. 16-Blt PSA Configuration 

simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSAI PRPG) 

Data appearing at the device input terminals is compressed into an a-bit parallel signature in the shift-register 
elements of the input BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. This data-is then updated in the shadow latches of the 
input BSCs and applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic. At the same time, an a-bit pseudo-random 
pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the output BSCs on each rising edge of TCK, updated in 
the shadow latches, and applied to the device output terminals on each falling edge of TCK. Figure 7 illustrates 
the a-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithm through which the signature and patterns are generated. An 
initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. A seed value of all zeroes -
will not produce additional patterns. 

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

01 02 03 04 05 

Figure 7. 8-Blt PSAI PRPG Configuration 
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timing description 

All test operations of the 'BCT8245A are synchronous to TCK. Data on the TDI, TMS, and normal-function inputs 
is captured on the rising edge of TCK. Data appears on the TOO and normal-function output terminals on the 
falling edge of TCK. The TAP controller is advanced through its states (as shown in Figure 1) by changing the 
value of TMS on the falling edge of TCK and then applying a rising edge to TCK. 

A simple timing example is illustrated in Figure 8. In this example, the TAP controller begins in the 
Test-Logic-Reset state and is advanced through its states as necessary to perform one instruction-register scan 
and one data-register scan. While in the Shift-IR and Shift-DR states, TDI is used to input serial data and TOO 
is used to output serial data. The TAP controller is then returned to the Test-Logic-Reset state. Table 4 details 
the operation of the test circuitry during each TCK cycle. 

rable 4. ExplanatIon of Timing Example 

TCK TAP STATE 
DESCRIPTION CYCLE(S) AFTERTCK 

1 Test-Logic-Reset 

2 Run-Test/Idle 

3 Select-DR-Scan 

4 Select-IR-Scan 

5 Capture-IR 

6 Shift-IR 

7-13 Shift-IR 

14 ExitHR 

15 Update-IR 

16 Select-DR-Scan 

17 Capture-DR 

18 Shift-DR 

19-20 Shift-DR 

21 Exit1-DR 

22 Update-DR 

23 Select-DR-Scan 

24 Select-IR-Scan 

25 Test-Logic-Reset 
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TMS is changed to a logic 0 value on the falling edge of TCK to begin advancing the TAP controller toward 
the desired state. 

The IR captures the 8-bit binary value 10000001 on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-IR state. 

TDO becomes active and TDI Is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

One bit is shifted into the IR on each TCK rising edge. With TOI held at a logic 1 value, the 8-bit binary value 
11111111 is serially scanned into the IR. Atthe same time, the 8-bit binary value 10000001 is serially scanned 
out of the IR via TDO. In TCK cycle 13, TMS is changed to a logic 1 value to end the IR scan on the next 
TCK cycle. The last bit of the instruction is shifted as the TAP controller advances from Shift-IR to Exit1-IR. 

TDO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The IR is updated with the new instruction (BYPASS) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The bypass register captures a logic 0 value on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-DR state. 

TDO becomes active and TDI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

The binary value 101 Is shifted in via TDI, while the binary value 010 is shifted out via TDO. 

TDO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

In general, the selected data register is updated with the new data on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test operation completed 
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TOO 
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2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

-U 
~ ~ U ~ 
~ ~ n ~ 

i CD c c II: II: :c ~ ~ ::: CD ;; 
II: ~ 

II: c II: II: II: II: c c i 1 ~ c c t c ~ ~. e == 
cb CD ~ en c:i: ~ :c TAP u ~ a. en 

.;( rei c:i: :c iii c:i: c:i: II: 
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Controller ~ 
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7li II: 
~ ~ 

~ 

u 0 u CD 
CD CD 

~ 
-t 

~ ~ 'lii 
~ 

l88J 3-State (TOO) or Don't Care (TO I) 

Figure 8. Timing Example 

absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)t 

Supply voltage range, Vee .......................................................... -0.5 V to 7 V 
Input voltage range, VI: 1/0 ports (see Note 1) ........................................ -0.5 V to 5.5 V 

except 1/0 ports and TMS (see Note 1) .......................... -0.5 V to 7 V 
Input voltage range (TMS) (see Note 1) .............................................. -0.5 V to 12 V 
Voltage range applied to any output in the disabled or power-off state .....•.............. -0.5 V to 5.5 V 
Voltage range applied to any output in the high state .................................. -0.5 V to Vee 
Input clamp current, 11K •.••••••..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.••.••.•••••••••••• -30 rnA 
Current into any output in the low state: SN54BCT8245A (any A, TOO) ......................... 40 rnA 

SN54BCT8245A (any B) .............................. 96 rnA 
SN74BCT8245A (any A, TOO) ......................... 48 rnA 
SN74BCT8245A (any B) ........•.................... 128 mA 

Maximum power dissipation at TA = 55° C (in still air) (see Note 2): OW package ................. 1.7 W 
NT package .................. 1.3 W 

Storage temperature range, Tstg ................................................... -65°C to 150°C 

t Stresses beyond those listed under "absolute maximum ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings only, and 
functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated under "recommended operating conditions" is not 
implied. Exposure to absolute-maximum-rated conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTES: 1. The input voltage rating may be exceeded if the input clamp-current rating is observed. 
2. The maximum package power dissipation is calculated using a junction temperature of 150°C and a board trace length of 750 mils, 

except for the NT package, which has a trace length of zero. For more information, refer to the Package Thermal Considerations 
application note in the ABT Advanced BiCMOS Technology Data Book, literature number SCBD002. 
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recommended operating conditions 

Vee Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

VIHH Double-high-level input voltage 

VIL Low-level input voltage 

11K Input clamp current 

IOH High-level output current 

IOL LOW-level output current 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

TMS 

Any A, TOO 

Any 8 

Any A, TOO 

Any 8 

~TEXAS 
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MIN NOM MAX 

4.5 5 5.5 

2 
10 12 

0.8 

-18 
-3 

-12 
20 
48 

-55 125 
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SN74BCT8245A 
UNIT 

MIN NOM MAX 

4.5 5 5.5 V 

2 V 

10 12 V 

0.8 V 

-18 rnA 

-3 
rnA 

-15 
24 

rnA 
64 

0 70 °e 
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electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) 

SN54BCT8245A SN74BCT8245A 
PAnAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

TYPt TYPt MIN MAX MIN 

VIK Vee=4.5V, 11=-18mA -1.2 

Vee = 4.75 V, 10H =-1 mA 2.7 3.4 2.7 3.4 

Any A, TOO IOH=-1 mA 2.5 3.4 2.5 3.4 
Vee=4.5V 

10H =-3 mA 2.4 3.3 2.4 3.3 

VOH Vee =4.75 V, 10H .. -3mA 2.7 3.4 2.7 3.4 

10H =-3mA 2.4 3.4 2.4 3.4 
Any B 

Vee = 4.5 V 10H =-12 rnA 2 3.2 

10H =-15 rnA 2 3.1 

10l= 20 rnA 0.3 0.5 
Any A, TOO Vee=4.5V 

IOl=24 rnA 0.35 
VOL 

10l= 48 rnA 0.38 0.55 
AnyB Vee=4.5V 

IOl=64 rnA 0.42 

Except A or B 0.1 
II Vee=5.5V, VI =5.5 V 

Any A or B 0.25 

IIH:j: Vee=5.5V, VI=2.7V -1 -35 -100 -1 -35 

IIHH TMS Vee=5.5V, VI = 10 V 1 

Ill:!: Vee=5.5V, VI = 0.5 V -30 -70 -200 -30 -70 

10ZH TOO Vee=5.5V, Vo = 2.7 V -1 -35 -100 -1 -35 

10Zl TOO Vee=5.5V, Vo = 0.5 V -30 -70 -200 -30 -70 

10ZPU Vee = Oto 2 V, Vo = 0.5 Vor 2.7 V ±250 

10ZPO Vee = 2 VtoO, Vo = 0.5 Vor 2.7 V ±250 

loff Vee = 0, VI or Vo ~ 4.5 V ±250 

10S§ Vee" 5.5 V, Vo=O -100 -225 -100 

Outputs high 3.6 7.5 3.6 

lee~ Vee=5.5V, Outputs low 35 52 35 
Outputs open 

Outputs disabled 1.5 3.5 1.5 

ei Vee = 5 V, VI = 2.5 V or 0.5 V 8 8 

eio Vee = 5 V, Vo = 2.5 Vor 0.5 V 14 14 

t All typical values are at Vee = 5 V, TA = 25°C. 
:!: For 1/0 ports, the parameters IIH and III include the off-state output current. 
§ Not more than one output should be shorted at a time, and the duration of the short circuit should not exceed one second. 
~ leeH and leel are measured in the A-data to B-bus operational mode. 
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MAX 

-1.2 

0.5 

0.55 

0.1 

0.25 

-100 

1 

-200 

-100 

-200 

±250 

±250 

±250 

-225 

7.5 

52 

3.5 

UNIT 

V 

V 

V 

rnA 

IlA 

rnA 

IlA 

IlA 

IlA 

IlA 

IlA 

IlA 

rnA 

rnA 

pF 

pF 
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timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 9) 

VCC=5V, 
TA = 25°C 

MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency TCK 0 20 

TCK high or low 25 
tw Pulse duration 

TMS double high 50· 

Any A or 8 before TCKi 6 

OIR or OE before TCKi 6 
tsu Setup time 

TOI before TCKi 6 

TMS before TCKi 12 

Any A or 8 after TCKi 4.5 

01 R or OE after TCKi 4.5 
th Hold time 

TOI after TCKi 4.5 

TMS after TCKi 0 

td Oelaytime Power up to TCKi 100· 

• On products compliant to MIL-PRF-38535, this parameter is not production tested. 
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SN54BCT8245A SN74BCT8245A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

0 20 0 20 MHz 

25 25 
ns 

50· 50 

6 6 

6 6 
ns 

6 6 

12 12 

4.5 4.5 

4.5 4.5 
ns 

4.5 4.5 

0 0 

100· 100 ns 
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switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 9) 

FROM TO 
VCC = 5 V, 

SN54BCT8245A SN74BCT8245A 
PARAMETER (INPUT) (OUTPUT) 

TA = 25°C UNIT 
MIN TYP MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

tpLH 2 5.8 7.8 2 9.6 2 8.7 
AorB BorA ns 

tpHL 2 6.1 8.7 2 11 2 10 

tpZH 
OE 

3 6.8 9.5 3 11.5 3 10.6 
BorA ns 

tpZL 3 8.8 12.5 3 14.3 3 13.8 

tpHZ 3 6.2 8.6 3 10.2 3 9.6 
OE BorA ns 

tpLZ 2.5 6 8 2.5 10.5 2.5 9.5 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 9) 

PARAMETER 
FROM 

(INPUT) 

fmax TCK 

tpLH 
TCKJ, 

tpHL 

tpLH 
TCKJ, 

tpHL 

tpLH 
TCKi 

tpHL 

tPZH 
TCKJ, 

tpZL 

tpZH 
TCKJ, 

tpZL 

tPZH 
TCKi 

tpZL 

tpHZ 
TCKJ, 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
TCKJ, 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
TCKi 

tPLZ 

TO 
(OUTPUT) 

BorA 

TOO 

BorA 

BorA 

TOO 

BorA 

BorA 

TOO 

BorA 
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SN54BCT8245A 

VCC =5 V, 
UNIT 

TA = 25°C MIN MAX 
MIN TYP MAX 

20 20 MHz 

6 13 15.5 6 21.5 

6 12.5 15.5 
ns 

6 21.5 

3.5 7.6 10.5 3.5 14 
ns 

3.5 8 10.5 3.5 13 

7.5 16.5 20 7.5 28 
ns 

7.5 17 21 7.5 29 

6.5 14 17 6.5 24 
ns 

7 15 20 7 26 

3.5 7.6 10.5 3.5 11.5 
ns 

4 8.5 12 4 17.5 

8 18 22 8 30 
ns 

8 19 25 8 32 

6 14 18 6 24 

6 14 18 
ns 

6 23 

3 8 11.5 3 13 

3 7.5 10 
ns 

3 13 

8 18.5 22 8 31 
ns 

8 18.5 22 8 31 
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switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 9) 

SN74BCT8245A 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO VCC=5V, UNIT (INPUT) (OUTPUT) TA = 25°C MIN MAX 

MIN TYP MAX 

fmax TCK 20 20 MHz 

tpLH 
TCKJ. 

6 13 15.5 6 20 
BorA ns 

tpHL 6 12.5 15.5 6 20 

tpLH 
TCKJ. 

3.5 7.6 10.5 3.5 13 
TOO ns 

tpHL 3.5 8 10.5 3.5 12 

tPLH 7.5 16.5 20 7.5 24 
TCKi BorA ns 

tpHL 7.5 17 21 7.5 25 

tpZH 
TCKJ. 

6.5 14 17 6.5 21 
BorA ns 

tpZL 7 15 20 7 23 

tpZH 
TCKJ. 

3.5 7.6 10.5 3.5 11 
TOO ns 

tpZL 4 8.5 11 4 12.5 

tpZH 8 18 22 8 27 
TCKi BorA ns 

tpZL 8 19 25 8 29 

tpHZ 
TCKJ-

6 14 18 6 22 
BorA ns 

tpLZ 6 14 17 6 21 

tPHZ 3 8 11.5 3 12.5 
TCKJ- TOO ns 

tpLZ 3 7.5 10 3 12 

tpHZ 8 18.5 22 8 27 
TCKi BorA ns 

tpLZ 8 18.5 22 8 27 
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PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION 

7 V (tPZL, tpLZ, O.C.) 

b Open 
(all others) 

S1 

R1 

From Output ----.-+--e-- Test 
Under Test Point 

CL 
(see Note A) 

R2 

RL= R1 = R2 

LOAD CIRCUIT FOR 
3-STATE AND OPEN-COLLECTOR OUTPUTS 

3V 

Timing Input ---... 4t.; 1.5~ ___ OV 

tsu~th 
Datalnput -.. u ~~--;.;-V- 3V 

J 1
•
5V ~OV 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
SETUP AND HOLD TIMES 

From Output q 
Under Test 

CL R1 
(see Note A) 

Test 
Point 

LOAD CIRCUIT FOR 
TOTEM-POLE OUTPUTS 

High-Level - - - 3 V 
Pulse 1.5 V 1.5 V 

I I OV 

i4- tw --.I 
I I 

I 3V 
Low-Level 1.5 V 1.5 V 

Pulse ____ OV 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PULSE DURATION 

~---~ 3V 
Input ~1.5V \1.5V OV 

outPut~.5V~.5V 3V 
Control I 

(low-level enable) I!.- I - - - - - 0 V 

tPLH~ MtPHL 

In-Phase I 1 ~- VOH 
Output I 1.5 V I 1.5 V 

__ ~I-J· I VOL 

tpZL ~I I -+I I+- tpLZ 

Wavefonn 1 ------t\!,.5 V \ i r-_-t.. _ 3.5 V 
(see Notes B) ! y __ ._ VOL 

I I tPHZ": ~ L 0.3 V 

Out-of-Phaso 
Output 

tPHL~ ~tPLH 
{ !L1 VOH 
\. 1.5 V F 1.5 V 

Waveform2 . _.. I r - -- VOH tPZH~1 I~ ~ 
(see Notes B) ~ 1.5 V ""L 0.3 V 

, - VOL OV 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PROPAGATION DELAY TIMES (see Note D) 

NOTES: A. CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
ENABLE AND DISABLE TIMES, 3-STATE OUTPUTS 

B. Waveform 1 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is low except when disabled by the output control. 
Waveform 2 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is high except when disabled by the output control. 

C. All input pulses are supplied by generators having the following characteristics: PRR ~ 10 MHz, tr = tf ~ 2.5 ns, duty cycle = 50%. 
D. The outputs are measured one at a time with one transition per measurement. 
E. When measuring propagation delay times of 3-state outputs, switch S1 is open. 

Figure 9. Load Circuits and Voltage Waveforms 
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• Members of the Texas Instruments 
SCOPETM Family of Testability Products 

• Octal Test-Integrated Circuits 
• Functionally Equivalent to 'F373 and 

'BCT373 In the Normal-Function Mode 

• Compatible With the IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990 (JTAG) Test Access Port and 
Boundary-Scan Architecture 

• Test Operation Synchronous to Test 
Access Port (TAP) 

• Implement Optional Test Reset Signal by 
Recognizing a Double-Hlgh-Level Voltage 
(10 V) on TMS Pin 

• SCOPETM Instruction Set 
- IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 Required 

Instructions, Optional INTEST, CLAMP, 
and HIGHZ 

- Parallel Signature Analysis at Inputs 
- Pseudo-Random Pattern Generation 

From Outputs 
- Sample Inputs/Toggle Outputs 

• Package Options Include Plastic 
Smail-Outline (OW) Packages, Ceramic 
Chip Carriers (FK), and Standard Plastic 
and Ceramic 300-mll DIPs (JT, NT) 

description 

The 'BCT8373A scan test devices with octal 
D-type latches are members of the Texas 
Instruments SCOPETM testability integrated
circuitfamily. This family of devices supports IEEE 
Standard 1149.1-1990 boundary scan to facilitate 
testing of complex circuit board assemblies. Scan 
access to the test circuitry is accomplished via the 
4-wire test access port (TAP) interface. 

SN54BCT8373A,SN74BCT8373A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH OCTAL D·TVPE LATCHES 
SCBS044F -JUNE 1990 - REVISED JULY 1996 

SN54BCT8373A ••• JT PACKAGE 
SN74BCT8373A ••• OW OR NT PACKAGE 

(TOP VIEW) 

LE 
10 
20 
30 
40 

GNO 
50 
60 
70 
80 

TOO 
TMS 

1 U 24 

2 23 

3 22 

4 21 

5 20 

[ 6 
[ 7 

19 ~ 
18 ~ 

8 17 

9 16 

10 15 

11 14 
12 13 

OE 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 

VCC 
60 
70 
80 
TOI 
TCK 

SN54BCT8373A .•• FK PACKAGE 
(TOP VIEW) 

4 321 282726 
20 5 25 8D 
10 6 24 TDI 
OE 7 23 TCK 
NC 8 22 NC 
LE 9 21 TMS 
10 10 20 TOO 
20 11 19 80 

12 13 14 15 16 1718 

OOClOOOO 
C?...rZZLOCOI'-

(!) 

NC - No internal connection 

In the normal mode, these devices are functionally equivalent to the 'F373 and 'BCT373 octal D-type latches. 
The test circuitry can be activated by the TAP to take snapshot samples of the data appearing at the device 
terminals or to perform a self test on the boundary test cells. Activating the TAP in normal mode does not affect 
the functional operation of the SCOPETM octal latches. 

In the test mode, the normal operation of the SCOPETM octal latches is inhibited and the test circuitry is enabled 
to observe and control the I/O boundary of the device. When enabled, the test circuitry can perform boundary 
scan test operations, as described in IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. 

SCOPE is a trademark of Texas Instruments Incorporated. 
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description (continued) 

Four dedicated test terminals are used to control the operation of the test circuitry: test data input (TDI), test 
data output (TDO), test mode select (TMS), and test clock (TCK). Additionally, the test circuitry can perform 
other testing functions such as parallel signature analysis (PSA) on data inputs and pseudo-random pattern 
generation (PRPG) from data outputs. All testing and scan operations are synchronized to the TAP interface. 

The SN54BCT8373A is characterized for operation over the full military temperature range of - 55°C to 125°C. 
The SN74BCT8373A is characterized for operation from O°C to 70°C. 

logic symbolt 
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FUNCTION TABLE 
(normal mode, each latch) 

INPUTS OUTPUT 
OE LE 0 Q 

L H H H 

L H L L 

L L X 00 
H X X Z 

ct> 
SCAN 

'BCT8373A 
TOI 

TMS TOO 

~ 
TCK·IN 

> TCK·OUT 
f'.. EN 

C1 ., r 
10 V 

tThis symbol is in accordance with ANSI/IEEE Std 91-1984 and IEC Publication 617-12. 
Pin numbers shown are for the DW, JT, and NT packages . 
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functional block diagram 
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Pin numbers shown are for the OW, JT, and NT packages . 
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TERMINAL 
NAME 
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Terminal Functions 

DESCRIPTION 

Normal-function data inputs. See function table for normal-mode logic. Internal pullups force these inputs to a high level if 
left unconnected. 

Ground 

Normal-function latch-enable input. See function table for normal-mode logic. An internal pull up forces LE to a high level if 
left unconnected. 

Normal-function output-enable input. See function table for normal-mode logic. An internal pullup forces OE to a high level 
if left unconnected. 

Normal-function data outputs. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Test clock. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. Test operations of the device are synchronous to 
TCK. Data is captured on the rising edge of TCK and outputs change on the falling edge of TCK. An internal pullup forces 
TCK to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test data input. One of four terminals required by I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOI is the serial input for shifting data through 
the instruction register or selected data register. An internal pullup forces TOI to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test data output. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOO is the serial output for shifting data 
through the instruction register or selected data register. An internal pullup forces TOO to a high level when it Is not active 
and is not driven from an external source. 

Test mode select. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TMS directs the device through its TAP 
controller states. An internal pullup forces TMS to a high level if left unconnected. The TMS pin also provides the optional 
test reset signal of IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. This is implemented by recognizing a third logic level, double-high (VIHH), 
atTMS. 

Supply voltage 
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Serial test information is conveyed by means of a 4-wire test bus, or TAP, that conforms to IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990. Test instructions, test data, and test control signals all are passed along this serial test bus. The 
TAP controller monitors two signals from the test bus, TCK and TMS. The TAP controller extracts the 
synchronization (TCK) and state control (TMS) signals from the test bus and generates the appropriate on-chip 
control signals for the test structures in the device. Figure 1 shows the TAP-controller state diagram. 

The TAP controller is fully synchronous to the TCK Signal. Input data is captured on the rising edge of TCK, and 
output data changes on the falling edge of TCK. This scheme ensures that data to be captured is valid for fully 
one-half of the TCK cycle. 

The functional block diagram shows the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 4-wire test bus and boundary-scan 
architecture and the relationship between the test bus, the TAP controller, and the test registers. As shown, the 
device contains an 8-bit instruction register and three test data registers: an 18-bit boundary-scan register, a 
2-bit boundary-control register, and a 1-bit bypass register. 

Test-Loglc-Reset 

TMS=L 

Figure 1. TAP-Controller State Diagram 
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state diagram description 

The TAP controller is a synchronous finite state machine that provides test control signals throughout the device. 
The state diagram shown in Figure 1 is in accordance with IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. The TAP controller 
proceeds through its states based on the level of TMS at the rising edge of TCK. 

As shown, the TAP controller consists of 16 states. There are six stable states (indicated by a looping arrow in 
the state diagram) and ten unstable states. A stable state is a state the TAP controller can retain for consecutive 
TCK cycles. Any state that does not meet this criterion is an unstable state. 

There are two main paths though the state diagram: one to access and control the selected data register and 
one to access and control the instruction register. Only one register can be accessed at a time. 

Test-Loglc-Reset 

The device powers up in the Test-Logic-Reset state. In the stable Test-Logic-Reset state, the test logic is reset 
and is disabled so that the normal logic function of the device is performed. The instruction register is reset to 
an opcode that selects the optionallDCODE instruction, if supported, or the BYPASS instruction. Certain data 
registers also can be reset to their power-up values. 

The state machine is constructed such that the TAP controller returns to the Test-Logic-Reset state in no more 
than five TCK cycles if TMS is left high. The TMS pin has an internal pullup resistor that forces it high if left 
unconnected or if a board defect causes is to be open circuited. 

For the 'BCT8373A, the instruction register is reset to the binary value 11111111, which selects the BYPASS 
instruction. The boundary-control register is reset to the binary value 10, which selects the PSA test operation. 

Run-Test/Idle 

The TAP controller must pass through the Run-Test/Idle state (from Test-Logic-Reset) before executing any test 
operations. The Run-Test/Idle state also can be entered, following data-register or instruction-register scans. 
Run-Test/Idle is a stable state in which the test logic may be actively running a test or may be idle. 

The test operations selected by the boundary-control register are performed while the TAP controller is in the 
Run-Test/Idle state. 

Select-OR-Scan, Select-I R-Scan 

No specific function is performed in the Select-OR-Scan and Select-IR-Scan states, and the TAP controller exits 
either of these states on the next TCK cycle. These states allow the selection of either data-register scan or 
instruction-register scan. ' 

Capture-DR 

When a data-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-DR state. In the 
Capture-DR state, the selected data register may capture a data value, as specified by the current instruction. 
Such capture operations occur on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-DR 
state. 

Shift-DR 

2-70 

Upon entry to the Shift-DR state, the data register is placed in the scan path between TDI and TOO and, on the 
first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TOO enables to the logic 
level present in the least-significant bit of the selected data register. 

While in the stable Shift-DR state, data is serially shifted through the selected data register on each TCK cycle. 
The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-D R state (i.e., no shifting occurs during 
the TCK cycle, in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-DR to Shift-DR or from Exit2-DR to Shift-DR). 
The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-DR state . 
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The Exit1-DR and Exit2-DR states are temporary states that end a data register scan. It is possible to return 
to the Shift-DR state from either Exit1-DR or Exit2-DR without recapturing the data register. 

On the first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-DR, TDO goes from the active state to the high-impedance 
state. 

Pause-DR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-DR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-DR state suspends and resumes data-register sc~m operations without loss of data. 

Update-DR 

If the current instruction calls for the selected data register to be updated with current data, then such update 
occurs on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the Update-DR state. 

Capture-IR 

When an instruction-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-IR state. In 
the Capture-IR state, the instruction register captures its current status value. This capture operation occurs 
on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-IR state. 

For the 'BCT8373A, the status value loaded in the Capture-IR state is the fixed binary value 10000001. 

Shlft-IR 

Upon entry to the Shift-IR state, the instruction register is placed in the scan path between TOI and TDO and, 
on the first falling edge of TCK, TDO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TDO enables to 
the logic level present in the least-significant bit of the instruction register. 

While in the stable Shift-IR state, instruction data is serially shifted through the instruction register on each TCK 
cycle. The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-IR state (i.e., no shifting occurs 
during the TCK cycle, in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-IR to Shift-IR or from Exit2-IR to 
Shift-IR). The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-IR state. 

Exlt1-IR, Exlt2-IR 

The Exit1-IR and Exit2-IR states are temporary states used to end an instruction-register scan. It is possible 
to return to the Shift-IR state from either Exit1-IR or Exit2-IR without recapturing the instruction register. 

On the first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-IR, TOO goes from the active state to the high-impedance 
state. 

Pause-IR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-IR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-IR state suspends and resumes instruction-register scan operations without loss of 
data. 

Update-IR 

The current instruction is updated and takes effect on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the Update-IR 
state. 
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register overview 

With the exception of the bypass register, any test register may be thought of as a serial shift register with a 
shadow latch on each bit. The bypass register differs in that it contains only a shift register. During the 
appropriate capture state (Capture-IR for instruction register, Capture-DR for data registers), the shift register 
may be parallel loaded from a source specified by the current instruction. During the· appropriate shift state 
(Shift-IR or Shift-DR), the contents of the shift register are shifted out from TOO while new contents are shifted 
in at TDI. During the appropriate update state (Update-IR or Update-DR), the shadow latches are updated from 
the shift register. 

instruction register description 

TDI 

2-72 

The instruction register (I R) is eight bits long and tells the device what instruction is to be executed. Information 
contained in the instruction includes the mode of operation (either normal mode, in which the device performs 
its normal logic function, ortest mode, in which the normal logic function is inhibited or altered), the test operation 
to be performed, which of the three data registers is to be selected for inclusion in the scan path during 
data-register scans, and the source of data to be captured into the selected data register during Capture-DR. 

Table 2 lists the instructions supported by the 'BCT8373A. The even-parity feature specified for SCOPETM 
devices is not supported in this device. Bit 7 of the instruction opcode is a don't-care bit. Any instructions that 
are defined for SCOPET'" devices but are not supported by this device default to BYPASS. 

During Capture-IR, the IR captures the binary value 10000001. As an instruction is shifted in, this value is shifted 
out via TOO and can be inspected as verification that the IR is in the scan path. During Update-IR, the value 
that has been shifted into the IR is loaded into shadow latches. At this time, the current instruction is updated, 
and any specified mode change takes effect. At power up or in the Test-Logie-Reset state, the IR is reset to the 
binary value 11111111, which selects the BYPASS instruction. The IR order of scan is shown in Figure 2. 

Blt7 

----+ 
(MSB) r--. Blt6 Don't 
Care ----

Blt5 r--. Blt4 r--. Blt3 

----
Blt2 r--. 

Figure 2. Instruction Register Order of Scan 
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The boundary-scan register (SSR) is 18 bits long. It contains one boundary-scan cell (SSG) for each 
normal-function input pin and one SSC for each normal-function output pin. The SSR is used 1) to store test 
data that is to be applied internally to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic and/or externally to the device output 
pins, and/or 2) to capture data that appears internally at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic and/or externally 
at the device input pins. 

The source of data to be captured into the SSR during Capture-DR is determined by the current instruction. The 
contents of the SSR may change during Run-Test/Idle as determined by the current instruction. The contents 
of the SSR are not changed in Test-Logic-Reset. 

The SSR order of scan is from TOI through bits 17 -0 to TOO. Table 1 shows the SSR bits and their associated 
device pin signals. 

Table 1. Boundary-Scan Register Configuration 

BSR BIT DEVICE BSR BIT DEVICE BSR BIT DEVICE 
NUMBER SIGNAL NUMBER SIGNAL NUMBER SIGNAL 

17 LE 15 10 7 10 

16 DE 14 2D 6 20 

- - 13 3D 5 30 

- - 12 4D 4 40 

- - 11 5D 3 50 

- - 10 6D 2 60 

- - 9 7D 1 70 

- - 8 8D 0 80 

boundary-control register 

The boundary-control register (SCR) is two bits long. The SCR is used in the context of the RUNT instruction 
to implement additional test operations not included in the basic SCOPETM instruction set. Such operations 
include PRPG and PSA. Table 3 shows the test operations that are decoded by the SCA. 

During Capture-DR, the contents of the SCR are not changed. At power up or in Test-Logie-Reset, the SCR is 
reset to the binary value 10, which selects the PSA test operation. The SeR order of scan is shown in 
Figure 3. 

TDI 
Bit 1 

(MSB) 
BltO 
(LSB) 

TOO 

Figure 3. Boundary-Control Register Order of Scan 
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bypass register 

The bypass register is a 1-bit scan path that can be selected to shorten the length of the system scan path, 
thereby reducing the number of bits per test pattern that must be applied to complete a test operation. 

During Capture-DR, the bypass register captures a logic O. The bypass register order of scan is shown in 
Figure 4. 

TDI ---1 Bit 0 ~ TOO 

Figure 4. Bypass Register Order of Scan 

instruction register opcode description 

The instruction register opcodes are shown in Table 2. The following descriptions detail the operation of each 
instruction. 

Table 2. Instruction Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODEt SELECTED DATA 
BIT7~ BIT 0 SCOPE OPCODE DESCRIPTION REGISTER MODE 
MSB~LSB 

XOOOOOOO EXTESTIINTEST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

XOOOOO01 BYPASS+ Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

XOOOO010 SAMPLE/PRELOAD Sample boundary Boundary scan Normal 

XOOOO011 INTEST/EXTEST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

XOOO0100 BYPASS+ Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

XOOO0101 BYPASS+ Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

XOOO0110 HIGHZ (TRIBYP) Control boundary to high impedance Bypass Modified test 

XOOOO111 CLAMP (SETBYP) Control boundary to 1/0 Bypass Test 

XOO01000 BYPASS+ Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

XOO01001 RUNT Boundary run test Bypass Test 
vnnn~n .. n READBN Boundary read Boundary scan Normal AUUUIUIU 

XOO01011 READBT Boundary read Boundary scan Test 

XOO01100 CELLTST Boundary self test Boundary scan Normal 

XOO01101 TOPHIP Boundary toggle outputs Bypass Test 

XOO01110 SCANCN Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Normal 

XOO01111 SCANCT Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Test 

All others BYPASS Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

t Bit 7 is a don't-care bit; X = don't care. 
+ The BYPASS instruction is executed in lieu of a SCOPETM instruction that Is not supported in the 'BCT8373A. 

boundary scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 EXTEST and INTEST instructions. The BSR is 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input terminals is captured in the input BSCs, while data 
appearing at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic is captured in the output BSCs. Data that has been scanned 
into the input BSCs is applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic, while data that has been scanned into 
the output BSCs is applied to the device output terminals. The device operates in the test mode . 
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This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 BYPASS instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in the normal mode. 

sample boundary 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction. The BSR is 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input terminals is captured in the input BSCs, while data 
appearing at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic is captured in the output BSCs. The device operates in the 
normal mode. 

control boundary to high impedance 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1 a-1993 HIGHZ instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in a modified test mode in which all device output terminals are placed in the high-impedance state, 
the device input terminals remain operational, and the normal on-chip logic function is performed. 

control boundary to 1/0 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1a-1993 CLAMP instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. Data in the input 
BSCs is applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic, while data in the output BSCs is applied to the device 
output terminals. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary run test 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logiC 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. The device operates in the test mode. The test operation specified in the BCR is executed during 
Run-Testlldle. The four test operations decoded by the BCR are: sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP), 
PRPG, PSA, and simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSAlPRPG). 

boundary read 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BSR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
instruction is useful for inspecting data after a PSA operation. 

boundary self test 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. All BSCs capture the inverse of their current values during Capture-DR. 
In this way, the contents of the shadow latches may be read out to verify the integrity of both shift-register and 
shadow-latch elements of the BSR. The device operates in the normal mode. 

boundary toggle outputs 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logiC 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. Data in the shift register elements of the selected output BSCs is toggled on each rising edge of 
TCK in Run-Test/Idle and is then updated in the shadow latches and applied to the associated device output 
terminals on each falling edge of TCK in Run-Test/Idle. Data in the selected input BSCs remains constant and 
is applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic. Data appearing at the device input terminals is not captured 
in the input BSCs. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary-control regIster scan 

The BCR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BCR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
operation must be performed before a boundary run test operation in order to specify which test operation is 
to be executed. 
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boundary-control register opcode description 

The BCR opcodes are decoded from BCR bits 1 -0 as shown in Table 3. The selected test operation is 
performed while the RUNT instruction is executed in the Run-Test/Idle state. The following descriptions detail 
the operation of each BCR instruction and illustrate the associated PSA and PRPG algorithms. 

Table 3. Boundary-Control Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODE 
BIT 1 -7 BIT 0 DESCRIPTION 
MSB -7 LSB 

00 Sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

01 Pseudo-random pattern generation/16-bit mode (PRPG) 

10 Parallel signature analysis/16-bit mode (PSA) 

11 Simultaneous PSA and PRPG/8-bit mode (PSNPRPG) 

It should be noted, in general, that while the control input BSCs (bits 17-16) are not included in the sample, 
toggle, PSA, or PRPG algorithms, the output-enable BSC (bit 16 of the BSR) does control the drive state (active 
or high impedance) of the device output terminals. 

sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

Data appearing at the device input terminals is captured in the shift-register elements of the input BSCs on each 
rising edge of TCK. This data is then updated in the shadow latches of the input BSCs and applied to the inputs 
of the normal on-Chip logic. Data in the shift-register elements of the output BSCs is toggled on each rising edge 
of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the device output terminals on each falling edge of TCK. 

pseudo-random pattern generation (PRPG) 

2-76 

A pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the BSCs on each rising edge of TCK 
and then updated in the shadow latches and applied to the device output terminals on each falling edge of TCK. 
This data is also updated in the shadow latches of the input BSCs and applied to the inputs of the normal on-Chip 
logic. Figure 5 illustrates the 16-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithm through which the patterns are 
generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. A seed value 
of all zeroes will not produce additional patterns. 

10 20 3D 40 50 

1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 5Q 

Figure 5. 16-Bit PRPG Configuration 
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Data appearing at the device input terminals is compressed into a 16-bit parallel signature in the shift-register 
elements of the BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. This data is then updated in the shadow latches of the input 
BSCs and applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic. Data in the shadow latches of the output BSCs 
remains constant and is applied to the device outputs. Figure 6 illustrates the 16-bit linear-feedback 
shift-register algorithm through which the signature is generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into 
the BSR before performing this operation. 

10 20 3D 40 50 60 70 80 

1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 5Q 6Q 7Q 8Q 

Figure 6. 16-Blt PSA Configuration 

simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSAI PRPG) 

Data appearing at the device input terminals is compressed into an 8-bit parallel signature in the shift-register 
elements of the input BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. This data is then updated in the shadow latches of the 
input BSCs and applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic. At the same time, an a-bit pseudo-random 
pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the output BSCs on each rising edge of TCK, updated in 
the shadow latches, and applied to the device output terminals on each falling edge of TCK. Figure 7 illustrates 
the a-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the signature and patterns are generated. An 
initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. A seed value of all zeroes 
will not produce additional patterns. 

10 20 3D 40 50 60 70 80 

1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 5Q 

Figure 7. 8-Blt PSA/PRPG Configuration 
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timing description 

All test operations of the 'BCT8373A are synchronous to the test clock (TCK). Data on the TOI, TMS, and 
normal-function inputs is captured on the rising edge of TCK. Data appears on the TOO and normal-function 
output terminals on the falling edge of TCK. The TAP controller is advanced through its states (as shown in 
Figure 1) by changing the value of TMS on the falling edge of TCK and then applying a rising edge to TCK. 

A simple timing example is shown in Figure 8. In this example, the TAP controller begins in the Test-Logic-Reset 
state and is advanced through its states, as necessary, to perform one instruction-register scan and one 
data-register scan. While in the Shift-IR and Shift-DR states, TOI is used to input serial data and TOO is used 
to output serial data. The TAP controller is then returned to the Test-Logic-Reset state. Table 4 details the 
operation of the test circuitry during each TCK cycle. 

Table 4. Explanation of Timing Example 

TCK TAP STATE DESCRIPTION 
CYCLE(S) AFTERTCK 

1 Test-Logic-Reset 

2 Run-Test/Idle 

3 Select-OR-Scan 

4 Select-IR-Scan 

5 Capture-IR 

6 Shift-IR 

7-13 Shift-IR 

14 Exitl-IR 

15 Update-IR 

16 Select-OR-Scan 

17 Capture-OR 

18 Shift-OR 

19-20 Shift-OR 

21 Exitl-0R 

22 Update-OR 

23 Select-OR-Scan 

24 Select-IR-Scan 

25 Test-Logic-Reset 
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TMS is changed to a logic 0 value on the falling edge of TCK to begin advancing the TAP controller toward 
the desired state. 

The IR captures the 8-bit binary value 10000001 on the rising ~dge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-IR state. 

TOO becomes active and TOI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP on 
the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

One bit is shifted into the IR on each TCK rising edge. With TOI held at a logic 1 value, the 8-bit binary value 
11111111 is serially scanned into the IR. Atthe same time, the 8-bit binary value 10000001 is serially scanned 
out of the IR via TOO. In TCKcycie 13, TMS is changed to a logic 1 value to end the IR scan onthe nextTCK 
cycle. The last bit of the instruction is shifted as the TAP controller advances from Shift-IR to Exitl-IR. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The IR is updated with the new instruction (BYPASS) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The bypass register captures a logic 0 value on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-OR state. 

TDO becomos active, aiid TDI is made valid, Oii the falling edge of TCK. The iifst bit is shiiied into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

The binary value 101 is shifted In via TOI, while the binary value 01.0 is shifted out via TOO. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

In general, the selected data register is updated with the new data on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test operation completed 
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Figure 8. Timing Example 

absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)t 

Supply voltage range, Vee .......................................................... -0.5 V to 7 V 
Input voltage range, VI: Except TMS (see Note 1) ...................................... -0.5 V to 7 V 

TMS (see Note 1) ........................................... -0.5 V to 12 V 
Voltage range applied to any output in the disabled or power-off state .................... -0.5 V to 5.5 V 
Voltage range applied to any output in the high state .................................. -0.5 V to Vee 
Input clamp current ..................................................................... -30 mA 
Current into any output in the low state: SN54BCT8373A (TOO) ............................... 40 rnA 

SN54BCT8373A (Any Q) ............................. 96 mA 
SN74BCT8373A (TOO) ............................... 48 rnA 
SN74BCT8373A (Any Q) ............................ 128 mA 

Maximum power dissipation at TA = 55°C (in still air) (see Note 2): DW package .................. 1.7 W 
NT package ................... 1.3 W 

Storage temperature range, Tstg ................................................... -65°C to 150°C 

t Stresses beyond those listed under "absolute maximum ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings only and 
functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated under "recommended operating conditions" is not 
implied. Exposure to absolute-maximum-rated conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTES: 1. The input voltage rating may be exceeded if the input clamp-current rating is observed. 
2. The maximum package power dissipation is calculated using a junction temperature of 150°C and a board trace length of 750 mils, 

except for the NT package, which has a trace length of zero. For more information, refer to the Package Thermal Considerations 
application note in the ABT Advanced BiCMOS Technology Data Book, literature number SCBD002. 
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recommended operating conditions 

Vee Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

VIHH Double-high-level Input voltage 

VIL Low-level input voltage 

11K Input clamp current 

IOH High-level output current 

IOL Low-level output current 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

TMS 

TOO 

AnyQ 

TOO 

AnyQ 

• TEXAS 
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SN54BCT8373A 

MIN NOM MAX 

4.5 5 5.5 

2 

10 12 

0.8 

-18 
-3 

-12 
20 

48 

-55 125 
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SN74BCT8373A 
UNIT 

MIN NOM MAX 

4.5 5 5.5 V 

2 V 

10 12 V 

0.8 V 

-18 mA 

-3 
rnA 

-15 

24 
rnA 

64 

0 70 °e 
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electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) 

SN54BCT6373A SN74BCT6373A 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

TYPt TYPt MIN MAX MIN MAX 

VIK Vee =4.5V, 11=-18mA -1.2 -1.2 

Vee = 4.75 V, 10H =-3 rnA 2.7 3.4 2.7 3.4 

10H =-3mA 2.4 3.4 2.4 3.4 
AnyQ 

Vee =4.5V 10H =-12 rnA 2 3.2 

VOH 10H =-15mA 2 3.1 

Vee = 4.75 V, 10H =-1 rnA 2.7 3.4 2.7 3.4 

TOO 10H =-1 rnA 2.5 3.4 2.5 3.4 
Vee = 4.5 V 

10H =-3mA 2.4 3.3 2.4 3.3 

10l = 48 rnA 0.38 0.55 
AnyQ Vee=4.5V 

10l = 64 rnA 0.42 0.55 
VOL 

10l= 20mA 0.3 0.5 
TOO Vee=4.5V 

10l = 24 rnA 0.35 0.5 

II Vee = 5.5 V, VI = 5.5 V 0.1 0.1 

IIH Vee =5.5V, VI = 2.7 V -1 -35 -100 -1 -35 -100 

IIHH TMS Vee = 5.5 V, VI = 10 V 1 1 

III Vee=5.5V, VI = 0.5 V -30 -70 -200 -30 -70 -200 

AnyQ 50 50 
10ZH 

TOO 
Vee=5.5V, Va = 2.7V 

-1 -35 -100 -1 -35 -100 

AnyQ -50 -50 
10Zl 

TOO 
Vee =5.5V, Va = 0.5 V 

-30 -70 -200 -30 -70 -200 

10ZPU Vee = Ot02V, Va = 0.5 V or 2.7 V ±250 ±250 

10ZPD Vee = 2 Vto 0, Va = 0.5 Vor2.7 V ±250 ±250 

I off Vee = 0, VI or Va ~ 4.5 V ±250 ±250 

105* Vee=5.5V, Vo=O -100 -225 -100 -225 

Outputs high 3.5 7.5 3.5 7.5 

lee Vee = 5.5 V, Outputs open Outputs low 35 52 35 52 

Outputs disabled 1.5 3.5 1.5 3.5 

ei Vee= 5V, VI = 2.5 V or 0.5 V 10 10 

eo Vee = 5V, Va = 2.5 V or 0.5 V 14 14 

t All typical values are at Vee = 5 V, TA = 25°C. 
; Not more than one output should be shorted at a time, and the duration of the short circuit should not exceed one second . 
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UNIT 

V 

V 

V 

rnA 

J1A 

rnA 

J1A 

J1A 

J1A 

J1A 

J1A 

J1A 

rnA 

rnA 

pF 

pF 
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timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 9) 

Vcc =5V, SN54BCT8373A SN74BCT8373A TA = 25·C UNIT 
MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

tw Pulse duration LE high 5 5 5 ns 

tsu Setup time Data before LEJ. 3 3 3 ns 

th Hold time Data after LEJ. 2 2 2 ns 

timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 9) 

Vcc =5V, 
TA = 25·C 

MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency TCK 0 20 

TCK high or low 25 
tw Pulse duration 

TMS double high 50· 

Any D before TCKt 6 

LE or OE before TCKt 6 
tsu Setup time 

TDI before TCKt 6 

TMS before TCKt 12 

Any Dafter TCKt 4.5 

LE or OE after TCKt 4.5 
th Hold time 

TDI after TCKt 4.5 

TMS after TCKt 0 

td Delay time Power up to TCKt 100· 

• On products compliant to MIL-PRF-38535, this parameter is not production tested . 
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SN54BCT8373A SN74BCT8373A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

0 20 0 20 MHz 

25 25 
ns 

50· 50 

6 6 

6 6 
ns 

6 6 

12 12 

4.5 4.5 

4.5 4.5 
ns 

4.5 4.5 

0 0 

100· 100 ns 
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switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 9) 

FROM TO 
VCC=5V, SN54BCT8373A SN74BCT8373A 

PARAMETER 
(INPUT) (OUTPUT) 

TA = 25°C UNIT 
MIN TVP MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

tpLH 3 6.5 8.5 3 10.5 3 9.5 
D Q ns 

tPHL 3 6.2 8 3 10.5 3 9.5 

tPLH 3 6.8 9 3 11 3 10 
LE Q 

3' 
ns 

tpHL 3 6.7 8.5 11 3 10 

tpZH 3 6.5 8.5 3 10.5 3 10 
DE Q ns 

tpZL 3.5 7.5 9.5 3.5 11.5 3.5 11 

tpHZ 
DE 

3 6.1 8 3 10 3 9 
Q ns 

tpLZ 2.5 5.8 7.5 2.5 9.5 2.5 8.5 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 9) 

FROM 
PARAMETER 

(INPUT) 

fmax 
tpLH 

TCK..l. 
tpHL 

tpLH 
TCK..l. 

tpHL 

tPLH 
TCKi 

tpHL 

tpZH 
TCK..l. 

tpZL 

tpZH 
TCK..l. 

tpZL 

tpZH 
TCKi 

tpZL 

tpHZ 
TCK..l. 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
TCK..l. 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
TCKi 

tpLZ 

TO 
VCC=5V, 
TA = 25°C 

(OUTPUT) 
MIN TVP MAX 

20 

6 13 
Q 

6 12.5 

3.5 7.6 
TDO 

3.5 8 

7.5 16.5 
Q 

7.5 17 

6.5 14 
Q 

7 15 

3.5 7.6 
TDO 

4 8.5 

8 18 
Q 

8 19 

6 14 
Q 

6 14 

3 8 
TDO 

3 7.5 

8 18.5 
Q 

8 18.5 
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15.5 

15.5 

10.5 

10.5 

20 

21 

17 

20 

10.5 

11 

22 

25 

18 

17 

11.5 

10 

22 

22 
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SN54BCT8373A SN74BCT8373A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

20 20 MHz 

6 21.5 6 20 ns 

6 21.5 6 20 ns 

3.5 14 3.5 13 
ns 

3.5 13 3.5 12 

7.5 28 7.5 24 
ns 

7.5 29 7.5 25 

6.5 24 6.5 21 
ns 

7 26 7 23 

3.5 11.5 3.5 11 
ns 

4 13.5 4 12.5 

8 30 8 27 
ns 

8 32 8 29 

6 24 6 22 
ns 

6 23 6 21 

3 13 3 12.5 
ns 

3 13 3 12 

8 31 8 27 

8 31 8 
ns 

27 
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PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION 

7 V (tPZL. tpLZ. O.C.) 

b Open 
(all others) 

S1 

R1 

Under Test 

CL R1 
(see Note A) 

Test 
Point 

From Output -_.--e---.-
Under Test 

Test 
Point 

From Output q 
CL 

(see Note A) 
R2 

RL = R1 = R2 

LOAD CIRCUIT FOR 
3-STATE AND OPEN-COLLECTOR OUTPUTS 

LOAD CIRCUIT FOR 
TOTEM-POLE OUTPUTS 

High-Level - - - 3 V 
Pulse 1.5 V 1.5 V 

3V 

Timing Input ---.... ,f-~ 1.5~ ___ OV 

tsu 141 ~!4iI ~I th 

I I ov 
14- tw --.I 
I I 

I 3V 

Datalnput • .. u I~-;.;-v- 3V 

J 1
•
5V ~OV 

Low-Level 1.5 V 1.5 V 
Pulse ____ OV 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
SETUP AND HOLD TIMES 

Input ~1.5V \1.5;-- 3V 

I OV 

In_Clh"C>AtPLH~ M tPH~. __ _ 

Y I ~ 1~ YOH 
;r1.5V I ~V 

__ ~I-J I VOL 

tPHL~ ~tPLH 

Output 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PULSE DURATION 

3V 

Output ~.5V~.5V 
Control 

(low-level enable) I!.- 1-- - - - 0 V 

Waveform 1 
(see Note B) 

tPZL ~I I -+l i+- tPLZ 
_ __ ~I I 1 I _ a./iV 

1 \k. 1.5V ! -Y---L- .-- -
I~r-+-L!--A- VOL 

I tPHZ +l :.- L 0.3 V 

Out-of-Phase 
Output 

{ !c.' VOH 
\. 1.5 V T 1.5 V 

. - - VOL 

tpZH~ l+-~ 
Waveform 2 . _. - I r ~-=- VOH 

(see Note B) ~ 1.5V 0.3XV 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PROPAGATION DELAY TIMES (see Note D) 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
ENABLE AND DISABLE TIMES, 3-STATE OUTPUTS 

NOTES: A. CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 
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B. Waveform 1 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is low except when disabled by the output control. 
Waveform 2 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is high except when disabled by the output control. 

C. All input pulses are supplied by generators having the following characteristics: PRR :s 10 MHz, tr = tf :S 2.5 ns, duty cycle = 50%. 
D. The outputs are measured one at a time with one transition per measurement. 
E. When measuring propagation delay times of 3-state outputs, switch S1 is open. 

Figure 9. Load Circuits and Voltage Waveforms 
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SN54BCT8374A,SN74BCT8374A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH OCTAL D-TYPE EDGE-TRIGGERED FLIP-FLOPS 

• Members of the Texas Instruments 
SCOPETM Family of Testability Products 

• Octal Test-Integrated Circuits 
• Functionally Equivalent to 'F374 and 

'BCT374 In the Normal-Function Mode 

• Compatible With the IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990 (JTAG) Test Access Port and 
Boundary-Scan Architecture 

• Test Operation Synchronous to Test 
Access Port (TAP) 

• Implement Optional Test Reset Signal by 
Recognizing a Double-Hlgh-Level Voltage 
(10 V) on TMS Pin 

• SCOPETM Instruction Set 
- IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 Required 

Instructions, Optional INTEST, CLAMP, 
and HIGHZ 

- Parallel-Signature Analysis at Inputs 
- Pseudo-Random Pattern Generation 

From Outputs 
- Sample Inputs/Toggle Outputs 

• Package Options Include Plastic 
Small-Outline (OW) Packages, Ceramic 
Chip Carriers (FK), and Standard Plastic 
(NT) and Ceramic (JT) 300-mll DIPs 

description 

The 'BCT8374A scan test devices with octal 
edge-triggered D-type flip-flops are members of 
the Texas Instruments SCOPETM testability 
integrated-circuit family. This family of devices 
supports I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990 boundary 
scan to facilitate testing of complex circuit-board 
assemblies. Scan access to the test circuitry is 
accomplished via the 4-wire test access port 
(TAP) interface. 

SCBS045E -JUNE 1990 - REVISED JULY 1996 

SN54BCT8374A ••• JT PACKAGE 
SN74BCT8374A ••• OW OR NT PACKAGE 

(TOP VIEW) 

ClK 
10 
20 
30 
40 

GNO 
50 
60 
70 
80 

TOO 
TMS 

[ 1 U 24] 

2 23 

3 22 

4 21 

5 20 
6 19 

7 18 
8 17 

9 16 

10 15 
[ 11 14 
[ 12 13 

OE 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 

VCC 
60 
70 
80 
TOI 
TCK 

SN54BCT8374A ••• FK PACKAGE 
(TOP VIEW) 

4 3 2 1 282726 
20 5 25 80 
10 6 24 TOI 
OE 7 23 TCK 
NC 8 22 NC 

ClK 9 21 TMS 
10 10 20 TOO 
20 11 19 80 .g 1314 1516 17 18 

0000000 C")'<:tzz LO<O I--
(!J 

NC - No internal connection 

In the normal mode, these devices are functionally equivalent to the 'F374 and 'BCT374 octal D-type flip-flops. 
The test Circuitry can be activated by the TAP to take snapshot samples of the data appearing at the device 
terminals or to perform a self test on the boundary-test cells. Activating the TAP in normal mode does not affect 
the functional operation of the SCOPETM octal flip-flops. 

In the test mode, the normal operation of the SCOPETM octal flip-flops is inhibited and the test circuitry is enabled 
to observe and control the I/O boundary of the device. When enabled, the test circuitry can perform 
boundary-scan test operations as described in IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. 

SCOPE is a trademark of Texas Instruments Incorporated. 

~·TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 
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Copyright CO 1996, Texas Instruments Incorporated 
On producta compliant to MIL·PRF-38535, all parameters are lealed 
unle8l otherwt.. noted. On all other products, production 
proceaaIng does not neceaaarlly Include tesllng 01 all parameters. 
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description (continued) 

Four dedicated test terminals control the operation of the test circuitry: test data input (TDI), test data output 
(TDO) , test mode select (TMS), and test clock (TCK). Additionally, the test circuitry performs other testing 
functions such as parallel-signature analysis (PSA) on data inputs and pseudo-random pattern generation 
(PRPG) from data outputs. All testing and scan operations are synchronized to the TAP interface. 

The SN54BCT8374A is characterized for operation over the full military temperature range of -55°C to 125°C. 
The SN7 4BCT837 4A is characterized for operation from DOC to 7DoC. 

logic symbolt 

TOI 

TMS 

TCK 

OE 

elK 

10 

20 

3D 

40 

50 

60 

70 

80 

14 

12 

13 

24 

1 

23 

22 

21 

20 

19 

17 

16 

15 

FUNCTION TABLE 
(normal mode, each flip-flop) 

INPUTS OUTPUT 

OE ClK 0 Q 

l i H H 

l i l l 

l H orl X 00 
H X X Z 

<I> 
SCAN 

'BCT8374A 

TOI 

TMS TOO 

~ 
TCK-IN 

> TCK-OUT 

'" EN 

C1 , i 
10 'il 

--

t This symbol is in accordance with ANSI/IEEE Std 91-1984 and IEC Publication 617-12. 
Pin numbers shown are for the DW, JT, and NT packages. 
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11 

2 

3 

4 

5 

7 

8 

9 

10 

TOO 

1Q 

2Q 

3Q 

4Q 

5Q 

6Q 

7Q 

8Q 



functional block diagram 

Vcc 

OE 24 

Vcc 

CLK---..... -t 

r-------
1 
1 
1 VCC 

23 1 
1D-+--~--f 

Vcc 

TDI 
14 

VCC 

TMS 
12 

VCC 

TCK 
13 

SN54BCT8374A,SN74BCT8374A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH OCTAL D·TVPE EDGE·TRIGGERED FLlp·FLOPS 

Boundary-Scan Register 

1.....-----[>C1 

1-------11 D 

SCBS045E - JUNE 1990 - REVISED JULY 1996 

------, 
1 
1 
1 
1 

>-_+-..:.2 1Q 

1 
1 

One of Eight Channels 1 ________________ -+-.. _ ..... ~-----.J 

TAP 
Controller 

Pin numbers shown are for the OW, JT, and NT packages. 
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TERMINAL 
NAME 

ClK 

10-80 

GNO 

OE 

1Q-8Q 

TCK 

TOI 

TOO 

TMS 

VCC 

2-88 

Terminal Functions 

DESCRIPTION 

Normal-function clock input. See function table for normal-mode logic. An internal pullup forces ClK to a high level if left 
unconnected. 

Normal-function data inputs. See function table for normal-mode logic. Internal pullups force these inputs to a high level if 
left unconnected. 

Ground 

Normal-function output-enable Input. See function table for normal-mode logic. An internal pullup forces OE to a high level 
if left unconnected. 

Normal-function data outputs. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Test clock. One of four terminals required by I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990. Test operations of the device are synchronous to 
TCK. Data is captured on the rising edge of TCK and outputs change on the falling edge of TCK. An internal pullup forces 
TCK to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test data input. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOI is the serial input for shifting data through 
the instruction register or selected data register. An internal pullup forces TOI to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test data output. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOO is the serial output for shifting data 
through the instruction register or selected data register. An internal pull up forces TOO to a high level when it is not active 
and is not driven from an external source. 

Test mode select. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TMS directs the device through its TAP 
controller states. An internal pullup forces TMS to a high level if left unconnected. TMS also provides the optional test reset 
signal of IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. This is implemented by recognizing a third logic level, double high (VIHH), at TMS. 

Supply voltage 
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test architecture 

SN54BCT8374A, SN74BCT8374A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH OCTAL D·TVPE EDGE·TRIGGERED FLlP·FLOPS 
SCBS045E -JUNE 1990 - REVISED JULY 1996 

Serial-test information is conveyed by means of a 4-wire test bus, or TAP, that conforms to IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990. Test instructions, test data, and test control signals all are passed along this serial-test bus. The 
TAP controller monitors two signals from the test bus, TCK and TMS. The TAP controller extracts the 
synchronization (TCK) and state control (TMS) signals from the test bus and generates the appropriate on-chip 
control signals for the test structures in the device. Figure 1 shows the TAP-controller state diagram. 

The TAP controller is fully synchronous to the TCK Signal. Input data is captured on the rising edge of TCK, and 
output data changes on the falling edge of TCK. This scheme ensures that data to be captured is valid for fully 
one-half of the TCK cycle. 

The functional block diagram shows the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 4-wire test bus and boundary-scan 
architecture and the relationship among the test bus, the TAP controller, and the test registers. As shown, the 
device contains an 8-bit instruction register and three test-data registers: an 18-bit boundary-scan register, a 
2-bit boundary-control register, and a 1-bit bypass register. 

Test-Loglc-Reset 

TMS=L 

Figure 1. TAP-Controller State Diagram 
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state diagram description 

The TAP controller is a synchronous finite state machine that provides test control signals throughout the device. 
The state diagram shown in Figure 1 is in accordance with IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. The TAP controller 
proceeds through its states based on the level of TMS at the rising edge of TCK. 

As shown, the TAP controller consists of 16 states. There are six stable states (indicated by a looping arrow in 
the state diagram) and ten unstable states. A stable state is a state the TAP controller can retain for consecutive 
TCK cycles. Any state that does not meet this criterion is an unstable state. 

There are two main paths through the state diagram: one to access and control the selected data register and 
one to access and control the instruction register. Only one register can be accessed at a time. 

Test-Logie-Reset 

The device powers up in the Test-Logic-Reset state. In the stable Test-Logic-Reset state, the test logic is reset 
and is disabled so that the normal logic function of the device is performed. The instruction register is reset to 
an opcode that selects the optionallDCODE instruction, if supported, or the BYPASS instruction. Certain data 
registers also can be reset to their power-up values. 

The state machine is constructed such that the TAP controller returns to the Test-Logic-Reset state in no more 
than five TCK cycles if TMS is left high. The TMS pin has an internal pullup resistor that forces it high if left 
unconnected or if a board defect causes it to be open circuited. 

For the 'BCT8374A, the instruction register is reset to the binary value 11111111, which selects the BYPASS 
instruction. The boundary-control register is reset to the binary value 10, which selects the PSA test operation. 

Run-Test/Idle 

The TAP controller must pass through the Run-Test/Idle state (from Test-Logic-Reset) before executing any test 
operations. The Run-Test/Idle state also can be entered following data-register or instruction-register scans. 
Run-Test/Idle is a stable state in which the test logic may be actively running a test or may be idle. 

The test operations selected by the boundary-control register are performed while the TAP controller is in the 
Run-Test/Idle state. 

Select-OR-Scan, Select-IR-Scan 

No specific function is performed in the Select-DR-Scan and Select-IR-Scan states, and the TAP controller exits 
either of these states on the next TCK cycle. These states allow the selection of either data-register scan or 
instruction-register scan. 

Capture-DR 

When a data register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-DR state. In the 
Capture-DR state, the selected data register may capture a data value as specified by the current instruction. 
Such capture operations occur on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-DR state. 

Shift-DR 

2-90 

Upon entry to the Shift-DR state, the data register is placed in the scan path between TOI and TDO and, on the 
first falling edge of TCK, TDO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TDO enables to the logic 
level present in the least-significant bit of the selected data register. 

While in the stable Shift-DR state, data is serially shifted through the selected data register on each TCK cycle. 
The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-DR state (Le., no shifting occurs during 
the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-DR to Shift-DR or from Exit2-DR to Shift-DR). 
The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-DR state . 
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The Exit1-DR and Exit2-DR states are temporary states that end a data-register scan. It is possible to return 
to the Shift-DR state from either Exit1-DR or Exit2-DR without recapturing the data register. 

On the first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-DR, TDO goes from the active state to the 
high-impedance state. 

Pause-DR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-DR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-DR state suspends and resumes data-register scan operations without loss of data. 

Update-DR 

If the current instruction calls for the selected data register to be updated with current data, then such update 
occurs on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the Update-DR state. 

Capture-IR 

When an instruction register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-IR state. In 
the Capture-IR state, the instruction register captures its current status value. This capture operation occurs 
on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-IR state. 

For the 'BCT8374A, the status value loaded in the Capture-IR state is the fixed binary value 10000001. 

Shlft-IR 

Upon entry to the Shift-IR state, the instruction register is placed in the scan path between TDI and TDO and, 
on the first falling edge of TCK, TDO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TDO enables to 
the logic level present in the least-significant bit of the instruction register. 

While in the stable Shift-IR state, instruction data is serially shifted through the instruction register on each TCK 
cycle. The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-IR state (i.e., no shifting occurs 
during the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-IR to Shift-IR or from Exit2-IR to 
Shift-IR). The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-IR state. 

Exlt1-IR, Exlt2-IR 

The Exit1-IR and Exit2-IR states are temporary states that end an instruction-register scan. It is possible to 
return to the Shift-IR state from either Exit1-IR or Exit2-IR without recapturing the instruction register. 

On the first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-IR, TDO goes from the active state to the 
high-impedance state. 

Pause-IR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-IR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-IR state suspends and resumes instruction-register scan operations without loss 
of data. 

Update-IR 

The current instruction is updated and takes effect on the falling edge of TCK following entry to the 
Update-IR state. 
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register overview 

With the exception of the bypass register, any test register may be thought of as a serial-shift register with a 
shadow latch on each bit. The bypass register differs in that it contains only a shift register. During the 
appropriate capture state (Capture-IR for instruction register, Capture-DR for data registers), the shift register 
may be parallel loaded from a source specified by the current instruction. During the appropriate shift state 
(Shift-IR or Shift-DR), the contents of the shift register are shifted out from TOO while new contents are shifted 
in at TDI. During the appropriate update state (Update-IR or Update-DR), the shadow latches are updated from 
the shift register. 

instruction register description 

TDI 

2-92 

The instruction register (IR) is eight bits long and tells the device what instruction is to be executed. Information 
contained in the instruction includes the mode of operation (either normal mode, in which the device performs 
its normal logic function, ortest mode, in which the normal logic function is inhibited or altered), the test operation 
to be performed, which of the three data registers is to be selected for inclusion in the scan path during 
data-register scans, and the source of data to be captured into the selected data register during Capture-DR. 

Table 2 lists the instructions supported by the 'BCT8374A. The even-parity feature specified for SCOPETM 
devices is not supported in this device. Bit 7 of the instruction opcode is a don't-care bit. Any instructions that 
are defined for SCOPETM devices but are not supported by this device default to BYPASS. 

During Capture-IR, the IR captures the binary value 10000001. As an instruction is shifted in, this value is shifted 
out via TOO and can be inspected as verification that the IR is in the scan path. During Update-IR, the value 
that has been shifted into the IR is loaded into shadow latches. At this time, the current instruction is updated 
and any specified mode change takes effect. At power up or in the Test-Logic-Reset state, the IR is reset to the 
binary value 11111111, which selects the BYPASS instruction. The I R order of scan is shown in Figure 2. 

Blt7 

--. (MSB) r--+ Bit 6 Don't 
Care ----

BitS r--+ Blt4 r--+ Blt3 r--+ Blt2 --+ 

Figure 2. Instruction Register Order of Scan 
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The boundary-scan register (SSR) is 18 bits long. It contains one boundary-scan cell (SSC) for each 
normal-function input pin and one SSC for each normal-function output pin. The SSR is used to 1) store test 
data that is to be applied internally to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic and/or externally to the device output 
terminals, and/or 2) to capture data that appears internally at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic and/or 
externally at the device input terminals. 

The source of data to be captured into the SSR during Capture-DR is determined by the current instruction. The 
contents of the SSR may change during Run-Test/Idle as determined by the current instruction. The contents 
of the SSR are not changed in Test-Logic-Reset. 

The SSR order of scan is from TDI through bits 17-{J to TOO. Table 1 shows the SSR bits and their associated 
device pin signals. 

Table 1. Boundary-Scan Register Configuration 

BSR BIT DEVICE BSR BIT DEVICE BSR BIT DEVICE 
NUMBER SIGNAL NUMBER SIGNAL NUMBER SIGNAL 

17 elK 15 10 7 10 

16 OE 14 20 6 20 

- - 13 3D 5 30 

- - 12 40 4 40 

- - 11 50 3 50 

- - 10 60 2 60 

- - 9 70 1 70 

- - 8 80 0 80 

boundary-control register 

The boundary-control register (SCR) is two bits long. The SCR is used in the context of the RUNT instruction 
to implement additional test operations not included in the basic SCOPETM instruction set. Such operations 
include PRPG and PSA. Table 3 shows the test operations that are decoded by the SCR. 

During Capture-DR, the contents of the SCR are not changed. At power up or in Test-Logic-Reset, the SCR is 
reset to the binary value 10, which selects the PSA test operation. The SCR order of scan is shown in Figure 3. 

TDI 
Bit 1 

(MSB) 
BltO 
(LSB) TOO 

Figure 3. Boundary-Control Register Order of Scan 
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bypass register 

The bypass register is a 1-bit scan path that can be selected to shorten the length of the system scan path, 
thereby reducing the number of bits per test pattern that must be applied to complete a test operation. 

During Capture-DR, the bypass register captures a logic O. The bypass register order of scan is shown in 
Figure 4. 

TDI-1 Bno ~TDO 
Figure 4. Bypass Register Order of Scan 

instruction-register opcode description 

The instruction-register opcodes are shown in Table 2. The following descriptions detail the operation of 
each instruction. 

Table 2. Instruction-Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODEt SELECTED DATA 
BIT 7---+ BIT 0 SCOPE OPCODE DESCRIPTION REGISTER MODE 
MSB ---+ LSB 

XOOOOOOO EXTEST/INTEST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

XOOOOO01 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

XOOOO010 SAMPLE/PRELOAD Sample boundary Boundary scan Normal 

XOOOOO11 INTEST/EXTEST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

XOOOO100 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

XOOO0101 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

XOOOO110 HIGHZ (TRIBYP) Control boundary to high impedance Bypass Modified test 

XOOOO111 CLAMP (SETBYP) Control boundary to 1/0 Bypass Test 

XOOO1000 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

XOO01001 RUNT Boundary run test Bypass Test 

XOO01010 READBN Boundary read Boundary scan Normal 

XOO01011 READBT Boundary read Boundary scan Test 

XOO01100 CELLTST Boundary self test Boundary scan Normal 

XOO01101 TOPHIP Boundary toggle outputs Bypass Test 

XOO01110 SCANCN Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Normal 

XOO01111 SCANCT Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Test 

All others BYPASS Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

t Bit 7 is a don't-care bit; X EO don't care. 
;The BYPASS instruction is executed in lieu of a SCOPETM instruction that is not supported in the 'BCT8374A. 

boundary scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 EXTEST and INTEST instructions. The BSR is 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input terminals is captured in the input BSCs, while data 
appearing at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic is captured in the output BSCs. Data that has been scanned 
into the input BSCs is applied to the inputs of the normal on-Chip logic, while data that has been scanned into 
the output BSCs is applied to the device output terminals. The device operates in the test mode . 

2-94 
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This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 BYPASS instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in the normal mode. 

sample boundary . 

This instruction conforms to the I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990 SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction. The BSR is 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input terminals is captured in the input BSCs, while data 
appearing at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic is captured in the output BSCs. The device operates in the 
normal mode. 

control boundary to high Impedance 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1 a-1993 HIGHZ instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in a modified test mode in which all device output terminals are placed in the high-impedance state, 
the device input terminals remain operational, and the normal on-chip logic function is performed. 

control boundary to 1/0 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1 a-1993 CLAMP instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. Data in the input 
BSCs is applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic, while data in the output BSCs is applied to the device 
output terminals. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary run test 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. The device operates in the test mode. The test operation specified in the BCR is executed during 
Run-Test/Idle. The four test operations decoded by the BCR are: sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP), 
PRPG, PSA, and simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSAlPRPG). 

boundary read 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BSR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
instruction is useful for inspecting data after a PSA operation. 

boundary self test 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. All BSCs capture the inverse of their current values during Capture-DR. 
In this way, the contents of the shadow latches may be read out to verify the integrity of both shift-register and 
shadow-latch elements of the BSR. The device operates in the normal mode. 

boundary toggle outputs 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. Data in the shift register elements of the selected output BSCs is toggled on each rising edge of 
TCK in Run-Test/Idle and is then updated in the shadow latches and applied to the associated device output 
terminals on each falling edge of TCK in Run-Test/Idle. Data in the selected input BSCs remains constant and 
is applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic. Data appearing at the device input terminals is not captured 
in the input BSCs. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary-control-reglster scan 

The BCR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BCR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
operation must be performed before a boundary-run test operation to specify which test operation is to 
be executed. 
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boundary-control-reglster opcode description 

The BCR opcodes are decoded from BCR bits 1 ~ as shown in Table 3. The selected test operation is performed 
while the RUNT instruction is executed in the Run-Test/Idle state. The following descriptions detail the operation 
of each BCR instruction and illustrate the associated PSA and PRPG algorithms. 

Table 3. Boundary-Control Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODE 
BIT 1 ~ BITO DESCRIPTION 
MSB~LSB 

00 Sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

01 Pseudo-random pattern generation/16-bit mode (PRPG) 

10 Parallel-signature analysis/16-bit mode (PSA) 

11 Simultaneous PSA and PRPGlS-bit mode (PSNPRPG) 

It should be noted, in general, that while the control input BSCs (bits 17-16) are not included in the sample, 
toggle, PSA, or PRPG algorithms, the output-enable BSC (bit 16 of the BSR) does control the drive state (active 
or high impedance) of the device output terminals. 

sample Inputsltoggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

Data appearing at the device input terminals is captured in the shift-register elements of the input BSCs on each 
rising edge of TCK. This data is then updated in the shadow latches of the input BSCs and applied to the inputs 
of the normal on-Chip logic. Data in the shift register elements of the output BSCs is toggled on each rising edge 
of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the device output terminals on each falling edge of TCK. 

pseudo-random pattern generation (PRPG) 

2-96 

A pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the BSCs on each rising edge of TCK 
and then updated in the shadow latches and applied to the device output terminals on each falling edge of TCK. 
This data also is updated in the shadow latches of the input BSCs and applied to the inputs of the normal on-Chip 
logic. Figure 5 shows the 16-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithm through which the patterns are 
generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. A seed value 
of all zeroes will not produce additional patterns. 

10 20 3D 40 50 

1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 5Q 

FIgure 5. 16-81t PRPG Configuration 
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Data appearing at the device input terminals is compressed into a 16-bit parallel signature in the shift-register 
elements of the BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. This data is then updated in the shadow latches of the input 
BSCs and applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic. Data in the shadow latches of the output BSCs 
remains constant and is applied to the device outputs. Figure 6 shows the 16-bit linear-feedback shift-register 
algorithm through which the signature is generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before 
performing this operation. 

10 20 3D 40 50 C60 70 80 

C±)=D- 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 5Q 6Q 7Q 8Q 

Figure 6. 16-Blt PSA Configuration 

simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSA/PRPG) 

Data appearing at the device input terminals is compressed into an 8-bit parallel signature in the shift-register 
elements of the input BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. This data is then updated in the shadow latches of the 
input BSCs and applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic. At the same time, an a-bit pseudo-random 
pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the output BSCs on each rising edge of TCK, updated in 
the shadow latches, and applied to the device output terminals on each falling edge of TCK. Figure 7 shows 
the a-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithm through which the signature and patterns are generated. An 
initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. A seed value of all zeroes 
will not produce additional patterns. 

10 20 3D 40 50 60 70 80 

1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 5Q 

Figure 7. 8-Blt PSA/PRPG Configuration 
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timing description 

All test operations of the 'BCTB3? 4A are synchronous to TCK. Data on the TOI, TMS, and normal-function inputs 
is captured on the rising edge of TCK. Data appears on the TOO and normal-function output terminals on the 
falling edge of TCK. The TAP controller is advanced through its states (as shown in Figure 1) by changing the 
value of TMS on the falling edge of TCK and then applying a rising edge to TCK. 

A simple timing example is shown in Figure B. In this example, the TAP controller begins in the Test-Logic-Reset 
state and is advanced through its states as necessary to perform one instruction-register scan and one 
data-register scan. While in the Shift-IR and Shift-DR states, TOI is used to input serial data and TOO is used 
to output serial data. The TAP controller is then returned to the Test-Logic-Reset state. Table 4 explains the 
operation of the test circuitry during each TCK cycle. 

Table 4. Explanation of Timing Example 

TCK TAP STATE 
DESCRIPTION CYCLE(S) AFTERTCK 

1 Test-Logic-Reset 
TMS is changed to a logic 0 value on the falling edge of TCK to begin advancing the TAP controller toward 
the desired state. 

2 Run-Test/Idle 

3 Select-OR-Scan 

4 Select-IR-Scan 

5 Capture-IR 
The IR captures the 8-bit binary value 10000001 on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-IR state. 

6 Shift-IR 
TOO becomes active and TOI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

One bit is shifted into the IR on each TCK rising edge. With TOI held at a logic 1 value, the 8-bit binary value 

7-13 Shift-IR 11111111 is serially scanned into the IR. Atthe same time, the 8-bit binary value 1 0000001 is serially scanned 
out of the IR via TOO. In TCK cycle 13, TMS is changed to a logic 1 value to end the IR scan on the next 
TCK cycle. The last bit of the instruction is shifted as the TAP controller advances from Shift-IR to Exit1-1R. 

14 Exit1-IR TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

15 Update-IR The IR is updated with the new instruction (BYPASS) on the falling edge of TCK. 

16 Select-OR-Scan 

17 Capture-OR The bypass register captures a logic 0 value on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-OR state. 

18 Shift-OR TOO becomes active and TOI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

19-20 Shift-OR The binary value 101 Is shifted in via TOI, while the binary value 010 is shifted out via TOO. 

21 Exit1-0R TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

22 Update-OR In general, the selected data register is updated with the new data on the falling edge of TCK. 

23 Select-OR-Scan 

24 Select-IR-Scan 

25 Test-Logic-Reset Test operation completed 
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Figure 8. Timing Example 

absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise not~d)t 

Supply voltage range, Vee .......................................................... -0.5 V to 7 V 
Input voltage range, VI: except TMS (see Note 1) ...................................... -0.5 V to 7 V 

TMS (see Note 1) ........................................... -0.5 V to 12 V 
Voltage range applied to any output in the disabled or power-off state .................... -0.5 V to 5.5 V 
Voltage range applied to any output in the high state ................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. -0.5 V to Vee 
Input clamp current, 11K •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -30 rnA 
Current into any output in the low state: SN54BCT8374A (TOO) ............................... 40 rnA 

SN54BCT8374A (any Q) ...•..•...........••.......... 96 rnA 
SN7 4BCT837 4A (TOO) ............................... 48 rnA 
SN7 4BCT837 4A (any Q) •..•...•....•...•...•.•...... 128 rnA 

Maximum power dissipation at TA = 55°C (in still air) (see Note 2): OW package .................. 1.7 W 
NT package ................... 1.3 W 

Storage temperature range, Tstg ................................................... -65°C to 150°C 

t Stresses beyond those listed under "absolute maximum ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings only, and 
functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated under "recommended operating conditions" is not 
implied. Exposure to absolute-maximum-rated conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTES: 1. The input voltage rating may be exceeded if the input clamp-current rating is observed. 
2. The maximum package power dissipation is calculated using a junction temperature of 150°C and a board trace length of 750 mils, 

except for the NT package, which has a trace length of zero. For more information, refer to the Package Thermal Considerations 
application note in the ABT Advanced BiCMOS Technology Data Book, literature number SCBD002. 
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SN54BCT8374A, SN74BCT8374A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH OCTAL D·TYPE EDGE-TRIGGERED FLIP-FLOPS 
SCBS045E -JUNE 1990- REVISED JULY 1996 

recommended operating conditions 

Vee Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

VIHH Double-high-Ievel input voltage 

VIL Low-level input voltage 

11K Input clamp current 

IOH High-level output current 

IOL Low-level output current 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

TMS 

TDO 

AnyQ 

TDO 

AnyQ 

• TEXAS 
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SN54 BCT8374A 
MIN NOM MAX 

4.5 5 5.5 

2 

10 12 

0.8 

-18 
-3 

-12 
20 
48 

-55 125 
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SN74BCT8374A 
UNIT 

MIN NOM MAX 

4.5 5 5.5 V 

2 V 

10 12 V 

0.8 V 

-18 mA 

-3 
mA 

-15 
24 

mA 
64 

0 70 ·e 



SN54BCT8374A,SN74BCT8374A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH OCTAL D·TYPE EDGE·TRIGGERED FLlp·FLOPS 
SCBS045E-JUNE 1990 - REVISED JULY 1996 

electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) 

SN54BCT8374A SN74BCT8374A 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

TYPt TYPt MIN MAX MIN MAX 

VIK Vee =4.5V, II =-18 rnA -1.2 -1.2 

Vee .. 4.75 V, 10H =-3 rnA 2.7 3.4 2.7 3.4 

10H .. -3 rnA 2.4 3.4 2.4 3.4 
AnyQ 

Vee =4.5V 10H .. -12 rnA 2 3.2 

VOH 10H .. -15 rnA 2 3.1 

Vee .. 4.75 V, 10H .. -1 rnA 2.7 3.4 2.7 3.4 

TOO 10H =-1 rnA 2.5 3.4 2.5 3.4 
Vee .. 4.5V 

10H .. -3 rnA 2.4 3.3 2.4 3.3 

IOl=48 rnA 0.38 0.55 
AnyQ Vee" 4.5 V 

IOl=64 rnA 0.42 0.55 
VOL 

IOl=20 rnA 0.3 0.5 
TOO Vee =4.5V 

IOl .. 24 rnA 0.35 0.5 

II Vee" 5.5 V, VI =5.5V 0.1 0.1 

IIH Vee = 5.5 V, VI=2.7V -1 -35 -100 -1 -35 -100 

IIHH TMS Vee=5.5V, VI =10V 1 1 

III Vee =5.5V, VI" 0.5V -30 -70 -200 -30 -70 -200 

AnyQ 50 50 
10ZH 

TOO 
Vee =5.5 V, VO=2.7V 

-1 -35 -100 -1 -35 -100 

AnyQ -50 -50 
10Zl 

TOO 
Vee=5.5V, VO .. 0.5V 

-30 -70 -200 -30 -70 -200 

10ZPU Vee=Oto2V, VO" 0.5 Vor2.7 V ±250 ±250 

10ZPO Vee=2VtoO, Vo = 0.5 V or 2.7 V ±250 ±250 

loff Vee=O, Vl orVOS4.5V ±250 ±250 

105:1: Vee = 5.5 V, Vo=O -100 -225 -100 -225 

Outputs high 3.5 7 3.5 7 

lee Vee .. 5.5V, Outputs open Outputs low 35 52 35 52 

Outputs disabled 1.5 3.5 1.5 3.5 

ei Vee = 5 V, VI .. 2.5 V or 0.5 V 10 10 

eo Vee .. 5 V, Vo = 2.5 Vor 0.5 V 14 14 

t All typical values are at Vee" 5 V, TA" 25°e. 
:I: Not more than one output should be shorted at a time, and the duration of the short circuit should not exceed one second . 
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UNIT 

V 

V 

V 

rnA 

J.1A 

rnA 

J.1A 

J.1A 

J.1A 

J.1A 

J.1A 
J.1A 

rnA 

rnA 

pF 

pF 
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SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH OCTAL D·TVPE EDGE·TRIGGERED FLlp·FLOPS 
SCBS045E - JUNE 1990 - REVISED JULY 1996 

timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 9) 

VCC=5V, SN54BCT8374A SN74BCT8374A 
TA = 25°C UNIT 
MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency ClK 0 70 0 70 0 70 MHz 

tw Pulse duration ClK high or low 5 5 5 ns 

tsu Setup time Data before ClKi 3 3 3 ns 

th Hold time Data after ClKi 2 2 2 ns 

timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 9) 

VCC=5V, 
TA = 25°C 

MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency TCK 0 20 

TCK high or low 25 
tw Pulse duration 

TMS double high 50· 

Any D before TCKi 6 

ClK or OE before TCKi 6 
tsu Setup time 

TDI before TCKi 6 

TMS before TCKi 12 

Any Dafter TCKi 4.5 

ClK or OE after TCKi 4.5 
th Hold time 

TDI after TCKi 4.5 

TMS after TCKi 0 

~ Delay time Power up to TCKi 100· 

• On products compliant to Mll-PRF-38535. this parameter is not production tested. 
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SN54BCT8374A SN74BCT8374A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

0 20 0 20 MHz 

25 25 
ns 

50· 50 

6 6 

6 6 
ns 

6 6 

12 12 

4.5 4.5 

4.5 4.5 
ns 

4.5 4.5 

0 0 

100· 100 ns 



SN54BCT8374A, SN7 4BCT837 4A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH OCTAL D-TYPE EDGE-TRIGGERED FLIP-FLOPS 
SCBS045E - JUNE 1990 - REVISED JULY 1996 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 9) 

FROM TO 
VCC =5V, SN54BCT8374A SN74BCT8374A 

PARAMETER (INPUT) (OUTPUT) 
TA=25°C UNIT 

MIN TYP MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fmax CLK 70 70 70 MHz 

tpLH 3 6.7 8.5 3 10.5 3 10 
CLK Q ns 

tPHL 3 6.4 8 3 10 3 9.5 

tpZH 
OE 

3 6.5 8.5 3 10.5 3 10 
Q ns 

tpZL 3.5 7.5 9.5 3.5 12.5 3.5 11 

tpHZ 
OE 

3 6.1 8 3 10 3 9 
Q ns 

tpLZ 2.5 5.8 7.5 2.5 9.5 2.5 8.5 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 9) 

FROM 
PARAMETER (INPUT) 

fmax TCK 

tpLH 
TCKJ, 

tpHL 

tpLH 
TCK,l. 

tpHL 

tPLH 

tpHL 
TCKt 

tPZH 
TCK,l. 

tpZL 

tPZH 
TCK,l. 

tpZL 

tpZH 
TCKt 

tPZL 

tpHZ 
TCK,l. 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
TCK.l. 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
TCKt 

tpLZ 

TO 
VCC=5V, 

(OUTPUT) 
TA = 25°C 

MIN TYP 

20 

6 13 
Q 

6 12.5 

3.5 7.6 
TOO 

3.5 8 

Q 
7.5 16.5 

7.5 17 

6.5 14 
Q 

7 15 

3.5 7.6 
TOO 

4 8.5 

8 18 
Q 

8 19 

6 14 
Q 

6 14 

3 8 
TOO 

3 7.5 

8 18.5 
Q 

8 18.5 
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MAX 

15.5 

15.5 

10.5 

10.5 

20 

21 

17 

20 

10.5 

11 

22 

25 

18 

17 

11.5 

10 

22 

22 
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SN54BCT8374A SN74BCT8374A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

20 20 MHz 

6 21.5 6 20 
ns 

6 21.5 6 20 

3.5 14 3.5 13 
ns 

3.5 13 3.5 12 

7.5 28 7.5 24 
ns 

7.5 29 7.5 25 

6.5 24 6.5 21 
ns 

7 26 7 23 

3.5 11.5 3.5 11 
ns 

4 13.5 4 12.5 

8 30 8 27 
ns 

8 32 8 29 

6 24 6 22 
ns 

6 23 6 21 

3 13 3 12.5 
ns 

3 13 3 12 

8 31 8 27 

8 31 8 27 
ns 
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SN54BCT8374A, SN7 4BCT837 4A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH OCTAL D-TYPE EDGE-TRIGGERED FLIP-FLOPS 
SCBS045E-JUNE 1990-REVISEDJULY 1996 

PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION 

7 V (tPZL. tPLZ. O.C.) I 
6 Open 

(all others) 
S1 

R1 

From Output Test 
Under Test - ...... -4_-e-- Point From Output q 

Under Test 
Test 
Point 

CL 
(see Note A) 

R2 

LOAD CIRCUIT FOR 
3-STATE AND OPEN-COLLECTOR OUTPUTS 

CL R1 
(see Note A) 

LOAD CIRCUIT FOR 
TOTEM-POLE OUTPUTS 

High-Level - - - 3 V 
3V 

Timing Input if- 1.5 V __ _ 

ov 
tsu~th 

Pulse 1.5 V 1.5 V 

I I ov 
*- tw --.! 

Datalnput y .. I~~.;-v- 3V 

J 1
•
5V

. ~OV 

I I 
I 3V 

Low-Level 1.5 V 1.5 V 
Pulse ____ OV 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
SETUP AND HOLD TIMES 

Input L~----.r-\. - - 3 V 
---.11 1.5 V 1\ 1.5 V 0 V 

tpLH -J.-.I M tPHL 
In-Phase I I VOH 

Output I '1.5 V I \L 1.5 V 
--~I -J, I ~ VOL 

tPHL~ ~tPLH 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PULSE DURATION 

r--E=
3V 

Output 1.5 V 1.5 V 
Control 

(Iow-Iovelonablo) ~ 1----- OV 

tpZL ~I ~ --.! ~ tpLZ 

~~
II 3.5V 

Waveform 1 I 1.5 V I __ 't.._ 
(see Note B) I _ _ _ VOL 

I tpHZ -.: 1+ L 0.3 V 

Out-of-Phase "- !r':'1 VOH 
Output '\ 1.5 V F 1.5 V 

tpZH~ :.-~ 
Waveform 2 - - - VOH 
(see Note B) . _.. I ~ ""L 0.3 V 

~1.5V OV VOL 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PROPAGATION DELAY TIMES (see Note D) 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
ENABLE AND DISABLE TIMES. 3-STATE OUTPUTS 

NOTES: A. CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 

2-104 

S. Waveform 1 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is low except when disabled by the output control. 
Waveform 2 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is high except when disabled by the output control. 

C. All input pulses are supplied by generators having the following characteristics: PRR S 10 MHz, tr = tf S 2.5 ns, duty cycle = 50%. 
D. The outputs are measured one at a time with one transition per measurement. 
E. When measuring propagation delay times of 3-state outputs, switch S1 is open. 

Figure 9. Load Circuits and Voltage Waveforms 
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• Members of the Texas Instruments 
SCOPETM Family of Testabll1ty Products 

• Compatible With the IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990 (JTAG) Test Access Port 
and Boundary-Scan Architecture 

g Functionally Equivalent to 'F245 and 
'ABT245 in the Normal-Function Mode 

• SCOPE ™ Instruction Set: 
- IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 Required 

Instructions, OptionaIINTEST, CLAMP, 
and HIGHZ 

- Parallel-Signature Analysis at Inputs 
With Masking Option 

- Pseudo-Random Pattern Generation 
From Outputs 

- Sample Inputs/Toggle Outputs 
- Binary Count From Outputs 
- Even-Parity Opcodes 

• Two Boundary-Scan Cells per 1/0 for 
Greater Flexibility 

• State-of-the-Art EPIC-IIBTM BiCMOS Design 
Significantly Reduces Power Dissipation 

Q Package Options Include Plastic 
Small-Outline Packages (DW), Ceramic 
Chip Carrlers(FK), and Standard Ceramic 
DIPs (JT) 

description 

The 'ABT8245 scan test devices with octal bus 
transceivers are members of the Texas Instru
ments SCOPETM testability integrated-circuit 
family. This family of devices supports IEEE 
Standard 1149.1-1990 boundary scan to facilitate 
testing of complex circuit-board assemblies. Scan 
access to the test circuitry is accomplished via the 
4-wire test access port (TAP) interface. 

SN54ABT8245, SN74ABT8245 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH OCTAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS 1240 - AUGUST 1992 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

SN54ABT8245 ••• JT PACKAGE 
SN74ABT8245 ••• ow PACKAGE 

(TOP VIEW) 

OIR 1 24 OE 
81 2 23 A1 
82 3 22 A2 
83 4 21 A3 
84 5 20 A4 

GNO 6 19 A5 
85 7 18 VCC 
86 8 17 A6 
87 9 16 A7 
88 A8 

TOO 11 TOI 
TMS TCK 

SN54ABT8245 ••. FK PACKAGE 
(TOP VIEW) 

A2 
A1 
OE 
NC 

OIR 
81 
82 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

o 
(\,)~LOU OCOI'
<c<cc:t:z><c<c 

4 3 2 1 28 2726 
0 

10 

11 
~.!2. 14 15 16 1718 

(\')~ClUU')COI'-mmzzmmm 
CJ 

NC - No internal connection 

25 

24 

23 

22 

21 

20 

19 

A8 
TOI 
TCK 
NC 
TMS 
TOO 
88 

In the normal mode, these devices are functionally equivalent to the 'F245 and 'ABT245 octal bus transceivers. 
The test circuitry can be activated by the TAP to take snapshot samples of the data appearing at the device pins 
or to perform a self test on the boundary-test cells. Activating the TAP in normal mode does not affect the 
functional operation of the SCOPETM octal bus transceivers. 

Data flow is controlled by the direction-control (DIR) and output-enable (OE) inputs. Data transmission is 
allowed from the A bus to the B bus or from the B bus to the A bus, depending on the logic level at DIR. The 
output-enable (OE) input can be used to disable the device so that the buses are effectively isolated. 

SCOPE and EPIC-IIB are trademarks of Texas Instruments Incorporated. 

• TEXAS 
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Copyright ~ 1996, Texas Instruments Incorporated 
On products compliant 10 MIL·PRF-38S35, all paramelers ar.laslad 
unless oth8lWlae nOlad. On all other products, production 
procesalng doel nol necessarily Inctud'l8sllng of all parameters. 
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SN54ABT8245, SN74ABT8245 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH OCTAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS124D-AUGUST 1992- REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

description (continued) 

3-4 

In the test mode, the normal operation of the SCOPETM bus transceivers is inhibited and the test circuitry is 
enabled to observe and control the I/O boundary of the device. When enabled, the test circuitry can perform 
boundary-scan test operations as described in IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. 

Four dedicated test pins control the operation of the test circuitry: test data input (TOI), test data output (TOO), 
test mode select (TMS), and test clock (TCK). Additionally, the test circuitry performs other testing functions 
such as parallel-signature analysis (PSA) on data inputs and pseudo-random pattern generation (PRPG) from 
data outputs. All testing and scan operations are synchronized to the TAP interface. 

The SN54ABT8245 is characterized for operation over the full military temperature range of - 55°C to 125°C. 
The SN74ABT8245 is characterized for operation from -40°C to 85°C. 

FUNCTION TABLE 
(normal mode) 

INPUTS 
OPERATION 

OE DIR 

L L B data to A bus 

L H A data to B bus 

H X Isolation 
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functional block diagram 

OE_24 __ ~ 

DIR-,,-1 __ -i 

A1 23 

1"'----
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I '------

Boundary-Scan Register 

SN54ABT8245, SN74ABT8245 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH OCTAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS124D-AUGUST 1992 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

- ---------------- - - ---, 

TAP 
Controller 

One of Eight Channels 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 2 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I _____ .J 

B1 

Pin numbers shown are for the DW and JT packages . 
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SN54ABT8245, SN74ABT8245 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH OCTAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS124D - AUGUST 1992 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

TERMINAL 
NAME 

A1-A8 

81-88 

DIR 

GND 

DE 

TCK 

TDI 

TOO 

TMS 

VCC 

Terminal Functions 

DESCRIPTION 

Normal-function A-bus I/O ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function 8-bus 110 ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function direction-control input. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Ground 

Normal-function output-enable input. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Test clock. One offour terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. Test operations of the device are synchronous to TCK. 
Data is captured on the rising edge of TCK and outputs change on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test data input. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOI is the serial input for shifting data through the 
instruction register or selected data register. An internal pullup forces TOI to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test data output. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOO is the serial output for shifting data through 
the instruction register or selected data register. 

Test mode select. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TMS input directs the device through its TAP 
controller states. An internal pullup forces TMS to a high level if left unconnected. 

Supply voltage 

.1ExAs 
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test architecture 

SN54ABT8245, SN74ABT8245 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH OCTAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS124D - AUGUST 1992 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

Serial-test information is conveyed by means of a 4-wire test bus or TAP that conforms to IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990. Test instructions, test data, and test control signals all are passed along this serial-test bus. The 
TAP controller monitors two signals from the test bus, TCK and TMS. The TAP controller extracts the 
synchronization (TCK) and state control (TMS) signals from the test bus and generates the appropriate on-chip 
control signals for the test structures in the device. Figure 1 shows the TAP-controller state diagram. 

The TAP controller is fully synchronous to the TCK signal. Input data is captured on the rising edge of TCK and 
output data changes on the falling edge of TCK. This scheme ensures data to be captured is valid for fully 
one-half of the TCK cycle. 

The functional block diagram shows the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 4-wire test bus and boundary-scan 
architecture and the relationship among the test bus, the TAP controller, and the test registers. As illustrated, 
the device contains an 8-bit instruction register and three test-data registers: a 36-bit boundary-scan register, 
an 11-bit boundary-control register, and a 1-bit bypass register. 

Test-Loglc-Reset 

TMS=L 

Figure 1. TAP-Controller State Diagram 
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SN54ABT8245, SN74ABT8245 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH OCTAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS124D - AUGUST 1992 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

state diagram description 

The TAP controller is a synchronous finite state machine that provides test control signals throughout the device. 
The state diagram shown in Figure 1 is in accordance with IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. The TAP controller 
proceeds through its states based on the level of TMS at the rising edge of TCK. 

As illustrated, the TAP controller consists of 16 states. There are six stable states (indicated by a looping arrow 
in the state diagram) and ten unstable states. A stable state is a state the TAP controller can retain for 
consecutive TCK cycles. Any state that does not meet this criterion is an unstable state. 

There are two main paths through the state diagram: one to access and control the selected data register and 
one to access and control the instruction register. Only one register can be accessed at a time. 

Test-Loglc-Reset 

The device powers up in the Test-Logic-Reset state. In the stable Test-Logic-Reset state, the test logic is reset 
and is disabled so that the normal logic function of the device is performed. The instruction register is reset to 
an opcode that selects the optionallDCODE instruction, if supported, or the BYPASS instruction. Certain data 
registers also can be reset to their power-up values. 

The state machine is constructed such that the TAP controller returns to the Test-Logic-Reset state in no more 
than five TCK cycles if TMS is left high. The TMS pin has an internal pullup resistor that forces it high if left 
unconnected or if a board defect causes it to be open circuited. 

For the 'ABT8245, the instruction register is reset to the binary value 11111111, which selects the BYPASS 
instruction. Each bit in the boundary-scan register is reset to logic O. The boundary-control register is reset to 
the binary value 00000000010, which selects the PSA test operation with no input masking. 

Run-Test/Idle 

The TAP controller must pass through the Run-TesVldle state (from Test-Logic-Reset) before executing any test 
operations. The Run-TesVldle state can also be entered following data-register or instruction-register scans. 
Run-TesVldle is a stable state in which the test logic can be actively running a test or can be idle. 

The test operations selected by the boundary-control register are performed while the TAP controller is in the 
Run-TesVldle state. 

Select-OR-Scan, Select-IR-Scan 

No specific function is performed in the Select-OR-Scan and Select-IR-Scan states, and the TAP controller exits 
either of these states on the next TCK cycle. These states allow the selection of either data-register scan or 
instruction-register scan. 

Capture-DR 

When a data register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-DR state. In the 
Capture-DR state, the selected data register can capture a data value as specified by the current instruction. 
Such capture operations occur on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-DR 
state. 

Shift-DR 

3-8 

Upon entry to the Shift-DR state, the data register is placed in the scan path between TDI and TOO and, on the 
first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TOO enables to the logic 
level present in the least-significant bit of the selected data register. 

While in the stable Shift-DR state, data is serially shifted through the selected data register on each TCK cycle. 
The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-DR state (Le., no shifting occurs during 
the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-DR to Shift-DR or from Exit2-DR to Shift-DR). 
The last shift occurs on the riSing edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-DR state . 
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Exlt1-DR, Exlt2-DR 

SN54ABT8245, SN74ABT8245 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH OCTAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS124D-AUGUST 1992- REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

The Exit1-0R and Exit2-0R states are temporary states end a data-register scan. It is possible to return to the 
Shift-OR state from either Exit1-0R or Exit2-0R without recapturing the data register. 

On the first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-0R, TOO goes from the active state to the high-impedance 
state. 

Pause-DR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-OR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-OR state suspends and resumes data-register scan operations without loss of data. 

Update-DR 

If the current instruction calls for the selected data register to be updated with current data, then such update 
occurs on the falling edge of TCK following entry to the Update-OR state. 

Capture-IR 

When an instruction-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-IR state. In 
the Capture-IR state, the instruction register captures its current status value. This capture operation occurs 
on the riSing edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-IR state. 

For the 'ABT8245, the status value loaded in the Capture-IR state is the fixed binary value 10000001. 

Shlft-IR 

Upon entry to the Shift-IR state, the instruction register is placed in the scan path between TOI and TOO and, 
on the first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TOO enables to 
the logic level present in the least-significant bit of the instruction register. 

While in the stable Shift-IR state, instruction data is serially shifted through the instruction register on each TCK 
cycle. The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-IR state (i.e., no shifting occurs 
during the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-IR to Shift-IR or from Exit2-IR to 
Shift-IR). The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-IR state. 

Exit1-IR, Exit2-IR 

The Exit1-IR and Exit2-IR states are temporary states that end an instruction-register scan. It is possible to 
return to the Shift-IR state from either Exit1-IR or Exit2-IR without recapturing the instruction register. 

On the first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-IR, TOO goes from the active state to the high-impedance 
state. 

Pause-IR 

No specific. function is performed in the stable Pause-IR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-IR state suspends and resumes instruction-register scan operations without loss of 
data. 

Update-IR 

The current instruction is updated and takes effect on the falling edge of TCK following entry to the Update-IR 
state. 
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register overview 

With the exception of the bypass register, any test register can be thought of as a serial-shift register with a 
shadow latch on each bit. The bypass register differs in that it contains only a shift register. During the 
appropriate capture state (Capture-IR for instruction register, Capture-DR for data registers), the shift register 
can be parallel loaded from a source specified by the current instruction. During the appropriate shift state 
(Shift-IR or Shift-DR), the contents of the shift register are shifted out from TOO while new contents are shifted 
in at TDI. During the appropriate update state (Update-I R or Update-DR), the shadow latches are updated from 
the shift register. 

instruction register description 

TOI 

3-10 

The instruction register (IR) is eight bits long and tells the device what instruction is to be executed. Information 
contained in the instruction includes the mode of operation (either normal mode, in which the device performs 
its normal logic function, or test mode, in which the normal logic function is inhibited or altered), the test operation 
to be performed, which of the three data registers is to be selected for inclusion in the scan path during 
data-register scans, and the source of data to be captured into the selected data register during Capture-DR. 

Table 3 lists the instructions supported by the 'ABT8245. The even-parity feature specified for SCOppM devices 
is supported in this device. Bit 7 of the instruction opcode is the parity bit. Any instructions that are defined for 
SCOPETM devices but are not supported by this device default to BYPASS. 

During Capture-IR, the IR captures the binary value 10000001. As an instruction is shifted in, this value is shifted 
out via TOO and can be inspected as verification that the IR is in the scan path. During Update-IR, the value 
that has been shifted into the IR is loaded into shadow latches. At this time, the current instruction is updated, 
and any specified mode change takes effect. At power up or in the Test-Logic-Reset state, the IR is reset to the 
binary value 11111111, which selects the BYPASS instruction. 

The IR order of scan is shown in Figure 2. 

Blt7 

----
ParIty r--+ Blt6 
(MSB) 

~ Blt5 -- BIt4 ~ Blt3 ~ Blt2 ~ 

Figure 2. Instruction Register Order of Scan 
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The boundary-scan register (BSR) is 36 bits long. It contains one boundary-scan cell (BSC) for each 
normal-function input pin, two BSCs for each normal-function I/O pin (one for input data and one for output data), 
and one BSC for each of the internally decoded output-enable signals (OEA and DEB). The BSR is used 1) to 
store test data that is to be applied internally to the inputs of the normal on-Chip logic and/or externally to the 
device output pins, and/or 2) to capture data that appears internally at the outputs of the normal on-Chip logic 
and/or externally at the device input pins. 

The source of data to be captured into the BSR during Capture-DR is determined by the current instruction. The 
contents of the BSR can change during Run-Test/ldle as determined by the current instruction. At power up 
or in Test-Logic-Reset, the value of each BSC is reset to logic O. 

When external data is to be captured, the BSCs for s.!.9.!!?ls OEA and DEB capture logic values determined by 
the following positive-logic equations: OEA = OE. DIR, and DEB = OE. DIR. When data is to be applied 
externally, these BSCs control the drive state (active or high-impedance) of their respective outputs. 

The BSR order of scan is from TDI through bits 35-0 to TDO. Table 1 shows the BSR bits and their associated 
device pin signals. 

BSR BIT DEVICE 
NUMBER SIGNAL 

35 OE8 

34 OEA 

33 DIR 

32 OE 

- -
- -
- -
- -

Table 1. Boundary-Scan Register Configuration 

BSR BIT 
NUMBER 

31 

30 

29 

28 

27 

26 

25 

24 

DEVICE BSR BIT DEVICE 
SIGNAL NUMBER SIGNAL 

88-1 23 88-0 

87-1 22 87-0 

86-1 21 86-0 

85-1 20 85-0 

84-1 19 84-0 

83-1 18 83-0 

82-1 17 82-0 

81-1 16 81-0 
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8 
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DEVICE BSR BIT DEVICE 
SIGNAL NUMBER SIGNAL 

A8-1 7 A8-0 

A7-1 6 A7-0 

A6-1 5 A6-0 

A5-1 4 A5-0 

A4-1 3 A4-0 

A3-1 2 A3-0 

A2-1 1 A2-0 

A1-1 0 A1-0 

3-11 
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boundary-control register 

The boundary-control register (SCR) is 11 bits long. The SCR is used in the context of the RUNT instruction to 
implement additional test operations not included in the basic SCOPETM instruction set. Such operations include 
PRPG, PSA with input masking, and binary count up (COUNT). Table 4 shows the test operations decoded by 
the SCA. 

During Capture-DR, the contents of the SCR are not changed. At power up or in Test-Logic-Reset, the SCR is 
reset to the binary value 00000000010, which selects the PSA test operation with no input masking. 

The SCR order of scan is from TDI through bits 10-0 to TOO. Table 2 shows the SCR bits and their associated 
test control signals. 

Table 2. Boundary-Control Register Configuration 

BCR BIT TEST BCR BIT TEST BCR BIT TEST 

NUMBER CONTROL NUMBER CONTROL NUMBER CONTROL 
SIGNAL SIGNAL SIGNAL 

10 MASK8 6 MASK4 2 OPCODE2 

9 MASK7 5 MASK3 1 OPCODE1 

8 MASK6 4 MASK2 0 OPCODEO 

7 MASK5 3 MASK1 - -

bypass register 

3-12 

The bypass register is a 1-bit scan path that can be selected to shorten the length of the system scan path, 
thereby reducing the number of bits per test pattern that must be applied to complete a test operation. 

During Capture-DR, the bypass register captures a logic O. The bypass register order of scan is shown in 
Figure 3. 

TDI ----1 Bit 0 ~ TOO 

Figure 3. Bypass Register Order of Scan 
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instruction-register opcode description 

The instruction-register opcodes are shown in Table 3. The following descriptions detail the operation of each 
instruction. 

Table 3. Instruction-Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODEt SELECTED DATA 
BIT 7~ BITO SCOPE OPCODE DESCRIPTION REGISTER MODE 
MSB~ LSB 

00000000 EXTESTIINTEST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

10000001 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

10000010 SAMPLE/PRELOAD Sample boundary Boundary scan Normal 

00000011 INTEST/EXTEST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

10000100 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000101 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000110 HIGHZ Control boundary to high impedance Bypass Modified test 

10000111 CLAMP Control boundary to 1/0 Bypass Test 

10001000 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00001001 RUNT Boundary run test Bypass Test 

00001010 READBN Boundary read Boundary scan Normal 

10001011 READBT Boundary read Boundary scan Test 

00001100 CELLTST Boundary self test Boundary scan Normal 

10001101 TOPHIP Boundary toggle outputs Bypass Test 

10001110 SCANCN Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Normal 

00001111 SCANCT Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Test 

All others BYPASS Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

t Bit 7 is used to maintain even parity in the 8-bit instruction. 
; The BYPASS instruction is executed in lieu of a SCOppM instruction that is not supported in the 'ABT8245. 

boundary scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 EXTEST and INTEST instructions. The BSR is 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input pins is captured in the input BSCs, while data 
appearing at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic is captured in the output BSCs. Data that has been scanned 
into the input BSCs is applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic, while data that has been scanned into 
the output BSCs is applied to the device output pins. The device operates in the test mode. 

bypass scan 

This instruction conforms to the I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990 BYPASS instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in the normal mode. 

sample boundary 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction. The BSR is 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input pins is captured in the input BSCs, while data 
appearing at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic is captured in the output BSCs. The device operates in the 
normal mode. 
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control boundary to high Impedance 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1 a-1993 HIGHZ instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in a modified test mode in which all device liD pins are placed in the high-impedance state, the device 
input pins remain operational, and the normal on-chip logic function is performed. 

control boundary to 1/0 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1a-1993 CLAMP instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. Data in the input 
BSCs is applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic, while data in the output BSCs is applied to the device 
output pins. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary run test 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. The device operates in the test mode. The test operation specified in the BCR is executed during 
Run-Test/Idle. The five test operations decoded by the BCR are: sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP), 
PRPG, PSA, simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSAlPRPG), and simultaneous PSA and binary count up 
(PSAICOUNT). 

boundary read 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BSR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
instruction is useful for inspecting data after a PSA operation. 

boundary self test 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. All BSCs capture the inverse of their current values during Capture-DR. 
In this way, the contents of the shadow latches can be read out to verify the integrity of both shift-register and 
shadow-latch elements of the BSR. The device operates in the normal mode. 

boundary toggle outputs 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output BSCs is toggled on each rising edge of 
TCK in Run-Test/Idle, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output pins on each 
falling edge of TCK in Run-Test/Idle. Data in the selected input BSCs remains constant and is applied to the 
inputs of the normal on-chip logic. Data appearing at the device input pins is not captured in the input BSCs. 
The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary-control register scan 

3-14 

The BCR is selected in the scan path. The value in the boundary-control register remains unchanged during 
Capture-DR. This operation must be performed before a boundary run test operation to specify which test 
operation is to be executed. 
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boundary-control-register opcode description 

The BCR opcodes are decoded from BCR bits 2-0 as shown in Table 4. The selected test operation is 
performed while the RUNT instruction is executed in the Run-Test/Idle state. The following descriptions detail 
the operation of each BCR instruction and illustrate the associated PSA and PRPG algorithms. 

Table 4. Boundary-Control Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODE 
BIT 2 -+ BIT 0 DESCRIPTION 
MSB -+ LSB 

XOO Sample Inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

X01 Pseudo-random pattern generationl16-bit mode (PRPG) 

X10 Parallel-signature analysis/16-bit mode (PSA) 

011 Simultaneous PSA and PRPG/S-bit mode (PSAlPRPG) 

111 Simultaneous PSA and binary count up/S-bit mode (PSNCQUNT) 

It should be noted, in general, that while the control input BSCs (bits 35-32) are not included in the sample, 
toggle, PSA, PRPG, or COUNT algorithms, the output-enable BSCs (bits 35-34 of the BSR) do control the drive 
state (active or high impedance) of the selected device output pins. It also should be noted that these BCR 
instructions are only valid when the device is operating in one direction of data flow (that is, OEA ':t; OEB). 
Otherwise, the bypass instruction is operated. 

PSA Input masking 

Bits 10-3 of the BCR specify device input pins to be masked from PSA operations. Bit 10 selects masking for 
device input pin A8 during A-to-B data flow or for device input pin B8 during B-to-A data flow. Bit 3 selects 
masking for device input pins A 1 or B 1 during A-to-B or B-to-A data flow, respectively. Bits intermediate to 10 
and 3 mask corresponding device input pins, in order, from most significant to least significant, as indicated in 
Table 3. When the mask bit that corresponds to a particular device input has a logic 1 value, the device input 
pin is masked from any PSA operation, meaning that the state of the device input pin is ignored and has no effect 
on the generated signature. Otherwise, when a mask bit has a logic 0 value, the corresponding device input 
is not masked from the PSA operation. 

sample Inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

Data appearing at the selected device input pins is captured in the shift-register elements of the selected BSCs 
on each rising edge of TCK. This data is updated in the shadow latches of the selected input BSCs and applied 
to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output BSCs is 
toggled on each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output 
pins on each falling edge of TCK. 
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pseudo-random pattern generation (PRPG) 

3-16 

A pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected BSCs on each rising edge 
of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output pins on each falling edge 
of TCK. This data also is updated in the shadow latches of the selected input BSCs and, thereby, applied to the 
inputs of the normal on-chip logic. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the 16-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms 
through which the patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before 
performing this operation. Note that a seed value of all zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

A8-1 AN A6-1 A5-1 A4-1 A3-1 A2-1 A1-1 

88-0 87-0 86-0 85-0 84-0 83-0 82-0 81-0 

Figure 4. 16-Blt PRPG Configuration (OEA = 0, OEB = 1) 

88-1 87-1 86-1 85-1 84-1 83-1 82-1 81-1 

A8-0 A7-0 A6-0 A5-0 A4-0 A3-0 A2-0 A1-0 

Figure 5. 16·Blt PRPG Configuration (OEA=1, OEB= 0) 
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Data appearing at the selected device input pins is compressed into a 16-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected BSGs on each rising edge of TGK. This data is then updated in the shadow 
latches of the selected input BSGs and applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic. Data in the shadow 
latches of the selected output BSGs remains constant and is applied to the device outputs. Figures 6 and 7 
illustrate the 16-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the signature is generated. An initial 
seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. 

A8-1 A7-I A6-1 A5·1 A4-1 A3·1 A2-1 A1·1 

B8-0 B7·0 BS·O 85-0 B4-0 83·0 B2·0 B1·0 

Figure 6. 16-Blt PSA Configuration (OEA = 0, OEB = 1) 

B8·1 B7·1 BS·I B5-1 B4-1 83·1 B2·1 B1·1 

A8-0 A7·0 AS·O A5-0 A4-0 A3·0 A2·0 A1·0 

Figure 7. 16-Blt PSA Configuration (OEA = 1, OEB = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSA/PRPG) 

3-18 

Data appearing at the selected device input pins is compressed into an a-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected input BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. This data is then updated in the 
shadow latches of the selected input BSCs and applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic. At the same 
time, an a-bit pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output BSCs 
on each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output pins 
on each falling edge of TCK. Figures a and 9 illustrate the a-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through 
which the signature and patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before 
performing this operation. Note that a seed value of all zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

(f)=D-

~ 

(f)=D-

A8-1 A7-1 A6-1 A5-1 A4-1 A3-1 A2-1 A1-1 

B8-0 B7-0 B6-0 B5-0 B4-0 B3-0 B2-0 B1-0 

Figure 8. 8-Blt PSA/PRPG Configuration (OEA = 0, OEB = 1) 

B8-1 B7-1 B6-1 B5-1 B4-1 B3-1 B2-1 B1-1 

A8-0 A7-0 A6-0 A5-0 A4-0 A3-0 

Figure 9. 8-Blt PSA/PRPG Configuration (OEA = 1, OEB = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and binary count up (PSA/COUNn 

Data appearing at the selected device input pins is compressed into an 8-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected input BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. This data is then updated in the 
shadow latches of the selected input BSCs and applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic. At the same 
time, an 8-bit binary count-up pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output BSCs 
on each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output pins 
on each falling edge of TCK. In addition, the shift-register elements of the opposite output BSCs are used to 
count carries out of the selected output BSCs and, thereby, extend the count to 16 bits. Figures 10 and 11 
illustrate the 8-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the signature is generated. An initial 
seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. 

A8-1 A7-I A6-1 A5-1 A4-1 A3-1 A2-1 A1-1 

MSB LS8 

QQQQQQQQ 
B8-0 87-0 86-0 85-0 84-0 83-0 82-0 B1-0 

Figure 10. 8-Bit PSA/COUNT Configuration (OEA = 0, OEB = 1) 

88-1 B7-1 B6-1 B5-1 B4-1 83-1 B2-1 B1-1 

MSB LS8 

QQQQQQQQ 
A8-0 A7-0 A6-0 A5-0 A4-0 A3-0 A2-0 A1-0 

Figure 11. a·Bit PSA/COUNT Configuration (OEA = 1, OEB = 0) 
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timing description 

All test operations of the' ABT8245 are synchronous to TCK. Data on the TOI, TMS, and normal-function inputs 
is captured on the rising edge of TCK. Data appears on the TOO and normal-function output pins on the falling 
edge of TCK. The TAP controller is advanced through its states (as illustrated in Figure 1) by changing the value 
of TMS on the falling edge of TCK and then applying a rising edge to TCK. 

A simple timing example is shown in Figure 12. In this example, the TAP controller begins in the 
Test-Logic-Reset state and is advanced through its states as necessary to perform one instruction-register scan 
and one data-register scan. While in the Shift-IR and Shift-DR states, TOI is used to input serial data, and TOO 
is used to output serial data. The TAP controller is then returned to the Test-Logic-Reset state. Table 5 explains 
the operation of the test circuitry during each TCK cycle. 

Table 5. Explanation of Timing Example 

TCK TAP STATE 
DESCRIPTION CYCLE(S) AFTERTCK 

1 Test-Logic-Reset 

2 Run-Test/Idle 

3 Select-DR-Scan 

4 Select-I R-Scan 

5 Capture-IR 

6 Shift-IR 

7-13 Shift-IR 

14 Exit1-IR 

15 Update-IR 

16 Select-DR-Scan 

17 Capture-DR 

18 Shift-DR 

19-20 Shift-DR 

21 Exit1-DR 

22 Update-DR 

23 Select-DR-Scan 

24 Select-I R-Scan 

25 Test-Logic-Reset 

3-20 

TMS is changed to a logic 0 value on the falling edge of TCK to begin advancing the TAP controller toward 
the desired state. 

The IR captures the 8-bit binary value 10000001 on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-IR state. 

TDO becomes active and TDI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP on 
the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

One bit is shifted into the IR on each TCK rising edge. With TDI held at a logic 1 value, the 8-bit binary value 
11111111 is serially scanned into the IR. At the same time, the 8-bit binary value 10000001 is serially scanned 
out of the IR via TDO. In TCK cycle 13, TMS is changed to a logic 1 value to end the IR scan on the next TCK 
cycle. The last bit of the instruction is shifted as the TAP controller advances from Shift-IR to Exit1-IR. 

TDO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The IR is updated with the new instruction (BYPASS) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The bypass register captures a logic 0 value on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-DR state. 

TDO becomes active and TDI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP on 
the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

The binary value 101 is shifted in via TDI, while the binary value 010 is shifted out via TDO. 

TDO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

In general, the selected data register is updated with the new data on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test operation completed 
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Figure 12. Timing Example 

absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)t 

Supply voltage range, Vee .......................................................... -0.5 V to 7 V 
Input voltage range, VI (except lID ports) (see Note 1) .................................. -0.5 V to 7 V 
Input voltage range, VI (lID ports) (see Note 1) ....................................... -0.5 V to 5.5 V 
Voltage range applied to any output in the high state or power-off state, Vo .............. -0.5 V to 5.5 V 
Current into any output in the low state, 10: SN54ABT8245 ................................... 96 rnA 

SN74ABT8245 ........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 128 rnA 
Input clamp current, 11K (VI < 0) ........................................................... -18 rnA 
Output clamp current, 10K (Vo < 0) ........................................................ -50 rnA 
Maximum power dissipation at TA = 55°C (in still air) (see Note 2): DW package .................. 1.7 W 
Storage temperature range, Tstg ................................................... -65°C to 150°C 

t Stresses beyond those fisted under "absolute maximum ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings only, and 
functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated under "recommended operating conditions" is not 
implied. Exposure to absolute-maximum-rated conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTES: 1. The input and output negative-voltage ratings can be exceeded if the input and output clamp-current ratings are observed. 
2. The maximum package power dissipation is calculated using a junction temperature of 150·C and a board trace length of 750 mils. 

For more information, refer to the Package Thermal Considerations application note in the AST Advanced SiCMOS Technology Data 
Book, literature number SCBD002. 
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SN54ABT8245, SN74ABT8245 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH OCTAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS124D-AUGUST 1992-REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

recommended operating conditions (see Note 3) 

Vee Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

Vil low-level input voltage 

VI Input voltage 

10H High-level output current 

10l low-level output current 

At/Av Input transition rise or fall rate 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

NOTE 3: Unused pins (input or I/O) must be held high or low to prevent them from floating. 

SN54ABT8245 SN74ABT8245 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

4.5 5.5 4.5 5.5 V 

2 2 V 

0.8 0.8 V 

0 Vee 0 Vee V 

-24 -32 rnA 

48 64 rnA 

10 10 ns/V 

-55 125 -40 85 °e 

electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) 

PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 
TA = 25°C 

MIN 

VIK Vee = 4.5 V, 11=-18mA 

Vee a4.5V, 10H =-3 rnA 2.5 

Vee .. 5V, 10H =-3 rnA 3 
VOH 

Vee =4.5V, 10H =-24 rnA 2 

Vee =4.5V, 10H =-32 rnA 2* 

Vee .. 4.5 V, IOl=48 rnA 
VOL 

Vee =4.5V, IOl=64 rnA 

Vee =5.5V, OIR,OE, TeK 
II 

VI = Vee or GNO A or B ports 

IIH Vee .. 5.5 V, VI = Vee TOI, TMS 

III Vee =5.5V, VI = GNO TOI, TMS -40 

10lH; Vee =5.5V, VO=2.7V 

lOll; Vee =5.5V, Vo=0.5V 

10lPU Vee =Oto2V, Vo = 0.5 Vor2.7 V 

10lPO Vee =2 VorO, Vo = 0.5 V or 2.7 V 

I off Vee=O, VlorVOS4.5V 

leEX Vee =5.5 V, Vo = 5.5 V Outputs high 

10§ Vee=5.5V, VO=2.5V -50 

Vee = 5.5 V, Outputs high 

lee 10=0, 
AorB 

Outputs low 
VI" Vec or GNO 

ports 
Outputs disabled 

Alee~ 
Vec = 5.5 V, One input at 3.4 V, 
Other inputs at Vec or GNO 

Ci VI = 2.5 V or 0.5 V Control inputs 

eio Vo = 2.5 V or 0.5 V A or B ports 

eo Vo = 2.5 V or 0.5 V TOO 

* On products compliant to Mll-PRF-38535, this parameter does not apply. 
t All typical values are at Vec = 5 V. 

TYPt 

-100 

0.9 

30 

0.9 

3 

10 

8 

SN54ABT8245 

MAX MIN MAX 

-1.2 -1.2 

2.5 

3 

2 

0.55 0.55 

0.55* 

±1 ±1 

±100 ±100 

10 10 

-160 -40 -160 

50 50 

-50 -50 

±50 ±50 

±50 ±50 

±100 

50 50 

-180 -50 -180 

2 2 

38 38 

2 2 

1.5 1.5 

; The parameters 10lH and lOll include the input leakage current. 
§ Not more than one output should be tested at a time, and the duration of the test should not exceed 1 second. 

SN74ABT8245 

MIN MAX 

-1.2 

2.5 

3 

2 

0.55 

±1 

±100 

10 

-40 -160 

50 

-50 

±50 

±50 

±100 

50 

-50 -180 

2 

38 

2 

1.5 

~ This is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TIL voltage level rather than Vee or GNO . 
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rnA 
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SN54ABT8245, SN74ABT8245 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH OCTAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS 124D - AUGUST 1992 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 13) 

SN54ABT8245 SN74ABT8245 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency TCK 0 50 0 50 MHz 

tw Pulse duration TCK high or low 5 5 ns 

A or B or OIR or OE before TCKi 7 5 

tsu Setup time TOI before TCKi 6 6 ns 

TMS before TCKi 6 6 

A or B or OIR or OE after TCKi 0 0 

th Hold time TDI after TCKi 0 0 ns 

TMS after TCKi 0 0 

td Oelaytime Power up to TCKi 50" 50 ns 

tr Rise time VCC power up 1" 1 J.1s 

" On products compliant to MIL-PRF-38535, this parameter is not production tested. 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 13) 

SN54ABT8245 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO VCC =5V, 

UNIT 
(INPUT) (OUTPUT) TA = 25°C MIN MAX 

MIN TYP MAX 

tpLH 2 3.5 4.6 2 5.8 
AorB BorA 

2 3.4 4.5 2 5.5 
ns 

tpHL 

tpZH 
OE 

2.5 4.5 5.8 2.5 6.9 
BorA 

3 8.1 
ns 

tpZL 3 5.2 6.6 

tpHZ 
OE 

3 6.1 7.6 3 8.9 
BorA ns 

tpLZ 3 5.5 6.9 3 8 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 13) 

PARAMETER 
FROM 

(INPUT) 

tpLH 
AorB 

tpHL 

tpZH 

tpZL 
OE 

tpHZ 
OE 

tpLZ 

TO 
(OUTPUT) 

BorA 

BorA 

BorA 

~TEXAS 
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SN74ABT8245 

VCC = 5 V, 
UNIT 

TA = 25°C MIN MAX 

MIN TYP MAX 

2 3.5 4.3 2 4.8 
ns 

2 3.4 4.2 2 5.1 

2.5 4.5 5.5 2.5 6.8 
ns 

3 5.2 6 3 7.5 

3 6.1 7.1 3 8.4 
ns 

3 5.5 6.6 3 7.5 
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switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 13) 

SN54ABT8245 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO VCC = 5 V, 

UNIT (INPUT) (OUTPUT) TA = 25°C MIN MAX 
MIN TYP MAX 

fmax TCK 50 90 50 MHz 

tpLH 
TCKJ. 

3.5 8 9.5 3.5 12.5 
AorB 

3 7.7 3 12 
ns 

tpHL 9 

tpLH 
TCKJ. 

2.5 4.3 5.5 2.5 7 
TOO 

2.5 4.2 5.5 2.5 7 
ns 

tpHL 

tpZH 
TCKJ. 

4.5 8.2 9.8 4.5 12.5 
AorB 

4.5 9 10.5 4.5 13.5 
ns 

tpZL 

tpZH 
TCKJ. 

2.5 4.3 5.5 2.5 7 
TOO 

2.5 4.9 6.3 2.5 7.8 
ns 

tpZL 

tpHZ 
TCKJ. 

3.5 8.4 11.2 3.5 14.2 
AorB 

3 8 10.5 3 13.5 
ns 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
TCKJ. 

2 5.9 7 2 9 
TOO 

3 
ns 

tpLZ 3 5 6.5 8 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 13) 

FROM 

PARAMETER 
(INPUT) 
FROM 

(INPUT) 

fmax TCK 

tpLH 
TCKJ. 

tPHL 

tpLH 
TCKJ. 

tpHL 

tpZH 
TCKJ. 

tpZL 

tPZH 
TCKJ. 

tpZL 

tpHZ 
TCKJ. 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
TCKJ. 

tpLZ 
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TO 
(OUTPUT) 

TO 
(OUTPUT) 

AorB 

TOO 

AorB 

TOO 

AorB 

TOO 
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SN74ABT8245 

Vee = 5 V, 
UNIT 

TA = 25°e MIN MAX 
MIN TYP MAX 

50 90 50 MHz 

3.5 8 9.5 3.5 12 
ns 

3 7.7 9 3 11.5 

2.5 4.3 5.5 2.5 6.5 
ns 

2.5 4.2 5.5 2.5 6.5 

4.5 8.2 9.5 4.5 12 
ns 

4.5 9 10.5 4.5 13 

2.5 4.3 5.5 2.5 6.5 
ns 

2.5 4.9 6 2.5 7 

3.5 8.4 10.5 3.5 13.5 
ns 

3 8 10.5 3 13 

3 5.9 7 3 8.5 
ns 

3 5 6.5 3 7.5 
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PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION 

o 7V 

S1 o Open soon 
From Output -_4�I---e_-JV\.f\r-----' 

Under Test rND 

CL= SO pF 

(see Note A) I soon 

Input 

Input 

Output 

LOAD CIRCUIT 

kt--tw-.! 
I I 

~1.5V E:: 
VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 

PULSE DURATION 

~_1._S_V __ -J~~~_.S_V __ __ 

3V 

OV 

tPLHM KtPHL 

I I ~-VOH 
I !1.SV I 1.SV 

---+-1 - I VOL 

tPHL~ ~tPLH 
I~ VOH 

TEST S1 

tpLH/tpHL Open 

tpLZ/tpZL 7V 

tpHZltPZH Open 

3V 
Tlmlnglnput -------X1.SV 

--------.J·I'------- OV 

Data Input 

Output 
Control 

Output 
Waveform 1 

S1 at 7V 
(see Note B) 

1
4 .1.. ~ I tsu I ~ th I 
I I 

----)(1.5 V ~ :: 
VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 

SETUP AND HOLD TIMES 

~1.5V ~,-1._5_V __ _ 
tpZL~ 14-- I 

3V 

OV 

I II tpLZ --.I I+-
----'-1 '""\~ I K---- 3.S V 

I 1.SV I 
I . I VO!:..+~!'y VOL 

I I tPHZ 41 j.--
tpZH~ j4- I 

I,__---.i-
\1.SV l1.SV 

VOL 
Output 

Output 
Waveform 2 
S1 at Open 

(see Note B) ... OV 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PROPAGATION DELAY TIMES 

INVERTING AND NONINVERTING OUTPUTS 

NOTES: A. CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
ENABLE AND DISABLE TIMES 

LOW· AND HIGH·LEVEL ENABLING 

B. Waveform 1 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is low except when disabled by the output control. 
Waveform 2 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is high except when disabled by the output control. 

C. All input pulses are supplied by generators having the following characteristics: PRR ~ 10 MHz, ZO" 50 n. tr ~ 2.5 ns, tf ~ 2.5 ns. 
D. The outputs are measured one at a time with one transition per measurement. 

Figure 13. Load Circuit and Voltage Waveforms 
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• Members of the Texas Instruments 
SCOPETM Family of Testability Products 

• Compatible With the IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990 (JTAG) Test Access Port and 
Boundary-Scan Architecture 

• Functionally Equivalent to 'F543 and 
I ABT543 In the Normal-Function Mode 

• SCOPETM Instruction Set 
- IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 Required 

Instructions, OptionaliNTEST, CLAMP, 
and HIGHZ 

- Parallel-Signature Analysis at Inputs 
With Masking Option 

- Pseudo-Random Pattern Generation 
From Outputs 

- Sample Inputs/Toggle Outputs 
- Binary Count From Outputs 
- Even-Parity Opcodes 

• Two Boundary-Scan Cells Per 1/0 for 
Greater Flexibility 

• State-of-the-Art EPIC-IIBTM BiCMOS Design 
Significantly Reduces Power Dissipation 

• Package Options Include Plastic 
Smail-Outline (OW) and Shrink 
Smail-Outline (DL) Packages, Ceramic Chip 
Carriers (FK), and Standard Ceramic 
DIPs (JT) 

description 

The 'ABT8543 scan test devices with octal 
registered bus transceivers are members of the 
Texas Instruments SCOPETM testability 
integrated-circuit family. This family of devices 
supports IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 boundary 
scan to facilitate testing of complex circuit-board 
assemblies. Scan access to the test circuitry is 
accomplished via the 4-wire test access port 
(TAP) interface. 

SN54ABT8543, SN74ABT8543 
SCAN TEST DEVICES WITH 

OCTAL REGISTERED BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS120E - AUGUST 1991 - REVISED JULY 1996 

SN54ABT8543 ••• JT PACKAGE 
SN74ABT8543 ••• OL OR OW PACKAGE 

(TOP VIEW) 

LEAB 
CEAB 
OEAB 

A1 
A2 
A3 

GNO 
A4 
A5 
A6 
A7 

A8 
TOO 
TMS 

1 U 28 

2 27 

3 26 

4 25 

5 24 
6 23 

7 22 

8 21 

9 20 
10 19 
11 18 

12 17 

13 16 

~ 14 15 ] 

LEBA 
CEBA 
OEBA 
B1 
B2 
B3 
B4 

Vee 
B5 
B6 
B7 

B8 
TOI 
TCK 

SN54ABT8543 ••• FK PACKAGE 
(TOP VIEW) 

o 
_C\JM"<t 01.0 co 
COCO coco> IlJ co 
...... 
4 3 2 1 28 27 26 B7 

OEBA 5 0 25 
CEBA 6 24 B8 
LEBA 7 23 TOI 
LEAB 8 22 TCK 
CEAB ] 9 21 TMS 
OEAB ] 10 20 TOO 

A1 ]11 19 A8 
~13 14 15 16 171~ 

In the normal mode, these devices are functionally equivalent to the 'F543 and 'ABT543 octal registered bus 
transceivers. The test circuitry can be activated by the TAP to take snapshot samples of the data appearing at 
the device pins or to perform a self-test on the boundary-test cells. Activating the TAP in normal mode does not 
affect the functional operation of the SCOPETM octal registered bus transceivers. 

SCOPE and EPIC-TIB are trademarks of Texas Instruments Incorporated. 

~TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 
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Copyright © 1996, Texas Instruments Incorporated 
On products compliant to MIL·PRF-38535, an parametel'l are tested 
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description (continued) 

3-28 

Data flow in each direction is controlled by latch-enable (LEAB and LEBA), chip-enable (CEAB and CEBA), and 
output-enable (OEAB and OEBA) inputs. For A-to-B data flow, the device operates in the transparent mode 
when LEAB and CEAB are both low. When either LEAB or CEAB is high, the A data is latched. The B outputs 
are active when OEAB and CEAB are both low. When either OEAB or CEAB is high, the B outputs are in the 
high-impedance state. Control for B-to-Adata flow is similartothatfor A-to-B, but uses LEBA, CEBA, and OEBA. 

In the test mode, the normal operation of the SCOPETM registered bus transceiver is inhibited and the test 
circuitry is enabled to observe and control the 110 boundary of the device. When enabled, the test circuitry 
performs boundary-scan test operations as described in IE,EE Standard 1149.1-1990. 

Four dedicated test pins control the operation of the test circuitry: test data input (TOI), test data output (TOO), 
test mode select (TMS), and test clock (TCK). Additionally, the test circuitry performs other testing functions 
such as parallel-signature analysiS (PSA) on data inputs and pseudo-random pattern generation (PRPG) from 
data outputs. All testing and scan operations are synchronized to the TAP interface. 

The SN54ABT8543 is characterized for operation over the full military temperature range of -55°C to 125°C. 
The SN74ABT8543 is characterized for operation from -40°C to 85°C. 

CEAB 

L 

L 

L 

L 

H 

FUNCTION TABLet 
(normal mode, each register) 

INPUTS OUTPUT 

OEAB LEAB A B 

L L L L 

L L H H 

L H X BO:!: 

H X X Z 

X X X Z 

t A-to-B data flow is shown. B-to-A data flow is similar but 
uses CEBA, OEBA, and LEBA. 

:!: Output level before the indicated steady-state input 
conditions were established 
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functional block diagram 

OEBA ~26~_-I 

CEBA _27 __ -1 

LEBA =28~_-t 

OEAB .;;.,3 __ -1 

CEAB.;::..2_--I 

LEAB-1 __ -I 

A1 4 

r----
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 L.. ____ _ 

SN54ABT8543, SN74ABT8543 
SCAN TEST DEVICES WITH 

OCTAL REGISTERED BUS TRANSCEIVERS 

Boundary-Scan Register 

SCBS120E-AUGUST 1991-REVISED JULY 1996 

---, 
1 
1 
1 
1 
125 

1 
B1 

One of Eight Channels 

1 
1 
1 
1 -----..1 

TAP 
Controller 

TOO 

Pin numbers shown are for the DL, OW, and JT packages . 
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SCAN TEST DEVICES WITH 
OCTAL REGISTERED BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS120E-AUGUST 1991-REVISEDJULY 1996 

TERMINAL 
NAME 

A1-A8 

B1-B8 

CEAB, CEBA 

GND 

LEAB, LEBA 

OEAB,OEBA 

TCK 

TDI 

TOO 

TMS 

VCC 

3-30 

Terminal Functions 

DESCRIPTION 

Normal-function A-bus 1/0 ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function B-bus 1/0 ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function chip-enable inputs. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Ground 

Normal-function latch-enable inputs. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function output-enable inputs. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Test clock. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. Test operations of the device are synchronous to 
TCK. Data is captured on the rising edge of TCK, and outputs change on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test data input. One of four terminals required by I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOI is the serial input for shifting data through 
the instruction register or selected data register. An internal pullup forces TDI to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test data output. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOO is the serial output for shifting data 
through the instruction register or selected data register. 

Test mode select. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TMS directs the device through its TAP 
controller states. An internal pull up forces TMS to a high level if left unconnected. 

Supply voltage 
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test architecture 

SN54ABT8543, SN74ABT8543 
SCAN TEST DEVICES WITH 

OCTAL REGISTERED BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS120E-AUGUST 1991 - REVISED JULY 1996 

Serial-test information is conveyed by means of a 4-wire test bus or TAP, that conforms to IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990. Test instructions, test data, and test control signals all are passed along this serial-test bus. The 
TAP controller monitors two signals from the test bus, TCK and TMS. The TAP controller extracts the 
synchronization (TCK) and state control (TMS) signals from the test bus and generates the appropriate on-chip 
control Signals for the test structures in the device. Figure 1 shows the TAP-controller state diagram. 

The TAP controller is fully synchronous to the TCK signal. Input data is captured on the rising edge of TCK and 
output data changes on the falling edge of TCK. This scheme ensures that data to be captured is valid for fully 
one-half of the TCK cycle. 

The functional block diagram shows the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 4-wire test bus and boundary-scan 
architecture and the relationship among the test bus, the TAP controller, and the test registers. As shown, the 
device contains an a-bit instruction register and three test-data registers: a 40-bit boundary-scan register, an 
11-bit boundary-control register, and a 1-bit bypass register. 

Test-Loglc-Reset 

TMS=L 

Figure 1. TAP-Controller State Diagram 
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state diagram description 

The TAP controller is a synchronous finite state machine that provides test control signals throughout the device. 
The state diagram shown in Figure 1 is in accordance with IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. The TAP controller 
proceeds through its states based 'on the level of TMS at the rising edge of TCK. 

As shown, the TAP controller consists of 16 states. There are six stable states (indicated by a looping arrow in 
the state diagram) and ten unstable states. A stable state is a state the TAP controller can retain for consecutive 
TCK cycles. Any state that does not meet this criterion is an unstable state. 

There are two main paths through the state diagram: one to access and control the selected data register and 
one to access and control the instruction register. Only one register can be accessed at a time. 

Test-Logic-Reset 

The device powers up in the Test-Logic-Reset state. In the stable Test-Logic-Reset state, the test logic is reset 
and is disabled so that the normal logic function of the device is performed. The instruction register is reset to 
an opcode that selects the optionallDCODE instruction, if supported, or the BYPASS instruction. Certain data 
registers also can be reset to their power-up values. 

The state machine is constructed such that the TAP controller returns to the Test-Logic-Reset state in no more 
than five TCK cycles if TMS is left high. The TMS pin has an internal pullup resistor that forces it high if left 
unconnected or if a board defect causes it to be open circuited. 

For the' ABT8543, the instruction register is reset to the binary value 11111111, which selects the BYPASS 
instruction. Each bit in the boundary-scan register is reset to logic O. The boundary-control register is reset to 
the binary value 00000000010, which selects the PSA test operation with no input masking. 

Run-Test/Idle 

The TAP controller must pass through the Run-Test/Idle state (from Test-Logic-Reset) before executing any test 
operations. The Run-Test/Idle state also can be entered following data-register or instruction-register scans. 
Run-Test/Idle is a stable state in which the test logic can be actively running a test or can be idle. 

The test operations selected by the boundary-control register are performed while the TAP controller is in the 
Run-Test/Idle state. 

Select-DR-Scan, Select-IR-Scan 

No specific function is performed in the Select-OR-Scan and Select-IR-Scan states, and the TAP controller exits 
either of these states on the next TCK cycle. These states allow the selection of either data-register scan or 
instruction-register scan. 

Capture-DR 

When a data-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-DR state. In the 
Capture-DR state, the selected data register can capture a data value as specified by the current instruction. 
Such capture operations occur on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-DR state. 

Shift-DR 

3-32 

Upon entry to the Shift-DR state, the data register is placed in the scan path between TDI and TOO and, on the 
first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TOO enables to the logic 
level present in the least-significant bit of the selected data register. 

While in the stable Shift-DR state, data is serially shifted through the selected data register on each TCK cycle. 
The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-DR state (Le., no shifting occurs during 
the TCK cycle in Which the TAP controller changes from Capture-DR to Shift-DR or from Exit2-DR to Shift-DR). 
The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-DR state. 
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Exlt1-DR, ExIt2-DR 
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The Exit1-0R and Exit2-0R states are temporary states that end a data-register scan. It is possible to return 
to the Shift-DR state from either Exit1-0R or Exit2-0R without recapturing the data register. 

On the first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-0R, TOO goes from the active state to the 
high-impedance state. 

Pause-DR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-DR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-DR state suspends and resumes data-register scan operations without loss of data. 

Update-DR 

If the current instruction calls for the selected data register to be updated with current data, then such update 
occurs on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the Update-DR state. 

Capture-IR 

When an instruction-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-IR state. In 
the Capture-IR state, the instruction register captures its current status value. This capture operation occurs 
on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture71R state. 

For the' ABT8543, the status value loaded in the Capture-IR state is the fixed binary value 10000001. 

Shift-IR 

Upon entry to the Shift-IR state, the instruction register is placed in the scan path between TOI and TOO and, 
on the first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TOO enables to 
the logic level present in the least-significant bit of the instruction register. 

While in the stable Shift-IR state, instruction data is serially shifted through the instruction register on each TCK 
cycle. The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-IR state (Le., no shifting occurs 
during the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-IR to Shift-IR or from Exit2-IR to 
Shift-IR). The last shift occurs on the riSing edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-IR state. 

Exit1-IR, Exit2-IR 

The Exit1-IR and Exit2-IR states are temporary states that end an instruction-register scan. It is possible to 
return to the Shift-IR state from either Exit1-IR or Exit2-IR without recapturing the instruction register. 

On the first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-IR, TOO goes from the active state to the 
high-impedance state. 

Pause-IR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-IR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-IR state suspends and resumes instruction-register scan operations without loss 
of data. 

Update-IR 

The current instruction is updated and takes effect on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the 
Update-IR state. 
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register overview 

With the exception of the bypass register, any test register can be thought of as a serial-shift register with a 
shadow latch on each bit. The bypass register differs in that it contains only a shift register. During the 
appropriate capture state (Capture-IR for instruction register, Capture-DR for data registers), the shift register 
can be parallel loaded from a source specified by the current instruction. During the appropriate shift state 
(Shift-IR or Shift-DR), the contents of the shift register are shifted out from TOO while new contents are shifted 
in at TDI. During the appropriate update state (Update-I R or Update-DR), the shadow latches are updated from 
the shift register. 

instruction register description 

TOI 

The instruction register (IR) is eight bits long and tells the device what instruction is to be executed. Information 
contained in the instruction includes the mode of operation (either normal mode, in which the device performs 
its normal logic function, or test mode, in which the normal logic function is inhibited or altered), the test operation 
to be performed, which of the three data registers is to be selected for inclusion in the scan path during 
data-register scans, and the source of data to be captured into the selected data register during Capture-DR. 

Table 3 lists the instructions supported by the' ABT8543. The even-parity feature specified for SCOPETM devices 
is supported in this device. Bit 7 of the instruction opcode is the parity bit. Any instructions that are defined for 
SCOPETM devices but are not supported by this device default to BYPASS. 

During Capture-IR, the IR captures the binary value 10000001. As an instruction is shifted in, this value is shifted 
out via TOO and can be inspected as verification that the IR is in the scan path. During Update-IR, the value 
that has been shifted into the IR is loaded into shadow latches. At this time, the current instruction is updated, 
and any specified mode change takes effect. At power up or in the Test-Logic-Reset state, the IR is reset to the 
binary value 11111111, which selects the BYPASS instruction. The IR order of scan is shown in Figure 2. 

Blt7 
Bit 0 -+ Parity -. Blt6 r-. Blt5 -. Blt4 -. Blt3 r-. Blt2 --. Bit 1 -. (LSB) 

-. 
(MSB) 

TOO 

Figure 2. Instruction Register Order of Scan 

data register description 

boundary-scan register 

3-34 

The boundary-scan register (BSR) is 40 bits long. It contains one boundary-scan cell (BSG) for each 
normal-function input pin, two BSCs for each normal-function I/O pin (one for input data and one for output data), 
and one BSC for each of the internally decoded output-enable signals (OEA and OEB). The BSR is used to store 
test data that is to be applied internally to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic and/or externally to the device 
output pins, and/or to capture data that appears internally at the outputs of the normal on-Chip logic and/or 
externally at the device input pins. 

The source of data to be captured into the BSR during Capture-DR is determined by the current instruction. The 
contents of the BSR can change during Run-Test/Idle as determined by the current instruction. At power up or 
in Test-Logic-Reset, the value of each BSC is reset to logic o. 
When external data is to be captured, the BSCs for signals OEA and OEB capture logic values determined by 
the following positive-logic equations: OEA = OEBA + CEBA, and OEB = OEAB + CEAB. When data is to 
be applied externally, these BSCs control the drive state (active or high-impedance) of their respective outputs. 

The BSR order of scan is from TDI through bits 39-0 to TOO. Table 1 shows the BSR bits and their associated 
device pin signals. 
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BSR BIT DEVICE 
NUMBER SIGNAL 

39 OEB 

38 OEA 

37 OEAB 

36 OE8A 

35 LEAB 

34 LEBA 

33 CEAB 

32 CEBA 

SN54ABT8543, SN74ABT8543 
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Table 1. Boundary-Scan Register Configuration 

BSR BIT DEVICE BSR BIT DEVICE BSR BIT DEVICE BSR BIT DEVICE 
NUMBER SIGNAL NUMBER SIGNAL NUMBER SIGNAL NUMBER SIGNAL 

31 A8-1 23 A8-0 15 B8-1 7 B8-0 

30 A7-1 22 A7-O 14 B7-1 6 B7-0 

29 A6-1 21 A6-0 13 86-1 5 86-0 

28 A5-1 20 A5-0 12 B5-1 4 85-0 

27 A4-1 19 A4-O 11 84-1 3 84-0 

26 A3-1 18 A3-0 10 83-1 2 83-0 

25 A2-1 17 A2-O 9 82-1 1 82-0 

24 AH 16 A1-0 8 B1-1 0 81-0 

boundary-control register 

The boundary-control register (BCR) is 11 bits long. The BCR is used in the context of the RUNT instruction to 
implement additional test operations not included in the basic SCOPETIot instruction set. Such operations include 
PRPG, PSA with input masking, and binary count up (COUNT). Table 4 shows the test operations that are 
decoded by the BCR. . 

During Capture-DR, the contents of the BCR are not changed. At power up or in Test-Logic-Reset, the BCR is 
reset to the binary value 00000000010, which selects the PSA test operation with no input masking. 

The BCR order of scan is from TOI through bits 10-0 to TOO. Table 2 shows the BCR bits and their associated 
test control signals. 

Table 2. Boundary-Control Register Configuration 

BCR BIT 
TEST 

BCR BIT 
TEST 

BCR BIT 
TEST 

NUMBER 
CONTROL 

NUMBER 
CONTROL 

NUMBER 
CONTROL 

SIGNAL SIGNAL SIGNAL 

10 MASK8 6 MASK4 2 OPCODE2 

9 MASK7 5 MASK3 1 OPCODE1 

8 MASK6 4 MASK2 0 OPCODEO 

7 MASK5 3 MASK1 - -

bypass register 

The bypass register is a 1-bit scan path that can be selected to shorten the length of the system scan path, 
thereby reducing the number of bits per test pattern that must be applied to complete a test operation. During 
Capture-DR, the bypass register captures a logic 9. The bypass register order of scan is shown in Figure 3. 

Tol -1 Bit 0 ~ TOO 

Figure 3. Bypass Register Order of Scan 
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instruction-register opcode description 

The instruction-register opcodes are shown in Table 3. The following descriptions detail the operation of 
each instruction. 

Table 3. Instruction-Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODEt SELECTED DATA 
BIT7~ BITO SCOPE OPCODE DESCRIPTION REGISTER MODE 
MSB~LSB 

00000000 EXTEST/INTEST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

10000001 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

10000010 SAMPLE/PRELOAD Sample boundary Boundary scan Normal 

00000011 INTEST/EXTEST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

10000100 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000101 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000110 HIGHZ Control boundary to high impedance Bypass Modified test 

10000111 CLAMP Control boundary to 1/0 Bypass Test 

10001000 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00001001 RUNT Boundary run test Bypass Test 

00001010 READBN Boundary read Boundary scan Normal 

10001011 READBT Boundary read Boundary scan Test 

00001100 CELLTST Boundary self test Boundary scan Normal 

10001101 TOPHIP Boundary toggle outputs Bypass Test 

10001110 SCANCN Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Normal 

00001111 SCANCT Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Test 

All others BYPASS Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

t Bit 7 is used to maintain even parity in the 8-bit instruction. 
; The BYPASS instruction is executed in lieu of a SCOPETM instruction that is not supported in the 'ABT8543. 

boundary scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 EXTEST and INTEST instructions. The BSR is 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input pins is captured in the input BSCs, while data 
appearing at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic is captured in the output BSCs. Data that has been scanned 
into the input BSCs is applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic, while data that has been scanned into 
the output BSCs is applied to the device output pins. The device operates in the test mode. 

bypass scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 BYPASS instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in the normal mode. 

sample boundary 

3-36 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction. The BSR is 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input pins is captured in the input BSCs, 'Nhile data 
appearing at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic is captured in the output BSCs. The device operates in the 
normal mode. 
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This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1a-1993 HIGHZ instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in a modified test mode in which all device 110 pins are placed in the high-impedance state, the device 
input pins remain operational, and the normal on-chip logic function is performed. 

control boundary to 1/0 

This instruction conforms to the I EEE Standard 1149.1 a-1993 CLAM P instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. Data in the input 
BSCs is applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic, while data in the output BSCs is applied to the device 
output pins. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary run test 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. The device operates in the test mode. The test operation specified in the BCR is executed during 
Run-Test/Idle. The five test operations decoded by the BCR are: sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP), 
PRPG, PSA, simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSAlPRPG), and simultaneous PSA and binary count up 
(PSAICOUNT). 

boundary read 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BSR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
instruction is useful for inspecting data after a PSA operation. 

boundary self test 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. All BSCs capture the inverse of their current values during Capture-DR. 
In this way, the contents of the shadow latches can be read out to verify the integrity of both shift-register and 
shadow-latch elements of the BSR. The device operates in the normal mode. 

boundary toggle outputs 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic a value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output BSCs is toggled on each rising edge of 
TCK in Run-Test/Idle, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output pins on each 
falling edge of TCK in Run-Test/Idle. Data in the selected input BSCs remains constant and is applied to the 
inputs of the normal on-Chip logic. Data appearing at the device input pins is not captured in the input BSCs. 
The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary-control-reglster scan 

The BCR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BCR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
operation must be performed before a boundary-run test operation to specify which test operation is to 
be executed. 
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boundary-control-register opcode description 

The BGR opcodes are decoded from BGR bits 2-0 as shown in Table 4. The selected test operation is performed 
while the RUNT instruction is executed in the Run-Test/Idle state. The following descriptions detail the operation 
of each BGR instruction and illustrate the associated PSA and PRPG algorithms. 

Table 4. Boundary-Control Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODE 
BIT2~ BITO DESCRIPTION 
MSB~LSB 

XOO Sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

X01 Pseudo-random pattern generation/16-bit mode (PRPG) 

X10 Parallel-signature analysis/16-bit mode (PSA) 

011 Simultaneous PSA and PRPG/8-bit mode (PSNPRPG) 

111 Simultaneous PSA and binary count up/8-bit mode (PSNCOUNT) 

In general, while the control input BSGs (bits 39-32) are not included in the sample, toggle, PSA, PRPG, or 
GOUNT algorithms, the output-enable BSGs (bits 39-38 of the BSR) do control the drive state (active or high 
impedance) of the selected device output pins. These BGR instructions are valid only when the device is 
operating in one direction of data flow (that is, OEA:t: OEB). Otherwise, the bypass instruction is operated. 

PSA Input masking 

Bits 10-3 of the BGR specify device input pins to be masked from PSA operations. Bit 10 selects masking for 
device input pin A8 during A-to-B data flow or for device input pin B8 during B-to-A data flow. Bit 3 selects 
masking for device input pins A 1 or B1 during A-to-B or B-to-A data flow, respectively. Bits intermediate to 10 
and 3 mask corresponding device input pins, in order, from most significant to least significant, as indicated in 
Table 3. When the mask bit that corresponds to a particular device input has a logic 1 value, the device input 
pin is masked from any PSA operation, i.e., the state of the device input pin is ignored and has no effect on the 
generated signature. Otherwise, when a mask bit has a logic 0 value, the corresponding device input is not 
masked from the PSA operation. 

sample Inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

3-38 

Data appearing at the selected device input pins is captured in the shift-register elements of the selected BSGs 
on each rising edge of TGK. This data is updated in the shadow latches of the selected input BSGs and applied 
to the inputs of the normal on-Chip logic. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output BSGs is 
toggled on each rising edge of TGK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output 
pins on each falling edge of TGK. 
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pseudo-random pattern generation (PRPG) 

A pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected BSCs on each rising edge 
of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output pins on each falling edge 
of TCK. This data also is updated in the shadow latches of the selected input BSCs and applied to the inputs 
of the normal on-chip logic. Figures 4 and 5 show the 16-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through 
which the patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this 
operation. A seed value of all zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

A8-1 A7-I AS-I A5·1 A4-1 A3·1 A2·1 A1·1 

88-0 87·0 86-0 85-0 84-0 83-0 82·0 81·0 

Figure 4. 16-Blt PRPG Configuration (OEA = 0, OEB = 1) 

88-1 87·1 86-1 85·1 84-1 83-1 82·1 81·1 

A8-0 A7·0 A6-0 A5-0 A4-0 A3·0 A2·0 A1·0 

Figure 5. 16-Blt PRPG Configuration (OEA=1, OEB= 0) 
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parallel-signature analysis (PSA) 

3-40 

Data appearing at the selected device input pins is compressed into a 16-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected BSGs on each rising edge of TGK. This data is updated in the shadow 
latches of the selected input BSGs and applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic. Data in the shadow 
latches of the selected output BSGs remains constant and is applied to the device outputs. Figures 6 and 7 show 
the 16-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the signature is generated. An initial seed 
value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. 

A8-1 A7-I . A6-1 A5-1 A4-1 A3-1 A2-1 A1-1 

88-0 87-0 86-0 85-0 84-0 83-0 82-0 B1-0 

Figure 6. 16-Blt PSA Configuration (OEA = 0, OEB = 1) 

88-1 87-1 86-1 85-1 84-1 83-1 82-1 81-1 

A8-0 A7-0 A6-0 A5-0 A4-0 A3-0 A2-0 A1-0 

Figure 7. 16-Blt PSA Configuration (OEA = 1, OEB = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSA/PRPG) 

Data appearing at the selected device input pins is compressed into an 8-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected input BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. This data is updated in the 
shadow latches of the selected input BSCs and applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic. At the same 
time, an 8-bit pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output BSCs 
on each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output pins 
on each falling edge of TCK. Figures 8 and 9 show the 8-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through 
which the signature and patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before 
performing this operation. A seed value of all zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

~ 
Cf) 

< 
::::e 

(±)=D-

~ 
Cf) 

< 
::::e 

(±)=D-

A8-1 A7-I A6-1 A5-1 A4-1 A3-1 A2-1 Ai-I 

88-0 87-0 86-0 85-0 84-0 83-0 82-0 81-0 

Figure a. 8-Bit PSA/PRPG Configuration (OEA = 0, OEB = 1) 

88-1 87-1 86-1 85-1 84-1 83-1 82-1 81-1 

A8-0 A7-0 A6-0 A5-0 A4-0 A3-0 

Figure 9. a-Bit PSA/PRPG Configuration (OEA = 1, OEB = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and binary count up (PSA/COUNT) 

3-42 

Data appearing at the selected device input pins is compressed into an a-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected input 8SCs on each rising edge of TCK. This data is updated in the 
shadow latches of the selected input 8SCs and applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic. At the same 
time, an a-bit binary count-up pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output 8SCs 
on each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output pins 
on each falling edge of TCK. The shift-register elements of the opposite output 8SCs count carries out of the 
selected output 8SCs, extending the count to 16 bits. Figures 10 and 11 show the a-bit linear-feedback 
shift-register algorithms through which the signature is generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into 
the 8SR before performing this operation. 

A8-1 A7-I A6-1 A5-1 A4-1 A3-1 A2-1 A1-1 

MSB LSB 

QQQQQQQQ 
B8-0 B7-0 B6-0 B5-0 B4-0 B3-0 B2-0 B1-0 

Figure 10. B-Bit PSA/COUNT Configuration (OEA = 0, OEB = 1) 

B8-1 B7-I B6-1 B5-1 B4-1 B3-1 B2-1 B1-1 

MSB LSB 

QQQQQQQQ 
A8-0 A7-0 A6-0 A5-0 A4-0 A3-0 A2-0 A1-0 

Figure 11. 8-Bit PSA/COUNT Configuration (OEA = 1, OEB = 0) 
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All test operations of the 'ABT8543 are synchronous to TCK. Data on the TOI, TMS, and normal-function inputs 
is captured on the rising edge of TCK. Data appears on the TOO and normal-function output pins on the falling 
edge of TCK. The TAP controller is advanced through its states (as shown in Figure 1) by changing the value 
of TMS on the falling edge of TCK and then applying a rising edge to TCK. 

A simple timing example is shown in Figure 12. In this example, the TAP controller begins in the 
Test-Logic-Reset state and is advanced through its states, as necessary, to perform one instruction-register 
scan and one data-register scan. While in the Shift-IR and Shift-DR states, TOI is used to input serial data, and 
TOO is used to output serial data. The TAP controller is then returned to the Test-Logic-Reset state. Table 5 
details the operation of the test circuitry during each TCK cycle. 

TCK TAP STATE 
CYCLE(S) AFTERTCK 

1 Test-Logic-Reset 

2 Run-Test/Idle 

3 Select-OR-Scan 

4 Select-IR-Scan 

5 Capture-IR 

6 Shift-IR 

7-13 Shift-IR 

14 Exitl-IR 

15 Update-IR 

16 Select-OR-Scan 

17 Capture-OR 

18 Shift-OR 

19-20 Shift-OR 

21 Exitl-0R 

22 Update-OR 

23 Select-OR-Scan 

24 Select-IR-Scan 

25 Test-Logic-Reset 

Table 5. Explanation of Timing Example 

DESCRIPTION 

TMS is changed to a logic 0 value on the falling edge of TCK to begin advancing the TAP controller toward 
the desired state. 

The IR captures the 8-bit binary value 10000001 on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-IR state. 

TOO becomes active and TOI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the nex1 state. 

One bit is shifted into the IR on each TCK rising edge. With TOI held at a logic 1 value, the 8-bit binary value 
11111111 is serially scanned into the IR. Atthe same time, the 8-bit binary value 10000001 is serially scanned 
out of the IR via TOO. In TCK cycle 13, TMS is changed to a logic 1 value to end the IR scan on the next 
TCK cycle. The last bit of the instruction is shifted as the TAP controller advances from Shift-IR to Exitl-IR. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The IR is updated with the new instruction (BYPASS) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The bypass register captures a logic 0 value on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-OR state. 

TOO becomes active and TOI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the nex1 state. 

The binary value 101 is shifted in via TOI, while the binary value 010 is shifted out via TOO. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

In general, the selected data register is updated with the new data on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test operation completed 
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2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

TCK 

TMS LJ I 
TDI ~ ~ U ~ 

TOO ~ ~ n ~ 
i CD c c II: II: 

~ 
II: c II: II: II: II: c c i :c ~ ~ 

~ i: 1! ~ c c 2 c ~ ~ CD ;; ~ ~ ~ E == cb CD 
II: II: 1/1 r:i: :J :c ';( ~ r:i: :c ~ ~ r:i: r:i: TAP b ~ 

II: a. en w 'C :J b Q. a. en 
Controller .~ c :;!: ~ C w Q. C :;!: ~ c ..!. u 0 ::> ..!. ~ ::> ..!. u 

State ..J :J U CD U 0 U CD ..J 

il; II: CD 

~ 
CD CD 

~ il; 
{!!. 3l 3l 3l {!!. 

~ 3·State (TOO) or Don't Care (TDI) 

Figure 12. Timing Example 

absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)t 

Supply voltage range, Vee .......................................................... -0.5 V to 7 V 
Input voltage range, VI: except I/O ports (see Note 1) .................................. -0.5 V to 7 V 

I/O ports (see Note 1) ........................................ -0.5 V to 5.5 V 
Voltage range applied to any output in the high state or power-off state, Vo .............. -0.5 V to 5.5 V 
Current into any output in the low state, 10: SN54ABT8543 .................................... 96 rnA 

SN74ABT8543 ................................... 128 rnA 
Input clamp current, 11K (VI < 0) ........................................................... -18 rnA 
Output clamp current, 10K (VO < 0) ........................................................ -50 rnA 
Maximum power dissipation at TA = 55°C (in still air) (see Note 2): DL package ................... 0.7 W 

DW package .................. 1.7 W 
Storage temperature range, Tstg ................................................... -65°C to 150°C 

t Stresses beyond those listed under "absolute maximum ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings only, and 
functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated under "recommended operating conditions" is not 
implied. Exposure to absolute-maximum-rated conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTES: 1. The input and output negative-voltage ratings can be exceeded if the input and output clamp-current ratings are observed. 
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2. The maximum package power dissipation IS calculated using a junction temperature of 150°C and a board trace length of 750 mils. 
For more information, refer to the Package Thermal Gonsiderations application note in the ABT Advanced BiGMOS Technology Data 
Book, literature number SCBD002. 
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recommended operating conditions (see Note 3) 

Vee Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

VIL Low-level input voltage 

VI Input voltage 

10H High-level output current 

10L Low-level output current 

!J.U!J.v Input transition rise or fall rate 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

NOTE 3: Unused pins (Input or 1/0) must be held high or low to prevent them from floating . 
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SN54ABT8543 

MIN MAX 

4.5 5.5 

2 

0.8 

a Vee 
-24 

48 

10 

-55 125 

SN74ABT8543 
UNIT 

MIN MAX 

4.5 5.5 V 

2 V 

0.8 V 

a Vee V 

-32 rnA 

64 rnA 

10 nsN 

-40 85 °e 
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electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) 

PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 
TA = 25°C 

MIN 

VIK Vee =4.5 V, II =-18 rnA 

Vee =4.5 V, 10H =-3 rnA 2.5 

Vee =5V, 10H =-3 rnA 3 
VOH 

10H =-24 rnA 2 
Vee =4.5 V 

10H =-32 rnA 2· 

IOl=48mA 
VOL Vee =4.5 V 

IOl=64 rnA 

CE, lE, 
Vee = 5.5 V, VI = Vee or GNO 

II OE, TeK 

A or B ports Vee = 5.5 V, VI = Vee or GNO 

IIH TOI, TMS Vee =5.5V, VI = Vee 

III TOI, TMS Vec =5.5 V, VI =GNO -40 

10lH; Vee =5.5 V, VO ... 2.7V 

lOll; Vee .. 5.5 V, VO=0.5V 

loff Vee=O, VI OrVO$4.5V 

10lPU Vee = Ot02 V, Vo = 0.5 V or 2.7 V 

10lPO Vee = 2Vto 0, Vo = 0.5 V or 2.7 V 

leEX Outputs high Vee" 5.5 V, Vo = 5.5 V 

10§ Vee =5.5 V, VO=2.5V -50 

Vee =5.5 V, 
Outputs high 

lee Aor B ports 10=0, Outputs low 
VI = Vee or GNO Outputs disabled 

L\lee~ 
Vee = 5.5 V, One input at 3.4 V, 
Other inputs at Vee or GNO 

ei Control inputs VI = 2.5 V or 0.5 V 

eio Aor B ports VO" 2.5 V or 0.5 V 

eo TOO Vo - 2.5 Vor 0.5 V . 
On products compliant to Mll-PRF-38535, this parameter does not apply. 

t All typical values are at Vce = 5 V. 

TYPt 

-100 

0.9 

30 

0.9 

3 

10 

8 

SN54ABT8543 

MAX MIN MAX 

-1.2 -1.2 

2.5 

3 

2 

0.55 0.55 

0.55* 

±1 ±1 

±100 ±100 

10 10 

-160 -40 -160 

50 50 

-50 -50 

±100 

±50 ±50 

±50 ±50 

50 50 

-180 -50 -180 

2 2 

38 38 

2 2 

1.5 1.5 

; The parameters 10ZH and lOll include the input leakage current. 
§ Not more than one output should be tested at a time, and the duration of the test should not exceed one second. 

SN74ABT8543 

MIN MAX 

-1.2 

2.5 

3 

2 

0.55 

±1 

±100 

10 

-40 -160 

50 

-50 

±100 

±50 

±50 

50 

-50 -180 

2 

38 

2 

1.5 

~ This is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TIL voltage level rather than Vee or GNO . 
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~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 
rnA 

rnA 

rnA 

pF 

pF 

pF 
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timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 13) 

SN54ABT8543 SN74ABT8543 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

tw Pulse duration LEAB or LEBA high or low 3 3 ns 

tsu Setup time A before LEABi or B before LEBA i 3.5 3 ns 

th Hold time A after LEABi or B after LEBA i 1.5 0.5 ns 

timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 13) 

fclock Clock frequency TCK 

tw Pulse duration TCK high or low 

A or B or CE or LE or OE before TCKi 

tsu Setup time TOI before TCKi 

TMS before TCKi 

A or B or CE or LE or OE after TCKi 

th Hold time TOI after TCKi 

TMS after TCKi 

td Delay time Power up to TCKi 

tr Rise time VCC power up 

- On products compliant to MIL-PRF-38535, this parameter is not production tested . 
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SN54ABT8543 SN74ABT8543 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

0 50 0 50 MHz 

5 5 ns 

6 5 

6.5 6 ns 

6 6 

0.5 0 

0 0 ns 

0 0 

50- 50 ns 

1- 1 J.1S 
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switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 13) 

SN54ABT8543 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO VCC= 5V, 

UNIT (INPUT) (OUTPUT) TA = 25°C MIN MAX 

MIN TYP MAX 

tPLH 2 3.7 4.7 2 5.5 
AorB BorA ns 

tpHL 1.5 3.5 4.4 1.5 5.8 

tpLH 
LEAB or LEBA 

2 4.7 5.6 2 8.1 
BorA ns 

tpHL 1.5 4.1 5 1.5 7.3 

tpZH 2 4.2 5.2 2 7.5 
CEABorCEBA BorA ns 

tPZL 2 4.7 6.1 2 8.4 

tpZH 
OEABorOEBA 

2 4.4 5.4 2 6.7 
BorA ns 

tpZL 2 5.2 7.4 2 7.6 

tPHZ 
CEAB orCEBA 

2.5 5.8 6.8 2.5 9.1 
BorA ns 

tpLZ 2.5 5.3 6.3 2.5 8.7 

tpHZ 
OEABorOEBA 

2 5.9 6.9 2 8.3 
BorA ns 

tpLZ 2 5.2 6.2 2 7.8 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 13) 

PARAMETER 

tpLH 

tpHL 

tpLH 

tpHL 

tpZH 

tpZL 

tpZH 

tpZL 

tpHZ 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 

tpLZ 
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FROM 
(INPUT) 

AorB 

LEAB or LEBA 

CEAB orCEBA 

OEABorOEBA 

CEABorCEBA 

OEABorOEBA 

TO 
(OUTPUT) 

BorA 

BorA 

BorA 

BorA 

BorA 

BorA 
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SN74ABT8543 

VCC=5V, 
UNIT 

TA = 25°C MIN MAX 

MIN TYP MAX 

2 3.7 4.5 2 5.2 
ns 

1.5 3.5 4.4 1.5 5.5 

2 4.7 5.6 2 7.8 
ns 

1.5 4.1 5 1.5 6.9 

2 4.2 5.2 2 7.2 
ns 

2 4.7 5.7 2 8.3 

2 4.4 5.4 2 6.5 
ns 

2 5.2 6.2 2 7.5 

2.5 5.8 6.8 2.5 8.8 
ns 

2.5 5.3 6.3 2.5 8 

2 5.9 6.9 2 7.9 
ns 

2 5.2 6.2 2 7.4 
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switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 13) 

FROM 
PARAMETFR (INPUT) 

fmax TCK 

tpLH 
TCKJ. 

tpHL 

tpLH 
TCKJ. 

tpHL 

tpZH 
TCKJ. 

tpZL 

tpZH 
TCKJ. 

tpZL 

tpHZ 
TCKJ. 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
TCKJ. 

tpLZ 

TO 
VCC=5V, 

(OUTPUT) 
TA = 25°C 

MIN TYP 

50 90 

3.5 8 
AorB 

3 7.7 

2.5 4.3 
TOO 

2.5 4.2 

4.5 8.2 
AorB 

4.5 9 

2.5 4.3 
TOO 

2.5 4.9 

3.5 8.4 
AorB 

3 8 

3 5.9 
TOO 

3 5 

• TEXAS 
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MAX 

9.5 

9 

5.5 

5.5 

9.5 

10.5 

5.5 

6 

10.5 

10.5 

7 

6.5 
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SN54ABT8543 SN74ABT8543 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

50 50 MHz 

3.5 12.7 3.5 12 
ns 

3 12 3 11.5 

2.5 7 2.5 6.5 
ns 

2.5 7 2.5 6.5 

4.5 12.5 4.5 12 
ns 

4.1 13.5 4.5 13 

2.5 7 2.5 6.5 
ns 

2.5 7.5 2.5 7 

3.5 14 3.5 13.5 
ns 

3 13.5 3 13 

3 9 3 8.5 
ns 

3 8 3 7.5 
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PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION 

o 7V 

S1 soon 
From Output --4If---.... -JV\f\r-----/ 

o Open 

rND 
TEST S1 

Under Test 

CL = 50 pF 
(see Note A) T soon 

LOAD CIRCUIT 

\4-- tw----.l 
I I 

,npu,3 ~:1~.5~V~~~~ :: 

Input 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PULSE DURATION 

~_1._5_V __ ~'.5V 
I I ~ 

3V 

OV 

tpLH ~ I I tPHL 

I 11 I ~VOH I 1.5 V I 1.5 V 
--.... 1-- I VOL 

Output 

tpHL --l.---.! ~ tPLH 

Output 
\L!I:-::- VOH 
,1.5V l1.5V 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PROPAGATION DELAY TIMES 

INVERTING AND NONINVERTING OUTPUTS 

VOL 

tpLH/tpHL Open 

tPLz/tpZL 7V 
tpHz/tpZH Open 

Timing Input -------X1.5 V 

------·1'------- OV 

3V 

Data Input 

Output 
Control 

Output 
Waveform 1 

S1 at 7 V 
(see Note B) 

Output 
Waveform 2 
S1 at Open 

(see Note B) 

I~ .~ ~ 
I tsu th I 

-----,.)k'.5V ~ :: 
VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 

SETUP AND HOLD TIMES 

=4,.5 V ~,-1._5V __ _ 

tPZL-+! ~ I 

3V 

OV 

--or I """'\ II tpLZ -.I j.-
i ~ I ~---- 3.5V I 1.5V I 
I . I VOL+~~ VOL 

I I tpHZ ~ j4-
tpZH~ j4- I 

1"1.-5-V---~i-VOH -O.3V VOH 
_____ J. ~OV 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
ENABLE AND DISABLE TIMES 

LOW· AND HIGH·LEVEL ENABLING 

NOTES: A. CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 
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B. Waveform 1 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is low except when disabled by the output control. 
Waveform 2 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is high except when disabled by the output control. 

C. All input pulses are supplied by generators having the following characteristics: PRR ~ 10 MHz, Zo = 50 n. tr ~ 2.5 ns, tf ~ 2.5 ns. 
D. The outputs are measured one at a time with one transition per measurement. 

Figure 13. Load Circuit and Voltage Waveforms 
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• Members of the Texas Instruments 
SCOPETM Family of Testability Products 

• Compatible With the IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990 (JTAG) Test Access Port and 
Boundary-Scan Architecture 

Q Functionally Equivalent to 'F646 and 
I ABT646 In the Normal-Function Mode 

• SCOPETM Instruction Set 
- IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 Required 

Instructions, Optional INTEST, CLAMP, 
and HIGHZ 

- Parallel-Signature Analysis at Inputs 
With Masking Option 

- Pseudo-Random Pattern Generation 
From Outputs 

- Sample InputslToggle Outputs 
- Binary Count From Outputs 
- Even-Parity Opcodes 

• Two Boundary-Scan Cells Per I/O for 
Greater Flexibility 

G State-of-the-Art EPIC-IIBTM BICMOS Design 
Significantly Reduces Power Dissipation 

CD Package Options Include Plastic 
Smail-Outline (OW) and Shrink 
Smail-Outline (DL) Packages, Ceramic Chip 
Carriers (FK), and Standard Ceramic DIPs 
(In 

description 

The 'ABT8646 and scan test devices with octal 
bus transceivers and registers are members of the 
Texas Instruments SCOPETM testability 
integrated-circuit family. This family of devices 
supports IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 boundary 
scan to facilitate testing of complex circuit-board 
assemblies. Scan access to the test circuitry is 
accomplished via the 4-wire test access port 
(TAP) interface. 

SN54ABT8646, SN74ABT8646 
SCAN TEST DEVICES WITH 

OCTAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS AND REGISTERS 
SCBS123E-AUGUST 1992- REVISED JULY 1996 

SN54ABT8646 ••• JT PACKAGE 
SN74ABT8646 ••• OL OR OW PACKAGE 

(TOP VIEW) 

CLKAB 
SAB 
OIR 
A1 
A2. 
A3 

GNO 
A4 
A5 
A6 
A7 
A8 

TOO 
TMS 

1 U 28 

2 27 

3 26 

4 25 

5 24 

6 23 

7 22 

8 21 

9 20 

10 19 

11 18 

12 17 

13 16 

14 15 

CLKBA 
SBA 
OE 

B1 
B2 
B3 
B4 

VCC 
B5 
B6 
B7 

B8 

TOI 
TCK 

SN54ABT8646 ••• FK PACKAGE 
(TOP VIEW) 

() 
,... C\I C") .q- () Ll) <0 
III III III III > III III 

4 3 2 1 28 2726 
OE 5 0 25 B7 

SBA 6 24 B8 
CLKBA 7 23 TOI 
CLKAB 8 22 TCK 

SAB 9 21 TMS 
OIR 10 20~ TOO 
A1 11 19[ A8 

12 1314 15 16 1718 

In the normal mode, these devices are functionally equivalent to the 'F646 and 'ABT646 octal bus transceivers 
and registers. The test circuitry can be activated by the TAP to take snapshot samples of the data appearing 
at the device pins or to perform a self test on the boundary-test cells. Activating the TAP in normal mode does 
not affect the functional operation of the SCOPETM octal bus transceivers and registers. 

SCOPE and EPIC-lIB are trademarks of Texas Instruments Incorporated; 
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Copyright © 1996, Texas Instruments Incorporated 
On produClS compliant to MIL·PRf.38535, all parameten are tested 
unl881 otherwtae noted. On all other produC!S, production 
processing dOlI not nec:euarlly Include tesllng 01 all parametara. 
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description (continued) 

OE 

X 

X 

H 

H 

L 

L 

L 

L 

Transceiver function is controlled by output-enable (OE) and direction (DIR) inputs. When OE is low, the 
transceiver is active and operates in the A-to-B direction when DIR is high or in the B-to-A direction when DIR 
is low. When OE is high, both the A and B outputs are in the high-impedance state, effectively isolating both 
buses. 

Data flow is controlled by clock (CLKAB and CLKBA) and select (SAB and SBA) inputs. Data on the A bus is 
clocked into the associated registers on the low-to-high transition of CLKAB. When SAB is low, real-time A data 
is selected for presentation to the B bus (transparent mode). When SAB is high, stored A data is selected for 
presentation to the B bus (registered mode). The function of the CLKBA and SBA inputs mirrors that of CLKAB 
and SAB, respectively. Figure 1 shows the four fundamental bus-management functions that can be performed 
with the 'ABT8646. 

In the test mode, the normal operation of the SCOppM bus transceivers and registers is inhibited and the test 
circuitry is enabled to observe and control the 1/0 boundary of the device. When enabled, the test circuitry 
performs boundary-scan test operations as described in IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. . 

Four dedicated test pins control the operation of the test circuitry: test data input (TDI), test data output (TDO), 
test mode select (TMS), and test clock (TCK). Additionally, the test circuitry performs other testing functions 
such as parallel-signature analysis (PSA) on data inputs and pseudo-random pattern generation (PRPG) from 
data outputs. All testing and scan operations are synchronized to the TAP interface. 

The SN54ABT8646 is characterized for operation over the full military temperature range of -55°C to 125°C. 
The SN74ABT8646 is characterized for operation from -40°C to 85°C. • 

FUNCTION TABLE 

INPUTS DATA 1/0 

DIR CLKAB CLKBA SAB SBA A1-A8 
OPERATION OR FUNCTION 

B1-88 

X i x x X Input Unspecifiedt Store A, B unspecifiedt 

X X i X X Unspecifiedt Input Store B, A unspecifiedt 

X i i X X Input Input Store A and B data 

X L L X X Input disabled Input disabled Isolation, hold storage 

L X X X L Output Input Real-time B data to A bus 

L X X X H Output Input disabled Stored B data to A bus 

H X X L X Input Output Real-time A data to B bus 

H X X H X Input disabled Output Stored A data to B bus 

t The data-output functions can be enabled or disabled by vanous signals at OE and DIR. Data-Input functions are always enabled; Le., data at 
the bus pins is stored on every low-to-high transition of the clock inputs. 
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'---y---J 
26 3 28 2 27 
OE DIR CLKAB CLKBA SAB SBA 
L L X X X L 

REAL·TIME TRANSFER 
BUS B TO BUSA 

'---y---J 
26 3 1 28 2 27 
OE DIR CLKAB CLKBA SAB SBA 
X X i X X X 
X X X i X X 
H X i i X X 

STORAGE FROM 
A, B, ORAAND B 

SN54ABT8646, SN74ABT8646 
SCAN TEST DEVICES WITH 

OCTAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS AND REGISTERS 
SCBS123E-AUGUST 1992- REVISED JULY 1996 

'---y---J 
26 3 28 2 27 
OE DIR CLKAB CLKBA SAB SBA 
L H X X L X 

REAL·TIME TRANSFER 
BUSATO BUS B 

'---y---J 
26 3 1 28 2 27 
DE DIR CLKAB CLKBA SAB SBA 
L L X X X H 
L H X X H X 

TRANSFER STORED DATA 
TOAAND/OR B 

Pin numbers shown are for the DL, DW, and JT packages. 

Figure 1. Bus-Management Functions 
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functional block diagram 

OE =26=---_-1 

DIR.:.3---I 

CLKBA ,;;:.28=--_-1 

SBA_27 __ -i 

CLKAB _1 __ -i 

SAB,;;:.2_--i 

r-----+-+--f-~ 

TAP 
Controller 

Boundary-Scan Register 

Pin numbers shown for the DL, DW, and JT packages . 
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TERMINAL 
NAME 

Al-A8 

Bl-B8 

CLKAB,CLKBA 

OIR 

GNO 

OE 

SAB, SBA 

TCK 

TDI 

TOO 

TMS 

VCC 

SN54ABT8646, SN74ABT8646 
SCAN TEST DEVICES WITH 

OCTAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS AND REGISTERS 
SCBS123E-AUGUST 1992 - REVISED JULY 1996 

Terminal Functions 

DESCRIPTION 

Normal-function A-bus 1/0 ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function 8-bus 1/0 ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function clock inputs. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function direction-control input. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Ground 

Normal-function output-enable Input. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function select inputs. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Test clock. One of four terminals required by I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990. Test operations of the device are synchronous 
to TCK. Oata is captured on the rising edge of TCK, and outputs change on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test data input. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOI is the serial input for shifting data 
through the instruction register or selected data register. An internal pullup forces TOI to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test data output. One of four terminals required by I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TDO is the serial output for shifting data 
through the instruction register or selected data register. 

Test mode select. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TMS input directs the device through 
its TAP controller states. An internal pullup forces TMS to a high level if left unconnected. 

Supply voltage 
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test architecture 

3-56 

Serial-test information is conveyed by means of a 4-wire test bus or TAP, that conforms to IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990. Test instructions, test data, and test control signals all are passed along this serial-test bus. The 
TAP controller monitors two signals from the test bus, TCK and TMS. The TAP controller extracts the 
synchronization (TCK) and state control (TMS) signals from the test bus and generates the appropriate on-chip 
control signals for the test structures in the device. Figure 2 shows the TAP-controller state diagram. 

The TAP controller is fully synchronous to the TCK Signal. Input data is captured on the rising edge of TCK and 
output data changes on the falling edge of TCK. This scheme ensures that data to be captured is valid for fully 
one-half of the TCK cycle. 

The functional block diagram shows the I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990 4-wire test bus and boundary-scan 
architecture and the relationship among the test bus, the TAP controller, andJhe test registers. As shown, the 
device contains an 8-bit instruction register and three test-data registers: a 40-bit boundary-scan register, an 
11-bit boundary-control register, and a 1-bit bypass register. 

Test-Loglc-Reset 

TMS=L 

Figure 2. TAP-Controller State Diagram 
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state diagram description 

SN54ABT8646, SN74ABT8646 
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OCTAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS AND REGISTERS 
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The TAP controller is a synchronous finite state machine that provides test control signals throughout the device. 
The state diagram shown in Figure 2 is in accordance with IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. The TAP controller 
proceeds through its states based on the level of TMS at the rising edge of TCK. 

As shown, the TAP controller consists of 16 states. There are six stable states (indicated by a looping arrow in 
the state diagram) and ten unstable states. A stable state is a state the TAP controller can retain for consecutive 
TCK cycles. Any state that does not meet this criterion is an unstable state. 

There are two main paths through the state diagram: one to access and control the selected data register and 
one to access and control the instruction register. Only one register can be accessed at a time. 

Test-Logie-Reset 

The device powers up in the Test-Logic-Reset state. In the stable Test-Logie-Reset state, the test logic is reset 
and is disabled so that the normal logic function of the device is performed. The instruction register is reset to 
an opcode that selects the optionallDCODE instruction, if supported, or the BYPASS instruction. Certain data 
registers also can be reset to their power-up values. 

The state machine is constructed such that the TAP controller returns to the Test-Logic-Reset state in no more 
than five TCK cycles if TMS is left high. The TMS pin has an internal pullup resistor that forces it high if left 
unconnected or if a board defect causes it to be open circuited. 

For the 'ABT8646, the instruction register is reset to the binary value 11111111, which selects the BYPASS 
instruction. Each bit in the boundary-scan register is reset to logic o. The boundary-control register is reset to 
the binary value 00000000010, which selects the PSA test operation with no input masking. 

Run-Test/Idle 

The TAP controller must pass through the Run-TesVldle state (from Test-Logic-Reset) before executing any test 
operations. The Run-TesVldle state also can be entered following data-register or instruction-register scans. 
Run-TesVldle is a stable state in which the test logic can be actively running a test or can be idle .. 

The test operations selected by the boundary-control register are performed while the TAP controller is in the 
Run-TesVldle state. 

Select-DR-Scan, Select-IR-Scan 

No specific function is performed in the Select-OR-Scan and Select-IR-Scan states, and the TAP controller exits 
either of these states on the next TCK cycle. These states allow the selection of either data-register scan or 
instruction-register scan. 

Capture-DR 

When a data-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-DR state. In the 
Capture-DR state, the selected data register can capture a data value as specified by the current instruction. 
Such capture operations occur on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-DR state. 

Shift-DR 

Upon entry to the Shift-DR state, the data register is placed in the scan path between TOI and TOO and, on the 
first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TOO enables to the logic 
level present in the least-significant bit of the selected data register. 

While in the stable Shift-DR state, data is serially shifted through the selected data register on each TCK cycle. 
The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-DR state (Le., no shifting occurs during 
the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-DR to Shift-DR or from Exit2-DR to Shift-DR). 
The last shift occurs on the riSing edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-DR state . 
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Exlt1-0R, Exlt2-DR 

The Exit1-0R and Exit2-0R states are temporary states that end a data-register scan. It is possible to return 
to the Shift-OR state from either Exit1-DR or Exit2-0R without recapturing the data register. 

On the first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-DR, TOO goes from the active state to the 
high-impedance state. 

Pause-DR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-OR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-OR state suspends and resumes data-register scan operations without loss of data. 

Update-DR 

If the current instruction calls for the selected data register to be updated with current data, then such update 
occurs on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the Update-DR state. 

Capture-IR 

When an instruction-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-IR state. In 
the Capture-IR state, the instruction register captures its current. status value. This capture operation occurs 
on the rising edge of TCK upon, which the TAP controller exits the Capture-IR state. 

For the' ABT8646, the status value loaded in the Capture-IR state is the fixed binary value 10000001. 

Shlft-IR 

Upon entry to the Shift-IR state, the instruction register is placed in the scan path between TOI and TOO and, 
on the first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TOO enables to 
the logic level present in the least-significant bit of the instruction register. 

While in the stable Shift-IR state, instruction data is serially shifted through the instruction register on each TCK 
cycle. The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-IR state (Le., no shifting occurs 
during the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-IR to Shift-IR or from Exit2-IR to 
Shift-IR). The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-IR state. 

Exlt1-IR, Exlt2-IR 

The Exit1-IR and Exit2-IR states are temporary states that end an instruction-register scan. It is possible to 
return to the Shift-IR state from either Exit1-IR or Exit2-IR without recapturing the instruction register. 

On the first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-IR, TOO goes from the active state to the 
high-impedance state. 

Pause-IR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-IR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-IR state suspends and resumes instruction-register scan operations without loss 
of data. 

Update-IR 

3-58 

The current in,struction is updated and takes effect on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the 
Update-IR state. 
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register overview 

With the exception of the bypass register, any test register can be thought of as a serial-shift register with a 
shadow latch on each bit. The bypass register differs in that it contains only a shift register. During the 
appropriate capture state (Capture-IR for instruction register, Capture-DR for data registers), the shift register 
can be parallel loaded from a source specified by the current instruction. During the appropriate shift state 
(Shift-IR or Shift-DR), the contents of the shift register are shifted out from TOO while new contents are shifted 
in at TO!. During the appropriate update state (Update-IR or Update-DR), the shadow latches are updated from 
the shift register. 

instruction register description 

TOI 

The instruction register (IR) is eight bits long and tells the device what instruction is to be executed. Information 
contained in the instruction includes the mode of operation (either normal mode, in which the device performs 
its normal logic function, or test mode, in which the normal logic function is inhibited or altered), the test operation 
to be performed, which of the three data registers is to be selected for inclusion in the scan path during 
data-register scans, and the source of data to be captured into the selected data register during Capture-DR. 

Table 3 lists the instructions supported by the' ABT8646. The even-parity feature specified for SCOPET'"' devices 
is supported in this device. Bit 7 of the instruction opcode is the parity bit. Any instructions that are defined for 
SCOPET'"' devices but are not supported by this device default to BYPASS. 

During Capture-IR, the IR captures the binary value 10000001. As an instruction is shifted in, this value is shifted 
out via TOO and can be inspected as verification that the IR is in the scan path. During Update-IR, the value 
that has been shifted into the IR is loaded into shadow latches. At this time, the current instruction is updated, 
and any specified mode change takes effect. At power up or in the Test-Logic-Reset state, the IR is reset to the 
binary value 11111111, which selects the BYPASS instruction. The IR of scan is shown in Figure 3. 

Blt7 -. Parity r-. Blt6 
(MSB) 

-+ Blt5 r--+ Blt4 r--+ Bit 3 f--+ Blt2 -+ 

Figure 3. Instruction Register Order of Scan 
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data register description 

boundary-scan register 

The boundary-scan register (BSR) is 40 bits long. It contains one boundary-scan cell (BSG) for each 
normal-function input pin, two BSCs for each normal-function I/O pin (one for input data and one for output data), 
and one BSC for each of the internally decoded output-enable signals (OEA and OEB). The BSR is used 1) to 
store test data that is to be applied internally to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic and/or externally to the 
device output pins, and/or 2) to capture data that appears internally at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic 
and/or externally at the device input pins. 

The source of data to be captured into the BSR during Capture-DR is determined by the current instruction. The 
contents of the BSR can change during Run-Test/Idle as determined by the current instruction. At power up or 
in Test-Logic-Reset, the value of each BSC is reset to logic O. 

When external data is to be captured, the BSCs for signals OEA and DEB capture logic values determined by 

the following positive-logic equations: OEA = DE • m, arid OEB = DE • DIR. When data is to be applied 
externally, these BSCs control the drive state (active or high-impedance) of their respective outputs. 

The BSR order of scan is from TDI through bits 39-0 to TDO. Table 1 shows the BSR bits and their associated 
device pin signals. 

Table 1. Boundary-Scan Register Configuration 

BSR BIT DEVICE BSR BIT DEVICE BSR BIT DEVICE BSR BIT DEVICE BSR BIT DEVICE 
NUMBER SIGNAL NUMBER 

39 OE8 31 

38 OEA 30 

37 DIR 29 

36 OE 28 

35 ClKA8 27 

34 CLK8A 26 

33 SA8 25 

32 S8A 24 

:Hi0 

SIGNAL 

A8-1 

A7-1 

A6-1 

A5-1 

A4-1 

A3-1 

A2-1 

AH 

NUMBER SIGNAL 

23 A8-0 

22 A7-O 

21 A6-O 

20 A5-0 

19 A4-O 

18 A3-O 

17 A2-0 

16 A1-O 
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15 

14 

13 

12 

11 

10 

9 

8 
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SIGNAL NUMBER SIGNAL 

88-1 7 88-0 

87-1 6 87-0 

86-1 5 86-0 

85-1 4 85-0 

84-1 3 84-0 

83-1 2 83-0 

82-1 1 82-0 

8H 0 81-0 
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The boundary-control register (SCR) is 11 bits long. The SCR is used in the context of the RUNT instruction to 
implement additional test operations not included in the basic SCOPETM instruction set. Such operations include 
PRPG, PSA with input masking, and binary count up (COUNT). Table 4 shows the test operations that are 
decoded by the SCR. 

During Capture-DR, the contents of the SCR are not changed. At power up or in Test-Logic-Reset, the SCR is 
reset to the binary value 00000000010, which selects the PSA test operation with no input masking. 

The SCR order of scan is from TDI through bits 10-0 to TOO. Table 2 shows the SCR bits and their associated 
test control signals. 

Table 2. Boundary-Control Register Configuration 

BCR BIT 
TEST 

BCR BIT 
TEST 

BCR BIT 
TEST 

NUMBER 
CONTROL. 

NUMBER 
CONTROL. 

NUMBER 
CONTROL. 

SIGNAL. SIGNAL. SIGNAL. 

10 MASK8 6 MASK4 2 OPCODE2 

9 MASK7 5 MASK3 1 OPCODE1 

8 MASK6 4 MASK2 0 OPCODEO 

7 MASK5 3 MASK1 - -

bypass register 

The bypass register is a 1-bit scan path that can be selected to shorten the length of the system scan path, 
thereby reducing the number of bits per test pattern that must be applied to complete a test operation. During 
Capture-DR, the bypass register captures a logic O. The bypass register order of scan is shown in Figure 4. 

TDI-1 Bit 0 ~TDO 
Figure 4. Bypass Register Order of Scan 
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Instruction-register opcode description 

The instruction-register opcodes are shown in Table 3. The following descriptions detail the operation of 
each instruction. 

Table 3. Instruction-Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODEt 
SELECTED DATA 

BIT7~ BIT 0 SCOPE OPCODE DESCRIPTION REGISTER MODE 
MSB~LSB 

00000000 EXTEST/INTEST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

10000001 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

10000010 SAMPLE/PRELOAD Sample boundary Boundary scan Normal 

00000011 INTEST/EXTEST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

10000100 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000101 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000110 HIGHZ Control boundary to high impedance Bypass Modified test 

10000111 CLAMP Control boundary to 1/0 Bypass Test 

10001000 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00001001 RUNT Boundary run test Bypass Test 

00001010 READBN Boundary read Boundary scan Normal 

10001011 READBT Boundary read Boundary scan Test 

00001100 CELLTST Boundary self test Boundary scan Normal 

10001101 TOPHIP Boundary toggle outputs Bypass Test 

10001110 SCANCN Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Normal 

00001111 SCANCT Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Test 

All others BYPASS Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

t Bit 7 is used to mamtain even panty in the 8·bit instruction. 
;The BYPASS instruction is executed in lieu of a SCOPE Til instruction that is not supported in the 'ABT8646. 

boundary scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 EXTEST and INTEST instructions. The BSR is 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input pins is captured in the input BSCs, while data 
appearing at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic is captured in the output BSCs. Data that has been scanned 
into the input BSCs is applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic, while data that has been scanned into 
the output BSCs is applied to the device output pins. The device operates in the test mode. 

bypass scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 BYPASS instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in the normal mode. 

sample boundary 

3-62 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction. The BSR is 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input pins is captured in the input BSCs, while data 
appearing at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic is captured in the output BSCs. The device operates in the 
normal mode. 
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This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1a-1993 HIGHZ instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in a modified test mode in which all device I/O pins are placed in the high-impedance state, the device 
input pins remain operational, and the normal on-chip logic function is performed. 

control boundary to 1/0 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1 a-1993 CLAMP instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. Data in the input 
BSCs is applied to the inputs of the normal on-Chip logic, while data in the output BSCs is applied to the device 
output pins. The device operates in the test mode. ' 

boundary run test 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. The device operates in the test mode. The test operation specified in the BCR is executed during 
Run-Test/Idle. The five test operations decoded by the BCR are: sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP), 
PRPG, PSA, simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSAlPRPG), and simultaneous PSA and binary count up 
(PSAICOUNT). 

boundary read 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BSR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
instruction is useful for inspecting data after a PSA operation. 

boundary self test 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. All BSCs capture the inverse of their current values during Capture-DR. 
In this way, the contents of the shadow latches can be read out to verify the integrity of both shift-register and 
shadow-latch elements of the BSR. The device operates in the normal mode. 

boundary toggle outputs 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output BSCs is toggled on each rising edge of 
TCK in Run-Test/Idle, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output pins on each 
falling edge of TCK in Run-Test/Idle. Data in the selected input BSCs remains constant and is applied to the 
inputs of the normal on-chip logic. Data appearing at the device input pins is not captured in the input BSCs. 
The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary-control-register scan 

The BCR is selected in the scan path. The value in the SCR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
operation must be performed before a boundary-run test operation to specify which test operation is to 
be executed. 
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boundary-control-register opcode description 

The BCR opcodes are decoded from BCR bits 2-0 as shown in Table 4. The selected test operation is performed 
while the RUNT instruction is executed in the Run-Test/Idle state. The following descriptions detail the operation 
of each BeR instruction and illustrate the associated PSA and PRPG algorithms. 

Table 4. Boundary-Control Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODE 
BIT 2 ~ BIT 0 DESCRIPTION 
MSB~ LSB 

XOO Sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

XOl Pseudo-random pattern generation/16-bit mode (PRPG) 

Xl0 Parallel-signature analysls/16-bit mode (PSA) 

011 Simultaneous PSA and PRPG/8-bit mode (PSNPRPG) 

111 Simultaneous PSA and binary count up/8-bit mode (PSNCOUNT) 

In general, while the control input BSCs (bits 39-32) are not included in the sample, toggle, PSA, PRPG, or 
COUNT algorithms, the output-enable BSCs (bits 39-38 of the BSR) do control the drive state (active or high 
impedance) of the selected device output pins. These BCR instructions are valid only when the device is 
operating in one direction of data flow (that is, OEA :t: OEB). Otherwise, the bypass instruction is operated. 

PSA Input masking 

Bits 10-3 of the BCR specify device input pins to be masked from PSA operations. Bit 10 selects masking for 
device input pin A8 during A-to-B data flow or for device input pin B8 during B-to-A data flow. Bit 3 selects 
masking for device input pins A 1 or B1 during A-to-B or B-to-A data flow, respectively. Bits intermediate to 10 
and 3 mask corresponding device input pins, in order, from most significant to least significant, as indicated in 
Table 3. When the mask bit that corresponds to a particular device input has a logic 1 value, the device input 
pin is masked from any PSA operation, i.e., the state of the device input pin is ignored and has no effect on the 
generated signature. Otherwise, when a mask bit has a logic 0 value, the corresponding device input is not 
masked from the PSA operation. 

sample Inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

3-64 

Data appearing at the selected device input pins is captured in the shift-register elements of the selected BSCs 
on each rising edge of TCK. This data is updated in the shadow latches of the selected input BSCs and applied 
to the inputs of the normal on-Chip logic. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output BSCs is 
toggled on each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output 
pins on each falling edge of TCK. 
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pseudo-random pattern generation (PRPG) 

A pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected BSCs on each rising edge 
of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output pins on each falling edge 
of TCK. This data also is updated in the shadow latches of the selected input BSCs and applied to the inputs 
of the normal on-chip logic. Figures 5 and 6 show the 16-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through 
which the patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this 
operation. A seed value of all zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

A8-1 A7·1 A6·1 A5·1 A4-1 A3-1 A2·1 A1·1 

88-0 87·0 86·0 85·0 84-0 83-0 82·0 81·0 

Figure 5. 16-Blt PRPG Configuration (OEA = 0, OEB = 1) 

88-1 87-1 86·1 85-1 84-1 83·1 82·1 81·1 

A8-0 A7·0 A6-0 A5-0 A4-0 A3-0 A2·0 A1·0 

Figure 6. 16-Blt PRPG Configuration (OEA=1, OEB= 0) 
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parallel-signature analysis (PSA) 

Data appearing at the selected device input pins is compressed into a 16-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. This data is updated in the shadow 
latches of the selected input BSCs and applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic. Data in the shadow 
latches of the selected output BSCs remains constant and is applied to the device outputs. Figures 7 and 8 show 
the 16-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the signature is generated. An initial seed 
value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. 

A8-1 AN A6-1 A5-1 A4-1 A3-1 A2-1 Ai-I 

88-0 87-0 86-0 85-0 84-0 83-0 82-0 81-0 

Figure 7. 16-81t PSA Configuration (OEA = 0, OEB = 1) 

88-1 87-1 86-1 85-1 84-1 83-1 82-1 81-1 

A8-0 A7-0 A6-0 A5-0 A4-0 A3-0 A2-0 A1-0 

Figure 8. 16-81t PSA Configuration (OEA = 1, OEB = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSA/PRPG) 

Data appearing at the selected device input pins is compressed into an a-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected input BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. This data is updated in the 
shadow latches of the selected input BSCs and applied to the inputs of the normal on-Chip logic. At the same 
time, an a-bit pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output BSCs 
on each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output pins 
on each falling edge of TCK. Figures 9 and 10 show the a-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through 
which the signature and patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before 
performing this operation. A seed value of all zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

(f)=D-

~ 

(f)=D-

A8-1 A 7-1 A6·1 A5·1 A4-1 A3·1 A2·1 A 1-1 

B8-0 B7·0 B6·0 B5-0 B4-0 B3·0 B2·0 B1-0 

Figure 9. 8-Bit PSAlPRPG Configuration (OEA = 0, OEB = 1) 

B8·1 B7·1 B6·1 B5·1 B4-1 B3·1 B2·1 B1·1 

A8-0 A7-0 A6·0 A5·0 A4-0 A3·0 

Figure 10. 8-Blt PSA/PRPG Configuration (OEA = 1, OEB = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and binary count up (PSA/COUNT) 

:Hi8 

Data appearing at the selected device input pins is compressed into an a-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected input BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. This data is updated in the 
sh~dow latches of the selected input BSCs and applied to the inputs of the normal on-Chip logic. At the same 
time, an a-bit binary count-up pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output BSCs 
on each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output pins 
on each falling edge of TCK. In addition, the shift-register elements of the opposite output BSCs count carries 
out of the selected output BSCs extending the count to 16 bits. Figures 11 and 12 show the a-bit linear-feedback 
shift-register algorithms through which the signature is generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into 
the BSR before performing this operation. 

A8-1 A7-1 A6-1 AS-I A4-1 A3-1 A2-1 A1-1 

MSB LSB 

QQQQQQQQ 
B8-0 B7-0 B6-0 B5-0 84-0 B3-0 B2-0 B1-0 

Figure 11. 8-Bit PSA/COUNT Configuration (OEA = 0, OEB = 1) 

B8-1 B7-1 B6-1 B5-1 B4-1 B3-1 82-1 B1-1 

MSB LSB 

QQQQQQQQ 
A8-0 A7-0 A6-0 AS-O A4-0 A3-0 A2-0 A1-0 

Figure 12. B-Bit PSA/COUNT Configuration (OEA = 1, OEB = 0) 
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All test operations of the 'ABT8646 are synchronous to TCK. Data on the TDI, TMS, and normal-function inputs 
is captured on the rising edge of TCK. Data appears on the TOO and normal-function output pins on the falling 
edge of TCK. The TAP controller is advanced through its states (as shown in Figure 2) by changing the value 
of TMS on the falling edge of TCK and then applying a rising edge to TCK. 

A simple timing example is shown in Figure 13. In this example, the TAP controller begins in the 
Test-Logic-Reset state and is advanced through its states as necessary to perform one instruction-register scan 
and one data-register scan. While in the Shift-IR and Shift-DR states, TDI is used to input serial data, and TOO 
is used to output serial data. The TAP controller is then returned to the Test-Logic-Reset state. Table 5 details 
the operation of the test circuitry during each TCK cycle. 

TCK TAP STATE 
CYCLE(S) AFTERTCK 

1 Test-Logic-Reset 

2 Run-Test/Idle 

3 Select-OR-Scan 

4 Select-IR-Scan 

5 Capture-IR 

6 Shift-IR 

7-13 Shift-IR 

14 Exit1-IR 

15 Update-IR 

16 Select-OR-Scan 

17 Capture-DR 

18 Shift-DR 

19-20 Shift-DR 

21 Exit1-0R 

22 Update-DR 

23 Select-OR-Scan 

24 Select-IR-Scan 

25 Test-Logic-Reset 

Table 5. Explanation of Timing Example 

DESCRIPTION 

TMS is changed to a logic 0 value on the falling edge of TCK to begin advancing the TAP controller toward 
the desired state. 

The IR captures the 8-bit binary value 10000001 on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-IR state. 

TOO becomes active and TOI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

One bit is shifted into the IR on each TCK rising edge. With TOI held at a logic 1 value, the 8-bit binary value 
11111111 is serially scanned into the IR. Atthe same time, the 8-bit binary value 10000001 is serially scanned 
out of the IR via TOO. In TCK cycle 13, TMS is changed to a logic 1 value to end the IR scan on the next 
TCK cycle. The last bit of the instruction is shifted as the TAP controller advances from Shift-IR to Exit1-IR. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The IR is updated with the new instruction (BYPASS) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The bypass register captures a logic 0 value on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-DR state. 

TOO becomes active and TOI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the riSing edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

The binary value 101 is shifted in via TOI, while the binary value 010 is shifted out via TOO. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

In general, the selected data register is updated with the new data on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test operation completed 
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2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

TCK 

TMS LJ I I 
TOI ~ '~ U ~ 

TOO ~ ~ n ~ 
i CD c c a: a: 

~ 
a: c a: a: a: a: c c i i5 ~ ~ ~ j ~ C C ~ C ~ CD 5 e == 

CD 
a: a: ~ ~ ~ 1/1 ci: ::I :c ~ ctI ci: :c ~ ci: TAP U t7 a: Q. en w " ::I U Q, Q. en " 8' c z c w c z 8' Controller ctI Q, 

C ~ U 0 ::J ~ ctI ::J ~ u 
State ...J ::I U CD ~ 0 ~ CD ...J 

"Iii a: CD ;;j ;;j "Iii 
~ 

;;j ;;j ;;j 
~ 

~ 3-State (TOO) or Don't Care (TOI) 

Figure 13. Timing Example 

absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)t 

Supply voltage range, Vee .......................................................... -0.5 V to 7 V 
Input voltage range, VI (except I/O ports) (see Note 1) .................................. -0.5 V to 7 V 
Input voltage range, VI (110 ports) (see Note 1) ....................................... -0.5 V to 5.5 V 
Voltage range applied to any output in the high state or power-off state, Vo .............. -0.5 V to 5.5 V 
Current into any output in the low state, 10: SN54ABT8646 ......... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 96 rnA 

SN74ABT8646 .................................. 128 rnA 
Input clamp current, 11K (VI < 0) ........................................................... -18 rnA 
Output clamp current, 10K (Vo < 0) ........................................................ -50 rnA 
Maximum power dissipation at TA = 55°C (in still air) (see Note 2): OL package ................... 0.7 W 

OW package .................. 1.7 W 
Storage temperature range, Tstg ................................................... -65°C to 150°C 

t Stresses beyond those listed under "absolute maximum ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings only, and 
functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated under "recommended operating conditions" is not 
implied. Exposure to absolute-maximum-rated conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTES: 1. The input and output negative-voltage ratings can be exceeded if the input and output clamp-current ratings are observed. 
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2. The maximum package power dissipation is calculated using a junction temperature of 150°C and a board trace length of 750 mils. 
For more information, referto the Package Thermal Considerations application note in the ABT Advanced BiCMOS Technology Data 
Book, literature number SCBD002 . 
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recommended operating conditions (see Note 3) 

Vee Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

VIL Low-level input voltage 

VI Input voltage 

10H High-level output current 

10L Low-level output current 

l!,.t!!1v Input transition rise or fall rate 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

NOTE 3: Unused pins (input or I/O) must be held high or low to prevent them from floating. 

~TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 

POST OFFICE BOX 655303 • DALLAS. TEXAS 75265 

SN54ABT8646 

MIN MAX 

4.5 5.5 

2 

0.8 

0 Vee 
-24 

48 

10 

-55 125 

SN74ABT8646 
UNIT 

MIN MAX 

4.5 5.5 V 

2 V 

0.8 V 

0 Vee V 

-32 mA 

64 mA 

10 nsN 
-40 85 °e 
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electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) 

PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 
TA = 25°C 

MIN 

VIK Vee=4.5V, II =-18 mA 

Vee =4.5 v, 10H =-3mA 2.5 

Vee=5V, 10H =-3mA 3 
VOH 

10H =-24 mA 2 
Vee =4.5V 

10H =-32 mA 2· 

10l = 48 mA 
VOL Vee =4.5 V 

IOl=64 mA 

elK,OIR, 

II OE, 5, TeK Vee = 5.5 V, VI = Vee or GNO 
A or B ports 

IIH TOI, TM5 Vee =5.5 V, VI= Vee 

III TOI, TM5 Vee =5.5V, VI = GNO -40 

10ZH:!: Vee=5.5 V, Vo=2.7V 

10Zl:!: Vee=5.5 V, Vo = 0.5 V 

loff Vee =0, VI orVo S4.5 V 

10ZPU Vee = Ot02V, Vo = 0.5 V or 2.7 V 

10ZPO Vee =2VtoO, Vo = 0.5 V or 2.7 V 

leEX Outputs high Vee = 5.5 V, VO=5.5V 

10§ Vee =5.5 V, VO=2.5V -50 

Vee =5.5 V, Outputs high 

lee A or B ports 10=0, Outputs low 
VI = Vee or GNO Outputs disabled 

L\lee~ 
Vee = 5.5 V, One input at 3.4 V, 
Other inputs at Vee or GNO 

ei eontrol inputs VI .. 2.5 V or 0.5 V 

eio A or B ports Vo = 2.5 Vor 0.5 V 

eo TOO Vo =2.5 Vor 0.5 V 

• On products compliant to Mll-PRF-38535, this parameter does not apply. 
t All typical values are at Vee = 5 V. 

TYPt 

-100 

0.9 

30 

0.9 

3 

10 

8 

SN54ABT8646 

MAX MIN MAX 

-1.2 -1.2 

2.5 

3 

2 

0.55 0.55 

0.55· 

±1 ±1 

±100 ±100 

10 10 

-160 -40 -160 

50 50 

-50 -50 

±100 

±50 ±50 

±50 ±50 

50 50 

-180 -50 -180 

2 2 

38 38 

2 2 

1.5 1.5 

:!: The parameters 10ZH and 10Zl include the input leakage current. 
§ Not more than one output should be tested at a time, and the duration of the test should not exceed one second. 

SN74ABT8646 

MIN MAX 

-1.2 

2.5 

3 

2 

0.55 

±1 

±100 

10 

-40 -160 

50 

-50 

±100 

±50 

±50 

50 

-50 -180 

2 

38 

2 

1.5 

~ This is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TTL voltage level rather than Vee or GNO . 
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V 
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~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

mA 

mA 

mA 

pF 

pF 

pF 
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timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 14) 

SN54ABT8646 SN74ABT8646 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency CLKAB or CLKBA 0 100 0 100 MHz 

tw Pulse duration CLKAB or CLKBA high or low 3 3 ns 

tsu Setup time A before CLKABi or B before CLKBA i 4.7 4.5 ns 

th Hold time A after CLKABi or B after CLKBA i 0 0 ns 

timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 14) 

fclock Clock frequency TCK 

tw Pulse duration TCK high or low 

A, B, CLK, OIR, OE, or S before TCKi 

tsu Setup time TOI before TCKi 

TMS before TCKi 

A, B, CLK, OIR, OE, or S after TCKi 

th Hold time TOI after TCKi 

TMS after TCKi 

td Oelaytime Power up to TCKi 

tr Rise time Vccpower up 

• On products compliant to MIL-PRF-38535, this parameter is not production tested. 
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SN54ABT8646 SN74ABT8646 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

0 50 0 50 MHz 

5 5 ns 

7 5 

6 6 ns 

6 6 

0 0 

0 0 ns 

0 0 

50· 50 ns 

1· 1 IJ.S 
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switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 14) 

SN54ABT8646 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO VCC=5V, 

UNIT (INPUT) (OUTPUT) TA = 25°C MIN MAX 
MIN TYP MAX 

fmax CLKAB or CLKBA 100 130 100 MHz 

tpLH 2 3.7 4.5 2 5.5 
AorB BorA ns 

tpHL 2 3.5 4.6 2 5.8 

tpLH 3 4.4 5.3 3 6.3 
CLKAB or CLKBA BorA ns 

tpHL 2.5 4.3 5.2 2.5 6.7 

tpLH 2 4.8 6 2 7.5 
SAB orSBA BorA ns 

tpHL 2 4.7 5.9 2 7.8 

tpZH 2.5 4.4 5.4 2.5 6.6 
DlR BorA ns 

tpZL 3 4.8 6.2 3 8.1 

tpZH 2.5 4.4 5.4 2.5 6.7 
OE BorA ns 

tpZL 3 5.2 6.2 3 7.6 

tpHZ 3 6 7.9 3 8.9 
DIR BorA ns 

tpLZ 3 5.2 6.6 3 8.1 

tpHZ 
OE 

2 5.9 7.7 2.8 8.6 
BorA ns 

tpLZ 3 5.2 6.2 3 8.3 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 14) 

PARAMETER 

fmax 

tpLH 

tPHL 

tPLH 

tpHL 

tpLH 

tpHL 

tpZH 

tpZL 

tpZH 

tPZL 

tpHZ 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 

tPLZ 
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FROM 
(INPUT) 

CLKAB or CLKBA 

AorB 

CLKAB or CLKBA 

SABorSBA 

DIR 

OE 

DIR 

OE 

TO 
(OUTPUT) 

BorA 

BorA 

BorA 

BorA 

BorA 

BorA 

BorA 
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VCC=5V, 
UNIT 

TA = 25°C MIN MAX 

MIN TYP MAX 

100 130 100 MHz 

2 3.7 4.5 2 5.2 
ns 

2 3.5 4.4 2 5.5 

3 4.4 5.3 3 6 
ns 

2.5 4.3 5.2 2.5 6.2 

2 4.8 6 2 7.3 
ns 

2 4.7 5.9 2 7.4 

2.5 4.4 5.3 2.5 6.5 

3 4.8 6.2 
ns 

3 7.1 

2.5 4.4 5.4 2.5 6.5 
ns 

3 5.2 6.2 3 7.5 

3 6 7 3 8.6 

3 5.2 6.2 
ns 

3 7.9 

3 5.9 6.9 3 7.9 

3 5.2 6.2 3 7.4 
ns 
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switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 14) 

SN54ABT8646 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO VCC=5V, 

UNIT (INPUT) (OUTPUT) TA = 25°C MIN MAX 
MIN TYP MAX 

fmax TCK 50 90 50 MHz 

tpLH 
TCK..t. 

3.5 8 9.5 3.5 13.4 
AorB ns 

tpHL 3 7.7 10 3 12 

tpLH 
TCK..t. 

2.5 4.3 5.5 2.S 7 
TOO ns 

tpHL 2.5 4.2 5.5 2.S 7 

tpZH 
TCK..t. 

4.5 8.2 9.7 4.S 12.5 
AorB ns 

tpZL 4.5 9 11.2 4.S 13.5 

tpZH 
TCK..t. 

2.5 4.3 5.5 2.S 7 
TOO ns 

tpZL 2.5 4.9 6 2.S 7.5 

tpHZ 
TCK..t. 

3.5 8.4 13 3.S 14.5 
AorB ns 

tpLZ 3 8 10.5 3 13.5 

tpHZ 
TCK..t. 

3 5.9 7 3 9 
TOO ns 

tpLZ 3 5 6.5 3 8 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 14) 

PARAMETER 
FROM 

(INPUT) 

fmax TCK 

tpLH 
TCK..t. 

tPHL 

tpLH 
TCK..t. 

tpHL 

tpZH 
TCK..t. 

tpZL 

tpZH 
TCK..t. 

tpZL 

tpHZ 
TCK..t. 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
TCK..t. 

tpLZ 

TO 
(OUTPUT) 

AorB 

TOO 

AorB 

TOO 

AorB 

TOO 
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VCC=5V, 
UNIT 

TA = 25°C MIN MAX 
MIN TYP MAX 

SO 90 50 MHz 

3.5 8 9.5 3.S 12 
ns 

3 7.7 9 3 11.S 

2.5 4.3 5.S 2.S 6.5 
ns 

2.S 4.2 5.S 2.S 6.5 

4.5 8.2 9.5 4.S 12 
ns 

4.S 9 10.5 4.S 13 

2.5 4.3 5.5 2.5 6.5 
ns 

2.5 4.9 6 2.S 7 

3.5 8.4 10.5 3.S 13.5 
ns 

3 8 10.S 3 13 

3 5.9 7 3 8.S 
ns 

3 5 6.5 3 7.5 
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PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION 

o 7V 

S1 500n o Open From Output 
Under Test - ...... --tl~-'\Nv-----/ TEST S1 

CL=50 pF 
(see Note A) I 

500n 

LOAD CIRCUIT 

14--- tw ----.! 
I I 

'np"' 3 ~:~~.5~V~~~~ :: 

Input 

Output 

Output 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PULSE DURATION 

=¥ .... 1_.5_V_...J~1.5V :: 

I I I - - I 
tpLH~ ~tpHL 

1 f' I ~VOH I 1.5 V I 1.5 V 
--+-1 --' I VOL 

tpHL --l.---.! ~ tpLH 

I ~I VOH 
\1.5V T 1.5V 
,",---'---- VOL 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PROPAGATION DELAY TIMES 

INVERTING AND NONINVERTING OUTPUTS 

tPLH/tpHL Open 

tPLz/tpZL 7V 

tPHz/tpZH Open 

3V 
Timing Input ------'},( 1.5 V _____ ..J·I'-______ OV 

Data Input 

Output 
Control 

Output 
Waveform 1 

S1 at 7V 
(see Note B) 

Output 
Waveform 2 
S1 atOpen 

(see Note B) 

1 I.. I 
14 t ·r th ·1 
I su 1 

---)kl.5V ~ :: 
VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 

SETUP AND HOLD TIMES 

=¥1.5V ~~1._5_V __ _ 

tpZL~ I+- I 

3V 

OV 

__ .;..1 ...,. 1 tPLZ --.I l+-
I ~.5 V I K-'O-L-+-O-.3-V V

3
•
5 

V 

1 I f:~ -- OL 
1 I tpHZ ~ j4-- , 

tpZH~ j4- I 
1---- VOH 

!1.5V ~H-O.3V 
____ ..J. - =OV 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
ENABLE AND DISABLE TIMES 

LOW· AND HIGH· LEVEL ENABLING 

NOTES: A. CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 
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B. Waveform 1 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is low except when disabled by the output control. 
Waveform 2 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is high except when disabled by the output control. 

C. All input pulses are supplied by generators having the following characteristics: PRR s 10 MHz, Zo = 50 n, tr S 2.5 ns, tf S 2.5 ns. 
D. The outputs are measured one at a time with one transition per measurement. 

Figure 14. Load Circuit and Voltage Waveforms 
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WITH OCTAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS AND REGISTERS 

• Members of the Texas Instruments 
SCOPETM Family of Testability Products 

• Compatible With the IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990 (JTAG) Test Access Port and 
Boundary-Scan Architecture 

o Functionally Equivalent to 'F652 and 
'ABT652 In the Normal-Function Mode 

• SCOPETM Instruction Set 
- IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 Required 

Instructions, Optional INTEST, CLAMP, 
and HIGHZ 

- Parallel-Signature Analysis at Inputs 
With Masking Option 

- Pseudo-Random Pattern Generation 
From Outputs 

- Sample InputslToggle Outputs 
- Binary Count From Outputs 
- Even-Parity Opcodes 

• Two Boundary-Scan Cells Per 1/0 for 
Greater Flexibility 

• State-of-the-Art EPIC-IIBTM BiCMOS Design 
Significantly Reduces Power Dissipation 

o Package Options Include Shrink 
Small-Outline (DL) and Plastic 
Smail-Outline (OW) Packages, CeramIc 
Chip Carriers (FK), and Standard Ceramic 
DIPs (JT) 

description 

The 'ABT8652 scan test devices with octal bus 
transceivers and registers are members of the 
Texas Instruments SCOPETM testability 
integrated-circuit family. This family of devices 
supports IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 boundary 
scan to facilitate testing of complex circuit-board 
assemblies. Scan access to the test circuitry is 
accomplished via the 4-wire test access port 
(TAP) interface. 

SCBS122F - AUGUST 1992 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

SN54ABT8652 ••• JT PACKAGE 
SN74ABT8652 ••• OL OR ow PACKAGE 

(TOP VIEW) 

CLKAB 
SAB 

OEAB 
A1 
A2. 
A3 

GNO 
A4 
A5 
A6 
A7 
A8 

TOO 
TMS 

1 U 28 

2 27 

3 26 

4 25 

5 24 

6 23 

7 22 

8 21 

9 20 

(10 19 

( 11 18 
( 12 17 

( 13 16 

( 14 15 

CLKBA 
SBA 
OEBA 
B1 
B2 
B3 
B4 

Vee 
B5 
B6 
B7 
B8 
TOI 
TCK 

SN54ABT8652 ••. FK PACKAGE 
(TOP VIEW) 

() 

CD~~as;;'~~ 
'--IL....I 

OEBA 
4 3 2 1 28 2726 

5 
0 

25 

SBA 6 24 

CLKBA 7 23 

CLKAB 8 22 

SAB 9 21 

OEAB 10 20 

A1 11 19 
~.:g 14 15 16 1718 

~~~~~~~ 
(!) 

B7 
88 
TOI 
TCK 
TMS 
TOO 
A8 

In the normal mode, these devices are functionally equivalent to the 'F652 and' ABT652 octal bus transceivers 
and registers. The test circuitry can be activated by the TAP to take snapshot samples of the data appearing 
at the device pins or to perform a self test on the boundary-test cells. Activating the TAP in normal mode does 
not affect the functional operation of the SCOPETM octal bus transceivers and registers. 

seOPE and EPIC-lIB are trademarks of Texas Instruments Incorporated. 
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Copyright CO 1996, Texas Instruments Incorporated 
On products compliant to MIL·PRf.38535, all parameters ara tested 
unleae oll1erw1aa noted. On all other products, production 
proceealng does not naceaaarlly Include testing 01 all parameters., 
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description (continued) 

Data flow in each direction is controlled by clock (CLKAB and CLKBA), select (SAB and SBA), and 
output-enable (OEAB and OEBA) inputs. For A-to-B data flow, data on the A bus is clocked into the associated 
registers on the low-to-high transition of CLKAB. When SAB is low, real-time A data is selected for presentation 
to the B bus (transparent mode). When SAB is high, stored A data is selected for presentation to the B bus 
(registered mode). When OEAB is high, the B outputs are active. When OEAB is low, the B outputs are in the 
high-impedance state. Control for B-to-A data flow is similar to that for A-to-B data flow but uses CLKBA, SBA, 
and OEBA inputs. Since the OEBA input is active low, the A outputs are active when OEBA is low and are in 
the high-impedance state when OEBA is high. Figure 1 shows the four fundamental bus-management functions 
that can be performed with the 'ABT8652. 

In the test mode, the normal operation of the SCOPETM bus transceivers and registers is inhibited and the test 
circuitry is enabled to observe and control the 1/0 boundary of the device. When enabled, the test circuitry 
performs boundary-scan test operations as described in IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. 

Four dedicated test pins control the operation of the test circuitry: test data input (TOI), test data output (TOO), 
test mode select (TMS), and test clock (TCK). Additionally, the test circuitry performs other testing functions 
such as parallel-signature analysis (PSA) on data inputs and pseudo-random pattern generation (PRPG) from 
data outputs. All testing and scan operations are synchronized to the TAP interface. 

The SN54ABT8652 is characterized for operation over the full military temperature range of -55°C to 125°C. 
The SN74ABT8652 is characterized for operation from -40°C to 85°C. 

FUNCTION TABLE 

INPUTS DATA 1/0 
OPERATION OR FUNCTION 

OEAB OEBA CLKAB CLKBA SAB SBA A1-A8 B1-88 

L H X X X X Input disabled Input disabled Isolation 

L H t t X X Input Input Store A and B data 

X H t L X X Input Unspecifiedt Store A, hold B 

H H t t X* X Input Output Store A in both registers 

L X L t X X Unspecifiedt Input Hold A, store B 

L L t t X X* Output Input Store B in both registers 

L L X X X L Output Input Real-time B data to A bus 

L L X X X H Output Input Stored B data to A bus 

H H X X L X Input Output Real-time A data to B bus 

H H X X H X Input Output St6red A data to B bus 

H L L L H H Output Output 
Stored A data to B bus and 

stored B data to A bus 

t The data-output functions can be enabled or disabled by a variety of level combinations at OEAB or OEBA. Data-input functions are always 
enabled; Le., data at the bus terminals is stored on every low-to-high transition of the clock inputs. 

:j: Select control .. L: clocks can occur simultaneously. 
Select control = H: clocks must be staggered In order to load both registers. 
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3 26 1 28 2 

OEAB OEBA CLKAB CLKBA SAB 
L L X X X 

REAL·TIME TRANSFER 
BUS B TO BUSA 

'-v---I 
3 26 1 28 2 

OEAB OEBA CLKAB CLKBA SAB 

X H i X X 
L X X i X 
L H i i X 

STORAGE FROM 

A, B, ORAAND B 

27 
SBA 

L 

27 
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'-v---I 
3 26 1 28 2 27 

OEAB OEBA CLKAB CLKBA SAB SBA 
H H X X L X 

REAL·TIME TRANSFER 
BUSATO BUS B 

'-v---I 
3 26 1 28 2 27 

SBA OEAB OEBA CLKAB CLKBA SAB SBA 

X H L X X H H 
X 
X 

TRANSFER STORED DATA 

TOAAND/ORB 

Pin numbers shown are for the DL, DW, and JT packages. 

Figure 1. Bus-Management Functions 
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functional block diagram 

Boundary-Scan RegIster 
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Controller 

Pin numbers shown are for the DL, DW, and JT packages . 
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Terminal Functions 

DESCRIPTION 

Normal-function A-bus 1/0 ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function B-bus 1/0 ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function clock inputs. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Ground 

Normal-function output-enable inputs. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function select inputs. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Test clock. One of four terminals required by I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990. Test operations of the device are synchronous 
to TCK. Data is captured on the rising edge of TCK, and outputs change on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test data input. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TDI is the serial input for shifting data 
through the instruction register or selected data register. An internal pullup forces TDI to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test data output. One of four terminals required by IEE~ Standard 1149.1-1990. TOO is the serial output for shifting data 
through the instruction register or selected data register. 

Test mode select. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TMSdirects the device through its TAP 
controller states. An internal pullup forces TMS to a high level if left unconnected. 

Supply voltage 
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test architecture 

3-82 

Serial-test information is conveyed by means of a 4-wire test bus or TAP, that conforms to IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990. Test instructions, test data, and test control signals all are passed along this serial-test bus. The 
TAP controller monitors two signals from the test bus, TCK and TMS. The TAP controller extracts the 
synchronization (TCK) and state control (TMS) signals from the test bus and generates the appropriate on-chip 
control signals for the test structures in the device. Figure 2 shows the TAP-controller state diagram. 

The TAP controller is fully synchronous to the TCK signal. Input data is captured on the rising edge of TCK and 
output data changes on the falling edge of TCK. This scheme ensures data to be captured is valid for fully 
one-half of the TCK cycle. 

The functional block diagram shows the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 4-wire test bus and boundary-scan 
architecture and the relationship among the test bus, the TAP controller, and the test registers. As shown, the 
device contains an 8-bit instruction register and three test-data registers: a 38-bit boundary-scan register, an 
11-bit boundary-control register, and a 1-bit bypass register. 

Test-Loglc-Reset 

TMS=L 

Figure 2. TAP-Controller State Diagram 
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The TAP controller is a synchronous finite state machine that provides test control signals throughout the device. 
The state diagram shown in Figure 2 is in accordance with IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. The TAP controller 
proceeds through its states based on the level of TMS at the rising edge of TCK. 

As shown, the TAP controller consists of 16 states. There are six stable states (indicated by a looping arrow in 
the state diagram) and ten unstable states. A stable state is a state the TAP controller can retain for consecutive 
TCK cycles. Any state that does not meet this criterion is an unstable state. 

There are two main paths through the state diagram: one to access and control the selected data register and 
one to access and control the instruction register. Only one register can be accessed at a time. 

Test-Logie-Reset 

The device powers up in the Test-Logic-Reset state. In the stable Test-Logic-Reset state, the test logic is reset 
and is disabled so that the normal logic function of the device is performed. The instruction register is reset to 
an opcode that selects the optional I DCODE instruction, if supported, or the BYPASS instruction. Certain data 
registers also can be reset to their power-up values. 

The state machine is constructed such that the TAP controller returns to the Test-Logic-Reset state in no more 
than five TCK cycles if TMS is left high. TMS has an internal pullup resistor that forces it high if left unconnected 
or if a board defect causes it to be open circuited. 

For the' ABT8652, the instruction register is reset to the binary value 11111111, which selects the BYPASS 
instruction. Each bit in the boundary-scan register is reset to logic 0 except bit 36, which is reset to logic 1. The 
boundary-control register is reset to the binary value 00000000010, which selects the PSA test operation with 
no input masking. 

Run-Test/Idle 

The TAP controller must pass through the Run-Test/Idle state (from Test-Logic-Reset) before executing any test 
operations. The Run-Test/Idle state also can be entered following data-register or instruction-register scans. 
Run-Test/Idle is a stable state in which the test logic can be actively running a test or can be idle. The test 
operations selected by the boundary-control register are performed while the TAP controller is in the 
Run-Test/Idle state. 

Select-DR-Scan, Select-IR-Scan 

No specific function is performed in the Select-DR-Scan and Select-IR-Scan states, and the TAP controller exits 
either of these states on the next TCK cycle. These states allow the selection of either data-register scan or 
instruction-register scan. 

Capture-DR 

When a data-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-DR state. In the 
Capture-DR state, the selected data register can capture a data value as specified by the current instruction. 
Such capture operations occur on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-DR state. 

Shift-DR 

Upon entry to the Shift-DR state, the data register is placed in the scan path between TDI and TDO and, on the 
first falling edge of TCK, TDO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TDO enables to the logic 
level present in the least-significant bit of the selected data register. 

While in the stable Shift-DR state, data is serially shifted through the selected data register on each TCK cycle. 
The first shift occurs on the first riSing edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-DR state (Le., no shifting occurs during 
the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-DR to Shift.;.DR or from Exit2-DR to Shift-DR). 
The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-DR state. 
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Exlt1-DR, Exlt2-DR 

The Exit1-0R and Exit2-0R states are temporary states that end a data-register scan. It is possible to return 
to the Shift-DR state from either Exit1-0R or Exit2-0R without recapturing the data register. On the first falling 
edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-0R, TOO goes from the active state to the high-impedance state. 

Pause-DR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-DR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-DR state suspends and resumes data-register scan operations without loss of data. 

Update-DR 

If the current instruction calls for the selected data register to be updated with current data, then such update 
occurs on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the Update-DR state. 

Capture-IR 

When an instruction-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-IR state. In 
the Capture-IR state, the instruction register captures its current status value. This capture operation occurs 
on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-I R state. For the' ABT8652, the status 
value loaded in the Capture-IR state is the fixed binary value 10000001. 

Shlft-IR 

Upon entry to the Shift-IR state, the instruction register is placed in the scan path between TOI and TOO and, 
on the first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TOO enables to 
the logic level present in the least-significant bit of the instruction register. 

While in the stable Shift-IR state, instruction data is serially shifted through the instruction register on each TCK 
cycle. The first shift occurs on the first riSing edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-I R state (Le., no shifting occurs 
during the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-IR to Shift-IR or from Exit2-IR to 
Shift-IR). The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-IR state. 

Exlt1-IR, Exlt2-IR 

The Exit1-1 Rand Exit2-IR states are temporary states that end an instruction register scan. It is possible to return 
to the Shift-IR state from either Exit1-1 R or Exit2-1 R without recapturing the instruction register. On the first falling 
edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-IR, TOO goes from the active state to the high-impedance state. 

Pause-IR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-IR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-IR state suspends and resumes instruction register scan operations without loss of data. 

Update-IR 

3-84 

The current instruction is updated and takes effect on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the 
Update-IR state. 
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register overview 

With the exception of the bypass register, any test register can be thought of as a serial-shift register with a 
shadow latch on each bit. The bypass register differs in that it contains only a shift register. During the 
appropriate capture state (Capture-IR for instruction register, Capture-DR for data registers), the shift register 
can be parallel loaded from a source specified by the current instruction. During the appropriate shift. state 
(Shift-IR or Shift-DR), the contents of the shift register are shifted out from TOO while new contents are shifted 
in at TO!. During the appropriate update state (Update-IR or Update-DR), the shadow latches are updated from 
the shift register. 

instruction register description 

TOI 

The instruction register (IR) is eight bits long and tells the device what instruction is to be executed. Information 
contained in the instruction includes the mode of operation (either normal mode, in which the device performs 
its normal logic function, ortest mode, in which the normal logic function is inhibited or altered), the test operation 
to be performed, which of the three data registers is to be selected for inclusion in the scan path during 
data-register scans, and the source of data to be captured into the selected data register during Capture-DR. 

Table 3 lists the instructions supported by the 'ABT86S2. The even-parity feature specified for SCOP!?M devices 
is supported in this device. Bit 7 of the instruction opcode is the parity bit. Any instructions that are defined for 
SCOP!?M devices but are not supported by this device default to BYPASS. 

During Capture-IR, the IR captures the binary value 10000001. As an instruction is shifted in, this value is shifted 
out via TOO and can be inspected as verification that the IR is in the scan path. During Update-IR, the value 
that has been shifted into the IR is loaded into shadow latches. At this time, the current instruction is updated 
and any specified mode change takes effect. At power up or in the Test-Logic-Reset state, the IR is reset to the 
binary value 11111111, which selects the BYPASS instruction. The IR order of scan is shown in Figure 3. 

Blt7 
-+ Parity f--+ Blt6 

(MSB) 
---+ Blt5 -+ Blt4 -+ Blt3 f--+ Blt2 ~ 

Figure 3. Instruction Register Order of Scan 
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data register description 

boundary-scan register 

The boundary-scan register (BSR) is 38 bits long. It contains one boundary-scan cell (BSC) for each 
normal-function input and two BSCs for each normal-function I/O (one for input data and one for output data). 
The BSR is used to store test data that is to be applied internally to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic and/or 
externally to the device output terminals, and/or to capture data that appears internally at the outputs of the 
normal on-chip logic and/or externally at the device input terminals. 

The source of data to be captured into the BSR during Capture-DR is determined by the current instruction. The 
contents of the BSR can change during Run-Test/Idle as determined by the current instruction. At power up or 
in Test-Logic-Reset, the value of each BSC is reset to logic 0 except BSC 36, which is reset to logic ,1. 

The BSR order of scan is from TDI through bits 37-0 to TOO. Table 1 shows the BSR bits and their associated 
device pin signals. 

Table 1. Boundary-Scan Register Configuration 

BSR BIT DEVICE BSR BIT DEVICE BSR BIT DEVICE BSR BIT DEVICE BSR BIT DEVICE 
NUMBER SIGNAL NUMBER SIGNAL NUMBER SIGNAL NUMBER SIGNAL NUMBER SIGNAL 

37 OEA8 31 A8-1 23 A8-0 15 88-1 7 88-0 

36 OE8A 30 A7-1 22 A7-0 14 B7-1 6 87-0 

35 ClKA8 29 A6-1 21 A6-0 13 86-1 5 86-0 

34 ClK8A 28 A5-1 20 A5-0 12 85-1 4 85-0 

33 SA8 27 A4-1 19 A4-0 11 84-1 3 84-0 

32 SBA 26 A3-1 18 A3-0 10 83-1 2 83-0 

- - 25 A2-1 17 A2-0 9 82-1 1 82-0 

- - 24 A1-1 16 A1-0 8 81-1 0 81-0 

boundary-control register 
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The boundary-control register (BCR) is 11 bits long. The BC8 is used in the context of the RUNT instruction to 
implement additional test operations not included in the basic SCOPETM instruction set. Such operations include 
PRPG, PSA with input masking, and binary count up (COUNT). Table 4 shows the test operations that are 
decoded by the BCR. 

During Capture-DR, the contents of the BCR are not changed. At power up or in Test-Logic-Reset, the BCR is 
reset to the binary value 00000000010, which selects the PSA test operation with no input masking. 

The BCR order of scan is from TDI through bits 10-0 to TOO. Table 2 shows the BCR bits and their associated 
test control signals. 

BCR BIT 
NUMBER 

10 

9 

8 

7 

Table 2. Boundary-Control Register Configuration 

TEST 
CONTROL 

SIGNAL 

MASK8 

MASK7 

MASK6 

MASK5 

BCR BIT 
TEST 

NUMBER 
CONTROL 

SIGNAL 

6 MASK4 

5 MASK3 

4 MASK2 

3 MASK1 
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The bypass register is a 1-bit scan path that can be selected to shorten the length of the system scan path, 
thereby reducing the number of bits per test pattern that must be applied to complete a test operation. 

During Capture-DR, the bypass register captures a logic O. The bypass register order of scan is shown in 
Figure 4. 

TOI ----i 811 0 ~ TOO 

Figure 4. Bypass Register Order of Scan 

instruction-register opcode description 

The instruction-register opcodes are shown in Table 3. The following descriptions detail the operation of 
each instruction. 

Table 3. Instruction-Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODEt 
SELECTED DATA 

BIT7~ BITO SCOPE OPCODE DESCRIPTION REGISTER MODE 
MSB~LSB 

00000000 EXTEST/I NTEST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

10000001 BYPASS:!: Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

10000010 SAMPLE/PRELOAD Sample boundary Boundary scan Normal 

00000011 INTEST/EXTEST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

10000100 BYPASS:!: Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000101 BYPASS:!: Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000110 HIGHZ Control boundary to high impedance Bypass Modified test 

10000111 CLAMP Control boundary to 1/0 Bypass Test 

10001000 BYPASS:!: Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00001001 RUNT Boundary run test Bypass Test 

00001010 READBN Boundary read Boundary scan Normal 

10001011 READBT Boundary read Boundary scan Test 

00001100 CELLTST Boundary self test Boundary scan Normal 

10001101 TOPHIP Boundary toggle outputs Bypass Test 

10001110 SCANCN Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Normal 

00001111 SCANCT Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Test 

All others BYPASS Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

t Bit 7 is used to maintain even parity in the 8-bit instruction. 
:!: The BYPASS instruction is executed in lieu of a SCOPETM instruction that is not supported in the 'ABT8652. 

boundary scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 EXTEST and INTEST instructions. The BSR is 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input terminals is captured in the input BSCs, while data 
appearing at the outputs of the normal on-Chip logic is captured in the output BSCs. Data that has been scanned 
into the input BSCs is applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic, while data that has been scanned into 
the output BSCs is applied to the device output terminals. The device operates in the test mode. 
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bypass scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 BYPASS instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in the normal mode. 

sample boundary 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction. The BSR is 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input terminals is captured in the input BSCs, while data 
appearing at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic is captured in the output BSCs. The device operates in the 
normal mode. 

control boundary to high Impedance 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1 a-1993 HIGHZ instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in a modified test mode in which all device I/O terminals are placed in the high-impedance state, the 
device input terminals remain operational, and the normal on-chip logic function is performed. 

control boundary to 1/0 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1 a-1993 CLAMP instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. Data in the input 
BSCs is applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic, while data in the output BSCs is applied to the device 
output terminals. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary run test 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. The device operates in the test mode. The test operation specified in the BCR is executed during 
Run-Test/Idle. The five test operations decoded by the BCR are: sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP), 
PRPG, PSA, simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSAlPRPG), and simultaneous PSA and binary count up 
(PSAICOUNT). 

boundary read 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BSR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
instruction is useful for inspecting data after a PSA operation. 

boundary self test 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. All BSCs capture the inverse of their current values during Capture-DR. 
In this way, the contents of the shadow latches can be read out to verify the integrity of both shift-register and 
shadow-latch elements of the BSR. The device operates in the normal mode. 

boundary toggle outputs 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output BSCs is toggled on each rising edge of 
TCK in Run-Test/Idle, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output terminals on 
each falling edge of TCK in Run-Test/Idle. Data in the selected input BSCs remains constant and is applied to 
the inputs of the normal on-chip logic. Data appearing at the device input terminals is not captured in the input 
BSCs. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary-control-reglster scan 
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The BCR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BCR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
operation must be performed before a boundary-run test operation to specify which test operation is to 
be executed. 
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boundary-control-register opcode description 

The BCR opcodes are decoded from BCR bits 2-0 as shown in Table 4. The selected test operation is performed 
while the RUNT instruction is executed in the Run-TesUldle state. The following descriptions detail the operation 
of each BCR instruction and illustrate the associated PSA and PRPG algorithms. 

Table 4. Boundary-Control Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODE 
BIT 2 -+ BIT 0 DESCRIPTION 
MSB -+ LSB 

XOO Sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

X01 Pseudo-random pattern generation/16-bit mode (PRPG) 

X10 Parallel-signature analysis/16-bit mode (PSA) 

011 Simultaneous PSA and PRPG/8-bit mode (PSAlPRPG) 

111 Simultaneous PSA and binary count up/8-bit mode (PSAICOUNT) 

In general, while the control input BSCs (bits 37-32) are not included in the sample, toggle, PSA, PRPG, or 
COUNT algorithms, the output-enable BSCs (bits 37-36 of the BSR) do control the drive state (active or high 
impedance) of the selected device output terminals. These BCR instructions are valid only when the device is 
operating in one direction of data flow (that is, OEAB = OEBA). Otherwise, the bypass instruction is operated. 

PSA input masking 

Bits 10-3 of the BCR specify device input terminals to be masked from PSA operations. Bit 10 selects masking 
for device input pin A8 during A-to-B data flow or for device input pin B8 during B-to-A data flow. Bit 3 selects 
masking for device input terminals A 1 or B 1 during A-to-B or B-to-A data flow, respectively. Bits intermediate 
to 10 and 3 mask corresponding device input terminals in order, from most significant to least significant, as 
indicated in Table 3. When the mask bit that corresponds to a particular device input has a logic 1 value,' the 
device input pin is masked from anyPSA operation, i.e., the state of the device input pin is ignored and has no 
effect on the generated signature. Otherwise, when a mask bit has a logic 0 value, the corresponding device 
input is not masked from the PSA operation. 

sample Inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

Data appearing at the selected device input terminals is captured in the shift-register elements of the selected 
BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. This data is updated in the shadow latches of the selected input BSCs and 
applied to the inputs of the normal on-Chip logic. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output BSCs 
is toggled on each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device 
output terminals on each falling edge of TCK. 
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pseudo-random pattern generation (PRPG) 

3-90 

A pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected BSCs on each rising edge 
of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output terminals on each falling 
edge of TCK. This data also is updated in the shadow latches of the selected input BSCs and applied to the 
inputs of the normal on-Chip logic. Figures 5 and 6 show the 16-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms 
through which the patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before 
performing this operation. A seed value of all zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

A8-1 A7-I A6-1 AS-I A4-1 A3-1 A2-1 A1-1 

88-0 87-0 86-0 85-0 84-0 83-0 82-0 81-0 

Figure 5. 16-Blt PRPG Configuration (OEAB = 1, OEBA = 1) 

88-1 87-1 86-1 85-1 84-1 83-1 82-1 81-1 

A8-0 A7-0 A6-0 AS-O A4-0 A3-0 A2-0 A1-0 

Figure 6. 16-Blt PRPG Configuration (OEAB = 0, OEBA = 0) 
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Data appearing at the selected device input terminals is compressed into a 16-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. This data is updated in the shadow 
latches of the selected input BSCs and applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic. Data in the shadow 
latches of the selected output BSCs remains constant and is applied to the device outputs. Figures 7 and 8 show 
the 16-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the signature is generated. An initial seed 
value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. 

A8-1 A7-1 A6-1 A5-1 A4-1 A3-1 A2-1 A1-1 

B8-0 B7-0 B6-0 B5-0 B4-0 B3-0 B2-0 B1-0 

Figure 7. 16-Blt PSA Configuration (OEAB = 1, OEBA = 1) 

B8-1 B7-1 B6·1 B5-1 B4-1 B3-1 B2-1 B1-1 

A8-0 A 7-0 A6-0 A5-0 A4-0 A3-0 A2-0 A 1-0 

Figure 8. 16-Blt PSA Configuration (OEAB = 0, OEBA = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSA/PRPG) 

3-92 

Data appearing at the selected device input terminals is compressed into an a-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected input BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. This data is updated in the 
shadow latches of the selected input BSCs and applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic. At the same 
time, an a-bit pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output BSCs 
on each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output 
terminals on each falling edge of TCK. Figures 9 and 10 show the a-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms 
through which the signature and patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR 
before performing this operation. A seed value of all zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

A8-1 A7-I A6-1 A5-1 A4-1 A3-1 A2-1 A1-1 

(f)=D-
88-0 87-0 86-0 85-0 84-0 83-0 82-0 81-0 

Figure 9. a-Bit PSA/PRPG Configuration (OEAB = 1, OEBA = 1) 

88-1 87-1 86-1 85-1 84-1 83-1 82-1 81-1 

i 

(f)=~. . 
-J.L/ A8-0 A7-0 A6-0 A5-0 A4-0 A3-0 A2-0 A1-0 

Figure 10. 8-Blt PSA/PRPG Configuration (OEAB = 0, OEBA = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and binary count up (PSA/COUNT) 

Data appearing at the selected device input terminals is compressed into an 8-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected input BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. This data is updated in the 
shadow latches of the selected input BSCs and applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic. At the same 
time, an 8-bit binary count-up pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output BSCs 
on each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output 
terminals on each falling edge of TCK. In addition, the shift-register elements of the opposite output BSCs count 
carries out of the selected output BSCs extending the count to 16 bits. Figures 11 and 12 show the 8-bit 
linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the signature is generated. An initial seed value should 
be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. 

A8-1 A7·1 A6·1 A5-1 A4·1 A3·1 A2·1 A1·1 

MS8 LS8 

QQQQQQQQ 
88·0 87·0 86·0 85·0 84-0 83·0 82·0 81·0 

Figure 11. a-Bit PSA/COUNT Configuration (OEAB = 1, OEBA = 1) 

88-1 87·1 86-1 85-1 84-1 83·1 82·1 81·1 

MS8 LS8 

QQQQQQQQ 
A8-0 A7·0 A6-0 A5·0 A4-0 A3·0 A2·0 A1·0 

Figure 12. a-Bit PSA/COUNT Configuration (OEAB = 0, OEBA = 0) 
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timing description 

All test operations of the 'ABT8652 are synchronous to TCK. Data on the TOI, TMS, and normal-function inputs 
is captured on the rising edge of TCK. Data appears on the TOO and normal-function output terminals on the 
falling edge of TCK. The TAP controller is advanced through its states (as shown in Figure 2) by changing the 
value of TMS on the falling edge of TCK and then applying a rising edge to TCK. 

A simple timing example is shown in Figure 13. In this example, the TAP controller begins in the 
Test-Logic-Reset state and is advanced through its states as necessary to perform one instruction-register scan 
and one data-register scan. While in the Shift-IR and Shift-DR states, TOI is used to input serial data, and TOO 
is used to output serial data. The TAP controller is then returned to the Test-Logic-Reset state. Table 5 details 
the operation of the test circuitry during each TCK cycle. 

Table 5. Explanation of Timing Example 

TCK TAP STATE 
DESCRIPTION CYCLE(S) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7-13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19-20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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AFTERTCK 

Test-Logic-Reset 

Run-TesVldle 

Select-OR-Scan 

Select-IR-Scan 

Capture-IR 

Shift-IR 

Shift-IA 

Exit1-IR 

Update-IR 

Select-OA-Scan 

Capture-OA 

Shift-DR 

Shift-DR 

Exit1-0R 

Update-DR 

Select-OR-Scan 

Select-lA-Scan 

Test-Logic-Reset 

TMS is changed to a logic 0 value on the falling edge of TCK to begin advancing the TAP controller toward 
the desired state. 

The IR captures the 8-bit binary value 10000001 on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-IR state. 

TOO becomes active and TOI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the riSing edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

One bit is shifted into the IA on each TCK rising edge. With TOI held at a logic 1 value, the 8-bit binary value 
11111111 is serially scanned into the IA. Atthe same time, the 8-bit binary value 10000001 is serially scanned 
out of the IA via TOO. In TCK cycle 13, TMS is changed to a logic 1 value to end the IR scan on the next 
TCK cycle. The last bit of the instruction is shifted as the TAP controller advances from Shift-IR to ExitHR. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The IR is updated with the new instruction (BYPASS) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The bypass register captures a logic 0 value on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-OA state. 

TOO becomes active and TOI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

The binary value 101 is shifted in via TOI, while the binary value 010 is shifted out via TOO. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

In general, the selected data register is updated with the new data on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test operation completed 
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TOI 

TOO 
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2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

LJ I 
~ ~ U ~ 
~ '~ n ~ 

i C!) e e a: a: 
~ 

a: e a: a: a: a: Ie e -:a ~ 
C'O 

~ ~ ~ 
C'O C C 

~ 
C C'O C!) 

~ 1/1 
C!) 5 u u e := <b ~ C!) 

a: en en a: :c 1/1 ri: ri: ::l .;( C'O ri: :c iO ri: TAP b ~ C. en w "0 ::l .;( a: b a. Q. en "0 c :!: C w C t Controller '8' C'O a. '61 e .,!. u 0 :l t; C'O :l .,!. 0 
State ...I ::l U C!) 0 u C!) ...I 

ii a: C!) "ai C!) G) "ai ii ;;j en 31 ;;j en 
r= r= 

!881 3-State (TOO) or Don't Care (TO I) 

Figure 13. Timing Example 

absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)t 
Supply voltage range, Vee .......................................................... -0.5 V to 7 V 
Input voltage range, VI: except I/O ports (see Note 1) ................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. -0.5 V to 7 V 

1/0 ports (see Note 1) ........................................ -D.5 V to 5.5 V 
Voltage range applied to any output in the high state or power-off state, Vo .............. -D.5 V to 5.5 V 
Current into any output in the low state, 10: SN54ABT8652 ................................... 96 mA 

SN74ABT8652 .................................. 128 mA 
Input clamp current, 11K (VI < 0) ........................................................... -18 mA 
Output clamp current, 10K (Vo < 0) ........................................................ -50 mA 
Maximum package power dissipation at TA = 55°C (in still air) (see Note 2): DL package ........... 0.7 W 

DW package .......... 1.7 W 
Storage temperature range, T5 tg ................................................... -65°C to 150°C 

t Stresses beyond those listed under "absolute maximum ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings only, and 
functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated under "recommended operating conditions" is not 
implied. Exposure to absolute-maximum-rated conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTES: 1. The input and output negative-voltage ratings may be exceeded if the input and output clamp-current ratings are observed. 
2. The maximum package power dissipation is calculated using a junction temperature of 1500 e and a board trace length of 750 mils. 

For more information, refer to the Package Thermal Considerations application note in the ABT Advanced BiCMOS Technology Data 
Book, literature number SeBD002. 

recommended operating conditions (see Note 3) 

vee Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

VIL Low-level input voltage 

VI Input voltage 

10H High-level output current 

10L Low-level output current 

At/AV Input transition rise or fall rate 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

NOTE 3: Unused pins (input or 1/0) must be held high or low to prevent them from floating . 
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SN54ABT8652 

MIN MAX 

4.5 5.5 

2 

0.8 

0 Vee 

-24 

48 

10 

-55 125 

SN74ABT8652 
UNIT 

MIN MAX 

4.5 5.5 V 

2 V 

0.8 V 

0 Vee V 

-32 mA 

64 mA 

10 nsN 

-40 85 °e 
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electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) 

PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 
MIN 

VIK Vee =4.5 V, II =-18 mA 

Vee =4.5V, 10H =-3mA 2.5 

Vee = 5V, 10H =-3mA 3 
VOH 

10H =-24mA 2 
Vee =4.5V 

10H .. -32mA 2· 

IOl=48 mA 
VOL Vee = 4.5 V 

IOl=64 mA 

elK,OEAB, 

II OEBA, S, TeK Vee = 5.5 V, VI = Vee or GNO 
Aor B ports 

IIH TOI, TMS Vee = 5.5 V, VI = Vee 

III TOI, TMS Vee = 5.5 V, VI .. GNO -40 

10ZH:!: Vee = 5.5 V, VO=2.7V 

10Zl:!: Vee" 5.5 V, VO=0.5V 

10ZPU Vee" 0 to 2 V, Vo = 0.5 V or 2.7 V 

10ZPO Vee = 2 V to 0, Vo = 0.5 V or 2.7 V 

loff Vee" 0, VI or Vo ~4.5 V 

leEX Outputs high Vec= 5.5 V, VO .. 5.5V 

10§ VCC .. 5.5V, VO=2.5V -50 

Vee" 5.5 V, 
Outputs high 

ICC A or B ports 10=0, Outputs low 
VI" Vee or GNO Outputs disabled 

~Iec~ 
Vee = 5.5 V, One input at 3.4 V, 
Other inputs at Vec or GNO 

ei Control inputs VI = 2.5 V or 0.5 V 

eio Aor B ports VO" 2.5 V or 0.5 V 

Co TOO Vo .. 2.5 V or 0.5 V 

• On products compliant to Mll-PRF-38535, this parameter does not apply. 
t All typical values are at Vee = 5 V. 
:!: The parameters IOZH and 10Zl include the input leakage current. 

TA = 25°C SN54ABT8652 

TYPt MAX MIN MAX 

-1.2 -1.2 

2.5 

3 

2 

0.55 0.55 

0.55· 

±1 ±1 

±100 ±100 

10 10 

-160 -40 -160 

50 50 

-50 -50 

±50 ±50 

±50 ±50 

±100 

50 50 

-100 -180 -50 -180 

0.9 2 2 

30 38 38 

0.9 2 2 

1.5 1.5 

3 

10 

8 

§ Not more than one output should be tested at a time, and the duration of the test should not exceed one second. 

SN74ABT8652 

MIN MAX 

-1.2 

2.5 

3 

2 

0.55 

±1 

±100 

10 

-40 -160 

50 

-50 

±50 

±50 

±100 

50 

-50 -180 

2 

38 

2 

1.5 

~ This is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TIL voltage level rather than VCC or GNO . 
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~A 
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~ 

~ 
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~A 

mA 

mA 

mA 

pF 

pF 

pF 
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timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 14) 

SN54ABT8652 SN74ABT8652 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency CLKAB or CLKBA 0 100 0 100 MHz 

tw Pulse duration CLKAB or CLKBA high or low 3 3 ns 

tsu Setup time A before CLKABi or B before CLKBA i 5.1 4.5 ns 

th Hold time A after CLKABi or B after CLKBA i 0.5 0 ns 

timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
. temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 14) 

fclock Clock frequency TCK 

tw Pulse duration TCK high or low 

A, B, ClK, OEAB, OEBA, or S before TCKi 

tsu Setup time TOI before TCKi 

TMS before TCKi 

A, B, ClK, OEAB, OEBA, or S after TCKi 

th Hold time TOI after TCKi 

TMS after TCKi 

td Oelaytime Power up to TCKi 

tr Rise time VCC power up 

* On products compliant to MIL-PRF-38535, this parameter is not production tested. 
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SN54ABT8652 SN74ABT8652 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

0 50 0 50 MHz 

5 5 ns 

5.1 5 

6 6 ns 

6 6 

0.6 0 

0.9 0 ns 

0.9 0 

50* 50 . ns 

1* 1 IlS 
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switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 14) 

SN54ABT8652 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO VCC = 5 V, 

UNIT (INPUT) (OUTPUT) TA = 25°C MIN MAX 
MIN TYP MAX 

fmax CLKAB or CLKBA 100 130 100 MHz 

tpLH 2 3.7 5.1 2 6 
AorB BorA ns 

tpHL 1.5 3.5 4.4 1.5 5.8 

tpLH 2.5 4.4 5.3 2.5 6.3 
CLKAB or CLKBA BorA ns 

tpHL 2.5 4.3 5.4 2.5 6.7 

tpLH 2 4.8 6.1 2 7.5 
SABor SBA BorA ns 

tpHL 2 4.7 6.7 2 7.8 

tpZH 1.7 4.4 5.4 1.7 6.7 
OEABorOEBA BorA ns 

tPZL 2 5.2 6.2 2 7.6 

tpHZ 
OEABorOEBA 

2 5.9 6.9 2 8.3 
BorA ns 

tpLZ 2 5.2 6.2 2 7.8 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 14) 

PARAMETER 

fmax 

tpLH 

tpHL 

tpLH 

tPHL 

tpLH 

tpHL 

tpZH 

tpZL 

tpHZ 

tpLZ 

3-98 

FROM 
(INPUT) 

CLKAB or CLKBA 

AorB 

CLKAB or CLKBA 

SABor SBA 

OEABorOEBA 

OEABorOEBA 

TO 
(OUTPUT) 

BorA 

BorA 

BorA 

BorA 

BorA 
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SN74ABT8652 

Vee = 5V, 
UNIT 

TA = 25°e MIN MAX 
MIN TYP MAX 

100 130 100 MHz 

2 3.7 4.5 2 5.2 
ns 

1.5 3.5 4.4 1.5 5.5 

2.5 4.4 5.3 2.5 6 
ns 

2.5 4.3 5.2 2.5 6.2 

2 4.8 6 2 7.3 
ns 

2 4.7 5.9 2 7.4 

2 4.4 5.4 2 6.5 
ns 

2 5.2 6.2 2 7.5 

2 5.9 6.9 2 7.9 
ns 

2 5.2 6.2 2 7.4 
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switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 14) 

SN54ABT8652 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO VCC=5V, 

UNIT (INPUT) (OUTPUT) TA = 25°C MIN MAX 

MIN TYP MAX 

fmax TCK 50 90 50 MHz 

tpLH 
TCK.1. 

3.5 8 10.2 3.3 13.7 
AcrB ns 

tpHL 3 7.7 9 3 12 

tpLH 
TCK.1. 

2.5 4.3 5.5 2.5 7 
TOO ns 

tpHL 2.5 4.2 5.5 2.5 7 

tpZH 
TCK.1. 

4.5 8.2 9.5 4.3 12.5 
Acr B ns 

tpZL 4.5 9 10.5 4.5 13.5 

tpZH 
TCK.1. TOO 

2.5 4.3 5.5 2.5 7 
ns 

tpZL 2.5 4.9 6 2.5 7.5 

tpHZ 
TCK.1. 

3.5 8.4 12.9 3.5 14 
AcrB ns 

tpLZ 3 8 10.5 3 13.5 

tpHZ 
TCK.1. 

3 5.9 7 3 9 
TOO ns 

tpLZ 3 5 6.5 3 8 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 14) 

PARAMETER 
FROM 

(INPUT) 

fmax TCK 

tpLH 
TCK.1. 

tpHL 

tpLH 
TCK..!.. 

tpHL 

tpZH 
TCK..!.. 

tpZL 

tpZH 
TCK..!.. 

tpZL 

tpHZ 
TCK.1. 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
TCK..!.. 

tpLZ 

TO 
(OUTPUT) 

AcrB 

TOO 

Acr B 

TOO 

Acr B 

TOO 
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SN74ABT8652 

VCC=5 V, 
UNIT 

TA = 25°C MIN MAX 

MIN TYP MAX 

50 90 50 MHz 

3.5 8 9.5 3.5 12 
ns 

3 7.7 9 3 11.5 

2.5 4.3 5.5 2.5 6.5 
ns 

2.5 4.2 5.5 2.5 6.5 

4.5 8.2 9.5 4.5 12 
ns 

4.5 9 10.5 4.5 13 

2.5 4.3 5.5 2.5 6.5 
ns 

2.5 4.9 6 2.5 7 

3.5 8.4 10.5 3.5 13.5 
ns 

3 8 10.5 3 13 

3 5.9 7 3 8.5 

3 5 6.5 
ns 

3 7.5 
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PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION 

o 7V 

81 500n 
From Output ---e----4.--'V\J'\r-----' 

o Open 

rND 
TEST S1 

Under Test 
tPLH/tPHL Open 

CL =50 pF 
(seeNotoA) T 500n 

LOAD CIRCUIT 

14--- tw ---.! 
1 1 

tpLZ/tpZL 7V 

tPHz/tpZH Open 

Timing Input ------'1.1.5 V 

------·1'------- ov 
1 L. 1 
14 t ·r th ·1 

3V 

tnput 3 X:t~.5~V~~~~:: 
1 su 1 

--"""'*'.5 V ~ :: Data Input 

Input 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PULSE DURATION 

~1.5V X1•5V 

I 
I 1 

tpLH~ 

3V 

ov 

KtPHL 

I 11.5V 
I ~VOH 

1 
1 

I 1.5V 

I VOL 
Output 

I 
tPHL~ ~tPLH 

\1.5V 
FVOH 

1.5V 

VOL 
Output 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PROPAGATION DELAY TIMES 

INVERTING AND NONINVERTING OUTPUTS 

Output 
Control 

Output 
Waveform 1 

S1 at 7 V 
(see Note B) 

Output 
Waveform 2 
S1 at Open 

(see Note B) 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
SETUP AND HOLD TIMES 

~'.5V ):('.5 V 
tpZL ~ 14-- I 

I I tpLZ -1 

3V 

OV 

3.5V 

I 1.5V I 
I 

VOL + 0.3 V V 
---- OL 

I 
tpZH -+t j4-

I 
~H_O.3V·VOH 

... OV 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
ENABLE AND DISABLE TIMES 

LOW· AND HIGH·LEVEL ENABLING 

NOTES: A. CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 
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B. Waveform 1 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is low except when disabled by the output control. 
Waveform 2 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is high except when disabled by the output control. 

C. All input pulses are supplied by generators having the following characteristics: PRR ~ 10 MHz, Zo = 50 n. tr ~ 2.5 ns, tf ~ 2.5 ns. 
D. The outputs are measured one at a time with one transition per measurement. 

Figure 14. Load Circuit and Voltage Waveforms 
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• Members of the Texas Instruments 
SCOPETM Family of Testability Products 

• Compatible With the IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990 (JTAG) Test Access Port and 
Boundary-Scan Architecture 

• Functionally Equivalent to 'BCT2952 and 
'ABT2952 In the Normal-Function Mode 

• SCOPE ™ Instruction Set 
• IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 Required 

Instructions, OptlonallNTEST, CLAMP, and 
HIGHZ 

C) Parallel-Signature Analysis at Inputs With 
Masking Option 

• Pseudo-Random Pattern Generation From 
Outputs 

• Sample InputsIToggle Outputs 

• Binary Count From Outputs 

• Even-Parity Opcodes 
• Two Boundary-Scan Cells Per 1/0 for 

Greater Flexibility 

• State-of-the-Art EPIC-IIBTM BICMOS Design 
Significantly Reduces Power Dissipation 

• Package Options Include Shrink 
Small-Outline (DL) and Plastic 
Smail-Outline (OW) Packages, Ceramic 
Chip Carriers (FK), and Standard Ceramic 
DIPs (JT) 

description 

The 'ABT8952 scan test devices with octal 
registered bus transceivers are members of the 
Texas Instruments SCOPETM testability 
integrated-circuit family. This family of devices 
supports I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990 boundary 
scan to facilitate testing of complex circuit-board 
assemblies. Scan access to the test circuitry is 
accomplished via the 4-wire test access port 
(TAP) interface. 

SN54ABT8952, SN74ABT8952 
SCAN TEST DEVICES WITH 

OCTAL REGISTERED BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS121D-

SN54ABT8952 ••• JT PACKAGE 
SN74ABT8952 ••• OL OR ow PACKAGE 

(TOP VIEW) 

CLKAB 1 U 28 

CLKENAB 2 27 

CLKBA 
CLKENBA 
OEBA OEAB 3 26 

A1 4 25 B1 
A2 5 24 B2 
A3 6 23 B3 

GNO 7 22 B4 
A4 8 21 Vcc 
A5 9 20 B5 
A6 10 19 B6 
A7 11 18 B7 
A8 12 17 B8 

TOO 13 16 TOI 
TMS 14 15 TCK 

SN54ABT8952 ••• FK PACKAGE 
(TOP VIEW) 

OEBA 
CLKENBA 

CLKBA 
CLKAB 

CLKENAB 
OEAB 

A1 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

() 
,.... C\I C') "<:t () Ll) co 
tOtO to to> tOtO 

4 3 2 1 28 2726 
0 

10 

11 
12131415161718 

~~~~~~~ 
~ 

25 

24 

23 

22 

21 

20 

19 

B7 
B8 
TOI 
TCK 
TMS 
TOO 
A8 

996 

In the normal mode, these devices are functionally equivalent to the 'BCT2952 and 'ABT2952 octal registered 
bus transceivers. The test circuitry can be activated by the TAP to take snapshot samples of the data appearing 
at the device pins or to perform a self-test on the boundary-test cells. Activating the TAP in normal mode does 
not affect the functional operation of the SCOPETM octal registered bus transceivers. 

SCOPE and EPIC-IIs are trademarks of Texas Instruments InCOrporated. 

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED this document contains PRODUCTION 

~::;n~::U::r ~~~~~~: ~: ~~:~~~c:::;:~~co= t~ 
Production processing does not necessarily includ. testing Of"l 
parsmeters. 
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Copyright © 1996, Texas Instruments Incorporated 
On prodUC1l compliant to MIL·PRF-38535, all paramet81'1 are teeted 
unl881 otherwise noted. On all other products, production 
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description (continued) 

3-102 

Data flow in each direction is controlled by clock (CLKAB and CLKBA), clock-enable (CLKENAB and 
CLKENBA), and output-enable (OEAB and OEBA) inputs. For A-to-B data flow, A-bus data is stored in the 
associated registers on the low-to-high transition of CLKAB, provided that CLKENAB is low. Otherwise, if 
CLKENAB is high or CLKAB remains at a static low or high level, the register contents are not changed. When 
OEAB is low, the B outputs are active. When OEAB is high, the B outputs are in the high-impedance state. 
Control for B-to-A data flow is similar to that for A-to-B, but uses CLKBA, CLKENBA, and OEBA. 

In the test mode, the normal operation of the SCOPET!.! registered bus transceivers is inhibited, and the test 
circuitry is enabled to observe and control the I/O boundary of the device. When enabled, the test circuitry 
performs boundary-scan test operations as described in IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. 

Four dedicated test pins control the operation of the test circuitry: test data input (TOI), test data output (TOO), 
test mode select (TMS), and test clock (TCK). Additionally, the test circuitry performs other testing functions 
such as parallel signature analysis (PSA) on data inputs and pseudo-random pattern generation (PRPG) from 
data outputs. All testing and scan operations are synchronized to the TAP interface. 

The SN54ABT8952 is characterized for operation over the full military temperature range of -55°C to 125°C. 
The SN74ABT8952 is characterized for operation from -40°C to 85°C. 

OEAB 

L 

L 

L 

L 

H 

FUNCTION TABLEt 
(normal mode, each register) 

INPUTS 

CLKENAB CLKAB A 

L i L 

L i H 

H X X 

X L X 

X X X 

OUTPUT 
B 

L 

H 

80 

80 

Z 

t A-to-8 data flow is shown; 8-to-A data flow is similar 
but uses OE8A, CLKEN8A, and CLK8A. 
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functional block diagram 

CLKENBA ...:;:2.;...7 _--I 

CLKBA _2_8_--i 

OEAB-
3
---t 

CLKENAB ...;;2 __ -1 

CLKAB ....;,1 __ -1 

Controller 
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Boundary-Scan Register 

- -----, 

Pin numbers shown are for the DL, DW, and JT packages. 
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TERMINAL 
NAME 

A1-A8 

81-88 

CLKAB,CLKBA 

CLKENAB,CLKENBA 

GNO 

OEAB,OEBA 

TCK 

TOI 

TOO 

TMS 

VCC 

3-104 

Terminal Functions 

DESCRIPTION 

Normal-function A-bus I/O ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function B-bus 110 ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function clock inputs. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function clock-enable inputs. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Ground 

Normal-function output-enable inputs. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Test clock. One of four pins required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. Test operations of the device are synchronous 
to TCK. Oata is captured on the rising edge of TCK and outputs change on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test data input. One of four pins required by I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOI is the serial input for shifting data 
through the instruction register or selected data register. An internal pull up forces TOI to a high level if left 
unconnected. 

Test data output. One of four pins required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOO is the serial output for shifting data 
through the instruction register or selected data register. 

Test mode select. One of four pins required by I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TMS directs the device through its TAP 
controller states. An internal pull up forces TMS to a high level if left unconnected. 

Supply voltage 
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test architecture 
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Serial-test information is conveyed by means of a 4-wire test bus or TAP, that conforms to IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990. Test instructions, test data, and test control signals all are passed along this serial-test bus. The 
TAP controller monitors two signals from the test bus, namely TCK and TMS. The TAP controller extracts the 
synchronization (TCK) and state control (TMS) signals from the test bus and generates the appropriate on-chip 
control signals for the test structures in the device. Figure 1 shows the TAP-controller state diagram. 

The TAP controller is fully synchronous to the TCK Signal. Input data is captured on the rising edge of TCK and 
output data changes on the falling edge of TCK. This scheme ensures data to be captured is valid for fully 
one-half of the TCK cycle. 

The functional block diagram illustrates the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 4-wire test bus and boundary-scan 
architecture and the relationship among the test bus, the TAP controller, and the test registers. As illustrated, 
the device contains an 8-bit instruction register and three test-data registers: a 38-bit boundary-scan register, 
an 11-bit boundary-control register, and a 1-bit bypass register. 

Test·Loglc·Reset 

TMS=L 

Figure 1. TAP-Controller State Diagram 
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state diagram description 

The TAP controller is a synchronous finite state machine that provides test control signals throughout the device. 
The state diagram shown in Figure 1 is in accordance with IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. The TAP controller 
proceeds through its states based on the level of TMS at the rising edge of TCK. 

As shown, the TAP controller consists of 16 states. There are six stable states (indicated by a looping arrow in 
the state diagram) and ten unstable states. A stable state as a state the TAP controller can retain for consecutive 
TCK cycles. Any state that does not meet this criterion is an unstable state. 

There are two main paths through the state diagram: one to access and control the selected data register and 
one to access and control the instruction register. Only one register can be accessed at a time. 

Test-Logie-Reset 

The device powers up in the Test-Logic-Reset state. In the stable Test-Logic-Reset state, the test logic is reset 
and is disabled so that the normal logic function of the device is performed. The instruction register is reset to 
an opcode that selects the optionallOCODE instruction, if supported, or the BYPASS instruction. Certain data 
registers also can be reset to their power-up values. 

The state machine is constructed such that the TAP controller returns to the Test-Logic-Reset state in no more 
than five TCK cycles if TMS is left high. The TMS pin has an internal pullup resistor that forces it high if left 
unconnected or if a board defect causes it to be open circuited. 

For the 'ABT8952, the instruction register is reset to the binary value 11111111, which selects the BYPASS 
instruction. Each bit in the boundary-scan register is reset to logic 0 except bits 37-36, which are reset to logic 1. 
The boundary-control register is reset to the binary value 00000000010, which selects the PSA test operation 
with no input masking. 

Run-Test/Idle 

The TAP controller must pass through the Run-Test/Idle state (from Test-Logic-Reset) before executing any test 
operations. The Run-Test/Idle state also can be entered following data-register or instruction-register scans. 
Run-Test/Idle is a stable state in which the test logic can be actively running a test or can be idle. 

The test operations selected by the boundary-control register are performed while the TAP controller is in the 
Run-Test/Idle state. 

Select-DR-Scan, Select-IR-Scan 

No specific function is performed in the Select-DR-Scan and Select-IR-Scan states, and the TAP controller exits 
either of these states on the next TCK cycle. These states allow the selection of either data-register scan or 
instruction-register scan. 

Capture-DR 

When a data-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-DR state. In the 
Capture-DR state, the selected data register can capture a data value as specified by the current instruction. 
Such capture operations occur on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-DR state. 

Shift-DR 

3-106 

Upon entry to the Shift-DR state, the data register is placed in the scan path between TDI and TDO and, on the 
first falling edge of TCK, TDO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TDO enables to the logic 
level present in the least-significant bit of the selected data register. 

While in the stable Shift-DR state, data is serially shifted through the selected data register on each TCK cycle. 
The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-DR state (i.e., no shifting occurs during 
the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-DR to Shift-DR or from Exit2-DR to Shift-DR). 
The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-DR state . 
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The Exit1-0R and Exit2-0R states are temporary states that end a data-register scan. It is possible to return 
to the Shift-OR state from either Exit1-DR or Exit2-0R without recapturing the data register. 

On the first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-0R, TOO goes from the active state to the 
high-impedance state. 

Pause-DR 

No specific function is performed in the· stable Pause-OR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-OR state suspends and resumes data-register scan operations without loss of data. 

Update-DR 

If the current instruction calls for the selected data register to be updated with current data, then such update 
occurs on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the Update-OR state. 

Capture-IR 

When an instruction-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-IR state. In 
the Capture-IR state, the instruction register captures its current status value. This capture operation occurs 
on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-IR state. 

For the 'ABT8952, the status value loaded in the Capture-IR state is the fixed binary value 10000001. 

Shlft-IR 

Upon entry to the Shift-IR state, the instruction register is placed in the scan path between TOI and TOO and, 
on the first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TOO enables to 
the logic level present in the least-significant bit of the instruction register. 

While in the stable Shift-IR state, instruction data is serially shifted through the instruction register on each TCK 
cycle. The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-IR state (Le., no shifting occurs 
during the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-IR to Shift-IR or from Exit2-IR to 
Shift-IR). The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-IR state. 

Exit1-IR, Exit2-IR 

The Exit1-IR and Exit2-IR states are temporary states that end an instruction-register scan. It is possible to 
return to the Shift-IR state from either Exit1-IR or Exit2-IR without recapturing the instruction register. 

On the first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-IR, TOO goes from the active state to the 
high-impedance state. 

Pause-IR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-IR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-IR state suspends and resumes instruction-register scan operations without loss 
of data . 

. Update-IR 

The current instruction is updated and takes effect on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the 
Update-IR state. 
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register overview 

With the exception of the bypass register, any test register can be thought of as a serial-shift register with a 
shadow latch on each bit. The bypass register differs in that it contains only a shift register. During the 
appropriate capture state (Capture-IR for instruction register, Capture-DR for data registers), the shift register 
can be parallel loaded from a source specified by the current instruction. During the appropriate shift state 
(Shift-IR or Shift-DR), the contents of the shift register are shifted out from TOO while new contents are shifted 
in at TO!. During the appropriate update state (Update-IR or Update-DR), the shadow latches are updated from 
the shift register. 

instruction register description 

TOI 

3-108 

The instruction register (I R) is eight bits long and tells the device what instruction is to be executed. Information 
contained in the instruction includes the mode of operation (either normal mode, in which the device performs 
its normal logic function, ortest mode, in which the normal logic function is inhibited or altered), the test operation 
to be performed, which of the three data registers is to be selected for inclusion in the scan path during 
data-register scans, and the source of data to be captured into the selected data register during Capture-DR. 

Table 3 lists the instructions supported by the' ABT8952. The even-parity feature specified for SCOPETM devices 
is supported in this device. Bit 7 of the instruction opcode is the parity bit. Any instructions that are defined for 
SCOPETM devices but are not supported by this device default to BYPASS. 

During Capture-IR, the IR captures the binary value 10000001. As an instruction is shifted in, this value is shifted 
out via TOO and can be inspected as verification that the IR is in the scan path. During Update-IR, the value 
that has been shifted into the IR is loaded into shadow latches. At this time, the current instruction is updated, 
and any specified mode change takes effect. At power up or in the Test-Logic-Reset state, the IR is reset to the 
binary value 11111111 , which selects the BYPASS instruction. The I R order of scan is shown in Figure 2. 

Blt7 
-+ Parity 

----
Bit 6 

(MSB) 
~ Blt5 -+ Blt4 -+ Blt3 ~ Blt2 -+ 

Figure 2. Instruction Register Order of Scan 
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The boundary-scan register (BSR) is 38 bits long. It contains one boundary-scan cell (BSC) for each 
normal-function input pin and two BSCs for each normal-function I/O pin (one for input data and one for output 
data). The BSR is used 1) to store test data that is to be applied internally to the inputs of the normal on-chip 
logic and/or externally to the device output pins, and/or 2) to capture data that appears internally at the outputs 
of the normal on-chip logic and/or externally at the device input pins. 

The source of data to be captured into the BSR during Capture-DR is determined by the current instruction. The 
contents of the BSR can change during Run-Test/Idle as determined by the current instruction. At power up or 
in Test-Logic-Reset, the value of each BSC is reset to logic 0 except BSCs 37-36, which are reset to logic 1. 

The BSR order of scan is from TOI through bits 37-0 to TOO. Table 1 shows the BSR bits and their associated 
device pin signals. 

BSR BIT DEVICE 
NUMBER SIGNAL 

37 OEA8 

36 OE8A 

35 CLKA8 

34 CLK8A 

33 CLKENA8 

32 CLKEN8A 

- -
- -

Table 1. Boundary-Scan Register Configuration 

BSR BIT 
NUMBER 

31 

30 

29 

28 

27 

26 

25 

24 

DEVICE 
SIGNAL 

A8-1 

A7-1 

A6-1 

A5-1 

A4-1 

A3-1 

A2-1 

A1-1 

BSR BIT DEVICE 
NUMBER SIGNAL 

23 A8-0 

22 A7-0 

21 A6-0 

20 A5-0 

19 A4-0 

18 A3-0 

17 A2-0 

16 A1-O 
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15 

14 

13 

12 

11 

10 

9 

8 
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DEVICE 
SIGNAL 

88-1 

87-1 

86-1 

85-1 

B4-1 

83-1 

82-1 

81-1 

BSR BIT DEVICE 
NUMBER SIGNAL 

7 88-0 

6 87-0 

5 86-0 

4 85-0 

3 84-0 

2 83-0 

1 82-0 

0 81-0 

3-109 
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boundary-control register 

The boundary-control register (BCR) is 11 bits long. The BCR is used in the context of the RUNT instruction to 
implement additional test operations not included in the basic SCOPETM instruction set. Such operations include 
PRPG, PSA with input masking, and binary count up (COUNT). Table 4 shows the test operations that are 
decoded by the BCA. 

During Capture-DR, the contents of the BCR are not changed. At power up or in Test-Logic-Reset, the BCR is 
reset to the binary value 00000000010, which selects the PSA test operation with no input masking. 

The SCR order of scan is from TDI through bits 10-0 to TOO. Table 2 shows the SCR bits and their associated 
test control signals. 

Table 2. Boundary-Control Register Configuration 

BCRBIT TEST BCRBIT TEST BCR BIT TEST 
NUMBER CONTROL NUMBER CONTROL NUMBER CONTROL 

SIGNAL SIGNAL SIGNAL 
10 MASKS 6 MASK4 2 OPCODE2 

9 MASK? 5 MASK3 1 OPCODE1 

S MASK6 4 MASK2 0 OPCODEO 

? MASK5 3 MASK1 - -

bypass register 

3-110 

The bypass register is a 1-bit scan path that can be selected to shorten the length of the system scan path, 
thereby reducing the number of bits per test pattern that must be applied to complete a test operation. 

During Capture-DR, the bypass register captures a logic O. The bypass register order of scan is shown in 
Figure 3. 

TDI -1 "itO ~ TDO 

Figure 3. Bypass Register Order of Scan 
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instruction-register opcode description 

The instruction-register opcodes are shown in Table 3. The following descriptions detail the operation of 
each instruction. 

Table 3. Instruction-Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODEt SELECTED DATA 
BIT7~ BITO SCOPE OPCODE DESCRIPTION REGISTER MODE 
MSB~ LSB 

00000000 EXTEST/INTEST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

10000001 BYPASS;· Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

10000010 SAMPLE/PRELOAD Sample boundary Boundary scan Normal 

00000011 INTEST/EXTEST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

10000100 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000101 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000110 HIGHZ Control boundary to high impedance Bypass Modified test 

10000111 CLAMP Control boundary to 1/0 Bypass Test 

10001000 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00001001 RUNT Boundary run test Bypass Test 

00001010 READBN Boundary read Boundary scan Normal 

10001011 READBT Boundary read Boundary scan Test 

00001100 CELLTST Boundary self test Boundary scan Normal 

10001101 TOPHIP Boundary toggle outputs Bypass Test 

10001110 SCANCN Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Normal 

00001111 SCANCT Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Test 

All others BYPASS Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

t Bit 7 is used to maintain even parity in the 8-bit instruction. 
; The BYPASS instruction is executed in lieu of a SCOPETM instruction that is not supported in the' ABT8952. 

boundary scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 EXTEST and INTEST instructions. The BSR is . 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input pins is captured in the input BSCs, while data 
appearing at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic is captured in the output BSCs. Data that has been scanned 
into the input BSCs is applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic, while data that has been scanned into 
the output BSCs is applied to the device output pins. The device operates in the test mode. 

bypass scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 BYPASS instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in the normal mode. 

sample boundary 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction. The BSR is 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input pins is captured in the input BSCs, while data 
appearing at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic is captured in the output BSCs. The device operates in the 
normal mode. 
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control boundary to high Impedance 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1a-1993 HIGHZ instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in a modified test mode in which all device 110 pins are placed in the high-impedance state, the device 
input pins remain operational, and the normal on-chip logic function is performed. 

control boundary to 1/0 

This instruction conformsto the IEEE Standard 1149.1a-1993 CLAMP instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. Data in the input 
BSCs is applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic, while data in the output BSCs is applied to the device 
output pins. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary run test 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. The device operates in the test mode. The test operation specified in the BCR is executed during 
Run-Test/Idle. The five test operations decoded by the BCR are: sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP), 
PRPG, PSA, simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSNPRPG), and simultaneous PSA and binary count up 
(PSNCOUNT). 

boundary read 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BSR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
instruction is useful for inspecting data after a PSA operation. 

boundary self test 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. All BSCs capture the inverse of their current values during Capture-DR. 
In this way, the contents of the shadow latches can be read out to verify the integrity of both shift-register and 
shadow-latch elements of the BSR. The device operates in the normal mode. 

boundary toggle outputs 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output BSCs is toggled on each rising edge of 
TCK in Run-Test/Idle, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output pins on each 
falling edge of TCK in Run-Test/Idle. Data in the selected input BSCs remains constant and is applied to the 
inputs of the normal on-chip logic. Data appearing at the device input pins is not captured in the input BSCs. 
The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary-contral-reglster scan 

3-112 

The BCR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BCR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
operation must be performed before a boundary run test operation to specify which test operation is to be 
executed. 
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boundary-control register opcode description 

The BCR opcodes are decoded from BCR bits 2-0 as shown in Table 4. The selected test operation is performed 
while the RUNT instruction is executed in the Run-Testlldle state. The following descriptions detail the operation 
of each 3CR instruction and illustrate the associated PSA and PRPG algorithms. 

Table 4. Boundary-Control Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODE 
BIT 2~ BITO DESCRIPTION 
MSB~LSB 

XOO Sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

XOl Pseudo-random pattern generation/16-bit mode (PRPG) 

Xl0 Parallel-signature analysis/16-bit mode (PSA) 

011 Simultaneous PSA and PRPG/S-bit mode (PSAlPRPG) 

111 Simultaneous PSA and binary count up/S-bit mode (PSAICOUNT) 

In general, while the cc " 01 input BSCs (bits 37-32) are not included in the sample, toggle, PSA, PRPG, or 
COUNT algorithms, the vutput-enable BSCs (bits 37-36 of the BSR) do control the drive state (active or high 
impedance) of the selected device output pins. These BCR instructions are valid only when the device is 
operating in one direction of data flow (that is, OEAB 'i:- OEBA). Otherwise, the bypass instruction is operated. 

PSA Input masking 

Bits 10-3 of the BCR specify device input pins to be masked from PSA operations. Bit 10 selects masking for 
device input pin A£ during A-to-B data flow or for device input pin B8 during B-to-A data flow. Bit 3 selects 
masking for device input pins A 1 or B 1 during A-to-B or B-to-A data flow, respectively. Bits intermediate to 10 
and 3 mask corresponding device input pins in order from most significant to least significant, as indicated in 
Table 3. When the mask bit that corresponds to a particular device input has a logic 1 value, the device input 
pin is mask9d from any PSA operation, i.e., that the state of the device input pin is ignored and has no effect 
on the generated signature. Otherwise, when a mask bit has a logic 0 value, the corresponding device input 
is not masked from the PSA operation. ' 

sample Inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

Data appearing at the selected device input pins is captured in the shift-register elements of the selected BSCs 
on each rising edge of TCK. This data is updated in the shadow latches of the selected input BSCs and applied 
to the inputs of the normal on-Chip logic. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output BSCs is 
toggled on each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output 
pins on each falling edge of TCK. 
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pseudo-random pattern generation (PRPG) 

3-114 

A pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected BSCs on each rising edge 
of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output pins on each falling edge 
of TCK. This data also is updated in the shadow latches of the selected input BSCs and applied to the inputs 
of the normal on-chip logic. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the 16-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through 
which the patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this 
operation. A seed value of all zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

AS·I A7-I A6·1 AS·I A4-1 A3·1 A2·1 A1·1 

B8-0 B7·0 B6·0 B5-0 B4-0 B3·0 B2·0 B1·0 

Figure 4. 16-Blt PRPG Configuration (OEAB = 0, OEBA = 1) 

B8-1 B7-I B6·1 BS·I B4-1 B3·1 B2·1 B1·1 

A8-0 A7·0 A6·0 AS·O A4-0 A3·0 A2·0 A1·0 

Figure 5. 16-Blt PRPG Configuration (OEAB=1, OEBA = 0) 
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OCTAL REGISTERED BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS121D-AUGUST 1992- REVISED JULY 1996 

Data appearing at the selected device input pins is compressed into a 16-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. This data is updated in the shadow 
latches of the selected input BSCs and applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic. Data in the shadow 
latches of the selected output BSCs remains constant and is applied to the device outputs. Figures 6 and 7 
illustrate the 16-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the signature is generated. An initial 
seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. 

A8-1 A 7-1 A6-1 AS-I A4-1 A3-1 A2-1 A1-1 

B8-0 B7-0 B6-0 B5-0 B4-0 83-0 B2-0 B1-0 

Figure 6. 16-Blt PSA Configuration (OEAB = 0, OEBA = 1) 

B8-1 B7-1 B6-1 B5-1 B4-1 83-1 B2-1 B1-1 

A8-0 A7-0 A6-0 AS-O A4-0 A3-0 A2-0 A1-0 

Figure 7. 16-Blt PSA Configuration (OEAB = 1, OEBA = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSA/PRPG) 

3-116 

Data appearing at the selected device input pins is compressed into an 8-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected input BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. This data is updated in the 
shadow latches of the selected input BSCs and applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic. At the same 
time, an 8-bit pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output BSCs 
on each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output pins 
on each falling edge of TCK. Figures 8 and 9 illustrate the 8-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through 
which the signature and patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before 
performing this operation. A seed value of all zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

<±)=D-

~ 

(±)=D-

A8-1 AN AS-I A5-1 A4-1 A3-1 A2-1 A1-1 

88-0 87-0 8S-0 85-0 84-0 83-0 82-0 81-0 

Figure 8. 8-Bit PSA/PRPG Configuration (OEAB = 0, OEBA = 1) 

88-1 87-1 86-1 85-1 84-1 83-1 82-1 81-1 

A8-0 A7-0 AS-O A5-0 A4-0 A3-0 

Figure 9. 8-Blt PSA/PRPG Configuration (OEAB = 1, OEBA = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and binary count up (PSAICOUNT) 

Data appearing at the selected device input pins is compressed into an a-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected input BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. This data is updated in the 
shadow latches of the selected input BSCs and applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic. At the same 
time, an a-bit binary count-up pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output BSCs 
on each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output pins 
on each falling edge of TCK. In addition, the shift-register elements of the opposite output BSCs count carries 
out of the selected output BSCs extending the count to 16 bits. Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the a-bit 
linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the signature is generated. An initial seed value should 
be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. 

A8-1 AN A6-1 A5-1 A4·1 A3·1 A2·1 A1·1 

MS9 LS9 

QQQQQQQQ 
98-0 97·0 96-0 95-0 94-0 83·0 92·0 91·0 

Figure 10. a-Bit PSA/COUNT Configuration (OEAB = 0, OE~A = 1) 

98-1 97·1 96·1 95-1 94-1 83-1 92·1 91·1 

MS9 LS9 

QQQQQQQQ 
A8-0 A7·0 A6-0 A5-0 A4-0 A3·0 A2·0 A1·0 

Figure 11. 8-Blt PSA/COUNT Configuration (OEAB = 1, OEBA = 0) 
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timing description 

All test operations of the' ABT8952 are synchronous to TCK. Data on the TOI, TMS, and normal-function inputs 
is captured on the rising edge of TCK. Data appears on the TOO and normal-function output pins on the falling 
edge of TCK. The TAP controller is advanced through its states (as shown in Figure 1) by changing the value 
of TMS on the falling edge of TCK and then applying a rising edge to TCK. 

A simple timing example is shown in Figure 12. In this example, the TAP controller begins in the 
Test-Logic-Reset state and is advanced through its states as necessary to perform one instruction-register scan 
and one data-register scan. While in the Shift-IR and Shift-DR states, TOI is used to input serial data, and TOO 
is used to output serial data. The TAP controller is then returned to the Test-Logic-Reset state. Table 5 details 
the operation of the test circuitry during each TCK cycle. 

TCK TAP STATE 
CYCLE(S) AFTERTCK 

1 Test-Logic-Reset 

2 Run-Test/Idle 

3 Select-DR-Scan 

4 Select-I R-Scan 

5 Capture-IR 

6 Shift-IR 

7-13 Shift-IR 

14 Exit1-IR 

15 Update-IR 

16 Select-DR-Scan 

17 Capture-DR 

18 Shift-DR 

19-20 Shift-DR 

21 Exit1-DR 

22 Update-DR 

23 Select-DR-Scan 

24 Select-IR-Scan 

25 Test-Logic-Reset 

3-118 

Table 5. Explanation of Timing Example 

DESCRIPTION 

TMS Is changed to a logic 0 value on the falling edge of TCK to begin advancing the TAP controller toward 
the desired state. 

The IR captures the 8-bit binary value 10000001 on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-IR state. 

TDO becomes active and TDI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

One bit is shifted into the IR on each TCK rising edge. With TDI held at a logic 1 value, the 8-bit binary value 
11111111 is serially scanned into the I R. Atthe same time, the 8-bit binary value 10000001 is serially scanned 
out of the IR via TDO. In TCK cycle 13, TMS is changed to a logic 1 value to end the IR scan on the next 
TCK cycle. The last bit of the instruction is shifted as the TAP controller advances from Shift-IR to Exit1-IR. 

TDO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The IR is updated with the new instruction (BYPASS) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The bypass register captures a logic 0 value on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-DR state. 

TDO becomes active and TDI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

The binary value 101 is shifted in via TDI, while the binary value 010 is shifted out via TDO. 

TDO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

In general, the selected data register is updated with the new data on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test operation completed 
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2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

--u I 

~ ~ U ~ 
~ ~ n ~ 

i G) c c a: a: :c ~ ~ ~ ;!; G) ;; a: ~ 
a: c a: a: a: a: c c i ~ a c 

~ 
c ~ ~ e 
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a: :c 
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~ 
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Controller 8' c 13 I'll 
C .,!. 0 
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iii a: G) 

~ 
u 0 u G) 
G) G) 

~ .,!. 

~ ~ ~ 

~ 3-State (TOO) or Don't Care (TOI) 

Figure 12. Timing Example 

~ II) 

~ 

absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)t 

Supply voltage range, Vee .......................................................... -0.5 V to 7 V 
Input voltage range, VI (except 1/0 ports) (see Note 1) .................................. -0.5 V to 7 V 
Input voltage range, VI (110 ports) (see Note 1) ....................................... -0.5 V to 5.5 V 
Voltage range applied to any output in the high state or power-off state, Vo .............. -0.5 V to 5.5 V 
Current into any output in the low state, 10: SN54ABT8952 ................................... 96 mA 

SN74ABT8952 ................................... 128 mA 
Input clamp current, 11K (VI < 0) ........................................................... -18 mA 
Output clamp current, 10K (VO < 0) ........................................................ -50 mA 
Maximum power dissipation at TA = 55°C (in still air) (see Note 2): OL package ................... 0.7 W 

OW package .................. 1.7 W 
Storage temperature range, Tstg ...•....••.•.•.•••••..••..••....•...••.•.•...•••.•. -65°C to 150°C 

t Stresses beyond those listed under "absolute maximum ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings only, and 
functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated under "recommended operating conditions" is not 
implied. Exposure to absolute-maxim urn-rated conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTES: 1. The input and output negative-voltage ratings may be exceeded if the input and output clamp-current ratings are observed. 
2. The maximum package power dissipation is calculated using a junction temperature of 1500 e and a board trace length of 750 mils. 

For more information, refer to the Package Thermal Considerations application note in the ABT Advanced BiCMOS Technology Data 
Book, literature number SeBD002. 

recommended operating conditions (see Note 3) 

Vee Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

VIL Low-level input voltage 

VI Input voltage 

10H High-level output current 

10L Low-level output current 

AtJl!.v Input transition rise or fall rate 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

NOTE 3: Unused pms (mput or I/O) must be held high or low to prevent them from floating. 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Information concern. products In the formative or 
dCSI n phase of development. Characteristic data and 01lle, 
S ftcatlons art design goals. Texa. Instrument. "servllthe right to 
c ange or discontinue Iblll products without notica. • TEXAS 

INSTRUMENTS 
POST OFFICE BOX 655303 • DALLAS. TEXAS 75265 

SN54ABT8952 

MIN MAX 

4.5 5~5 

2 § 
,§f0.8 

o ft.'" Vee 

.. 6 -24 

{;j"" 48 

".~ 10 

-55 125 

SN74ABT8952 
UNIT 

MIN MAX 

4.5 5.5 V 

2 V 

0.8 V 

0 Vee V 

-32 rnA 

64 rnA 

10 nsN 

-40 85 °e 
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electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) 

PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 
TA = 25°C 

MIN 

VIK VCC- 4.5V, 11 .. -18mA 

VCC .. 4.5V, 10H",-3mA 2.5 

VCC" 5 V, 10H .. -3 mA 3 
VOH 

10H --24 mA 2 
VCC- 4.5V 

10H .. -32mA 2" 

IOl .. 48 mA 
VOL VCC .. 4.5V 

IOl .. 64 mA 

VCC" 5.5 V, 
ClK,ClKEN, 

II VI· VCC or GNO 
OE, TCK 

A or 8 ports 

IIH VCC = 5.5 V, VI"VCC TOI, TMS 

III VCC-5.5V, VI .. GNO TOI, TMS -40 

10lH:!: VCC. 5.5 V, VO-2.7V 

lOll:!: VCC" 5.5 V, VO" 0.5 V 

loff VCC-O, VI or Vo ~4.5 V 

10lPU VCC .. Ot02V, VO" 0.5 Vor2.7V 

10lPD VCC .. 2VtoO, Vo .. 0.5 V or 2.7 V 

ICEX VCC III 5.5 V, VO'" 5.5V Outputs high 

10§ VCC" 5.5 V, VO=2.5V -50 

VCC" 5.5 V, Outputs high 
AorB 

ICC 10. 0, ports 
Outputs low 

VI" VCC or GNO Outputs disabled 

.1ICC~ 
VCC = 5.5 V, One input at 3.4 V, 
Other inputs at Vee or GNO 

Ci VI .. 2.5 V or 0.5 V Control inputs 

Cio Va = 2.5 Vor 0.5 V A or B ports 

Co Va" 2.5 Vor 0.5 V TOO 

"On products compliant to Mll-PRF-38535, this parameter does not apply. 
t All typical values are at Vee" 5 V. 
:!: The parameters 10ZH and lOll include the input leakage current. 

TYPt 

-100 

0.9 

30 

0.9 

3 

10 

8 

SN54ABT8952 SN74ABT8952 

MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

-1.2 -1.2 -1.2 

2.5 2.5 

3 3 

2 

2 

0.55 0.55 

0.55" 0.55 

±1 ±1 ±1 

±100 ~Jib ±100 

10 Jif'10 10 

-160 -40 q,"<-160 -40 -160 

50 '-:'" .,,0 50 50 

-50 is' -50 -50 

±100 l~ ±100 

±50 ±50 ±50 

±SO ±50 ±50 

50 50 50 

-180 -50 -180 -50 -180 

2 2 2 

38 38 38 

2 2 2 

1.5 1.5 1.5 

§ Not more than one output should be tested at a time, and the duration of the test should not exceed one second. 
~ This is the increase in supply current for each Input that is at the specified TIL voltage level rather than Vec or GNO. 

PRODUCT PREVIEW InformaUon concerns pt'OCIUCIIIn the formative or 

:

n p/1III of development Chll'ICtlllltlc dill end other 
• lCI1Ions 1ft dlllgn goalS. TlxnlnStrumems mervlS thl right to 

nge or discontinue !h ... products without 1IOIIce. 
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timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 13) 

SN54ABT8952 SN74ABT8952 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency CLKAB or CLKBA 0 100 0 100 MHz 

tw Pulse duration CLKAB or CLKBA high or low 3 "..A.. 3 ns 

A before CLKABi or B before CLKBA i 4.§o04~ 4.5 
tsu Setup time 

CLKEN before CLKi 6'4~~' 
ns 

4.5 

A after CLKABi or B after CLKBA i .~ 0 
th Hold time 

CLKEN after CLKi 
ns 

0 0 

timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 13) 

fclock Clock frequency TCK 

tw Pulse duration TCK high or low 

A, B, CLK, CLKEN, or OE before TCKi 

tsu Setup time TOI before TCKi 

TMS before TCKi 

A, B, CLK, CLKEN, or OE after TCKi 

th Hold time TOI after TCKi 

TMS after TCKi 

ld Oelaytime Power up to TCKi 

tr Rise time Vccpowerup 

·On products compliant to MIL-PRF-38535, this parameter is not production tested. 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Informllion coneema products In thiformatlvi or 
den phase of development CharaC1tr\sllc dIta and aliter 
I flcatJonl are dlllgn goall. Texallnltrumenta reserves lit. right to 
c nge or discontinue thlll prodUCII without notlc .. • TEXAS 

INSTRUMENTS 
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SN54ABT8952 SN74ABT8952 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

0 50 0 50 MHz 

5 5 ns 

5 ~ l.t., 5 

6 If':; 6 ns 

6..r' 6 

Qj' 0 

ff/J 0 ns 

~O 0 .. 
50· 50 ns 

1· 1 JlS 
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switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 13) 

FROM TO 
Vee = 5 V, SN54ABT8952 SN74ABT8952 

PARAMETER (INPUT) (OUTPUT) 
TA = 25°e UNIT 

MIN TYP MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fmax CLK AorB 100 130 100 .$:: 100 MHz 

tpLH 3 4.6 5.4 3 ~~.5 3 6.3 
CLKAB or CLKBA BorA 

2.5 ",tt: 5.5 
ns 

tpHL 2.5 3.8 4.6 2.5 5.3 

tpZH 2 4.1 4.9 f' 5.9 2 5.8 
OEABor OEBA BorA 

~1r 
ns 

tpZL, 2.5 4.7 5.5 7.1 2.5 6.9 

tpHZ 2.5 5.3 6.1 ~.5 7.5 2.5 7.3 
OEABorOEBA BorA 4. ns 

tpLZ 3 4.5 5.3 3 6.3 3 6.1 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 13) 

FROM 
PARAMETER (INPUT) 

fmax TCK 

tpLH 
TCKJ. 

tpHL 

tpLH 
TCKJ. 

tpHL 

tpZH 
TCKJ. 

tpZL 

tpZH 
TCKJ. 

tPZL 

tpHZ 
TCKJ. 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
TCKJ. 

tpLZ 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Infonnatlon concerns products In the formative or 

:

sI n phase of development. Challletemlle data and other 
I lcatIona III design goals. T.xallnSlrumlnta raaarvll1he right to 

ang. or dlacontlnue these products without notice. 
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TO 
VCC=5V, 

(OUTPUT) 
TA = 25°e 

MIN TYP 

50 90 

3.5 8 
AorB 

3 7.7 

2.5 
TOO 

4.3 

2.5 4.2 

4.5 
AorB 

8.2 

4.5 9 

TOO 
2.5 4.3 

2.5 4.9 

AorB 
3.5 8.4 

3 8 

3 
TOO 

5.9 

3 5 

"TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 

MAX 

9.5 

9 

5.5 

5.5 

9.5 

10.5 

5:5 

6 

10.5 

10.5 

7 

6.5 
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SN54ABT8952 SN74ABT8952 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

50 50 MHz 

3.5 12.5 3.5 12 
ns 

3 12 3 11.5 

2.5 ~7 2.5 6.5 

£17 ns 
2.5 2.5 6.5 

4.5§12.5 4.5 12 
ns 

4.~" 13.5 4.5 13 

~;5" 7 2.5 6.5 

h~~5 
ns 

7.5 2.5 7 

4'3.5 14 3.5 13.5 
ns 

3 13.5 3 13 

3 9 3 8.5 
ns 

3 8 3 7.5 
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PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION 

o 7V 

500n 
From Output ---a __ e--"""f\r--_...J 

S1 o Open 

Under Test 

CL =50 pF 

(see Note A) T 500n rND 

LOAD CIRCUIT 

14-- tw ----+I 
, I 

Input 3 ~'"',..1_.-5~V~~~~ :: 

Input 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PULSE DURATION 

~1.5V )(1.5V 

I 
I I 

tpLH~ 

3V 

OV 

KtPHL 
, 

/1.5V 
I ~VOH 

I I 1.5 V 
I I VOL 

Output 

, 
tPHL~ ~tPLH 

\1.5V 
FVOH 

1.5V 

VOL 
Output 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PROPAGATION DELAY TIMES 

INVERTING AND NONINVERTING OUTPUTS 

NOTES: A. CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 

Timing Input 

Data Input 

Output 
Control 

Output 
Waveform 1 

S1 at 7 V 
(see Note B) 

Output 
Waveform 2 
S1 at Open 

(see Note B) 

TEST S1 

tPLH/tPHL Open 

tpLZ/tpZL 7V 

tpHz/tpZH Open 

3V 
------~1.5V 

------',''------- OV , I I 
,~ t .14 th ., 
, su , ---"* .. 5 V ~ :: 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
SETUP AND HOLD TIMES 

J1.5V ):(1.5 V 

I 
tpZL~ ~ I 

I I tpLZ -1 

3V 

OV 

3.5 V 
I 1.5V I 

VOL+0.3V V 
I ---- OL 

I I tPHZ ~ j4-
tpZH~ i4- I V 

/1.5 V 
~H-0.3V OH 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
ENABLE AND DISABLE TIMES 

LOW· AND HIGH·LEVEL ENABLING 

=OV 

B. Waveform 1 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is low except when disabled by the output control. 
Waveform 2 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is high except when disabled by the output control. 

C. All input pulses are supplied by generators having the following characteristics: PRR S 10 MHz, Zo = 50 n. tr S 2.5 ns, tf S 2.5 ns. 
D. The outputs are measured one at a time with one transition per measurement. 

Figure 13. Load Circuit and Voltage Waveforms 
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o Members of the Texas Instruments 
SCOPETM Family of Testability Products 

• Members of the Texas Instruments 
W/debus™ Family 

• Compatible With the IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990 (JTAG) Test Access Port and 
Boundary-Scan Architecture 

• SCOPETM Instruction Set 
- IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 Required 

Instructions, CLAMP and HIGHZ 
- Parallel-Signature Analysis at Inputs 
- Pseudo-Random Pattern Generation 

From Outputs 
- Sample Inputs/Toggle Outputs 
- Binary Count From Outputs 
- Device Identification 
- Even-Parity Opcodes 

o State-of-the-Art EPIC-nIPM BICMOS Design 
Significantly Reduces Power Dissipation 

• Packaged in Plastic Shrink Small-Outline 
(DL) and Thin Shrink Small-Outline (DGG) 
Packages and 3S0-mil Fine-Pitch Ceramic 
Flat (WD) Packages 

description 

The' ABT18245A scan test devices with 18-bit bus 
transceivers are members of the Texas 
Instruments SCOPETM testability integrated
circuit family. This family of devices supports IEEE 
Standard 1149.1-1990 boundary scan to facilitate 
testing of complex circuit-board assemblies. Scan 
access to the test circuitry is accomplished via the 
4-wire test access port (TAP) interface. 

SN54ABT18245A, SN74ABT18245A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18·BIT BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS110G - AUGUST 1992 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

SN54ABT18245A •.• WD PACKAGE 
SN74ABT18245A ••• DGG OR DL PACKAGE 

(TOP VIEW) 

1DIR 
181 
182 

GND 
183 
184 
Vee 
185 
186 
187 

GND 
188 
189 
281 
282 
283 
284 

GND 
285 
286 
287 
Vee 
288 
289 

GND 
2JIR 

TDO 
TMS 

1 U 56~ 
2 55 g 
3 54 ~ 
4 53 
5 52 
6 51 
7 50 
8 49 
9 48 
10 47 
11 46 
12 45 
13 44 
14 43 
15 42 
16 41 
17 40 
18 39 
19 38 
20 37 
21 36 
22 35 
23 34 
24 33 
25 32 
26 31 
27 30 
28 29 

10E 
1A1 
1A2 
GND 
1A3 
1A4 
Vee 
1A5 
1A6 
1A7 
GND 
1A8 
1A9 
2A1 
2A2 
2A3 
2A4 
GND 
2A5 
2A6 
2A7 
Vee 
2A8 
2A9 
GND 
20E 
TDI 
TCK 

In the normal mode, these devices are 18-bit noninverting bus transceivers. They can be used either as two 
9-bit transceivers or one 18-bit transceiver. The test circuitry can be activated by the TAP to take snapshot 
samples of the data appearing at the device pins or to perform a self test on the boundary-test cells. Activating 
the TAP in the normal mode does not affect the functional operation of the SCOPETM bus transceivers. 

Data flow is controlled by the direction-control (DIR) and output-enable (OE) inputs. Data transmission is 
allowed from the A bus to the B bus or from the B bus to the A bus, depending on the logic level at DIR. OE can 
be used to disable the device so that the buses are effectively isolated. 

In the test mode, the normal operation of the SCOPETM bus transceivers is inhibited and the test circuitry is 
enabled to observe and control the input/output (1/0) boundary of the device. When enabled, the test circuitry 
performs boundary-scan test operations according to the protocol described in IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. 

SCOPE, Widebus, and EPle-IIB are trademarks of Texas Instruments Incorporated. 

~~~t;~~~0:1~ sl~~r:r~~~~sl~~~:~!r:,~ g: 1.~~~::m~J~ 
standard warrsnty. Production processing does not necessarily Include 
lestlng 01 all param eters. ~TEXAS 

INSTRUMENTS 
POST OFFICE BOX 655303 • DALLAS, TEXAS 75265 

Copyright ~ 1996, Texas Instruments Incorporated 
On producta compliant to MIL·PRf.38535, all parameters are tested 
unle8S otherwl8S noted. On all other producta, production 
proceaslng does not necessarily Include testing 01 all parameters. 
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description (continued) 

4-4 

Four dedicated test pins observe and control the operation of the test circuitry: test data input (TOI), test data 
output (TOO), test mode select (TMS) , and test clock (TCK). Additionally, the test circuitry performs other testing 
functions such as parallel-signature analysis (PSA) on data inputs and pseudo-random pattern generation 
(PRPG) from data outputs. All testing and scan operations are synchronized to the TAP interface. 

The SN74ABT18245A is available in TI's shrink small-outline (OL) and thin shrink small-outline (OGG) 
packages, which provide twice the 1/0 pin count and functionality of standard small-outline packages in the 
same printed-circuit-board area. 

The SN54ABT18245A is characterized for operation over the full military temperature range of -55°C to 125°C. 
The SN74ABT18245A is characterized for operation from -40°C to 85°C. 

FUNCTION TABLE 
(normal mode, each 9·blt section) 

INPUTS 
OPERATION 

OE CIR 

L L B data to A bus 

L H A data to B bus 

H X Isolation 
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functional block diagram 

10lR -----I 

1 OE _5 __ 6_--1 

1A1 

20lR _2_6_--1 

20E _3;;.,;;1_---1 

2A1 

VCC 

TOI 
30 

VCC 

28 
TMS 

29 
TCK 

Boundary-Scan Register 

One of Nine Channels 

One of Nine Channels 

TAP 
Controller 
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TERMINAL 
NAME 

1A1-1A9, 
2Al-2A9 

181-189, 
281-289 

1DIR,2DIR 

GNO 

10E,20E 

TCK 

TDI 

TDO 

TMS 

VCC 

4-a 

Terminal Functions 

DESCRIPTION 

Normal-function A-bus 1/0 ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function 8-bus I/O ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function direction controls. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Ground 

Normal-function output enables. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Test clock. One of four terminals required by I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990. Test operations of the device are synchronous to 
TCK. Data is captured on the rising edge of TCK and outputs change on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test data input. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TDI is the serial input for shifting data through 
the instruction register or selected data register. An internal pullup forces TOI to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test data output. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOO is the serial output for shifting data 
through the instruction register or selected data register. 

Test mode select. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TMS directs the device through its TAP 
controller states. An internal pullup forces TMS to a high level if left unconnected. 

Supply voltage 

~TEXAS 
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test architecture 
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Serial-test information is conveyed by means of a 4-wire test bus or TAP, that conforms to IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990. Test instructions, test data, and test control signals all are passed along this serial-test bus. The 
TAP controller monitors two signals from the test bus, TCK and TMS. The TAP controller extracts the 
synchronization (TCK) and state control (TMS) signals from the test bus and generates the appropriate on-chip 
control signals for the test structures in the device. Figure 1 shows the TAP-controller state diagram. 

The TAP controller is fully synchronous to the TCK Signal. Input data is captured on the rising edge of TCK and 
output data changes on the falling edge of TCK. This scheme ensures that data to be captured is valid for fully 
one-half of the TCK cycle. 

The functional block diagram illustrates the I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990 4-wire test bus and boundary-scan 
architecture and the relationship among the test bus, the TAP controller, and the test registers. As illustrated, 
the device contains an 8-bit instruction register and four test-data registers: a 44-bit boundary-scan register, a 
3-bit boundary-control register, a 1-bit bypass register, and a 32-bit device-identification register. 

Test-Loglc-Reset 

TMS=L 

Run-Test/Idle 

Figure 1. TAP-Controller State Diagram 
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state diagram description 

The TAP controller is a synchronous finite state machine that provides test control signals throughout the device. 
The state diagram shown in Figure 1 is in accordance with IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. The TAP controller 
proceeds through its states based on the level of TMS at the rising edge of TCK. 

As shown, the TAP controller consists of 16 states. There are six stable states (indicated by. a looping arrow in 
the state diagram) and ten unstable states. A stable state is a state the TAP controller can retain for consecutive 
TCK cycles. Any state that does not meet this criterion is an unstable state. 

There are two main paths through the state diagram: one to access and control the selected data register and 
one to access and control the instruction register. Only one register can be accessed at a time. 

Test-Logie-Reset 

The device powers up in the Test-Logic-Reset state. In the stable Test-Logic-Reset state, the test logic is reset 
and is disabled so that the normal logic function of the device is performed. The instruction register is reset to 
an opcode that selects the optionallDCODE instruction, if supported, or the BYPASS instruction. Certain data 
registers also can be reset to their' power-up values. 

The state machine is constructed such that the TAP controller returns to the Test-Logic-Reset state in no more 
than five TCK cycles if TMS is left high. TMS has an internal pullup resistor that forces it high if left unconnected 
or if a board defect causes it to be open circuited. 

For the' ABT18245A, the instruction register is reset to the binary value 10000001 , which selects the I DCODE 
instruction. Bits 43-40 in the boundary-scan register are reset to logic 0, ensuring that these cells, which control 
the A-port and B-port outputs are set to benign values (i.e., if test mode were invoked, the outputs would be at 
the high-impedance state). Reset values of other bits in the boundary-scan register should be considered 
indeterminate. The boundary-control register is reset to the binary value 010, which selects the PSA test 
operation. 

Run-Test/Idle 

The TAP controller must pass through the Run-Test/Idle state (from Test-Logic-Reset) before executing any test 
operations. The Run-Test/Idle state also can be entered following data-register or instruction-register scans. 
Run-Test/Idle is a stable state in which the test logic can be actively running a test or can be idle. The test 
operations selected by the boundary-control register are performed while the TAP controller is in the 
Run-Test/Idle state. 

Select-DR-Scan, Select-IR-Scan 

No specific function is performed in the Select-OR-Scan and Select-IR-Scan states, and the TAP controller exits 
either of these states on the next TCK cycle. These states allow the selection of either data-register scan or 
instruction-register scan. 

Capture-DR 

4-8 

When a data-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-DR state. In the 
Capture-DR state, the selected data register can capture a data value as specified by the current instruction. 
Such capture operations occur on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-DR 
state. 
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Upon entry to the Shift-DR state, the data register is placed in the scan path between TOI and TOO. On the first 
falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TOO enables to the logic level 
present in the least-significant bit of the selected data register. 

While in the stable Shift-DR state, data is serially shifted through the selected data register on each TCK cycle. 
The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-OR state (Le., no shifting occurs during 
the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-DR to Shift-DR or from Exit2-0R to Shift-DR). 
The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-DR state. 

Exlt1·DR, Exlt2·DR 

The Exit1-0R and Exit2-0R states are temporary states that end a data-register scan. It is possible to return 
to the Shift-OR state from either Exit1-0R or Exit2-0R without recapturing the data register. On the first falling 
edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-0R, TOO goes from the active state to the high-impedance state. 

Pause·DR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-DR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-DR state suspends and resumes data-register scan operations without loss of data. 

Update-DR 

If the current instruction calls for the selected data register to be updated with current data, such updates occur 
on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the Update-DR state. 

Capture-IR 

When an instruction-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-IR state. In 
the Capture-IR state, the instruction register captures its current status value. This capture operation occurs 
on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-IR state. For the' ABT18245A, the 
status value loaded in the Capture-IR state is the fixed binary value 10000001. I 

Shift·IR 

Upon entry to the Shift-IR state, the instruction register is placed in the scan path between TOI and TOO. On 
the first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TOO enables to the 
logic level present in the least-significant bit of the instruction register. 

While in the stable Shift-IR state, instruction data is serially shifted through the instruction register on each TCK 
cycle. The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-IR state (Le., no shifting occurs 
during the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-IR to Shift-IR or from Exit2-IR to 
Shift-IR). The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-IR state. 

Exlt1·IR, Exlt2·IR 

The Exit1-IR and Exit2-IR states are temporary states that end an instruction-register scan. It is possible to 
return to the Shift-IR state from either Exit1-IR or Exit2-IR without recapturing the instruction register. On the 
first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-IR, TOO goes from the active state to the high-impedance state. 

Pause-IR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-IR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-IR state suspends and resumes instruction-register scan operations without loss of 
data. 

Update-IR 

The current instruction is updated and takes effect on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the Update-IR 
state. 
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register overview 

With the exception of the bypass and device-identification registers, any test register can be thought of as a 
serial-shift register with a shadow latch on each bit. The bypass and device-identification registers differ in that 
they contain only a shift register. During the appropriate capture state (Capture-IR for instruction register, 
Capture-DR for data registers), the shift register can be parallel loaded from a source specified by the current 
instruction. During the appropriate shift state (Shift-IR or Shift-DR), the contents of the shift register are shifted 
out from TOO while new contents are shifted in at TDI. During the appropriate update state (Update-IR or 
Update-DR), the shadow latches are updated from the shift register. 

instruction register description 

TOI 

4-10 

The instruction register (IR) is eight bits long and tells the device what instruction is to be executed. Information 
contained in the instruction includes the mode of operation (either normal mode, in which the device performs 
its normal logic function, or test mode, in which the normal logic function is inhibited or altered), the test operation 
to be performed, which of the four data registers is to be selected for inclusion in the scan path during 
data-register scans, and the source of data to be captured into the selected data register during Capture-DR. 

Table 3 lists the instructions supported by the 'ABT18245A. The even-parity feature specified for SCOppM 
devices is supported in this device. Bit 7 of the instruction opcode is the parity bit. Any instructions that are 
defined for SCOppM devices but are not supported by this device default to BYPASS. 

During Capture-IR, the IR captures the binary value 10000001. As an instruction is shifted in, this value is shifted 
out via TOO and can be inspected as verification that the IR is in the scan path. During Update-IR, the value 
that has been shifted into the IR is loaded into shadow latches. At this time, the current instruction is updated 
and any specified mode change takes effect. At power up or in the Test-Logic-Reset state, the IR is reset to the 
binary value 10000001, which selects the IOCOOE instruction. The IR order of scan is shown in Figure 2. 

Blt7 ----. Parity r- Blt6 
(MSB) 

---+ BitS ---+ Blt4 r- Blt3 r- Blt2 ---. 

Figure 2. Instruction Register Order of Scan 
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The boundary-scan register (BSR) is 44 bits long. It contains one boundary-scan cell (BSC) for each 
normal-function input pin, one BSC for each normal-function I/O pin (one single cell for both input data and 
output data), and one BSC for each of the internally decoded output-enable signals (10EA, 20EA, 10EB, 
20EB). The BSR is used to store test data that is to be applied externally to the device output pins, and/or to 
capture data that appears internally at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic and/or externally at the device 
input pins. 

The source of data to be captured into the BSR during Capture-DR is determined by the current instruction. The 
contents of the BSR can change during Run-Test/Idle, as determined by the current instruction. At power up 
or in Test-Logic-Reset, BSCs 43-40 are reset to logic 0, ensuring that these cells, which control A-port and 
B-port outputs, are set to benign values (Le., if test mode were invoked, the outputs would be at the 
high-impedance state). Reset values of other BSCs should be considered indeterminate. 

When external data is to be captured, the BSCs for signals 1 OEA, 20EA, 1 OEB, and 20EB capturejQgic values 
determin~ by the following ~itive-Iogic equations: 1 OEA = 1 OE • 1DIR, 20EA = 20E • 2DIR, 
10EB = 10E • DIR, and 20EB = 20E • DIR. When data is to be applied externally, these BSCs control the 
drive state (active or high impedance) of their respective outputs. 

The BSR order of scan is from TDI through bits 43-0 to TOO. Table 1 shows the BSR bits and their associated 
device pin signals. 

Table 1. Boundary-Scan Register Configuration 

BSR BIT DEVICE BSR BIT DEVICE BSR BIT DEVICE BSR BIT DEVICE BSR BIT DEVICE 
NUMBER SIGNAL. NUMBER SIGNAL. NUMBER SIGNAL. NUMBER SIGNAL. NUMBER SIGNAL. 

43 20EB 35 2A9-1/0 26 1A9-1/0 17 2B9-1/0 8 1B9-1/0 

42 WEB 34 2A8-1/0 25 1A8-1/0 16 2B8-1/0 7 1B8-1/0 

41 20EA 33 2A7-1/0 24 1A7-1/0 15 2B7-1/0 6 1B7-1/0 

40 10EA 32 2A6-1/0 23 1A6-1/0 14 2B6-1/0 5 1B6-1/0 

39 2DIR 31 2A5-1/0 22 1A5-1/0 13 2B5-1/0 4 1B5-1/0 

38 1DIR 30 2A4-1/0 21 1A4-1/0 12 2B4-1/0 3 1B4-1/0 

37 20E 29 2A3-1/0 20 1A3-1/0 11 2B3-1/0 2 1B3-1/0 

36 10E 28 2A2-1/0 19 1A2-1/0 10 2B2-1/0 1 1B2-1/0 

- - 27 2A1-1/0 18 1A1-1/0 9 2B1-1/0 0 1B1-1/0 

boundary-control register 

The boundary-control register (BCR) is three bits long. The BCR is used in the context of the boundary-run test 
(RUNT) instruction to implement additional test operations not included in the basic SCOPETM instruction set. 
Such operations include PRPG, PSA, and binary count up (COUNT). Table 4 shows the test operations that 
are decoded by the BCA. 

During Capture-DR, the contents of the BCR are not changed. At power up or in Test-Logic-Reset, the BCR is 
reset to the binary value 010, which selects the PSA test operation. The BCR order of scan is shown in 
Figure 3. 

TDI 
BIt 2 

(MSB) BIt 1 
BIt 0 

(L.SB) 

Figure 3. Boundary-Control Register Order of Scan 
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bypass register 

The bypass register is a 1-bit scan path that can be selected to shorten the length of the system scan path, 
reducing the number of bits per test pattern that must be applied to complete a test operation. During 
Capture-DR, the bypass register captures a logic O. The bypass register order of scan is shown in 
Figure 4. 

TDI --i BII 0 ~ TDO 

Figure 4. Bypass Register Order of Scan 

device-Identification register 

4-12 

The device-identification register (lOR) is 32 bits long. It can be selected and read to identify the manufacturer, 
part number, and version of this device. 

During Capture-DR, the binary value 00010000000000000101000000101111 (1000502F, hex) is captured in 
the lOR to identify this device as Texas Instruments SN54174ABT18245A. The lOR order of scan is from TDI 
through bits 31-0 to TOO. Table 2 shows the lOR bits and their Significance. 

Table 2. Device-Identification Register Configuration 

lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE 

31 VERSION3 27 PARTNUMBER15 11 MANUFACTURER10t 

30 VERSION2 26 PARTNUMBER14 10 MANUFACTURER09t 

29 VERSION1 25 PARTNUMBER13 9 MANUFACTURER08t 

28 VERSIONO 24 PARTNUMBER12 8 MANUFACTURERon 

- - 23 PARTNUMBER11 7 MANUFACTURER06t 

- - 22 PARTNUMBER10 6 MANUFACTURER05t 

- - 21 PARTNUMBER09 5 MANUFACTURER04t 

- - 20 PARTNUMBER08 4 MANUFACTURER03t 

- - 19 PARTNUMBER07 3 MANUFACTURER02t 

- - 18 PARTNUMBER06 2 MANUFACTURER01t 

- - 17 PARTNUMBER05 1 MANUFACTUREROOt 

-- - 16 PARTNUMBER04 0 LOGIC1t 

- - 15 PARTNUMBER03 - -
- - 14 PARTNUMBER02 - -
- - 13 PARTNUMBER01 - -
- - 12 PARTNUMBEROO - -

t Note that for TI products, bits 11-0 of the device-identification register always contain the binary value 000000101111 
(02F, hex). 
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instruction-register opcode description 

The instruction-register opcodes are shown in Table 3. The following descriptions detail the operation of each 
instruction. 

Table 3. Instruction-Register Opcodes 

BINARY COOEt 
SELECTED DATA 

BIT7~ BIT 0 SCOPE OPCODE DESCRIPTION 
REGISTER 

MODE 
MSB~LSB 

00000000 EXTEST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

10000001 IDCODE Identification read Device identification Normal 

10000010 SAMPLE/PRELOAD Sample boundary Boundary scan Normal 

00000011 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

10000100 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000101 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000110 HIGHZ Control boundary to high impedance Bypass Modified test 

10000111 CLAMP Control boundary to 1/0 Bypass Test 

10001000 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00001001 RUNT Boundary-run test Bypass Test 

00001010 READBN Boundary read Boundary scan Normal 

10001011 READBT Boundary read Boundary scan Test 

00001100 CELLTST Boundary self test Boundary scan Normal 

10001101 TOPHIP Boundary toggle outputs Bypass Test 

10001110 SCANCN Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Normal 

00001111 SCANCT Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Test 

All others BYPASS Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

t Bit 7 is used to maintain even parity in the 8-bit instruction. 
; The BYPASS instruction is executed in lieu of a SCOPETM instruction that is not supported in the 'ABT18245A. 

boundary scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 EXTEST instruction. The BSR is selected in the 
scan path. Data appearing at the device input and 110 pins is captured in the associated BSCs. Data that has 
been scanned into the input BSCs is applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic, while data scanned into 
the 1/0 BSCs for pins in the output mode is applied to the device 1/0 pins. Data present at the device 1/0 pins 
is passed through the 1/0 BSCs to the normal on-chip logic. For 1/0 pins, the operation of a pin as input or output 
is determined by the contents of the output-enable BSCs (bits 43-40 of the BSR). When a given output enable 
is active (logic 1), the associated 110 pins operate in the output mode. Otherwise, the 1/0 pins operate in the 
input mode. The device operates in the test mode. 

identification read 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 IDCODE instruction. The IDR is selected in the 
scan path. The device operates in the normal mode. 

sample boundary 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction. The BSR is 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input pins and 1/0 pins in the input mode is captured 
in the associated BSCs, while data appearing at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic is captured in the BSCs 
associated with 1/0 pins in the output mode. The device operates in the normal mode . 
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bypass scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 BYPASS instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in the normal mode. 

control boundary to high Impedance 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1 a-1993 HIGHZ instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in a modified test mode in which all device I/O pins are placed in the high-impedance state, the device 
input pins remain operational, and the normal on-chip logic function is performed. 

control boundary to 1/0 

This instruction conforms to the ,IEEE Standard 1149.1a-1993 CLAMP instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. Data in the input 
BSCs is applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic, while data in the I/O BSCs for pins in the output mode 
is applied to the device I/O pins. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary-run test 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. The device operates in the test mode. The test operation specified in the BCR is executed during 
Run-Test/Idle. The five test operations decoded by the BCR are: sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP), 
PRPG, PSA, simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSAlPRPG), and simultaneous PSA and binary count up 
(PSAICOUNT). 

boundary read 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BSR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
instruction is useful for inspecting data after a PSA operation. 

boundary self test 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. All BSCs capture the inverse of their current values during Capture-DR. 
In this way, the contents of the shadow latches can be read out to verify the integrity of both shift-register and 
shadow-latch elements of the BSR. The device operates in the normal mode. 

boundary toggle outputs 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs is toggled on each rising 
edge of TCK in Run-Test/Idle, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device I/O pins on 
each falling edge of TCK in Run-Test/Idle. Data in the input-mode BSCs remains constant. Data appearing at 
the device input or 110 pins is not captured in the input-mode BSCs. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary-control-reglster scan 

4-14 

The BCR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BCR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
operation must be performed before a boundary-run test operation to specify which test operation is to be 
executed. 
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SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18·BIT BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS110G -AUGUST 1992 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

boundary-control-reglster opcode description 

The BCR opcodes are decoded from BCR bits 2-0 as shown in Table 4. The selected test operation is performed 
while the RUNT instruction is executed in the Run-Test/Idle state. The following descriptions detail the operation 
of each I3CR instruction and illustrate the associated PSA and PRPG algorithms. 

Table 4. Boundary-Control Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODE 
BIT 2~ BIT 0 DESCRIPTION 
MSB~LSB 

XOO Sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

X01 Pseudo-random pattern generationl36-bit mode (PRPG) 

X10 Parallel-signature analysis/36-bit mode (PSA) 

011 Simultaneous PSA and PRPG/18-bit mode (PSAlPRPG) 

111 Simultaneous PSA and binary count up/18-bit mode (PSA/COUNn 

While the control input BSCs (bits 43-36) are not included in the toggle, PSA, PRPG, or COUNT algorithms, 
the output-enable BSCs (bits 43-40 ofthe BSR) control the drive state (active or high impedance) ofthe selected 
device output pins. These BCR instructions are valid only when both bytes of the device are operating in one 
direction of data flow (Le., 1 OEA ':f:. 10EB and 20EA':f:. 20EB) and in the same direction of data flow 
(Le.,1 OEA = 20EA and 10EB = 20EB). Otherwise, the bypass instruction is operated. 

sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 1/0 pins is captured in the shift-register elements of the 
associated BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode 
BSCs is toggled on each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated 
device 110 pins on each falling edge of TCK. 
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SN54ABT18245A, SN74ABT18245A 
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WITH 18·BIT BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
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pseudo-random pattern generation (PRPG) 

4-16 

A pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected BSCs on each rising edge 
of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output-mode 110 pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the 36-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which 
the patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before. performing this 
operation. A seed value of all zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

2B9-1/0 2B8-1/0 2B7-1/0 2B6-1/0 2B5-1/0 2B4-1/0 2B3-1/0 2B2-1/0 2B1-1/0 

1 B9-1/0 1 B8-I/O 1 B7-1/0 1 B6-I/O 1 B5-1/0 1 B4-I/O 1 B3-1/0 1 B2-1/0 1 B1-1/0 

Figure 5. 36-Blt PRPG Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 0, 10EB = 20EB = 1) 
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pseudo-random pattern generation (PRPG) (continued) 

2B9-I/O 2B8-1I0 2B7-I/O 2B6-I/O 2B5-1/0 2B4-1/0 2B3-1/0 2B2-1I0 2B1-1/0 

1B9-1/0 1B8-1/0 187-110 1B6-1/0 1B5-1/0 1B4-1I0 1B3-1/0 1B2-1/0 181-1/0 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1I0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

Figure 6. 36-Blt PRPG Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 1, 10EB = 20EB = 0) 
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parallel-signature analysis (PSA) 

4-18 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 110 pins is compressed into a 36-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. Data in the shadow latches of the 
selected output-mode BSCs remains constant and is applied to the associated device 110 pins. Figures 7 and 8 
illustrate the 36-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the signature is generated. An initial 
seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-I/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

289-1/0 288-110 287-1/0 286-1/0 285-1/0 284-110 283-1/0 282-1/0 281-1/0 

189-1/0 188-1/0 187-1/0 186-1/0 185-1/0 184-1/0 183-1/0 182-1/0 181-1/0 

Figure 7. 36-Blt PSA Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 0, 10EB = 20EB = 1) 
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parallel-signature analysis (PSA) (continued) 

289·1/0 288-110 287·110 286·1/0 285·1/0 284-110 283·1/0 282·1/0 281·1/0 

189·1/0 188-110 187·1/0 186-110 185·1/0 184-110 183·1/0 182·1/0 181·1/0 

2A9·1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7·1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1I0 2A4-1/0 2A3·1/0 2A2·1/0 2A1·1/0 

1A9·1/0 1A8-1I0 1A7·1I0 1A6·1/0 1A5·1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3·1I0 1A2·1/0 1A1·1/0 

Figure 8. 36-Blt PSA Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 1, 10EB = 20EB = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSA/PRPG) 

4-20 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 1/0 pins is compressed into an 18-bit parallel signature in 
the shift-register elements of the selected input-mode BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. At the same time, an 
18-bit pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output-made BSCs on 
each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device I/O pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the 18-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which 
the signature and patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before 
performing this operation. A seed value of all zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

2A9·1I0 2AB-1I0 2A7·1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3·1/0 2A2·1I0 2A1·1/0 

1A9·1/0 1AB-1/0 1A7-I/0 1A6·1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1I0 1A3·1I0 1A2·1/0 1A1·1/0 

189-1/0 188-1/0 187·1/0 186-110 185-110 184-1/0 183-1/0 182·1/0 181·1/0 

Figure 9. 18-Blt PSA/PRPG Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 0, 10EB = 20EB = 1) 
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simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSA/PRPG) (continued) 

2B9-1/0 2B8-1/0 2B7·1/0 2B6·1/0 2B5-1/0 2B4-1/0 2B3·1/0 2B2·1/0 2B1·1/0 

1 B9·1/0 1 B8-I/O 1 B7-I/O 1 B6·1/0 1 B5·1/0 1 B4-I/O 1 B3·1/0 1 B2·1/0 1 B 1·1/0 

1A9·1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7·1/0 1A6·1/0 1A5·1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3·1/0 1A2·1/0 1A1·1/0 

Figure 10. 18-Blt PSA/PRPG Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 1, 10EB = 20EB = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and binary count up (PSA/COUNT) 

4-22 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 110 pins is compressed into an 18-bit parallel signature in 
the shift-register elements of the selected input-mode BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. At the same time, an 
18-bit binary count-up pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs on 
each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device 110 pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 11 and 12 illustrate the 18-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through 
which the signature is generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this 
operation. 

2A9·1I0 2A8-1/0 2A7-I/0 2A6·1/0 2A5·1/0 2A4·1/0 2A3·1/0 2A2·1/0 2A1·1/0 

1A9·1/0 1A8-1I0 1A7-I/0 1A6·1/0 1A5·1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3·1/0 1A2·1I0 1A1·1/0 

MS8 

QQQQQQQQQ 
289·1/0 288-110 287·1/0 286·1/0 285-110 284-1/0 283·1/0 282·1/0 281·1/0 

~=~ Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q 0 
<±> = D- 199·110 198·1/0 187·1/0 196·1/0 195·1/0 184-110 183·1/0 182·1/0 181·1/0 

Figure 11. 18-Blt PSA/COUNT Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 0, 10EB = 20EB = 1) 
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simultaneous PSA and binary count up (PSA/COUNT) (continued) 

2B9-1/0 2BS-1/0 2B7-1/0 2B6-1/0 2B5-1/0 2B4-1/0 2B3-1/0 2B2-1/0 2B1-1/0 

1B9-1/0 1B8-1/0 1B7-1/0 1B6-1/0 1B5-1/0 1B4-1/0 1B3-1/0 1B2-1/0 1B1-1/0 

MSB 

QQQQQQQQQ 
2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

~=~ Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q 0 
<:B = D- 1A9-1/0 1AS-1/0 1A7-I/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

Figure 12_ 18-Blt PSA/COUNT Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 1, 10EB = 20EB = 0) 
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timing description 

All test operations of the 'ABT18245A are synchronous to TCK. Data on the TOI, TMS, and normal-function 
inputs is captured on the rising edge of TCK. Data appears on the TOO and normal-function output pins on the 
falling edge of TCK. The TAP controller is advanced through its states (as shown in Figure 1) by changing the 
value of TMS on the falling edge of TCK and then applying a rising edge to TCK. 

A simple timing example is shown in Figure 13. In this example, the TAP controller begins in the 
Test-Logic-Reset state and is advanced through its states as necessary to perform one instruction-register scan 
and one data-register scan. While in the Shift-IR and Shift-DR states, TOI is used to input serial data and TOO 
is used to output serial data. The TAP controller is then returned to the Test-Logic-Reset state. Table 5 details 
the operation of the test circuitry during each TCK cycle. 

Table 5. Explanation of Timing Example 

TCK TAP STATE 
DESCRIPTION CYCLE(S) AFTERTCK 

1 Test-Logic-Reset 

2 Run-TesVldle 

3 Select-OR-Scan 

4 Select-IR-Scan 

5 Capture-IR 

6 Shift-IR 

7-13 Shift-IR 

14 Exit1-IR 

15 Update-IR 

16 Select-OR-Scan 

17 Capture-DR 

18 Shift-DR 

19-20 Shift-DR 

21 Exit1-0R 

22 Update-DR 

23 Select-OR-Scan 

24 Select-I R-Scan 

25 Test-Logic-Reset 

4-24 

TMS is changed to a logic 0 value on the falling edge of TCK to begin advancing the TAP .controller toward 
the desired state. 

The IR captures the 8-bit binary value 10000001 on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-IR state. 

TOO becomes active and TOI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

One bit is shifted into the IR on each TCK rising edge. With TOI held at a logic 1 value, the 8-bit binary value 
11111111 is serially scanned into the I R. Atthe same time, the 8-bit binary value 10000001 is serially scanned 
out of the IR via TOO. In TCK cycle 13, TMS is changed to a logic 1 value to end the IR scan on the next 
TCK cycle. The last bit of the instruction is shifted as the TAP controller advances from Shift-IR to Exit1-IR. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The IR is updated with the new instruction (BYPASS) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The bypass register captures a logic 0 value on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-DR state. 

TOO becomes active and TOI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

The binary value 101 is shifted in via TOI, while the binary value 010 is shifted out via TOO. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The selected data register is updated with the new data on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test operation completed 
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Figure 13_ Timing Example 

absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)t 

Supply voltage range, Vee .......................................................... -0.5 V to 7 V 
Input voltage range, VI (except 110 ports) (see Note 1) .................................. -0.5 V to 7 V 
Input voltage range, VI (liD ports) (see Note 1) ....................................... -0.5 V to 5.5 V 
Voltage range appli~d to any output in the high state or power-off state, Va .............. -0.5 V to 5.5 V 
Current into any output in the low state, 10: SN54ABT18245A ................................. 96 rnA 

SN74ABT18245A ................................ 128 rnA 
Input clamp current, 11K (VI < 0) ........................................................... -18 rnA 
Output clamp current, 10K (Va < 0) ........................................................ -50 rnA 
Continuous current through Vee ........... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 576 rnA 
Continuous current through GND ........................................................ 1152 rnA 
Maximum power dissipation at TA = 55°C (in still air) (see Note 2): DGG package .................. 1 W 

DL package ................... 1.4 W 
Storage temperature range, Tstg ................................................... -65°C to 150°C 

t Stresses beyond those listed under "absolute maximum ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings only, and 
functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated under "recommended operating conditions" is not 
implied. Exposure to absolute-maximum-rated conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTES: 1. The input and output negative-voltage ratings can be exceeded if the input and output clamp-current ratings are observed. 
2. The maximum package power dissipation is calculated using a junction temperature of 150°C and a board trace length of 750 mils. 

For more information, refer to the Package Thermal Considerations application note in the ABT Advanced BiCMOS Technology Data 
Book, literature number SCBD002. 
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recommended operating conditions (see Note 3) 

Vee Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

VIL Low-level input voltage 

VI Input voltage 

10H High-level output current 

10L Low-level output current 

l1tJl1v Input transition rise or fall rate 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

NOTE 3: Unused pins (input or 1/0) must be held high or low to prevent them from floating . 

4-26 
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SN54ABT18245A SN74ABT18245A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

4.5 5.5 4.5 5.5 V 

2 2 V 

0.8 0.8 V 

0 Vee 0 Vee V 

-24 -32 mA 

48 64 mA 

10 10 nsN 

-55 125 -40 85 °e 
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electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) 

TA = 25°C SN54ABT18245A SN74ABT18245A 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

MIN 

VIK Vee=4.5V, II =-18 mA 

Vee=4.5V, 10H =-3 mA 2.5 

Vee = 5 V, 10H =-3 mA 3 
VOH 

Vee=4.5V, 10H =-24 mA 2 

Vee=4.5V, 10H =-32 mA 2· 

10l = 48 mA 
VOL Vee =4.5V 

IOl=64 mA 

Vee =5.5V, DIR, OE, TeK 
II VI = Vee or GND A or 8 ports 

IIH 
Vee =5.5V, 

TOI, TMS 
VI = Vee 

III 
Vee =5.5V, 

TOI, TMS -40 
VI =GND 

10lH+ Vee" 5.5 V, VO .. 2.7V 

10ll+ Vee =5.5V, VO= 0.5V 

10lPU 
Vee = Ot02 V, 

OE = 0.8 V Vo = 2.7 Vor 0.5 V 

10lPO 
Vee =2 Vto 0, 

OE = 0.8 V Vo = 2.7 V or 0.5 V 

loff Vee = 0, VI orVo :::;4.5 V 

leEX 
Vee =5.5V, 

Outputs high 
Vo = 5.5 V 

10§ Vee=5.5V, Vo = 2.5 V -50 

Vee =5.5V, Aor Outputs high 

lee 10=0, B Outputs low 
VI = Vee or GND ports Outputs disabled 

6lee~1 
Vee = 5.5 V, One input at 3.4 V, 
Other inputs at Vee or GND 

ei VI = 2.5 V or 0.5 V eontrol inputs 

eio Vo = 2.5 V or 0.5 V Aor B ports 

eo Vo = 2.5 V or 0.5 V TOO 

• On products compliant to Mll-PRF-38535, this parameter does not apply. 
t All typical values are at Vee = 5 V. 

TYPt MAX MIN MAX 

-1.2 -1.2 

2.5 

3 

2 

0.55 0.55 

0.55· 

±1 ±1 

±100 ±100 

10 10 

-150 -40 -150 

50 50 

-50 -50 

±50 ±50 

±50 ±50 

±100 ±450 

50 50 

-110 -200 -50 -200 

3.5 5 5 

33 38 38 

2.9 4.5 4.5 

50 50 

3 9.8 

10 12.6 

8 11.4 

+ The parameters 10lH and lOll include the input leakage current. 
§ Not more than one output should be tested at a time, and the duration of the test should not exceed one second. 

MIN 

2.5 

3 

2 

-40 

-50 

~ This is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TIL voltage level rather than Vee or GND. 
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MAX 

-1.2 

0.55 

±1 

±100 

10 

-150 

50 

-50 

±50 

±50 

±100 

50 

-200 

5 

38 

4.5 

50 

UNIT 

V 

V 

V 

~A 

~A 

JlA 

~A 

~A 

~A 

~A 

~ 

~A 

mA 

mA 

JlA 

pF 

pF 

pF 
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timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 14) 

SN54ABT18245A SN74ABT18245A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency TCK 0 50 0 50 MHz 

tw Pulse duration TCK high or low 8.1 8.1 ns 

A, B, OIR, or OE before TCKi 9.5 7 

tsu Setup time TOI before TCKi 4.5 4.5 ns 

TMS before TCKi 3.6 3.6 

A, B, DlR, or OE after TCKi 0.7 0 

th Hold time TOI after TCKi 0 0 ns 

TMS after TCKi 0.5 0.5 

td Delay time Power up to TCKi 50· 50 ns 

tr Rise time VCC power up 1· 1 ~s 

• On products compliant to MIL-PRF-38535, these parameters are not production tested. 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 14) 

FROM TO 
VCC=5V, SN54ABT18245A SN74ABT18245A 

PARAMETER (INPUT) (OUTPUT) 
TA = 25°C UNIT 

MIN TYP MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

tpLH 1.5 2.8 4.1 1.5 5.1 1.5 4.8 
AorB BorA ns 

tpHL 1.5 3.1 4.6 1.5 5.8 1.5 5.4 

tpZH 
OE 

2 4.7 5.8 2 8.1 2 7.5 
BorA ns 

tpZL 2 4.5 6.2 2 8.5 2 8 

tpHZ 
OE 

2.5 5.8 6.8 2.5 9.5 2.5 8.5 
BorA ns 

tpLZ 2.5 4.8 6 2.5 8.5 2.5 7.5 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 14) 

FROM 
PARAMETER (INPUT) 

fmax TCKJ. 

tpLH 
TCKJ. 

tPHL 

tpLH 
TCKJ. 

tpHL 

tpZH 
TCKJ. 

tpZL 

tpZH 
TCKJ. 

tpZL 

tpHZ 
TCKJ. 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
TCKJ. 

tpLZ 

4-28 

TO 
VCC=5V, 

(OUTPUT) 
TA = 25°C 

MIN TYP 

50 90 

3 7.1 
AorB 

3 7 

2 3.4 
TOO 

2 3.9 

4 7.5 
AorB 

4 7.6 

2 3.8 
TOO 

2.5 4 

3.5 7.7 
AorB 

2.5 7.1 

TOO 
2 3.9 

1.5 3.5 
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MAX 

10.1 

10.1 

5 

5.6 

10.6 

10.5 

5.5 

5.7 

10.8 

10.1 

5.7 

5.4 
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SN54ABT18245A SN74ABT18245A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

50 50 MHz 

3 14 3 13.1 

2.8 13.8 3 
ns 

12.8 

2 6.4 2 6.1 
ns 

2 7 2 6.5 

4 14.1 4 13.4 

4 14.3 4 
ns 

13.6 

2 7 2 6.6 

2.3 7.3 2.5 
ns 

6.9 

2.9 14.4 3.5 13.6 

2.5 13.8 2.5 
ns 

12.7 

2 7.5 2 7.2 
ns 

1.5 6.7 1.5 6.3 
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PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION 

o 7V 

soon 
From Output --e-~ __ -.I\,A,I\r--_-/ 

S1 o Open 

Under Test 

CL =SOpF 
(see Note A) I soon 

LOAD CIRCUIT 
Timing Input 

I4--tw~ 
1 1 

Inpu, 3 J::,~.s~v~~~~ :: Data Input 

Input 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PULSE DURATION 

:==>:< 1.SV X1.5V 

I 
1 1 

tpLH~ 

3V 
Output 

ov Control 

TEST S1 

tPLH/tPHL Open 

tpU/tPZL 7V 

tPHz/tpZH Open 

3V 
------~1.SV 

------·1'------- ov 
I.. ~!. ~I 
1 tsu 1- th 1 
1 1 

----,,~'.5V ~ :: 
VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 

SETUP AND HOLD TIMES 

~'.5V ):('.5 V 
tpZL~ I+- I 

3V 

OV 

KtPHL ~ Output I : tpLZ --.I 
1 

!1.SV 
I ~VOH I ~ I Kc 3.SV 

I Waveform 1 

I 
I 1.SV 

S1 at 7V 
I 1.S V I 

VOL+O.3V V 
I VOL I I j.- - OL 

Output 

(see Note B) I 
Y-tPLH 

I 1 tpHZ~ 
tPHL~ tpZH~ j4-

Output I 

\1.SV 
pVOH Waveform 2 

!1.SV 
~H-O.3V VOH 

1.SV S1 at Open 
VOL ""OV 

Output 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PROPAGATION DELAY TIMES 

INVERTING AND NONINVERTING OUTPUTS 

NOTES: A. CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 

(see Note B) 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
ENABLE AND DISABLE TIMES 

LOW· AND HIGH·LEVEL ENABLING 

B. Waveform 1 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is low except when disabled by the output control. 
Waveform 2 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is high except when disabled by the output control. 

C. All input pulses are supplied by generators having the following characteristics: PRR s 10 MHz, Zo = 50 n. tr S 2.5 ns, tf S 2.5 ns. 
D. The outputs are measured one at a time with one transition per measurement. 

Figure 14. Load Circuit and Voltage Waveforms 
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SN54ABT18640, SN74ABT18640 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18·BIT INVERTING BUS TRANSCEIVERS 

o Members of the Texas Instruments 
SCOPETM Family of Testability Products 

• Members of the Texas Instruments 
W/debus™ Family 

• Compatible With the IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990 (JTAG) Test Access Port and 
Boundary-Scan Architecture 

• SCOPETM Instruction Set 
- IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 Required 

Instructions and Optional CLAMP and 
HIGHZ 

- Parallel-Signature Analysis at Inputs 
- Pseudo-Random Pattern Generation 

From Outputs 
- Sample InputslToggle Outputs 
- Binary Count From Outputs 
- Device Identification 
- Even-Parity Opcodes 

• State-of-the-Art EPIC-IIBTM BiCMOS Design 
Significantly Reduces Power Dissipation 

e Packaged In Plastic Shrink Small-Outline 
(DL) and Thin Shrink Small-Outline (DGG) 
Packages and 3S0-mll Fine-Pitch Ceramic 
Flat (WD) Packages 

description 

The 'ABT18640 scan test devices with 18-bit 
inverting bus transceivers are members of the 
Texas Instruments SCOPETM testability 
integrated-circuit family. This family of devices 
supports IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 boundary 
scan to facilitate testing of complex circuit-board 
assemblies. Scan access to the test circuitry is 
accomplished via the 4-wire test access port 
(TAP) interface. 

SCBS267C- FEBRUARY 1994 - REVISED JULY 1996 

SN54ABT18640 ••• WD PACKAGE 
SN74ABT18640 ••• DGG OR DL PACKAGE 

(TOP VIEW) 

10lR 
181 
182 

GNO 
183 
184 
Vee 
185 
186 
187 

GNO 
188 
189 
281 
282 
283 
284 

GNO 
285 
286 
287 
Vee 
288 
289 

GNO 
20lR 
TOO 
TMS 

1 U 56 

2 55 
3 54 
4 53 
5 52 
6 51 
7 50 
8 49 
9 48 

[ 10 47 
11 46 
12 45 
13 44 
14 43 
15 42 
16 41 
17 40 
18 39 
19 38 
20 37 
21 36 
22 35 
23 34 
24 33 
25 32 
26 31 
27 30 
28 29 

10E 
1A1 
1A2 
GNO 
1A3 
1A4 
Vee 
1A5 
1A6 
1A7 
GNO 
1A8 
1A9 
2A1 
2A2 
2A3 
2A4 
GNO 
2A5 
2A6 
2A7 
Vee 
2A8 
2A9 
GNO 
20E 
TOI 
TCK 

In the normal mode, these devices are 18-bit inverting bus transceivers. They can be used either as two 9-bit 
transceivers or one 18-bit transceiver. The test circuitry can be activated by the TAP to take snapshot samples 
of the data appearing at the device pins or to perform a self test on the boundary-test cells. Activating the TAP 
in the normal mode does not affect the functional operation of the SCOPETM bus transceivers. 

Data flow is controlled by the direction-control (DlR) and output-enable (OE) inputs. Data transmission is 
allowed from the A bus to the B bus or from the B bus to the A bus, depending on the logic level at DIR. OE can 
be used to disable the device so that the buses are effectively isolated. 

In the test mode, the normal operation of the SCOPETM bus transceivers is inhibited and the test circuitry is 
enabled to observe and control the 1/0 boundary of the device. When enabled, the test circuitry can perform 
boundary-scan test operations according to the protocol described in I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990. 

SCOPE, Widebus, and EPIC-lIB are trademarks of Texas Instruments Incorporated. 
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description (continued) 

4-32 

Four dedicated test pins observe and control the operation of the test circuitry: test data input (TDI), test data 
output (TOO), test mode select (TMS), and test clock (TCK). Additionally, the test circuitry performs other testing 
functions such as parallel-signature analysis (PSA) on data inputs and pseudo-random pattern generation 
(PRPG) from data outputs. All testing and scan operations are synchronized to the TAP interface. 

The SN7 4ABT18640 is available in TI's shrink small-outline (OL) and thin shrink small-outline (DGG) packages, 
which provide twice the 1/0 pin count and functionality of standard small-outline packages in the same 
printed-circuit-board area. 

The SN54ABT18640 is characterized for operation over the full military temperature range of -55°C to 125°C. 
The SN74ABT18640 is characterized for operation from -40°C to 85°C. 

FUNCTION TABLE 
(normal mode, each 9·blt section) 

INPUTS 
OPERATION 

OE CIR 

L L 8 data to A bus 

L H A data to 8 bus 

H X Isolation 

.1ExAs 
INSTRUMENTS 
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functional block diagram 

10IR~-~ 

10E _5_6_~ 

1A1 

20IR_2_6_~ 

2A1 

Vcc 

TOI 
30 

VCC 

TMS 
28 

29 
TCK 

TAP 

SN54ABT18640, SN74ABT18640 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18·BIT INVERTING BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS267C - FEBRUARY 1994 - REVISED JULY 1996 

Boundary-Scan Register 

One of Nine Channels 

2 
0+--1B1 

~_14_2B1 

Controller 
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TERMINAL 
NAME 

1A1-1A9, 
2A1-2A9 

181-189, 
281-289 

1DIR,20IR 

GNO 

10E,20E 

TCK 

TOI 

TOO 

TMS 

Vce 

4-34 

Terminal Functions 

DESCRIPTION 

Normal-function A-bus 1/0 ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function 8-bus 1/0 ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function direction controls. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Ground 

Normal-function output enables. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Test clock. One of four terminals required by I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990. Test operations of the device are synchronous to 
TCK. Data is captured on the rising edge of TCK and outputs change on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test data input. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOI is the serial input for shifting data through 
the instruction register or selected data register. An internal pull up forces TOI to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test data output. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOO is the serial output for shifting data 
through the instruction register or selected data register. 

Test mode select. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TMS directs the device through its TAP 
controller states. An internal pullup forces TMS to a high level if left unconnected. 

Supply voltage 

~TEXAS 
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test architecture 

SN54ABT18640, SN74ABT18640 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18·BIT INVERTING BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS267C - FEBRUARY 1994 - REVISED JULY 1996 

Serial-test information is conveyed by means of a 4-wire test bus or TAP, that conforms to IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990. Test instructions, test data, and test control signals all are passed along this serial-test bus. The 
TAP controller monitors two signals from the test bus, TCK and TMS. The TAP controller extracts the 
synchronization (TCK) and state control (TMS) signals from the test bus and generates the appropriate on-Chip 
control signals for the test structures in the device. Figure 1 shows the TAP-controller state diagram. 

The TAP controller is fully synchronous to the TCK signal. Input data is captured on the rising edge of TCK and 
output data changes on the falling edge of TCK. This scheme ensures data to be captured is valid for fully 
one-half of the TCK cycle. 

The functional block diagram shows the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 4-wire test bus and boundary-scan 
architecture and the relationship among the test bus, the TAP controller, and the test registers. As shown, the 
device contains an 8-bit instruction register and four test-data registers: a 44-bit boundary-scan register, a 3-bit 
boundary-control register, a 1-bit bypass register, and a 32-bit device-identification register. 

Test-Loglc-Reset 

TMS=L 

Figure 1. TAP-Controller State Diagram 
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state diagram description 

The TAP controller is a synchronous finite state machine that provides test control signals throughout the device. 
The state diagram shown in Figure 1 is in accordance with IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. The TAP controller 
proceeds through its states based on the level of TMS at the rising edge of TCK. 

As shown, the TAP controller consists of 16 states. There are six stable states (indicated by a looping arrow in 
the state diagram) and ten unstable states. A stable state is a state the TAP controller can retain for consecutive 
TCK cycles. Any state that does not meet this criterion is an unstable state. 

There are two main paths through the state diagram: one to access and control the selected data register and 
one to access and control the instruction register. Only one register can be accessed at a time. 

Test-Logie-Reset 

The device powers up in the Test-Logic-Reset state. In the stable Test-Logic-Reset state, the test logic is reset 
and is disabled so that the normal logic function of the device is performed. The instruction register is reset to 
an opcode that selects the optionallDCODE instruction, if supported, or the BYPASS instruction. Certain data 
registers also can be reset to their power-up values. 

The state machine is constructed such that the TAP controller returns to the Test-Logic-Reset state in no more 
than five TCK cycles if TMS is left high. The TMS pin has an internal pullup resistor that forces it high if left 
unconnected or if a board defect causes it to be open circuited. 

For the 'ABT18640, the instruction register is reset to the binary value 10000001, which selects the IDCODE 
instruction. Bits 43-44 in the boundary-scan register are reset to logic 0, ensuring that these cells which control 
the A-port and B-port outputs, are set to benign values (Le., if test mode were invoked, the outputs would be 
at the high-impedance state). Reset values of other bits in the boundary-scan register should be considered 
indeterminate. The boundary-control register is reset to the binary value 010, which selects the PSA 
test operation. 

Run-Test/Idle 

The TAP controller must pass through the Run-TesUldle state (from Test-Logic-Reset) before executing any test 
operations. The Run-TesUldle state also can be entered following data-register or instruction-register scans. 
Run-TesUldle is a stable state in which the test logic can be actively running a test or can be idle. The test 
operations selected by the boundary-control register are performed while the TAP controller is In the 
Run-TesUldle state. 

Select-DR-Scan, Select-IR-Scan 

No specific function is performed in the Select-DR-Scan and Select-IR-Scan states, and the TAP controller exits 
either of these states on the next TCK cycle. These states allow the selection of either data-register scan or 
instruction-register scan. . 

Capture-DR 

4-36 

When a data-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-DR state. In the 
Capture-DR state, the selected data register captures a data value as specified by the current instruction. Such 
capture operations occur on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-DR state . 
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Upon entry to the Shift-DR state, the data register is placed in the scan path between TDI and TDO, and on the 
first falling edge of TCK, TDO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TDO is enabled to the logic 
level present in the least-significant bit of the selected data register. 

While in the stable Shift-DR state, data is serially shifted through the selected data register on each TCK cycle. 
The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-DR state (Le., no shifting occurs during 
the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-DR to Shift.:DR or from Exit2-DR to Shift-DR). 
The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-DR state. 

Exlt1-DR, Exlt2-DR 

The Exit1-DR and Exit2-DR states are temporary states that end a data-register scan. It is possible to return 
to the Shift-DR state from either Exit1-DR or Exit2-DR without recapturing the data register. On the first falling 
edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-DR, TDO goes from the active state to the high-impedance state. 

Pause-DR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-DR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-DR state suspends and resumes data-register scan operations without loss of data. 

Update-DR 

If the current instruction calls for the selected data register to be updated with current data, such update occurs 
on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the Update-DR state. 

Capture-IR 

When an instruction-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-IR state. In 
the Capture-IR state, the instruction register captures its current status value. This capture operation occurs 
on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-IR state. For the 'ABT18640, the 
status value loaded in the Capture-I R state is the fixed binary value 10000001. 

Shift-IR 

Upon entry to the Shift-IR state, the instruction register is placed in the scan path between TDI and TDO, and 
on the first falling edge of TCK, TDO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TDO is enabled 
to the logic level present in the least-significant bit of the instruction register. 

While in the stable Shift-IR state, instruction data is serially shifted through the instruction register on each TCK 
cycle. The first shift occurs on the first riSing edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-IR state (Le., no shifting occurs 
during the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-IR to Shift-IR or from Exit2-IR to 
Shift-IR). The last shift occurs on the riSing edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-IR state. 

Exlt1-IR, Exlt2-IR 

The Exit1-IR and Exit2-IR states are temporary states that end an instruction-register scan. It is possible to 
return to the Shift-IR state from either Exit1-IR or Exit2-IR without recapturing the instruction register. On the 
first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-IR, TDO goes from the active state to the high-impedance state. 

Pause-IR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-IR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-IR state suspends and resumes instruction-register scan operations without loss 
of data. 

Update-IR 

The current instruction is updated and takes effect on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the 
Update-IR state. 
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register overview 

With the exception of the bypass and device-identification registers, any test register can be thought of as a' 
serial shift register with a shadow latch on each bit. The bypass and device-identification registers differ in that 
they contain only a shift register. During the appropriate capture state (Capture-IR for instruction register, 
Capture-DR for data registers), the shift register can be parallel loaded from a source specified by the current 
instruction. During the appropriate shift state (Shift-IR or Shift-DR), the contents of the shift register are shifted 
out from TOO while new contents are shifted in at TDI. During the appropriate update state (Update-IR or 
Update-DR), the shadow latches are updated from the shift register. 

instruction register description 

TOI 

The instruction register (IR) is eight bits long and tells the device what instruction is to be executed. Information 
contained in the instruction includes the mode of operation (either normal mode, in which the device performs 
its normal logic function, ortest mode, in which the normal logic function is inhibited or altered), the test operation 
to be performed, which of the four data registers is to be selected for inclusion in the scan path during 
data-register scans, and the source of data to be captured into the selected data register during Capture-DR. 

Table 3 lists the instructions supported by the 'ABT18640. The even-parity feature specified for SCOPETM 
devices is supported in this device. Bit 7 of the instruction opcode is the parity bit. Any instructions that are 
defined for SCOPETM devices but are not supported by this device default to BYPASS. 

During Capture-IR, the IR captures the binary value 10000001. As an instruction is shifted in, this value is shifted 
out via TOO and can be inspected as verification that the IR is in the scan path. During Update-IR, the value 
that has been shifted into the IR is loaded into shadow latches. At this time, the current instruction is updated 
and any specified mode change takes effect. At power up or in the Test-Logic-Reset state, the IR is reset to the 
binary value 10000001, which selects the IDCODE instruction. The IR order of scan is shown in Figure 2. 

Blt7 
BltO -. Parity r--+ Bit 6 --. Blt5 r--+ Blt4 r--+ Blt3 --. Blt2 r--+ Bit 1 --. --+ 

(MSB) (lSB) 
TOO 

Figure 2. Instruction Register Order of Scan 

data register description 

boundary-scan register 

4-38 

The boundary-scan register (BSR) is 44 bits long. It contains one boundary-scan cell (BSC) for each 
normal-function input pin, one BSC for each normal-function I/O pin (one single cell for both input data and 
output data), and one BSC for each of the internally decoded output-enable signals (10EA, 20EA, 10EB, 
20EB). The BSR is used 1) to store test data that is to be applied externally to the device output pins, and/or 
2) to capture data that appears internally at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic and/or externally at the device 
input pins. 

The source of data to be captured into the BSR during Capture-DR is determined by the current instruction. The 
contents of the BSR can change during Run-Test/Idle as determined by the current instruction. At power up or 
in Test-Logic-Reset, BSCs 43-40 are reset to logic 0, ensuring that these cells, which contol A-port and B-port 
outputs, are set to benign values (Le., if test mode were invoked, the outputs would be at the high-impedance 
state). Reset values of other BSCs should be considered indeterminate . 
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boundary-scan register (continued) 

When external data is to be captured, the BSCs for signals 1 OEA, 20EA, 1 OEB, and 20EB capture logic values 
determined by the following positive-logic equations: 
10EA = 15E • 1DIR, 20EA = 20E • 2DIR, 10EB = WE • DIR, and 20EB = WE • DIR 
When data is to be applied externally, these BSCs control the drive state (active or high impedance) of their 
respective outputs. 

The BSR order of scan is from TDI through bits 43-0 to TOO. Table 1 shows the BSR bits and their associated 
device pin signals. 

Table 1. Boundary-Scan Register Configuration 

BSR BIT DEVICE BSR BIT DEVICE BSR BIT DEVICE BSR BIT DEVICE BSR BIT DEVICE 
NUMBER SIGNAL NUMBER SIGNAL NUMBER SIGNAL NUMBER SIGNAL NUMBER SIGNAL 

43 20EB 35 2A9-1/0 26 1A9-1/0 17 2B9-1/0 8 1B9-1/0 

42 10EB 34 2A8-1/0 25 1A8-1/0 16 2B8-1/0 7 1B8-1/0 

41 20EA 33 2A7-1/0 24 1A7-1/0 15 2B7-1/0 6 1B7-1/0 

40 10EA 32 2A6-1/0 23 1A6-1/0 14 2B6-1/0 5 1B6-1/0 

39 2DIR 31 2A5-1/0 22 1A5-1/0 13 2B5-1/0 4 1B5-1/0 

38 1DIR 30 2A4-1/0 21 1A4-1/0 12 2B4-1/0 3 1B4-1/0 

37 20E 29 2A3-1/0 20 1A3-1/0 11 2B3-1/0 2 1B3-1/0 

36 10E 28 2A2-1/0 19 1A2-1/0 10 2B2-1/0 1 1B2-1/0 

- - 27 2A1-I/0 18 1A1-1/0 9 2B1-1/0 0 1B1-1/0 

boundary-control register 

The boundary-control register (BCR) is three bits long. The BCR is used in the context of the boundary-run test 
(RUNT) instruction to implement additional test operations not included in the basic SCOPETM instruction set. 
Such operations include PRPG, PSA, and binary count up (COUNT). Table 4 shows the test operations that 
are decoded by the BCA. 

During Capture-DR, the contents of the BCR are not changed. At power up or in Test-Logic-Reset, the BCR is 
reset to the binary value 010, which selects the PSA test operation. The BCR order of scan is shown in Figure 3. 

TDI 

bypass register 

Bit 2 
(MSB) Bit 1 

Bit 0 
(LSB) 

Figure 3. Boundary-Control Register Order of Scan 

TOO 

The bypass register is a 1-bit scan path that can be selected to shorten the length of the system scan path, 
reducing the number of bits per test pattern that must be applied to complete a test operation. During 
Capture-DR, the bypass register captures a logic O. The bypass register order of scan is shown in Figure 4. 

TOI -1 Bit 0 ~ TOO 

Figure 4. Bypass Register Order of Scan 
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device-Identification register 

4-40 

The device-identification register (lOR) is 32 bits long. It can be selected and read to identify the manufacturer, 
part number, and version of this device. 

During Capture-DR, the binary value 00000000000000001110000000101111 (0000E02F, hex) is captured in 
the lOR to identify this device as Texas Instruments SN54/74ABT18640. The lOR order of scan is from TDI 
through bits 31-0 to TOO. Table 2 shows the lOR bits and their significance . 

. Table 2. Device-Identification Register Configuration 

IDRBIT IDENTIFICATION IDRBIT IDENTIFICATION IDRBIT IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE 

31 VERSION3 27 PARTNUMBER15 11 MANUFACTURER10t 

30 VERSION2 26 PARTNUMBER14 10 MANUFACTURER09t 

29 VERSION1 25 PARTNUMBER13 9 MANUFACTURER08t 

28 VERSIONO 24 PARTNUMBER12 8 MANUFACTURER07t 

- - 23 PARTNUMBER11 7 MANUFACTURER06t 

- - 22 PARTNUMBER10 6 MANUFACTURER05t 

- - 21 PARTNUMBER09 5 MANUFACTURER04t 

- - 20 PARTNUMBER08 4 MANUFACTURER03t 

- - 19 PARTNUMBER07 3 MANUFACTURER02t 

- - 18 PARTNUMBEROG 2 MANUFACTURER01t 

- - 17 PARTNUMBER05 1 MANUFACTUREROOt 

- - 16 PARTNUMBER04 0 LOGIC1t 

- - 15 PARTNUMBER03 - -
- - 14 PARTNUMBER02 - -
- - 13 PARTNUMBER01 - -
- - 12 PARTNUMBEROO - -

t Note that for TI products, bits 11-0 of the device-identification register always contain the binary value 000000101111 
(02F, hex). 
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instruction-register opcode description 

The instruction-register opcodes are shown in Table 3. The following descriptions detail the operation of 
each instruction. 

Table 3. Instruction-Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODEt SEL.ECTED DATA 
BIT7~ BITO SCOPE OPCODE DESCRIPTION REGISTER MODE 
MSB~L.SB 

00000000 EXTEST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

10000001 IDCODE Identification read Device identification Normal 

10000010 SAMPLE/PRELOAD Sample boundary Boundary scan Normal 

00000011 BYPASS:!: Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

10000100 BYPASS:!: Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000101 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000110 HIGHZ Control boundary to high impedance Bypass Modified test 

10000111 CLAMP Control boundary to 1/0 Bypass Test 

10001000 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00001001 RUNT Boundary-run test Bypass Test 

00001010 READBN Boundary read Boundary scan Normal 

10001011 READBT Boundary read Boundary scan Test 

00001100 CELLTST Boundary self test Boundary scan Normal 

10001101 TOPHIP Boundary toggle outputs Bypass Test 

10001110 SCANCN Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Normal 

00001111 SCANCT Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Test 

All others BYPASS Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

t Bit 7 is used to maintain even panty in the 8-blt instruction. 
:!:The BYPASS instruction is executed in lieu of a SCOPETII instruction that is not supported in the 'ABT18640. 

boundary scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 EXTEST instruction. The BSR is selected in the 
scan path. Data appearing at the device input and I/O pins is captured in the associated BSCs. Data that has 
been scanned into the input BSCs is applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic, while data scanned into 
the I/O BSCs for pins in the output mode is applied to the device 110 pins. Data present at the device 110 pins 
is passed through the 110 BSCs to the normal on-chip logic. For I/O pins, the operation of a pin as input or output 
is determined by the contents of the output-enable BSCs (bits 43-40 of the BSR). When a given output enable 
is active (logic 1), the associated 110 pins operate in the output mode. Otherwise, the I/O pins operate in the 
input mode. The device operates in the test mode. 

Identification read 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 IDCODE instruction. The IDR is selected in the 
scan path. The device operates in the normal mode. 

sample boundary 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction. The BSR is 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input pins and 110 pins in the input mode is captured 
in the associated BSCs, while data appearing at the outputs of the normal on-Chip logic is captured in the BSCs 
associated with I/O pins in the output mode. The device operates in the normal mode . 
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bypass scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 BYPASS instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in the normal mode. 

control boundary to high Impedance 

This instruction conforms to the I EEE Standard 1149.1 a-1993 HIGHZ instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in a modified test mode in which all device 110 pins are placed in the high-impedance state, the device 
input pins remain operational, and the normal on-chip logic function is performed. 

control boundary to 1/0 

This instruction conforms to the I EEE Standard 1149.1 a-1993 CLAM P instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. Data in the input 
BSCs is applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic, while data in the 110 BSCs for pins in the output mode 
is applied to the device lID pins. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary-run test 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. The device operates in the test mode. The test operation specified in the BCR is executed during 
Run-Test/Idle. The five test operations decoded by the BCR are: sample inputsltoggle outputs (TOPSIP), 
PRPG, PSA, simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSAlPRPG), and simultaneous PSA and binary count up 
(PSAICOUNT). 

boundary read 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BSR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
instruction is useful for inspecting data after a PSA operation. 

boundary self test 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. All BSCs capture the inverse of their current values during Capture-DR. 
In this way, the contents of the shadow latches can be read out to verify the integrity of both shift-register and 
shadow-latch elements of the BSR. The device operates in the normal mode. 

boundary toggle outputs 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs is toggled on each rising 
edge of TCK in Run-Test/Idle, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device 110 pins on 
each falling edge of TCK in Run-Test/Idle. Data in the input-mode BSGs remains constant. Data appearing at 
the device input or 110 pins is not captured in the input-mode BSGs. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary-control-reglster scan 

4-42 

The BGR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BCR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
operation must be performed before a boundary-run test operation to specify which test operation is to 
be executed. 
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boundary-control-register opcode description 

The BCR opcodes are decoded from BCR bits 2-0 as shown in Table 4. The selected test operation is performed 
while the RUNT instruction is executed in the Run-Test/Idle state. The following descriptions detail the operation 
of each BCR instruction and illustrate the associated PSA and PRPG algorithms. 

Table 4. Boundary-Control Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODE 
BIT 2~ BITO DESCRIPTION 
MSB~LSB 

XOO Sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

X01 Pseudo-random pattern generationl36-bit mode (PRPG) 

X10 Parallel-signature analysis/36-bit mode (PSA) 

011 Simultaneous PSA and PRPG/18-bit mode (PSAlPRPG) 

111 Simultaneous PSA and binary count up/18-bit mode (PSAICOUNT) 

While the control input BSCs (bits 43-36) are not included in the toggle, PSA, PRPG, or COUNT algorithms, 
the output-enable BSCs (bits 43-40 of the BSR) control the drive state (active or high impedance) ofthe selected 
device output pins. These BCR instructions are valid only when both bytes of the device are operating in one 
direction of data flow (that is, 1 OEA:t:. 1 OEB and 20EA :t:. 20EB) and in the same direction of data flow (that is, 
1 OEA = 20EA and 1 OEB = 20EB). Otherwise, the bypass instruction is performed. 

sample Inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 1/0 pins is captured in the shift-register elements of the 
associated BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode 
BSCs is toggled on each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated 
device I/O pins on each falling edge of TCK. 
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pseudo-random pattern generation (PRPG) 

4-44 

A pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected BSCs on each rising edge 
of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output-mode I/O pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 5 and 6 show the 36-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the 
patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. 
A seed value of all zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

2A9-1I0 2A8-1I0 2A7-I/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1I0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1I0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-I/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1I0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

289-1/0 288-110 287-1/0 286-110 285-1/0 284-110 283-1/0 282-1/0 281-1/0 

189-1/0 188-110 187-110 186-110 185-1/0 184-110 183-1/0 182-110 181-110 

Figure 5. 36-Blt PRPG Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 0, 10EB = 20EB = 1) 
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2B9-1/0 2B8-1/0 2B7·1/0 2B6-1/0 2B5-1/0 2B4-1/0 2B3·1/0 2B2·1/0 2B1·1/0 

1B9·1/0 1B8-1/0 1B7·1/0 1B6-1/0 1B5·1/0 1B4-1/0 1B3-1/0 1B2·1/0 1B1·1/0 

2A9·1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7·1/0 2A6·1/0 2A5·1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2·1/0 2A1·1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-I/0 1A6·1/0 1A5·1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3·1/0 1A2·1/0 1A1·1/0 

Figure 6. 36-Blt PRPG Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 1, 10EB = 20EB = 0) 
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parallel-signature analysis (PSA) 

4-46 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 1/0 pins is compressed into a 36-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected BSGs on each rising edge of TGK. Data in the shadow latches of the 
selected output-mode BSGs remains constant and is applied to the associated device I/O pins. Figures 7 and 8 
show the 36-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the signature is generated. An initial 
seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1I0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

289-1/0 288-110 287-1/0 286-1/0 285-1/0 284-1/0 283-110 282-1/0 281·1/0 

189-1/0 188-110 187-110 186-1/0 185-1/0 184-1/0 183·1/0 182·1/0 181·1/0 

Figure 7. 36-Blt PSA Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 0, 10EB = 20EB = 1) 
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289-1/0 288-1/0 287-110 286-1/0 285-1/0 284-1/0 283-1/0 282-1/0 281-1/0 

189-1/0 188-1/0 187-1/0 186-110 185-1/0 184-1/0 183-1/0 182-1/0 181-1/0 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

Figure 8. 36-Blt PSA Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 1, 10EB = 20EB = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSAlPRPG) 

4-48 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 1/0 pins is compressed into an 18-bit parallel signature in 
the shift-register elements of the selected input-mode BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. At the same time, an 
18-bit pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs on 
each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device 1/0 pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 9 and 10 show the 18-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which 
the signature and patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before 
performing this operation. A seed value of all zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

2A9-UO 2A8-I/O 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1I0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-UO 1A1-1/0 

189-1/0 188-1/0 187-1/0 186-1/0 185-1/0 184-110 183-1/0 182-110 181-1/0 

Figure 9. 18-Blt PSA/PRPG Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 0, 10EB = 20EB = 1) 
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2B9-1/0 2B8-1/0 2B7-1/0 2B6-1/0 2B5-1/0 2B4-1/0 2B3-1/0 2B2-1/0 2B1-1/0 

1B9-1/0 1B8-1/0 1B7-1/0 1B6-1/0 1B5-1/0 1B4-1/0 1B3-1/0 1B2-1/0 1B1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

Figure 10. 18-Blt PSAlPRPG Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 1, 10EB = 20EB = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and binary count up (PSA/COUNn 

4-50 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 110 pins is compressed into an 18-bit parallel signature in 
the shift-register elements of the selected input-mode BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. At the same time, an 
18-bit binary count-up pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output-made BSCs on 
each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device 110 pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 11 and 12 show the 18-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which 
the signature is generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing 
this operation. 

2A9·1/0 2A8-1I0 2A7·1/0 2A6·1/0 2A5·1I0 2A4-1/0 2A3·1/0 2A2·1/0 2A1·1/0 

1A9·1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7·1/0 1A6-I/O 1A5-I/O 1A4-1I0 1A3·1/0 1A2·1/0 1A1·1I0 

MS8 

QQQQQQQQQ 
289·1/0 288-110 287-110 286·1/0 285-110 284-1/0 283·1/0 282·1/0 281·1/0 

~=~ Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q 0 
EE> = D- 189·1/0 188-110 187·1/0 186-1/0 185·1/0 184-1/0 183·1/0 182·110 181·1/0 

Figure 11. 18-Blt PSA/COUNT Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 0, 10EB = 20EB = 1) 
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299-1/0 298-110 297-1/0 296-1/0 295-1/0 294-110 293-1/0 292-1/0 291-1/0 

199-1/0 198-1/0 191-1/0 196-1/0 195-1/0 194-110 193-1/0 192-1/0 191-1/0 

MS9 

QQQQQQQQQ 
2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1I0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

~=~ Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q 0 
E9 = D- 1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1M-1/0 

Figure 12. 18-Bit PSA/COUNT Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 1, 10EB = 20EB = 0) 
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timing description 

All test operations of the' ABT18640 are synchronous to TCK. Data on the TDI, TMS, and normal-function inputs 
is captured on the rising edge of TCK. Data appears on the TOO and normal-function output pins on the falling 
edge of TCK. The TAP controller is advanced through its states (as shown in Figure 1) by changing the value 
of TMS on the falling edge of TCK and then applying a rising edge to TCK. 

A simple timing example is shown in Figure 13. In this example, the TAP controller begins in the 
Test-Logic-Reset state and is advanced through its states as necessary to perform one instruction-register scan 
and one data-register scan. While in the Shift-IR and Shift-DR states, TDI is used to input serial data, and TOO 
is used to output serial data. The TAP controller is then returned to the Test-Logie-Reset state. Table 5 details 
the operation of the test circuitry during each TCK cycle. ' 

Table 5. ExplanatIon of Timing Example 

TCK TAP STATE 
DESCRIPTION CYCLE(S) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7-13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19-20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

4-52 

AFTERTCK 

Test-Logic-Reset 

Run-Test/Idle 

Select-OR-Scan 

Select-IR-Scan 

Capture-IR 

Shift-IR 

Shift-IR 

Exit1-lR 

Update-IR 

Select-OR-Scan 

Capture-OR 

Shift-OR 

Shift-OR 

Exit1-0R 

Update-OR 

Select-OR-Scan 

Select-IR-Scan 

Test-Logic-Reset 

TMS is changed to a logic 0 value on the falling edge of TCK to begin advancing the TAP controller toward 
the desired state. 

The IR captures the 8-bit binary value 10000001 on the rising edge ofTCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-IR state. 

TOO becomes active and TDI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

One bit is shifted into the IR on each TCK rising edge. With TOI held at a logic 1 value, the 8-bit binary value 
11111111 is serially scanned into the IR. Atthe same time, the 8-bit binary value 10000001 is serially scanned 
out of the IR via TOO. In TCK cycle 13, TMS is changed to a logic 1 value to end the IR scan on the next 
TCK cycle. The last bit of the instruction is shifted as the TAP controller advances from Shift-IR to Exit1-IR. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The IR is updated with the new instruction (BYPASS) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The bypass register captures a logic 0 value on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-OR state. 

TOO becomes active and TOI is made valid on the falling edgs of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

The binary value 101 is shifted in via TO I, while the binary value 010 is shifted out via TOO. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The selected data register is updated with the new data on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test operation completed 
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Figure 13. Timing Example 

absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)t 

Supply voltage range, Vee .......................................................... -0.5 V to 7 V 
Input voltage range, VI (except 110 ports) (see Note 1) .................................. -0.5 V to 7 V 
Input voltage range, VI (110 ports) (see Note 1) ....................................... -0.5 V to 5.5 V 
Voltage range applied to any output in the high state or power-off state, Vo .............. -0.5 V to 5.5 V 
Current into any output in the low state, 10: SN54ABT18640 ................................... 96 rnA 

SN74ABT18640 .................................. 128 rnA 
Input clamp current,llK (VI < 0) ........................................................... -18 rnA 
Output clamp current, 10K (Vo < 0) ........................................................ -50 rnA 
Continuous current through Vee .......................................................... 576 rnA 
Continuous current through GND ........................................................ 1152 rnA 
Maximum power dissipation at TA = 55°C (in still air) (see Note 2): DGG package .................. 1 W 

DL package ................... 1.4 W 
Storage temperature range, Tstg ................................................... -65°C to 150°C 

t Stresses beyond those listed under"absolute maximum ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings only, and 
functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated under "recommended operating conditions" is not 
implied. Exposure to absolute-maximum-rated conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTES: 1. The input and output negative-voltage ratings can be exceeded if the input and output clamp-current ratings are observed. 
2. The maximum package power dissipation is calculated using a junction temperature of 150°C and a board trace length of 750 mils. 

For more information, referto the Package Thermal Considerations application note in the ABT Advanced BiCMOS Technology Data 
Book, literature number SCBD002. 
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recommended operating conditions (see Note 3) 

Vee Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

VIL Low-level input voltage 

VI I nput voltage 

10H High-level output current 

10L Low-level output current 

tJ.tJllv Input transition rise or fall rate 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

NOTE 3: Unused pins (input or 1/0) must be held high or low to prevent them from floating. 

SN54ABT18640 

MIN MAX 

4.5 5.5 

2 
;;,,» 

/i' 
~O.8 

o 4.';;:Vee 

.6~ -24 

if 48 

fJ.~ ,.; . 10 . , 
-55 125 

SN74ABT18640 
UNIT 

MIN MAX 

4.5 5.5 V 

2 V 

0.8 V 

0 Vee V 

-32 mA 

64 mA 

10 nsN 

-40 85 °e 

electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) 

PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 
MIN 

VIK Vee=4.5V, 11=-18mA 

Vee =4.5V, 10H =-3mA 2.5 

Vee =5V, 10H =-3 mA 3 
VOH 

10H =-24mA 2 
Vee = 4.5 V 

10H =-32mA 2* 

10L = 48 mA 
VOL Vee = 4.5 V 

10L" 64 mA 

OIR,OE, TeK 
II 

Aor B ports 
Vee = 5.5 V, VI = Vee or GNO 

IIH TOI, TMS Vee=5.5V, VI = Vee 

IlL TOI, TMS Vee = 5.5 V, VI = GNO -40 

10lH; Vee=5.5V, VO=2.7V 

lOlL; Vee = 5.5 V, Vo= 0.5V 

10lPU Vee = 0 to 2 V, Vo" 2.7 V or 0.5 V 

10ZPO Vee = 2 V to 0, Vo = 2.7 Vor 0.5 V 

loff Vee=O, VI or Vo S4.5 V 

leEX Outputs high Vee=5.5V, Vo = 5.5 V 

10§ Vee =5.5V, Vo = 2.5 V -50 

Vee=5.5V, Outputs high 

ICC Aor B ports 10=0, Outputs low 
VI = Vee or GNO Outputs disabled 

tJ.lee~ 
Vee = 5.5 V, One input at 3.4 V, 
Other inputs at Vee or GNO 

ei Control inputs VI = 2.5 V or 0.5 V 

eio Aor B ports Vo = 2.5 V or 0.5 V 

Co TOO Vo = 2.5 Vor 0.5 V 

* On products compliant to MIL-PRF-38535, this parameter does not apply. 
t All typical values are at Vee = 5 V. 

TA = 25°C SN54ABT18640 

TYPt MAX MIN MAX 

-1.2 -1.2 

2.5 

3 

2 

0.55 0.55 

0.55* 

±1 ±1 

±100 ±100 

10 ,10 
-150 -40 MittiO 

50 4r 50 

-50 A "'~ ,"'" -50 

±50 ;$~ ±50 

±50 0"" .... ±50 

±100 (f' ±450 

50 50 

-110 -200 -50 -200 

3.5 5 5 

33 38 38 

2.9 4.5 4.5 

50 50 

3 

10 

8 

; The parameters 10ZH and lOlL include the input leakage current. 
§ Not more than one output should be tested at a time, and the duration of the test should not exceed one second. 

SN74ABT18640 

MIN MAX 

-1.2 

2.5 

3 

2 

0.55 

±1 

±100 

10 

-40 -150 

50 

-50 

±50 

±50 

±100 

50 

-50 -200 

5 

38 

4.5 

50 

~ This is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TIL voltage level rather than Vee or GNO. 

PRODUCT PREVIEW InformaUon concerns products In the formaUve or 
design ph... of davllopm.nt. Chal'llctertsllc da1a end other 
specifications are design goals. Texas Instruments reslrvesthe right to 
change or dlscontlnutthese products without noUc .. 
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UNIT 

V 

V 

V 

itA 

itA 

ItA 
ItA 
ItA 
ItA 
ItA 
itA 

itA 

mA 

mA 

ItA 

pF 

pF 

pF 
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timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 14) 

SN54ABT18640 SN74ABT18640 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency TCK a 50 0 50 MHz 

tw Pulse duration TCK high or low 8.1 8.1 ns 

A, B, OIR, or OE before TCKi 9.5 "';; 7 

tsu Setup time TOI before TCKi 4.5 lC 4.5 ns 

TMS before TCKi 3.6,4."'- 3.6 

A, B, OIR, or OE after T.CKi 0 ... 6"- 0 

th Hold time TOI after TCKi {jj ,.,. 0 ns 

TMS after TCKi A:ti>·5 0.5 

td Delay time Power up to TCKi 50 50 ns 

tr Rise time VCC power up 1 1 ~ 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mocfe) (see Figure 14) 

FROM TO 
VCC=5V, SN54ABT18640 SN74ABT18640 

PARAMETER (INPUT) (OUTPUT) 
TA = 25°e UNIT 

MIN TYP MAX MIN M.~ MIN MAX 

tpLH 1.5 2.8 4.1 1.5 J.~.1 1.5 4.8 
AorB BorA ''4' ns 

tpHL 1.5 3.1 4.6 1.5 JJ; 5.8 1.5 5.4 

tPZH 2 4.7 5.8 2' ", 8.1 2 7.5 
OE 

,~ .... 
BorA 

;.'$' 
ns 

tpZL 2 4.5 6.2 8.5 2 8 

tpHZ 
OE 

2.5 5.8 6.8 <2:5 9.5 2.5 8.5 
BorA 

.A:~ ... ns 
tpLZ 2.5 4.8 6 <C2.5 8.5 2.5 7.5 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 14) 

FROM 
PARAMETER (INPUT) 

fmax TCKJ.. 

tpLH 
TCKJ.. 

tpHL 

tpLH 
TCKt 

tpHL 

tpZH 
TCKt 

tPZL 

tpZH 
TCKt 

tpZL 

tpHZ 
TCKt 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
TCKt 

tpLZ 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Information concoms products In the formative or 
design phase of development. Characteristic data and other 
speclflcatlons are design goals. Texas Instruments reserves the right to 
change or discontinul these products without r.otiC8. 

TO 
Vce =5V, 

(OUTPUT) 
TA = 25°e 

MIN TYP 

50 90 

3 7.1 
AorB 

3 7 

2 3.4 
TOO 

2 3.9 

4 7.5 
AorB 

4 7.6 

2 3.8 
TOO 

2.5 4 

3.5 7.7 
AorB 

2.5 7.1 

2 3.9 
TOO 

1.5 3.5 

~TEXAS 
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MAX 

10.1 

10.1 

5 

5.6 

10.6 

10.5 

5.5 

5.7 

10.8 

10.1 

5.7 

5.4 

POST OFFICE BOX 655303 • DALLAS, TEXAS 75265 

SN54ABT18640 SN74ABT18640 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

50 50 MHz 

3 14 3 13.1 
ns 

2.8 13.8 3 12.8 

2 ,~4 2 6.1 

S!7 ns 
2 2 6.5 

4,~""14.1 4 13.4 
ns 

4:{.. 14.3 4 13.6 
i:J~. 7 2 6.6 

,,,,,<2:·3 
ns 

7.3 2.5 6.9 

~ 2.9 14.4 3.5 13.6 
ns 

2.5 13.8 2.5 12.7 

2 7.5 2 7.2 

1.5 6.7 1.5 
ns 

6.3 
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PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION 

500n S1 
From Output 

Under Test~ ...... --e----'\I\I"v-_---/ 

CL= 50pF 

(see Note A) I 500n 

LOAD CIRCUIT 

o 7V 

o Open 
TEST S1 

tpLH/tpHL Open 

tPLZ/tpZL 7V 

tpHZ/tpZH Open 

3V 
Tlmlnglnput ------~.5V 

------. 1'------- OV 
14--- tw ---.t 
I I 

,npu,3 :K:I~.5~V~~~~ :: 

Input 

Output 

Output 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PULSE DURATION 

~lo5V ~'o5V :: 

tpLH --J.---.I K tpHL 

I /1 I \!-::-: VOH 
1 1.5VI ~ 

--+-1 --' I VOL 

tPHL -l.---.! ~ tPLH 

\L !.I:'::" VOH 
,1.5V T 1.5V 

VOL 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PROPAGATION DELAY TIMES 

INVERTING AND NONINVERTING OUTPUTS 

Data Input 

Output 
Control 

Output 
Waveform 1 

S1 at 7V 
(see Note B) 

Output 
Waveform 2 
S1 atOpen 

(see Note B) 

1 L. I 
I" t ~r th ~I 
1 su I 

---!*'o5V ~ :: 
VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 

SETUP AND HOLD TIMES 

=¥'o5V ~,-1._5V __ _ 

tpZL~ ~ I 

3V 

OV 

I 1 tpLZ -.I I+------,.j-{; I ~,.-- 3.5V 
I ,.5V I t~L+O.~ VOL 

I I tpHZ ~ ~ 
tpZH~ j+- I 

I - VOH 
!1.5V ~H-0.3V 

------. ~OV 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
ENABLE AND DISABLE TIMES 

LOW· AND HIGH·LEVEL ENABLING 

NOTES: A. CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 

4-56 

B. Waveform 1 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is low except when disabled by the output control. 
Waveform 2 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is high except when disabled by the output control. 

C. All input pulses are supplied by generators having the following characteristics: PRR :s; 10 MHz, Zo .. 50 n, tr S 2.5 ns, tf:S; 2.5 ns. 
D. The outputs are measured one at a time with one transition per measurement. 

Figure 14. Load Circuit and Voltage Waveforms 
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WITH 18·BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS164E-AUGUST 1993 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

o Members of the Texas Instruments 
SCOPETM Family of Testability Products 

• Members of the Texas Instruments 
Wldebus TM Family 

• Compatible With the IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990 (JTAG) Test Access Port 
and Boundary-Scan Architecture 

<) UBTTM (Universal Bus Transceiver) 
Combines D-Type Latches and D-Type 
Flip-Flops for Operation in Transparent, 
Latched, or Clocked Mode 

o Bus Hold on Data Inputs Eliminates the 
Need for External Pull up Resistors 

o B-Port Outputs of 'ABTH182502A Devices 
Have Equivalent 25-0 Series Resistors, So 
No External Resistors Are Required 

G State-of-the-Art EPIC-nB TM BiCMOS Design 

• One Boundary-Scan Cell Per 110 
Architecture Improves Scan Efficiency 

• SCOPE Instruction Set 
- IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 Required 

Instructions and Optional CLAMP and 
HIGHZ 

- Parallel-Signature Analysis at Inputs 
- Pseudo-Random Pattern Generation 

From Outputs 
- Sample InputslToggle Outputs 
- Binary Count From Outputs 
- Device Identification 
- Even-Parity Opcodes 

II Packaged in 64·Pin Plastic Thin Quad Flat 
(PM) Packages Using 0.5-mm 
Center-to-Center Spacings and 68-Pln 
Ceramic Quad Flat (HV) Packages Using 
25-mll Center-to-Center Spacings 

SN54ABTH18502A, SN54ABTH182502A ••• HV PACKAGE 
(TOP VIEW) 

[]J. <C 

I~ ~;2 ~ ~ I~ ..... wClW...JO () CI)...JwwCl ..... C\JC") 

~~~a~~~~~~~~~a~~~ 
987654321 6867 66 65 6463 62 61 

1A3 10 60 1B4 
1A4 11 59 1B5 
1A5 12 58 1B6 

GND 13 57 GND 
1A6 14 56 1B7 
1A7 15 55 1B8 
1A8 16 54 1B9 
1A9 17 53 Vee 
NC 18 52 NC 

Vec 19 51 2B1 
2A1 20 50 2B2 
2A2 21 49 2B3 
2A3 22 48 2B4 

GND 23 47 GND 
2A4 24 46 2B5 
2A5 25 45 2B6 
2A6 2B7 

NC - No internal connection 

SCOPE, Widebus, UBT, and EPIC-lIB are trademarks of Texas Instruments Incorporated. 

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED this document contains PRODUCTION 

~::ft::~:t:: ~~:~~~: g: ~~::l~~~~~::~~0:::' t~ 
Production processing does not necessarily Include testing of ~I 
parameters. 

~TEXAS 
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Copyright © 1996, Texas Instruments Incorporated 
On products compliant to MIL·PRF-38535, all parameters are tested 
unle.. otherwise noted. On all other products, production 
processing doee not necessarily Include testing 01 all parameters. 
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1A3 
1A4 
1A5 

GND 
1A6 
1A7 
1A8 
1A9 
Vee 
2A1 
2A2 
2A3 

GND 
2A4 
2A5 
2A6 

SN74ABTH18502A, SN74ABTH182502A ••• PM PACKAGE 
(TOP VIEW) 

CD < 

I~ ~ ~ ~ ~I~ 
C'J .... W~W...JO 8~...JWW~""C\lM 
~~Q(!);:!~~>t-~;:!8(!)~~~ 

64 6362 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 49 

48 

47 

46 

4 45 

5 44 

6 43 

7 42 

41 

40 

39 

38 

37 

36 

35 

34 
16 33 

184 
185 
186 
GND 
187 
188 
189 
Vee 
281 
282 
283 
284 
GND 
285 
286 
287 

description 
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The 'ABTH18502A and 'ABTH182502A scan test devices with 18-bit universal bus transceivers are members 
of the Texas Instruments SCOPE testability integrated-circuit family. This family of devices supports IEEE 
Standard 1149.1-1990 boundary scan to facilitate testing of complex circuit-board assemblies. Scan access to 
the test circuitry is accomplished via the 4-wire test access port (TAP) interface.' 

In the normal mode, these devices are 18-bit universal bus transceivers that combine D-type latches and D-type 
flip-flops to allow data flow in transparent, latched, or clocked modes. They can be used either as two 9-bit 
transceivers or one 18-bit transceiver. The test circuitry can be activated by the TAP to take snapshot samples 
of the data appearing at the device pins or to perform a self test on the boundary-test cells. Activating the TAP 
in the normal mode does not affect the functional operation of the SCOPE universal bus transceivers. 

Data flow in each direction is controlled by output-enable (OEAB and OEBA), latch-enable (LEAB and LEBA), 
and clock (CLKAB and CLKBA) inputs. For A-to-B data flow, the device operates in the transparent mode when 
LEAB is high. When LEAB is low, the A-bus data is latched while CLKAB is held at a static low or high logic level. 
Otherwise, if LEAB is low, A-bus data is stored on a low-to-high transition of CLKAB. When OEAB is low, the 
B outputs are active. When OEAB is high, the B outputs are in the high-impedance state. B-to-A data flow is 
similar to A-to-B data flow but uses the DEBA, LEBA, and CLKBA inputs. 

In the test mode, the normal operation of the SCOPE universal bus transceivers is inhibited and the test circuitry 
is enabled to observe and control the lID boundary of the device. When enabled, the test circuitry performs 
boundary-scan test operations according to the protocol described in IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 . 

• TEXAS 
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description (continued) 

Four dedicated test pins observe and control the operation of the test circuitry: test data input (TDI), test data 
output (TDO), test mode select (TMS), and test clock (TCK). Additionally, the test circuitry performs other testing 
functions such as parallel-signature analysis (PSA) on data inputs and pseudo-random pattern generation 
(PRPG) from data outputs. All testing and scan operations are synchronized to the TAP interface. 

-Improved scan efficiency is accomplished through the adoption of a one boundary-scan cell (BSC) per I/O pin 
architecture. This architecture is implemented in such a way as to capture the most pertinent test data. A 
PSAICOUNT instruction also is included to ease the testing of memories and other circuits where a binary count 
addressing scheme is useful. 

Active bus-hold circuitry holds unused or floating data inputs at a valid logic level. 

The B-port outputs of 'ABTH182502A, which are designed to source or sink up to 12 rnA, include 25-0 series 
resistors to reduce overshoot and undershoot. 

The SN54ABTH18502A and SN54ABTH182502A are characterized for operation over the full military 
temperature range of -55°C to 125°C. The SN74ABTH 18502A and SN74ABTH 182502A are characterized for 
operation from -40°C to 85°C. 

OEAB 

L 

L 

L 

L 

L 

H 

FUNCTION TABLEt 
(normal modo, each register) 

INPUTS 

LEAB CLKAB A 

L L X 

L i L 

L i H 

H X L 

H X H 

X X X 

OUTPUT 
B 

BO:!: 

L 

H 

L 

H 

Z 

t A-to-B data flow is shown. B-to-A data flow is similar 
but uses OEBA, LEBA, and CLKBA. 

:!: Output level before the indicated steady-state input 
conditions were established 
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functional block diagram 

Boundary-Scan RegIster 

1LEAB 

1A1 

2LEAB 

.1+.-+~1-1---------

2A1 

TMS 

Pin numbers shown are for the PM package. 
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One of NIne Channels 
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SN54ABTH18502A, SN54ABTH182502A, SN74ABTH18502A, SN74ABTH182502A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18·BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 

TERMINAL NAME 

1A1-1A9, 
2A1-2A9 

1B1-1B9; 
2B1-2B9 

1 CLKAB, 1 CLKBA, 
2CLKAB, 2CLKBA 

GNO 

1 LEAB, 1 LEBA, 
2LEAB,2LEBA 

10EAB, 10EBA, 
20EAB, 20EBA 

TCK 

TOI 

TOO 

TMS 

VCC 

SCBS164E - AUGUST 1993 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

Terminal Functions 

DESCRIPTION 

Normal-function A-bus 1/0 ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function B-bus I/O ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function clock inputs. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Ground 

Normal-function latch enables. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function output enables. See function table for normal-mode logic. An internal pull up at each terminal forces the 
terminal to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test clock. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. Test operations of the device are synchronous 
to TCK. Oata is captured on the rising edge of TCK and outputs change on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test data input. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOI is the serial input for shifting data 
through the instruction register or selected data register. An internal pullup forces TOI to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test data output. One offourterminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOO is the serial output for shifting data 
through the instruction register or selected data register. 

Test mode select. One of four terminals required by I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TMS directs the device through its TAP 
controller states. An internal pullup forces TMS to a high level if left unconne,cted. 

Supply voltage 

~TEXAS 
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test architecture 

5-8 

Serial-test information is conveyed by means of a 4-wire test bus or TAP that conforms to IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990. Test instructions, test data, and test control signals all are passed along this serial-test bus. The 
TAP controller monitors two Signals from the test bus, TCK and TMS. The TAP controller extracts the 
synchronization (TCK) and state control (TMS) signals from the test bus and generates the appropriate on-chip 
control signals for the test structures in the device. Figure 1 shows the TAP-controller state diagram. 

The TAP controller is fully synchronous to the TCK signal. Input data is captured on the rising edge of TCK and 
output data changes on the falling edge of TCK. This scheme ensures that data to be captured is valid for fully 
one-half of the TCK cycle. 

The functional block diagram illustrates the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 4-wire test bus and boundary-scan 
architecture and the relationship among the test bus, the TAP controller, and the test registers. As illustrated, 
the device contains an 8-bit instruction register and four test-data registers: a 48-bit boundary-scan register, a 
3-bit boundary-control register, a 1-bit bypass register, and a 32-bit device-identification register. 

Test-Loglc-Reset 

TMS=L 

Figure 1. TAP-Controller State Diagram 
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state diagram description 

The TAP controller is a synchronous finite state machine that provides test control signals throughout the device. 
The state diagram shown in Figure 1 is in accordance with IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. The TAP controller 
proceeds through its states based on the level of TMS at the rising edge of TCK. 

As shown, the TAP controller consists of 16 states. There are six stable states (indicated by a looping arrow in 
the state diagram) and ten unstable states. A stable state is a state the TAP controller can retain for consecutive 
TCK cycles. Any state that does not meet this criterion is an unstable state. 

There are two main paths through the state diagram: one to access and control the selected data register and 
one to access and control the instruction register. Only one register can be accessed at a time. 

Test-Loglc-Reset 

The device powers up in the Test-Logic-Reset state. In the stable Test-Logic-Reset state, the test logic is reset 
and is disabled so that the normal logic function of the device is performed. The instruction register is reset to 
an opcode that selects the optionallOCOOE instruction, if supported, or the BYPASS instruction. Certain data 
registers also can be reset to their power-up values. 

The state machine is constructed such that the TAP controller returns to the Test-Logic-Reset state in no more 
than five TCK cycles if TMS is left high. TMS has an internal pullup resistor that forces it high if left unconnected 
or if a board defect causes it to be open circuited. 

For the 'ABTH18502A and' ABTH 182502A, the instruction register is reset to the binary value 10000001, which 
selects the IDCOOE instruction. Bits 47-44 in the boundary-scan register are reset to logic 1, ensuring that 
these cells, which control A-port and B-port outputs, are set to benign values (Le., if test mode were invoked, 
the outputs would be at high-impedance state). Reset values of other bits in the boundary-scan register should 
be considered indeterminate. The boundary-control register is reset to the binary value 010, which selects the 
PSA test operation. 

Run-Test/Idle 

The TAP controller must pass through the Run-TesVldle state (from Test-Logic-Reset) before executing any test 
operations. The Run .. TesVldle state also can be entered following data-register or instruction-register scans. 
Run-Test/Idle is a stable state in which the test logic can be actively running a test or can be idle. The test 
operations selected by the boundary-control register are performed while the TAP controller is in the 
Run-Test/Idle state. 

Select-DR-Scan,Select-IR-Scan 

No specific function is performed in the Select-OR-Scan and Select-IR-Scan states, and the TAP controller exits 
either of these states on the next TCK cycle. These states allow the selection of either data-register scan or 
instruction-register scan. 

Capture-DR 

When a data-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-DR state. In the 
Capture-DR state, the selected data register can capture a data value as specified by the current instruction. 
Such capture operations occur on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-DR 
state. 

Shift-DR 

Upon entry to the Shift-DR state, the data register is placed in the scan path between TDI and TOO, and on the 
first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TOO enables to the logic 
level present in the least-significant bit of the selected data register. 

~TEXAS 
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Shlft·DR (continued) 

While in the stable Shift-DR state, data is serially shifted through the selected data register on each TCK cycle. 
The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-DR state (Le., no shifting occurs during 
the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-DR to Shift-DR or from Exit2-DR to Shift-DR). 
The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-DR state. 

Exit1-DR, Exit2·DR 

The Exit1-DR and Exit2-DR states are temporary states that end a data-register scan. It is possible to return 
to the Shift-DR state from either Exit1-DR or Exit2-DR without recapturing the data register. On the first falling 
edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-DR, TDO goes from the active state to the high-impedance state. 

Pause-DR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-DR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-DR state can suspend and resume data-register scan operations without loss of data. 

Update-DR 

If the current instruction calls for the selected data register to be updated with current data, such update occurs 
on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the Update-DR state. 

Capture-IR 

When an instruction-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-IR state. In 
the Capture-IR state, the instruction register captures its current status value. This capture operation occurs 
on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-IR state. Forthe 'ABTH18502A and 
'ABTH182502A, the status value loaded in the Capture-IR state is the fixed binary value 10000001. 

Shlft·IR 

Upon entry to the Shift-IR state, the instruction register is placed in the scan path between TDI and TDO, and 
on the first falling edge of TCK, TDO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TDO enables to 
the logic level present in the least-significant bit of the instruction register. 

While in the stable Shift-IR state, instruction data is serially shifted through the instruction register on each TCK 
cycle. The first shift occurs on the first riSing edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-IR state (Le., no shifting occurs 
during the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-IR to Shift-IR or from Exit2-IR to 
Shift-IR). The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-IR state. 

Exit1-IR, Exlt2-IR 

The Exit1-IR and Exit2-IR states are temporary states that end an instruction-register scan. It is possible to 
return to the Shift-IR state from either Exit1-lR or Exit2-IR without recapturing the instruction register. On the 
first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-IR, TDO goes from the active state to the high-impedance state. 

Pause-IR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-IR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-IR state can suspend and resume instruction-register scan operations without loss of 
data. 

Update-IR 

5-10 

The current instruction is updated and takes effect on the falling edge of TCK, follo'wing entry to the Update-I R 
state. 
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register overview 

With the exception of the bypass and device-identification registers, any test register can be thought of as a 
serial-shift register with a shadow latch on each bit. The bypass and device-identification registers differ in that 
they contain only a shift register. During the appropriate capture state (Capture-IR for instruction register, 
Capture-DR for data registers), the shift register can be para"elloaded from a source specified by the current 
instruction. During the appropriate shift state (Shift-IR or Shift-DR), the contents of the shift register are shifted 
out from TOO while new contents are shifted in at TDI. During the appropriate update state (Update-IR or 
Update-DR), the shadow latches are updated from the shift register. 

instruction register description 

TOI 

The instruction register (IR) is eight bits long and tells the device what instruction is to be executed. Information 
contained in the instruction includes the mode of operation (either normal mode, in which the device performs 
its normal logic function, ortest mode, in which the normal logic function is inhibited or altered), the test operation 
to be performed, which of the four data registers is to be selected for inclusion in the scan path during 
data-register scans, and the source of data to be captured into the selected data register during Capture-DR. 

Table 3 lists the instructions supported by the 'ABTH18502A and 'ABTH182502A. The even-parity feature 
specified for SCOPE devices is supported in this device. Bit 7 of the instruction opcode is the parity bit. Any 
instructions that are defined for SCOPE devices but are not supported by this device default to BYPASS. 

During Capture-IR, the IR captures the binary value 10000001. As an instruction is shifted in, this value is shifted 
out via TOO and can be inspected as verification that the IR is in the scan path. During Update-IR, the value 
that has been shifted into the IR is loaded into shadow latches. At this time, the current instruction is updated 
and any specified mode change takes effect. At power up or in the Test-Logic-Reset state, the IR is reset to the 
binary value 10000001, which selects the IDCODE instruction. The IR order of scan is shown in Figure 2. 

Blt7 ---. Parity r--. Blt6 
(MSB) 

r--. Blt5 r. Blt4 ~ Blt3 ~ Blt2 ---. 

Figure 2. Instruction Register Order of Scan 
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TOO 
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data register description 

boundary-scan register 

5-12 

The boundary-scan register (BSR) is 48 bits long. It contains one boundary-scan cell (BSC) for each 
normal-function input pin and one BSC for each normal-function I/O pin (one single cell for both input data and 
output data). The BSR is used to store test data that is to be applied externally to the device output pins, and/or 
to capture data that appears internally at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic and/or externally at the device 
input pins. 

The source of data to be captured into the BSR during Capture-DR is determined by the current instruction. The 
contents of the BSR can change during Run-Test/Idle as determined by the current instruction. At power up or 
in Test-Logic-Reset, BSCs 47-44 are reset to logic 1, ensuring that these cells, which control A-port and B-port 
outputs, are set to benign values (Le., if test mode were invoked, the outputs would be at high-impedance state). 
Reset values of other BSCs should be considered indeterminate. 

The BSR order of scan is from TDI through bits 47-0 to TOO. Table 1 shows the BSR bits and their associated 
device pin signals. 

BSR BIT 
NUMBER 

47 

46 

45 
44 

43 
42 

41 

40 
39 

38 
37 

36 

-
-
-
-
-
-

Table 1. Boundary-Scan Register Configuration 

DEVICE 
SIGNAL 

20EAB 

10EAB 

20EBA 

10EBA 

2CLKAB 
1CLKAB 

2CLKBA 

1CLKBA 

2LEAB 

1LEAB 
2LEBA 

1LEBA 

-

-

-
-

-

-

BSR BIT DEVICE 
NUMBER SIGNAL 

35 2A9-1/0 

34 2A8-1/0 

33 2A7-1/0 

32 2A6-1/0 

31 2A5-1/0 

30 2A4-1/0 

29 2A3-1/0 

28 2A2-1/0 

27 2A1-1/0 

26 1A9-1/0 

25 1A8-1/0 

24 1A7-1/0 

23 1A6-1/0 

22 1A5-1/0 

21 1A4-1/0 
20 1A3-1/0 

19 1A2-1/0 

18 1A1-1/0 
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BSR BIT 
NUMBER 

17 

16 

15 

14 

13 
12 

11 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 
2 

1 

0 

DEVICE 
SIGNAL 

2B9-1/0 

2B8-1/0 

2B7-1/0 

2B6-1/0 

2B5-1/0 

2B4-1/0 

2B3-1/0 

2B2-1/0 

2B1-1/0 

1B9-1/0 

1B8-1/0 

1B7-1/0 

1B6-1/0 

1B5-1/0 

1B4-1/0 

1B3-1/0 

1B2-1/0 

1 B1-1/0 
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boundary-control register 

The boundary-control register (BCR) is three bits long. The BCR is used in the context of the boundary-run test 
(RUNT) instruction to implement additional test operations not included in the basic SCOPE instruction set. 
Such operations include PRPG, PSA, and binary count up (COUNT). Table 4 shows the test operations that 
are decoded by the BCR. 

During Capture-DR, the contents of the BCR are not changed. At power up or in Test-Logic-Reset, the BCR is 
reset to the binary value 010, which selects the PSA test operation. The BCR order of scan is shown in 
Figure 3. 

TOI 

bypass register 

Blt2 
(MSB) Bit 1 

BltO 
(LSB) 

Figure 3. Boundary-Control Register Order of Scan 

TOO 

The bypass register is a 1-bit scan path that can be selected to shorten the length of the system scan path, 
reducing the number of bits per test pattern that must be applied to complete a test operation. During 
Capture-DR, the bypass register captures a logic O. The bypass register order of scan is shown in 
Figure 4. 

TOI -1 Bit 0 ~ TOO 

Figure 4. Bypass Register Order of Scan 
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device-Identification register 

5-14 

The device-identification register (lOR) is 32 bits long. It can be selected and read to identify the manufacturer, 
part number, and version of this device. 

For the 'ABTH18502A, the binary value 00000000000000100111000000101111 (0002702F, hex) is captured 
(during Capture-DR state) in the lOR to identify this device as Texas Instruments SN54174ABTH18502A. 

For the' ABTH182502A , the binary value 00000000000000101011000000101111 (0002B02F, hex) is captured 
(during Capture-DR state) in the lOR to identify this device as Texas Instruments SN5417 4ABTH182502A. 

The lOR order of scan is from TOI through bits 31-0 to TOO. Table 2 shows the lOR bits and their significance. 

Table 2. Device-Identification Register Configuration 

lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE 

31 VERSION3 27 PARTNUMBER15 11 MANUFACTURER10t 

30 VERSION2 26 PARTNUMBER14 10 MANUFACTURER09t 

29 VERSION1 25 PARTNUMBER13 9 MANUFACTURER08t 

28 VERSIONO 24 PARTNUMBER12 8 MANUFACTURER07t 

- - 23 PARTNUMBER11 7 MANUFACTURER06t 

- - 22 PARTNUMBER 1 0 6 MANUFACTURER05t 

- - 21 PARTNUMBER09 5 MANUFACTURER04t 

- - 20 PARTNUMBER08 4 MANUFACTURER03t 

- - 19 PARTNUMBER07 3 MANUFACTURER02t 

- - 18 PARTNUMBER06 2 MANUFACTURER01t 

- - 17 PARTNUMBER05 1 MANUFACTUREROOt 

- - 16 PARTNUMBER04 0 LOGIC1t 

- - 15 PARTNUMBER03 - -
- - 14 PARTNUMBER02 - -
- - 13 PARTNUMBER01 - -
- - 12 PARTNUMBEROO - -

t Note that for TI products, bits 11-0 of the device-identification register always contain the binary value 000000101111 
(02F, hex). 
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instruction-register opcode description 

The instruction-register opcodes are shown in Table 3. The following descriptions detail the operation of each 
instruction. 

Table 3. Instruction-Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODEt 
SELECTED DATA 

. BIT7~ BITO SCOPE OPCODE DESCRIPTION 
REGISTER MODE 

MSB~LSB 

00000000 EXTEST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

10000001 IDCODE Identification read Device identification Normal 

10000010 SAMPLE/PRELOAD Sample boundary Boundary scan Normal 

00000011 BYPASS~ Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

10000100 BYPASS~ Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000101 BYPASS~ Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000110 HIGHZ Control boundary to high impedance Bypass Modified test 

10000111 CLAMP Control boundary to 1/0 Bypass Test 

10001000 BYPASS~ Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00001001 RUNT Boundary-run test Bypass Test 

00001010 READBN Boundary read Boundary scan Normal 

10001011 READBT Boundary read Boundary scan Test 

00001100 CELLTST Boundary self test Boundary scan Normal 

10001101 TOPHIP Boundary toggle outputs Bypass Test 

10001110 SCANCN Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Normal 

00001111 SCANCT Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Test 

All others BYPASS Bypass scan Bypass Normal 
. . t Bit 7 is used to maintain even parity in the 8-blt Instruction . 

:j:The BYPASS instruction is executed in lieu of a SCOPE instruction that is not supported in the 'ABTH18502A or 'ABTH182502A. 

boundary scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 EXTEST instruction. The BSR is selected in the 
scan path. Data appearing at the device input and I/O pins is captured in the associated BSCs. Data that has 
been scanned into the I/O BSCs for pins in the output mode is applied to the device I/O pins. Data present at 
the device pins, except for output-enables, is passed through the BSCs to the normal on-chip logic. For I/O pins, 
the operation of a pin as input or output is determined by the contents of the output-enable BSCs (bits 47-44 
of the BSR). When a given output enable is active (logic 0), the associated I/O pins operate in the output mode. 
Otherwise, the I/O pins operate in the input mode. The device operates in the test mode. 

identification read 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 IDCODE instruction. The IDR is selected in the 
scan path. The device operates in the normal mode. 

sample boundary 

This instruction conforms to the I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990 SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction. The BSR is 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input pins and I/O pins in the input mode is captured 
in the associated BSCs, while data appearing at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic is captured in the BSCs 
associated with I/O pins in the output mode. The device operates in the normal mode. 
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bypass scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 BYPASS instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in the normal mode. 

control boundary to high Impedance 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1a-1993 HIGHZ instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in a modified test mode in which all device 110 pins are placed in the high-impedance state, the device 
input pins remain operational, and the normal on-chip logic function is performed. 

control boundary to 1/0 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1 a-1993 CLAMP instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. Data in the 110 
BSCs for pins in the output mode is applied to the device 110 pins. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary-run test 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. The device operates in the test mode. The test operation specified in the BCR is executed during 
Run-Test/Idle. The five test operations decoded by the BCR are: sample inputsltoggle outputs (TOPSIP), 
PRPG, PSA, simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSAlPRPG), and simultaneous PSA and binary count up 
(PSAICOUNT). 

boundary read 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BSR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
instruction is useful for inspecting data after a PSA operation. 

boundary self test 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. All BSCs capture the inverse of their current values during Capture-DR. 
In this way, the contents of the shadow latches can be read out to verify the integrity of both shift-register and 
shadow-latch elements of the BSR. The device operates in the normal mode. 

boundary toggle outputs 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs is toggled on each rising 
edge of TCK in Run-Test/Idle, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device 110 pins on 
each falling edge of TCK in Run-Test/Idle. Data in the input-mode BSCs remains constant. Data appearing at 
the device input or 110 pins is not captured in the input-mode BSCs. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary-control-reglster scan 

5-16 

The BCR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BCR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
operation must be performed before a RUNT operation to specify which test .operation is to be executed . 
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boundary-control-reglster opcode description 

The BCR opcodes are decoded from BCR bits 2-0 as shown in Table 4. The selected test operation is performed 
while the RUNT instruction is executed in the Run-TesUldle state. The following descriptions detail the operation 
of each BCR instruction and illustrate the associated PSA and PRPG algorithms. 

Table 4. Boundary-Control Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODE 
BIT2 ~ BITO DESCRIPTION 
MSB~LSB 

XOO Sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

X01 Pseudo-random pattern generation/36-bit mode (PRPG) 

X10 Parallel-signature analysis/36-bit mode (PSA) 

011 Simultaneous PSA and PRPGl18-bit mode (PSNPRPG) 

111 Simultaneous PSA and binary count up/18-bit mode (PSNCOUND 

While the control input BSCs (bits 47-36) are not included in the toggle, PSA, PRPG, or COUNT algorithms, 
the output-enable BSCs (bits 47-44 ofthe BSR) control the drive state (active or high impedance) ofthe selected 
device output pins. These BCR instructions are valid only when both bytes of the device are operating in one 
direction of data flow (that is, 1 OEAB ~ 1 OEBA and 20EAB ~ 20EBA) and in the same direction of data flow 
(that is, 1 OEAB = 20EAB and 1 OEBA = 20EBA). Otherwise, the bypass instruction is operated. 

sample Inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode I/O pins is captured in the shift-register elements of the 
associated BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode 
BSCs is toggled on each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated 
device I/O pins on each falling edge of TCK. 
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pseudo-random pattern generation (PRPG) 

5-18 

A pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected BSCs on each rising edge 
of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output-mode I/O pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the 36-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which 
the patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this 
operation. A seed value of all zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

2A9·1I0 2A8-1/0 2A7·1/0 2A6·1/0 2A5·1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3·1/0 2A2·1/0 2A1·1/0 

1A9·1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7·1/0 1A6·1/0 1A5·1/0 1A4-1I0 1A3·1/0 1A2·1/0 1A1·1/0 

2B9·1/0 2B8-1/0 2B7·1/0 2B6·1/0 2B5·1/0 2B4-1/0 2B3·1/0 2B2·1I0 2B1·1/0 

1 B9·1/0 1 B8-I/O 1 B7·1/0 1 B6·1/0 1 B5·1I0 1 B4-1I0 1 B3·1/0 1 B2·1/0 1 B1·1/0 

Figure 5. 36-Blt PRPG Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 0, 10EBA = 20EBA = 1) 
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pseudo-random pattern generation (PRPG) (continued) 

289-1/0 288-1/0 287-1/0 286-1/0 285-1/0 284-110 283-1/0 282-1/0 281-1/0 

189-1/0 188-1/0 187-1/0 186-1/0 185-1/0 184-1/0 183-1/0 182-1/0 181-1/0 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

Figure 6. 36-Blt PRPG Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 1, 10EBA = 20EBA = 0) 
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parallel-signature analysis (PSA) 

5-20 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 110 pins is compressed into a 36-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. Data in the shadow latches of the 
selected output-mode BSCs remains constant and is applied to the associated device 110 pins. Figures 7 and 8 
illustrate the 36-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the signature is generated. An initial 
seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

2B9-1/0 2B8-1/0 2B7-1I0 2B6-1/0 2B5-1/0 2B4-1/0 2B3-1/0 2B2-1/0 2B1-1/0 

1B9-1/0 1B8-1/0 1B7-1/0 1B6-1I0 1B5-1/0 1B4-1/0 1B3-1/0 1B2-1/0 1B1-1/0 

Figure 7. 36-Blt PSA Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 0, 10EBA = 20EBA = 1) 
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parallel-signature analysis (PSA) (continued) 

2B9-1/0 2B8-1/0 2B7-1/0 2B6-1/0 2B5-1/0 2B4-1/0 2B3-1/0 2B2-1I0 2B1-1I0 

1 B9-1/0 1 B8-I/O 1 B7-1/0 1 B6-1/0 1 B5-1/0 1 B4-I/O 1 B3-1/0 1 B2-1/0 1 B 1-1/0 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1I0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

Figure 8. 36-Blt PSA Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 1, 10EBA = 20EBA = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSAlPRPG) 

5-22 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 1/0 pins is compressed into an 18-bit parallel signature in 
the shift-register elements of the selected input-mode BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. At the same time, an 
18-bit pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs on 
each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device 1/0 pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the 18-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which 
the signature and patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before 
performing this operation. A seed value of all zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

2A9-I/O 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-UO 1A1-1/0 

189-1/0 188-110 187-1/0 186-110 185-1/0 184-1/0 183-1/0 182-1/0 181-1/0 

Figure 9. 18-Blt PSA/PRPG Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 0, 10EBA = 20EBA = 1) 
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SN54ABTH18502A, SN54ABTH182502A, SN74ABTH18502A, SN74ABTH182502A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18·81T UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS164E-AUGUST 1993 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSAlPRPG) (continued) 

289-1/0 288-110 287-1/0 286-1/0 285-1/0 284-1/0 283-1/0 282-1/0 281-1/0 

189-1/0 188-110 187-1/0 186-1/0 185-1/0 184-1/0 183-1/0 182-1/0 181-1/0 

1A9-I/O 1A8-1/0 1A7-I/O 1A6-I/O 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-I/O 1A2-I/O 1A1-I/O 

Figure 10. 18-Blt PSA/PRPG Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 1, 10EBA = 20EBA = 0) 
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SN54ABTH18502A, SN54ABTH182502A, SN74ABTH18502A, SN74ABTH182502A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 18·BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS164E - AUGUST 1993 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

simultaneous PSA and binary count up (PSA/COUNT) 

5-24 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 110 pins is compressed into an 18-bit parallel signature in 
the shift-register elements of the selected input-mode B8Cs on each rising edge of TCK. At the same time, an 
18-bit binary count-up pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode B8Cs on 
each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device I/O pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 11 and 12 illustrate the 18-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through 
which the signature is generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the B8R before performing this 
operation. 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

MS8 

QQQQQQQQQ 
289-1/0 288-110 287-1/0 286-1/0285-1/0 284-1/0 283-1/0 282-1/0 281-1/0 

~=4-tJ Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q 0 
(±) = D- 189-1/0 188-110 187-1/0 186-110 185-1/0 184-110 183-1/0 182-1/0 181-1/0 

Figure 11. 18-Blt PSA/COUNT Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 0, 10EBA = 20EBA = 1) 
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SN54ABTH18502A, SN54ABTH182502A, SN74ABTH18502A, SN74ABTH182502A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18·BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS164E - AUGUST 1993 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

simultaneous PSA and binary count up (PSAICOUNT) (continued) 

289-110 288-110 287·110 286-110 285·110 284-110 283·1/0 282·1/0 281·1/0 

189·1/0 188-110 187-110 186-110 185·1/0 184-110 183·1/0 182·1/0 181·1/0 

MS8 

QQQQQQQQQ 
2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7·1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3·1/0 2A2·1/0 2A1·1/0 

~=<4J Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q 0 
(±) = D- 1A9·1I0 1A8-1/0 1A7·1/0 1A6·1/0 1A5-1I0 1A4-1/0 1A3·1/0 1A2·1I0 1A1·1I0 

Figure 12. 18-Blt PSA/COUNT Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 1, 10EBA = 20EBA = 0) 
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SN54ABTH18502A, SN54ABTH182502A, SN74ABTH18502A, SN74ABTH182502A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 18·BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS 164E - AUGUST 1993 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

timing description 

All test operations of the 'ABTH18502A and 'ABTH182502A are synchronous to TCK. Data on the TDI, TMS, 
and normal-function inputs is captured on the rising edge of TCK. Data appears on the TOO and normal-function 
output pins on the falling edge of TCK. The TAP controller is advanced through its states (as shown in Figure 1) 
by changing the value of TMS on the falling edge of TCK and then applying a rising edge to TCK. 

A simple timing example is shown in Figure 13. In this example, the TAP controller begins in the 
Test-Logic-Reset state and is advanced through its states, to perform one instruction-register scan and one 
data-register scan. While in the Shift-IR and Shift-DR states, TDI is used to input serial data, and TOO is used 
to output serial data. The TAP controller is then returned to the Test-Logic-Reset state. Table 5 details the 
operation of the test circuitry during each TCK cycle. 

Table 5. Explanation of Timing Example 

TCK TAP STATE 
DESCRIPTION CYCLE(S) AFTERTCK 

1 Test-Logic-Reset 

2 Run-Test/Idle 

3 Select-OR-Scan 

4 Select-IR-Scan 

5 Capture-IR 

6 Shift-IR 

7-13 Shift-IR 

14 Exit1-IR 

15 Update-IR 

16 Select-OR-Scan 

17 Capture-OR 

18 Shift-OR 

19-20 Shift-OR 

21 Exit1-0R 

22 Update-OR 

23 Select-OR-Scan 

24 Select-IR-Scan 

25 Test-Logic-Reset 

5-26 

TMS is changed to a logic 0 value on the falling edge of TCK to begin advancing the TAP controller toward 
the desired state. 

The IR captures the 8-bit binary value 10000001 on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-IR state. 

TOO becomes active and TDI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP on 
the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

One bit is shifted into the IR on each TCK rising edge. With TOI held at a logic 1 value, the 8-bit binary value 
11111111 is serially scanned into the IR. At the same time, the 8-bit binary value 10000001 is serially scanned 
out of the IR via TOO. In TCK cycle 13, TMS is changed to a logic 1 value to end the IR scan on the next TCK 
cycle. The last bit of the instruction is shifted as the TAP controller advances from Shift-IR to Exitl-lR. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The IR is updated with the new instruction (BYPASS) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The bypass register captures a logic 0 value on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-OR state. 

TOO becomes active and TOI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP on 
the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

The binary value 101 is shifted in via TOI, while the binary value 010 is shifted out via TOO. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

In general, the selected data register is updated with the new data on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test operation completed 
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SN54ABTH18502A, SN54ABTH182502A, SN74ABTH18502A, SN74ABTH182502A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18·BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS164E -AUGUST 1993 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

timing description (continued) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

TCK J-u 
TMS --u I 
TOI ~ ~ U ~ 

TOO ~ ~ n ~ 
~ CD C c II: =c co co 

~ CD ;:; U u 
II: en en 

II: 

~ 
II: c II: II: II: II: c c ~ 

* 
co C C 

~ 
C co co 

u e ::: ell 
u u CD en en en II: II) ci: ci: ::s TAP U t7 c. 

~ :c .;( 
'C ci: ::s :c >< co ci: ci: U en w 'C C. en 

Controller 'SI c t co 
0 c .!. 0 

State ..J ::s u CD 

t% II: CD 3l 
{!? 3l 

a. C w c ~ '0, ::::I t; co a. t; ::::I 0 0 CD ..J CD CD 3l 3l Q) t% en {!? 

1881 3-State (TOO) or Oon't Care (TOI) 

Figure 13. Timing Example 

absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)t 

Supply voltage range, Vee .......................................................... -0.5 V to 7 V 
Input voltage range, VI: except I/O ports (see Note 1) .................................. -0.5 V to 7 V 

I/O ports (see Note 1) ........................................ -0.5 V to 5.5 V 
Voltage range applied to any output in the high state or power-off state, Vo .............. -0.5 V to 5.5 V 
Current into any output in the low state, 10: SN54ABTH18502A ................................ 96 rnA 

SN54ABTH182502A (A port or rOO) ................. 96 rnA 
SN54ABTH182502A (B port) ........................ 30 rnA 
SN74ABTH18502A ............................... 128 rnA 
SN74ABTH182502A (A port or rOO) ................ 128 rnA 
SN74ABTH182502A (B port) ........................ 30 rnA 

Input clamp current, 11K (VI <0) ........................................................... -18mA 
Output clamp current, 10K (Va < 0) ........................................................ -50 rnA 
Continuous current through Vee .......................................................... 576 rnA 
Continuous current through GNO ........................................................ 1152 rnA 
Maximum power dissipation at T A = 55°C (in still air) (see Note 2): PM package .................... 1 W 
Storage temperature range, Tstg ................................................... -65°C to 150°C 

t Stresses beyond those listed under "absolute maximum ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings only, and 
functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated under "recommended operating conditions" is not 
implied. Exposure to absolute-maximum-rated conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTES: 1. The input and output negative-voltage ratings can be exceeded if the input and output clamp-current ratings are observed. 
2. The maximum package power dissipation is calculated using a junction temperature of 150°C and a board trace length of 75 mils. 

For more information, refer to the Package Thermal Considerations application note in the ABT Advanced BiCMOS Technology Data 
Book, literature number SCBD002. 
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SN54ABTH18502A, SN54ABTH182502A, SN74ABTH18502A, SN74ABTH182502A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 18·BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS164E-AUGUST 1993- REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

recommended operating conditions 
SN54ABTH18502A SN74ABTH18502A 

Vec 

VIH 

VIL 
VI 

IOH 

IOL 
!J.t/!J.v 

TA 

5-28 

Supply voltage 

High-level input voltage 

Low-level input voltage 

Input voltage 

High-level output current 
Low-level output current 

Input transition rise or fall rate 

Operating free-air temperature 

• TEXAS 
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MIN 

4.5 
2 

0 

-55 

MAX MIN MAX 

5.5 4.5 5.5 
2 

0.8 0.8 

Vee 0 Vee 
-24 -32 

48 64 
10 10 

125 -40 85 

UNIT 

V 

V 

V 

V 

rnA 
rnA 

nsN 

°C 



SN54ABTH18502A, SN54ABTH182502A, SN74ABTH18502A, SN74ABTH182502A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18·BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS164E - AUGUST 1993 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) 

SN54ABTH16502A 

PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS TA = 2SoC TA = -OsoC to 12SoC 

MIN TYPt MAX MIN 

VIK VCC=4.5V, II =-18 mA -1.2 

VCC =4.5 V, 10H =-3 mA 2.5 2.5 

VOH VCC=5 V, 10H =-3mA 3 3 

VCC=4.5V, 10H =-24 mA 2 2 

VOL VCC=4.5V, IOl=48mA 0.55 

ClK, lE, TCK 
V CC = 0 to 5.5 V, V, = VCC or GND ±1 

II VCC = 0 to 5.5 V, 

A or B ports VCC = 5.5 V, V, = VCC or GND ±20 

"H OE, TDI, TMS VCC=5.5V, V, = VCC 10 

III OE, TDI, TMS VCC=5.5V, V, = GND -40 -150 -40 

1'(hOld)+ 
V, = 0.8 V 75 220 500 75 

A or B ports VCC =4.5V 
V,=2V -75 -180 -500 -75 

10ZH TDO 
VCC=2.1 Vto~5V, 10 
Vo = 2.7 V, OE=2V 

10Zl TDO 
VCC=2.1 Vto~5V, -10 
Vo = 0.5 V, OE=2V 

'OZPU TDO 
V CC = 0 to 2.1 V, 

OE = 0.8 V 
±50 

Vo = 2.7Vor 0.5 V, 

'OZPD TDO 
VCC=2.1 VtoO, 

OE = 0.8 V 
±50 

Vo = 2.7 V or 0.5 V, 

loff VCC= 0, V, or VO:S4.5 V ±100 

'CEX Outputs high VCC = 5.5 V, Vo = 5.5 V 50 

10§ VCC=5.5V, Vo = 2.5 V -50 -110 -200 -50 

Outputs high VCC=5.5V, 1.6 5.5 

ICC Outputs low '0=0, A or B ports 19 24 

Outputs disabled V, = VCC or GND 0.9 3.6 

~ICC~ 
VCC = 5.5 V, One input at 3.4 V, 

1.5 
Other inputs at VCC or GND 

Ci Control inputs V, = 2.5 V or 0.5 V 7 

Cio A or B ports Vo = 2.5 V or 0.5 V 10 

Co TDO Vo = 2.5 V or 0.5 V 7 

t All typical values are at VCC = 5 V. 
;The parameter ',(ho,d) includes the off-state output leakage current. 
§ Not more than one output should be tested at a time, and the duration of the test should not exceed one second. 
~ This is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TTL voltage level rather than VCC or GND. 
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MAX 

-1.2 

0.55 

±1 

±20 

10 

-150 

500 

-500 

10 

-10 

±50 

±50 

50 

-200 

5.5 

; 24 

3.6 

1.5 

UNIT 

V 

V 

V 

~A 

IlA 
~A 

~A 

~A 

~A 

~A 

~A 

~A 

~A 

mA 

mA 

mA 

pF 

pF 

pF 
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SN54ABTH18502A, SN54ABTH182502A, SN74ABTH18502A,SN74ABTH 182502A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 18·BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS 164E - AUGUST 1993 - REVISED DECEMBER 199a 

electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) 

SN74ABTH18502A 

PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS TA = 25°C T A = -40°C to 85°C 

MIN TYPt MAX MIN 

VIK Vee =4.5V, 11=-18mA -1.2 

Vee =4.5V, 10H =-3 mA 2.5 2.5 

Vee = 5V, 10H =-3 mA 3 3 
VOH 

10H =-24 mA 2 
Vee=4.5V 

10H =-32mA 2 2 

IOl=48mA 0.55 
VOL Vee=4.5V 

IOl=64 mA 0.55 

elK, lE, TeK Vee = 0 to 5.5 V, VI = Vee or GNO ±1 
II 

A or 8 ports Vee =5.5V, VI = Vee or GNO ±20 

IIH OE, TOI, TMS Vee =5.5V, VI = Vee 10 

III OE, TOI, TMS Vee=5.5V, VI = GNO -40 -150 -40 

II(hold)+ 
VI = 0.8 V 75 220 500 75 

Aor 8 ports Vee=4.5V 
VI =2V -75 -180 -500 -75 

10ZH TOO 
Vee = 2.1 V to 5.5 V, 

10 
VO=2.7V, OE=2V 

10Zl TOO 
Vee = 2.1 V to 5.5 V, 

-10 
Vo = 0.5 V, OE=2V 

10ZPU TOO 
Vee = 0 to 2.1 V, 

±50 
Vo = 2.7 Vor 0.5 V, OE= 0.8V 

10ZPO TOO 
Vee=2.1 VtoO, 

±50 
VO=2.7VorO.5V, OE = 0.8 V 

loff Vee=O, VI or Vo S 4.5 V ±100 

leEX Outputs high Vee = 5.5 V, Vo = 5.5 V 50 

10§ Vee = 5.5 V, Vo = 2.5 V -50 -110 -200 -50 

Outputs high Vee=5.5V, 1.6 2.2 

ICC Outputs low 10=0, A or 8 ports 19 24 

Outputs disabled VI = Vee or GNO 0.9 2 

Alee~ 
Vee = 5.5 V, One input at 3.4 V, 

1.5 Other inputs at Vee or GNO 

ei Control inputs VI = 2.5 V or 0.5 V 5 

eio A or 8 ports Vo = 2.5 V or 0.5 V 10 

Co TOO Vo = 2.5 Vor 0.5 V 8 

t All tYPical values are at Vee = 5 V. 
+The parameter II (hold) includes the off-state output leakage current. 
§ Not more than one output should be tested at a time, and the duration of the test should not exceed one second. 
'if This is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TTL voltage level rather than Vee or GNO . 
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MAX 

-1.2 

0.55 

±1 

±20 

10 

-150 

500 

-500 

10 

-10 

±50 

±50 

±100 

·50 

-200 

2.2 

24 

2 

1.5 

UNIT 

V 

V 

v 

IlA 

IlA 

IlA 

IlA 

IlA 

IlA 

IlA 

IlA 

IlA 

IlA 

mA 

mA 

mA 

pF 

pF 

pF 



SN54ABTH18502A, SN54ABTH182502A, SN74ABTH18502A, SN74ABTH182502A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18·BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS 164E - AUGUST 1993 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless other."lis9 noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 14) 

SN54ABTH18502A SN74ABTH18502A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency ClKAB or ClKBA 0 100 0 100 MHz 

ClKAB or ClKBA high or low 3.8 3.5 
tw Pulse duration ns 

lEAB or lEBA high 3.5 3.5 

A before ClKABi or B before ClKBA i 3.5 3.5 

tsu Setup time I ClK high 4.0 3.5 ns 
A before lEABJ. or B before lEBAJ. 

JClKlow 2 2 

A after ClKABi or B after ClKBA i 2.9 0.5 
th Hold time 

A after lEABJ. or B after lEBAJ. 
ns 

4.0 3 

timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 14) 

fclock Clock frequency TCK 

tw Pulse duration TCK high or low 

A, B, ClK, lE, or OE before TCKi 

tsu Setup time TOI before TCKi 

TMS before TCKi 

A, B, ClK, lE, or OE after TCKi 

th Hold time TOI after TCKi 

TMS after TCKi 

td Oelaytime Power up to TCKi 

tr Rise time VCC power up 

" On products compliant to Mll-PRF-38535, this parameter is not production tested. 
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MIN MAX 

0 50 

8 

6 

4.5 

3 

2.9 

1 

1.5 

50" 

1" 
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SN74ABTH18502A 

MIN MAX 
UNIT 

0 50 MHz 

8 ns 

6 

4.5 ns 

3 

1.5 

1 ns 

1.5 

50 ns 

1 p.s 
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SN54ABTH18502A, SN54ABTH182502A, SN74ABTH18502A, SN74ABTH182502A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 18·BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS164E - AUGUST 1993 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 14) 

SN54ABTH18502A 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO Vee = 5 V, Vee = 4.5 V to 5.5 V, 

UNIT (INPUT) (OUTPUT) TA = 25°e TA = -65°e to 125°e 

MIN TYP MAX MIN MAX 

fmax CLKAB or CLKBA 100 130 100 MHz 

tpLH 1.5 3.1 5 1.5 6 
AorB BorA ns 

tpHL 1.5 3.6 5 1.5 6 

tpLH 1.5 3.7 5.2 1.5 6.4 
CLKAB or CLKBA BorA ns 

tpHL 1.5 3.8 5.2 1.5 6.4 

tpLH 1.5 3.9 5.5 1.5 6.5 
LEAB or LEBA BorA ns 

tpHL 1.5 3.6 5.5 1.5 6.5 

tpZH 
OEABorOEBA 

1.5 4 5.8 1.5 7.5 
BorA ns 

tpZL 1.5 4.2 5.8 1.5 7.5 

tpHZ 
OEABorOEBA 

2.8 5.9 7.2 2.8 8.9 
BorA ns 

tpLZ 2 4.5 6 2 7.5 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 14) . 

PARAMETER 
FROM 

(INPUT) 

fmax CLKAB or CLKBA 

tpLH 
AorB 

tpHL 

tpLH 
CLKAB or CLKBA 

tpHL 

tpLH 
LEABor LEBA 

tpHL 

tpZH 

tpZL 
OEABor OEBA 

tpHZ 
OEABor OEBA 

tpLZ 
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SN74ABTH18502A 

TO 
(OUTPUT) 

BorA 

BorA 

BorA 

BorA 

BorA 

~TEXAS 
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Vee=5 V, 
TA = 25°e 

MIN TYP 

100 130 

1.5 3.1 

1.5 3.6 

1.5 3.7 

1.5 3.8 

1.5 3.9 

1.5 3.6 

1.5 4 

1.5 4.2 

3 5.9 

2 4.5 
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Vee = 4.5 V to 5.5 V, 
T A = -40oe to 85°e 

MAX MIN MAX 

100 

5 1.5 5.5 

5 1.5 5.5 

5 1.5 5.5 

5 1.5 5.5 

5.5 1.5 6 

5.5 1.5 6 

5.8 1.5 7 

5.8 1.5 7 

7 3 8 

6 2 7 

UNIT 

MHz 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 



SN54ABTH18502A, SN54ABTH182502A, SN74ABTH18502A, SN74ABTH182502A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18·BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS 164E - AUGUST 1993 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 14) 

FROM 
PARAMETER (INPUT) 

fmax TCK 

tpLH 
TCKJ.. 

tpHL 

tpLH 
TCKJ. 

tpHL 

tpZH 
TCKJ. 

tpZL 

tpZH 
TCKJ. 

tpZL 

tpHZ 
TCKJ. 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
TCKJ. 

tpLZ 

TO 
(OUTPUT) 

A orB 

TOO 

AorB 

TOO 

AorB 

TOO 

Vec = 5 V, 
TA = 25°C 

MIN TYP MAX 

50 90 

2.5 7.4 11 

2.5 7.6 10.8 

2 3.8 5.1 

2 4 5.1 

4 8 11.5 

4 8 11.8 

2 3.9 5.7 

2 4.2 6.2 

4 10.8 13 

3 9.1 13.3 

3 5.3 6.8 

2.5 4.2 5.5 

• TEXAS 
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SN54ABTH18502A 

MIN MAX 

50 

2.5 14.5 

2.5 14 

2 7 

2 7 

4 14.5 

4 15 

2 7.5 

2 8 

4 18 

3 17.5 

3 8 

2.5 8 
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SN74ABTH18502A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX 

50 MHz 

2.5 13.1 
ns 

2.5 12.4 

2 5.6 
ns 

2 5.6 

4 13.4 
ns 

4 13.6 

2 6.6 

2 6.9 
ns 

4 15 
ns 

3 15 

3 7.2 

2.5 6.3 
ns 
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SCAN TEST DEVICES 
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SCBS164E-AUGUST 1993-REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

recommended operating conditions 
SN54ABTH182502A SN74ABTH182502A 

Vee Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

VIL Low-level input voltage 

VI Input voltage 

10H High-level output current 

10L Low-level output current 

lltJt:N Input transition rise or fall rate 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

PRODUCT PREVIEW InlonnaUon concerns products In the formahe or 
design phase of development. Characteristic data and other 
speclflClUons are dselgn goala. Teuslnstrumenll reservse the rlghllo 
change or discontinue these products without noUc .. 
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MIN MAX 

4.5 5.5 

2 ~, 

$0.8 

0 l4tVee 
Aport, TDO h"Z -24 

Bport 

Aport, TDO 

Bport 

• TEXAS 
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V .:5 
'j:.J 

0 
4,""-

-55 
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-12 

48 

12 

10 

125 

MIN MAX 

4.5 5.5 

2 

0.8 

0 Vee 
-32 

-12 

64 

12 

10 

-40 85 

UNIT 

V 

V 

V 

V 

rnA 

rnA 

nsN 

·e 



SN54ABTH18502A, SN54ABTH182502A, SN74ABTH18502A, SN74ABTH182502A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18·BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS 164E - AUGUST 1993 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) 

TA = 25°C SN54ABTH182502A SN74ABTH182502A 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

TYPt MIN 

VIK Vee=4.5 v, II =-18 mA 

Vee=4.5V, 10H =-3 mA 2.5 

Vee = 5V, 10H =-3mA 3 
Aport, TDO 

10H =-24 mA 2 
Vee = 4.5 V 

10H =-32 mA 2* 
VOH 

Vee=4.5V, IOH=-1mA 3.35 

Vee=5 V, IOH=-1 mA 3.85 
Sport 

10H =-3mA 3.1 
Vee=4.5V 

10H =-12 mA 2.6* 

10L = 48 mA 
Aport, TDO Vee = 4.5 V 

10L= 64 mA 
VOL 

IOL=8mA 
Sport Vee = 4.5 V 

10L= 12 mA 

Vee = 0 to 5.5 V, 
eLK, LE, TeK 

II 
VI = Vee or GND 

Vee=5.5V, 
A or Sports 

VI = Vee or GND . 
IIH OE, TDI, TMS Vee=5.5V, VI = Vee 

IlL OE, TDI, TMS Vee=5.5V, VI =GND -40 

VI = 0.8 V 75 220 
II(hold)+ A or B ports Vee=4.5V 

VI=2V -75 -180 

10ZH TDO 
Vee = 2.1 V to 5.5 V, 
Vo = 2.7 V, OE=2V 

10ZL TDO 
Vee = 2.1 V to 5.5 V, 
Vo = 0.5 V, OE=2V 

10ZPU TDO 
Vee=Ot02.1 V, 
Vo = 2.7 V or 0.5 V, OE = 0.8 V 

10ZPD TDO 
Vee=2.1 VtoO, 
Vo = 2.7 V or 0.5 V, OE = 0.8 V 

loff Vee = 0, VI orVo ~4.5 V 

leEX Outputs high Vee =5.5V, Vo = 5.5 V 

10§ 
Aport, TDO Vee=5.5V, Vo = 2.5 V -50 -110 

Sport Vee=5.5V, Vo = 2.5 V -25 -55 

Outputs high Vee = 5.5 V, 1.6 

ICC 
Outputs low 10=0, 

A or Sports 
21 

VI = Vee or Outputs 
disabled GND 0.9 

Alee~ 
Vee = 5.5 V, One input at 3.4 V, 
Other inputs at Vee or GND 

* On products compliant to MIL-PRF-38535, thIs parameter does not apply. 
t All typical values are at Vee = 5 V. 

MAX MIN MAX 

-1.2 -1.2 

2.5 

3 

2 

3.3 

3.8 

3 

0.55 0.55 

0.55* 

0.8 0.8 

0.8* .,$;: 
~" 

±1 {ij ±1 
4..,""" 

'"'<' 
±20 t; ±20 

.-.;; 
10 9 (i 10 

-150 ¢-tt40 -150 

500 

-500 

10 10 

-10 -10 

±50 

±50 

±100 

50 50 

-200 -50 -200 

-100 -25 -100 

2.2 2.2 

27 27 

2 2 

1.5 1.5 

+ The parameter II(hold) includes the off-state output leakage current. 
§ Not more than one output should be tested at a time, and the duration of the test should not exceed one second. 

MIN 

2.5 

3 

2 

3.35 

3.85 

3.1 

2.6 

-40 

75 

-75 

-50 

-25 

~ This is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TTL voltage level rather than Vee or GND. 

PRODUCT PREVIEW InformatIon concerns products In the formative or 
dEs! n phase of development. Characteristic data and other 
8 ncatlons are desIgn goals. Texas Instnuments reserves the right to 
c ange or dlscontlnuethesa products without notice. • TEXAS 
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MAX 

-1.2 

0.55 

0.65 

0.8 

±1 

±20 

10 

-150 

500 

-500 

10 

-10 

±50 

±50 

±100 

50 

-200 

-100 

2.2 

27 

2 

1.5 

UNIT 

V 

V 

V 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

mA 

mA 

mA 
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SN54ABTH18502A, SN54ABTH182502A, SN74ABTH18502A, SN74ABTH182502A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 18·BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS164E-AUGUST 1993 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unles~ 
otherwise noted) (continued) 

TA = 25°C SN54ABTH182502A SN74ABTH182502A 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

TYPt 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

Ci 
Control 

VI .. 2.5 V or 0.5 V 5 "" pF 
inputs .A..s ... ~ 

Cio A or B ports Vo '" 2.5 VorO.5 V 10 A(J;'··-!.~'v pF 

Co TOO Vo = 2.5 V or 0.5 V 8 '«'~ pF 

t All typical values are at VCC" 5 V. 

timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 14) 

SN54ABTH182502A SN74ABTH182502A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency CLKAB or CLKBA 0 100 0 100 MHz 

CLKAB or CLKBA high or low 3.5 ;:,;.'" 3.5 
tw Pulse duration (.f.J~ ns 

LEAB or LEBA high 3.5 df 3.5 

A before CLKABi or B before CLKBA i 3.5 &1;' 3.5 

tsu Setup time 
A before LEAB! or B before LEBA! 

I CLKhigh 3.5 (.";: 3.5 ns 

lCLKlow ~ 2 

A after CLKABi or B after CLKBA i J}t¥ 0.5 
th Hold time 

A after LEAB! or B after LEBA! "'3 
ns 

3 

timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 14) 

fclock Clock frequency TCK 

tw Pulse duration TCK high or low 

A, B, CLK, LE, or OE before TCKi 

tsu Setup time TOI before TCKi 

TMS before TCKi 

A, B, CLK, LE, or OE after TCKi 

th Hold time TOI after TCKi 

TMS after TCKi 

td Oelaytime Power up to TCKi 

tr Rise time VCC power up 

PRODUCT PREVIEW InformllIon concems products In the formlllv8 or 
deelgn phaee of d,veloprnlf1t. Charaeterl8tlc data IIId 01l1er 
apeclflca1lons are deelQn g08l .. T,xas Instruments rtHrveelfle right to 
change or discontinue lh ... products without notice. • TEXAS 

INSTRUMENTS 

SN54ABTH182502A 

MIN MAX 

0 50 

8 .~ 

6 {ijv 
.~ 

4.5 . !fj 
~ 

3 
~. 

A. 

1.5 -fl 
ti9 

4~ 
50 

1 
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SN74ABTH182502A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX 

0 50 MHz 

8 ns 

6 

4.5 ns 

3 

1.5 

1 ns 

1.5 

50 ns 

1 Jls 



SN54ABTH18502A, SN54ABTH182502A, SN74ABTH18502A, SN74ABTH182502A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18·BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS164E - AUGUST 1993 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mocfe) (see Figure 14) 

FROM TO 
Vee =5V, SN54ABTH182502A SN74ABTH182502A 

PARAMETER (INPUT) (OUTPUT) 
TA = 25°e UNIT 

MIN TYP MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fmax 
CLKAB or 

100 130 100 100 MHz 
CLKBA 

tpLH 1.5 3.1 5 1.5 6 1.5 5.5 
A B ns 

tpHL 1.5 3.6 5.6 1.5 6.4 1.5 6.2 

tpLH 1.5 3.1 5 1.5 6 1.5 5.5 
B A ns 

tpHL 1.5 3.6 5 1.5 ,,6 1.5 5.5 

§If: tpLH 1.5 3.7 5.4 1.5 • ./ .2 1.5 6.1 
CLKAB B /l! 6.4 

ns 
tpHL 1.5 4 5.8 1.5 1.5 6.2 

tpLH 1.5 3.7 5 1.5 ,it" 6 1.5 5.5 
CLKBA A 

1.5 $J 
ns 

tpHL 1.5 3.8 5 6 1.5 5.5 

tpLH 1.5 3.9 5.6 1/3.,:;'" 6.5 1.5 6.3 
LEAB B All; ns 

tpHL 1.5 3.6 5.6 6.5 1.5 6.2 

tPLH 1.5 3.9 5.5 1.5 6.5 1.5 6 
LEBA A ns 

tpHL 1.5 3.6 5.5 1.5 6.5 1.5 6 

tpZH 1.5 4 5.8 1.5 7.5 1.5 7 
OEAB orOEBA BorA ns 

tpZL 1.5 4.2 5.8 1.5 7.5 1.5 7 

tpHZ 
OEABorOEBA 

3 5.9 7 3 8.5 3 8 
BorA ns 

tpLZ 2 4.5 6 2 7.5 2 7 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 14) 

FROM TO 
PARAMETER (INPUT) (OUTPUT) 

fmax TCK 

tpLH 
TCKJ.. AorB 

tpHL 

tpLH 
TCKJ.. TOO 

tpHL 

tpZH 
TCKJ.. AorB 

tpZL 

tpZH 
TCKJ.. TOO 

tpZL 

tpHZ 
TCKJ.. AorB 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
TCKJ.. TOO 

tPLZ 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Information concerns products In the formative or 
dEsl n phase of development. Characteristic dala and other 
8 ftcatlons are dselgn goals. Texas Instruments reserves the right to 
c ang8 or discontinue these products without notice. 

Vec=5V, 
TA = 25°C 

MIN TYP MAX 

50 90 

2.5 7.4 11 

2.5 7.6 10.8 

2 3.8 5.1 

2 4 5.1 

4 8 11.5 

4 8 11.8 

2 3.9 5.7 

2 4.2 6.2 

4 10.8 13 

3 9.1 13.3 

3 5.3 6.8 

2.5 4.2 5.5 

• TEXAS 
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SN54ABTH182502A 

MIN MAX 

50 

2.5 14.5 

2.5 14 

2 \.7 

2 fit 7 

4 ~4.5 
4 4"- 15 

2.9 7.5 

]$ 8 

f4 a 18 

3 17.5 

3 8 

2.5 8 
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SN74ABTH182502A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX 

50 MHz 

2.5 13.1 
ns 

2.5 12.4 

2 5.6 
ns 

2 5.6 

4 13.4 
ns 

4 13.6 

2 6.6 
ns 

2 6.9 

4 15 
ns 

3 15 

3 7.2 
ns 

2.5 6.3 
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PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION 

o 7V 

S1 o Open 

fND 
5000 

From Output - __ ----tlI-----".IV'v----' TEST S1 
Under Test 

CL = 50 pF 
(see Note A) I 5000 

LOAD CIRCUIT 

14-- tw ---+I 
\ I 

,n
pu,3 ~:1~.5~V~~~~ :: 

Input 

Output 

Output 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PULSE DURATION 

~ ... 1_.5_V_~¥'5V :: 

tPLHM KtPHL 

\ /1 I ~VOH 
\ 1.5 V I 1.5 V 

--+-\- I VOL 

tPHL~ ~tPLH 
1\ ~ VOH 
\. 1.5 V T 1.5 V 

. -- VOL 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PROPAGATION DELAY TIMES 

INVERTING AND NONINVERTING OUTPUTS 

tpLH/tpHL Open 

tpLZ/tpZL 7V 

tpHz/tpZH Open 

3V 
Timing Input -------X 1.5 V 

-----..1,1'------- ov 

Data Input 

Output 
Control 

Output 
Waveform 1 

S1 at 7V 
(see Note B) 

Output 
Waveform 2 
S1 at Open 

(soo Note B) 

\ I \ 
\4 t ~~ th ~ 
\ su \ 

---*'.5 V ~ :: 
VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 

SETUP AND HOLD TIMES 

~'.5V ~,-1._5_V __ _ 
tpZL --+j I+- I 

3V 

OV 

\ \ tpLZ -.I ~ 
----.;-1 "",,~I I Kc--- 3.5 V 

I 1.5 V I 
1 I VO.b...+~~ VOL 

I I tpHZ ~ j.- . 
tpZH~ j4- I 

I --- VOH 
!1.5V ~H-0.3V 

-----~, ~OV 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
ENABLE AND DISABLE TIMES 

LOW· AND HIGH·LEVEL ENABLING 

NOTES: A. CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 

5-38 

B. Waveform 1 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is low except when disabled by the output control. 
Waveform 2 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is high except when disabled by the output control. 

C. All input pulses are supplied by generators having the following characteristics: PRR S 10 MHz, Zo = 50 Q, tr S 2.5 ns, tf S 2.5 ns. 
D. The outputs are measured one at a time with one transition per measurement. 

Figure 14. Load Circuit and Voltage Waveforms 
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SN54ABTH18504A, SN54ABTH182504A, SN74ABTH18504A, SN74ABTH182504A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES WITH 

20·BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
sCBs165C-AUGUsT 1993 - REVISED JULY 1996 

• Members of the Texas Instruments . 
SCOPETM Family of Testability Products 

• Members of the Texas Instruments 
Wldebus™ Family 

• Compatible With the IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990 (JTAG) Test Access Port and 
Boundary-Scan Architecture 

• UBr ™ (Universal Bus Transceiver) 
Combines D-Type Latches and D-Type 
Flip-Flops for Operation In Transparent, 
Latched, or Clocked Mode 

• Bus Hold on Data Inputs Eliminates the 
Need for External Pullup Resistors 

• B-Port Outputs of 'ABTH182504A Devices 
Have Equivalent 25-0 Series Resistors, So 
No External Resistors Are Required 

• State-of-the-Art EPIC-IIB ™ BiCMOS Design 

• One Boundary-Scan Cell Per 110 
Architecture Improves Scan Efficiency 

tt SCOPE ™ Instruction Set 
- IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 Required 

Instructions and Optional CLAMP and 
HIGHZ 

- Parallel-Signature Analysis at Inputs 
- Pseudo-Random Pattern Generation 

From Outputs 
- Sample InputslToggle Outputs 
- Binary Count From Outputs 
- Device Identification 
- Even-Parity Opcodes 

• Packaged In 64-Pin Plastic Thin Quad Flat 
(PM) Packages Using O.S-mm 
Center-to-Center Spacings and 68-Pln 
Ceramic Quad Flat (HV) Packages Using 
25-mll Center-to-Center Spacings 

SN54ABTH18504A, SN54ABTH182504A ••• HV PACKAGE 
(TOP VIEW) ~ 

co 

OCCcoO 0 (/)~~ 0 I~ ~ ca m 
~~<a~~~~~~ddoo~~~~ 

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 68 67 66 65 64 63 62 61 

A4 10 60 85 
A5 11 59 86 
A6 12 58 87 

GND 13 57 GND 
A7 14 56 88 
A8 15 55 89 
A9 16 54 810 

A10 17 53 VCC 
NC 18 52 NC 

VCC 19 51 811 
A11 20 50 812 
A12 21 49 813 
A13 22 48 814 

GND 23 47 GND 
A14 24 46 815 
A15 25 45 816 
A16 26 817 

,.... co mo 0 
'" '" is () "'" '" I'" 0 0 '" <Xl ......... z ~ ~;2I-Z~~L5L5~~oooo ~~ ~C!) 
~c3 ...JQ 
...J 
() 

NC - No internal connection 

SCOPE, Widebus, UBT, and EPIC-lIB are trademarks of Texas Instruments Incorporated. 

"TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 

Copyright ~ 1996, Texas Instruments Incorporated 
On products compllam to MII,.PRF-38535, all parameters are tested 
unleaa olherwlaa noted. On all other products, producUon 
processing does not necessarily Includllestlng 01 all parameters. 
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SCAN TEST DEVICES WITH 
20-BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS165C - AUGUST 1993 - REVISED JULY 1996 

A4 
AS 
A6 

GND 
A7 
A8 
A9 

A10 
Vee 
A11 
A12 
A13 

GND 
A14 
A15 
A16 

SN74ABTH18504A, SN74ABTH182504A ••. PM PACKAGE 
(TOP VIEW) 

< 
CC 

OCCccO()CI)~~ 0 

1

< < ca as 
~~~a~~~~~ddaia~~C5 
64 63 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 49 

1 48 

2 47 

3 46 

4 45 

5 44 

6 43 

7 42 
8 41 
9 40 
10 39 
11 38 
12 37 
13 36 

35 

34 

33 

17 18 19 20 21 2223 24 2526 27 28 29 3031 32 

""'0)0)00 CC CC is () ~ CC ICC 0 0 0) 0) ............ Z~ ~;2f-~~L5L5a~aiai «<C!J 
~d ...JO 
...J 
(.) 

B5 
86 
B7 
GND 
B8 
B9 
B10 
Vee 
B11 
B12 
B13 
B14 
GND 
B15 
B16 
B17 

description 

5-40 

The 'ABTH18504A and 'ABTH182504A scan test devices with 20-bit universal bus transceivers are members 
of the Texas Instruments SCOPETM testability integrated-circuit family. This family of devices supports IEEE 
Standard 1149.1-1990 boundary scan to facilitate testing of complex circuit-board assemblies. Scan access to 
the test circuitry is accomplished via the 4-wire test access port (TAP) interface. 

In the normal mode, these devices are 20-bit universal bus transceivers that combine D-type latches and D-type 
flip-flops to allow data flow in transparent, latched, or clocked modes. The test circuitry can be activated by the 
TAP to take snapshot samples of the data appearing at the device pins or to perform a self test on the 
boundary-test cells. Activating the TAP in the normal mode does not affect the functional operation of the 
SCOPETM universal bus transceivers. 

Data flow in each direction is controlled by output-enable (OEAB and OEBA), latch-enable (LEAB and LEBA), 
clock-enable (CLKENAB and CLKENBA), and clock (CLKAB and CLKBA) inputs. For A-to-B data flow, the 
device operates in the transparent mode when LEAB is high. When LEAB is low, the A-bus data is latched while 
CLKENAB is high and/or CLKAB is held at a static low or high logic level. Otherwise, if LEAB is low and 
CLKEN,t..B is low, A-bus data is stored on a low-to-high transition of CU<AB. When OEAB is low, the B outputs 
are active. When OEAB is high, the B outputs are in the high-impedance state. B-to-A data flow is similar to 
A-to-B data flow, but uses the OEBA, LEBA, CLKENBA, and CLKBA inputs. 

In the test mode, the normal operation of the SCOPETM universal bus transceivers is inhibited, and the test 
circuitry is enabled to observe and control the I/O boundary of the device. When enabled, the test circuitry 
performs boundary-scan test operations according to the protocol described in IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 . 

• TEXAS 
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SN54ABTH18504A, SN54ABTH182504A, SN74ABTH18504A, SN74ABTH182504A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES WITH 

20-BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS165C - AUGUST 1993 - REVISED JULY 1996 

description (continued) 

Four dedicated test pins observe and control the operation of the test circuitry: test data input (TO I), test data 
output (TOO), test mode select (TMS), and test clock (TCK). Additionally, the test circuitry performs other testing 
functions such as parallel-signature analysis (PSA) on data inputs and pseudo-random pattern generation 
(PRPG) from data outputs. All testing and scan operations are synchronized to the TAP interface. 

Improved scan efficiency is accomplished through the adoption of a one boundary-scan cell (BSC) per 1/0 pin 
architecture. This architecture is implemented in such a way as to capture the most pertinent test data. A 
PSAICOUNT instruction also is included to ease the testing of memories and other circuits where a binary count 
addressing scheme is useful. 

Active bus-hold Circuitry holds unused or floating data inputs at a valid logic level. 

The B-port outputs of 'ABTH 182504A, which are designed to source or sink up to 12 rnA, include 25-0 series 
resistors to reduce overshoot and undershoot. 

The SN54ABTH18504A and SN54ABTH182504A are characterized for operation over the full military 
temperature range of -55°C to 125°C. The SN7 4ABTH18504A and SN7 4ABTH182504A are characterized for 
operation from -40°C to 85°C. 

OEAB LEAB 

L L 

L L 

L L 

L L 

L H 

L H 

H X 

FUNCTION TABLet 
(normal mode, each register) 

INPUTS 

CLKENAB CLKAB 

L L 

L i 
L i 
H X 

X X 

X. X 

X X 

OUTPUT 
A B 

X BO* 

L L 

H H 

X BO* 

L L 

H H 

X Z 

t A-to-B data flow is shown. B-to-A data flow is similar but uses OEBA, 
LEBA, CLKENBA, and CLKBA. 

* Output level before the indicated steady-state input conditions were 
established 
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SCAN TEST DEVICES WITH 
20·BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS165C - AUGUST 1993 - REVISED JULY 1996 

functional block diagram 

Boundary-Scan Register 

CLKENAB 22 

LEAB 27 

CLKAB 23 

OEAB 

CLKENBA 54 

LEBA 
59 

CLKBA 
55 

OEBA 

A1 62 

1 of 20 Channels 

Vee 
TOI 

24 

Vee 
TMS 

56 

26 Ccntrollar 
TCK 

Pin numbers shown are for the PM package. 
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SN54ABTH18504A, SN54ABTH182504A, SN74ABTH18504A, SN74ABTH182504A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES WITH 

20·BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 

TERMINAL NAME 

A1-A20 

B1-B20 

CLKAB,CLKBA 

CLKENAB,CLKENBA 

GND 

LEAB,LEBA 

OEAB,OEBA 

TCK 

TDI 

TDO 

TMS 

VCC 

SCBS165C - AUGUST 1993 - REVISED JULY 1996 

Terminal Functions 

DESCRIPTION 

Normal-function A-bus I/O ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function B-bus I/O ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function clock inputs. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function clock enables. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Ground 

Normal-function latch enables. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function output enables. See function table for normal-mode logic. An internal pullup at each terminal 
forces the terminal to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test clock. One of four terminals required by I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990. Test operations of the device are 
synchronous to TCK. Data is captured on the rising edge of TCK and outputs change on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test data input. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TDI is the serial input for shifting 
data through the instruction register or selected data register. An internal pullup forces TDI to a high level if left 
unconnected. 

Test data output. One of four terminals required by I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TDO is the serial output for shifting 
data through the instruction register or selected data register. 

Test mode select. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TMS directs the device through 
its TAP controller states. An internal pullup forces TMS to a high level if left unconnected. 

Supply voltage 
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test architecture 

5-44 

Serial-test information is conveyed by means of a 4-wire test bus or TAP that conforms to IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990. All test instructions, test data, and test control signals are passed along this serial-test bus. The 
TAP controller monitors two signals from the test bus, TCK and TMS. The TAP controller extracts the 
synchronization (TCK) and state control (TMS) signals from the test bus and generates the appropriate on-chip 
control signals for the test structures in the device. Figure 1 shows the TAP-controller state diagram. 

The TAP controller is fully synchronous to the TCK signal. Input data is captured on the rising edge of TCK and 
output data changes on the falling edge of TCK. This scheme ensures that data to be captured is valid for fully 
one-half of the TCK cycle. 

The functional block diagram shows the I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990 4-wire test bus and boundary-scan 
architecture and the relationship among the test bus, the TAP controller, and the test registers. As shown, the 
device contains an 8-bit instruction register and four test-data registers: a 48-bit boundary-scan register, a 3-bit 
boundary-control register, a 1-bit bypass register, and a 32-bit device-identification register. 

Test-Loglc-Reset 

TMS=L 

Figure 1. TAP-Controller State Diagram 
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state diagram description 

The TAP controller is a synchronous finite state machine that provides test control signals throughout the device. 
The state diagram shown in Figure 1 is in accordance with I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990. The TAP controller 
proceeds through its states based on the level of TMS at the rising edge of TCK. 

As shown, the TAP controller consists of 16 states. There are six stable states (indicated by a looping arrow in 
the state diagram) and ten unstable states. A stable state is a state the TAP controller can retain for consecutive 
TCK cycles. Any state that does not meet this criterion is an unstable state. 

There are two main paths through the state diagram: one to access and control the selected data register and 
one to access and control the instruction register. Only one register can be accessed at a time. 

Test-Loglc-Reset 

The device powers up in the Test-Logic-Reset state. In the stable Test-Logic-Reset state, the test logic is reset 
and is disabled so that the normal logic function of the device is performed. The instruction register is reset to 
an opcode that selects the optionallOCOOE instruction, if supported, or the BYPASS instruction. Certain data 
registers also can be reset to their power-up values. 

The state machine is constructed such that the TAP controller returns to the Test-Logic-Reset state in no more 
than five TCK cycles if TMS is left high. TMS has an internal pullup resistor that forces it high if left unconnected 
or if a board defect causes it to be open circuited. 

For the' ABTH 18504A and' ABTH 182504A, the instruction register is reset to the binary value 10000001 , which 
selects the 10COOE instruction. Bits 47-46 in the boundary-scan register are reset to logic 1, ensuring that 
these cells, which control A-port and B-port outputs, are set to benign values (Le., if test mode were invoked 
the outputs would be at high-impedance state). Reset values of other bits in the boundary-scan register should 
be considered indeterminate. The boundary-control register is reset to the binary value 010, which selects the 
PSA test operation. 

Run-Test/Idle 

The TAP controller must pass through the Run-Test/Idle state (from Test-Logic-Reset) before executing any test 
operations. The Run-Test/Idle state also can be entered following data-register or instruction-register scans. 
Run-Test/Idle is a stable state in which the test logic can be actively running a test or can be idle. The test 
operations selected by the boundary-control register are performed while the TAP controller is in the 
Run-Test/ldle state. 

Select-OR-Scan, Select-I R-Scan 

No specific function is performed in the Select-OR-Scan and Select-IR-Scan states, and the TAP controller exits 
either of these states on the next TCK cycle. These states allow the selection of either data-register scan or 
instruction-register scan. 

Capture-DR 

When a data-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-OR state. In the 
Capture-OR state, the selected data register can capture a data value as specified by the current instruction. 
Such capture operations occur on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-OR state. 

Shift-DR 

Upon entry to the Shift-OR state, the data register is placed in the scan path between TOI and TOO, and on the 
first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TDO enables to the logic 
level present in the least-significant bit of the selected data register . 
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Shift-DR (continued) 

While in the stable Shift-DR state, data is serially shifted through the selected data register on each TCK cycle. 
The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-DR state (Le., no shifting occurs during 
the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-DR to Shift-DR or from Exit2-DR to Shift-DR). 
The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-DR state. 

Exlt1-0R, Exlt2-DR 

The Exit1-DR and Exit2-DR states are temporary states that end a data-register scan. It is possible to return 
to the Shift-DR state from either Exit1-DR or Exit2-DR without recapturing the data register. On the first falling 
edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-DR, TOO goes from the active state to the high-impedance state. 

Pause-DR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-DR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-DR state can suspend and resume'data-register scan operations without loss of data. 

Update-DR 

If the current instruction calls for the selected data register to be updated with current data, such update occurs 
on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the Update-DR state. 

Capture-IR 

When an instruction-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-IR state. In 
the Capture-IR state, the instruction register captures its current status value. This capture operation occurs 
on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-IR state. Forthe 'ABTH18504A and 
'ABTH182504A, the status value loaded in the Capture-IR state is the fixed binary value 10000001. 

Shlft-IR 

Upon entry to the Shift-IR state, the instruction register is placed in the scan path between TDI and TOO, and 
on the first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TOO enables to 
the logic level present in the least-significant bit of the instruction register. 

While in the stable Shift-IR state, instruction data is serially shifted through the instruction register on each TCK 
cycle. The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-IR state (Le., no shifting occurs 
during the TCK cycle, in which the TAP controller changes from· Capture-IR to Shift-IR or from Exit2-IR to 
Shift-IR). The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TC~, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-IR state. 

Exit1-IR, Exit2-IR 

The Exit1-IR and Exit2-IR states are temporary states that end an instruction-register scan. It is possible to 
return to the Shift-IR state from either Exit1-IR or Exit2-IR without recapturing the instruction register. On the 
first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-IR, TOO goes from the active state to the high-impedance state. 

Pause-IR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-IR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-IR state can suspend and resume instruction-register scan operations without loss 
of data. 

Update-IR 

5-46 

The current instruction is updated and· takes effect on the falling edge of TCK, follov/ing entry to the 
Update-IR state. 
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register overview 

With the exception of the bypass and device-identification registers, any test register can be thought of as a 
serial shift register with a shadow latch on each bit. The bypass and device-identification registers differ in that 
they contain only a shift register. During the appropriate capture state (Capture-IR for instruction register, 
Capture-DR for data registers), the shift register can be parallel loaded from a source specified by the current 
instruction. During the appropriate shift state (Shift-IR or Shift-DR), the contents of the shift register are shifted 
out from TOO while new contents are shifted in at TO!. During the appropriate update state (Update-IR or 
Update-DR), the shadow latches are updated from the shift register. 

instruction register description 

TOI 

The instruction register (IR) is eight bits long and tells the device what instruction is to be executed.lilformation 
contained in the instruction includes the mode of operation (either normal mode, in which the device performs 
its normal logic function, ortest mode, in which the normal logic function is inhibited or altered), the test operation 
to be performed, which of the four data registers is to be selected for inclusion in the scan path during 
data-register scans, and the source of data to be captured into the selected data register during Capture-DR. 

Table 3 lists the instructions supported by the 'ABTH18504A and 'ABTH182504A. The even-parity feature 
specified for SCOPETM devices is supported in these devices. Bit 7 of the instruction opcode is the parity bit. 
Any instructions that are defined for SCOPETM devices but are not supported by these devices default to 
BYPASS. 

During Capture-IR, the IR captures the bin'ary value 10000001. As an instruction is shifted in, this value is shifted 
out via TOO and can be inspected as verification that the IR is in the scan path. During Update-IR, the value 
that has been shifted into the IRis loaded into shadow latches. At this time, the current instruction is updated 
and any specified mode change takes effect. At power up or in the Test-Logic-Reset state, the IR is reset to the 
binary value 10000001, which selects the IDCODE instruction. The IR order of scan is shown in Figure 2. 

Blt7 
~ Parity -. Blt6 

(MSB) 
~ Blt5 r-- Bit 4 ~ Bit 3 ~ Bit 2 ~ 

Figure 2. Instruction Register Order of Scan 
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data register description 

boundary-scan register 

5-48 

The boundary-scan register (BSR) is 48 bits long. It contains one boundary-scan cell (SSC) for each 
normal-function input pin and one BSC for each normal-function 110 pin (one single cell for both input data and 
output data). The BSR is used 1) to store test data that is to be applied externally to the device output pins, 
andlor 2) to capture data that appears internally at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic and/or externally at 
the device input pins. 

The source of data to be captured into the SSR during Capture-DR is determined by the current instruction. The 
contents of the BSR can change during Run-Test/Idle as determined by the current instruction. At power up or 
in Test-Logic-Reset, BSCs 47-46 are reset to logic 1, ensuring that these cells, which control A-port and B-port 
outputs, are set to benign values (Le., if test mode were invoked, the outputs would be at high-impedance state). 
Reset values of other BSCs should be considered indeterminate. 

The BSR order of scan is from TDI through bits 47-0 to TOO. Table 1 shows the BSR bits and their associated 
device pin signals. 

BSR BIT 
NUMBER 

47 

46 

45 

44 

43 
42 
41 

40 

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

Table 1. Boundary-Scan Register Configuration 

DEVICE 
SIGNAL 

OEA8 

OE8A 

CLKA8 

CLK8A 
CLKENA8 
CLKEN8A 

LEA8 

LE8A 

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

BSR BIT DEVICE 
NUMBER SIGNAL 

39 A20-1I0 

38 A19-1/0 

37 A18-1/0 

36 A17-1/0 

35 A16-1/0 

34 A15-1/0 

33 A14-1/0 

32 A13-1/0 

31 A12-1/0 

30 A11-1/0 

29 A10-1/0 

28 A9-1/0 

27 A8-1/0 

26 A7-1/0 

25 A6-1/0 

24 A5-1/0 

23 A4-1/0 

22 A3-1/0 

21 A2.-1/0 

20 A1-1/0 
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BSR BIT 
NUMBER 

19 
18 

17 

16 

15 
14 

13 

12 

11 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 
4 

3 
2 

1 

0 

DEVICE 
SIGNAL 

820-1/0 

819-1/0 

818-1/0 

817-110 

816-1/0 

815-1/0 

814-1/0 

813-1/0 

812-1/0 

811-1/0 

810-1/0 

89-1/0 

88-1/0 

87-1/0 

86-1/0 

85-1/0 

84-1/0 

83-1/0 

82-1/0 

81-110 
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boundary-control register 

The boundary-control register (SCR) is three bits long. The SCR is used in the context of the boundary-run 
(RUNT) instruction to implement additional test operations not included in the basic SCOPET'" instruction set. 
Such operations include PRPG, PSA, and binary count up (COUNT). Table 4 shows the test operations that 
are decoded by the SCA. 

During Capture-DR, the contents of the SCR are not changed. At power up or in Test-Logic-Reset, the SCR is 
reset to the binary value 01 0, which selects the PSA test operation. The SCR order of scan is shown in Figure 3. 

TOI 

bypass register 

Blt2 
(MSB) Bit 1 

BltO 
(LSB) 

Figure 3. Boundary-Control Register Order of Scan 

TOO 

The bypass register is a 1-bit scan path that can be selected to shorten the length of the system scan path, 
reducing the number of bits per test pattern that must be applied to complete a test operation. During 
Capture-DR, the bypass register captures a logic O. The bypass register order of scan is shown in Figure 4. 

TDI-1 Bit 0 ~TDO 
Figure 4. Bypass Register Order of Scan 
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device-Identification register 

5-50 

The device-identification register (lOR) is 32 bits long. It can be selected and read to identify the manufacturer, 
part number, and version of this device. 

For the' ABTH18504A , the binary value 00000000000000101000000000101111 (0002802F, hex) is captured 
(during Capture-DR state) in the lOR to identify this device as Texas Instruments SN54174ABTH18504A. 

For the' ABTH182504A , the binary value 000000000000001 011 000000001 01111 (0002C02F, hex) is captured 
(during Capture-DR state) in the lOR to identify this device as Texas Instruments SN54174ABTH182504A. 

The lOR order of scan is from TDI through bits 31-0 to TOO. Table 2 shows the lOR bits and their significance. 

Table 2. Device-Identification Register Configuration 

lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE 

31 VERSION3 27 PARTNUMBER15 11 MANUFACTURER10t 

30 VERSION2 26 PARTNUMBER14 10 MANUFACTURER09t 

29 VERSION1 25 PARTNUMBER13 9 MANUFACTURER08t 

28 VERSIONO 24 PARTNUMBER12 8 MANUFACTURER07t 

- - 23 PARTNUMBER11 7 MANUFACTURER06t 

- - 22 PARTNUMBER10 6 MANUFACTURER05t 

- - 21 PARTNUMBER09 5 MANUFACTURER04t 

- - 20 PARTNUMBER08 4 MANUFACTURER03t 

- - 19 PARTNUMBER07 3 MANUFACTURER02t 

- - 18 PARTNUMBER06 2 MANUFACTURER01t 

- - 17 PARTNUMBER05 1 MANUFACTUREROOt 

- - 16 PARTNUMBER04 0 LOGIC1t 

- - 15 PARTNUMBER03 - -
- - 14 PARTNUMBER02 - -
- - 13 PARTNUMBER01 - -
- - 12 PARTNUMBEROO - -

t Note that for TI products, bits 11-0 of the device-identification register always contain the binary value 000000101111 
(02F, hex). 
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instruction-register opcode description 

The instruction-register opcodes are shown in Table 3. The following descriptions detail the operation of 
each instruction. 

Table 3. Instruction-Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODEt 
SELECTED 

BIT 7 ~ BIT 0 SCOPE OPCODE DESCRIPTION 
DATA REGISTER 

MODE 
MSB~ LSB 

00000000 EXTEST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

10000001 IDCODE Identification read Device identification Normal 

10000010 SAMPLE/PRELOAD Sample boundary Boundary scan Normal 

00000011 BYPASS+ Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

10000100 BYPASS+ Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000101 BYPASS+ Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000110 HIGHZ Control boundary to high impedance Bypass Modified test 

10000111 CLAMP Control boundary to 1/0 Bypass Test 

10001000 BYPASS+ Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00001001 RUNT Boundary run test Bypass Test 

00001010 READBN Boundary read Boundary scan Normal 

10001011 READBT Boundary read Boundary scan Test 

00001100 CELLTST Boundary self test Boundary scan Normal 

10001101 TOPHIP Boundary toggle outputs Bypass Test 

10001110 SCANCN Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Normal 

00001111 SCANCT Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Test 

All others BYPASS Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

t Bit 7 is used to maintain even parity in the 8-bit instruction. 
+The BYPASS instruction is executed in lieu of a SCOPETM instruction that is not supported in the 'ABTH18504A or 'ABTH182504A. 

boundary scan 

This instruction conforms to the I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990 EXTEST instruction. The BSR is selected in the 
scan path. Data appearing at the device input and I/O pins is captured in the associated BSCs. Data that has 
been scanned into the I/O BSCs for pins in the output mode is applied to the device I/O pins. Data present at 
the device pins, except for output-enables, is passed through the BSCs to the normal on-chip logic. For I/O pins, 
the operation of a pin as input or output is determined by the contents of the output-enable BSCs (bits 47-46 
of the BSR). When a given output enable is active (logic 0), the associated I/O pins operate in the output mode. 
Otherwise, the I/O pins operate in the input mode. The device operates in the test mode. 

identification read 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 IDCODE instruction. The lOR is selected in the 
scan path. The device operates in the normal mode. 

sample boundary 

This instruction conforms to the I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990 SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction. The BSR is 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input pins and I/O pins in the input mode is captured 
in the associated BSCs, while data appearing at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic is captured in the BSCs 
associated with I/O pins in the output mode. The device operates in the normal mode. 
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bypass scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 BYPASS instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in the normal mode. 

control boundary to high Impedance 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1a-1993 HIGHZ instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in a modified test mode in which all device 1/0 pins are placed in the high-impedance state, the device 
input pins remain operational, and the normal on-chip logic function is performed. 

control boundary to 1/0 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1a-1993 CLAMP instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. Data in the I/O 
BSCs for pins in the output mode is applied to the device 1/0 pins. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary-run test 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. The device operates in the test mode. The test operation specified in the BCR is executed during 
Run-Test/Idle. The five test operations decoded by the BCR are: sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP), 
PRPG, PSA, simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSAlPRPG), and simultaneous PSA and binary count up 
(PSAICOUNT). 

boundary read 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BSR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
instruction is useful for inspecting data after a PSA operation. 

boundary self test 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. All BSCs capture the inverse of their current values during Capture-DR. 
In this way, the contents of the shadow latches can be read out to verify the integrity of both shift-register and 
shadow-latch elements of the BSR. The device operates in the normal mode. 

boundary toggle outputs 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mOde BSCs is toggled on each rising 
edge of TCK in Run-Test/Idle, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device I/O pins on 
each falling edge of TCK in Run-Test/Idle. Data in the input-mode BSCs remains constant. Data appearing at 
the device input or I/O pins is not captured in the input-mode BSCs. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary-control-register scan 

5-52 

The BCR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BCR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
operation must be performed before a RUNT operation to specify which test operation is to be executed. 
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boundary-control register opcode description 

The SCR opcodes are decoded from SCR bits 2-0 as shown in Table 4. The selected test operation is performed 
while the RUNT instruction is executed in the Run-Test/Idle state. The following descriptions detail the operation 
of each SCR instruction and illustrate the associated PSA and PRPG algorithms. 

Table 4. Boundary-Control Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODE 
BIT 2 ~ BIT 0 DESCRIPTION 
MSB~l.SB 

XOO Sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

X01 Pseudo-random pattern generation/40-bit mode (PRPG) 

X10 Parallel-signature analysis/40-bit mode (PSA) 

011 Simultaneous PSA and PRPG/20-bit mode (PSAlPRPG) 

111 Simultaneous PSA and binary count up/20-bit mode (PSAICOUNT) 

While the control input SSCs (bits 47-36) are not included in the toggle, PSA, PRPG, or COUNT algorithms, 
the output-enable SSCs (bits 47-46 ofthe SSR) control the drive state (active or high impedance) ofthe selected 
device output pins. These SCR instructions are valid only when the device is operating in one direction of data 
flow (that is, OEAS "# OESA). Otherwise, the bypass instruction is operated. 

sample Inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode I/O pins is captured in the shift-register elements of the 
associated SSCs on each rising edge of TCK. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode 
SSCs is toggled on each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated 
device I/O pins on each falling edge of TCK. 
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pseudo-random pattern generation (PRPG) 

5-54 

A pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected BSGs on each rising edge 
of TGK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output-mode I/O pins on each 
falling edge of TGK. Figures 5 and 6 show the 40-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the 
patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. 
A seed value of all zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

A20-1I0 A19-1/0 A18-I/O A17-1/0 A16-I/O A15-1/0 A14-1I0 A13-1I0 A12-1I0 A11-1I0 

82D-1I0 819-1/0 818-110 817-1/0 816-110 815-110 814-1/0 813-1/0 812-1/0 811-110 

81D-1/0 89-110 88-1/0 87-110 86-110 85-1/0 84-1/0 83-1/0 82-110 81-1/0 

Figure 5. 4Q-Blt PRPG Configuration (OEAB = 0, OEBA = 1) 
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B2o.II0 B19·1/0 B18-1/0 B17-1/0 B16-1I0 B15-1/0 B14-1/0 B13-1I0 B12·1/0 B11·1/0 

A2o.I/0 A19-1/0 A18-1/0 A17-1/0 A16-1/0 A15·1/0 A14-1/0 A13-1I0 A12·1/0 A11·1/0 

A1o.II0 A9-I/O A8-I/O A7·1/0 A6-I/O A5-I/O A4-I/O A3-IIO A2·1/0 A1·1I0 

Figure 6. 4Q-Blt PRPG Configuration (OEAB = 1, OEBA = 0) 
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parallel-signature analysis (PSA) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 1/0 pins is compressed into a 40-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. Data in the shadow latches of the 
selected output-mode BSCs remains constant and is applied to the associated device 1/0 pins. Figures 7 and 8 
show the 40-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the signature is generated. An initial 
seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. 

A20-1/0 A19-1/0 A18-1/0 A17-1/0 A16-1/0 A15-1/0 A14-1/0 A13-1/0 A12-1/0 A11-1/0 

820-1/0 819-110 818-1/0 817-110 816-1/0 815-1/0 814-1/0 813-1/0 812-1/0 811-110 

<±)=D-

5-56 

810-1/0 89-110 88-110 87-1/0 86-1/0 85-1/0 84-110 83-1/0 82-1/0 81-1/0 

Figure 7. 4Q-Blt PSA Configuration (OEAB = 0, OEBA = 1) 
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820-1/0 819-1/0 818-1/0 817-1/0 816-1/0 815-1/0 814-1/0 813-1/0 812·1/0 811-1/0 

A20-1/0 A19-1/0 A18-1/0 A17-1/0 A16-1/0 A15-1/0 A14-1/0 A13-1/0 A12-1/0 A11-1I0 

A1Q-1/0 A9-I/O A8-I/O A7-1/0 A 6-1/0 A5-1/0 A4-I/O A3-1/0 A2-1/0 A1-1/0 

Figure 8. 40-Blt PSA Configuration (OEAB = 1, OEBA = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSA/PRPG) 

5-58 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 110 pins is compressed into a 20-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected input-mode BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. At the same time, a 20-bit 
pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs on each 
rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device 110 pins on each falling 
edge of TCK. Figures 9 and 10 show the 20-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the 
signature and patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing 
this operation. A seed value of al\ zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

A20-1/0 A19-1/0 A18-1/0 A17-I/O A16-1/0 A15-1/0 A14-1/0 A13-1/0 A12-1/0 A11-1/0 

B10-1/0 B9-1/0 B8-I/O B7-1/0 B6-1/0 B5-1/0 B4-I/O B3-1/0 B2-1/0 B1-1/0 

Figure 9. 20-Blt PSA/PRPG Configuration (OEAB = 0, OEBA = 1) 
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820-1/0 819-1/0 818-1/0 817-1/0 816-1/0 815-1/0 814-1/0 813-1/0 812-1/0 811-1/0 

A10-1/0 A9-1/0 AS-I/O A7-1/0 AS-I/O A5-1/0 A4-I/O A3-1/0 A2-1/0 A1-1/0 

Figure 10. 2()"Bit PSA/PRPG Configuration (OEAB = 1, OEBA = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and binary count up (PSA/COUNT) 

~o 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 110 pins is compressed into a 20-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected input-mode BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. At the same time, a 20-bit 
binary count-up pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs on each 
rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device I/O pins on each falling 
edge of TCK. Figures 11 and 12 show the 20-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the 
signature is generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. 

A20-1I0 A19-1I0 A18-1/0 A17-1I0 A16-1/0 A15-1/0 A14-I/O A13-1I0 A12-1/0 A11-I/O 

MSB 

QQQQQQQQQQ 
B20-1I0 B19-1/0 B18-1/0 B17-1/0 B16-1/0 B15-I/O 814-1/0 B13-1/0 B12-1/0 B11-1/0 

810-110 B9-1/0 B8-I/O 87-1/0 86-1/0 85-110 84-1/0 B3-1/0 

Figure 11. 20-Blt PSA/COUNT Configuration (OEAB = 0, OEBA = 1) 
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820-1/0 819-1/0 818-1/0 817-1/0 816-110 815-110 814-110 813-1/0 812-1/0 811-1/0 

MS8 

QQQQQQQQQQ 
A20-1/0 A19-1I0 A18-1/0 A17-I/O A16-1/0 A15-1/0 A14-1/0 A13-1/0 A12-1/0 A11-1/0 

~.=~ A~O 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 Q 
Figure 12. 20-Bit PSA/COUNT Configuration (OEAB = 1, OeBA = 0) 
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timing description 

All test operations ofthe 'ABTH18504A and 'ABTH182504A are synchronous to the TCK signal. Data on the 
TOI, TMS, and normal-function inputs is captured on the rising edge of TCK. Data appears on the TOO and 
normal-function output pins on the falling edge of TCK. The TAP controller is advanced through its states (as 
shown in Figure 1) by changing the value of TMS on the falling edge of TCK and then applying a rising edge 
to TCK. . 

A simple timing example is shown in Figure 13. In this example, the TAP controller begins in the 
Test-Logic-Reset state' and is advanced through its states, to perform one instruction-register scan and one 
data-register scan. While in the Shift-IR and Shift-DR states, TOI is used to input serial data, and TOO is used 
to output serial data. The TAP controller is then returned to the Test-Logic-Reset state. Table 5 details the 
operation of the test circuitry during each TCK cycle. 

Table 5. Explanation of Timing Example 

TCK TAP STATE 
DESCRIPTION CYCLE(S) AFTERTCK 

1 Test-Logic-Reset 

2 Run-Test/Idle 

3 Select-DR-Scan 

4 Select-I R-Scan 

5 Capture-IR 

6 Shift-IR 

7-13 Shift-IR 

14 Exit1-IR 

15 Update-IR 

16 Select-OR-Scan 

17 Capture-DR 

18 Shift-DR 

19-20 Shift-DR 

21 Exit1-0R 

22 Update-DR 

23 . Select-DR-Scan 

24 Select-IR-Scan 

25 Test-Logic-Reset 

5-62 

TMS is changed to a logic 0 value on the falling edge of TCK to begin advancing the TAP controller toward 
the desired state. . 

The IR captures the 8-bit binary value 10000001 on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-IR state. 

TOO becomes active and TOI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

One bit is shifted into the IR on each TCK rising edge. With TDI held at a logic 1 value, the 8-bit binary value 
11111111 is serially scanned into the I R. Althe same time, the 8-bit binary value 10000001 is serially scanned 
out of the IR via TOO. In TCK cycle 13, TMS is changed to a logic 1 value to end the IR scan on the next 
TCK cycle. The last bit of the instruction is shifted as the TAP controller advances from Shift-IR to Exit1-1R. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The IR is updated with the new instruction (BYPASS) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The bypass register captures a logic 0 value on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-DR state. 

TOO becomes active and TOI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

The binary value 101 is shifted in via TDI, while the binary value 010 is shifted out via TDO. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

In general, the selected data register is updated with the new data on the falling edge of TCK . 

Test operation completed 
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TOO 
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2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

L.J I I 
~ ~ U ~ 
~ ~ n ~ 

i CD c c a: a: 
~ 

a: c a: a: a: a: c c i ;:; !3 !3 ~ i: ]i C1l C c t c !3 C1l 
CD :s (/) CIJ ~ e ::: ~ (/) ~ CD a: a: en ci: ::J :E .;C C1l ci: :E ~ ci: ci: TAP U ~ 

a: a. (f) w "t:I ::J .;c U c. a. (f) "t:I 

~ 
c Z c w C Z ·m Controller C1l c. c t; u 0 

:;) t; C1l :;) .,!. u 0 
State ...J ::J CD 0 U CD ...J 

.,!. a: CD Qj CD CD 3l ii II) 3l (/) 3l 3l ~ ~ 

E83 3-State (TOO) or Don't Care (TOI) 

Figure 13. Timing Example 

absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)t 

Supply voltage range, Vee .......................................................... -0.5 V to 7 V 
Input voltage range, VI: except I/O ports (see Note 1) .................................. -0.5 V to 7 V 

liD ports (see Note 1) ........................................ -0.5 V to 5.5 V 
Voltage range applied to any output in the high state or power-off state, Va .............. -0.5 V to 5.5 V 
Current into any output in the low state, 10: SN54ABTH18504A ................................ 96 rnA 

SN54ABTH182504A (A port or TOO) ................. 96 rnA 
SN54ABTH 182504A (B port) ........................ 30 rnA 
SN74ABTH18504A ............................... 128 rnA 
SN74ABTH182504A (A port or TOO) ................ 128 rnA 
SN74ABTH182504A (B port) ........................ 30 rnA 

Input clamp current, 11K (VI < 0) ........................................................... -18 rnA 
Output clamp current, 10K (Va < 0) ........................................................ -50 rnA 
Continuous current through Vee .......................................................... 576 rnA 
Continuous current through GND ........................................................ 1152 rnA 
Maximum power dissipation at TA = 55°C (in still air) (see Note 2):PM package .................... 1 W 
Storage temperature range, Tstg ................................................... -65°C to 150°C 

t Stresses beyond those listed under "absolute maximum ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings only, and 
functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated under "recommended operating conditions" is not 
implied. Exposure to absolute-maxi mum-rated conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTES: 1. The input and output negative-voltage ratings can be exceeded if the input and output clamp-current ratings are observed. 
2. The maximum package power dissipation is calculated using a junction temperature of 150·C and a board trace length of 75 mils. 

For more information, referto the Package Thermal Considerations application note in the ABT Advanced BiCMOS Technology Data 
Book, literature number SCBD002. 
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recommended operating conditions 
SN54ABTH18504A SN74ABTH18504A 

Vee Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

VIL Low-level input voltage 

VI Input voltage 

IOH High-level output current 

IOL Low-level output current 

AtltlV Input transition rise or fall rate 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Inlorma1lon concerns products In the Ionnatlv, or 
dlllllll pha.. 01 d.v.lopm.nt Characteristic data and oth.r 
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MIN MAX 

4.5 5 
2 .dJ' 

It 0.8 

o.tf' Vee 
(; 

fY 
r.~ 
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electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) 

TA = 25°C SN54ABTH18504A SN74ABTH18504A 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

MIN TYPt 

VIK Vee = 4.5 V, 11--18mA 

Vec=4.5V, 10H --3 mA 2.5 

Vcc= 5V, 10H =-3 mA 3 
VOH 

10H .. -24mA 2 
Vec = 4.5 V 

10H =-32 mA 2" 

IOL .. 48mA 
VOL Vec=4.5V 

IOL=64 mA 

ClK, CLKEN, V CC = 0 to 5.5 V, 

II lE, TCK VI .. VCC or GNO 

A or B ports Vec" 5.5 V, VI = Vec or GNO 

IIH OE, TOI, TMS VCC" 5.5 V, VI =VCC 

IlL OE, TOI, TMS Vec .. 5.5V, VI .. GNO -40 

II(hold):!: 
VI = 0.8 V 75 220 

Aor B ports Vec=4.5V 
VI=2V -75 -180 

VCC = 2.1 V to 5.5 V, 
10ZH TOO Vo = 2.7 V, OE = 2 V 

VCC=2.1 Vto 5.5 V, 
10Zl TOO Vo = 0.5 V, OE .. 2 V 

10ZPU TOO 
Vec = 0 to 2.1 V, 
Vo .. 2.7 V or 0.5 V, OE = 0.8 V 

10ZPO TOO 
VCC=2.1 VtoO, 
Vo = 2.7 V or 0.5 V, OE = 0.8 V 

loff VCC = 0, VI orVO S4.5 V 

leEX Outputs high Vec=5.5V, VO" 5.5 V 

10§ VCC=5.5V, VO=2.5V -50 -110 

Outputs high VCC=5.5V, 1.6 

ICC 
Outputs low 10=0, 

Aor B ports 
19 

Outputs VI = VCC or 

disabled GNO 0.9 

.,1ICC~ 
Vec = 5.5 V, One input at 3.4 V, 
Other inputs at VCC or GNO 

Ci Control inputs VI .. 2.5 V or 0.5 V 5 

eio Aor B ports Vo .. 2.5 V or 0.5 V 10 

Co TOO VO" 2.5 Vor 0.5 V 8 

" On products compliant to Mll-PRF-38535, this parameter does not apply. 
t All typical values are at VCC = 5 V. 

MAX MIN MAX 

-1.2 -1.2 

2.5 

3 

2 

0.55 0.55 

0.55" 

±1 ±1 

±20 ±20 

10 10 

-150 -40 -150 

500 

-500 ~ 
~ 

10 1.7; 10 
C~ 

""<i, 

-10 A. -10 
:~ 

±50 & 
£if 

±50 

±100 

50 50 

-200 -50 -200 

2.2 2.2 

27 27 

2 2 

1.5 1.5 

+The parameter II (hold) includes the off-state output leakage current. 
§ Not more than one output should be tested at a time, and the duration of the test should not exceed one second. 

MIN 

2.5 

3 

2 

-40 

75 

-75 

-50 

'if This is the increase In supply current for each input that is at the specified TTL voltage level rather than V CC or GNO. 
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MAX 

-1.2 

0.55 

±1 

±20 

10 

-150 

500 

-500 

10 

-10 

±50 

±50 

±100 

50 

-200 

2.2 

27 

2 

1.5 

UNIT 

V 

V 

V 

JlA 

JlA 
JlA 

JlA 

JlA 

JlA 

JlA 

JlA 

JlA 
JlA 
mA 

mA 

mA 

pF 

pF 

pF 
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timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 14) 

SN54ABTH18504A SN74ABTH18504A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency ClKAB or ClKBA 0 100 0 100 MHz 

ClKAB or ClKBA high or low 4.5 4.5 
tw Pulse duration I ClK high or low 

''';;'';Y ns 
lEAB or lEBA 3.5 l*"~ 3.5 ""U 

A before ClKABi or B before ClKBAi 3.5 li;Y 3.5 

I ClK high 3.54,< 3.5 
tsu Setup time A before LEABt or B before lEBAt I ClK low '/: .... ns 

, ... .) 2 

ClKEN before ClKi )1 .£J 4 

A after ClKABi or B after ClKBA i '{Eti.5 0.5 

th Hold time A after LEABt or B after lEBAt I ClK high or low " 4 4 ns 

ClKEN after ClKi 0.5 0.5 

timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 14) 

fclock Clock frequency TCK 

tw Pulse duration TCK high or low 

A, B, ClK, lE, or OE before TCKi 

tsu Setup time TOI before TCKi 

TMS before TCKi 

A, B, ClK, lE, or OE after TCKi 

th Hold time TOI after TCKi 

TMS after TCKi 

td Oelaytime Power up to TCKi 

tr Rise time VCC power up 

PRODUCT PREVIEW InlormaUon concerns produC1s In the formaUvl or 
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specl1lcetfons are design goals. Texeslnstrum.nts merns 111. right to 
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8 
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1.<.! 
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~.5 
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50 

1 
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switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 14) 

FROM TO 
VCC =5V, 

SN54ABTH18504A SN74ABTH18504A 
PARAMETER (INPUT) (OUTPUT) 

TA = 25°C UNIT 

MIN TYP MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fmax 
CLKABor 

100 130 100 100 MHz CLKBA 

tPLH 1.5 3.1 5 1.5 ,\ .. 6 1.5 5.5 
AorB BorA 

:(ii 6 
ns 

tpHL 1.5 3.6 5 1.5 1.5 5.5 

tpLH CLKABor 1.5 3.7 5 1.5 iii 6 1.5 5.5 
CLKBA 

BorA 
1.5/i'" 

ns 
tPHL 1.5 3.8 5 6 1.5 5.5 

tPLH 1.5 3.9 5.5 1.&.-1 6.5 1.5 . 6 
LEAB or LEBA BorA A:5 ns 

tPHL 1.5 3.6 5.5 6.5 1.5 6 

tpZH 
OEABorOEBA 

1.5 4.6 5.8 .j·l"1.5 7.5 1.5 7 
BorA ns 

tPZL 1.5 4.8 5.8 1.5 7.5 1.5 7 

tPHZ 
OEAB orOEBA 

3 7.1 8.4 3 9.9 3 9.6 
BorA ns 

tPLZ 2 5 6.3 2 8.9 2 7.2 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 14) 

FROM TO 
PARAMETER (INPUT) (OUTPUT) 

fmax TCK 

tPLH 
TCKJ.. AorB 

tPHL 

tPLH 
TCKJ.. TOO 

tPHL 

tPZH 
TCKJ.. AorB 

tpZL 

tpZH 
TCKJ.. TOO 

tpZL 

tPHZ 
TCKJ.. AorB 

tPLZ 

tpHZ 
TCKJ.. TOO 

tpLZ 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Information concerns products In theformaUve or 
d2s1 n phs.. of developm.nt Characteristic dam and other 
I flcatlons are d.slgn goals. T.xas Instruments reserves the right to 
t ange or discontinue these products w"hout noUcs. 

VCC = 5 V, 
TA = 25°C 

MIN TYP MAX 

50 90 

2.5 7.4 11 

2.5 7.6 10.8 

2 3.8 5.1 

2 4 5.1 

4 8 11.5 

4 8 11.8 

2 3.9 5.7 

2 4.2 6.2 

4 10.8 13 

3 9.1 13.3 

3 5.3 6.8 

2.5 4.2 5.5 
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50 

2.5 14.5 

2.5 14 

2 ~\~ 7 
2 ,",:i!Y 7 

4 Sf .rtf' 14.5 
4}~"< 15 

.g;'W 7.5 

,.,(]'2 8 

<;t" 4 18 

3 17.5 

3 8 

2.5 8 
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SN74ABTH18504A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX 

50 MHz 

2.5 13.1 
ns 

2.5 12.4 

2 5.6 
ns 

2 5.6 

4 13.4 
ns 

4 13.6 

2 6.6 
ns 

2 6.9 

4 15 
ns 

3 15 

3 7.2 
ns 

2.5 6.3 
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recommended operating conditions 
SN54ABTH182504A SN74ABTH182504A 

Vee Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

VIL Low-level Input voltage 

VI Input voltage 

IOH High-level output current 

IOL Low-level output current 

!:1tJl1v Input transition rise or fall rate 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Information concema products In thllormallvl or 
~~.. 01 development. Chal'lClerlallC dall IIId oilier 

d;8nGeo;=,,~~===:"""III.rtghtto 
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MIN MAX 

4.5 5.5 
2 

.il7"0.8 
0 t!:'Vee 

Aport, TOO it'4 -24 
Sport 6~ -12 
Aport, TOO 

Bport 

• TEXAS 
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r;r 
..{'<4."::" 
~ 

-55 
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48 
12 

10 

125 

MIN MAX 

4.5 5.5 

2 

0.8 

0 Vee 
-32 
-12 

64 

12 

10 

-40 85 

UNIT 

V 

V 

V 

V 

rnA 

rnA 

nsN 

°e 
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electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) 

TA = 25°C 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

TYPt MIN 

VIK Vee=4.5V, 11=-18mA 

Vee=4.5V, 10H .. -3mA 2.5 

Vec" 5V, 10H =-3 mA 3 
Aport, TOO 

10H .. -24 mA 2 
Vec" 4.5 V 

10H =-32 mA 2* 
VOH 

Vec=4.5V, 10H ... -1 mA 3.35 

Vec= 5V, 10H =-1 mA 3.85 
Bport 

10H .. -3mA 3.1 
Vec=4.5V 

IOH=-12mA 2.6* 

10l = 48 mA 
Aport, TOO VCC=4.5V 

IOl=64 mA 
VOL 

IOl=8mA 
Bport Vec = 4.5 V 

10l= 12mA 

elK, CLKEN, Vec = 0 to 5.5 V, 
lE, TCK VI = VCC or GNO 

II 
Vec=5.5V, 

Aor B ports 
V, = VCC or GNO 

IIH OE, TOI, TMS Vec=5.5V, VI"Vce 

IlL OE, TOI, TMS Vec = 5.5 V, V, =GNO -40 

V, = 0.8 V 75 220 
I I (hold); Aor B ports Vec=4.5V 

VI=2V -75 -180 

TOO 
Vec" 2.1 V to 5.5 V, 

10ZH VO=2.7V,OE=2V 

IOZl TOO 
VCC = 2.1 V to 5.5 V, 
Vo = 0.5 V, OE .. 2 V 

V CC = 0 to 2.1 V, 
'OZPU TOO ~ = 2.7 V or 0.5 V, 

OE = 0.8 V 

Vec=2.1 VtoO, 
'OZPO TOO Vo = 2.7 Vor 0.5 V, 

OE = 0.8 V 

loff VCC" 0, V, orVOS4.5 V 

'CEX Outputs high VCC .. 5.5V, Vo = 5.5 V 

IO§ 
Aport, TOO Vec= 5.5 V, VO" 2.5 V -50 -110 

Bport Vec = 5.5 V, Vo = 2.5 V -25 -55 

Outputs high Vec= 5.5 V, 1.4 

ICC 
Outputs low '0=0, A or B ports 

25 

Outputs V, = VCC or 

disabled GNO 0.9 

* On products compliant to Mll-PRF-38535, this parameter does not apply. 
t All typical values are at Vec = 5 V. 

SN54ABTH182504A SN74ABTH182504A 

MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

-1.2 -1.2 -1.2 

2.5 2.5 

3 3 

2 

2 

3.3 3.35 

3.8 3.85 

3 3.1 

2.6 

0.55 0.55 

0.55* 0.55 

0.8 0.8 0.65 

0.8* 0.8 

±1 ±1 ±1 

""" ±20 rf±20 ±20 

10 .£if 10 10 

-150 -40"," .. -150 -40 -150 

500 ;S A 75 500 

-500 0' n;; -75 -500 

'"< 
10 10 10 

-10 -10 -10 

±50 ±50 

±50 ±50 

±100 ±100 

50 50 50 

-200 -50 -200 -50 -200 

-100 -25 -100 -25 -100 

2.2 2.2 2.2 

30 30 30 

2 2 2 

; The parameter "(ho'd) includes the off-state output leakage current. 
§ Not more than one output should be tested at a time, and the duration of the test should not exceed one second. 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Infonnatlon concerns products In lhelonnaUve or 
dc:SI n pha.. 01 development. Character1sdc dal8 and Diller 
S ftcatlonslre dealgn goall. Texas Instruments reaervesllli r1ghllo 
c ngl or dlaconllnullhlll products without noUct. • TEXAS 
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UNIT 

V 

V 

V 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

mA 

mA 
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electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (continued) 

TA = 25°C SN54ABTH1825.Q4A SN74ABTH182504A 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

TYPt liJ.AX 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MIN MAX 

VCC=5.5V, ~~~ 
f{/ 

~ICC; One input at 3.4 V, 1.5 If 1.5 1.5 rnA 
Other inputs at VCC or GNO I":» 

Ci Control inputs VI .. 2.5 V or 0.5 V 5 ;y 
.<"'<> 

pF 

Cio A or 8 ports Vo = 2.5 V or 0.5 V 10 z-,e;J" pF 

Co TOO Vo = 2.5 Vor 0.5 V 8 <Q pF 

t All typical values are at VCC = 5 V. 
; This is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TIL voltage level rather than V CC or GNO. 

timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 14) 

SN54ABTH182504A SN74ABTH182504A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency ClKA8 or ClK8A 0 100 0 100 MHz 

ClKA8 or ClK8A high or low 4.5 4.5 
tw Pulse duration I ClK high or low if;" ns 

lEA8 or lE8A 3.5 3.5 

A before ClKA8i or 8 before ClK8A i 3.5 if: 3.5 

A before lEAB.!. or I ClK high 3.54~' 3.5 
tsu Setup time 

8 before lEBA.!. I ClK low i~ 
ns 

2 

ClKEN before ClKi t?4 »~ 
4 

A after ClKABi or B after ClKBA i ",<t~.5 0.5 

th Hold time A after lEAB.!. or B after lEBA.!. I ClK high or low 
.~ 

4 4 ns 

ClKEN after ClKi 0.5 0.5 

timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 14) 

fclock Clock frequency TCK 

tw Pulse duration TCK high or low 

A, 8, ClK, lE, or OE before TCKi 

tsu Setup time TOI before TCKi 

TMS before TCKi 

A, B, ClK, lE, or OE after TCKi 

th Hold time TOI after TCKi 

1 MS after TCKi 

td Oelaytime Power up to TCKi 

tr Rise time Vccpower up 

PROOUCT PREVIEW InlormaUon concerns produCIIln Ihelorma!lve or 
design phase 01 d.velopment. Characterlstle data and oilier 
speelfle8Uona are design gosls. T.l8slnstruments reserves lIIe rlghllo 
ehange or dlscontlnuelhese prodUCII without nOlleto • TEXAS 
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SN54ABTH182504A 

MIN MAX 

0 50 

8 

6 Jf,~~ 

4.5 i':::'" 
&'2 

3 ~"-t-

1.§) ..... 

i!f 
~1.5 

50 

1 
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SN74ABTH182504A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX 

0 50 MHz 

8 ns 

6 

4.5 ns 

3 

1.5 

1 ns 

1.5 

50 ns 

1 J!s 
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switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 14) 

FROM TO 
VCC = 5 V. SN54ABTH182504A SN74ABTH182504A 

PARAMETER (INPUT) (OUTPUT) 
TA = 25°C UNIT 

MIN TYP MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fmax 
CLKABor 

100 130 100 100 MHz 
CLKBA 

tpLH 1.5 3.5 5 1.5 6 1.5 5.5 
A B ns 

tpHL 1.5 4.1 5.6 1.5 6.4 1.5 6.2 

tpLH 1.5 3.2 5 1.5 6 1.5 5.5 
B A ns 

tpHL 1.5 3.4 5 1.5 .~ 6 1.5 5.5 

tpLH 1.5 3.9 5.4 1.5 ~\:"v6.2 1.5 6.1 
CLKAB B 0:/' ns 

tpHL 1.5 4.2 5.8 1.5 6.4 1.5 6.2 

tpLH 1.5 4 5 1.5A.~ 6 1.5 5.5 
CLKBA A 

1.~#.}" 
ns 

tpHL 1.5 4.2 5 6 1.5 5.5 

tpLH 1.5 4.1 5.6 ./#'5 6.5 1.5 6.3 
LEAB B 

<{"1.5 
ns 

tpHL 1.5 4.1 5.6 6.5 1.5 6.2 

tpLH 1.5 4.1 5.5 1.5 6.5 1.5 6 
LEBA A ns 

tpHL 1.5 3.9 5.5 1.5 6.5 1.5 6 

tpZH 
OEAB orOEBA 

1.5 4.5 5.8 1.5 7.5 1.5 7 
BorA ns 

tpZL 1.5 4.5 5.8 1.5 7.5 1.5 7 

tpHZ 
OEABorOEBA 

3 5.5 8.4 3 9.9 3 9.6 
BorA ns 

tpLZ 2 4.6 6.3 2 8.9 2 7.2 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 14) 

FROM TO 
PARAMETER (INPUT) (OUTPUT) 

fmax TCK 

tpLH 
TCKj, AorB 

tpHL 

tpLH 
TCKj, TDO 

tpHL 

tpZH 
TCKj, AorB 

tpZL 

tpZH 
TCKj, TDO 

tpZL 

tpHZ 
TCKj, AorB 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
TCKj, TDO 

tpLZ 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Information concerns products In thelonnaUve or 
d2s1 n phase 01 development Characteristic data and other 
s flcatlons are design goals. Texas Instruments reserves the right to 
c: ange or discontinue these products without noUce. 

VCC =5 V. 
TA = 25°C 

MIN TYP MAX 

50 90 

2.5 6.8 11 

2.5 7.2 10.8 

2 3.6 5.1 

2 3.8 5.1 

4 7.8 11.5 

4 7.8 11.8 

2 3.7 5.7 

2 3.9 6.2 

4 8.6 13 

3 7.9 13.3 

3 5.2 6.8 

2.5 4 5.5 

~TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 

SN54ABTH182504A 

MIN MAX 

50 

2.5 14.5 

2.5 14 

2 ,,~ 7 

2 ~:f!:.if 7 

4 R!! 14.5 

4/ .• :" 15 

;~"># 7.5 

,.,92 8 

<C' 4 18 

3 17.5 

3 8 

2.5 8 
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SN74ABTH182504A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX 

50 MHz 

2.5 13.1 
ns 

2.5 12.4 

2 5.6 

2 5.6 
ns 

4 13.4 
ns 

4 13.6 

2 6.6 

2 6.9 
ns 

4 15 
ns 

3 15 

3 7.2 
ns 

2.5 6.3 
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PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION 

o 7V 
TEST S1 

S1 o Open 

rND 

500n 
From Output - ...... ----4II---'\/V'v-----J 

tPLH/tPHL Open 

tPLZ/tpZL 7V Under Test 

CL = 50 pF 

(see Note A) I 500n 

LOAD CIRCUIT 

I4-- tw-.t 
\ \ 

Input 3 ~:t~.5~V~~~~ :: 

Input 

Output 

Output 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PULSE DURATION 

=4 t.5V ~'.5V :: 

tpLH -j.--.I K tpHL 

\ I' I \l-::-: VOH 
\ 1.5VI ~ 

---1\--' 1 VOL 

tPHL -l.-.! ~ tpLH 

, ~ VOH 

\1.5V T_1:"- VOL 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS· 
PROPAGATION DELAY TIMES 

INVERTING AND NONINVERTING OUTPUTS 

tpHZ/tpZH Open 

3V 
Timing Input -------X 1.5 V _____ ...1.,'-______ OV 

Data Input 

Output 
Control 

Output 
Waveform 1 

S1 at 7 V 
(see Note B) 

Output 
Waveform 2 
S1 at Open 

(see Note B) 

, I ' \~ t ~. th .\ 
\ su \ 

---~1.5V ~ :: 
VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 

SETUP AND HOLD TIMES 

=¥'~ V ~,-1._5_V __ _ 

tPZL ~ \4-- 1 

3V 

OV 

__ .... 1_' tpLZ -.I I+-
,{~ 1 ~----- 3.5V 

l ,.5V I t~L+0.3V VOL 

, ,tPHZ ~ j4-
tpZH~ ~ 1 

,---- VOH 11•5 V "\.(>H -0.3 V 
___ ...J. - ... OV 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
ENABLE AND DISABLE TIMES 

LOW· AND HIGH·LEVEL ENABLING 

NOTES: A. CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 

5-72 

B. Waveform 1 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is low except when disabled by the output control. 
Waveform 2 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is high except when disabled by the output control. 

C. All input pulses are supplied by generators having the following characteristics: PRR::; 10 MHz, Zo = 50 n, tr ::;2.5 ns, tf::; 2.5 ns. 
D. The outputs are measured one at a time with one transition per measurement. 

Figure 14. Load Circuit and Voltage Waveforms 

• TEXAS 
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• Members of the Texas Instruments 
SCOPETM Family of Testability Products 

• Members of the Texas Instruments 
W/debus™ Family 

• Compatible With the IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990 (JTAG) Test Access Port 
and Boundary-Scan Architecture 

• Include 0-Type Flip-Flops and Control 
Circuitry to Provide Multiplexed 
Transmission of Stored and Real-Time Data 

• Bus Hold on Data Inputs Eliminates the 
Need for External Pullup Resistors 

• B-Port Outputs of 'ABTH182646A Devices 
Have Equivalent 25-0 Series Resistors, So 
No External Resistors Are Required 

• State-of-the-Art EPIC-lIB ™ BICMOS Design 

• One Boundary-Scan Cell Per 1/0 
Architecture Improves Scan Efficiency 

• SCOPE ™ Instruction Set 
- IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 Required 

Instructions and Optional CLAMP and 
HIGHZ 

- Parallel-Signature Analysis at Inputs 
- Pseudo-Random Pattern Generation 

From Outputs 
- Sample InputsJToggle Outputs 
- Binary Count From Outputs 
- Device Identification 
- Even-Parity Opcodes 

• Packaged In 64-Pln Plastic Thin Quad Flat 
(PM) Packages Using 0.5-mm 
Center-ta-Center Spacings and 68-Pln 
Ceramic Quad Flat (HV) Packages Using 
25-mll Center-to-Center Spacings 

SN54ABTH18646A, SN54ABTH182646A ••• HV PACKAGE 
(TOP VIEW) 

1A3 60 184 
1A4 59 185 
1A5 58 186 

GND 57 GND 
1A6 56 187 
1A7 55 188 
1A8 54 189 
1A9 53 Vee 

NC 52 NC 
Vee 51 281 
2A1 50 282 
2A2 49 283 
2A3 284 

GND 23 GND 
2A4 24 285 
2A5 25 286 
2A6 26 44 287 

27 282930 31 32 33 34 3536 3738 39 4041 42 43 

Ne - No internal connection 

SCOPE, Widebus, and EPIC-lIB are trademarks of Texas Instruments Incoporated. 

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED this document contains PRODUcnOH 

~~ft::~;r ;~;~:~: ~~a:~~~:;;r=~co= t~ 
ProcluctJon processing dots not necessarily Include tlSllng 01 ~I 
parametara. 

• TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 

Copyright ~ 1996, Texas Instruments Incorporated 
On producta compllantto MIL·PRF-38535, all parameters are tlSted 
un\eaa otherwlaa noted. On all othar producta, producllon 
processing dOlt not necessarily Include testing 01811 parameters. 
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SN74ABTH18646A, SN74ABTH182646A ••• PM PACKAGE 
(TOP VIEW) 

1A3 
1A4 
1A5 3 

GND 
1A6 

1A9 
Vee 
2A1 

2A3 
GND 
2A4 
2A5 
2A6 

m <2:: 

m;2 ~<2::a: 
C\I .,.... IW Cl <2:: -I 0 () en -I m _ Cl .,.... C'\J ('I') 

~~8~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

48 
47 
46 
45 
44 
43 
42 
41 
40 
39 
38 
37 
36 
35 
34 
33 

184 
185 
186 
GND 
187 
188 
189 
Vee 
281 
282 
283 
284 
GND 
285 
286 
287 

description 

5-74 

The 'ABTH18646A and 'ABTH182646A scan test devices with 18-bit bus transceivers and registers are 
members of the Texas Instruments SCOPETM testability integrated-circuit family. This family of devices supports 
I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990 boundary scan to facilitate testing of complex circuit-board assemblies. Scan 
access to the test circuitry is accomplished via the 4-wire test access port (TAP) interface. 

In the normal mode, these devices are 18-bit bus transceivers and registers that allow for multiplexed 
transmission of data directly from the input bus or from the internal registers. They can be used either as two 
9-bit transceivers or one 18-bit transceiver. The test circuitry can be activated by the TAP to take snapshot 
samples of the data appearing at the device pins or to perform a self test on the boundary-test cells. Activating 
the TAP in the normal mode does not affect the functional operation of the SCOPETM bus transceivers and 
registers. 

Transceiver function is controlled by output-enable (OE) and direction (DIR) inputs. When OE is low, the 
transceiver is active and operates in the A-to-B direction when DIR is high or in the B-to-A direction when DIR 
is low. When OE is high, both the A and B outputs are in the high-impedance state, effectively isolating both 
buses. 

Data flow is controlled by clock (CLKAB and CLKBA) and select (SAB and SBA) inputs. Data on the A bus is 
clocked into the associated registers on the low-to-high transition of CLKAB. When SAB is low, real-time A data 
is selected for presentation to the B bus (transparent mode). When SAB is high, stored A data is selected for 
presentation to the B bus (registered mode). The function of the CLKBA and SBA inputs mirrors that of CLKAB 
and SAB, respectively. Figure 1 shows the four fundamental bus-management functions that are performed with 
the 'ABTH18646A and 'ABTH182646A . 

• TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 
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description (continued) 

OE 

X 

X 

H 

H 

L 

L 

L 

L 

In the test mode, the normal operation of the SCOPET'" bus transceivers and registers is inhibited, and the test 
circuitry is enabled to observe and control the I/O boundary of the device. When enabled, the test circuitry 
performs boundary-scan test operations according to the protocol described in IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. 

Four dedicated test pins observe and control the operation of the test circuitry: test data input (TDI), test data 
output (TDO), test mode select (TMS), and test clock (TCK). Additionally, the test circuitry performs other testing 
functions such as parallel-signature analysis (PSA) on data inputs and pseudo-random pattern generation 
(PRPG) from data outputs. All testing and scan operations are synchronized to the TAP interface. 

Improved scan efficiency is accomplished through the adoption of a one boundary-scan cell (SSC) per I/O pin 
architecture. This architecture is implemented in such a way as to capture the most pertinent test data. A 
PSAICOUNT instruction also is included to ease the testing of memories and other circuits where a binary count 
addressing scheme is useful. 

Active bus-hold circuitry holds unused or floating data inputs at a valid logic level. 

The B-port outputs of 'ABTH182646A, which are designed to source or sink up to 12 rnA, include 25-0 series 
resistors to reduce overshoot and undershoot. 

The SN54ASTH18646A and SN54ABTH182646A are characterized for operation over the full military 
temperature range of -55°C to 125°C. The SN7 4ABTH18646A and SN7 4ASTH182646A are characterized for 
operation from -40°C to 85°C. 

INPUTS 

DIR CLKAB CLKBA SAB 

X i X X 

X X i X 

X i i X 

X L L X 

L X X X 

L X X X 

H X X L 

H X X H 

FUNCTION TABLE 
(normal mode, each 9·blt section) 

DATA I/O 

SBA A1-A9 B1-B9 

X Input Unspecifiedt 

X Unspecifiedt Input 

X Input Input 

X Input disabled Input disabled 

L Output Input 

H Output Input disabled 

X Input Output 

X Input disabled Output 

OPERATION OR FUNCTION 

Store A, B unspecifiedt 

Store B, A unspecifiedt 

Store A and B data 

Isolation. hold storage 

Real-time B data to A bus 

Stored B data to A bus 

Real-time A data to B bus 

Stored A data to B bus 

t The data-output functions can be enabled or disabled by various signals at OE and DIR. Data-input functions are always enabled; i.e., data at 
the bus pins is stored on every low-to-high transition of the clock inputs. 

~TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 
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< 
en 
~ 
III 

OE DIR CLKAB CLKBA SAB SBA OE DIR CLKAB CLKBA SAB SBA 
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L L X X X L L H X X L X 

OE 
X 
X 

H 

REAL·TIME TRANSFER REAL·TIME TRANSFER 

DIR 

X 
X 
X 

BUSBTOBUSA BUSATO BUS B 

'-v--' '-v--' 
CLKAB CLKBA SAB SBA OE DIR CLKAB CLKBA SAB 

i X X X L L X X X 
X i X X L H X X H 
1" 1" X X 

STORAGE FROM TRANSFER STORED DATA 
A, B, OR A AND B TOAAND/ORB 

Figure 1. Bus-Management Functions 
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18·BIT TRANSCEIVERS AND REGISTERS 

functional block diagram 

1DIR 53 

1CLKBA 55 

1SBA 54 

1CLKAB 59 

1 SAB --=--60-'-----'''_____' t-+--f.t ~>e----. 

2DIR 30 

2CLKBA 27 

2SBA -=28"'--------'''_____' I--_~ ~>+_-----, 
2CLKAB -=23"'--------'''_____' 

2SAB 22 

Pin numbers shown are for the PM package. 
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TERMINAL NAME 

1A1-1A9, 
2A1-2A9 

1B1-1B9, 
2B1-2B9 

1 CLKAB, 1 CLKBA, 
2CLKAB, 2CLKBA 

10lR,20lR 

GNO 

10E, 20E 

1SAB,1SBA, 
2SAB,2SBA 

TCK 

TOI 

TOO 

TMS 

VCC 

5-78 

Terminal Functions 

DESCRIPTION 

Normal-function A-bus 1/0 ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function B-bus 1/0 ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function clock inputs. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function direction controls. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Ground 

Normal-function output enables. See function table for normal-mode logic. An internal pullup at each terminal forces the 
terminal to a high level if left unconnected. 

Normal-function select controls. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Test clock. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. Test operations of the device are synchronous 
to TCK. Oata is captured on the rising edge of TCK and outputs change on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test data input. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOI is the serial input for shifting data 
through the instruction register or selected data register. An internal pull up forces TOI to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test data output. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOO is the serial output for shifting data 
through the instruction register or selected data register. 

Test mode select. One offourterminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TMS directs the device through its TAP 
controller states. An internal pullup forces TMS to a high level if left unconnected. 

Supply voltage 
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test architecture 

Serial-test information is conveyed by means of a 4-wire test bus or TAP that conforms to IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990. All test instructions, test data, and test control signals are passed along this serial-test bus. The 
TAP controller monitors two signals from the test bus, TCK and TMS. The function of the TAP controller is to 
extract the synchronization (TCK) and state control (TMS) signals from the test bus and generate the 
appropriate on-chip control signals for the test structures in the device. Figure 2 shows the TAP-controller state 
diagram. 

The TAP controller is fully synchronous to the TCK signal. Input data is captured on the rising edge of TCK and 
output data changes on the falling edge of TCK. This scheme ensures data to be captured is valid for fully 
one-half of the TCK cycle. 

The functional block diagram shows the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 4-wire test bus and boundary-scan 
architecture and the relationship among the test bus, the TAP controller, and the test registers. As shown, the 
device contains an a-bit instruction register and four test-data registers: a 52-bit boundary-scan register, a 3-bit 
boundary-control register, a 1-bit bypass register, and a 32-bit device-identification register. 

Test-Loglc-Reset 

TMS=L 

Run-Test/Idle 

FIgure 2. TAP-Controller State Diagram 
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state diagram description 

The TAP controller is a synchronous finite state machine that provides test control signals throughout the device. 
The state diagram shown in Figure 2 is in accordance with I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990. The TAP controller 
proceeds through its states based on the level of TMS at the rising edge of TCK. 

As shown, the TAP controller consists of 16 states. There are six stable states (indicated by a looping arrow in 
the state diagram) and ten unstable states. A stable state is a state the TAP controller can retain for consecutive 
TCK cycles. Any state that does not meet this criterion is an unstable state. 

There are two main paths through the state diagram: one to access and control the selected data register and 
one to access and control the instruction register. Only one register can be accessed at a time. 

Test-Loglc-Reset 

The device powers up in the Test-Logic-Reset state. In the stable Test-Logic-Reset state, the test logic is reset 
and is disabled so that the normal logic function of the device is performed. The instruction register is reset to 
an opcode that selects the optionallDCODE instruction, if supported, or the BYPASS instruction. Certain data 
registers also can be reset to their power-up values. 

The state machine is constructed such that the TAp controller returns to the Test-Logic-Reset state in no more 
than five TCK cycles if TMS is left high. The TMS pin has an internal pullup resistor that forces it high if left 
unconnected or if a board defect causes it to be open circuited. 

Forthe 'ABTH18646Aand 'ABTH182646A, the instruction register is reset to the binary value 10000001, which 
selects the IDCODE instruction. Bits 51-48 in the boundary-scan register are reset to logic 0, ensuring that 
these cells, which control A-port and B-port outputs, are set to benign values (Le., if test mode were invoked, 
the outputs would be at high-impedance state). Reset values of other bits in the boundary-scan register should 
be considered indeterminate. The boundary-control register is reset to the binary value 010, which selects the 
PSA test operation. 

Run-TestJldle 

The TAP controller must pass through the Run-Test/Idle state (from Test-Logic-Reset) before executing any test 
operations. The Run-Test/Idle state also can be entered following-data register or instruction-register scans. 
Run-Test/Idle is provided as a stable state in which the test logic can be actively running a test or can be idle. 
The test operations selected by the boundary-control register are performed while the TAP controller is in the 
Run-Test/Idle state. 

Select-OR-Scan, Select-IR-Scan 

No specific function is performed in the Select-DR-Scan and Select-IR-Scan states, and the TAP controller exits 
either of these states on the next TCK cycle. These states allow the selection of either data-register scan or 
instruction-register scan. 

Capture-DR 

When a data-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-DR state. In the 
Capture-DR state, the selected data register can capture a data value as specified by the current instruction. 
Such capture operations occur on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-DR 
state. 

Shift-DR 

5-80 

Upon entry to the Shift-DR state, the data register is placed in the scan path between TDI and TDO, and on the 
first falling edge of TCK, TDO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TDO enables to the logic 
level present in the least-significant bit of the selected data register . 
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Shift-DR (continued) 

While in the stable Shift-OR state, data is serially shifted through the selected data register on each TCK cycle. 
The first shift occurs on the first rising edge ofTCK after entry to the Shift-OR state (i.e., no shifting occurs during 
the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-OR to Shift-DR orfrom Exit2-0R to Shift-OR). 
The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-OR state. 

Exlt1-DR, Exlt2-DR 

The Exit1-0R and Exit2-0R states are temporary states that end a data-register scan. It is possible to return 
to the Shift-OR state from either Exit1-0R or Exit2-0R without recapturing the data register. On the first falling 
edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-0R, TOO goes from the active state to the high-impedance state. 

Pause-DR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-OR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-OR state can suspend and resume data register-scan operations without loss of data. 

Update-DR 

If the current instruction calls for the selected data register to be updated with current data, such update occurs 
on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the Update-OR state. 

Capture-IR 

When an instruction-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-IR state. In 
the Capture-IR state, the instruction register captures its current status value. This capture operation occurs 
on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-IR state. Forthe 'ABTH18646A and 
'ABTH182646A, the status value loaded in the Capture-IR state is the fixed binary value 10000001. 

Shlft-IR 

Upon entry to the Shift-IR state, the instruction register is placed in the scan path between TOI and TOO, and 
on the first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TOO enables to 
the logic level present in the least-significant bit of the instruction register. 

While in the stable Shift-IR state, instruction data is serially shifted through the instruction register on each TCK 
cycle. The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-IR state (i.e., no shifting occurs 
during the TCK cycle, in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-IR to Shift-IR or from Exit2-IR to 
Shift-IR). The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-IR state. 

Exit1-IR, Exlt2-IR 

The Exit1-IR and Exit2-IR states are temporary states that end an instruction-register scan. It is possible to 
return to the Shift-IR state from either Exit1-IR or Exit2-IR without recapturing the instruction register. On the 
first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-IR, TOO goes from the active state to the high-impedance state. 

Pause-IR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-IR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-IR state can suspend and resume instruction-rE3gister scan operations without loss of 
data. 

Update-IR 

The current instruction is updated and takes effect on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the Update-IR 
state. 
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register overview 

With the exception of the bypass and device-identification registers, any test register can be thought of as a 
serial-shift register with a shadow latch on each bit. The bypass and device-identification registers differ in that 
they contain only a shift register. During the appropriate capture state (Capture-IR for instruction register, 
Capture-DR for data registers), the shift register can be parallel loaded from a source specified by the current 
instruction. During the appropriate shift state (Shift-IR or Shift-DR), the contents of the shift register are shifted 
out from TOO while new contents are shifted in at TO!. During the appropriate update state (Update-IR or 
Update-DR), the shadow latches are updated from the shift register. 

instruction register description 

TOI 

5-82 

The instruction register (IR) is eight bits long and tells the device what instruction is to be executed. Information 
contained in the instruction includes the mode of operation (either normal mode, in which the device performs 
its normal logic function, ortest mode, in which the normal logic function is inhibited or altered), the test operation 
to be performed, which of the four data registers is to be selected for inclusion in the scan path during 
data-register scans, and the source of data to be captured into the selected data register during Capture-DR. 

Table 3 lists the instructions supported by the 'ABTH18646A and 'ABTH182646A. The even-parity feature 
specified for SCOPETM devices is supported in this device. Bit 7 of the instruction opcode is the parity bit. Any 
instructions that are defined for SCOPETM devices but are not supported by this device default to BYPASS. 

During Capture-IR, the IR captures the binary value 10000001. As an instruction is shifted in, this value is shifted 
out via TOO and can be inspected as verification that the IR is in the scan path. During Update-IR, the value 
that has been shifted into the IR is loaded into shadow latches. At this time, the current instruction is updated 
and any specified mode change takes effect. At power up or in the Test-Logic-Reset state, the IR is reset to the 
binary value 10000001, which selects the IDCODE instruction. The IR order of scan is shown in Figure 3. 

Blt7 
--+ Parity r--- Blt6 

(MSB) 
4 Blt5 r--- Bit 4 --+ Blt3 r--. Blt2 r--. 

Figure 3. Instruction Register Order of Scan 
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The boundary-scan register (BSR) is 52 bits long. It contains one boundary-scan cell (BSG) for each 
normal-function input pin, one BSC for each normal-function I/O pin (one single cell for both input data and 
output data), and one BSC for each of the internally decoded output-enable signals (10EA, 20EA, 10EB, 
20EB). The BSR is used 1} to store test data that is to be applied externally to the device output pins, and/or 
2} to capture data that appears internally at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic and/or externally at the device 
input pins. 

The source of data to be captured into the BSR during Capture-DR is determined by the current instruction. The 
contents of the BSR can change during Run-TesUldle as determined by the current instruction. At power up or 
in Test-Logic-Reset, BSCs 51-48 are reset to logic 0, ensuring that these cells, which control A-port and B-port 
outputs, are set to benign values (i.e., if test mode were invoked, the outputs would be at high-impedance state). 
Reset values of other BSCs should be considered indeterminate. 

When external data is to be captured, the BSCs for signals 1 OEA, 20EA, 1 DEB, and 20EB capture logic values 
determined by the following positive-logic equations: 1 OEA = 1 OE • 1DIR, 20EA = 20E • 2DIR, 
1 OEB = 1 DE • DIR, and 20EB = 20E • DIR. When data is to be applied externally, these BSCs control the 
drive state (active or high impedance) of their respective outputs. 

The BSR order of scan is from TDI through bits 51.:.0 to TOO. Table 1 shows the BSR bits and their associated 
device pin signals. 

BSR BIT 
NUMBER 

51 

50 

49 

48 

47 

46 

45 

44 

43 

42 

41 

40 

39 

38 

37 

36 

-
-

Table 1. Boundary-Scan Register Configuration 

DEVICE 
SIGNAL 

20EB 

10EB 

20EA 

10EA 

2DIR 

1DIR 

20E 

10E 

2CLKAB 

1CLKAB 

2CLKBA 

1CLKBA 

2SAB 

1SAB 

2SBA 

1SBA 

-

-

BSR BIT DEVICE 
NUMBER SIGNAL 

35 2A9-1/0 

34 2A8-1/0 

33 2A7-1/0 

32 2A6-1/0 

31 2A5-1/0 

30 2A4-1/0 

29 2A3-1/0 

28 2A2-1/0 

27 2A1-1/0 

26 1A9-1/0 

25 1A8-1/0 

24 1A7-1/0 

23 1A6-1/0 

22 1A5-1/0 

21 1A4-1/0 

20 1A3-1/0 

19 1A2-1/0 

18 1A1-1/0 
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BSR BIT 
NUMBER 

17 

16 

15 

14 

13 

12 

11 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 

DEVICE 
SIGNAL 

2B9-1/0 

2B8-1/0 

2B7-1/0 

2B6-1/0 

2B5-1/0 

2B4-1/0 

2B3-1/0 

2B2-1/0 

2B1-1/0 

1B9-1/0 

1B8-1/0 

1B7-1/0 

1B6-1/0 

1B5-1/0 

1B4-1/0 

1B3-1/0 

1B2-1/0 

1B1-1/0 
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boundary-control register 

The boundary-control register (SCR) is three bits long. The SCR is used in the context of the boundary-run test 
(RUNT) instruction to implement additional test operations not included in the basic SCOPETM instruction set. 
Such operations include PRPG, PSA, and binary count up (COUNT). Table 4 shows the test operations that 
are decoded by the SCR. 

During Capture-DR, the contents of the SeR are not changed. At power up or in Test-Logic-Reset, the SCR is 
reset to the binary value 010, which selects the PSA test operation. The SCR order of scan is shown in 
Figure 4. 

TOI Blt2 
(MSB) Bit 1 

BltO 
(lSB) 

Figure 4. Boundary-Control Register Order of Scan 

TOO 

bypass register 

5-84 

The bypass register is a 1-bit scan path that can be selected to shorten the length of the system scan path, 
reducing the number of bits per test pattern that must be applied to complete a test operation. During 
Capture-DR, the bypass register captures a logic O. The bypass register order of scan is shown in 
Figure 5. 

TDI-1 SilO ~TDO 
Figure 5. Bypass Register Order of Scan 
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device-Identification register 

The device-identification register (I DR) is 32 bits long. It can be selected and read to identify the manufacturer, 
part number, and version of this device. 

For the 'ABTH18646A, the binary value 00000000000000101001000000101111 (0002902F, hex) is captured 
(during Capture-DR state) in the lOR to identify this device as Texas Instruments SN54174ABTH18646A. 

For the' ABTH182646A , the binary value 000000000000001 011 01 000000101111 (0002D02F, hex) is captured 
(during Capture-DR state) in the lOR to identify this device as Texas Instruments SN54174ABTH182646A. 

The lOR order of scan is from TDI through bits 31-0 to TOO. Table 2 shows the lOR bits and their significance. 

Table 2. Device-Identification Register Configuration 

lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE 

31 VERSION3 27 PARTNUMBER15 11 MANUFACTURER10t 

30 VERSION2 26 PARTNUMBER14 10 MANUFACTURER09t 

29 VERSION1 25 PARTNUMBER13 9 MANUFACTURER08t 

28 VERSIONO 24 PARTNUMBER12 8 MANUFACTURERon 

- - 23 PARTNUMBER11 7 MANUFACTURER06t 

- - 22 PARTNUMBER10 6 MANUFACTURER05t 

- - 21 PARTNUMBER09 5 MANUFACTURER04t 

- - 20 PARTNUMBER08 4 MANUFACTURER03t 

- - 19 PARTNUMBER07 3 MANUFACTURER02t 

- - 18 PARTNUMBER06 2 MANUFACTURER01t 

- - 17 PARTNUMBER05 1 MANUFACTU REROOt 

- - 16 PARTNUMBER04 0 LOGIC1t 

- - 15 PARTNUMBER03 - -
- - 14 PARTNUMBER02 - -

- - 13 PARTNUMBER01 - -
- - 12 PARTNUMBEROO - -

t Note that for TI products, bits 11-0 of the device-identification register always contain the binary value 000000101111 
(02F, hex). 
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instruction-register opcode description 

The instruction-register opcodes are shown in Table 3. The following descriptions detail the operation of each 
instruction. 

Table 3. Instruction-Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODEt 
SELECTED DATA 

BIT 7-+ BIT 0 SCOPE OPCODE DESCRIPTION REGISTER MODE 
MSB -+ LSB 

00000000 EXTEST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

10000001 IDCODE Identification read Device identification Normal 

10000010 SAMPLE/PRELOAD Sample boundary Boundary scan Normal 

00000011 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

10000100 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000101 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000110 HIGHZ Control boundary to high impedance Bypass Modified test 

10000111 CLAMP Control boundary to 1/0 Bypass Test 

10001000 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00001001 RUNT Boundary-run test Bypass Test 

00001010 READBN Boundary read Boundary scan Normal 

10001011 READBT Boundary read Boundary scan Test 

00001100 CELLTST Boundary self test Boundary scan Normal 

10001101 TOPHIP Boundary toggle outputs Bypass Test 

10001110 SCANCN Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Normal 

00001111 SCANCT Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Test 

All others BYPASS Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

t Bit 7 IS used to maintain even panty in the 8-bit instruction. 
;The BYPASS instruction is executed in lieu of a SCOPETM instruction that is not supported in the 'ABTH18646A or 'ABTH182646A. 

boundary scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 EXTEST instruction. The BSR is selected in the 
scan path. Data appearing at the device input and I/O pins is captured in the associated BSCs. Data that has 
been scanned into the I/O BSCs for pins in the output mode is applied to the device I/O pins. Data present at 
the device pins is passed through the BSCs to the normal on-chip logic. For I/O pins, the operation of a pin as 
input or output is determined by the contents of the output-enable BSCs (bits 51-48 of the BSR). When a given 
output enable is active (logic 1), the associated I/O pins operate in the output mode. Otherwise, the I/O pins 
operate in the input mode. The device operates in the test mode. 

Identification read 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 IDCODE instruction. The IDR is selected in the 
scan path. The device operates in the normal mode. 

sample boundary 

5-86 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction. The BSR is 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input pins and I/O pins in the input mode is captured 
in the associated BSCs, while data appearing at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic is captured in the BSCs 
associated with I/O pins in the output mode. The device operates in the normal mode. 
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bypass scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 BYPASS instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in the normal mode. 

control boundary to high Impedance 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1 a-1993 HIGHZ instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in a modified test mode in which all device I/O pins are placed in the high-impedance state, the device 
input pins remain operational, and the normal on-chip logic function is performed. 

control boundary to 1/0 

This instruction conforms to the I EEE Standard 1149.1 a-1993 CLAMP instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. Data in the I/O 
BSCs for pins in the output mode is applied to the device I/O pins. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary-run test 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. The device operates in the test mode. The test operation specified in the BCR is executed during 
Run-Test/Idle. The five test operations decoded by the BCR are: sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP), 
PRPG, PSA, simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSAlPRPG), and simultaneous PSA and binary count up 
(PSAICOUNT). 

boundary read 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BSR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
instruc~ion is useful for inspecting data after a PSA operation. 

boundary self test 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. All BSCs capture the inverse of their current values during Capture-DR. 
In this way, the contents of the shadow latches can be read out to verify the integrity of both shift-register and 
shadow-latch elements of the BSR. The device operates in the normal mode. 

boundary toggle outputs 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs is toggled on each rising 
edge of TCK in Run-Test/Idle, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device I/O pins on 
each falling edge of TCK in Run-Test/Idle. Data in the input-mode BSCs remains constant. Data appearing at 
the device input or I/O pins is not captured in the input-mode BSCs. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary-control-reglster scan 

The BCR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BCR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
operation must be performed before a boundary-run test operation to specify which test operation is to be 
executed. 
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boundary-control register opcode description 

The BCR opcodes are decoded from BCR bits 2-0 as shown in Table 4. The selected test operation is performed 
while the RU NT instruction is executed in the Run-Test/Idle state. The following descriptions detail the operation 
of each BCR instruction and illustrate the associated PSA and PRPG algorithms. 

Table 4. Boundary-Control Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODE 
BIT 2 ~ BIT 0 DESCRIPTION 
MSB~LSB 

XOO Sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

XOl Pseudo-random pattern generation/36-bit mode (PRPG) 

Xl0 Parallel-signature analysis/36-bit mode (PSA) 

011 Simultaneous PSA and PRPG/18-bit mode (PSAlPRPG) 

111 Simultaneous PSA and binary count up/18-bit mode (PSAICOUNT) 

While the control input BSCs (bits 51-36) are not included in the toggle, PSA, PRPG, or COUNT algorithms, 
the output-enable BSCs (bits 51-48 ofthe BSR) control the drive state (active or high impedance) ofthe selected 
device output pins. These BCR instructions are valid only when both bytes of the device are operating in one 
direction of data flow (that is, 1 OEA 'I:- 1 OEB and 20EA 'I:- 20EB) and in the same direction of data flow (that is, 
1 OEA = 20EA and 1 OEB = 20EB). Otherwise, the bypass instruction is operated. 

sample Inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

5-88 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 1/0 pins is captured in the shift-register elements of the 
associated BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode 
BSCs is toggled on each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated 
device 1/0 pins on each falling edge of TCK. 
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pseudo-random pattern generation (PRPG) 

A pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected 8SCs on each rising edge 
of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output-mode I/O pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the 36-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which 
the patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this 
operation. A seed value of all zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

2A9·1/0 2A8·1/0 2A7-I/0 2A6·1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3·1/0 2A2·1/0 2A1·1/0 

1A9·1I0 1A8·1/0 1A7·1/0 1A6·1/0 1A5·1/0 1A4-1I0 1A3·1I0 1A2·1/0 1A1·1I0 

289·110 288·1/0 287·1/0 286-110 285·1/0 284-110 283·1/0 282·1/0 281·1/0 

189·1/0 188·110 187·1/0 186-110 185-110 184-110 183·1/0 182·110 181·1/0 

Figure 6. 36-Blt PRPG Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 0, 10EB = 20EB = 1) 
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pseudo-random pattern generation (PRPG) (continued) 

5-90 

289-1/0 288-110 287-1/0 286-1/0 285-1/0 284-110 283-1/0 282-1/0 281-1/0 

189-110 188-1/0 187-1/0 186-110 185-1/0 184-110 183-1/0 182-1/0 181-1/0 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1I0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1I0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2·1/0 1A1-1/0 

Figure 7. 36-Blt PRPG Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 1, 10EB = 20EB = 0) 
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parallel-signature analysis (PSA) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode lID pins is compressed into a 36-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. Data in the shadow latches of the 
selected output-mode BSCs remains constant and is applied to the associated device lID pins. Figures 8 and 9 
illustrate the 36-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the signature is generated. An initial 
seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. 

2A9-1I0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1I0 1A4-1I0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

289-1/0 288-1/0 287-1/0 286-1/0 285-1/0 284-110 283-1/0 282-1/0 281-1/0 

189-1/0 188-1/0 187-1/0 186-1/0 185-110 184-110 183-1/0 182-1/0 181-1/0 

Figure 8. 36·Blt PSA Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 0, 10EB = 20EB = 1) 
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parallel-signature analysis (PSA) (continued) 
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289·1/0 288-110 287-1/0 286-110 285-1/0 284-1/0 283·1/0 282·1/0 281·1/0 

189·1/0 188-110 187-1/0 186-110 185·1/0 184-110 183-1/0 182·1/0 181·1/0 

2A9·1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7·1/0 2A6·1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2·1/0 2A1·1/0 

(±)=D- 1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-I/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3·1/0 1A2·1/0 1A1·1/0 

Figure 9. 36-Blt PSA Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 1, 10EB = 20EB = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSA/PRPG) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 1/0 pins is compressed into an 18-bit parallel signature in 
the shift-register elements of the selected input-mode BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. At the same time, an 
18-bit pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs on 
each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device 1/0 pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the 18-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through 
which the signature and patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before 
performing this operation. A seed value of all zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

2A9-1I0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2AS-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1I0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1I0 1AB-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1I0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1I0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1I0 

169-1/0 168-110 167-1/0 166-1/0 16S-1/0 164-110 163-1/0 162-1/0 161-1/0 

Figure 10. 18-Blt PSAlPRPG Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 0, 10EB = 20EB = 1) 
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simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSA/PRPG) (continued) 

5-94 

289-1/0 288-110 287-1/0 286-110 285-1/0 284-110 283-1/0 282-110 281-1/0 

189-1/0 188-110 187-110 1B6-1/0 185-1/0 184-110 183-1/0 1B2-1/0 181-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1I0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1I0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

Figure 11. is-Bit PSA/PRPG Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 1, 10EB = 20EB = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and binary count up (PSA/COUNT) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode I/O pins is compressed into an 18-bit parallel signature in 
the shift-register elements of the selected input-mode BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. At the same time, an 
18-bit binary count-up pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs on 
each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device 1/0 pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 12 and 13 illustrate the 18-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through 
which the signature is generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this 
operation. 

2A9·1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-I/0 2A6·1/0 2A5·1/0 2A4·1/0 2A3·1/0 2A2·1/0 2A1·1/0 

1A9·1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7·1/0 1A6·1/0 1A5·1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3·1/0 1A2·1/0 1A1·1/0 

MS8 

QQQQQQQQQ 
289·1/0 288-1/0 287·1/0 286·1/0 285·1/0 284-110 283·1/0 282·1/0 281·1/0 

~=~ Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q 0 
<±> = D- 189·1/0 188-1/0 187·1/0 186·1/0 185·1/0 184-110 1B3-1/0 182·1/0 181·1/0 

Figure 12. 18-Blt PSA/COUNT Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 0, 10EB = 20EB = 1) 
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simultaneous PSA and binary count up (PSA/COUNT) (continued) 
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2B9·1/0 2B8-1/0 2B7·1/0 2B6·1/0 2B5·1/0 2B4-1/0 2B3·1/0 2B2·1/0 2B1·1/0 

1B9·1/0 1B8·1/0 1B7·1/0 1B6·1/0 1B5·1/0 1B4-1/0 1B3·1I0 1B2·1/0 1B1·1/0 

MSB 

QQQQQQQQQ 
2A9·1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-I/0 2A6·1/0 2A5·1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3·1/0 2A2·1/0 2A1·1/0 

~=~ Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q 0 
<:E> = D- 1A9·1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-I/0 1A6·1/0 1A5·1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3·1/0 1A2·1/0 1A1·1/0 

Figure 13. 18-Blt PSA/COUNT Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 1, 10EB = 20EB = 0) 
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timing description 

All test operations of the 'ABTH18646A and 'ABTH182646A are synchronous to TCK. Data on the TOI, TMS, 
and normal-function inputs is captured on the rising edge of TCK. Data appears on the TOO and normal-function 
output pins on the falling edge of TCK. The TAP controller is advanced through its states (as shown in Figure 2) 
by changing the value of TMS on the falling edge of TCK and then applying a rising edge to TCK. 

A simple timing example is shown in Figure 14. In this example, the TAP controller begins in the 
Test-Logic-Reset state and is advanced through its states, as necessary, to perform one instruction-register 
scan and one data-register scan. While in the Shift-IR and Shift-DR states, TDI is used to input serial data, and 
TOO is used to output serial data. The TAP controller is then returned to the Test-Logic-Reset state. Table 5 
details the operation of the test circuitry during each TCK cycle. 

TCK TAP STATE 
CYClE(S) AFTERTCK 

1 Test-logic-Reset 

2 Run-Test/Idle 

3 Select-OR-Scan 

4 Select-IR-Scan 

5 Capture-IR 

6 Shift-IR 

7-13 Shift-IR 

14 Exit1-lR 

15 Update-IR 

16 Select-OR-Scan 

17 Capture-DR 

18 Shift-DR 

19-20 Shift-DR 

21 Exit1-0R 

22 Update-DR 

23 Select-OR-Scan 

24 Select-IR-Scan 

25 Test-Logic-Reset 

Table 5. Explanation of Timing Example 

DESCRIPTION 

TMS is changed to a logic 0 value on the falling edge of TCK to begin advancing the TAP controller toward 
the desired state. 

The IR captures the 8-bit binary value 10000001 on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-IR state. 

TOO becomes active and TOI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

One bit is shifted into the IR on each TCK rising edge. With TOI held at a logic 1 value, the 8-bit binary value 
11111111 is serially scanned into the I R. Atthe same time, the 8-bit binary value 1 0000001 is serially scanned 
out of the IR via TOO. In TCK cycle 13, TMS is changed to a logic 1 value to end the IR scan on the next 
TCK cycle. The last bit of the instruction is shifted as the TAP controller advances from Shift-IR to Exit1-1R. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The IR is updated with the new instruction (BYPASS) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The bypass register captures a logic 0 value on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-DR state. 

TOO becomes active and TOI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

The binary value 101 is shifted in via TOI, while the binary value 010 is shifted out via TOO. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

In general, the selected data register is updated with the new data on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test operation completed 
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timing description (continued) 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

TCK 

TMS --u 
TOI ~ IXXXXXXXXXI U ~ 

TOO ~ ~ n ~ 
i CI) c c a: :g B B ~ CI) C/) rIl a: 

a: 
~ 

a: c a: a: a: a: c c i ~ j B c c 2 c B B 
~ ~ J! C/) CI) 

a: ~ ci: :::J 
TAP 0 ~ 

a: Q. ~ ~ :c ~ C'I:J 
~ ci: 'C :s .c C'I:J 0 C/) W Q. Q. C/) 'C 

Controller m c z l3 0 c o!. (,) 
C W C Z :l o!. Q. t m III :l (,) 0 

State -I :s (,) CI) 

o!. a: CI) 

~ 
(,) 0 CI) -I CI) CI) 

~ ~ 1/1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

B&1 3-State (TOO) or Don't Care (TOI) 

Figure 14. Timing Example 

absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)t 

Supply voltage range, Vee .......................................................... -0.5 V to 7 V 
Input voltage range, VI: except 110 ports (see Note 1) .................................. -0.5 V to 7 V 

110 ports (see Note 1) ........................................ -0.5 V to 5.5 V 
Voltage range applied to any output in the high state or power-off state, Va .............. -0.5 V to 5.5 V 
Current into any output in the low state, 10: SN54ABTH18646A ............................... 96 rnA 

SN54ABTH182646A (A port or TOO) ................ 96 rnA 
SN54ABTH182646A (B port) ....................... 30 rnA 
SN74ABTH18646A .............................. 128 rnA 
SN74ABTH 182646A (A port or TOO) ............... 128 rnA 
SN74ABTH182646A (B port) ....................... 30 rnA 

Input clamp current, 11K (VI < 0) ........................................................... -18 rnA 
Output clamp current, 10K (Va < 0) ........................................................ -50 rnA 
Maximum package power dissipation at TA = 55°C (in still air) (see Note 2): PM package ........... 1 W 
Storage temperature range, Tstg .................................................. - 65°C to 150°C 

t Stresses beyond those listed under "absolute maximum ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings only, and 
functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated under "recommended operating conditions" is not 
implied. Exposure to absolute-maximum-rated conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTES: 1. The input and output negative-voltage ratings may be exceeded if the input and output clamp-current ratings are observed. 

5-98 

2. The maximum package power dissipation is calculated using a junction temperature of 150°C and a board trace length of 75 mils. 
For more information, referto the Package Thermal Considerations application note in the ABT Advanced BiCMOS Technology Data 
Book, literature number SCBD002 . 
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recommended operating conditions 
SN54ABTH18646A SN74ABTH18646A 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 
UNIT 

Vee Supply voltage 4.5 5.5 4.5 5.5 V 

VIH High-level input voltage 2 2 V 

Vll low-level input voltage 0.8 0.8 V 

VI Input voltage 0 Vee 0 Vee V 

IOH High-level output current -24 -32 mA 

IOl low-level output current 48 64 mA 

Iltillv Input transition rise or fall rate 10 10 nsN 

TA Operating free-air temperature -55 125 -40 85 °e 

electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) 

SN54ABTH18646A 

PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS TA = 25°C T A = -05°C to 125°C 

MIN TYPt MAX MIN 

VIK Vee =4.5 V, II =-18mA -1.2 

Vee=4.5V, IOH =-3 mA 2.5 2.5 

VOH Vee = 5 V, 10H =-3 mA 3 3 

Vee =4.5 V, 10H =-24 mA 2 2 

VOL Vee = 4.5 V, IOl=48 mA 0.55 

elK, OIR, S, TeK 
Vee = 0 to 5.5 V, VI = Vee or GNO ±1 

II Vee = 0 to 5.5 V, 

A or B ports Vee=5.5V, VI = Vee or GNO ±20 

IIH OE, TOI, TMS Vee=5.5V, VI = Vee 10 

III OE, TOI, TMS Vee=5.5V, VI =GNO -40 -150 -40 

II(hold)+ 
VI = 0.8 V 75 220 500 

Aor B ports Vee=4.5V 
VI=2V -75 -180 -500 

10ZH TOO Vee = 5.5 V, VO=2.7V, OE=2V 10 

10Zl TOO Vee=5.5V, Vo = 0.5 V, OE=2V -10 

10ZPU TOO 
Vee=Ot02.1 V, 

±50 
Vo = 2.7 V or 0.5 V, OE=0.8 V 

10ZPO TOO 
Vee=2.1 VtoO, 

±50 
Vo '" 2.7 V or 0.5 V, OE = 0.8 V 

I off Vee = 0, VI or Vo :S;4.5 V ±100 

leEX Outputs high Vee=5.5V, VO=5.5 V 50 

10§ Vee=5.5V, VO=2.5V -50 -110 -200 -50 

Outputs high Vee=5.5V, 1.7 3.9 

ICC Outputs low 10=0, A or B ports 20 24 

Outputs disabled VI = Vee or GNO 1 3 

Illee~ 
Vee = 5.5 V, One input at 3.4 V, 

1.5 
Other inputs at Vee or GND 

ei Control inputs VI '" 2.5 V or 0.5 V 5 

eio A or B ports Vo = 2.5 Vor 0.5 V 10 

Co TOO Vo = 2.5 Vor 0.5 V 8 

t All tYPical values are at Vee = 5 V. 
+ The parameter II(hold) includes the off-state output leakage current. 
§ Not more than one oulput should be tested at a time, and the duration of the test should not exceed one second. 
~ This is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TTL voltage level rather than Vee or GND. 
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-1.2 

0.55 
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10 
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10 
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50 
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3.9 

24 
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V 

V 

V 
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IlA 
IlA 

IlA 

IlA 

IlA 

IlA 

IlA 
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IlA 

mA 

mA 

mA 

pF 

pF 

pF 
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electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) 

SN74ABTH18646A 

PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS TA = 25°C T A = -40°C to 85°C 

MIN TYPt MAX MIN 

VIK VCC .. 4.5V, 11 .. -18 mA -1.2 

VCC .. 4.5V, 10H =-3 mA 2.5 2.5 

VCC= 5V, 10H =-3 mA 3 3 
VOH 

10H =-24 mA 2 
VCC" 4.5 V 

10H =-32mA 2 2 

IOl .. 48mA 0.55 
VOL VCC = 4.5 V 

IOl=64 mA 0.55 

ClK, OIR, S, TCK 
V CC .. 0 to 5.5 V, VI .. VCC or GNO ±1 

II V CC .. 0 to 5.5 V, 

A orB ports VCC .. 5.5V, VI .. VCC or GNO ±20 

IIH OE, TOI, TMS VCC" 5.5 V, VI .. VCC 10 

III OE, TOI, TMS VCC= 5.5 V, VI" GNO -40 -150 -40 

II(hOld); 
VI = 0.8 V 75 220 500 75 

AorB ports VCC=4.5V 
VI =2V -75 -180 -500 -75 

10ZH TOO 
VCC .. 2.1 Vto5.5V, 

10 
VO=2.7V, OE=2V 

10Zl TOO 
VCC = 2.1 V to 5.5 V, 

-10 
Vo = 0.5 V, OE .. 2V 

10ZPU TOO 
VCC" 0 to 2.1 V, 

±50 
Vo = 2.7 VorO.5 V, OE=0.8V 

10ZPO TOO 
VCC .. 2.1 VtoO, 

±50 
Vo = 2.7 VorO.5 V, OE .. 0.8 V 

loff VCC= 0, VI or VO:::: 4.5 V ±100 

ICEX Outputs high VCC= 5.5 V, VO=5.5V 50 

10§ VCC-5.5V, VO=2.5V -50 -110 -200 -50 

Outputs high VCC=5.5V, 1.7 2.2 

ICC Outputs low 10=0, Aor B ports 20 24 

Outputs disabled VI = VCC or GNO 1 2 

~ICC~ 
VCC = 5.5 V, One input at 3.4 V, 

1.5 
Other inputs at VCC or GNO 

Ci Control inputs VI .. 2.5 V or 0.5 V 5 

Cio AorB ports Vo = 2.5 V or 0.5 V 10 

Co TOO Vo .. 2.5 V or 0.5 V 8 

t All tYPical values are at VCC" 5 V. 
; The parameter II (hold) includes the off-state output leakage current. 
§ Not more than one output should be tested at a time, and the duration of the test should not exceed one second. 
~ This is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TIL voltage level rather than VCC or GNO . 
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-10 

±50 

±50 

±100 

50 

-200 

2.2 

24 

2 

1.5 

UNIT 

V 

V 

V 

IlA 

IlA 

IlA 

IlA 

IlA 

IlA 

IlA 

IlA 

IlA 

IlA 

mA 

mA 

mA 

pF 

pF 

pF 



SN54ABTH18646A, SN54ABTH182646A, SN74ABTH18646A, SN74ABTH182646A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES WITH 

18·BIT TRANSCEIVERS AND REGISTERS 
SCBS166D - AUGUST 1993 - REVISED JULY 1996 

timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 15) 

SN54ABTH18646A SN74ABTH18646A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency CLKAB or CLKBA 0 100 0 100 MHz 

tw Pulse duration CLKAB or CLKBA high or low 3 3 ns 

tsu Setup time A before CLKABi or B before CLKBA i 3 3 ns 

th Hold time A after CLKABi or B after CLKBA i 0.9 0.5 ns 

timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 15) 

fclock Clock frequency TCK 

tw Pulse duration TCK high or low 

A, B, CLK, DIR, OE, or S before TCKi 

tsu Setup time TDI before TCKi 

TMS before TCKi 

A, B, CLK, DIR, OE, or S after TCKi 

th Hold time TDI after TCKi 

TMS after TCKi 

td Delay time Power up to TCKi 

tr Rise time VCC power up 

·On products compliant to MIL-PRF-38S3S, this parameter is not production tested . 

• TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 

SN54ABTH18646A 

MIN MAX 

0 SO 

8 

6 

4.S 

3 

1.S 

1 

1.S 

' SO" 

1" 
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SN74ABTH18646A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX 

0 SO MHz 

8 ns 

6 

4.S ns 

3 

1.S 

1 ns 

1.S 

SO ns 

1 J1S 
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SN54ABTH18646A, SN54ABTH182646A, SN74ABTH18646A, SN74ABTH182646A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES WITH 
18·BIT TRANSCEIVERS AND REGISTERS 
SCBS166D - AUGUST 1993 - REVISED JULY 1996 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 15) 

SN54ABTH18646A 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO Vee=5V, Vee = 4.5 V to 5.5 V, 

UNIT (INPUT) (OUTPUT) TA = 25°e TA = -o5°e to 125°e 

MIN TYP MAX MIN MAX 

fmax CLKAB or CLKBA 100 150 100 MHz 

tpLH 1.5 3.1 4.7 1.5 5.2 
AorB BorA ns 

tpHL 1.5 3.3 5.0 1.5 6 

tpLH 1.5 3.6 5.6 1.5 6.8 
CLKAB or CLKBA BorA ns 

tpHL 1.5 3.8 5.8 1.5 7 

tpLH 1.5 3.8 6.0 1.5 7.8 
SABorSBA BorA ns 

tPHL 1.5 3.9 6.5 1.5 8.2 

tpZH 1.5 3.9 6.3 1.5 7.5 
DIR BorA ns 

tPZL 1.5 4 6.5 1.5 7.8 

tpZH 1.5 4.2 6.7 1.5 7.6 
DE BorA ns 

tpZL 1.5 4.3 6.9 1.5 7.7 

tpHZ 2 5.9 8.8 2 10.3 
DIR BorA ns 

tpLZ 2 4.7 6.9 2 9.1 

tpHZ 
DE 

2 6 9 2 10.2 
BorA ns 

tpLZ 2 4.8 7.1 2 9.4 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mocfe) (see Figure 15) 

PARAMETER 
FROM 

(INPUT) 

fmax CLKAB or CLKBA 

tpLH 
AorB 

tPHL 

tpLH 
CLKAB or ClKBA 

tpHL 

tpLH 
SABorSBA 

tpHL 

tpZH 
DIR 

tpZL 

tpZH 
DE 

tPZL 

tpHZ 
DIR 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
DE 

tpLZ 

5-102 

SN74ABTH18646A 

TO 
(OUTPUT) 

BorA 

BorA 

BorA 

BorA 

BorA 

BorA 

BorA 

• TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 

Vee = 5 V, 
TA = 25°C 

MIN TYP 

100 150 

1.5 3.1 

1.5 3.3 

1.5 3.6 

1.5 3.8 

1.5 3.8 

1.5 3.9 

1.5 3.9 

1.5 4 

1.5 4.2 

1.5 4.3 

2 5.9 

2 4.7 

2 6 

2 4.8 

POST OFFICE BOX 655303 • DALlAS, TEXAS 75265 

Vcc = 4.5 V to 5.5 V, 
T A = -40°C to 85°C 

MAX MIN MAX 

100 

4.7 1.5 5 

5.0 1.5 5.4 

5.6 1.5 5.9 

5.8 1.5 6.1 

6.0 1.5 6.6 

6.5 1.5 6.8 

6.3 1.5 7 

6.5 1.5 7.2 

6.7 1.5 7.4 

6.9 1.5 7.6 

8.8 2 10 

6.9 2 8.1 

9 2 9.7 

7.1 2 7.6 

UNIT 

MHz 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 



SN54ABTH18646A, SN54ABTH182646A, SN74ABTH18646A, SN74ABTH182646A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES WITH 

18·BIT TRANSCEIVERS AND REGISTERS 
SCBS166D - AUGUST 1993 - REVISED JULY 1996 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 15) 

SN54ABTH 18646A 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO VCC=5V, VCC = 4.5 V to 5.5 V, 

UNIT (INPUT) (OUTPUT) TA = 25°C T A = -40°C to 85°C 

MIN TYP MAX MIN MAX 

fmax TCK 50 90 50 MHz 

tpLH 
TCKJ. 

2.5 6.1 11 2.5 13.1 
AorB ns 

tpHL 2.5 6.5 10.8 2.5 12.6 

tpLH 
TCKJ. 

2 3.6 5.1 2 5.8 
TOO ns 

tpHL 2 3.7 5.1 2 7 

tpZH 
TCKJ. 

4 7.1 11.5 4 13.9 
AorB ns 

tpZL 4 7.2 11.8 4 14.2 

tPZH 
TCKJ. 

2 3.7 5.7 2 6.6 
TOO ns 

tpZL 2 3.9 6.2 2 6.9 

tpHZ 
TCKJ. 

4 8.5 14.2 4 18 
AorB ns 

tpLZ - 3 7.2 13.3 3 17.5 

tpHZ 
TCKJ. 

3 5.1 6.8 3 7.4 
TOO ns 

tpLZ 2.5 4 5.5 2.5 6.4 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 15) 

PARAMETER 
FROM 

(INPUT) 

fmax TCK 

tPLH 
TCKJ. 

tpHL 

tpLH 
TCKJ. 

tpHL 

tpZH 
TCKJ. 

tpZL 

tpZH 
TCKJ. 

tpZL 

tpHZ 
TCKJ. 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
TCKJ. 

tpLZ 

SN74ABTH18646A 

TO VCC= 5 V, 
(OUTPUT) TA = 25°C 

MIN TYP 

AorB 

TOO 

AorB 

TOO 

AorB 

TOO 

• TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS . 

50 

2.5 

2.5 

2 

2 

4 

4 

2 

2 

4 

3 

3 

2.5 
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90 

6.1 

6.5 

3.6 

3.7 

7.1 

7.2 

3.7 

3.9 

8.5 

7.2 

5.1 

4 

VCC = 4.5 V to 5.5 V, 
T A = -40°C to 85°C 

MAX MIN MAX 

50 

11 2.5 13.1 

10.8 2.5 12.4 

5.1 2 5.6 

5.1 2 5.6 

11.5 4 13.4 

11.8 4 13.6 

5.7 2 6.6 

6.2 2 6.9 

13 4 15 

13.3 3 15 

6.8 3 7.2 

5.5 2.5 6.3 

UNIT 

MHz 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 
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SN54ABTH18646A, SN54ABTH182646A, SN74ABTH18646A, SN74ABTH182646A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES WITH 
18·BIT TRANSCEIVERS AND REGISTERS 
SCBS166D-AUGUST 1993- REVISED JULY 1996 

recommended operating conditions 
SN54ABTH182646A SN74ABTH182646A 

Vee Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

VIL Low-level input voltage 

VI Input voltage 

10H High-level output current 

10L Low-level output current 

lltJtJ,.v Input transition rise or fall rate 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Inlorma1lon concerns products In the lormaUve or 
design pha.. 01 development Characteristic data and other 
speclflca1lona ara design goals. Teuslnstruments reserves the rtghtto 
change or dlsconUnue the .. products without noUce. 

5-104 

MIN MAX 

4.5 5.5 

2 ~ 
.§fO.8 

0 fiYvee 
Aport. TOO ,f... ... .". -24 
Bport A;"" -12 

Aport. TOO 

Bport 

• TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 

,..,Cl' 
.t4 

-55 
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48 

12 

10 
125 

MIN MAX 

4.5 5.5 

2 

0.8 

0 Vee 
-32 
-12 
64 

12 

10 
-40 85 

UNIT 

V 

V 

V 

V 

mA 

mA 

nsN 

?e 



SN54ABTH18646A, SN54ABTH182646A, SN74ABTH18646A, SN74ABTH182646A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES WITH 

18·BIT TRANSCEIVERS AND REGISTERS 
SCBS166D-AUGUST 1993 - REVISED JULY 1996 

electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) 

TA = 25°C SN54ABTH182646A SN74ABTH182646A 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

TYPt MIN 

VIK Vee .. 4.5V, II =-18 rnA 

Vee=4.5V, IOH =-3 rnA 2.5 

Vee" 5 V, IOH .. -3 rnA 3 
Aport, TOO 

10H =-24 rnA 2 
Vee = 4.5 V 

IOH .. -32 rnA 2" 
VOH 

Vee =4.5V, IOH=-1 rnA 3.35 

Vee = 5V, IOH=-1 rnA 3.85 
Sport 

IOH =-3 rnA 3.1 
Vee = 4.5 V 

IOH =-12mA 2.6" 

IOl=48 rnA 
Aport, TOO Vee =4.5V 

10l = 64 rnA 
Val 

IOl=8mA 
Sport Vee=4.5V 

10l= 12 rnA 

elK,OIR,S, Vee" 0 to 5.5 V, 
TeK VI = Vee or GNO 

II 
Vee = 5.5 V, 

A or Sports 
VI = Vee or GNO 

OE, TOI, 
IIH Vee = 5.5 V, VI = Vee TMS 

III 
OE, TOI, 

Vee=5.5V, VI" GNO -40 
TMS 

VI .. 0.8V 75 220 
I I (hOld):!: A or Sports Vee = 4.5 V 

VI =2V -75 -180 

10ZH TOO 
Vee=5.5V, 
VO=2.7V, OE=2V 

IOZl TOO 
Vee = 5.5 V, 
Va = 0.5 V, OE .. 2V 

IOZPU TOO 
Vee=Ot02.1 V, 
Va = 2.7 VorO.5 V, OE = 0.8 V 

IOZPO TOO 
Vee=2.1 VtoO, 
Va = 2.7 V or 0.5 V, OE = 0.8 V 

I off Vee=O, Vl orVOS4.5V 

leEX Outputs high Vee=5.5V, Va = 5.5 V 

10§ 
Aport, TOO Vee=5.5V, Vo = 2.5 V -50 -110 

Sport Vee =5.5V, Va = 2.5 V -25 -55 

Outputs high 
Vee =5.5V, 1.7 

lee 
Outputs low 10=0, Aor 8 ports 

23 

Outputs VI = Vee or 

disabled GNO 1 

t1lee~ 
Vee = 5.5 V, One input at 3.4 V, 
Other inputs at Vee or GNO 

"On products compliant to Mll-PRF-38535, this parameter does not apply. 
t All typical values are at Vee" 5 V. 

MAX MIN MAX 

-1.2 -1.2 

2.5 

3 

2 

3.3 

3.8 

3 

0.55 0.55 

0.55" 

0.8 0.8 

0.8" 

±1 
~'<,> 

±1 

tJJ 
±20 S:: ±20 

l1/ 
It .. 

10 
,,,," 

10 l; 
-150 ~o -150 

,po; 
500 "'4 

-500 

10 10 

-10 -10 

±50 

±50 

±100 

50 50 

-200 -50 -200 

-100 -25 -100 

2.2 2.2 

27 27 

2 2 

1.5 1.5 

:!: The parameter II (hold) includes the off-state output leakage current. 
§ Not more than one output should be tested at a time, and the duration of the test should not exceed one second. 

MIN 

2.5 

3 

2 

3.35 

3.85 

3.1 

2.6 

-40 

75 

-75 

-50 

-25 

~ This is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TTL voltage level rather than Vee or GNO. 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Information coneerns products In IheformaUv8 or 
design phase of development CharaClerisUe data and oth.r 
speclflcatlons are design goals. Texas Instruments reserves the right 10 
change or discontinue these products without noUe •• • TEXAS 

INSTRUMENTS 
POST OFFICE BOX 655303 • DALLAS. TEXAS 75265 

MAX 

-1.2 

0.55 

0.65 

0.8 

±1 

±20 

10 

-150 

500 

-500 

10 

-10 

±50 

±50 

±100 

50 

-200 

-100 

2.2 

27 

2 

1.5 

UNIT 

V 

V 

V 

J.1A 

J.1A 

J.1A 

J.1A 

J.1A 

J.1A 

J.1A 

J.1A 

J.1A 

J.1A 

rnA 

rnA 

rnA 
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SN54ABTH18646A, SN54ABTH182646A, SN74ABTH18646A, SN74ABTH182646A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES WITH 
18·BIT TRANSCEIVERS AND REGISTERS 
SCBS166D-AUGUST 1993- REVISED JULY 1996 

electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (continued) 

TA = 25°C SN54ABTH182646A SN74ABTH182646A 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

TYPt 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN r" MAX MIN MAX 

Ci Control inputs VI = 2.5 V or 0.5 V 5 ,O~<:A4, pF 

Cio A or B ports Vo = 2.5 Vor 0.5 V 10 .c<:;-~¢· pF 

Co TOO VO" 2.5 Vor 0.5 V 8 
¢(.~ 

pF 

t All typical values are at VCC = 5 V. 

timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 15) 

SN54ABTH182646A SN74ABTH182646A 

MIN MAX MIN 
UNIT 

MAX 

fclock Clock frequency ClKAB or ClKBA 0 r--;' 100 0 100 MHz 

tw Pulse duration ClKAB or ClKBA high or low 3 ""<)~«~., 3 ns 

tsu Setup time A before ClKABi or B before ClKBA i ~«-;<it 3 ns 

th Hold time A after ClKABi or B after ClKBA i 0.5 '( 0.5 ns 

timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 15) 

fclock Clock frequency TCK 

tw Pulse duration TCK high or low 

A, B, ClK, OIR, OE, or 5 before TCKi 

tsu Setup time TOI before TCKi 

TMs before TCKi 

A, B, ClK, OIR, OE, or 5 after TCKi 

th Hold time TOI after TCKi 

TMs after TCKi 

td Oelaytime Power up to TCKi 

tr Rise time VCC power up 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Information concerns products In lhelormaUve or 
design phase 01 developm.nt CherscterisUc data and other 
speclllcaUons Ir. design goals. Texas Instruments reserves the right to 
change or discontinue these products wtthout noUce. • TEXAS 

INSTRUMENTS 

SN54ABTH182646A 

MIN MAX 

0 50 

8 .": ... 
6 5&-,-.;;, 

4.5 lP 
3 ,tt 

,~ 

1.5 ,5r 
W 

~'5' 
50 

1 
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SN74ABTH182646A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX 

0 50 MHz 

8 ns 

6 

4.5 ns 

3 

1.5 

1 ns 

1.5 

50 ns 

1 ps 



SN54ABTH18646A, SN54ABTH182646A, SN74ABTH18646A, SN74ABTH182646A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES WITH 

18·BIT TRANSCEIVERS AND REGISTERS 
sCBs166D-AUGUsT 1993- REVISED JULY 1996 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal moce) (see Figure 15) 

FROM TO 
Vce= 5 V, SN54ABTH182646A SN74ABTH182646A 

PARAMETER (INPUT) (OUTPUT) 
TA = 25°e UNIT 

MIN TYP MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fmax 
CLKABor 

100 150 100 100 MHz 
CLKBA 

tpLH 1.5 3.5 5.1 1.5 5.8 1.5 5.3 
A B ns 

tpHL 1.5 4.1 5.8 1.5 6.4 1.5 6.1 

tpLH 1.5 3.1 4.7 1.5 5.2 1.5 5 
B A ns 

tpHL 1.5 3.3 5 1.5 5.6 1.5 5.4 

tpLH 1.5 4.3 6.2 1.5 7 1.5 6.5 
CLKAB B ns 

tpHL 1.5 4.9 7 1.5 ~f·1 1.5 7.4 

tpLH 1.5 3.6 5.2 1.5 ~.2 1.5 5.9 
CLKBA A 

f{"1! 6.5 
ns 

tpHL 1.5 3.8 5.5 1.5 1.5 6.1 

tpLH 1.5 4.4 6.9 1.5 
! ~,. 7.6 1.5 7.2 

SAB B .' ~ 

1.5,;J 
ns 

tpHL 1.5 4.8 7.4 8.3 1.5 7.8 

tpLH 1.5 3.8 5.6 1.s:)v 6.8 1.5 6.6 
SBA A ,g ns 

tpHL 1.5 3.9 6 7.2 1.5 6.8 

tpZH 1.5 3.9 6.3 1.5 7.5 1.5 7 
DIR BorA ns 

tpZL 1.5 4 6.5 1.5 7.7 1.5 7.2 

tpZH 1.5 4.2 6.7 1.5 8.1 1.5 7.4 
DE BorA ns 

tpZL 1.5 4.3 6.9 1.5 8.4 1.5 7.6 

tpHZ 2 5.9 8.8 2 10.3 2 10 
DIR BorA ns 

tpLZ 2 4.7 6.9 2 8.7 2 8.1 

tpHZ 
DE 

2 6 9 2 10.5 2 9.7 
BorA ns 

tpLZ 2 4.8 7.1 2 8.7 2 7.6 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 15) 

FROM TO 
PARAMETER (INPUT) (OUTPUT) 

fmax TCK 

tpLH 
TCK..l. AorB 

tpHL 

tpLH 
TCK..l. TOO 

tpHL 

tpZH 
TCK..l. AorB 

tpZL 

tpZH 
TCK..l. TOO 

tpZL 

tpHZ 
TCK..l. AorB 

tpLZ 

tPHZ 
TCK..l. TOO 

tPLZ 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Information concerns products In the forma~ve or 
d2s1 n phase of development Characterls~c data and other 
s flcatlons are design goals. Tlxas Instruments reseNeathl right to 
c ange or discontinue these products without no~ce. 

Vee = 5 V, 
TA = 25°e 

MIN TYP MAX 

50 90 

2.5 6.1 11 

2.5 6.5 10.8 

2 3.6 5.1 

2 3.7 5.1 

4 7.1 11.5 

4 7.2 11.8 

2 3.7 5.7 

2 3.9 6.2 

4 8.5 13 

3 7.2 13.3 

3 5.1 6.8 

2.5 4 5.5 

• TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 

SN54ABTH182646A 

MIN MAX 

50 

2.5 14.5 

2.5 14 

2 $t7 

2 §7 

4 ,.,it'V 14.5 

4 ",A.. 15 

2§ 7.5 

~ 8 

Q4 18 

3 17.5 

3 8 

2.5 8 

POST OFFICE BOX 655303 • DALLAS. TEXAS 75265 

SN74ABTH182646A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX 

50 MHz 

2.5 13.1 

2.5 12.4 
ns 

2 5.6 

2 5.6 
ns 

4 13.4 

4 13.6 
ns 

2 6.6 

2 6.9 
ns 

4 15 
ns 

3 15 

3 7.2 

2.5 6.3 
ns 
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SCAN TEST DEVICES WITH 
18·BIT TRANSCEIVERS AND REGISTERS 
SCBS166D - AUGUST 1993 - REVISED JULY 1996 

PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION 

o 7V 

S1 o Open 

rND 

5000 
From Output - __ --4I..---J\/\/'v----' TEST S1 

Under Test 

CL =50 pF 

(see Note A) I 5000 
tpLH/tpHL Open 
tPLz/tpZL 7V 
tPHz/tpZH Open 

LOAD CIRCUIT 

14- tw -----.! 

3V 
Timing Input -------X1.5 V 

------.,'-------- OV , L. I , , 

Inpul 3 X:'~·5~V~~~~ :: 
,~ t ·r th ., 
, su I 

Datalnput --~*'.5V ~ :: 

Input 

Output 

Output 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PULSE DURATION 

=¥ ... 1._5_V_-.J~,"1_.5_V ___ :: 

tPLHM KtPHL 

I /' I ~VOH , 1.5 V I 1.5 V ---+-, --J I VOL 

tPHL~ ~tPLH 
, !I:'::- VOH 

\1.5V l1.5V 
VOL 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PROPAGATION DELAY TIMES 

INVERTING AND NONINVERTING OUTPUTS 

Output 
Control 

Output 
Waveform 1 

S1 at 7 V 
(see Note B) 

Output 
Waveform 2 
S1 atOpen 

(see Note B) 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
SETUP AND HOLD TIMES 

=¥'.5V ~\.,1._5_V __ _ 
tpZL~ 14- I 

3V 

OV 

I I tpLZ -+I I+-
---""I~{, I p~-- 3.5V 

I ~.5V IVOL+0.3V 
I . I ----- VOL 
I ,tPHZ ~ j4-

tpZH -+J j+- I 
, - VOH 

!1.5V ~H-0.3V 
-----. ~OV 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
ENABLE AND DISABLE TIMES 

LOW· AND HIGH·LEVEL ENABLING 

NOTES: A. CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 

5-108 

B. Waveform 1 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is low except when disabled by the output control. 
Waveform 2 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is high except when disabled by the output control. 

C. All input pulses are supplied by generators having the following characteristics: PRR S 10 MHz, Zo = 50 0. tr S 2.5 ns, tf S 2.5 ns. 
D. The outputs are measured one at a time with one transition per measurement. 

Figure 15. Load Circuit and Voltage Waveforms 
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SN54ABTH18652A, SN54ABTH182652A, SN74ABTH18652A, SN74ABTH182652A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES WITH 

18·BIT BUS TRANSCEIVERS AND REGISTERS 
SCBS167D - AUGUST 1993 - REVISED JULY 1996 

• Members of the Texas Instruments 
SCOPE TWo Family of Testability Products 

• Members of the Texas Instruments 
Wldebus TWo Family 

• Compatible With the IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990 (JTAG) Test Access Port and 
Boundary-Scan Architecture 

• Include D-Type Flip-Flops and Control 
Circuitry to Provide Multiplexed 
Transmission of Stored and Real-Time Data 

• Bus Hold on Data Inputs Eliminates the 
Need for External Pullup Resistors 

• One Boundary-Scan Cell Per I/O 
Architecture Improves Scan Efficiency 

• SCOPE TWo Instruction Set 
- IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 Required 

Instructions and Optional CLAMP and 
HIGHZ 

- Parallel-Signature Analysis at Inputs 
- Pseudo-Random Pattern Generation 

From Outputs 
- Sample Inputs/Toggle Outputs 
- Binary Count From Outputs 
- Device Identification 
- Even-Parity Opcodes 

• B-Port Outputs of 'ABTH182652A Devices 
Have Equivalent 25-0 Series Resistors, So 
No External Resistors Are Required 

e State-of-the-Art EPIC-lIB TWo BICMOS Design 

• Packaged in 64-Pln Plastic Thin Quad Flat 
(PM) Packages Using 0.5-mm 
Center-to-Center Spacings and 68-Pln 
Ceramic Quad Flat (HV) Packages Using 
25-mll Center-to-Center Spacings 

SN54ABTH18652A, SN54ABTH182652A ••• HV PACKAGE 
(TOP VIEW) 

c:x:: co c:x:: co 
[co co;2 ~ c:x:: c:x:: ,...W0C:X::...JO () (J)...JCOWO,...C\J(\') 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 68 67 66 65 64 63 62 61 

1A3 10 60 184 
1A4 11 59 185 
1A5 12 58 186 

GND 13 57 GND 
1A6 14 56 187 
1A7 15 55 188 
1A8 16 54 189 
1A9 17 53 VCC 
NC 18 52 NC 

VCC 19 51 281 
2A1 20 50 282 
2A2 21 49 283 
2A3 22 48 284 

GND 23 47 GND 
2A4 24 46 285 
2A5 25 45 286 
2A6 26 44 287 

27 282930 31 32 33 343536 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 

SCOPE, Widebus, and EPIC-lIB are trademarks of Texas Instruments Incorporated. 

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED this document contains PRODUCTION 

~::fll:~:; ~~~:~: ~~~~~~~c:~:r=:J0= t~ 
Production processing does not necsssarlly Include testing 01'" 
parameters. 
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1A3 
1A4 
1A5 

GND 
1A6 
1A7 
1A8 
1A9 

Vee 
2A1 
2A2 
2A3 

GND 
2A4 
2A5 
2A6 

SN74ABTH18652A, SN74ABTH182652A ••• PM PACKAGE 
(TOP VIEW) 

c:t: CC <C CC 

I
cc cc;2 !;2 c:t: c:t: 

('I .... W~c:t:....JO ()cn....JCCW~ .... C\lC") 

~~Q(!J~~~~~~~Q(!J~~~ 

64 63 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 49 
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3 46 

45 

44 

6 43 

42 

41 
9 40 
10 39 
11 38 
12 37 
13 36 
14 35 
15 34 
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186 
GND 
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Vee 
281 
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GND 
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The 'ABTH18652A and 'ABTH182652A scan test devices with 18-bit bus transceivers and registers are 
members of the Texas Instruments SCOPETM testability integrated-circuit family. This family of devices supports 
I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990 boundary scan to facilitate testing of complex circuit-board assemblies. Scan 
access to the test circuitry is accomplished via the 4-wire test access port (TAP) interface. 

In the normal mode, these devices are 18-bit bus transceivers and registers that allow for multiplexed 
transmission of data directly from the input bus or from the internal registers. They can be used either as two 
9-bit transceivers or one 18-bit transceiver. The test circuitry can be activated by the TAP to take snapshot 
samples of the data appearing at the device pins or to perform a self test on the boundary-test cells. Activating 
the TAP in the normal mode does not affect the functional operation of the SCOPETM bus transceivers and 
registers. 

Data flow in each direction is controlled by clock (CLKAB and CLKBA), select (SAB and SBA), and 
output-enable (OEAB and OEBA) inputs. For A-to-B data flow, data on the A bus is clocked into the associated 
registers on the low-to-high transition of CLKAB. When SAB is low, real-time A data is selected for presentation 
to the B bus (transparent mode). When SAB is high, stored A data is selected for presentation to the B bus 
(registered mode). When OEAB is high, the B outputs are active. When OEAB is low, the B outputs are in the 
high-impedance state. Control for B-to-A data flow is similar to that for A-to-B data flow, but uses CLKBA, SBA, 
and OEBA inputs. Since the OEBA input is active-low, the A outputs are active when OEBA is low and are in 
the high-impedance state when OEBA is high. Figure 1 illustrates the four fundamental bus-management 
functions that are performed with the 'ABTH18652A and 'ABTH182652A . 
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description (continued) 

In the test mode, the normal operation of the SCOPETM bus transceivers and registers is inhibited, and the test 
circuitry is enabled to observe and control the 1/0 boundary of the device. When enabled, the test circuitry 
performs boundary-scan test operations according to the protocol described in IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. 

Four dedicated test pins observe and control the operation of the test circuitry: test data input (TOI), test data 
output (TOO), test mode select (TMS), and test clock (TCK). Additionally, the test circuitry performs other testing 
functions such as parallel-signature analysis (PSA) on data inputs and pseudo-random pattern generation 
(PRPG) from data outputs. All testing and scan operations are synchronized to the TAP interface. 

Improved scan efficiency is accomplished through the adoption of a one boundary-scan cell (BSC) per 1/0 pin 
architecture. This architecture is implemented in such a way as to capture the most pertinent test data. A 
PSAICOUNT instruction is also included to ease the testing of memories and other circuits where a binary count 
addressing scheme is useful. 

Active bus-hold circuitry holds unused or floating data inputs at a valid logic level. 

The B-port outputs of 'ABTH 182652A, which are designed to source or sink up to 12 rnA, include 25-Q series 
resistors to reduce overshoot and undershoot. 

The SN54ABTH 18652A and SN54ABTH 182652A are characterized for operation over the full military / 
temperature range of -55°C to 125°C. The SN74ABTH 18652A and SN74ABTH 182652A are characterized for 
operation from -40°C to 85°C. 

INPUTS 

FUNCTION TABLE 
(normal mode, each 9·blt sectIon) 

DATA I/O 
OPERATION OR FUNCTION 

OEAB OEBA CLKAB CLKBA SAB SBA A1-A9 B1-B9 

L H L L X X Input disabled Input disabled Isolation 

L H i i X X Input Input Store A and B data 

X H i L X X Input Unspecifiedt Store A, hold B 

H H i i X:t: X Input Output Store A inboth registefs 

L X L i X X Unspecifiedt Input Hold A, store B 

L L i i X X:t: Output Input Store B in both registers 

L L X X X L Output Input Real-time B data to A bus 

L L X X X H Output Input Stored B data to A bus 

H H X X L X Input Output Real-time A data to B bus 

H H X X H X Input Output Stored A data to B bus 

H L X X H H Output Output 
Stored A data to B bus and 

stored B data to A bus 

t The data-output functions can be enabled or disabled by a variety of level combinations at OEAB or OEBA. Data-input functions are always 
enabled; i.e., data at the bus pins is stored on every,low-to-high transition on the clock inputs. 

:t: Select control .. L: clocks can occur simultaneously. 
Select control = H: clocks must be staggered to load both registers . 
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OEAB OEBA CLKAB CLKBA SAB SBA OEAB OEBA CLKAB CLKBA SAB SBA 
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L L X X X L H H X X L X 

OEAB 

X 
L 

L 

REAL·TIME TRANSFER REAL·TIME TRANSFER 
BUSATO BUS B 

OEBA 

H 
X 
H 

BUS B TO BUSA 

~ ~ 
CLKAB CLKBA SAB SBA OEAB OEBA CLKAB CLKBA SAB 

i X X X H L X ·X H 
X i X X TRANSFER STORED DATA 
i i 

STORAGE FROM 
A, B, OR A AND B 

X X 

Figure 1. Bus-Management Functions 
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functional block diagram 

1CLKBA 
1SBA 

1CLKAB 

1SAB 

1A1 

2CLKAB --=~-. ''''''----'----" 

2SAB 

2A1 

VCC 
TOI 24 

VCC 
TMS 56 

TCK 26 

Pin numbers shown are for the PM package. 
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TERMINAL NAME 

1A1-1A9, 
2A1-2A9 

1B1-1B9, 
2B1-2B9 

1 CLKAB, 1 CLKBA, 
2CLKAB, 2CLKBA 

GNO 

1 OEAB, 20EAB 

1 OEBA, 20EBA 

1SAB,1SBA, 
2SAB,2SBA 

TCK 

TOI 

TOO 

TMS 

Vce 
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Terminal Functions 

DESCRIPTION 

Normal-function A-bus I/O ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function B-bus I/O ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function clock inputs. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Ground 

Normal-function active-high output enables. See function table for normal-mode logic. An internal pulldown at each 
terminal forces the terminal to a high level if left unconnected. 

Normal-function active-low output enables. See function table for normal-mode logic. An internal pull up at each terminal 
forces the terminal to a high level if left unconnected. 

Normal-function select controls. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Test clock. One of four terminals required by I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990. Test operations of the device are synchronous 
to TCK. Data is captured on the rising edge of TCK and outputs change on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test data input. One of four terminals required by I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOI is the serial input for shifting data 
through the Instruction register or selected data register. An internal pullup forces TOI to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test data output. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOO Is the serial output for shifting data 
through the instruction register or selected data register. 

Test mode select. One of four terminals required by I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TMS directs the device through its TAP 
controller states. An internal pullup forces TMS to a high level if left unconnected. 

Supply voltage 
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test architecture 

Serial-test information is conveyed by means of a 4-wire test bus or TAP that conforms to IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990. Test instructions, test data, and test control signals are all passed along this serial-test bus. The 
TAP controller monitors two signals from the test bus, TCK and TMS. The TAP controller extracts the 
synchronization (TCK) and state control (TMS) signals from the test bus and generates the appropriate on-chip 
control signals for the test structures in the device. Figure 2 shows the TAP-controller state diagram. 

The TAP controller is fully synchronous to the TCK signal. Input data is captured on the rising edge of TCK and 
output data changes on the falling edge of TCK. This scheme ensures data to be captured is valid for fully 
one-half of the TCK cycle. 

The functional block diagram shows the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 4-wire test bus and boundary-scan 
architecture and the relationship among the test bus, the TAP controller, and the test registers. As shown, the 
device contains an a-bit instruction register and four test-data registers: a 48-bit boundary-scan register, a 3-bit 
boundary-control register, a 1-bit bypass register, and a 32-bit device-identification register. 

Test-Loglc·Reset 

TMS=L 

Figure 2. TAP-Controller State Diagram 
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state diagram description 

The TAP controller is a synchronous finite state machine that provides test control signals throughout the device. 
The state diagram shown in Figure 2 is in accordance with IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. The TAP controller 
proceeds through its states based on the level of TMS at the riSing edge of TCK. 

As shown, the TAP controller consists of 16 states. There are six stable states (indicated by a looping arrow in 
the state diagram) and ten unstable states. A stable state is a state the TAP controller can retain for consecutive 
TCK cycles. Any state that does not meet this criterion is an unstable state. 

There are two main paths through the state diagram: one to access and control the selected data register and 
one to access and control the instruction register. Only one register can be accessed at a time. 

Test-Logie-Reset 

The device powers up in the Test-Logic-Reset state. In the stable Test-Logic-Reset state, the test logic is reset 
and is disabled so that the normal logic function of the device is performed. The instruction register is reset to 
an opcode that selects the optionallDCODE instruction, if supported, or the BYPASS instruction. Certain data 
registers also can be reset to their power-up values. 

The state machine is constructed such that the TAP controller returns to the Test-Logic-Reset state in no more 
than five TCK cycles if TMS is left high. The TMS pin has an internal pullup resistor that forces it high if left 
unconnected or if a board defect causes it to be open circuited. 

For the' ABTH18652A and' ABTH182652A, the instruction register is reset to the binary value 10000001, which 
selects the IDCODE instruction. Bits 47 -46 in the boundary-scan register are reset to logic 0 while bits 45-44 
are reset to logic 1, ensuring that these cells, which control A-port and B-port outputs, are set to benign 
values (Le., if test mode were invoked, the outputs would be at high-impedance state). Reset values of other 
bits in the boundary-scan register should be considered indeterminate. The boundary-control register is reset 
to the binary value 010, which selects the PSA test operation. 

Run-Test/Idle 

The TAP controller must pass through the Run-Test/Idle state (from Test-Logic-Reset) before executing any test 
operations. The Run-Test/Idle state also can be entered following data-register or instruction-register scans. 
Run-Test/Idle is a stable state in which the test logiC can be actively running a test or can be idle. The test 
operations selected by the boundary-control register are performed while the TAP controller is in the 
Run-Test/Idle state. 

Select-DR-Scan, Select-IR-Scan 

No specific function is performed in the Select-DR-Scan and Select-IR-Scan states, and the TAP controller exits 
either of these states on the next TCK cycle. These states allow the selection of either data-register scan or 
instruction-register scan. 

Capture-DR 

When a data-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-DR state. In the 
Capture-DR state, the selected data register can capture a data value as specified by the current instruction. 
Such capture operations occur on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-DR 
state. 

Shift-DR 

5-116 

Upon entry to the Shift-DR state, the data register is placed in the scan path between TOI and TDO, and on the 
first falling edge of TCK, TDO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TDO enables to the logic 
level present in the least-significant bit of the selected data register. 
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Shift-DR (continued) 

While in the stable Shift-DR state, data is serially shifted through the selected data register on each TCK cycle. 
The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-DR state (i.e., no shifting occurs during 
the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-DR to Shift-DR or from Exit2-DR to Shift-DR). 
The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-DR state. 

Exlt1-DR, Exlt2-DR 

The Exit1-DR and Exit2-DR states are temporary states that end a data-register scan. It is possible to return 
to the Shift-DR state from either Exit1-DR or Exit2-DR without recapturing the data register. On the first falling 
edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-DR, TOO goes from the active state to the high-impedance state. 

Pause-DR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-DR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-DR state suspends and resumes data-register scan operations without loss of data. 

Update-DR 

If the current instruction calls for the selected data register to be updated with current data, such update occurs 
on the falling edge of TCK following entry to the Update-DR state. 

Capture-IR 

When an instruction-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-IR state. In 
the Capture-IR state, the instruction register captures its current status value. This capture operation occurs 
on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-IR state. For the 'ABTH18652A and 
'ABTH 182652A, the status value loaded in the Capture-I R state is the fixed binary value 1000000 1. 

Shlft-IR 

Upon entry to the Shift-IR state, the instruction register is placed in the scan path between TDI and TOO, and 
on the first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TOO enables to 
the logic level present in the least-significant bit of the instruction register. 

While in the stable Shift-IR state, instruction data is serially shifted through the instruction register on each TCK 
cycle. The first shift occurs on the first riSing edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-IR state (Le., no shifting occurs 
during the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-IR to Shift-IR or from Exit2-IR to 
Shift-IR). The last shift occurs on the riSing edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-IR state. 

Exit1-IR, Exit2-IR 

The Exit1-IR and Exit2-IR states are temporary states that end an instruction-register scan. It is possible to 
return to the Shift-IR state from either Exit1-IR or Exit2-IR without recapturing the instruction register. On the 
first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-IR, TOO goes from the active state to the high-impedance state. 

Pause-IR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-IR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-IR state suspends and resumes instruction-register scan operations without loss of 
data. 

Update-IR 

The current instruction is updated and takes effect on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the Update-I R 
state. 
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register overview 

With the exception of the bypass and device-identification registers, any test register can be thought of as a 
serial-shift register with a shadow latch on each bit. The bypass and device-identification registers differ in that 
they contain only a shift register. During the appropriate capture state (Capture-IR for instruction register, 
Capture-DR for data registers), the shift register can be parallel loaded from a source specified by the current 
instruction. During the appropriate shift state (Shift-IR or Shift-DR), the contents of the shift register are shifted 
out from TOO while new contents are shifted in at TDI. During the appropriate update state (Update-IR or 
Update-DR), the shadow latches are updated from the shift register. 

instruction register description 

The instruction register (IR) is eight bits long and tells the device what instruction is to be executed. Information 
contained in the instruction includes the mode of operation (either normal mode, in which the device performs 
its normal logic function, or test mode, in which the normal logic function is inhibited or altered), the test operation 
to be performed, which of the four data registers is to be selected for inclusion in the scan path· during 
data-register scans, and the source of data to be captured into the selected data register during Capture-DR. 

,Table 3 lists the instructions supported by the 'ABTH 18652A and 'ABTH 182652A. The even-parity feature 

TOI 
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specified for SCOPETM devices is supported in this device. Bit 7 of the instruction opcode is the parity bit. Any 
instructions that are defined for SCOPETM devices but are not supported by this device default to BYPASS. 

During Capture-IR, the IR captures the binary value 10000001. As an instruction is shifted in, this value is shifted 
out via TOO and can be inspected to verify that the IR is in the scan path. During Update-IR, the value that has 
been shifted into the IR is loaded into shadow latches. At this time, the current instruction is updated and any 
specified mode change takes effect. At power up or in the Test-Logic-Reset state, the IR is reset to the binary 
value 10000001, which selects the IDCODE instruction. The IR order of scan is shown in Figure 3. 

Blt7 -.. Parity --+ Blt6 
(MSB) 

r---. Blt5 --+ Blt4 --+ Blt3 r---. Blt2 --+ 

Figure 3. Instruction Register Order of Scan 
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data register description 

boundary-scan register 
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The boundary-scan register (BSR) is 48 bits long. It contains one boundary-scan cell (BSC) for each 
normal-function input pin and one BSC for each normal-function I/O pin (one single cell for both input data and 
output data). The BSR is used 1) to store test data that is to be applied externally to the device output pins, 
and/or 2) to capture data that appears internally at the outputs of the normal on-Chip logic and/or externally at 
the device input pins. 

The source of data to be captured into the BSR during Capture-DR is determined by the current instruction. The 
contents of the BSR can change during Run-Test/Idle as determined by the current instruction. At power up or 
in Test-Logic-Reset, BSCs 47 -46 are reset to logic 0, while BSCs 45-44 are reset to logic 1 , ensuring that these 
cells, which control A-port and B-port outputs, are set to benign values (Le., if test mode were invoked, the 
outputs would be at high-impedance state). Reset values of other BSCs should be considered indeterminate. 

The BSR order of scan is from TOI through bits 47-0 to TOO. Table 1 shows the BSR bits and their associated 
device pin signals. 

BSR BIT 
NUMBER 

47 

46 
45 

44 
43 

42 

41 
40 

39 

38 
37 

36 

-
-
-
-
-
-

Table 1. Boundary-Scan Register Configuration 

DEVICE 
SIGNAL 

20EAB 

10EAB 

20EBA 

10EBA 
2CLKAB 

1CLKAB 
2CLK8A 

1CLKBA 

2SAB 

1SA8 

2S8A 
1S8A 

-
-
-
-
-
-

BSR BIT DEVICE 
NUMBER SIGNAL 

35 2A9-1/0 

34 2A8-1/0 

33 2A7-1/0 

32 2A6-1/0 

31 2A5-1/0 

30 2A4-1/0 

29 2A3-1/0 

28 2A2-1/0 

27 2A1-1/0 

26 1A9-1/0 

25 1A8-1/0 

24 1A7-1/0 

23 1A6-1/0 

22 1A5-1/0 

21 1A4-1/0 

20 1A3-1/0 

19 1A2-1/0 

18 1A1-1/0 
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BSR BIT 
NUMBER 

17 

16 
15 

14 

13 

12 
11 

10 

9 

8 
7 

6 

5 

4 
3 

2 

1 

0 

DEVICE 
SIGNAL 

2B9-1/0 

2B8-1/0 
2B7-1/0 

2B6-1/0 
2B5-1/0 

284-1/0 

283-1/0 

282-1/0 

281-1/0 

189-1/0 

188-1/0 

187-1/0 

186-1/0 

185-1/0 

184-1/0 

183-1/0 

182-1/0 

181-1/0 
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boundary-control register 

The boundary-control register (SCR) is three bits long. The SCR is used in the context of the boundary-run test 
(RUNT) instruction to implement additional test operations not included in the basic SCOPETM instruction set. 
Such operations include PRPG, PSA, and binary count up (COUNT). Table 4 shows the test operations that 
are decoded by the SCA. 

During Capture-DR, the contents of the SeR are not changed. At power up or in Test-Logic-Reset, the SCR is 
reset to the binary value 010, which selects the PSA test operation. The SCR order of scan is shown in 
Figure 4. 

TOI 
Blt2 

(MSB) Bit 1 
Bit 0 
(LSB) 

Figure 4. Boundary-Control Register Order of Scan 

TOO 

bypass register 
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The bypass register is a 1-bit scan path that can be selected to shorten the length of the system scan path, 
reducing the number of bits per test pattern that must be applied to complete a test operation. During 
Capture-DR, the bypass register captures a logic O. The bypass register order of scan is shown in 
Figure 5. . 

TDI ----1 BIt 0 I-- TOO 

Figure 5. Bypass Register Order of Scan 
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device-Identification register 

The device-identification register (lOR) is 32 bits long. It can be selected and read to identify the manufacturer, 
part number, and version of this device. 

For the 'ABTH18652A, the binary value 00000000000000101010000000101111 (0002A02F, hex) is captured 
(during Capture-DR state) in the lOR to identify this device as Texas Instruments SN54n4ABTH18652A. 

For the' ABTH182652A , the binary value 000000000000001 0111 0000000101111 (0002E02F, hex) is captured 
(during Capture-DR state) in the lOR to identify this device as Texas Instruments SN54/74ABTH182652A. 

The lOR order of scan is from TDI through bits 31-0 to TOO. Table 2 shows the lOR bits and their significance. 

Table 2. Device-Identification Register Configuration 

lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE 

31 VERSION3 27 PARTNUMBER15 11 MANUFACTURER10t 

30 VERSION2 26 PARTNUMBER14 10 MANUFACTURER09t 

29 VERSION1 25 PARTNUMBER13 9 MANUFACTURER08t 

28 VERSIONO 24 PARTNUMBER12 8 MANUFACTURER07t 

- - 23 PARTNUMBER11 7 MANUFACTUREROBt 

- - 22 PARTNUMBER10 6 MANUFACTURER05t 

- - 21 PARTNUMBER09 5 MANUFACTURER04t 

- - 20 PARTNUMBER08 4 MANUFACTURER03t 

- - 19 PARTNUMBER07 3 MANUFACTURER02t 

- - 18 PARTNUMBER06 2 MANUFACTURER01 t 

- - 17 PARTNUMBER05 1 MANUFACTUREROOt 

- - 16 PARTNUMBER04 0 LOGIC1t 

- - 15 PARTNUMBER03 - -
- - 14 PARTNUMBER02 - -
- - 13 PARTNUMBER01 - -
- - 12 PARTNUMBEROO - -

t Note that for TI products, bits 11-0 of the device-identification register always contain the binary value 000000101111 
(02F, hex). 
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instruction-register opcode description 

The instruction-register opcodes are shown in Table 3. The following descriptions detail the operation of each 
instruction. 

Table 3. Instruction-Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODEt SELECTED DATA 
BIT 7-+ BIT 0 SCOPE OPCODE DESCRIPTION REGISTER MODE 
MSB-+ LSB 

00000000 EXTEST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

10000001 IDCODE Identification read Device identification Normal 

10000010 SAMPLE/PRELOAD Sample boundary Boundary scan Normal 

00000011 BYPASS:!: Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

10000100 BYPASS:!: Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000101 BYPASS:!: Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000110 HIGHZ Control boundary to high impedance Bypass Modified test 

10000111 CLAMP Control boundary to 1/0 Bypass Test 

10001000 BYPASS:!: Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00001001 RUNT Boundary-run test Bypass Test 

00001010 READBN Boundary read Boundary scan Normal 

10001011 READBT Boundary read Boundary scan Test 

00001100 CELLTST Boundary self test Boundary scan Normal 

10001101 TOPHIP Boundary toggle outputs Bypass Test 

10001110 SCANCN Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Normal 

00001111 SCANCT Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Test 

All others BYPASS Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

t Bit 7 is used to maintain even parity in the 8-bit instruction. 
:!: The BYPASS instruction is executed in lieu of a SCOppM instruction that is not supported in the' ABTH 18652A or • ABTH 182652A. 

boundary scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 EXTEST instruction. The BSR is selected in the 
scan path. Data appearing at the device input and 110 pins is captured in the associated BSCs. Data that has 
been scanned into the 110 BSCs for pins in the output mode is applied to the device 110 pins. Data present at 
the device pins, except for output enables, is passed through the BSCs to the normal on-chip logic. For 110 pins, 
the operation of a pin as input or output is determined by the contents of the output-enable BSCs (bits 47-44 
of the BSR). When a given output enable is active (logic 0 for OEBA, logic 1 for OEAB), the associated 110 pins 
operate in the output mode. Otherwise, the I/O pins operate in the input mode. The device operates in the test 
mode. 

Identification read 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 IDCODE instruction. The lOR is selected in the 
scan path. The device operates in the normal mode. 

sample boundary 

5-122 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction. The BSR is 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input pins and I/O pins in the input mode is captured 
in the associated BSCs, while data appearing at the outputs of the normal on-Chip logic is captured in the BSCs 
associated with 110 pins in the output mode. The device operates in the normal mode. 
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bypass scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 BYPASS instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in the normal mode. 

control boundary to high Impedance 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1a-1993 HIGHZ instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in a modified test mode in which all device I/O pins are placed in the high-impedance state, the device 
input pins remain operational, and the normal on-chip logic function is performed. 

control boundary to 1/0 

This instruction conforms to the I EEE Standard 1149.1 a-1993 CLAMP instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. Data in the I/O 
BSCs for pins in the output mode is applied to the device I/O pins. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary-run test 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. The device operates in the test mode. The test operation specified in the BCR is executed during 
Run-Test/Idle. The five test operations decoded by the BCR are: sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP), 
PRPG, PSA, simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSAlPRPG), and simultaneous PSA and binary count up 
(PSAICOUNT). 

boundary read 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BSR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
instruction is useful for inspecting data after a PSA operation. 

boundary self test 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. All BSCs capture the inverse of their current values during Capture-DR. 
In this way, the contents of the shadow latches can be read out to verify the integrity of both shift-register and 
shadow-latch elements of the BSR. The device operates in the normal mode. 

boundary toggle outputs 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs is toggled on each rising 
edge of TCK in Run-Test/Idle, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device I/O pins on 
each falling edge of TCK in Run-Test/Idle. Data in the input-mode BSCs remains constant. Data appearing at 
the device input or I/O pins is not captured in the input-mode BSCs. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary-control-register scan 

The BCR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BCR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
operation must be performed before a RUNT operation to specify which test operation is to be executed . 
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boundary-control register opcode description 

The BCR opcodes are decoded from BCR bits 2-0 as shown in Table 4. The selected test operation is 
performed while the RUNT instruction is executed in the Run-Test/Idle state. The following descriptions detail 
the operation of each BCR instruction and illustrate the associated P8A and PRPG algorithms. 

Table 4. Boundary-Control Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODE 
BIT 2 -+ BIT 0 DESCRIPTION 
MSB -+ LSB 

XOO Sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

X01 Pseudo-random pattern generation/36-bit mode (PRPG) 

X10 Parallel-signature analysls/36-bit mode (PSA) 

011 Simultaneous PSA and PRPG/18-bit mode (PSAlPRPG) 

111 Simultaneous PSA and binary count upl18-blt mode (PSAICOUNT) 

While the control input B8Cs (bits 47-36) are not included in the toggle, P8A, PRPG, or COUNT algorithms, 
the output-enable B8Cs (bits 47-44 of the· B8R) control the drive state (active or high impedance) of the 
selected device output pins. These BCR instructions are valid only when both bytes of the device are operating 
in one direction of data flow (that is, 1 OEAB = 1 OEBA and 20EAB = 20EBA) and in the same direction of data 
flow (that is, 1 OEAB = 20EAB and 1 OEBA = 20EBA). Otherwise, the bypass instruction is operated. 

sample Inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

5-124 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 1/0 pins is captured in the shift-register elements of the 
associated B8Cs on each rising edge of TCK. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode 
B8Cs is toggled on each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated 
device 1/0 pins on each falling edge of TCK . 
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pseudo-random pattern generation (PRPG) 

A pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected BSCs on each rising edge 
of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output-mode 1/0 pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the 36-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which 
the patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this 
operation. A seed value of all zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-I/O 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

289-1/0 288-1/0 287-1/0 286-1/0 285-1/0 284-110 283-1/0 282-1/0 281-1/0 

189-1/0 188-1/0 187-1/0 186-1/0 185-1/0 184-1/0 183-1/0 182-1/0 181-1/0 

Figure 6. 36-Blt PRPG Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 1, 10EBA = 20EBA = 1) 
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5-126 

2B9-1/0 2B8-1/0 2B7-I/0 2B6-1I0 2B5-1I0 2B4-1/0 2B3-1/0 2B2-1/0 2B1-1/0 

1B9-1I0 1B8-1/0 1B7-1/0 1B6-1/0 1B5-1/0 1B4-1I0 1B3-1/0 1B2-1/0 1B1-1/0 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1I0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1I0 1A1-1/0 

Figure 7. 36-Blt PRPG Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 0, 10EBA = 20EBA = 0) 
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parallel-signature analysis (PSA) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode I/O pins is compressed into a 36-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. Data in the shadow latches of the 
selected output-mode BSCs remains constant and is applied to the associated device I/O pins. Figures 8 arid 9 
illustrate the 36-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the signature is generated. An initial 
seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

289-1/0 288-1/0 287-1/0 286-1/0 285-1/0 284-110 283-1/0 282-1/0 281-1/0 

189-1/0 188-1/0 187·1/0 186-1/0 185-1/0 184-1/0 183-1/0 182·1/0 181·1/0 

Figure 8. 36-Bit PSA Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 1, 10EBA = 20EBA = 1) 
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5-128 

2B9-1/0 2B8-1/0 2B7-1/0 2B6-1/0 2B5-1/0 2B4-1/0 2B3-1/0 2B2-1/0 2B1-1/0 

1 B9-1/0 1 B8-I/O 1 B7-1/0 1 B6-1/0 1 B5-1/0 1 B4-I/O 1 B3-1/0 1 B2-1/0 1 B 1-110 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

Figure 9. 36-Bit PSA Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 0, 10EBA = 20EBA = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSA/PRPG) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode I/O pins is compressed into an 18-bit parallel signature in 
the shift-register elements of the selected input-mode BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. At the same time, an 
18-bit pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs on 
each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device 1/0 pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the 18-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through 
which the signature and patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before 
performing this operation. A seed value of all zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

2A9·1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7·1/0 2A6·1/0 2A5·1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3·1/0 2A2·1/0 2A1·1/0 

1A9·1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7·1/0 1A6·1/0 1A5·1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3·1/0 1A2·1/0 1A1·1/0 

189·1/0 188-1/0 187-1/0 186·1/0 185-1/0 184-1/0 183·1/0 182·1/0 181·1/0 

Figure 10. 18-Blt PSA/PRPG Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 1, 10EBA = 20EBA = 1) 
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5-130 

289-110 288-1/0 287-1/0 286-110 285-1/0 284-1/0 283-1/0 282-1/0 281-110 

189-1/0 188-110 187-1/0 186-110 185-1/0 184-1/0 183-1/0 182-1/0 181-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1I0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

Figure 11. 18-Blt PSA/PRPG Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 0, 10EBA = 20EBA = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and binary count up (PSA/COUNT) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-made I/O pins is compressed into an 18-bit parallel signature in 
the shift-register elements of the selected input-mode BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. At the same time, an 
18-bit binary count-up pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs on 
each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device I/O pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. . Figures 12 and 13 illustrate the 18-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through 
which the signature is generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this 
operation. 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7·1/0 2A6·1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3·1/0 2A2·1/0 2A1·1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7·1/0 1A6·1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2·1/0 1A1·1/0 

MSB 

QQQQQQQQQ 
2B9·1/0 2B8-1/0 2B7·1/0 2B6·1/0 2B5·1/0 2B4-1/0 283·1/0 2B2·1/0 2B1·1/0 

~=~ Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q 0 
<±> = D- 189·1/0 188-1/0 1B7·1/0 1B6-1/0 1B5·1/0 1B4-1/0 183·1/0 1B2-1/0 181-1/0 

Figure 12. 18-Blt PSA/COUNT Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 1, 10EBA = 20EBA = 1) 
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5-132 

2B9-1/0 2B8-1/0 2B7-1/0 2B6-1/0 2B5-1/0 2B4-1/0 2B3-1/0 2B2-1/0 2B1-1/0 

1B9-1/0 1B8-1/0 1B7-1/0 1B6-1I0 1B5-1/0 1B4-1/0 1B3-1/0 1B2-1/0 1B1-1/0 

MSB 

QQQQQQQQQ 
2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1I0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1I0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

~=~ Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q 0 
(f) = D- 1A9-1I0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1I0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

Figure 13. 18-Blt PSA/COUNT Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 0, 10EBA = 20EBA = 0) 
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timing description 

All test operations of the 'ABTH18652A and 'ABTH182652A are synchronous to TCK. Data on the TOI, TMS, 
and normal-function inputs is captured on the rising edge of TCK. Data appears on the TOO and normal-function 
output pins on the falling edge of TCK. The TAP controller is advanced through its states (as shown in Figure 2) 
by changing the value of TMS on the falling edge of TCK and then applying a rising edge to TCK. 

A simple timing example is shown in Figure 14. In this example, the TAP controller begins in the 
Test-Logie-Reset state and is advanced through its states as necessary to perform one instruction-register scan 
and one data-register scan. While in the Shift-IR and Shift-DR states, TOI is used to input serial data, and TOO 
is used to output serial data. The TAP controller is then returned to the Test-Logie-Reset state. Table 5 details 
the operation of the test circuitry during each TCK cycle. 

TCK TAP STATE 
CYCLE(S) AFTERTCK 

1 Test-Logic-Reset 

2 Run-Test/Idle 

3 Select-DR-Scan 

4 Select-IR-Scan 

5 Capture-IR 

6 Shift-IR 

7-13 Shift-IR 

14 Exit1-IR 

15 Update-IR 

16 Select-DR-Scan 

17 Capture-DR 

18 Shift-DR 

19-20 Shift-DR 

21 Exit1-DR 

22 Update-DR 

23 Select-DR-Scan 

24 Select-IR-Scan 

25 Test-Logic-Reset 

Table 5. Explanation of Timing Example 

DESCRIPTION 

TMS is changed to a logic 0 value on the falling edge of TCK to begin advancing the TAP controller toward 
the desired state. 

The IR captures the 8-bit binary value 10000001 on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-IR state. 

TDO becomes active and TDI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP on 
the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

One bit is shifted into the IR on each TCK rising edge. With TDI held at a logic 1 value, the 8-bit binary value 
11111111 is serially scanned into the IR. At the same time, the 8-bit binary value 10000001 is serially scanned 
out of the IRvia TDO.ln TCKcycle 13, TMS is changed to a logic 1 value to end the IRscan onthe nextTCK 
cycle. The last bit of the instruction is shifted as the TAP controller advances from Shift-IR to Exit1-IR. 

TDO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The IR is updated with the new instruction (BYPASS) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The bypass register captures a logic 0 value on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-DR state. 

TDO becomes active and TDI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP on 
the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

The binary value 101 is shifted in via TDI, while the binary value 010 is shifted out via TDO. 

TDO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The selected data register is updated with the new data on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test operation completed 
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2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

TCK 

TMS LJ I 
TOI ~ ~ U ~ 

TOO ~ ~ n ~ 
~ CD C c a: a: !¥ a: c a: a: a: a: c c ~ :c ~ ~ 1! ~ 1i ~ c c t c "" CD 5 :: ~ = S ~ CD a: a: ~ II) a: :J :c ';( "" a: :c a: TAP U ~ 

a: Q. en w '&. :J ';( to U Q. en 't:J 

~ 
c Z c w C Z ~ Controller to Q, 

C .,!. U 0 :l .,!. to :l .,!. u 
State ..J :J U CD U 0 U CD ..J 

1i; a: CD 3j CD CD 3j 1i; 
{!!. 

3j 3j 3j 
{!!. 

~ 3-State (TOO) or Don't Care (TOI) 

Figure 14. Timing Example 

absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)t 

. Supply voltage range, Vee .......................................................... -0.5 V to 7 V 
Input voltage range, VI: except lID ports (see Note 1) .................................. -0.5 V to 7 V 

lID ports (see Note 1) ........................................ -0.5 V to 5.5 V 
Voltage range applied to any output in the high state or power-off state, Vo .............. -0.5 V to 5.5 V 
Current into any output in the low state, 10: SN54ABTH18652A ................................ 96 rnA 

SN54ABTH182652A (A port or TOO) ................. 96 rnA 
SN54ABTH182652A (B port) ........................ 30 rnA 
SN74ABTH18652A ............................... 128 rnA 
SN74ABTH182652A (A port or TOO) ................ 128 rnA 
SN74ABTH182652A (B port) ........................ 30 rnA 

Input clamp current, 11K (VI < 0) ........................................................... -18 rnA 
Output clamp current, 10K (VO < 0) ........................................................ -50 rnA 
Maximum package power dissipation at TA = 55°C (in still air) (see Note 2): PM package .... . . . . . .. 1 W 
Storage temperature range, Tstg ................................................... -65°C to 150°C 

t Stresses beyond those listed under "absolute maximum ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings only, and 
functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated under "recommended operating conditions" is not 
implied. Exposure to absolute-maximum-rated conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTES: 1. The input and output negative-voltage ratings may be exceeded if the input and output clamp-current ratings are observed. 

5-134 

2. The maximum package power dissipation is calculated using a junction temperature of 150°C and a board trace length of 75 mils. 
For more information, referto the Package Thermal Considerations application note in the ABT Advanced BiCMOS Technology Data 
Book,literature number SCBD002. 
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SN54ABTH18652A, SN54ABTH182652A, SN74ABTH18652A, SN74ABTH182652A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES WITH 

18·BIT BUS TRANSCEIVERS AND REGISTERS 
SCBS167D - AUGUST 1993 - REVISED JULY 1996 

recommended operating conditions 

Vee Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

VIL Low-level input voltage 

VI Input voltage 

IOH High-level output current 

IOL Low-level output current 

f1.t/f1.v Input transition rise or fall rate 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Infonnltlon concerns products In Ihe fonnlUv, or 
del n pha.. of developmenL CharacterisUc data and oilier 
8 ftCltlons are design goals. Texas Instrumenls reservesllle rlghllO 
e ange or dlscontlnuelhes, products wtthoul noUe .. ~TEXAS 

INSTRUMENTS 

SN54ABTH18652A 

MIN MAX 

4.5 ,,5.5 

2 ,.§i 

ifi 0.8 

o~ 
4,.~ 

Vee 
0 
~ -24 

R 48 

~ {j 10 

-55 125 

POST OFFICE BOX 655303 • DALLAS. TEXAS 75265 

SN74ABTH18652A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX 

4.5 5.5 V 

2 V 

0.8 V 

0 Vee V 

-32 rnA 

64 rnA 

10 ns/V 

-40 85 °e 
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SN54ABTH18652A, SN54ABTH182652A, SN74ABTH18652A, SN74ABTH182652A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES WITH 
18·BIT BUS TRANSCEIVERS AND REGISTERS 
SCBS167D -AUGUST 1993 - REVISED JULY 1996 

electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) 

TA = 25°C SN54A BTH18652A SN74ABTH18652A 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

TYPt MIN 

VIK Vee=4.5V, 11 .. -18 mA 

Vee=4.5V, 10H =-3mA 2.5 

Vee = 5V, 10H =-3mA 3 
VOH 

Vee = 4.5 V, 10H =-24mA 2 

Vee=4.5V, 10H =-32mA 2· 

10l = 48 mA 
VOL Vee=4.5V 

10l = 64 mA 

elK, S, TeK 
Vee = 0 to 5.5 V, 
VI = Vee or GNO 

II 
Vee=5.5V, 

A or B ports 
VI = Vee or GNO 

OEAB 40 

IIH OEBA, TOI, Vee=5.5V, VI = Vee 
TMS 

OEAB 

III OEBA, TOI, Vee = 5.5 V, VI =GNO 
-40 

TMS 

II{hold):!: 
VI = 0.8 V 75 220 

A or B ports Vee=4.5V 
VI =2V -75 -180 

Vee=2.1 Vt05.5V, 

10ZH TDO VO=2.7V, 
OE= 0.8 V, OE=2V 

Vee'" 2.1 V to 5.5 V, 

10Zl TOO VO= 0.5 V, 
OE= 0.8 V, OE=2V 

Vee = 0 to 2.1 V, 

10ZPU TDO Vo = 2.7 V or 0.5 V, 
OE=2V, OE = 0.8 V 

Vee=2.1 VtoO, 

10ZPO TOO Vo = 2.7 V or 0.5 V, 
OE = 2 V, OE = 0.8 V 

loff Vee=O, Vl orVOS4.5V 

leEX Outputs high Vee = 5.5 V, Vo = 5.5 V 

10§ Vee = 5.5 V, VO-=2.5V -50 -110 

Outputs high Vee = 5.5 V, 1.8 

ICC 
Outputs low 10=0, 

A or B ports 
20 

Outputs VI =Vee or 

disabled GNO 1.1 

~Iee~ 
Vee = 5.5 V, One input at 3.4 V, 
Other inputs at Vee or GNO 

• On products compliant to Mll-PRF-38535, this parameter does not apply. 
t All typical values are at Vee = 5 V. 

MAX MIN MAX 

-1.2 -1.2 

2.5 

3 

2 

0.55 0.55 

0.55· 

±1 ±1 

±20 ±20 

150 40 150 

10 10 

-10 -10 

-150 -40 fZb150 
0':;::' 

500 hoi{!" 
-500 4.r 

i~. 

() 
;§ 

10 §i 10 
i'j'. 

"'~ 

-10 -10 

±50 

±50 

±100 

50 50 

-200 -50 -200 

2.2 2.2 

24 24 

2 2 

1.5 1.5 

:!: The parameter II (hold) includes the off-state output leakage current. 
§ Not more than one output should be tested at a time, and the duration of the test should not exceed one second. 

MIN 

2.5 

3 

2 

40 

-40 

75 

-75 

-50 

~ This is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TIL voltage level rather than Vee or GNO. 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Informa~on concerns products In the lorma~ve or 
design phase 01 development. CharacteristiC data and other 
speclflcaUons are design goals. Texas Instruments reserves the right to 
change or discontinue these products wfthout no~ce. 
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MAX 

-1.2 

0.55 

±1 

±20 

150 

10 

-10 

-150 

500 

-500 

10 

-10 

±50 

±50 

±100 

50 

-200 

2.2 

24 

2 

1.5 

UNIT 

V 

V 

V 

pA 

pA 

pA 

p.A 

p.A 

p.A 

pA 

pA 

pA 

p.A 

mA 

mA 

mA 



SN54ABTH18652A, SN54ABTH182652A, SN74ABTH18652A, SN74ABTH182652A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES WITH 

18·BIT BUS TRANSCEIVERS AND REGISTERS 
SCBS167D -AUGUST 1993 - REVISED JULY 1996 

electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (continued) 

TA = 25°C SN54ABTH18652A SN74ABTH18652A 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

TYPt 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

Ci 
Control 

VI = 2.5 V or 0.5 V 5 c} pF 
inputs <:\.:j(~ 

Cio Aor Bports VO" 2.5 Vor 0.5 V 10 " .. ~-:<;:. v pF 

Co TOO Vo = 2.5 Vor 0.5 V 8 0." pF 

t All typical values are at VCC" 5 V. 

timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 15) 

SN54ABTH18652A SN74ABTH18652A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency ClKAB or ClKBA a <,,/\' 100 a 100 MHz 

tw Pulse duration ClKAB or ClKBA high or low ~')'?,«~~ 3 ns 

tsu Setup time A before ClKABi or B before ClKBA i <,~~~ 3 ns 

th Hold time A after ClKABi or B after ClKBA i &.-6 0.5 ns 

timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 15) 

fclock Clock frequency TCK 

tw Pulse duration TCK high or low 

A, B, ClK, OEAB, OEBA, or S before TCKi 

tsu Setup time TOI before TCKi 

TMS before TCKi 

A, B, ClK, OEAB, OEBA, or S after TCKi 

th Hold time TOI after TCKi 

TMS after TCKi 

td Oelaytime Power up to TCKi 

tr Rise time VCC power up 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Information concerns products In th,fonnaUve or 
deSI n phase of development. Characteristic data and other 
s ftcaUons are design goals. Te18slnstrumenlS reserves th, right to 
e ange or discontinue thees products without noUe .. • TEXAS 

INSTRUMENTS 

SN54ABTH18652A 

MIN MAX 

a 50 

8 ;,.. 
6 if! 

4.5 & 
3j.Q. 

1~5;J 

J . .'¥1 
4'"1.5 

50 

1 

POST OFFICE BOX 655303 • DALLAS. TEXAS 75265 

SN74ABTH18652A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX 

a 50 MHz 

8 ns 

6 

4.5 ns 

3 

1.5 

1 ns 

1.5 

50 ns 

1 IlS 
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SN54ABTH18652A, SN54ABTH182652A, SN74ABTH18652A, SN74ABTH182652A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES WITH 
18·BIT BUS TRANSCEIVERS AND REGISTERS 
SCBS167D - AUGUST 1993 - REVISED JULY 1996 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 15) 

FROM TO 
Vee =5 V, SN54ABTH18652A SN74ABTH18652A 

PARAMETER (INPUT) (OUTPUT) 
TA = 25°e UNIT 

MIN TYP MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fmax 
CLKABor 

100 150 100 100 MHz 
CLKBA 

tpLH 1.5 2.6 4.7 1.5 5.2 1.5 5 
AorB BorA 

/~"5.6 
ns 

tpHL 1.5 3.2 5 1.5 1.5 5.4 

tpLH CLKABor 1.5 3.1 5.2 1.5 /;:7' 6.2 1.5 5.9 

CLKBA 
BorA 

1.5 qQ;" 
ns 

tpHL 1.5 3.7 5.5 6.5 1.5 6.1 

tpLH 1.5 3.8 5.6 1.q.~ 6.8 1.5 6.6 
SABorSBA BorA 

8f 
ns 

tpHL 1.5 3.8 6 7.2 1.5 6.8 

tpZH 1.5 3.8 5.7 .§I.5 7 1.5 6.6 
OEABorOEBA BorA 

'" 1.5 
ns 

tPZL 1.5 3.9 5.8 7 1.5 6.6 

tpHZ 
OEABorOEBA 

2 5.3 8.2 2 9.8 2 9.3 
BorA ns 

tpLZ 2 4 6.3 2 8 2 7.2 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 15) 

FROM TO 
Vee=5V, 

PARAMETER (INPUT) (OUTPUT) 
TA = 25°e 

MIN TYP MAX 

fmax TCK 

tpLH 
TCKJ, AorB 

tpHL 

tpLH 
TCKJ, TOO 

tpHL 

tPZH 
TCKJ,' AorB 

tpZL 

tPZH 
TCKJ, TOO 

tpZL 

tpHZ 
TCKJ, AorB 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
TCKJ, TOO 

tpLZ 

PRODUCT PREVIEW InformaUon concerns products In the formlUve or 
d"l~n pha.. of development Characteristic dall and other 

~~g~~:::U~:~e~oa:-~~= !:,~~~~~::"rv .. the r1ghlIO 

50 90 

2.5 6 11 

2.5 6.3 10.8 

2 3.5 5.1 

2 3.6 5.1 

4 7.2 11.5 

4 7.2 11.8 

2 3.6 5.7 

2 3.8 6.2 

4 7.5 13 

3 6.5 13.3 

3 5 6.8 

2.5 3.9 5.5 

• TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 

SN54ABTH18652A 

MIN MAX 

50 

2.5 14.5 

2.5 14 

2 ,.~ 7 

2 §I' 7 

4 u (.jf 14.5 

4p..'" 15 

~'>i' 7.5 

,,0'2 8 

4:" 4 18 

3 17.5 

3 8 

2.5 8 
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SN74ABTH18652A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX 

50 MHz 

2.5 13.1 
ns 

2.5 12.4 

2 5.6 
ns 

2 5.6 

4 13.4 
ns 

4 13.6 

2 6.6 
ns 

2 6.9 

4 15 
ns 

3 15 

3 7.2 
ns 

2.5 6.3 



SN54ABTH18652A, SN54ABTH182652A, SN74ABTH18652A, SN74ABTH182652A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES WITH 

18·BIT BUS TRANSCEIVERS AND REGISTERS 

recommended operating conditions 

Vee Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

VIL Low-level input voltage 

VI Input voltage 

10H High-level output current 

10L Low-level output current 

6t/6v Input transition rise or fall rate 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Information concerna products In the formative or r:n pha.. 01 c!tvllopmlnt. Characteristic dati and other 
s ncatlona .r. dealgn gosla. T.xas Instrum.nts reserves the right to 
c Ing. or dlscontlnu. th ... procIucta without notice. 

Aport, TDO 

Bport 

Aport, TDO 

Bport 

• TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 

SCBS167D-AUGUST 1993 - REVISED JULY 1996 

SN54ABTH182652A SN74ABTH182652A 

MIN MAX MIN 
UNIT 

MAX 

4.5 5.5 4.5 5.5 V 

2 ,,* 2 V 

,~tl~8 0.8 V 

0 .... t:&ec 0 Vee V 

i:'+ -24 -32 

~ 
mA 

-12 -12 

J(? 48 64 
~. mA 

12 12 

10 10 ns/V 

-55 125 -40 85 °e 
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SN54ABTH18652A, SN54ABTH182652A, SN74ABTH18652A, SN74ABTH182652A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES WITH 
18·BIT BUS TRANSCEIVERS AND REGISTERS 
SCBS167D - AUGUST 1993 - REVISED JULY 1996 

electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) 

TA = 25°C 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

TYPt MIN 

VIK Vee .. 4.5V, 11=-18mA 

Vee = 4.5 V, 10H .. -3mA 2.5 

Vee =5V, IdH =-3 mA 3 
Aport, TOO 

10H =-24 mA 2 
Vee=4.5V 

10H =-32 mA 2" 
VOH 

Vee=4.5V, 10H=-1 mA 3.35 

Vee" 5 V, 10H .. -l mA 3.85 
Bport 

10H =-3mA 3.1 
Vee=4.5V 

10H =-12 mA 2.6" 

IOl=48mA 
Aport, TOO Vee =4.5V 

IOl=64 mA 
VOL 

IOl=8mA 
B port Vee=4.5V 

10l= 12mA 

elK,S, Vee" 0 to 5.5 V, 
TeK VI .. Vee or GNO 

II 
Vee = 5.5 V, 

A or B ports 
VI = Vee or GNO 

OEAB 40 

IIH OEBA, TOI, Vee = 5.5 V, VI = Vee 
TMS 

OEAB 

III OEBA, TOI, Vee = 5.5 V, VI =GNO 
-40 

TMS 

I I (hOld):!: 
VI = 0.8 V 75 220 

A or B ports Vee=4.5V 
VI =2V -75 -180 

Vee" 2.1 V to 5.5 V, 

10ZH TOO Va=2.7V, 
OE = 0.8 V, OE=2V 

Vee" 2.1 V to 5.5 V, 

10Zl TOO Va'" 0.5 V, 
OE=0.8 V, OE=2V 

Vee = 0 to 2.1 V, 

10ZPU TOO Va = 2.7 V or 0.5 V, 
OE=2V, OE=0.8 V 

Vee=2.1 VtoO, 
10ZPO TOO Vo = 2.7 V or 0.5 V, 

OE=2V, OE= 0.8 V 

loff Vee = 0, Vl orVOS4.5V 

leEX 
Outputs 

Vee" 5.5 V, Vo" 5.5 V high 

10§ 
Aport, TOO Vee = 5.5 V, VO=2.5V -50 -110 

Bport Vee = 5.5 V, VO=2.5V -25 -55 

• On products compliant to Mll-PRF-38535, this parameter does not apply. 
t All typical values are at Vee = 5 V. 

SN54ABTH182652A SN74ABTH182652A 

MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

-1.2 -1.2 -1.2 

2.5 2.5 

3 3 

2 

2 

3.3 3.35 

3.8 3.85 

3 3.1 

2.6 

0.55 0.55 

0.55" 0.55 

0.8 0.8 0.65 

0.8" 0.8 

±1 ±1 ±1 

±20 ±~q 
l:" 

±20 

150 40 ,$50 40 150 
q;! 

10 q," 10 10 
t... 

-10 ~-..' 
,,0. 

-10 -10 

-150 ~ -150 -40 -150 
4: 

500 75 500 

-500 -75 -500 

10 10 10 

-10 -10 -10 

±50 ±50 

±50 ±50 

±100 ±100 

50 50 50 

-200 -50 -200 -50 -200 

-100 -25 -100 -25 -100 

:!:The parameter II (hold) includes the off-state output leakage current. 
§ Not more than one output should be tested at a time, and the duration of the test should not exceed one second. 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Informallon concerns products In Ihe formallYe or 
design phase of d.velopm.nt. Chal1lCl.rlsUc data and oilier 
apecllicatlons are design goels. T.188lnstrumtnts reserves lIIe right to 
change or discontinue these products without notice. 
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UNIT 

V 

V 

V 

JlA 

(lA 

(lA 

(lA 

(lA 

JlA 

JlA 

(lA 

(lA 

(lA 

mA 



SN54ABTH18652A, SN54ABTH182652A, SN74ABTH18652A, SN74ABTH182652A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES WITH 

18·BIT BUS TRANSCEIVERS AND REGISTERS 
SCBS167D - AUGUST 1993 - REVISED JULY 1996 

electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (continued) 

TA = 25°C SN54ABTH182652A SN74ABTH 182652A 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

TYPt 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

Outputs high VCC= 5.5 V, 1.8 2.2 2.2 2.2 

ICC 
Outputs low 10=0, 

A or B ports 
22 27 ~Z 27 

rnA 
Outputs VI"VCCor i()' 
disabled GNO 1.1 2 ~2 2 

If.J 

VCC" 5.5 V, One input at 3.4 V, 
:u.~ 

~ICC; 1.5 At:{ 1.5 1.5 rnA 
Other inputs tit VCC or GNO i~ 

Ci 
Control 

VI = 2.5 Vor 0.5 V 5 i0 pF 
inputs d' .A.._, 

Cio Aor B ports Vo = 2.5 Vor 0.5 V 10 :.to pF 

Co TOO Va = 2.5 V or 0.5 V 8 pF 

t All typical values are at VCC = 5 V. 
; This is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TIL voltage level rather than VCC or GNO. 

timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 15) 

SN54ABTH182652A SN74ABTH182652A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency ClKAB or ClKBA 0 r:tOO 0 100 MHz 

tw Pulse duration ClKAB or ClKBA high or low 3~0'!..{,1f~ 3 ns 

tsu Setuptirne A before ClKABi or B before ClKBA i ¢~::~:» 3 ns 

th Holdtirne A after CLKABi or B after CLKBAi O.S' 0.5 ns 

timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 15) 

fclock Clock frequency TCK 

tw Pulse duration TCK high or low 

A, B, ClK, OEAB, OEBA, or S before TCKi 

tsu Setuptirne TOI before TCKi 

TMS before TCKi 

A, B, ClK, OEAB, OEBA, or S after TCKi 

th Holdtirne TOI after TCKi 

TMS after TCKi 

td Oelaytirne Power up to TCKi 

tr Risetirne VCCpower up 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Information concerns products In theformaUV8 or 
dESI n phase of development CharacterisUc data and other 
s flcatlons are design goals. Texas Instruments reserves the right to 
c nge or discontinul these products without noUce. ~TEXAS 

INSTRUMENTS 

SN54ABTH182652A 

MIN MAX 

0 50 

8 " 
6 ,§ 

4.5 liJ 
3 • Q. 

1.~ 
A) 

@'i:5 

50 

1 

POST OFFICE BOX 655303. DALLAS, TEXAS 75265 

SN74ABTH182652A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX 

0 50 MHz 

8 ns 

6 

4.5 ns 

3 

1.5 

1 ns 

1.5 

50 ns 

1 J.IS 
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SN54ABTH18652A, SN54ABTH182652A, SN74ABTH18652A, SN74ABTH182652A 
SCAN TEST DEVICES WITH 
18·BIT BUS TRANSCEIVERS AND REGISTERS 
SCBS167D - AUGUST 1993 - REVISED JULY 1996 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 15) 

FROM TO 
VCC=5 V. SN54ABTH182652A SN74ABTH182652A 

PARAMETER (INPUT) (OUTPUT) 
TA = 25°C UNIT 

MIN TYP MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fmax 
CLKAB or 

100 150 100 100 MHz 
CLKBA 

tpLH 1.5 3.5 5.1 1.5 5.8 1.5 5.3 
A B ns 

tpHL 1.5 4.1 5.8 1.5 6.4 1.5 6.1 

tpLH 1.5 3.1 4.7 1.5 5.2 1.5 5 
B A 

9;:t} 
ns 

tpHL 1.5 3.3 5 1.5 1.5 5.4 

tPLH 1.5 4.3 6.2 1.5 ,5.,""'7 1.5 6.5 
CLKAB B 

1'., ns 
tpHL 1.5 4.9 7 1.5 l~"8.1 1.5 7.4 

tpLH 1.5 3.6 5.2 1.5/,;< 6.2 1.5 5.9 
CLKBA A 

1 ... SP ns 
tpHL 1.5 3.8 5.5 6.5 1.5 6.1 

tpLH 1.5 4.4 6.9 Ji5 7.6 1.5 7.2 
SAB B 

"'1.5 
ns 

tpHL 1.5 4.8 7.4 8.3 1.5 7.8 

tpLH 1.5 3.8 5.6 1.5 6.8 1.5 6.6 
SBA A ns 

tpHL 1.5 3.9 6 1.5 7.2 1.5 6.8 

tpZH 1.5 4.6 6.4 1.5 7.8 1.5 7.4 
OEABorOEBA BorA ns 

tpZL 1.5 4.5 6.2 1.5 7.4 1.5 7 

tpHZ 
OEAB orOEBA 

2 5.3 8.2 2 9.8 2 9.3 
BorA ns 

tpLZ 2 4 6.3 2 8 2 7.2 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 15) 

FROM TO 
PARAMETER 

(INPUT) (OUTPUT) 

fmax TCK 

tPLH 
TCKJ. AorB 

tpHL 

tpLH 
TCKJ. TOO 

tpHL 

tpZH 
TCKJ. AorB 

tpZL 

tpZH 
TCKJ. TOO 

tpZL 

tpHZ 
TCKJ. AorB 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
TCKJ. TOO 

tPLZ 

PRODUCT PREVIEW InformaUon concerns products In theformaUve or 
d2S1 n phase of development Characteristic data and other 
I flcaUons are design goals. Texas Instruments reserves the right to 
c ange or discontinue these products without notice. 

VCC=5V. 
TA = 25°C 

MIN TYP MAX 

50 90 

2.5 6.8 11 

2.5 7.4 10.8 

2 3.5 5.1 

2 3.6 5.1 

4 8.4 11.5 

4 8.4 11.8 

2 3.6 5.7 

2 3.8 6.2 

4 7.5 13 

3 6.5 13.3 

3 5 6.8 

2.5 3.9 5.5 

~TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 

SN54ABTH182652A 

MIN MAX 

50 

2.5 14.5 

2.5 14 

2 ,:jt> 
f" 

2 /~t/7 
4 A114.5 

4r'~ 15 

e;J 7.5 
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SN74ABTH182652A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX 

50 MHz 

2.5 13.1 
ns 

2.5 12.4 

2 5.6 
ns 

2 5.6 

4 13.4 
ns 

4 13.6 

2 6.6 
ns 

2 6.9 

4 15 
ns 

3 15 

3 7.2 
ns 

2.5 6.3 
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PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION 
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(see NotoAI I 500n 
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Control 
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------},(1.5 V 
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VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PROPAGATION DELAY TIMES ENABLE AND DISABLE TIMES 

INVERTING AND NONINVERTING OUTPUTS LOW· AND HIGH·LEVEL ENABLING 

NOTES: A. CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 
8. Waveform 1 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is low except when disabled by the output control. 

Waveform 2 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is high except when disabled by the output control. 
C. All input pulses are supplied by generators having the following characteristics: PRR:s 10 MHz, Zo = 50 n, tr :S 2.5 ns, tf:S 2.5 ns. 
D. The outputs are measured one at a time with one transition per measurement. 

Figure 15. Load Circuit and Voltage Waveforms 
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SN54LVTH18245,SN54LVTH182245,SN74LVTH18245,SN74LVTH182245 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18-BIT BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
- REVISED JULY 1996 

• Members of the Texas Instruments 
SCOPETM Family of Testability Products 

• Members of the Texas Instruments 
W/debus™ Family 

• State-of-the-Art 3.3-V ABT Design Supports 
Mixed-Mode Signal Operation (5-V Input 
and Output Voltages With 3.3-V Vee) 

• Support Unregulated Battery Operation 
Down to 2.7 V 

• Bus Hold on Data Inputs Eliminates the 
Need for External Pullup Resistors 

• B-Port Outputs of 'lVTH182245 Devices 
Have Equivalent 25-(2 Series Resistors, 50 
No External Resistors Are Required 

• Compatible With the IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990 (JTAG) Test Access Port and 
Boundary-Scan Architecture 

• SCOPETM Instruction Set 
- IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 Required 

Instructions and Optional CLAMP and 
HIGHZ 

- Parallel-Signature Analysis at Inputs 
- Pseudo-Random Pattern Generation 

From Outputs 
- Sample Inputs/Toggle Outputs 
- Binary Count From Outputs 
- Device Identification 
- Even-Parity Opcodes 

• Packaged In Plastic Shrink Small-Outline 
(Dl) and Thin Shrink Smail-Outline (DGG) 
Packages and 380-mll Fine-Pitch Ceramic 
Flat (WD) Packages 

description 

SN54LVTH18245, SN54LVTH182245 ••• WD PACKAGE 
SN74LVTH18245, SN74LVTH182245 ••• DGG OR DL PACKAGE 

(TOP VIEW) 

10lR 
181 
182 

GNO 
183 
1B4 
Vee 
185 
186 
1B7 

GNO 
1B8 
189 
281 
282 
283 
2B4 

GNO 
2B5 
286 
287 
Vee 
2B8 
289 

GNO 
20lR 
TOO 
TMS 

1 U 56 

2 55 
3 54 
4 53 
5 52 
6 51 
7 50 
8 49 
9 48 
10 47 
11 46 
12 45 
13 44 
14 43 
15 42 
16 41 
17 40 
18 39 
19 38 
20 37 
21 36 
22 35 
23 34 
24 33 
25 32 

~ 26 31 

~ 27 30 
[ 28 29 

10E 
1A1 
1A2 
GNO 
1A3 
1A4 
Vee 
1A5 
1A6 
1A7 
GNO 
1A8 
1A9 
2A1 
2A2 
2A3 
2A4 
GNO 
2A5 
2A6 
2A7 
Vee 
2A8 
2A9 
GNO 
20E 
TOI 
TCK 

The 'LVTH18245 and 'LVTH182245 scan test devices with 18-bit bus transceivers are members of the Texas 
Instruments SCOPETM testability integrated-circuit family. This family of devices supports IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990 boundary scan to facilitate testing of complex circuit-board assemblies. Scan access to the test 
circuitry is accomplished via the 4-wire test access port (TAP) interface. 

Additionally, these devices are designed specifically for low-voltage (3.3-V) Vcc operation, but with the 
capability to provide a TTL interface to a 5-V system environment. 

In the normal mode, these devices are 18-bit noninverting bus transceivers. They can be used either as two 
9-bit transceivers or one 18-bit transceiver. The test circuitry can be activated by the TAP to take snapshot 
samples of the data appearing at the device pins or to perform a self test on the boundary-test cells. Activating 
the TAP in the normal mode does not affect the functional operation of the SCOPETM bus transceivers. 

seOPE and Widebus are trademarks of Texas Instruments InCOrporated. 

PRODUCT PREVIEW InformatIon concerns products In the formative or 
desIgn phase 01 development. Characteristic data and other 
speclflcatlons are desIgn goals. Texas Instruments resafVes the right to 
change or dlacontlnuethesa products without notice. ~TEXAS 

INSTRUMENTS 
POST OFFICE BOX 655303 • DALLAS. TEXAS 75265 

Copyright © 1996, Texas Instruments Incorporated 
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SN54LVTH18245,SN54LVTH182245,SN74LVTH18245,SN74LVTH182245 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 18-BIT BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS161C-AUGUST 1993- REVISED JULY 1996 

description (continued) 

6-4 

Data flow is controlled by the direction-control (DIR) and output-enable (OE) inputs. Data transmission is 
allowed from the A bus to the B bus or from the B bus to the A bus, depending on the logic level at DIR. The 
OE can be used to disable the device so that the buses are effectively isolated. 

In the test mode, the normal operation of the SCOPETM bus transceivers is inhibited and the test circuitry is 
enabled to observe and control the 1/0 boundary of the device. When enabled, the test circuitry performs 
boundary-scan test operations according to the protocol described in IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. 

Four dedicated test pins observe and control the operation of the test circuitry: test data input (TDI), test data 
output (TDO), test mode select (TM~), and test clock (TCK). Additionally, the test circuitry performs other testing 
functions such as parallel-signature analysis (PSA) on data inputs and pseudo-random pattern generation 
(PRPG) from data outputs. All testing and scan operations are synchronized to the TAP interface. 

Active bus-hold circuitry is provided to hold unused or floating data inputs at a valid logic level. 

The B-port outputs of 'LVTH182245, which are designed to source or sink up to 12 rnA, include 25-0 series 
resistors to reduce overshoot and undershoot. 

The SN74LVTH18245 and SN54LVTH182245 are available in Tl's shrink small-outline (DL) and thin shrink 
small-outline (DGG) packages, which provide twice the 1/0 pin count and functionality of standard small-outline 
packages in the same printed-circuit-board area. 

The SN54LVTH18245 and SN54LVTH182245 are characterized for operation over the full military temperature 
range of -55°C to 125°C. The SN74LVTH18245 and SN74LVTH182245 are characterized for operation from 
-40°C to 85°C. 

FUNCTION TABLE 
(normal mode, each 9-blt section) 

INPUTS 
OPERATION 

OE DIR 

L L B data to A bus 

L H A data to B bus 

H X Isolation 

~TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 
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3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18·BIT BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS161C-AUGUST 1993- REVISED JULY 1996 

functional block diagram 

10lR _1_--1 

VCC 

1 OE _5_6 ___ -1 

1A1 

20lR _2_6_--i 

VCC 

20E ....,:3;..;..1 _._--i 

2A1 

Vcc 

TOI 
30 

VCC 

TMS 
28 

29 
TCK 

Boundary-Scan Register 

One of Nine Channels 

One of Nine Channels 

TAP 
Controller 
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SN54LVTH18245,SN54LVTH182245,SN74LVTH18245,SN74LVTH182245 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 18·BIT BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS161C-AUGUST 1993-REVISEDJULY 1996 

TERMINAL NAME 

1A1-1A9,2A1-2A9 

181-189,281-289 

101R,201R 

GNO 

10E,20E 

TCK 

TOI 

TOO 

TMS 

VCC 

6-6 

Terminal Functions 

DESCRIPTION 

Normal-function A-bus 1/0 ports. See function table for normal-mode logiC. 

Normal-function 8-bus 1/0 ports. See function table for normal-mode logiC. 

Normal-function direction controls. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Ground 

Normal-function output enables. See function table for normal-mode logic. An internal pullup at each terminal forces 
the terminal to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test clock. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. Test operations of the device are 
synchronous to TCK. Data is captured on the rising edge of TCK and outputs change on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test data input. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOI is the serial input for shifting data 
through the instruction register or selected data register. An internal pullup forces TOI to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test data output. One of four terminals required by I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOO is the serial output for shifting 
data through the instruction register or selected data register. 

Test mode select. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TMS directs the device through its 
TAP controller states. An internal pull up forces TMS to a high level if left unconnected. 

Supply voltage 

• TEXAS 
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test architecture 

SN54LVTH18245,SN54LVTH182245,SN74LVTH18245,SN74LVTH182245 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18-BIT BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS161 C - AUGUST 1993 - REVISED JULY 1996 

Serial-test information is conveyed by means of a 4-wire test bus or TAP, that conforms to IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990. Test instructions, test data, and test control signals all are passed along this serial-test bus. The 
TAP controller monitors two signals from the test bus, TCK and TMS. The TAP controller extracts the 
synchronization (TCK) and state control (TMS) signals from the test bus and generates the appropriate on-chip 
control signals for the test structures in the device. Figure 1 shows the TAP-controller state diagram. 

The TAP controller is fully synchronous to the TCK signal. Input data is captured on the rising edge of TCK and 
output data changes on the falling edge of TCK. This scheme ensures data to be captured is valid for fully 
one-half of the TCK cycle. 

The functional block diagram illustrates the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 4-wire test bus and boundary-scan 
architecture and the relationship among the test bus, the TAP controller, and the test registers. As illustrated, 
the device contains an 8-bit instruction register and four test-data registers: a 44-bit boundary-scan register, a 
3-bit boundary-control register, a 1-bit bypass register, and a 32-bit device-identification register. 

Test-Loglc-Reset 

TMS=L 

Figure 1. TAP-Controller State Diagram 
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SN54LVTH18245,SN54LVTH182245,SN74LVTH18245,SN74LVTH182245 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 18-BIT BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS161C-AUGUST 1993- REVISED JULY 1996 

state diagram description 

The TAP controller is a synchronous finite state machine that provides test control signals throughout the device. 
The state diagram shown in Figure 1 is in accordance with IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. The TAP controller 
proceeds through its states based on the level of TMS at the rising edge of TCK. 

As shown, the TAP controller consists of 16 states. There are six stable states (indicated by a looping arrow in 
the state diagram) and ten unstable states. A stable state is a state the TAP controller can retain for consecutive 
TCK cycles. Any state that does not meet this criterion is an unstable state. 

There are two main paths through the state diagram: one to access and control the selected data register and 
one to access and control the instruction register. Only one register can be accessed at a time. 

Test-Logie-Reset 

The device powers up in the Test-Logic-Reset state. In the stable Test-Logic-Reset state, the test logic is reset 
and is disabled so that the normal logic function of the device is performed. The instruction register is reset to 
an opcode that selects the optionallOCOOE instruction, if supported, or the BYPASS instruction. Certain data 
registers also can be reset to their power-up values. 

The state machine is constructed such that the TAP controller returns to the Test-Logic-Reset state in no more 
than five TCK cycles if TMS is left high. The TMS pin has an internal pullup resistor that forces it high if left 
unconnected or if a board defect causes it to be open circuited. 

For the 'LVTH18245 and 'LVTH182245, the instruction register is reset to the binary value 10000001, which 
selects the 10COOE instruction. Bits 43-40 in the boundary-scan register are reset to logic 0, ensuring that 
these cells, which control A-port and B-port outputs, are set to benign values (i.e., if test mode were invoked, 
the outputs would be at high-impedance state). Reset values of other bits in the boundary-scan register should 
be considered indeterminate. The boundary-control register is reset to the binary value 010, which selects the 
PSA test operation. 

Run-Test/Idle 

The TAP controller must pass through the Run-Test/Idle state (from Test-Logic-Reset) before executing any test 
operations. The Run-Test/Idle state also can be entered following data-register or instruction-register scans. 
Run-Test/Idle is a stable state in which the test logic can be actively running a test or can be idle. The test 
operations selected by the boundary-control register are performed while the TAP controller is in the 
Run-Test/Idle state. 

Select-DR-Scan, Select-IR-Scan 

No specific function is performed in the Select-OR-Scan and Select-IR-Scan states, and the TAP controller exits 
either of these states on the next TCK cycle. These states allow the selection of either data-register scan or 
instruction-register scan. 

Capture-DR 

When a data-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-OR state. In the 
Capture-OR state, the selected data register can capture a data value as specified by the current instruction. 
Such capture operations occur on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-OR 
state. 

Shift-DR 

6-8 

Upon entry to the Shift-OR state, the data register is placed in the scan path between TOI and TOO, and on the 
first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state: TOO enables to the logic 
level present in the least-significant bit of the selected data register . 
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Shift-DR (continued) 

SN54LVTH18245,SN54LVTH182245,SN74LVTH18245,SN74LVTH182245 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18-BIT BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS161C-AUGUST 1993- REVISED JULY 1996 

While in the stable Shift-DR state, data is serially shifted through the selected data register on each TCK cycle. 
The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-DR state (Le., no shifting occurs during 
the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-DR to Shift-DR or from Exit2-0R to Shift-DR). 
The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-DR state. 

Exlt1-DRJ Exlt2-DR 

The Exit1-0R and Exit2-0R states are temporary states that end a data-register scan. It is possible to return 
to the Shift-DR state from either Exit1-0R or Exit2-0R without recapturing the data register. On the first falling 
edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-0R, TOO goes from the active state to the high-impedance state. 

Pause-DR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-DR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-DR state suspends and resumes data register-scan operations without loss of data. 

Update-DR 

If the current instruction calls for the selected data register to be updated with current data, such update occurs 
on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the Update-DR state. 

Capture-IR 

When an instruction-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-IR state. In 
the Capture-IR state, the instruction register captures its current status value. This capture operation occurs 
on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-IR state. For the 'LVTH18245 and 
'LVTH182245, the status value loaded in the Capture-IR state is the fixed binary value 10000001. 

Shlft-IR 

Upon entry to the Shift-IR state, the instruction register is placed in the scan path between TOI and TOO, and 
on the first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TOO enables to 
the logiC level present in the least-significant bit of the instruction register. 

While in the stable Shift-IR state, instruction data is serially shifted through the instruction register on each TCK 
cycle. The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-IR state (Le., no shifting occurs 
during the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-IR to Shift-IR or from Exit2-IR to 
Shift-IR). The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-IR state. 

Exlt1-IRJ Exit2-IR 

The Exit1-IR and Exit2-IR states are temporary states that end an instruction-register scan. It is possible to 
return to the Shift-IR state from either Exit1-IR or Exit2-IR without recapturing the instruction register. On the 
first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-IR, TOO goes from the active state to the high-impedance state. 

Pause-IR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-IR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-IR state suspends and resumes instruction-register scan operations without loss of 
data. 

Update-IR 

The current instruction is updated and takes effect on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the Update-IR 
state. 
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SN54LVTH18245,SN54LVTH182245,SN74LVTH18245,SN74LVTH182245 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 18-BIT BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS161C-AUGUST 1993- REVISED JULY 1996 

register overview 

With the exception of the bypass and device-identification registers, any test register can be thought of as a 
serial-shift register with ashadow latch on each bit. The bypass and device identification registers differ in that 
they contain only a shift register. During the appropriate capture state (Capture-IR for instruction register, 
Capture-DR for data registers), the shift register can be parallel loaded from a source specified by the current 
instruction. During the appropriate shift state (Shift-IR or Shift-DR), the contents of the shift register are shifted 
out from TOO while new contents are shifted in at TDI. During the appropriate update state (Update-IR or 
Update-DR), the shadow latches are updated from the shift register. 

instruction register description 

The instruction register (IR) is eight bits long and tells the device what instruction is to be executed. Information 
contained in the instruction includes the mode of operation (either normal mode, in which the device performs 
its normal logic function, or test mode, in which the normal logic function is inhibited or altered), the test operation 
to be performed, which of the four data registers is to be selected for inclusion in the scan path during 
data-register scans, and the source of data to be captured into the selected data register during Capture-DR. 

Table 3 lists the instructions supported by the 'LVTH18245 and 'LVTH 182245. The even-parity feature specified 
for SCOPETM devices is supported in this device. Bit 7 of the instruction opcode is the parity bit. Any instructions 
that are defined for SCOPETM devices but are not supported by this device default to BYPASS. 

During Capture-IR, the IR captures the binary value 10000001. As an instruction is shifted in, this value is shifted 
out via TOO and can be inspected as verification that the IR is in the scan path. During Update-IR, the value 
that has been shifted into the IR is loaded into shadow latches. At this time, the current instruction is updated 
and any specified mode change takes effect. At power up or in the Test-Logic-Reset state, the IR is reset to the 
binary value 10000001, which selects the IDCODE instruction. The IR order of scan is shown in Figure 2. 

-0 1 Blt7 
BltO 

~ f-+ r-- r--+ :c 
m 
:$ 
m 
:?! 

TOI TOO --. Parity -. Bit 6 -+ Blt5 Blt4 Blt3 Blt2 --.. Bit 1 -+ (LSB) (MSB) 
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Figure 2. Instruction Register Order of Scan 
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data register description 

boundary-scan register 

The boundary-scan register (BSR) is 44 bits long. It contains one boundary-scan cell (BSC) for each 
normal-function input pin, one BSC for each normal-function I/O pin (one single cell for both input data and 
output data), and one BSC for each of the internally decoded output-enable signals (10EA, 20EA, 10EB, 
20EB). The BSR is used 1) to store test data that is to be applied externally to the device output pins, and/or 
2) to capture data that appears internally at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic and/or externally at the device 
input pins. 

The source of data to be captured into the BSR during Capture-DR is determined by the current instruction. The 
contents of the BSR can change during Run-Test/Idle, as determined by the current instruction. At power up 
or in Test-Logic-Reset, BSCs 43-40 are reset to logic 0, ensuring that these cells, which control A-port and 
B-port outputs, are set to benign values (Le., if test mode were invoked, the outputs would be at high-impedance 
stat(3). Reset values for other BSCs should be considered indeterminate. 

When external data is to be captured, the BSCs for signals 1 OEA, 20EA, 1 OEB, and 20EB capture logic values 
determined by the following positive-logic equations: 
10EA = 1O'E • TDltf, 20EA = 20E • 2OTR", 10EB = 1O'E • OIR, and 20EB = 2C5E' • OIR 
When data is to be applied externally, these BSCs control the drive state (active or high impedance) of their 
respective outputs. 

The BSR order of scan is from TOI through bits 43-0 to TOO. Table 1 shows the BSR bits and their associated 
device pin signals. 

BSR BIT DEVICE 
NUMBER SIGNAL 

43 20E8 

42 1OE8 

41 20EA 

40 10EA 

39 2DIR 

38 1DIR 

37 20E 

36 10E 

- -

Table 1. Boundary-Scan Register Configuration 

BSR BIT 
NUMBER 

35 

34 

33 

32 

31 

30 

29 

28 

27 

DEVICE 
SIGNAL 

2A9-1/0 

2A8-1/0 

2A7-1/0 

2A6-1/0 

2A5-1/0 

2A4-1/0 

2A3-1/0 

2A2-1/0 

2A1-1/0 

BSRBIT DEVICE 
NUMBER SIGNAL 

26 1A9-1/0 

25 1A8-1/0 

24 1A7-1/0 

23 1A6-1/0 

22 1A5-1/0 

21 1A4-1/0 

20 1A3-1/0 

19 1A2-1/0 

18 1A1-1/0 
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BSR BIT 
NUMBER 

17 

16 

15 

14 

13 

12 

11 

10 

9 
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DEVICE 
SIGNAL 

289-1/0 

288-1/0 

287-1/0 

286-1/0 

285-1/0 

284-1/0 

283-1/0 

282-1/0 

281-1/0 

BSR BIT DEVICE 
NUMBER SIGNAL 

8 189-1/0 

7 188-110 

6 187-1/0 

5 186-1/0 

4 185-1/0 

3 184-1/0 

2 183-110 

1 182-1/0 

0 181-1/0 

6-11 
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boundary-control register 

The boundary-control register (BCR) is three bits long. The BCR is used in the context of the RUNT instruction 
to implement additional test operations not included in the basic SCOPETM instruction set. Such operations 
include PRPG, PSA, and binary count up (COUNT). Table 4 shows the test operations that are decoded by the 
BCR. 

During Capture-DR, the contents of the BCR are not changed. At power up or in Test-Logie-Reset, the BCR is 
reset to the binary value 010, which selects the PSA test operation. The BCR order of scan is shown in 
Figure 3. 

TOI 
Blt2 

(MSB) BIt 1 
BltO 
(LSB) 

Figure 3. Boundary-Control Register Order of Scan 

TOO 

bypass register 

6-12 

The bypass register is a 1-bit scan path that can be selected to shorten the length of the system scan path, 
reducing the number of bits per test pattern that must be applied to complete a test operation. During 
Capture-DR, the bypass register captures a logic O. The bypass register order of scan is shown in 
Figure 4. 

TDI-i 9110 ~TDO 
Figure 4. Bypass Register Order of Scan 
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device-Identification register 

The device-identification register (lOR) is 32 bits long. It can be selected and read to identify the manufacturer, 
part number, and version of this device. 

For the 'LVTH18245, the binary value 00000000000000011011000000101111 (0001 B02F, hex) is captured 
(during Capture-DR state) in the lOR to identify this device as Texas Instruments SN54174LVTH18245. 

For the 'LVTH182245, the binary value 00000000000000100000000000101111 (0002002F, hex) is captured 
(during Capture-DR state) in the lOR to identify this device as Texas Instruments SN54174LVTH182245. 

The lOR order of scan is from TDI through bits 31-0 to TOO. Table 2 shows the lOR bits and their significance. 

Table 2. Device-Identification Register Configuration 

lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE 

31 VERSION3 27 PARTNUMBER15 11 MANUFACTURER10t 

30 VERSION2 26 PARTNUMBER14 10 MANUFACTU RER09t 

29 VERSION1 25 PARTNUMBER13 9 MANUFACTURER08t 

28 VERSIONO 24 PARTNUMBER12 8 MANUFACTURER07t 

- - 23 PARTNUMBER11 7 MANUFACTURER06t 

- - 22 PARTNUMBER10 6 MANUFACTURER05t 

- - 21 PARTNUMBER09 5 MANUFACTURER04t 

- - 20 PARTNUMBER08 4 MANUFACTU RER03t 

- - 19 PARTNUMBER07 3 MANUFACTURER02t 

- - 18 PARTNUMBER06 2 MANUFACTURER01t 

- - 17 PARTNUMBER05 1 MANUFACTUREROOt 

- - 16 PARTNUMBER04 0 LOGIC1t 

- - 15 PARTNUMBER03 - -
- - 14 PARTNUMBER02 - -
- - 13 PARTNUMBER01 - -
- - 12 PARTNUMBEROO - -

t Note that for TI products, bits 11-0 of the device-identification register always contain the binary value 000000101111 
(02F, hex). 
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instruction-register opcode description 

The instruction-register opcodes are shown in Table 3. The following descriptions detail the operation of each 
instruction. 

Table 3. Instruction-Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODEt SELECTED DATA 
BIT7~ BITO SCOPE OPCODE DESCRIPTION REGISTER MODE 
MSB~ LSB 

00000000 EXT EST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

10000001 IDCODE Identification read Device identification Normal 

10000010 SAMPLE/PRELOAD Sample boundary Boundary scan Normal 

00000011 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

10000100 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000101 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000110 HIGHZ Control boundary to high impedance Bypass Modified test 

10000111 CLAMP Control boundary to 110 Bypass Test 

10001000 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00001001 RUNT Boundary run test Bypass Test 

00001010 READBN Boundary read Boundary scan Normal 

10001011 READBT Boundary read Boundary scan Test 

00001100 CELLTST Boundary self test Boundary scan Normal 

10001101 TOPHIP Boundary toggle outputs Bypass Test 

10001110 SCANCN Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Normal 

00001111 SCANCT Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Test 

All others BYPASS Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

t Bit 7 is used to maintain even parity in the 8-bit instruction. 
:j: The BYPASS instruction is executed in lieu of a SCOPETM instruction that is not supported in the 'LVT18245 or 'LVT182245. 

boundary scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 EXTEST instruction. The BSR is selected in the 
scan path. Data appearing at the device input and I/O pins is captured in the associated BSCs. Data that has 
been scanned into the input BSCs is applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic, while data scanned into 
the I/O BSCs for pins in the output mode is applied to the device I/O pins. Data present at the device I/O pins 
is passed through the I/O BSCs to the normal on-chip logic. For I/O pins, the operation of a pin as input or output 
is determined by the contents of the output-enable BSCs (bits 43-40 of the BSR). When a given output enable 
is active (logic 1), the associated I/O pins operate in the output mode. Otherwise, the I/O pins operate in the 
input mode. The device operates in the test mode. . 

Identification read 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 IDCODE instruction. The lOR is selected in the 
scan path. The device operates in the normal mode. 

sample boundary 

6-14 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction. The BSR is 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input pins and I/O pins in the input mode is captured 
in the associated BSCs, while data appearing at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic is captured in the BSCs 
associated with I/O pins in the output mode. The device operates in the normal mode . 
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bypass scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 BYPASS instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in the normal mode. 

control boundary to high Impedance 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1 a-1993 HIGHZ instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in a modified test mode in which all device I/O pins are placed in the high-impedance state, the device 
input pins remain operational, and the normal on-chip logic function is performed. 

control boundary to 1/0 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1a-1993 CLAMP instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. Data in the input 
BSCs is applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic, while data in the I/O BSCs for pins in the output mode 
is applied to the device I/O pins. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary-run test 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. The device operates in the test mode. The test operation specified in the BCR is executed during 
Run-Test/Idle. The five test operations decoded by the BCR are: sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP), 
PRPG, PSA, simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSAlPRPG), and simultaneous PSA and binary count up 
(PSAICOUNT). 

boundary read 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BSR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
instruction is useful for inspecting data after a PSA operation. 

boundary self test 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. All BSCs capture the inverse of their current values during Capture-DR. 
In this way, the contents of the shadow latches can be read out to verify the integrity of both shift-register and 
shadow-latch elements of the BSR. The device operates in the normal mode. 

boundary toggle outputs 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs is toggled on each rising 
edge of TCK in Run-Test/Idle, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device liD pins on 
each falling edge of TCK in Run-Test/Idle. Data in the input-mode BSCs remains constant. Data appearing at 
the device input or I/O pins is not captured in the input-mode BSCs. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary-control-register scan 

The BCR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BCR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
operation must be performed before a boundary-run test operation to specify which test operation is to be 
executed. 
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boundary-control-register opcode description 

The BCR opcodes are decoded from BCR bits 2-0 as shown in Table 4. The selected test operation is performed 
while the RUNT instruction is executed in the Run-Test/Idle state. The following descriptions detail the operation 
of each BCR instruction and illustrate the associated PSA and PRPG algorithms. 

Table 4. Boundary-Control Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODE 
BIT 2~ BIT 0 DESCRIPTION 
MSB~ LSB 

XOO Sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

X01 Pseudo-random pattern generation/36-bit mode (PRPG) 

X10 Parallel-signature analysis/36-bit mode (PSA) 

011 Simultaneous PSA and PRPG/18-bit mode (PSAlPRPG) 

111 Simultaneous PSA and binary count up/18-bit mode (PSAICOUNT) 

While the control input BSCs (bits 43-36) are not included in the toggle, PSA, PRPG, or COUNT algorithms, 
the output-enable BSCs (bits 43-40 ofthe BSR) control the drive state (active or high impedance) ofthe selected 
device output pins. These BCR instructions are valid only when both bytes of the device are operating in one 
direction of data flow (that is, 1 OEA "t:. 1 OEB and 20EA "t:. 20EB) and in the same direction of data flow (that is, 
1 OEA = 20EA and 1 OEB = 20EB). Otherwise, the bypass instruction is operated. 

sample Inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

6-16 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 1/0 pins is captured in the shift-register elements of the 
associated BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode 
BSCs is toggled on each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated 
device 1/0 pins on each falling edge of TCK. 
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pseudo-random pattern generation (PRPG) 

A pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected BSCs on each rising edge 
of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output-mode I/O pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the 36-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which 
the patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this 
operation. A seed value of all zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1I0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1I0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1I0 1A6-1I0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1I0 1A1-1/0 

289-1/0 288-1/0 287-110 286-1/0 285-110 284-1/0 283-110 282-110 281-1/0 

180-1/0 188-1/0 187-110 186-1/0 185-1/0 184-110 183-1/0 182-1/0 181-1/0 

Figure 5. 36-Blt PRPG Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 0, 10EB = 20EB = 1) 
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6-18 

289-1/0 288-110 287-110 286-1/0 285-1/0 284-110 283-1/0 282-1/0 281-1/0 

189-1/0 188-1/0 187-1/0 186-1/0 185-1/0 184-1/0 183-1/0 182-1/0 181-1/0 

2A9·1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7·1/0 2A6·1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7·1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

Figure 6. 36-Blt PRPG Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 1, 10EB = 20EB = 0) 
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parallel-signature analysis (PSA) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode I/O pins is compressed into a 36-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. Data in the shadow latches of the 
selected output-mode BSCs remains constant and is applied to the associated device lID pins. Figures 7 and 8 
illustrate the 36-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the signature is generated. An initial 
seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. 

2A9·1/0 2A8·1/0 2A7·1/0 2A6·1I0 2A5·1/0 2A4·1/0 2A3·1/0 2A2·1/0 2A1·1I0 

1A9·1/0 1A8·1/0 1A7·1/0 1A6·1/0 1A5·1/0 1A4·1/0 1A3·1I0 1A2·1I0 1A1·1/0 

289-110 288·1/0 287·1/0 286·1/0 285·1/0 284-110 283·1/0 2B2·1/0 2B1·1/0 

1 B9·1/0 1 B8·1/0 187·1/0 1 B6·1/0 1 B5·1/0 184-1/0 1 B3·1/0 182·1/0 1 B1-I/0 

Figure 7. 36-Blt PSA Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 0, 10EB = 20EB = 1) 
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6-20 

289-1/0 288-110 287-1/0 286-110 285-1/0 284-1/0 283-1/0 282-1/0 281-1/0 

189-1/0 188-1/0 187-1/0 186-1/0 185-1/0 184-1/0 183-1/0 182-1/0 181-1/0 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-I/O 1A8-IIO 1A7-1I0 1A6-IIO 1A5-I/O 1A4-I/O 1A3-1I0 1A2-1/0 1A1-I/O 

Figure 8. 36·Blt PSA Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 1, 10EB = 20EB = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSA/PRPG) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 110 pins is compressed into an 18-bit parallel signature in 
the shift-register elements of the selected input-mode BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. At the same time, an 
18-bit pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs on 
each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device lID pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the 18-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which 
the signature and patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before 
performing this operation. A seed value of all zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1I0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-I/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

1B9-1/0 1B8-1/0 1B7-I/0 1B6-1/0 1B5-1/0 1B4-1/0 1B3-1/0 1B2-1/0 1B1-1/0 

Figure 9. 18-Blt PSA/PRPG Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 0, 10EB = 20EB = 1) 
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6-22 

289·1/0 288-110 287-1/0 286-1/0 285·1/0 284-110 283·1/0 282·1/0 281·1/0 

189-110 188-1/0 187·1/0 186-110 185-1/0 184-1/0 183·1/0 182·1/0 181·1/0 

1A9·1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7·1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-IIO 1A4-IIO 1A3·1I0 1A2·1/0 1A1·1/0 

Figure 10. 18-Blt PSAJPRPG Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 1, 10EB = 20EB = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and binary count up (PSA/COUNT) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode I/O pins is compressed into an 18-bit parallel signature in 
the shift-register elements of the selected input-mode BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. At the same time, an 
18-bit binary count-up pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs on 
each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device I/O pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 11 and 12 illustrate the 18-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through 
which the signature is generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this 
operation. 

2A9·1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-I/0 2A6·1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3·1/0 2A2·1/0 2A1·1/0 

1A9·1/0 1A8-I/O 1A7·1/0 1A6·I/O 1A5-1I0 1A4-I/O 1A3·1I0 1A2·1/0 1A1·1I0 

MSB 

QQQQQQQQQ 
2B9·1/0 2B8-1/0 2B7·1/0 2B6·1/0 2B5-1/0 2B4-1/0 2B3·1/0 2B2·1/0 2B1·1/0 

~=~ Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q 0 
<±> = D- 1B9-I/O 1B8-I/O 1B7·1/0 1B6-I/O 1B5-I/O 1B4-I/O 1B3·1/0 1B2·1/0 1B1·I/O 

Figure 11. 18·Blt PSAICOUNT Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 0, 10EB = 20EB = 1) 
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6-24 

289-1/0 288-110 287-1/0 286-110 285-1/0 284-1/0 283-1/0 282-1/0 281-1/0 

189-1/0 188-1/0 187-110 186-1/0 185-1/0 184-1/0 183-1/0 182-1/0 181·1/0 

MS8 

QQQQQQQQQ 
2A9-1I0 2A8-I/O 2A7-I/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2·1/0 2A1-1/0 

~=~ Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q 0 
EB = D- 1A9-1I0 1A8-1I0 1A7-I/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3·1/0 1A2·1/0 1A1-1/0 

Figure 12. 18-Blt PSA/COUNT Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 1, 10EB = 20EB = 0) 
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timing description 

All test operations of the 'LVTH18245 and 'LVTH182245 are synchronous to TCK. Data on the TOI, TMS, and 
normal-function inputs is captured on the rising edge of TCK. Data appears on the TOO and normal-function 
output pins on the falling edge of TCK. The TAP controller is advanced through its states (as shown in Figure 1) 
by changing the value of TMS on the falling edge of TCK and then applying a rising edge to TCK. 

A simple timing example is shown in Figure 13. In this example, the TAP controller begins in the 
Test-Logic-Reset state and is advanced through its states as necessary to perform one instruction-register scan 
and one data-register scan. While in the Shift-IR and Shift-DR states, TOI is used to input serial data and TOO 
is used to output serial data. The TAP controller is then returned to the Test-Logic-Reset state. Table 5 details 
the operation of the test circuitry during each TCK cycle. 

TCK TAP STATE 
CYCLE(S) AFTERTCK 

1 Test-Logic-Reset 

2 Run-Test/Idle 

3 Select-OR-Scan 

4 Select-I R-Scan 

5 Capture-IR 

6 Shift-IR 

7-13 Shift-IR 

14 Exit1-IR 

15 Update-IR 

16 Select-OR-Scan 

17 Capture-DR 

18 Shift-DR 

19-20 Shift-DR 

21 Exit1-0R 

22 Update-DR 

23 Select-OR-Scan 

24 Select-I R-Scan 

25 Test-Logic-Reset 

Table 5. Explanation of Timing Example 

DESCRIPTION 

TMS is changed to a logic 0 value on the falling edge of TCK to begin advancing the TAP controller toward 
the desired state. 

The IR captures the 8-bit binary value 10000001 on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-IR state. 

TOO becomes active and TOI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the riSing edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

One bit is shifted into the IR on each TCK rising edge. With TOI held at a logic 1 value, the 8-bit binary value 
11111111 is serially scanned into the IR. Atthe same time, the 8-bit binary value 10000001 is serially scanned 
out of the IR via TOO. In TCK cycle 13, TMS is changed to a logic 1 value to end the IR scan on the next 
TCK cycle. The last bit of the instruction is shifted as the TAP controller advances from Shift-IR to Exit1-IR. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The IR is updated with the new instruction (BYPASS) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The bypass register captures a logic 0 value on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-DR state. 

TOO becomes active and TOI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the riSing edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

The binary value 101 is shifted in via TOI, while the binary value 010 is shifted out via TOO. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

In general, the selected data register is updated with the new data on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test operation completed 
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SN54LVTH18245,SN54LVTH182245,SN74LVTH18245,SN74LVTH182245 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 18-BIT BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS161C-AUGUST 1993- REVISED JULY 1996 
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~ 3-State (TOO) or Don't Care (TO I) 

Figure 13. Timing Example 

absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)t 

Supply voltage range, Vee ......................................................... -0.5 V to 4.6 V 
Input voltage range, VI (see Note 1) .................................................. -0.5 V to 7 V 
Voltage range applied to any output in the high state or power-off state, Va (see Note 1) .... -0.5 V to 7 V 
Current into any output in the low state, 10: SN54LVTH18245 ................................. 96 mA 

SN54LVTH182245 (A port or TOO) .................. 96 mA 
SN54LVTH182245 (8 port) ......................... 30 mA 
SN74LVTH18245 ................................. 128 mA 
SN7 4 LVTH 182245 (A port or TOO) ................. 128 mA 
SN74LVTH182245 (8 port) ......................... 30 mA 

Current into any output in the high state, 10 (see Note 2): SN54LVTH18245 ...................... 48 mA 
SN54LVTH182245 (A port or TOO) ...... 48 mA 
SN54LVTH182245 (8 port) ............. 30 mA 
SN74LVTH18245 ............... , ...... 64 mA 
SN74LVTH182245 (A port or TOO) ...... 64 mA 
SN74LVTH182245 (8 port) ............. 30 mA 

Input clamp current, 11K (VI < 0) ........................................................... -50 mA 
Output clamp current, 10K (VO < 0) ........................................................ -50 mA 
Maximum power dissipation at T A = 55°C (in still air) (see Note 3): OGG package .................. , 1 W 

DL package .................... 1.4 W 
Storage temperature range, Tstg ................................................... -65°C to, 150°C 

t Stresses beyond those listed under "absolute maximum ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings only, and 
functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated under "recommended operating conditions" is not 
implied. Exposure to absolute-maxi mum-rated conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTES: 1. The input and output negative-voltage ratings can be exceeded if the input and output clamp-current ratings are observed. 

6-26 

2. This current will only flow when the output is in the high state and Va > Vee. 
3. The maximum package power dissipation is calculated using a junction temperature of 1500 e and a board trace length of 750 mils. 

For more information, refer to the Package Thermal Considerations application note in the ABT Advanced BiCMOS Technology Data 
Book, literature number SeBD002. 
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SN54LVTH18245,SN54LVTH182245,SN74LVTH18245,SN74LVTH182245 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18-BIT BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS161C-AUGUST 1993- REVISED JULY 1996 

recommended operating conditions 

Vce Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

VIL Low-level input voltage 

VI Input voltage 

IOH High-level output current 

IOL Low-level output current 

IOLt Low-level output current 

l!..t/llv Input transition rise or fall rate 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

t Current duty cycle :5 50%, f ~ 1 kHz 

SN54LVTH18245 

IOutputs enabled 
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MIN 

2.7 

2 

-55 

MAX 

3.6 

0.8 

5.5 

-24 

24 

48 

10 

125 

SN74LVTH18245 
UNIT 

MIN MAX 

2.7 3.6 V 

2 V 

0.8 V 

5.5 V 

-32 mA 

32 mA 

64 mA 

10 nsN 

-40 85 °e 
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SN54LVTH18245, SN54LVTH182245, SN74LVTH18245, SN74LVTH182245 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 18-BIT BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS161 C - AUGUST 1993 - REVISED JULY 1996 

electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (see Note 4) 

SN54LVTH18245 SN74LVTH18245 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

MIN TYPt MAX MIN 

VIK Vee" 2.7 V, II ",-18 mA -1.2 

Vee" MIN to MAX:~, 10H II -100 j.lA Vee-0.2 Vee-0.2 

Vee ",2.7V, 10H .. -3mA 2.4 2.4 

VOH 10H .. -8mA 2.4 2.4 

Vee=3V 10H =-24 mA 2 

IOH=-32 mA 2 

10L" 100 IlA 0.2 
Vee" 2.7 V 

10L'" 24 mA 0.5 

10Loo 16 mA 0.4 
VOL 

IOL=32mA 0.5 
Vee=3V 

IOL=48mA 0.55 

IOl-64 mA 

Vee=3.6 V, VI .. Vee or GNO ±1 

Vee" 0 or MAX;, VI = 5.5 V 
OIR, TeK 

10 

VI" 5.5 V 50 

VI-Vee OE, TOI, TMS 1 
II 

VI" 0 -25 -100 -25 
Vee = 3.6 V 

Vloo5.5V 20 

VI .. Vee A or B ports§ 1 

VI=O -5 

loff Vee" 0, VI orVo .. Ot04.5V 

VI" 0.8 V 75 75 
II(hold)'1 Vee .. 3V 

VI",2V 
A or B ports 

-75 -75 

10ZH Vee = 3.6 V, VO=3V TOO 1 

10Zl Vce- 3.6V, VO .. 0.5V TOO -1 

10ZPU Vee" 0 to 1.5 V, Vo'" 0.5Vor3 V TOO ±50 

10ZPO Vce-1.5VtoO, Vo .. 0.5 V or 3 V TOO ±50 

Outputs high 2 

lee 
Vee" 3.6 V,la" 0, Outputs low 30 
VI'" Vee or GNO Outputs 

disabled 
2 

Alee# 
Vee" 3 V to 3.6 V, One input at Vee - 0.6 V, 

0.2 
Other inputs at Vee or GNO 

ei VI",3VorO 4 

eio Va = 3 VorO 11 

eo Va'" 3 VorO 8 

t All typical values are at Vee" 3.3 V, TA = 25°e. 
; For conditions shown as MIN or MAX, use the appropriate value specified under recommended operating conditions. 
§ Unused pins at Vee or GNO 
, The parameter II (hold) includes the off-state output leakage current. 
#This is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TTL voltage level rather than Vee or GNO. 
NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice . 
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SN54LVTH18245,SN54LVTH182245,SN74LVTH18245,SN74LVTH182245 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18·BIT BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS161C-AUGUST 1993- REVISED JULY 1996 

timing requirements over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise 
noted) (test mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 14) : 

SN54LVTH18245 SN74LVTH18245 

vcc = 3.3 V 
VCC=2.7V 

VCC=3.3V 
VCC=2.7V ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency TCK a 50 

tw Pulse duration TCK high or low 9.5 

A. B. DIR. or OE before TCKi 6.5 

tsu Setup time TDI before TCKi 2.5 

TMS before TCKi 2.5 

A. B. DIR. or OE after TCKi 1.5 

th Hold time TDI afterTCKi 1.5 

TMS after TCKi 1.5 

~ Delay time Power up to TCKi 50 

tr Rise time VCC power up 1 

NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without nollce. 
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SN54LVTH18245, SN54LVTH182245, SN74LVTH18245, SN74LVTH182245 
3~3·V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 18·BIT BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS161 C - AUGUST 1993 - REVISED JULY 1996 

switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 14) 

SN54LVTH18245 SN74LVTH18245 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO Vee=3.3V 

VCe=2.7V 
Vee=3.3V 

Vee = 2.7 V UNIT (INPUT) (OUTPUT) ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

tPLH 1.5 5.5 
AorB BorA ns 

tpHL 1.5 5.5 

tpZH 2 9.5 
OE BorA ns 

tpZL 2 9.5 

tpHZ 
OE 

2.5 10.5 
BorA ns 

tPLZ 2.5 9.5 

switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 14) 

SN54LVTH18245 SN74LVTH18245 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO Vee=3.3V 

VCe=2.7V 
Vee=3.3V 

Vee = 2.7 V (INPUT) (OUTPUT) ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fmax TCKJ. 50 

tpLH 2.5 15 
TCKJ, AorB 

tpHL 2.5 15 

tpLH 1.5 7 
TCKJ, TOO 

tpHL 1.5 7 

tpZH 
TCKJ, 

3 18 
AorB 

tpZL 3 18 

tpZH 1.5 7 
TCKJ, TOO 

tpZL 1.5 7 

tPHZ 3 19 
TCKJ, AorB 

tpLZ 3 19 

.tpHZ 
TCKJ, 

1.5 8 
TOO 

tpLZ 1.5 8 

NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice. 
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SN54LVTH18245,SN54LVTH182245,SN74LVTH18245,SN74LVTH182245 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18-BIT BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS161 C - AUGUST 1993 - REVISED JULY 1996 

recommended operating conditions 

Vee Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

VIL Low-level input voltage 

VI Input voltage 

IOH High-level output current 

IOL Low-level output current 

IOLt Low-level output current 

AtJAV Input transition rise or fall rate 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

t Current duty cycle ~ 50%. f ~ 1 kHz 

SN54LVTH182245 

A portorTDO 

8 port 

Aport orTDO 

8 port 

A port orTDO 

Outputs enabled 

.1 Z·TEXAS 
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MIN 

2.7 

2 

-55 

MAX 

3.6 

0.8 

5.5 

-24 

-12 

24 

12 

48 

10 

125 

SN74LVTH182245 
UNIT 

MIN MAX 

2.7 3.6 V 

2 V 

0.8 V 

5.5 V 

-32 
mA 

-12 

32 
mA 

12 

64 mA 

10 nsN 

-40 85 °e 
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SN54LVTH18245, SN54LVTH182245, SN74LVTH18245, SN74LVTH182245 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 18-BIT BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS161C-AUGUST 1993- REVISED JULY 1996 

electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (see Note 4) 

SN54LVTH182245 SN74LVTH182245 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

MIN TYPt MAX MIN 

VIK Vee = 2.7 V, II =-18 mA -1.2 

Vee" MIN to MAX;, 10H =-100 JlA Vee-0.2 Vee-O.2 

Vee =2.7V, 10H =-3 mA 2.4 2.4 

10H .. -SmA Aport, TOO 2.4 2.4 
VOH 

10H =-24 mA 2 
Vee=3V 

10H =-32 mA 2 

IOH=-12mA 8 port 2 2 

10l" 100 JlA 0.2 
Vee =2.7V 

IOl=24 mA 0.5 

10l= 16 mA 0.4 

VOL IOl=32 mA 
Aport, TOO 

0.5 

Vee =3V IOl=48 mA 0.55 

IOl=64 mA 

IOl=64 mA 8 port 0.8 

Vee =3.6 V, VI = Vee or GND ±1 

Vee = 0 or MAX;, VI=5.5V 
OIR, TeK 

10 

VI=5.5V 50 

VI = Vee 
OE, TOI, . 1 

II TMS 
VI =0 -25 -100 -25 

Vee=3.6 V 
VI=5.5V 20 

VI = Vee Aor 8 ports§ 1 

VI = 0 -5 

loff Vee = 0, VI or Vo = 0 to 4.5 V 

VI = 0.8 V 75 75 
II(hold)~ Vee =3 V 

VI .. 2V 
A or 8 ports 

-75 -75 

10ZH Vee=3.6 V, VO=3V TOO 1 

10Zl Vee=3.6 V, Vo = 0.5 V TOO -1 

10Zpu Vee" 0 to 1.5 V, Vo" 0.5 Vor 3 V TOO ±50 

10ZPO Vee = 1.5VtoO, Vo = 0.5 V or 3 V TOO ±50 

Outputs high 2 

lee 
Vee = 3.6 V, 10 = 0, Outputs low 35 
VI = Vee or GNO Outputs 

disabled 
2 

dlee# 
Vee = 3 V to 3.6 V, One input at Vee - 0.6 V, 

0.2 
Other inputs at Vee or GNO 

ei VI = 3 VorO 4 

eio Vo=3VorO 11 

eo Vo=3 VorO 8 

t All typical values are at Vee = 3.3 V, TA = 25°e. 
; For conditions shown as MIN or MAX, use the appropriate value specified under recommended operating conditions. 
§ Unused pins at Vee or GNO 
~ The parameter II(hold) includes the off-state output leakage current. 
#This is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TIL voltage level rather than Vee or GNO. 
NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice. 
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SN54LVTH18245,SN54LVTH182245,SN74LVTH18245,SN74LVTH182245 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18-BIT BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS161 C - AUGUST 1993 - REVISED JULY 1996 

timing requirements over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise 
noted) (test mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 14) 

SN54LVTH182245 SN74LVTH182245 

Vee = 3.3 v 
vee = 2.7 V 

Vee=3.3V 
Vec = 2.7 V ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency TCK a 50 

tw Pulse duration TCK high or low 9.5 

A, B, OIR, or OE before TCKi 6.5 

tsu Setup time TOI before TCKi 2.5 

TMS before TCKi 2.5 

A, B, OIR, or OE after TCKi 1.5 

th Hold time TOI after TCKi 1.5 

TMS after TCKi 1.5 

td Oelaytime Power up to TCKi 50 

tr Rise time VCC power up 1 

NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice. 
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SN54LVTH18245,SN54LVTH182245,SN74LVTH18245,SN74LVTH182245 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 18-BIT BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS161C-AUGUST 1993-REVISEDJULY 1996 

switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 14) 

SN54LVTH182245 SN74LVTH182245 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO VCC=3.3 V 

VCC =2.7V 
VCC=3.3V 

VCC= 2.7V UNIT (INPUT) (OUTPUT) ±O.3V ±O.3 V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

tPLH 1.5 6.5 
AorB BorA ns 

tpHL 1.5 6.5 

tpZH 
OE 

2 10 
BorA ns 

tpZL 2 10 

tpHZ 
OE 

2.5 11.5 
BorA ns 

tpLZ 2.5 10.5 

switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 14) 

SN54LVTH182245 SN74LVTH182245 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO VCC = 3.3 V 

VCC =2.7V 
VCC=3.3V 

VCC = 2.7 V (INPUT) (OUTPUT) ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fmax TCKt 50 

tpLH 
TCKJ. 

2.5 15 
AorB 

tpHL 2.5 15 

tpLH 
TCKJ. 

1.5 7 
TOO 

tpHL 1.5 7 

tpZH 
TCKJ. 

3 18 
AorB 

tpZL 3 18 

tpZH 
TCKJ. 

1.5 7 
TOO 

tpZL 1.5 7 

tPHZ 
TCKJ. 

3 19 
AorB 

tpLZ 3 19 

tpHZ 
TCKJ. 

1.5 8 
TOO 

tpLZ 1.5 8 

NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice. 
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SN54LVTH18245,SN54LVTH182245,SN74LVTH18245,SN74LVTH182245 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18-BIT BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS161C-AUGUST 1993 - REVISED JULY 1996 

PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION 

o 6V 

S1 o Opon 

rND 

5000. 
From Output --(t----tl....---"/V'v---...J 

Under Test 

CL = 50 pF 
(see Note A) I 5000. 

TEST S1 

tpLH/tpHL Open 

tpLZ/tpZL 6V 

tpHz/tpZH GND 

LOAD CIRCUIT 
2.7V 

Timing Input -------X1.5 V 

-------', 1'------- OV 

Input 

Output 

Output 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PULSE DURATION 

=4_1_.5_V __ ¥'.5V ~:V 
I 1 I - - I 

tpLH~ ~tpHL 

I 1 I ~--VOH 
I 11.5V I 1.5V 

---~I-~' I VOL 

tPHL~ ~tPLH 
\.L v:-::-I VOH 
\. 1.5 V T 1.5 V 

. -- VOL 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PROPAGATION DELAY TIMES 

INVERTING AND NONINVERTING OUTPUTS 

NOTES: A, CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 

Data Input 

Output 
Control 

Output 
Waveform 1 

S1 at 6 V 
(see Note B) 

Output 
Waveform 2 

S1 at GND 
(see Note B) 

I.. .I~. ~ I tsu I th I 

----*'.5 V ~ :.:V 
VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 

SETUP AND HOLD TIMES 

~'.5V ~,-1._5_V __ _ 
tpZL~ ~ I 
__ "T"'I ""'\ I tpLZ -.I \4-"".-__ 

2.7V 

OV 

3V 
I ~15V I 1/ I ,. I f VOL+0.3V VOL 

I 1 tpHZ ~ j+-
tpZH -flit ~ I 

1 --- VOH 11•5 V "\(>H -0.3 V 
_____ J. ~OV 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
ENABLE AND DISABLE TIMES 

LOW· AND HIGH·LEVEL ENABLING 

B. Waveform 1 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is low except when disabled by the output control. 
Waveform 2 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is high except when disabled by the output control. 

C. All input pulses are supplied by generators having the following characteristics: PRR S 10 MHz, Zo = 50 0., tr S 2.5 ns, tf S 2.5 ns. 
D. The outputs are measured one at a time with one transition per measurement. 

Figure 14. Load Circuit and Voltage Waveforms 
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• Members of the Texas Instruments 
SCOPETM Family of Testability Products 

• Members of the Texas Instruments 
Wldebus™ Family 

• State-of-the-Art 3.3-V ABT Design Supports 
Mixed-Mode Signal Operation (5-V Input 
and Output Voltages With 3.3-V Vee) 

• Support Unregulated Battery Operation 
Down to 2.7 V 

• USpM (Universal Bus Transceiver) 
Combines D-Type Latches and D-Type 
Flip-Flops for Operation In Transparent, 
Latched, or Clocked Mode 

• Bus Hold on Data Inputs Eliminates the 
Need for External Pullup Resistors 

o B-Port Outputs of 'LVTH182512 Devices 
Have Equivalent 25-Q Series Resistors, So 
No External Resistors Are Required 

• Compatible With the IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990 (JTAG) Test Access Port and 
Boundary-Scan Architecture 

• SCOPETM Instruction Set 
- IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 Required 

Instructions and Optional CLAMP and 
HIGHZ 

- Parallel-Signature Analysis at Inputs 
- Pseudo-Random Pattern Generation 

From Outputs 
- Sample InputslToggle Outputs 
- Binary Count From Outputs 
- Device Identification 
- Even-Parity Opcodes 

• Packaged In 64-Pln Plastic Thin Shrink 
Small Outline (DGG) and 64-Pln Ceramic 
Dual Flat (HKC) Packages Using 0.5-mm 
Center-to-Center Spacings 

description 

SN54LVTH18512, SN54LVTH182512 ••• HKC PACKAGE 
SN74LVTH18512, SN74LVTH182512 ••• DGG PACKAGE 

(TOP VIEW) 
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The 'LVTH18512 and 'LVTH182512 scan test devices with 18-bit universal bus transceivers are members of 
the Texas Instruments SCOPETM testability integrated-circuit family. This family of devices supports IEEE 
Standard 1149.1-1990 boundary scan to facilitate testing of complex circuit-board assemblies. Scan access to 
the test circuitry is accomplished via the 4-wire test access port (TAP) interface. 

Additionally, these devices are designed specifically for low-voltage (3.3-V) VCC operation, but with the 
capability to provide a TTL interface to a 5-V system environment. 

SCOPE, Widebus, and UBT are trademarks of Texas Instruments Incorporated. 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Inlormatlon concerns products In Ihelormallve or 
d2S1 n phI.. 01 development Characteristic data and other 
8 ficatlons ar. design goals. Te18s Instruments rasarves the right to 
c nge or dlscontlnuelhes. products without nollce. ~TEXAS 

INSTRUMENTS 
POST OFFICE BOX 655303 • DALLAS, TEXAS 75265 

Copyright ~ 1996, Texas Instruments Incorporated 
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description (continued) 

6-38 

In the normal mode, these devices are 18-bit universal bus transceivers that combine D-type latches and D-type 
flip-flops to allow data flow in transparent, latched, or clocked modes. They can be used either as two 9-bit 
transceivers or one 18-bit transceiver. The test circuitry can be activated by the TAP to take snapshot samples 
of the data appearing at the device pins or to perform a self test on the boundary-test cells. Activating the TAP 
in the normal mode does not affect the functional operation of the SCOPETM universal bus transceivers. 

Data flow in each direction is controlled by output-enable (OEAB and OEBA), latch-enable (LEAB and LEBA), 
and clock (CLKAB and CLKBA) inputs. For A-to-B data flow, the devices operate in the transparent mode when 
LEAB is high. When LEAB is low, the A-bus data is latched while CLKAB is held at a static low or high logic level. 
Otherwise, if LEAB is low, A-bus data is stored on a low-to-high transition of CLKAB. When OEAB is low, the 
B outputs are active. When OEAB is high, the B outputs are in the high-impedance state. B-to-A data flow is 
similar to A-to-B data flow but uses the OEBA, LEBA, and CLKBA inputs. 

In the test mode, the normal operation of the SCOPETM universal bus transceivers is inhibited, and the test 
circuitry is enabled to observe and control the I/O boundary of the device. When enabled, the test circuitry 
performs boundary-scan test operations according to the protocol described in I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990. 

Four dedicated test pins are used to observe and control the operation of the test circuitry: test data input (TDI), 
test data output (TDO) , test mode select (TMS), and test clock (TCK). Additionally, the test circuitry performs 
other testing functions such as parallel-signature analysis (PSA) on data inputs and pseudo-random pattern 
generation (PRPG) from data outputs. All testing and scan operations are synchronized to the TAP interface. 

Active bus-hold circuitry is provided to hold unused or floating data inputs at a valid logic level. 

The B-port outputs of 'LVTH182512, which are designed to source or sink up to 12 rnA, include 25-0 series 
resistors to reduce overshoot and undershoot. 

The SN74LVTH18512 and SN74LVTH182512 are available in Tl's thin shrink small-outline package, which 
provides twice the 1/0 pin count and functionality of the standard small-outline packages in the same 
printed-circuit-board area. 

The S N54L VTH 18512 and SN54L VTH 182512 are characterized for operation over the full military temperatu re 
range of -55°C to 125°C. The SN74LVTH18512 and SN74LVTH182512 are characterized for operation from 
-40°C to 85°C. 
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FUNCTION TABLet 
(normal mode, each register) 
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LEAB CLKAB A 

L L X 
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H 
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Z 

t A-to-B data flow is shown. B-to-A data flow is similar 
but uses DEBA, LEBA, and CLKBA. 

:I: Output !evel before the indicated steady-state input 
conditions were established 
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functional block diagram 

1LEAB 
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2LEAB 

2LEBA 

2A1 

TMS 

Boundary-Scan Register 

---, 
I 
I 4 

I 
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TERMINAL NAME 

1A1-1A9, 
2A1-2A9 

181-1B9, 
2B1-2B9 

1 CLKA8, 1 CLKBA, 
2CLKA8,2CLKBA 

GNO 

1 LEAB, 1 LEBA, 
2LEA8,2LE8A 

10EA8, 10EBA, 
20EA8, 20EBA 

TCK 

TOI 

TOO 

TMS 

Vec 
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Terminal Functions 

DESCRIPTION 

Normal-function A-bus 1/0 ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function 8-bus 1/0 ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function clock inputs. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Ground 

Normal-function latch enables. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function output enables. See function table for normal-mode logic. An internal pullup at each terminal forces the 
terminal to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test clock. One offourterminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. Test operations ofthe device are synchronous 
to TCK. Oata is captured on the rising edge of TCK and outputs change on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test data input. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOI is the serial input for shifting data 
through the instruction register or selected data register. An internal pullup forces TOI to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test data output. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOO is the serial outputfor shifting data 
through the instruction register or selected data register. 

Test mode select. One of four terminals required by I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TMS directs the device through its TAP 
controller states. An internal pullup forces TMS to a high level if left unconnected. 

Supply voltage 
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Serial-test information is conveyed by means of a 4-wire test bus or TAP, that conforms to IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990. Test instructions, test data, and test control signals all are passed along this serial-test bus. The 
TAP controller monitors two signals from the test bus, TCK and TMS. The TAP controller extracts the 
synchronization (TCK) and state control (TMS) signals from the test bus and generates the appropriate on-chip 
control signals for the test structures in the device. Figure 1 shows the TAP-controller state diagram. 

The TAP controller is fully synchronous to the TCK signal. Input data is captured on the rising edge of TCK and 
output data changes on the falling edge of TCK. This scheme ensures data to be captured is valid for fully 
one-half of the TCK cycle. 

The functional block diagram shows the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 4-wire test bus and boundary-scan 
architecture and the relationship among the test bus, the TAP controller, and the test registers. As shown, the 
device contains an 8-bit instruction register and four test-data registers: a 48-bit boundary-scan register, a 3-bit 
boundary-control register, a 1-bit bypass register, and a 32-bit device identification register. 

Test-Loglc-Reset 

TMS=L 

Figure 1. TAP-Controller State Diagram 
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state diagram description 

The TAP controller is a synchronous finite state machine that provides test control signals throughout the device. 
The state diagram shown in Figure 1 is in accordance with IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. The TAP controller 
proceeds through its states based on the level of TMS at the rising edge of TCK. 

As shown, the TAP controller consists of 16 states. There are six stable states (indicated by a looping arrow in 
the state diagram) and ten unstable states. A stable state is a state the TAP controller can retain for consecutive 
TCK cycles. Any state that does not meet this criterion is an unstable state. 

There are two main paths through the state diagram: one to access and control the selected data register and 
one to access and control the instruction register. Only one register can be accessed at a time. 

Test-Logie-Reset 

The device powers up in the Test-Logic-Reset state. In the stable Test-Logic-Reset state, the test logic is reset 
and is disabled so that the normal logic function of the device is performed. The instruction register is reset to 
an opcode that selects the optionallDCODE instruction, if supported, or the BYPASS instruction. Certain data 
registers can also be reset to their power-up values. 

The state machine is constructed such that the TAP controller returns to the Test-Logic-Reset state in no more 
than five TCK cycles if TMS is left high. The TMS pin has an internal pullup resistor that forces it high if left 
unconnected or if a board defect causes it to be open circuited. 

For the 'LVTH18512 and 'LVTH182512, the instruction register is reset to the binary value 10000001, which 
selects the IDCODE instruction. Bits 47-44 in the boundary-scan register are reset to logic 1, ensuring that 
these cells, which control A-port and B-port outputs, are set to benign values (Le., if test mode were invoked 
the outputs would be at the high-impedance state). Reset-value of other bits in the boundary-scan register 
should be considered indeterminate. The boundary-control register is reset to the binary value 010, which 
selects the PSA test operation. 

Run-Test/Idle 

The TAP controller must pass through the Run-Testlldle state (from Test-Logic-Reset) before executing any test 
operations. The Run-Testlldle state also can be entered following data-register or instruction-register scans. 
Run-Test/Idle is a stable state in which the test logic can be actively running a test or can be idle. The test 
operations selected by the boundary-control register are performed while the TAP controller is in the 
Run-Testlldle state. 

Select-DR-Scan, Select-IR-Scan 

No specific function is performed in the Select-DR-Scan and Select-IR-Scan states, and the TAP controller exits 
either of these states on the next TCK cycle. These states allow the selection of either data-register scan or 
instruction-register scan. 

Capture-DR 

6-42 

When a data-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-DR state. In the 
Capture-DR state, the selected data register captures a data value as specified by the current instruction. Such 
capture operations occur on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-DR state . 
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Upon entry to the Shift-DR state, the data register is placed in the scan path between TOI and TOO, and on the 
first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TOO enables to the logic 
level present in the least-significant bit of the selected data register. 

While in the stable Shift-DR state, data is serially shifted through the selected data register on each TCK cycle. 
The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-DR state (Le., no shifting occurs during 
the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-DR to Shift-DR or from Exit2-0R to Shift-DR). 
The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-DR state. 

Exlt1-DR, Exlt2-DR 

The Exit1-0R and Exit2-0R states are temporary states that end a data-register scan. It is possible to return 
to the Shift-DR state from either Exit1-0R or Exit2-0R without recapturing the data register. On the first falling 
edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-0R, TOO goes from the active state to the high-impedance state. 

Pause-DR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-DR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-DR state suspends and resumes data-register scan operations without loss of data. 

Update-DR 

If the current instruction calls for the selected data register to be updated with current data, such update occurs 
on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the Update-DR state. 

Capture-IR 

When an instruction-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-IR state. In 
the Capture-IR state, the instruction register captures its current status value. This capture operation occurs 
on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-IR state. For the 'LVTH18512 and 
'LVTH182512, the status value loaded in the Capture-IR state is the fixed binary value 10000001. 

Shift-IR 

Upon entry to the Shift-IR state, the instruction register is placed in the scan path between TOI and TOO. On 
the first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to the active state. TOO enables to the 
logic level present in the least-significant bit of the instruction register. 

While in the stable Shift-IR state, instruction data is serially shifted through the instruction register on each TCK 
cycle. The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-IR state (Le., no shifting occurs 
during the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-IR to Shift-IR or from Exit2-IR to 
Shift-IR). The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-IR state. 

Exlt1-IR, Exlt2-IR 

The Exit1-IR and Exit2-IR states are temporary states that end an instruction-register scan. It is possible to 
return to the Shift-IR state from either Exit1-IR or Exit2-IR without recapturing the instruction register. On the 
first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-IR, TOO goes from the active state to the high-impedance state. 

Pause-IR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-IR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-IR state suspends and resumes instruction-register scan operations without loss 
of data. 

Update-IR 

The current instruction is updated and takes effect on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the 
Update-IR state. 
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register overview 

With the exception of the bypass and device-identification registers, any test register can be thought of as a 
serial shift register with a shadow latch on each bit. The bypass and device-identification registers differ in that 
they contain only a shift register. During the appropriate capture state (Capture-IR for instruction register, 
Capture-DR for data registers), the shift register can be parallel loaded from a source specified by the current 
instruction. During the appropriate shift state (Shift-IR or Shift-DR), the contents of the shift register are shifted 
out from TOO while new contents are shifted in at TDI. During the appropriate update state (Update-IR or 
Update-DR), the shadow latches are updated from the shift register. 

instruction register description 

The instruction register (IR) is eight bits long and tells the device what instruction is to be executed. Information 
contained in the instruction includes the mode of operation (either normal mode, in which the device performs 
its normal logic function, ortest mode, in which the normal logic function is inhibited or altered), the test operation 
to be performed, which of the four data registers is to be selected for inclusion in the scan path during 
data-register scans, and the source of data to be captured into the selected data register during Capture-DR. 

Table 3 lists the instructions supported by the 'LVTH 18512 and 'LVTH 182512. The even-parity feature specified 
for SCOPETM devices is supported in this device. Bit 7 of the instruction opcode is the parity bit. Any instructions 
that are defined for SCOPETM devices but are not supported by this device default to BYPASS. 

During Capture-IR, the IR captures the binary value 10000001. As an instruction is shifted in, this value is shifted 
out via TOO and can be inspected as verification that the IR is in the scan path. During Update-IR, the value 
that has been shifted into the IR is loaded into shadow latches. At this time, the current instruction is updated 
and any specified mode change takes effect. At power up or in the Test-Logic-Reset state, the IR is reset to the 
binary value 10000001, which selects the IDCODE instruction. The IR order of scan is shown in Figure 2. 

Blt7 
TOI TOO BltO --+ Parity -. Blt6 ~ Blt5 -. Blt4 f-+ Blt3 f-+ Blt2 f-+ Bit 1 f-+ --.. 

(LSB) (MSB) 

6-44 

Figure 2. Instruction Register Order 01 Scan 
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data register description 

boundary-scan register 

SCBS671-AUGUST 1996 

The boundary-scan register (BSR) is 48 bits long. It contains one boundary-scan cell (BSC) for each 
normal-function input pin and one BSC for each normal-function I/O pin (one single cell for both input data and 
output data). The BSR is used 1) to store test data that is to be applied externally to the device output pins, 
and/or 2) to capture data that appears internally at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic and/or externally at 
the device input pins. 

The source of data to be captured into the BSR during Capture-DR is determined by the current instruction. The 
contents of the BSR can change during Run-Test/Idle as determined by the current instruction. At power up or 
in Test-Logic-Reset, BSCs 47-44 are reset to logic 1 , ensuring that these cells, which control A-port and B-port 
outputs are set to benign values (i.e., if test mode were invoked, the outputs would be at the high-impedance 
state). Reset values of other BSCs should be considered indeterminate. 

The BSR order of scan is from TDI through bits 47-0 to TOO. Table 1 shows the BSR bits and their associated 
device pin signals. 

Table 1. Boundary-Scan Register Configuration 

BSR BIT DEVICE BSR BIT DEVICE BSR BIT DEVICE 
NUMBER SIGNAL NUMBER SIGNAL NUMBER SIGNAL 

47 20EA8 35 2A9-1/0 17 289-1/0 

46 10EA8 34 2A8-1/0 16 288-1/0 

45 20E8A 33 2A7-1/0 15 287-1/0 

44 10E8A 32 2A6-1/0 14 286-1/0 

43 2CLKA8 31 2A5-1/0 13 285-110 

42 1CLKA8 30 2A4-1/0 12 284-1/0 

41 2CLK8A 29 2A3-1/0 11 283-1/0 

40 1CLK8A 28 2A2-1/0 10 282-1/0 

39 2LEA8 27 2A1-1/0 9 281-1/0 

38 1LEA8 26 1A9-1/0 8 189-1/0 

37 2LE8A 25 1A8-1/0 7 188-1/0 

36 1LE8A 24 1A7-1/0 6 187-1/0 

- - 23 1A6-1/0 5 186-1/0 

- - 22 1A5-1/0 4 185-1/0 

- - 21 1A4-1/0 3 184-1/0 

- - 20 1A3-1/0 2 183-1/0 

- - 19 1A2-1/0 1 182-1/0 

- - 18 1A1-1/0 0 181-1/0 
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boundary-control register 

The boundary-control register (SCR) is three bits long. The SCR is used in the context of the boundary-run test 
(RUNT) instruction to implement additional test operations not included in the basic SCOPET'" instruction set. 
Such operations include PRPG, PSA, and binary count up (COUNT). Table 4 shows the test operations that 
are decoded by the SCR. 

During Capture-DR, the contents of the SCR are not changed. At power up or in Test-Logic-Reset, the SCR is 
reset to the binary value 01 0, which selects the PSA test operation. The SCR order of scan is shown in Figure 3. 

TOI 
Blt2 

(MSB) Bit 1 
BltO 

(LSB) 

Figure 3. Boundary-Control Register Order of Scan 

TOO 

bypass register 

6-46 

The bypass register is a 1-bit scan path that can be selected to shorten the length of the system scan path, 
reducing the number of bits per test pattern that must be applied to complete a test operation. During 
Capture-DR, the bypass register captures a logic O. The bypass register order of scan is shown in Figure 4. 

TDI --1 BI, 0 ~ TDO 

Figure 4. Bypass Register Order of Scan 
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device-Identification register 

The device-identification register (lOR) is 32 bits long. It can be selected and read to identify the manufacturer, 
part number, and version of this device. 

For the .'LVTH18512, the binary value 00000000000000111011000000101111 (0003B02F, hex) is captured 
(during Capture-DR state) in the lOR to identify this device as Texas Instruments SN54n4LVTH18512. 

For the 'LVTH182512, the binary value 00000000000000111100000000101111 (0003C02F, hex) is captured 
(during Capture-DR state) in the device-identification register to identify this device as Texas Instruments 
SN54/74LVTH182512. 

The lOR order of scan is from TDI through bits 31-0 to TOO. Table 2 shows the lOR bits and their significance. 

Table 2. Device-Identification Register Configuration 

IDRBIT IDENTIFICATION IDRBIT IDENTIFICATION IDRBIT IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE 

31 VERSION3 27 PARTNUMBER15 11 MANUFACTURER10t 

30 VERSION2 26 PARTNUMBER14 10 MANUFACTURER09t 

29 VERSION1 25 PARTNUMBER13 9 MANUFACTURER08t 

28 VERSIONO 24 PARTNUMBER12 8 MANUFACTURER07t 

- - 23 PARTNUMBER11 7 MANUFACTURER06t 

- - 22 PARTNUMBER10 6 MANUFACTURER05t 

- - 21 PARTNUMBER09 5 MANUFACTURER04t 

- - 20 PARTNUMBER08 4 MANUFACTURER03t 

- - 19 PARTNUMBER07 3 MANUFACTURER02t 

- - 18 PARTNUMBER06 2 MANUFACTURER01 t 

- - 17 PARTNUMBER05 1 MANUFACTUREROOt 

- - 16 PARTNUMBER04 0 LOGIC1t 

- - 15 PARTNUMBER03 - -
- - 14 PARTNUMBER02 - -
- - 13 PARTNUMBER01 - -
- - 12 PARTNUMBEROO - -

t Note that for TI products, bits 11-0 of the device-identification register always contain the binary value 000000101111 
(02F, hex). 
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instruction-register opcode description 

The instruction-register opcodes are shown in Table 3. The following descriptions detail the operation of 
each instruction. 

Table 3. Instruction-Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODEt SELECTED DATA 
BIT7~ BITO SCOPE OPCODE DESCRIPTION REGISTER MODE 
MSB~LSB 

00000000 EXTEST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

10000001 IDCODE Identification read Device identification Normal 

10000010 SAMPLE/PRELOAD Sample boundary Boundary scan Normal 

00000011 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

10000100 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000101 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000110 HIGHZ Control boundary to high impedance Bypass Modified test 

10000111 CLAMP Control boundary to 1/0 Bypass Test 

10001000 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00001001 RUNT Boundary-run test Bypass Test 

00001010 READBN Boundary read Boundary scan Normal 

10001011 READBT Boundary read Boundary scan Test 

00001100 CELLTST Boundary self test Boundary scan Normal 

10001101 TOPHIP Boundary toggle outputs Bypass Test 

10001110 SCANCN Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Normal 

00001111 SCANCT Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Test 

All others BYPASS Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

t Bit 7 is used to maintain even parity in the 8-bit instruction. 
;The BYPASS instruction is executed in lieu of a SCOPET'" instruction that is not supported in the 'LVTH18512 or 'LVTH182512. 

boundary scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 EXT EST instruction. The BSR is selected in the 
scan path. Data appearing at the device input and liD pins is captured in the associated BSCs. Data that has 
been scanned into the 1/0 BSCs for pins in the output mode is applied to the device liD pins. Data present at 
the device pins, except for output enables, is passed through the BSCs to the normal on-chip logic. For liD pins, 
the operation of a pin as input or output is determined by the contents of the output-enable BSCs (bits 47-44 
of the BSR). When a given output enable is active (logic 0), the associated liD pins operate in the output mode. 
Otherwise, the liD pins operate in the input mode. The device operates in the test mode. 

Identification read 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 IDCODE instruction. The lOR is selected in the 
scan path. The device operates in the normal mode. 

sample boundary 

6-48 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction. The BSR is 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input pins and I/O pins in the input mode is captured 
in the associated BSCs, while data appearing at the outputs of the normal on-Chip logic is captured in the BSCs 
associated with I/O pins in the output mode. The device operates in the normal mode. 
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bypass scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 BYPASS instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in the normal mode. 

control boundary to high Impedance 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1 a-1993 HIGHZ instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in a modified test mode in which all device I/O pins are placed in the high-impedance state, the device 
input pins remain operational, and the normal on-chip logic function is performed. 

control boundary to 1/0 

This instruction conforms to the I EEE Standard 1149.1 a-1993 CLAMP instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. Data in the I/O 
BSCs for pins in the output mode is applied to the device I/O pins. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary-run test 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. The device operates in the test mode. The test operation specified in the BCR is executed during 
Run-Testlldle. The five test operations decoded by the BCR are: sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP), 
PRPG, PSA, simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSAlPRPG), and simultaneous PSA and binary count up 
(PSAICOUNT). 

boundary read 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BSR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
instruction is useful for inspecting data after a PSA operation. 

boundary self test 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. All BSCs capture the inverse of their current values during Capture-DR. 
In this way, the contents of the shadow latches can be read out to verify the integrity of both shift-register and 
shadow-latch elements of the BSR. The device operates in the normal mode. 

boundary toggle outputs 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs is toggled on each rising 
edge of TCK in Run-Test/ldle and is then updated in the shadow latches and thereby applied to the associated 
device I/O pins on each falling edge of TCK in Run-Test/Idle. Data in the input-mode BSCs remains constant. 
Data appearing at the device input or I/O pins is not captured in the input-mode BSCs. The device operates in 
the test mode. 

boundary-control-register scan 

The BCR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BCR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
operation must be performed before a boundary-run test operation to specify which test operation is to 
be executed. 
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boundary-control-reglster opcode description 

The BCR opcodes are decoded from BCR bits 2-0 as shown in Table 4. The selected test operation is performed 
while the RUNT instruction is executed in the Run-Test/Idle state. The following descriptions detail the operation 
of each BCR instruction and illustrate the associated PSA and PRPG algorithms. 

Table 4. Boundary-Control Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODE 
BIT2~ BIT 0 DESCRIPTION 
MSB~LSB 

XOO Sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

X01 Pseudo-random pattern generation/36-bit mode (PRPG) 

X10 Parallel-signature analysiS/36-bit mode (PSA) 

011 Simultaneous PSA and PRPGl18-bit mode (PSAlPRPG) 

111 Simultaneous PSA and binary count up/18-bit mode (PSAICOUNT) 

While the control input BSCs (bits 47-36) are not included in the toggle, PSA, PRPG, or COUNT algorithms, 
the output-enable BSCs (bits 47-44 ofthe BSR) control the drive state (active or high impedance) ofthe selected 
device output pins. These BCR instructions are only valid when both bytes of the device are operating in one 
direction of data flow (Le., 1 OEAB:t; 1 OEBA and 20EAB :t; 20EBA) and in the same direction of data flow (Le., 
1 OEAB = 20EAB and 1 OEBA = 20EBA). Otherwise, the bypass instruction is operated. 

sample Inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

6-50 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode I/O pins is captured in the shift-register elements of the 
associated BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode 
BSCs is toggled on each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated 
device I/O pins on each falling edge of TCK. 
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pseudo-random pattern generation (PRPG) 

A pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected BSCs on each rising edge 
of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output-mode 1/0 pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 5 and 6 show the 36-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the 
patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. 
A seed value of all zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

2A9-1I0 2AS-1I0 2A7-1/0 2A6-UO 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1AS-1/0 1A7-I/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1I0 1A3-1/0 1A2·1/0 1A1·1/0 

289·1/0 28S·1/0 287-1/0 286·1/0 285·1/0 284-110 283·1/0 282·1/0 281·1/0 

189·1/0 18S·1/0 187·1/0 186·1/0 185-110 184-1/0 183·110 182·1/0 181·1/0 

Figure 5. 36-Blt PRPG Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 0, 10EBA = 20EBA = 1) 
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289-1/0 288-1/0 287·1/0 286-110 285-1/0 284-1/0 283·1/0 282·1/0 281·1/0 

189·1/0 188-1/0 187-110 186·110 185-1/0 184-1/0 183·1/0 182·1/0 181·1/0 

2A9·1/0 2A8-1I0 2A7·1I0 2A6·1/0 2A5·1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2·1/0 2A1·1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-I/0 1A6·1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3·1I0 1A2·1/0 1A1·1/0 

Figure 6. 36-Blt PRPG Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 1, 10EBA = 20EBA = 0) 
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parallel-signature analysis (PSA) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode I/O pins is compressed into a 36-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. Data in the shadow latches of the 
selected output-mode BSCs remains constant and is applied to the associated device I/O pins. Figures 7 and 8 
show the 36-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the signature is generated. An initial 
seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-I/O 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-I/O 

2B9-1/0 2B8-1/0 2B7-1/0 2B6-1/0 2B5-1/0 2B4-1/0 2B3-1/0 2B2-1/0 2B1-1/0 

1B9-1/0 1B8-1/0 1B7-1/0 1B6-I/O 1B5-I/O 1B4-I/O 1B3-1/0 1B2-1/0 1B1-I/O 

Figure 7. 36-Bit PSA Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 0, 10EBA = 20EBA = 1) 
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289-1/0 288-1/0 287-1/0 286-1/0 285-110 284-1/0 283-1/0 282-1/0 281-1/0 

189-1/0 188-1/0 187-1/0 186-1/0 185-1/0 184-1/0 183-1/0 182-1/0 181-1/0 

2A9-1/0 2AS-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1I0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

Figure 8. 36-Bit PSA Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 1, 10EBA = 20EBA = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSA/PRPG) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode I/O pins is compressed into an 18-bit parallel signature in 
the shift-register elements of the selected input-mode BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. At the same time, an 
18-bit pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs on 
each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device I/O pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 9 and 10 show the 18-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which 
the signature and patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before 
performing this operation. A seed value of all zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 ·1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

1B9-1/0 1B8-1/0 1B7-1/0 1B6-1/0 1B5-1/0 1B4-1/0 1B3-1/0 1B2-1/0 1B1-1/0 

Figure 9. 18-Blt PSA/PRPG Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 0, 10EBA = 20EBA = 1) 
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2B9·1/0 2B8-1/0 2B7·1/0 2B6·1/0 2B5-1/0 2B4-1/0 2B3-1/0 2B2·1/0 2B1·1/0 

1B9·1/0 1B8-1/0 1B7-I/0 1B6·1/0 1B5-1/0 1B4-1/0 1B3-1/0 1B2·1/0 1B1·1/0 

1A9·1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7·1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5·1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3·1/0 1A2·1/0 1A1·1I0 

Figure 10. 18-Blt PSA/PRPG Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 1, 10EBA = 20EBA = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and binary count up (PSAlCOUNn 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode I/O pins is compressed into an 18-bit parallel signature in 
the shift-register elements of the selected input-made BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. At the same time, an 
18-bit binary count-up pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs on 
each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device I/O pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 11 and 12 show the 18-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which 
the signature is generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing 
this operation. 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

MS8 

QQQQQQQQQ 
289-1/0 288-110 287-1/0 286-1/0 285-110 284-1/0 283-1/0 282-1/0 281-1/0 

~=~ Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q 
(f) = D- 189-1/0 188-110 187-1/0 186-1/0 185-110 184-1/0 183-1/0 182-1/0 181-1/0 

Figure 11. 18·Bit PSA/COUNT Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 0, 10EBA = 20EBA = 1) 
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6-58 

289-110 288-1/0 287-110 286-110 285-1/0 284-1/0 283-110 282-1/0 281-1/0 

189-110' 188-110 187-1/0 186-1/0 185-1/0 184-110 183-1/0 182-1/0 181-1/0 

MS8 

QQQQQQQQQ 
2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0· 2A4-1/0 2A3-1I0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1I0 

~=~ Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q 0 
EB = D- 1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1I0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

Figure 12_ 18-Blt PSA/COUNT Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 1, 10EBA = 20EBA = 0) 
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timing description 

All test operations of the 'LVTH18512 and 'LVTH182512 are synchronous to the TCK signal. Data on the TOI, 
TMS, and normal-function inputs is captured on the rising edge of TCK. Data appears on the TOO and 
normal-function output pins on the falling edge of TCK. The TAP controller is advanced through its states (as 
shown in Figure 1) by changing the value of TMS on the falling edge of TCK and then applying a rising edge 
to TCK. 

A simple timing example is shown in Figure 13. In this example, the TAP controller begins in the 
Test-Logic-Reset state and is advanced through its states, as necessary, to perform one instruction-register 
scan and one data-register scan. While in the Shift-IR and Shift-DR states, TOI is used to input serial data, and 
TOO is used to output serial data. The TAP controller is then returned to the Test-Logic-Reset state. Table 5 
details the operation of the test circuitry during each TCK cycle. 

TCK TAP STATE 
CYCL.E(S) AFTERTCK 

1 Test-logic-Reset 

2 Run-Test/Idle 

3 Select-OR-Scan 

4 Select-IR-Scan 

5 Capture-IR 

6 Shift-IR 

7-13 Shift-IR 

14 Exit1-IR 

15 Update-IR 

16 Select-OR-Scan 

17 Capture-DR 

18 Shift-DR 

19-20 Shift-DR 

21 Exit1-0R 

22 Update-DR 

23 Select-OR-Scan 

24 Select-I R-Scan 

25 Test-logic-Reset 

Table 5. Explanation of Timing Example 

DESCRIPTION 

TMS is changed to a logic 0 value on the falling edge of TCK to begin advancing the TAP controller toward 
the desired state. 

The IR captures the 8-bit binary value 10000001 on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-IR state. 

TOO becomes active and TOI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

One bit is shifted into the IR on each TCK rising edge. With TOI held at a logic 1 value, the 8~bit binary value 
11111111 is serially scanned into the I R. Althe same time, the 8-bit binary value 10000001 is serially scanned 
out of the IR via TOO. In TCK cycle 13, TMS is changed to a logic 1 value to end the IR scan on the next 
TCK cycle. The last bit of the instruction is shifted as the TAP controller advances from Shift-IR to Exit1-1R. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The IR is updated with the new instruction (BYPASS) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The bypass register captures a logic 0 value on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-DR state. 

TOO becomes active and TDI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

The binary value 101 is shifted in via TOI, while the binary value 010 is shifted out via TOO. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The selected data register is updated with the new data on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test operation completed 
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WITH 18-BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS671 -AUGUST 1996 
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Figure 13. Timing Example 

absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unle.ss otherwise noted)t 

Supply voltage range, Vee ......................................................... -0.5 V to 4.6 V 
Input voltage range, VI (see Note 1) .................................................. -0.5 V to 7 V 
Voltage range applied to any output in the high state or power-off state, Vo (see Note 1) .... -0.5 V to 7 V 
Current into any output in the low state, 10: SN54LVTH18512 .................................. 96 rnA 

SN54LVTH182512 (A port or TOO) .................. 96 rnA 
SN54LVTH182512 (8 port) ......................... 30 rnA 
SN74LVTH18512 ................................. 128 rnA 
SN7 4 LVTH 182512 (A port or TOO) ................. 128 rnA 
SN74LVTH182512 (8 port) ......................... 30 rnA 

Current into any output in the high state, 10 (see Note 2): SN54LVTH18512 ..................... 48 rnA 
SN54LVTH182512(AportorTOO) ...... 48 rnA 
SN54LVTH182512 (8 port) ............. 30 rnA 
SN74LVTH18512 ..................... 64 rnA 
SN74LVTH182512 (A port or TOO) ...... 64 rnA 
SN74LVTH182512 (8 port) ............. 30 rnA 

Input clamp current, 11K (VI < 0) ........................................................... -50 rnA 
Output clamp current, 10K (Vo < 0) ........................................................ -50 rnA 
Maximum power dissipation at TA = 55°C (in still air) (see Note 3): OGG package .................. 1 W 
Storage temperature range, Tstg ................................................... --65°C to 150°C 

t Stresses beyond those listed under "absolute maximum ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings only, and 
functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated under "recommended operating conditions" is not 
implied. Exposure to absolute-maximum-rated conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTES: 1. The input and output negative-voltage ratings can be exceeded if the input and output clamp-current ratings are observed. 

6-60 

2. This current only flows when the output is in the high state and Vo > Vcc. 
3. The maximum package power dissipation is caicuiated using a junction temperature of 150°C and a board trace length of 750 mils. 

For more information, refer to the Package Thermal Considerations application note in the ABT Advanced BiCMOS Technology Data 
Book, literature number SCBD002. 
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SN54LVTH18512,SN54LVTH182512,SN74LVTH18512,SN74LVTH182512 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18-BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS671-AUGUST 1996 

recommended operating conditions 

VCC Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

Vil low-level input voltage 

VI Input voltage 

IOH High-level output current 

IOl low-level output current 

IOlt· low-level output current 

!J.tit:,v Input transition rise or fall rate 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

t Current duty cycle :5 50%, f ~ 1 kHz 

SN54LVTH18512 

I Outputs enabled 

~TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 
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MIN 

2.7 

2 

-55 

MAX 

3.6 

0.8 

5.5 

-24 

24 

48 

10 

125 

SN74LVTH18512 
UNIT 

MIN MAX 

2.7 3.6 V 

2 V 

0.8 V 

5.5 V 

-32 mA 

32 mA 

64 mA 

10 nsN 

-40 85 °C 
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SN54LVTH18512,SN54LVTH182512,SN74LVTH18512,SN74LVTH182512 
3.3-V AST SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 18-BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS671 -AUGUST 1996 

electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (see Note 4) 

SN54LVTH18512 SN74LVTH18512 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

TYPt TYPt MIN MAX MIN 

VIK Vee = 2.7 V, II =-18 mA -1.2 

Vee = MIN to MAx:t:, 10H =-100 IlA Vec-O·2 Vec-O·2 

Vee = 2.7 V, 10H =-3mA 2.4 2.4 

VOH 10H =-8mA 2.4 2.4 

Vee=3V 10H =-24 mA 2 

10H .. -32mA 2 

10l = 100 IlA 0.2 
Vee=2.7V 

IOl=24 mA 0.5 

10l= 16 mA 0.4 
VOL 

IOl=32 mA 0.5 
Vee=3 v 

IOl=48mA 0.55 

10l = 64 mA 

elK, Vee=3.6 v, VI = Vee or GNO ±1 

lE, TeK Vee = 0 or MAX:!:, VI = 5.5 V 10 

VI = 5.5 V 5 
OE, 

Vee=3.6V VI = Vee 1 
II TOI, TMS 

VI = 0 -25 -100 -25 

VI = 5.5 V 20 
AorB 

Vee = 3.6 V VI = Vee 1 ports§ 
VI=O -5 

loff Vee" 0, VI orVo = Oto4.5 V 

AorB VI = 0.8 V 75 500 75 150 
II(hOld)~ ports Vee=3 V 

VI =2V -75 -500 -75 -150 

10ZH TOO Vee=3.6 V, VO=3V 1 

IOZl TOO Vee =3.6 V, VO=0.5V -1 

IOZPU TOO Vee = 0 to 1.5 V, Vo =0.5 Vor3 V ±50 

10ZPO TOO Vee = 1.5VtoO, Vo = 0.5 Vor3 V ±50 

Vee =3.6 V, Outputs high 

lee 10=0, Outputs low 
VI = Vee or GNO Outputs disabled 

.1lee# 
Vee = 3 V to 3.6 V, One input at Vee - 0.6 V, 

0.5 Other inputs at Vee or GNO 

ei VI = 3 VorO 4 

eio VO=3 VorO 10 

eo Vo=3 VorO 8 

t All typical values are at Vee = 3.3 V, TA = 25°e. 
:j: For conditions shown as MIN or MAX, use the appropriate value specified under recommended operating conditions. 
§ Unused pins at Vee or GNO 
~ The parameter II(hold) includes the oii-state output leakage curreni. 
#This is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TIL voltage level rather than Vee or GNO. 
NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice. 
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SN54LVTH18512,SN54LVTH182512,SN74LVTH18512,SN74LVTH182512 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18-BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS671-AUGUST 1996 

timing requirements over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise 
noted) (normal mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 14) . 

SN54LVTH18512 SN74LVTH18512 

vee = 3.3 V 
Vee =2.7V 

Vee = 3.3V 
Vee = 2.7 V UNIT ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency CLKAB or CLKBA 0 100 MHz 

CLKAB or CLKBA high or low 4.4 
tw Pulse duration ns 

LEAB or LEBA high 3 

A before CLKABi or 
2.8 

B before CLKBA i 
tsu Setup time 

A before LEABl. or I CLKhigh 1.5 ns 

B before LEBAl. 1 CLKlow 1.6 

A after CLKABi or 
1.4 

th Hold time B after CLKBA i ns 

A after LEABl. or B after LEBAl. 3.1 

NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice. 

timing requirements over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise 3: 
noted) (test mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 14) W 

SN54LVTH18512 SN74LVTH18512 

Vee=3.3 V 
vee =2.7V 

Vce=3.3V 
vee = 2.7 V ±0.3V ±0.3 V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency TCK 0 50 

tw Pulse duration TCK high or low 9.5 

A, B, CLK, LE, or OE 
6.5 

before TCKi 
tsu Setup time 

TOI before TCKi 2.5 

TMS before TCKi 2.5 

A, B, CLK, LE, or OE after TCKi 1.5 

th Hold time TOI after TCKi 1.5 

TMS after TCKi 1.5 

td Oelaytime Power up to TCKi 50 

tr Rise time VCC power up 1 
.. 

NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice . 
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SN54LVTH18512, SN54LVTH182512, SN74LVTH18512, SN74LVTH182512 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 18-BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS671-AUGUST 1996 

switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 14) 

SN54LVTH18512 SN74LVTH18512 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO VCC=3.3V 

VCC=2.7V 
VCC=3.3V 

VCC=2.7V UNIT (INPUT) (OUTPUT) ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fmax CLKAB or CLKBA 100 MHz 

tpLH 1.5 4.9 
AorB BorA ns 

tpHL 1.5 4.9 

tpLH 1.5 5.8 
CLKAB or CLKBA BorA ns 

tpHL 1.5 5.8 

tpLH 1.5 7.4 
LEAB or LEBA BorA ns 

tpHL 1.5 5.7 

tPZH 
OEABorOEBA 

1.5 7.1 
BorA ns 

tpZL 1.5 7.1 

tPHZ 
OEABorOEBA 

2.5 7.8 
BorA ns 

tpLZ 2.5 7.8 

"tJ NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice. 

:rJ o switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
C otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 14) 

C 
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SN54LVTH18512 SN74LVTH18512 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO VCC=3.3 V 

VCC=2.7V 
Vcc= 3.3 V 

Vcc =2.7V (INPUT) (OUTPUT) ±O.3V ±O.3 v 
MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fmax TCK 50 

tpLH 
TCKJ, 

2.5 14 
AorB 

tpHL 2.5 14 

tPLH 
TCKJ, 

1 5.5 
TOO 

tpHL 1.5 6.5 

tpZH 
TCKJ, 

4 17 
AorB 

tpZL 4 17 

tpZH 
TCKJ, TOO 

1 5.5 

tpZL 1.5 5.5 

tpHZ 
TCKJ, 

4 18 
AorB 

tpLZ 4 17 

tpHZ 
TCKJ, TOO 

1.5 7 

tpLZ 1.5 7 
. , 

NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice . 
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SN54LVTH18512,SN54LVTH182512,SN74LVTH18512,SN74LVTH182512 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18-BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS671-AUGUST 1996 

recommended operating conditions 

Vee Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

Vil low-level input voltage 

VI Input voltage 

10H High-level output current 

10l low-level output current 

10lt low-level output current 

fJ.tJ/::N Input transition rise or fall rate 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

t Current duty cycle::; 50%, f ~ 1 kHz 

SN54LVTH182512 

Aport, TOO 

Sport 

Aport, TOO 

Sport 

Aport, TOO 

Outputs enabled 
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MIN 

2.7 

2 

-55 

MAX 

3.6 

0.8 

5.5 
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24 

12 

48 

10 
125 

SN74LVTH182512 
UNIT 

MIN MAX 

2.7 3.6 V 

2 V 

0.8 V 

5.5 V 

-32 
mA 

-12 

32 
mA 

12 

64 mA 

10 nsN 

-40 85 °C 
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SN54LVTH18512,SN54LVTH182512,SN74LVTH18512,SN74LVTH182512 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 18·BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS671 -AUGUST 1996 

electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) ( see Note 4) 

SN54LVTH182512 SN74LVTH182512 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

MIN TYPt MAX MIN TYPt 

VIK Vee =2.7 V, II =-18 mA -1.2 

A, 8, TOO Vee" MIN to MAXt, 10H =-100 ~A Ve~·2 Ve~·2 

Vec=2.7V, 10H =-3mA 2.4 2.4 

Aport, 10H =-8mA 2.4 2.4 
VOH TOO Vec .. 3 V 10H =-24 mA 2 

10H .. -32 mA 2 

8 port Vee =3 V, 10H" -12 mA 2 2 

A, 8, TOO Vee" 2.7 V, 10l" 100 ~A 0.2 

Vec=2.7V, 10l = 24 mA 0.5 

10L" 16 mA 0.4 

VOL 
Aport, 

IOl=32 mA 0.5 
TOO Vee =3 V 

IOL=48 mA 0.55 

IOl=64 mA 

B port Vee" 3 V, 10l= 12 mA 0.8 

eLK, Vee .. 3.6 V, VI .. Vec or GNO ±1 

lE, TeK Vee = 0 or MAXt, VI = 5.5V 10 

VI = 5.5V 5 
OE, 

Vee=3.6V VI =Vec 1 
II TOI, TMS 

VI =0 -25 -100 -25 

VI = 5.5V 20 
AorB 

Vee =3.6 V VI = Vee 1 ports§ 
VI=O -5 

loff Vee" O, VI orVo = Oto4.5 V 

AorB VI = 0.8 V 75 500 75 150 
II(hOld)~ ports Vee =3V 

VI=2V -75 -500 -75 -150 

10ZH TOO Vee .. 3.6 V, VO .. 3V 1 

10Zl TOO Vee =3.6 V, VO .. 0.5V -1 

10ZPU TOO Vee" 0 to 1.5 V, Vo" 0.5 Vor3 V ±50 

10ZPO TOO Vee = 1.5 V to 0, VO" 0.5 Vor3 V ±50 

Vee =3.6V, Outputs high 

lec 10=0, Outputs low 
VI = Vee or GNO Outputs disabled 

t.lee# 
Vee" 3 V to 3.6 V, One input at Vee - 0.6 V, 

0.5 Other inputs at Vec or GNO 

ei VI = 3 VorO 4 

eio VO=3 VorO 10 

eo Vo= 3 VorO 8 

t All tYPical values are at Vee = 3.3 V, TA = 25°C. 
t For conditions shown as MIN or MAX, use the appropriate value specified under recommended operating conditions. 
§ Unused pins at Vee or GNO 
~ The parameter II (hold) includes the off-state output leakage current. 
#This is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TTL voltage level rather than Vee or GNO. 
NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice . 
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SN54LVTH18512,SN54LVTH182512,SN74LVTH18512,SN74LVTH182512 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18-BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS671 - AUGUST 1996 

timing requirements over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise 
noted) (normal mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 14) 

SN54l.VTH182512 SN74l.VTH182512 

Vee = 3.3 V 
Vee = 2.7 V 

Vee = 3.3 V 
Vee =2.7V UNIT ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency ClKAB or ClKBA 0 100 MHz 

ClKAB or ClKBA high or low 4.4 
tw Pulse duration ns 

lEAB or LEBA high 3 

A before ClKABi or 
2.8 

B before ClKBA i 
tsu Setup time 

A before LEAB.!. or IClK high 1.5 ns 

B before lEBA.!. I ClKlow 1.6 

A after ClKABi or 
1.4 

th Hold time B after CLKBA i ns 
A after lEAB.!. or B after lEBA.!. 3.1 

NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice. 

timing requirements over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise s: 
noted) (test mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 14) W 

SN54l.VTH182512 SN74l.VTH182512 

Vee = 3.3 V 
Vce=2.7V 

Vee = 3.3 V 
Vee =2.7V ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency TCK 0 50 

tw Pulse duration TCK high or low 9.5 

A, B, ClK, lE, or OE 
6.5 

before TCKi 
tsu Setup time 

TOI before TCKi 2.5 

TMS before TCKi 2.5 

A, B, ClK, lE, or OE after TCKi 1.5 

th Hold time TOI after TCKi 1.5 

TMS after TCKi 1.5 

Id Oelaytime Power up to TCKi 50 

tr Rise time VCC power up 1 
.. 

NOTE 4: Product preview speCifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice . 
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SN54LVTH18512,SN54LVTH182512,SN74LVTH18512,SN74LVTH182512 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 18-BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS671 -AUGUST 1996 

switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 14) 

SN54LVTH182512 SN74LVTH182512 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO Vcc = 3.3 V 

Vce =2.7V 
VCC=3.3 V 

Vee=2.7V UNIT 
(INPUT) (OUTPUT) ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fmax CLKAB or CLKBA 100 MHz 

tpLH 1.5 5.7 
A B ns 

tpHL 1.5 5.7 

tpLH 1.5 4.9 
B A ns 

tpHL 1.5 4.9 

tpLH 1.5 6.7 
CLKAB B ns 

tpHL· 1.5 6.7 

tpLH 1.5 5.8 
CLKBA A ns 

tpHL 1.5 5.8 

tpLH 1.5 8.2 
LEAB B ns 

tpHL 1.5 6.2 

tpLH 1.5 7.4 
LEBA A ns 

tpHL 1.5 5.7 

tpZH 
OEABor OEBA 

1.5 7.9 
BorA ns 

tpZL 1.5 7.9 

tpHZ 
OEABorOEBA 

2.5 8.4 
BorA ns 

tPLZ 2.5 8.4 

NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice. 

switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 14) 

SN54LVTH182512 SN74LVTH182512 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO Vce = 3.3 v 

Vee=2.7V 
VCC = 3.3 V 

Vee=2.7V (INPUT) (OUTPUT) ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fmax TCK 50 

tpLH 
TCK..l. 

2.5 14 
AorB 

tpHL 2.5 14 

tpLH 
TCK..l. 

1 5.5 
TOO 

tpHL 1.5 6.5 

tpZH 
TCK..l. 

4 17 
AorB 

tpZL 4 17 

tpZH 
TCK..l. 

1 5.5 
TOO 

tpZL 1.5 5.5 

tPHZ 
TCK..l. AorB 

4 18 

tPLZ 4 17 

TCK..l. TOO 
1.5 

~I tpLZ 1.5 

NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice. 
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SN54LVTH18512,SN54LVTH182512,SN74LVTH18512,SN74LVTH182512 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18-BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS671-AUGUST 1996 

PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION 

500n S1 
From Output 

Under Test - ...... --4III---'\I\/'\J----' 

CL=50 pF 
(sooNotoA) I 500n 

LOAD CIRCUIT 

o 6V 

o Open 

rND 
TEST S1 

tpLH/tPHL Open 

tPLZ/tpZL 6V 

tPHz/tpZH GND 

2.7 V 
Timing Input ------';.(1.5 V _____ oJ·I'-______ OV 

Input 

Output 

Output 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PULSE DURATION 

--v X 2.7 V 

--11' 1.5V 1
1
.
5V 

OV 

tpLH --J.--.I K tpHL 

1 11 I '\!-~-: VOH 
1 1.5VI ~ 

--+-1 ---' I VOL 

tPHL ---I.---.j ~ tpLH 

I ~ VOH 
\1.5V T 1.5V 

VOL 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PROPAGATION DELAY TIMES 

INVERTING AND NONINVERTING OUTPUTS 

NOTES: A. CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 

Data Input 

Output 
Control 

Output 
Waveform 1 

S1 at 6 V 
(see Note B) 

Output 
Waveform 2 

S1 at GND 
(see Note B) 

I.. .1.. .1 
I tsu 1- th I 
1 1 

--'"' 1 ~ 2.7V __ --'X1
•
5V ~ OV 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
SETUP AND HOLD TIMES 

=¥t.5V ~,-1._5V __ _ 

tpZL -+j 14- I 

2.7 V 

OV 

1 1 tpLZ --.I I+-
----T1"""\~1 I 1/-- 3V 

1 ,.5V II -I- VOL+0.3V V 
I 1 -- OL 
I I tpHZ ~ j4-

tpZH~ j4- I 
I - VOH 11•5 V "\(>H -0.3 V 

_____ J. ~OV 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
ENABLE AND DISABLE TIMES 

LOW· AND HIGH·LEVEL ENABLING 

B. Waveform 1 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is low except when disabled by the output control. 
Waveform 2 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is high except when disabled by the output control. 

C. All input pulses are supplied by generators having the following characteristics: PRR s 10 MHz, Zo = 50 n, tr S 2.5 ns, tf S 2.5 ns. 
D. The outputs are measured one at a time with one transition per measurement. 

Figure 14. Load Circuit and Voltage Waveforms 
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SN54LVTH18514,SN54LVTH182514,SN74LVTH18514,SN74LVTH182514 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 20-BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
- AUGUST 1996 

• Members of the Texas Instruments 
SCOPETM Family of Testability Products 

• Members of the Texas Instruments 
W/debus™ Family 

• State-of-the-Art 3.3-V ABT Design Supports 
Mixed-Mode Signal Operation (5-V Input 
and Output Voltages With 3.3-V Vee) 

o Support Unregulated Battery Operation 
Down to 2.7 V 

• UBTTM (Universal Bus Transceiver) 
Combines D-Type Latches and D-Type 
Flip-Flops for Operation in Transparent, 
Latched, or Clocked Mode 

• Bus Hold on Data Inputs Eliminates the 
Need for External Pullup Resistors 

o B-Port Outputs of 'LVTH182514 Devices 
Have Equivalent 25-Q Series Resistors, So 
No External Resistors Are Required 

o Compatible With the IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990 (JTAG) Test Access Port 
and Boundary-Scan Architecture 

o SCOPETM Instruction Set 
- IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 Required 

Instructions and Optional CLAMP and 
HIGHZ 

- Parallel-Signature Analysis at Inputs 
- Pseudo-Random Pattern Generation 

From Outputs 
- Sample Inputs/Toggle Outputs 
- Binary Count From Outputs 
- Device Identification 
- Even-Parity Opcodes 

• Packaged In 64-Pln Plastic Thin Shrink 
Smail-Outline (DGG) and 64-Pln Ceramic 
Dual Flat (HKC) Packages Using 0.5-mm 
Center-to-Center Spacings 

description 

SN54LVTH18514, SN54LVTH182514 ••• HKC PACKAGE 
SN74LVTH18514, SN74LVTH182514 ••• DGG PACKAGE 

(TOP VIEW) 

CLKEN8A 

81 
82 
83 

GNO 
84 
85 

Vee 
86 
87 

GNO 
88 
89 

810 
811 
812 
813 
814 

GND 
815 
816 
817 
Vee 
818 
819 

GNO 
820 

OEA8 
CLKENA8 

TDO 
TMS 

1 U 64 

2 63 
3 62 
4 61 
5 60 
6 59 
7 58 
8 57 
9 56 
10 55 
11 54 
12 53 
13 52 
14 51 
15 50 
16 49 
17 48 
18 47 
19 46 
20 45 
21 44 
22 43 
23 42 
24 41 
25 40 
26 39 ~ 

[ 27 38 ~ 
[ 28 37 ~ 
[ 29 36 ] 
[ 30 35 ~ 
[ 31 34 ~ 
[ 32 33 ~ 

CLK8A 
LE8A 
A1 
A2 
A3 
GND 
A4 
A5 
Vee 
A6 
A7 
GND 
A8 
A9 
A10 
A11 
A12 
A13 
A14 
GND 
A15 
A16 
A17 
Vee 
A18 
A19 
GNO 
A20 
LEA8 
CLKA8 
TOI 
TCK 

The 'LVTH18514 and 'LVTH182514 scan test devices with 20-bit universal bus transceivers are members of 
the Texas Instruments SCOPETM testability integrated-circuit family. This family of devices supports IEEE 
Standard 1149.1-1990 boundary scan to facilitate testing of complex circuit-board assemblies. Scan access to 
the test circuitry is accomplished via the 4-wire test access port (TAP) interface. 

Additionally, these devices are designed specifically for low-voltage (3.3-V) Vcc operation, but with the 
capability to provide a TTL interface to a 5-V system environment. 

SCOPE, Widebus, and UBT are trademarks of Texas Instruments Incorporated. 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Information concerns products In the formative or 
dESI n phase of developmenL ChalllClertsUc dill and other 
s flcatlons are design goals. Texas Instruments reserves the rtght to 
c ang8 or dlscontlnulthese products without noUce. • TEXAS 

INSTRUMENTS 
POST OFFICE BOX 655303 • DALLAS. TEXAS 75265 

Copyright © 1996. Texas Instruments Incorporated 
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SN54LVTH18514, SN54LVTH182514, SN74LVTH18514, SN74LVTH182S14 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 20-BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS670- AUGUST 1996 

description (continued) 

6-72 

I n the normal mode, these devices are 20-bit universal bus transceivers that combine D-type latches and D-type 
flip-flops to allow data flow in transparent, latched, or clocked modes. The test circuitry can be activated by the 
TAP to take snapshot samples of the data appearing at the device pins or to perform a self-test on the 
boundary-test cells. Activating the TAP in the normal mode does not affect the functional operation of the 
SCOPETM universal bus transceivers. 

Data flow in each direction is controlled by output-enable (OEAB and OEBA), latch-enable (LEAB and LEBA), 
clock-enable (CLKENAB and CLKENBA), and clock (CLKAB and CLKBA) inputs. For A-to-B data flow, the 
device operates in the transparent mode when LEAB is high. When LEAB is low, the A-bus data is latched while 
CLKENAB is high and/or CLKAB is held at a static low or high logic level. Otherwise, if LEAB is low and 
CLKENAB is low, A-bus data is stored on a low-to-high transition of CLKAB. When OEAB is low, the B outputs 
are active. When OEAB is high, the B outputs are in the high-impedance state. B-to-A data flow is similar to 
A-to-B data flow, but uses the DEBA, LEBA, CLKENBA, and CLKBA inputs. ' 

In the test mode, the normal operation of the SCOPETM universal bus transceivers is inhibited, and the test 
circuitry is enabled to observe and control the 110 boundary of the device. When enabled, the test circuitry 
'performs boundary-scan test operations according to the protocol described in I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990. 

Four dedicated test pins are used to observe and control the operation of the test circuitry: test data input (TOI), 
test data output (TOO), test mode select (TMS), and test clock (TCK). Additionally, the test circuitry performs 
other testing functions, such as parallel-signature analysis (PSA) on data inputs and pseudo-random pattern 
generation (PRPG) from data outputs. All testing and scan operations are synchronized to the TAP interface. 

Active bus-hold circuitry is provided to hold unused or floating data inputs at a valid logic level. 

The B-port outputs of 'LVTH182514, which are designed to source or sink up to 12 mA, include 25-0 series 
resistors to reduce overshoot and undershoot. 

The SN74LVTH18514 and SN74LVTH182514 are available in TI's thin shrink small-outline (OGG) package, 
which provides twice the 110 pin count and functionality in the same printed-circuit-board area. 

The SN54LVTH18514 and SN54LVTH182514 are characterized for operation over the full military temperature 
range of -55°C to 125°C. The SN74LVTH18514 and SN74LVTH182514 are characterized for operation from 
-40°C to 85°C. 

OEAB LEAB 

L L 

L L 

L L 

L L 

L H 

L H 

H X 

FUNCTION TABLet 
(normal mode, each register) 

INPUTS 

CLKENAB CLKAB 

L L 

L i 
L i 
H X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

OUTPUT 
A B 

X Bo+ 

L L 

H H 

X BO+ 

L L 

H H 

X Z 

t A-to-B data flow is shown. B-to-A data flow is similar, but uses 
OEBA, LEBA, CLKENBA, and CLKBA. 

+ Output level before the indicated steady-state input conditions were 
established 
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functional block diagram 

CLKENAB 30 

LEAB 36 

CLKAB 

OEAB 

CLKENBA 

63 
LEBA 

64 
CLKBA 

OEBA 

A1 62 

Vcc 

TOI 
34 

VCC 
32 

TMS 

33 
TCK 

Boundary-Scan Register 

1 of 20 Channels 

Controller 
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3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 20-BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS670 - AUGUST 1996 

TERMINAL NAME 

A1-A20 

B1-B20 

CLKAB,CLKBA 

CLKENAB,CLKENBA 

GNO 

LEAB,LEBA 

OEAB, OEBA 

TCK 

TOI 

TOO 

TMS 

Vee 

6-74 

Terminal Functions 

DESCRIPTION 

Normal-function A-bus I/O ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function B-bus I/O ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function clock inputs. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function clock enables. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Ground 

Normal-function latch enables. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function output enables. See function table for normal-mode logic. An internal pullup at each terminal forces 
the terminal to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test clock. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. Test operations of the device are 
synchronous to TCK. Oata is captured on the rising edge of TCK and outputs change on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test data input. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOI is the serial input for shifting data 
through the instruction register or selected data register. An internal pull up forces TOI to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test data output. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOO is the serial output for shifting 
data through the instruction register or selected data register. -, 
Test mode select. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TMS directs the device through its 
TAP controller states. An internal pullup forces TMS to a high level if left unconnected. 

Supply voltage 
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test architecture 

SN54LYTH18514,SN54LVTH182514,SN74LYTH18514,SN74LVTH182514 
3.3-Y ABT SCAN TEST DEYICES 

WITH 20-BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS670 - AUGUST 1996 

Serial-test information is conveyed by means of a 4-wire test bus or TAP that conforms to IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990. Test instructions, test data, and test control signals are passed along this serial-test bus. The TAP 
controller monitors two signals from the test bus: TCK and TMS. The TAP controller extracts the synchronization 
(TCK) and state control (TMS) signals from the test bus and generates the appropriate on-chip control signals 
for the test structures in the device. Figure 1 shows the TAP-controller state diagram. 

The TAP controller is fully synchronous to the TCK signal. Input data is captured on the rising edge of TCK and 
output data changes on the falling edge of TCK. This scheme ensures data to be captured is valid for fully 
one-half of the TCK cycle. 

The functional block diagram shows the I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990 4-wire test bus and boundary-scan 
architecture and the relationships of the test bus, the TAP controller, and the test registers .. As shown, the device 
contains an 8-bit instruction register and four test data registers: a 48-bit boundary-scan register, a 3-bit 
boundary-control register, a 1-bit bypass register, and a 32-bit device-identification register. 

Test-Loglc-Reset 

TMS=L 

Figure 1. TAP-Contro"er State Diagram 
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SN54LVTH18514,SN54LVTH182514,SN74LVTH18514,SN74LVTH182514 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 20-81T UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SC6S670- AUGUST 1996 

state diagram description 

The TAP controller is a synchronous finite-state machine that provides test control signals throughout the 
device. The state diagram shown in Figure 1 is in accordance with IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. The TAP 
controller proceeds through its states, based on the level of TMS at the rising edge of TCK. 

As shown, the TAP controller consists of 16 states. There are six stable states (indicated by a looping arrow in 
the state diagram) and ten unstable states. A stable state is defined as a state the TAP controller can retain for 
consecutive TCK cycles. Any state that does not meet this criterion is an unstable state. 

There are two main paths through the state diagram: one to access and control the selected data register and 
one to access and control the instruction register. Only one register at a time can be accessed. 

Test-Logie-Reset 

The device powers up in the Test-Logic-Reset state. In the stable Test-Logic-Reset state, the test logic is reset 
and is disabled so that the.normallogic function of the device is performed. The instruction register is reset to 
an opcode that selects the optionallDCODE instruction, if supported, or the BYPASS instruction. Certain data 
registers also can be reset to their power-up values. 

The state machine is constructed such that the TAP controller returns to the Test-Logic-Reset state in no more 
than five TCK cycles if TMS is left high. The TMS pin has an internal pullup resistor that forces it high if left 
unconnected or if a board defect causes it to be open circuited. 

For the 'LVTH18514 and 'LVTH182514, the instruction register is reset to the binary value 10000001, which 
selects the IDCODE instruction. Bits 47-46 in the boundary-scan register are reset to logic 1, ensuring that 
these cells, which control A-port and B-port outputs, are set to benign values (Le., if test mode were invoked, 
the outputs would be at high-impedance state). Reset values of other bits in the boundary-scan register should 
be considered indeterminate. The boundary-control register is reset to the binary value 010, which selects the 
PSA test operation. 

Run-Test/Idle 

The TAP controller must pass through the Run-Test/Idle state (from Test-Logic-Reset) before executing any test 
operations. The Run-Test/Idle state also can be entered following data-register or instruction-register scans. 
Run-Test/Idle is a stable state in which the test logic can be actively running a test or can be idle. The test 
operations selected by the boundary-control register are performed while the TAP controller is in the 
Run-Test/Idle state. 

Select-DR-Scan, Select-IR-Scan 

No specific function is performed in the Select-DR-Scan'and Select-IR-Scan states, and the TAP controller exits 
either of these states on the next TCK cycle. These states allow the selection of either data-register scan or 
instructi0!1-register scan. 

Capture-DR 

When a data-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-DR state. In the 
Capture-DR state, the selected data register can capture a data value as specified by the current instruction. 
Such capture operations occur on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-DR 
state. 

Shift-DR 

6-76 

Upon entry to the Shift-DR state, the data register is placed in the scan path between TDI and TOO. On the first 
falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TOO enables to the logic level 
present in the least-significant bit of the selected data register . 
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3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
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While in the stable Shift-DR state, data is serially shifted through the selected data register on each TCK cycle. 
The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-DR state (i.e., no shifting occurs during 
the TCK cycle, in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-DR to Shift-DR or from Exit2-0R to Shift-DR). 
The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-DR state. 

Exit1·DR, Exit2·DR 

The Exit1-0R and Exit2-0R states are temporary states that end a data-register scan. It is possible to return 
to the Shift-DR state from either Exit1-0R or Exit2-0R without recapturing the data register. On the first falling 
edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-0R, TOO goes from the active state to the high-impedance state. 

Pause·DR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-DR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-DR state suspends and resumes data-register scan operations without loss of data. 

Update-DR 

If the current instruction calls for the selected data register to be updated with current data, such updates occur 
on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the Update-DR state. 

Capture-IR 

When an instruction-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-IR state. In 
the Capture-IR state, the instruction register captures its current status value. This capture operation occurs 
on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-IR state. For the 'LVTH18514 and 
'LVTH182514, the status value loaded in the Capture-IR state is the fixed binary value 10000001. 

Shlft·IR 

Upon entry to the Shift-IR state, the instruction register is placed in the scan path between TOI and TOO. On 
the first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to the active state. TOO enables to the 
logic level present in the least-significant bit of the instruction register. 

While in the stable Shift-IR state, instruction data is serially shifted through the instruction register on each TCK 
cycle. The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-IR state (Le., no shifting occurs 
during the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-IR to Shift-IR or from Exit2-IR to 
Shift-IR). The last shift occurs on the riSing edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-IR state. 

Exlt1·IR, Exlt2·IR 

The Exit1-IR and Exit2-IR states are temporary states that end an instruction-register scan. It is possible to 
return to the Shift-IR state from either Exit1-IR or Exit2-IR without recapturing the instruction register. On the 
first falling edge of TCK after entry to ExitHR, TOO goes from the active state to the high-impedance state. 

Pause·IR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-IR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-IR state suspends and resumes instruction-register scan operations without loss of 
data. 

Update-IR 

The current instruction is updated and takes effect on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the Update-IR 
state. 
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SN54LVTH18514, SN54LVTH182514, SN74LVTH18514, SN74LVTH182514 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 20-BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS670 - AUGUST 1996 

register overview 

With the exception of the bypass and device-identification registers, any test register can be thought of as a 
serial-shift register with a shadow latch on each bit. The bypass and device-identification registers differ in that 
they contain only a shift register. During the appropriate capture state (Capture-IR for instruction register, 
Capture-DR for data registers), the shift register can be parallel loaded from a source specified by the current 
instruction. During the appropriate shift state (Shift-IR or Shift-DR), the contents of the shift register are shifted 
out from TOO while new contents are shifted in at TDI. During the appropriate update state (Update-IR or 
Update-DR), the shadow latches are updated from the shift register. 

instruction register description 

The instruction register (IR) is eight bits long and tells the device what instruction is to be executed. Information 
contained in the instruction includes the mode of operation (either normal mode, in which the device performs 
its normal logic function, ortest mode, in which the normal logic function is inhibited or altered), the test operation 
to be performed, which of the four data registers is to be selected for inclusion in the scan path during 
data-register scans, and the source of data to be captured into the selected data register during Capture-DR. 

Table 3 lists the instructions supported by the 'LVTH 18514 and 'LVTH182514. The even-parity feature specified 
for SCOPETM devices is supported in this device. Bit 7 of the instruction opcode is the parity bit. Any instructions 
that are defined for SCOPETM devices but are not supported by this device default to BYPASS. 

During Capture-IR, the IR captures the binary value 10000001. As an instruction is shifted in, this value is shifted 
out via TOO and can be inspected as verification that the IR is in the scan path. During Update-IR, the value 
that has been shifted into the IR is loaded into shadow latches. At this time, the current instruction is updated 
and any specified mode change takes effect. At power up or in the Test-Logic-Reset state, the IR is reset to the 
binary value 10000001, which selects the IDCODE instruction. The instruction register order of scan is shown 
in Figure 2. 

Bit 7 
T~ roo BltO -. Parity r---. Blt6 r- Blt5 ~ Blt4 -+ Blt3 r--. Blt2 ~ Bit 1 -+ r-. (lSB) (MSB) 

6-78 

Figure 2. Instruction Register Order of Scan 
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data register description 

boundary-scan register 

The boundary-scan register (BSR) is 48 bits long. It contains one boundary-scan cell (BSC) for each 
normal-function input pin and one BSC for each normal-function I/O pin (one single cell for both input data and 
output data). The BSR is used to store test data that is to be applied externally to the device output pins, and/or 
to capture data that appears internally at the outputs of the normal on-Chip logic and/or externally at the device 
input pins. 

The source of data to be captured into the BSR during Capture-DR is determined by the current instruction. The 
contents of the BSR can change during Run-Test/Idle as determined by the current instruction. At power up or 
in Test-Logic-Reset, BSCs 47-46 are reset to logic 1, ensuring that these cells, which control A-port and B-port 
outputs, are setto benign values (i.e., if test mode were invoked, the outputs would be at high-impedance state). 
Reset values of other BSCs should be considered indeterminate. 

The BSR order of scan is from TDI through bits 47 -0 to TOO. Table 1 shows the BSR bits and their associated 
device pin signals. 

BSR BIT 
NUMBER 

47 

46 

45 

44 

43 

42 
41 

40 

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

Table 1. Boundary-Scan Register Configuration 

DEVICE 
SIGNAL 

OEA8 

OE8A 

CLKA8 

CLK8A 

CLKENA8 
CLKEN8A 

LEA8 

LE8A 

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

BSR BIT DEVICE 
NUMBER SIGNAL 

39 A20-1/0 

38 A19-1/0 

37 A18-1/0 

36 A17-1/0 

35 A16-1/0 

34 A15-1/0 

33 A14-1/0 

32 A13-1/0 

31 A12-1/0 

30 A11-1/0 

29 A10-1/0 

28 A9-1/0 

27 A8-1/0 

26 A7-1/0 

25 A6-1/0 

24 A5-1/0 

23 A4-1/0 

22 A3-1/0 

21 A2-1/0 

20 A 1-1/0 
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BSR BIT 
NUMBER 

19 

18 

17 

16 

15 
14 

13 
12 

11 

10 

9 

8 
7 

6 
5 
4 

3 
2 

1 

0 

DEVICE 
SIGNAL 

820-1/0 

819-1/0 

818-1/0 

817-1/0 

816-1/0 

815-1/0 

814-1/0 

813-1/0 

812-1/0 

811-1/0 

810-1/0 

89-1/0 

88-1/0 

87-1/0 

86-1/0 

85-110 

84-1/0 

83-1/0 

82-1/0 

81-1/0 
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boundary-control register 

The boundary-control register (SCR) is three bits long. The SCR is used in the context of the boundary-run 
(RUNT) instruction to implement additional test operations not included in the basic SCOPETM instruction set. 
Such operations include PRPG, PSA, and binary count up (COUNT). Table 4 shows the test operations that 
are decoded by the SCA. 

During Capture-DR, the contents of the SCR are not changed. At power up or in Test-Logic-Reset, the SCR is 
reset to the binary value 010, which selects the PSA test operation. The boundary-control register order of scan 
is shown in Figure 3. 

TOI 
Bit 2 

(MSB) Bit 1 
BltO 
(LSB) 

Figure 3. Boundary-Control Register Order of Scan 

TOO 

bypass register 

6-80 

The bypass register is a 1-bit scan path that can be selected to shorten the length of the system scan path, 
reducing the number of bits per test pattern that must be applied to complete a test operation. During 
Capture-DR, the bypass register captures a logic O. The bypass register order of scan is shown in Figure 4. 

TDI-1 8110 ~TDO 
Figure 4. Bypass Register Order of Scan 
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device-Identification register 

The device-identification register (lOR) is 32 bits long. It can be selected and read to identify the manufacturer, 
part number, and version of this device. 

For the 'LVTH18514, the binary value 00000000000000111101000000101111 (0003D02F, hex) is captured 
(during Capture-DR state) in the lOR to identify this device as Texas Instruments SN54174LVTH18514. 

For the 'LVTH182514, the binary value 00000000000000111110000000101111 (0003E02F, hex) is captured 
(during Capture-DR state) in the lOR to identify this device as Texas Instruments SN54174LVTH182514. 

The lOR order of scan is from TDI through bits 31-0 to TOO. Table 2 shows the lOR bits and their significance. 

Table 2. Device-Identification Register Configuration 

IDRBIT IDENTIFICATION IDRBIT IDENTIFICATION IDRBIT IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE NUMBER SIGNIFICANCEt 

31 VERSION3 27 PARTNUMBER15 11 MANUFACTURER10t 

30 VERSION2 26 PARTNUMBER14 10 MANUFACTURER09t 

29 VERSION1 25 PARTNUMBER13 9 MANUFACTURER08t 

28 VERSIONO 24 PARTNUMBER12 8 MANUFACTURER07t 

- - 23 PARTNUMBER11 7 MANUFACTURER06t 

- - 22 PARTNUMBER10 6 MANUFACTURER05t 

- - 21 PARTNUMBER09 5 MANUFACTURER04t 

- - 20 PARTNUMBER08 4 MANUFACTURER03t 

- - 19 PARTNUMBER07 3 MANUFACTURER02t 

- - 18 PARTNUMBER06 2 MANUFACTURER01 t 

- - 17 PARTNUMBER05 1 MANUFACTUREROOt 

- - 16 PARTNUMBER04 0 LOGIC1t 

- - 15 PARTNUMBER03 - -
- - 14 PARTNUMBER02 - -
- - 13 PARTNUMBER01 - -
- - 12 PARTNUMBEROO - -

tNote that for TI products, bits 11-0 of the device-identification register always contain the binary value 000000101111 
(02F, hex). 
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instruction-register opcode description 

The instruction-register opcodes are shown in Table 3. The following descriptions detail the operation of each 
instruction. 

Table 3. Instruction-Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODEt SELECTED DATA 
BIT7~ BITO SCOPE OPCODE DESCRIPTION REGISTER MODE 
MSB~LSB 

00000000 EXTEST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

10000001 IDCODE Identification read Device identification Normal 

10000010 SAMPLE/PRELOAD Sample boundary Boundary scan Normal 

00000011 BYPASS+ Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

10000100 BYPASS+ Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000101 BYPASS+ Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000110 HIGHZ Control boundary to high impedance Bypass Modified test 

10000111 CLAMP Control boundary to 1/0 Bypass Test 

10001000 BYPASS+ Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00001001 RUNT Boundary-run test Bypass Test 

00001010 READBN Boundary read Boundary scan Normal 

10001011 READBT Boundary read Boundary scan Test 

00001100 CELLTST Boundary self test Boundary scan Normal 

10001101 TOPHIP Boundary toggle outputs Bypass Test 

10001110 SCANCN Boundary-control-register scan Boundary control Normal 

00001111 SCANCT Boundary-control-register scan Boundary control Test 

All others BYPASS Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

t Bit 7 is used to maintain even parity in the 8-bit instruction. 
+The BYPASS instruction is executed in lieu of a SCOPETM instruction that is not supported in the 'LVTH18514 or 'LVTH182514. 

boundary scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 EXTEST instruction. The BSR is selected in the 
scan path. Data appearing at the device input and I/O pins is captured in the associated BSCs. Data that has 
been scanned into the I/O BSCs for pins in the output mode is applied to the device I/O pins. Data present at 
the device pins, except for output-enables, is passed through the BSCs to the normal on-chip logic. For I/O pins, 
the operation of a pin as input or output is determined by the contents of the output-enable BSCs (bits 47 -46 
of the BSR). When a given output enable is active (logic 0), the associated I/O pins operate in the output mode. 
Otherwise, the I/O pins operate in the input mode. The device operates in the test mode. 

Identification read 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 IDCODE instruction. The IDR is selected in the 
scan path. The device operates in the normal mode. 

sample boundary 

6-82 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction. The BSR is 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input pins and !/O pins in the input mode is captured 
in the associated BSCs, while data appearing at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic is captured in the BSCs 
associated with I/O pins in the output mode. The device operates in the normal mode. 
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bypass scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 BYPASS instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in the normal mode. 

control boundary to high Impedance 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1 a-1993 HIGHZ instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in a modified test mode in which all device 1/0 pins are placed in the high-impedance state, the device 
input pins remain operational, and the normal on-chip logic function is performed. 

control boundary to 1/0 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1a-1993 CLAMP instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. Data in the 1/0 
BSCs for pins in the output mode is applied to the device 1/0 pins. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary-run test 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. The device operates in the test mode. The test operation specified in the BCR is executed during 
Run-Test/Idle. The five test operations decoded by the BCR are: sample inputsltoggle outputs (TOPSIP), 
PRPG, PSA, simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSAlPRPG), and simultaneous PSA and binary count up 
(PSAICOUNT). 

boundary read 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BSR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
instruction is useful for inspecting data after a PSA operation. 

boundary self test 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. All BSCs capture the inverse of their current values during Capture-DR. 
In this way, the contents of the shadow latches can be read out to verify the integrity of both shift register and 
shadow latch elements of the BSR. The device operates in the normal mode. 

boundary toggle outputs 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. Data in the Shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs is toggled on each rising 
edge of TCK in Run-Test/Idle and is then updated in the shadow latches and applied to the associated device 
I/O pins on each falling edge of TCK in Run-Test/Idle. Data in the input-mode BSCs remains constant. Data 
appearing at the device input or 1/0 pins is not captured in the input-mode BSCs. The device operates in the 
test mode. 

boundary-control-register scan 

The BCR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BCR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
operation must be performed before a boundary-run test operation to specify which test operation is to be 
executed. 
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boundary-control register opcode description 

The SCR opcodes are decoded from SCR bits 2-0 as shown in Table 4. The selected test operation is 
performed while the RUNT instruction is executed in the Run-TesUldle state. The following descriptions detail 
the operation of each SCR instruction and illustrate the associated PSA and PRPG algorithms. 

Table 4. Boundary-Control Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODE 
BIT 2 ~ BIT 0 DESCRIPTION 
MSB~LSB 

XOO Sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOP SIP) 

X01 Pseudo-random pattern generation/4D-bit mode (PRPG) 

X10 Parallel-signature analysis/40-bit mode (PSA) 

011 Simultaneous PSA and PRPG/20-bit mode (PSNPRPG) 

111 Simultaneous PSA and binary count up/20-bit mode (PSNCOUNT) 

While the control input SSCs (bits 47 -36) are not included in the toggle, PSA, PRPG, or COUNT algorithms, 
the output-enable SSCs (bits 47-46 of the SSR) control the drive state (active or high impedance) of the 
selected device output pins. These SCR instructions are only valid when the device is operating in one direction 
of data flow (that is, OEAS ~ OESA). Otherwise, the bypass instruction is operated. 

sample Inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

6-84 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode I/O pins is captured in the shift-register elements of the 
associated SSCs on each rising edge of TCK. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode 
SSCs is toggled on each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated 
device I/O pins on each falling edge of TCK. 
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pseudo-random pattern generation (PRPG) 

A pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected 88Cs on each rising edge 
of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output-mode lID pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the 40-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which 
the patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the 88R before performing this I 

operation. A seed value of all zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

<±)=D-

A20-1/0 A19·1/0 A18-1/0 A17·1/0 A16·1/0 A15·1/0 A14-1/0 A13·I/O A12·1/0 A11·1/0 

B20-1/0 B19·1/0 B18-1I0 B17·1/0 B16·1/0 B15·1/0 B14-1/0 B13·1/0 B12·1I0 B11·1/0 

B10-1/0 B9·1/0 B8-I/O B7·1/0 B6·1/0 B5·1/0 B4-I/O B3-1/0 B2·1/0 B1·1/0 

Figure 5. 4Q-Blt PRPG Configuration (OEAB = 0, OEBA = 1) 
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B20-1/0 B19-1/0 818-110 B17-1/0 B16-1/0 815-1/0 B14-1/0 B13-1/0 B12-1/0 B11-1/0 

A20-1/0 A19-1/0 A18-1/0 A17-I/O A16-1/0 A15-1/0 A14-1/0 A13-1/0 A12-1/0 A11-1/0 

-a 
:rJ 
o 
g EB = D- A1D-VO A9-VO AD-VO A7-VO AS-VO AS-VO A4-I/O A3-UO A.-I/O A1-1/0 

(") Figure 6. 4D-Blt PRPG Configuration (OEAB = 1, OEBA = 0) 
-I 
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parallel-signature analysis (PSA) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode I/O pins is compressed into a 40-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. Data in the shadow latches of the 
selected output-mode BSCs remains constant and is applied to the associated device I/O pins. Figures 7 and 8 
illustrate the 40-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the signature is generated. An initial 
seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. 

A20-1/0 A19-1/0 A18-1/0 A17-1/0 A16-1/0 A15-1/0 A14-1/0 A13-I/O A12-1/0 A11-1/0 

B20-1/0 B19-1/0 B18-1/0 B17-1/0 B16-1/0 B15-1/0 B14-1/0 B13-1/0 B12-1/0 B11-1/0 

B10-1/0 B9-1/0 B8-I/O B7-1/0 B6-1/0 B5-1/0 B4-I/O B3-1/0 B2-1/0 B1-1/0 

Figure 7. 4Q-Blt PSA Configuration (OEAB = 0, OEBA = 1) 
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820-1/0 819-1/0 818-1/0 817-110 816-1/0 815-110 814-110 813-110 812-1/0 811-1/0 

A20-1/0 A19-1/0 A18-1/0 A17-I/O A16-1/0 A15-1/0 A14-1/0 A13-1/0 A12-1/0 A11-1/0 

~ (t)=D-
c c: A10-1/0 A9-1/0 A8-I/O A7-1/0 A6-1/0 A5-I/O A4-I/O A 3-110 A2-1/0 A1-1/0 

~ Figure 8. 4Q-Blt PSA Configuration (OEAB = 1, OEBA = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSA/PRPG) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 1/0 pins is compressed into a 20-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected input-mode BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. At the same time, a 20-bit 
pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs on each 
rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device I/O pins on each falling 
edge of TCK. Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the 20-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the 
signature and patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing 
this operation. A seed value of all zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

A20·1/0 A19·1/0 A18·1/0 A17·1/0 A16·1/0 A15·1/0 A14-1/0 A13·1/0 A12·1/0 A11·1/0 

810-1/0 89·110 88-110 87-1/0 86·1/0 85·1/0 84-110 83·1/0 82·1/0 81·1/0 

Figure 9. 20-Blt PSA/PRPG Configuration (OEAB = 0, OEBA = 1) 
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6-90 

820-1/0 819·1/0 818-110 817-110 816·1/0 815·1/0 814-1/0 813·1/0 812·1/0 811·1/0 

A10·1/0 A9·1/0 A8-I/O A7·1/0 A6·1/0 A5·1/0 A4-I/O A3·1/0 A2·1/0 A1·I/O 

Figure 10. 2Q-Blt PSA/PRPG Configuration (OEAB = 1, OEBA = 0) 
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s!multaneous PSA and binary count up (PSA/COUNT) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode I/O pins is compressed into a 20-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected input-mode BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. At the same time, a 20-bit 
binary count-up pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs on each 
rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device 1/0 pins on each falling 
edge of TCK. Figures 11 and 12 illustrate the 20-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the 
signature is generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. 

A20-1/0 A19-1/0 A18-1/0 A17-1/0 A16-1/0 A15-1/0 A14-1/0 A13-1/0 A12-1/0 A11-1/0 

MSB 

QQQQQQQQQQ 
B20-1/0 B19-1/0 B18-1/0 B17-I/O B16-1/0 B15-1/0 B14-1/0 B13-1/0 B12-1/0 B11-1/0 

~=~ . Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q 0 
(f)=D- B10-1/0 B9-1/0 B8-I/O B7-1/0 B6-I/O B5-I/O B4-I/O B3-1/0 

Figure 11. 20-Blt PSA/COUNT Configuration (OEAB = 0, OEBA = 1) 
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B20-1/0 B19-1/0 B18-1/0 B17-1/0 B16-1/0 B15-1/0 B14-1/0 B13-1/0 B12-1/0 Btl-I/O 

MSB 

QQQQQQQQQQ 
"tJ A20-1/0 A19-1/0 A18-I/O A17-I/O A16-1/0 A15-1/0 A14-1/0 A13-1/0 A12-1/0 A11-1/0 

:II 

I ~==~ A~O 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
~ Figure 12. 2Q.Blt PSA/COUNT Configuration (OEAB = 1, OEBA = 0) 
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timing description 

All test operations of the 'LVTH18514 and 'LVTH182514 are synchronous to the TCK signal. Data on the TOI, 
TMS, and normal-function inputs is captured on the rising edge of TCK. Data appears on the TOO and 
normal-function output pins on the falling edge of TCK. The TAP controller is advanced through its states (as 
shown in Figure 1) by changing the value of TMS on the falling edge of TCK and then applying a rising edge 
to TCK. 

A simple timing example is shown in Figure 13. In this example, the TAP controller begins in the 
Test-Logic-Reset state and is advanced through its states, as necessary, to perform one instruction-register 
scan and one data-register scan. While in the Shift-IR and Shift-DR states, TDI is used to input serial data, and 
TOO is used to output serial data. The TAP controller is then returned to the Test-Logic-Reset state. Table 5 
describes the operation of the test circuitry during each TCK cycle. 

TCK TAP STATE 
CYCLE(S) AFTERTCK 

1 Test-Logic-Reset 

2 Run-Test/Idle 

3 Select-OR-Scan 

4 Select-IR-Scan 

5 Capture-IR 

6 Shift-IR 

7-13 Shift-IR 

14 Exit1-IR 

15 Update-IR 

16 Select-OR-Scan 

17 Capture-DR 

18 Shift-DR 

19-20 Shift-DR 

21 Exit1-0R 

22 Update-DR 

23 Select-OR-Scan 

24 Select-I R-Scan 

25 Test-Logic-Reset 

Table 5. Explanation of Timing Example 

DESCRIPTION 

TMS is changed to a logic 0 value on the falling edge of TCK to begin advancing the TAP controller toward 
the desired state. . 

The IR captures the 8-bit binary value 10000001 on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-IR state. 

TOO becomes active and TOI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP on 
the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

One bit is shifted into the IR on each TCK riSing edge. With TOI held at a logic 1 value, the 8-bit binary value 
11111111 is serially scanned into the IR. At the same time, the 8-bit binary value 10000001 is serially scanned 
out of the I R via TOO. In TCK cycle 13, TMS is changed to a logic 1 value to end the instruction register scan 
on the next TCK cycle. The last bit of the instruction is shifted as the TAP controller advances from Shift-IR 
to Exit1-IR. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The IR is updated with the new instruction (BYPASS) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The bypass register captures a logic 0 value on the riSing edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-DR state. 

TOO becomes active and TOI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP on 
the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

The binary value 101 is shifted in via TOI, while the binary value 010 is shifted out via TOO. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

In general, the selected data register is updated with the new data on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test operation completed. 
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2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

TCK 

TMS --u 
TOI ~ ~ U ~ 

TOO ~ ~ n ~ 
i CD c c a: a: 

~ 
a: c a: a: a: a: c c i is ~ ~ i: k ~ c c c ~ ~ CD 

== ~ CD a: ~ * ~ e ci: :I :c .;( co ci: :c ci: ci: a: 
TAP /) 

~ 
a: a tJ) w 'tJ :I ';( ~ /) 

Q, a tJ) 
Controller ~ 

c :l: co c w Q, c :l: ~ c t; u 0 ::I t; co ::I .!- u 
:I CD 0 U CD ..J State ..J a: CD 3j CD CD 3j iii iii 

~ 
3j 3j 3j 

~ 

~ 3-State (TOO) or Don't Care (TOI) 

Figure 13. Timing Example 

absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)t 

Supply voltage range, Vee ......................................................... -0.5 V to 4.6 V 
Input voltage range, VI (see Note 1) .................................................. -0.5 V to 7 V 
Voltage range applied to any output in the high state or power-off state, Va (see Note 1) .... -0.5 V to 7 V 
Current into any output in the low state, 10: SN54LVTH18514 .................................. 96 rnA 

SN54LVTH182514 (A port or TOO) .................. 96 rnA 
SN54LVTH182514 (8 port) ......................... 30 rnA 
SN74LVTH18514 ................................. 128 rnA 
SN74LVTH182514 (A port or TOO) ................. 128 rnA 
SN74LVTH182514 (8 port) ......................... 30 rnA 

Current into any output in the high state, 10 (see Note 2): SN54LVTH18514 ..................... 48 rnA 
SN54LVTH182514 (A port or TOO) ...... 48 rnA 
SN54LVTH182514 (8 port) ............. 30 rnA 
SN74LVTH18514 ..................... 64 rnA 
SN74LVTH182514 (A port or TOO) ...... 64 rnA 
SN74LVTH182514 (8 port) ............. 30 rnA 

Input clamp current, 11K (VI < 0) ........................................................... -50 rnA 
Output clamp current, 10K (Va < 0) ........................................................ -50 rnA 
Maximum power dissipation at TA = 55°C (in still air) (see Note 3): OGG package ................... 1 W 
Storage temperature range ........................................................ -65°C to 150°C 

t Stresses beyond those listed under "absolute maximum ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings only, and 
functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated under "recommended operating conditions" is not 
implied. Exposure to absolute-maximum-rated conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTES: 1. The input and output negative-voltage ratings can be exceeded if the input and output clamp-current ratings are observed. 

6-94 

2. This current only flows when the output is in the high state and V() > Vr.r.. 
3. The maximum package power dissipation is calculated using a junction "temperature of 150°C and a board trace length of 750 mils. 

For more information, refer to the Package Thermal Considerations application note in the ABT Advanced BiCMOS Technology Data 
Book, literature number SCBD002. 
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SN54LVTH18514,SN54LVTH182514,SN74LVTH18514,SN74LVTH182514 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 20-81T UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS670 - AUGUST 1996 

recommended operating conditions 

VCC Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

VIL Low-level input voltage 

VI Input voltage 

IOH High-level output current 

IOL Low-level output current 

IOLt Low-level output current 

I:1tillv Input transition rise or fall rate 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

t Current duty cycle :5 50%, f ~ 1 kHz 

I Outputs enabled 
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SN54LVTH18514 

MIN MAX 

2.7 3.6 

2 

0.8 

5.5 

-24 

24 

48 

10 

-55 125 

SN74LVTH18514 

MIN MAX 

2.7 3.6 

2 

0.8 

5.5 

-32 

32 

64 

10 

-40 85 

UNIT 

V 

V 

V 

V 

mA 

mA 

mA 

nsN 

°c 
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SN54LVTH18514,SN54LVTH182514,SN74LVTH18514,SN74LVTH182514 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 20-BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS670 - AUGUST 1996 

electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (see Note 4) 

SN54LVTH18514 SN74LVTH18514 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

TYPt TYPt MIN MAX MIN 

VIK Vee = 2.7 V, II =-18 mA -1.2 

Vee = MIN to MAX;, 10H =-100 I1A Vee-0.2 Vee-0.2 

Vee =2.7V, 10H =-3 mA 2.4 2.4 

VOH 10H .. -8 mA 2.4 2.4 

Vee=3V IOH=-24 mA 2 

10H =-32 mA 2 

10l = 100 I1A 0.2 
Vee =2.7 V 

IOl=24 mA 0.5 

10l = 16 mA 0.4 
VOL 

IOl=32 mA 0.5 
Vee=3V 

IOl=48 mA 0.55 

IOl=64 mA 

Vee=3.6 V, VI .. Vee or GNO elK, elKEN, ±1 

Vee" 0 or MAX;, VI=5.5V lE, TeK 10 

VI = 5.5V 5 

VI = Vee OE, TOI, TMS 1 
II 

VI=O -25 -100 -25 
Vee" 3.6 V 

VI=5.5V 20 

VI = Vee Aor B ports§ 1 

VI-O -5 

'off Vee" 0, VI orVo = Ot04.5 V 

VI = 0.8 V 75 500 75 150 
II(hold)~ Vee=3V 

VI=2V 
Aor B ports 

-75 -500 -75 -150 

10ZH Vee=3.6V, VO=3V TOO 1 

10Zl Vee =3.6 V, VO= O.5V TOO -1 

10ZPU Vee" 0 to 1.5 V, Vo" 0.5 V or 3 V TOO ±50 

'OZPD Vee = 1.5 V to 0, Vo = 0.5 Vor3 V TOO ±50 

Outputs high 

'ee 
Vee =3.6 V, 10=0, Outputs low 
VI- Vee or GND 

Outputs disabled 

t.lee# 
Vee = 3 V to 3.6 V, One input at Vee - 0.6 V, 

0.5 
Other inputs at Vee or GNO 

ei VI" 3VorO 4 

eio VO= 3 VorO 10 

eo Vo=3 VorO 8 

t All tYPical values are at Vee = 3.3 V, TA = 25°e. 
; For conditions shown as MIN or MAX, use the appropriate value specified under recommended operating conditions. 
§ Unused pins at Vee or GNO 
~ Tho parametei 'I (hold) includes the off-state output leakage current. 
#This is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TIL voltage level rather than Vee or GND. 
NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice. 
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4 

10 

8 

MAX 

-1.2 

0.2 

0.5 

0.4 

0.5 

0.55 

±1 

10 

5 

1 

-100 

20 

1 

-5 

±100 

500 

-500 

1 

-1 

±50 

±50 

3 

30 

3 

0.5 

UNIT 

V 

V 

V 

I1A 

I1A 

I1A 

I1A 
I1A 
I1A 
I1A 

mA 

mA 

pF 

pF 

pF 



SN54LVTH18514,SN54LVTH182514,SN74LVTH18514,SN74LVTH182514 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 20-BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS670 - AUGUST 1996 

timing requirements over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise 
noted) (normal mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 14) 

SN54LVTH18514 SN74LVTH18514 

Vee =3.3V 
Vee=2.7V 

vee = 3.3 V 
Vee = 2.7 V UNIT 

±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency CLKAB or CLKBA 0 100 MHz 

CLKAB or CLKBA high or low 4.4 
tw Pulse duration ns 

LEAB or LEBA high 3 

A before CLKABi or 
2.4 

B before CLKBA i 

tsu Setup time A before LEABJ. or l CLK high 1.5 ns 
B before LEBAJ. I CLKlow 1.6 

CLKEN before CLKi 2.8 

A after CLKABi 1 

B after CLKBA i 1.4 
th Hold time 

A after LEABJ. or B after LEBA.t. 
ns 

3.1 

CLKEN after CLKi 0.7 

timing requirements over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise 
noted) (test mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 14) 

SN54LVTH18514 SN74LVTH18514 

Vee=3.3V 
vee = 2.7 V 

vee = 3.3 V 
Vee =2.7V ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency TCK 0 50 

tw Pulse duration TCK high or low 9.5 

A, B, CLK, CLKEN, LE, or OE 
6.5 

before TCKi 
tsu Setup time 

TOI before TCKi 2.5 

TMS before TCKi 2.5 

A, B, CLK, CLKEN, LE, or OE 
1.5 

after TCKi 
th Hold time 

TOI after TCKi 1.5 

TMS after TCKi 1.5 

td Oelaytime Power up to TCKi 50 

tr Rise time VCC power up 1 

NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice . 
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ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 
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SN54LVTH18514,SN54LVTH182514,SN74LVTH18514,SN74LVTH182514 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 20-BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS670- AUGUST 1996 

switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 14) 

SN54LVTH18514 SN74LVTH18514 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO VCC=3.3V 

VCC=2.7V 
VCC=3.3 V 

VCC=2.7V UNIT 
(INPUT) (OUTPUT) ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fmax CLKAB or CLKBA 100 MHz 

tPLH 1.5 5.1 
AorB BorA ns 

tPHL 1.5 5.1 

tpLH 1.5 5.8 
CLKAB B ns 

tpHL 1.5 5.8 

tPLH 1.5 6.4 
CLKBA A ns 

tPHL 1.5 6.4 

tPLH 2 8.1 
LEAB or LEBA BorA ns 

tPHL 2 6.7 

tPZH 
OEABorOEBA 

2 9.1 
BorA ns 

tPZL 2, 9.6 

tpHZ 
. OEAB or OEBA 

2.5 10.4 
BorA ns 

tpLZ 2.5 9.1 

C switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless c: otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 14) 
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SN54LVTH18514 SN74LVTH1854 

PARAMETER FROM TO VCC=3.3 V 
VCC=2.7V 

Vcc = 3.3 V 
Vcc =2.7V 

(INPUT) (OUTPUT) ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fmax TCK 50 

tPLH 
TCKJ, 

2.5 14 
AorB 

tPHL 2.5 14 

tPLH 
TCKJ, TOO 

1 5.5 

tPHL 1.5 6.5 

tpZH 
TCKJ, AorB 

4 17 

tpZL 4 17 

tPZH 
TCKJ, TOO 

1 5.5 

tpZL 1.5 5.5 

tPHZ 
TCKJ, 

4 18 
AorB 

tPLZ 4 17 

tpHZ 
TCKJ, TOO 

1.5 7 

tPLZ 1.5 7 
.. 

NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice . 
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ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 



SN54LVTH18514,SN54LVTH182514,SN74LVTH18514,SN74LVTH182514 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 20·BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS670 - AUGUST 1996 

recommended operating conditions 

VCC Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

VIL Low-level input voltage 

VI Input voltage 

IOH High-level output current 

IOL Low-level output current 

IOLt Low-level output current 

atJllv Input transition rise or fall rate 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

t Current duty cycle S 50%, f ~ 1 kHz 

Aport, TOO 

Bport 

Aport, TOO 

Bport 

Aport, TOO 

Outputs enabled 
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SN54LVTH182514 SN74LVTH182514 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

2.7 3.6 2.7 3.6 

2 2 

0.8 0.8 

5.5 5.5 

-24 -32 

-12 -12 

24 32 

12 12 

48 64 

10 10 

-55 125 -40 85 
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SN54LVTH18514,SN54LVTH182514,SN74LVTH18514,SN74LVTH182514 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 20-BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS670 - AUGUST 1996 

electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (see Note 4) 

SN54LVTH182514 SN74LVTH182514 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

TYPt TYPt MIN MAX MIN 

VIK Vee =2.7 V, II =-18 mA -1.2 

Vee = MIN to MAX+, 10H =-100J.l.A A, B, TOO Vee-0.2 Vee-0.2 

Vee =2.7 V, 10H =-3mA 2.4 2.4 

10H =-8 mA 2.4 2.4 
VOH Aport, TOO 

10H =-24 mA 2 
Vee=3V 

10H =-32 mA 2 

10H =-12 mA Bport 2 2 

10L= 100 J.l.A A, B, TOO 0.2 
Vee=2.7V 

IOL=24 mA 0.5 

10L = 16 mA 0.4 

VOL 10L= 32 mA Aport, TOO 0.5 

Vee=3V IOL=48 mA 0.55 

10L = 64 mA 

10L= 12mA Bport 0.8 

Vee =3.6 V, VI = Vee or GNO eLK,elKEN, ±1 

Vee = 0 or MAX+, VI = 5.5 V LE, TeK 10 

VI = 5.5 V 5 

VI = Vee OE, TOI, TMS 1 
II 

VI =0 -25 -100 -25 
Vee =3.6 V 

VI = 5.5 V 20 

VI = Vee Aor B ports§ 1 

VI=O -5 

loff Vee=O, VI orVO == Oto4.5 V 

VI = 0.8 V 75 500 75 150 
II(hold)~ Vee=3V 

VI=2V 
A or B ports 

-75 -500 -75 -150 

10ZH Vee =3.6 V, VO=3V TOO 1 

10Zl Vee == 3.6 V, Vo = 0.5V TOO -1 

10ZPU Vee = 0 to 1.5 V, Vo = 0.5 V or 3 V TOO ±50 

10ZPO Vee == 1.5 Vto 0, Vo == 0.5 V or 3 V TOO ±50 

Outputs high 

lee Vee == 3.6 V, 10 = 0, VI = Vee or GNO Outputs low 

Outputs disabled 

.1lee# 
Vee == 3 V to 3.6 V, One input at Vee - 0.6 V, 

0.5 Other inputs at Vee or GNO 

ei VI = 3 VorO 4 

eio VO==3VorO 10 

eo Vo=3VorO 8 

t AU tYPical values aiS at Vee = 3.3 V, TA = 25°C. 
+ For conditions shown as MIN or MAX, use the appropriate value specified under recommended operating conditions. 
§ Unused pins at Vee or GNO 
~ The parameter II(hold) includes the off-state output leakage current. 
# This is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TTL voltage level rather than Vee or GNO. 
NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice. 
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4 

10 

8 

MAX 

-1.2 

0.2 

0.5 

0.4 

0.5 

0.55 

0.8 

±1 

10 

5 

1 

-100 

20 

1 

-5 

±100 

500 

-500 

1 

-1 

±50 

±50 

3 

30 

3 

0.5 

UNIT 

V 

V 

V 

!!A 

!!A 

J.l.A 

J.l.A 

!!A 
!!A 
!!A 

mA 

mA 

pF 

pF 

pF 



SN54LVTH18514,SN54LVTH182514,SN74LVTH18514,SN74LVTH182514 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 20-BIT UNIVE~SAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS670 - AUGUST 1996 

timing requirements over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise 
noted) (normal mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 14) 

SN54LVTH182514 SN74LVTH182514 

vee = 3.3 V 
Vee =2.7V 

Vec=3.3V 
Vee=2.7V UNIT ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency CLKAB or CLKBA 0 100 MHz 

CLKAB or CLKBA high or low 4.4 
tw Pulse duration ns 

LEAB or LEBA high 3 

A before CLKABi or 
2.8 

B before CLKBA i 

tsu Setup time A before LEAB! or I CLKhigh 1.5 ns 
B before LEBA! J CLKlow 1.6 

CLKEN before CLKi 2.8 

A after CLKABi or 
1.4 

B after CLKBA i . 
th Hold time 

A after LEAB! or B after LEBA! 3.1 ns 

CLKEN after CLKi 0.7 

~ 
timing requirements over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise W 
noted) (test mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 14) :; 

SN54LVTH182514 SN74LVTH182514 

Vec=3.3V 
Vee=2.7V 

Vec= 3.3 V 
Vee=2.7V ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency TCK 0 50 

tw Pulse duration TCK high or low 9.5 

A,B,CLK,CLKEN,LE,orOE 
6.5 

before TCKi 
tsu Setup time 

JOI before TCKi 2.5 

TMS before TCKi 2.5 

A,B,CLK,CLKEN,LE,orOE 
1.5 

after TCKi 
th Hold time 

TOI after TCKi 1.5 

TMS after TCKi 1.5 

td Oelaytime Power up to TCKi 50 

tr Rise time VCC power up 1 
.. 

NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice . 
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SN54LVTH18514,SN54LVTH182514,SN74LVTH18514,SN74LVTH182514 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 20-BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS670 - AUGUST 1996 

switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 14) 

SN54LVTH182514 SN74LVTH182514 

PARAMETER FROM TO Vcc = 3.3 V Vcc = 2.7 V Vcc= 3.3 V VCC=2.7V UNIT 
(INPUT) (OUTPUT) ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fmax CLKAB or CLKBA 100 MHz 

tpLH 1.5 5.9 
A B ns 

tpHL 1.5 5.9 

tpLH 1.5 5.1 
B A ns 

tpHL 1.5 5.1 

tpLH 1.5 6.7 
CLKAB B ns 

tpHL 1.5 6.7 

tPLH 1.5 6.4 
CLKBA A ns 

tpHL 1.5 6.4 

tpLH 2 8.2 
LEAB B ns 

tpHL 2 6.7 

tpLH 2 8.1 
LEBA A ns 

tpHL 2 6.7 

tpZH 
OEAB orOEBA 

2 9.5 
BorA ns 

tpZL 2 9.7 

tpHZ 
OEAB orOEBA 

2.5 11.1 
BorA ns 

tpLZ 2.5 9.8 

"'D switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
JJ otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 14) 

m 
S 
m :e 

SN54LVTH182514 SN74LVTH182514 

PARAMETER FROM TO VCC = 3.3V VCC =2.7V VCC= 3.3V VCC=2.7V (INPUT) (OUTPUT) ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fmax TCK 50 

tpLH 
TCKJ. 

2.5 14 
AorB 

tpHL 2.5 14 

tpLH 
TCKJ. 

1 5.5 
TOO 

tpHL 1.5 6.5 

tpZH 
TCKJ. 

4 17 
AorB 

tPZL 4 17 

tpZH 
TCKJ. TOO 

1 5.5 

tpZL 1.5 5.5 

tpHZ 
TCKJ. AorB 

4 18 

tpLZ 4 17 

tPHZ 
TCKJ. TOO 

1.5 7 

tpLZ 1.5 7 
" NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice. 
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SN54LVTH18514,SN54LVTH182514,SN74LVTH18514,SN74LVTH182514 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 20-BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS670 - AUGUST 1996 

PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION 

o 6V 

500n S1 o Open 

rND 
TEST S1 From Output ---e---4!I~-'\Nv-----/ 

Under Test 

CL =50 pF 
. (see Note A) T 500n 

Input 

LOAD CIRCUIT 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PULSE DURATION 

~(1.5V )(1.5 V 

I 
I 1 

tPLH~ 

2.7V 

ov 

KtPHL 

I 11.5V 
~VOH 

Output I l 1.5 V 
I I VOL 
I 

tPHL~ ~tPLH 

\1.5V 
FVOH 

Output 1.5V 

VOL 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PROPAGATION DELAY TIMES 

INVERTING AND NONINVERTING OUTPUTS 

NOTES: A. CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 

Timing Input 

Data Input 

Output 
Control 

Output 
Waveform 1 

S1 at 6 V 
(see Note B) 

Output 
Waveform 2 

S1 at GND 
(see Note B) 

tPLH/tPHL Open 

tpLZ/tpZL 6V 

tpHz/tpZH GND 

2.7 V 
-------;(1.5 V 
_____ ...1. 1'-______ 0 V 

~ 
I tsu th 1 

---*1.5 V ~ :.:V 
VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 

SETUP AND HOLD TIMES 

~1.5V )(..,.5 V 
tpZL --t>j ~ I 

I tPLZ ~ 

2.7V 

OV 

3V 

I ~b...+~~ VOL I 
~ I 1 tpHZ ~ 

tpZH~ fl- I 

/1.5 V 
~H-O.3V VOH 

=OV 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
ENABLE AND DISABLE TIMES 

LOW· AND HIGH·LEVEL ENABLING 

B. Waveform 1 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is low except when disabled by the output control. 
Waveform 2 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is high except when disabled by the output control. 

C. All input pulses are supplied by generators having the following characteristics: PRR :;; 10 MHz, Zo = 50 n, tr:;; 2.5 ns, tf:;; 2.5 ns. 
D. The outputs are measured one at a time with one transition per measurement. 

Figure 14. Load Circuit and Voltage Waveforms 
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SN54LVTH18516,SN54LVTH182516,SN74LVTH18516,SN74LVTH182516 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18·BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS672A - AUGUST 1996 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

• Members of the Texas Instruments 
SCOPETM Family of Testability Products 

SN54l.VTH18516, SN54l.VTH182516 •.• HKC PACKAGE 
SN74l.VTH18516, SN74l.VTH182516 ••• DGG PACKAGE 

• Members of the Texas Instruments 
WldebusTM Family 

. (TOP VIEW) 

• State-of-the-Art 3.3-V ABT Design Supports 
Mixed-Mode Signal Operation (5-V Input 
and Output Voltages With 3.3-V Vee) 

o Support Unregulated Battery Operation 
Down to 2.7V 

• UBTTM (Universal Bus Transceiver) 
Combines D-Type Latches and D-Type 
Flip-Flops for Operation In Transparent, 
Latched, or Clocked Mode 

• Provide Multiplexed Transmission of 
Stored and Real-Time Data 

o Bus Hold on Data Inputs Eliminates the 
Need for External Pullup Resistors 

G B-Port Outputs of 'LVTH182516 Devices 
Have Equivalent 25-0 Series Resistors, So 
No External Resistors Are Required 

G Compatible With the IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990 (JTAG) Test Access Port and 
Boundary-Scan Architecture 

.. SCOPETM Instruction Set 
- IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 Required 

Instructions and Optional CLAMP and 
HIGHZ 

- Parallel-Signature Analysis at Inputs 
- Pseudo-Random Pattern Generation 

From Outputs 
- Sample Inputs/Toggle Outputs 
- Binary Count From Outputs 
- Device Identification 
- Even-Parity Opcodes 

• Packaged In 64-Pln Plastic Thin Shrink 
Smail-Outline (DGG), 64-Pln Ceramic Dual 
Flat (HKC), and 68-Pin Ceramic Quad Flat 
(HV) Packages 

EPIC, Widebus, SCOPE, and UBT are trademarks of Texas Instruments Incorporated. 

CLKENBA 1 U 64 CLKBA 
OEBA 2 63 LEBA 

NC 3 62 SBA 
B1 4 61 A1 
B2 5 60 A2 

GND 6 59 GNO 
B3 7 58 A3 
B4 8 57 A4 

Vce 9 56 VCC 
B5 10 55 A5 
B6 11 54 A6 

GND 12 53 GNO 
B7 13 52 A7 
B8 14 51 A8 
89 15 50 A9 

810 16 49 A10 
B11 17 48 A11 
B12 18 47 A12 
B13 19 46 A13 

GNO 20 45 GNO 
B14 21 44 A14 
B15 22 43 A15 
B16 23 42 A16 
Vce 24 41 Vee 
B17 25 40 A17 
B18 26 39 A18 

GNO 27 38 GNO 
NC 28 37 SAB 

OEA8 29 36 LEAB 
CLKENAB 30 35 CLKAB 

TOO 31 34 TOI 
TMS 32 33 TCK 

NC - No internal connection 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Information concerns products In IheformaUve or 
d2s1 n phase of development Chal'llcterisUc dala and other 
s ftcatlons are design goals. Texas Instruments reserves the right 10 
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SN54LVTH18516, SN54LVTH182516 ••• HV PACKAGE 
(TOP VIEW) 

I~ «Z « 
o ID~ ~~« 0 ~ ('t) Z C\I ,.... 0 Iw ..J 0 ..J WID,.... 5:i:! Z ('t) ~ 

CCClIDIDZOOZO..J(/)« Cl«« 

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 68 67 66 65 64 63 62 61 

Vee 10 60 Vee 
85 11 59 A5 
86 12 58 A6 

GND 13 57 GND 
87 14 56 A7 
88 15 55 A8 
89 16 54 A9 

810 17 53 A10 
NC 18 52 NC 

811 19 51 A11 
812 20 50 A12 
813 21 49 A13 

GND 22 48 GND 
814 23 47 A14 
815 24 46 A15 
816 25 45 A16 
Vee 26 44 Vee 

27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 

Ne - No internal connection 

:e description 
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The 'LVTH18516 and 'LVTH182516 scan test devices with 18-bit bus transceivers are members of the Texas 
Instruments SCOPETM testability integrated-circuit family. This family of devices supports IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990 boundary scan to facilitate testing of complex circuit-board assemblies. Scan access to the test 
circuitry is accomplished via the 4-wire test access port (TAP) interface. 

Additionally, these devices are designed specifically for low-VOltage (3.3-V) Vcc operation, but with the 
capability to provide a TTL interface to a 5-V system environment. 

In the normal mode, these devices are 18-bit universal bus transceivers that combine D-type latches and D-type 
flip-flops to allow data flow in transparent, latched, or clock modes and that also allow for multiplexed 
transmission of data directly from the input bus or from the internal registers. The test circuitry can be activated 
by the TAP to take snapshot samples of the data appearing at the device pins or to perform a self test on the 
boundary-test cells. Activating the TAP in the normal mode does not affect the functional operation of the 
SCOppM universal bus transceivers . 
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description (continued) 

Oata flow in each direction is controlled by latch-enable (LEAB and LEBA), clock-enable (CLKENAB and 
CLKENBA), clock (CLKAB and CLKBA), select (SAB and SBA), and output-enable (OEAB and OEBA) inputs. 
For A-to-B data flow, the device registers operate in the transparent mode when LEAB is high. When LEAB is 
low, the A-bus data is latched while CLKENAB is high and/or CLKAB is held at a static low or high logic level. 
Otherwise, if LEAB is low and CLKENAB is low, A-bus data is stored on a low-to-high transition of CLKAB. When 
SAB is low, real-time A data is selected for presentation to the B bus (real-time data mode). When SAB is high, 
stored A-data is selected for presentation to the B bus (stored data mode). When OEAB is low, the B outputs 
are active. When OEAB is high, the B outputs are in the high-impedance state. B-to-A data flow is similar to 
A-to-B data flow but uses the LEBA, CLKENBA, CLKBA, SBA, and OEBA inputs. Figure 1 illustrates the four 
fundamental bus-management functions that are performed with the 'LVTH18516 and 'LVTH182516. 

In the test mode, the normal operation of the SCOPETM universal bus transceivers is inhibited, and the test 
circuitry is enabled to observe and control the I/O boundary of the device. When enabled, the test circuitry 
performs boundary-scan test operations according to the protocol described in IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. 

Four dedicated test pins are used to observe and control the operation of the test circuitry: test data input (TOI), 
test data output (TOO), test mode select (TMS), and test clock (TCK). Additionally, the test circuitry performs 
other testing functions such as parallel-signature analysis (PSA) on data inputs and pseudo-random pattern 
generation (PRPG) from data outputs. All testing and scan operations are synchronized to the TAP interface. 

Active bus-hold circuitry is provided to hold unused or floating data inputs at a valid logic level. 

The B-port outputs of 'LVTH182516, which are designed to source or sink up to 12 rnA, include 25-0 series 
resistors to reduce overshoot and undershoot. 

The SN74LVTH18516 and SN74LVTH182516 are available in TI's thin shrink small-outline (OGG) package, 
which provides twice the I/O pin count and functionality of standard small-outline packages in the same 
printed-circuit-board area. 

The SN54LVTH 18516 and SN54LVTH 182516 are characterized for operation over the full military temperature 
range of -55°C to 125°C. The SN74LVTH18516 and SN74LVTH182516 are characterized for operation from 
-40°C to 85°C. 

INPUTS 

FUNCTION TABL.Et 
(normal mode, each register) 

OUTPUT 
OEAB SAB L.EAB CL.KENAB CL.KAB A B OPERATION OR FUNCTION 

H X X X X X Z Isol~tion 

L L X X X L L Real-time A data to B bus 

L L X X X H H Real-time A data to B bus 

L H X X X X OAO* Stored A data to B bus 

X X H X X X Unspecified§ Store A data 
(A-70A) 

X X L L i X Unspecified§ Store A data 
(A-70A) 

X X L L L X Unspecified§ Hold A data 
(OAO-70A) 

X X L H X X Unspecified§ Hold A data 
(OAO-70A) 

t A-to-B data flow IS shown. B-to-A data flow IS Similar but uses OEBA, SBA, LEBA, CLKENBA, and CLKBA. 
* Output level of internal register before the indicated steady-state input conditions are established. 
§ The data output functions are enabled or disabled by various signals at the OE and S inputs. Data input functions are always enabled . 
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OEAB OEBA 

X H 
H X 
H H 
X H 
H X 
H H 

'---v--' 
OEAB OEBA SBA 

H L L 

REAL·TIME TRANSFER 
BUS B TO BUSA 

'---v--' 
LEAB LEBA CLKENAB CLKENBA 

H 
X 
H 
L 
X 
L 

X X 
H X 
H X 
X L 
L X 
L L 

STORAGE FROM 

A. B. ORAAND B 

X 
X 
X 
X 
L 

L 

CLKAB CLKBA 

X X 
X X 
X X 
i X 
X i 
i i 

< 
en 
:l m 

OEAB OEBA SAB 
L H L 

REAL·TIME TRANSFER 
BUSATO BUS B 

'---v--' 
OEAB OEBA SAB SBA 

H L X H 
L H H X 
L L H H 

TRANSFER STORED DATA 

TO A AND/OR B 

Figure 1. Bus-Mana,gement Functions 
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functional block diagram 

Boundary-Scan Register 

CLKENAB 30 

LEAB 36 

CLKAB 35 

SAB 37 

OEAB 

CLKENBA 

63 
LEBA 

64 
CLKBA 

62 
SBA 

OEBA 

A1 61 

VCC 

TOI 
34 

VCC 
32 

TMS 

33 Controller 
TCK 

Pin numbers shown are for the DGG and HKC packages. 
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TERMINAL NAME 

A1-A18 

B1-818 

CLKAB,CLKBA 

CLKENAB, 
CLKENBA 

GNO 

LEAB,LEBA 

OEAB, OEBA 

SAB,SBA 

TCK 

TOI 

TOO 

TMS 

VCC 
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Terminal Functions 

DESCRIPTION 

Normal-function A-bus I/O ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function B-bus I/O ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function clock inputs. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function clock enables. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Ground 

Normal-function latch enables. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function active-low output enables. See function table for normal-mode logic. An internal pullup at each terminal 
will force the terminal to a high level if left unconnected. 

Normal-function select controls. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Test clock. One offourterminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. Test operations ofthe device are synchronous 
TCK. Data is captured on the rising edge of TCK and outputs change on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test data input. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOI is the serial input for shifting data 
through the instruction register or selected data register. An internal pullup forces TOI to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test data output. One offour terminals required by I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOO is the serial output for shifting data 
through the instruction register or selected data register. 

Test mode select. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TMS directs the device through its TAP 
controller states. An internal pullup forces TMS to a high level if left unconnected. 

Supply voltage 
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Serial-test information is conveyed by means of a 4-wire test bus or TAP that conforms to IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990. Test instructions, test data, and test control signals all are passed along this serial-test bus. The 
TAP controller monitors two signals from the test bus, TCK and TMS. The TAP controller extracts the 
synchronization (TCK) and state control (TMS) signals from the test bus and generates the appropriate on-chip 
control signals for the test structures in the device. Figure 2 shows the TAP-controller state diagram. 

The TAP controller is fully synchronous to the TCK signal. Input data is captured on the rising edge of TCK and 
output data changes on the falling edge of TCK. This scheme ensures data to be captured is valid for fully 
one-half of the TCK cycle. 

The functional block diagram shows the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 4-wire test bus and boundary-scan 
architecture and the relationship among the test bus, the TAP controller, and the test registers. As shown, the 
device contains an a-bit instruction register and four test-data registers: a 46-bit boundary-scan register, a 3-bit 
boundary-control register, a 1-bit bypass register, and a 32-bit device-identification register. 

Test-Loglc-Reset 

TMS=L 

Figure 2. TAP·Controller State Diagram 
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state diagram description 

The TAP controller is a synchronous finite state machine that provides test control signals throughout the device. 
The state diagram shown in Figure 2 is in accordance with IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. The TAP controller 
proceeds through its states based on the level of TMS at the rising edge of TCK. 

As shown, the TAP controller consists of 16 states. There are six stable states (indicated by a looping arrow in 
the state diagram) and ten unstable states. A stable state is defined as a state the TAP controller can retain for 
consecutive TCK cycles. Any state that does not meet this criterion is an unstable state. 

There are two main paths through the state diagram: one to access and control the selected data register and 
one to access and control the instruction register. Only one register can be accessed at a time. 

Test-Loglc-Reset 

The device powers up in the Test-Logic-Reset state. In the stable Test-Logic-Reset state, the test logic is reset 
and is disabled so that the normal logic function of the device is performed. The instruction register is reset to 
an opcode that selects the optionallOCOOE instruction, if supported, or the BYPASS instruction. Certain data 
registers can also be reset to their power-up values. 

The state machine is constructed such that the TAP controller returns to the Test-Logic-Reset state in no more 
than five TCK cycles if TMS is left high. The TMS pin has an internal pullup resistor that forces it high if left 
unconnected or if a board defect causes it to be open circuited. 

For the 'LVTH18516 and 'LVTH182516, the instruction register is reset to the binary value 10000001, which 
selects the 10COOE instruction. Bits 45-44 are reset to logic 1, ensuring that these cells, which control A-port 
and B-port outputs, are set to benign values (Le., such that if test mode were invoked the outputs would be at 
high-impedance state). Reset values of other bits in the boundary-scan register should be considered 
indeterminate. The boundary-control register is reset to the binary value 010, which selects the PSA test 
operation. 

Run-Test/Idle 

The TAP controller must pass through the Run-Test/Idle state (from Test-Logic-Reset) before executing any test 
. operations. The Run-Test/Idle state also can be entered following data-register or instruction-register scans. 
Run-Test/Idle is a stable state in which the test logic can be actively running a test or can be idle. The test 
operations selected by the boundary-control register are performed while the TAP controller is in the 
Run-Test/Idle state. 

Select-OR-Scan, Select-IR-Scan 

No specific function is performed in the Select-OR-Scan and Select-IR-Scan states, and the TAP controller exits 
either of these states on the next TCK cycle. These states allow the selection of either data-register scan or 
instruction-register scan. 

Capture-DR 

When a data-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-OR state. In the 
Capture-OR state, the selected data register can capture a data value as specified by the current instruction. 
Such capture operations occur on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-OR 
state. 

Shift-DR 

6-112 

Upon entry to the Shift-OR state, the data register is placed in the scan path between TOI and TOO, and on the 
first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TOO enables to the logic 
level present in the least-significant bit of the selected data register . 
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While in the stable Shift-OR state, data is serially shifted through the selected data register on each TCK cycle. 
The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-OR state (Le., no shifting occurs during 
the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-OR to Shift-OR or from Exit2-0R to Shift-OR). 
The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-OR state . 

. Exlt1-DR, Exit2-DR 

The Exit1-0R and Exit2-0R states are temporary states that end a data-register scan. It is possible to return 
to the Shift-OR state from either Exit1-0R or Exit2-0R without recapturing the data register. On the first falling 
edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-0R, TOO goes from the active state to the high-impedance state. 

Pause-DR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-OR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-OR state suspends and resumes data-register scan operations without loss of data. 

Update-DR 

If the current instruction calls for the selected data register to be updated with current data, such update occurs 
on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the Update-OR state. 

Capture-IR 

When an instruction-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-IR state. In 
the Capture-IR state, the instruction register captures its current status value. This capture operation occurs 
on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-IR state. For the 'LVTH18516 and 
'LVTH182516, the status value loaded in the Capture-IR state is the fixed binary value 10000001. 

Shlft-IR 

Upon entry to the Shift-IR state, the instruction register is placed in the scan path between TOI and TOO, and 
on the first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to the active state. TOO enables to 
the logic level present in the least-significant bit of the instruction register. 

While in the stable Shift-IR state, instruction data is serially shifted through the instruction register on each TCK 
cycle. The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-IR state (Le., no shifting occurs 
during the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-IR to Shift-IR or from Exit2-IR to 
Shift-IR). The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-IR state. 

Exlt1-IR, Exlt2-IR 

The Exit1-IR and Exit2-IR states are temporary states that end an instruction-register scan. It is possible to 
return to the Shift-IR state from either Exit1-IR or Exit2-IR without recapturing the instruction register. On the 
first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-IR, TOO goes from the active state to the high-impedance state. 

Pause-IR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-IR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-IR state suspends and resumes instruction-register scan operations without loss of 
data. 

Update-IR 

The current instruction is updated and takes effect on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the Update-IR 
state. 
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register overview 

With the exception of the bypass and device-identification registers, any test register can be thought of as a 
serial-shift register with a shadow latch on each bit. The bypass and device identification registers differ in that 
they contain only a shift register. During the appropriate capture state (Capture-IR for instruction register, 
Capture-DR for data registers), the shift register can be parallel loaded from a source specified by the current 
instruction. During the appropriate shift state (Shift-IR or Shift-DR), the contents of the shift register are shifted 
out from TOO while new contents are shifted in at TDI. During the appropriate update state (Update-IR or 
Update-DR), the shadow latches are updated from the shift register. 

instruction register description 

The instruction register (I R) is eight bits long and tells the device what instruction is to be executed. Information 
contained in the instruction includes the mode of operation (either normal mode, in which the device performs 
its normal logic function, ortest mode, in which the normal logic function is inhibited or altered), the test operation 
to be performed, which of the four data registers is to be selected for inclusion in the scan path during 
data-register scans, and the source of data to be captured into the selected data register during Capture-DR. 

Table 3 lists the instructions supported by the 'LVTH 18516 and 'LVTH 182516. The even-parity feature specified 
for SCOPETM devices is supported in this device. Bit 7 of the instruction opcode is the parity bit. Any instructions 
that are defined for SCOPETM devices but are not supported by this device default to BYPASS. 

During Capture-IR, the IR captures the binary value 10000001. As an instruction is shifted in, this value is shifted 
out via TOO and can be inspected as verification that the IR is in the scan path. During Update-IR, the value 
that has been shifted into the IR is loaded into shadow latches. At this time, the current instruction is updated 
and any specified mode change takes effect. At power up or in the Test-Logic-Reset state, the IR is reset to the 
binary value 10000001, which selects the IDCODE instruction. The IR order of scan is shown in Figure 3. 

Blt7 
TOI TOO Bit 0 

----
Parity f-t Blt6 r--+ Blt5 r--+ Blt4 --+ Blt3 r--+ Blt2 r--+ Bit 1 

----
r-. (LSB) (MSB) 

6-114 

Figure 3. Instruction Register Order of Scan 
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data register description 

boundary-scan register 

The boundary-scan register (BSR) is 46 bits long. It contains one boundary-scan cell (BSC) for each 
normal-function input pin and one BSC for each normal-function I/O pin (one single cell for both input data and 
output data). The BSR is used 1) to store test data that is to be applied externally to the device output pins, 
and/or 2) to capture data that appears internally at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic and/or externally at 
the device input pins. 

The source of data to be captured into the BSR during Capture-DR is determined by the current instruction. The 
contents of the BSR can change during Run-Test/Idle, as determined by the current instruction. At power up 
or in Test-Logic-Reset, BSCs 45-44 are reset to logic 1, ensuring that these cells, which control A-port and 
B-port outputs, are set to benign values (Le., if test mode were invoked the outputs would be at high-impedance 
state). Reset values of other BSCs should be considered indeterminate. 

The BSR order of scan is from TDI through bits 45-0 to TOO. Table 1 shows the BSR bits and their associated 
device pin signals. 

BSR BIT 
NUMBER 

45 

44 

43 

42 
41 

40 

39 

38 

37 

36 

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

Table 1. Boundary-Scan Register Configuration 

DEVICE 
SIGNAL 

OEA8 

OE8A 

LEA8 

LEBA 
CLKENAB 

CLKEN8A 

CLKA8 

CLK8A 

SA8 

. SBA 

-

-
-
-
-

-
-
-

BSR BIT DEVICE 
NUMBER SIGNAL 

35 A18-1/0 

34 A17-1/0 

33 A16-1/0 

32 A15-1/0 

31 A14-1/0 

30 A13-1/0 

29 A12-1/0 

28 A11-1/0 

27 A10-1/0 

26 A9-1/0 

25 A8-1/0 

24 A7-1/0 

23 A6-1/0 

22 A5-I/O 

21 A4-1/0 

20 A3-1/0 

19 A2-1/0 
18 A1-1/0 
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BSR BIT 
NUMBER 

17 

16 
15 

14 
13 

12 

11 

10 

9 

8 
7 

6 

5 
4 

3 

2 

1 

0 

DEVICE 
SIGNAL 

818-1/0 

817-1/0 

816-1/0 

815-1/0 

814-1/0 

813-1/0 

812-1/0 

811-1/0 

810-1/0 

89-1/0 
88-1/0 

87-1/0 

86-1/0 

85-1/0 

84-1/0 

83-1/0 

82-1/0 

81-1/0 
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boundary-control register 

The boundary-control register (SCR) is three bits long. The SCR is used in the context of the RUNT instruction 
to implement additional test operations not included in the basic SCOPETM instruction set. Such operations 
include PRPG, PSA, and binary count up (COUNT). Table 4 shows the test operations that are decoded by the 
SCA. 

During Capture-DR, the contents of the SCR are not changed. At power up or in Test-Logic-Reset, the SCR is 
reset to the binary value 010, which selects the PSA test operation. The SCR order of scan is shown in 
Figure 4. 

TOI Blt2 
(MSB) Bit 1 

BltO 
(LSB) 

Figure 4. Boundary-Control Register Order of Scan 

TOO 

bypass register 

6-116 

The bypass register is a 1-bit scan path that can be selected to shorten the length of the system scan path, 
reducing the number of bits per test pattern that must be applied to complete a test operation. During 
Capture-DR, the bypass register captures a logic O. The bypass register order of scan is shown in 
Figure 5. 

TO'-1 SII. ~TOO 
Figure 5. Bypass Register Order of Scan 
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device-Identification register 

The device-identification register (lOR) is 32 bits long. It can be selected and read to identify the manufacturer, 
part number, and version of this device. 

For the 'LVTH18516, the binary value 00000000000000111111000000101111 (0003F02F, hex) is captured 
(during Capture-DR state) in the device-identification register to identify this device as Texas Instruments 
SN54174LVTH18516. 

For the 'LVTH182516, the binary value 00000000000001000000000000101111 (0004002F, hex) is captured 
(during Capture-DR state) in the device-identification register to identify this device as Texas Instruments 
SN54174LVTH182516. 

The device-identification register order of scan is from TOI through bits 31-0 to TOO. Table 2 shows the 
device-identification register bits and their significance. 

Table 2. Device-Identification Register Configuration 

lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE 

31 VERSION3 27 PARTNUMBER15 11 MANUFACTURER10t 

30 VERSION2 26 PARTNUMBER14 10 MANUFACTURER09t 

29 VERSION1 25 PARTNUMBER13 9 MANUFACTURER08t 

28 VERSIONO 24 PARTNUMBER12 8 MANUFACTURER07t 

- - 23 PARTNUMBER11 7 MANUFACTURER06t 

- - 22 PARTNUMBER10 6 MANUFACTURER05t 

- - 21 PARTNUMBER09 5 MANUFACTURER04t 

- - 20 PARTNUMBER08 4 MANUFACTURER03t 

- - 19 PARTNUMBER07 3 MANUFACTURER02t 

- - 18 PARTNUMBER06 2 MANUFACTURER01 t 

- - 17 PARTNUMBER05 1 MANUFACTUREROOt 

- - 16 PARTNUMBER04 0 LOGIC1t 

- - 15 PARTNUMBER03 - -
- - 14 PARTNUMBER02 - -
- - 13 PARTNUMBER01 - -
- - 12 PARTNUMBEROO - -

t Note that for TI products, bits 11-0 of the device-identification register always contain the binary value 000000101111 
(02F, hex). 
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instruction-register opcode description 

The instruction-register opcodes are shown in Table 3. The following descriptions detail the operation of each 
instruction. 

Table 3. Instruction-Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODEt SELECTED DATA 
BIT7~ BITO SCOPE OPCODE DESCRIPTION REGISTER MODE 
MSB~LSB 

00000000 EXTEST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

10000001 IDCODE Identification read Device identification Normal 

10000010 SAMPLE/PRELOAD Sample boundary Boundary scan Normal 

00000011 BYPASS+ Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

10000100 BYPASS+ Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000101 BYPASS+ Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000110 HIGHZ Control boundary to high impedance Bypass Modified test 

10000111 CLAMP Control boundary to 1/0 Bypass Test 

10001000 BYPASS+ Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00001001 RUNT Boundary run test Bypass Test 

00001010 READBN Boundary read Boundary scan Normal 

10001011 READBT Boundary read Bou'ndary scan Test 

00001100 CELLTST Boundary self test Boundary scan Normal 

10001101 TOPHIP Boundary toggle outputs Bypass Test 

10001110 SCANCN Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Normal 

00001111 SCANCT Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Test 

All others BYPASS Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

t Bit 7 is used to maintain even parity in the 8-bit instruction. 
+ The BYPASS instruction is executed in lieu of a SCOPETM instruction that is not supported in the 'LVTH18516 or 'LVTH182516. 

boundary scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 EXTEST instruction. The BSR is selected in the 
scan path. Data appearing at the device input and I/O pins is captured in the associated BSCs. Data that has 
been scanned into the I/O BSCs for pins in the output mode is applied to the device I/O pins. Data present at 
the device pins, except for output enables, is passed through the BSCs to the normal on-Chip logic. For I/O pins, 
the operation of a pin as input or output is determined by the contents of the output-enable BSCs (bits 45-44 
of the BSR). When a given output enable is active (logic O), the associated I/O pins operate in the output mode. 
Otherwise, the I/O pins operate in the input mode. The device operates in the test mode. 

identification read 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 IDCODE instruction. The device identification 
register is selected in the scan path. The device operates in the normal mode. 

I 

sample boundary 

6-118 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction. The BSR is 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input pins and I/O pins in the input mode is captured 
in the associated BSCs, while data appearing at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic is captured in the BSCs 
associated with I/O pins in the output mode. The device operates in the normal mode. 
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bypass scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 BYPASS instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in the normal mode. 

control boundary to high Impedance 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1 a-1993 HIGHZ instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in a modified test mode in which all device I/O pins are placed in the high-impedance state, the device 
input pins remain operational, and the normal on-chip logic function is performed. 

control boundary to 1/0 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1 a-1993 CLAMP instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. Data in the I/O 
BSCs for pins in the output mode is applied to the device I/O pins. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary-run test 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. The device operates in the test mode. The test operation specified in the BCR is executed during 
Run-Test/Idle. The five test operations decoded by the BCR are: sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP), 
PRPG, PSA, simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSAlPRPG), and simultaneous PSA and binary count up 
(PSAICOUNT). 

boundary read 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BSR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
instruction is useful for inspecting data after a PSA operation. 

boundary self test 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. All BSCs capture the inverse of their current values during Capture-DR. 
In this way, the contents of the shadow latches can be read out to verify the integrity of both shift-register and 
shadow-latch elements of the BSR. The device operates in the normal mode. 

boundary toggle outputs 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs is toggled on each rising 
edge of TCK in Run-Test/Idle and is then updated in the shadow latches and applied to the associated device 
I/O pins on each falling edge of TCK in Run-Test/Idle. Data in the input-mode BSCs remains constant. Data 
appearing at the device input or I/O pins is not captured in the input-mode BSCs. The device operates in the 
test mode. 

boundary-control-reglster scan 

The BCR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BCR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
operation must be performed before a boundary-run test operation to specify which test operation is to be 
executed. 
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boundary-control register opcode description 

The BCR opcodes are decoded from BCR bits 2-0 as shown in Table 4. The selected test operation is performed 
while the RUNT instruction is executed in the Run-Test/Idle state. The following descriptions detail the operation 
of each BCR instruction and illustrate the associated PSA and PRPG algorithms. 

Table 4. Boundary-Control Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODE 
BIT 2~ BITO DESCRIPTION 
MSB~LSB 

XOO Sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

X01 Pseudo-random pattern generation/36-bit mode (PRPG) 

X10 Parallel-signature analysis/36-bit mode (PSA) 

011 Simultaneous PSA and PRPG/18-bit mode (PSAlPRPG) 

111 Simultaneous PSA and binary count up/18-bit mode (PSAICOUNT) 

While the control input BSCs (bits 45-36) are not included in the toggle, PSA, PRPG, or COUNT algorithms, 
the output-enable BSCs (bits 45-44 of the BSR) control the drive state (active or high impedance) of the selected 
device output pins. These BCR instructions are only valid when the device is operating in one direction of data 
flow (that is, OEAB ~ OEBA). Otherwise, the bypass instruction is operated. 

sample Inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

6-120 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode I/O pins is captured in the shift-register elements of the 
associated BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode 
BSCs is toggled on each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated 
device I/O pins on each falling edge of TCK. 
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pseudo-random pattern generation (PRPG) 

A pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected BSCs on each rising edge 
of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output-mode 1/0 pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the 36-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which 
the patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR prior to performing this 
operation. A seed value of all zeroes will not produce additional patterns. 

A18-1I0 A17-I/O A16-1/0 A15-1/0 A14-1/0 A13-1/0 A12-1/0 A11-1/0 A10-1/0 

A9-1/0 A8-I/O A7-1I0 A6-I/O A5-1/0 A4-I/O A3-1/0 A2-1/0 A1-1/0 

818-1/0 817-1/0 816-1/0 815-1/0 814-1/0 813-110 812-1/0 811-1/0 810-1/0 

89-110 88-110 87-1/0 86-110 85-1/0 84-1/0 83-1/0 82-1/0 81-1/0 

Figure 6. 36-Blt PRPG Configuration (OEAB = 0, OEBA = 1) 
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B18-I/O B17-I/O B16-1/0 B15-1/0 B14-I/O B13-1/0 B12-1/0 B11-I/O B10-1/0 

B9-1/0 B8-I/O B7-I/O B6-1/0 B5-1/0 B4-I/O B3-1/0 B2-1/0 B1-I/O 

A18-I/O A17-1/0 A16-1/0 A15-1/0 A14-1/0 A13-1/0 A12-1/0 A11-I/O A10-1/0 

A9-1/0 A8-I/O A7-1/0 A6-1/0 A5-1/0 A4-I/O A3-1/0 A2-1/0 A1-I/O 

Figure 7. 36-Blt PRPG Configuration (OEAB = 1, OEBA = 0) 
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parallel-signature analysis (PSA) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 1/0 pins is compressed into a 36-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected BSes on each rising edge of TCK. Data in the shadow latches of the 
selected output-mode BSCs remains constant and is applied to the associated device 1/0 pins. Figures 8 and 9 
illustrate the 36-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the signature is generated. An initial 
seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. 

A18-1/0 A17-1/0 A16-1/0 A15-1I0 A14-1/0 A13-I/O A12-1/0 A11-1/0 A10-10 

A9-1/0 A8-I/O A7-1/0 A6-1I0 A5-IIO A4-I/O A3-1/0 A2-1/0 A1-1/0 

B18-1/0 B17-I/O B16-1/0 B15-1/0 B14-1/0 B13-I/O B12-1/0 B11-1I0 B10-1/0 

B9-1/0 B8-IIO B7-1/0 B6-1I0 B5-1I0 B4-I/O B3-I/O B2-1I0 B1-1/0 

Figure 8. 36-Blt PSA Configuration (OEAB = 0, OEBA = 1) 
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818-1/0 817-1/0 816-1/0 815-1/0 814-1/0 813-1/0 812-1/0 811-1/0 810-1/0 

89-110 88-110 87-1/0 86-1/0 85-1/0 84-110 83-1/0 82-1/0 81-1/0 

A18-1/0 A17-I/O A16-1/0 A15-1/0 A14-1/0 A13-1/0 A12-1/0 A11-1/0 A10-1/0 

A9-I/O A8-I/O A7-1/0 A6-1/0 A5-I/O A4-I/O A3-1/0 A2-1/0 A1-1/0 

Figure 9. 36-Blt PSA Configuration (OEAB = 1, OEBA = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSA/PRPG) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 1/0 pins is compressed into an 18-bit parallel signature in 
the shift-register elements of the selected input-mode BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. At the same time, an 
18-bit pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs on 
each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device 1/0 pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the 18-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through 
which the signature and patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before 
performing this operation. A seed value of all zeroes will not produce additional patterns. 

~=~ 
(±)=D-

A18-1/0 A17-I/O A16-1/0 A15-1/0 A14-1/0 A13-1/0 A12-1/0 A11-1/0 A10-1/0 

A9-1/0 A8-I/O A7-1/0 AS-I/O A5-1/0 A4-I/O A3-1/0 A2-1/0 

89-1/0 88-1/0 87-1/0 86-1/0 85-1/0 84-110 83-1/0 82-1/0 

Figure 10. 18-Blt PSA/PRPG Configuration (OEAB = 0, OEBA = 1) 
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818-1/0 817-1/0 816-1/0 815-110 814-1/0 813-1/0 812-1/0 811-1/0 810-1/0 

89-1/0 88-1/0 87-1/0 86-1/0 85-1/0 84-110 83-1/0 82-1/0 81-1/0 

(f) = D- A9-1/0 A8-I/O A7-1/0 A6-1/0 A5-I/O A4-I/O A3-1/0 A2-1/0 A1-1I0 

6-126 

Figure 11. 18-Blt PSA/PRPG Configuration (OEAB = 1, OEBA = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and binary count up (PSA/COUNT) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode I/O pins is compressed into an 18-bit parallel signature in 
the shift-register elements of the selected input-mode BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. At the same time, an 
18-bit binary count-up pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs on 
each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device I/O pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 12 and 13 illustrate the 18-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through 
which the signature is generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this 
operation. 

A18-1/0 A17-I/O A16-1/0 A15-1/0 A14-1/0 A13-1/0 A12-1/0 A11-1/0 A10-1/0 

A9-1/0 A8-I/O A7-1/0 AS-I/O A5-I/O A4-I/O A3-1/0 A 2-1/0 A1-1/0 

MSB 

QQQQQQQQQ 
B18-1I0 B17-I/O B16-1/0 B15-1/0 B14-1/0 B13-I/O B12-1/0 B11-1/0 B10-1/0 

~=~ Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q 0 
(f) = D- B9-I/O B8-I/O B7-1/0 B6-1/0 B5-I/O B4-I/O B3-I/O B2-1/0 B1-1I0 

Figure 12. 18-Blt PSA/COUNT Configuration (OEAB = 0, OEBA = 1) 
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B18-1I0 B17-1I0 B16-1/0 B15-1/0 B14-1/0 B13-1/0 B12-1/0. B11-1/0 B10-1/0 

B9-1/0 B8-I/O B7-1/0 B6-1/0 B5-1/0 B4-I/O B3-1/0 B2-1/0 B1-1/0 

MSB 

QQQQQQQQQ 
A18-1/0 A17-1/0 A16-1I0 A15-1/0 A14-1/0 A13-1/0 A12-1/0 A11-1/0 A10-1/0 

~=Jro Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q 0 
(f) = D- A9-1/0 A8-I/O A7-1/0 A6-1/0 A5-I/O A4-I/O A3-1/0 A2-1I0 A1-1I0 

Figure 13. 18-Blt PSA/COUNT Configuration (OEAB = 1, OEBA = 0) 
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timing description 

All test operations of the 'LVTH18516 and 'LVTH182516 are synchronous to the TCK signal. Data on the TOI, 
TMS, and normal-function inputs is captured on the rising edge of TCK. Data appears on the TOO and 
normal-function output pins on the falling edge of TCK. The TAP controller is advanced through its states (as 
shown in Figure 2) by changing the value of TMS on the falling edge of TCK and then applying a rising edge 
to TCK. 

A simple timing example is shown in Figure 14. In this example, the TAP controller begins in the 
Test-Logic-Reset state and is advanced through its states as necessary to perform one instruction-register scan 
and one data-register scan. While in the Shift-IR and Shift-DR states, TOI is used to input serial data, and TOO 
is used to output serial data. The TAP controller is then returned to the Test-Logic-Reset state. Table 5 details 
the operation of the test circuitry during each TCK cycle. 

TCK TAP STATE 
CYCLE{S) AFTERTCK 

1 Test-Logic-Reset 

2 Run-Test/Idle 

3 Select-OR-Scan 

4 Select-IR-Scan 

5 Capture-IR 

6 Shift-IR 

7-13 Shift-IR 

14 Exit1-IR 

15 Update-IR 

16 Select-OR-Scan 

17 Capture-OR 

18 Shift-DR 

19-20 Shift-OR 

21 Exit1-0R 

22 Update-DR 

23 Select-OR-Scan 

24 Select-I R-Scan 

25 Test-Logic-Reset 

Table 5. Explanation of Timing Example 

DESCRIPTION 

TMS is changed to a logic 0 value on the falling edge of TCK to begin advancing the TAP controller toward 
the desired state. 

The IR captures the 8-bit binary value 10000001 on the rising edge ofTCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-IR state. 

TOO becomes active and TOI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

One bit is shifted into the IR on each TCK rising edge. With TOI held at a logic 1 value, the 8-bit binary value 
11111111 is serially scanned into the I R. At the same time, the 8-bit binary value 10000001 is serially scanned 
out of the IR via TOO. In TCK cycle 13, TMS is changed to a logic 1 value to end the IR scan on the next 
TCK cycle. The last bit of the instruction is shifted as the TAP controller advances from Shift-IR to Exit1-IR. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The IR is updated with the new instruction (BYPASS) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The bypass register captures a logic 0 value on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-DR state. 

TOO becomes active and TOI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

The binary value 101 is shifted in via TOI, while the binary value 010 is shifted out via TOO. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

In general, the selected data register is updated with the new data on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test operation completed 
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SN54LVTH18516,SN54LVTH182516,SN74LVTH18516,SN74LVTH182516 
3.3-V AST SCANTEST DEVICES 
WITH 18·BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS672A - AUGUST 1996 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

TCK 

TMS --u 
TOI ~ ~ U ~ 

TOO ~ ~ n ~ 
i 41 C C a: a: 

~ 
a: c a: a: a: a: c c i :0 ~ 1 ~ j ~ Q Q t Q 

~ 41 ! == 
41 a: a: ~ ~ ~ ~ ci: a :c ~ III ci: :c C: TAP b ~ a: tJ) w '8. :::I 1< a: b a tJ) Q :l: Q w Q :l: ~ Controller ~ C 8 :J Co .,!. u .:. III :J .:. u 

:::I ~ ~ 0 (,) 41 State -I ~ CI) -I .:. a: 
~ 3; .:. 

~ ~ ;j en en 
{! {! 

~ 3-State (TOO) or Oon't Care (TOI) 

Figure 14. Timing Example 

absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range {unless otherwise noted)t 

Supply voltage range, Vee ......................................................... -0.5 V to 4.6 V 
Input voltage range, VI (see Note 1) .................................................. -0.5 V to 7 V 
Voltage range applied to any output in the high state or power-off state, Vo (see Note 1) .... -0.5 V to 7 V 
Current into any output in the low state, 10: SN54LVTH18516 .................................. 96 rnA 

SN54LVTH182516 (A port or TOO) .................. 96 rnA 
SN54LVTH182516 (8 port) ......................... 30 rnA 
SN74LVTH18516 ................................. 128 rnA 
SN74LVTH182516 (A port or TOO) ................. 128 rnA 
SN74LVTH182516 (8 port) ......................... 30 rnA 

Current into any output in the high state, 10 (see Note 2): SN54LVTH18516 ..................... 48 rnA 
SN54LVTH182516 (A port or TOO) ...... 48 rnA 
SN54LVTH182516 (8 port) ............. 30 rnA 
SN74LVTH18516 ..................... 64 rnA 
SN74LVTH182516 (A port or TOO) ...... 64 rnA 
SN74LVTH182516 (8 port) ............. 30 rnA 

Input clamp current, 11K (VI < 0) ........................................................... -50 rnA 
Output clamp current, 10K (VO < 0) .....•.................................................. -50 rnA 
Maximum power dissipation at TA = 55°C (in still air) (see Note 3): OGG package .................. 1 W 
Storage temperature range, Tstg ................................................... -65°C to 150°C 

t Stresses beyond those listed under "absolute maximum ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings only, and 
functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated under "recommended operating conditions" is not 
implied. Exposure to absolute-maxi mum-rated conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTES: 1. The input and output negative-voltage ratings can be exceeded if the input and output clamp-current ratings are observed. 

6-130 

2. This current will only flow when the output is in the high state and Va > Vee. 
3. The maximum package power diSSipation is calculated using a junction temperature of 1500 e and a board trace length of 750 mils. 

For more information. refer to the Package Thermal Considerations application note in the ABT Advanced BiCMOS Technology Data 
Book, literature number SeBD002. 
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SN54LVTH18516, SN54LVTH182516, SN74LVTH18516, SN74LVTH182516 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18-BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS672A - AUGUST 1996 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

recommended operating conditions 
SN54LVTH18516 SN74LVTH18516 

UNIT 
MIN MAX MIN MAX 

VCC Supply voltage 2.7 3.6 2.7 3.6 V 

VIH High-level input voltage 2 2 V 

VIL Low-level input voltage 0.8 0.8 V 

VI Input voltage 5.5 5.5 V 

IOH High-level output current -24 -32 mA 

IOL Low-level output current 24 32 mA 

IOLt Low-level output current 48 64 mA 

6.tJ6.v Input transition rise or fall rate I Outputs enabled 10 10 nsN 

TA Operating free-air temperature -55 125 -40 85 °C 

t Current duty cycle!> 50%, f ~ 1 kHz 

• TEXAS 
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SN54LVTH18516,SN54LVTH182516,SN74LVTH18516,SN74LVTH182516 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 18-BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS672A - AUGUST 1996 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (see Note 4) 

SN54LVTH18516 SN74LVTH18516 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

TYPt MIN MAX MIN 

VIK Vee =2.7 V, II =-18 mA -1.2 

Vee == MIN to MAX:!:, 10H == -100 IlA Vee-0.2 Vee-0.2 

Vee =2.7 V, 10H =-3mA 2.4 2.4 

VOH 10H =-SmA 2.4 2.4 

Vee =3V 10H =-24 mA 2 

10H =-32 mA 2 

10L = 100 IlA 0.2 
Vee =2.7 V 

IOL=24 mA 0.5 

10L= 16 mA 0.4 
VOL 

IOL=32 mA 0.5 
Vee =3V 

10L = 48 mA 0.55 

10L= 64 mA 

Vee =3.6 V, VI = Vee or GND eLK, eLKEN, ±1 

Vee = 0 or MAX:!:, VI = 5.5 V LE, S, TeK 10 

VI = 5.5 V 50 

VI .. Vee OE, TDI, TMS 1 
II 

VI = 0 -25 -100 -25 
Vee =3.6 V 

VI=5.5V 20 

VI = Vee A or B ports§ 1 

VI =0 -5 

loff Vee =0, VI orVo = Oto 4.5 V 

II(hold)1i[ 
VI = 0.8 V 75 75 

Vee =3V 
VI =2V 

Aor Bports 
-75 -75 

10ZH Vee =3.6 V, VO=3V TDO 1 

10ZL Vee =3.6 V, VO= 0.5V TDO -1 

10ZPU Vee = 0 to 1.5 V, Vo = 3 V or 0.5 V TDO ±50 

10ZPD Vee = 1.5 V to 0, Vo = 3 V or 0.5 V TDO ±50 

Outputs high 

Ice Vee = 3.6 V, 10 = 0, VI = Vee or GND 
Outputs low 

Outputs 
disabled 

~Iee# 
Vee = 3 V to 3.6 V, One input at Vee - 0.6 V, 

0.2 
Other inputs at Vee or GND 

ei VI = 3 V or 0 4 

eio Vo = 3 VorO 10 

eo Vo = 3 VorO 8 

t All tYPical values are at Vee = 3.3 V, TA = 25°e. 
:!: For conditions shown as MIN or MAX, use the appropriate value specified under recommended operating conditions. 
§ Unused pins at Vee or GND 
Ii[ The parameter II(hold) includes the off-state output leakage current. 
#This is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TIL voltage level rather than Vee or GND. 
NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice. 
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±100 
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-1 

±50 

±50 

3 

30 
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0.2 

4 
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3.3-V AST SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18-BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS672A - AUGUST 1996 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

timing requirements over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise 
noted) (normal mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 15) 

SN54LVTH18516 SN74LVTH18516 

Vee = 3.3 V 
Vee = 2.7 V 

Vee = 3.3 V 
Vee = 2.7 V UNIT ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency CLKAB or CLKBA 0 100 MHz 

CLKAB or CLKBA high or low 5 
tw Pulse duration ns 

LEAB or LEBA high or low 4 

A before CLKABi or 
4 

B before CLKBA i 

tsu Setup time A before LEABt or I CLK high 2 ns 
B before LEBA.!- I CLKlow 2 

CLKEN before CLKi 3 

A after CLKABi or 
2 

B after CLKBA i 
th Hold time 

A after LEABt or B after LEBAt 4 
ns 

CLKEN after CLKi 1 3: 
timing requirements over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise W 
noted) (test mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 15) 5> 

SN54LVTH18516 SN74LVTH18516 

Vee = 3.3 V 
Vee = 2.7 V 

Vee = 3.3V 
Vee=2.7V ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency TCK 0 50 

tw Pulse duration TCK high or low 9.5 

A,B,CLK,CLKEN,LE, 
6.5 

OE or S before TCKi 
tsu Setup time 

TOI before TCKi 2.5 

TMS before TCKi 2.5 

A, B, CLK, CLKEN, LE, 
1.5 

OE orS TCKi 
th Hold time 

TOI after TCKi 1.5 

TMS after TCKi 1.5 

td Oelaytime Power up to TCKi 50 

tr Rise time VCC power up 1 \ 

NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice . 
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3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 18-BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS672A - AUGUST 1996 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 15) 

SN54LVTH18516 SN74LVTH18516 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO Vee = 3.3 V 

Vee = 2.7 V 
Vee = 3.3 V 

Vee = 2.7 V UNIT 
(INPUT) (OUTPUT) ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fmax CLKAB or CLKBA 100 MHz 

tpLH 1.5 6 
AorB BorA ns 

tpHL 1.5 6 

tpLH 1.5 7 
CLKAB or CLKBA BorA ns 

tpHL 1.5 7 

tpLH 2 9 
LEAB or LEBA BorA ns 

tpHL 2 9 

tpLH 2 9 
SAB orSBA BorA ns 

tpHL 2 9 

tPZH 
OEABorOEBA 

2 10 
BorA ns 

tpZL 2 10 

tpHZ 
OEAB orOEBA 

2 11 
BorA ns 

tpLZ 2 11 

C switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
C otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 15) 
(') 
-I 
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m 
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PARAMETER 

fmax 

tpLH 

tpHL 

tpLH 

tpHL 

tPZH 

tpZL 

tpZH 

tpZL 

tpHZ 

tpLZ 

tPHZ 

tpLZ 

FROM 
(INPUT) 

TCK 

TCKJ, 

TCKJ, 

TCKJ, 

TCKJ, 

I 
TCKJ, 

TCKJ, 

SN54LVTH18516 

TO Vee = 3.3 V 
Vee =2.7V (OUTPUT) ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

AorB 

TOO 

AorB 

TOO 

AorB 

TOO 

SN74LVTH18516 

Vee = 3.3 V 
Vee = 2.7V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

50 

2.5 14 

2.5 14 

1 5.5 

1.5 6.5 

4 17 

4 17 

1 5.5 

1.5 5.5 

4 18 

4 17 

1.5 7 

1.5 7 
.. 

NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice . 
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recommended operating conditions 

VCC Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

Vil low-level input voltage 

VI Input voltage 

IOH High-level output current 

IOl low-level output current 

IOlt low-level output current 

~tJ~v Input transition rise or fall rate 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

t Current duty cycle ~ 50%, f ~ 1 kHz 

SN54LVTH182516 

Aport, TOO 

8 port 

Aport, TOO 

8 port 

Aport, TOO 

Outputs enabled 
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MIN MAX 

2.7 3.6 

2 

0.8 

5.5 

-24 

-12 

24 

12 

48 

10 

-55 125 

SN74LVTH182516 
UNIT 

MIN MAX 

2.7 3.6 V 

2 V 

0.8 V 

5.5 V 

-32 
mA 

-12 

32 
mA 

12 

64 mA 

10 nsN 

-40 85 °C 
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SN54LVTH18516,SN54LVTH182516,SN74LVTH18516,SN74LVTH182516 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 18-BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS672A - AUGUST 1996 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (see Note 4) 

SN54LVTH182516 SN74LVTH182516 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

TYPt MIN MAX MIN 

VIK Vee =2.7 V, II =-18 rnA -1.2 

Vee = MIN to MAXt:, 10H =-100 IlA Vee-0.2 Vee-0.2 

Vee .. 2.7 V, 10H .. -3 rnA 2.4 2.4 

10H =-8mA Aport, TOO 2.4 2.4 
VOH 

10H =-24 rnA 2 
Vee =3V 

10H 00-32 rnA 2 

10H 00-12 rnA Sport 2 2 

IOL .. 1OO IlA 0.2 
Vee a2.7V 

IOL=24 rnA 0.5 

10L= 16 rnA 0.4 

VOL 10L= 32 rnA 
Aport, TOO 

0.5 

Vee .. 3V IOL=48mA 0.55 

IOL=64 rnA 

10L= 12mA Sport 0.8 

Vee =3.6 V, VI = Vee or GND eLK, eLKEN, ±1 

Vee = 0 or MAx:t:, VI = 5.5 V LE, S, TeK 10 

VI" 5.5 V 50 

VI"Vee OE, TDI, TMS 1 
II 

VI =0 -25 -100 -25 
Vee .. 3.6V 

VI = 5.5 V 20 

VI = Vee Aor S ports§ 1 

VI"O -5 

loff Vee =0, VI orVO = 0 to 4.5 V 

II(hold)~ 
VI = 0.8 V 75 75 

Vee .. 3V 
VI =2V 

Aor Sports 
-75 -75 

IOZH Vee =3.6 V, VO=3V TOO 1 

IOZL Vee =3.6 V, VO=0.5V. TOO -1 

IOZPU Vee = 0 to 1.5 V, Vo" 3 Vor 0.5 V TOO ±50 

IOZPD Vee .. 1.5VtoO, Va .. 3 Vor 0.5 V TOO ±50 

Outputs high 

lee Vee = 3.6 V, 10 = 0, VI = Vee or GND 
Outputs low 

Outputs 
disabled 

Alee# 
Vee = 3 V to 3.6 V, One input at Vee - 0.6 V, 

0.2 
Other inputs at Vee or GND 

t All typical values are at Vee = 3.3 V, TA" 25°e. 
:t: For conditions shown as MIN or MAX, use the appropriate value specified under recommended operating conditions. 
§ Unused pins at Vee or GND 
~ The parameter II (hold) includes the off-state output leakage current. 
#This is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TTL voltage level rather than Vee or GND. 
NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice . 
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±100 

1 
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electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (see Note 4) 

SN54LVTH182516 SN74LVTH182516 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

TYPt TYPt 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

Ci VI =3VorO 4 4 pF 

Cio Vo = 3 VorO 10 10 pF 

Co Vo = 3 VorO 8 8 pF 

t All typical values are at VCC = 3.3 V, TA = 25°C. 
NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice. 

timing requirements over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise 
noted) (normal mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 15) 

SN54LVTH182516 SN74LVTH182516 

Vee = 3.3 V 
VCC=2.7V 

Vee = 3.3 V 
VCC =2.7V UNIT ±O.3V ±O.3 V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency ClKAB or ClKBA 0 100 MHz 

ClKAB or ClKBA high or low 5 ns 
tw Pulse duration 

lEAS or lEBA high 4 ns 

A before ClKABi or 
4 

B before ClKBA i 

tsu Setup time A before lEAB.!. or I ClK high 2 ns 
B before lEBA.!. I ClKlow 2 

ClKEN before ClKi 3 

A after ClKABi or 
2 

B after ClKBA i 
th Hold time 

A after lEAB.!. or B after lEBA.!. 4 
ns 

ClKEN after ClKi 1 

timing requirements over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise 
noted) (test mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 15) 

SN54LVTH182516 SN74LVTH182516 

VCC=3.3V 
Vee = 2.7 V 

Vcc = 3.3 V 
Vcc = 2.7 V ±O.3V ±O.3 V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency TCK 0 50 

tw Pulse duration TCK high or low 9.5 

A, B, ClK, ClKEN, lE, 
6.5 

OE or S before TCKi 
tsu Setup time 

TOI before TCKi 2.5 

TMS before TCKi 2.5 

A, B, ClK, ClKEN, 
1.5 

OE or S after TCKi 
th Hold time 

TOI after TCKi 1.5 

TMS after TCKi 1.5 

td Oelaytime Power up to TCKi 50 

tr Rise time VCC power up 1 
.. 

NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice . 
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3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 18-BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS672A - AUGUST 1996 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 15) 

SN54LVTH182516 SN74LVTH182516 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO VCC=3.3V 

VCC=2.7V 
VCC = 3.3 V 

VCC =2.7V UNIT (INPUT) (OUTPUT) ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fmax CLKAB or CLKBA 100 MHz 

tpLH 1.5 7 
AorB BorA ns 

tpHL 1.5 7 

tpLH 1.5 7.5 
CLKAB or CLKBA BorA ns 

tpHL 1.5 7.5 

tpLH 2 9 
LEAB or LEBA AorB ns 

tpHL 2 9 

tPLH 2 10 
SAB orSBA BorA ns 

tpHL 2 10 

tpZH 
OEABorOEBA 

2 11 
BorA ns 

tpZL 2 11 

tpHZ 
OEABorOEBA 

2 11 
BorA ns 

tpLZ 2 11 

C switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless c: otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 15) 
o 
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PARAMETER 

fmax 

tPLH 

tPHL 

tpLH 

tpHL 

tpZH 

tpZL 

tpZH 

tpZL 

tpHZ 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 

tpLZ 

FROM 
(INPUT) 

TCK 

TCKJ.. 

TCKJ.. 

TCKJ.. 

TCKJ.. 

TCKJ.. 

TCKJ.. 

SN54LVTH182516 

TO Vcc = 3.3 V 
Vce =2.7V (OUTPUT) ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

AorB 

TOO 

AorB 

TOO 

AorB 

TOO 

SN74LVTH182516 

Vec = 3.3 V 
Vce =2.7V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

50 

2.5 14 

2.5 14 

1 5.5 

1.5 6.5 

4 17 

4 17 

1 5.5 

1.5 5.5 

4 18 

4 17 

1.5 7 

1.5 7 
.. 

NOTE 4: Product preview speCifications are deSign goals only and are subject to change without notice . 
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PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION 

o 6V 

S1 o Open 

fNC 
500n 

From Output - ...... --.f--'-4NV----J 
Under Test 

CL= 50 pF 
(sao Noto A) I 500n 

TEST S1 

tPLH/tPHL Open 

tPLZ/tpZL 6V 

tPHz/tpZH GND 

LOAD CIRCUIT 
2.7 V 

Timing Input -------X1.5 V 

------.,'------- OV 

Input 

Output 

Output 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PULSE DURATION 

--v 2.7V 

---11' 1.5 V >:< 1.5 V 0 V 

tpLH --J.---.I K tpHL 

, I I \!-::: VOH 
, !1.5VI ~ __ -+'_J I VOL 

tpHL --l.---.j ~ tpLH 

\L !I:::- VOH 
,1.5V T 1.5V 

VOL 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PROPAGATION DELAY TIMES 

INVERTING AND NONINVERTING OUTPUTS 

NOTES: A. CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 

Data Input 

Output 
Control 

Output 
Waveform 1 

S1 at 6 V 
(see Note B) 

Output 
Waveform 2 

S1 at GND 
(see Note B) 

'4 ~14 .' I tsu I th I , , 

--~*'.5V ~ ::V 
VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 

SETUP AND HOLD TIMES 

=¥'.5V ~\.,1._5_V __ _ 
tpZL~ 14- I 

2.7 V 

OV 

I 'tPLZ -.I j.-
--...;-: '"",\:.5 V i P-O_-L +-.E.-'~-<;L 

I I tpHZ ~ j+-
tpZH -+j j4- , 

I VOH 
!1.5V ~H-O.3V 

___ oJ. =OV 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
ENABLE AND DISABLE TIMES 

LOW· AND HIGH·LEVEL ENABLING 

B. Waveform 1 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is low except when disabled by the output control. 
Waveform 2 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is high except when disabled by the output control. 

C. All input pulses are supplied by generators having the following characteristics: PRR ::;; 10 MHz, Zo = 50 n. tr::;; 2.5 ns, tf::;; 2.5 ns. 
D. The outputs are measured one at a time with one transition per measurement. 

Figure 15. Load Circuit and Voltage Waveforms 
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SN54LVTH18640,SN54LVTH182640,SN74LVTH18640,SN74LVTH182640 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18-BIT INVERTING BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS310C- 1994 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

• Members of the Texas Instruments 
SCOPETM Family of Testability Products 

• Members of the Texas Instruments 
Wldebus™ Family 

SN54LVTH18640, SN54LVTH182640 ••• WD PACKAGE 
SN74LVTH18640, SN74LVTH182640 ••• DGG OR DL PACKAGE 

(TOP VIEW) 

• State-of-the-Art 3.3-V ABT Design Supports 
Mixed-Mode Signal Operation (5-V Input 
and Output Voltages With 3.3-V Vee) 

• Support Unregulated Battery Operation 
Down to 2.7 V 

• Bus Hold on Data Inputs Eliminates the 
Need for External Pullup Resistors 

• B-Port Outputs of 'LVTH182640 Devices 
Have Equivalent 25-0 Series Resistors, So 
No External Resistors Are Required 

• Compatible With the IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990 (JTAG) Test Access Port and 
Boundary-Scan Architecture 

• SCOPETM Instruction Set 
- IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 Required 

Instructions and Optional CLAMP and 
HIGHZ 

- Parallel-Signature Analysis at Inputs 
- Pseudo-Random Pattern Generation 

From Outputs 
- Sample InputslToggle Outputs 
- Binary Count From Outputs 
- Device Identification 
- Even-ParityOpcodes 

• Packaged in Plastic Shrink Small·Outline 
(DL) and Thin Shrink Smail-Outline (DGG) 
Packages and 380-mll Fine-Pitch Ceramic 
Flat (WD) Packages 

description 

1DIR 
181 
182 

GND 
183 
184 
Vee 
185 
186 
187 

GND 
188 
189 
281 
282 
283 
284 

GND 
285 
286 
287 
Vee 
288 
289 

GND 
2DIR 
TDO 
TMS 

1 U 56 10E 
2 55 1A1 
3 54 1A2 
4 53 GND 
5 52 1A3 
6 51 1A4 
7 50 Vee 
8 49 1A5 
9 48 1A6 

[ 10 47 1A7 

~ 11 46 
12 45 

GND 
1A8 

13 44 1A9 
14 43 2A1 
15 42 2A2 
16 41 2A3 
17 40 2A4 
18 39 GND 
19 38 2A5 
20 37 2A6 
21 36 2A7 
22 35 Vee 
23 34 2A8 
24 33 2A9 
25 32 GND 

[ 26 31 g 
127 30 ~ 

28 290 

20E 
TDI 
TCK 

The 'LVTH18640 and 'LVTH182640 scan test devices with 18-bit inverting bus transceivers are members of the 
Texas Instruments SCOPETM testability integrated-circuit family. This family of devices supports IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990 boundary scan to facilitate testing of complex circuit-board assemblies. Scan access to the test 
circuitry is accomplished via the 4-wire test access port (TAP) interface. 

Additionally, these devices are designed specifically for low-voltage (3.3-V) Vcc operation, but with the 
capability to provide a TTL interface to a 5-V system environment. 

In the normal mode, these devices are 18-bit inverting bus transceivers. They can be used either as two 9-bit 
transceivers or one 18-bit transceiver. The test circuitry can be activated by the TAP to take snapshot samples 
of the data appearing at the device pins or to perform a self test on the boundary-test cells. Activating the TAP 
in the normal mode does not affect the functional operation of the SCOPETM bus transceivers. 

seOPE and Widebus are trademarks of Texas Instruments Incoporated. 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Information conctms products In thefonnallve or 
d21 n pha.. of development. Chal'lCterisUc daIa and other 
s ftcatlons ar. dlSlgn goals. T.xas Instruments reserves the rlghllo 
c nge or discontinue thlll products without noUee. ~TEXAS 

INSTRUMENTS 
POST OFFICE BOX 655303 • DALLAS, TEXAS 75265 

Copyright ~ 1996, Texas Instruments Incorporated 
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SN54LVTH18640,SN54LVTH182640, SN74LVTH18640, SN74LVTH182 640 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 18-BIT INVERTING BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS310C-MARCH 1994-REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

description (continued) 

. 6-142 

Oata flow is controlled by the direction-control (OIR) and output-enable (OE) inputs. Oata transmission is 
allowed from the A bus to the B bus or from the B bus to the A bus, depending on the logic level at OIR. The 
output-enable (OE) can be used to disable the device so that the buses are effectively isolated. 

In the test mode, the normal operation of the SCOPETM bus transceivers is inhibited and the test circuitry is 
enabled to observe and control the I/O boundary of the device. When enabled, the test circuitry performs 
boundary-scan test operations according to the protocol described in IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. 

Four dedicated test pins observe and control the operation of the test circuitry: test data input (TOI), test data 
output (TOO), test mode select (TMS), and test clock (TCK). Additionally, the test circuitry performs other testing 
functions such as parallel-signature analysis (PSA) on data inputs and pseudo-random pattern generation 
(PRPG) from data outputs. All testing and scan operations are synchronized to the TAP interface. 

Active bus-hold circuitry is provided to hold unused or floating data inputs at a valid logic level. 

The B-port outputs of 'LVTH182640, which are designed to source or sink up to 12 rnA, include 25-0 series 
resistors to reduce overshoot and undershoot. 

The SN74LVTH18640 and SN74LVTH182640 are available in TI's shrink small-outline (OL) and thin shrink 
small-outline (OGG) packages, which provide twice the I/O pin count and functionality of standard small-outline 
packages in the same printed-circuit-board area. 

The SN54LVTH18640 and SN54LVTH182640 are characterized for operation over the full military temperature 
range of -55°C to 125°C. The SN74LVTH18640 and SN74LVTH182640 are characterized for operation from 
-40°C to 85°C. 

FUNCTION TABLE 
(normal mode, each 9·blt section) 

INPUTS 
OPERATION 

OE DIR 

L L B data to A bus 

L H A data to B bus 

H X Isolation 
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functional block diagram 

1A1 

2DIR _2_6_-1 

20E _3....;...1 ___ -I 

2A1 

Vcc 

TOI 
30 

VCC 

TMS 
28 

TCK 
29 

Boundary-Scan Register 

One of Nine Channels 

TAP 
Controller 
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SN54LVTH18640,SN54LVTH182640,SN74LVTH18640,SN74LVTH182640 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 18-BIT INVERTING BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS310C-MARCH 1994-REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

TERMINAL NAME 

1A1-1A9,2A1-2A9 

181-189,281-289 

1DIR,2DIR 

GND 

10E, 20E 

TCK 

TOI 

TOO 

TMS 

VCC 

6-144 

Terminal Functions 

DESCRIPTION 

Normal-function A-bus 1/0 ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function 8-bus 1/0 ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function direction controls. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Ground 

Normal-function output enables. See function table for normal-mode logic. An internal pullup at each terminal forces 
the terminal to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test clock. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. Test operations of the device are 
synchronous to TCK. Data is captured on the rising edge of TCK and outputs change on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test data input. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOI is the serial input for shifting data 
through the instruction register or selected data register. An internal pullup forces TOI to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test data output. One of four terminals required by I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOO is the serial output for shifting 
data through the instruction register or selected data register. 

Test mode select. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TMS directs the device through its 
TAP controller states. An internal pullup forces TMS to a high level if left unconnected. 

Supply voltage 
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SN54LVTH18640, SN54LVTH182640,SN74LVTH18640, SN74LVTH182 640 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18-BIT INVERTING BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS310C- MARCH 1994- REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

Serial-test information is conveyed by means of a 4-wire test bus or TAP, that conforms to IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990. Test instructions, test data, and test control signals all are passed along this serial-test bus. The 
TAP controller monitors two signals from the test bus, TCK and TMS. The TAP controller extracts the 
synchronization (TCK) and state control (TMS) signals from the test bus and generates the appropriate on-chip 
control signals for the test structures in the device. Figure 1 shows the TAP-controller state diagram. 

The TAP controller is fully synchronous to the TCK signal. Input data is captured on the rising edge of TCK and 
output data changes on the falling edge of TCK. This scheme ensures data to be captured is valid for fully 
one-half of the TCK cycle. 

The functional block diagram shows the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 4-wire test bus and boundary-scan 
architecture and the relationship among the test bus, the TAP controller, and the test registers. As shown, the 
device contains an a-bit instruction register and four test-data registers: a 44-bit boundary-scan register, a 3-bit 
boundary-control register, a 1-bit bypass register, and a 32-bit device-identification register. 

Test-Loglc-Reset 

TMS=L 

Run-Testfldle 

Figure 1. TAP-Controller State Diagram 
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SN54LVTH18640, SN54LVTH182640,SN74LVTH18640, SN74LVTH182 640 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 18-BIT INVERTING BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS310C-MARCH 1994-REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

state diagram description 

The TAP controller is a synchronous finite state machine that provides test control signals throughout the device. 
The state diagram shown in Figure 1 is in accordance with IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. The TAP controller 
proceeds through its states based on the level of TMS at the rising edge of TCK. 

As shown, the TAP controller consists of 16 states. There are six stable states (indicated by a looping arrow in 
the state diagram) and ten unstable states. A stable state is a state the TAP controller can retain for consecutive 
TCK cycles. Any state that does not meet this criterion is an unstable state. 

There are two main paths through the state diagram: one to access and control the selected data register and 
one to access and control the instruction register. Only one register can be accessed at a time. 

Test-Logie-Reset 

The device powers up in the Test-Logic-Reset state. In the stable Test-Logic-Reset state, the test logic is reset 
and is disabled so that the normal logic function of the device is performed. The instruction register is reset to 
an opcode that selects the optionallDCODE instruction, if supported, or the BYPASS instruction. Certain data 
registers also can be reset to their power-up values. 

The state machine is constructed such that the TAP controller returns to the Test-Logic-Reset state in no more 
than five TCK cycles if TMS is left high. The TMS pin has an internal pullup resistor that forces it high if left 
unconnected or if a board defect causes it to be open circuited. 

For the 'LVTH18640 and 'LVTH182640, the instruction register is reset to the binary value 10000001, which 
selects the IDCODE instruction. Bits 43-40 in the boundary-scan register are reset to logic 0, ensuring that 
these cells, which control A-port and B-port outputs, are set to benign values (Le., if test mode were invoked, 
the outputs would be at high-impedance state). Reset values of other bits in the boundary-scan register should 
be considered indeterminate. The boundary-control register is reset to the binary value 010, which selects the 
PSA test operation. 

Run-Test/Idle 

The TAP controller must pass through the Run-Test/Idle state (from Test-Logic-Reset) before executing any test 
operations. The Run-Test/ldle state also can be entered following data-register or instruction-register scans. 
Run-Test/ldle is a stable state in which the test logic can be actively running a test or can be idle. The test 
operations selected by the boundary-control register are performed while the TAP controller is in the 
Run-Test/ldle state. 

Select-DR-Scan, Select-IR-Scan 

No specific function is performed in the Select-DR-Scan and Select-IR-Scan states, and the TAP controller exits 
either of these states on the next TCK cycle. These states allow the selection of either data-register scan or 
instruction-register scan. 

Capture-DR 

6-146 

When a data-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-DR state. In the 
Capture-DR state, the selected data register can capture a data value as specified by the current instruction. 
Such capture operations occur on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-DR state. 
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SN54LVTH18640, SN54LVTH182640,SN74LVTH18640, SN74LVTH182 640 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18-BIT INVERTING BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS310C - MARCH 1994 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

Upon entry to the Shift-OR state, the data register is placed in the scan path between TOI and TOO, and on the 
first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TOO enables to the logic 
level present in the least-significant bit of the selected data register. 

While in the stable Shift-OR state, data is serially shifted through the selected data register on each TCK cycle. 
The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-OR state (Le., no shifting occurs during 
the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-OR to Shift-OR or from Exit2-0R to Shift-OR). 
The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-OR state. 

Exlt1-DR, Exlt2-DR 

The Exit1-0R and Exit2-0R states are temporary states that end a data-register scan. It is possible to return 
to the Shift-OR state from either Exit1-0R or Exit2-0R without recapturing the data register. On the first falling 
edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-0R, TOO goes from the active state to the high-impedance state. 

Pause-DR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-OR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-OR state suspends and resumes data-register scan operations without loss of data. 

Update-DR 

If the current instruction calls for the selected data register to be updated with current data, such update occurs 
on the falling edge of TCK following entry to the Update-OR state. 

Capture-IR 

When an instruction-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-IR state. In 
the Capture-IR state, the instruction register captures its current status value. This capture operation occurs 
on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-IR state. For the 'LVTH18640 and 
'LVTH182640, the status value loaded in the Capture-IR state is the fixed binary value 10000001. 

Shift-IR 

Upon entry to the Shift-IR state, the instruction register is placed in the scan path between TOI and TOO, and 
on the first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TOO enables to 
the logic level present in the least-significant bit of the instruction register. 

While in the stable Shift-IR state, instruction data is serially shifted through the instruction register on each TCK 
cycle. The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-IR state (Le., no shifting occurs 
during the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-IR to Shift-IR or from Exit2-IR to 
Shift-IR). The last shift occurs on the riSing edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-IR state. 

Exlt1-IR, Exlt2-IR 

The Exit1-IR and Exit2-IR states are temporary states that end an instruction-register scan. It is possible to 
return to the Shift-IR state from either Exit1-IR or Exit2-IR without recapturing the instruction register. On the 
first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-IR, TOO goes from the active state to the high-impedance state. 

Pause-IR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-IR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-IR state suspends and resumes instruction-register scan operations without loss 
of data. 

Update-IR 

The current instruction is updated and takes effect on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the 
Update-IR state. 
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SN54LVTH18640,SN54LVTH182640,SN74LVTH18640,SN74LVTH182640 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 18-BIT INVERTING BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS31 DC - MARCH 1994 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

register overview 

With the exception of the bypass and device-identification registers, any test register can be thought of as a 
serial-shift register with a shadow latch on each bit. The bypass and device-identification registers differ in that 
they contain only a shift register. During the appropriate capture state (Capture-IR for instruction register, 
Capture-DR for data registers), the shift register can be parallel loaded from a source specified by the current 
instruction. During the appropriate shift state (Shift-IR or Shift-DR), the contents of the shift register are shifted 
out from TOO while new contents are shifted in at TDI. During the appropriate update state (Update-IR or 
Update-DR), the shadow latches are updated from the shift register. 

instruction register description 

The instruction register (IR) is eight bits long and tells the device what instruction is to be executed. Information 
contained in the instruction includes the mode of operation (either normal mode, in which the device performs 
its normal logic function, or test mode, in which the normal logic function is inhibited or altered), the test operation 
to be performed, which of the four data registers is to be selected for inclusion in the scan path during 
data-register scans, and the source of data to be captured into the selected data register during Capture-DR. 

Table 3 lists the instructions supported by the 'LVTH18640 and 'LVTH 182640. The even-parity feature specified 
for SCOPETM devices is supported in this device. Bit 7 of the instruction opcode is the parity bit. Any instructions 
that are defined for SCOppM devices but are not supported by this device default to BYPASS. 

During Capture-IR, the IR captures the binary value 10000001. As an instruction is shifted in, this value is shifted 
out via TOO and can be inspected as verification that the IR is in the scan path. During Update-IR, the value 
that has been shifted into the IR is loaded into shadow latches. At this time, the current instruction is updated 
and any specified mode change takes effect. At power up or in the Test-Logic-Reset state, the IR is reset to the 
binary value 10000001, which selects the IDCODE instruction. The IR order of scan is shown in Figure 2. 

Bit 7 
TOI TOO BltO -- Parity -- Blt6 f-. Blt5 f-+ Blt4 f-+ Blt3 f-+ Bit 2 -- Bit 1 f-+ r-+ (LSB) (MSB) 
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Figure 2. Instruction Register Order of Scan 
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data register description 

boundary-scan register 

The boundary-scan register (BSR) is 44 bits long. It contains one boundary-scan cell (BSC) for each 
normal-function input pin, one BSC for each normal-function I/O pin (one single cell for both input data and 
output data), and one BSC for each of the internally decoded output-enable signals (10EA, 20EA, 10EB, 
20EB). The BSR is used 1) to store test data that is to be applied externally to the device output pins, and/or 
2) to capture data that appears internally at the outputs of the normal on-Chip logic and/or externally at the device 
input pins. 

The source of data to be captured into the BSR during Capture-DR is determined by the current instruction. The 
contents of the BSR can change during Run-Testlldle as determined by the current instruction. At power up 
or in Test-Logic-Reset, BSCs 43-40 are reset to logic 0, ensuring that these cells, which control A-port and 
B-port outputs, are set to benign values (Le., if test mode were invoked, the outputs would be at high-impedance 
state). Reset values of other BSCs should be considered indeterminate. 

When external data is to be captured, the BSCs for signals 1 OEA, 20EA, 1 OEB, and 20EB capture logic values 
determined by the following positive-logic equations: 

10EA = TOE • 1DIR and 20EA = 20E • 2DIR, 10EB = TOE • DIR and 20EB = 20E • DIR. 
When data is to be applied externally, these BSCs control the drive state (active or high impedance) of their 
respective outputs. 

The BSR order of scan is from TDI through bits 43-0 to TDO. Table 1 shows the BSR bits and their associated 
device pin signals. 

BSR BIT DEVICE 
NUMBER SIGNAL 

43 20E8 

42 10E8 

41 20EA 

40 10EA 

39 2DIR 

38 1DIR 

37 20E 

36 10E 

- -

Table 1. Boundary-Scan Register Configuration 

BSR BIT 
NUMBER 

35 

34 

33 

32 

31 

30 

29 

28 

27 

DEVICE 
SIGNAL 

2A9-1/0 

2A8-1/0 

2A7-1/0 

2A6-1/0 

2A5-1/0 

2A4-1/0 

2A3-1/0 

2A2-1/0 

2A1-1/0 

BSR BIT DEVICE 
NUMBER SIGNAL 

26 1A9-1/0 

25 1A8-1/0 

24 1A7-1/0 

23 1A6-1/0 

22 1A5-1/0 

21 1A4-1/0 

20 1A3-1/0 

19 1A2-1/0 

18 1A1-1/0 
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17 

16 

15 

14 

13 

12 

11 

10 

9 
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DEVICE 
SIGNAL 

289-1/0 

288-1/0 

287-1/0 

286-1/0 

285-1/0 

284-1/0 

283-1/0 

282-1/0 

281-1/0 

BSR BIT DEVICE 
NUMBER SIGNAL 

8 189-1/0 

7 188-1/0 

6 187-1/0 

5 186-1/0 

4 185-1/0 

3 184-1/0 

2 183-1/0 

1 182-1/0 

o. 181-1/0 
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boundary-control register 

The boundary-control register (SCR) is three bits long. The SCR is used in the context of the RUNT instruction 
to implement additional test operations not included in the basic SCOPETM instruction set. Such operations 
include PRPG, PSA, and binary count up (COUNT). Table 4 shows the test operations that are decoded by 
the SCA. 

During Capture-DR, the contents of the SCR are not changed. At power up or in Test-Logic-Reset, the SCR is 
reset to the binary value 010, which selects the PSA test operation. The SCR order of scan is shown in Figure 3. 

TOI 
Blt2 

(MSB) Bit 1 
BltO 
(LSB) 

Figure 3. Boundary-Control Register Order of Scan 

TOO 

bypass register 

6-150 

The bypass register is a 1-bit scan path that can be selected to shorten the length of the system scan path, 
reducing the number of bits per test pattern that must be applied to complete a test operation. During 
Capture-DR, the bypass register captures a logic o. The bypass register order of scan is shown in Figure 4. 

TOI -1 Bit 0 ~ TOO 

Figure 4. Bypass Register Order of Scan 
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device-Identification register 

The device-identification register (lOR) is 32 bits long. It can be selected and read to identify the manufacturer, 
part number, and version of this device. 

For the 'LVTH18640, the binary value 00000000000000110000000000101111 (0003002F, hex) is captured 
(during Capture-DR state) in the device-identification register to identify this device as Texas Instruments 
SN5417 4LVTH18640. 

For the 'LVTH182640, the binary value 00000000000000110001000000101111 (0003102F, hex) is captured 
(during Capture-DR state) in the device-identification register to identify this device as Texas Instruments 
SN54174LVTH182640. 

The lOR order of scan is from TDI through bits 31-0 to TOO. Table 2 shows the lOR bits and their significance. 

Table 2. Device-Identification Register Configuration 

lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE 

31 VERSION3 27 PARTNUMBER15 11 MANUFACTURER10t 

30 VERSION2 26 PARTNUMBER14 10 MANUFACTURER09t 

29 VERSION1 25 PARTNUMBER13 9 MANUFACTURER08t 

28 VERSIONO 24 PARTNUMBER12 8 MANUFACTURER07t 

- - 23 PARTNUMBER11 7 MANUFACTURER06t 

- - 22 PARTNUMBER10 6 MANUFACTURER05t 

- - 21 PARTNUMBER09 5 MANUFACTURER04t 

- - 20 PARTNUMBER08 4 MANUFACTURER03t 

- - 19 PARTNUMBER07 3 MANUFACTURER02t 

- - 18 PARTNUMBER06 2 MANUFACTURER01t 

- - 17 PARTNUMBER05 1 MANUFACTUREROOt 

- - 16 PARTNUMBER04 0 LOGIC1t 

- - 15 PARTNUMBER03 - -
- - 14 PARTNUMBER02 - -
- - 13 PARTNUMBER01 - -
- - 12 PARTNUMBEROO - -

, t Note that for TI products, bits 11-0 of the device-identification register always contain the binary value 000000101111 
(02F, hex). 
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instruction-register opcode description 

The instruction-register opcodes are shown in Table 3. The following descriptions detail the operation of 
each instruction. 

Table 3. Instruction-Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODEt SELECTED DATA 
BIT7~BIT 0 SCOPE OPCODE DESCRIPTION REGISTER MODE 
MSB~LSB 

00000000 EXTEST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

10000001 IDCODE Identification read Device identification Normal 

10000010 SAMPLE/PRELOAD Sample boundary Boundary scan Normal 

00000011 BYPASS+ Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

10000100 BYPASS+ Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000101 BYPASS+ Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000110 HIGHZ Control boundary to high impedance Bypass Modified test 

10000111 CLAMP Control boundary to 1/0 Bypass Test 

10001000 BYPASS+ Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00001001 RUNT Boundary run test Bypass Test 

00001010 READBN Boundary read Boundary scan Normal 

10001011 READBT Boundary read Boundary scan Test 

00001100 CELLTST Boundary self test Boundary scan Normal 

10001101 TOPHIP Boundary toggle outputs Bypass Test 

10001110 SCANCN Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Normal 

00001111 SCANCT Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Test 

All others BYPASS Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

t Bit 7 is used to maintain even parity in the 8-bit instruction. 
+ The BYPASS instruction is executed in lieu of a SCOPETM instruction that is not supported in the 'LVTH18640 and 'LVTH182640. 

boundary scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 EXT EST instruction. The BSR is selected in the 
scan path. Data appearing at the device input and I/O pins is captured in the associated BSCs. Data that has 
been scanned into the input BSCs is applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic, while data scanned into 
the I/O BSCs for pins in the output mode is applied to the device I/O pins. Data present at the device I/O pins 
is passed through the I/O BSCs to the normal on-chip logic. For I/O pins, the operation of a pin as input or output 
is determined by the contents of the output-enable BSCs (bits 43-40 of the BSR). When a given output enable 
is active (logic 1), the associated I/O pins operate in the output mode. Otherwise, the I/O pins operate in the 
input mode. The device operates in the test mode. 

identification read 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 IDCODE instruction. The lOR is selected in the 
scan path. The device operates in the normal mode. 

sample boundary 

6-152 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction. The BSR is 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input pins and I/O pins in the input mode is captured 
in the associated BSCs, while data appearing at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic is captured in the BSCs 
associated with I/O pins in the output mode. The device operates in the normal mode. 
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This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 BYPASS instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in the normal mode. 

control boundary to high impedance 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1a-1993 HIGHZ instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in a modified test mode in which all device I/O pins are placed in the high-impedance state, the device 
input pins remain operational, and the normal on-chip logic function is performed. 

control boundary to 1/0 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1 a-1993 CLAMP instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. Data in the input 
BSCs is applied to the inputs of the normal on-chip logic, while data in the I/O BSCs for pins in the output mode 
is applied to the device I/O pins. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary-run test 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. The device operates in the test mode. The test operation specified in the BCR is executed during 
Run-Test/ldle. The five test operations decoded by the BCR are: sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP), 
PRPG, PSA, simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSA/PRPG), and simultaneous PSA and binary count up 
(PSA/COUNT). 

boundary read 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BSR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
instruction is useful for inspecting data after a PSA operation. 

boundary self test 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. All BSCs capture the inverse of their current values during Capture-DR. 
In this way, the contents of the shadow latches can be read out to verify the integrity of both shift-register and 
shadow-latch elements of the BSR. The device operates in the normal mode. 

boundary toggle outputs 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs is toggled on each rising 
edge of TCK in Run-Testl Idle, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device liD pins 
on each falling edge of TCK in Run-Test/ldle. Data in the input-mode BSCs remains constant. Data appearing 
at the device input or I/O pins is not captured in the input-mode BSCs. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary-control-reglster scan 

The BCR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BCR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
operation must be performed before a boundary-run test operation to specify which test operation is to 
be executed. 
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boundary-control-register opcode description 

The BCR opcodes are decoded from BCR bits 2-0 as shown in Table 4. The selected test operation is performed 
while the RUNT instruction is executed in the Run-Testlldle state. The following descriptions detail the operation 
of each BCR instruction and illustrate the associated PSA and PRPG algorithms. 

Table 4. Boundary-Control Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODE 
BIT 2 ~ BITO DESCRIPTION 
MSB~ LSB 

XOO Sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

X01 Pseudo-random pattern generation/36-bit mode (PRPG) 

X10 Parallel-signature analysis/36-bit mode (PSA) 

011 Simultaneous PSA and PRPGf18-bit mode (PSAfPRPG) 

111 Simultaneous PSA and binary count upf18-bit mode (PSAfCOUNT) 

While the control input BSCs (bits 43-36) are not included in the toggle, PSA, PRPG, or COUNT algorithms, 
the output-enable BSCs (bits 43-40 of the BSR) control the drive state (active or high impedance) of the selected 
device output pins. These BCR instructions are valid only when both bytes of the device are operating in one 
direction of data flow (that is, 1 OEA ~ 1 DEB and 20EA ~ 20EB) and in the same direction of data flow (that is, 
1 OEA = 20EA and 1 OEB = 20EB). Otherwise, the bypass instruction is operated. 

sample Inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

6-154 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 1/0 pins is captured in the shift-register elements of the 
associated BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode 
BSCs is toggled on each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated 
device 1/0 pins on each falling edge of TCK. 
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pseudo-random pattern generation (PRPG) 

A pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected BSCs on each rising edge 
of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output-mode 1/0 pins on each 
falling edge of TCI<. Figures 5 and 6 show the 36-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the 
patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. 
A seed value of all zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2AS-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1AS-I/O 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1AS-I/O 1A4-I/O 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-I/O 

2B9-1/0 2BS-1/0 2B7-1/0 2B6-1/0 2BS-1/0 2B4-1/0 2B3-1/0 2B2-1/0 2B1-1/0 

(±)=D-
1 B9-1/0 1 BS-I/O 1 B7-I/O 1 B6-1/0 1 B5-I/O 1 B4-I/O 1 B3-1/0 1 B2-1/0 1 B1-I/O 

Figure 5. 36-Bit PRPG Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 0, 10EB = 20EB = 1) 
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6-156 

289-110 288-1/0 287·1/0 286·1/0 285·1/0 284-110 283·1/0 282·1/0 281·1/0 

189·1/0 188-110 187·1/0 186·1/0 185·1/0 184-110 183·1/0 182·1/0 181·1/0 

2A9·1/0 2A8-1I0 2A7·1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3·1/0 2A2·1I0 2A1·1/0 

1A9·1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7·1/0 1A6·1/0 1A5·1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3·1/0 1A2·1/0 1A1·1/0 

Figure 6. 36-Blt PRPG Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 1, 10EB = 20EB = 0) 
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parallel-signature analysis (PSA) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 110 pins is compressed into a 36-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. Data in the shadow latches of the 
selected output-mode BSCs remains constant and is applied to the associated device 110 pins. Figures 7 and 8 
show the 36-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the signature is generated. An initial 
seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7·1/0 2A6·1/0 2A5·1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2·1/0 2A1·1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8·1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6·1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3·1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

2B9·1/0 2B8·1/0 2B7·1/0 2B6-1/0 2B5-1/0 2B4-I/O 2B3·1/0 2B2·1/0 2B1-1/0 

1B9-1/0 1B8-1/0 1B7-1/0 1B6·1/0 1B5·1/0 1B4-I/O 1B3·1/0 1B2-1/0 1B1-1/0 

Figure 7. 36-Blt PSA Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 0, 10EB = 20EB = 1) 
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6-158 

2B9·1/0 2B8-1/0 2B7·1/0 2B6·1/0 2B5·1/0 2B4-1/0 2B3·1/0 2B2·1/0 2B1·1/0 

1B9·1/0 1B8-1/0 1B7·1/0 1B6·1/0 1B5·1/0 1B4-1/0 1B3·1/0 1B2·1/0 1B1·1/0 

2A9·1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-I/0 2A6·1/0 2A5·1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3·1/0 2A2·1/0 2A1·1/0 

1A9·1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7·1/0 1A6·1/0 1A5·I/O 1A4-1/0 1A3·1/0 1A2·1/0 1A1·1/0 

Figure 8. 36-Blt PSA Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 1, 10EB = 20EB = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSA/PRPG) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 110 pins is compressed into an 18-bit parallel signature in 
the shift-register elements of the selected input-mode BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. At the same time, an 
18-bit pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs on 
each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device 1/0 pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 9 and_ 10 show the. 18-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which 
the signature and patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before 
performing this operation. A seed value of all zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-I/O 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-I/O 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

189-1/0 188-110 187-110 186-1/0 185-1/0 184-110 183-1/0 182-1/0 181-1/0 

Figure 9. 18-Blt PSA/PRPG Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 0, 10EB = 20EB = 1) 
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6-160 

289-1/0 288-UO 287-1/0 286-1/0 285-1/0 284-1/0 283-1/0 282-UO 281-1/0 

189-1/0 188-110 187-1/0 186-110 185-1/0 184-110 183-1/0 182-1/0 181-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-UO 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-UO 1A1-1/0 

Figure 10. 18·Blt PSA/PRPG Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 1, 10EB = 20EB = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and binary count up (PSA/COUNT) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 1/0 pins is compressed into an 18-bit parallel signature in 
the shift-register elements of the selected input-mode BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. At the same time, an 
18-bit binary count-up pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs on 
each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device 1/0 pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 11 and 12 show the 18-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which 
the signature is generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing 
this operation. 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

MS9 

QQQQQQQQQ 
299-1/0 298-110 297-1/0 296-1/0 295-1/0 294-110 293-1/0 292-1/0 291-1/0 

~=~ Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q 0 
(±) = D- 199-1/0 198-110 197-1/0 196-1/0 195-1/0 194-110 193-1/0 192-1/0 191-1/0 

Figure 11. 18-Bit PSA/COUNT Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 0, 10EB = 20EB = 1) 
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6-162 

289-1/0 288-1/0 287-110 286-1/0 285-1/0 284-1/0 283-1/0 282-1/0 281-1/0 

189-1/0 188-1/0 187-1/0 1 86-110 1 85-1/0 1 84-1/0 1 83-1/0. 1 82-1/0 181-1/0 

MS8 

QQQQQQQQQ 
2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-I/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

~=~ Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q 0 
EE> = D- 1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-I/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1I0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

Figure 12. 18-Blt PSA/COUNT Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 1, 10EB = 20EB = 0) 
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timing description 

All test operations of the 'LVTH18640 and 'LVTH182640 are synchronous to TCK. Data on the TOI, TMS, and 
normal-function inputs is captured on the rising edge of TCK. Data appears on the TOO and normal-function 
output pins on the falling edge of TCK. The TAP controller is advanced through its states (as shown in Figure 1) 
by changing the value of TMS on the falling edge of TCK and then applying a rising edge to TCK. 

A simple timing example is shown in Figure 13. In this example, the TAP controller begins in the 
Test-Logie-Reset state and is advanced through its states as necessary to perform one instruction-register scan 
and one data-register scan. While in the Shift-IR and Shift-DR states, TOI is used to input serial data, and TOO 
is used to output serial data. The TAP controller is then returned to the Test-Logic-Reset state. Table 5 details 
the operation of the test circuitry during each TCK cycle. 

TCK TAP STATE 
CYCLE(S) AFTERTCK 

1 Test-Logic-Reset 

2 Run-Test/Idle 

3 Select-OR-Scan 

4 Select-I R-Scan 

5 Capture-IR 

6 Shift-IR 

7-13 Shift-IR 

14 Exit1-IR 

15 Update-IR 

16 Select-OR-Scan 

17 Capture-DR 

18 Shift-DR 

19-20 Shift-DR 

21 Exit1-DR 

22 Update-DR 

23 Select-OR-Scan 

24 Select-I R-Scan 

25 Test-Logic-Reset 

Table 5. Explanation of Timing Example 

DESCRIPTION 

TMS is changed to a logic 0 value on the falling edge of TCK to begin advancing the TAP controller toward 
the desired state. 

The IR captures the 8-bit binary value 10000001 on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-IR state. 

TOO becomes active and TDI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

One bit is shifted into the IR on each TCK rising edge. With TDI held at a logic 1 value, the 8-bit binary value 
11111111 is serially scanned into the IR. Atthe same time, the 8-bit binary value 1 0000001 is serially scanned 
out of the IR via TOO. In TCK cycle 13, TMS is changed to a logic 1 value to end the IR scan on the next 
TCK cycle. The last bit of the instruction is shifted as the TAP controller advances from Shift-IR to Exitl-lR. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The IR is updated with the new instruction (BYPASS) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The bypass register captures a logic 0 value on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-DR state. 

TOO becomes active and TDI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

The binary value 101 is shifted in via TDI, while the binary value 010 is shifted out via TOO. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

In general, the selected data register is updated with the new data on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test operation completed 
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WITH 18·BIT INVERTING BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS31 DC - MARCH 1994 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 
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~ 3-State (TOO) or Don't Care (TOI) 

Figure 13. Timing Example 

absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)t 

Supply voltage range, Vee ......................................................... -0.5 V to 4.6 V 
Input voltage range, VI (see Note 1) .................................................. -0.5 V to 7 V 
Voltage range applied to any output in the high state or power-off state, Va (see Note 1) .... -0.5 V to 7 V 
Current into any output in the low state, 10: SN54LVTH18640 ................................. 96 rnA 

SN54LVTH182640 (A port or TOO) .................. 96 rnA 
SN54LVTH182640 (8 port) ......................... 30 rnA 
SN74LVTH18640 ................................. 128 rnA 
SN74LVTH182640 (A port or TOO) ................. 128mA 
SN74LVTH182640 (8 port) ......................... 30 rnA 

Current into any output in the high state, 10 (see Note 2): SN54LVTH18640 ...................... 48 rnA 
SN54LVTH182640 (A port or TOO) ...... 48 rnA 
SN54LVTH182640 (8 port) ............. 30 rnA 
SN74LVTH18640 ...................... 64 rnA 
SN74LVTH182640 (A port or TOO) ...... 64 rnA 
SN74LVTH182640 (8 port) ............. 30 rnA 

Input clamp current, 11K (VI < 0) ........................................................... -50 rnA 
Output clamp current, 10K (Va < 0) ........................................................ -50 rnA 
Maximum power dissipation at T A = 55°C (in still air) (see Note 3): OGG package . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 W 

OL package .................... 1.4 W 
Storage temperature range, Tstg ................................................... -65°C to 150°C 

t Stresses beyond those listed under"absolute maximum ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings only, and 
functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated under "recommended operating conditions" is not 
implied. Exposure to absolute-maximum-rated conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTES: 1. The input and output negative-voltage ratings can be exceeded if the input and output clamp-current ratings are observed. 
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2. This current will only flow when the output is in the high state and Vo > Vee. 
3. The maximum package power dissipation is calculated using a junction temperature of 150°C and a board trace length of 750 mils. 

For more information, refer to the Package Thermal Considerations application note in the ABT Advanced BiCMOS Technology Data 
Book, literature number SeBD002. 
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SN54LVTH18640, SN54LVTH182640, SN74LVTH18640,SN74LVTH182 640 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18-BIT INVERTING BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS310C-MARCH 1994-REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

recommended operating conditions 

VCC Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

VIL Low-level input voltage 

VI Input voltage 

IOH High-level output current 

IOL Low-level output current 

IOLt Low-level output current 

At/Av Input transition rise or fall rate 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

t Current duty cycle S 50%, f ~ 1 kHz 

I Outputs enabled 
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SN54LVTH18640 

MIN MAX 

2.7 3.6 

2 

0.8 

5.5 

-24 

24 

48 

10 

-55 125 

SN74LVTH18640 
UNIT 

MIN MAX 

2.7 3.6 V 

2 V 

0.8 V 

5.5 V 

-32 mA 

32 mA 

64 mA 

10 nsN 

-40 85 °C 
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SN54LVTH18640,SN54LVTH182640, SN74LVTH18640, SN74LVTH182 640 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 18-BIT INVERTING BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS31 DC - MARCH 1994 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (see Note 4) 

SN54lVTH18640 SN74lVTH18640 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

TYPt TYPt MIN MAX MIN 

VIK Vee =2.7V, II =-18 mA -1.2 

Vee = MIN to MAX;, 10H =-100 JlA Vec-O·2 Vec-O·2 

Vee=2.7V, 10H =-3 mA 2.4 2.4 

VOH 10H =-8 mA 2.4 2.4 

Vee = 3V 10H =-24 mA 2 

10H =-32 mA 2 

10l = 100 JlA 0.2 
Vee = 2.7 V 

IOl=24mA 0.5 

10l= 16 mA 0.4 
VOL 

IOl=32 mA 0.5 
Vee = 3V 

10l = 48 mA 0.55 

10l= 64 mA 

Vee=3.6 V, VI = Vee or GNO ±1 
OIR, TeK 

Vee = 0 or MAX:!:, VI = 5.5 V 10 

VI = 5.5 V 50 
OE, TOI, 

Vee = 3.6 V VI =Vee 1 
II TMS 

VI = 0 -25 -100 -25 

VI = 5.5 V 20 
AorB 

Vee =3.6 V VI =Vee 1 ports§ 
VI = 0 -5 

loff Vee = 0, VI or Vo = 0 to 4.5 V 

AorB VI = 0.8 V 75 500 75 150 
II(hold)~ ports Vee = 3V 

VI =2V -75 -500 -75 -170 

10ZH TOO Vee = 3.6 V, VO=3V 1 

10Zl TOO Vee = 3.6 V, VO=0.5V -1 

10ZPU TOO Vee = 0 to 1.5 V, Vo = 0.5 Vor 3 V ±50 

10ZPO TOO Vee = 1.5 Vto 0, Vo = 0.5 V or 3 V ±50 

Vee = 3.6 V, Outputs high 2 

lee 10=0, Outputs low 30 
VI = Vee or GNO Outputs disabled 2 

Vee'" 3 V to 3.6 V, 
Alee# One input at Vee - 0.6 V, 0.2 

Other inputs at Vee or GNO 

ei VI = 3 Vor 0 4 4 

eio VO= 3VorO 11 11 

eo Vo=3VorO 8 8 

t All typical values are at Vee = 3.3 V, TA = 25°e. 
:!: For conditions shown as MIN or MAX, use the appropriate value specified under recommended operating conditions. 
§ Unused pins at Vee or GNO 
~ The parameter II(hold) includes the off-state output leakage current. 
#This is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TTL voltage level rather than Vee or GNO. 
NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice. 
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MAX 

-1.2 

0.2 

0.5 

0.4 

0.5 

0.55 

±1 

10 

50 

1 

-100 

20 

1 

-5 

±100 

500 

-500 

1 

-1 

±50 

±50 

2 

30 

2 

0.2 

UNIT 

V 

V 

V 

)lA 

JlA 

JlA 

)lA 

)lA 

)lA 

)lA 

mA 

mA 

pF 

pF 

pF 



SN54LVTH18640, SN54LVTH182640,SN74LVTH18640, SN74LVTH182 640 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18-BIT INVERTING BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS31 DC - MARCH 1994 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

timing requirements over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise 
noted) (test mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 14) 

SN54LVTH18640 SN74LVTH18640 

vee = 3.3 V 
Vee = 2.7 V 

Vee = 3.3 V 
Vee =2.7V ±O.3V ±O.3 V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency TCK 0 50 

tw Pulse duration TCK high or low 9.5 

A, S, OIR, or OE before TCKi 6.5 

tsu Setup time TOI before TCKi 2.5 

TMS before TCKi 2.5 

A, S, OIR, or OE after TCKi 1.5 

th Hold time TOI after TCKi 1.5 

TMS after TCKi 1.5 

td Delay time Power up to TCKi 50 

tr Rise time VCC power up 1 

NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice. 
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SN54LVTH18640,SN54LVTH182640,SN74LVTH18640,SN74LVTH182640 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 18-BIT INVERTING BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS310C - MARCH 1994 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 14) 

SN54LVTH18640 SN74LVTH18640 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO VCC=3.3V 

VCC=2.7V 
VCC=3.3V 

VCC=2.7V UNIT (INPUT) (OUTPUT) ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

tpLH 1.5 5.5 
Aor B BorA ns 

tpHL 1.5 5.5 

tPZH 
OE 

2 9.5 
BorA ns 

tpZL 2 9.5 

tpHZ 
OE 

2.5 10.5 
BorA ns 

tpLZ 2.5 9.5 

NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice. 

switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 14) 

SN54LVTH18640 SN74LVTH18640 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO Vce=3.3V 

Vee=2.7V 
Vee =3.3V 

Vee = 2.7 V (INPUT) (OUTPUT) ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fmax TCK! 50 

tpLH 
TCKJ. 

2.5 15 
AorB 

tpHL 2.5 15 

tpLH 
TCKJ. TOO 

1.5 7 

tpHL 1.5 7 

tPZH 
TCKJ. AorB 

3 18 

tpZL 3 18 

tPZH 
TCKJ. TOO 

1.5 7 

tpZL 1.5 7 

tpHZ 
TCKJ. AorB 

3 19 

tpLZ 3 19 

tpHZ 
TCKJ. TOO 

1.5 8 

tpLZ 1.5 8 
.. 

NOTE 4: Product preview speCIfications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice . 
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SN54LVTH18640, SN54LVTH182640, SN74LVTH18640, SN74LVTH182 640 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18-BIT INVERTING BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS31 oc - MARCH 1994 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

recommended operating conditions 

VCC Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

VIL Low-level input voltage 

VI Input voltage 

IOH High-level output current 

IOL Low-level output current 

IOLt Low-level output current 

6.tJ6.v Input transition rise or fall rate 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

t Current duty cycle $ 50%, f ;?: 1 kHz 

SN54LVTH182640 

A port orTDO 

Sport 

A port orTDO 

Sport 

AportorTDO 

Outputs enabled 
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MIN 

2.7 

2 

-55 

MAX 

3.6 

0.8 

5.5 

-24 

-12 
24 

12 

48 

10 

125 

SN74LVTH182640 
UNIT 

MIN MAX 

2.7 3.6 V 

2 V 

0.8 V 

5.5 V 

-32 
mA 

-12 

32 
mA 

12 

64 mA 

10 nsN 

-40 85 °C 
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SN54LVTH18640,SN54LVTH182640, SN74LVTH18640, SN74LVTH182 640 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 18-BIT INVERTING BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS310C-MARCH 1994-REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (see Note 4) 

SN54LVTH182640 SN74LVTH182640 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

TYPt TYPt MIN MAX MIN 

VIK Vee = 2.7 V, II =-18 mA -1.2 

Vee = MIN to MAX;, 10H =-100J.lA Vec-O·2 Vee-0.2 

Vee=2.7V, 10H =-3 mA 2.4 2.4 
Aport, 

10H =-8 mA 2.4 2.4 
VOH TOO 

Vee=3 V 10H =-24 mA 2 

10H =-32 mA 2 

Sport Vee=3 V, 10H = -12 mA 2 2 

10L = 100 J.LA 0.2 
Vee=2.7V 

10L '" 24 mA 0.5 

Aport, 10L= 16 mA 0.4 

VOL TOO IOL=32 mA 0.5 
Vee=3 V 

IOL=48 mA 0.55 

10L = 64 mA 

Sport Vee =3 V, 10L= 12 mA 0.8 

Vee = 3.6 V, VI = Vee or GNO ±1 
OIR, TeK 

Vee = 0 or MAX;, VI = 5.5 V 10 

VI = 5.5 V 50 
OE, TOI, 

Vee=3.6V VI = Vee 1 
II TMS 

VI = 0 -25 -100 -25 

VI = 5.5 V 20 
AorS 

Vee = 3.6 V VI = Vee 1 
ports§ 

VI =0 -5 

loff Vee=O, VI or Va = 0 to 4.5 V 

II{hold)~ 
AorB VI = 0.8 V 75 500 75 150 

ports 
Vee=3 V 

VI=2V -75 -500 -75 -170 

10ZH TOO Vee=3.6V, VO=3V 1 

10Zl TOO Vee=3.6V, VO= 0.5 V -1 

10ZPU TOO Vee=Ot01.5V, Va = 0.5 V or 3 V ±50 

10ZPO TOO Vee = 1.5 V to 0, Va = 0.5 Vor 3 V ±50 

Vee = 3.6 V, Outputs high 2 

lee 10=0, Outputs low 35 
VI = Vee or GNO Outputs disabled 2 

~Iee# 
Vee = 3 V to 3.6 V, One input at Vee - 0.6 V, 

0.2 Other inputs at Vee or GNO 

ei VI = 3 VorO 4 

eio Va =3VorO 11 

Co Va =3VorO 8 

t All tYPical values are at Vee = 3.3 V, TA = 25°C. 
; For conditions shown as MIN or MAX, use the appropriate value specified under recommended operating conditions. 
§ Unused pins at Vee or GNO 
~ The parameter II{hold) includes the off-state output leakage current. 
#This is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TTL voltage level rather than Vee or GNO. 
NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice. 
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11 

8 

MAX 

-1.2 

0.2 

0.5 

0.4 

0.5 

0.55 

0.8 

±1 

10 

50 

1 

-100 

20 

1 

-5 

±100 

500 

-500 

1 

-1 

±50 

±50 

2 

35 

2 

0.2 

UNIT 

V 

V 

V 

J.LA 

J.lA 

J.LA 

J.lA 

J.lA 

J.lA 

J.LA 

mA 

mA 

pF 

pF 

pF 



SN54LVTH18640, SN54LVTH182640, SN74LVTH18640, SN74LVTH1826 40 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18-BIT INVERTING BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS310C-MARCH 1994-REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

timing requirements over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise 
noted) (test mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 14) 

SN54LVTH182640 SN74LVTH182640 

vee = 3.3 V 
Vee=2.7V 

Vee = 3.3 V 
Vee = 2.7 V ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency TCK 0 50 

tw Pulse duration TCK high or low 9.5 

A. B. OIR. or OE before TCKi 6.5 

tsu Setup time TOI before TCKi 2.5 

TMS before TCKi 2.5 

A. B. OIR. or OE after TcKi 1.5 

th Hold time TOI after TCKi 1.5 

TMS after TCKi 1.5 

td Oelaytime Power up to TCKi 50 

tr Rise time VCC power up 1 

NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice. 
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SN54LVTH18640,SN54LVTH182640,SN74LVTH18640,SN74LVTH182640 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 18-BIT INVERTING BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS310C-MARCH 1994-REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 14) 

SN541.VTH182640 SN741.VTH182640 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO VCC=3.3V 

VCC=2.7V 
VCC=3.3 V 

VCC =2.7V UNIT 
(INPUT) (OUTPUT) ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

tPLH 1.5 6.5 
AorB BorA ns 

tPHL 1.5 6.5 

tPZH 2 10 
OE BorA ns 

tpZL 2 10 

tpHZ 2.5 11.5 
OE BorA ns 

tpLZ 2.5 10.5 

NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice. 

switching characteristics over recommended operating· free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 14) 

SN54LVTH182640 SN74LVTH182640 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO Vec=3.3V 

Vee=2.7V 
Vee = 3.3 V 

Vce =2.7V (INPUT) (OUTPUT) ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fmax TCKJ.. 50 

tpLH 2.5 15 
TCKJ. AorB 

tpHL 2.5 15 

tpLH 
TCKJ.. 

1.5 7 
TOO 

tPHL 1.5 7 

tpZH 
TCKJ. 

3 18 
AorB 

tpZL 3 18 

tpZH 
TCKJ. TOO 

1.5 7 

tpZL 1.5 7 

tpHZ 
TCKJ. 

3 19 
AorB 

tpLZ 3 19 

tpHZ 
TCKJ. 

1.5 8 
TOO 

tpLZ 1.5 8 

NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice . 
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SN54LVTH18640,SN54LVTH182640, SN74LVTH18640, SN74LVTH182 640 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18-BIT INVERTING BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS31 DC - MARCH 1994 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION 

o 6V 

S1 o Open 

rNO 
From Output _-*_--e.-.---'\50"'OrvO __ ---' 

Under Test 

CL=50 pF 
(see Note A) I 5000 

TEST S1 

tPLH/tpHL Open 

tpLZ/tpZL 6V 

tPHz/tpZH GND 

LOAD CIRCUIT 
2.7 V 

Timing Input ------Y,.5 V 

_____ ..1. 1'------- 0 V 

Input 

Output 

Output 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PULSE DURATION 

~ ... 1-.5-V-.....J~,,1-.5-V--_ :": V 

II ~ 
tpLH ~ ,...-----.,--- tpHL 

I /1 I ~VOH I 1.5 V , 1.5 V 
---ll--..J, VOL 

tPHL --I.---.! ~ tpLH 

I~ VOH 
\1.5V r1.5V 

VOL 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PROPAGATION DELAY TIMES 

INVERTING AND NONINVERTING OUTPUTS 

NOTES: A. CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 

Data Input 

Output 
Control 

Output 
Waveform 1 

S1 at 6 V 
(see Note B) 

Output 
Waveform 2 

S1 at GND 
(see Note B) 

I.. ~I.. ~ 
I tsu I th I 
I I 

--~*'"5V ~ :":V 
VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 

SETUP AND HOLD TIMES 

~1"5V ~","1._5_V __ _ 
tpZL~ /4- , 

2.7V 

OV 

, I tpLZ -.I j.-
--"""T"! ""~"5V ! ~-O-b....+-~-.~-.:;L 

I I tpHZ ~ j4-
tpZH ~ j4- , 

I --- VOH 
!1.5V ~H-O.3V 

___ J. =OV 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
ENABLE AND DISABLE TIMES 

LOW· AND HIGH·LEVEL ENABLING 

B. Waveform 1 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is low except when disabled by the output control. 
Waveform 2 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is high except when disabled by the output control. 

C. All input pulses are supplied by generators having the following characteristics: PRR s 10 MHz, Zo = 500, tr S 2.5 ns, tf S 2.5 ns. 
D. The outputs are measured one at a time with one transition per measurement. 

Figure 14. Load Circuit and Voltage Waveforms 
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• Member of the Texas Instruments SCOPETM 
Family of Testability Products 

• Member of the Texas Instruments 
Wldebusn~ Family 

• State-of-the-Art 3.3-V ABT Design Supports 
Mixed-Mode Signal Operation (S-V Input 
and Output Voltages With 3.3-V V cc) 

• Supports Unregulated Battery Operation 
Down to 2.7V 

• UBTTM (Universal Bus Transceiver) 
Combines D-Type Latches and D-Type 
Flip-Flops for Operation In Transparent, 
Latched, or Clocked Mode 

• Bus Hold on Data Inputs Eliminates the 
Need for External Pullup Resistors 

1A3 
1A4 
1A5 

GND 
1A6 
1A7 
1A8 
1A9 
NC 

Vee 
2A1 
2A2 
2A3 

GND 
2A4 
2A5 
2A6 

SN54LVT18502 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICE 

WITH 18-BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS669-JULY 1996 

• Compatible With the IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990 (JTAG) Test Access Port and 
Boundary-Scan Architecture 

o SCOPE ™ Instruction Set 
- IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 Required 

Instructions and Optional CLAMP and 
HIGHZ 

- Parallel-Signature Analysis at Inputs 
- Pseudo-Random Pattern Generation 

From Outputs 
- Sample Inputs/Toggle Outputs 
- Binary Count From Outputs 
- Device Identification 
- Even-Parity Opcodes 

• Packaged In 58-Pin Ceramic Quad Flat (HV) 
Packages Using 2S-mll Center-to-Center 
Spacings 

184 
185 
186 

57 GND 
56 187 

188 
54 189 
53 Vee 
52 NC 
51 281 

282 
283 
284 
GND 
285 
286 
287 

SCOPE, Widebus, and UBT are trademarks of Texas Instruments Incorporated. 
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description 
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The SN54LVT18502 scan test device with 18-bit universal bus transceivers is a member of the Texas 
Instruments SCOPETM testability integrated-circuit family. This family of devices supports IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990 boundary scan to facilitate testing of complex circuit-board assemblies. Scan access to the test 
circuitry is accomplished via the 4-wire test access port (TAP) interface. 

Additionally, this device is designed specifically for low-voltage (3.3-V) Vce operation, but with the capability 
to provide a TIL interface to a 5-V system environment. 

In the normal mode, this device is an 18-bit universal bus transceiver that combines O-type latches and O-type 
flip-flops to allow data flow in transparent, latched, or clocked modes. It can be used either as two 9-bit 
transceivers or one 18-bit transceiver. The test circuitry can be activated by the TAP to take snapshot samples 
of the data appearing at the device pins or to perform a self test on the boundary-test cells. Activating the TAP 
in the normal mode does not affect the functional operation of the SCOPETM universal bus transceivers. 

Oata flow in each direction is controlled by output-enable (OEAB and OEBA), latch-enable (LEAB and LEBA), 
and clock (CLKAB and CLKBA) inputs. For A-to-B data flow, the device operates in the transparent mode when 
LEAB is high. When LEAB is low, the A-bus data is latched while CLKAB is held at a static low or high logic level. 
Otherwise, if LEAB is low, A-bus data is stored on a low-to-high transition of CLKAB. When OEAB is low, the 
B outputs are active. When OEAB is high, the B outputs are in the high-impedance state. B-to-A data flow is 
similar to A-to-B data flow, but uses the OEBA, LEBA, and CLKBA inputs. 

In the test mode, the normal operation of the SCOPETM universal bus transceivers is inhibited and the test 
Circuitry is enabled to observe and control the 1/0 boundary of the device. When enabled, the test Circuitry 
performs boundary-scan test operations according to the protocol described in IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. 

Four dedicated test pins are used to observe and control the operation of the test circuitry: test data input (TOI), 
test data output (TOO), test mode select (TMS), and test clock (TCK). Additionally, the test Circuitry performs 
other testing functions such as parallel-signature analysis (PSA) on data inputs and pseudo-random pattern 
generation (PRPG) from data outputs. All testing and scan operations are synchronized to the TAP interface. 

Active bus-hold Circuitry is provided to hold unused or floating data inputs at a valid logic level. 

The SN54LVT18502 is characterized for operation over the full military temperature range of -55°C to 125°C. 

OEAB 

L 

L 

L 

L 

L 

H 

FUNCTION TABLet 
(normal mode, each register) 

INPUTS 

LEAB CLKAB A 

L L X 

L i L 

L i H 

H X L 

H X H 

X X X 

OUTPUT 
B 

BO; 

L 

H 

L 

H 

Z 

t A-to-B data flow is shown. B-to-A data flow is similar 
but uses OEBA, LEBA, and CLKBA. 

; Output level before the indicated steady-state input 
conditions were established 
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functional block diagram 

1LEAB 

2LEAB 

20EAB 

2LEBA 
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Boundary-Scan Register 

---, 
1+.-+-+-1--------- 1 

2A1 

TMS 

One of Nine Channels 
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TERMINAL NAME 

1A1-1A9, 
2A1-2A9 

1B1-1B9, 
2B1-2B9 

1 CLKAB, 1 CLKBA, 
2CLKAB, 2CLKBA 

GNO 

1 LEAB, 1 LEBA, 
2LEAB, 2LEBA 

10EAB, 10EBA, 
20EAB, 20EBA 

TCK 

TOI 

TOO 

TMS 

VCC 
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Terminal Functions 

DESCRIPTION 

Normal-function A-bus I/O ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function B-bus I/O ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function clock inputs. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Ground 

Normal-function latch enables. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function output enables. See function table for normal-mode logic. An internal pullup at each terminal forces the 
terminal to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test clock. One offour terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. Test operations ofthe device are synchronous 
to TCK. Data is captured on the rising edge of TCK and outputs change on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test data input. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOI is the serial input for shifting data 
through the instruction register or selected data register. An internal pullup forces TOI to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test data output. One of four terminals required by I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOO is the serial output for shifting data 
through the instruction register or selected data register. 

Test mode select. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TMS directs the device through its TAP 
controller states. An internal pullup forces TMS to a high level if left unconnected. 

Supply voltage 
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test architecture 

SN54LVT18502 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICE 
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Serial-test information is conveyed by means of a 4-wire test bus or TAP that conforms to IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990. Test instructions, test data, and test control signals all are passed along this serial-test bus. The 
TAP controller monitors two signals from the test bus, TCK and TMS. The TAP controller extracts the 
synchronization (TCK) and state control (TMS) signals from the test bus and generates the appropriate on-chip 
control signals for the test structures in the device. Figure 1 shows the TAP-controller state diagram. 

The TAP controller is fully synchronous to the TCK signal. Input data is captured on the rising edge of TCK and 
output data changes on the falling edge of TCK. This scheme ensures that data to be captured is valid for fully 
one-half of the TCK cycle. 

The functional block diagram shows the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 4-wire test bus and boundary-scan 
architecture and the relationship among the test bus, the TAP controller, and the test registers. The device 
contains an 8-bit instruction register and four test-data registers: a 48-bit boundary-scan register, a 3-bit 
boundary-control register, a 1-bit bypass register, and a 32-bit device identification register. 

Test-Loglc-Reset 

TMS=L 

Figure 1. TAP-Controller State Diagram 
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state diagram description 

The TAP controller is a synchronous finite state machine that provides test-control signals throughout the 
device. The state diagram shown in Figure 1 is in accordance with IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. The TAP 
controller proceeds through its states based on the level of TMS at the rising edge of TCK. 

As shown, the TAP controller consists of 16 states. There are six stable states (indicated by a looping arrow in 
the state diagram) and ten unstable states. A stable state is a state the TAP controller can retain for consecutive 
TCK cycles. Any state that does not meet this criterion is an unstable state. 

There are two main paths through the state diagram: one to access and control the selected data register and 
one to access and control the instruction register. Only one register can be accessed at a time. 

Test-Loglc-Reset 

The device powers up in the Test-Logic-Reset state. In the stable Test-Logic-Reset state, the test logic is reset 
and is disabled so that the normal logic function of the device is performed. The instruction register is. reset to 
an opcode that selects the optionallDCODE instruction, if supported, or the BYPASS instruction. Certain data 
registers can also be reset to their power-up values. 

The state machine is constructed such that the TAP controller returns to the Test-Logic-Reset state in no more 
than five TCK cycles if TMS is left high. TMS has an internal pullup resistor that forces it high if left unconnected 
or if a board defect causes it to be open circuited. 

For the SN54LVT18502, the instruction register is reset to the binary value 10000001, which selects the 
IDCODE instruction. Bits 47-44 in the boundary-scan register are reset to logic 1, ensuring that these cells that 
control A-port and B-port outputs, are set to benign values (i.e., if test mode were invoked the outputs would 
be at the high-impedance state). Reset value of other bits in the boundary-scan register should be considered 
indeterminate. The boundary-control register is reset to the binary value 010, which selects the PSA 
test operation. 

Run-Test/Idle 

The TAP controller must pass through the Run-Test/ldle state (from Test-Logic-Reset) before executing any test 
operations. The Run-Test/ldle state also can be entered following data-register or instruction-register scans. 
Run-Test/Idle is a stable state in which the test logic can be actively running a test or can be idle. The test 
operations selected by the boundary-control register are performed while the TAP controller is in the 
Run-Test/Idle state. 

Select-D R-Scan, Select-I R-Scan 

No specific function is performed in the Select-DR-Scan and Select-IR-Scan states, and the TAP controller exits 
either of these states on the next TCK cycle. These states allow the selection of either data-register scan or 
instruction-register scan. 

Capture-DR 

7-8 

When a data-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-DR state. In the 
Capture-DR state, the selected data register can capture a data value as specified by the current instruction. 
Such capture operations occur on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-DR state. 
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Shift-DR 
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Upon entry to the Shift-OR state, the data register is placed in the scan path between TOI and TOO. On the first 
falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TOO enables to the logic level 
present in the least-significant bit of the selected data register. 

While in the stable Shift-OR state, data is serially shifted through the selected data register on each TCK cycle. 
The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-OR state (Le., no shifting occurs during 
the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-OR to Shift-OR or from Exit2-0R to Shift-OR). 
The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-OR state. 

Exlt1-DR, Exit2-DR 

The Exit1-0R and Exit2-0R states are temporary states that end a data-register scan. It is possible to return 
to the Shift-OR state from either Exit1-0R or Exit2-0R without recapturing the data register. On the first falling 
edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-0R, TOO goes from the active state to the high-impedance state. 

Pause-DR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-OR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-OR state suspends and resumes data-register scan operations without loss of data. 

Update-DR 

If the current instruction calls for the selected data register to be updated with current data, such update occurs 
on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the Update-OR state. 

Capture-IR 

When an instruction-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-IR state. In 
the Capture-IR state, the instruction register captures its current status value. This capture operation occurs 
on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-IR state. For the SN54LVT18502, 
the status value loaded in the Capture-IR state is the fixed binary value 10000001. 

Shift-IR 

Upon entry to the Shift-IR state, the instruction register is placed in the scan path between TOI and TOO. On 
the first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to the active state. TOO enables to the 
logic level present in the least-significant bit of the instruction register. 

While in the stable Shift-IR state, instruction data is serially shifted through the instruction register on each TCK 
cycle. The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-IR state (Le., no shifting occurs 
during the TC~( cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-IR to Shift-IR or from Exit2-IR to 
Shift-IR). The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-IR state. 

Exit1-IR, Exlt2-IR 

The ExitHR and Exit2-IR states are temporary states that end an instruction-register scan. It is possible to 
return to the Shift-IR state from either Exitl-lR or Exit2-IR without recapturing the instruction register. On the 
first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-IR, TOO goes from the active state to the high-impedance state. 

Pause-IR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-IR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-IR state suspends and resumes instruction-register scan operations without loss 
of data. 

Update-IR 

The current instruction is updated and takes effect on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the 
Update-IR state. 
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register overview 

With the exception of the bypass and device-identification registers, any test register can be thought of as a 
serial shift register with a shadow latch on each bit. The bypass and device-identification registers differ in that 
they contain only a shift register. During the appropriate capture state (Capture-IR for instruction register, 
Capture-DR for data registers), the shift register can be parallel loaded from a source specified by the current 
instruction. During the appropriate shift state (Shift-IR or Shift-DR), the contents of the shift register are shifted 
out from TOO while new contents are shifted in at TDI. During the appropriate update state (Update-IR or 
Update-DR), the shadow latches are updated from the shift register. 

instruction register description 

TOI 

7-10 

The instruction register (I R) is eight bits long and tells the device what instruction is to be executed. Information 
contained in the instruction includes the mode of operation (either normal mode, in which the device performs 
its normal logic function, ortest mode, in which the normal logic function is inhibited or altered), the test operation 
to be performed, which of the four data registers is to be selected for inclusion in the scan path during 
data-register scans, and the source of data to be captured into the selected data register during Capture-DR. 

Table 3 lists the instructions supported by the SN54LVT18502. The even-parity feature specified for SCOPETM 
devices is supported in this device. Bit 7 of the instruction opcode is the parity bit. Any instructions that are 
defined for SCOPETM devices but are not supported by this device default to BYPASS. . 

During Capture-IR, the IR captures the binary value 10000001. As an instruction is shifted in, this value is shifted 
out via TOO and can be inspected as verification that the IR is in the scan path. During Update-IR, the value 
that has been shifted into the IR is loaded into shadow latches. At this time, the current instruction is updated 
and any specified mode change takes effect. At power up or in the Test-Logic-Reset state, the IR is reset to the 
binary value 10000001, which selects the IDCODE instruction. The IR order of scan is shown in Figure 2. 

Blt7 
Parity 
(MSB) 

Blt6 Blt5 Blt4 Bit 3 Blt2 

Figure 2. Instruction Register Order of Scan 
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data register description 

boundary-scan register 
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The boundary-scan register (BSR) is 48 bits long. It contains one boundary-scan cell (BSG) for each 
normal-function input pin and one BSC for each normal-function I/O pin (one single cell for both input data and 
output data). The BSR is used 1) to store test data that is to be applied externally to the device output pins, 
and/or 2) to capture data that appears internally at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic and/or externally at 
the device input pins. 

The source of data to be captured into the BSR during Capture-DR is determined by the current instruction. The 
contents of the BSR can change during Run-Test/Idle, as determined by the current instruction. At power up 
or in Test-Logic-Reset, BSCs 47--44 are reset to logic 1, ensuring that these cells, which control A-port and 
B-port outputs, are set to benign values (Le., if test mode were invoked, the outputs would be at the 
high-impedance state). Reset values of other BSCs should be considered indeterminate. 

The BSR order of scan is from TOI through bits 47-0 to TOO. Table 1 shows the BSR bits and their associated 
device pin signals. 

BSR BIT 
NUMBER 

47 

46 

45 

44 

43 

42 

41 

40 

39 

38 

37 

36 

-
-
-
-
-
-

Table 1. Boundary-Scan Register Configuration 

DEVICE 
SIGNAL 

20EAB 

10EAB 

20EBA 

10EBA 

2CLKAB 

1CLKAB 

2CLK8A 

1CLKBA 

2LEAB 

1LEAB 

2LE8A 

1LEBA 

-
-
-
-
-
-

BSR BIT DEVICE 
NUMBER SIGNAL 

35 2A9-1/0 

34 2A8-1/0 

33 2A7-1/0 

32 2A6-1/0 

31 2A5-1/0 

30 2A4-1/0 

29 2A3-1/0 

28 2A2-1/0 

27 2A1-1/0 

26 1A9-1/0 

25 1A8-1/0 

24 1A7-1/0 

23 1A6-1/0 

22 1A5-1/0 

21 1A4-1/0 

20 1A3-1/0 

19 1A2-1/0 

18 1A1-1/0 
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NUMBER 

17 

16 

15 

14 

13 

12 

11 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 
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DEVICE 
SIGNAL 

289-1/0 

288-1/0 

2B7-1/0 

286-1/0 

285-1/0 

2B4-1/0 

283-1/0 

282-1/0 

281-1/0 

1B9-1/0 

1B8-1/0 

187-1/0 

186-1/0 

185-1/0 

184-1/0 

1B3-1/0 

1B2-1/0 

1B1-1/0 
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boundary-control register 

The boundary-control register (SCR) is three bits long. The SCR is used in the context of the boundary-run test 
(RUNT) instruction to implement additional test operations not included in the basic SCOPP'" instruction set. 
Such operations include PRPG, PSA, and binary count up (COUNT). Table 4 shows the test operations that 
are decoded by the SCA. 

During Capture-DR, the contents of the SCR are not changed. At power up or in Test-Logie-Reset, the SCR is 
reset to the binary value 01 0, which selects the PSA test operation. The SCR order of scan is shown in Figure 3. 

TOI 
Blt2 

(MSB) Bit 1 
Bit 0 
(LSB) 

Figure 3; Boundary-Control Register Order of Scan 

TOO 

bypass register 

7-12 

The bypass register is a 1-bit scan path that can be selected to shorten the length of the system scan path, 
reducing the number of bits per test pattern that must be applied to complete a test operation. During 
Capture-DR, the bypass register captures a logic o. The bypass register order of scan is shown in Figure 4. 

TDI -1 Bit 0 ~ TDO 

Figure 4. Bypass Register Order of Scan 
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device-Identification register 
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The device-identification register (lOR) is 32 bits long. It can be selected and read to identify the manufacturer, 
part number, and version of this device. 

For the SN54LVT18502, the binary value 00010000000000011100000000101111 (1001 C02F, hex) is captured 
(during Capture-DR state) in the lOR to identify this device as Texas Instruments SN54LVT18502. 

The lOR order of scan is from TDI through bits 31-0 to TOO. Table 2 shows the lOR bits and their significance. 

Table 2. Device-Identification Register Configuration 

lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE 

31 VERSION3 27 PARTNUMBER15 11 MANUFACTURER10t 

30 VERSION2 26 PARTNUMBER14 10 MANUFACTURER09t 

29 VERSION1 25 PARTNUMBER13 9 MANUFACTURER08t 

28 VERSIONO 24 PARTNUMBER12 8 MANUFACTURER07t 

- - 23 PARTNUMBER11 7 MANUFACTURER06t 

- - 22 PARTNUMBER10 6 MANUFACTURER05t 

- - 21 PARTNUMBER09 5 MANUFACTURER04t 

- - 20 PARTNUMBER08 4 MANUFACTURER03t 

- - 19 PARTNUMBER07 3 MANUFACTURER02t 

- - 18 PARTNUMBER06 2 MANUFACTURER01t 

- - 17 PARTNUMBER05 1 MANUFACTUREROOt 

- - 16 PARTNUMBER04 0 LOGIC1t 

- - 15 PARTNUMBER03 - -
- - 14 PARTNUMBER02 - -
- - 13 PARTNUMBER01 - -
- - 12 PARTNUMBEROO - -

tNote that for TI products, bits 11-0 of the device-identification register always contain the binary value 000000101111 
(02F, hex). 
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Instruction-register opcode description 

The instruction-register opcodes are shown in Table 3. The following descriptions detail the operation of 
each instruction. 

Table 3. Instruction-Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODEt SELECTED DATA 
BIT7~BITO SCOPE OPCODE DESCRIPTION REGISTER MODE 
MSB~ LSB 

00000000 EXTEST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

10000001 IDCODE Identification read Device identification Normal 

10000010 SAMPLE/PRELOAD Sample boundary Boundary scan Normal 

00000011 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

10000100 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000101 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000110 HIGHZ Control boundary to high impedance Bypass Modified test 

10000111 CLAMP Control boundary to 1/0 Bypass Test 

10001000 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00001001 RUNT Boundary-run test Bypass Test 

00001010 READBN Boundary read Boundary scan Normal 

10001011 READBT Boundary read Boundary scan Test 

00001100 CELLTST Boundary self test Boundary scan Normal 

10001101 TOPHIP Boundary toggle outputs Bypass Test 

10001110 SCANCN Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Normal 

00001111 SCANCT Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Test 

All others BYPASS Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

t Bit 7 is used to maintain even parity in the 8-bit instruction. 
;The BYPASS instruction is executed in lieu of a SCOPETIA instruction that is not supported in the SN54LVT18502 

boundary scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 EXTEST instruction. The BSR is selected in the 
scan path. Data appearing at the device input and 1/0 pins is captured in the associated BSCs. Data that has 
been scanned into the 1/0 BSCs for pins in the output mode is applied to the device 110 pins. Data present at 
the device pins, except for output enables, is passed through the BSCs to the normal on-chip logic. For 1/0 pins, 
the operation of a pin as input or output is determined by the contents of the output-enable BSCs (bits 47-44 
of the BSR). When a given output enable is active (logic 0), the associated 110 pins operate in the output mode. 
Otherwise, the 110 pins operate in the input mode. The device operates in the test mode. 

identification read 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 IDCODE instruction. The lOR is selected in the 
scan path. The device operates in the normal mode. 

sample boundary 

7-14 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction. The BSR is 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input pins and 1/0 pins in the input mode is captured 
in the associated BSCs, while data appearing at the outputs of the normal on-Chip logic is captured in the BSCs 
associated with 1/0 pins in the output mode. The device operates in the normal mode. 
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bypass scan 
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This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 BYPASS instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in the normal mode. 

control boundary to high Impedance 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1 a-1993 HIGHZ instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in a modified test mode in which all device I/O pins are placed in the high-impedance state, the device 
input pins remain operational, and the normal on-chip logic function is performed. 

control boundary to 1/0 

This instruction conforms to the I EEE Standard 1149.1 a-1993 CLAM P instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. Data in the I/O 
BSCs for pins in the output mode is applied to the device I/O pins. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary-run test 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logiC 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. The device operates in the test mode. The test operation specified in the BCR is executed during 
Run-Test/ldle. The five test operations decoded by the BCR are: sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP), 
PRPG, PSA, simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSA/PRPG), and simultaneous PSA and binary count up 
(PSA/COUNT). 

boundary read 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BSR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
instruction is useful for inspecting data after a PSA operation. 

boundary self test 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. All BSCs capture the inverse of their current values during Capture-DR. 
In this way, the contents of the shadow latches can be read out to verify the integrity of both shift-register and 
shadow-latch elements of the BSR. The device operates in the normal mode. 

boundary toggle outputs 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs is toggled on each rising 
edge of TCK in Run-Testlldle and is then updated in the shadow latches and thereby applied to the associated 
device I/O pins on each falling edge of TCK in Run-Testlldle. Data in the input-mode BSCs remains constant. 
Data appearing at the device input or I/O pins is not captured in the input-mode BSCs. The device operates in 
the test mode. 

boundary-control-register scan 

The BCR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BCR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
operation must be performed before a boundary-run test operation to specify which test operation is to 
be executed. 
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boundary-control-register opcode description 

The BCR opcodes are decoded from BCR bits 2-0, as shown in Table 4. The selected test operation is 
performed while the RUNT instruction is executed in the Run-Testlldle state. The following descriptions detail 
the operation of each BCR instruction and illustrate the associated PSA and PRPG algorithms. 

Table 4. Boundary-Control Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODE 
BIT 2 -) BIT 0 DESCRIPTION 
MSB -) LSB 

XOO Sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

XOl Pseudo-random pattern generation/36-bit mode (PRPG) 

Xl0 Parallel-signature analysiS/36-bit mode (PSA) 

011 Simultaneous PSA and PRPG/18-bit mode (PSNPRPG) 

111 Simultaneous PSA and binary count up/18-bit mode (PSNCOUNT) 

While the control input BSCs (bits 47-36) are not included in the toggle, PSA, PRPG, or COUNT algorithms, 
the output-enable BSCs (bits 47-44 of the BSR) control the drive state (active or high impedance) of the selected 
device output pins. These BCR instructions are only valid when both bytes of the device are operating in one 
direction of data flow (Le., 1 OEAB -:t: 1 OEBA and 20EAB -:t: 20EBA) and in the same direction of data flow (Le., 
1 OEAB = 20EAB and 1 OEBA = 20EBA). Otherwise, the bypass instruction is operated. 

sample Inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

7-16 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode I/O pins is captured in the shift-register elements of the 
associated BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode 
BSCs is toggled on each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated 
device 1/0 pins on each falling edge of TCK. 
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WITH 18-BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS669-JULY 1996 

pseudo-random pattern generation (PRPG) 

A pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected BSGs on each rising edge 
of TGK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output-mode I/O pins on each 
falling edge of TGK. Figures 5 and 6 show the 36-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the 
patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. 
A seed value of all zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

2A9-1/0 2AS-1I0 2A7-1I0 2A6-1I0 2A5-1I0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1I0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1AS-I/O 1A7-1I0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

289-1/0 28S-1/0 287-1/0 286-1/0 285-1/0 284-110 283-1/0 282-1/0 281-1/0 

189-110 18S-1/0 187-1/0 186-110 185-1/0 184-110 183-110 182-1/0 181-1/0 

Figure 5. 36-Bit PRPG Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 0, 10EBA = 20EBA = 1) 
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289-110 288-110 287-1/0 286·1/0 285·1/0 284-110 283·1/0 282·1/0 281·1/0 

189·1/0 188-110 187·110 186·1/0 185·1/0 184-110 183·1/0 182·1/0 181·1/0 

2A9·1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7·1/0 2A6·1/0 2A5·1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3·1/0 2A2·1/0 2A1·1/0 

1A9·1/0 1A8-1I0 1A7·1/0 1A6·1/0 1A5·1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3·1/0 1A2·1I0 1A1·1/0 

Figure 6. 36-Blt PRPG Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 1, 10EBA = 20EBA = 0) 
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parallel-signature analysis (PSA) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode I/O pins is compressed into a 36-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. Data in the shadow latches of the 
selected output-mode BSCs remains constant and is applied to the associated device 110 pins. Figures 7 and 8 
show the 36-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the signature is generated. An initial 
seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4 .. 1/0 2A3 .. 1/0 2A2 .. 1/0 2A1 .. 1I0 

1A9 .. 1/0 1A8 .. 1/0 1A7 .. 1/0 1A6 .. 1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3 .. 1/0 1A2 .. 1/0 1A1 .. 1/0 

2B9-1/0 2B8 .. 1I0 2B7 .. 1/0 2B6-1/0 2B5 .. 1/0 2B4-1/0 2B3-1/0 2B2 .. 1/0 2B1 .. 1/0 

1B9 .. 1/0 1B8 .. 1/0 1B7 .. 1/0 1B6-1/0 1B5-1/0 1B4-1/0 1B3 .. 1I0 1B2 .. 1/0 1B1 .. 1/0 

Figure 7. 36-Bit PSA Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 0, 10EBA = 20EBA = 1) 
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289·1/0 288-1/0 287·1/0 286-1/0 285·1/0 284-110 283-110 282·1/0 281·1/0 

189-110 188-1/0 187-110 186-1/0 185-1/0 184-1/0 183-1/0 182·1/0 181·1/0 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7·1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3·1/0 2A2·1/0 2A1·1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7·1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3·1/0 1A2·1/0 1A1·1/0 

Figure 8. 36-Blt PSA Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 1, 10EBA = 20EBA = O) 
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simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSA/PRPG) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode I/O pins is compressed into an 18-bit parallel signature in 
the shift-register elements of the selected input-mode BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. At the same time, an 
18-bit pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output-made BSCs on 
each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device I/O pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 9 and 10 show the 18-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which 
the signature and patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before 
performing this operation. A seed value of all zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

1B9-1/0 1B8-1/0 1B7-1/0 1B6-1/0 1B5-1/0 1B4-1/0 lB3-1/0 1B2-1/0 1B1-1/0 

Figure 9. 18·Blt PSA/PRPG Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 0, 10EBA = 20EBA = 1) 
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289-1/0 288-110 287-1/0 286-1/0 285-1/0 284-110 283-1/0 282-1/0 281-1/0 

189-1/0 188-1/0 187-1/0 186-1/0 185-1/0 184-1/0 183-1/0 182-1/0 181-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-I/O 1A7-1/0 1A6-I/O 1A5-1/0 1A4-I/O 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-I/O 

Figure 10. is-Bit PSA/PRPG Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 1, 10EBA = 20EBA = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and binary count up (PSA/COUNT) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 110 pins is compressed into an 18-bit parallel signature in 
the shift-register elements of the selected input-mode BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. At the same time, an 
18-bit binary count-up pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs on 
each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device 110 pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 11 and 12 show the 18-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which 
the signature is generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this 
operation. 

2A9-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A7-1I0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1I0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

MS8 

QQQQQQQQQ 
289-1/0 286-110 287-1/0 286-1/0 285-1/0 284-110 283-1/0 282-1/0 281-1/0 

~=~ Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q 0 
(£) = D-- 189-110 186-110 187-110 186-1/0 185-1/0 184-110 183-1/0 182-1/0 181-1/0 

Figure 11. 18·Bit PSA/COUNT Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 0, 10EBA = 20EBA = 1) 
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7-24 

289-1/0 288-1/0 287-1/0 286-1/0 285-1/0 284-110 283-1/0 282-1/0 281-1/0 

189-1/0 18S-I/O 187-1/0 186-1/0 185-1/0 184-1/0 183-1/0 182-1/0 181-1/0 

MS8 

QQQQQQQQQ 
2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

~=~ Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q 0 
E8 = D- 1A9-1/0 1AS-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

Figure 12. 18-Bit PSA/COUNT Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 1, 10EBA = 20EBA = 0) 
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timing description 

SN54LVT18502 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICE 

WITH 18-BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS669 - JULY 1996 

All test operations of the SN54LVT18502 and are synchronous to the TCK signal. Data on the TOI, TMS, and 
normal-function inputs is captured on the rising edge of TCK. Data appears on the TOO and normal-function 
output pins on the falling edge of TCK. The TAP controller is advanced through its states (as shown in Figure 1) 
by changing the value of TMS on the falling edge of TCK and then applying a rising edge to TCK. 

A simple timing example is shown in Figure 13. In this example, the TAP controller begins in the 
Test-Logic-Reset state and is advanced through its states, to perform one instruction-register scan and one 
data-register scan. While in the Shift-IR and Shift-DR states, TOI is used to input serial data, and TOO is used 
to output serial data. The TAP controller is then returned to the Test-Logic-Reset state. Table 5 details the 
operation of the test circuitry during each TCK cycle. 

TCK TAP STATE 
CYCLE(S) AFTERTCK 

1 Test-Logic-Reset 

2 Run-Test/Idle 

3 Select-OR-Scan 

4 Select-I R-Scan 

5 Capture-IR 

6 Shift-IR 

7-13 Shift-IR 

14 Exit1-IR 

15 Update-IR 

16 Select-OR-Scan 

17 Capture-DR 

18 Shift-DR 

19-20 Shift-DR 

21 Exit1-0R 

22 Update-DR 

23 Select-OR-Scan 

24 Select-IR-Scan 

25 Test-Logic-Reset 

Table 5. Explanation of Timing Example 

DESCRIPTION 

TMS is changed to a logic 0 value on the falling edge of TCK to begin advancing the TAP controller toward 
the desired state. 

The IR captures the 8-bit binary value 10000001 on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-IR state. 

TOO becomes active and TOI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

One bit is shifted into the IR on each TCK rising edge. With TOI held at a logic 1 value, the 8-bit binary value 
11111111 is serially scanned intothe IR. Atthe same time, the 8-bit binary value 10000001 is serially scanned 
out of the IR via TOO. In TCK cycle 13, TMS is changed to a logic 1 value to end the IR scan on the next 
TCK cycle. The last bit of the instruction is shifted as the TAP controller advances from Shift-I R to Exit 1-1 R. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The IR is updated with the new instruction (BYPASS) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The bypass register captures a logic 0 value on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-DR state. 

TOO becomes active and TOI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

The binary value 101 is shifted in via TOI, while the binary value 010 is shifted out via TOO. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The selected data register is updated with the new data on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test operation completed 
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2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

TCK 

TMS --u I I 
TOI ~ ~ U ~ 

TOO ~ ~ n ~ 
5l Q) c c a:: a:: 

~ 
a:: c a:: a:: a:: a:: c c 5l ::c ~ ~ ~ 2: 1; ~ C c 2 c ~ ~ Q) s ! ;:: ~ 

Q) 

a:: 1/1 ci: ci: :J :c ~ ~ ci: :E ~ ci: ci: a:: 
TAP U ~ a en w X :J co U 

.~ c Z c a en w 'C C z 8' Controller co Q. 
C .,!. U (,) :l .,!. co :l .,!. u 

State -' :J U Q) U (,) U Q) -' 
oJ; a:: CI) 

~ 
Q) Q) 

~ oJ; 
~ Ji ~ ~ ~ 

~ 3 State (TOO) or Don't Care (TOI) 

Figure 13. Timing Example 

absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)t 

Supply voltage range, Vee ......................................................... -0.5 V to 4.6 V 
Input voltage range, VI (see Note 1) .................................................. -0.5 V to 7 V 
Voltage range applied to any output in the high state or power-off state, Vo (see Note 1) .... -0.5 V to 7 V 
Current into any output in the low state, 10 • .. • .. • • .. • • • • • • • • • • .. .. . • .. • • • .. • .. .. .. • .. .. .. •• 96 rnA 
Current into any output in the high state, 10 (see Note 2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 48 rnA 
Input clamp current, 11K (VI < 0) ........................................................... -50 rnA 
Output clamp current, 10K (Vo < 0) ........................................................ -50 rnA 
Storage temperature range, Tstg ................................................... -65°C to 150°C 

t Stresses beyond those listed under "absolute maximum ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings only, and 
functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated under "recommended operating conditions" is not 
implied. Exposure to absolute-maximum-rated conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTES: 1. The input and output negative-voltage ratings can be exceeded if the input and output clamp-current ratings are observed. 
2. This current only flows when the output is in the high state and Vo > Vee. 

recommended operating conditions 

Vee Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

VIL Low-level input voltage 

VI Input voltage 

IOH High-level output current 

IOL Low-level output current 

IOL:j: Low-level output current 

dUdV Input transition rise or fall rate 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

:I: Current duty cycle ~ 50%, f ~ 1 kHz 
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2.7 3.6 V 

2 V 

0.8 V 

5.5 V 

-24 mA 

24 mA 

48 mA 

I Outputs enabled 10 nsN 
-55 125 °e 
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electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) 

PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS MIN TYPt 

VIK VCC oo2.7V. II =-18mA 

VCC" MIN to MAX+, 10H" -100 J1A, VCc-O·2 

VCC=2.7V. 10H =-3mA 2.4 
VOH 

10H oo-8mA 2.4 
VCC .. 3V 

IOH =-24 mA 2 

10l = 100 J1A 
VCC" 2.7 V 

IOl=24 mA 

VOL 10l= 16 mA 

VCC=3V IOl=32 mA 

IOl=48mA 

VCC=3.6V, VI" VCC or GNO 
ClK, lE, TCK 

Vcc .. 0 or MAX+, Vl a 5.5V 

VI = 5.5 V 

OE, TOI, TMS VCC=3.6 V VI = VCC 
II 

VI =0 -25 

VI" 5.5 V 

A or B ports§ VCC=3.6V VI" VCC 

VI = 0 

VI = 0.8 V 75 
II(hold}'1 A or B ports VCC=3 V 

VI=2V -75 

10ZH TOO VCC=3.6V, VO=3V 

10Zl TOO VCC=3.6 V, VO" 0.5 V 

10ZPU TOO V CC = 0 to 1.5 V, Vo = 0.5 V or 3 V 

10ZPO TOO VCC= 1.5VtoO, VO" 0.5 V or 3 V 

VCC .. 3.6 V, Outputs high 

ICC 10=0, Outputs low 
VI = VCC or GNO Outputs disabled 

aICC# 
VCC = 3 V to 3.6 V, One input at VCC - 0.6 V, 
Other inputs at VCC or GNO 

Ci VI .. 3 VorO 

Cio VO" 3 VorO 

Co VO=3 VorO 

t All typical values are at VCC" 3.3 V, TA = 25°C. 
+ For conditions shown as MIN or MAX, use the appropriate value specified under recommended operating conditions. 
§ Unused pins at VCC or GNO 
~ The parameter II(hold} includes the off-state output leakage current. 
#This is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TTL voltage level rather than VCC or GNO. 
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0.7 

21 

0.7 

4 

11 

8 

MAX UNIT 

-1.2 V 

V 

0.2 

0.5 

0.4 V 

0.5 

0.55 

±1 

10 

50 

1 

-100 
l1A 

20 

1 

-5 

500 

-500 
l1A 

50 l1A 

-50 l1A 

±50 l1A 

±50 l1A 

3 

30 mA 

3 

0.2 mA 

pF 

pF 

pF 
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timing requirements over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise 
noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 14) 

Vee =3.3V 
Vee=2.7V ±O.3 V UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency ClKAB or ClKBA 0 90 0 80 MHz 

ClKAB or ClKBA high or low 6.5 6.7 
tw Pulse duration ns 

lEAB or lEBA high 2.4 2.4 

A before ClKABi or B before ClKBA i 3.6 4 

tsu Setup time I ClK high 1.2 0.6 ns 
A before lEABJ. or B before LEBAJ. I ClKlow 1.4 1.5 

A after ClKABi or B after ClKBA i 1.2 0.8 
th Hold time 

A after lEABJ. or B after lEBAJ. 
ns 

4.9 5.4 

timing requirements over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise 
noted) (test mode) (see Figure 14) 

fclock Clock frequency TCK 

tw Pulse duration TCK high or low 

A, B, ClK, lE, or OE before TCKi 

tsu Setup time TOI before TCKi 

TMS before TCKi 

A, B, ClK, lE, or OE after TCKi 

th Hold time TOI after TCKi 

TMS after TCKi 

td Oelaytime Power up to TCKi 

tr Rise time VCCpowerup 

• On products compliant to Mll-PRF-38535, this parameter is not production tested . 
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Vec = 3.3 V 
Vee = 2.7 V ±O.3V UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

0 50 0 40 MHz 

12 14 ns 

8 9 

3.5 4.5 ns 

3 4 

1.7 1.1 

1.5 0.8 ns 

1.5 0.6 

50' 50' ns 

l' l' ~s 
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switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 14) 

FROM TO 
VCC = 3.3 V 

VCC =2.7V 
PARAMETER ±O.3V UNIT (INPUT) (OUTPUT) 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fmax CLKAB or CLKBA 90 80 MHz 

tpLH 1.5 6.8 8.4 
AorB BorA ns 

tpHL 1.5 6.8 8.4 

tpLH 2 9 10 
CLKAB or CLKBA BorA ns 

tpHL 2 8.5 9.4 

tpLH 2.5 10.8 12.5 
LEAB or LEBA BorA ns 

tpHL 2.5 8.6 9.4 

tpZH 
OEABorOEBA 

2 10.5 11.5 
BorA ns 

tpZL 2 11 12 

tpHZ 
OEABorOEBA 

3 10.8 11.5 
BorA ns 

tpLZ 2.5 9.9 10.6 

switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 14) 

PARAMETER 

fmax 

tPLH 

tpHL 

tPLH 

tPHL 

tpZH 

tpZL 

tpZH 

tPZL 

tpHZ 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 

tpLZ 

FROM 
(INPUT) 

TCK 

TCKJ, 

TCKJ, 

TCKJ, 

TCKJ, 

TCKJ, 

TCKJ, 

TO 
(OUTPUT) 

AorB 

TOO 

AorB 

TOO 

AorB 

100 
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VCC=3.3V 
Vce =2.7V ±O.3V UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

50 40 MHz 

3 18 20 
ns 

3 18 20 

2 6.6 9 
ns 

2.5 8 9 

5 20 23 
ns 

5 20 23 

1.5 6.7 8 
ns 

2 7 8.5 

4 22 24 

4 21 23 
ns 

2.5 8.5 10 
ns 

2 8 9.5 
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PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION 

o 6V 
TEST S1 

500n S1 
From Output --e----tl~-4IV'v----J 

Under Test 

o Open tPLH/tpHL 
tpLZ/tpZL 

Open 
6V 

CL =50 pF 
(see Note A) I 500n 

LOAD CIRCUIT 

I4-- tw-+l 
1 , __ ----

lopul 3 ~",'_.5_V __ :o:v 

Input 

Output 

Output 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PULSE DURATION 

~ .... 1_.5_V_--,~'5V :0: V 

tPLH +--l K tpHL 

1 /' I '\2 VOH 
1 1.5 V I 1.5 V 

--+-1--' I VOL 

tPHL ---1.-.! ~ tpLH 

,~ VOH 
\1.5V l" 1.5V 

VOL 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PROPAGATION DELAY TIMES 

INVERTING AND NONINVERTING OUTPUTS 

tpHZ/tpZH GND 

2.7 V 
Timing Input -------X1.5 V 

_____ .J, ,'-______ OV 

Data Input 

Output 
Control 

Output 
Waveform 1 

S1 at 6 V 
(see Note B) 

Output 
Waveform 2 

S1 at GND 
(see Note B) 

1 l. 1 
148 t ·r th ·1 
1 su 1 

---*'05 V ~ ~:V 
VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 

SETUP AND HOLD TIMES 

==¥'05V ¥,-1._5_V __ _ 
tPZL -+j 14- I 

2.7V 

OV 

I 1 tPLZ -.I j.--
---';'I-\L; I 1/--- 3 V 

I ,.5V I £ VOk-+J.:~ VOL 

I ,tPHZ ~ ~ 
tpZH~ j4- 1 

1 --- VOH 
!1.5V ~H-0.3V 

___ ...J, - ... OV 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
ENABLE AND DISABLE TIMES 

LOW· AND HIGH·LEVEL ENABLING 

NOTES: A. CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 
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B. Waveform 1 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is low except when disabled by the output control. 
Waveform 2 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is high except when disabled by the output control. 

C. All input pulses are supplied by generators having the following characteristics: PRR s 10 MHz, Zo = 50 n, tr S 2.5 ns, tf S 2.5 ns. 
D. The outputs are measured one at a time with one transition per measurement. 

Figure 14. Load Circuit and Voltage Waveforms 
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• Members of the Texas Instruments 
SCOPETM Family of Testability Products 

• Members of the Texas Instruments 
W/debus™ Family 

• State-of-the-Art 3.3-V ABT Design Supports 
Mixed-Mode Signal Operation (5-V Input 
and Output Voltages With 3.3-V Vee) 

o Support Unregulated Battery Operation 
Down to 2.7V 

• UBTTM (Universal Bus Transceiver) 
Combines D-Type Latches and D-Type 
Flip-Flops for Operation in Transparent, 
Latched, or Clocked Mode 

• Bus Hold on Data Inputs Eliminates the 
Need for External Pull up Resistors 

• B-Port Outputs of 'LVTH182502A Devices 
Have Equivalent 25-0 Series Resistors, So 
No External Resistors Are Required 

description 

• Compatible With the IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990 (JTAG) Test Access Port and 
Boundary-Scan Architecture 

e SCOPETM Instruction Set 
- IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 Required 

Instructions and Optional CLAMP and 
HIGHZ 

- Parallel-Signature Analysis at Inputs 
- Pseudo-Random Pattern Generation 

From Outputs 
- Sample InputslToggle Outputs 
- Binary Count From Outputs 
- Device Identification 
- Even-Parity Opcodes 

• Packaged In 54-Pin Plastic Thin Quad Flat 
(PM) Packages Using O.5-mm 
Center-to-Center Spacings and 58-Pin 
Ceramic Quad Flat (HV) Packages Using 
25-mll Center-to-Center Spacings 

The 'LVTH18502A and 'LVTH182502A scan test devices with 18-bit universal bus transceivers are members 
of the Texas Instruments SCOPETM testability integrated-circuit family. This family of devices supports IEEE 
Standard 1149.1-1990 boundary scan to facilitate testing of complex circuit-board assemblies. Scan access to 
the test circuitry is accomplished via the 4-wire test access port (TAP) interface. 

Additionally, these devices are designed specifically for low-voltage (3.3-V) Vee operation, but with the 
capability to provide a TTL interface to a 5-V system environment. 

In the normal mode, these devices are 18-bit universal bus transceivers that combine D-type latches and D-type 
flip-flops to allow data flow in transparent, latched, or clocked modes. They can be used either as two 9-bit 
transceivers or one 18-bit transceiver. The test circuitry can be activated by the TAP to take snapshot samples 
of the data appearing at the device pins or to perform a self test on the boundary-test cells. Activating the TAP 
in the normal mode does not affect the functional operation of the SCOppM universal bus transceivers. 

Data flow in each direction is controlled by output-enable (OEAB and OEBA), latch-enable (LEAB and LEBA), 
and clock (CLKAB and CLKBA) inputs. For A-to-B data flow, the device operates in the transparent mode when 
LEAB is high. When LEAB is low, the A-bus data is latched while CLKAB is held at a static low or high logic level. 
Otherwise, if LEAB is low, A-bus data is stored on a low-to-high transition of CLKAB. When OEAB is low, the 
B outputs are active. When OEAB is high, the B outputs are in the high-impedance state. B-to-A data flow is 
similar to A-to-B data flow, but uses the OEBA, LEBA, and CLKBA inputs. 

In the test mode, the normal operation of the SCOPETM universal bus transceivers is inhibited, and the test 
circuitry is enabled to observe and control the I/O boundary of the device. When enabled, the test circuitry 
performs boundary-scan test operations according to the protocol described in I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990. 

SCOPE, Widebus, and UBT are trademarks of Texas Instruments Incorporated. 

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED this document contains PRODUCTION 

~:::ft:::~~~ ~~~~~~: ~l r.:I~~~~~:;:r=:roconw!: t~ 
Production processing does not necessarily Includ. testing of ~I 
parameters. 
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description (continued) 
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Four dedicated test pins are used to observe and control the operation of the test circuitry: test data input (TOI), 
test data output (TOO), test mode select (TMS), and test clock (TCK). Additionally, the test circuitry performs 
other testing functions such as parallel-signature analysis (PSA) on data inputs and pseudo-random pattern 
generation (PRPG) from data outputs. All testing and scan operations are synchronized to the TAP interface. 

Active bus-hold circuitry is provided to hold unused or floating data inputs at a valid logic level. 

The B-port outputs of 'LVTH182502A, which are designed to source or sink up to 12 rnA, include 25-0 series 
resistors to reduce overshoot and undershoot. 

The SN54LVTH18502A and SN54LVTH182502A are characterized for operation over the full military 
temperature range of -55°C to 125°C. The SN74LVTH18502A and SN7 4LVTH182502A are characterized for 
operation from -40°C to 85°C. 

SN54LVTH18502A, SN54LVTH182502A ••• HV PACKAGE 
(TOP VIEW) 

CD <C 

I~ ~ ~ ~ ~I~ .... wOw...JO () cn...JwwO .... C\I('I) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~Q~~~~ 
9 8 7 6 543 2 1 68 676665 64 636261 

1A3 10 60 
1A4 11 59 
1A5 12 58 

GND 13 57 
1A6 14 56 
1A7 15 55 
1A8 16 54 
1A9 17 53 
NC 18 52 

Vee 19 51 
2A1 20 50 
2A2 21 49 
2A3 22 48 

GND 23 47 
2A4 24 46 
2A5 25 45 
2A6 26 44 

~ ~ ~ ° ICD CD CD C () () ~ <C <C 0 1< m co 
C\lC\IC\I~~~~~z~~~ffi~ffirere 

O-.J...J ...J...J 0 
C\lC\I~ ~C\I C\I 

Ne - No internal connection 
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184 
185 
186 
GND 
187 
188 
189 
Vee 
NC 
281 
282 
283 
284 
GND 
285 
286 
287 
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1A3 
1A4 
1A5 

GND 
1A6 
1A7 
1A8 
1A9 
Vee 
2A1 
2A2 
2A3 

GND 
2A4 
2A5 
2A6 
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SN74LVTH18502A, SN74LVTH182502A ••• PM PACKAGE 
(TOP VIEW) 

1 

4 

5 

6 

7 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

aJ « 

I~ ~ ~ ~ ~I~ 
('1/..- w~ Ul....lO ()C/)....IWw~ .... C\I t'? 

~~Q(!);:~~~~~;:Q(!)~~~ 

64 63 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 49 

17 18 19 20 21 2223 242526 2728 293031 32 

~ ~ ~ C ~ aJ aJ C5 () ~ « « c 1« ~ ~ C\IC\I Z««~~.JiUaJaJZaJC\IC\I 
" (!)W~....I ~~~(!)~ 

C\lC\I~ ~C\I C\I 

FUNCTION TABLet 
(normal mode, each register) 

INPUTS OUTPUT 
OEAB LEAB CLKAB A B 

L L L X BO; 

L L i L L 

L L i H H 

L H X L L 

L H X H H 

H X X X Z 

t A-to-B data flow is shown. B-to-A data flow is similar 
but uses OEBA, LEBA, and CLKBA. 

; Output level before the indicated steady-state input 
conditions are established 
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48 

47 

46 

45 

44 

43 

42 

41 

40 

39 

38 

"37 

36 

35 

34 

33 

184 
185 
186 
GND 
187 
188 
189 
Vee 
281 
282 
283 
284 
GND 
285 
286 
287 
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functional block diagram 

Boundary-Scan Register 

1LEAB 

1A1 

---, 
I 
I 

I 
I 

..9~~~~~~n!!~ ________ --f_+_of-+ __ ..J 

2LEAB 

20EAB 

2LEBA 

2A1 

1+ ........ -1---------

One of Nine Channels 

---, 
1 
1 

1 
1 

L.f---+--tJ ___ I 

51 1B1 

40 2B1 

r-----~ _---5-8 TOO 

TMS 

Pin numbers shown are for the PM package. 
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TERMINAL NAME 

lAl-1A9, 
2Al-2A9 

lBl-1B9, 
2Bl-2B9 

lCLKAB,lCLKBA, 
2CLKAB,2CLKBA 

GND 

1 LEAB, 1 LEBA, 
2LEAB, 2LEBA 

10EAB,10EBA, 
20EAB, 20EBA 

TCK 

TDI 

TDO 

TMS 

VCC 

SN54LVTH18502A,SN54LVTH182502A, SN74LVTH18502A, SN74LVTH 182502A 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18-BIT UNIVERSAL BUS TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS668A - JULY 1996 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

Terminal Functions 

DESCRIPTION 

Normal-function A-bus 1/0 ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function B-bus 1/0 ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function clock inputs. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Ground 

Normal-function latch enables. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function output enables. See function table for normal-mode logic. An internal pullup at each terminal forces the 
terminal to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test clock. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. Test operations of the device are synchronous 
to TCK. Data is captured on the rising edge of TCK and outputs change on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test data input. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TDI is the serial input for shifting data 
through the instruction register or selected data register. An internal pullup forces TDI to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test data output. One of four terminals required by I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TDO is the serial output for shifting data 
through the instruction register or selected data register. 

Test mode select. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TMS directs the device through its TAP 
controller states. An internal pullup forces TMS to a high level if left unconnected. 

Supply voltage 
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test architecture 
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Serial-test information is conveyed by means of a 4-wire test bus or TAP, that conforms to IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990. Test instructions, test data, and test control signals all are passed along this serial-test bus. The 
TAP controller monitors two signals from the test bus, TCK and TMS. The TAP controller extracts the 
synchronization (TCK) and state control (TMS) signals from the test bus and generates the appropriate on-chip 
control signals for the test structures in the device. Figure 1 shows the TAP-controller state diagram. 

The TAP controller is fully synchronous to the TCK signal. Input data is captured on the rising edge of TCK and 
output data changes or. the falling edge of TCK. This scheme ensures data to be captured is valid for fully 
one-half of the TCK cycle. 

The functional block diagram shows the I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990 4-wire test bus and boundary-scan 
architecture and the relationship among the test bus, the TAP controller, and the test registers. As shown, the 
device contains an 8-bit instruction register and four test-data registers: a 48-bit boundary-scan register, a 3-bit 
boundary-control register, a 1-bit bypass register, and a 32-bit device identification register. 

Test·Loglc·Reset 

TMS=L 

Run·Test/ldle 

Figure 1. TAP-Controller State Diagram 
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state diagram description 

The TAP controller is a synchronous finite state machine that provides test control signals throughout the device. 
The state diagram shown in Figure 1 is in accordance with IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. The TAP controller 
proceeds through its states based on the level of TMS at the rising edge of TCK. 

As shown, the TAP controller consists of 16 states. There are six stable states (indicated by a looping arrow in 
the state diagram) and ten unstable states. A stable state is a state the TAP controller can retain for consecutive 
TCK cycles. Any state that does not meet this criterion is an unstable state. 

There are two main paths through the state diagram: one to access and control the selected data register and 
one to access and control the instruction register. Only one register can be accessed at a time. 

Test-Logie-Reset 

The device powers up in the Test-Logic-Reset state. In the stable Test-Logic-Reset state, the test logic is reset 
and is disabled so that the normal logic function of the device is performed. The instruction register is reset to 
an opcode that selects the optionallDCODE instruction, if supported, or the BYPASS instruction. Certain data 
registers can also be reset to their power-up values. 

The state machine is constructed such that the TAP controller returns to the Test-Logie-Reset state in no more 
than five TCK cycles if TMS is left high. The TMS pin has an internal pullup resistor that forces it high if left 
unconnected or if a board defect causes it to be open circuited. 

For the 'LVTH18502A and 'LVTH182502A, the instruction register is reset to the binary value 10000001, which 
selects the IDCODE instruction. Bits 47-44 in the boundary-scan register are reset to logic 1, ensuring that 
these cells, which control A-port and B-port outputs, are set to benign values (Le., if test mode were invoked 
the outputs would be at the high-impedance state). Reset-value of other bits in the boundary-scan register 
should be considered indeterminate. The boundary-control register is reset to the binary value 010, which 
selects the PSA test operation. 

Run-Test/Idle 

The TAP controller must pass through the Run-Testlldle state (from Test-Logic-Reset) before executing any test 
operations. The Run-Testlldle state also can be entered following data-register or instruction-register scans. 
Run-Test/Idle is a stable state in which the test logic can be actively running a test or can be idle. The test 
operations selected by the boundary-control register are performed while the TAP controller is in the 
Run-Testlldle state. 

Select-OR-Scan, Select-IR-Scan 

No specific function is performed in the Select-OR-Scan and Select-IR-Scan states, and the TAP controller exits 
either of these states on the next TCK cycle. These states allow the selection of either data-register scan or 
instruction-register scan. 

Capture-DR 

When a data-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-DR state. In the 
Capture-DR state, the selected data register can capture a data value as specified by the current instruction. 
Such capture operations occur on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-DR state. 
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Shift-DR 

Upon entry to the Shift-OR state, the data register is placed in the scan path between TOI and TOO, and on the 
first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TOO enables to the logic 
level present in the least-significant bit of the selected data register. 

While in the stable Shift-OR state, data is serially shifted through the selected data register on each TCK cycle. 
The first shift occurs on the first rising edge ofTCK after entry to the Shift-OR state (Le., no shifting occurs during 
the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-OR to Shift-OR or from Exit2-0R to Shift-DR). 
The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-DR state. 

Exlt1-0R, Exlt2-0R 

The Exit1-DR and Exit2-DR states are temporary states that end a data-register scan. It is possible to return 
to the Shift-DR state from either Exit1-DR or Exit2-DR without recapturing the data register. On the first falling 
edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-0R, TDO goes from the active state to the high-impedance state. 

Pause-DR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-DR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-DR state suspends and resumes data-register scan operations without loss of data. 

Update-DR 

If the current instruction calls for the selected data register to be updated with current data, such update occurs 
on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the Update-DR state. 

Capture-IR 

When an instruction-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-IR state. In 
the Capture-IR state, the instruction register captures its current status value. This capture operation occurs 
on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-IR state. Forthe 'LVTH18502A and 
'LVTH182502A, the status value loaded in the Capture-IR state is the fixed binary value 10000001. 

Shlft-IR 

Upon entry to the Shift-IR state, the instruction register is placed in the scan path between TOI and TOO. On 
the first falling edge of TCK, TDO goes from the high-impedance state to the active state. TDO enables to the 
logic level present in the least-significant bit of the instruction register. 

While in the stable Shift-IR state, instruction data is serially shifted through the instruction register on each TCK 
cycle. The first shift occurs on the first riSing edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-IR state (Le., no shifting occurs 
during the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-IR to Shift-IR or from Exit2-IR to 
Shift-IR). The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-IR state. 

Exlt1-IR, Exlt2-IR 

The Exit1-IR and Exit2-IR states are temporary states that end an instruction-register scan. It is possible to 
return to the Shift-IR state from either Exit1-IR or Exit2-IR without recapturing the instruction register. On the 
first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-IR, TDO goes from the active state to the high-impedance state. 

Pause-IR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-IR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-IR state suspends and resumes instruction-register scan operations without loss 
of data. 

Update-IR 
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The current instruction is updated and takes effect on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the 
Update-IR state. 
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register overview 

With the exception of the bypass and device-identification registers, any test register can be thought of as a 
serial shift register with a shadow latch on each bit. The bypass and device-identification registers differ in that 
they contain only a shift register. During the appropriate capture state (Capture-IR for instruction register, 
Capture-DR for data registers), the shift register can be parallel loaded from a source specified by the current 
instruction. During the appropriate shift state (Shift-IR or Shift-DR), the contents of the shift register are shifted 
out from TOO while new contents are shifted in at TO!. During the appropriate update state (Update-IR or 
Update-DR), the shadow latches are updated from the shift register. 

instruction register description 

TOI 

The instruction register (IR) is eight bits long and tells the device what instruction is to be executed. Information 
contained in the instruction includes the mode of operation (either normal mode, in which the device performs 
its normal logic function, or test mode, in which the normal logic function is inhibited or altered), the test operation 
to be performed, which of the four data registers is to be selected for inclusion in the scan path during 
data-register scans, and the source of data to be captured into the selected data register during Capture-DR. 

Table 3 lists the instructions supported by the 'LVTH18502A and 'LVTH182502A. The even-parity feature 
specified for SCOPETM devices is supported in this device. Bit 7 of the instruction opcode is the parity bit. Any 
instructions that are defined for SCOPETM devices but are not supported by this device default to BYPASS. 

During Capture-IR, the IR captures the binary value 10000001. As an instruction is shifted in, this value is shifted 
out via TOO and can be inspected as verification that the IR is in the scan path. During Update-IR, the value 
that has been shifted into the IR is loaded into shadow latches. At this time, the current instruction is updated 
and any specified mode change takes effect. At power up or in the Test-Logic-Reset state, the IR is reset to the 
binary value 10000001, which selects the IDCODE instruction. The IR order of scan is shown in Figure 2. 

Blt7 --. Parity r-. Blt6 
(MSB) 

r--. Blt5 ~ Blt4 --. Blt3 r--. Blt2 -. 

Figure 2. Instruction Register Order of Scan 
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data register description 

bou~dary-scan register 
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The boundary-scan register (BSR) is 48 bits long. It contains one boundary-scan cell (BSC) for each 
normal-function input pin and one BSC for each normal-function I/O pin (one single cell for both input data and 
output data). The BSR is used 1) to store test data that is to be applied externally to the device output pins, 
and/or 2) to capture data that appears internally at the outputs of the normal on-Chip logic and/or externally at 
the device input pins. 

The source of data to be captured into the BSR during Capture-DR is determined by the current instruction. The 
contents of the BSR can change during Run-Test/Idle as determined by the current instruction. At power up or 
in Test-Logic-Reset, BSCs 47--44 are reset to logic 1, ensuring that these cells, which control A-port and B-port 
outputs are set to benign values (Le., if test mode were invoked, the outputs would be at the high-impedance 
state). Reset values of other BSCs should be considered indeterminate. 

The BSR order of scan is from TDI through bits 47-0 to TOO. Table 1 shows the BSR bits and their associated 
device pin signals. 

BSR BIT 
NUMBER 

47 

46 

45 

44 

43 

42 

41 

40 

39 

38 

37 

36 

-
-
-
-
-
-

Table 1. Boundary-Scan Register Configuration .. 

DEVICE 
SIGNAL 

20EAB 

10EA8 

20E8A 

10E8A 

2CLKA8 

1CLKA8 

2CLKBA 

1CLKBA 

2LEAB 

1LEAB 

2LE8A 

1LEBA 

-
-
-
-
-
-

BSR BIT DEVICE 
NUMBER SIGNAL 

35 2A9-1/0 

34 2AS-I/O 

33 2A7-1/0 

32 2A6-1/0 

31 2A5-1/0 

30 2A4-1/0 

29 2A3-1/0 

28 2A2-1/0 

27 2A1-1/0 

26 1A9-1/0 

25 1A8-1/0 

24 1A7-1/0 

23 1A6-1/0 

22 1A5-1/0 

21 1A4-1/0 

20 1A3-1/0 

19 1A2-1/0 

18 1A1-1/0 
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BSR BIT 
NUMBER 

17 

16 

15 

14 

13 

12 

11 

10 

9 

8 

7· 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 
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DEVICE 
SIGNAL 

2B9-1/0 

288-1/0 

287-1/0 

286-1/0 

2B5-1/0 

2B4-1/0 

283-1/0 

2B2-1/0 

281-1/0 

189-1/0 

188-1/0 

187-1/0 

1B6-1/0 

185-1/0 

184-1/0 

183-1/0 

182-1/0 

181-1/0 
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boundary-control register 

The boundary-control register (SCR) is three bits long. The SCR is used in the context of the boundary-run test 
(RUNT) instruction to implement additional test operations not included in the basic SCOPETM instruction set. 
Such operations include PRPG, PSA, and binary count up (COUNT). Table 4 shows the test operations that 
are decoded by the SCA. 

During Capture-DR, the contents of the SCR are not changed. At power up or in Test-Logic-Reset, the SCR is 
reset to the binary value 010, which selects the PSA test operation. The SC~ order of scan is shown in Figure 3. 

TOI 

bypass register 

Blt2 
(MSB) Bit 1 

BltO 
(lSB) 

Figure 3. Boundary-Control Register Order of Scan 

TOO 

The bypass register is a 1-bit scan path that can be selected to shorten the length of the system scan path, 
reducing the number of bits per test pattern that must be applied to complete a test operation. During 
Capture-DR, the bypass register captures a logic O. The bypass register order of scan is shown in Figure 4. 

TOI -1 Bit 0 I-HOD 

Figure 4. Bypass Register Order of Scan 

• TEXAS_ 
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device-Identification register 

7-42 

The device-identification register (lOR) is 32 bits long. It can be selected and read to identify the manufacturer, 
part number, and version of this device. 

For the 'LVTH18502A, the binary value 00110000000000011100000000101111 (3001 C02F, hex) is captured 
(during Capture-DR state) in the lOR to identify this device as Texas Instruments SN54174LVTH18502A. 

For the 'LVTH182502A, the binary value 00110000000000100001000000101111 (3002102F, hex) is captured 
(during Capture-DR state) in the device-identification register to identify this device as Texas Instruments 
SN5417 4LVTH182502A. 

The lOR order of scan is from TDI through bits 31-0 to TOO. Table 2 shows the lOR bits and their significance. 

Table 2. Device-Identification Register Configuration 

lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE 

31 VERSION3 27 PARTNUMBER15 11 MANUFACTURER10t 

30 VERSION2 26 PARTNUMBER14 10 MANUFACTURER09t 

29 VERSION1 25 PARTNUMBER13 9 MANUFACTURER08t 

28 VERSIONO 24 PARTNUMBER12 8 MANUFACTURERon 

- - 23 PARTNUMBER11 7 MANUFACTURER06t 

- - 22 PARTNUMBER10 6 MANUFACTURER05t 

- - 21 PARTNUMBER09 5 MANUFACTURER04t 

- - 20 PARTNUMBER08 4 MANUFACTURER03t 

- - 19 PARTNUMBER07 3 MANUFACTURER02t 

- - 18 PARTNUMBER06 2 MANUFACTURER01t 

- - 17 PARTNUMBER05 1 MANUFACTUREROOt 

- - 16 PARTNUMBER04 0 LOGIC1t 

- - 15 PARTNUMBER03 - -
- - 14 PARTNUMBER02 - -
- - 13 PARTNUMBER01 - -
- - 12 PARTNUMBEROO - -

t Note that for TI products, bits 11-0 of the device-identification register always contain the binary value 000000101111 
(02F, hex). 
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Instruction-register opcode description 

The instruction-register opcodes are shown in Table 3. The following descriptions detail the operation of 
each instruction. 

Table 3. Instruction-Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODEt SELECTED DATA 
BIT 7-t BIT 0 SCOPE OPCODE DESCRIPTION REGISTER MODE 
MSB -t LSB 

00000000 EXTEST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

10000001 IDCODE Identification read Device identification Normal 

10000010 SAMPLE/PRELOAD Sample boundary Boundary scan Normal 

00000011 BY PAS S:j: Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

10000100 BYPASS:j: Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000101 BYPASS:j: Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000110 HIGHZ Control boundary to high impedance Bypass Modified test 

10000111 CLAMP Control boundary to 1/0 Bypass Test 

10001000 BYPASS:j: Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00001001 RUNT Boundary-run test Bypass Test 

00001010 READBN Boundary read Boundary scan Normal 

10001011 READBT Boundary read Boundary scan Test 

00001100 CELLTST Boundary self test Boundary scan Normal 

10001101 TOPHIP Boundary toggle outputs Bypass Test 

10001110 SCANCN Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Normal 

00001111 SCANCT Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Test 

All others BYPASS Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

t Bit 7 is used to maintain even parity in the 8-bit instruction. 
:j: The BYPASS instruction is executed in lieu of a SCOPP'" instruction that is not supported in the 'LVTH 18502A or 'LVTH 182502A. 

boundary scan 

This instruction conforms to the I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990 EXTEST instruction. The BSR is selected in the 
scan path. Data appearing at the device input and 110 pins is captured in the associated BSCs. Data that has 
been scanned into the 110 BSCs for pins in the output mode is applied to the device I/O pins. Data present at 
the device pins, except for output enables, is passed through the BSCs to the normal on-chip logic. For 110 pins, 
the operation of a pin as input or output is determined by the contents of the output-enable BSCs (bits 47-44 
of the BSR). When a given output enable is active (logic 0), the associated 110 pins operate in the output mode. 
Otherwise, the 110 pins operate in the input mode. The device operates in the test mode. 

Identification read 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 IDCODE instruction. The IDR is selected in the 
scan path. The device operates in the normal mode. 

sample boundary 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction. The BSR is 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input pins and I/O pins in the input mode is captured 
in the associated BSCs, while data appearing at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic is captured in the BSCs 
associated with I/O pins in the output mode. The device operates in the normal mode. 

~TEXAS 
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bypass scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 BYPASS instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in the normal mode. 

control boundary to high Impedance 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1 a-1993 HIGHZ instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in a modified test mode in which all device I/O pins are plac~d in the high-impedance state, the device 
input pins remain operational, and the normal on-chip logic function is performed. 

control boundary to 1/0 

This instruction conforms to the I EEE Standard 1149.1 a-1993 CLAMP instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. Data in the I/O 
BSCs for pins in the output mode is applied to the device I/O pins. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary-run test 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. The device operates in the test mode. The test operation specified in the BCR is executed during 
Run-Testlldle. The five test operations decoded by the BCR are: sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP), 
PRPG, PSA, simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSAlPRPG), and simultaneous PSA and binary count up 
(PSAICOUNT). 

boundary read 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BSR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
instruction is useful for inspecting data after a PSA operation. 

boundary self test 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. All BSCs capture the inverse of their current values during Capture-DR. 
In this way, the contents of the shadow latches can be read out to verify the integrity of both shift-register and 
shadow-latch elements of the BSR. The device operates in the normal mode. 

boundary toggle outputs 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mOde BSCs is toggled on each rising 
edge of TCK in Run-Testlldle and is then updated in the shadow latches and applied to the associated device 
I/O pins on each falling edge of TCK in Run-Testlldle. Data in the input-mode BSCs remains constant. Data 
appearing at the device input or I/O pins is not captured in the input-mode BSCs. The device operates in the 
test mode. 

boundary-control-reglster scan 

7-44 

The BCR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BCR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
operation must be performed before a boundary-run test operation to specify which test operation is to 
be executed. 
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boundary-control-register opcode description 

The BCR opcodes are decoded from BCR bits 2-0, as shown in Table 4. The selected test operation is 
performed while the RUNT instruction is executed in the Run-Test/Idle state. The following descriptions detail 
the operation of each BCR instruction and illustrate the associated PSA and PRPG algorithms. 

Table 4. Boundary-Control Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODE 
BIT 2 ~ BITO DESCRIPTION 
MSB~ LSB 

XOO Sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

X01 Pseudo-random pattern generation/36-bit mode (PRPG) 

X10 Parallel-signature analysis/36-bit mode (PSA) 

011 Simultaneous PSA and PRPG/18-bit mode (PSAlPRPG) 

111 Simultaneous PSA and binary count up/18-bit mode (PSAICOUNT) 

While the control input BSCs (bits 47-36) are not included in the toggle, PSA, PRPG, or COUNT algorithms, 
the output-enable BSCs (bits 47-44 ofthe BSR) control the drive state (active or high impedance) ofthe selected 
device output pins. These BCR instructions are only valid when both bytes of the device are operating in one 
direction of data flow (i.e., 1 OEAB ¢ 1 OEBA and 20EAB ¢ 20EBA) and in the same direction of data flow (i.e., 
1 OEAB = 20EAB and 1 OEBA = 20EBA). Otherwise, the bypass instruction is operated. 

sample Inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 1/0 pins is captured in the shift-register elements of the 
associated BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode 
BSCs is toggled on each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated 
device 1/0 pins on each falling edge of TCK. 
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pseudo-random pattern generation (PRPG) 

7-46 

A pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected BSCs on each rising edge 
of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output-mode 110 pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 5 and 6 show the 36-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the 
patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. 
A seed value of all zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1I0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1I0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-I/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

2B9-1/0 2B8-1/0 2B7-1/0 2B6-1/0 2B5-1/0 2B4-1/0 2B3-1/0 2B2-1/0 2B1-1/0 

1B9-1/0 1B8-1/0 1B7-1/0 1B6-1/0 1B5-1I0 1B4-1I0 1B3-1/0 1B2-1I0 1B1-1/0 

Figure 5. 36-Blt PRPG Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 0, 10EBA = 20EBA = 1) 
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2B9-1/0 2B8-1/0 2B7-1/0 2B6-1/0 2B5-1/0 2B4-1/0 2B3-1/0 2B2-1/0 2B1-1/0 

1 B9-1/0 188-1/0 1 B7-1/0 1 B6-1/0 1 B5-1/0 1 B4-I/O 1 B3-1/0 1 B2-1/0 1 B1-1/0 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

Figure 6. 36-Blt PRPG Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 1, 10EBA = 20EBA = 0) 
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parallel-signature analysis (PSA) 

7-48 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode I/O pins is cO,mpressed into a 36-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. Data in the shadow latches of the 
selected output-mode BSCs remains constant and is applied to the associated device I/O pins. Figures 7 and 8 
show the 36-bit linear-feedback, shift-register algorithms through which the signature is generated. An in'itial 
seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1I0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1I0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1I0 1A5-1I0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1I0 1A1-1I0 

2B9-1/0 2B8-1I0 2B7-1/0 2B6-1/0 2B5-1I0 2B4-1/0 2B3-1/0 2B2-1/0 2B1-1/0 

1B9-1/0 1B8-1I0 1B7-1I0 1B6-1/0 1B5-1I0 1B4-1/0 1B3-1I0 1B2-1/0 1B1-1I0 

Figure 7. 36-Blt PSA Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 0, 10EBA = 20EBA = 1) 
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289-1/0 288-1/0 287-1/0 286-110 285-1/0 284-1/0 283-1/0 282-1/0 281-1/0 

189-1/0 188-110 187-1/0 186-1/0 185-1/0 184-110 183-1/0 182-110 181-1/0 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1I0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1I0 1A1-1/0 

Figure 8. 36-BIt'PSA Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 1, 10EBA = 20EBA = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSA/PRPG) 

7-50 

Data appearing at the selected device input-made I/O pins is compressed into an 18-bit parallel signature in 
the shift-register elements of the selected input-mode BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. At the same time, an 
18-bit pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output-made BSCs on 
each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device I/O pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 9 and 10 show the 18-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which 
the signature and patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before 
performing this operation. A seed value of all zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

2A9-1I0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-I/O 

189-1/0 188-1/0 187-1/0 186-1/0 185-1/0 184-1/0 183-1/0 182-1/0 181-1/0 

Figure 9. 18·Blt PSA/PRPG Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 0, 10EBA = 20EBA = 1) 
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289-1/0 288-1/0 287-1/0 286-1/0 285-1/0 284-110 283-1/0 282-1/0 281-1/0 

189-1/0 188-110 187-1/0 186-1/0 185-1/0 184-1/0 183-1/0 182-1/0 181-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-I/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

Figure 10. 18-Bit PSAlPRPG Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 1, 10EBA = 20EBA = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and binary count up (PSAICOUNT) 

7-52 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode I/O pins is compressed into an 18-bit parallel signature in 
the shift-register elements of the selected input-mode BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. At the same time, an 
18-bit binary count-up pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output-made BSCs on 
each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device I/O pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 11 and 12 show the 18-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which 
the signature is generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing 
this operation. 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

MS8 

QQQQQQQQQ 
289-1/0 288-1/0 287-1/0 286-1/0 285-110 284-1/0 283-1/0 282-1/0 281-1/0 

~=4J Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q 0 
<±) = D- 189-1/0 188-110 187-110 186-1/0 185-110 184-1/0 183-1/0 182-1/0 181-1/0 

Figure 11. 18·Blt PSA/COUNT Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 0, 10EBA = 20EBA = 1) 
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2B9-1/0 2B8-1/0 2B7-I/0 2B6-1/0 2B5-1/0 2B4-1/0 2B3-1/0 2B2-1/0 2B1-1/0 

1B9-1/0 1B8-1/0 1B7-1/0 1B6-1/0 1B5-1/0 1B4-1/0 1B3-1/0 1B2-1/0 1B1-1/0 

MSB 

QQQQQQQQQ 
2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

~=4-.0 Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q 0 
(±) = D- 1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

Figure 12. 18-Bit PSA/COUNT Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 1, 10EBA = 20EBA = 0) 
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timing description 

All test operations of the 'LVTH18502A and 'LVTH182502A are synchronous to the TCK signal. Data on the TDI, 
TMS, and normal-function inputs is captured on the rising edge of TCK. Data appears on the TDO and 
normal-function output pins on the falling edge of TCK. The TAP controller is advanced through its states (as 
shown in Figure 1) by changing the value of TMS on the falling edge of TCK and then applying a rising edge 
to TCK. 

A simple timing example is shown in Figure 13. In this example, the TAP controller begins in the 
Test-Logic-Reset state and is advanced through its states, as necessary, to perform one instruction-register 
scan and one data-register scan. While in the Shift-IR and Shift-DR states, TDI is used to input serial data, and 
TDO is used to output serial data. The TAP controller is then returned to the Test-Logic-Reset state. Table 5 
details the operation of the test circuitry during each TCK cycle. 

Table 5. Explanation of Timing Example 

TCK TAP STATE 
DESCRIPTION 

CYCLE(S) AFTERTCK 

1 Test-Logie-Reset 

2 Run-Test/Idle 

3 Select-OR-Scan 

4 Select-IR-Scan 

5 Capture-IR 

6 Shift-IR 

7-13 Shift-IR 

14 Exit1-IR 

15 Update-IR 

16 Select-OR-Scan 

17 Capture-DR 

18 Shift-DR 

19-20 Shift-DR 

21 Exit1-DR 

22 Update-DR 

23 Select-OR-Scan 

24 Select-IR-Scan 

25 Test-Logic-Reset 

7-54 

TMS is changed to a logic 0 value on the falling edge of TCK to begin advancing the TAP controller toward 
the desired state. 

.' 
The IR captures the 8-bit binary value 10000001 on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-IR state. 

TOO becomes active and TOI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

One bit is shifted into the I R on each TCK rising edge. With TO I held at a logic 1 value, the 8-bit binary value 
11111111 is serially scanned into the I R. Atthe same time, the 8-bit binary value 10000001 is serially scanned 
out of the IR via TOO. In TCK cycle 13, TMS is changed to a logic 1 value to end the IR scan on the next 
TCK cycle. The last bit of the instruction is shifted as the TAP controller advances from Shift-I R to Exit1-1R. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The IR is updated with the new instruction (BYPASS) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The bypass register captures a logic 0 value on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-DR state. 

TOO becomes active and TOI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

The binary value 101 is shifted in via TOI, while the binary value 010 is shifted out via TOO. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The selected data register is updated with the new data on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test operation completed 
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Figure 13. Timing Example 
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absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)t 

Supply voltage range, Vee ......................................................... -0.5 V to 4.6 V 
Input voltage range, VI (see Note 1) .................................................. -0.5 V to 7 V 
Voltage range applied to any output in the high state or power-off state, Vo (see Note 1) .... -0.5 V to 7 V 
Current into any output in the low state, 10: SN54LVTH18502A ................................ 96 rnA 

SN54LVTH182502A (A port or TOO) ................. 96 mA 
SN54LVTH182502A (8 port) ........................ 30 mA 
SN74LVTH18502A ............................... 128 rnA 
SN74LVTH182502A (A port or TOO) ................ 128 rnA 
SN74LVTH182502A (8 port) ........................ 30 mA 

Current into any output in the high state, 10 (see Note 2): SN54LVTH18502A .................... 48 mA 
SN54LVTH182502A (A port or TOO) .... 48 rnA 
SN54LVTH182502A (8 port) ........... 30 rnA 
SN74LVTH18502A .................... 64 rnA 
SN74LVTH 182502A (A port or TOO) .... 64 rnA 
SN74LVTH182502A (8 port) ........... 30 mA 

Input clamp current, 11K (VI < 0) ........................................................... -50 rnA 
Output clamp current, 10K (VO < 0) ........................................................ -50 rnA 
Maximum power dissipation at TA = 55°C (in still air) (see Note 3): PM package .................... 1 W 
Storage temperature range, Tstg ................................................... -65°C to 150°C 

t Stresses beyond those listed under "absolute maximum ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings only, and 
functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated under "recommended operating conditions" is not 
implied. Exposure to absolute-maximum-rated conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTES: 1. The input and output negative-voltage ratings can be exceeded if the input and output clamp-current ratings are observed. 
2. This current only flows when the output is in the high state and Va> Vee. 
3. The maximum package power dissipation is calculated using a junction temperature of 1500 e and a board trace length of 75 mils. 

For more information, refer to the Package Thermal Considerations application note in the ABT Advanced BiCMOS Technology Data 
Book, literature number SeBD002. 
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recommended operating conditions 
SN54LVTH18502A SN74LVTH18502A 

VCC Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

VIL Low-level input voltage 

VI Input voltage 

IOH High-level output current 

IOL Low-level output current 

IOLt Low-level output current 

tlVtlv Input transition rise or fall rate 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

t Current duty cycle ~ 50%, f ~ 1 kHz 

PRODUCT PREVIEW InformaUon concerns products In theformaUve or 
design phase of development. Characte~stlc data and other 
speclllcaUons are design goals. Texas Instruments reserves tile ~ghtto 
change or dlscontlnultheS8 products without noUce. 
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I Outputs enabled 
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MIN MAX MIN MAX 

2.7 3.6 2.7 3.6 

2 ,';:-.). 2 

}fIO.8 0.8 

'*' , ~ 5.5 5.5 
''"'-,f.,. -24 -32 

__ S' 24 32 

0'" /<:C 48 64 
4,'"' 10 10 

-55 125 -40 85 

UNIT 

V 

V 

V 

V 

mA 

mA 

mA 
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electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) 

SN54LVTH 18502A SN74LVTH18502A 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

TYPt MIN MAX MIN TYPt 

VIK Vee = 2.7 V, II =-18 mA -1.2 

Vee = MIN to MAX=l=, IOH = -100 ~A Vec-O·2 Vec-O·2 

Vee = 2.7 V, IOH =-3 mA 2.4 2.4 

VOH IOH =-8 mA 2.4 2.4 

Vee = 3V IOH =-24 mA 2 

IOH =-32 mA 2 

10L = 100 I1A 0.2 
Vee =2.7V 

IOL=24 mA 0.5 

10L= 16 mA 0.4 
VOL 

10L = 32 mA 0.5 
Vee =3V 

IOL=48mA 0.55 

IOL=64 mA 

eLK, Vee =3.6V, VI = Vee or GNO I:;'{~ ±1 

LE, TeK Vee = 0 or MAX=I=, VI = 5.5 V .. $' 
$, 10 

VI = 5.5 V A4"" 5 
OE, TOI, 

Vee=3.6V VI = Vee 
l.,. 1 

II TMS r~ 

VI = 0 -28' -100 -25 

VI = 5.5 V l:jl;/ 20 
AorB 

Vee=3.6V VI = Vee 
',''<. 1 

ports§ 
VI = 0 -5 

loff Vee =0, VI or Vo = 0 to 4.5 V 

AorB VI = 0.8 V 75 500 75 150 
II{hold)~ ports Vee = 3V 

VI=2V -75 -500 -75 -150 

IOZH TOO Vee" 3.6 V, VO=3V 1 

IOZL TOO Vee = 3.6 V, VO=0.5V -1 

10ZPU TOO Vee = 0 to 1.5 V, Vo = 0.5 Vor 3 V ±50 

10ZPO TOO Vee = 1.5VtoO, VO=0.5Vor3V ±50 

Vee =3.6V, Outputs high 0.6 2 

lee 10=0, Outputs low 18 24 
VI = Vee or GNO Outputs disabled 0.6 2 

~Iee# 
Vee = 3 V to 3.6 V, One input at Vee - 0.6 V, 

0.5 
Other inputs at Vee or GNO 

ei VI = 3 Vor 0 4 

eio Vo =3 VorO 10 

eo Vo =3 VorO 8 

t All typical values are at Vee = 3.3 V, TA = 25°e. 
=1= For conditions shown as MIN or MAX, use the appropriate value specified under recommended operating conditions. 
§ Unused pins at Vee or GNO 
~ The parameter II{hold) includes the off-state output leakage current. 
#This is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TIL voltage level rather than Vee or GNO. 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Inlormatlon concerns products In IhelormaUve or 
dESI n phase 01 development. CharacterisUc QUI and oilier 
s ficatlons are dlSlgn goals. Texas Instruments reserves III. right to 
c ang. or dlscontlnu. these products without noUce. • TEXAS 
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0.6 

18 

0.6 

4 

10 

8 

MAX 

-1.2 

0.2 

0.5 

0.4 

0.5 

0.55 

±1 

10 

5 

1 

-100 

20 

1 

-5 

±100 

500 

-500 

1 

-1 

±50 

±50 

2 

24 

2 

0.5 

UNIT 

V 

V 

V 

I1A 

I1A 

I1A 

I1A 

I1A 

I1A 

I1A 

mA 

mA 

pF 

pF 

pF 
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timing requirements over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise 
noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 14) 

SN54LVTH18502A SN74LVTH18502A 

vee = 3.3 V 
Vee =2.7V 

Vce = 3.3 V 
Vee =2.7V UNIT ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency ClKAB or ClKBA 0 100 0 SO 0 100 0 SO MHz 

ClKAB or ClKBA high or low 4.4 .§'2t3 4.4 5.6 
tw Pulse duration 

.. ~3 
ns 

lEAB or lEBA high 3 3 3 

A before ClKABi or YI 

B before ClKBA i 
2.S <~ 3 2.S 3 ...... , 

tsu Setup time 
A before lEAB! or I ClK high 1.5 Q 0.7 1.5 0.7 ns 

~~ 
B before lEBA! r ClKlow 1.6 ./i? 1.6 1.6 1.6 

A after ClKABi or X~4'" 

Hold time B after ClKBA i 
1.4 <t 1.1 1.4 1.1 

th ns 

A after lEAB! or B after lEBA! 3.1 3.5 3.1 3.5 

timing requirements over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise 
noted) (test mode) (see Figure 14) 

SN54LVTH18502A 

Vec=3.3V 
Vee=2.7V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN 

fciock Clock frequency TCK 0 50 0 

tw Pulse duration TCK high or low 9.5 1.9?:~ 

A, B, ClK, lE, or OE z..v 
before TCKi 

6.5 II"£, 7 
, ....... " 

tsu Setup time 
TOI before TCKi 2.5 t ~ 3.5 

TMS before TCKi 2.5 Q 5; 3.5 

A, B, ClK, lE, or OE f::J 

after TCKi 1.5 htR 1 

th Hold time 
TOI after TCKi 1.5 1 

TMS after TCKi 1.5 1 

td Oelaytime Power up to TCKi 50 50 

tr Rise time VCC power up 1 1 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Inlonnallon concerns products In thelonna1!v8 or 
desIgn phase 01 development Charaeterlstle data and other 
speclllcallons art d.slgn goals. T.xas Instrum.nIt r88trves the right to 
change or dlecontlnue th.se products without nollce. ~TEXAS 
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MAX 

40 

SN74LVTH18502A 

Vce=3.3V 
Vec=2.7V UNIT ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

0 50 0 40 MHz 

9.5 10.5 ns 

6.5 7 

2.5 3.5 ns 

2.5 3.5 

1.5 1 

1.5 1 ns 

1.5 1 

50 50 ns 

1 1 ~s 
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switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 14) 

SN54LVTH18502A SN74LVTH18502A 

FROM TO Vee = 3.3 V 
Vee =2.7V 

Vee = 3.3 V 
Vee =2.7V UNIT PARAMETER (INPUT) (OUTPUT) ±O.3V ±O.3 V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fmax CLKAB or CLKBA 100 80 100 80 MHz 

tpLH 1.5 5.1 5.8 1.5 4.9 5.6 
AorB BorA ... ns 

tpHL 1.5 5.1 .~~~ 5.8 1.5 4.9 5.6 

tpLH 1.5 6.3 JS:::',"" 7.2 1.5 5.8 6.8 
CLKAB or CLKBA BorA 

I::~" 
ns 

tpHL 1.5 6.3 .. 7.2 1.5 5.8 6.8 

tpLH 1.5 7:.!J, 9.2 1.5 7.4 8.4 
LEAB or LEBA BorA 

.. :~~6 
ns 

tpHL 1.5 6.6 1.5 5.7 6.4 

tpZH 
OEABorOEBA 

1.5 ,~>1.6 8.5 1.5 7.1 8.3 
BorA 

1.5 <t' 7.6 
ns 

tpZL 8.5 1.5 7.1 8.3 

tpHZ 
OEAB orOEBA 

2.5 8.3 8.8 2.5 7.8 8.4 
BorA ns 

tpLZ 2.5 8.3 8.8 2.5 7.8 8.4 

switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 14) 

PARAMETER 
FROM 

(INPUT) 

fmax TCK 

tpLH 
TCK,j, 

tpHL 

tpLH 
TCK,j, 

tpHL 

tpZH 
TCK,j, 

tpZL 

tpZH 
TCKJ-

tpZL 

tpHZ 
TCKJ-

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
TCK,j, 

tpLZ 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Information concerns products In the formaUve or 
design phase of development Characteristic data and other 
specifications are design goals. Texas Instruments res.rves the right to 
change or discontinue th8S1 products without noUce. 

SN54LVTH18502A 

TO Vee = 3.3 V 
Vee =2.7V (OUTPUT) ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN 

50 40 

2.5 15 
AorB 

i~> 

TDO 

AorB 

TDO 

AorB 

TDO 

2.5 15 

1 6 ,'!;~y 

1.5 7 .. :,;~~t 

4 1jJ", • 

4 ~~'i~ 
1 /:/6 

1.5 ~{ 6 

4 19 

4 18 

1.5 7.5 

1.5 7.5 
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MAX 

18 

18 

7 

8 

21 

21 

7 

7 

21 

19.5 

9 

8.5 

SN74LVTH18502A 

VCC=3.3 V 
Vee =2.7V UNIT ±O.3 V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

50 40 MHz 

2.5 14 17 
ns 

2.5 14 17 

1 5.5 6.5 
ns 

1.5 6.5 7.5 

4 17 20 
ns 

4 17 20 

1 5.5 6.5 
ns 

1.5 5.5 6.5 

4 18 20 
ns 

4 17 18.5 

1.5 7 8.5 
ns 

1.5 7 8 
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recommended operating conditions 
SN54LVTH182502A SN74LVTH182502A 

VCC Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

VIL Low-level input voltage 

VI Input voltage 

IOH High-level output current 

IOL Low-level output current 

IOLt Low-level output current 

IltJllv Input transition rise or fall rate 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

t Current duty cycle ~ 50%, f ~ 1 kHz 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Infonnlllon concerns prodUCIIln the forrnlllve or 
dnlan pha.. of development. Characteristic data and other 
speclflcl1lons are dnlgn goall. Texas Instruments reservn the right to 
change or discontinue th ... products without noUc .. 
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MIN MAX 

2.7 3.6 

2 

~.8 

~.., 5.5 

Aport, TOO it! -24 

Sport ",t •• :" -12 

Aport, TOO 

Sport 

Aport, TOO 

Outputs enabled 
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24 

12 

48 

10 

125 

MIN MAX 

2.7 3.6 

2 

0.8 

5.5 

-32 

-12 

32 

12 

64 

10 

-40 85 

UNIT 

V 

V 

V 

V 

rnA 

rnA 

rnA 

nsN 

°c 
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electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) 

SN54LVTH182502A SN74LVTH182502A 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

MIN TYPt MAX MIN TYPt 

VIK Vee = 2.7 V, 11 .. -18 mA -1.2 

A, B, TOO Vee" MIN to MAX;, 10H =-100 IlA Vec-O·2 Vec-O·2 

Vee =2.7V, 10H =-3 mA 2.4 2.4 

Aport, 10H .. -8 mA 2.4 2.4 
VOH TOO Veea3 V 10H .. -24mA 2 

10H =-32mA 2 

Bport Vee =3 V, IOH=-12mA 2 2 

A, B, TOO Vee = 2.7 V, 10l" 100 IlA 0.2 

Vee = 2.7 V, 10L = 24 mA 0.5 

10L = 16 mA 0.4 

VOL 
Aport, 

IOl=32 mA 0.5 
TOO Vee =3 V 

IOl=48 mA 0.55 

IOl=64 mA 

Bport Veea3 V, 10L = 12 mA b~" 0.8 

elK, Vee=3.6V, VI = Vee or GNO ;:;"" 
.6. ±1 

LE, TeK vee = 0 or MAX;, VI = 5.5 V 
;Y;. 

.Q 10 

VI = 5.5 V r:";- 5 
OE, 

Vee=3.6V VI"Vee .tf:r 1 
II TOI, TMS 

iSs VI=O -100 -25 

VI =5.5 V 
.,.. 

20 
AorB 

Vee = 3.6 V VI = Vee 1 
ports§ 

VI aO -5 

I off Vee = 0, VI or Vo a 0 to 4.5 V 

AorB VI = 0.8V 75 500 75 150 
II(hold)1I ports Vee .. 3V 

VI=2V -75 -500 -75 -:-150 

10ZH TOO Vee a3.6V, VO-3V 1 

10Zl TOO Vee =3.6V{ VO= 0.5V -1 

10ZPU TOO Vee = 0 to 1.5 V, Vo = 0.5 Vor3 V ±50 

10ZPO TOO Vee = 1.5VtoO, Vo = 0.5 Vor3 V ±50 

Vee = 3.6 V, Outputs high 0.6 2 

lee 10=0, Outputs low 18 24 
VI .. Vee or GNO Outputs disabled 0.6 2 

t\lee# 
Vee = 3 V to 3.6 V, One input at Vee - 0.6 V, 

0.5 Other inputs at Vee or GNO 

ei VI =3VorO 4 

eio VO=3 VorO 10 

eo Vo .. 3 VorO 8 

t All tYPical values are at Vee = 3.3 V, TA = 25°e. 
:j: For conditions shown as MIN or MAX, use the appropriate value specified under recommended operating conditions. 
§ Unused pins at Vee or GNO 
11 The parameter II(hold) includes the off-state output leakage current. 
# This is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TTL voltage level rather than Vee or GND. 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Information concerns prodUCIIln thsformahe or 
dEl n pha.. of development Characteristic dati and other 
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0.6 

18 

0.6 

4 

10 

8 

MAX 

-1.2 

0.2 

0.5 

0.4 

0.5 

0.55 

0.8 

±1 

10 

5 

1 

-100 

20 

1 

-5 

±100 

500 

-500 

1 

-1 

±50 

±50 

2 

24 

2 

0.5 

UNIT 

V 

V 

V 

IlA 

IlA 

IlA 

IlA 

IlA 
IlA 

IlA 

mA 

mA 

pF 

pF 

pF 
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timing requirements over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise 
noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 14) 

SN54LVTH182502A SN74LVTH182502A 

vee = 3.3 V 
Vee =2.7V 

Vee = 3.3 V 
Vce =2.7V UNIT ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency ClKAB or ClKBA 0 100 0 SO 0 100 0 SO MHz 

ClKAB or ClKBA high or low 4.4 ~6 4.4 5.6 
tw Pulse duration 

~~3 
ns 

lEAB or lEBA high 3 3 3 

A before ClKABi or :q 

B before ClKBA i 2.S )t- 3 2.S 3 
/" .. 

tsu Setup time 
A before lEAB.!. or I ClK high 1.5 ~ 0.7 1.5 0.7 ns 

B before lEBA.!. I ClKlow 1.6 .<¥. 1.6 1.6 1.6 

A after ClKABi or f:C 
1.4 4. 1.1 1.4 1.1 

th Hold time B after ClKBA i ns 

A after lEAB.!. or B after lEBA.!. 3.1 3.5 3.1 3.5 

timing requirements over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise 
noted) (test mode) (see Figure 14) 

SN54LVTH182502A 

vee = 3.3 V 
Vee=2.7V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN 

fclock Clock frequency TCK a 50 a 
tw Pulse duration TCK high or low 9.5 lQ:5 

A, B, ClK, lE, or 
6.5 1f7 OE before TCKi 

~ 

tsu Setup time 
TOI before TCKi 2.5 AU 

TMS before TCKi 2.5 0 _'S' 
A, B, ClK, lE, or 9 
OEafterTCKi 1.5 b~ 

th Hold time 
TOI after TCKi 1.5 

TMS after TCKi 1.5 

td Oelaytime Power up to TCKi 50 

tr Rise time VCC power up 1 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Information concemt produetlln th, formative or 
design phase of development Characteristic da1a IIId other 
speclflcallons Ira design gOiIs. Texal lnetrumlflll reserves th' right to 
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MAX 

40 

SN74LVTH182502A 

Vee=3.3V 
Vce =2.7V UNIT ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

0 50 0 40 MHz 

9.5 10.5 ns 

6.5 7 

2.5 3.5 ns 

2.5 3.5 

1.5 1 

1.5 1 ns 

1.5 1 

50 50 ns 

1 1 J!s 
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switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 14) 

SN54LVTH182502A SN74LVTH182502A 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO VCC=3.3V 

VCC=2.7V 
VCC =3.3V 

Vce = 2.7V UNIT (INPUT) (OUTPUT) ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fmax CLKAB or CLKBA 100 80 100 80 MHz 

tpLH 1.5 6 6.7 1.5 5.7 6.4 
A B ns 

tpHL 1.5 6 6.7 1.5 5.7 6.4 

tpLH 1.5 5.1 5.8 1.5 4.9 5.6 
B A ns 

tpHL 1.5 5.1 5.8 1.5 4.9 5.6 

tpLH 1.5 7.1 1.7:'" 8.1 1.5 6.7 7.7 
CLKAB B ;:i' ns 

tpHL 1.5 7.1 t.l, 8.1 1.5 6.7 7.7 

tpLH 1.5 6.3 &,.-- 7.2 1.5 5.8 6.8 rr CLKBA A 
6.~; 

ns 
tpHL 1.5 7.2 1.5 5.8 6.8 

tpLH 1.5 .iJ)f 9.7 1.5 8.2 9.2 
LEAB B 

Jt~.5 
ns 

tpHL 1.5 6.9 1.5 6.2 6.7 

tpLH 1.5 " 7.8 9.2 1.5 7.4 8.4 
LEBA A ns 

tpHL 1.5 6 6.6 1.5 5.7 6.4 

tpZH 
OEABorOEBA 

1.5 8.4 9.6 .- 1.5 7.9 8.7 
BorA ns 

tpZL 1.5 8.4 9.6 1.5 7.9 8.7 

tpHZ 
OEAB orOEBA 

2.5 9.1 9.3 2.5 8.4 8.9 
BorA ns 

tpLZ 2.5 9.1 9.3 2.5 8.4 8.9 

switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 14) 

PARAMETER 
FROM 

(INPUT) 

fmax TCK 

tpLH 
TCKJ. 

tpHL 

tpLH 
TCKJ. 

tpHL 

tpZH 
TCKJ. 

tpZL 

tpZH 
TCKJ. 

tpZL 

tpHZ 
TCKJ. 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
TCKJ. 

tpLZ 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Information concerns products In the formative or 
d821 n phase of development. Characterts~c data and other 
s ftcatlons .r. dselgn goals. T.Xls Instrum.nts reserves th. rtghtto 
c ang. or discontinue these products wHhout no~c .. 

SN54LVTH182502A 

TO Vce=3.3V 
Vee =2.7V (OUTPUT) ±O.3V 

AorB 

TOO 

AorB 

TOO 

AorB 

TOO 

MIN MAX MIN 

50 40 

2.5 15 

2.5 15 

1 6 if:: 
1.5 7 § 

4 18 p:'V 

4 1~: 
1 ;;l 

1.5 J?'6 
4 4i 19 

4 18 

1.5 7.5 

1.5 7.5 
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MAX 

18 

18 

7 

8 

21 

21 

7 

7 

21 

19.5 

9 

8.5 

SN74LVTH182502A 

Vce = 3.3 V 
Vcc =2.7V UNIT ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

50 40 MHz 

2.5 14 17 

2.5 14 
ns 

17 

1 5.5 6.5 
ns 

1.5 6.5 7.5 

4 17 20 
ns 

4 17 20 

1 5.5 6.5 

1.5 5.5 
ns 

6.5 

4 18 20 

4 17 
ns 

18.5 

1.5 7 8.5 

1.5 7 8 
ns 
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PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION 

o 6V 

S1 o Open 

rND 

500n 
From Output - ___ --4II.----"IIV'v--~ TEST S1 

Under Test 

CL = 60 pF 

(se.Not&AI T 500n 

LOAD CIRCUIT 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PULSE DURATION 

Input 
2.7 V =XI ~1_.5_V ___ X1.5V 

- I ov 
I , 1_ - I 

tpLH -r-+i ~ tpHL 

I /' I ~VOH I 1.5 V I ' 1.5 V 
--+-1- I VOL 

Output 

tpHL ---l.---.! ~ tpLH 

I~ VOH 
\1.5V l" 1.5V Output 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PROPAGATION DELAY TIMES 

INVERTING AND NONINVERTING OUTPUTS 

VOL 

tPLH/tPHL Open 

tPLZ/tpZL 6V 

tPHz/tpZH GND 

Tlmlnglnput -------X1.5V 

-----..J·I'-------- ov 

2.7V 

Data Input 

Output 
Control 

Output 
Waveform 1 

S1 at 6 V 
(see Note B) 

Output 
Waveform 2 

S1 atGND 
(see Note B) 

I I... I 
14 t ·r th ., 
I su I 

---*1.5 V ~ ::V 
VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 

SETUP AND HOLD TIMES 

=X'.5V ~,-1._5_V __ _ 
tpZL --+j 14- I 

2.7V 

OV 

I I tpLZ -.I j4-
----"'I-{ 1 I Vv:,.--- 3 V 

I ,.5V I f:~L+O.~ VOL 

I I tpHZ ~ j+-
tpZH -+j j4- I 

I , --- VOH 
!1.5V ~H-O.3V 

---~. =OV 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
ENABLE AND DISABLE TIMES 

LOW· AND HIGH·LEVEL ENABLING 

NOTES: A. CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 
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B. Waveform 1 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is low except when disabled by the output control. 
Waveform 2 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is high except when disabled by the output control. 

C. All input pulses are supplied by generators having the following characteristics: PRR s 10 MHz, Zo .. 50 n. tr S 2.5 ns, tf S 2.5 ns. 
D. The outputs are measured one at a time with one transition per measurement. 

Figure 14. Load Circuit and Voltage Waveforms 
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• Members of the Texas Instruments 
SCOPETM Family of Testability Products 

• Members of the Texas Instruments 
W/debus™ Family 

• State-of-the-Art 3.3-V ABT Design Supports 
Mixed-Mode Signal Operation (5-V Input 
and Output Voltages With 3.3-V Vee) 

o Support Unregulated Battery Operation 
Down to 2.7V 

• UBTTM (Universal Bus Transceiver) 
Combines D-Type Latches and D-Type 
Flip-Flops for Operation in Transparent, 
Latched, or Clocked Mode 

• Bus Hold on Data Inputs Eliminates the 
Need for External Pull up Resistors 

o B-Port Outputs of 'LVTH182504A Devices 
Have Equivalent 25-Q Series Resistors, So 
No External Resistors Are Required 

description 

• Compatible With the IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990 (JTAG) Test Access Port and 
Boundary-Scan Architecture 

• SCOPETM Instruction Set 
- IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 Required 

Instructions and Optional CLAMP and 
HIGHZ 

- Parallel-Signature Analysis at Inputs 
- Pseudo-Random Pattern Generation 

From Outputs 
- Sample Inputs/Toggle Outputs 
- Binary Count From Outputs 
- Device Identification 
- Even-Parity Opcodes 

• Packaged In 64-Pln Plastic Thin Quad Flat 
(PM) Packages Using 0.5-mm 
Center-ta-Center Spacings and 68-Pln 
Ceramic Quad Flat (HV) Packages Using 
25-mll Center-to-Center Spacings 

The 'LVTH18504A and 'LVTH182504A scan test devices with 20-bit universal bus transceivers are members 
of the Texas Instruments SCOPETM testability integrated-circuit family. This family of devices supports IEEE 
Standard 1149.1-1990 boundary scan to facilitate testing of complex circuit-board assemblies. Scan access to 
the test circuitry is accomplished via the 4-wire test access port (TAP) interface. 

Additiona"y, these devices are designed specifically for low-voltage (3.3-V) Vee operation, but with the 
capability to provide a TTL interface to a 5-V system environment. 

In the normal mode, these devices are 20-bit universal bus transceivers that combine D-type latches and D-type 
flip-flops to allow data flow in transparent, latched, or clocked modes. The test circuitry can be activated by the 
TAP to take snapshot samples of the data appearing at the device pins or to perform a self-test on the 
boundary-test cells. Activating the TAP in the normal mode does not affect the functional operation of the 
SCOPETM universal bus transceivers. 

Data flow in each direction is controlled by output-enable (OEAB and OEBA), latch-enable (LEAB and LEBA), 
clock-enable (CLKENAB and CLKENBA), and clock (CLKAB and CLKBA) inputs. For A-to-B data flow, the 
device operates in the transparent mode when LEAB is high. When LEAB is low, the A-bus data is latched while 
CLKENAB is high and/or CLKAB is held at a static low or high logic level. Otherwise, if LEAB is low and 
CLKENAB is low, A-bus data is stored on a low-to-high transition of CLKAB. When OEAB is low, the B outputs 
are active. When OEAB is high, the B outputs are in the high-impedance state. B-to-A data flow is similar to 
A-to-B data flow, but uses the OEBA, LEBA, CLKENBA, and CLKBA inputs. 

In the test mode, the normal operation of the SCOPETM universal bus transceivers is inhibited, and the test 
circuitry is enabled to observe and control the I/O boundary of the device. When enabled, the test circuitry 
performs boundary-scan test operations according to the protocol described in IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. 

SCOPE, Widebus, and UBT are trademarks of Texas Instruments Incorporated. 

UNLESS OlHERWISE NOTED this document contains PRODUCTION 
DATA Information current as 01 ~UbllCltlon date. Producta conform to 

=!uca:~n~~i'::so:w:~=~~~~:=~n~i 
parameters. 
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description (continued) 

7-66 

Four dedicated test pins are used to observe and control the operation of the test circuitry: test data input (TDI), 
test data output (TDO), test mode select (TMS), and test clock (TCK). Additionally, the test circuitry performs 
other testing functions, such as parallel-signature analysis (PSA) on data inputs and pseudo-random pattern 
generation (PRPG) from data outputs. All testing and scan operations are synchronized to the TAP interface. 

Active bus-hold circuitry is provided to hold unused or floating data inputs at a valid logic level. 

The B-port outputs of 'LVTH182504A, which are designed to source or sink up to 12 rnA, include 25-0 series 
resistors to reduce overshoot and undershoot. 

The SN54LVTH18504A and SN54LVTH182504A are characterized for operation over the full military 
temperature range of -55°C to 125°C. The SN7 4LVTH18504A and SN7 4LVTH182504A are characterized for 
operation from -40°C to 85°C. 

SN54LVTH18504A, SN54LVTH182504A ••• HV PACKAGE 
(TOP VIEW) 

<c 
m 

1< < ~ 
Z 

ommO 0 cn~ ~ 0 

~~ .... zwwo oU::!:...I ...I .... ZC\lC')~ 
<cCDO...lI-::>ZI-U umCDmmm 

9 8 7 6 543 2 1 68 67 66 65 64 63 62 61 
A4 10 60 

A5 11 59 

A6 12 58 

GND 13 57 

A7 14 56 

A8 15 55 

A9 16 54 

A10 17 53 

NC 18 52 

Vee 19 51 
A11 20 50 

A12 21 49 
A13 22 48 

GND 23 47 
A14 24 46 
A15 25 45 
A16 26 44 

Ne - No internal connection 
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B5 
B6 
B7 
GND 
B8 
B9 
B10 
Vee 
NC 
B11 
B12 
B13 
B14 
GND 
B15 
B16 
B17 
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A4 
A5 
A6 

GND 
A7 
A8 
A9 

A10 
VCC 
A11 
A12 
A13 

GND 
A14 
A15 
A16 
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SN74LVTH18504A, SN74LVTH182504A ••• PM PACKAGE 
(TOP VIEW) 

48 

2 47 

3 46 
4 45 

5 44 
6 43 
7 42 
8 41 
9 40 
10 39 
11 38 
12 37 
13 36 
14 35 
15 34 
16 33 

17 18 19 20 21 2223 24 2526 2728 293031 32 

I'COO)OO CD CD is t>:::c: CD ICD 0 0 0) co ,....,....,....Z~ <;2~~~L5L5Z~mCD «<e!) m....J ....JOe!) 
:::c:{) 
....J 
C,.) 

FUNCTION TABLet 
(normal mode, each register) 

INPUTS OUTPUT 
OEAB LEAB CLKENAB CLKAB A B 

L L L L X BO* 
L L L i L L 

L L L i H H 

L L H X X BO* 
L H X X L L 

L H X X H H 

H X X X X Z 

t A-to-B data flow is shown. B-to-A data flow is similar, but uses 
OEBA, LEBA, CLKENBA, and CLKBA. * Output level before the indicated steady-state input conditions were 
established 
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B5 
B6 
B7 
GND 
B8 
B9 
B10 
VCC 
B11 
B12 
B13 
B14 
GND 
B15 
B16 
B17 
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functional bloc'k diagram 

Boundary-Scan Register 

CLKENAB 22 

LEAB 27 

CLKAB 23 

OEAB 

CLKENBA 54 

59 
LEBA 

55 
CLKBA 

OEBA 

A1 62 

1 of 20 Channels 

B1 

VCC 
24 

r-----~ >-_____ 58_ TOO 
TOI 

VCC 
56 

TMS 

26 Controller 
TCK 

Pin numbers shown are for the PM package. 
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Terminal Functions 

TERMINAL NAME DESCRIPTION 

A1-A20 Normal-function A-bus 110 ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

B1-B20 Normal-function B-bus 110 ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

CLKAB,CLKBA Normal-function clock inputs. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

CLKENAB,CLKENBA Normal-function clock enables. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

GNO Ground 

LEAB, LEBA Normal-function latch enables. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

OEAB,OEBA 
Normal-function output enables. See function table for normal-mode logic. An internal pull up at each terminal forces 
the terminal to a high level if left unconnected. 

TCK 
Test clock. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. Test operations of the device are 
synchronous to TCK. Oata is captured on the rising edge of TCK and outputs change on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test data input. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOI is the serial input for shifting data 
TOI through the instruction register or selected data register. An internal pullup forces TOI to a high level if left 

unconnected. 

TOO 
Test data output. One of four terminals required by I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOO is the serial output for shifting 
data through the instruction register or selected data register. 

TMS 
Test mode select. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TMS directs the device through 
its TAP controller states. An internal pullup forces TMS to a high level if left unconnected. 

VCC Supply voltage 
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test architecture 
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Serial-test information is conveyed by means of a 4-wire test bus or TAP that conforms to IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990. Test instructions, test data, and test control signals are passed along this serial-test bus. The TAP 
controller monitors two signals from the test bus: TCK and TMS. The TAP controller extracts the synchronization 
(TCK) and state control (TMS) signals from the test bus and generates the appropriate on-chip control signals 
for the test structures in the device. Figure 1 shows the TAP-controller state diagram. 

The TAP controller is fully synchronous to the TCK signal. Input data is captured on the rising edge of TCK and 
output data changes on the falling edge of TCK. This scheme, ensures data to be captured is valid for fully 
one-half of the TCK cycle. 

The functional block diagram shows the I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990 4-wire test bus and boundary-scan 
arcnitecture and the relationships of the test bus, the TAP controller, and the test registers. As shown, the device 
contains an 8-bit instruction register and four test data registers: a 48-bit boundary-scan register, a 3-bit 
boundary-control register, a 1-bit bypass register, and a 32-bit device-identification register. 

Test-Loglc-Reset 

TMS=L 

Figure 1. TAP-Controller State Diagram 
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state diagram description 

The TAP controller is a synchronous finite-state machine that provides test control signals throughout the 
device. The state diagram shown in Figure 1 is in accordance with IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. The TAP 
controller proceeds through its states, based on the level of TMS at the rising edge of TCK. 

As shown, the TAP controller consists of 16 states. There are six stable states (indicated by a looping arrow in 
the state diagram) and ten unstable states. A stable state is defined as a state the TAP controller can retain for 
consecutive TCK cycles. Any state that does not meet this criterion is an unstable state. 

There are two main paths through the state diagram: one to access and control the selected data register and 
one to access and control the instruction register. Only one register at a time can be accessed. 

Test-Logie-Reset 

The device powers up in the Test-Logic-Reset state. In the stable Test-Logic-Reset state, the test logic is reset 
and is disabled so that the normal logic function of the device is performed. The instruction register is reset to 
an opcode that selects the optionallOCOOE instruction, if supported, or the BYPASS instruction. Certain data 
registers also can be reset to their power-up values. 

The state machine is constructed such that the TAP controller returns to the Test-Logic-Reset state in no more 
than five TCK cycles if TMS is left high. The TMS pin has an internal pullup resistor that forces it high if left 
unconnected or if a board defect causes it to be open circuited. 

For the 'LVTH18504A and 'LVTH182504A, the instruction register is reset to the binary value 10000001, which 
selects the IOCOOE instruction. Bits 47-46 in the boundary-scan register are reset to logic 1, ensuring that 
these cells, which control A-port and B-port outputs, are set to benign values (Le., if test mode were invoked, 
the outputs would be at high-impedance state). Reset values of other bits in the boundary-scan register should 
be considered indeterminate. The boundary-control register is reset to the binary value 010, which selects the 
PSA test operation. 

Run-Test/Idle 

The TAP controller must pass through the Run-Test/Idle state (from Test-Logic-Reset) before executing any test 
operations. The Run-Test/Idle state also can be entered following data-register or instruction-register scans. 
Run-Test/Idle is a stable state in which the test logic can be actively running a test or can be idle. The test 
operations selected by the boundary-control register are performed while the TAP controller is in the 
Run-Test/Idle state. 

Select-DR-Scan, Select-IR-Scan 

No specific function is performed in the Select-OR-Scan and Select-IR-Scan states, and the TAP controller exits 
either of these states on the next TCK cycle. These states allow the selection of either data-register scan or 
instruction-register scan. 

Capture-DR 

When a data-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-DR state. In the 
Capture-DR state, the selected data register can capture a data value as specified by the current instruction. 
Such capture operations occur on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-DR state. 
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Shift-DR 

Upon entry to the Shift-DR state, the data register is placed in the scan path between TDI and TDO. On the first 
falling edge of TCK, TDO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TDO enables to the logic level 
present in the least-significant bit of the selected data register. 

While in the stable Shift-DR state, data is serially shifted through the selected data register on each TCK cycle. 
The first shift occurs on the first rising edge ofTCK after entry to the Shift-DR state (Le., no shifting occurs during 
the TCK cycle, in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-DR to Shift-DR or from Exit2-DR to Shift-DR). 
The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-DR state. 

Exlt1-DR,\Exlt2-DR 

The Exit1-DR and Exit2-DR states are temporary states that end a data-register scan. It is possible to return 
to the Shift-DR state from either Exit1-DR or Exit2-DR without recapturing the data register. On the first falling 
edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-DR, TDO goes from the active state to the high-impedance state. 

Pause-DR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-DR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-DR state suspends and resumes data-register scan operations without loss of data. 

Update-DR 

If the current instruction calls for the selected data register to be updated with current data, such updates occur 
on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the Update-DR state. 

Capture-IR 

When an instruction-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-IR state. In 
the Capture-IR state, the instruction register captures its current status value. This capture operation occurs 
on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-IR state. For the 'LVTH 18504A and 
'LVTH182504A, the status value loaded in the Capture-IR state is the fixed binary value 10000001. 

Shlft-IR 

Upon entry to the Shift-IR state, the instruction register is placed in the scan path between TDI and TDO. On 
the first falling edge of TCK, TDO goes from the high-impedance state to the active state. TDO enables to the 
logic level present in the least-significant bit of the instruction register. 

While in the stable Shift-IR state, instruction data is serially shifted through the instruction register on each TCK 
cycle. The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-IR state (Le., no shifting occurs 
during the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-IR to Shift-IR or from Exit2-IR to 
Shift-IR). The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-IR state. 

Exlt1-IR, Exlt2-IR 

The Exit1-IR and Exit2-IR states are temporary states that end an instruction-register scan. It is possible to 
return to the Shift-IR state from either Exit1-IR or Exit2-IR without recapturing the instruction register. On the 
first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-IR, TDO goes from the active state to the high-impedance state. 

Pause-IR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-IR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-IR state suspends and resumes instruction-register scan operations without loss 
of data. 

Update-IR 
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The current instruction is updated and takes effect on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the 
Update-IR state. 
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register overview 

With the exception of the bypass and device-identification registers, any test register can be thought of as a 
serial-shift register with a shadow latch on each bit. The bypass and device-identification registers differ in that 
they contain only a shift register. During the appropriate capture state (Capture-IR for instruction register, 
Capture-DR for data registers), the shift register can be parallel loaded from a source specified by the current 
instruction. During the appropriate shift state (Shift-IR or Shift-DR), the contents of the shift register are shifted 
out from TOO while new contents are shifted in at TDI. During the appropriate update state (Update-I R or 
Update-DR), the shadow latches are updated from the shift register. 

instruction register description 

TOI 

The instruction register (IR) is eight bits long and tells the device what instruction is to be executed. Information 
contained in the instruction includes the mode of operation (either normal mode, in which the device performs 
its normal logic function, or test mode, in which the normal logic function is inhibited or altered), the test operation 
to be performed, which of the four data registers is to be selected for inclusion in the scan path during 
data-register scans, and the source of data to be captured into the selected data register during Capture-DR. 

Table 3 lists the instructions supported by the 'LVTH18504A and 'LVTH182504A. The even-parity feature 
specified for SCOPETM devices is supported in this device. Bit 7 of the instruction opcode is the parity bit. Any 
instructions that are defined for SCOPETM devices but are not supported by this device default to BYPASS. 

During Capture-IR, the IR captures the binary value 10000001. As an instruction is shifted in, this value is shifted 
out via TOO and can be inspected as verification that the IR is in the scan path. During Update-IR, the value 
that has been shifted into the IR is loaded into shadow latches. At this time, the current instruction is updated 
and any specified mode change takes effect. At power up or in the Test-Logic-Reset state, the IR is reset to the 
binary value 10000001, which selects the IDCODE instruction. The instruction register order of scan is shown 
in Figure 2. . 

Blt7 
--+ Parity r---+ Bit 6 

(MSB) 
r---+ Blt5 1-+ Bit 4 -. Blt3 f--+ Bit 2 r---. 

Figure 2. Instruction Register Order of Scan 
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data register description 

boundary-scan register 

7-74 

The boundary-scan register (BSR) is 48 bits long. It contains one boundary-scan cell (BSC) for each 
normal-function input pin and one BSC for each normal-function I/O pin (one single cell for both input data and 
output data). The BSR is used to store test data that is to be applied externally to the device output pins, and/or 
to capture data that appears internally at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic and/or externally at the device 
input pins. 

The source of data to be captured into the BSR during Capture-DR is determined by the current instruction. The 
contents of the BSR can change during Run-Test/Idle as determined by the current instruction. At power up or 
in Test-Logic-Reset, BSCs 47-46 are reset to logic 1, ensuring that these cells, which control A-port and B-port 
outputs, are set to benign values (i.e., if test mode were invoked, the outputs would be at high-impedance state). 
Reset values of other BSCs should be considered indeterminate. 

The BSR order of scan is from TOI through bits 47-0 to TOO. Table 1 shows the BSR bits and their associated 
device pin signals. 

BSR BIT 
NUMBER 

47 
46 

45 

44 

43 
42 
41 

40 

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

Table 1. Boundary-Scan Register Configuration 

DEVICE 
SIGNAL 

OEA8 

OE8A 
CLKA8 

CLK8A 

CLKENA8 
CLKEN8A 

LEA8 

LE8A 

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

BSR BIT DEVICE 
NUMBER SIGNAL 

39 A2D-1/0 

38 A19-1/0 

37 A18-1/0 

36 A17-1/0 

35 A16-1/0 

34 A15-1/0 

33 A14-1/0 

32 A13-1/0 

31 A12-1/0 

30 A11-I/O 

29 A1D-I/O 

28 A9-1/0 

27 AS-I/O 

26 A7-1/0 

25 A6-1/0 
24 A5-1/0 

23 A4-1/0 

22 A3-1/0 

21 A2-1/0 

20 A1-I/O 

~TEXAS 
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BSR BIT 
NUMBER 

19 
18 

17 

16 

15 
14 

13 
12 

11 

10 
9 

8 

7 

6 

5 
4 

3 
2 

1 

0 
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DEVICE 
SIGNAL 

820-1/0 

819-1/0 

818-1/0 

817-1/0 

816-1/0 

815-1/0 

814-1/0 

813-1/0 

812-1/0 

811-1/0 

81D-1/0 

89-1/0 

88-1/0 

87-1/0 

86-1/0 

85-1/0 

84-1/0 

83-110 

82-1/0 

81-1/0 
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boundary-control register 

The boundary-control register (SCR) is three bits long. The SCR is used in the context of the boundary-run 
(RUNT) instruction to implement additional test operations not included in the basic SCOPETM instruction set. 
Such operations include PRPG, PSA, and binary count up (COUNT). Table 4 shows the test operations that 
are decoded by the SCR. 

During Capture-DR, the contents of the SCR are not changed. At power up or in Test-Logic-Reset, the SCR is 
reset to the binary value 01 0, which selects the PSA test operation. The boundary-control register order of scan 
is shown in Figure 3. ' 

TOI 

bypass register 

Bit 2 
(MSB) Bit 1 

Bit 0 
(LSB) 

Figure 3. Boundary-Control Register Order of Scan 

TOO 

The bypass register is a 1-bit scan path that can be selected to shorten the length of the system scan path, 
reducing the number of bits per test pattern that must be applied to complete a test operation. During 
Capture-DR, the bypass register captures a logic O. The bypass register order of scan is shown in Figure 4. 

TDI-1 Bit 0 ~TDO 
Figure 4. Bypass Register Order of Scan 
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device-Identification register 

7-76 

The device-identification register (lOR) is 32 bits long. It can be selected and read to identify the manufacturer, 
part number, and version of this device. 

For the 'LVTH18504A, the binary value 00100000000000011101000000101111 (2001 D02F, hex) is captured 
(during Capture-DR state) in the lOR to identify this device as Texas Instruments SN54174LVTH18504A. 

For the 'LVTH182504A, the binary value 00010000000000100010000000101111 (1002202F, hex) is captured 
(during Capture-DR state) in the lOR to identify this device as Texas Instrument~ SN54174LVTH182504A. 

The lOR order of scan is from TDI through bits 31-0 to TOO. Table 2 shows the lOR bits and their significance. 

Table 2. Device-Identification Register Configuration 

lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE ~ NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE NUMBER SIGNIFICANCEt 

31 VERSION3 27 PARTNUMBER15 11 MANUFACTURER10t 

30 VERSION2 26 PARTNUMBER14 10 MANUFACTURER09t 

29 VERSION1 25 PARTNUMBER13 9 MANUFACTURER08t 

28 VERSIONO 24 PARTNUMBER12 8 MANUFACTURERon 

- - 23 PARTNUMBER11 7 MANUFACTURER06t 

- - 22 PARTNUMBER10 6 MANUFACTURER05t 

- - 21 PARTNUMBER09 5 MANUFACTURER04t 

- - 20 PARTNUMBER08 4 MANUFACTURER03t 

- - 19 PARTNUMBER07 3 MANUFACTURER02t 

- - 18 PARTNUMBER06 2 MANUFACTURER01 t 

- - 17 PARTNUMBER05 1 MANUFACTUREROOt 

- - 16 PARTNUMBER04 0 LOGIC1t 

- - 15 PARTNUMBER03 - -
- - 14 PARTNUMBER02 - -:-
- - 13 PARTNUMBER01 - -
- - 12 PARTNUMBEROO - -

t Note that for TI products, bits 11-0 of the device-identification register always contain the binary value 000000101111 
(02F, hex). 
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instruction-register opcode description 

The instruction-register opcodes are shown in Table 3. The following descriptions detail the operation of 
each instruction. 

Table 3. Instruction-Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODEt 
SELECTED DATA 

BIT 7-+ BIT 0 SCOPE OPCODE DESCRIPTION 
REGISTER 

MODE 
MSB -+ LSB 

00000000 EXTEST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

10000001 IDCODE Identification read Device identification Normal 

10000010 SAMPLE/PRELOAD Sample boundary Boundary scan Normal 

00000011 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

10000100 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000101 BYPASS; Bypass scan 'Bypass Normal 

00000110 HIGHZ Control boundary to high impedance Bypass Modified test 

10000111 CLAMP Control boundary to 1/0 Bypass Test 

10001000 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00001001 RUNT Boundary-run test Bypass Test 

00001010 READBN Boundary read Boundary scan Normal 

10001011 READBT Boundary read Boundary scan Test 

00001100 CELLTST Boundary self test Boundary scan Normal 

10001101 TOPHIP Boundary toggle outputs Bypass Test 

10001110 SCANCN Boundary-control-register scan Boundary control Normal 

00001111 SCANCT Boundary-control-register scan Boundary control Test 

All others BYPASS Bypass scan Bypass Normal 
. . 

t Bit 7 is used to maintain even panty In the 8-blt instruction . 
;The BYPASS instruction is executed in lieu of a SCOPETII instruction that is not supported in the 'LVTH18504A or 'LVTH182504A. 

boundary scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 EXTEST instruction. The BSR is selected in the 
scan path. Data appearing at the device input and I/O pins is captured in the associated BSCs. Data that has 
been scanned into the liD BSCs for pins in the output mode is applied to the device liD pins. Data present at 
the device pins, except for output-enables, is passed through the BSCs to the normal on-chip logic. For liD pins, 
the operation of a pin as input or output is determined by the contents of the output-enable BSCs (bits 47-46 
of the BSR). When a given output enable is active (logic 0), the associated liD pins operate in the output mode. 
Otherwise, the liD pins operate in the input mode. The device operates in the test mode. 

Identification read 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 IDCODE instruction. The IDR is selected in the 
scan path. The device operates in the normal mode. 

sample boundary 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction. The BSR is 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input pins and liD pins in the input mode is captured 
in the associated BSCs, while data appearing at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic is captured in the BSCs 
associated with I/O pins in the output mode. The device operates in the normal mode. 
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bypass scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 BYPASS instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in the normal mode. . 

control boundary to high Impedance 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1a-1993 HIGHZ instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in a modified test mode in which all device I/O pins are placed in the high-impedance state, the device 
input pins remain operational, and the normal on-chip logic function is performed. 

control boundary to 1/0 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1a-1993 CLAMP instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. Data in the I/O . 
BSCs for pins in the output mode is applied to the device I/O pins. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary-run test 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. The device operates in the test mode. The test operation specified in the BCR is executed during 
Run-Test/Idle. The five test operations decoded by the BCR are: sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP), 
PRPG, PSA, simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSA/PRPG), and simultaneous PSA and binary count up 
(PSA/COUND· 

boundary read 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BSR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
instruction is useful for inspecting data after a PSA operation. 

boundary self test 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. All BSCs capture the inverse of their current values during Capture-DR. 
In this way, the contents of the shadow latches can be read out to verify the integrity of both shift register and 
shadow latch elements of the BSR. The device operates in the normal mode. 

boundary toggle outputs 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs is toggled on each rising 
edge of TCK in Run-Test/Idle and is then updated in the shadow latches and applied to the associated device 
I/O pins on each falling edge of TCK in Run-Test/Idle. Data in the input-mode BSCs remains constant. Data 
appearing at the device input or I/O pins is not captured in the input-mode BSCs. The device operates in the 
test mode. 

boundary-control-reglster scan 

7-78 

The BCR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BCR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
operation must be performed before a boundary-run test operation to specify which test operation is to be 
executed. 
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boundary-control-register opcode description 

The BCR opcodes are decoded from BCR bits 2-0 as shown in Table 4. The selected test operation is performed 
while the RUNT instruction is executed in the Run-Test/Idle state. The following descriptions detail the operation 
of each BCR instruction and illustrate the associated PSA and PRPG algorithms. 

Table 4. Boundary-Control Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODE 
BIT 2~ BIT 0 DESCRIPTION 
MSB~ LSB 

XOO Sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

XOl Pseudo-random pattern generationl4Q-bit mode (PRPG) 

Xl0 Parallel-signature analysis/40-bit mode (PSA) 

011 Simultaneous PSA and PRPG/2Q-bit mode (PSNPRPG) 

111 Simultaneous PSA and binary count up/20-bit mode (PSNCOUNT) 

While the control input BSCs (bits 47-36) are not included in the toggle, PSA, PRPG, or COUNT algorithms, 
the output-enable BSCs (bits 47-46 of the BSR) control the drive state (active or high impedance) of the selected 
device output pins. These BCR instructions are only valid when the device is operating in one direction of data 
flow (that is, OEAB"/:. OEBA). Otherwise, the bypass instruction is operated. 

sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode I/O pins is captured in the shift-register elements of the 
associated BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode 
BSCs is toggled on each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated 
device I/O pins on each falling edge of TCK. 
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pseudo-random pattern generation (PRPG) 

7-80 

A pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected BSCs on each rising edge 
of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output-mode I/O pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 5 and 6 show the 40-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the 
patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. 
A seed value of all zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

A20-1I0 A19·1I0 A18-1/0 A17-1/0 A16·1/0 A15-1I0 A14-1I0 A13·1/0 A12·1/0 A11·1/0 

820·1/0 819·1/0 818-110 817·1/0 816·1/0 815·110 814-1/0 813·1/0 812·1/0 811·110 

810-110 89·1/0 88-110 87·1/0 86·110 85-1/0 84-1/0 83·1/0 82·110 

Figure 5. 40-Blt PRPG Configuration (OEAB = 0, OEBA = 1) 
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B20-1/0 B19-1/0 B18-1/0 B17-I/O B16-1/0 B15-1/0 B14-UO B13-1/0 B12-1/0 B11-1/0 

A20-1/0 A19-1/0 A18-1/0 A17-I/O A16-1/0 A15-1/0 A14-1/0 A13-1/0 A12-1/0 A11-1/0 

A 10-110 A9-1/0 A8-I/O A7-1/0 A6-I/O A5-I/O A4-I/O A3-1/0 A2-1/0 A1-1/0 

Figure 6. 40-Bit PRPG Configuration (OEAB = 1, OEBA = 0) 
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parallel-signature analysis (PSA) 

7-82 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 110 pins is compressed into a 40-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected BSGs on each rising edge of TGK. Data in the shadow latches of the 
selected output-mode BSGs remains constant and is applied to the associated device 110 pins. Figures 7 and 8 
show the 40-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the signature is generated. An initial 
seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. 

A20-1I0 A19-1/0 A1S·I/O A17-UO A16-1/0 A15-1/0 A14-1/0 A13-1I0 A12-1/0 A11-1/0 

820-1/0 819-1/0 818-1/0 817-1/0 816-1/0 815-1/0 814-1/0 813-1/0 812-1/0 811-1/0 

810-1/0 89-1/0 88-1/0 87-1/0 86-1/0 85-1/0 84-1/0 83-1/0 82-110 81-1/0 

Figure 7. 40-Blt PSA Configuration (OEAB = 0, OEBA = 1) 
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B20-1/0 B19-1/0 B18-1/0 B17-1/0 B18-1/0 B15-1/0 B14-1/0 B13-1/0 B12·1/0 B11·1/0 

A20·1/0 A19·1/0 A18-1/0 A17·1/0 A16-1/0 A15-1/0 A14-1/0 A13·1/0 A12·1/0 A11·1/0 

A10·1/0 A9-I/O A8-I/O A7-I/O A6-I/O A5-I/O A4-I/O A3·1/0 A2·1/0 A1·1/0 

Figure 8. 4Q-Blt PSA Configuration (OEAB = 1, OEBA = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSA/PRPG) 

7-84 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode I/O pins is compressed into a 20-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected input-mode BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. At the same time, a 20-bit 
pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs on each 
rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device I/O pins on each falling 
edge of TCK. Figures 9 and 10 show the 20-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the 
signature and patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing 
this operation. A seed value of all zeroes does not produce additional patterns. 

A20-1/0 A19-1/0 A18-1I0 A17-I/O A16-I/O A15-I/O A14-1/0 A13-1/0 A12-1/0 A11-1/0 

810-110 89-1/0 88-110 87-1/0 86-1/0 85-110 84-1/0 83-1/0 82-1/0 81-1/0 

Figure 9. 20-Blt PSA/PRPG Configuration (OEAB = 0, OEBA = 1) 
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820·110 819·110 818·1/0 817·1/0 816-110 815·1/0 814-110 813·1/0 812·110 811·1/0 

A1001l0 A9·1/0 AS-I/O A7-I/O A6·1/0 AS-I/O A4-I/O A3-I/O A2·1I0 A1·1/0 

Figure 10. 2Q-Blt PSA/PRPG Configuration (OEAB = 1, OEBA = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and binary count up (PSA/COUNT) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 1/0 pins is compressed into a 20-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected input-mode BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. At the same time, a 20-bit 
binary count-up pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs on each 
rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device 1/0 pins on each falling 
edge of TCK. Figures 11 and 12 show the 20-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the 
signature is generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. 

A20-1/0 A19-1/0 A18-1/0 A17-1/0 A16-1/0 A15-1/0 A14-1/0 A13-1/0 A12-1/0 A11-1/0 

MSB 

QQQQQQQQQQ 
B20-1/0 B19-1/0 B18-1/0 B17-I/O B16-1/0 B15-1/0 B14-1/0 B13-1/0 B12-1/0 B11-1/0 

~=4-.0 Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q 0 (±)=D-

7-86 

B10-1/0 B9-1/0 B8-I/O B7-I/O B6-1/0 B5-1/0 B4-I/O B3-1/0 

Figure 11. 20·Bit PSA/COUNT Configuration (OEAB = 0, OEBA = 1) 
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B20-1/0 B19-1/0 B18-1/0 B17-I/O B16-1/0 B15-1/0 B14-1/0 B13-1/0 B12-1/0 B11-1/0 

MSB 

QQQQQQQQQQ 
A2Q-1/0 A19-1/0 A18-1/0 A17-I/O A16-1/0 A15-1/0 A14-1/0 A13-1/0 A12-1/0 A11-1/0 

~==~ A~O 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Figure 12. 20-Bit PSAICOUNT Configuration (OEAB = 1, OEBA = 0) 
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timing description 

All test operations of the 'LVTH18504A and 'LVTH 182504A are synchronous to the TCK signal. Data on the TOI, 
TMS, and normal-function inputs is captured on the rising edge of TCK. Data appears on the TOO and 
normal-function output pins on the falling edge of TCK. The TAP controller is advanced through its states (as 
shown in Figure 1) by changing the value of TMS on the falling edge of TCK and then applying a rising edge 
to TCK. 

A simple timing example is shown in Figure 13. In this example, the TAP controller begins in the 
Test-Logic-Reset state and is advanced through its states to perform one instruction-register scan and one 
data-register scan. While in the Shift-IR and Shift-DR states, TOI is used to input serial data, and TOO is used 
to output serial data. The TAP controller is then returned to the Test-Logic-Reset state. Table 5 details the 
operation of the test circuitry during each TCK cycle. 

Table 5. Explanation of Timing Example 

TCK TAP STATE 
DESCRIPTION CYCLE(S) AFTERTCK 

1 Test-Logic-Reset 

2 Run-Test/Idle 

3 Select-OR-Scan 

4 Select-I R-Scan 

5 Capture-IR 

6 Shift-IR 

7-13 Shift-IR 

14 Exit1-IR 

15 Update-IR 

16 Select-OR-Scan 

17 Capture-DR 

18 Shift-DR 

19-20 Shift-DR 

21 Exit1-0R 

22 Update-DR 

23 Select-OR-Scan 

24 Select-IR-Scan 

25 Test-Logic-Reset 

7-88 

TMS is changed to a logic 0 value on the falling edge of TCK to begin advancing the TAP controller toward 
the desired state. 

The IR captures the 8-bit binary value 10000001 on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-IR state. 

TOO becomes active and TOI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

One bit is shifted into the IR on each TCK rising edge. With TOI held at a logic 1 value, the 8-bit binary value 
11111111 is serially scanned into the I R. At the same time, the 8-bit binary value 10000001 is serially scanned 
out of the I R via TOO. In TCK cycle 13, TMS is changed to a logic 1 value to end the instruction register scan 
on the next TCK cycle. The last bit of the instruction is shifted as the TAP controller advances from Shift-IR 
to Exit1-1R. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The IR is updated with the new instruction (BYPASS) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The bypass register captures a logic 0 value on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-DR state. 

TOO becomes active and TOI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

The binary value 101 is shifted in via TOI, while the binary value 010 is shifted out via TOO. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

In general, the selected data register is updated with the new data on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test operation completed. 
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2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

TMS --u 
TOI ~ ~ U ~ 

TOO ~ ~ n ~ 
i CD c c a: a: 

~ 
a: c a: a: a: a: c c -CD i5 ca 

~ ~ ~ ~ c c 
~ 

c ca ~ III 
CD ~ ~ 

== 
S 

(,) CD 
a: CIJ CIJ a: ~ ~ :c d: ::l .;( d: :c d: d: TAP U ~ 

a: C. CIJ W '0 ::l .;( ca U 0. C. CIJ '0 
'SI c Z C W C 

* '51 Controller c t; (,) 
fa ::::J t; ca 0. t; 0 0 ::::J 0 

State ...I ::l CD 0 CD -7 .,!. a: CD 3j CD CD Qi 
~, 3j 3j 3j CIJ 'lii 

{!!. {E. 

~ 3-State (TOO) or Don't Care (TO I) 

Figure 13. Timing Example 

absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)t 

Supply voltage range, Vee ......................................................... -0.5 V to 4.6 V 
Input voltage range, VI (see Note 1) .................................................. -0.5 V to 7 V 
Voltage range applied to any output in the high state or power-off state, Vo (see Note 1) .... -0.5 V to 7 V 
Current into any output in the low state, 10: SN54LVTH18504A ................................ 96 rnA 

SN54LVTH182504A (A port or TOO) ................. 96 rnA 
SN54LVTH182504A (8 port) ........................ 30 rnA 
SN74LVTH18504A ............................... 128 rnA 
SN74LVTH182504A (A port or TOO) ................ 128 rnA 
SN74LVTH182504A (8 port) ........................ 30 rnA 

Current into any output in the high state, 10 (see Note 2): SN54LVTH18504A .................... 48 rnA 
SN54LVTH 182504A (A port or TOO) .... 48 rnA 
SN54LVTH 182504A (8 port) ...... . . . .. 30 rnA 
SN74LVTH 18504A .................... 64 rnA 
SN74LVTH 182504A (A port or TOO) .... 64 rnA 
SN74LVTH182504A (8 port) ........... 30 rnA 

Input clamp current, 11K (VI < 0) ........................................................... -50 rnA 
Output clamp current, 10K (VO < 0) ........................................................ -50 rnA 
Maximum power dissipation at T A = 55°C (in still air) (see Note 3): PM package .................... 1 W 
Storage temperature range, Tstg ................................................... -65°C to 150°C 

t Stresses beyond those listed under "absolute maximum ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings only, and 
functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated under "recommended operating conditions" is not 
implied. Exposure to absolute-maximum-rated conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTES: 1. The input and output negative-voltage ratings can be exceeded if the input and output clamp-current ratings are observed. 
2. This current only flows when the. output is in the high state and Va > Vee. 
3. The maximum package power dissipation is calculated using a junction temperature of 1500 e and a board trace length of 75 mils. 

For more information, refer to the Package Thermal Considerations application note in the ABT Advanced BiCMOS Technology Data 
Book, literature number SeBD002. 
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recommended operating conditions 
SN54LVTH18504A SN74LVTH18504A 

Vee Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

Vil low-level input voltage 

VI Input voltage 

IOH High-level output current 

IOl low-level output current 

IOlt low-level output current 

At//~N Input transition rise or fall rate 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

t Current duty cycle :5 50%, f <!: 1 kHz 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Information concerns products In Ihelorrnatlve or 
design phase 01 devtlopmsnt. Chal'lderlstlc data end O1IIer 
specl1lcat1ons Ire d .. lgn goeis. Teuslnstrum.nts ..... rv .. 1h. rlghllO 
chang. or dlsconUnue th ... prodUCII without noUes. 
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electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) 

SN54LVTH 13504A SN74LVTH18504A 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

TYPt TYPt MIN MAX MIN 

VIK Vee =2.7V. 11 .. -18mA -1.2 

Vee" MIN to MAX+. 10H = -100 ~A Vec-O·2 Vec-O·2 

Vee=2.7V. 10H =-3 mA 2.4 2.4 

VOH 10H =-8 mA 2.4 2.4 

Vee =3V 10H =-24 mA 2 

10H =-32mA 2 

10L= 100~ 0.2 
Vee = 2.7 V 

IOL=24 mA 0.5 

10L= 16 mA 0.4 
VOL 

10L = 32 mA 0.5 
Vee = 3y 

IOL=48 mA 0.55 

IOL=64 mA 

eLK. Vee =3.6V. VI = Vee or GND ±1 
eLKEN. 
LE. TeK Vee = 0 or MAX+. VI = 5.5 V ~ 10 

.~ ... 

VI = 5.5 V ~;:' 5 

II 
OE.TDI. 

Vee = 3.6 V VI = Vee ~ 1 
TMS h 

VI = 0 -25 i: -100 -25 

VI = 5.5 V (it 20 
AorB 

Vee = 3.6 V VI = Vee ,-}? 1 ports§ 
VI = 0 ~ -5 

loff Vee = O. VI or Vo = 0 to 4.5 V 

II(hold)~ 
AorB VI = 0.8 V 75 500 75 150 
ports Vee=3V 

VI =2V -75 -500 -75 -150 

10ZH TOO Vee = 3.6V. VO=3V 1 

10Zl TOO Vee =3.6V. VO=0.5V -1 

10ZPU TOO Vee" 0 to 1.5 V. Vo = 0.5 V or 3 V ±50 

10ZPD TOO Vee = 1.5 V to O. Vo .. 0.5 V or 3 V ±50 

Vee=3.6V. Outputs high 0.6 2 0.6 

lee 10=0. Outputs low 19.5 27 19.5 
VI = Vee or GND Outputs disabled 0.6 2 0.6 

~Iee# 
Vee" 3 V to 3.6 V. One input at Vee - 0.6 V. 

0.5 Other inputs at Vee or GND 

ei VI = 3 Vor 0 4 4 

eio VO:= 3 VorO 10 10 

eo Vo = 3 VorO 8 8 

t All tYPical values are at Vee = 3.3 V. TA" 25°e. 
+ For conditions shown as MIN or MAX. use the appropriate value specified under recommended operating conditions. 
§ Unused pins at Vee or GND 
~ The parameter II(hold) includes the off-state output leakage current. 
# This is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TTL voltage level rather than Vee or GND. 
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MAX 

-1.2 

0.2 

0.5 

0.4 

0.5 

0.55 

±1 

10 

5 

1 

-100 

20 

1 

-5 

±100 

500 

-500 

1 

-1 

±50 

±50 

2 

27 

2 

0.5 
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V 

V 

V 

~A 

~A 

~A 

~A 

~A 
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~A 

mA 

mA 

pF 

pF 

pF 
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timing requirements over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise 
noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 14) 

SN54LVTH18504A SN74LVTH18504A 

Vce = 3.3 V 
vee =2.7V 

Vee=3.3V 
Vee=2.7V UNIT ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency CLKAB or CLKBA 0 100 0 80 0 100 0 80 MHz 

CLKAB or CLKBA high or low 4.4 5.6 4.4 5.6 
tw Pulse duration 

.~ 
ns 

LEAB or LEBA high 3 3 3 

A before CLKABi or 
2.4 Ji 2.4 2.8 

B before CLKBA i 

tsu Setup time A before LEAB! or I CLK high 1.5 ,f'~ 0.7 1.5 0.7 ns 
B before LEBA! I CLKlow 1.6 ( 1.6 1.6 1.6 

CLKEN before CLKi 2.8 ft 3.4 2.8 3.4 

A after CLKABi 1 o!'t4.':' 0.8 1 0.8 

B after CLKBA i 1.4 " 1.1 1.4 1.1 
th Hold time 

A after LEAB! or B after LEBA! 3.1 3.5 3.1 3.5 
ns 

CLKEN after CLKi 0.7 0.2 0.7 0.2 

timing requirements over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise 
noted) (test mode) (see Figure 14) 

SN54LVTH18504A 

Vee=3.3V 
Vee=2.7V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN 

fclock Clock frequency TCK 0 50 0 

tw Pulse duration TCK high or low 9.5 10.5 

A,B,CLK,CLKEN,LE,orOE 
6.5 j before TCKi 

tsu Setup time 
TOI before TCKi 2.5 1~·5 
TMS before TCKi 2.5 /0(. 3.5 

A,B,CLK,CLKEN,LE,orOE 
1.5 ;S 1 after TCKi 

th Hold time 
TOI after TCKi 

TMS after TCKi 

td Oelaytime Power up to TCKi 

tr Rise time VCC power up 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Informa1lon concema produm In thl formallvi or 
design phase of dlVtlopmlnt. Charactlr1stlc da1a and other 
speclflCltlons are design goals. Texas Instruments reserves the r1ght to 
change or discontinue th_ produm wtthout nollce. 
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MAX 

40 

SN74LVTH18504A 

vee = 3.3 V 
Vee =2.7V UNIT ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

0 50 0 40 MHz 

9.5 10.5 ns 

6.5 7 

2.5 3.5 ns 

2.5 3.5 

1.5 1 

1.5 1 ns 

1.5 1 

50 50 ns 

1 1 I1s 
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switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 14) 

SN54LVTH18504A SN74LVTH18504A 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO VCC = 3.3 V 

VCC=2.7V 
VCC=3.3V 

VCC = 2.7 V UNIT (INPUT) (OUTPUT) ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fmax CLKAB or CLKBA 100 80 100 80 . MHz 

tPLH 1.5 5.4 5.8 1.5 5.1 5.6 
AorB BorA ns 

tpHL 1.5 5.4 "- 5.8 1.5 5.1 5.6 

tpLH 1.5 6.9 .fi7 7.8 1.5 5.8 6.8 
CLKAB B 

~ti;, 
ns 

tPHL 1.5 6.9 7.8 1.5 5.8 6.8 

tPLH 1.5 6.9 t{"" 7.8 1.5 6.4 7.4 
CLKBA A 

64 
ns 

tPHL 1.5 7.8 1.5 6.4 7.4 

tPLH 2 jjij 9.5 2 8.1 8.8 
LEAB or LEBA BorA 

r1t7·1 
ns 

tPHL 2 7.4 2 6.7 7.1 

tpZH 
OEABorOEBA 

2 9.5 10.5 2 9.1 10 
BorA ns 

tPZL 2 10 10.8 2 9.6 10.4 

tPHZ 
OEABorOEBA 

2.5 12 12.7 2.5 10.4 11.2 
BorA ns 

tPLZ 2.5 9.6 9.9 2.5 9.1 9.5 

switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 14) 

PARAMETER 
FROM 

(INPUT) 

fmax TCK 

tPLH 
TCKJ. 

tPHL 

tPLH 
TCKJ. 

tPHL 

tPZH 
TCKJ. 

tPZL 

tpZH 
TCKJ. 

tpZL 

tPHZ 
TCKJ. 

tpLZ 

tPHZ 
TCKJ. 

tPLZ 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Information concema producta In thl formatlv' or 
d821 n phi,. of developmenL CharaCtertatic dItI and other 
I ftcatlonl Ire dllign gOlI .. T.winstrumentl rlllrvesth. right to 
eng. or dlecontlnue 111111 products wtthout noUct. 

SN54LVTH18504A 

TO Vcc = 3.3 V 
VCC=2.7V (OUTPUT) ±O.3V 

A orB 

TOO 

AorB 

TOO 

AorB 

TOO 

MIN MAX MIN 

50 40 

2.5 15 

2.5 15 ... 
1 6 l!f 

1.5 7!ii 
4 18, fQ.' 
4 1{, 

1 Ai3 
1.5 ,dt4f 6 

4 19 

4 18 

1.5 7.5 

1.5 7.5 
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MAX 

18 

18 

7 

8 

21 

21 

7 

7 

21 

19.5 

9 

8.5 

SN74LVTH18504A 

VCC=3.3V 
VCC = 2.7 V UNIT ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

50 40 MHz 

2.5 14 17 
ns 

2.5 14 17 

1 5.5 6.5 
ns 

1.5 6.5 7.5 

4 17 20 
ns 

4 17 20 

1 5.5 6.5 
ns 

1.5 5.5 6.5 

4 18 20 
ns 

4 17 18.5 

1.5 7 8.5 
ns 

1.5 7 8 
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recommended operating conditions 
SN54LVTH182504A SN74LVTH182504A 

VCC Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

Vil low-level Input voltage 

VI Input voltage 

10H High-level output current 

10l low-level output current 

10lt low-level output current 

fl.tJl!..v Input transition rise or fall rate 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

t Current duty cycle S 50%, f ~ 1 kHz 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Information coneerns prodUCIIIn the formlllvi or 
desIGn phase 01 dev.lopmtnt. Characteristic dill IIId other 
speclllcallons Ira cleslan gOlls. T'XIIlnstrumentl rwervlS thl right to 
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electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature .range (unless 
otherwise noted) 

SN541.VTH182504A SN741.VTH182504A 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

TYPt TYPt MIN MAX MIN 

VIK Vee = 2.7 V, II =-18 mA -1.2 

A, S, TOO Vee" MIN to MAX;, 10H =-100 IlA Vec-O·2 Vec-O·2 

Vee" 2.7 V, 10H =-3 mA 2.4 2.4 

Aport, 10H =-SmA 2.4 2.4 
VOH TOO Vee .. 3V 10H =-24 mA 2 

10H .. -32 mA 2 

Sport Vee = 3V, 10H =-12 mA 2 2 

A, S, TOO Vee" 2.7 V, 10L = 100 !LA 0.2 

Vee = 2.7 V, IOL=24 mA 0.5 

10L = 16 mA 0.4 

VOL 
Aport, 

IOL=32 mA 0.5 
TOO Vee =3 V 

IOL=48mA 0.55 

IOL=64 mA 

Sport Vee=3 V, 10L = 12 mA 0.8 

eLK, Vee =3.6 V, VI = Vee or GNO :}>-. ±1 
eLKEN, 

Vee" 0 or MAX;, ~ LE, TeK VI = 5.5 V 10 if'., 

OE, VI = 5.5 V ft:' 5 0 

II TOI, Vee=3.6 V VI = Vee l;- 1 
TMS VI =0 -25~~ -100 -25 

VI =5.5 V .9:1 20 
AorS 

Vee=3.6 V VI = Vee ."'" 1 
ports§ 

VI=O -5 

loff Vee = 0, VI or Vo = 0 to 4.5 V 

II(hold)1f 
AorS VI = 0.8 V 75 500 75 150 

ports Vee =3 V 
VI=2V -75 -500 -75 -150 

10ZH TOO Vee=3.6 V, VO=3V 1 

10ZL TOO Vee" 3.6 V, Vo = 0.5 V -1 

10ZPU TOO Vee=Oto 1.5 V, Vo = 0.5 V or 3 V ±50 

10ZPD TOO Vee = 1.5 V to 0, Vo = 0.5 V or 3 V ±50 

Vee =3.6 V, Outputs high 0.6 2 0.6 

lee 10=0, Outputs low 19.5 27 19.5 
VI = Vee or GNO Outputs disabled 0.6 2 0.6 

~Iee# 
Vee = 3 V to 3.6 V, One input at Vee - 0.6 V, 

0.5 Other inputs at Vee or GNO 

ei VI = 3 Vor 0 4 4 

eio Vo = 3 VorO 10 10 

eo Vo = 3 VorO 8 8 

t All typical values are at Vee = 3.3 V, TA" 25°e. 
; For conditions shown as MIN or MAX, use the appropriate value specified under recommended operating conditions. 
§ Unused pins at Vee or GNO 
1f The parameter II(hold) includes the off-state output leakage current. 
# This is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TTL voltage level rather than Vee or GNO. 
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-1.2 
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±1 

10 
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20 
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timing requirements over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise 
noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 14) 

SN54LVTH182504A SN74LVTH182504A 

Vce=3.3 v 
vee = 2.7 V 

Vee=3.3V 
vee = 2.7 V UNIT ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency CLKAB or CLKBA 0 100 0 80 0 100 0 80 MHz 

CLKAB or CLKBA high or low 4.4 5.6 4.4 5.6 
tw Pulse duration 

i!+ 
ns 

LEAB or LEBA high 3 3 3 

A before CLKABi or 
2.8 ~ 2.8 3 

B before CLKBA i o 3 
ty; 

tsu Setup time A before LEABJ. or I CLK high 1.5 A 
t 0.7 1.5 0.7 ns 

B before LEBAJ. I CLKlow 1.6 S 1.6 1.6 1.6 

CLKEN before CLKi 2.8 Cj 3.4 2.8 3.4 

A after CLKABi or 
1.4 

t;f' 
1.1 1.4 1.1 

B after CLKBA i 
th Hold time 

A after LEABJ. or B after LEBAJ. 3.1 3.5 3.1 3.5 ns 

CLKEN after CLKi 0.7 0.2 0.7 0.2 

timing requirements over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise 
noted) (test mode) (see Figure 14) 

SN54LVTH182504A 

Vee=3.3V 
vee =2.7V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN 

fclock Clock frequency TCK 0 50 0 

tw Pulse duration TCK high or low 9.5 10.5 

A,B,CLK,CLKEN,LE,orOE 
6.5 {#t 

before TCKi .;:;:;.,V 
tsu Setup time 

TOI before TCKi 2.5 $3.5 

TMS before TCKi 2.5 Ai 3.5 

A,B,CLK,CLKEN,LE,orOE 
1.5 

;:;V 
1 after TCKi 

th Hold time 
TOI after TCKi 

TMS after TCKi 

td Oelaytime Power up to TCKi 

tr Rise time VCCpowerup 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Information concerns products In the formaUve or 
design pha.. of development. Characteristic dill and other 
specl1lcaUons are design goals. Texas Instruments reserves the right to 
change or discontinue thlll products without notice. 
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MAX 

40 

SN74LVTH182504A 

Vec=3.3V 
Vee=2.7V UNIT ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

0 50 0 40 MHz 

9.5 10.5 ns 

6.5 7 

2.5 3.5 ns 

2.5 3.5 

1.5 1 

1.5 1 ns 

1.5 1 

50 50 ns 

1 1 J.lS 
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switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Figure 14) 

SN54LVTH182504A SN74LVTH182504A 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO VCC =3.3V 

VCC =2.7V 
VCC=3.3V 

VCC = 2.7 V UNIT (INPUT) (OUTPUT) ±O.3V ±O.3 v 
MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fmax CLKAB or CLKBA 100 80 100 80 MHz 

tPLH 1.5 6.4 6.9 1.5 5.9 6.6 
A B ns 

tpHL 1.5 6.4 6.9 1.5 5.9 6.6 

tpLH 1.5 5.4 5.8 1.5 5.1 5.6 
B A ns 

tpHL 1.5 5.4 5.8 1.5 5.1 5.6 

tPLH 1.5 6.9 .!E 7.8 1.5 6.7 7.7 
CLKAB B ~ ... ns 

tPHL 1.5 6.9 b. 7.8 1.5 6.7 7.7 

tPLH 1.5 6.9 :U:" 7.8 1.5 6.4 7.4 l CLKBA A 
6~; 

ns 
tPHL 1.5 7.8 1.5 6.4 7.4 

tPLH 2 ~ 9.5 2 8.2 9.2 
LEAB B 

~.1 
ns 

tpHL 2 7.4 2 6.7 7.1 

tPLH 2 .... 8.7 9.5 2 8.1 8.8 
LEBA A ns 

tPHL 2 7.1 7.4 2 6.7 7.1 

tpZH 
OEABorOEBA 

2 9.9 11.1 2 9.5 10.6 
BorA ns 

tpZL 2 10.2 11 2 9.7 10.5 

tPHZ 
OEABorOEBA 

2.5 12 12.7 2.5 11.1 11.8 
BorA ns 

tpLZ 2.5 11 11.2 2.5 9.8 10 

switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Figure 14) 

PARAMETER 
FROM 

(INPUT) 

fmax TCK 

tPLH 
TCKJ. 

tPHL 

tPLH 
TCKJ. 

tpHL 

tPZH 
TCKJ. 

tpZL 

tPZH 
TCKJ. 

tpZL 

tPHZ 
TCKJ. 

tpLZ 

tPHZ 
TCKJ. 

tpLZ 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Information concerns products In thl formative or 

;:
1 n pha.. of dlvelopmlll1. CharacterisUc data and other 

s ftcatlons are deslgn goals. Tlxaslnstruments reserves thl rfght to 
angl or discontinul these products without noUct. 

SN54LVTH182504A 

TO Vce = 3.3 V 
Vce=2.7V (OUTPUT) ±O.3V 

AorB 

TOO 

AorB 

TOO 

AorB 

TOO 

MIN MAX MIN 

50 40 

2.5 15 

2.5 15 

1 6 "iJ: . 
1.5 7 § 

4 18. rf5:~ 

4 1~ 
1 ;;15 

1.5 A?6 
4 o,{ 19 

4 18 

1.5 7.5 

1.5 7.5 
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MAX 

18 

18 

7 

8 

21 

21 

7 

7 

21 

19.5 

9 

8.5 

SN74LVTH182504A 

VCC=3.3 v 
Vce =2.7V UNIT ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

50 40 MHz 

2.5 14 17 
ns 

2.5 14 17 

1 5.5 6.5 
ns 

1.5 6.5 7.5 

4 17 20 
ns 

4 17 20 

1 5.5 6.5 
ns 

1.5 5.5 6.5 

4 18 20 
ns 

4 17 18.5 

1.5 7 8.5 
ns 

1.5 7 8 
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PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION 

o 6V 

500n S1 o Open From Output 
Under Test - __ - ........ _-..I\IV\r-----' TEST S1 

CL=50 pF 
(see Note A) I 500n 

tpLH/tpHL Open 

tpLZ/tpZL 6V 

tpHZ/tpZH GND 

LOAD CIRCUIT 
2.7 V 

Timing Input 
------~1.5V 

------', 1'------- OV 
1 I 1 

Input 

Output 

Output 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PULSE DURATION 

~_1_.5_V_-.l~'5V ::v 
tPLH~ KtPHL 

1 11 I ~VOH 
1 1.5 V 1 1.5 V 

--+-1 -J 1 VOL 

tpHL --l.--.! ~ tPLH 

\L !I:":::- VOH 
,1.5V C1.5V 

VOL 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PROPAGATION DELAY TIMES 

INVERTING AND NONINVERTING OUTPUTS 

Data Input 

Output 
Control 

Output 
Waveform 1 

S1 at 6 V 
(see Note B) 

Output 
Waveform 2 

S1 at GND 
(see Note B) 

I~ t ~j4 th ~ 
1 su 1 

---)k,.5V ~ :.:v 
VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 

SETUP AND HOLD TIMES 

~'.5V ~,-1._5_V __ _ 
tpZL~ ~ 1 

__ .,...1 _I tpLZ 1 
1 1.5V 1 

1 

1 
tpZH -., 

2.7V 

OV 

3V 

Va; -O.3V VOH 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
ENABLE AND DISABLE TIMES 

LOW· AND HIGH· LEVEL ENABLING 

AS OV 

NOTES: A. CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 
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B. Waveform 1 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is low except when disabled by the output control. 
Waveform 2 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is high except when disabled by the output control. 

C. All input pulses are supplied by generators having the following characteristics: PRR S 10 MHz, Zo = 50 Q, tr S 2.5 ns, tf S 2.5 ns. 
D. The outputs are measured one at a time with one transition per measurement. 

Figure 14. Load Circuit and Voltage Waveforms 
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• Members of the Texas Instruments 
SCOPETM Family of Testability Products 

• Members of the Texas Instruments 
Wldebus ™ Family 

• State-of-the-Art 3.3-V ABT Design Supports 
Mixed-Mode Signal Operation (S-V Input 
and Output Voltages With 3.3-V Vee) 

o Support Unregulated Battery Operation 
Down to 2.7 V 

o Include D-Type Flip-Flops and Control 
Circuitry to Provide Multiplexed 
Transmission of Stored and Real-Time Data 

• Bus Hold on Data Inputs Eliminates the 
Need for External Pullup Resistors 

• B-Port Outputs of 'LVTH182646A Devices 
Have Equivalent 2S-0 Series Resistors, So 
No External Resistors Are Required 

description 

• Compatible With the IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990 (JTAG) Test Access Port and 
Boundary-Scan Architecture 

• SCOPETM Instruction Set 
- IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 Required 

Instructions and Optional CLAMP and 
HIGHZ 

- Parallel-Signature Analysis at Inputs 
- Pseudo-Random Pattern Generation 

From Outputs 
- Sample Inputs/Toggle Outputs 
- Binary Count From Outputs 
- Device Identification 
- Even-Parity Opcodes 

• Packaged In 54-Pin Plastic Thin Quad Flat 
(PM) Packages Using O.S-mm 
Center-to-Center Spacings and 68-Pln 
Ceramic Quad Flat (HV) Packages Using 
2S-mll Center-to-Center Spacings 

The 'LVTH18646A and 'LVTH182646A scan test devices with 18-bit bus transceivers and registers are 
members of the Texas Instruments SCOPETM testability integrated-circuit family. This family of devices supports 
IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 boundary scan to facilitate testing of complex circuit-board assemblies. Scan 
access to the test Circuitry is accomplished via the 4-wire test access port (TAP) interface. 

Additionally, these devices are designed specifically for low-voltage (3.3-V) Vee operation, but with the 
capability to provide a TTL interface to a 5-V system environment. 

In the normal mode, these devices are 18-bit bus transceivers and registers that allow for multiplexed 
transmission of data directly from the input bus or from the internal registers. They can be used either as two 
9-bit transceivers or one 18-bit transceiver. The test circuitry can be activated by the TAP to take snapshot 
samples of the data appearing at the device pins or to perform a self test on the boundary-test cells. Activating 
the TAP in the normal mode does not affect the functional operation of the SCOPETM bus transceivers and 
registers. 

Transceiver function is controlled by output-enable (OE) and direction (DIR) inputs. When OE is low, the 
transceiver is active and operates in the A-to-B direction when DIR is high or in the B-to-A direction when DIR 
is low. When OE is high, both the A and B outputs are in the high-impedance state, effectively isolating both 
buses. 

Data flow is controlled by clock (CLKAB and CLKBA) and select (SAB and SBA) inputs. Data on the A bus is 
clocked into the associated registers on the low-to-high transition of CLKAB. When SAB is low, real-time A data 
is selected for presentation to the B bus (transparent mode). When SAB is high, stored A data is selected for 
presentation to the B bus (registered mode). The function of the CLKBA and SBA inputs mirrors that of CLKAB 
and SAB, respectively. Figure 1 shows the four fundamental bus-management functions that can be performed 
with the 'LVTH18646A and 'LVTH182646A. 

SCOPE and Widebus are trademarks of Texas Instruments Incorporated. 
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description (continued) 

7-100 

In the test mode, the normal operation of the SCOPETM bus transceivers and registers is inhibited, and the test 
circuitry is enabled to observe and control the 1/0 boundary of the device. When enabled, the test circuitry 
performs boundary-scan test operations according to the protocol described in IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. 

Four dedicated test pins are used to observe and control the operation of the test circuitry: test data input (TOI), 
test data output (TOO), test mode select (TMS), and test clock (TCK). Additionally, the test circuitry performs 
other testing functions such as parallel-signature analysis (PSA) on data inputs and pseudo-random pattern 
generation (PRPG) from data outputs. All testing and scan operations are synchronized to the TAP interface. 

Active bus-hold circuitry is provided to hold unused or floating data inputs at a valid logic level. 

The B-port outputs of 'LVTH182646A, which are designed to source or sink up to 12 rnA, include 25-0 series 
resistors to reduce overshoot and undershoot. 

The SN54LVT18646 and SN54LVTH 182646A are characterized for operation over the full military temperature 
range of -55°C to 125°C. The SN74LVTH18646A and SN74LVTH182646A are characterized for operation 
from -40°C to 85°C. ' 

1A3 
1A4 
1A5 

GND 
1A6 
1A7 
1A8 
1A9 
NC 

Vee 
2A1 
2A2 
2A3 

GND 
2A4 
2A5 
2A6 

SN54LVTH18646A, SN54LVTH182646A ••• HV PACKAGE 
(TOP VIEW) 

co c:t: 
co;2 ~c:t:a: 

~-r0c:t:~Oo OO~CO_O_NM 
_~~&~~~~~~~~~a~~~ 

59 
58 

13 57 
14 56 
15 55 
16 54 
17 53 
18 52 
19 51 
20 50 
21 49 
22 48 
23 47 
24 46 
25 45 
26 44 

27 282930 31 32 33 34 3536 3738 39 40 41 42 43 
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184 
185 
186 
GND 
187 
188 
189 

Vee 
NC 
281 
282 
283 
284 
GND 
285 
286 
287 



OE DIR 

X X 

X X 

H X 

H X 

L L 

L L 

L H 

L H 
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1A3 
1A4 
1A5 

GND 
1A6 
1A7 
1A8 
1A9 
Vee 
2A1 
2A2 
2A3 

GND 
2A4 
2A5 
2A6 

INPUTS 
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SN74LVTH18646A, SN74LVTH182646A ••• PM PACKAGE 
(TOP VIEW) 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

CO <C 
co;2 ~<Ca: 

C\I .,... ILU Cl <C ...J 0 0 CI) ...J CO _ Cl .,... C\I C") 

~~~t5~~I=~~~~~a~~~ 

FUNCTION TABLE 
(normal mode, each 9-blt section) 

DATA 1/0 

48 
47 
46 
45 
44 
43 
42 
41 
40 
39 
38 
37 
36 
35 
34 
33 

184 
185 
186 
GND 
187 
188 
189 
Vee 
281 
282 
283 
284 
GND 
285 
286 
287 

OPERATION OR FUNCTION 
CLKAB CLKBA SAB SBA A1-A9 B1-B9 

i X X X Input Unspecifiedt Store A, B unspecifiedt 

X i X X Unspecifiedt Input Store B, A unspecifiedt 

i i X X Input Input Store A and B data 

L L X X Input disabled Input disabled Isolation, hold storage 

X X X L Output Input Real-time B data to A bus 

X X X H Output Input disabled Stored B data to A bus 

X X L X Input Output Real-time A data to B bus 

X X H X Input disabled Output Stored A data to B bus 

tThe data-output functions can be enabled or disabled by various signals at OE and DIR. Data-input functions are always enabled; Le., data at 
the bus pins will be stored on every low-to-hlgh transition of the clock inputs. 
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OE 
L 

OE 

X 
X 
H 

DIR CLKAB CLKBA SAB 

L x x x 
REAL·TIME TRANSFER 

BUSBTOBUSA 

'-y-I 

DIR CLKAB CLKBA SAB 

X i X X 
X X i X 
X i i X 

STORAGE FROM 
A, B, OR A AND B 

SBA 

L 

SBA 

X 
X 
X 

OE 
L 

OE 

L 

L 

DIR CLKAB CLKBA SAB 
H X X L 

DIR 

L 

H 

REAL·TIME TRANSFER 

BUSATO BUS B 

'-y-I 

CLKAB CLKBA SAB 

X X X 
X X H 

TRANSFER STORED DATA 
TO A AND/OR B 

Figure 1. Bus-Management Functions 
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functional block diagram 

10lR 53 

1CLKBA 55 

1SBA 54 

1CLKAB 59 

1SAB 60 

1A1 

20lR 30 

2CLKBA 27 

2SBA 28 

2CLKAB 23 

2SAB 
22 

2A1 

Pin numbers shown are for the PM package. 

SCBS311B-MARCH 1994-REVISEDJULY 1996 

1B1 

1-.....1 ..... ----:
5;.;;8 TOO 
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TERMINAL NAME 

1A1-1A9, 
2A1-2A9 

1B1-1B9, 
2B1-2B9 

1 CLKAB, 1 CLKBA, 
2CLKAB, 2CLKBA 

101R,201R 

GNO 

10E, 20E 

1SAB,1SBA, 
2SAB,2SBA 

TCK 

TOI 

TOO 

TMS 

VCC 

7-104 

Terminal Functions 

DESCRIPTION 

Normal-function A-bus 1/0 ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function B-bus 1/0 ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function clock inputs. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function direction controls. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Ground 

Normal-function output enables. See function table for normal-mode logic. An internal pullup at each terminal will force 
the terminal to a high level if left unconnected. 

Normal-function select controls. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Test clock. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. Test operations of the device are synchronous 
to TCK. Data is captured on the rising edge of TCK and outputs change on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test data input. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOI is the serial input for shifting data 
through the instruction register or selected data register. An internal pullup forces TOI to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test data output. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOO is the serial output for shifting data 
through the instruction register or selected data register. 

Test mode select. One of four terminals required by I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TMS directs the device through its TAP 
controller states. An internal pullup forces TMS to a high level if left unconnected. 

Supply voltage 
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test architecture 

Serial-test information is conveyed by means of a 4-wire test bus or TAP that conforms to IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990. Test instructions, test data, and test control signals all are passed along this serial-test bus. The 
TAP controller monitors two signals from the test bus, TCK and TMS. The TAP controller extracts the 
synchronization (TCK) and state control (TMS) signals from the test bus and generates the appropriate on-chip 
control signals for the test structures in the device. Figure 2 shows the TAP-controller state diagram. 

The TAP controller is fully synchronous to the TCK signal. Input data is captured on the rising edge of TCK and 
output data changes on the falling edge of TCK. This scheme ensures data to be captured is valid for fully 
one-half of the TCK cycle. 

The functional block diagram illustrates the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 4-wire test bus and boundary-scan 
architecture and the relationship among the test bus, the TAP controller, and the test registers. As illustrated, 
the device contains an a-bit instruction register and four test-data registers: a 52-bit boundary-scan register, a 
3-bit boundary-control register, a 1-bit bypass register, and a 32-bit device-identification register. 

Test-Loglc-Resol 

TMS=L 

Figure 2. TAP-Controller State Diagram 
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state diagram description 

The TAP controller is a synchronous finite state machine that provides test control signals throughout the device. 
The state diagram shown in Figure 2 is in accordance with IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. The TAP controller 
proceeds through its states based on the level of TMS at the rising edge of TCK. 

As shown, the TAP controller consists of 16 states. There are six stable states (indicated by a looping arrow in 
the state diagram) and ten unstable states. A stable state is defined as a state the TAP controller can retain for 
consecutive TCK cycles. Any state that does not meet this criterion is an unstable state. 

There are two main paths through the state diagram: one to access and control the selected data register and 
one to access and control the instruction register. Only one register can be accessed at a time. 

Test-Logie-Reset 

The device powers up in the Test-Logic-Reset state. In the stable Test-Logic-Reset state, the test logic is reset 
and is disabled so that the normal logic function of the device is performed. The instruction register is reset to 
an opcode that selects the optionallDCOOE instruction, if supported, or the BYPASS instruction. Certain data 
registers can also be reset to their power-up values. 

The state machine is constructed such that the TAP controller returns to the Test-Logic-Reset state in no more 
than five TCK cycles if TMS is left high. The TMS pin has an internal pullup resistor that forces it high if left 
unconnected or if a board defect causes it to be open circuited. 

For the 'LVTH18646A and 'LVTH182646A, the instruction register is reset to the binary value 10000001, which 
selects the IOCOOE instruction. Bits 51-48 in the boundary-scan register are reset to logic 0, ensuring that 
these cells, which control A-port and B-port outputs, are set to benign values (Le., if test mode were invoked, 
the outputs would be at high-impedance state). Reset values of other bits in the boundary-scan register should 
be considered indeterminate. The boundary-control register is reset to the binary value 010, which selects the 
PSA test operation. 

Run-Test/Idle 

The TAP controller must pass through the Run-Test/Idle state (from Test-Logic-Reset) before executing any test 
operations. The Run-Test/Idle state also can be entered following data-register or instruction-register scans. 
Run-Test/Idle is a stable state in which the test logic can be actively running a test or can be idle. The test 
operations selected by the boundary-control register are performed while the TAP controller is in the 
Run-Test/Idle state. 

Select-OR-Scan, Select-I R-Scan 

No specific function is performed in the Select-OR-Scan and Select-IR-Scan states, and the TAP controller exits 
either of these states on the next TCK cycle. These states allow the selection of either data-register scan or 
instruction-register scan. 

Capture-DR 

When a data-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-DR state. In the 
Capture-DR state, the selected data register can capture a data value as specified by the current instruction. 
Such capture operations occur on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-DR 
state. 

Shift-DR 

7-106 

Upon entry to the Shift-DR state, the data register is placed in the scan path between TOI and TOO, and on the 
first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TOO enables to the logic 
level present in the least-significant bit of the selected data register. 
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Shift-DR (continued) 

While in the stable Shift-DR state, data is serially shifted through the selected data register on each TCK cycle. 
The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-DR state (i.e., no shifting occurs during 
the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-DR to Shift-DR or from Exit2-DR to Shift-DR). 
The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-DR state. 

Exlt1-DR, Exlt2-DR 

The Exit1-DR and Exit2-DR states are temporary states that end a data-register scan. It is possible to return 
to the Shift-DR state from either Exit1-DR or Exit2-DR without recapturing the data register. On the first falling 
edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-DR, TOO goes from the active state to the high-impedance state. 

Pause-DR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-DR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-DR state suspends and resumes data-register scan operations without loss of data. 

Update-DR 

If the current instruction calls for the selected data register to be updated with current data, such update occurs 
on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the Update-DR state. 

Capture-IR 

When an instruction-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-IR state. In 
the Capture-IR state, the instruction register captures its current status value. This capture operation occurs 
on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-IR state. For the 'LVTH18646A and 
'LVTH182646A, the status value loaded in the Capture-IR state is the fixed binary value 10000001. 

Shlft-IR 

Upon entry to the Shift-IR state, the instruction register is placed in the scan path between TDI and TOO, and 
on the first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to the active state. TOO enables to 
the logic level present in the least-significant bit of the instruction register. 

While in the stable Shift-IR state, instruction data is serially shifted through the instruction-register on each TCK 
cycle. The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-IR state (Le., no shifting occurs 
during the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-IR to Shift-IR or from Exit2-IR to 
Shift-IR). The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-IR state. 

Exit1-IR, Exit2-IR 

The Exit1-IR and Exit2-IR states are temporary states that end an instruction-register scan. It is possible to 
return to the Shift-IR state from either Exit1-IR or Exit2-IR without recapturing the instruction register. On the 
first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-IR, TOO goes from the active state to the high-impedance state. 

Pause-IR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-IR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-IR state suspends and resumes instruction-register scan operations without loss of 
data. 

Update-IR 

The current instruction is updated and takes effect on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the Update-IR 
state. 
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register overview 

With the exception of the bypass and device-identification registers, any test register can be thought of as a 
serial-shift register with a shadow latch on each bit. The bypass and device-identification registers differ in that 
they contain only a shift register. During the appropriate capture state (Capture-IR for instruction register, 
Capture-DR for data registers), the shift register can be parallel loaded from a source specified by the current 
instruction. During the appropriate shift state (Shift-IR or Shift-DR), the contents of the shift register are shifted 
out from TOO while new contents are shifted in at TO!. During the appropriate update state (Update-IR or 
Update-DR), the shadow latches are updated from the shift register. 

Instruction register description 

TOI 

7-108 

The instruction register (IR) is eight bits long and tells the device what instruction is to be executed. Information 
contained in the instruction includes the mode of operation (either normal mode, in which the device performs 
its normal logic function, ortest mode, in which the normal logic function is inhibited or altered), the test operation 
to be performed, which of the four data registers is to be selected for inclusion in the scan path during 
data-register scans, and the source of data to be captured into the selected data register during Capture-DR. 

Table 3 lists the instructions supported by the 'LVTH18646A and 'LVTH182646A. The even-parity feature 
specified for SCOPET'" devices is supported in this device. Bit 7 of the instruction opcode is the parity bit. Any 
instructions that are defined for SCOPET'" devices but are not supported by this device default to BYPASS. 

During Capture-IR, the IR captures the binary value 10000001. As an instruction is shifted in, this value is shifted 
out via TOO and can be inspected as verification that the IR is in the scan path. During Update-IR, the value 
that has been shifted into the IR is loaded into shadow latches. At this time, the current instruction is updated 
and any specified mode change takes effect. At power up or in the Test-Logic-Reset state, the IR is reset to the 
binary value 10000001, which selects the IDCODE instruction. The IR order of scan is shown in Figure 3. 

Blt7 
Parity 
(MSB) 

Bit 6 Blt5 BIt4 Blt3 Blt2 

Figure 3. Instruction Register Order of Scan 
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data register description 

boundary-scan register 

SCBS311B- MARCH 1994- REVISED JULY 1996 

The boundary-scan register (BSR) is 52 bits long. It contains one boundary-scan cell (BSC) for each 
normal-function input pin, one BSC for each normal-function I/O pin (one single cell for both input data and 
output data), and one BSC for each of the internally decoded output-enable signals (10EA, 20EA, 10EB, 
20EB). The BSR is used 1) to store test data that is to be applied externally to the device output pins, and/or 
2) to capture data that appears internally at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic and/or externally at the device 
input pins. 

The source of data to be captured into the BSR during Capture-DR is determined by the current instruction. The 
contents of the BSR can change during Run-Test/Idle, as determined by the current instruction. At power up 
or in Test-Logic-Reset, BSCs 51-48 are reset to logic 0, ensuring that these cells, which control A-port and 
B-port outputs, are set to benign values (Le., if test mode were invoked the outputs would be at high-impedance 
state). Reset values of other BSCs should be considered indeterminate. 

When external data is to be captured, the BSCs for signals 1 OEA, 20EA, 1 OEB, and 20EB capture logic values 
determined by the following positive-logic equations: 
10EA = 1'C5E • 101Ft 20EA = 20E • 2OTI1, 10EB = 1O'E • OIR, and 20EB = 20E • OIR 
When data is to be applied externally, these BSCs control the drive state (active or high impedance) of their 
respective outputs. 

The BSR order of scan is from TOI through bits 51-0 to TDO. Table 1 shows the BSR bits and their associated 
device pin signals. 

BSR BIT 
NUMBER 

51 

50 

49 

48 

47 

46 

45 

44 

43 

42 

41 

40 

39 

38 

37 

36 

-
-

Table 1. Boundary-Scan Register Configuration 

DEVICE 
SIGNAL 

20E8 

1OE8 

20EA 

10EA 

2DIR 

1DIR 

20E 

10E 

2CLKA8 

lCLKA8 

2CLK8A 

lCLK8A 

2SA8 

lSA8 

2S8A 

lS8A 

-
-

BSR BIT DEVICE 
NUMBER SIGNAL 

35 2A9-1/0 

34 2AS-I/0 

33 2A7-1/0 

32 2A6-1/0 

31 2A5-1/0 

30 2A4-1/0 

29 2A3-1/0 

28 2A2-1/0 

27 2A1-1/0 

26 lA9-I/O 

25 lAS-I/O 

24 lA7-1/0 

23 lA6-I/O 

22 lA5-1/0 

21 lA4-I/O 

20 lA3-1/0 

19 lA2-I/O 

18 lAl-I/O 
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BSRBIT 
NUMBER 

17 

16 

15 

14 

13 

12 

11 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 

DEVICE 
SIGNAL 

289-1/0 

288-1/0 

287-1/0 

286-1/0 

285-1/0 

284-1/0 

283-1/0 

282-1/0 

281-1/0 

189-1/0 

188-1/0 

187-1/0 

186-1/0 

185-1/0 

184-1/0 

183-1/0 

182-1/0 

181-1/0 

7-109 
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boundary-control register 

The boundary-control register (SCR) is three bits long. The SCR is used in the context of the RUNT instruction 
to implement additional test operations not included in the basic SCOPETM instruction set. Such operations 
include PRPG, PSA, and binary count up (COUNT). Table 4 shows the test operations that are decoded by the 
SCA. 

During Capture-DR, the contents of the SCR are not changed. At power up or in Test-Logic-Reset, the SCR is 
reset to the binary value 010, which selects the PSA test operation. The boundary-control register order of scan 
is shown in Figure 4. 

TOI 
Bit 2 

(MSB) Bit 1 
BltO 
(LSB) 

Figure 4. Boundary-Control Register Order of Scan 

TOO 

bypass register 

7-110 

The bypass register is a 1-bit scan path that can be selected to shorten the length of the system scan path, 
reducing the number of bits per test pattern that must be applied to complete a test operation. During 
Capture-DR, the bypass register captures a logic O. The bypass register order of scan is shown in 
Figure 5. 

TDI -1 BII 0 ~ TDO 

Figure 5. Bypass Register Order of Scan 
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device-Identification register 

The device-identification register (lOR) is 32 bits long. It can be selected and read to identify the manufacturer, 
part number, and version of this device. 

For the 'LVTH18646A, the binary value 00100000000000011110000000101111 (2001 E02F, hex) is captured 
(during Capture-DR state) in the device-identification register to identify this device as Texas Instruments 
SN5417 4LVTH 18646A. 

For the 'LVTH182646A, the binary value 00100000000000100011000000101111 (2002302F, hex) is captured 
(during Capture-DR state) in the device-identification register to identify this device as Texas Instruments 
SN5417 4 LVTH 182646A. 

The device-identification register order of scan is from TDI through bits 31-0 to TOO. Table 2 shows the device 
identification register bits and their significance. 

Table 2. Device-Identification Register Configuration 

lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE 

31 VERSION3 27 PARTNUMBER15 11 MANUFACTURER10t 

30 VERSION2 26 PARTNUMBER14 10 MANUFACTURER09t 

29 VERSION1 25 PARTNUMBER13 9 MANlJFACTURER08t 

28 VERSIONO 24 PARTNUMBER12 8 MANUFACTURER07t 

- - 23 PARTNUMBER11 7 MANUFACTURER06t 

- - 22 PARTNUMBER10 6 MANUFACTURER05t 

- - 21 PARTNUMBER09 5 MANUFACTURER04t 

- - 20 PARTNUMBER08 4 MANUFACTURER03t 

- - 19 PARTNUMBER07 3 MANUFACTURER02t 

- - 18 PARTNUMBER06 2 MANUFACTURER01t 

- - 17 PARTNUMBER05 1 MANUFACTURERoot 

- - 16 PARTNUMBER04 0 LOGIC1t 

- - 15 PARTNUMBER03 - -
- - 14 PARTNUMBER02 - -
- - 13 PARTNUMBER01 - -
- - 12 PARTNUMBEROO - -

tNote that for TI products, bits 11-0 of the device-identification register always contain the binary value 000000101111 
(02F, hex). 
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instruction-register opcode description 

The instruction-register opcodes are shown in Table 3. The following descriptions detail the operation of each 
instruction. 

Table 3. Instruction-Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODEt 
SELECTED DATA 

BIT 7 -+ BITO SCOPE OPCODE DESCRIPTION MODE 
MSB -7 LSB REGISTER 

00000000 EXTEST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

10000001 IDCODE Identification read Device identification Normal 

10000010 SAMPLE/PRELOAD Sample boundary Boundary scan Normal 

00000011 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

10000100 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000101 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000110 HIGHZ Control boundary to high impedance Bypass Modified test 

10000111 CLAMP Control boundary to 1/0 Bypass Test 

10001000 BYPASS; Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00001001 RUNT Boundary run test Bypass Test 

00001010 READBN Boundary read Boundary scan Normal 

·10001011 READBT Boundary read Boundary scan Test 

00001100 CELLTST Boundary self test Boundary scan Normal 

10001101 TOPHIP Boundary toggle outputs Bypass Test 

10001110 SCANCN Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Normal 

00001111 SCANCT Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Test 

All others BYPASS Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

t Bit 7 is used to maintain even panty in the 8-bit instruction. 
; The BYPASS instruction is executed in lieu of a SCOPET ... instruction that is not supported in the 'LVT18646 or 'LVT182646. 

boundary scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 EXTEST instruction. The BSR is selected in the 
scan path. Data appearing at the device input and I/O pins is captured in the associated BSCs. Data that has 
been scanned into the I/O BSCs for pins in the output mode is applied to the device I/O pins. Data present at 
the device pins is passed through the BSCs to the normal on-chip logic. For I/O pins, the operation ota pin as 
input or output is determined by the contents of the output-enable BSCs (bits 51 -48 of the BSR). When a given 
output enable is active (logic 1), the associated I/O pins operate in the output mode. Otherwise, the I/O pins 
operate in the input mode. The device operates in the test mode. 

Identification read 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 IDCODE instruction. The device identification 
register is selected in the scan path. The device operates in the normal mode. 

sample boundary 

7-112 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction. The BSR is 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input pins and I/O pins in the input mode is captured 
in the associated BSCs, while data appearing at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic is captured in the BSCs 
associated with I/O pins in the output mode. The device operates in the normal mode . 
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bypass scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 BYPASS instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in the normal mode. 

control boundary to high Impedance 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1 a-1993 HIGHZ instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in a modified test mode in which all device I/O pins are placed in the high-impedance state, the device 
input pins remain operational, and the normal on-chip logic function is performed. 

control boundary to 1/0 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1 a-1993 CLAMP instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. Data in the I/O 
BSCs for pins in the output mode is applied to the device I/O pins. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary-run test 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. The device operates in the test mode. The test operation specified in the BCR is executed during 
Run-Test/Idle. The five test operations decoded by the BCR are: sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP), 

. PRPG, PSA, simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSAlPRPG), and simultaneous PSA and binary count up 
(PSAICOUNT). 

boundary read 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BSR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
instruction is useful for inspecting data after a PSA operation. 

boundary self test 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. All BSCs capture the inverse of their current values during Capture-DR. 
In this way, the contents of the shadow latches can be read out to verify the integrity of both shift-register and 
shadow-latch elements of the BSR. The device operates in the normal mode. 

boundary toggle outputs 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs is toggled on each rising 
edge of TCK in Run-TesVldle and is then updated in the shadow latches and thereby applied to the associated 
device I/O pins on each falling edge of TCK in Run-Test/Idle. Data in the input-mode BSCs remains constant. 
Data appearing at the device input or I/O pins is not captured in the input-mode BSCs. The device operates in 
the test mode. 

boundary-control-reglster scan 

The BCR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BCR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
operation must be performed before a boundary-run test operation to specify which test operation is to be 
executed. 
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boundary-control-register opcode description 

The BCR opcodes are decoded from BCR bits 2-0 as shown in Table 4. The selected test operation is 
performed while the RUNT instruction is executed in the Run-Test/Idle state. The following descriptions detail 
the operation of each BCR instruction and illustrate the associated PSA and PRPG algorithms. 

Table 4. Boundary-Control Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODE 
B1T2~ BIT 0 DESCRIPTION 
MSB --+ LSB 

XOO Sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

X01 Pseudo-random pattern generation/36-bit mode (PRPG) 

X10 Parallel-signature analysis/36-bit mode (PSA) 

011 Simultaneous PSA and PRPGI18-bit mode (PSAlPRPG) 

111 Simultaneous PSA and binary count upl18-bit mode (PSAICOUNT) 

While the control input BSCs (bits 51-36) are not included in the toggle, PSA, PRPG, or COUNT algorithms, 
the output-enable BSCs (bits 51-48 of the BSR) control the drive state (active or high impedance) of the 
selected device output pins. These BCR instructions are only valid when both bytes of the device are operating 
in one direction of data flow (that is, 1 OEA .;: 10EB and 20EA.;: 20EB) and in the same direction of data flow 
(that is, 1 OEA = 20EA and 1 OEB = 20EB). Otherwise, the bypass instruction is operated. 

sample Inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

7-114 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 110 pins is captured in the shift-register elements of the 
associated BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode 
BSCs is toggled on each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated 
device 110 pins on each falling edge of TCK. 
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pseudo-random pattern generation (PRPG) 

A pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected BSCs on each rising edge 
of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output-mode I/O pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the 36-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which 
the patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this 
operation. A seed value of all zeroes will not produce additional patterns. 

2A9·1/0 2AB·1/0 2A7·1/0 2A6·1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4·1/0 2A3·1/0 2A2·1/0 2M·1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8·1/0 1A7·1/0 1A6·1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3·1/0 1A2·1/0 1M·1/0 

289·1/0 288·1/0 287·1/0 286-110 285-1/0 284-1/0 283·1/0 282·1/0 281·1/0 

189·1/0 188·1/0 187·1/0 186-1/0 185·1/0 184-1/0 183·1/0 182·1/0 181·1/0 

Figure 6. 36-Blt PRPG Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 0, 10EB = 20EB = 1) 
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2B9-1/0 2B8-1/0 2B7-1/0 2B6-1/0 2B5-1/0 2B4-1I0 2B3-1/0 2B2-1/0 2B1-1/0 

1B9-1/0 1B8-1/0 1B7-1/0 1B6-1/0 1B5-1/0 1B4-1/0 1B3-1/0 1B2-1/0 1B1-1/0 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

<±>=D- 1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

Figure 7. 36-Blt PRPG Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 1, 10EB = 20EB = 0) 
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parallel-sIgnature analysIs (PSA) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 110 pins is compressed into a 36-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. Data in the shadow latches of the 
selected output-mode BSCs remains constant and is applied to the associated device 110 pins. Figures 8 and 9 
illustrate the 36-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the signature is generated. An initial 
seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-UO 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

2B9-1/0 2B8-1/0 2B7-I/0 2B6-1/0 2B5-1/0 2B4-1/0 2B3-1/0 2B2-1/0 2B1-1/0 

1 B9-I/O 1 B8-1/0 1 B7-1/0 1 B6-1/0 1 B5-1/0 1 B4-I/O 1 B3-1/0 1 B2-1/0 1 B 1-110 

FIgure 8. 36-Blt PSA ConfIguratIon (10EA = 20EA = 0, 10EB = 20~B = 1) 
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289-110 288-110 287·110 286-110 285·110 284-110 283·110 282·110 281·110 

189·110 188-110 187·110 186·110 185·110 184-110 183-110 1B2-110 181-110 

2A9·110 2A8-110 2A7·110 2A6-110 2A5-110 2A4-110 2A3-1I0 2A2-110 2A1-110 

1A9-110 1A8-110 1A7-110 1A6-110 1A5-110 1A4-1I0 1A3-110 1A2-110 1A1·110 

Figure 9. 36-Blt PSA Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 1, 10EB = 20EB = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSA/PRPG) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode I/O pins is compressed into an 18-bit parallel signature in 
the shift-register elements of the selected input-mode BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. At the same time, an 
18-bit pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements ofthe selected output-mode BSCs. on 
each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device I/O pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the 18-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through 
which the signature and patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before 
performing this operation. A seed value of all zeroes will not produce additional patterns. 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-I/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

189-1/0 188-1/0 187-1/0 186-1/0 185-1/0 184-1/0 183-1/0 182-1/0 181-1/0 

Figure 10. 18-Blt PSA/PRPG Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 0, 10EB = 20EB = 1) 
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289-1/0 288-110 287-1/0 286-110 285-1/0 284-110 283-110 282-1/0 281-1/0 

189-110 188-1/0 187-1/0 18S-1/0 185-110 184-110 183-1/0 182-1/0 181-1/0 

. 1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1AS-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1I0 1A2-1I0 1A1-1/0 

Figure 11. 18-Blt PSA/PRPG Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 1, 10EB = 20EB = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and binary count up (PSA/COUNT) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-made I/O pins is compres~ed into an 18-bit parallel signature in 
the shift-register elements of the selected input-mode BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. At the same time, an 
18-bit binary count-up pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs on 
each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device I/O pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 12 and 13 illustrate the 18-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through 
which the signature is generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this 
operation. 

2A9·1I0 2A8-1I0 2A7-I/0 2A6·1/0 2A5·1/0 2A4·1/0 2A3·1/0 2A2·1I0 2A1·1/0 

1A9·1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7·1I0 1A6·1I0 1A5·1/0 1A4-1I0 1A3·1/0 1A2·1/0 1A1·1/0 

MS9 

QQQQQQQQQ 
299-1/0 298-110 297·110 296·1/0 295·1/0 294-110 293·1/0 292·1/0 291·1/0 

~=~ Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q 0 
(±) = D- 199·1/0 198-110 197·1/0 196·1/0 195·1/0 194-110 193·1/0 192·1/0 191·1/0 

Figure 12. 18-Blt PSA/COUNT C~nflguratlon (10EA = 20EA = 0, 10EB = 20EB = 1) 
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7-122 

2B9-1/0 2B8-1/0 2B7-1/0 2B6-1/0 2B5-1/0 2B4-1/0 2B3-1/0 2B2-1/0 2B1-1/0 

1B9-1/0 1B8-1/0 1B7-1/0 1B6-1/0 1B5-1/0 1B4-1/0 1B3-1/0 1B2-1/0 1B1-1/0 

MSB 

QQQQQQQQQ 
2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3·1/0 2A2·1/0 2A1·1/0 

~=~ Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q 0 
<±> = D- 1A9·1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7·1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3·1/0 1A2·1/0 1A1·1I0 

Figure 13. 18-Blt PSA/COUNT Configuration (10EA = 20EA = 1, 10EB = 20EB = 0) 
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timing description 

All test operations of the 'LVTH18646A and 'LVTH182646A are synchronous to the TCK signal. Data on the TOI, 
TMS, and normal-function inputs is captured on the rising edge of TCK. Data appears on the TOO and 
normal-function output pins on the falling edge of TCK. The TAP controller is advanced through its states (as 
shown in Figure 2) by changing the value of TMS on the falling edge of TCK and then applying a rising edge 
to TCK. 

A simple timing example is shown in Figure 14. In this example, the TAP controller begins in the 
Test-Logic-Reset state and is advanced through its states as necessary to perform one instruction-register scan 
and one data-register scan. While in the Shift-IR and Shift-DR states, TOI is used to input serial data, and TOO 
is used to output serial data. The TAP controller is then returned to the Test-Logie-Reset state. Table 5 explains 
the operation of the test circuitry during each TCK cycle. 

TCK TAP STATE 
CYCLE{S) AFTERTCK 

1 Test-Logic-Reset 

2 Run-Test/Idle 

3 Select-OR-Scan 

4 Select-I R-Scan 

5 Capture-IR 

6 Shift-IR 

7-13 Shift-IR 

14 Exit1-IR 

15 Update-IR 

16 Select-OR-Scan 

17 Capture-DR 

18 Shift-DR 

19-20 Shift-DR 

21 Exit1-0R 

22 Update-DR 

23 Select-OR-Scan 

24 Select-I R-Scan 

25 Test-Logic-Reset 

Table 5. Explanation of Timing Example 

DESCRIPTION 

TMS is changed to a logic 0 value on the falling edge of TCK to begin advancing the TAP controller toward 
the desired state. 

The IR captures the 8-bit binary value 10000001 on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-IR state. 

TOO becomes active and TOI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP on 
the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

One bit is shifted into the IR on each TCK rising edge. With TOI held at a logic 1 value, the 8-bit binary value 
11111111 is serially scanned into the IR. At the same time, the 8-bit binary value 10000001 is serially scanned 
out of the I R via TOO. In TCK cycle 13, TMS is changed to a logic 1 value to end the I R scan on the next TCK 
cycle. The last bit of the instruction is shifted as the TAP controller advances from Shift-IR to Exit1-1R. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The IR is updated with the new instruction (BYPASS) on the falling edge 01 TCK. 

The bypass register captures a logic 0 value on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-DR state. 

TOO becomes active and TOI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP on 
the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

The binary value 101 is shifted in via TOI, while the binary value 010 is shifted out via TOO. 

TOO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

In general, the selected data register is updated with the new data on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test operation completed 
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2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

TCK 

TMS --u I I 
TOI ~ ~ U ~ 

TOO ~ ~ n ~ 
i CD c c a: a: 

~ 
a: c a: a: a: a: c c i is ~ ~ ~ i: ~ ~ 0 0 2 0 ~ CD ! == 

CD 
a: a: ~ 1lj ~ ri: ri: :s :c >< m ri: :c ~ ri: TAP U ~ ii en w '&. :s U 

0 ii en o z Controller 8' c Z m w c- 8' c ,,!. u 0 
:;) ,,!. m :;) ,,!. u 

State ...I :s ~ CD ~ 0 ~ CD ...I 

ci; a: 3j Cii ,,!. 

~ 3j 3j en I/) 

~ ~ 

~ 3-State (TOO) or Don't Care (TOI) 

Figure 14. Timing Example 

absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)t 

Supply voltage range, Vee ......................................................... -O.S V to 4.6 V 
Input voltage range, VI (see Note 1) .................................................. -O.S V to 7 V 
Voltage range applied to any output in the high state or power-off state, Vo (see Note 1) .... -O.S V to 7 V 

. Current into any output in the low state, 10: SNS4LVTH18646A ................................ 96 rnA 
SNS4LVTH182646A (A port or TOO) ................. 96 rnA 
SNS4LVTH182646A (8 port) ........................ 30 rnA 
SN74LVTH18646A ............................... 128 rnA 
SN74LVTH182646A (A port or TOO) ................ 128 rnA 
SN74LVTH182646A (8 port) ........................ 30 rnA 

Current into any output in the high state, 10 (see Note 2): SNS4LVTH18646A .................... 48 rnA 
SNS4LVTH182646A (A port or TOO) .... 48 rnA 
SNS4LVTH182646A (8 port) ........... 30 rnA 
SN74LVTH18646A .................... 64 rnA 
SN74LVTH182646A (A port or TOO) .... 64 rnA 
SN74LVTH182646A (8 port) ........... 30 rnA 

Input clamp current, 11K (VI < 0) ........................................................... -SO rnA 
Output clamp current, 10K (Va < 0) ....................................................•... -so rnA 
Maximum power dissipation at T A = SsoC (in still air) (see Note 3): PM package .................... 1 W 
Storage temperature range, Tstg ................................................... -6SoC to 150°C 

t Stresses beyond those listed under "absolute maximum ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings only, and 
functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated under "recommended operating conditions" is not 
implied. Exposure to absolute-maximum-rated conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTES: 1. The input and output negative-voltage ratings can be exceeded if the input and output clamp-current ratings are observed. 

7-124 

2. This current will only flow when the output is in the high state and Va > Vee. 
3. The maximum package power dissipation is calculated using a junction temperature of 1500 e and a board trace length of 75 mils. 

For more information, refer to the Package Thermal Considerations application note in the ABT Advanced BiCMOS Technology Data 
Book, literature number SeBD002. 
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recommended operating conditions 

VCC Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

VIL Low-level input voltage 

VI Input voltage 

IOH High-level output current 

IOL Low-level output current 

IOLt Low-level output current 

Iltlllv Input transition rise or fall rate 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

t Current duty cycle s 50%, f ~ 1 kHz 

SN54LVTH18646A 

I Outputs enabled 
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MIN 

2.7 

2 

-55 

MAX 

3.6 

0.8 

5.5 

-24 

24 

48 

10 

125 

SN74LVTH18646A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX 

2.7 3.6 V 

2 V 

0.8 V 

5.5 V 

-32 rnA 

32 rnA 

64 rnA 

10 nslV 

-40 85 °C 
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electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (see Note 4) 

SN54LVTH18646A SN74LVTH18646A 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

MIN TYPt MAX' MIN TYPt 

VIK VCC- 2.7V, 11 .. -18mA -1.2 

VCC - MIN to MAX:~, 10H .. -100 ~A VCc-O·2 VCc-O·2 

VCC .. 2.7V, 10H .. -3mA 2.4 2.4 

VOH 10H =-8 mA 2.4 2.4 

VCC .. 3V 10H .. -24mA 2 

10H =-32mA 2 

IOl ... 100~ 0.2 
VCC .. 2.7V 

IOl=24 mA 0.5 

IOl .. 16 mA 0.4 
VOL 

IOl=32 mA 0.5 
VCC=3V 

IOl=48mA 0.55 

IOl .. 64 mA 

ClK,OIR, VCC" 3.6 V, VI" VCC or GNO ±1 

S, TCK VCC .. a or MA>G, VI=5.5V 10 

VI.,5.5V 50 
OE,TOI, 

VCC = 3.6 V VI=VCC 1 
II TMS 

VI"O -25 -100 -25 

VI",5.5V 20 
AorB 

VCC .. 3.6V VI"VCC 1 ports§ 
VI=O -5 

loff VCC"O, VI orVO" Ot04.5 V 

II(hold)~ 
AorB VI" 0.8 V 75 75 

ports VCC=3V 
VI.,2V -75 -75 

10lH TOO VCC=3.6V, VO=3V 1 

lOll "tOO VCC" 3.6 V, Vo = 0.5 V -1 

10lPU TOO V CC = a to 1.5 V, Vo = 0.5 Vor3 V ±50 

10lPO TOO VCC .. 1.5VtoO, Vo = 0.5 Vor3 V ±50 

VCC .. 3.6V, Outputs high 2 

Ice 10 .. 0, Outputs low 30 
VI = VCC or GNO Outputs disabled 2 

':\Iee# 
VCC = 3 V to 3.6 V, One Input at Vce - 0.6 V, 

0.2 Other inputs at VCC or GNO 

ei VI = 3 VorO 4 

Cio Vo=3VorO 11 

Co Vo .. 3VorO 8 

t All tYPical values are at VCC = 3.3 V, TA = 25°C. 
:t: For conditions shown as MIN or MAX, use the appropriate value specified under recommended operating conditions. 
§ Unused pins at Vee or GNO 
~ The parameter II (hold) Includes the off-state output leakage current. 
#This is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TTL voltage level rather than Vee or GNO. 
NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice. 
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MAX 

-1.2 
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0.55 
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50 
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-100 

20 
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±100 
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-1 

±50 
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30 
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timing requirements over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise 
noted) (normal mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 15) 

SN54LVTH18646A SN74LVTH18646A 

Vee=3.3V 
Vee = 2.7 V 

Vee = 3.3 V 
Vee=2.7V UNIT 

±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency CLKAB or CLKBA 0 100 MHz 

tw Pulse duration ClKAB or CLKBA high or low 5 ns 

tsu Setup time 
A before ClKABi or 

4 
B before CLKBA i 

ns 

th Hold time 
A after ClKABi or 

1 
B after CLKBA i 

ns 

timing requirements over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise 
noted) (test mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 1.5) 

SN54LVTH18646A SN74LVTH18646A 

Vee = 3.3 V 
Vee=2.7V 

Vee=3.3V 
Vec =2.7V ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency TCK a 50 

tw Pulse duration TCK high or low 9.5 

A, B, ClK, DIR, OE or S 
6.5 

before TCKi 
tsu Setup time 

TDI before TCKi 2.5 

TMS before TCKi 2.5 

A, B, ClK, DIR, OE or S 
1.5 

after TCKi 
th Hold time 

TDI after TCKi 1.5 

TMS after TCKi 1.5 

td Delay time Power up to TCKi 50 

tr Rise time VCC power up 1 

NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice . 
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switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 15) 

SN54LVTH18646A SN74LViH18646A 

PARAMETER FROM TO VCC = 3.3 V Vec =2.7V 
Vcc = 3.3 V Vcc =2.7V UNIT 

(INPUn (OUTPUT) ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fmax CLKAB or CLKBA 100 MHz 

tpLH 1.5 6 
AorB BorA ns 

tpHL 1.5 6 

tpLH 1.5 7 
CLKAB or CLKBA BorA ns 

tpHL 1.5 7 

tPLH 1.5 8 
SAB orSBA BorA ns 

tPHL 1.5 8 

tpZH 2 12 
OIR BorA ns 

tpZL 2 12 

tPZH 
OE 

2 12 
BorA ns 

tpZL 2 12 

tpHZ 3 12 
OIR BorA ns 

tpLZ 3 12 

tpHZ 
OE 

2 11 
BorA ns 

tpLZ 2 11 

o switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
-I otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 15) 
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SN54LVTH18646A SN74LVTH18646A 

PARAMETER FROM TO VCC=3.3V Vec =2.7V 
Vec = 3.3 V 

VCC = 2.7V 
(INPUn (OUTPUT) ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fmax TCK 50 

tPLH 
TCKJ. 

2.5 15 
AorB 

tPHL 2.5 15 

tpLH 
TCKJ. 

1.5 7 
TOO 

tpHL 1.5 7 

tpZH 
TCKJ. 

3 18 
AorB 

tpZL .3 18 

tpZH 
TCKJ. TOO 

1.5 7 

tpZL 1.5 7 

tPHZ 
TCKJ. AorB 

3 19 

tpLZ 3 19 

tpHZ 
TCKJ. 

1.5 8 
TOO 

tPLZ 1.5 8 
.. 

NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice . 
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recommended operating conditions 

VCC Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

VIL Low-level input voltage 

VI Input voltage 

IOH High-level output current 

IOL Low-level output current 

IOLt Low-level output current 

fJ.t/l1v Input transition rise or fall rate 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

t Current duty cycle ~ 50%, f ~ 1 kHz 

SN54LVTH182646A 

Aport, TOO 

Bport 

Aport, TOO 

Bport 

Aport, TOO 

Outputs enabled 
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MAX 

3.6 

0.8 

5.5 

-24 

-12 

24 

12 

48 

10 

125 

SN74LVTH182646A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX 

2.7 3.6 V 

2 V 

0.8 V 

5.5 V 

-32 
mA 

-12 

32 
mA 

12 

64 mA 

10 ns/V 

-40 85 °C 
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SN54LVTH18646A,SN54LVTH182646A, SN74LVTH18646A, SN74LVTH 182646A 
3.3-V AST SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 18-81T TRANSCEIVERS AND REGISTERS 
SCBS311B-MARCH 1994 -REVISED JULY 1996 

electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (see Note 4) 

SN54LVTH182646A SN74LVTH182646A 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

TYPt TYPt MIN MAX MIN 

VIK Vee=2.7V, 11=-18mA -1.2 

Vee" MIN to MAX*, 10H .. -100 IlA Ve~·2 Vec-O·2 

Vee=2.7V, 10H =-3 mA 2.4 2.4 

10H =-8mA 2.4 2.4 
VOH 

10H =-24 mA 2 
Vee=3 V 

10H .. -32 mA 2 

10H =-12mA 2 2 

10L = 100 !LA 0.2 
Vee=2.7V 

IOL=24 mA 0.5 

10L ... 16 mA 0.4 

VOL IOL=32 mA 0.5 

Vee .. 3V IOL=48 mA 0.55 

IOL=64 mA 

IOL=12 mA 0.8 

eLK, DIR, Vee =3.6 V, VI = Vee or GND ±1 

S, TeK Vee = 0 or MAX*, VI = 5.5 V 10 

VI = 5.5 V 50 
OE,TDI, 

Vee = 3.6 V VI"Vec 1 
II TMS 

VI=O -25 -100 -25 

VI = 5.5 V 20 
AorB 

Vee = 3.6 V VI = Vee 1 
ports§ 

VI =0 -5 

loff Vee = 0, VI orVo = Oto 4.5 V 

II(hold)~ 
Aor B VI = 0.8 V 75 75 
ports Vee=3V 

VI",2V -75 -75 

10ZH TDO Vee = 3.6 V, VO .. 3V 1 

10ZL TDO Vee=3.6V, Vo= 0.5V -1 

10ZPU TDO Vee = 0 to 1.5 V, Vo'" 0.5Vor3 V ±50 

10ZPD TDO Vee .. 1.5VtoO, VO .. 0.5Vor3V ±50 

Vee- 3.6V, Outputs high 2 

lee 10=0, Outputs low 35 
VI = Vee or GND Outputs disabled 2 

~Iee# 
Vee = 3 V to 3.6 V, One input at Vee - 0.6 V, 

0.2 Other inputs at Vee or GND 

ei VI =3 VorO 4 

eio VO" 3 VorO 11 

eo Vo =3VorO 8 

t All tYPical values are at Vee = 3.3 V, TA = 25°e. 
* For conditions shown as MIN or MAX, use the appropriate value specified under recommended operating conditions. 
§ Unused pins at Vee or GND 
~ The parameter II(hold) includes the off-state ouput leakage current. 
#This is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TTL voltage level rather than Vee or GND. 
NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice . 
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4 

11 

8 

MAX 

-1.2 

0.2 

0.5 

0.4 

0.5 

0.55 

0.8 

±1 

10 

50 

1 

-100 

20 

1 

-5 

±100 

1 

-1 

±50 

±50 

2 

35 

2 

0.2 

UNIT 

V 

V 

V 

!LA 

!LA 

!LA 

!LA 
IlA 

!LA 
IlA 

mA 

mA 

pF 

pF 

pF 



SN54LVTH18646A,SN54LVTH182646A, SN74LVTH18646A, SN74LVTH 182646A 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18-BIT TRANSCEIVERS AND REGISTERS 
SCBS311 B - MARCH 1994 - REVISED JULY 1996 

timing requirements over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise 
noted) (normal mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 15) 

SN54LVTH182646A SN74LVTH182646A 

Vee=3.3V 
Vce=2.7V 

Vee = 3.3 V Vec =2.7V UNIT 
±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency ClKAB or ClKBA 0 100 MHz 

tw Pulse duration ClKAB or ClKBA high or low 5 ns 

tsu Setup time 
A before ClKABi or 
B before ClKBA i 

4 ns 

th Hold time 
A after ClKABi or 

1 
B after ClKBA i 

ns 

timing requirements over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise 
noted) (test mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 15) 

SN54LVTH182646A SN74LVTH182646A 

Vee =3.3V Vce =2.7V 
Vce=3.3 V 

Vee =2.7V ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency TCK 0 50 

tw Pulse duration TCK high or low 9.5 

A, B, ClK, OIR, OE or S 
6.5 

before TCKi 
tsu Setup time 

TOI before TCKi 2.5 

TMS before TCKi 2.5 

A, B, ClK, OIR, OE or S 
1.5 

after TCKi 
th Hold time 

TOI after TCKi 1.5 

TMS after TCKi 1.5 

td Oelaytime Power up to TCKi 50 

tr Rise time VCC power up 1 

NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice . 
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UNIT 

MHz 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

JlS 
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SN54LVTH18646A,SN54LVTH182646A, SN74LVTH18646A, SN74LVTH 182646A 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 18-BIT TRANSCEIVERS AND REGISTERS 
SCBS311B- MARCH 1994-REVISEDJULY 1996 

switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 15) 

SN54LVTH182646A SN74LVTH182646A 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO Vee = 3.3 V 

Vce=2.7V 
Vec =3.3V 

Vec =2.7 V UNIT 
(INPUT) (OUTPUT) ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fmax CLKAB or CLKBA 100 MHz 

tpLH 1.5 7 
AorB BorA ns 

tpHL 1.5 7 

tpLH 1.5 8 
CLKAB or CLKBA BorA ns 

tpHL 1.5 8 

tpLH 1.5 9 
SABor SBA BorA ns 

tPHL 1.5 9 

tpZH 2 13 
OIR BorA ns 

tPZL 2 13 

tpZH 
OE 

2 13 
BorA ns 

tpZL 2 13 

tpHZ 3 13 
OIR BorA ns 

tpLZ 3 13 

tPHZ 
OE 

2 12 
BorA ns 

tpLZ 2 12 

o switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
-I otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 15) 

" :xJ 
m 
:$ 
m :e 

SN54LVTH182646A SN74LVTH182646A 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO Vee = 3.3 V 

VCC=2.7V 
Vcc = 3.3 V 

Vee =2.7V 
(INPUT) (OUTPUT) ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fmax TCK 50 

tpLH 
TCKJ. 

2.5 15 
AorB 

tPHL 2.5 15 

tpLH 
TCKJ. 

1.5 7 
TOO 

tpHL 1.5 7 

tpZH 
TCKJ. 

3 18 
AorB 

tpZL 3 18 

tpZH 
TCKJ. 

1.5 7 
TOO 

tpZL 1.5 7 

tpHZ 
TCKJ. AorB 

3 19 

tpLZ 3 19 

tpHZ 
TCKJ. TOO 

1.5 8 

tpLZ 1.5 8 
.. 

NOTE 4: Product preview speCifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice . 
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ns 
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3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18-BIT TRANSCEIVERS AND REGISTERS 
SCBS311 B - MARCH 1994 - REVISED JULY 1996 

PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION 

S1 

o 6V 

o Open 500n 
From Output -_e_---tIII------'\/\/'v----' 

Under Test 

TEST S1 

tpLH/tpHI. Open 

tpl.Z/tpZI. 6V 

CI. =50pF 
(see Note A) I 500n 

tPHz/tpZH GND 

LOAD CIRCUIT 
2.7V 

Timing Input -------X1.5 V 

-----J,I'------- ov 

Input 

Output 

Output 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PULSE DURATION 

=4_1._5_V __ ~","1_.5_V ___ ~: V 

I I 1- ~I 
tpl.H ~ I't" tpHI. 

I /1 1 ~VOH I 1.5 V I 1.5 V 
--;-1 --" I VOL 

tpHI. ---l.~ ~ tPI.H 

I~VOH 
\'1.5 V r 1.5V 

VOL 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PROPAGATION DELAY TIMES 

INVERTING AND NONINVERTING OUTPUTS 

NOTES: A. CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 

Data Input 

Output 
Control 

Output 
Waveform 1 

S1 at 6 V 
(see Note B) 

Output 
Waveform 2 

S1 at GND 
(see Note B) 

I I I 
1111 t .14 th ~ 
I su I 

---"*'.5 V ~ ~:V 
VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 

SETUP AND HOLD TIMES 

=4'.5 V ~","1._5_V __ _ 
tpZI. -r:, lei- I 

2.7 V 

OV 

I I tpl.Z -.I I+-
--';-1 -\l1 I 1/..---- 3 V 

I ~.5V I f VOI.+.E.·~ VOL 

I I tpHZ -+i j4-
tpZH~ j4- I 

I - VOH 11.5 V \.(>H -0.3 V 

----, ~OV 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
ENABL.E AND DISABLE TIMES 

1.0W- AND HIGH-LEVEL ENABLING 

B. Waveform 1 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is low except when disabled by the output control. 
Waveform 2 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is high except when disabled by the output control. 

C. All input pulses are supplied by generators having the following characteristics: PRR ~ 10 MHz, Zo = 50 n, tr S 2,5 ns, tf S 2,5 ns. 
D. The outputs are measured one at a time with one transition per measurement. 

Figure 15. Load Circuit and Voltage Waveforms 
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SN54LVTH18652A,SN54LVTH182652A,SN74LVTH18652A,SN74LVTH182652A 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18-BIT TRANSCEIVERS AND REGISTERS 

• Members of the Texas Instruments 
SCOPETM Family of Testability Products 

• Members of the Texas Instruments 
W/debus™ Family 

• State-of-the-Art 3.3-V ABT Design Supports 
Mixed-Mode Signal Operation (5-V Input 
and Output Voltages With 3.3-V Vee) 

• Support Unregulated Battery Operation 
Down to 2.7V 

• Include D-Type Flip-Flops and Control 
Circuitry to Provide Multiplexed 
Transmission of Stored and Real-Time Data 

• Bus Hold on Data Inputs Eliminates the 
Need for External Pullup Resistors 

o B-Port Outputs of 'LVTH182652A Devices 
Have Equivalent 25-0 Series Resistors, So 
No External Resistors Are Required 

description 

SCBS312B- MARCH 1994 - REVISED JULY 1996 

• Compatible With the IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990 (JTAG) Test Access Port and 
Boundary-Scan Architecture 

• SCOPE TM Instruction Set 
- IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 Required 

Instructions and Optional CLAMP and 
HIGHZ 

- Parallel-Signature Analysis at Inputs 
- Pseudo-Random Pattern Goneratlon 

From Outputs 
- Sample InputsIToggle Outputs 
- Binary Count From Outputs 
- Device Identification 
- Even-Parity Opcodes 

o Packaged in 64-Pin Plastic Thin Quad Flat 
(PM) Packages Using 0.5-mm 
Center-to-Center Spacings and 68-Pln 
Ceramic Quad Flat (HV) Packages Using 
25-mll Center-~o-Center Spacings 

The 'LVTH18652A and 'LVTH182652A scan test devices with 18-bit bus transceivers and registers are 
members of the Texas Instruments SCOPETM testability integrated-circuit family. This family of devices supports 
IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 boundary scan to facilitate testing of complex circuit-board assemblies. Scan 
access to the test circuitry is accomplished via the 4-wire test access port (TAP) interface. 

Additionally, these devices are designed specifically for low-voltage (3.3-V) Vee operation, but with the 
capability to provide a TTL interface to a 5-V system environment. 

In the normal mode, these devices are 18-bit bus transceivers and registers that allow for multiplexed 
transmission of data directly from the input bus or from the internal registers. They can be used either as two 
9-bit transceivers or one 18-bit transceiver. The test circuitry can be activated by the TAP to take snapshot 
samples of the data appearing at the device pins or to perform a self test on the boundary-test cells. Activating 
the TAP in the normal mode does not affect the functional operation of the SCOPETM bus transceivers and 
registers. 

Data flow in each direction is controlled by clock (CLKAB and CLKBA), select (SAB and SBA), and 
output-enable (OEAB and OEBA) inputs. For A-to-B data flow, data on the A bus is clocked into the associated 
registers on the low-to-high transition of CLKAB. When SAB is low, real-time A data is selected for presentation 
to the B bus (transparent mode). When SAB is high, stored A data is selected for presentation to the B bus 
(registered mode). When OEAB is high, the B outputs are active. When OEAB is low, the B outputs are in the 
high-impedance state. 

Control for B-to-A data flow is similar to that for A-to-B data flow but uses CLKBA, SBA, and OEBA inputs. Since 
the OEBA input is active-low, the A outputs are active when OEBA is low and are in the high-impedance state 
when OEBA is high. Figure 1 illustrates the four fundamental bus-management functions that can be performed 
with the 'LVTH18652A and 'LVTH182652A. 

SCOPE and Widebus are trademarks of Texas Instruments InCOTorated. 

PRODUCT PREVIEW In'ormatlon concerns products In th,'ormaUve or 
d2s1 n phase o. developmenL CharacterlsUc dala and other 
8 ftcatlons are design goals. TulS Instruments reserves the right to 
c nge or discontinue these products without noUc .. ~TEXAS 

INSTRUMENTS 
POST OFFICE BOX 655303 • DALLAS. TEXAS 75265 

Copyright © 1996. Texas Instruments Incorporated 
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SN54LVTH18652A,SN54LVTH182652A, SN74LVTH18652A, SN74LVTH 182652A 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 18-BIT TRANSCEIVERS AND REGISTERS 
SCBS312B - MARCH 1994 - REVISED JULY 1996 

description (continued) 

7-136 

In the test mode, the normal operation of the SCOPETM bus transceivers and registers is inhibited, and the test 
circuitry is enabled to observe and control the 1/0 boundary of the device. When enabled, the test circuitry 
performs boundary-scan test operations according to the protocol described in I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990. 

Four dedicated test pins are used to observe and control the operation of the test circuitry: test data input (TOI), 
test data output (TOO), test mode select (TMS), and test clock (TCK). Additionally, the test circuitry performs 
other testing functions such as parallel-signature analysis (PSA) on data inputs and pseudo-random pattern 
generation (PRPG) from data outputs. All testing and scan operations are synchronized to the TAP interface. 

Active bus-hold circuitry is provided to hold unused or floating data inputs at a valid logic level. 

The B-port outputs of 'LVTH182652A, which are designed to source or sink up to 12 rnA, include 25-0 series 
resistors to reduce overshoot and undershoot. 

The SN54LVTH18652A and SN54LVTH182652A are characterized for operation over the full military 
temperature range of -55°C to 125°C. The SN7 4LVTH 18652A and SN7 4LVTH 182652A are characterized for 
operation from -40°C to 85°C. 

SN54LVTH18652A, SN54LVTH182652A ••• HV PACKAGE 
(TOP VIEW) 

1« al i1i al co co;2 ~<c<c 
,... w ~ <c ...J 0 °0 C/) ...J co W ~ ,... C\J C") 

~~~~~~~~z~~~~~~~~ 
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 68 67 66 65 64 63 62 61 

1A3 10 60 

1A4 11 59 

1A5 12 58 

GND 13 57 

1A6 14 56 

1A7 15 55 

1A8 16 54 

1A9 17 53 

NC 18 52 

Vee 19 51 

2A1 20 50 

2A2 21 49 

2A3 22 48 

GND 23 47 

2A4 24 46 

2A5 25 45 

2A6 26 44 
27 282930 31 32 33 34 3536 3738 39 4041 4243 

~~~OrCOC050o~<c<commoo ZCO<C;2 zoommz<c mm 
C\JC\JC\J~wC/) ~ >~~C/)~wC\JC\J 

OC\J...J ...JC\J 0 
C\J 0 0 C\J' 

Ne - No internal connection C\J C\J 
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184 
185 
186 
GND 
187 
188 
189 
Vee 
NC 
281 
282 
283 
284 
GND 
285 
286 
287 



OEAB OEBA 

L H 

L H 

X H 

H H 

L X 

L L 

L L 

L L 

H H 

H H 

H L 

SN54LVTH18652A,SN54LVTH182652A, SN74LVTH18652A, SN74LVTH 182652A 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 

WITH 18-BIT TRANSCEIVERS AND REGISTERS 
SCBS312B-MARCH 1994- REVISED JULY 1996 

1A3 
1A4 
1A5 

GND 
1A6 
1A7 
1A8 
1A9 
Vee 
2A1 
2A2. 
2A3 

GND 
2A4 
2A5 
2A6 

INPUTS 

SN74LVTH18652A, SN74LVTH182652A ••• PM PACKAGE 
(TOP VIEW) 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

I 
<x: CO ~ CO 
CO CO~ ~<x:<x: 

C\I .... w0<x:....JO ocn....Jcowo .... C\JC') 

~~~a~~~~~~~~a~~~ 

FUNCTION TABLE 
(normal mode, each 9·blt section) 

DATA 1/0 

48 
47 
46 
45 
44 
43 
42 
41 
40 
39 
38 
37 
36 
35 
34 
33 

CLKAB CLKBA SAB SBA A1-A9 B1-89 

L L X X Input disabled Input disabled 

i i X X Input Input 

i L X X Input Unspecifiedt 

i i x:I: X Input Output 

L i X X Unspecifiedt Input 

i i X X:I: Output Input 

X X X L Output Input 

X X X H Output Input 

X X L X Input Output 

X X H X Input Output 

X X H H Output Output 

184 
185 
186 
GND 
187 
188 
189 
Vee 
281 
282 
283 
284 
GND 
285 
286 
287 

OPERATION OR FUNCTION 

Isolation 

Store A and B data 

Store A, hold B 

Store A in both registers 

Hold A, store B 

Store B in both registers 

Real-time B data to A bus 

Stored B data to A bus 

Real-time A data to B bus 

Stored A data to B bus 

Stored A data to B bus and 
stored B data to A bus 

t The data-output functions can be enabled or disabled by a variety of level combinations at OEAB or OEBA. Data-input functions are always 
enabled; i.e., data at the bus pins is stored on every low-to-high transition on the clock inputs. 

:I: Select control = L: clocks can occur simultaneously. 
Select control = H: clocks must be staggered to load both registers. 
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OEAB OEBA CLKAB CLKBA SAB SBA 
L L X X X L 

REAL-TIME TRANSFER 
BUS B TO BUSA 

OEAB OEBA CLKAB CLKBA SAB SBA 

X H i X X X 
L X X i X X 

L H i i X X 
STORAGE FROM 
A, B, ORAAND B 

OEAB OEBA CLKAB CLKBA SAB SBA 
H H X X L X 

REAL-TIME TRANSFER 
BUSATO BUS B 

OEAB OEBA CLKAB CLKBA SAB SBA 

H L X X H H 

TRANSFER STORED DATA 

TOAAND/OR B 

Figure 1. Bus-Management Functions 
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functional block diagram 

10EAB~5~3--~,~~~ ~-----------------------, 
VCC 

1 OEBA -=6:.:.2 _____ - C >--I 

1CLKBA-=5=5----,:>--I ~r-------------------~ 
1SBA -=5:....:.,.4 __ -1 

1 CLKAB ....::5=9 ____ , ::>--1 

1SAB -=6;.;:;,.0 ___ -1 

1 A 1 _63_---ii-+ 

20EAB-=3~0--~~::~-I ~r-------------------~ 
VCC 

20EBA .=2:,:...1 _-+--I 

2CLKBA -=2~7 ---I 

2SBA .=2;:;..8 ---I 

2CLKAB ,.;;;2;,;;..3 ____ , :~-I 

2SAB .=2=-2 ---I 

2A 1 ...:..;10,,----.:-. 

Vcc 

-+-+-+'H'+--, 
1 .-,.------.--1 
1 40

2B1 

1 
1 

.... +o-l .... '-t-Io-_.J 

TOI -=2:...:..4 ____ -4-__ -I~~...e..__~ 
1--~~ ____ .....;5;;.;;8 TOO 

VCC 
TMS -=5;.:;,.6 ____ -+-__ -I~ 

TCK -=2:.:..6 ______ -1 

Pin numbers shown are for the PM package. 
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SN54LVTH18652A,SN54LVTH182652A, SN74LVTH18652A, SN74LVTH 182652A 
3.3-V ABT SCAN TEST DEVICES 
WITH 18-BIT TRANSCEIVERS AND REGISTERS 
SCBS312B-MARCH 1994- REVISED JULY 1996 

TERMINAL NAME 

1A1-1A9, 
2A1-2A9 

1B1-1B9, 
2B1-2B9 

1 CLKAB, 1 CLKBA, 
2CLKAB,2CLKBA 

GNO 

10EAB, 20EAB 

10EBA, 20EBA 

1SAB,1SBA, 
2SAB,2SBA 

TCK 

TOI 

TOO 

TMS 

VCC 

7-140 

Terminal Functions 

DESCRIPTION 

Normal-function A-bus 110 ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function B-bus 110 ports. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Normal-function clock inputs. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Ground 

Normal-function active-high output enables. See function table for normal-mode logic. An internal pulldown at each 
terminal will force the terminal to a low level if left unconnected. 

Normal-function active-low output enables. See function table for normal-mode logic. An internal pullup at each terminal 
will force the terminal to a high level if left unconnected. 

Normal-function select controls. See function table for normal-mode logic. 

Test clock. One offourterminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. Test operations ofthe device are synchronous 
TCK. Oata is captured on the rising edge of TCK and outputs change on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test data input. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOI is the serial input for shifting data 
through the instruction register or selected data register. An internal pullup forces TOI to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test data output. One of four terminals required by I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOO Is the serial output for shifting data 
through the instruction register or selected data register. 

Test mode select. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TMS directs the device through its TAP 
controller states. An internal pullup forces TMS to a high level if left unconnected. 

Supply voltage 
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test architecture 

Serial-test information is conveyed by means of a 4-wire test bus or TAP that conforms to IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990. Test instructions, test data, and test control signals all are passed along this serial-test bus. The 
TAP controller monitors two signals from the test bus, TCK and TMS. The TAP controller extracts the 
synchronization (TCK) and state control (TMS) signals from the test bus and generates the appropriate on-chip 
control signals for the test structures in the device. Figure 2 shows the TAP-controller state diagram. . 

The TAP controller is fully synchronous to the TCK signal. Input data is captured on the rising edge of TCK and 
output data changes on the falling edge of TCK. This scheme ensures data to be captured is valid for fully 
one-half of the TCK cycle. 

The functional block diagram shows the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 4-wire test bus and boundary-scan 
architecture and the relationship among the test bus, the TAP controller, and the test registers. As shown, the 
device contains an 8-bit instruction register and four test-data registers: a 4B-bit boundary-scan register, a 3-bit 
boundary-control register, a 1-bit bypass register, and a 32-bit device-identification register. 

Test-Loglc-Reset 

TMS=L 

Run-Test/Idle 

Figure 2. TAP-Controller State Diagram 
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state diagram description 

The TAP controller is a synchronous finite state machine that provides test control Signals throughout the device. 
The state diagram shown in Figure 2 is in accordance with IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. The TAP controller 
proceeds through its states based on the level of TMS at the rising edge of TCK. 

As shown, the TAP controller consists of 16 states. There are six stable states (indicated by a looping arrow in 
the state diagram) and ten unstable states. A stable state is defined as a state the TAP controller can retain for 
consecutive TCK cycles. Any state that does not meet this criterion is an unstable state. 

There are two main paths through the state diagram: one to access and control the selected data register and 
one to access and control the instruction register. Only one register can be accessed at a time. 

Test-Logie-Reset 

The device powers up in the Test-Logic-Reset state. In the stable Test-Logic-Reset state, the test logic is reset 
and is disabled so that the normal logic function of the device is performed. The instruction register is reset to 
an opcode that selects the optionallOCOOE instruction, if supported, or the BYPASS instruction. Certain data 
registers can also be reset to their power-up values. 

The state machine is constructed such that the TAP controller returns to the Test-Logic-Reset state in no more 
than five TCK cycles if TMS is left high. The TMS pin has an internal pullup resistor that forces it high if left 
unconnected or if a board defect causes it to be open circuited. 

For the 'LVTH18652A and 'LVTH182652A, the instruction register is reset to the binary value 10000001, which 
selects the IOCOOE instruction. Bits 47-46 in the boundary-scan register are reset to logic 0 while bits 45-44 
are reset to logic 1 , ensuring that these cells, which control A-port and B-port outputs, are set to benign values 
(Le., such that if test mode were invoked the outputs would be at high-impedance state). Reset values of other 
bits in the boundary-scan register should be considered indeterminate. The boundary-control register is reset 
to the binary value 010, which selects the PSA test operation. 

Run-Test/Idle 

The TAP controller must pass through the Run-Test/Idle state (from Test-Logic-Reset) before executing any test 
operations. The Run-Test/Idle state also can be entered following data-register or instruction-register scans. 
Run-Test/Idle is a stable state in which the test logic can be actively running a test or can be idle. The test 
operations selected by the boundary-control register are performed while the TAP controller is in the 
Run-Test/Idle state. 

Select-DR-Scan, Select-IR-Scan 

No specific function is performed in the Select-OR-Scan and Select-IR-Scan states, and the TAP controller exits 
either of these states on the next TCK cycle. These states allow the selection of either data-register scan or 
instruction-register scan. 

Capture-DR 

When a data-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-OR state. In the 
Capture-OR state, the selected data register can capture a data value as specified by the current instruction. 
Such capture operations occur on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-OR 
state. 

Shift-DR 

7-142 

Upon entry to the Shift-OR state, the data register is placed in the scan path between TOI and TOO, and on the 
first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. TOO enables to the logic 
level present in the least-significant bit of the selected data register . 
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Shift-DR (continued) 

While in the stable Shift-DR state, data is serially shifted through the selected data register on each TCK cycle. 
The first shift occurs on the first rising edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-DR state (Le., no shifting occurs during 
the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-DR to Shift-DR or from Exit2-0R to Shift-DR). 
The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-DR state. 

Exlt1-DR, Exlt2-DR 

The Exit1-0R and Exit2-0R states are temporary states that end a data-register scan. It is possible to return 
to the Shift-DR state from either Exit1-0R or Exit2-0R without recapturing the data register. On the first falling 
edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-0R, TOO goes from the active state to the high-impedance state. 

Pause-DR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-DR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-DR state suspends and resumes data-register scan operations without loss of data. 

Update-DR 

If the current instruction calls for the selected data register to be updated with current data, such update occurs 
on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the Update-DR state. 

Capture-IR 

When an instruction-register scan is selected, the TAP controller must pass through the Capture-IR state. In 
the Capture-IR state, the instruction register captures its current status value. This capture operation occurs 
on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Capture-IR state. Forthe 'LVTH18652A and 
'LVTH182652A, the status value loaded in the Capture-IR state is the fixed binary value 10000001. 

Shlft-IR 

Upon entry to the Shift-IR state, the instruction register is placed in the scan path between TOI and TOO, and 
on the first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to the active state. TOO enables to 
the logiC level present in the least-significant bit of the instruction register. 

While in the stable Shift-IR state, instruction data is serially shifted through the instruction register on each TCK 
cycle. The first shift occurs on the first riSing edge of TCK after entry to the Shift-IR state (Le., no shifting occurs 
during the TCK cycle in which the TAP controller changes from Capture-IR to Shift-IR or from Exit2-IR to 
Shift-IR). The last shift occurs on the rising edge of TCK, upon which the TAP controller exits the Shift-IR state. 

Exit1-IR, Exit2-IR 

The Exit1-IR and Exit2-IR states are temporary states that end an instruction-register scan. It is possible to 
return to the Shift-IR state from either Exit1-IR or Exit2-IR without recapturing the instruction register. On the 
first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-IR, TOO goes from the active state to the high-impedance state. 

Pause-IR 

No specific function is performed in the stable Pause-IR state, in which the TAP controller can remain 
indefinitely. The Pause-IR state suspends and resumes instruction-register scan operations without loss of 
data. 

Update-IR 

The current instruction is updated and takes effect on the falling edge of TCK, following entry to the Update-IR 
state. 
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register overview 

With the exception of the bypass and device-identification registers, any test register can be thought of as a 
serial-shift register with a shadow latch on each bit. The bypass and device identification registers differ in that 
they contain only a shift register. During the appropriate capture state (Capture-IR for instruction register, 
Capture-DR for data registers), the shift register can be parallel loaded from a source specified by the current 
instruction. During the appropriate shift state (Shift-IR or Shift-DR), the contents of the shift register are shifted 
out from TOO while new contents are shifted in at TO!. During the appropriate update state (Update-IR or 
Update-DR), the shadow latches are updated from the shift register. 

instruction register description 

TOI 

7-144 

The instruction register (IR) is eight bits long and tells the device what instruction is to be executed. Information 
contained in the instruction includes the mode of operation (either normal mode, in which the device performs 
its normal logic function, or-test mode, in which the normal logic function is inhibited or altered), the test operation 
to be performed, which of the four data registers is to be selected for inclusion in the scan path during 
data-register scans, and the source of data to be captured into the selected data register during Capture-DR. 

Table 3 lists the instructions supported by the 'LVTH18652A and 'LVTH182652A. The even-parity feature 
specified for SCOPETM devices is supported in this device. Bit 7 of the instruction opcode is the parity bit. Any 
instructions that are defined for SCOPETM devices but are not supported by this device default to BYPASS. 

During Capture-IR, the IR captures the binary value 10000001. As an instruction is shifted in, this value is shifted 
out via TOO and can be inspected as verification that the IR is in the scan path. During Update-IR, the value 
that has been shifted into the IR is loaded into shadow latches. At this time, the current instruction is updated 
and any specified mode change takes effect. At power up or in the Test-Logic-Reset state, the IR is reset to the 
binary value 10000001, which selects the IDCODE instruction. The IR order of scan is shown in Figure 3. 

Blt7 
Parity 
(MSB) 

Blt6 Bit 5 Blt4 Blt3 Blt2 

Figure 3. Instruction Register Order of Scan 
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data register description 

boundary-scan register 

SCBS312B - MARCH 1994 - REVISED JULY 1996 

The boundary-scan register (BSR) is 48 bits long. It contains one boundary-scan cell (BSC) for each 
normal-function input pin and one BSC for each normal-function I/O pin (one single cell for both input data and 
output data). The BSR is used 1) to store test data that is to be applied externally to the device output pins, 
and/or 2) to capture data that appears internally at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic and/or externally at 
the device input pins. 

The source of data to be captured into the BSR during Capture-DR is determined by the current instruction. The 
contents of the BSR can change during Run-Test/Idle, as determined by the current instruction. At power up 
or in Test-Logic-Reset, BSCs 47-46 are reset to logic 0 while BSCs 45-44 are reset to logic 1, ensuring that 
these cells, which control A-port and B-port outputs, are set to benign values (i.e., if test mode were invoked 
the outputs would be at high-impedance state). Reset values of other BSCs should be considered 
indeterminate. 

The BSR order of scan is from TDI through bits 47-0 to TOO. Table 1 shows the BSR bits and their associated 
device pin signals. 

BSR BIT 
NUMBER 

47 

46 

45 

44 

43 

42 

41 

40 

39 

38 

37 

36 

-
-
-
-
-
-

Table 1. Boundary-Scan Register Configuration 

DEVICE 
SIGNAL 

20EAB 

10EAB 

20EBA 

10EBA 

2CLKAB 

1CLKAB 

2CLKBA 

1CLKBA 

2SAB 

1SAB 

2SBA 

1SBA 

-
-
-
-
-
-

BSR BIT DEVICE 
NUMBER SIGNAL 

35 2A9-1/0 

34 2A8-1/0 

33 2A7-1/0 

32 2A6-1/0 

31 2A5-1/0 

30 2A4-1/0 

29 2A3-1/0 

28 2A2-1/0 

27 2A1-1/0 

26 1A9-1/0 

25 1A8-1/0 

24 1A7-1/0 

23 1A6-1/0 

22 1A5-1/0 

21 1A4-1/0 

20 1A3-1/0 

19 1A2-1/0 

18 1A1-1/0 
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BSRBIT 
NUMBER 

17 

16 

15 

14 

13 

12 

11 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 

DEVICE 
SIGNAL 

2B9-1/0 

2B8-1/0 

2B7-110 

2B6-1/0 

2B5-1/0 

2B4-1/0 

2B3-1/0 

2B2-1/0 

2B1-1/0 

1B9-1/0 

1B8-1/0 

1B7-1/0 

1B6-1/0 

1B5-1/0 

1B4-1/0 

1B3-1/0 

1B2-1/0 

1B1-1/0 

7-145 
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boundary-control register 

The boundary-control register (SCR) is three bits long. The SCR is used in the context of the RUNT instruction 
to implement additional test operations not included in the basic SCOPETM instruction set. Such' operations 
include PRPG, PSA, and binary count up (COUNT). Table 4 shows the test operations that are decoded by the 
SCR. 

During Capture-DR, the contents of the SCR are not changed. At power up or in Test-Logie-Reset, the SCR is 
reset to the binary value 010, which selects the PSA test operation. The SCR order of scan is shown in 
Figure 4. 

TOI 
Blt2 

(MSB) Bit 1 
Bit 0 
(LSB) 

Figure 4. Boundary-Control Register Order of Scan 

TOO 

bypass register 

7-146 

The bypass register is a 1-bit scan path that can be selected to shorten the length of the system scan path, 
reducing the number of bits per test pattern that must be applied to complete a test operation. During 
Capture-DR, the bypass register captures a logic O. The bypass register order of scan is shown in 
Figure 5. 

TDI-1 "ItO ~TDO 
Figure 5. Bypass Register Order of Scan 
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device-Identification register 

The device-identification register (lOR) is 32 bits long. It can be selected and read to identify the manufacturer, 
part number, and version of this device. 

For the 'LVTH 18652A, the binary value 00100000000000011111000000101111 (2001 F02F, hex) is captured 
(during Capture-DR state) in the device-identification register to identify this device as Texas Instruments 
SN54174LVTH18652A. 

For the 'LVTH182652A, the binary value 00100000000000100100000000101111 (2002402F, hex) is captured 
(during Capture-DR state) in the device-identification register to identify this device as Texas Instruments 
SN5417 4 LVTH 182652A. 

The device-identification register order of scan is from TDI through bits 31-0 to TOO. Table 2 shows the 
device-identification register bits and their significance. 

Table 2. Device-Identification Register Configuration 

lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION lOR BIT IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE NUMBER SIGNIFICANCE 

31 VERSION3 27 PARTNUMBER15 11 MANUFACTURER10t 

30 VERSION2 26 PARTNUMBER14 10 MANUFACTURER09t 

29 VERSION1 25 PARTNUMBER13 9 MANUFACTURER08t 

28 VERSIONO 24 PARTNUMBER12 8 MANUFACTURER07t 

- - 23 PARTNUMBER11 7 MANUFACTURER06t 

- - 22 PARTNUMBER10 6 MANUFACTURER05t 

- - 21 PARTNUMBER09 5 MANUFACTURER04t 

- - 20 PARTNUMBER08 4 MANUFACTURER03t 

- - 19 PARTNUMBER07 3 MANUFACTURER02t 

- - 18 PARTNUMBER06 2 MANUFACTURER01t 

- - 17 PARTNUMBER05 1 MANUFACTUREROOt 

- - 16 PARTNUMBER04 0 LOGIC1t 

- - 15 PARTNUMBER03 - -
- - 14 PARTNUMBER02 - -
- - 13 PARTNUMBER01 - -
- - 12 PARTNUMBEROO - -

t Note that for TI products, bits 11-0 of the device-identification register always contain the binary value 000000101111 
(02F, hex). 
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instruction-register opcode description 

The instruction-register opcodes are shown in Table 3. The following descriptions detail the operation of each 
instruction. 

Table 3. Instruction-Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODEt 
SELECTED DATA 

BIT 7-+ BIT 0 SCOPE OPCODE DESCRIPTION REGISTER 
MODE 

MSB -+ LSB 

00000000 EXTEST Boundary scan Boundary scan Test 

10000001 IDCODE Identification read Device identification Normal 

10000010 SAMPLE/PRELOAD Sample boundary Boundary scan Normal 

00000011 BYPASSt Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

10000100 BYPASSt Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000101 BYPASSt Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00000110 HIGHZ Control boundary to high impedance Bypass Modified test 

10000111 CLAMP Control boundary to 110 Bypass Test 

10001000 BYPASSt Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

00001001 RUNT Boundary run test Bypass Test 

00001010 READBN Boundary read Boundary scan Normal 

10001011 READBT Boundary read Boundary scan Test 

00001100 CELLTST Boundary self test Boundary scan Normal 

10001101 TOPHIP Boundary toggle outputs Bypass Test 

10001110 SCANCN Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Normal 

00001111 SCANCT Boundary-control register scan Boundary control Test 

All others BYPASS Bypass scan Bypass Normal 

t Bit 7 is used to maintain even panty in the 8-bit instruction. 
tThe BYPASS instruction is executed in lieu of a SCOPETM instruction that is not supported in the 'LVT18652 or 'LVT182652. 

boundary scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 EXTEST instruction. The BSR is selected in the 
scan path. Data appearing at the device input and 1/0 pins is captured in the associated BSCs. Data that has 
been scanned into the 1/0 BSCs for pins in the output mode is applied to the device 1/0 pins. Data present at 
the device pins, except for output enables, is passed through the BSCs to the normal on-chip logic. For 1/0 pins, 
the operation of a pin as input or output is determined by the contents of the output-enable BSCs (bits 47-44 
of the BSR). When a given output enable is active (logic 0 for OEBA, logic 1 for OEAB), the associated 1/0 pins 
operate in the output mode. Otherwise, the 1/0 pins operate in the input mode. The device operates in the test 
mode. 

identification read 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 IDCODE instruction. The device identification 
register is selected in the scan path. The device operates in the normal mode. 

sample boundary 

7-148 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction. The BSR is 
selected in the scan path. Data appearing at the device input pins and 1/0 pins in the input mode is captured 
in the associated BSCs, while data appearing at the outputs of the normal on-chip logic is captured in the BSCs 
associated with liD pins in the output mode. The device operates in the normal mode. 
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bypass scan 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 BYPASS instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in the normal mode. 

control boundary to high Impedance 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1a-1993 HIGHZ instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. The device 
operates in a modified test mode in which all device I/O pins are placed in the high-impedance state, the device 
input pins remain operational, and the normal on-chip logic function is performed. 

control boundary to 1/0 

This instruction conforms to the IEEE Standard 1149.1a-1993 CLAMP instruction. The bypass register is 
selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during Capture-DR. Data in the I/O 
BSCs for pins in the output mode is applied to the device I/O pins. The device operates in the test mode. 

boundary-run test 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. The device operates in the test mode. The test operation specified in the BCR is executed during 
Run-Test/Idle. The five test operations decoded by the BCR are: sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP), 
PRPG, PSA, simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSAlPRPG), and simultaneous PSA and binary count up 
(PSAICOUNT). 

boundary read 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BSR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
instruction is useful for inspecting data after a PSA operation. 

boundary self test 

The BSR is selected in the scan path. All BSCs capture the inverse of their current values during Capture-DR. 
In this way, the contents of the shadow latches can be read out to verify the integrity of both shift-register and 
shadow-latch elements of the BSR. The device operates in the normal mode. 

boundary toggle outputs 

The bypass register is selected in the scan path. A logic 0 value is captured in the bypass register during 
Capture-DR. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs is toggled on each rising 
edge of TCK in Run-Test/Idle and is then updated in the shadow latches and applied to the associated device 
I/O pins on each falling edge of TCK in Run-Test/Idle. Data in the input-mode BSCs remains constant. Data 
appearing at the device input or I/O pins is not captured in the input-mode BSCs. The device operates in the 
test mode. 

boundary-control-reglster scan 

The BCR is selected in the scan path. The value in the BCR remains unchanged during Capture-DR. This 
operation must be performed before a boundary-run test operation to specify which test operation is to be 
executed. 
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boundary-control-register opcode description 

The BCR opcodes are decoded from BCR bits 2-0 as shown in Table 4. The selected test operation is performed 
while the RUNT instruction is executed in the Run-Test/Idle state. The following descriptions detail the operation 
of each BCR instruction and illustrate the associated PSA and PRPG algorithms. 

Table 4. Boundary-Control Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODE 
BIT2~ BIT 0 DESCRIPTION 
MSB~ LSB 

XOO Sample inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

X01 Pseudo-random pattern generation/36-bit mode (PRPG) 

X10 Parallel-signature analysis/36-bit mode (PSA) 

011 Simultaneous PSA and PRPG/18-bit mode (PSAlPRPG) 

111 Simultaneous PSA and binary count up/18-bit mode (PSAICOUNT) 

While the control input BSCs (bits 47-36) are not included in the toggle, PSA, PRPG, or COUNT algorithms, 
the output-enable BSCs (bits 47-44 ofthe BSR) control the drive state (active or high impedance) ofthe selected 
device output pins. These BCR instructions are only valid when both bytes of the device are operating in one 
direction of data flow (that is, 1 OEAB = 1 OEBA and 20EAB = 20EBA) and in the same direction of data flow 
(that is, 1 OEAB = 20EAB and 1 OEBA = 20EBA). Otherwise, the bypass instruction is operated. 

sample Inputs/toggle outputs (TOPSIP) 

7-150 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 1/0 pins is captured in the shift-register elements of the 
associated BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. Data in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode 
BSCs is toggled on each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated 
device I/O pins on each falling edge of TCK. 
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pseudo-random pattern generation (PRPG) 

A pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected BSCs on each rising edge 
of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device output-mode I/O pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the 36-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which 
the patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR prior to performing this 
operation. A seed value of all zeroes will not produce additional patterns. 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1I0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

289-1/0 288-1/0 287-1/0 286-1/0 285·1/0 284-1/0 283-1/0 282-1/0 281·1/0 

189·1/0 188·1/0 187·1/0 186-1/0 185·1/0 184-110 183·1/0 182·1/0 181·1/0 

Figure 6. 36-Blt PRPG Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 1, 10EBA = 20EBA = 1) 
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7-152 

289-110 288-1/0 287-1/0 286-110 285-110 284-1/0 283-1/0 282-1/0 281-110 

189-1/0 188-110 187-1/0 186-1/0 185-1/0 184-110 183-1/0 182-1/0 181-1/0 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1I0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1I0 1A8-1/0 1A7-I/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1I0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

Figure 7. 36-Blt PRPG Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 0, 10EBA = 20EBA = 0) 
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parallel-signature analysis (PSA) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 1/0 pins is compressed into a 36-bit parallel signature in the 
shift-register elements of the selected BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. Data in the shadow latches of the 
selected output-mode BSCs remains constant and is applied to the associated device I/O pins. Figures 8 and 9 
illustrate the 36-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through which the signature is generated. An initial 
seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this operation. 

2A9-IIO 2AS-IIO 2A7-IIO 2A6-IIO 2A5-IIO 2A4-IIO 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-IIO 1AS-I/O 1A7-IIO 1A6-1/0 1A5-1I0 1A4-I/O 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-I/O 

2B9-1/0 29S-1/0 2B7-1/0 2B6-1/0 2B5-1/0 2B4-1/0 2B3-1/0 2B2-1/0 2B1-1/0 

1B9-1/0 1BS-I/O 1B7-1/0 1B6-1/0 1B5-I/O 1B4-I/O 1B3-1/0 1B2-1/0 1B1-I/O 

Figure 8. 36-Blt PSA Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 1, 10EBA = 20EBA = 1) 
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7-154 

289·1/0 288-110 287-110 286·110 285·1/0 284-110 283·110 282·1/0 281·1/0 

189·1/0 188-110 187·1/0 186·1/0 185·1/0 184-110 183-1/0 182·1/0 181·1/0 

2A9·1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7·1/0 2A6·1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1I0 2A3·1I0 2A2·1/0 2A1·1/0 

1A9·1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7·1/0 1A6·1/0 1A5·1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3·1/0 1A2·1/0 1A1·I/O 

Figure 9. 36-Blt PSA Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 0, 10EBA = 20EBA = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and PRPG (PSA/PRPG) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 110 pins is compressed into an 18-bit parallel signature in 
the shift-register elements of the selected input-mode BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. At the same time, an 
18-bit pseudo-random pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs on 
each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device 110 pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the 18-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through 
which the signature and patterns are generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before 
performing this operation. A seed value of all zeroes will not produce additional patterns. 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1!0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

199-1/0 198-1/0 197-1/0 196-1/0 195-1/0 194-110 193-1/0 192-1/0 191-1/0 

Figure 10. 18·Blt PSA/PRPG Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 1, 10EBA = 20EBA = 1) 
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289-1/0 288-110 287-1/0 286-110 285-1/0 284-110 283-110 282-1/0 281-1/0 

189-1/0 188-1/0 187-1/0 186-110 185-1/0 184-1/0 183-1/0 182-1/0 181-1/0 

<±)=D- 1A9-1/0 1A8-1I0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

Figure 11. 18-Bit PSA/PRPG Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 0, 10EBA = 20EBA = 0) 
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simultaneous PSA and binary count up (PSA/COUNT) 

Data appearing at the selected device input-mode 110 pins is compressed into an 18-bit parallel signature in 
the shift-register elements of the selected input-mode BSCs on each rising edge of TCK. At the same time, an 
18-bit binary count-up pattern is generated in the shift-register elements of the selected output-mode BSCs on 
each rising edge of TCK, updated in the shadow latches, and applied to the associated device 1/0 pins on each 
falling edge of TCK. Figures 12 and 13 illustrate the 18-bit linear-feedback shift-register algorithms through 
which the signature is generated. An initial seed value should be scanned into the BSR before performing this 
operation. 

2A9-1/0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2A5-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

1A9-1/0 1A8-1/0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1A5-1/0 1A4-1/0 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-1/0 

MSB 

QQQQQQQQQ 
2B9-1/0 2B8-1/0 2B7-1/0 2B6-1/0 2B5-1/0 2B4-1/0 2B3-1/0 2B2-1/0 2B1-1/0 

~=~ Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q 0 
(±) = D- 1B9-1/0 1B8-1/0 1B7-1/0 1B6-1/0 1B5-1/0 1B4-1/0 1B3-1/0 1B2-1/0 1B1-1/0 

Figure 12. 18-Blt PSA/COUNT Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 1, 10EBA = 20EBA = 1) 
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2B9-1I0 2B8-1I0 2B7-1I0 2B6-1I0 2BS-1I0 2B4-1I0 2B3-1/0 2B2-1/0 2B1-1/0 

1B9-1/0 1B8-I/O 1B7-1/0 1B6-1/0 1B5-I/O 1B4-I/O 1B3-1/0 1B2-1I0 1B1-I/O 

MSB 

QQQQQQQQQ 
2A9-1I0 2A8-1/0 2A7-1/0 2A6-1/0 2AS-1/0 2A4-1/0 2A3-1/0 2A2-1/0 2A1-1/0 

~=~ Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q 0 
(f) = D- 1A9-1/0 1A8-1I0 1A7-1/0 1A6-1/0 1AS-I/O 1A4-I/O 1A3-1/0 1A2-1/0 1A1-I/O 

Figure 13. 18-Bit PSA/COUNT Configuration (10EAB = 20EAB = 0, 10EBA = 20EBA = 0) 
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timing description 

All test operations of the 'LVTH18652A and 'LVTH182652A are synchronous to the TCK signal. Data on the TDI, 
TMS, and normal-function inputs is captured on the rising edge of TCK. Data appears on the TOO and 
normal-function output pins on the falling edge of TCK. The TAP controller is advanced through its states (as 
shown in Figure 2) by changing the value of TMS on the falling edge of TCK and then applying a rising edge 
to TCK. 

A simple timing example is shown in Figure 14. In this example, the TAP controller begins in the 
Test-Logic-Reset state and is advanced through its states as necessary to perform one instruction-register scan 
and one data-register scan. While in the Shift-IR and Shift-DR states, TDI is used to input serial data, and TOO 
is used to output serial data. The TAP controller is then returned to the Test-Logic-Reset state. Table 5 explains 
the operation of the test circuitry during each TCK cycle. 

TCK TAP STATE 
CYCLE(S) AFTERTCK 

1 Test-Logic-Reset 

2 Run-Test/Idle 

3 Select-OR-Scan 

4 Select-IR-Scan 

5 Capture-IR 

6 Shift-IR 

7-13 Shift-IR 

14 Exit1-IR 

15 Update-IR 

16 Select-DR-Scan 

17 Capture-DR 

18 Shift-DR 

19-20 Shift-DR 

21 Exit1-DR 

22 Update-OR 

23 Select-OR-Scan 

24 Select-I R-Scan 

25 Test-Logic-Reset 

Table 5. Explanation of Timing Example 

DESCRIPTION 

TMS is changed to a logic 0 value on the falling edge of TCK to begin advancing the TAP controller toward 
the desired state. 

The IR captures the 8-bit binary value 10000001 on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-IR state. 

TDO becomes active and TDI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

One bit is shifted into the IR on each TCK riSing edge. With TDI held at a logic 1 value, the 8-bit binary value 
11111111 is serially scanned into the IR. Atthe same time, the 8-bit binary value 10000001 is serially scanned 
out of the IR via TDO. In TCK cycle 13, TMS is changed to a logic 1 value to end the IR scan on the next 
TCK cycle. The last bit of the instruction is shifted as the TAP controller advances from Shift-IR to ExitHR. 

TDO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The IR is updated with the new instruction (BYPASS) on the falling edge of TCK. 

The bypass register captures a logic 0 value on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller exits the 
Capture-DR state. 

TDO becomes active and TDI is made valid on the falling edge of TCK. The first bit is shifted into the TAP 
on the rising edge of TCK as the TAP controller advances to the next state. 

The binary value 101 is shifted in via TDI, while the binary value 010 is shifted out via TOO. 

TDO becomes inactive (goes to the high-impedance state) on the falling edge of TCK. 

In general, the selected data register is updated with the new data on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test operation completed 
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2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

TCK 

TMS LJ I 
TOI ~ ~ U ~ 

TOO ~ ~ n ~ 
i CD c c a: a: 

~ 
a: c a: a: a: a: c: c: i is It! 

~ ~ ~ ~ 0 0 t 0 to 

~ CD ~ ! == ~ CD a: a: ~ ~ i ri: ri: ::s :E >< ri: :2 d: d: TAP U ~ a rn UJ 'tI ::s >< U c- C. rn o 
Controller 8' 0 :;!: to o UJ c- :;!: 8' c: o!- u 0 

:;) o!- to :;) .o!- u 
State ...I ::s u CD u 0 g CD ...I 

.o!- a: Q) 

~ 
CD 

~ 1i; ~ en 3J 3J {Eo {Eo 

~ 3·State (TOO) or Don't Care (TDI) 

Figure 14. Timing Example 

absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)t 

Supply voltage range, Vee ......................................................... -0.5 V to 4.6 V 
Input voltage range, VI (see Note 1) .................................................. -0.5 V to 7 V 
Voltage range applied to any output in the high state or power-off state, Vo (see Note 1) .... -0.5 V to 7 V 
Current into any output in the low state, 10: SN54LVTH18652A ................................ 96 rnA 

SN54LVTH182652A (A port or TOO) ................. 96 rnA 
SN54LVTH182652A (8 port) ........................ 30 rnA 
SN74LVTH18652A ............................... 128 rnA 
SN74LVTH182652A (A port or TOO) ................ 128 rnA 
SN74LVTH182652A (8 port) ........................ 30 rnA 

Current into any output in the high state, 10 (see Note 2): SN54LVTH18652A .................... 48 rnA 
SN54LVTH 182652A (A port or TOO) .... 48 rnA 
SN54LVTH182652A (8 port) ........... 30 rnA 
SN74LVTH18652A .................... 64 rnA 
SN74LVTH182652A (A port or TOO) .... 64 rnA 
SN74LVTH182652A (8 port) ........... 30 rnA 

Input clamp current, 11K (VI < 0) ........................................................... -50 rnA 
Output clamp current, 10K (Vo < 0) ........................................................ -50 rnA 
Maximum power dissipation at TA = 55°C (in still air) (see Note 3): PM package .................... 1 W 
Storage temperature range, Tstg ................................................... -65°C to 150°C 

t Stresses beyond those listed under "absolute maximum ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings only, and 
functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated under "recommended operating conditions" is not 
implied. Exposure to absolute-maxi mum-rated conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTES: 1. The input and output negative-voltage ratings can be exceeded if the input and output clamp-current ratings are observed. 

7-160 

2. This current will only flow when the output is in the high state and Va > Vee. 
3. The maximum package power dissipation is calculated using a junction temperature of 1500 e and a board trace length of 75 mils. 

For more information, refer to the Package Thermal Considerations application note in the ABT Advanced BiCMOS Technology Data 
Book, literature number SeBD002. 
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recommended operating conditions 

VCC Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

VIL Low-level input voltage 

VI Input voltage 

IOH High-level output current 

IOL Low-level output current 

IOLt Low-level output current 

flVAv Input transition rise or fall rate 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

t Current duty cycle $ 50%, f ~ 1 kHz 

SN54LVTH18652A 

I Outputs enabled 
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MIN 

2.7 

2 

-55 

MAX 

3.6 

0.8 

5.5 

-24 

24 

48 

10 

125 

SN74LVTH18652A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX 

2.7 3.6 V 

2 V 

0.8 V 

5.5 V 

-32 rnA 

32 rnA 

64 rnA 

10 nsN 

-40 85 °C 
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electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (see Note 4) 

SN54LVTH18652A SN74LVTH18652A 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

MIN TYPt MAX MIN 

VIK Vee =2.7 V, II =-18 mA -1.2 

Vee" MIN to MAX~, 10H =-100 J.1A Vee-0.2 Vee-0.2 

Vee .. 2.7V, 10H =-3 mA 2.4 2.4 

VOH 10H =-8 mA 2.4 2.4 

Vee .. 3 V 10H =-24 mA 2 

10H =-32mA 2 

10L .. 100 J.1A 0.2 
Vee =2.7V 

IOL .. 24 mA 0.5 

IOL=16mA 0.4 
VOL 

10L" 32 mA 0.5 
Vee =3 V 

IOL=48 mA 0.55 

IOL=64 mA 

Vee =3.6 V, VI .. Vee or GNO ±1 

Vee" 0 or MAX~, VI = 5.5V 
eLK, S, TeK 

10 

VI = 5.5 V 50 

VI = Vee 
OEBA, TOI, 1 
TMS 

VI = 0 -25 -100 -25 

II VI = 5.5 V 35 150 35 

Vee .. 3.6 V VI = Vee OEAB 25 100 25 

VI =0 -5 

VI = 5.5V 20 

VI = Vee A or B ports§ 1 

VI =0 -5 

loff Vee =0, VI orVo = Oto 4.5 V 

II(hold)lI 
VI = 0.8 V 75 75 

Vee =3V 
VI =2V 

A or B ports 
-75 -75 

10ZH Vee =3.6 V, VO=3V TOO 1 

10ZL Vee =3.6 V, Vo = 0.5 V TOO -1 

10ZPU Vee = 0 to 1.5 V, Vo = 0.5 V or 3 V TOO ±50 

10ZPO Vee = 1.5 V to 0, Vo = 0.5 Vor3 V TOO ±50 

Outputs high 2 

lee 
Vee = 3.6 V, 10 = 0, Outputs low 30 
VI = Vee or GNO Outputs 

disabled 
2 

Alee# 
Vee = 3 V to 3.6 V, One input at Vee - 0.6 V, 

0.2 
Other inputs at Vee or GNO 

ei VI =3VorO 4 

eio VO" 3 VorO 11 

eo Vo = 3 VorO 8 

t All tYPIcal values are at Vee = 3.3 V, TA = 25°e. 
~ For conditions shown as MIN or MAX, use the appropriate value specified under recommended operating conditions. 
§ Unused pins at Vee or GNO . 
11 The parameter II(hold) includes the off-state output leakage current. 
#This is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TTL voltage level rather than Vee or GNO. 
NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice. 
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TYPt MAX 

-1.2 

0.2 

0.5 

0.4 

0.5 

0.55 

±1 

10 

50 

1 

-100 

150 

100 

-5 

20 

1 

-5 

±100 

1 

-1 

±50 

±50 

2 

30 

2 

0.2 

4 

11 

8 

UNIT 

V 

V 

V 

J,1A 

J,1A 

J.1A 

J,1A 

J,1A 

J,1A 

J,1A 

J,1A 

J,1A 

mA 

mA 

pF 

pF 

pF 
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timing requirements over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise 
noted) (normal mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 15) 

SN54LVTH18652A SN74LVTH18652A 

Vee=3.3 v 
Vee =2.7V 

vee = 3.3 V 
Vee = 2.7 V UNIT ±O.3V ±O.3 V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency ClKAB or ClKBA 0 100 MHz 

tw Pulse duration ClKAB or ClKBA high or low 5 ns 

tsu Setup time 
A before ClKABi or 

4 
B before ClKBA i 

ns 

th Hold time 
A after ClKABi or 

1 
B after ClKBA i 

ns 

timing requirements over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise 
noted) (test mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 15) 

SN54LVTH18652A SN74LVTH18652A 

Vee = 3.3 V 
Vee =2.7V 

Vee = 3.3 V 
Vee = 2.7V ±O.3V ±O.3 V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency TCK 0 50 

tw Pulse duration TCK high or low 9.5 

A, B, ClK, OEAB, OEBA or S 
6.5 

before TCKi 
tsu Setup time 

TOI before TCKi 2.5 

TMS before TCKi 2.5 

A, B, ClK, OEAB, OEBA or S 
1.5 

after TCKi 
th Hold time 

TOI after TCKi 1.5 

TMS after TCKi 1.5 

td Oelaytime Power up to TCKi 50 

tr Rise time VCC power up 1 

NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice . 
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switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 15) 

SN54LVTH18652A SN74LVTH18652A 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO VCC=3.3 V 

VCC=2.7V 
VCC = 3.3 V 

VCC=2.7V UNIT (INPUT) (OUTPUT) ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fmax CLKAB or CLKBA 100 MHz 

tpLH 1.5 6 
AorB BorA ns 

tpHL 1.5 6 

tpLH 1.5 7 
CLKAB or CLKBA BorA ns 

tpHL 1.5 7 

tpLH 1.5 8 
SAB orSBA BorA ns 

tpHL 1.5 8 

tpZH 
OEABor OEBA 

2 10 
BorA ns 

tpZL 2 10 

tpHZ 
OEABor OEBA 

1.5 11 
BorA ns 

tpLZ 1.5 11 

:rJ switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless o otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 15) 
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SN54LVTH18652A SN74LVTH18652A 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO Vcc = 3.3 V 

Vcc =2.7V 
Vcc= 3.3 V 

Vcc =2.7V (INPUT) (OUTPUT) ±O.3V ±O.3 v 
MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fmax TCK 50 

tpLH 
TCKJ.. 

2.5 15 
AorB 

tpHL 2.5 15 

tpLH 
TCKJ.. 

1.5 7 
TOO 

tpHL 1.5 7 

tpZH 
TCK,!, 

3 18 
AorB 

tpZL 3 18 

tpZH 
TCK,!, 

1.5 7 
TOO 

tpZL 1.5 7 

tpHZ 
TCKJ.. 

3 19 
AorB 

tpLZ 3 19 

tpHZ 
TCKJ.. 

1.5 8 
TOO 

tpLZ 1.5 8 
.. 

NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are deSign goals only and are subject to change without notice . 
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recommended operating conditions 

VCC Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

VIL Low-level input voltage 

VI Input voltage 

10H High-level output current 

10L Low-level output current 

10Lt Low-level output current 

t:.tJt:.v Input transition rise or fall rate 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

t Current duty cycle S 50%, f ~ 1 kHz 

SN54LVTH182652A 

Aport, TDO 

Sport 

Aport, TDO 

Sport 

Aport, TDO 

Outputs enabled 

• TEXAS 
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MIN 

2.7 

2 

-55 

MAX 

3.6 

0.8 

5.5 

-24 

-12 

24 

12 

48 

10 

125 

SN74LVTH182652A 
UNIT 

MIN MAX 

2.7 3.6 V 

2 V 

0.8 V 

5.5 V 

-32 
rnA 

-12 

32 
rnA 

12 

64 rnA 

10 nsN 
-40 85 cC 
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. WITH 18-BIT TRANSCEIVERS AND REGISTERS 
SCBS312B - MARCH 1994 - REVISED JULY 1996 

electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (see Note 4) 

SN54L.VTH182652A SN74L.VTH182652A 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

TYPt MIN MAX MIN 

VIK Vee =2.7 V, 11--18 mA -1.2 

Vee" MIN to MAX:~, 10H =-100 !LA Vee-0.2 Vee-0.2 

Vee .. 2.7 V, 10H --3 mA 2.4 2.4 

10H =-8 mA Aport, TOO 2.4 2.4 
VOH 

10H =-24 mA 2 
Vee=3 V 

10H =-32 mA 2 

IOHa-12mA Bport 2 2 

10L = 100 !LA 0.2 
Vee=2.7V 

IOL=24mA 0.5 

10Loo 16 mA 0.4 

VOL IOL a 32 mA 
Aport, TOO 

0.5 

Vee .. 3V IOL=48mA 0.55 

IOL .. 64mA 

10L" 12 mA B port 0.8 

Vee-3.6 V, VI - Vee or GNO ±1 

Vee" 0 or MAX:~, VI = 5.5 V 
eLK,S,TeK 

10 

VI = 5.5 V 50 

VI .. Vee 
OEBA, TOI, 1 
TMS 

VlaO -25 -100 -25 

II VI" 5.5 V 35 150 35 

Vee .. 3.6V VI = Vee OEAB 25 100 25 

VI" 0 -5 

VI" 5.5 V 20 

VI "Vee AorB ports§ 1 

VI"O -5 

loff Vee" O, VI orVO" Oto 4.5 V 

II(hold)~ 
VI=0.8V 75 75 

Vee .. 3 V 
VI=2V 

A or B ports 
-75 -75 

10ZH Vee .. 3.6 V, VO ... 3V TOO 1 

10ZL Vee .. 3.6 V, VO .. 0.5V TOO -1 

10ZPU Vee" 0 to 1.5 V, Vo" 0.5 Vor3 V TOO ±50 

10ZPO Vee = 1.5 Vto 0, Vo = 0.5 V or 3 V TOO ±50 

Outputs high 2 

lee 
Vee" 3.6 V, 10'" 0, Outputs low 35 
VI = Vee or GNO Outputs 

disabled 
2 

Alee# 
Vee" 3 V to 3.6 V, One input at Vee - 0.6 V, 

0.2 
Other inputs at Vee or GNO 

t All tYPical values are at Vee = 3.3 V, TA = 25°e. 
:j:: For conditions shown as MIN or MAX, use the appropriate value specified under recommended operating conditions. 
§ Unused pins at Vee or GNO 
~ The parameter II(hold) includes the off-state output current. 
#This is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TTL voltage level rather than Vee or GNO. 
NOTE 4: Product preview speCifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice . 
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TYPt MAX 

-1.2 

0.2 

0.5 

0.4 

0.5 

0.55 

0.8 

±1 

10 

50 

1 

-100 

150 

100 

-5 

20 

1 

-5 

±100 

1 

-1 

±50 

±50 

2 

35 

2 

0.2 

UNIT 

V 

V 

V 

!LA 

!LA 

!LA 

!LA 
!LA 
!LA 
!LA 

mA 

mA 
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electrical characteristics 'over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (see Note 4) 

SN54LVTH182652A SN74LVTH182652A 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

TYPt TYPt 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

Ci VI" 3 VorO 4 4 pF 

Cio Vo =3 VorO 11 11 pF 

Co Vo = 3 VorO 8 8 pF 

t All typical values are at VCC = 3.3 V, TA" 25°C. 
NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice. 

timing requirements over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise 
noted) (normal mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 15) 

SN54LVTH182652A SN74LVTH182652A 

Vee=3.3V 
Vee=2.7V 

Vee =3.3 v 
Vee = 2.7V UNIT ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency ClKAB or ClKBA 0 100 MHz 

tw Pulse duration ClKAB or ClKBA high or low 5 ns 

tsu Setup time 
A before ClKABi or 

4 
B before ClKBA i 

ns 

th Hold time 
A after ClKABi or 

1 
B after ClKBA i 

ns 

timing requirements over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise 
noted) (test mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 15) 

SN54LVTH182652A SN74LVTH182652A 

Vee=3.3V 
Vee =2.7V 

Vee=3.3V 
Vee=2.7V ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency TCK 0 50 

tw Pulse duration TCK high or low 9.5 

A, B, ClK, OEAB, OEBA or S 
6.5 

before TCKi 
tsu Setup time 

TOI before TCKi 2.5 

TMS before TCKi 2.5 

A, B, ClK, OEAB, OEBA or S 
1.5 

after TCKi 
th Hold time 

TOI after TCKi 1.5 

TMS after TCKi 1.5 

td Oelaytime Power up to TCKi 50 

tr Rise time VCC power up 1 

NOTE 4: Product preview specifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice . 
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switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (normal mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 15) 

SN54LVTH182652A SN74LVTH182652A 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO Vce = 3.3 V 

Vcc = 2.7 V 
VCC=3.3V 

Vee = 2.7 V UNIT (INPUT) (OUTPUT) ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fmax CLKAB or CLKBA 100 MHz 

tpLH 1.5 7 
AorB BorA ns 

tpHL 1.5 7 

tpLH 
CLKAB or CLKBA BorA 

1.5 8 
ns 

tpHL 1.5 8 

tpLH 1.5 9 
SAB orSBA BorA ns 

tPHL 1.5 9 

tpZH 
OEABorOEBA 

2 11 
BorA ns 

tpZL 2 11 

tpHZ 
OEABorOEBA BorA 

1.5 12 
ns 

tpLZ 1.5 12 

::D switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless o otherwise noted) (test mode) (see Note 4 and Figure 15) 
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SN54LVTH182652A SN74LVTH182652A 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO Vce = 3.3 V 

Vce =2.7V 
Vee=3.3V 

Vee = 2.7 V (INPUT) (OUTPUT) ±O.3V ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fmax TCK 50 

tpLH 
TCKJ. AorB 

2.5 15 

tpHL 2.5 15 

tpLH 
TCKJ. TOO 

1.5 7 

tPHL 1.5 7 

tpZH 
TCKJ. AorB 

3 18 

tpZL 3 18 

tpZH 
TCKJ. TOO 

1.5 7 

tpZL 1.5 7 

tpHZ 
TCKJ. AorB 

3 19 

tpLZ 3 19 

tpHZ 
TCKJ. TOO 

1.5 8 

tpLZ 1.5 8 
.. 

NOTE 4: Product preview speCifications are design goals only and are subject to change without notice . 
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PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION 

o 6V 

soon 
From Output --O----G.-----'\/V'v----" 

Under Test 

CL = SO pF 
(~oo Noto A) I soon 

S1 o Opon 

rND 
TEST S1 

tPLH/tPHL Open 

tPLZ/tpZL 6V 

tpHZ/tpZH GND 

LOAD CIRCUIT 

Timing Input -------X1.S V _____ ..J·I'-______ ov 
2.7 V 

Input 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PULSE DURATION 

~'.5V )(1.SV 

I 
I 1 

tpLH~ 

2.7 V 

ov 

KtPHL 

I 
/1.SV 

I ~VOH 
I 
I 

I 1.SV 

I VOL 
Output 

I 
tPHL~ ~tPLH 

\1.SV 
FVOH 

1.SV 

VOL 
Output 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PROPAGATION DELAY TIMES 

INVERTING AND NONINVERTING OUTPUTS 

NOTES: A. CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 

Data Input 

Output 
Control 

Output 
Wavoform 1 

S1 at 6 V 
(see Note B) 

Output 
Wavoform 2 

S1 at GND 
(see Note B) 

1 1 1 
1411 t .j4 th ·1 
I su I 

--~*'.5V ~ ::v 
VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 

SETUP AND HOLD TIMES 

~'.5V ):('.5 V 
tpZL --+j 14- I 

I I tpLZ "1 

2.7 V 

OV 

3V 

I 1.SV I 
I 

VOL+0.3V V j..----- OL 
I 1 tpHZ ~ 

tpZH~ j+-
I V 

!1.SV 
"'\(>H - 0.3V OH 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
ENABLE AND DISABLE TIMES 

LOW- AND HIGH-LEVEL ENABLING 

==OV 

B. Waveform 1 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is low except when disabled by the output control. 
Waveform 2 is for an output with internal conditions such that the. output is high except when disabled by the output control. 

C. All input pulses are supplied by generators having the following characteristics: PRR S 10 MHz, Zo = 50 n, tr S 2.5 ns, tf S 2.5 ns. 
D. The outputs are measured one at a time with one transition per measurement. 

Figure 15. Load Circuit and Voltage Waveforms 
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• Members of Texas Instruments Broad 
Family of Testability Products Supporting 
IEEE Std 1149.1-1990 (JTAG) Test Access 
Port (TAP) and Boundary-Scan Architecture 

• Provide Built-In Access to IEEE Std 1149.1 
Scan-Accessible Test/Maintenance 
Facilities at Board and System Levels 

o While Powered at 3.3 V, the TAP Interface Is 
Fully 5-V Tolerant for Mastering Both 5-V 
and/or 3.3-V IEEE Std 1149.1 Targets 

• Simple Interface to Low-Cost 3.3-V 
Mlcroprocessors/Microcontrollers Via B-Blt 
Asynchronous Read/Write Data Bus 

o Easy Programming Via Scan-Level 
Command Set and Smart TAP Control 

• Transparently Generate Protocols to 
Support Multidrop TAP Configurations 
Using TI's Addressable Scan Port 

• Flexible TCK Generator Provides 
Programmable Division, Gated-TCK, and 
Free-Runnlng-TCK Modes 

(;) Discrete TAP Control Mode Supports 
Arbitrary TMSITDI Sequences for 
Non-Compliant Targets 

• Programmable 32-Blt Test Cycle Counter 
Allows Virtually Unlimited ScanlTest Length 

• Accommodate Target Retlmlng (Pipeline) 
Delays of Up to 15 TCK Cycles 

• Test Output Enable (TOE) Allows for 
External Control of TAP Signals 

• High-Drive Outputs (-32-mA IOH' 
54-rnA loll at TAP Support Backplane 
Interface and/or High Fanout 

• Package Options Include Plastic Small
Outline Packages (DW), Ceramic Chip 
Carriers (FK), and Ceramic 30e-mil DIPs (JT) 

description 

SN54l.VT8980 ••• JT PACKAGE 
SN74l.VT8980 ••• OW PACKAGE 

(TOP VIEW) 

03 6 
GNO 7 

04 8 
05 9 
06 10 

07 11 

ClKIN 12 

19 

18 

17 

16 

15 

14 

13 

AO 
A1 
A2 
ROY 
TOO 
Vee 
TCK 
TMS 
TRST 
TOI 
RST 
TOE 

SN54l.VT8980 ••• FK PACKAGE 
(TOP VIEW) 

4 3 2 1 282726 
01 5 25 

02 6 24 

03 7 23 

NC 8 22 

GNO 9 21 

04 10 20 

05 1112 13 14 15 16 17 1819 

Ne - No internal connection 

ROY 
TOO 
Vee 
NC 
TCK 
TMS 
TRST 

The 'LVT8980 embedded test-bus controllers (eTBC) are members of Texas Instruments broad family of 
testability integrated circuits. This family of devices supports IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 boundary scan to 
facilitate testing of complex circuit assemblies. Unlike most other devices of this family, the eTBC is not a 
boundary-scannable device; rather, its function is to master an IEEE Std 1149.1 (JTAG) test access port (TAP) 
under the command of an embedded host microprocessor/microcontroller. Thus, the eTBC enables the 
practical and effective use of the IEEE Std 1149.1 test-access infrastructure to support embedded/built-in test, 
emulation, and configuration/maintenance facilities at board and system levels. 

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED this document contains PRODUCTION 

~~fl':~:I::r ~~~~~: ~: ~~::::~:~c::~:r~~:J°~='n I~ 
Production processing does nol necessarily Include lestlng 01 ~, 
parameters. 
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Copyright © 1996, Texas Instruments Incorporated 
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description (continued) 

8-4 

The eTSC masters all TAP signals required to support one 4- or 5-wire IEEE Std 1149.1 serial test bus - test 
clock (TCK), test mode select (TMS), test data input (TOI), test data output (TOO), and test reset (TRST). All 
such signals can be connected directly to the associated target IEEE Std 1149.1 devices without need for 
additional logic or buffering. However, as well as being directly connected, the TMS, TOI, and TOO signals can 
be connected to distant target IEEE Std 1149.1 devices via a pipeline, with a retiming delay of up to 15 TCK 
cycles; the eTSC automatically handles all associated serial-data justification. 

Conceptually, the eTSC operates as a simple 8-bit memory- or 1/0- mapped peripheral to a 
microprocessor/microcontroller (host). High-level commands and parallel data are passed to/from the eTSC via 
its generic host interface, which includes an 8-bit data bus (07-00) and a 3-bit address bus (A2-AO). Read/write 
select (RIW) and strobe (STRS) signals are implemented so that the critical host-interface timing is independent 
of the ClKIN period. An asynchronous ready (ROY) indicator is provided to hold off, or insert wait states into, 
a host read/write cycle when the eTSC cannot respond immediately to the requested read/write operation. 

High-level commands are issued by the host to cause the eTSC to generate the TMS sequences necessary 
to move the test bus from any stable TAP-controller state to any other such stable state, to scan instruction or 
data through test registers in target devices, and/or to execute instructions in the Run-Test/Idle TAP state. A 
32-bit counter can be programmed to allow a predetermined number of scan or execute cycles. 

During scan operations, serial data that appears at the TOI input is transferred into a serial-to-4 x 8-bit-parallel 
first-in/first-out (FIFO) read buffer, which can then be read by the host to obtain the return serial-data stream 
up to eight bits at a time. Serial data that is to be transmitted from the TOO output is written by the host, up to 
eight bits at a time, to a 4 x 8-bit-parallel-to-serial FIFO write buffer. 

In addition to such simple state-movement, scan, and run-test operations, the eTSC supports several additional 
commands that provide for input-only scans, output-only scans, recirculate scans (in which TOI is mirrored back 
to TOO), and a scan mode that generates the protocols used to support multidrop TAP configurations using TI's 
addressable scan port. Two loopback modes also are supported that allow the microprocessor/microcontroller 
host to monitor the TOO or TMS data streams output by the eTSC. 

The eTSC's flexible clocking architecture allows the user to choose between free-running (in which the TCK 
always follows ClKIN) and gated modes (in which the TCK output is held static except during state-move, 
run-test, or scan cycles) as well as to divide down TCK from ClKIN. A discrete mode is also available in which 
the TAP is driven strictly by read/write cycles under full control of the microprocessor/microcontroller host. 
These features ensure that virtually any IEEE Std 1149.1 target device or device chain - even where such may 
not fully comply to IEEE Std 1149.1 - can be serviced by the eTSC. 

While most operations of the e TSC are synchronous to ClKIN, a test-output enable (TOE) is provided for output 
control of the TAP outputs, and a reset (RST) input is provided for hardware reset of the eTSC. The former can 
be used to disable the eTSC so that an external controller can master the associated IEEE Std 1149.1 test bus. 

The SN54lVT8980 is characterized for operation over the full military temperature range of -55°C to 125°C. 
The SN74lVT8980 is characterized for operation from -40°C to 85°C. 
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functional block diagram 

Vcc 

Vcc 

RiW 

Host Commandl 
Interface Control 

A2-AO 

07-00 

Discrete Control 

CLKIN 

Vce 

Pin numbers shown are for the DW and JT packages. 

Tol 
Buffer 

TOO 
Buffer 

TAP-State 
Generator 

TCK 
Generator 
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TERMINAL 
NAME 

A2-AO 

ClKIN 

07-00 

GNO 

ROY 

RST 

Rfij 

STRB 

TCK 

TOI 

TOO 

TMS 

TOE 

TRST 

VCC 
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Terminal Functions 

DESCRIPTION 

Address inputs. A2-AO form the 3-bit address bus that interfaces the eTBC to its microprocessor/microcontroller host. 
These inputs directly index the eTBC register to be accessed (read from or written to). 

Clock input. ClKIN is the system clock input for the eTBC. Most operations of the eTBC are synchronous to ClKIN. 
Internally, the ClKIN signal is divided by a programmable divisor to generate TCK. 

Data inputs/outputs. 07-00 form the 8-bit bidirectional data bus that interfaces the eTBC to its 
microprocessor/microcontroller host. Data in the eTBC registers is accessed (read or written) using this data bus. 07 is 
considered the most-significant bit, while DO is considered the least-significant bit. 

Ground 

Ready output. ROY is used to indicate to the microprocessor/microcontroller host whether or not the eTBC is ready to 
service the access (read or write) operation that is currently being requested. If ROY remains high following the initiation 
of an access cycle (STRB negative edge) then the eTBC is ready. Otherwise, if ROY goes low following the initiation of 
an access cycle (STRB negative edge) then the eTBC is not ready. In cases where the eTBC is not ready, subsequent 
processing in the eTBC may clear the not-ready state, which allows ROY to return high before the end ofthe access cycle. 
In any event, the ROY output returns high upon the termination of any access cycle (STRB positive edge). 

Reset input. RST is used to initiate asynchronous reset of the eTBC. Assertion (low) of RST places the eTBC in a reset 
state from which it does not exit until RST is released (high). While RST is low, the eTBC ignores host writes, the ROY, 
TOO, TMS, and TRST outputs are high, while TCK outputs ClKIN/16. An internal pullup forces RST to a high level if it 
has no external connection. 

Read/write select. R/W is used by the microprocessor/microcontroller host to instruct the eTBC as to whether it is to 
perform read access (RiW high) or write access (RiW low). While RiW is high and STRB is low, the 07-00 outputs are 
enabled to drive low and/or high logic levels onto the host data bus. Otherwise, while RiW is low, the 07-00 outputs are 
disabled to a high-impedance state so that the host data bus can drive to the eTBC. 

Read/write strobe. STRB is used by the microprocessor/microcontroller host to instruct the eTBC to initiate (STRB 
negative edge) or terminate/conclude (STRB positive edge) an access (read or write) operation. An internal pullup forces 
STRB to a high level if it has no external connection. 

Test clock. TCK transmits the TCK signal required by the eTBC's IEEE Std 1149.1 target(s). All operations of the TAP are 
synchronous to TCK. Generally, the TCK signal is generated internally by the eTBC by division of ClKIN by a 
programmable divisor. Alternatively, when the eTBC is in its discrete-control mode, a rising edge of TCK is generated on 
a read to the discrete-control register, while a falling edge is generated on a write to the discrete-control register. 

Test data input. TOI receives the TOI Signal output by the eTBC's IEEE Std 1149.1 target(s).lt is the serial input for shifting 
test data from the target(s); it is sampled on the rising edge of TCK and is expected to be transferred from the target(s) 
on the falling edge of TCK. An internal pullup forces TOI to a high level if it has no external connection. 

Test data output. TOO transmits the TOO signal required by the eTBC's IEEE Std 1149.1 target(s).lt is the serial output 
for shifting test data to the target(s); it is transferred on the falling edge of TCK and is to be sampled in the target on the 
rising edge of TCK. 

Test mode select. TMS transmits the TMS signal required by the eTBC's IEEE Std 1149.1 target(s). It is the one control 
signal that directs the next TAP-controller state of the target(s). It is transferred from the eTBC on the falling edge of TCK 
and is to be sampled in the target(s) on the rising edge of TCK. 

Test-output enable. TOE is the active-low output enable forthe eTBC TAP outputs (TCK, TOO, TMS, TRSn. When TOE 
is inactive (high) the TAP outputs are disabled to a high-impedance state. Otherwise, when TOE is active (low), the TAP 
outputs are enabled to drive low and/or high logic levels according to other eTBC functions. An internal pullup forces TOE 
to a high level if it has no external connection. 

Test reset. TRST transmits the TRST signal that may be required by some of the eTBC's IEEE Std 1149.1 target(s). A 
low signal at TRST is intended to initiate asynchronous test reset of the connected ~arget(s). Such a low signal at TRST 
is generated only when the microprocessor/microcontroller host writes an appropriate value into the eTBC command 
register or, while the eTBC is in discrete-control mode, into the discrete-control register. 

Supply voltage 
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application information 

In application, the eTBC is used to master a single IEEE Std 1149.1 test access port (TAP) under the control 
of a microprocessor/microcontroller host. A typical implementation is shown in Figure 1. 

RST TCK , 
STRB TMS 

.... , 
_ .. • 

Mlcroprocessorl R/W 
lVT8980 

TOO 
-, 

Embedded • Mlcrocontrollor • 
(host) 

~ ROY Test Bus ~ TOI _J 

A(2-O) Controller 
.... 

TRST • 

IEEEStd : 
1149.1- • 

Compliant : 
Oovlce Chain • 

(targot) : 

~ .. 0(7-0) .. .. --------, 
I ClKIN ,. ,. TOE 

I CS ~ _ .. 
.. ProgramNector 

Memory GNO 
OSC .. (ROM/RAM) 

(If/as requlrod) 

Figure 1. eTBC Application 

All signals required to master IEEE Std 1149.1-compliant devices - TCK, TMS, TOO, TOI - are 
sourced/received by the eTBG. The eTBC can also source the optional TRST signal. Additionally, the eTBC 
implements high-drive output buffers, allowing it to interface directly to on- or off-board targets without need for 
buffering or other additional logic. 

The eTBC's generic host interface allows it to act as a simple 8-bit memory- or I/O-mapped peripheral. As shown 
in Figure 1, for many choices of host microprocessor/microcontroller, this interface can be accomplished without 
additional logic. While the eTBC requires a clock input (ClKIN), in many cases it can be driven from the same 
so'urce that provides a clock signal to the host. 

Thus, in combination with the host microprocessor/microcontroller, the eTBC can be used to implement a 
two-chip embedded test-control function supporting board- and system-level built-in test based on structured 
IEEE Std 1149.1 test access. In some cases, for additional program and/or test vector storage, an external 
ROM/RAM may be required. 

By use of the eTBC in such an embedded test control function, the host microprocessor/microcontroller is freed 
from the burden of generating the TAP-state sequences, serializing the outgoing bit stream, and de-serializing 
the incoming bit stream. All such tasks are implemented in the eTBC, allowing the host to operate at full8-bit 
parallel efficiency, host software to operate at the level of discrete scan operations versus the level of TAP 
manipulation, and test throughput to be maximized. The eTBC's full suite of data-scan and instruction-scan 
commands ensure that the host software operates efficiently. 

Host efficiency and flexibility is also maximized through the eTBC's fully visible status and implementation of 
the ready output (ROY). ROY goes inactive during a read or write access if the host-requested access cannot 
be performed immediately. Thus, it can be used to insert hold or wait states back to the host. When the condition 
blocking the access clears, the requested access completes. Additionally, all conditions that can cause such 
a blocking condition are continuously updated in the eTBC status and command registers. Thus, the host 
software can poll the eTBC status rather than implement ROY in hardware. 

The eTBC also provides several capabilities that support special target application requirements. The eTBC's 
test-output enable allows its master function to be disabled so that another device (an external tester, for 
example) can control the target test access port. Where required, due to target non-compliance or sensitivity 
to state sequencing, discrete-control mode provides the host software with arbitrary control of TMS and TOO 
sequences. Also, where targets may be sensitive to leaving Shift-DR state during scan operation, gated-TCK 
mode allows the TCK output to be stopped, rather than cycling the target TAP state to Pause-DR state, when 
service to TOI buffer or TDO buffer is required. 
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application information (continued) 

Where target devices are extremely distant (due to cabling, etc.), pipelining may be implemented at intervals 
along the incoming or outgoing paths to retime (deskew) the TDI, TDO, and TMS signals. An example is shown 
in Figure 2. In such applications, the eTBG can automatically adjust the incoming test-data bit stream to account 
for cycle delays introduced by the pipeline. 

TCK 

~C1~ 
LVT8980 

eTBC 
TMS 10 
TOO 10 
TDI 10 

, Figure 2. Retlmed Interface to Target 

, 
• • • I 

• I 

• 
· 

Distant : 
IEEEStd • 
1149.1- : 

Compliant. 
Device : 
Chain • ------, 

Also, in gated-TGK mode, special scan commands provide transparent support for addressable shadow 
protocols. Thus, in conjunction with its high-drive outputs, the eTBG can fully support multidrop backplane TAP 
configurations implemented with TI's addressable scan ports (ASP). Figure 3 shows a multidrop TAP 
configuration in a passive-backplane application implemented with a centralized (one eTBG' per chassis/rack) 
test-control architecture while Figure 4 shows a passive-backplane application implemented with a distributed 
(eTBG per module) test-control architecture. Figure 5 shows a multidrop TAP configuration in an 
active-backplane (motherboard) application. 
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Figure 3. Passive-Backplane Application with Centralized (eTBC per chassis) Test·Control Architecture 
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Figure 4. Passive-Backplane Application with Distributed Test-Control (eTBC per card) Architecture 
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Figure 5. Active-Backplane (Motherboard) Application 
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architecture 

Conceptually, the e TBC can be viewed as an IEEE Std 1149.1 coprocessor/accelerator that operates in 
conjunction with (and under the control of) a host microprocessor/microcontroller. The eTBC implements this 
function using an 8-bit generic host interface and a scan-test-based command/control architecture. As shown 
in the functional block diagram, beyond these fundamental elements and another central block supporting 
discrete-control mode, the eTBC functions are accomplished in four additional blocks - one for each of the 
required TAP signals - a TCK generator, a TAP-state (TMS) generator, a TOO buffer, and a TOI buffer. 

host interface 

The eTBC host interface is implemented generically on an 8-bit read/write data bus (07-00). Three address 
pins (A2-AO) directly index the eTBC's eight read/write registers: configurationA, configurationB, status, 
command, TOO-buffer, TO I-buffer, counter, and discrete-control. The register address map is given in Table 1. 

host access timing 

8-10 

Host access timing is asynchronous to the clock input (ClKIN) and is fully controlled by the read/write strobe 
(STRB). The read/write select (RIW) serves to control the direction of data flow on the bidirectional data bus. 
Figure 6 shows the read access timing while Figure 7 shows the write access timing. As shown, for either read 
or write access, RIW and address signals should be held while STRB is low. 

For read access (RIW high) the eTBC data bus outputs are made active, on the falling edge of STRB, to drive 
the data contained in the selected eTBC register. Otherwise, when STRB is high, the eTBC data outputs are 
at high impedance. Therefore, in many applications, the RIW signal can be shared in common with other host 
peripherals (ROM or RAM, for example) while the STRB signal is generated separately (by discrete chip-select 
signals available from the host or a decode logic) for each required peripheral. 

For write access (RIW low), the eTBC data outputs remain at high impedance independent of STRB. The 
address of the register to be written is latched from the address pins on the falling edge of STRB while the data 
to be written is latche.d from the data bus on the rising edge of STRB. 

A 

o 

ROY 

}-------------~{ 
I I 

tsu~1 ~th 

II iL 
------- I I 

tsu-H 4th 

--}( i Valid i ~ 
I I 
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Figure 6. Read Access Timing 
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Figure 7. Write Access Timing 

ready output 

The ready output (ROY) from the host interface can be used, where the selected microprocessor/microcontroller 
supports it, to insert wait or hold states back to the host. If a host-requested access cannot be performed 
immediately, ROY will go inactive (low) during that given access. When the condition blocking the access clears, 
ROY will go active (high) and the eTSC will grant the requested access. Alternatively, where such 
hardware-generated hold or wait states are not supported in the selected microprocessor/microcontroller host, 
the eTSC status and/or command registers can be polled to determine its readiness to grant a given read or 
write access. 

Conditions that will cause a host access to be blocked (and ROY to become inactive) are limited to the following: 

• While the TOI buffer is empty, as indicated in status register (bit 7, TOIS), a requested read to TDI-buffer 
register will generate ROY inactive; this condition will clear, ROY will go active, and the requested 
access will complete, when the TOI buffer is no longer empty. 

• While the TOO buffer is full or is being reset upon initiation of a scan command, as indicated in status 
register (bit 6, TOOS), a requested write to TOO-buffer register will generate ROY inactive; this 
condition will clear, ROY will go active, and the requested access will complete, when the TOO buffer is 
no longer full or the TOO-buffer reset completes, as applicable. 

• While a command is in progress, as indicated by a non-zero value in the opcode field (bits 3-0, OPCOO) 
of the command register, a requested write to command, configurationA, configurationS, or counter 
registers will generate ROY inactive. This condition will clear, RDY will go active, and the requested 
access will complete, when the previously specified command finishes. The sole exception is the writing 
of a logic 1 into the software reset (bit 7, SWRSn bit of the command register, which is never blocked. 

• While a full-duplex scan command is in. progress, and the number of retiming-delay bits is other than 
zero, the number of writes to TOO-buffer register may not exceed, by more than 5, the number of reads 
to TOI-buffer register. A write to TOO-buffer register that does exceed this limit will be blocked, and will 
generate ROY inactive, indefinitely; the TOI-buffer register must be read before another write to 
TOO-buffer register. 
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register descriptions 

A summary of the eTBC registers, their address mappings, bit assignments, reset values, and host accessibility 
{read/write or read-only} is provided in Table 1. All registers are fully readable by the host. All registers are fully 
writeable by the host with the sole exception of the status register. Also, with the exception of TOO-buffer and 
command registers, writes to any register while a command is in progress will be held off {ROY inactive} or 
ignored. Bits designated as reserved should be written to logic 0; read-only bits deSignated as reserved will 
always read logic O. 

Table 1. Register Summary 

REGISTER DETAIL 

ADDRESS (BIT ASSIGNMENTS) RESET HOST 
A2-AO REGISTER VALUE ACCESS 

BIT7 I I I BITO (MSB) BIT 6 BIT5 BIT4 BIT3 BIT 2 BIT 1 (LSB) 

000 ConfigurationA Reserved NTOE LPBK MODE OxOO RIW 

001 ConfigurationB CDIV Reserved RDLY Ox80 RIW 

010 Status TDIS I TDOS CTRS Reserved TAPST OxOO R 

011 Command SWRST J NTRST ENDST OPCOD OxOO RIW 

100 TOO-buffer OxOO RIW 

10,1 TO I-buffer OxOO RIW 

110 Counter OxOO RIW 

111 Discrete-control Reserved DNTR DTMS I DTDO I DTDI OxOO RIW 

configuration registers 

All eTBC test commands operate under the influence of the configurationA and configurationB registers. The 
decodes of the various bit groups assigned to these registers are given in Table 2 and Table 3, respectively. 
These registers are fully readable at all times and are fully writeable except when an eTBC command is in 
progress. Bit group values deSignated as reserved should not be written. 

CONFIGURATIONA 

BIT BIT VALUE 
GROUP NO(S). 

0 
NTOE 5 

1 

00 

01 
LPBK 4-3 

10 

11 

000 

001 

MODE 2-0 

010 

011-111 

8-12 

Table 2. ConflguratlonA Register Decode 

RESULT 

TAP outputs (TCK, TOO, TMS, TRST) are enabled. 

TAP outputs (TCK, TOO, TMS, TRST) are disabled (high impedance). 

No loop back - TDI pin inputs to TDI buffer. 

TMS loopback - TAP-state generator inputs to TDI buffer. TMS and TOO pins are fixed high. 

TOO loop back - TOO buffer inputs to TDI buffer. TMS and TOO pins are fixed high. 

Reserved 

Automatic/free-running-TCK mode - all TAP outputs are generated autonomously in the eTBC 
according to the active command. The TCK output runs continuously; while operating a scan command, 
if the TDI buffer becomes full and/or the TOO buffer becomes empty, the TAP state will be cycled to 
Pause-DR or Pause-IR, as appropriate, until the host performs the required buffer service. 

Automatic/gated-TCK mode - all TAP outputs are generated autonomously in the eTSC according to 
the active command. The TCK output is run only when required to move TAP state orto progress run-test 
or scan operations, otherwise, it is gated off (low); while operating a scan command, if the TDI buffer 
becomes full and/or the TOO buffer becomes empty, the TAP state will remain in Shift-IR or Shift-DR, 
as appropriate, but the TCK output will be gated off until the host performs the required buffer service. 

Discrete-control mode - all TAP outputs are determined by contents of the discrete-control register 
under control of host software. 

Reserved 
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Table 3. ConfigurationS Register Decode 

CONFIGURATIONB 

BIT BIT VALUE RESULT 
GROUP NO(S). 

COIV 7-5 000-111 TCK = (CLKIN)/(2CDlV); reset value TCK = (CLKIN)/(24) = CLKIN/16 

Number of retiming delays to accommodate = ROLY; while operating a scan command, TOI sampling 
ROLY 3-0 0000-1111 will be delayed by a number of TCK cycles, equal to RDLV, following the generation of Shift-OR or 

Shift-IR state, as appropriate. 

The negated test-output-enable (NTOE) bit is provided to allow the host to disable the TAP outputs via software 
in a manner analogous to the hardware TOE. The loopback (lPBK) bit group allows the selection of the source 
of data to be input to the TDI buffer - from the TDI pin for normal eTBC operations or, for eTBC verification 
purpose, from TAP-state (TMS) generator or TDO buffer. The test mode (MODE) bit group provides for a choice 
of automatic/free-running-TCK, automatic/gated-TCK, or discrete-control modes. 

The clock-divisor (CD IV) bit group allows software control of the TCK output frequency based on a division of 
the ClKIN input. Divisors from 20 (1) to 27 (128) are provided. The clock divisor defaults to 24 (16) on eTBC 
reset (power-up, hardware-initiated, or software-initiated). The retiming-delay (RDlY) bit group provides for the 
automatic accommodation of retiming (pipeline) delays, which can be used to deskew the TAP Signals to target 
scan chains that are electrically distant (due to cabling delays, etc). 
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status register 

The status of the eTBC is fully reported and continuously updated in the status register. The decode of the 
various bit groups assigned to the status register is given in Table 4. 

Table 4. Status Register Decode 

STATUS 

BIT BIT VALUE RESULT 
GROUP NO(S). 

0 
TOIS 7 

The TOI buffer is empty - no TOI data is available for host read. 

1 The TOI buffer is not empty - at least one byte of TOI data is available for host read. 

0 
TOOS 6 

The TOO buffer is not full - at least one byte in TOO buffer is available for host write. 

1 The TOO buffer is full - no bytes in TOO buffer are available for host write. 

0 
The counteris not loaded with a complete 32-bit value - command operation cannot begin until counter 

CTRS 5 load completes. 

1 The counter is loaded with a complete 32-bit value - command operation can begin. 

0000 The current target TAP state (as sent by eTSC) is Test-Logic-Reset. 

0001 The current target TAP state (as sent by eTSC) is Select-OR-Scan. 

0010 The current target TAP state (as sent by eTSC) is Capture-DR. 

0011 The current target TAP state (as sent by eTSC) is Shift-DR. 

0100 The current target TAP state (as sent by eTSC) is Exit1-0R. 

0101 The current target TAP state (as sent by eTSC) is Pause-OA. 

0110 The current target TAP state (as sent by eTSC) is Exit2-0R. 

0111 
TAPST :H) 

The current target TAP state (as sent by eTSC) is Update-DR. 

1000 The current target TAP state (as sent by eTSC) is Run-Test/Idle. 

1001 The current target TAP state (as sent by eTSC) is Select-IR-Scan. 

1010 The current target TAP state (as sent by eTSC) is Capture-IR. 

1011 The current target TAP state (as sent by eTSC) is Shift-IR 

1100 The current target TAP state (as sent by eTSC) is Exit1-IR. 

1101 The current target TAP state (as sent by eTSC) is Pause-I A. 

1110 The current target TAP state (as sent by eTSC) is Exit2-IR. 

1111 The current target TAP state (as sent by eTSC) is Update-IA. 

The TOI-buffer-status (TOIS) bit reports the readiness of the TOI buffer to respond to a host read. The 
TOO-butter-status (TO OS) bit reports the readiness of the TOO buffer to respond to a host write. The 
counter-status (CTRS) bit reports the readiness of the counter to support a command which uses the counter. 
The current-TAP-state (TAPST) bit group continuously reports the target TAP state as monitored by the eTBC. 

command register 

8-14 

The command register is used to perform software reset of the eTBC, to discretely control the state of the TRST 
output when not in discrete-control mode, and to initiate test operations in the target(s).The decode of the 
various bits assigned to the command register is given in Table 5. 

Any read to the command register while a command is in progress will return the value written to the command 
register upon initiation of the command. Once a command finishes, the operation-code (OPCOO) bit group in 
the command register will be reset to null. In this way, the status of a requested command can be 
monitored/polled by the host. 

With the exception of the software-reset (SWRST) bit, which can be written at any time, writes to the command 
register while a command is in progress will cause ROY inactive and will be ignored if the write cycle is 
terminated before the previously requested command finishes. 
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Table 5. Command Register Decode 

COMMAND TEST OPERATION COMMENTS 

BIT BIT VALUE RESULT WORKING USES USES USES 

GROUP NO(S). TAP STATE COUNTER TOI TOO 
BUFFER BUFFER 

0 Normal operation 
SWRST 7 

1 Full reset 

0 If not in discrete-control mode, output low to TRST pin. 
NTRST 6 

1 If not in discrete-control mode, output high to TRST pin. 

00 Finish command in TAP state Test-Logie-Reset. 

01 Finish command in TAP state Run-Test/Idle. 
ENDST 5-4 

10 Finish command in TAP state Pause-DR. 

11 Finish command in TAP state Pause-IR. 

0000 Null 

0001 Reserved 

0010 Execute run test. Run-TesVldle Yes No No 

0011 Execute input-only ASP scan. N/A Yes Yes No 

0100 Execute ASP scan. N/A Yes Yes Yes 

0101 Execute output-only ASP scan. N/A Yes No Yes 

0110 Execute state move. N/A No No No 

0111 Execute state jump. N/A No No No 
OPCOD 3-0 

1000 Execute instruction-register scan. Shift-IR Yes Yes Yes 

1001 Execute data-register scan. Shift-DR Yes Yes Yes 

1010 Execute input-only instruction-register scan. Shift-IR Yes Yes No 

1011 Execute input-only data-register scan. Shift-DR Yes Yes No 

1100 Execute output-only instruction-register scan. Shift-IR Yes No Yes 

1101 Execute output-only data-register scan. Shift-DR Yes No Yes 

1110 Execute recirculate instruction-register scan. Shift-IR Yes Yes No 

1111 Execute recirculate data-register scan. Shift-DR Yes Yes No 

The software-reset (SWRST) bit is provided to allow software initiation of full eTBC reset. This bit of the 
command register can be written at any time regardless of configuration or command in progress. The negated
test-reset (NTRST) bit allows direct software control of the state of TRST output in modes other than 
discrete-control. 

The end-TAP-state (ENDST) bit group determines the TAP state in which the target scan chain will be left when 
the requested command finishes. The operation-code (OPCOD) bit group determines the test operation to be 
executed in the target. 
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counter register 

The counter register, while only 8-bits wide like any other eTBG register, provides read/write access to the full 
32-bit eTBG counter. Writes or reads to the counter register should be accomplished by holding the eTBG 
address pins throughout four complete host access cycles, otherwise the counter will be considered unloaded 
and the four-cycle access must be restarted. The counter access (both read and write) is in 
least-significant-byte-first order. Any writes to the counter register while a command is in progress will be 
ignored. The 32-bit value loaded in the counter at initiation of a command is used to determine the number of 
TGK cycles or scan bits for which the command will be operated. 

TOO-buffer register 

The TOO-buffer register, while only 8-bits wide like any other eTBG register, provides write access to the full 
4 x a (32-bit) FIFO that comprises the TOO buffer. The TOO-buffer register can be written as long as the TOO 
buffer does not become full. When the TOO buffer becomes full, further writes to the TOO-buffer register cause 
ROY inactive (and consequent hold or wait states to be sent back to the host, if supported) and cause the write 
to be ignored if the write cycle is terminated before the TOO-buffer-full status is cleared. 

TDI-buffer register 

The TDI-buffer register, while only a-bits wide like any other eTBG register, provides read access to the full 
4 x a (32-bit) FIFO that comprises the TOI buffer. The TOI-buffer register can be read as long as the TOI buffer 
does not become empty. When the TOI buffer becomes empty, further reads to the TO I-buffer register cause 
ROY inactive (and consequent hold or wait states to be sent back to the host, if supported) and cause the read 
data to be invalid if the read cycle is terminated before the TOI-buffer-empty status is cleared. 

discrete-control register 

The discrete-control register is used to program the state of the TAP outputs (TGK, TOO, TMS, TRST) and to 
poll the state of the TAP input (TOI) when the eTBG is in its discrete-control mode. The contents of the 
discrete-control register determine values output to the TOO, TMS, and TRST according to the decode in 
Table 6. The TGK output is generated on each read and write to the discrete-control register; writes generate 
TGK falling edge, while reads generate TGK rising edge. In modes other than the discrete-control mode, this 
register is fully writeable and readable, but writes and reads have no effect on eTBG or target operation. 

DISCRETE-CONTROL 

BIT BIT 
GROUP NO(S). 

DNTR 3 

DTMS 2 

DTDI 1 

DTDO 0 

8-16 

VALUE 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

Table 6. Discrete-Control Register Decode 

RESULT 

If in discrete-control mode, output low to TRST pin, otherwise nothing. 

If in discrete-control mode, output high to TRST pin, otherwise nothing. 

If in discrete-control mode, output low to TMS pin, otherwise nothing. 

If in discrete-control mode, output high to TMS pin, otherwise nothing. 

The TDI data received is a logic O. 

The TDI data received is a logic 1. 

If in discrete-control mode, output low to TOO pin, otherwise nothing. 

If in discrete-control mode, output high to TOO pin, otherwise nothing. 
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command/control 

The eTBC's command-based architecture is structured around a set of comprehensive IEEE Std 1149.1 (JTAG) 
test objectives, which include TAP state movement, scan operations, and run test (operation of test logic in 
Run-Test/Idle state). The set of test operations, as decoded from the command register (bits 3-D, OPCOO) is 
given in Table 5. Commands are initiated by writing the eTBC command register; upon command initiation, the 
test-control logic is initialized and the TOO and TOI buffers are cleared. Command completion is indicated when 
the operation code (OPCOO) field of the command register returns to the value of the null command. 

The eTBC command operation is modified by the configurationA, and configurationB registers, which should 
be written prior to writing of the command register as the values in these registers cannot be modified while a 
command is in progress. Also, commands are only operated in automatic test modes as specified in the 
configurationA register (bits 2-D, MODE) - while in discrete-control mode, commands are ignored. 

All eTBC commands operate similarly to accomplish IEEE Std 1149.1 test objectives. First, the eTBC generates 
a TMS sequence to move the target scan chain from its current TAP state to a working state that depends on 
the test objective. Second, the command is operated (test run, bits scanned) in the working state for a number 
of TCK cycles (or scan bits) determined by the value of the counter upon command initiation. Third, the eTBC 
generates a TMS sequence to move the target scan chain from the working state to the end state specified in 
the command register (bits 5-4, ENOST). For some commands, one or more of these steps are omitted. 

TAP-state-movement commands 

Two eTBC commands are provided to accomplish TAP state movement. The state-move command operates 
to generate a TMS sequence to move the target scan chain directly from its current TAP state to the end state 
specified in the command register. The state-jump command operates to move the eTBC's stored value of the 
target TAP state without generating any changes to the TMS output. The state-jump command can therefore 
be used to switch between targets that share the same test bus, such as those in a multidrop backplane 
configuration implemented with TI addressable scan ports, but that may be left in different TAP states. 

run-test command 

The run-test command is provided to allow the test logic of the target scan chain to execute autonomously in 
the Run-Test/Idle TAP state. Such test logic is commonly used to implement chip- or board-level built-in self test. 
The run-test command operates by generating TMS sequences to move the target scan chain from its current 
TAP state to the Run-Test/Idle TAP state where it will remain for a number ofTCK cycles determined by the value 
of the counter upon command initiation. Upon the countdown of the counter to zero, the eTBC generates TMS 
sequences to move the target scan chain to the end state specified in the command register. 

scan commands 

Eleven eTBC commands are provided to perform scan operations to target scan chains. These can be classified 
by the destination of scan data in the target - addressable scan port (ASP), IEEE Std 1149.1 instruction register, 
or IEEE Std 1149.1 data register - and by the nature/direction of the data transfer - full-duplex (default), 
input-only, output-only, or recirculate. The only combination of these two factors that is not implemented is 
recirculate ASP scan. 

addressable scan port (ASP) scan commands 

The ASP scan commands operate to scan data to and/or from an addressable scan port target. Since ASP 
devices require that TMS remain fixed throughout their select and acknowledge protocols, the eTBC does not 
generate TMS sequences or change its stored value of the target's TAP state. Also, for the same reason, ASP 
scan commands that target ASP devices should be operated in gated-TCK mode. The ASP scan commands 
do allow data written to the TOO buffer to be driven serially onto the TOO pin and bits received serially at the 
TOI pin to be stored into the TOI buffer for reading by the host. However, the ASP scan commands do not perform 
any bit-pair encoding of ASP select protocols or decoding of ASP acknowledge protocols. Such 
encoding/decoding must be performed in the host. The number of data bits to be transferred in and/or out is 
determined by the value of the counter upon command initiation. 
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Instruction-register scan commands 

The instruction-register scan commands operate to scan bits to and/or from the concatenation of instruction 
registers in a target scan chain. The eTBC generates a TMS sequence to move the target scan chain from its 
current TAP state to the Shift-IR TAP state. Oata written to the TOO buffer can be driven serially onto the TOO 
pin and bits received serially at the TOI pin can be stored into the TOI buffer for reading by the host. The number 
of data bits to be transferred in and/or out is determined by the value of the counter upon command initiation. 
If during the operation of an instruction register scan command, the TOO buffer becomes empty, or the TOI 
buffer becomes full, the TAP state will be sequenced to Pause-IR (if in free-running-TCK mode) or the TCK 
output will be gated off (if in gated-TCK mode) until the required buffer service is performed. Upon the countdown 
of the counter to zero, the eTBC generates TMS sequences to move the target scan chain to the end state 
specified in the command register. 

data-register scan commands 

The data-register scan commands operate to scan bits to and/or from the concatenation of data registers in a 
target scan chain. The eTBC generates a TMS sequence to move the target scan chain from its current TAP 
state to the Shift-OR TAP state. Oata written to the TOO buffer may be driven serially onto the TOO pin and bits 
received serially at the TOI pin may be stored into the TOI buffer for reading by the host. The number of data 
bits to be transferred in and/or out is determined by the value of the counter upon command initiation. If during 
the operation of a data-register scan command, the TOO buffer becomes empty, or the TOI buffer becomes full, 
the TAP state will be sequenced to Pause-OR (if in free-running-TCK mode) or the TCK output will be gated off 
(if in gated-TCK mode) until the required buffer service is performed. Upon the countdown of the counter to zero, 
the eTBC generates TMS sequences to move the target scan chain to the end state specified in the command 
register. 

other scan-command variations 

As noted before, the nature/direction of the data transfer for any scan command can vary along with the 
destination of scan data in the target, as follows: 

• For scan commands of the full-duplex (default) class, both TOO buffer and TOI buffer are used to scan 
data to and from the target scan chain, respectively. 

• For scan commands of the input-only class, only the TOI buffer is used to scan data from the target scan 
chain; outgoing TOO data is fixed at a high level throughout the scan operation. 

• For scan commands of the output-only class, only the TOO buffer is used to scan data to the target scan 
chain; incoming TOI data is simply ignored. 

• For scan commands of the recirculate class, only the TOI buffer is used to scan data from the target scan 
chain; outgoing TOO data is generated by reCirculating the incoming TDI data back into the target scan 
chain. 

counter 

8-18 

As described above, the value loaded in the eTBC's 32-bit counter at initiation of a command is used to specify 
the number of TCK cycles or scan bits to remain in the command's working state. As each TCK cycle or scan 
bit is processed for a run-test or scan command, respectively, the counter value is decremented. When the 
counter value reaches zero, the command leaves its working state to finish in the end state specified in the 
command register. 

Before a command that uses the counter can be initiated, a full 32-bit value should be loaded by four consecutive 
writes to the counter register. As well, the full 32-bit current value of the counter can be observed by four 
consecutive reads to the counter register. The counter status (unloaded/loaded) is maintained and observable 
in the status register (bit 5, CTRS). 

Upon eTBC reset (power-up, hardware-initiated, or software-initiated), the counter is cleared and assumes its 
unloaded state. 
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TCK generator 

The TCK generator sources the test clock (TCK) signal required by the IEEE Std 1149.1 target(s} and the 
eTBC-internal test-control logic. The fundamental TCK frequency is produced by division of ClKIN. The divisor 
to be used is programmable within a range of 1 to 128 in the configurationS register (bits 7-5, CDlV). The TCK 
output to the target(s} can be operated in free-running or gated modes. The free-running mode toggles TCK 
continuously, based on ClKIN, while the gated mode operates the TCK only when required to move the target 
TAP state or to perform a run-test or scan operation. 

While the eTBC is in discrete-control mode, the TCK generator is not used; instead, the state of TCK is toggled 
on each alternating read and write to the discrete-control register. A falling edge of TCK is produced by write, 
while a rising edge of TCK is produced by read. 

Upon eTBC reset (power-up, hardware-initiated, or software-initiated), the TCK generator assumes its 
free-running mode with a clock divisor of 16 (TCK = ClKIN/16). 

TAP-state generator 

The TAP-state generator sources the TMS signal, which sequences the TAP controllers of connected IEEE Std 
1149.1-compliant target devices. The TAP controller specified by IEEE Std 1149.1 is a synchronous finite-state 
machine that provides test control signals throughout each target device; its state diagram is shown in Figure 8. 
This diagram and the TAP-controller states are discussed subsequently. 

The TAP-state generator operates under the control of an executing command to generate the TMS sequences 
required to move connected target devices from one stable state to another, to capture and scan test data 
int%ut of target devices, and to operate built-in test modes of target devices in the Run-Test/Idle state. 

The TAP state currently being generated is always maintained by the TAP-state generator and is constantly 
available in the eTBC status register (bits 3-0, TAPST) for host read. Based on the TAP state that is current upon 
command initiation, the TAP-state generator will source a defined sequence of TMS values to reach the TAP 
state in which the command is progressed (e.g., Shift-IR, Shift-DR, Run-Test/Idle), and ultimately to reach the 
specified end TAP state. These sequences are detailed in Tables 7-12. 

While the eTBC is in free-running-TCK mode, if a currently operating scan command empties or fills a required 
test data buffer, then the TAP-state generator will source the TMS sequences required to move the connected 
target devices to their Pause-IR or Pause-DR states. In such case, the TAP-state generator will maintain target 
devices in their Pause-IR or Pause-DR states until the required test data buffer is serviced appropriately. On 
the other hand, if such a buffer condition occurs while the eTBC is in gated-TCK mode, the TAP-state generator 
maintains the target devices in their Shift-IR or Shift-DR states while the TCK is gated off. 

While the eTBC is in discrete-control mode, the TAP-state generator is not used; instead, the state of the TMS 
pin is determined by the contents of the discrete-control register. Thus, TMS sequences that cannot be 
generated automatically can still be applied through the eTBC to targets that require such (e.g., near-compliant 
devices). 

The TAP-state generator also is not used during the operation of the special addressable shadow protocol 
(ASP) scan commands. Since, by definition, ASPs operate only while the TAP is idling (maintaining one of the 
TAP states Test-logic-Reset, Run-Test/Idle, Pause-IR, or Pause-DR), the TMS pin must be maintained at the 
value it held upon initiation of the ASP scan command. 

For eTBC verification/debugging, in addition to continuous update of the current target TAP state in the eTBC 
status register, the output of the TAP-state (TMS) generator can be selected for loopback into the TDI buffer. 
When this TMS-Ioopback mode is selected, although a host-requested command will execute in the eTBC, the 
target will not be affected as both TMS and TDI are fixed at a high level. 

Upon eTBC reset (power-up, hardware-initiated, or software-initiated), the TAP-state generator assumes the 
Test-logic-Reset TAP state. 
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TEST·LOGIC·RESET 

NEXT NEXT TAP 
TMS STATE 

H T-L-R 

TEST·LOGIC-RESET 

NEXT NEXT TAP 
TMS STATE 

H S-DR-S 

H S-IR-S 

H T-L-R 

TEST·LOGIC-RESET 

NEXT NEXT TAP 
TMS STATE 

H Exit2-DR 

H Update-DR 

H S-DR-S 

H S-IR-S 

H T-L-R 
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Table 7. TMS Sequencing from TAP State Test-Loglc-Reset 

FROM TEST·LOGIC·RESET (TMS = H) TO 

RUN-TEST-IDLE SHIFT-DR PAUSE-DR SHIFT-IR 

NEXT NEXT TAP NEXT NEXT TAP NEXT NEXT TAP NEXT NEXT TAP 
TMS STATE TMS STATE TMS STATE TMS STATE 

L R-T/I L R-T/I L R-T/I L R-TII 

H S-DR-S H S-DR-S H S-DR-S 

L Capture-DR L Capture-DR H S-IR-S 

L Shift-DR H Exit1-DR L Capture-IR 

L Pause-DR L Shift-IR 

Table 8. TMS Sequencing from TAP State Run-Test/Idle 

FROM RUN·TEST/IDLE (TMS = L) TO 

RUN-TEST·IDLE SHIFT-DR PAUSE·DR SHIFT-IR 

NEXT NEXT TAP NEXT NEXT TAP NEXT NEXT TAP NEXT NEXT TAP 
TMS STATE TMS STATE TMS STATE TMS STATE 

L R-T/I H S-DR-S H S-DR-S H S-DR-S 

L Capture-DR L Capture-DR H S-IR-S 

L Shift-DR H Exit1-DR L Capture-IR 

L Pause-DR L . Shift-IR 

Table 9. TMS Sequencing from TAP State Pause-DR 

RUN· TEST·IDLE 

NEXT NEXT TAP 
TMS STATE 

H Exit2-DR 

H Update-DR 

L R-TII 

FROM PAUSE·DR (TMS = L) TO 

SHIFT·DR PAUSE-DR 

NEXT NEXT TAP NEXT NEXT TAP 
TMS 

H 

L 

STATE TMS STATE 

Exit2-DR H Exit2-DR 

Shift-DR H Update-DR 

H S-DR-S 

L Capture-DR 

H Exit1-DR 

L Pause-DR 
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SHIFT·IR 

NEXT NEXT TAP 
TMS STATE 

H Exit2-DR 

H Update-DR 

H S-DR-S 

H S-IR-S 

L Capture-IR 

L Shift-IR 

PAUSE·IR 

NEXT NEXT TAP 
TMS STATE 

L R-T/I 

H S-DR-S 

H S-IR-S 

L Capture-IR 

H Exit1-IR 

L Pause-IR 

PAUSE·IR 

NEXT NEXT TAP 
TMS STATE 

H S-DR-S 

H S-IR-S 

L Capture-IR 

H Exit1-IR 

L Pause-IR 

PAUSE-IR 

NEXT NEXT TAP 
TMS STATE 

H Exit2-DR 

H Update-DR 

H S-DR-S 

H S-IR-S 

L Capture-IR 

H Exit1-IR 

L Pause-IR 
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Table 10. TMS Sequencing from TAP State Pause-IR 

FROM PAUSE·IR (TMS = L) TO 

TEST·LOGIC·RESET RUN·TEST·IDLE SHIFT·DR PAUSE·DR SHIFT·IR PAUSE·IR 

NEXT NEXT TAP NEXT 
TMS STATE TMS 

H Exit2-IR H 

H Update-IR H 

H S-DR-S L 

H S-IR-S 

H T-L-R 

TEST·LOGIC-RESET 

NEXT 
NEXT TAP STATE 

TMS 

H Exit1-DR 

H Update-DR 

H S-DR-S 

H S-IR-S 

H T-L-R 

TEST·LOGIC·RESET 

NEXT 
NEXT TAP STATE 

TMS 

H Exit1-IR 

H Update-IR 

H S-DR-S 

H S-IR-S 

H T-L-R 

NEXT TAP NEXT NEXT TAP NEXT NEXT TAP NEXT 
STATE TMS STATE TMS STATE TMS 

Exit2-IR H Exit2-IR H Exit2-IR H 

Update-IR H Update-IR H Update-IR L 

R-TII H S-DR-S H S-DR-S 

L Capture-DR L Capture-DR 

L Shift-DR H Exit1-DR 

L Pause-DR 

Table 11. TMS Sequencing from TAP State Shift·DR 

FROM SHIFT·DR (TMS = L) TO 

RUN· TEST·IDLE PAUSE·DR 

NEXT 
NEXT TAP STATE 

NEXT 
NEXT TAP STATE 

TMS TMS 

H Exit1-DR H Exit1-DR 

H Update-DR L Pause-DR 

L R-TII 

Table 12. TMS Sequencing from TAP State Shlft·IR 

FROM SHIFT·IR (TMS = L) TO 

RUN·TEST·IDLE PAUSE·DR 

NEXT 
TMS 

H 

H 

L 

NEXT TAP STATE 
NEXT 
TMS 

Exit1-IR H 

Update-IR H 

R-TII H 

L 

H 

L 

I
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NEXT TAP NEXT NEXT TAP 
STATE TMS STATE 

Exit2-IR H Exit2-IR 

Shift-IR H Update-IR 

H S-DR-S 

H S-IR-S 

L Capture-IR 

H ExitHR 

L Pause-IR 

PAUSE·IR 

NEXT 
NEXT TAP STATE 

TMS 

H Exit1-DR 

H Update-DR 

H S-DR-S 

H S-IR-S 

L Capture-IR 

H ExitHR 

L Pause-IR 

PAUSE·IR 

NEXT 
NEXT TAP STATE 

TMS 

H ExitHR 

L Pause-IR 
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state diagram description 

8-22 

The state diagram shown in Figure 8 is in accordance with IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. The TAP controller 
proceeds through its states based on the level of TMS at the rising edge of TCK. 

As shown, the TAP controller consists of 16 states. There are six stable states (indicated by a looping arrow in 
the state diagram) and ten unstable states. A stable state is a state the TAP controller can retain for consecutive 
TCK cycles. Any state that does not meet this criterion is an unstable state. 

There are two main paths though the state diagram: one to access and control the selected data register and 
one to access and control the instruction register. Only one register can be accessed at any given time. 

Test-Loglc-Reset 

PTMS= L 

Run-Test/Idle 

Figure 8. TAP-Controller State Diagram 
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Test-Logie-Reset 

The eTBC TAP-state generator powers up in the Test-Logic-Reset state. Alternatively, the eTBC can be forced 
to this state asynchronously by assertion of its RST input or synchronously by writing the eTBC command 
register (bit 7-SWRST). 

For a target device in the stable Test-Logic-Reset state, the test logic is reset and is disabled so that the normal 
logic function of the device is performed. The instruction register is reset to an opcode that selects the optional 
IOCOOE instruction, if supported, or the BYPASS instruction. Certain data registers also can be reset to their 
power-up values. 

Run-Test/Idle 

For a target device, Run-Test/Idle is a stable state in which the test logic can be actively running a test or can 
be idle. 

Select-OR-Scan, Select-IR-Scan 

For a target device, no specific function is performed in the Select-OR-Scan and Select-IR-Scan states, and the 
TAP controller exits either of these states on the next TCK cycle. These states allow the selection of either 
data-register scan or instruction-register scan. 

Capture-DR 

For a target device in the Capture-OR state, the selected data register can"capture a data value as specified 
by the current instruction. Such capture operations occur on the rising edge of TCK upon which the Capture-OR 
state is exited. 

Shift-DR 

For a target device, upon entry to the Shift-OR state, the selected data register is placed in the scan path 
between TOI and TOO, and on the first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an 
active state. TOO outputs the logic level present in the least-significant bit of the selected data register. While 
in the stable Shift-OR state, data is serially shifted through the selected data register on each TCK cycle. 

Exlt1-0R, Exlt2-0R 

For a target device, the Exit1-0R and Exit2-0R states are temporary states that end a data-register scan. It is 
possible to return to the Shift-OR state from either Exit1-0R or Exit2-0R without recapturing the data register. 
On the first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-0R, TOO goes from the active state to the high-impedance 
state. 

Pause-DR 

For target devices, no specific function is performed in the stable Pause-OR state. The Pause-OR state 
suspends and resumes data-register scan operations without loss of data. 

Update-DR 

For a target device, if the current instruction calls for the selected data register to be updated with current data, 
such update occurs on the falling edge of TCK following entry to the Update-OR state. 

Capture-IR 

For a target device in the Capture-I R state, the instruction register captures its current status value. This capture 
operation occurs on the rising edge of TCK upon which the Capture-IR state is exited . 
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Shlft-IR 

For a target device, upon entry to the Shift-IR state, the instruction register is placed in the scan path between 
TOI and TOO, and on the first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. 
TOO outputs the logic level present in the least-significant bit of the instruction register. While in the stable 
Shift-IR state, instruction data is serially shifted through the instruction register on each TCK cycle. 

Exlt1-IR, Exit2-IR 

For target devices, the Exit1-IR and Exit2-IR states are temporary states that end an instruction-register scan. 
It is possible to return to the Shift-IR state from either Exit1-IR or Exit2-IR without recapturing the instruction 
register. On the first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-IR, TOO goes from the active state to the 
high-impedance state. 

Pause-IR 

For target devices, no specific function is performed in the stable Pause-IR state, in which the TAP controller 
can remain indefinitely. The Pause-IR state suspends and resumes instruction-register scan operations without 
loss of data. 

Update-IR 

For target devices, the current instruction is updated and takes effect on the falling edge of TCK, following entry 
to the Update-IR state. 

TOO buffer 

8-24 

The TOO buffer is the 4 x 8-bit-parallel-to-serial FI FO that accepts scan data from the host in 8-bit-parallel format 
and serializes it onto the TOO pin during scan operations. Scan data is expected to be transferred from the host 
in least-significant-byte-first orderto meet IEEE Std 1149.1 requirements for least-significant-bit-first scan order. 
Any partial byte to be written should be justified to 00. The TOO buffer is cleared upon command initiation, so 
no scan data should be written to the TOO buffer before writing a scan command to the command register. 

The TOO-buffer status (not full/full) is maintained in the status register (bit 6, TOOS). When the TOO-buffer 
status is full, writes to the TOO buffer will be held off by ROY inactive and if the write cycle is aborted prior to 
ROY active, the write data will be ignored. 

For the convenience and efficiency of operating scans to the target for which outgoing data is not required, the 
eTBC supports special classes of input-only and recirculate scan commands which do not require nor operate 
the TOO buffer and so the host need not perform any write access to it. While the input-only scan commands 
are operating, the TOO pin outputs a fixed high level. While the recirculate scan commands are operating, the 
TOO pin recirculates to the target the data that is received at TOI. 

While the eTBC is in discrete-control mode, the TOO buffer is not used; instead, the state of the TOO pin is 
determined by the contents of the discrete-control register. Thus, TMSITOO sequences that cannot be 
automatically generated can still be applied through the eTBC to targets that require such (e.g., near-compliant 
devices). 

For eTBC verification/debugging, the TOO-buffer output can be selected for loopback into the TOI buffer. When 
this TOO-Ioopback mode is selected, although a host-requested command will execute in the eTBC, the target 
will not be affected, as both TMS and TOI are fixed at a high level. 

Upon eTBC reset (power-up, hardware-initiated, or software-initiated), the TOO buffer is cleared and assumes 
its not-full state. 
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TOI buffer 

The TOI buffer is the serial-to-4 x 8-bit-parallel FIFO that serially receives data at the TOI pin and makes it 
available in 8-bit-parallel format for reading by the host. Scan data is expected to be transferred from the IEEE 
Std 1149.1 targets in least-significant-bit-first order and is made available for host read in 
least-significant-byte-first order. The last data available for host read during a scan command may be a partial 
byte, in which case it will be justified to 00. 

The TO I-buffer status (empty/not empty) is maintained in the status register (bit 7, TDlS). When the TO I-buffer 
status is empty, reads to the TOI buffer will be held off by ROY inactive and, if the read cycle is aborted prior 
to ROY active, the read data will be invalid. 

The TOI buffer is able to automatically accommodate retiming (pipeline) delays to the target. While operating 
a scan command, TOI sampling will be delayed by a number of TCK cycles, equal to a value given in the 
configurationB register (bits 3-0, ROlY), following the generation of Shift-OR or Shift-IR state, as appropriate. 

For the convenience and efficiency of operating scans to the target for which incoming data is not required, the 
eTBC supports a special class of output-only scan commands that neither require nor operate the TOI buffer. 
While the output-only scan commands are operating, the data received at TOI is ignored and the host need not 
perform any read access to the TOI buffer. 

While the eTBC is in discrete-control mode, the TOI buffer is not used; instead, the state of the TOO pin is 
observed in the discrete-control register. Thus, TMSITOO sequences that cannot be automatically generated 
can still be applied through the eTBC to targets that require such (e.g., near-compliant devices). 

For e TBC verification/debugging, the input to the TOI buffer can be selected for loopback from either TOO buffer 
or TAP-state (TMS) generator. When either of these loopback modes is selected, although a host-requested 
command will execute in the eTBC, the target will not be affected, as both TMS and TOI are fixed at a high level: 

Upon eTBC reset (power-up, hardware-initiated, or software-initiated), the TOI buffer is cleared and assumes 
its empty state. 

discrete control 

The discrete-control block provides the multiplexing and control logic required to support the eTBC's 
discrete-control mode in addition to its automatic modes. While the eTBC is in discrete-control mode, the TAP 
signals are fully controllable/accessible to the host via reads/writes to the discrete-control register. No 
commands can be initiated/operated while the eTBC is in discrete-control mode. 

Upon eTBC reset (power-up, hardware-initiated, or software-initiated), the discrete-control mode is inactive. 

reset 

The eTBC provides three mechanisms for comprehensive and equivalent reset - power-up reset, 
hardware-initiated reset (RST), and software-initiated reset (SWRST, bit 7 of command register) to the following 
effect: 

• All eTBC registers are reset to default values as given in Table 1. 

• The command/control logic is fully reset. 

• The counter is cleared/unloaded. The TOO buffer and TOI buffer are cleared/emptied. 

• The TAP-state generator is reset to the Tes~-logic-Reset TAP state. 

• TOO, TMS, and TRST output high levels; TCK outputs ClKIN/16. 

As a consequence, the IEEE Std 1149.1 targets can be expected to be driven synchronously to the 
Test-logic-Reset state no later than the fifth rising edge of TCK (72 ClKIN cycles) . 
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absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)t 

Supply voltage range, Vee ......................................................... -0.5 V to 4.6 V 
Input voltage range, VI (see Note 1) .................................................. -0.5 V to 7 V 
Voltage range applied to any output in the high state or power-off state, 

Vo (see Note 1): 0, ROY .... '" ..................... " ..... '" ...... ; ...... -0.5 V to Vee + 0.5 V 
TCK, TOO, TMS, TRST ............................................ -0.5 V to 7 V 

Current into any output in the low state, 10: SN54LVT8980 (0, ROY) ...... ;..................... 12 rnA 
SN54LVT8980 (TCK, TOO, TMS, TRST) .............. 96 rnA 
SN74LVT8980 (0, ROY) ............................ 12 rnA 
SN74LVT8980 (TCK, TOO, TMS, TRST) ............. 128 rnA 

Current into any output in the high state, 
10 (see Note 2): SN54LVT8980 (0, ROY) .................................................. 16 rnA 

SN54LVT8980 (TCK, TOO, TMS, TRST) " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 48 rnA 
SN74LVT8980 (0, ROY) ................................................... 16 rnA 
SN74LVT8980 (TCK, TOO, TMS, TRST) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 64 rnA 

Input clamp current, 11K (VI < 0) ........................................................... -50 rnA 
Output clamp current, 10K (Vo < 0) ........................................................ -50 rnA 
Output clamp current, 10K (Vo > Vee): 0, ROY .............................................. 50 rnA 
Maximum power dissipation at TA = 55°C (in still air) (see Note 3): OW package ................... 1.7 W 
Storage temperature range, Tstg ................................................... -65°C to 150°C 

t Stresses beyond those listed under "absolute maximum ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings only, and 
functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated under "recommended operating conditions" is not 
implied. Exposure to absolute-maximum-rated conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTES: 1. The input and output voltage ratings may be exceeded if the input and output current ratings are observed. 
2. This current flows only when the output is in the high state and Vo > Vcc. 
3. The maximum package power dissipation is calculated using a junction temperature of 150°C and a board trace length of 750 mils. 

For more information, refer to the Package Thermal Considerations application note in the ABT Advanced BiCMOS Technology Data 
Book, literature number SCB0002. 

recommended operating conditions (see Note 4) 
SN54LVT8980 

MIN MAX 

VCC Supply voltage 2.7 3.6 

VIH High-level input voltage 2 

Vil low-level input voltage I.'S 
VI Input voltage i~·5 

O,ROY _If' -8 
IOH High-level output current 

TCK, TOO, TMS, TRST /';' -24 

O,ROY i!P 6 
IOl low-level output current 

TCK, TOO, TMS, TRST ~ 48 q; 
t:.t/t:.v Input transition rise or fall rate 

, 
10 

t:.tlt:.VCC Power-up ramp rate 200 

TA Operating free-air temperature -55 125 

NOTE 4: Unused control mputs (A, ClKIN, RIW) must be held high or low to prevent them from floating. 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Informallon concerns products In lhelorma1!ve or 
design phase 01 development. Characteristic data and other 
speclllcallons ere design gosls. Teuslnstruments reserves the right to 
change or discontinue these prodUC1a wtthout nollce. 
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SN74LVT8980 
UNIT 

MIN MAX 

2.7 3.6 V 

2 V 

0.8 V 

5.5 V 

-8 mA 

-32 mA 

6 mA 

64 mA 

10 nslV 

200 IlsN 

-40 85 °C 
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electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) 

SN54LVT8980 SN74LVT8980 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

TYPt TYPt MIN MAX MIN 

VIK VCC=2.7V, II =-18 mA -1.2 

VCC = MIN to MAX:!:, IOH=-100~ VCC-0.2 VCC-0.2 

VCC=2.7V, 10H =-4 mA 2.3 2.3 
0, AOY 

10H =-4 mA 2.6 2.6 
VCC=3 V 

10H =-8 mA 2.4 2.4 
VOH 

VCC = MIN to MAX:!:, IOH=-100~ VCC-0.2 VCC-0.2 

TCK, TOO, TMS, VCC=2.7V, 10H =-8mA 2.4 2.4 

TAST 10H =-24 mA 2 
VCC= 3 V 

10H =-32mA 2 

VCC = MIN to MAX:!:, 10l= 100~ 0.2 

IOl=4 mA 0.55 

O,AOY 
VCC=2.7V 

IOl=6mA 0.8 

IOl=4mA 0.55 
VCC=3 V 

IOl=6mA 0.8 

VOL VCC = MIN to MAX:!:, 10l= 100~ 0.2 

VCC=2.7V IOl=24 mA ;0 
l.~ .- 0.5 

TCK, TOO, TMS, IOl=16mA .$: 0.4 

TAST 10l= 32mA (lct' 0.5 
VCC= 3V 

IOl=48mA /;- 0.55 

IOl=64 mA i:? 
A, ClKIN, AST, V 

R.~ 
RiW, STAB, TOI, VCC = 0 or MAX:!:, VI = 5.5 V 4- 10 
TOE 

II A, ClKIN, R/W VCC= 3.6 V, VI = VCC or GNO ±1 

AST, STAB, TOI, VI =VCC 1 

TOE 
VCC = 3.6 V 

VI=O -40 -100 -40 

loff 
TCK, TOO, TMS, 

VCC= 0, VI or Vo = 0 to 4.5 V ±100 
TAST 

10ZH 0, TCK, TOO, VCC=3.6V, VO=3V 5 

10Zl TMS, TAST VCC= 3.6 V, VO= 0.5 V -5 

10ZPU§ TCK, TOO, TMS, V CC = 0 to 1.5 V, VO=0.5Vto3V, TOE=O ±100 

10ZPO§ TAST VCC=1.5VtoO, VO=0.5Vto3V, TOE=O ±100 

Outputs high 0.5 

ICC Outputs low VCC=3.6V, 10=0, 7 
VI = VCC or GNO 

Outputs disabled 0.5 

blCCl1 VCC = 3 V to 3.6 V, One input at VCC - 0.6 V, 
0.2 

Other inputs at VCC or GNO 

Ci VI" 3 VorO 4 

Cio Vo =3 VorO 5 

Co Vo =3 VorO 7 

t All typical values are at VCC = 3.3 V, TA = 25°C. 
:!: For conditions shown as MIN or MAX, use the appropriate value specified under recommended operating conditions. 
§ This parameter is characterized but not tested. 
11 This is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TTL voltage level rather than VCC or GNO. 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Information concerns products In the formative or 
d2s1 n phase of development. Characteristic da18 and other 
s ftcatlons ar. design goals. Texas Instrum.n1S reservesth. rtghllo 
c ang. or dlsconllnueth ... products without notice. • TEXAS 
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4 

5 

7 

MAX 

-1.2 

0.2 

0.55 

0.8 

0.55 

0.8 

0.2 

0.5 

0.4 

0.5 

0.55 

10 

±1 

1 

-100 

±100 

5 

-5 

±100 

±100 

0.5 

7 

0.5 

0.2 

UNIT 

V 

V 

V 

~A 

~ 

~ 

~ 

mA 

mA 

pF 

pF 

pF 
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timing requirements over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise 
noted) (see Figure 9 and Figure 10) . 

SN54LVT8980 

Vee=3.3V 
VCe=2.7V 

±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN 

TCK.ClKIN 
0 20 0 

(CDIV .. O) 

fclock Clock frequency, ClKIN 
TCK=ClKIN/2 

0 40 0 
(CDIV .. 1) 

TCK::;;ClKIN/4 
0 70 0 

(CDIV~2) 

TCK.ClKIN 
25 ~ (CDIV=O) 

~'''. 
Pulse duration, ClKIN high or TCK=ClKIN/2 

12.5 IjJl6 tw low (CDIV .. 1) 

TCK::;;ClKIN/4 
7.1 .fft 

(CDI~2) _.£J 
tw Pulse duration, RST low 10 ~-

tw Pulse duration, STAB low 8 btJ: 

tsu Setup time, A before STRBJ, 
Read or write 

10 (RiW high or low) 

tsu Setup time, D before STRBi Write (RIW low) 5 

tsu Setup time, RIW before STRBJ, 5 

tsu Setup time, TDI before ClKINi 5 

th Hold time, A after STRBi 
Read or write 

5 (RiW high or low) 

th Hold time, Dafter STRBi Write (RIW low) 15 

th Hold time, RIW after STRBi 6 

th Hold time, TDI after ClKINi 10 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Informllllon concema pIOducta In Ihelonnllllve or 

:::

1 n phi.. of development Chll'llct.ri8llc dalll end other 
0lIl11'11 dtelgn goals. T.XIIlnatrumlllll raeerv .. llle rlghllO 

ngt or dItcontInue \h ... p!Oducta without notice. • TEXAS 
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7.8 

10 

8 

10 

5 

5 

5 

5 

15 

6 

10 
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MAX 

16 

32 

64 

SN74LVT8980 

Vee = 3.3 
VCe=2.7V UNIT ±O.3V 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

0 20 0 16 

0 40 0 32 MHz 

0 70 0 64 

25 31 

12.5 15.6 ns 

7.1 7.8 

10 10 ns 

8 8 ns 

10 10 ns 

5 5 ns 

5 5 ns 

5 5 ns 

5 5 ns 

15 15 ns 

6 6 ns 

10 10 ns 
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switching characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) (see Figure 9 and Figure 10) 

SN54LVT8980 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO Vee = 3.3 V Vcc= 

(INPUT) (OUTPUT) ±O.3V 2.7V 

MIN MAX MAX 

tpLH 6 20 25 
CLKIN TCK 

tPHL 6 20 25 

tpLH 12 35 40 
CLKIN TOO, TMS 

tpHL 12 35 40 

tpLH 3 35 40 
Rsn D 

tpHL 3 35 40 

tpLH 3 35 40 
Rsn ROY 

tpHL . 3 35 40 

tpHL RSTJ. TCK 5 30 35 

tpLH RSTJ. TDO, TMS, TRST 5 30 35 

tpLH STRSi RDY 3 22 28 

tpHL STRSJ. RDY 3 22 it; 28 

tpLH TCK, TDO, TMS, TRST 8 2!ll' 35 
STRST 

discrete mode "t~ tpHL 8 35 

tpLH TCK, TDO, TMS, TRST 6 .,,040 45 
STRST 

other modes 6j!;'*" 40 tpHL 45 

tpZH 
STRS! 

,~~ 20 25 
0 

3' tpZL 20 25 

tpZH 5 30 35 
STRSi TCK, TDO, TMS, TRST 

tpZL 5 30 35 

tpZH 
TOEJ. 

2 15 18 
TCK, TDO, TMS, TRST 

tpZL 2 15 18 

tpHZ 
STRSi 

3 20 25 
D 

tpLZ 3 20 25 

tpHZ 
STRSi 

5 30 35 
TCK, TDO, TMS, TRST 

tpLZ 5 30 35 

tpHZ 
TOEi 

2 15 18 
TCK, TOO, TMS, TRST 

tpLZ 2 15 18 

t All typical values are at VCC = 3.3 V, TA = 25°C. 

PRODUCT PREVIEW Information concerns products In the formalin or 
d21 n pha.. of development. CharacterlsUc data and other 
I ftcatlonl are dlll;n goala. Teu8 Instruments reaerves the rfghllo 
c ange or dlscontlnuelheae products without noUes. ~TEXAS 
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SN74LVT8980 

Vee = 3.3 V Vcc= UNIT 
±O.3V 2.7V 

MIN TYPt MAX MAX 

8 10 17 20 
ns 

8 10 17 20 

14 18 30 35 
ns 

14 18 30 35 

4 17 30 35 
ns 

4 17 30 35 

4 17 30 35 
ns 

4 17 30 35 

6 15 25 30 ns 

6 15 25 30 ns 

5 10 18 22 
ns 

5 10 18 22 

10 14 22 28 
ns 

10 14 22 28 

8 20 35 40 
ns 

8 20 35 40 

4 8 15 18 
ns 

4 8 15 18 

7 15 25 30 
ns 

7 15 25 30 

2 6 12 15 
ns 

2 6 12 15 

4 8 15 18 
ns 

4 8 15 18 

7 15 25 30 
ns 

7 15 25 30 

2 6 12 15 
ns 

2 6 12 15 
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PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION 

o 4V 

S1 
From Output _-e-_-4f---.J\50/l,0"'n __ --" 

Under Test o Open 

CL =50pF 

( .. eNoteAI T 500n 

LOAD CIRCUIT 

I4---tw~ 

.npm =3< *:'~'5~V~~~~ ::V 

Input 

Output 

Output 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PULSE DURATION 

~1.5V )(1.5 V 

I 
II ~ 

2.7 V 

OV 

tpLH ~ I I tpHL 

I 1 I ~VOH I 1.5V I 1.5V 

I I VOL 
I 

tPHL~ ~tPLH 

\1.5V 
Y;;;-VOH 

1.5V 

VOL 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PROPAGATION DELAY TIMES 

INVERTING AND NONINVERTING OUTPUTS 

Timing Input 

Data Input 

Output 
Control 

Output 
Waveform 1 

S1 at6 V 
(see Note B) 

Output 
Waveform 2 

S1 at GND 
(see Note B) 

TEST S1 

tpLH/tPHL Open 

tPLZ/tpZL 4V 

tpHz/tpZH Open 

2.7 V -------X1.5V 

-----..J·I'------- ov 
14 ~~ th ~ I tsu I 

__ ..J*'.5V ~ :.:V 
VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 

SETUP AND HOLD TIMES 

~'.5V ):(,.5 V 
tpZL~ 14- I 

2.7 V 

ov 

I I tpLZ~ ~ 
I I I I 2V 

I \'.5 V I P .O.3V 
I I OL -- VOL 

I I tpHZ --+I j4-
tpZH~ j4- I 

I 

... OV 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
ENABLE AND DISABLE TIMES 

LOW· AND HIGH·LEVEL ENABLING 

NOTES: A. CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 

8-30 

B. Waveform 1 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is low except when disabled by the output control. 
Waveform 2 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is high except when disabled by the output control. 

C. All input pulses are supplied by generators having the following characteristics: PRR s 10 MHz, Zo = 50 n. tr S 2.5 ns, tf S 2.5 ns. 
D. The outputs are measured one at a time with one transition per measurement. 

Figure 9. Load Circuit and Voltage Waveforms (0 and ROY Outputs) 
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PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION 

o 6V 

S1 
From Output ____ --4IIt----"\50,,01\J0-----' o Open 

rND Under Test 

CL.=50 pF 

(see Note A) T 5000 

L.OAD CIRCUIT 

~tw~ 
1 1,..-__ 

Input 3 X\.,1_.5_V __ 

2.7 V 

Input 

Output 

Output 

VOL.TAGE WAVEFORMS 
PUL.SE DURATION 

OV 

---v 2.7V 

--1i' 1.5 V >:< 1.5 V ° V 

1 I 1- - I 
tpL.H ~ r----r- tpHL. 

1 II I \l~-=-:- VOH 
1 1.5V 1 -e 

---11--' I VOL. 

tpHL. --l.----.j ~ tpL.H 

I ~ VOH 
\1.5V T1.5V 

VOL. 

VOL.TAGE WAVEFORMS 
PROPAGATION DEL.AY TIMES 

INVERTING AND NONINVERTING OUTPUTS 

NOTES: A. CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 

Timing Input 

Data Input 

Output 
Control 

Output 
Waveform 1 

S1 at 6 V 
(see Note B) 

Output 
Waveform 2 

S1 atGND 
(see Note B) 

TEST S1 

tPL.H/tPHL. Op9n 

tpL.Z/tpZL. 6V 

tpHZ/tpZH GND 

2.7 V -------X1•5V 
_____ J. I~ ______ OV 

I~ t ~L. ~I 
I su r th I 

__,.,X,.5V ~ ::V 
VOL.TAGE WAVEFORMS 

SETUP AND HOL.D TIMES 

~1.5V ~,-1._5_V __ _ 

tpZL.~ 14- I 

2.7 V 

OV 

I I tpL.Z --.I ~ 
--";'1-",1 I p--- 3 V 

I 1.5V I 
I I VOL. +~.~ VOL. 

I I tpHZ ~ j4-
tpZH~ ~ I 

I - VOH 
!1.5V ~H-0.3V 

------'. =OV 

VOL.TAGE WAVEFORMS 
ENABL.E AND DISABL.E TIMES 

L.OW· AND HIGH·L.EVEL ENABL.ING 

B. Waveform 1 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is low except when disabled by the output control. 
Waveform 2 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is high except when disabled by the output control. 

C. All input pulses are supplied by generators having the following characteristics: PRR S 10 MHz, Zo = 50 0. tr S 2.5 ns, tf S 2.5 ns. 
D. The outputs are measured one at a time with one transition per measurement. 

Figure 10. Load Circuit and Voltage Waveforms (TCK, TOO, TMS, TRST Outputs) 
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• Members of the Texas Instruments 
SCOPETM Family of Testability Products 

• Compatible With the IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990 (JTAG) Test Access Port and 
Boundary-Scan Architecture 

• Control Operation of Up to Six Parallel 
Target Scan Paths 

• Accommodate Pipeline Delay to Target of 
Up to 31 Clock Cycles 

• Scan Data Up to 232 Clock Cycles 

description 

• Execute Instructions for Up to 232 Clock 
Cycles 

• Each Device Includes Four Bidirectional 
Event Pins for Additional Test Capability 

• Inputs Are TTL-Voltage Compatible 
o EPICTM (Enhanced-Performance Implanted 

CMOS) 1-Jlm Process 

• Packaged In 44-Pln Plastic Leaded Chip 
Carrier (FN), 68-Pln Ceramic Pin Grid Array 
(GB), and 68-Pln Ceramic Quad Flat 
Packages (HV) 

The 'ACT8990 test-bUS controllers (TBC) are members of the Texas Instruments SCOPETM testability 
integrated-circuit family. This family of components supports IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 (JTAG) boundary 
scan to facilitate testing of complex circuit-board assemblies. The 'ACT8990 differ from other SCOPETM 
integrated circuits. Their function is to control the JTAG serial-test bus rather than being target 
boundary-scannable devices. 

The required signals of the JTAG serial-test bus - test clock (TCK) , test mode select (TMS), test data input (TO I) , 
and test data output (TOO) can be connected from the TBC to a target device without additional logic. This is 
done as a chain of I EEE Standard 1149.1-1990 boundary-scannable components that share the same 
serial-test bus. The TBC generates TMS and TOI signals for its target(s), receives TOO signals from its target(s), 
and buffers its test clock input (TCKI) to a test clock output (TCKO) for distribution to its target(s). The TMS, TOI, 
and TOO signals can be connected to a target directly or via a pipeline, with a retiming delay of up to 31 bits. 
Since the TBC can be configured to generate up to six separate TMS signals [TMS (5 -0)], it can be used to 
control up to six target scan paths that are connected in parallel (Le., sharing common TCK, TOI, and TOO 
signals). 

While most operations of the TBC are synchronous to TCKI, a test-off (TOFF) input is provided for output control 
of the target interface, and a test-reset (TRST) input is provided for hardware/software reset of the TBC. In 
addition, four event [EVENT (3-0)] I/Os are provided for asynchronous communication to target device(s). 
Each event has its own event generation/detection logic, and detected events can be counted by two 16-bit 
counters. 

The TBC operates under the control of a host microprocessor/microcontroller via the 5-bit address bus 
[AORS (4-0)] and the 16-bit read/write data bus [OATA (15-0)]. Read (RO) and write (WR) strobes are 
implemented such that the critical host-interface timing is independent of the TCKI period. Anyone of 
24 registers can be addressed for read and/or write operations. In addition to control and status registers, the 
TBC contains two command registers, a read buffer, and a write buffer. Status of the TBC is transmitted to the 
host via ready (ROY) and interrupt (INT) outputs. 

Major commands can be issued by the host to cause the TBC to generate the TMS sequences necessary to 
move the target(s) from any stable test-access-port (TAP) controller state to any other stable TAP state, to 
execute instructions in the Run-Test/Idle TAP state, or to scan instruction or test data through the target(s). A 
32-bit counter can be preset to allow a predetermined number of execution or scan operations. 

Serial data that appears at the selected TOI input (TOl1 or TOIO) is transferred into the read buffer, which can 
be read by the host to obtain up to 16 bits of the serial-data stream. Serial data that is transmitted from the TOO 
output is written by the host to the write buffer. 

SCOPE and EPIC are trademarks of Texas Instruments Incorporated. 

~~~~~0:1~ ~::;r~~:slape~::::' g: ~!~:m~~ 
standard warranty. Production processing dOte not neceaaarily lnelud. 
teellng 01 all paramelers. ~TEXAS 
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description (continued) 

8-34 

The SN54ACT8990 is characterized for operation over the full military temperature range of -55°C to 125°C. 
The SN74ACT8990 is characterized for operation from O°C to 70°C. 

SN54ACT8990 ••• HV PACKAGE 
(TOP VIEW) 

NC 109 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 686766 65 64 63 62 6~0 NC 

DATAO 11 

DATA1 12 

NC 13 
DATA2 14 

DATA3 15 

NC 16 
DATA4 17 

GND 18 

Vee 19 
NC 20 

DATA5 21 
DATA6 22' 

NC 23 

59 TMS5/EVENT3 
58 TMS4/EVENT2 
57 NC 
56 TMS3/EVENT1 
55 TMS2IEVENTO 
54 NC 
53 Vee 
52 GND 
51 TMS1 
50 NC 
49 TMSO 
48 TDO 
47 NC 

DATA? 24 46 TCKO 
DATA8 25 45 TCKI 

NC 26 44 NC 
27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 

Ne - No internal connection 
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A 

B 

C 

o 

E 

F 

G 

H 

J 

K 

L 

DATAO 
DATA1 
DATA2 
DATA3 
DATA4 

GND 

Vee 
DATA5 
DATA6 
DATA? 
DATA8 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

SN74ACT8990 ••• FN PACKAGE 
(TOP VIEW) 

6 5 4 3 2 1 44 43 42 41 40 
39 

38 

37 

36 

35 

34 

33 

32 

31 

30 

29 
18 19 20 21 222324252627 28 

m 0 .... C\J C') U v 1.0 Ill.. 0 .... 
:c:x: .... < ........ u ........ lI..CSCS 
t;(~~~~>~~OI-I-
Cl«««« ««I-

ClClClCl ClCl 

SN54ACT8990 ••• GB PACKAGE 
(TOP VIEW) 

TMS5/EVENT3 
TMS4/EVENT2 
TMS3/EVENT1 
TMS2IEVENTO 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

@ 
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@ @ 
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@ @ 
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TERMINAL 

NO. NAME NO. 

A2 NC 810 

A3 AORS4 811 

A4 NC C1 

A5 AORS1 C2 

A6 AORSO C3 

A7 NC C10 

A8 INT C11 

A9 RO 01 

A10 TRST 02 

81 OATAO 010 

82 NC 011 

83 AORS3 E1 

84 AORS2 E2 

85 NC E10 

86 NC E11 

87 GNO F1 

88 ROY F2 

89 WR F10 

NC - No internal connection 

functional block diagram 

Target 
Interface 

~ 

TMS(5-2)/ 
EVENT(3-0)t 

.. 4/ ... / 

.... 2/ ... / 

.. 
F 

+-

+-

Event 
Block 

TMS(1-0) 

TOI(1-0)t 

TOO 

2/ , Sequencer 

TOFFt 

TCKO 

TCKI 

TRSTt 

... 

... 

t Inputs have internal pull up resistors. 
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Block 

Table 1. Terminal Assignments 

TERMINAL TERMINAL 

NAME NO. NAME 

NC F11 NC 

NC G1 OATA5 

OATA2 G2 NC 

OATA1 G10 NC 

NC G11 TMS1 

TMS4/EVENT2 H1 NC 

TMS5/EVENT3 H2 OATA6 

OATA4 H10 TOO 

OATA3 H11 TMSO 

TMS3/EVENT1 J1 OATA8 

NC J2 OATA7 

NC J10 TCKO 

GNO J11 NC 

VCC K1 NC 

TMS2IEVENTO K2 NC 

VCC K3 OATA10 

NC K4 OATA11 

GNO K5 NC 

ea a R dO taB us 16 '/ .. , 

Write Data Bus 16/ , 

~ 
~ --4 ~ 

4 .. I--
Counter Block 

~ .... 
4" 

Command Block -

~ 
f+~ 

~~ 
Serial Block 
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NO. 

K6 

K7 

K8 

K9 

K10 

K11 

L2 

L3 

L4 

L5 

L6 

L7 

L8 

L9 

L10 

Host 
Block 

TERMINAL 

... r-

~ .. 
~ 

.... .. ... 

.... ... , 

... 

... 

NAME 

NC 

VCC 

OATA15 . 

TOIO 

NC 

TCKI 

OATA9 

NC 

OATA12 

OATA13 

NC 

OATA14 

TOFF 

TOl1 

NC 

16/ 

5/ , 

Host 
Interface 

~ 
OATA(15-0)t 

AORS(4-0) 

RO 

WR 
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TERMINAL NAME 

AORS4-AORSO 

DATA 15-OATAO 

GNO 

INT 

NC 

RO 

ROY 

TCKI 

TCKO 

TOI1-TOI0 

TOO 

TMS1-TMSO 

TMS5-TMS2I 
EVENT3-EVENTO 

TOFF 

TRST 

WR 

VCC 

1/0 

I 

1/0 

0 

I 

0 

I 

0 

I 

0 

0 

1/0 

I 

I 

I 

Terminal Functions 

DESCRIPTION 

Address inputs. AORS4- AORSO form the 5-bit address bus that interfaces the TBC to its host. These inputs 
specify the TBC register to be read from or written to. 

Data inputs and outputs. DATA 15-0ATAO form the 16-bit bidirectional data bus that interfaces the TBC to its 
host. Data is read from or written to the TBC register using this data bus. 

Ground 

Interrupt. INT transmits an interrupt signal to the host. When the TBC requires service from the host, INT is 
asserted (lOW). INT will remain asserted (low) until the host has completed the required service. 

No connection 

Read strobe. RO is the active low output enable for the data bus. RD is used as the strobe for reading data from 
the selected TBC register. 

Ready. ROY transmits a status signal to the host. When the TBC is ready to accept a read or write operation 
from the host, ROY is asserted (low). RDY is not asserted (high) when the TBC is in recovery from a read, write, 
command, or reset operation. 

Test clock input. TCKI is the clock input for the TBC. Most operations of the TBC are synchronous to TCKI. 
When enabled, all target interface outputs change on the falling edge of TCKI. Sampling of target interface 
inputs are configured to occur on either the rising edge or falling edge of TCKI. 

Test clock output. TCKO distributes TCK to the target(s). The TCKO is configured to be disabled, constant zero, 
constant one, or to follow TCKI. When TCKO follows TCKI, it is delayed to match the delay of generating the 
TOO and TMS signals. 

Test data inputs. The TOI1-TOIO serial inputs are used for shifting test data from the target(s). The TOI inputs 
can be directly connected to the TOO pin(s) of the target(s). 

Test data output. TOO is used for shifting test data into the target(s). TOO can be directly connected to the TOI 
terminal(s) of the target(s). 

Test mode select outputs. These parallel outputs transmit TMS signals to the target(s), which direct them 
through their TAP controlier states. TMS1-TMSO can be directly connected to the TMS terminals of the 
target(s). 

Test mode select outputs or event inputs/outputs. These II0s can be configured for use as either TMS outputs 
or event inputs/outputs. As TMS outputs, they function similarly to TMS1-TMSO above. As event II0s, they 
can be used to receiveltransmit interrupt signals tolfrom the target(s). 

Test-off input. TOFF is the active low output disable for all outputs and II0s of the target interface (TCKO, TOO, 
TMS, TMS/EVENT). 

Test-reset input. TRST is used to initiate hardware and software reset operations of the TBC. Hardware reset 
begins when TRST is asserted (low). Software reset begins when TRST is released (high) and proceeds 
synchronously to TCKI to completion in a predetermined number of cycles. 

Write input. WR is the strobe for writing data to a TBC data register. Signals present at the data and address 
buses are captured on the rising edge of WR. 

Supply voltage 
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absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)t 

Supply voltage range, Vee .......................................................... -0.5 V to 7 V 
Input voltage range, VI (see Note 1) ................................................. -0.5 V to Vee 
Output voltage range, Vo (see Note 1) .............................................. -0.5 V to Vee 
Input clamp current, 11K (VI < a or VI> Vee) ................................................ ±20 rnA 
Output clamp current, 10K (Vo < a or Vo > Vee) ............................................ ±20 rnA 
Continuous output current, 10 (Vo = a to Vee) .............................................. ±25 rnA 
Maximum power dissipation at TA = 55°C (in still air) (see Note 2): FN package ................... 1.5W 
Storage temperature range, Tstg ................................................... -65°e to 150°C 

t Stresses beyond those listed under "absolute maximum ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings only, and 
functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated under "recommended operating conditions" is not 
Implied. Exposure to absolute-maxi mum-rated conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTES: 1. The input and output voltage ratings may be exceeded if the input and output clamp-current ratings are observed. 
2. The maximum package power disSipation is calculated using a junction temperature of 1500 e and a board trace length of 75 mils. 

For more information, refer to the Package Thermal Considerations application note in the ABT Advanced BiCMOS Technology Data 
Book, literature number SeBD002. 

recommended operating conditions 

vee Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

VIL Low-level input voltage 

VI Input voltage 

Vo Output voltage 

IOH High-level output current 

IOL Low-level output current 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

8-38 
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SN54ACT8990 

MIN MAX 

4.5 5.5 

2 

0.8 

0 Vee 

0 Vee 
-8 

8 

-55 125 

SN74ACT8990 
UNIT 

MIN MAX 

4.5 5.5 V 

2 V 

0.8 V 

0 Vee V 

0 Vee V 

-8 mA 

8 mA 

0 70 °e 
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electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) 

TA = 25°C 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

TYPt MIN MAX 

10H .. -20 JLA 4.4 
Vee =4.5V 

10H = -8 mA 3.7 
VOH 

10H .. -20 JLA 5.4 
Vee = 5.5 V 

10H .. --8 mA 4.7 

Vee=4.5V 10L'" 20 JLA 0.1 
VOL t05.5V 10L" 8 mA 0.5 

ADRS, RD, 
Vee" 5.5 V, VI .. Vee or GND ±1 

WR, TeKI 
II 

TDI, TOFF, VI" Vee ±1 

TRST 
Vee .. 5.5 V 

Via GND -35 -70 -250 

INT, RDY, TeKO, 
Vee .. 5.5 V, Vo .. Vee or GND ±10 

TDO, TMS 
10i1: 

DATA, Vo .. Vee ±10 

TMS/EVENT 
Vee .. 5.5 V 

Vo" GND -35 -70 -250 

Vee .. 5.5V, 
VI = Vee or GND 

lee 
10=0, 

Vee =5.5V, eL = 50 pF 

fclock" 30 MHz 

ei VI .. Vee or GND 

eio VI .. Vce or GND 

e(l VI" Vee_or GND 
- On products compliant to MIL-PRF-38535, this parameter does not apply. 
tTypical values are at Vee" 5 V. 
:j: For I/O ports, the parameter 10Z includes the input leakage. 

100 

5-

9-

8-
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SN54ACT8990 SN74ACT8990 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

4.4 4.4 

3.7 3.7 
V 

5.4 5.4 

4.7 4.7 

0.1 0.1 
V 

0.5 0.5 

±1 ±1 

±1 ±1 IlA 

-35 -250 -35 -250 

±10 ±10 

±10 ±10 IlA 

-35 -250 -35 -250 

450 450 IlA 

mA 

pF 

pF 

pF 
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timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (see Figure 1) 

fclock Clock frequency 

ROlowt 

WRlow 

tw Pulse duration EVENT high or low 

TCKI high or low 

TRSTlow 

AORSt before Roi 

AORS before WRi 

OATA before WRi 

tsu Setup time EVENT before TCKli 

EVENT before TCKI! 

TOI before TCKli 

TOI before TCKI! 

AORSt after Roi 

AORS after WRi 

OATA after WRi 

th Hold time EVENT after TCKli 

EVENT after TCKI! 

TOI after TCKli 

TOI after TCKI! 

t Applies only in the case where AORS (4-0) ... 10110 (read buffer). 
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SN54ACT8990 SN74ACT8990 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

0 30 0 30 MHz 

5.5 ns 

5.5 5.5 

8 8 
ns 

10.5 10.5 

6 6 

6.5 ns 

6.5 6.5 

6 6 

6 5.5 
ns 

5 5 

2 2 

2 2 

5 ns 

5.5 5 

5.5 5.5 

5.5 5 
ns 

5 5 

4 2.5 

4 2.5 
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switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (see Figure 1) 

FROM 
PARAMETER 

(INPUT) 

fmax 

tpLH 
AORS 

tpHL 

Roi 
tpLH 

WRi 

tpLH 
TCKli 

tpHL 

tpHL TCKli 

tpLH TCKli 

tpLH 
TCKI..l. 

tPHL 

tpLH 
TCKI..l. 

tPHL 

tpLH 
TCKI..l. 

tpHL 

tpLH 
TCKI..l. 

tpHL 

tpZH 
Rot 

tPZL 

tpZH TCKli 

tpZH 
TCKI..l. 

tpZL 

tpZH 
TCKI..l. 

tpZL 

tpZH 
TCKI..l. 

tpZL 

tpZH 
TCKI..l. 

tpZL 

tpZH 
TOFFi 

tpZL 

tpZH 
TOFFi 

tpZL 

tpZH 
TOFFi 

tpZL 

TO 
(OUTPUT) 

OATA 

ROY 

INT 

ROY 

TCKO 

TCKO 

TOO 

TMS 

TMS/EVENT 

OATA 

INT 

ROY 

TCKO 

TOO 

TMS 

TMS/EVENT 

TCKO 

TOO 

TMS 
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SN54ACT8990 SN74ACT8990 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

30 30 MHz 

8 43 19.5 39.3 
ns 

8 43 19.5 39.3 

5.3 17 5.3 13.8 
ns 

2.5 16 2.5 13 

3.7 16 3.7 12.9 

5.5 15 5.5 13.1 
ns 

4.4 15 4.4 13.4 ns 

3.3 17 3.3 14.1 ns 

2.3 19 2.3 15.9 
ns 

3.6 17 3.6 15.6 

2.9 19 2.9 17.5 
ns 

5.2 20 5.2 17.9 

3.1 19 3.1 17.5 
ns 

5.1 19 5.1 18.2 

1.5 19 1.5 17.5 
ns 

3.5 20 3.5 18.9 

3.8 21 3.8 17.6 
ns 

6.8 28 6.8 22.6 

4.9 19 4.9 15.3 
ns 

3.6 19 3.6 15.3 

4.1 23 4.1 19.2 
ns 

4.8 20 4.8 17.4 

4.3 22 4.3 19.5 
ns 

5 20 5 17.7 

4.6 23 4.6 19.9 
ns 

5.1 20 5.1 18.5 

2 21 2 18.8 

3.2 20 3.2 
ns 

18.7 

4.6 16 4.6 12.2 
ns 

3.1 14 3.1 10.3 

4.4 15 4.4 12.2 

3.5 14 3.5 
ns 

10.B 

3.1 16.2 3.1 14.7 

1.9 16.7 1.9 13.6 
ns 
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switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (continued) (see Figure 1) 

FROM 
PARAMETER 

(INPUT) 

tpZH 
TOFFi 

tpZL 

tpHZ 
RDi 

tPLZ 

tpHZ 
TCKI.L 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
TCKI.L 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
TCKI.L 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
TCKI.L 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
TOFFJ. 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
TOFFJ. 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
TOFFJ. 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
TOFFJ. 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
TRSTJ. 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
TRSTJ. 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
TRSTJ. 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 
TRSTJ. 

tpLZ 
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TO 
(OUTPUT) 

TMS/EVENT 

DATA 

TCKO 

TDO 

TMS 

TMS/EVENT 

TCKO 

TDO 

TMS 

TMS/EVENT 

DATA 

INT 

RDY 

TMS/EVENT 
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SN54ACT8990 SN74ACT8990 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

2.3 15.3 2.3 13.8 
ns 

2.7 16.4 2.7 13.9 

3.8 18.4 3.8 15.4 
ns 

4.1 17.1 4.1 14.8 

6.7 20.4 6.7 19.8 
ns 

4.8 21.1 4.8 20.4 

5.1 21.7 5.1 21.3 
ns 

5 20.7 5 20.3 

6.9 22.4 6.9 21.9 
ns 

4.6 20.6 4.6 20.1 

4.7 22.5 4.7 22.1 
ns 

2.8 20.5 2.8 20.1 

5 15.6 5 15.4 
ns 

4.4 15.5 4.4 15.3 

5.6 16.6 5.6 16.5 
ns 

4.6 15.4 4.6 15.4 

4.8 19.1 4.8 17.1 
ns 

4.4 17 4.4 15.8 

4.5 18.8 4.5 17.3 
ns 

2.4 17.1 2.4 16.2 

5.7 23 5.7 20.8 

4.2 20.3 4.2 
ns 

20 

6 19.6 8 19.5 
ns 

6.1 18 6.1 17.8 

6.5 18.8 6.5 18.7 
ns 

4.8 17.8 4.8 17.8 

6 21.1 6 21.1 
ns 

4.2 20 4.2 19.9 



SN54ACT8990, SN74ACT8990 
TEST·BUS CONTROLLERS 

IEEE STD 1149.1 (JTAG) TAP MASTERS WITH 16·BIT GENERIC HOST INTERFACES 
SCAS190E-JUNE 1990- REVISED JANUARY 1997 

PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION 

o VCC 

1 kG SY 0 Open 
From Output -r-----'\I'IA,-------J, 

Under Test 1 GND 

CL=50pF I 
(see Note A) 

TEST S1 

tpLH/tPHL Open 
tpLZ/tpZL VCC 
tpHz/tpZH GND 

LOAD CIRCUIT 
14-- tw -----+I 
1 1 

Timing Input -------X1.5 V 
3V 

Input 3 ~:t~.5~V~~~~ :: 

Data Input 

-----. I~------
1 L. 1 

14 t ~r th ~I 
1 au 1 

OV 

--~~1.5V ~ :: 
VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 

SETUP AND HOLD TIMES 

Input--/'1•5V \1.5V--- 3V 

I 1 I 1 OV 
tPLH ,4 ~ 14 ~ tpHL 

1 1 
--------~I~--------~VOH 

Output X 50% VCC ~cc 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PROPAGATION DELAY TIMES 

NOTES: A. CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 

VOL 

Output 
Control 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PULSE DURATION 

(hlgh·lovel I 
enabling) _ I 

1.5V 

tpZL --.. j4- I 
I I tpLZ~ 14-

Output II I :~ 
Waveform 1 : ,,50% VCC : .[ 1_00%%_ VVCC_CC 

S1 atVcc . . -
(see Note B) I tpHZ -+I I+-

Output tpZH ~ 14- I 
Waveform 2 1---""'; 

S1 atGND 
(see Note B) ___ ..I 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
ENABLE AND DISABLE TIMES 

3V 

OV 

"Vcc 

VOL 

VOH 

.. OV 

B. Waveform 1 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is low except when disabled by the output control. 
Waveform 2 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is high except when disabled by the output control. 

C. All input pulses are supplied by generators having the following characteristics: PRR :s; 10 MHz, Zo = 50 n. tr :s; 3 ns, tf:S; 3 ns. 
For testing pulse duration: tr = tf = 1 to 3 ns. Pulse polarity can be either high-to-Iow-to-high or low-to-high-to-Iow. 

'D. The outputs are measured one at a time with one transition per measurement. 

Figure 1. Load Circuit and Voltage Waveforms 
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SN74ACT8994 
DIGITAL BUS MONITOR 

IEEE STD 1149.1 (JTAG) SCAN-CONTROLLED LOGIC/SIGNATURE ANALYZER 
SCAS 196E - JULY 1990 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

• Member of the Texas Instruments SCOPETM 
Family of Testability Products 

• Compatible With the IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990 (JTAG) Test Access Port and 
Boundary-Scan Architecture 

o Contains a 1024-Word by 16-Blt 
Random-Access Memory (RAM) to Store 
the States of a Digital Bus 

• Test Operations Are Synchronous to the 
Test Clock or System Clock(s) 

• Contains Texas Instruments Event 
Qualification Module for Real-Time System 
Test 

• Eight Protocols for On-Line Signal 
Monitoring and Test Operations 

o Inputs Are TTL-Voltage Compatible 

• Performs Parallel-Signature Analysis (PSA) 
of Data Inputs With User-Definable 
Feedback 

G Data Inputs Are Maskable During PSA 
Operations 

o Cascaded PSA Mode Allows Compression 
of Parallel Data Paths Greater Than 16 Bits 
in Width 

• Direct Memory Access (DMA) Speeds 
Memory and Register File Read/Write 
Operations 

o Power-Down Mode When RAM Is Idling 
Reduces Power DIssipation 

• EPICTM (Enhanced-Performance Implanted 
CMOS) 1-J.lm Process 

o Packaged in 28-Pin Plastic Chip Carriers 

FN PACKAGE 
(TOP VIEW) 

(J 
C\lC')~lt) (Jcor--
0000>00 

4 321 282726 
01 5 25 08 
00 6 24 09 

CLK1 7 23 010 
CLK2 8 011 
CLK3 9 012 
TMS 10 20 013 
TCK 11 19 014 

12 13 14 15 16 1718 

-oooo-lt) 
~ozo-O"", 

I-(!)LU Q.LU 0 

description 

The SN74ACT8994 digital bus monitor (DBM) is a member of the Texas Instruments SCOPETM testability 
integrated-circuit family. This family of components supports IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 (JTAG) boundary 
scan to facilitate testing of complex circuit-board assemblies. The DBM is a boundary-scannable device 
designed to monitor and/or store the values of a digital bus up to 16 bits in width. It resides in parallel with the 
bus being monitored. 

Data at the D-input pins can be stored in a scannable random-access memory (RAM). Up to 1024 words of 
16 bits can be stored. A parallel-signature analysis (PSA) can be performed on the data or on the contents of 
memory. The PSA operations use a linear-feedback shift-register technique to compress data into a signature. 
The user can configure the device to mask any combination of data inputs and control the feedback used during 
PSA operations. 

SCOPE and EPIC are trademarks of Texas Instruments Incorporated. 
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Copyright ~ 1996, Texas Instruments Incorporated 
On producta compliant to MIL·PRf.38535, all parameters are tested 
ur.lesa otherwise noted. On all other producta, production 
proemlng does not necessarily Include testing 01 all parameters. 
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description (continued) 

8-46 

The DBM receives instructions via the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 test access port (TAP) interface. The TAP 
interface consists of test clock (TCK) , test mode select (TMS), test data input (TDI), and test data output (TDO) 
pins. 

The DBM can be operated in the off-line mode or the on-line mode. In the off-line mode, the device performs 
test operations independent of system conditions. Off-line test operations include parallel-signature analysis 
(PSA) on the contents of RAM and external test. 

In the on-line mode, the DBM can be configured to perform test operations that are initiated based on system 
conditions and that operate synchronously to a logical combination of one or more system clocks. The device 
allows sample, storage, and/or PSA operations to be performed according to one of eight protocols. Compare 
patterns, which can be stored in the event-qualification module (EQM), allow the user to define specific values 
of the 16-bit bus for which the test operations are to be performed. 

The 1024-word by 16-bit RAM and the EQM register files can be serially accessed using 
I EEE-Standard-1149.1-1990-compatible read and write instructions. However, direct memory access (DMA) 
instructions also are provided to speed transfer of large amounts of data to and from the RAM and EQM. 

The polynomial input/output (PIO) is a bidirectional pin used to cascade more than one DBM to provide 
signature analysis on a bus larger than 16 bits. 

The SN74ACT8994 is characterized for operation from O°C to 70°C . 
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functional block diagram 

I 
EQI 17 1 -

CLK1 7 

CLK2 8 

CLK3 9 ,. 
6 

~ 5 

DO 

01 

4 

~ 3 

02 

03 

2 

~ 1 

04 

05 

27 

~ 26 

06 

07 

08 25 -{>--/ 
24 

~ 23 

09 

010 

22 

~ 21 

011 

012 

20 

~ 19 

013 

014 

015 18 

VCC~ 
12 -TOI 

TMS 

VCC~ 
10 

TCK 
11 

~ 

PCI 

.. ~ 

16 

T 

Boundary-Scan Register 

4 ..... 

Test-Cell Register 

1 
T 

4.-

RAM 

L.-

EQM 
~ 

Controll f----

Bypass! 
Header Registers f----

TAP Controllerl 
Instruction Register 
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L[> 15 EQO 

Yf 16 
PIO 

L-<]-

L.-

L.....-

~ L..-- TOO 
L----- MUX 

TOO 

I 
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Terminal Functions 

TERMINAL 
1/0 DESCRIPTION 

NAME NO. 

CLK1,CLK2,CLK3 7,8,9 I 
Clock 1,2, and 3. CLK1-CLK3 provide various types of system clock and control signals to the 
DBM for the purpose of synchronizing test operations to the system under test. 

DO, D1, D2, D3, D4, 6,5,4,3,2, 
Data bus inputs. 015-00 form the 16-bit digital bus that is monitored by the OBM. Data that 

05,06,07,08,09, 1,27,26,25 
I appears at this bus can be compressed into a 16-bit signature and/or stored in the 1024-word 

010,011,012, 24,23,22, 
RAM. Each data bit can be individually masked during test operations. 

013,014,015 21,20,19,18 

Event-qualification input. EOI is used to receive an external (global) event signal from 
EOI 17 I user-defined event-qualification logic. EOI can be configured to initiate test operations in the 

on-line mode. 

Event-qualification output. EOO is used to transmit any of several internally generated status 
EOO 15 a signals. EOO can be configured to transmit internal (local) event signals to external (global) 

event-qualification logic. 

GND 14 Ground 

Polynominal input/output. Pia is used to cascade more than one OBM to provide signature 
Pia 16 I/O analysis on a bus larger than 16 bits. Its configuration as an input or output for a particular OBM 

device depends on the significance (most, middle, or least) of that OBM in the scan path. 

Test clock. One of four pins required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. Scan operations ofthe 
TCK 11 I OBM are synchronous to TCK. Data is captured on the rising edge of TCK, and outputs change 

on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test data input. One of four pins required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOI is the serial input 
TOI 12 I for shifting data through the instruction register or selected data register. An internal pull up 

forces TOI to a high level if left unconnected. 

TOO 13 0 
Test data output. One of four pins required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. TOO is the serial 
output for shifting data through the instruction register or selected data register. 

Test mode select. One of four pins required by IEEE standard 1149.1-1990. TMS directs the 
TMS 10 I OBM through its TAP controller states. An internal pull up forces TMS to a high level if left 

unconnected. 

VCC 28 Supply voltage 

detailed description 

8-48 

The general architecture of the OBM is shown in the functional block diagram. The OBM contains eight data 
registers and an instruction register that are accessed serially through the TAP. The TAP controller is a 
finite-state machine that issues control and enable signals throughout the device, based on its current state. 
The instruction register (IR) provides additional control signals that are specific to the current instruction. Test 
data is transmitted serially from TOI through the scan path to TOO. The IR or one of the eight data registers is 
always selected in the scan path by the TAP control signals issued to the TOO multiplexer. 

The 1 024-word RAM can be used to store data from the bus being monitored during test operations. The RAM 
is accessed via the TAP interface when the RAM register (RAMR) is selected in the scan path. 

The event-qualification module (EQM) contains two data registers that contain configuration, compare, and 
mask data associated with on-line test operations. The EQM also contains the state machines for the eight 
protocols that include various start/stop, start/pause/resume, and do-while algorithms. These protocols 
operate synchronously to the clock signal generated by the programmable clock interface (PCI). The PCI 
generates a clock signal from one of 32 different logical combinations of ClK1 , ClK2, ClK3, and TCK. The user 
configures the PCI through the control register (CTlR) . 
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detailed description (continued) 

The test-cell register (TCR) is a data register that performs PSA operations on the data bus or on the contents 
of RAM. During PSA operations, the TCR is a linear-feedback shift register. The CTLR configures the data 
masking and controls the feedback for PSA operations. The boundary-scan register (BSR), header register 
(HR), and bypass register (BR) are data registers that can be serially accessed through the TAP interface. 

Instruction register 

The 8-bit instruction register (IR) contains the DBM current instruction, which controls all operations of the 
device. When the IR is placed in the scan path, the IR status word is loaded into the IR and shifted out on TOO 
when the new instruction is shifted in. 

The IR status word contains four status bits. The IRERR status bit is asserted when an opcode that does not 
exhibit even parity is loaded into the IR. The OVF status bit is asserted when the RAM address counter is 
incremented past its maximum value of 3FFh (register value given in hexadecimal format, indicated by the letter 
h following the value). The RUN and EOT status bits pertain to on-line testing and are asserted when a protocol 
is active (RUN) or the end of the protocol is reached (EDT). 

boundary-scan register 

The boundary-scan register (BSR) is a 24-bit register that includes one boundary-scan cell (BSG) for each of 
the non-JTAG input and output pins ofthe device, two BSCs for PIO (one for input data and one for output data), 
and one BSC for the PIO direction signal. The BSR is used to capture the data appearing at the device periphery 
and to apply test data to the device outputs. 

bypass register 

The bypass register (BR) is a 1-bit register required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. It provides an abbreviated 
scan path through the DBM when the current test operations do not require it to access one of the other data 
registers. 

control register 

The 45-bit control register (CTLR) issues configuration, control, and enable signals to the device. Data shifted 
into the CTLR configures the data mask and feedback for PSA operations. It also configures the programmable 
clock interface and selects the test operations to be performed (see test operations). 

event-qualification register 1 

Event-qualification register 1 (EQR1) is a 32-bit register that configures the DBM for on-line testing 
(event-qualified testing). Data shifted into EQR1 selects and controls one of eight event-qualification protocols 
and configures the event and status signals. The event signal triggers test operations according to the protocol 
being executed. The status signal is output via EQO. EQR1 also contains the loop counter, which controls the 
number of times an event-qualification protocol is executed. 

event-qualification register 2 

Event-qualification register 2 (EQR2) is used to load the event counter, expected data, and mask data 
(16-word-deep register files) for event-qualified tests. Depending on the current instruction, it is either 48 or 56 
bits in length and can be thought of as three 16-bit data segments and two 4-bit address segments. One 4-bit 
address segment addresses the event counter, while the other 4-bit address segment addresses the expected 
data and mask data. 

The register files can be accessed using I EEE-Standard-1149.1-1990-compatible instructions or DMA 
instructions. When using IEEE-Standard-1149.1-1990-compatible instructions, EQR2 is configured as a 56-bit 
register. The data appearing in the 16-bit data segments is loaded into or out of the addresses specified by the 
register's two 4-bit address segments . 
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event-qualification register 2 (continued) 

During execution of the DMA instructions, EQR2 is configured as a 48-bit register containing only the three 
16-bit data segments. Using DMA instructions allows a continuous stream of data to be loaded or unloaded from 
the register files. After each 48th bit of the data stream has been shifted to or from the register files, the register 
file addresses are automatically incremented and the first data bit of the next address is shifted. 

header register 

The header register (HR) is an 8-bit register that initiates DMA write operations on the RAM and on the EQR2 
register files. When a DMA write instruction is active, the data being shifted from TDI to TDO is compared against 
the current value of the HR and the DMA write operation begins after a match is found. When the value of the 
HR is set to OOh, DMA write operations can only be initiated by the TAP and are not initiated by the TDI-to-TDO 
data flow. 

random-access memory register 

The random-access memory register (RAMR) is used to access the 1 024-word RAM. Depending on the current 
instruction, it is either 16 bits or 26 bits in length and can be thought of as a 16-bit data segment and a 10-bit 
address segment. 

The RAMR can be accessed using IEEE-Standard-1149.1-1990-compatible instructions or DMA instructions. 
When using the IEEE-Standard-1149.1-1990-compatible instructions, RAMR is configured as a 26-bit register. 
The data appearing in the 16-bit data segment is loaded into or out of the address specified by the register's 
1 O-bit address. 

During execution of the DMA instructions, RAMR is configured as a 16-bit register containing only the 16-bit 
data segment. Using DMA instructions allows a continuous stream of data to be loaded or unloaded from the 
register. After each 16th bit of the data stream has been shifted to or from the register, the address is 
automatically incremented and the first data bit of the next address is shifted. 

test-cell register 

The test-cell register (TCR) is a 16-bit register. It can perform PSA operations on the data inputs or on the 
contents of RAM. The resulting signature can be scanned out and compared against an expected value. The 
TCR is also used during test operations to captUre the current value of the data bus. 

test operations 

The primary function of the DBM is to perform test operations while monitoring a digital bus. The test operations 
can be initiated by system conditions (on-line mode) or independent of system conditions (off-line mode). The 
description of each of the system test operations follows. 

sample 

The data at the D inputs is captured in the test-cell register and can be shifted out via TDO for inspection. 

parallel-signature analysis 

A parallel-signature analysis (PSA) is performed on the data appearing at the D inputs. The test-cell register 
is configured as a linear-feedback shift register that compresses the data into a signature. The user can 
configure the device to mask data bits from PSA operations and control the feedback of the linear-feedback shift 
register. When an input is masked, it is ignored and has no effect on the generated signature. 

trace 

8-50 

The data at the D inputs is stored in the RAM. The RAM address is automatically incremented after each write 
cycle. The device can be configured to clear the RAM address to OOOh at the beginning of test execution. It also 
can be configured to allow write cycles to continue after the maximum address 3FFh is reached (thus clearing 
the address to OOOh and overwriting data) . 
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trace/PSA 

The trace and PSA operations are executed simultaneously. All the configuration options for the trace and PSA 
operations are available for trace/PSA. 

In the off-line mode, system test operations are performed via the TAP controller. This is done independent of 
system conditions. 

In the on-line mode, the device is configured to perform system test operations that are dependent on system 
conditions (event-qualified testing) and synchronous to the system clock(s). Eight different event-qualification 
protocols offer a wide range of test schemes that control when system test operations take place. 

An event can be configured as a match between expected data from the register files and data at the D inputs 
(local event-qualified testing). Mask data bits from the register files allow any combination of bits to be ignored 
when the compare takes place. The EQI pin can also be configured as an event to trigger system test operations 
(global event-qualified testing). The device can be configured to output one of several different status signals 
via EQO. These are used for global event-qualified testing. 

The DBM has instructions that enable the user to perform a self-test on the RAM. This is done by filling the RAM 
with known values and performing a PSA on its contents. Instructions are included to expedite the loading of 
the RAM with known values, as well as to perform PSA on the contents of the RAM. 

absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted}t 

Supply voltage range, Vee .......................................................... -0.5 V to 7 V 
Input voltage range, VI (see Note 1) ................................................. -0.5 V to Vee 
Output voltage range, Vo (see Note 1) .............................................. -0.5 V to Vee 
Input clamp' current, 11K (VI < a or VI> Vee) ................................................ ±20 rnA 
Output clamp current, 10K (Vo < a or Va> Vee) ............................................ ±20 rnA 
Continuous output current, 10 (Va = a to Vee) .............................................. ±25 rnA 
Maximum power dissipation at T A = 55°C (in still air) (see Note 2) ............................... 1.1 W 
Storage temperature range, Tstg ..........•...........••........................... -65°C to 150°C 

t Stresses beyond those listed under "absolute maximum ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings only, and 
functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated under "recommended operating conditions" is not 
implied. Exposure to absolute-maximum-rated conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTES: 1. The input and output voltage ratings may be exceeded if the input and output clamp-current ratings are observed. 
2. The maximum package power diSSipation is calculated using a junction temperature of 1500 e and a board trace length of 75 mils. 

For more information, referto the Package Thermal Considerations application note in the ABT Advanced BiCMOS Technology Data 
Book, literature number SeB0002. 

recommended operating conditions 

Vee 

VIH 

VIL 

VI 

Vo 

IOH 

IOL 

TA 

Supply voltage 

High-level input voltage 

LOW-level input voltage 

Input voltage 

Output voltage 

High-level output current 

Low-level output current 

Operating free-air temperature 
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EQO 

PIO, TOO 

EQO 

PIO, TOO 

MIN MAX UNIT 

4.5 5.5 V 

2 V 

0.8 V 

a Vee V 

a Vee V 

-4 
mA 

-16 

4 
mA 

16 

a 70 °e 
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electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range 

PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

VCC=4.5V 
10H =-3 mA 

10H =-4 mA 
EOO 

10H =-3mA 
VCC=5.5V 

10H .. -4 mA 
VOH 

VCC=4.5V 
10H" -11 mA 

10H = -16 mA 
PIO, TOO 

10H =-11 mA 
VCC=5.5V 

10H = -16 mA 

EOO VCC = 4.5 V to 5.5 V 
IOl=3 mA 

IOl",4 mA 
VOL 

PIO, TOO VCC .. 4.5 V to 5.5 V 
10l= 11 mA 

10l= 16 mA 

ClK, 0, EOI, TCK VCC=5.5V, VI = VCC or GNO 

II TOI, TMS VCC=5.5V, VI=VCC 

TOI, TMS VCC = 5.5 V, VI =GNO 

10Z; PIO, TOO VCC=5.5V, Vo • VCC or GNO 

RAM disabled VCC=5.5V, VI = VCC or GNO, 
ICC 

RAM enabled VCC=5.5V, VI .. VCC or GNO, 

~ICC 
VCC=5.5V, One input at 3.4 V, 
Other inputs at VCC or GNO 

Ci VI = VCC or GNO 

Cio Vo .. VCC or GNO 

Co Vo = Vee or GNO 

* On products compliant to Mll-PRF-38535, this parameter does not apply. 
tTypical values are at VCC" 5 V, TA" 25°C. 
; For 110 pins, the parameter 10Z includes the input-leakage current. 

MIN TYPt 

3.7 

4.7 

3.7 

4.7 

-0.1 

10=0 

10=0 

4* 

7* 

6* 

MAX UNIT 

V 

0.5 
V 

0.5 

±1 

±1 J1A 
-20 

±5 J1A 
200 J1A 
200 mA 

1 mA 

pF 

pF 

pF 

timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (see Figure1) 

MIN MAX UNIT 

Any ClK (except during PSARAM instruction)§ 0 50 

fclock Clock frequency TCK (except during PSARAM instruction)§ 0 50 MHz 

Any ClK or TCK (during PSARAM instruction)§ 0 17 

tw Pulse duration Any ClK or TCK high or low 7 ns 

TOI before TCKi 2 

TMS before TCKi 4 

tsu Setup time Any 0 before any ClK or TCK 5 ns 

EOI before any ClK or TCK 4 

PIO before any ClK or TCK 1 

TOI after TCKi 5 

TMS after TCKi 3 

th Hold time Any 0 after any ClK or TCK 3 ns 

EOI after any ClK or TCK 2 

PIO after any ClK or TCK 5 

td Delay time Power up to TCKi 100 ns 

§ The PSARAM instruction performs a parallel-signature analysis on the contents of RAM. This instruction is provided to allow self-test of the RAM . 
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switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (see Figure 1) 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO 

MIN MAX UNIT 
(INPUT) (OUTPUT) 

Any ClK (except during PSARAM instruction)t 50 

fmax TCK (except during PSARAM instruction)t 50 MHz 

Any ClK or TCK (during PSARAM instruction)t 17 

tplH 7 18 
Any ClK EQO ns 

tpHl 7 17 

tplH 9 22 
AnyClK PIO ns 

tpHl 9 22 

tplH 9 20 
Any ClK TOO ns 

tpHl 8 19 

tplH 5 17 
Any 0 EQO ns 

tpHl 4 15 

tPlH 
TCKJ. 

5 16 
EQO ns 

tpHl 5 15 

tplH 
TCKJ. 

8 19 
PIO ns 

tpHl 8 19 

tplH 
TCKJ. 

3 12 
TOO ns 

tpHl 3 11 

tpZH 5 18 
TCKJ. PIO ns 

tpZl 5 18 

tpZH 
TCKJ. 

3 11 
TOO ns 

tpZl 2 10 

tpHZ 
TCKJ. 

6 16 
PIO ns 

tPLZ 5 15 

tpHZ 
TCKJ. TOO 

9 16 
ns 

tpLZ 8 15 
t The PSARAM instruction performs a parallel-signature analysis on the contents of RAM. This instruction is provided to allow self test of the RAM . 
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PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION 

o VCC 

1 kn __ ----JS1 ~ 0 Open 
From outPut-I---~Wv- / 

Under Test I GND 

CL=50pF I 
(see Note A) 

TEST S1 

tPLH/tPHL Open 
tpLZ/tpZL VCC 
tpHZltpZH GND 

14--tw~ 
1 1 LOAD CIRCUIT 

------,;(1.5 V 
3V 

,npu,3 ~:'~.5~V~~~~:: 
Timing Input 

----~. 1'--------
14 .1, .1 
1 tsu r th 1 
1 1 

OV 

Data Input .--~*'.5V ~ :: 
VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 

SETUP AND HOLD TIMES 

Input ----.1.1•5 V \ 1.5 V 

I _I I 1 

-3V 

OV 
tpLH, ~ ~ • ..1 

1 ~ i tpHL 

----""'\ 1 \!t::::: VOH 
Output X500/0VCC ~CC 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PROPAGATION DELAY TIMES 

NOTES: A. CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 

VOL 

Output 
Control 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PULSE DURATION 

(Iow·level I 
enabling) _ I "-__ oJ. 

tpZL --P'!4- I 
I I tpLZ -+j I+-

Output II I :~ 
w:~e~~~~~ : \500/0VCC: .} 1!"o~C£ 
(see Note B) I tpHZ -+I 14-

Output tpZH -+I I+- I 
Waveform 2 I - - --

S1 atGND 
(see Note B) ___ -' 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
ENABLE AND DISABLE TIMES 

3V 

OV 

.. VCC 

VOL 

VOH 

.. OV 

B. Waveform 1 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is low except when disabled by the output control. 
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Waveform 2 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is high except when disabled by the output control. 
C. All input pulses are supplied by generators having the following characteristics: PRR S 10 MHz, Zo .. 50 n, tr S 3 ns, tf S 3 ns. 

For testing pulse duration: tr .. tf = 1 to 3 ns. Pulse polarity can be either high-to-Iow-to-high or low-to-high-to-Iow. 
D. The outputs are measured one at a time with one transition per measurement. 

Figure 1. Load Circuit and Voltage Waveforms 
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• Members of Texas Instruments Broad 
Family of Testability Products Supporting 
IEEE Std 1149.1-1990 (JTAG) Test Access 
Port (TAP) and Boundary-Scan Architecture 

• Extend Scan Access From Board Level to 
Higher Levels of System Integration 

• Promote Reuse of Lower-Level 
(Chip/Board) Tests In System Environment 

• Switch-Based Architecture Allows Direct 
Connect of Primary TAP to Secondary TAP 

• Primary TAP Is Multidrop for Minimal Use of 
Backplane Wiring Channels 

• Simple Addressing (Shadow) Protocol Is 
Received/Acknowledged on Primary TAP 

• Shadow Protocols Can Occur In Any of 
Test-Logic-Reset, Run-Test/Idle, Pause-DR, 
and Pause-IR TAP States to Provide for 
Board-to-Board Test and Built-In Self Test 

• 10-Blt Address Space Provides for up to 
1021 User-Specified Board Addresses 

f) Bypass (BYP) Pin Forces 
Primary-to-Secondary Connection Without 
Use of Shadow Protocols 

• Connect (CON) Pin Provides Indication of 
Prlmary-to-Secondary Connection 

• High-Drive Outputs (-32-mA IOH' 64-mA loll 
Support Backplane Interface at Primary and 
High Fanout at Secondary 

• Package Options Include Plastic Small
Outline (OW) and Thin Shrink Small
Outline (PW) Packages, Ceramic Chip 
Carriers (FK), and Ceramic DIPs (JT) 

description 

SN54ABT8996 ••• JT PACKAGE 
SN74ABT8996 ••• ow OR PW PACKAGE 

(TOP VIEW) 

A4 1 A5 
A3 2 A6 
A2. 3 A7 
A1 4 A8 
AO 5 A9 

BYP 6 Vee 
GNO 7 CON 

PTOO 8 17 STOI 
PTCK 9 16 STCK 
PTMS 10 15 STMS 
PTOI 11 14 STOO 

PTRST 12 13 STRST 

SN54ABT8996 ••• FK PACKAGE 
(TOP VIEW) 

A 1 5 4 3 2 1 28 27 26
25 

[ A8 

AO 6 24 A9 
BYP 7 23 Vee 
NC 8 22 NC 

GNO 9 21 CON 
PTOO 10 20 STOI 

PTCK 1112 13 14 15 16 17 1819 STCK 
Inn 

en 0 11-0 ~o en :::I-~za:o::: 
1-0..1- 1-1-1-a. a.. enenen 

Ne - No internal connection 

1996 

The' ABT8996 1 O-bit addressable scan ports (ASP) are members of the Texas Instruments SCOPETM testability 
integrated-circuit family. This family of devices supports IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 boundary scan to facilitate 
testing of complex circuit assemblies. Unlike most SCOPETM devices, the ASP is not a boundary-scannable 
device, rather, it applies TI's addressable-shadow-port technology to the IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 (JTAG) 
test access port (TAP) to extend scan access beyond the board level. 

Conceptually, the ASP is a simple switch that can be used to directly connect a set of multidrop primary TAP 
signals to a set of secondary TAP signals - for example, to interface backplane TAP signals to a board-level 
TAP. The ASP provides all signal buffering that might be required at these two interfaces. When primary and 
secondary TAPs are connected, only a moderate propagation delay is introduced - no storage/retiming 
elements are inserted. This minimizes the need for reformatting board-level test vectors for in-system use. 

seOPE is a trademark of Texas Instruments Incorporated. 
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description (continued) 

8-56 

Most operations of the ASP are synchronous to the primary test clock (PTCK) input. This PTCK signal is always 
buffered directly onto the secondary test clock (STCK) output. 

Upon power up of the device, the ASP assumes a condition in which the primary TAP is disconnected from the 
secondary TAP (unless the bypass signal is used, as below). This reset condition also can be entered by the 
assertion of the primary test reset (PTRST) input or by use of shadow protocol. The PTRST signal is always 
buffered directly onto the secondary test reset (STRST) output, ensuring that the ASP and its associated 
secondary TAP can be reset simultaneously. 

When connected, the primary test data input (PTOI) and primary test mode select (PTMS) input are buffered 
onto the secondary test data output (STOO) and secondary test mode select (STMS) output, respectively, while 
the secondary test data input (STOI) is buffered onto the primary test data output (PTOO). When disconnected, 
STOO is at high impedance, while PTOO is at high impedance, except during acknowledgement of a shadow 
protocol. Upon disconnect of the secondary TAP, STMS holds its last low or high level, allowing the secondary 
TAP to be held in its last stable state. Upon reset of the ASP, STMS is high, allowing the secondary TAP to be 
synchronously reset to the Test-Logic-Reset state. 

In system, primary-to-secondary connection is based on shadow protocols that are received and acknowledged 
on PTOI and PTOO, respectively. These protocols can occur in any of the stable TAP states other than Shift-OR 
or Shift-IR (Le., Test-Logic-Reset, Run-Test/Idle, Pause-OR or Pause-IR). The essential nature of the protocols 
is to receive/transmit an address via a serial bit-pair signaling scheme. When an address is received serially 
at PTOI that matches that at the parallel address inputs (A9-AO), the ASP serially retransmits its address at 
PTOO as an acknowledgement and then assumes the connected (ON) status, as above. If the received address 
does not match that at the address inputs, the ASP immediately assumes the disconnected (OFF) status without 
acknowledgement. 

The ASP also supports three dedicated addresses that can be received globally (that is, to which all ASPs 
respond) during shadow protocols. Receipt of the dedicated disconnect address (OSA) causes the ASP to 
disconnect in the same fashion as a non-matching address. Reservation of this address for global use ensures 
that at least one address is available to disconnect all receiving ASPs. The OSA is especially useful when the 
secondary TAPs of multiple ASPs are to be left in different stable states. Receipt of the reset address (RSA) 
causes the ASP to assume the reset condition, as above. Receipt of the test,;.synchronization address (TSA) 
causes the ASP to assume a connect status (MULTICAST) in which PTOO is at high impedance but the 
connections from PTMS to STMS and PTOI to STOO are maintained to allow simultaneous operation of the 
secondary TAPs of multiple ASPs. This is useful for multicast TAP-state movement, simultaneous test operation 
(such as in Run-Test/Idle state), and scanning of common test data into multiple like scan chains. The TSA is 
valid only when received in the Pause-OR or Pause-IR TAP states. 

Alternatively, primary-to-secondary connection can be selected by assertion of a low level at the bypass (BYP) 
input. This operation is asynchronous to PTCK and is independent of PTRST and/or power-up reset. This 
bypassing feature is especially useful in the board-test environment, since it allows the board-level automated 
test equipment (ATE) to treat the ASP as a simple transceiver. When the BYP input is high, the ASP is free to 
respond to shadow protocols. Otherwise, when BYP is low, shadow protocols are ignored. 

Whether the connected status is achieved by use of shadow protocol or by use of BYP, this status is indicated 
by a low level atthe connect (CON) output. Likewise, when the secondary TAP is disconnected from the primary 
TAP, the CON output is high. 

The SN54ABT8996 is characterized for operation over the full military temperature range of -55°C to 125°C. 
The SN74ABT8996 is characterized for operation from -40°C to 85°C . 
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FUNCTION TABLE 

INPUTS SHADOW-PROTOCOL OUTPUTS PRIMARY-TO-SECONDARY 

BYP PTRST RESULTt STRST STCK STMS STDO PTCO CON CONNECT STATUS 

L L - L PTCK H+ PTOI STDI L BYPITRSr+ 

L H - H PTCK PTMS PTOI STDI L BYP 

H L - L PTCK H Z Z H TRST 

H H RESET H PTCK H Z Z H RESET 

H H MATCH H PTCK PTMS PTOI STDI L ON 

H H NO MATCH H PTCK STMSO§ Z Z H OFF 

H H HARO ERROR~ H PTCK STMSO§ Z Z H OFF 

H H OISCONNECT H PTCK STMSO§ Z Z H OFF 

H H TEST SYNCHRONIZATION H PTCK PTMS PTOI Z L MULTICAST 

t Shadow protocols are received serially via PTCK and PTOI and acknowledged serially via PTCK and PTOO under certain conditions in which 
PTMS is static low or static high (see shadow protocol). The result shown here follows any required acknowledgement. 

+ In normal operation of IEEE Std 1149.1-compliant architectures, it is recommended thatTMS be high prior to release ofTRST. The BYPITRST 
connect status ensures that this condition is met at STMS regardless of the applied PTMS. Also, it is recommended that STMS be kept high for 
a minimum duration of 5 PTCK cycles following assertion of PTRST, either by maintaining PTRST low or by setting PTMS high. This ensures 
that ICs both with and without TRST inputs are moved to their Test-Logic-Reset TAP states. It is expected that in normal application, this condition 
will only occur when BYP is fixed at the low state. In such case, upon release of PTRST, the ASP immediately resumes the BYP connect status. 

§ STMS level before indicated steady-state conditions were established 
~ The shadow protocol is well defined. Some variations in the protocol are tolerated (see protocol errors). Those that are not tolerated are 

considered hard errors and cause disconnect as indicated. 

functional block diagram 

VCC 

20-24, 
A9-AO ..:.1...;-o=----4~ 

Shadow-Protocol 
Receive 

Connect Control 

Shadow-Protocol 
Transmit 

Pin numbers shown are for the OW, JT, and PW packages . 
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TERMINAL 
NAME 

A9-AO 

BYP 

CON 

GNO 

PTCK 

PTOI 

PTOO 

PTMS 

PTRST 

STCK 

STOI 

STOO 

STMS 

STRST 

VCC 

8-58 

Terminal Functions 

DESCRIPTION 

Address inputs. The ASP compares addresses received via shadow protocol against the value at A9-AO to determine 
address match. The bit order is from most significant to least significant. An internal pullup at each A9-AO terminal forces 
the terminal to a high level if it has no external connection. 

Bypass input. A low input at BYP forces the ASP into BYP or BYPITRST status, depending on PTRST being high or 
low, respectively. While BYP is low, shadow protocols are ignored. Otherwise, while BYP is high, the ASP is free to 
respond to shadow protocols. An internal pullup forces BYP to a high level if it has no external connection. 

Connect indicator (output). The ASP indicates secondary-scan-port activity (resulting from BYP, BYPITRST, 
MULTICAST, or ON status) by forcing CON to be low. Inactivity (resulting from OFF, RESET, orTRSTstatus) is indicated 
when CON is high. 

Ground 

Primary test clock. PTCK receives the TCK signal required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. The ASP always buffers 
PTCK to STCK. Shadow protocols are received/acknowledged synchronously to PTCK and connect-status changes 
invoked by shadow protocol are made synchronously to PTCK. 

Primary test data input. PTOI receives the TOI signal required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. During appropriate TAP 
states, the ASP monitors PTOI for shadow protocols. Ouring shadow protocols, data at PTOI is captured on the rising 
edge of PTCK. When a valid shadow protocol is received in this fashion, the ASP compares the received address against 
the A9-AO inputs. If the ASP detects a match, it outputs an acknowledgement and then connects its primary TAP 
terminals to its secondary TAP terminals. Under BYP, BYP/TRST, MULTICAST or ON status, the ASP buffers the PTOI 
signal to STOO. An internal pullup forces PTOI to a high level if it has no external connection. 

Primary test data output. PTOO transmits the TOO signal required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. Ouring shadow 
protocols, the ASP transmits any required acknowledgement via the PTOO. The acknowledgement data output at PTOO 
changes on the falling edge of PTCK. Under BYP, BYPITRST, or ON status, the ASP buffers the PTOO signal from STDI. 
Under OFF, MULTICAST, RESET, or TRST status, PTOO is at high impedance. 

Primary test mode select. PTMS receives the TMS signal required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. The ASP monitors 
the PTMS to determine the TAP-controller state. Ouring stable TAP states other than Shift-OR or Shift-IR (Le., 
Test-Logic-Reset, Run-Test-Idle, Pause-OR, Pause-IR) the ASP can respond to shadow protocols. Under BYP, 
MULTICAST, or ON status, the ASP buffers the PTMS signal to STMS. An Internal pullup forces PTMS to a high level 
if it has no external connection. 

Primary test reset. PTRST receives the TRST signal allowed by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. The ASP always buffers 
PTRST to STRST. A low input at PTRST forces the ASP to assume TRST or BYPITRST status, depending on BYP being 
high or low, respectively. Such operation also asynchronously resets the internal ASP state to its power-up condition. 
Otherwise, while PTRST is high, the ASP is free to respond to shadow protocols. An internal pullup forces PTRST to 
a high level if it has no external connection. 

Secondary test clock. STCK retransmits the TCK signal required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. The ASP always 
buffers STCK from PTCK. 

Secondary test data input. STOI receives the TOI signal required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. Under BYP, 
BYP/TRST, orON status, the ASP buffers STOI to PTOO. An internal pullup forces STOI to a high level if it has no external 
connection. 

Secondary test data output. STOO transmits the TOO signal required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. Under BYP, 
BYP/TRST, MULTICAST, or ON status, the ASP buffers STOO from PTOI. Under OFF, RESET, or TRST status'. STOO 
is at high impedance. 

Secondary test mode select. STMS retransmits the TMS Signal required by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. Under BYP, 
MULTICAST, or ON status, the ASP buffers STMS from PTMS. When disconnected (as a result of OFF status), STMS 
maintains its last valid state until the ASP assumes BYPITRST, RESET, or TRST status (upon which it is forced high) 
or the ASP again assumes BYP, MULTICAST, or ON status. 

Secondary test reset. STRST retransmits the TRST signal allowed by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. The ASP always 
buffers STRST from PTRST. 

Supply voltage 
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application information 

In application, the ASP is used at each of several (serially-chained) groups of IEEE Std 1149.1-compliant 
devices. The ASP for each such group is assigned an address (via inputs A9-AO) that is unique from that 
assigned to ASPs for the remaining groups. Each ASP is wired at its primary TAP to common (multidrop) TAP 
signals (sourced from a central IEEE Std 1149.1 bus master) and fans out its secondary TAP signals to the 
specific group of IEEE Std 1149.1-compliant devices with which it is associated. An example is shown in 
Figure 1. 

r--------, 
I IEEE Std 1149.1-

I 
I I 
I Compliant I 
I 

DevIce ChaIn 
I L __ . ____ 1"""_..1 

- ~ en 0 

I~ o ° :c c I- I- tit; en en t; 
" 

~~ 
~ ~ ASP 

I~ 
~U: 1"-

II 

0 0 
0 o=: 
~ 

1-1- Ii: Q.Q. 

TOI 
IEEE TCK 
Std 

TMS 1149.1 
Bus TOO 

Master TRST 

r--------, 
I IEEE Std 1149.1-

I 
I I 
I Compliant I 
I 

DevIce ChaIn I L __ .~ ___ .~_..1 
~ /' . 

i! il ~ g lin enl-I-t;o:: 
en en Iii 

C'I 

~ A9-AO~ 

~ ~ ASP 

~ 

I~ 0 ~en 
-II-0 O:E °en 

~ I- I- 1-0:: 
Il. Il. Il.I-Il. 

Figure 1. ASP Application 

r--------, 
I IEEE Std 1149.1-

I 
I I 
I Compliant I 
I 

DevIce ChaIn 
I L __ . __ ;:-_.~_..1 

is ~ en OlI-I-0=:oen 
en I- I- t; 0:: 

enen Iii 
C') 

~~ 
~ -+ ASP 

.. ~ 

I~ 0 ~ en -II-0 o :E o en 

~ I- l- Ii: 0:: Il.Il. Ii: 

} To 
Other 
Modules 

This application allows the ASP to be wired to a 4- or 5-wire multidrop test access bus, such as might be found 
on a backplane. Each ASP would then be located on a module, for example a printed-circuit board (PCB), which 
contains a serial chain of IEEE Std 1149.1-compliant devices and which would plug into the module-to-module 
bus (e.g., backplane). In the complete system, the ASP shadow protocols would allow the selection of the scan 
chain on a single module. The selected scan chain could then be controlled, via the multidrop TAP, as if it were 
the only scan chain in the system. NormallR and DR scans can then be performed to accomplish the module 
test objectives. 

Once scan operations to a given module are complete, another module can be selected in the same fashion, 
at which time the ASP-based connection to the first module is dissolved. This procedure can be continued 
progressively for each module to be tested. Finally, one of two global addresses can be issued to either leave 
all modules unselected (disconnect address, DSA) or to deselect and reset scan chains for all modules (reset 
address, RSA). 

Additionally, in Pause-DR and Pause-IR TAP states, a third global address (test-synchronization address, TSA) 
can be invoked to allow simultaneous TAP-state changes and multicast scan-in operations to selected modules. 
This is espeCially useful in the former case, for allowing selected modules to be moved simultaneously to the 
Run-Test-Idle TAP state for module-level or module-to-module built-in self-test (BIST) functions, which operate 
synchronously to TCK in that TAP state, and in the latter case, for scanning common test setup/data into multiple 
like modules. 
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architecture 

8-60 

Conceptually, the ASP can be viewed as a bank of switches that can connect or isolate a module-level TAP 
to/from a higher-level (e.g., module-to-module) TAP. This is shown in Figure 2. The state of the switches (open 
versus closed) is based on shadow protocols, which are received on PTOI and are synchronous to PTCK. 

The simple architecture of the ASP allows the system designer to overcome the limitations of IEEE Std 1149.1 
ring and star configurations. Ring configurations (in which each module's TOO is chained to the next module's 
TOI) are of limited use in backplane environments, since removal of a module breaks the scan chain and 
prevents test of the remainder of the system. Star configurations (in which all module TOOs and TOls are 
connected in parallel) are suited to the backplane environment, but, since each module must receive its own 
TMS, are costly in terms of backplane routing channels. By comparison, use of the ASP allows all five IEEE 
Std 1149.1 signals to be routed in multidrop fashion. 

From Multidrop, 
Module-ta-Module 
Test Access Port 

A9-AO 

PTOO 

PTCK 

PTMS 

PTOI 

~ 

Control 

r---t- -+ 
~ u~~ 

~ ~. , - -

1~ +--4~ 

- -
oe 

/:. 4-
~ .. ... ... ... 

Figure 2. ASP Conceptual Model 

STOI 

STCK 

STMS 

STOO 

To Module-Level 
Test Access Port 

As shown in the functional block diagram, the ASP comprises three major logic blocks. Blocks for 
shadow-protocol receive and shadow-protocol transmit are responsible for receipt of select protocol and 
transmission of acknowledge protocol, respectively. The connect-control block is responsible for TAP-state 
monitor and address matching. 

Some additional logic is illustrated outside of these major blocks. This additional logic is responsible for 
controlling the activity of the ASP outputs based on the shadow-protocol result and/or protocol bypass [as 
selected by an active (low) BYP input] . 
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shadow protocol 

Addressing of an ASP in system is accomplished by shadow protocols, which are received at PTOI 
synchronously to PTCK. Shadow protocols can occur only in the following stable TAP states: Test-Logie-Reset, 
Run-Test/Idle, Pause-DR, and Pause-IR. Shadow protocols never occur in Shift-DR or Shift-IR states in order 
to prevent contention on the signal bus to which PTOO is wired. Additionally, the ASP PTMS must be held at 
a constant low or high level throughout a shadow protocol. If TAP-state changes occur in the midst of a shadow 
protocol, the shadow protocol is aborted and the select-protocol state machine returns to its initial state. 

The shadow protocol is based on a serial bit-pair signaling scheme in which two bit-pair combinations {data one, 
data zero} are used to represent address data and the other two bit-pair combinations {select, idle} are used 
for framing - that is, to indicate where address data begins and ends. 

These bit pairs are received serially at PTOI {or transmitted serially at PTOO} synchronously to PTCK as follows: 
- The idle bit pair {I} is represented as two consecutive high signals. 
- The select bit pair {S} is represented as two consecutive low signals. 
- The data-one bit pair {O} is represented as a low signal followed by a high signal. 
- The data-zero bit pair {O} is represented as a high signal followed by a low signal. 

PTOI 
or 

PTOO 

PTCK 

First BII •• Pal, Is Transml •• d ~ J J I 
First Bit of Pair Is Received 

Second Bit of Pair Is Transmitted 
Second Bit of Pair Is Received 

Figure 3. Bit-Pair Timing (Data Zero Shown) 

A complete shadow protocol is composed of the receipt of a select protocol followed, if applicable, by the 
transmission of an acknowledge protocol {which is issued from PTOO only if the received address matches that 
at the A9-AO inputs}. 80th of these subprotocols are composed of ten data bit pairs framed at the beginning 
by idle and select bit pairs and at the end by select and idle bit pairs. This is represented in an abbreviated 
fashion as follows: ISOOOOOOOOOOSI. Figure 4 shows a complete shadow protocol (the symbol T is used to 
represent a high-impedance condition on the associated signal line - since the high-impedance state at PTOI 
is logically high due to pullup, it maps onto the idle bit pair). 

Received at PTOI TIS D D D D D D D D DDS ITT T T T T T T T T T T T T T 
Transmitted at PTOO T T T T T T T T T T T T T TTl S D D D D D D D D DDS I T 

prlmaryTaPISlnaCtlVe~ __ t __ t i Itt 1 
Select Protocol Begins L.SB MSB I L.SB MSB 

Select Protocol Ends 
Acknowledge Protocol Begins ______________ ---J 

Acknowledge Protocol Ends __________________________ -1 

Prlmary-to-SecondaryConnect, __________________________ ----l 

Scan Operations Can Be Initiated 

Figure 4. Complete Shadow Protocol 
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select protocol 

The select protocol is the ASP's means of receiving (at PTDI) address information from an IEEE Std 1149.1 bus 
master. It follows the ISDDDDDDDDDDSI sequence described previously. A 1 O-bit address value is decoded 
from the received data-one and/or data-zero bit pairs. These bit pairs are interpreted in least-significant-bit-first 
order (that is, the first data bit pair received is considered to correspond to AO). 

acknowledge protocol 

Following the receipt of a complete select-protocol sequence, the protocol result provisionally is set to NO 
MATCH and the connect status set to OFF. The received address is then compared to that at the ASP address 
inputs (A9-AO). If these address values match, the ASP immediately (with no delay) responds with an 
acknowledge protocol transmitted from PTDO. This protocol follows the ISDDDDDDDDDDSI sequence 
described previously. The transmitted address represents the address of the selected ASP which, by definition, 
is the same address the ASP received in the select protocol. The 1 O-bit address value is encoded into data-one 
and/or data-zero bit pairs. The bit pairs are to be interpreted in least-significant-bit-first order (that is, the first 
data bit pair transmitted is to be considered to correspond to AO). If the received address does not match that 
at the A9-AO inputs, no acknowledge protocol is transmitted and the shadow protocol is considered complete. 

protocol errors 

Protocol errors occur when bit pairs are received out of sequence. Some of these sequencing errors can be 
tolerated and are termed soft errors. No specific action occurs as the result of a soft error. Other errors represent 
cases where the addressing information could be incorrectly received and are termed hard errors. Hard errors 
are characterized by sequences in which at least one bit of address data has beenproperly transmitted followed 
by a sequencing error. When a hard error occurs, any connection to an ASP is dissolved. 

Table 1 lists the bit-pair sequences that result in soft errors and hard errors. A hard error also results when the 
primary TAP state changes during select protocol following the proper transmission of at least one bit of address 
data. Figures 16 and 17 show shadow-protocol timing in case of protocol hard error while Figure 18 shows 
shadow-protocol timing in case of protocol soft error. 

Table 1. Shadow-Protocol Errorst 

SOFT ERRORS HARD ERRORS 

I{O)I 

I{O){S)I 

I (O){S){O)I IS{O)I 

I{S)I 
IS{O)S{O)I 
IS{O)S{S)I 

IS{S){O)I 

IS{S){O){S)I 

t A bit·pair token In parentheses 
represents one or more instances. 

long address 

Receipt of an address longer than ten bits is considered a hard error and the ASP assumes OFF status. The 
sole exceptions are when all data ones are received or all data zeros are received. In these special cases, the 
global addresses represented by these bit sequences are observed and appropriate action taken. That is, in 
the case that only data ones (ten or more) are received, the shadow-protocol result is TEST' 
SYNCHRONIZATION (if the primary TAP state is Pause-DR or Pause-IR), and in the case that only data zeros 
(ten or more) are received, the shadow-protocol result is RESET (see test-synchronization address and reset 
address). 

short address 
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In all cases, receipt of an address shorter than ten bits is considered a hard error and the ASP assumes 
OFF status. 
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The connect-control block monitors the primary TAP state to enable receipt/acknowledge of shadow protocols 
in appropriate states (namely, the stable, non-Shift TAP states: Test-Logic-Reset, Run-Test/Idle, Pause-DR, 
and Pause-IR). Upon receipt of a valid shadow protocol, this block performs the address matching required to 
compute the shadow-protocol result. 

TAP-state monitor 

The TAP-state monitor is a synchronous finite-state machine that monitors the primary TAP state. The state 
diagram is shown in Figure 5 and mirrors that specified by IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990. The TAP-state monitor 
proceeds through its states based on the level of PTMS at the rising edge of PTCK. Each state is described both 
in terms of its significance for ASP devices and for connected IEEE Std 1149.1-compliant devices (called 
targets). However, the monitor state (primary TAP) can be different from that of disconnected scan chains 
(secondary TAP). 

Test-Loglc-Reset 

PTMS= L 

Figure 5. TAP-Monitor State Diagram 
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Test-Loglc-Reset 

The ASP TAP-state monitor powers up in the Test-Logic-Reset state. Alternatively, the ASP can be forced 
asynchronously to this state by assertion of its PTRST input. In the stable Test-Logic-Reset state, the ASP is 
enabled to receive and respond to shadow protocols. The ASP does not recognize the TSA in this state. 

For a target device in the stable Test-Logic-Reset state, the test logic is reset and is disabled so that the normal 
logiC function of the device is performed. The instruction register is reset to an opcode that selects the optional 
10COOE instruction, if supported, or the BYPASS instruction. Certain data registers also can be reset to their 
power-up values. 

Run-Test/Idle 

In the stable Run-Test/Idle state, the ASP is enabled to receive and respond to shadow protocols. The ASP does 
not recognize the TSA in this state. 

For a target device, Run-Test/Idle is a stable state in which the test logic can be actively running a test or can 
be idle. 

Select-DR-Scan, Select-IR-Scan 

The ASP is not enabled to receive and respond to shadow protocols in the Select-OR-Scan and 
Select-IR-Scan states. 

For a target device, no specific function is performed in the Select-OR-Scan and Select-IR-Scan states, and the 
TAP controller exits either of these states on the next TCK cycle. These states allow the selection of either 
data-register scan or instruction-register scan. 

Capture-DR 

The ASP is not enabled to receive and respond to shadow protocols in the Capture-DR state. 

For a target device in the Capture-DR state, the selected data register can capture a data value as specified 
by the current instruction. Such capture operations occur on the rising edge of TCK upon which the Capture-DR 
state is exited. 

Shift-DR 

The ASP is not enabled to receive and respond to shadow protocols in the Shift-DR state. 

For a target device, upon entry to the Shift-DR state, the selected data register is placed in the scan path 
between TOI and TOO, and on the first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an 
active state. TOO outputs the logic level present in the least-significant bit of the selected data register. While 
in the stable Shift-DR state, data is serially shifted through the selected data register on each TCK cycle. 

Exit1-DR, Exit2-DR 

The ASP is not enabled to receive and respond to shadow protocols in the Exit1-0R and Exit2-0R states. 

For a target device, the Exit1-0R and Exit2-0R states are temporary states that end a data-register scan. It is 
possible to return to the Shift-DR state from either Exit1-0R or Exit2-0R without recapturing the data register. 
On the first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-0R, TOO goes from the active state to the 
high-impedance state. 

Pause-DR 
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In the stable Pause-DR state, the ASP is enabled to receive and respond to shadow protocols. Additionally, the 
TSA can be recognized in this state. 

For target devices, no specific function is performed in the stable Pause-DR state. The Pause-DR state 
suspends and resumes data-register scan operations without loss of data. 
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Update-DR 

The ASP is not enabled to receive and respond to shadow protocols in the Update-OR state. 

For a target device, if the current instruction calls for the selected data register to be updated with current data, 
such update occurs on the falling edge of TCK following entry to the Update-OR stqte. 

Capture-IR 

The ASP is not enabled to receive and respond to shadow protocols in the Capture-IR state. 

For a target device in the Capture-IR state, the instruction register captures its current status value. This capture 
operation occurs on the rising edge of TCK upon which the Capture-IR state is exited. 

Shlft·IR 

The ASP is not enabled to receive and respond to shadow protocols in the Shift-IR state. I 

For a target device, upon entry to the Shift-IR state, the instruction register is placed in the scan path between 
TOI and TOO, and on the first falling edge of TCK, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to an active state. 
TOO outputs the logic level present in the least-significant bit of the instruction register. While in the stable 
Shift-IR state, instruction data is serially shifted through the instruction register on each TCK cycle. 

Exlt1·IR, Exit2·IR 

The ASP is not enabled to receive and respond to shadow protocols in the Exit1-IR and Exit2-IR states. 

For target devices, the Exit1-1 Rand Exit2-1 R states are temporary states that end an instruction-register scan. 
It is possible to return to the Shift-IR state from either Exit1-IR or Exit2-JR without recapturing the instruction 
register. On the first falling edge of TCK after entry to Exit1-IR, TOO goes from the active state to the 
high-impedance state. 

Pause-IR 

In the stable Pause-IR state, the ASP is enabled to receive and respond to shadow protocols. Additionally, the 
TSA can be recognized in this state. 

For target devices, no specific function is performed in the stable Pause-IR state, in which the TAP controller 
can remain indefinitely. The Pause-J R state suspends and resumes instruction-register scan operations without 
loss of data. 

Update-IR 

The ASP is not enabled to receive and respond to shadow protocols in the Update-IR state. 

For target devices, the current instruction is updated and takes effect on the falling edge of TCK following entry 
to the Update-IR state. 
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address matching 

Connect status of the ASP is computed by a match of the address received in the last valid shadow protocol 
against that at the address inputs (A9-AO) as well as against the three dedicated addresses that are internal 
to the ASP (DSA, RSA, and TSA). The address map is shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Address Map 

BINARY HEX SHADOW·PROTOCOL 
RESULTANT 

ADDRESS NAME CODE CODE RESULT 
PRIMARY-TO-SECONDARY 

CONNECT STATUS 

Reset Address (RSA) 0000000000 000 RESET RESET 

Matching Address A9-AO A9-AO MATCH ON 

Disconnect Address (DSA) 1111111110 3FE DISCONNECT OFF 

Test Synchronization Address (TSA) 1111111111 3FF TEST SYNCHRONIZATION MULTICAST 

All Other Addresses All others All others NO MATCH OFF 

If the shadow-protocol address matches the address inputs (A9-AO), then the ASP responds by transmitting 
an acknowledge protocol. Following the complete transmission of the acknowledge protocol, the ASP assumes 
ON status (in which PTDI, PTDO, and PTMS are connected to STDO, STDI, and STMS, respectively). The ON 
status allows the scan chain associated with the ASP's secondary TAP to be controlled from the multidrop 
primary TAP as if it were directly wired as such. Figures 6 and 7 show the shadow-protocol timing for MATCH 
result when the prior ASP connect status is ON and OFF, respectively. 

If the shadow-protocol address does not match the address inputs (A9-AO), then (unless the address is one 
of the three dedicated global addresses described below) the ASP responds immediately by assuming the OFF 
status (in which PTDO and STDO are high impedance and STMS is held at its last level). This has the effect 
of deselecting the scan chain associated with the ASP secondary TAP, but leaves the TAP state of the scan chain 
unchanged. No acknowledge protocol is sent. Figures 8 and 9 show the shadow-protocol timing for NO MATCH 
result when the prior ASP connect status is ON and OFF, respectively. 

disconnect address 

The disconnect address (DSA) is one of the three internally dedicated addresses that are recognized globally. 
When an ASP receives the DSA, it immediately responds by assuming the OFF status (in which PTDO and 
STDO are high impedance and STMS is held at its last level). This has the effect of deselecting the scan chain 
associated with the ASP secondary TAP, but leaves the TAP state of the scan chain unchanged. No 
acknowledge protocol is sent. Figures 10 and 11 show the shadow-protocol timing for DISCONNECT result 
when the prior ASP connect status is ON and OFF, respectively. 

The same result occurs when a non-matching address is received. No specific action to disconnect an ASP is 
required, as a given ASP is disconnected by the address that connects another. The dedicated DSA ensures 
that at least one address is available for the purpose of disconnecting all receiving ASPs. It is especially useful 
when the currently selected scan chain is in a different TAP state than that to be selected. In such a case, the 
DSA is used to leave the former scan chain in the proper state, after which the primary TAP state is moved to 
that needed to select the latter scan chain. 

reset address 
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The reset address (RSA) is one of the three internally dedicated addresses that are recognized globally. When 
an ASP receives the RSA, it immediately responds by assuming the RESET status (in which PTDO and STDO 
are high impedance and STMS is forced to the high level). This has the effect of deselecting and resetting (to 
Test-Logic-Reset state) the scan chain associated with the ASP secondary TAP. No acknowledge protocol is 
sent. Figures 12 and 13 show the shadow-protocol timing for RESET result when the prior ASP connect status 
is ON and OFF, respectively. 
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test synchronization address 

The test synchronization address (TSA) is one of the three internally dedicated addresses that are recognized 
globally. When an ASP receives the TSA while its secondary TAP state is Pause-DR or Pause-IR, it immediately 
responds by assuming the MULTICAST status (in which PTOI and PTMS are connected to STOO and STMS 
respectively, while PTOO is high impedance). No acknowledge protocol is sent. The TSA is valid only when the 
TAP state of both primary and secondary is Pause-DR or Pause-IR. If the TSA is received when the TAP state 
of either primary or secondary is Test-Logic-Reset or Run-Test-Idle, the shadow-protocol result is considered 
to be DISCONNECT. Figures 14 and 15 show the shadow-protocol timing forTEST SYNCHRONIZATION result 
when the prior ASP connect status is ON and OFF, respectively. 

The TSA allows simultaneous operation of the scan chains of all selected ASPs, either for global TAP-state 
movement or for scan input of common serial test data via PTDI. This is especially useful in the former case, 
to simultaneously move such scan chains into the Run-Test/Idle state in which module-level or 
module-to-module BIST operations can operate synchronous to TCK in that TAP state, and in the later case, 
to scan common test setup/data into multiple like modules. 

protocol bypass 

Protocol bypass is selected by a low BYP input. This protocol-bypass mode forces the ASP into BYP status 
(primary TAP signals are connected to secondary TAP signals) regardless of previous shadow-protocol results. 
The CON output is made active (low). Receipt of shadow protocols is disabled. 

When BYP is taken low, the primary TAP serial data Signals (PTOI, PTDO) are immediately (asynchronously 
to PTCK) connected to their respective secondary TAP signals (STDO, STDI). The primary TAP mode-select 
signal (PTMS) is also connected to its respective secondary TAP signal (STMS) unless PTRST is low, in which 
case STMS remains high until PTRST is released. Also, the shadow-protocol-receive block is reset to its 
power-up state and is held in this state such that select protocols appearing at the primary TAP are ignored. 

When the BYP input is released (taken high), the ASP immediately (asynchronously to PTCK) resumes the 
connect status selected by the last valid shadow protocol. The shadow-protocol-receive block is again enabled 
to respond to select protocols. 

Figures 19 and 20 show protocol-bypass timing when the ASP connect status before BYP active is ON and OFF, 
respectively. 

asynchronous reset 

While the PTRST input is always buffered directly to the STRST output, it also serves as an asynchronous reset 
for the ASP. Given that BYP is high, when PTRST goes low, the ASP immediately assumes TRST status in which 
CON is high and PTDO and STOO are at high impedance. Otherwise, if BYP is low, the ASP assumes 
BYPITRST status. In either case, STMS is set high so that connected IEEE Std 1149.1-compliant devices can 
be synchronously driven to their Test-Logic-Reset states. While PTRST is low, receipt of shadow protocols 
is disabled. 

Figures 21 and 22 show asynchronous reset timing when the ASP connect status before PTRST active is ON 
and OFF, respectively. Figure 23 shows asynchronous reset timing when BYP is low. 

connect indicator 

The CON output indicates secondary-scan-port activity (STDO, STMS active) regardless of whether such 
activity is achieved via protocol bypass or shadow protocol. If the BYP input is low, the CON output is low. 
Otherwise, if the BYP input is high, the CON output is low if the result of the last valid shadow protocol is MATCH 
or TEST SYNCHRONIZATION. In all other cases, and while acknowledge protocol iSin progress, the CON 
output is high. ' 
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shadow-protocol timing 

BYP I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

1IIIIrbllll~* ~ 
PTD' ~,.cl AD. ¢"'1 ?e'.Cf I'd'. ~~M~ 

PTMS : : : : : : : : ~~*{~{S 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I 

I I I I I I I I I I 

STOO 

STMS STMS= PTMS 

Select Protocol Acknowledge Protocol ON 

t The instantaneous value of PTOI during protocol acknowledge is "don't care" as long as the cumulative effect does not represent a protocol 
hard-error or another valid select protocol. 
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Figure 6. Shadow-Protocol Timing, Protocol Result = MATCH, Prior Connect Status = ON 
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t The instantaneous value of PTOI during protocol acknowledge is "don't care" as long as the cumulative effect does not represent a protocol 
hard-error or another valid select protocol. 

Figure 7. Shadow-Protocol Timing, Protocol Result = MATCH, Prior Connect Status = OFF 
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Select Protocol 
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I 
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I 
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Figure 8. Shadow-Protocol Timing, Protocol Result = NO MATCH, Prior Connect Status = ON 
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Figure 9. Shadow-Protocol Timing, Protocol Result = NO MATCH, Prior Connect Status = OFF 
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Figure 10. Shadow· Protocol Timing, Protocol Result = DISCONNECT, Prior Connect Status = ON 
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Figure 11. Shadow-Protocol Timing, Protocol Result = DISCONNECT, Prior Connect Status = OFF 
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Figure 12. Shadow-Protocol TImIng, Protocol Result = RESET, PrIor Connect Status = ON 
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Figure 13. Shadow-Protocol Timing, Protocol Result = RESET, Prior Connect Status = OFF 
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Figure 14. Shadow-Protocol Timing, 
Protocol Result = TEST SYNCHRONIZATION, Prior Connect Status = ON 
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Figure 15. Shadow-Protocol Timing, 
Protocol Result = TEST SYNCHRONIZATION, Prior Connect Status = OFF 
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I I I I I 

PTDO.~!~=~_~--------
srCK J"LJtruin 
srDO \ S8 I~--------------------

I I 

STMS SYMS = PTMS ~ SYMS = SYMSo 

Select Protocol 
(aborted) 

OFF 

NOTE: The position of PTMS shown in this figure is only one of many that would produce protocol result HARD ERROR. 
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Figure 16. Shadow-Protocol Timing, 
Protocol Result = HARD ERROR (PTMS change during select protocol), Prior Connect Status = ON 
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SN54ABT8996, SN74ABT8996 
1 O-BIT ADDRESSABLE SCAN PORTS 

MULTIDROP-ADDRESSABLE IEEE STD 1 ~!~~~9~~r!~JT T~ JE~~~~E2~1~~1~~ 

PTCK --flfL.fl-rLf1 
AS-AO mi~~.z_ 

I I I I I I I I I I I 

PTOI 

PTMS 

I I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I I 

I I I I I I I 

STCK JUiruin 
STDO \ R~ H I 

I ~l ~I-------------
I I I 

STMS __________ s_TM_s_=_P_T_M_s __________ ~i ~~~-----------ST-M-S-=-S-TM-S-O-----------

Seloct Protocol 

I 
I 
I 
I Acknowledge Protocol 

(aborted) 
OFF 

. NOTE: The position of PTMS shown in this figure is only one of many that would produce protocol result HARD ERROR. 

Figure 17. Shadow-Protocol Timing, 
Protocol Result = HARD ERROR (PTMS change during acknowledge protocol), 

Prior Connect Status = ON 
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PTCK 

PTOI 

PTMS 

I I 
I I 

I I I 

I I I 

STCK 

STOO 

STMS _____ ST_M_S=_P_TM_S __ ~~!r~~=;eg~ 

Select Protocol 
(aborted) 

ON 

NOTE: The sequence of PTDI bits shown in this figure is only one of many that would produce protocol result SOFT ERROR. 
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Figure 18. Shadow-Protocol Timing, 
Protocol Result = SOFT ERROR, Prior Connect Status = ON 
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SN54ABT8996, SN74ABT8996 
10·BIT ADDRESSABLE SCAN PORTS 

MULTIDROP·ADDRESSABLE IEEE STO 1 J!~~19j~r~~JT T~f- !~~~!2~1~~1~g~ 

protocol-bypass timing 

PTCK 

ON 

I I 

I I 
I I 
I I 

I I 

BYP 

Figure 19. Protocol-Bypass Timing, Prior Connect Status = ON 
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PTCK 

A9-AO 

I I 
PTOI 

PTMS 

I I 
I I 

STOI ~H-rc!~ 
~ . V 
I I 

--~~l~'~-----------
I ' 

PTOO 

STCK 

STMS=STMSO 

STRST I I 
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I I 
OFF I BYP I 

Figure 20. Protocol-Bypass Timing, Prior Connect Status = OFF 
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SN54ABT8996, SN74ABT8996 
10-BIT ADDRESSABLE SCAN PORTS 

MULTIDROP-ADDRESSABLE IEEE STO 1~!~4J9J~I~~JTT~!JE~~~~E2E~I~~1~9~ 

asynchronous reset timing 

PTCK 

I I 

STCK 

I I 

STCO ~~~~~~Ot~~~~~I~)-------------iil----------

STMS ~rMH~~~ i 

STRST l J 
~-------------------------~" ON I TRST I 

Figure 21. Asynchronous Reset Timing, Prior Connect Status = ON 
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PTCK Mn-fl-

PTOI 

PTMS 

STOI 

PTOO 

STCK 

STOO 

STMS 
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*~gaz 

*~~z 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

STMS = STMSo ~ i 
I I 

--~~ A~, ------------

I--------------------------~I 

OFF I TRST I RESET 

Figure 22. Asynchronous Reset Timing, Prior Connect Status = OFF 
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SN54ABT8996, SN74ABT8996 
1 a-BIT ADDRESSABLE SCAN PORTS 

MULTIDROP-ADDRESSABLE IEEE STD 1 J!~~~91~I~~JT T~f JE~~~!2E~I~~1~9~ 

PTOI g*Xclr~ 

PTMS g*Xc!rK 

I I 

PTDD~~*~ggl~ 
STCK 

I JU1Jlfl 

I I 
BYP I BYPITRST I 

Figure 23. Asynchronous Reset Timing, BYP = L 
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SN54ABT8996, SN74ABT8996 
1 a-BIT ADDRESSABLE SCAN PORTS 
MULTIDROP-ADDRESSABLE IEEE STO 1149.1 (JTAG) TAP TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS489B - AUGUST 1994 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)t 

Supply voltage range, Vee .......................................................... -0.5 V to 7 V 
Input voltage range, VI (see Note 1) .................................................. -0.5 V to 7 V 
Voltage range applied to any output in the high state or power-off state, Va .............. -0.5 V to 5.5 V 
Current into any output in the low state, 10: SN54ABT8996 ................................... 96 mA 

SN74ABT8996 ................................... 128 mA 
Input clamp current, 11K (VI < 0) ........................................................... -18 mA 
Output clamp current, 10K (Va < 0) ........................................................ -50 mA 
Maximum power dissipation at T A = 55°C (in still air)(see Note 2): DW package .................. 1.7 W 

PW package ................... 0.7 W 
Storage temperature range, Tstg ................................................... -65°C to 150°C 

t Stresses beyond those listed under "absolute maximum ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings only, and 
functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated under "recommended operating conditions" is not 
implied. Exposure to absolute-maximum-rated conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTES: 1. The input and output negative-voltage ratings can be exceeded if the input and output Clamp-current ratings are observed. 
2. The maximum package power diSSipation is calculated using a junction temperature of 1500 e and a board trace length of 750 mils. 

For more information, refer to the Package Thermal Considerations application note in the ABT Advanced BiCMOS Technology Data 
Book, literature number SeBD002. 

recommended operating conditions 

Vee Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

VIL Low-level input voltage 

VI Input voltage 

IOH High-level output current 

IOL Low-level output current 

Ilt//lv Input transition rise or fall rate 

TA Operating free-air temperature 
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SN54ABT8996 

MIN MAX 

4.5 5.5 

2 

0.8 

0 Vee 
-24 

48 

10 

-55 125 

SN74ABT8996 
UNIT 

MIN MAX 

4.5 5.5 V 

2 V 

0.8 V 

0 Vee V 

-32 mA 

64 mA 

10 nsN 
-40 85 °e 



SN54ABT8996, SN74ABT8996 
10·BIT ADDRESSABLE SCAN PORTS 

MULTIDROP-ADDRESSABLE IEEE STO 1149.1 (JTAG\ TAP TRANSCEIVERS 
SCBS489B - AUGU?T 1994 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) 

TA = 25°C SN54ABT8996 SN74ABT8996 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

TYPt 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 

VIK Vee =4.5V, 11=-18mA -1.2 -1.2 -1.2 V 

Vee -4.5 V, 10H --3 rnA 2.5 2.5 2.5 

Vee -5V, 10H=-3mA 3 3 3 
VOH V 

10H --24 rnA 2 2 
Vee- 4.5V 

10H =-32 rnA 2· 2 

IOL .. 48mA 0.55 0.55 
VOL Vee =4.5V V 

10L" 64 rnA 0.55· 0.55 

II 
V CC - 0 to 5.5 V, 

PTeK ±1 ±1 ~A VI .. VCC or GNO 

PTOI, PTMS, 
10 10 10 

PTRST 
IIH VCC- 5.5V, VI .. VCC 

A9-AO, BYP, 
~A 

STOI 
10 10 10 

PTOI, PTMS, 
-18 -50 -18 -50 -18 -50 

PTRST 
IlL VCC .. 5.5V, VI =GNO 

A9-AO, BYP, 
~A 

STDI -60 -150 -60 -150 -60 -150 

10ZH Vcc" 5.5 V, VO=2.7V PTOO,STOO 10 10 10 ~ 

10Zl VCC .. 5.5V, VO" 0.5V PTOO, STOO -10 -10 -10 ~A 

loff Vee" 0, VlorVOS4.5V ±100 ±100 ~A 

ICEX VCC=5.5V, VO .. 5.5V Outputs high 50 50 50 ~ 

10* VCC =5.5 V, VO=2.5V -50 -110 -200 -50 -200 -50 -200 rnA 

OFF, STeK .. H, STMS = H 0.8 1.5 1.5 1.5 

ON, PTOO .. L, STeK .. L, 
13 18 18 18 Vee=5.5V, STOO = L, STMS = l 

Ice 10=0, rnA 
VI .. Vce or GNO ON, PTOO .. H, STCK = H, 

3.2 5 5 5 STOO = H, STMS = H 

TRST, STeK .. l 6 8 8 8 

bICC§ 
Vee = 5.5 V, One input at 3.4 V, 1.5 1.5 1.5 rnA 
Other inputs at Vec or GNO 

Ci VI .. 2.5 V or 0.5 V 5 pF 

Co Vo .. 2.5 V or 0.5 V 8 pF 

• On products compliant to MIL-PRF-38535, this parameter does not apply. . 
t All typical values are at Vee = 5 V. 
* Not more than one output should be tested at a time, and the duration of the test should not exceed one second. 
§ This Is the increase in supply current for each input that is at the specified TIL voltage level rather than VCC or GNO . 
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timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (see Figure 24) 

SN54ABT8996 SN74ABT8996 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

fclock Clock frequency PTCK 0 40 0 40 MHz 

BYP lowt 4.9 4.9 

PTCKhigh 12 12 
tw Pulse duration ns 

PTCKlow 6.5 6.5 

PTRSTlow 2.6 2.6 

A9-AO before PTCKJ,t 6.6 6.6 

PTDI before PTCKi 4.9 4.9 
tsu Setup time 

PTMS before Bypit 
ns 

0.8 0.6 

PTMS before PTCKi 9 9 

A9-AO after PTCKJ,t 0.3 0.3 

PTDI after PTCKi 0.7 0.7 
th Hold time 

PTMS after Bypit 
ns 

2.4 2.4 

PTMS after PTCKi 1.3 1.3 

t In normal application of the ASP, such timing requirements with respect to BYP are met implicitly and, therefore, need not be considered. 
t These requirements apply only in the case where the address Inputs are changed during a shadow protocol. For normal application of the ASP, 

it is recommended that the address inputs remain static throughout any shadow protocols. In such cases, the timing of address inputs relative 
to PTCK need not be considered. 
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SN54ABT8996, SN74ABT8996 
10-BIT ADDRESSABLE SCAN PORTS 

MULTIDROP-ADDRESSABLE IEEE STD 1J!~4~9J~I!~JTT~fk~~~~2~1~~1~! 

switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (see Figure 24) 

SN54ABT8996 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO VCC =5V, VCC = 4.5 V to 5.5 V, 

UNIT (INPUT) (OUTPUT) TA = 25°C T A = -55°C to 125°C 

MIN TYP MAX MIN MAX 

fmax PTCK 40 40 MHz 

tpLH Bypj 1 3 4.2 1 5.3 

BYP! 
CON ns 

tpHL 1 3.8 5.2 1 6.3 

tpLH 2.5 7.8 10 2.5 12.9 
BYP! STMS ns 

tpHL 2.5 5.2 7 2.5 8.9 

tpLH 1 2.2 3.1 1 3.7 
PTCK STCK ns 

tPHL 1 2.8 3.9 1 4.6 

tpLH 
PTCKJ. CON 

3.5 6.9 8.9 3.5 11.2 
ns 

tPHL 3.5 7 9.3 3.5 11.6 

tpLH PTCKJ. 3 7.6 9.9 3 12.6 
(shadow-protocol PTOO ns 

. tpHL acknowledge) 3 6.2 9.4 3 10.9 

tPLHt PTCK.L 5.5 12.1 15.4 5.5 19.9 

tPHLt (connect) 
STMS ns 

5.5 9.7 12.5 5.5 15.8 

tpLH 1 3.1 4.4 1 5.4 
PTOI STOO ns 

tpHL 1 3.3 4.5 1 5.6 

tpLH 1 3.2 4.4 1 5.5 
PTMS STMS ns 

tpHL 1 3.4 4.7 1 5.7 

tpLH 1 3.2 4.8 1 5.8 
PTRST STRST ns 

tpHL 1 3.3 4.7 1 5.7 

PTRST! 
CON 3.5 7.4 9.5 3.5 12.1 

tpLH ns 
STMS 2.5 5.6 7.7 2.5 9.6 

tpLH 1 2.8 4 1 4.9 
STOI PTOO ns 

tPHL 1 3.3 4.6 1 5.7 

t The transitions at STMS are only possible when a shadow-protocol select is issued while STMS is held (in the OFF status) at a level that differs 
from that at PTMS. Such operation is not recommended since state synchronization of the primary TAP to secondary TAP cannot be ensured . 
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switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (continued) (see Figure 24) 

SN54ABT8996 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO VCC=5V. VCC = 4.5 V to 5.5 V. 

(INPUT) (OUTPUT) TA = 25°C TA = -65°C to 125°C 

MIN TYP MAX MIN MAX 

tPZHt 1.5 4 5.5 1.5 6.9 
BYPJ, PTOO 

tpZL 1.5 4.5 6.1 1.5 7.5 

tPZH:j: 1.5 3.7 5.2 1.5 6.2 
BYPJ, STOO 

tpZL 1.5 4.2 5.8 1.5 6.9 

tPZHt PTCKJ, PTOO 4 7.2 9.5 4 12.1 

tPZH:j: 4 7.6 10 4 12.5 
PTCKJ, STOO 

tpZL 4 8.1 10.7 4 12.8 

tPHZt Bypj 
1.5 3.6 4.8 1.5 5.5 

PTOO 
tpLZ 1.3 3.6 4.9 1.3 5.8 

tPHZ:j: Bypj 
1.5 3.6 4.8 1.5 5.5 

STOO 
tpLZ 1.5 3 4.2 1.5 4.8 

tPHZt 
PTCKJ. 

3 6.2 8.2 3 11 
PTOO 

tpLZ 1 6.9 9.5 1 13.1 

tPHZ:j: 
PTCKJ, 

3.5 7.3 9.2 3.5 12 

tPLZ§ 
STOO 

1 7.1 8.7 1 10.4 

tPHZt 
PTRSTJ, 

3.5 6.6 9.2 3.5 11 
PTOO 

tpLZ 1 7.4 10.2 1 13.4 

tPHZ:j: 
PTRSTJ, 

4.5 9.4 12 4.5 13.6 
STOO 

tpLZ 3 7.3 9 3 10.5 

t In most applications, the node to which PTOO is connected has a pullup resistor. In such cases, this parameter is not significant. 
:j: In most applications, the node to which STOO is connected has a pullup resistor. In such cases, this parameter is not significant. 
§ This parameter applies only in case of protocol hard error. 
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SN54ABT8996, SN74ABT8996 
10-BIT ADDRESSABLE SCAN PORTS 

MULTIDROP-ADDRESSABLE IEEE STO 1~!~~J9J~I~~}T T!f JE~~~~~~I~~1~! 
switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (see Figure 24) 

SN74ABT8996 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO VCC =5V, VCC = 4.5 V to 5.5 V, 

UNIT (INPUT) (OUTPUT) TA = 25°C T A = -40°C to 85°C 

MIN TYP MAX MIN MAX 

fmax PTCK 40 40 MHz 

tpLH Bypj 1 3 4.2 1 4.8 

BYP.!. 
CON ns 

tpHL 1 3.8 5.2 1 6 

tpLH 2.5 7.8 10 2.5 12.2 
BYP.!. STMS ns 

tpHL 2.5 5.2 7 2.5 8.4 

tpLH 1 2.2 3.1 1 3.4 
PTCK STCK ns 

tpHL 1 2.8 3.9 1 4.5 

tpLH 
PTCK.!. 

3.5 6.9 8.9 3.5 10.6 
CON ns 

tPHL 3.5 7 9.3 3.5 10.8 

tpLH PTCK.!. 3 7.6 9.9 3 11.8 
(shadow-protocol PTOO ns 

tpHL acknowledge) 3 6.2 9.4 3 10.2 

tPLHt PTCK.!. 5.5 12.1 15.4 5.5 18.6 

tPHLt (connect) 
STMS ns 

5.5 9.7 12.5 5.5 14.9 

tpLH 1 3.1 4.4 1 5 
PTDI STOO ns 

tpHL 1 3.3 4.5 1 5.3 

tpLH 1 3.2 4.4 1 5.1 
PTMS STMS ns 

tpHL 1 3.4 4.7 1 5.5 

tpLH 1 3.2 4.8 1 5.7 
PTRST STRST ns 

tpHL 1 3.3 4.7 1 5.7 

CON 3.5 7.4 9.5 3.5 11.4 
tpLH PTRST.!. ns 

STMS 2.5 5.6 7.7 2.5 9.2 

tPLH 1 2.8 4 1 4.5 
STOI PTOO ns 

tpHL 1 3.3 4.6 1 5.4 

t The transitions at STMS are possible only when a shadow-protocol select is issued while STMS is held (in the OFF status) at a level that differs 
from that at PTMS. Such operation is not recommended since state synchronization of the primary TAP to secondary TAP cannot be ensured. 
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switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (unless otherwise noted) (continued) (see Figure 24) 

SN74ABT8996 

PARAMETER 
FROM TO Vce=5V, Vee = 4.5 V to 5.5 V, 

(INPUT) (OUTPUT) TA = 25°e T A = -40oe to 85°e 

MIN TYP MAX MIN MAX 

tPzHt 1.5 4 5.5 1.5 6.6 
BYPJ, PTOO 

tpZL 1.5 4.5 6.1 1.5 7.2 

tPZH* 1.5 3.7 5.2 1.5 6 
BYPJ, 5TOO 

tpZL 1.5 4.2 5.8 1.5 6.7 

tPZHt PTCKJ, PTOO 4 7.2 9.5 4 11.3 

tPZH* 
PTCKJ, 

4 7.6 10 4 11.7 
5TOO 

tpZL 4 8.1 10.7 4 12.2 

tPHZt 1.5 3.6 4.8 1.5 5.3 
Bypj PTOO 

tpLZ 1.5 3.6 4.9 1.5 5.3 

tPHZ* 1.5 3.6 4.8 1.5 5.4 
Bypj 5TOO 

tpLZ 1.5 3 4.2 1.5 4.4 

tPHZt 
PTCKJ, 

3 6.2 8 3 10.3 
PTOO 

tpLZ 3 6.9 9.5 3 11.2 

tPHZ* 
PTCKJ, 

3.5 7.3 9 3.5 10.9 

tPLZ§ 
5TOO 

3.5 7.1 8.7 3.5 10.4 

tPHZt 3.5 6.6 8.5 3.5 10.4 
PTR5TJ, PTOO 

tpLZ 3.5 7.4 10.2 3.5 11.7 

tpHZ* 4.5 9.4 11.5 4.5 13.2 
PTR5TJ, 5TOO 

tPLZ 4.5 7.3 9 4.5 10.5 
.. 

t In most applications, the node to which PTOO is connected has a pullup resistor. In such cases, this parameter IS not significant. 
* In most applications, the node to which 5TOO is connected has a pullup resistor. In such cases, this parameter is not significant. 
§ This parameter applies only in case of protocol hard error . 
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SN54ABT8996, SN74ABT8996 
10-BIT ADDRESSABLE SCAN PORTS 

MULTIDROP-ADDRESSABLE IEEE STD 1~~~~9J~I~~JTT~fl~~~!2~1~~1~9~ 

PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION 

o 7V 

S1 o Open 

rND 

500n 
From Output ---e-----tl.....--'\/'II'v-----/ 

Under Test 

CL =50 pF 
(see Note A) T 500n 

TEST S1 

tpLH/tPHL Open 

tPLZ/tpZL 7V 

tPHz/tpZH Open 

LOAD CIRCUIT 
3V 

Timing Input ------Y,.5 V 
_____ J. I~------ OV 

14--- tw ----.! 
1 I 

Input 3 :K,. ... 1-._5~V~~~~ :: 

Input 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PULSE DURATION 

~_1_.5_V ___ ~1.5V :: 
1 I ~ 

Data Input 

Output 
Control 

14 ~L. ~I 
1 tsu r th 1 
1 1 

----"*1.5 V ~ :: 
VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 

SETUP AND HOLD TIMES 

=¥1.5V ~\".1._5V __ _ 
tpZL --+j 14- I 

3V 

OV 

tpLH ~ 1"'--------"-- tpHL 

1 /1 I ~VOH 
1 1.5 V I 1.5 V Output 

Output 
Waveform 1 

S1 at 7 V 
(see Note B) 

I 1 tpLZ -+I I+-
--";-I""'\{~ I 1/--- 3.5V 

I ,.5V II £VOL+0.3V V 
--+-1- I VOL 

tPHL~ ~tPLH 
I . . T --- OL 
I 1 tpHZ ~ j4-

I~ VOH 
\1.5V i1.5V 

Output 
Waveform 2 
S1 at Open 

(see Note B) 

tpZH -+! j4- I 
1 --- VOH 

/1.5 V ~H-O.3V 
VOL 

Output ____ J. =OV 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PROPAGATION DELAY TIMES 

INVERTING AND NONINVERTING OUTPUTS 

NOTES: A. CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
ENABLE AND DISABLE TIMES 

LOW· AND HIGH·LEVEL ENABLING 

B. Waveform 1 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is low except when disabled by the output control. 
Waveform 2 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is high except when disabled by the output control. 

C. All input pulses are supplied by generators having the following characteristics: PRR::; 10 MHz, Zo = 50 n. tr::; 2.5 ns, tf::; 2.5 ns. 
D. The outputs are measured one at a time with one transition per measurement. 

Figure 24. Load Circuit and Voltage Waveforms 
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SN54ACT8997, SN74ACT8997 
SCAN-PATH LINKERS WITH 4-BIT IDENTIFICATION BUSES 

SCAN-CONTROLLED IEEE STD 1149.Jcl~!~~lp1~~9~~~~~~~~~!~1~! 

• Members of the Texas Instruments 
SCOPETM F~mlly of Testability Products 

• Compatible With the IEEE Standard 
1149.1-1990 (JTAG) Serial Test Bus 

• Allow Partitioning of System Scan Paths 

• Can Be Cascaded Horizontally or Vertically 

• Select Up to Four Secondary Scan Paths to 
Be Included In a Primary Scan Path 

• Include B-Blt Programmable Binary Counter 
to Count or Initiate Interrupt Signals 

• Include 4-Blt Identification Bus for 
Scan-Path Identification 

• Inputs Are TTL Compatible 
• EPICTM (Enhanced-Performance Implanted 

CMOS) 1-J.U1l Process 

• Package Options Include Plastic 
Smail-Outline (OW) Packages, Ceramic 
Chip Carriers (FK), and Standard Plastic 
(NT) and Ceramic (JT) 30D-mll DIPs 

description 

The 'ACT8997 are members of the Texas 
Instruments SCOPETM testability integrated
circuit family. This family of components facilitates 
testing of complex circuit-board assemblies. 

The' ACT8997 enhance the scan capability of Tl's 
SCOPETM family by allowing augmentation of a 
system's primary scan path with secondary scan 
paths (SSPs), which can be individually selected 
by the' ACT8997 for inclusion in the primary scan 
path. These devices also provide buffering of test 
signals to reduce the need for external logic. 

By loading the proper values into the instruction 
register and data registers, the user can select up 

SN54ACT8997 ••• JT PACKAGE 
SN74ACT8997 ••• OW OR NT PACKAGE 

(TOP VIEW} 
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to four SSPs to be included in a primary scan path. Any combination of the SSPs can be selected at a time. Any 
of the device's six data registers or the instruction register can be placed in the device's scan path, I.e., placed 
between test data input (TDI) and test data output (TOO) for subsequent shift and scan operations. 

All operations of the device except counting are synchronous to the test clock pin (TCK). The 8-bit 
programmable up/down counter can be used to count transitions on the device condition input (DCI) pin and 
output interrupt signals via the device condition output (DCO) pin. The device can be configured to count on 
either the rising or falling edge of DCI. 

The test access port (TAP) controller is a finite-state machine compatible with IEEE Standard 1149.1. 

The SN54ACT8997 is characterized for operation over the full military temperature range of ...... 55°C to 125°C. 
The SN74ACT8997 is characterized for operation from O°C to 70°C. 

SCOPE and EPIC are trademarks of Texas Instruments InCOrporated. 
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Copyright ~ 1996, Texas Instruments Incorporated 
On products compllanlto MIL-PRf.38535, all parameten ar.tested 
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functional block diagram 

Scan-Path 
Configuration 

Data 
Registers 

Instruction 
Register 

Test Port 

Pin numbers shown are for the DW, JT, and NT packages . 
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functional block description 

The 'ACT8997 is intended to link secondary scan paths for inclusion in a primary scan path. Any combination 
of the four secondary scan paths can be linked, or the device can be bypassed entirely. 

The least-significant bit (LSB) of any value scanned into any register of the device is the first bit shifted in 
(nearest to TOO). The most-significant bit (MSB) is the last bit shifted in (nearest to TOI). 

The 'ACT8997 is divided into functional blocks as detailed below. 

tost port 

The test port decodes the signals on TCK, TMS, and TRST to control the operation of the circuit. The test port 
includes a TAP controller that issues the proper control instructions to the data registers according to the 
IEEE Standard 1149.1 protoco\. The TAP controller state diagram is shown in Figure 1. 

Instruction register 

The instruction register (IR) is an 8-bit-wide serial-shift register that issues commands to the device. Oata is 
input to the instruction register via TOI (or one of the OTDI pins) and shifted out via TOO. All device operations 
are initiated by loading the proper instruction or sequence of instructions into the IR. 

data registers 

Six parallel data registers are included in the 'ACT8997: bypass, control, counter, boundary-scan, 10-bus, and 
select. The 10 bus register is a part of the boundary-scan register. Each data register is serially loaded via TOI 
or OTOI and outputs data via TOO. Table 1 summarizes the registers in the 'ACT8997. 

scan-path-conflguratlon circuit 

This circuit decodes bits in the select and control registers to determine which, if any, of the secondary scan 
paths are to be included in the primary scan path. 

REGISTER 
NAME 

Instruction 

Control 

Counter 

Select 

Boundary Scan 

ID Bus 

Bypass 

Table 1. Register Summary 

LENGTH 
FUNCTION (BITS) 

8 Issue command information to the device 

10 Configuration and enable control 

8 Count events on DCI, output interrupts via DCa 

8 Select one or more secondary scan paths 

10 Capture and force test data at device periphery 

4 Provide subsystem identification code 

1 Remove the 'ACT8997 from the scan path 
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TERMINAL 
NAME 

OCI 

DCa 

OTCK 

OTOl1 
OTOl2 
OTOl3 
OTOl4 

OT001 
OT002 
OT003 
OT004 

OTMS1 
OTMS2 
OTMS3 
OTMS4 

GNO 

101 
102 
103 
104 

MCI 

MCO 

TCK 

TOI 

TOO 

TMS 

TRST 

VCC 

8-98 

1/0 

I 

a 

a 

I 

0 

0 

I 

I 

0 

I 

I 

a 

I 

I 

Terminal Functions 

DESCRIPTION 

Device condition input. OCI receives interrupt and protocol signals from the secondary scan path(s). When the 
counter register is instructed to count up or down, OCI is configured as the counter clock. 

Device condition output. DCa is configured by the control register to output protocol and interrupt signals and can 
be configured by the control register to output an error signal if the instruction register is loaded with an invalid value. 
DCa is further configured by the control register as: 

Active high or active low (reset condition = active low) 
Open drain or 3 state (reset condition = open drain) 

Device test clock. OTCK outputs the buffered test clock TCK to the secondary scan path(s). 

Oevice test data input 1-4. OTOI1-0TOI4 receive the serial test data output(s) of the selected secondary scan 
path(s). An internal pullup forces OTOI1-0TOI4 to a high logic level if it is left unconnected. 

Device test data output 1-4. These outputs send serial test data to the TOI input(s) of the secondary scan path(s). 

Device test mode select 1-4. Any combination of these four outputs can be selected to follow TMS to direct the 
secondary scan path(s) through the TAP controller states in Figure 1. The unselected OTMS outputs can be set 
independently to a high or low logic level. The TMS circuit monitors input from the select register to determine the 
configuration of the OTMS outputs. 

Ground 

Identification 1-4. This 4-bit data bus can be hardwired to provide identification of the subsystem under test. The 
value present on the bus can be scanned out through the boundary scan or 10 bus registers. 

Master condition input. MCI receives interrupt and protocol signals from a primary bus controller (PBC). The level 
on MCI is buffered and output on MCO. 

Master condition output. MCO transmits interrupt and protocol signals to the secondary scan path(s). 

Test clock. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1. All operations of the 'ACT8997 except for the 
count function are synchronous to TCK. Data on the device inputs is captured on the rising edge of TCK, and outputs 
change on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test data input. One of four terminals required by I EEE Standard 1149.1. TOI is the serial input for shifting information 
into the instruction register or selected data register. TOI is typically driven by the TOO of the PBC. An internal pullup 
forces TOI to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test data output. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1. TOO is the serial output for shifting 
information out of the instruction register or selected data register. TOO is typically connected to the TOI of the next 
scannable device in the primary scan path. 

Test mode select. One of four terminals required by I EEE Standard 1149.1. The level of TMS at the rising edge of 
TCK directs the 'ACT8997 through its TAP controller states. An internal pullup forces TMS to a high level if left 
unconnected. 

Test reset. This active-low input implements the optional reset terminal of IEEE Standard 1149.1. When asserted, 
TRST causes the 'ACT8997 to go to the Test-Logic-Reset state and configure the instruction register and data 
registers to their power-up values. An internal pullup forces TRST to a high level if left unconnected. 

Supply voltage 
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state diagram description 

The TAP proceeds through the states in Figure 1 according to IEEE Standard i 149.1. There are six stable stateb 
(indicated by a looping arrow) and ten unstable states in the diagram. A stable state is a state the TAP can retain 
for consecutive TCK cycles. Any state that does not meet this criterion is an unstable state. 

There are two main paths through the state diagram: one to manipulate a data register and one to manipulate 
the instruction register. No more than one register can be manipulated at ~ time. 

Test·Loglc·Reset 

TMS=L 

Figure 1. TAP·Controlier State Diagram 
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Test-Loglc-Reset 

In this state, the test logic is inactive and an internal reset signal is applied to all registers in the device. Ouring 
device operation, the TAP returns to this state in no more than five TCK cycles if the test mode select (TMS) 
input is high. The TMS pin has an internal pullup that forces it to a high level if it is left unconnected or if a board 
defect causes it to be open circuited. The device powers up in the Test-Logic-Reset state. 

Run-Testlldle 

The TAP must pass through this state before executing any test operations. The TAP may retain this state 
indefinitely, and no registers are modified while in Run-Test/Idle. The a-bit programmable up/down counter can 
be operated in this state. 

Select-OR-Scan, Select-IR-Scan 

No specific function is performed in these states; the TAP exits either of them on the next TCK cycle. 

Capture-DR 

The selected data register is placed in the scan path (Le., between TOI and TOO). Oepending on the current 
instruction, data mayor may not be loaded or captured by that register on the rising edge of TCK, causing the 
TAP state to change. 

Shift-DR 

In this state, data is serially shifted through the selected data register from TOI to TOO on each TCK cycle. The 
first shift does not occur until the first TCK cycle after entering this state (Le., no shifting occurs during the TCK 
cycle in which the TAP changes from Capture-OR to Shift-OR or from Exit2-0R to Shift-DR). On the falling edge 
of TCK in Shift-OR, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to the active state. TOO enables to the value 
present in the least-significant bit of the selected data register. 

Exlt1-0R, Exlt2-0R 

These are temporary states that end the shifting process. It is possible to return to the Shift-DR state from either 
Exit1-0R or Exit2-0R without recapturing the data register. The last shift occurs on the TCK cycle in which the 
TAP state changes from Shift-DR to Exit-DR. TOO changes from the active state to the high-impedance state 
on the falling edge of TCK in Exit1-0R. 

Pause-DR 

The TAP can remain in this state indefinitely. The Pause-OR state suspends and resumes shift operations 
without loss of data. 

Update-DR 

If the current instruction calls for the latches in the selected data register to be updated with current data, the 
latches are updated only during this state. 

Capture-IR 

The instruction register is preloaded with the IR status word (see Table 4) and placed in the scan path. 

Shlft-IR 

8-100 

In this state, data is serially shifted through the instruction register from TOI to TOO on each TCK cycle. The 
first shift does not occur until the first TCK cycle after entering this state (i.e., no shifting occurs during the TCK 
cycle in which the TAP changes from Capture-IR to Shift-IR or from Exit2-IR to Shift-IR). On the falling edge of 
TCK in Shift-IR, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to the active state, and will enable to a high level. 
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Exlt1-IR, Exlt2-IR 

These are temporary states that end the shifting process. It is possible to return to the Shift-IR state from either 
Exit1-1 R or Exit2-1 R without recapturing the instruction register. The last shift occurs on the TCK cycle in which 
the TAP state changes from Shift-IR to Exit1-1R. TOO changes from the active state to the high-impedance state 
on the falling edge of TCK in Exit1-IR. 

Pause-IR 

The TAP can remain in this state indefinitely. The Pause-I R state suspends and resumes shift operations without 
loss of data. 

Update-IR 

In this state, the latches shadowing the instruction register are updated with the new instruction. 

instruction-register description 

The instruction register (lR) is an 8-bit serial register that outputs control signals to the device. Table 2 lists the 
instructions implemented in the 'ACT8997 and the data register selected by each instruction. The MSB of the 
IR is an even-parity bit. If the value scanned into the IR during Shift-IR does not contain even parity, an error 
signal (lRERR) is generated internally as shown in Table 3. The 'ACT8997 can be configured to output IRERR 
via DCO if the TAP enters the Pause-IR state. 

During the Capture-IR state, the IR status word is 10aded.The IR status word contains information about the 
most recently loaded value of the instruction register and the logic level present at the DCI input. The IR status 
word is encoded as shown in Table 4. Figure 2 shows the order of scan for the IR. 

TDlor~DI~TDO 
Figure 2. Instruction-Register Bits and Order of Scan 
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Table 2. Instruction-Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODE HEX 
BIT7~ BIT 0 VALUE SCOPE OPCODE DESCRIPTION 
MSB~LSB 

00000000 00 EXTEST Boundary scan 

10000001 81 BYPASSt Bypass scan 

10000010 82 SAM PLEIPRELOAO Sample boundary 

00000011 03 INTEST Boundary scan 

10000100 84 BYPASSt Bypass scan 

00000101 05 BYPASSt Bypass scan 

00000110 06 BYPASSt Bypass scan 

10000111 87 BYPASSt Bypass scan 

10001000 88 COUNT Count 

00001001 09 COUNT Count 

00001010 OA BYPASSt Bypass scan 

10001011 8B BYPASSt Bypass scan 

00001100 OC BYPASSt Bypass scan 

10001101 80 BYPASS Bypass scan 

10001110 8E SCANCN Control register scan 

00001111 OF SCANCN Control register scan 

11111010 FA SCANCNT Counter scan 

01111011 7B REAOCNT Counter read 

11111100 FC SCANIOB 10 bus register scan 

01111101 70 REAOIOB lObus register read 

01111110 7E SCANSEL Select register scan 

All others BYPASS Bypass scan 

t A SCOPE opcode exists but is not supported by the 'ACT8997. 

8-102 

Table 3. IRERR Function Table 

NO. OF INSTRUCTION 
REGISTER BITS = 1 IRERR 

0,2,4,6,8 1 

1,3,5,7 0 

Table 4. Instruction-Register Status Word 

IRBIT VALUE't 

7 IRERR (see Table 3) 

6 0 

5 0 

4 0 

3 OCI (1 = active, 0 .. inactive) 

2 0 

1 0 

0 1 

t ThiS value IS loaded In the instruction 
register during the Capture-IR TAP state . 
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SELECTED DATA 
REGISTER 

Boundary scan 

Bypass 

Boundary scan 

Boundary scan 

Bypass 

Bypass 

Bypass 

Bypass 

Bypass 

Bypass 

Bypass 

Bypass 

Bypass 

Bypass 

Control 

Control 

Counter 

Counter 

lObus 
10 bus .. 

Select 

Bypass 

MODE 

Test 

Normal 

Normal 

Test 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 
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Instructlon·reglster opcode description 

The operation of the' ACT8997 is dependent on the instruction loaded into the I R. Each instruction selects one 
of the data registers to be placed between TDI or DTDI and TOO during the Shift-DR TAP state. All the required 
instructions of IEEE Standard 1149.1 are implemented in the 'ACT8997. 

boundary scan 

This instruction implements the required EXTEST and optionallNTEST operations of I EEE Standard 1149.1. 
The boundary-scan register (which includes the ID-bus register) is placed in the scan path. Data appearing at 
input pins included in the boundary-scan register is captured. Data previously loaded into the output pins 
included in the boundary-scan register is forced through the outputs. 

bypass scan 

This instruction implements the required BYPASS operation of IEEE Standard 1149.1. The bypass register is 
placed in the scan path and preloads with a logic 0 during Capture-DR. 

sample boundary 

This instruction implements the required SAMPLE/PRELOAD operation of IEEE Standard 1149.1. The 
boundary-scan register is placed in the scan path, and data appearing at the inputs and outputs included in the 
boundary-scan register is sampled on the rising edge of TCK in Capture-DR. 

count 

The counter register begins counting on each DCI transition. The count begins from the value present in the 
register before the count instruction was loaded. The counter can be configured by the control register to count 
up or down on either the low-to-high or high-to-Iow transition of DCI. Counting occurs only while in the 
Run-Test/Idle TAP state. 

control·register scan 

The control register is placed in the scan path for a subsequent shift operation. The register is not pre loaded 
during Capture-DR. 

counter-register scan 

The counter register is placed in the scan path. During Capture-DR, the current value of the counter is loaded 
in the counter register. At Update-DR, the newly shifted value is preloaded to the counter. 

counter-register read 

The counter register is placed in the scan path. During Capture-DR, the prior preload value of the counter is 
loaded into the counter register. At Update-DR, the newly shifted value is preloaded to the counter. 

ID-bus-reglster scan 

The ID-bus register (a subset of the boundary-scan register) is placed in the scan path for a subsequent shift 
operation. The data appearing on the 10 bus is loaded into the ID-bus register on the rising edge of TCK in 
Capture-DR. 

ID-bus-reglster read 

The ID-bus register is placed in the scan path for a subsequent shift operation. The register is not preloaded 
during Capture-DR. 

select-register scan 

The select register is placed in the scan path for a subsequent shift operation. The register is not pre loaded 
during Capture-DR. 
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control register description 

The control register (CTLR) is a 10-bit serial register that controls the enable and select functions of the 
'ACT8997. A reset operation forces all bits to a low logic level. The contents of the CTLR are latched and 
decoded during the Update-DR TAP state. The specific function of each bit is listed in Table 5. The enable and 
select functions of the CTLR bits are mapped as follows: 

Table 5. Control-Register Bit Mapping 

BIT VAl.UE FUNCTION 

0 Configure counter to count up 
9 

1 Configure counter to count down 

0 Do not stop counting when the count reaches 00000000 
8 

1 Stop counting when the count reaches 00000000 (count down only) 

0 Configure DCO as an active-low output 
7 

1 Configure DCO as an active-high output 

00 DCO = Inactive (level depends on CTLR bit 7) 

01 DCO = IRERR 
6,5 

10 DCO = CE, an internal logic 0 generated when the count is 00000000 (count down) or 11111111 (count up) 

11 DCO= DCI 

0 Do not mask IRERR from DCO 
4 

1 Mask IRERR from DCO 

0 Configure DCO as an open-drain output 
3 

1 Configure DCO as a 3-state output 

0 Disable DCO 
2 

1 Enable DCO 

0 
1 

Configure DCI as an active-low input 

1 Configure DCI as an active-high input 

0 Enable DTCK, DTDO(1-4), and DTMS(1-4) [outputs DTDO(1-4) depend on select register (see Table 7)1 
0 

1 Disable DTCK, DTDO(1-4), and DTMS(1-4) 

Bit 9-Up/Down 

This bit sets the count mode of the counter register (reset condition = count up). 

Bit 8 - Latch on Zero 

The counter register can be configured to stop counting when its value is 00000000 and ignore subsequent 
transitions on the counter clock, DCI. The latch-on-zero option is valid only in the count-down mode 
(reset condition = do not latch on zero). The value of this bit has no effect on the operation of the counter if 
CTLR bit 9 = O. 

Bit 7 - DCO Polarity Select 

DCa can be configured as an active-low or active-high output (reset condition = active low). 

Bit 6/Blt 5 - DCO Source Select 1/DCO Source Select 0 

8-104 

DCa can be used to output the IRERR Signal generated by the 'ACT8997 (see Table 3). Bits 6 and 5 can be 
set to output IRERR via DCa on the falling edge of TCK in the Pause-IR state. DCa can also be configured 
to become active when the value of the counter is 00000000, to follo\,1 DCI, or be set to a static high or low level 
(reset condition = static high level). 
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The signallRERR can be masked from appearing on DCO even if bits 6 and 5 are set such that it is output in 
the Pause-IR state (reset condition = do not mask IRERR). 

Bit - DCO Drive Select 

DCO can be configured as either an open-drain or 3-state output (reset condition = open drain). The open-drain 
configuration allows multiple DCO outputs to be used in a wired-OR or wired-AND application. The 3-state 
configuration allows the DCO output to be connected to a bus. 

Bit 2 - DCO Enable 

When configured as a 3-state output, DCO can be placed in the high-impedance state 
(reset condition = disabled). If configured as an open-drain output and disabled, DCO outputs a high level. 

Bit 1 - DCI Polarity Select 

DCI can be configured as an active-low or active-high input (reset condition = active low). 

Bit 0 - Device Test Pins Output Enable (active low) 

DTCK, DTD01-4, and DTMS1-4 pins can be placed in the high-impedance state (disabled) with this bit 
(reset condition = not disabled). If DTD01-4 pins are not disabled using this control bit, then their drive state 
is dependent on the value of the select register (see Table 7). 

Several CTLR bits affect the functionality of the DCO output. The DCO function table is given in Table 6. Figure 3 
illustrates the order of scan for the CTLR. 

TOI or OTOI 

Figure 3. Control-Register Bits and Order of Scan 
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Table 6. DCO Function Table 

INTERNAL 
CONTROL-REGISTER BITS* 

DCI SIGNALSt DCO 

IRERR CE BIT7 BIT6 BIT5 BIT4 BIT3 BIT2 BIT 1 

X X X X X X X 0 0 X H 

X X X X X X X 1 0 X Z 

x x x 0 0 0 x X 1 X H 

X X X 1 0 0 x X 1 X L 

X X X 0 0 1 1 X 1 X H 

X X X 1 0 1 1 X 1 X L 

X 0 X 0 0 1 0 X 1 X Lin Pause-IR§, H otherwise 

X 1 X 0 0 1 0 X 1 X H 

X 0 X 1 0 1 0 X 1 X H in Pause-IR§, L otherwise 

X 1 X 1 0 1 0 X 1 X L 

X X 0 0 1 0 X X 1 X L 

X X 0 1 1 0 X X 1 X H 

X X 1 0 1 0 X X 1 X H 

X X 1 1 1 0 X X 1 X L 

L X X 1 1 1 X X 1 0 H 

L X X 1 1 1 X X 1 1 L 

L X X 0 1 1 X X 1 0 L 

L X X 0 1 1 X X 1 1 H 

H X X 1 1 1 X X 1 0 L 

H X X 1 1 1 X X 1 1 H 

H X X 0 1 1 X X 1 0 H 

H X X 0 1 1 X X 1 1 L 

t These signals are generated as described elsewhere in this data sheet. 
; The control register must contain these values after the TAP has passed through its most recent Update-DR state. 
§ DCa becomes active on the falling edge of TCK as the TAP enters the Pause-IR state and becomes inactive on the 

falling edge of TCK as the TAP enters Exit2-IR . 
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select register description 

The select register (SR) is an 8-bit serial register that determines which, if any, of the secondary scan paths 
(SSPs) will be included in the primary scan path. A reset operation forces all bits to a logic o. The register is 
divided into four 2-bit sections, each of which controls one SSP. Figure 4 shows the mapping of the bits to the 
SSPs and the order of scan. For each SSP, the higher-order bit is the MSB and the lower-order bit is the LSB 
(e.g., bit 3 is the MSB of SSP2 and bit 2 is the LSB of SSP2). 

SSP4 SSP3 SSP2 SSP1 

Figure 4. Select Register Bits and Order of Scan 

When a new 8-bit value is loaded into the SR, the configuration of one or more DTMS pins may change. If the 
new value of the SR configures a DTMS pin to a static (high or low) level, it assumes that level on the falling 
edge of TCK in the Update-DR TAP state. This condition is independent of any previous SR configurations. If 
the new value of the SR forces a DTMS pin to follow TMS (Le., select the secondary scan path) and one or more 
DTMS pins are currently in the TMS-follow mode, the transfer of DTMS lines occurs on the falling edge of TCK 
in the Update-DR TAP state. If, however, the new configuration forces a DTMS pin to follow TMS while no other 
DTMS pin is selected, the DTMS pin is forced low and does not begin following TMS until the falling edge of 
TCK in the Run-Test/Idle TAP state; therefore, when an SSP is initially selected, the TAP state should travel from 
Update-DR to Run-Test/ldle, not from Update-DR to Select-DR-Scan. 

Although any combination of SSPs can be selected, the order of scan for each combination is fixed (see data 
flow description for details). The SR bit decoding is shown in Table 7. 

Table 7. Select Register-Bit Decoding 

MSB LSB 
OTMS OTOO 

SOURCE STATUS 

0 0 H Z 

0 1 L Z 

1 X TMS Activet 

t The DTD01-4 outputs are active only in 
the Shift-IR and Shift-DR TAP states. 
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boundary-scan register/lD-bus register description 

The boundary-scan register (BSR) is a 10-bit serial register that can be used to capture data appearing at 
selected device inputs, force data through device outputs, and apply data to the device's internal logic. The BSR 
is made up of boundary-scan cells (BSCs). Table 8 lists the device signal for each of the 10 BSCs that comprise 
the BSR. A reset operation does not affect the contents of the BSR. 

Table 8. Boundary-Scan Register Bit Mapping 

BIT 
TERMINAL 

SIGNAL DESCRIPTION NAME 

9 MCI Master condition In 

8 MCO Master condition out 

7 DCI Device condition in 

6 DCOTSt Enable control for DCO in 3-state configuration (active low) 

5 DCOODt Enable control for DCO in open-drain configuration (active low) 

4 DCO Device condition out 

3 ID4 Identification bus bit 4 

2 103 Identification bus bit 3 

1 ID2 Identification bus bit 2 

0 101 Identification bus bit 1 

t This internal signal cannot be observed from the 1/0 terminals of the device. 

The four BSCs connected to the ID(1-4) terminals form a subset of the BSR called the ID-bus register (IDBR). 
The IDBR can be scanned without accessing the remaining BSCs of the BSR. Figure 5 shows the order of scan 
for the BSR and IDBR. 

TOI or OTOI TOO 

TOI or OTOI --------------------' 

~----------------------------------------------------~v~------------------------------------------------------
BSR 

Figure 5. Boundary-Scan Register Bits and Order of Scan 

bypass register description 

8-108 

The bypass register (BR) is a 1-bit serial register. The BR provides a means of effectively removing the 
'ACT8997 from the primary scan path when it is not needed for the current test operation. Any selected 
secondary scan paths remain active in the primary scan path as described in the data flow description. At power 
up, the BR is placed in the scan path. During Capture-DR, the BR is preloaded with a low logic level. Figure 6 
shows the order of scan for the bypass register. 

TD1 or DTD1 -B--TDO 

Figure 6. Bypass-Register Bit and Order of Scan 
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counter register description 

The counter register (CNTR) is an 8-bit serial register and an associated 8-bit parallel-load up/down counter. 
A reset operation forces all bits of the shift register to a logic 0 but does not affect the counter. The counter can 
be preloaded with an initial value before counting begins, and the current value of the counter scanned out via 
the shift register. The CNTR can be used to count events occurring on the secondary scan path(s) using the 
DCI pin as a counter clock and can output interrupt signals via DCO when the count has reached its end value. 

An internal Signal, CE, is generated as a logic 0 when the count reaches its end value (Le., 00000000 for count 
down, 11111111 for count up). For any other count value, CE is a logic 1. Many of the features of the CNTR are 
configured by a bit in the CTLR including: 

Count direction up or down (control register bit 9; reset condition = count up). 

Stop counting upon counting down to 00000000 (control register bit 8; reset condition = do not latch on zero). 

Output CE signals at DCO (control register bits 5 and 6; reset condition = do not output CE at DCO). 

Edge of DCI on which to trigger (control register bit 1; reset condition = positive edge). 

Figure 7 shows the order of scan for the CNTR. 

Figure 7. Counter-Register Bits and Order of Scan 
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data flow description 

The direction of serial-data flow in the 'ACT8997 is dependent on the current instruction and value of the SA. 
Figure 8 shows the data flow when one or more SSPs have been selected. When more than one SSP has been 
selected, the order of scan is determined by which SSPs have been selected as shown in Table 9. The' ACT8997 
add one bit of delay from TOI or OTOI to OTOO. 

8-110 

'ACT8997 

~TDI IR or TDO~ Selected DR 

NO SECONDARY SCAN PATH SELECTED 

'ACT8997 Selected Scan Path 

TOI (1·blt delay) OTOOn TOI SSPn TOO OTOln 

ONE SECONDARY SCAN PATH SELECTED 

'ACT8997 Selected Scan Path 

TOI (1·blt delay) OTOOx TOI SSPx TOO 

'ACT8997 Selected Scan Path 

OTOlx (i·blt delay) OTOOn TOI SSPn TOO l 
1 

, ___________________________ 1 

I 'ACT8997 
I 
L OTOln (i-bit delay) 

Selected Scan Path 

OTOOm TOI SSPm TOO OTOlm 

MULTIPLE SECONDARY SCAN PATHS SELECTED 

Figure 8. Data Flow in the 'ACT8997 
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'ACT8997 

IRor 
Selected DR TOO 

'ACT8997 

IRor 
TOO Selected DR 



SRBIT 

7 5 3 1 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 1 

0 0 1 0 

0 0 1 1 

0 1 0 0 

0 1 0 1 

0 1 1 0 

0 1 1 1 

1 0 0 0 

1 0 0 1 

1 0 1 0 

1 0 1 1 

1 1 0 0 

1 1 0 1 

1 1 1 0 

1 1 1 1 
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Table 9. Scan-Path Configurations 

SSP CONFIGURATION 
SCAN·PATH CONFIGURATIONt* 

SSP4 SSP3 SSP2 SSP1 

Inactive Inactive Inactive Inactive TOI-SPL-TOO 

Inactive Inactive Inactive Active TOI-(1 )-5SP1-SPL-TOO 

Inactive Inactive Active Inactive TOI-(1)-5SP2-5PL-TOO 

Inactive Inactive Active Active TOI-(1 )-5SP1-(1 )-SSP2-SPL-TOO 

Inactive Active Inactive Inactive TOI-(1 )-SSP3-SPL-TOO 

Inactive Active Inactive Active TOI-(1)-SSP1-(1)-5SP3-SPL-TOO 

Inactive Active Active Inactive TOI-(1 )-SSP2-(1)-SSP3-SPL-TOO 

Inactive Active Active Active TOI-(1)-5SP1-(1)-5SP2-(1)-5SP3-5PL-TOO 

Active Inactive Inactive Inactive TOI-(1)-SSP4-5PL-TOO 

Active Inactive Inactive Active TOI-(1 )-SSP1-(1 )-SSP4-SPL-TOO 

Active Inactive Active Inactive TOI-(1 )-SSP2-(1 )-5SP4-SPL-TOO 

Active Inactive Active Active TOI-(1 )-SSP1-(1 )-SSP2-(1 )-SSP4-SPL-TOO 

Active Active Inactive Inactive TOI-(1)-SSP3-(1)-5SP4-SPL-TOO 

Active Active Inactive Active TOI-(1)-SSP1-(1)-5SP3-(1)-SSP4-5PL-TOO 

Active Active Active Inactive TOI-(1)-5SP2-(1)-SSP3-(1)-SSP4-SPL-TOO 

Active Active Active Active TOI-(1 )-5SP1-(1 )-5SP2-(1 )-5SP3-(1 )-5SP4-SPL-TOO 

tThe scan·path configuration is the order of scan, beginning with the TOI of the 'ACT8997 and ending with the TDO of the 'ACT8997. 
:t: A (1) indicates one bit of delay through the 'ACT8997. SPL indicates the selected scan register within the 'ACT8997. 

absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)§ 

Supply voltage range, Vee .......................................................... -D.5 V to 7 V 
Input voltage range, VI (see Note 1) ............................................ -D.5 V to Vee + 0.5 V 
Output voltage range, Vo (see Note 1) ......................................... -D.5 V to Vee + 0.5 V 
Input clamp current, 11K (VI < 0 or VI > Vee) ................................................. ±20 mA 
Output clamp current, 10K (VI < 0 or VI > Vee) .............................................. ±20 mA 
Continuous output current, 10 (Vo = 0 to Vee) .............................................. ±25 mA 
Maximum power dissipation at TA = 55°C (in still air) (see Note 2): DW package .................. 1.7 W 

NT package ................... 1.3 W 
Storage temperature range, Tstg .................................................... -65°C to 150°C 

§ Stresses beyond those listed under "absolute maximum ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings only, and 
functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated under "recommended operating conditions" is not 
implied. Exposure to absolute-maximum-rated conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTES: 1. The input and output voltage ratings may be exceeded if the input and output clamp-current ratings are observed. 
2. The maximum package power dissipation is calculated using a junction temperature of 150°C and a board trace length of 750 mils, 

except for the NT package, which has trace length of zero. For more information, refer to the Package Thermal Considerations 
application note in the ABT Advanced BiCMOS Technology Data Book, literature number SCB0002 . 
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recommended operating conditions 
SN54ACT8997 

VCC Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

VIL Low-level input voltage 

VI Input voltage 

Vo Output voltage 

10H High-level output current 

10L Low-level output current 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

8-112 

TOO, OTOO(1-4), MCa 

OTMS(1-4), OCO (3 state), OTCK 

TOO, OTOO(1-4), MCO 

OCO (open drain or 3 state) 

OTMS(1-4) 

OTCK 
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MIN 

4.5 

2 

0 

0 

-55 

MAX 

5.5 

0.8 

VCC 

Vee 

-7 

-11 

7 

11 

16 

32 

125 

SN74ACT8997 
UNIT 

MIN MAX 

4.5 5.5 V 

2 V 

0.8 V 

0 VCC V 

0 Vee V 

-10 
rnA 

-16 

10 

16 
rnA 

24 

48 

0 70 °c 
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electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) 

SN54ACT8997 SN74ACT8997 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

TYPt 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

10H =-7 mA 3.6 
TOO, DTDO(1-4), MCO VCC=4.5V 

10H =-10 mA 3.7 
VOH V 

DTMS(1-4), DCO (3 state), 10H =-11 mA 3.6 

DTCK VCC = 4.5 V 
10H = -16 mA 3.7 

10L'" 7 mA 0.5 
TOO, DTDO(1-4), MCO VCC = 4.5 V 

10L= 10mA 0.5 

IOL=11mA 0.5 
DCO (open drain or 3 state) VCC .. 4.5V 

10L'" 16mA 0.5 
VOL V 

IOL=16mA 0.5 
DTMS(1-4) VCC '" 4.5 V 

IOL=24 mA 0.5 

IOL=32 mA 0.5 
DTCK VCC=4.5V 

IOL=48 mA 0.5 

10Z; 
DTDO(1-4),DTMS(1-4), 

VCC=5.5V, Vo = VCC or GND ±10 ±5 !LA DCO,DTCK 

10H DCO (open drain) VCC=5.5V, VO=VCC 20 10 !LA 

MCI, DCI, TCK, 10(1-4) VCC=5.5V, VI = VCC or GND ±1 ±1 

II TDI, DTDI(1-4), VI"VCC ±1 ±1 !LA 
TMS, TRST 

VCC .. 5.5V 
VI =GND -0.1 -20 -0.1 -20 

ICC VCC = 5.5 V, VI = VCC or GND, 10 = 0 100 100 !LA 

~ICC§ 
VCC = 5.5 V, One input at VI = 3.4 V, 

1 1 mA Other Inputs at VCC or GND 

Ci VI = VCC or GND 6 pF 

Co DCO Vo = VCC or GND 15 pF 

Co All other outputs Vo = VCC or GND 10 pF 

t Typical values are at VCC = 5 V. 
; For I/O pins, the parameter 10Z includes the input-leakage current. For the DCO pin, the parameter 10Z includes the open-drain output-leakage 

current. 
§ This is the increase in supply current for each input being driven at TTL levels rather than V CC or GND . 
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timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature 

TCK 
fclock Clock frequency 

OCI (count mode) 

TCK high or low 

tw Pulse duration OCI high or low (count mode) 

TRSTlow 

TMS before TCKi 

TOI before TCKi 

Any OTOI before TCKi 
tsu Setup time 

MCI before TCKi 

OCI before TCKi 

Any 10 before TCKi 

TMS after TCKi 

TOI after TCKi 

Any OTOI after TCKi 
th Hold time 

MCI after TCKi 

OCI after TCKi 

Any 10 after TCKi 

td Delay time Power up to TCKi 

• On products compliant to MIL-PRF-38535, this parameter is not production tested . 

8-114 
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SN54ACT8997 SN74ACT8997 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

0 20 0 20 

0 20 0 
MHz 

20 

12 12 

7 7 ns 

7 7 

8 8 

9 9 

7 7 
ns 

3 3 

3 2 

2 2 

2 2 

2 2 

2 2 
ns 

4 4 

4 4 

4 4 

100· 100 ns 
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switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (see Figure 9) 

PARAMETER 

fmax 

tpLH 

tPHL 

tpLH 

tPHL 

tpLH 

tpHL 

tpLH 

tpHL 

tpLH 

tpHL 

tpLH 

tpHL 

tpLH 

tpHL 

tpLH 

tpHL 

tPHZ 

tPLZ 

tpHZ 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 

tpLZ 

tpZH 

tpZL 

tpZH 

tpZL 

tpZH 

tpZL 

tpZH 

tpZL 

FROM 
(INPUT) 

TCK 

DCI (count mode) 

TCK 

TCK..l. 

TCK..l. 

TCK..l. 

TCK..l. 

TCK..l. 

TMS 

MCI 

DCI 

DCI 

TCK..l. 

TCK..l. 

TCK..l. 

TCK..l. 

TCK..l. 

TCK..l. 

TCK..l. 

TCK..l. 

TO 
(OUTPUT) 

DTCK 

TDO 

Any DTDO 

Any DTMS 

DCa (open drain) 

DCa (3 state) 

DCa (open drain) 

DCa (3 state) 

Any DTMS 

MCO 

DCa (open drain) 

DCa (3 state) 

DCa (open drain) 

DCa (3 state) 

TDO 

Any DTDO 

Any DTMS 

DCa 

TDO 

Any DTDO 

Any DTMS 

DCa 
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SN54ACT8997 SN74ACT8997 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

20 20 
MHz 

20 20 

2 14 3 12 
ns 

2 16 3 14 

7 28 9 25 
ns 

7 26 9 24 

7 27 9 25 
ns 

7 26 9 24 

9 31 11 29 
ns 

9 31 12 29 

9 33 12 31 

9 32 12 30 
ns 

9 34 12 32 

9 31 12 29 

4 21 6 19 
ns 

5 23 7 21 

5 23 7 20 
ns 

5 22 7 20 

9 30 11 27 

6 29 10 26 
ns 

7 29 10 25 

6 26 9 23 

3 17 5 15 
ns 

3 16 4 14 

5 19 5 17 
ns 

5 20 7 18 

6 23 7 21 
ns 

6 28 9 26 

6 23 9 21 
ns 

6 24 9 22 

8 30 10 27 
ns 

8 31 10 28 

9 31 11 28 
ns 

9 33 11 30 

8 31 11 29 
ns 

10 35 13 33 

9 37 14 35 

8 35 13 
ns 

32 
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APPLICATION INFORMATION 

r-------------------------------------, 

8-116 

S b t U sys em 

r-+ TOI TOO 

SSP4 TCK 
~ 

TMS ~ 

~ TOI TOO 

SSP3 TCK ~ 

TMS ~~ 

I~ TOI TOO 

SSP2 TCK .. TMS ~ 

~ TOI TOO 
SSP1 TCK 

TMS ~ 
4 4 4v , 

O- f ~ 

~ 01 0 ...... b 0- Ui C :::e ... 
~ 

... 0 
OCI 0 

MCO 

VCCorGNO ...AAA ..... 101 'ACT8997 vvv • 

VCCorGNO ...A .A ~ 102 

VCCorGNO --" 103 v 

I~ ...A .A ~ 2i 0 f/) ~ (3 0 
VCCorGNO 104 0 :::e 0 0 vvv ... 0 ... ... :::e ... 

, 

~----------------. ~-- --I-- .... --~-- --~------.I 

TOO 

INT1 

RSTOUT 

PBC TMSOUT 

TCKOUT 

INT2 

TOI 

... 

.... 
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PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION 

o 2xVCC 

S1 500n 
From Output ---e--�t_-J'\f\I\r---...../ 

o Opon 

fNO Under Test 

Cl.=50pF I 
(soo Nota A) 

500n 

l.OAD CIRCUIT 

14--- tw ----.I 
I I 3V ,npuI:3 Eov 

Input 

In-Phase 
Output 

Out-of-Phase 
Output 

VOl.TAGE WAVEFORMS 
PUl.SE DURATION 

---I1
•
5V \1.5V---

I 
I I !.-.!-

3V 

OV 

tPl.H --j4----+i I I tpHl. 

I I I ~VOH 
I /50% VCC 50% VCC 
I I VOl. 
I 

tPHl.~ ~tPl.H 

\.50%VCC 
~VOH 

50%VCC 

VOl. 

VOl.TAGE WAVEFORMS 
PROPAGATION DEl.AY TIMES 

NOTES: A. CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 

TEST S1 

tpl.H/tpHl. Open 
tpl.Z/tpZl. 2xVCC 
tpHz/tpzH GND 

Timing Input t 1.5V c:: 
~ .. ~ ~: th 

tsu~ 

Oata'npul J,.5V \,.5V --:: 

Output 
Control 

(low-level 
enabling) 

Output 
Waveform 1 

S1 at2xVCC 
(see Note B) 

Output 
Waveform 2 

S1 at GND 
(see Note B) 

VOl.TAGE WAVEFORMS 
SETUP AND HOl.D TIMES 

~'.5V i"-V ____ 
tpZl.~ I+- I 

I i tpl.Z ~ r.-I ~O%VC~ 
Ka%VCC_ I 

I I 
~ I I tpHZ-lai 

tpZH~ j4- I 

/50%VCC 
~%VCC-

VOl.TAGE WAVEFORMS 
ENABl.E AND DISABl.E TIMES 

3V 

OV 

... VCC 

VOl. 

VOH 

=OV 

B. Waveform 1 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is low except when disabled by the output control. 
Waveform 2 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is high except when disabled by the output control. 

C. Input pulses are supplied by generators having the following characteristics: PRR S 10 MHz, Zo = 50 n, tr = 3 ns, tf = 3 ns. 
For testing pulse duration: tr = 1 to 3 ns, tf = 1 to 3 ns. Pulse polarity may be either high-to-Iow-to-high or a low-to-high-to-Iow. 

D. The outputs are measured one at a time with one transition per measurement. 

Figure 9. Load Circuit and Voltage Waveforms 
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• Members of theTexas Instruments 
SCOPETM Family of Tostablllty Products 

• Compatible With the IEEE Standard 1149.1 
(JTAG) Serial Test Bus 

• Allow Partitioning of System Scan Paths 
• Can Be Cascaded Horizontally or Vertically 
Q Select One of Four Secondary Scan Paths 

to Be Included In a Primary Scan Path 

• Provide Communication Between Primary 
and Remote Test Bus Controllers 

• Include 8-Blt Programmable Binary Counter 
to Count or Initiate Interrupt Signals 

• Include 8-Blt Identification Bus for Scan 
Path Identification 

• Inputs Are TTL Compatible 
• EPICTM (Enhanced-Performance Implanted 

CMOS) 1-~ Process 

• Package Options Include Plastic 
Small-Outline (OW) Packages, Ceramic 
Chip Carriers (FK), and Standard Plastic 
(NT) and Ceramic (JT) 300-mll DIPs 

description 

The 'ACT8999 are members of the Texas 
Instruments SCOPETM testability integrated
circuit family. This family of components facilitates 
testing of complex circuit-board assemblies. 

The 'ACT8999 enhance the scan capability ofTI's 
SCOPETM family by allowing augmentation of a 
system's primary scan path with secondary scan 
paths (SSPs), which can be individually selected 
by the 'ACT8999 for inclusion in the primary scan 
path. The device also provides buffering of test 
signals to reduce the need for external logic. 

SN54ACT8999 ••• JT PACKAGE 
SN74ACT8999 ••• OW OR NT PACKAGE 

(TOP VIEW) 

OTOI 28 OCI 
OTMS 27 MCI 

DCa 3 26 101 
MCO 4 25 102 

OTOO 5 24 103 
OTCK 6 23 104 
GNO 7 22 105 

OTMS1 8 21 Vee 
OTMS2 9 20 106 
OTMS3 10 19 107 
OTMS4 11 18 108 
OTRST 12 17 TRST 

TOO 13 16 TOI 
TMS 14 15 TCK 

SN54ACT8999 •.• FK PACKAGE 
(TOP VIEW) 

C\I ('t) '<t Ll) 8 co """ 
QQQQ>QQ 

4 3 2 1 28 27 26 
108 101 5 

0 
25 

MCI 6 24 TRST 

OCI 7 23 TOI 

OTOI 8 22 TCK 

OTMS 9 21 TMS 

OCO 10 20 TOO 

MCO 11 19 OTRST 
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

By loading the proper values into the instruction register and data registers, the user can select one of four 
secondary scan paths. This has the effect of shortening the scan path to allow maximum test throughput when 
an individual subsystem (board or box) is to be tested. Any of the device's six data registers or the instruction 
register can be placed in the device's scan path, i.e., placed between test data input (TDI) and test data output 
(TOO) for subsequent shift and scan operations. 

All operations of the device except counting are synchronous to the test clock (TCK). The 8-bit programmable 
up/down counter can be used to count transitions on the device condition input (DCI) and output interrupt signals 
via the device condition output (DCO). The device can be configured to count on either the rising or falling edge 
of DCI. 

SCOPE and EPIC are trademarks of Texas Instruments InCOrporated. 
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description (continued) 

If a system's test architecture contains more than one test bus controller, the 8-bit bidirectional bus can be used 
to interface a higher-level primary bus controller (PSC) with one or more lower-level remote bus controllers 
(RSCs). A protocol allows the PSC to pass control of the' ACT8999 to an RSC, freeing the PSC for other tasks. 
The 8-bit bus also can be hardwired to provide one of 256 codes for subsystem identification. The test access 
port (TAP) controller is a finite-state machine compatible with IEEE Standard 1149.1. 

The SN54ACT8999 is characterized for operation over the full military temperature range of -55°C to 125°C. 
The SN74ACT8999 is characterized for operation from O°C to 70°C. 

functional block diagram 

101-108 

Data 
Registers 

Instruction 
Register 

Primary 
Test Port 

Pin numbers shown are for the DW, JT, and NT packages. 
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functional block description 
The 'ACT8999 implements two separate functions in one package. The primary function of the device is to 
include a selected secondary scan path in the system's primary scan path to enable a PSC to perform controlling 
and observing test functions on the selected path. This is accomplished by driving the TMS terminal(s) of a 
secondary scan path with one of the OTMS pins of the device. This approach allows a system to have built-in 
testability at all levels without requiring that the primary-system scan path always include all subsystem scan 
paths. As a result, test throughput is improved and the amount of test data that must be interpreted is reduced. 
The device includes error-detection circuitry that prevents the user from inadvertently activating more than one 
secondary scan path at a time. 

Another function of the device is provided by the 8-bit identification bus. This bus can be hardwired with pullup 
and pulldown resistors to supply an identification code to the test controller(s) to verify that test operations are 
being performed on the proper portion of the system. The bus can also transfer data and instructions to another 
device, such as a local or remote bus controller, and pass control of the scan-path select function to that device. 
This frees the primary controller to activate another secondary scan path elsewhere in the system or perform 
higher-level test control functions. When the RSC is ready to return control of the device, interrupt signals alert 
the primary controller. 

The least-significant bit (LSS) of any value scanned into any register of the device is the first bit shifted in 
(nearest to TOO). The most-significant bit (MSB) is the last bit shifted in (nearest to TOI). The 'ACT8999 is 
divided into functional blocks as detailed below. 

test ports 
The test ports decode the signals on TCK, TMS, OTMS, and TRST to control the operation of the circuit. Each 
test port includes a TAP controller that issues the proper control instructions to the data registers according to 
the I EEE Standard 1149.1 protocol. The TAP controller state diagram is shown in Figure 1. Two test ports are 
included on the 'ACT8999, allowing different test controllers to command different sections of the device. 

TMS circuit 

The TMS circuit decodes bits in the select and control registers to determine which one, if any, of the OTMS 
pins (which provide mode-select signals to the secondary scan path(s)) follow the TMS pin or OTMS pin. The 
unselected OTMS pins are set by the circuit to a static high or low level. 

instruction register 

The instruction register (IR) is an 8-bit-wide serial-shift register that issues commands to the device. Oata is 
input to the instruction register via TOI or OTOI and shifted out via TOO. All device operations are initiated by 
loading the proper instruction or sequence of instructions into the IR. 

data registers 

Six parallel data registers are included in the 'ACT8999: bypass, control, counter, boundary-scan, 10-bus, and 
select. The 10 bus register is a part of the boundary-scan register. Each data register is serially loaded via TOI 
or OTOI and outputs data via TOO. Table 1 summarizes the registers in the 'ACT8999. 

REGISTER NAME 

Instruction 

Remote Instruction 

Control 

Counter 

Select 

Boundary Scan 

ID Bus 

Bypass 

Table 1. Register Summary 

LENGTH (BITS) FUNCTION 

8 

8 

13 

8 

8 

15 

8 

1 

Issue command information to the device 

Issue command information to the select register 

Configuration and enable control 

Count events on DCI, output interrupts via DCO 

Select one of four DTMS pins to follow TMS or OTMS 

Capture and force test data at device periphery 

Pass test commands and data between a PBC and RBC(s) 

Remove the' ACT8999 from the scan path 
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TERMINAL 
1/0 

NAME 

DCI I 

DCa a 

DTCK a 

DTDI I 

DTDO a 

DTMS1 
DTMS2 a 
DTMS3 
DTMS4 

DTRST a 

GND 

ID1 
ID2 
ID3 
ID4 
IDS 1/0 

ID6 
ID7 
ID8 

MCI I 

MCO a 

OTMS I 

TCK I 

TDI I 

TDO a 

TMS I 

TRST I 

VCC 
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Terminal Functions 

DESCRIPTION 

Device condition input. DCI receives interrupt and protocol signals from an RBC and/or the secondary scan path(s). 
When the counter register is instructed to count up or down, DCI is configured as the counter clock. 

Device condition output. DCa is configured by the control register to output protocol and interrupt signals to a PBC. 
It also can be configured by the control register to output an error signal if the instruction register or select register are 
loaded with invalid values. DCa is further configured by the control register as: 

Active high or active low (reset condition = active low) 
Open drain or 3-state (reset condition = open drain) 

Device test clock. DTCK outputs the buffered test clock TCK to the secondary scan path(s). 

Device test data input. DTDI receives the serial test data output of the selected secondary scan path. An internal pull up 
forces DTDI to a high logic level if it is left unconnected. 

Device test data output. DTDO outputs serial test data to the TDI input(s) of the secondary scan path(s). 

Device test mode select 1-4. Either one or none ofthese four outputs can be selected to followTMS or OTMS to include 
a secondary scan path in the primary scan path. The unselected DTMS outputs can be independently set to a static 
high or low logic level. The TMS circuit monitors input from the select register to determine the configuration of the 
DTMS outputs. 

Device test reset. This active-low output transmits a reset signal to the secondary scan path(s). DTRST can be 
asserted by a bit in the control register or by setting TRST low. 

Ground 

Identification 1-8. This 8-bit data bus can be used to communicate with an RBC and pass data and control instructions. 
By wiring pullup and pulldown resistors to these terminals, one of 255 unique identification codes can be assigned to 
the device to allow a test controller to determine the identity of the subsystem under test. 

Master condition input. MCI receives interrupt and protocol sin gals from a PBC. 

Master condition output. MCO transmits interrupt and protocol signals to an RBC andlor the secondary scan path(s). 
MCO also outputs an active-low error signal during the Pause-DR TAP state if an RBC loads an invalid value in the 
select register. 

Optional test mode select. OTMS can be used instead of TMS to control the select register. This is useful when a 
remote bus controller is available to control the secondary scan path(s). An internal pullup forces OTMS to a high level 
if left unconnected. 

Test clock. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1. All operations of the 'ACT8999 except for the 
count function are synchronous to TCK. Data on the device inputs is captured on the rising edge of TCK, and outputs 
change on the falling edge of TCK. 

Test data input. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1. TDI is the serial input for shifting information 
into the instruction register or selected data register. TDI is typically driven by the TDO output of the primary bus 
controller. An internal pullup forces TDI to a high level if it is left unconnected. 

Test data output. One of four terminals required by IEEE Standard 1149.1. TDO is the serial output for shifting 
information out of the instruction register or selected data register. TDO is typically connected to the TDI input of the 
next scannable device in the primary scan path. 

Test mode select. One of four terminals required by I EEE Standard 1149.1. The level of TMS at the rising edge of TCK 
directs the 'ACT8999 through its TAP controller states. An internal pull up forces TMS to a high level if left unconnected. 

Test reset. This active-low input inplements the optional reset terminal of IEEE Standard 1149.1. When asserted, 
TRST causes the 'ACT8999 to go to the Test-Logic-Reset state and configure the instruction register and data 
registers to their power-up values. TRST is also output without inversion via DTRST. An internal pullup forces TRST 
to a high level if left unconnected. 

Supply voltage 
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state diagram description 

The TAP proceeds through the states in Figure 1 according to IEEE Standard 1149.1. There are six stable states 
(indicated by a looping arrow) and ten unstable states in the diagram. A stable state is defined as a state the 
TAP can retain for consecutive TCK cycles. Any state that does not meet this criterion is an unstable state. 

There are two main paths through the state diagram: one to manipulate a data register and one to manipulate 
the instruction register. No more than one register can be manipulated at a time. 

Test-Loglc-Reset 

TMS=L 

Figure 1. TAP-Controller State Diagram 
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Test-Logie-Reset 

In this state, the test logic is inactive and an internal reset signal is applied to all registers in the device. During 
device operation, the TAP returns to this state in no more than five TCK cycles if the test mode select (TMS) 
input is high. The TMS pin has an internal pull up that forces it to a high level if it is left unconnected or if a board 
defect causes it to be open circuited. The device powers up in the Test-Logic-Reset state. 

Run-Testlldle 

The TAP must pass through this state before executing any test operations. The TAP may retain this state 
indefinitely, and no registers are modified while in Run-Test/Idle. The 8-bit programmable up/down counter can 
be operated in this state. 

Select-OR-Scan, Select-IR-Scan 

No specific function is performed in these states; the TAP exits either of them on the next TCK cycle. 

Capture-DR 

The selected data register is placed in the scan path (Le., between TOI and TOO). Depending on the current 
instruction, data mayor may not be loaded or captured by that register on the rising edge of TCK, causing the 
TAP state to change. 

Shift-DR 

In this state, data is serially shifted through the selected data register from TOI to TOO on each TCK cycle. The 
first shift does not occur until the first TCK cycle after entering this state (Le., no shifting occurs during the TCK 
cycle in which the TAP changes from Capture-DR to Shift-DR or from Exit2-0R to Shift-DR). On the falling edge 
of TCK in Shift-DR, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to the active state. TOO enables to the value 
present in the least-significant bit of the selected data register. 

Exlt1-DR, Exlt2-DR 

These are temporary states used to end the shifting process. It is possible to return to the Shift-DR state from 
either Exit1-0R or Exit2-0R without recapturing the data register. The last shift occurs on the TCK cycle in which 
the TAP state changes from Shift-DR to Exit1-0R. TOO changes from the active state to the high-impedance 
state on the falling edge of TCK in Exit1-0R. 

Pause-DR 

The TAP can remain in this state indefinitely. The Pause-DR state suspends and resumes shift operations 
without loss of data. 

Update-DR 

If the current instruction calls for the latches in the selected data register to be updated with current data, the 
latches are updated only during this state. 

Capture-IR 

The instruction register is preloaded with the IR status word (see Table 4) and placed in the scan path. 

Shlft-IR 

8-124 

In this state, data is serially shifted through the instruction register from TOI to TOO on each TCK cycle. The 
first shift does not occur until the first TCK cycle after entering this state (Le., no shifting occurs during the TCK 
cycle in which the TAP changes from Capture-IR to Shift-IR or from Exit2-IR to Shift-IR). On the falling edge of 
TCK in Shift-IR, TOO goes from the high-impedance state to the active state, and will enable to a high level. 
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These are temporary states used to end the shifting process. It is possible to return to the Shift-I R state from 
either ExitHR or Exit2-IR without recapturing the instruction register. The last shift occurs on the TCK cycle in 
which the TAP state changes from Shift-IR to Exit1-1R. TOO changes from the active state to the 
high-impedance state on the falling edge of TCK in Exit1-IR. 

Pause-IR 

The TAP can remain in this state indefinitely. The Pause-I R state suspends and resumes shift operations without 
loss of data. 

Update-IR 

In this state, the latches shadowing the instruction register are updated with the new instruction. 

instruction register description 

The instruction register (IR) is an 8-bit serial register that outputs control signals to the device. Table 2 lists the 
instructions implemented in the 'ACT8999 and the data register selected by each instruction. The MSB of the 
IR is an even-parity bit. If the value scanned into the IR during Shift-IR does not contain even parity, an error 
signal (IRERR) is generated internally as shown in Table 3. The 'ACT8999 can be configured to output IRERR 
via DCO if the TAP enters the Pause-IR state. 

During the Capture-IR state, the IR status word is loaded. The IR status word contains information about the 
most recently loaded values of the instruction and select registers and the logic level present at the DCI input. 
The IR status word is encoded as shown in Table 4. Figure 2 shows the order of scan for the IR. 

~~~ TDlorDTDI~~~~TDO 

Figure 2. Instruction-Register Bits and Order of Scan 
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Table 2. Instruction-Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODE 
HEX SELECTED DATA 

BIT 7-4 BIT 0 SCOPE OPCODE DESCRIPTION 
MSB -4 LSB 

VALUE 

00000000 00 EXTEST Boundary scan 

10000001 81 BYPASS Bypass scan 

10000010 82 SAMPLE/PRELOAD Sample boundary 

00000011 03 INTEST Boundary scan 

10000100 84 BYPASSt Bypass scan 

00000101 05 BYPASSt Bypass scan 

00000110 06 BYPASSt Bypass scan 

10000111 87 BYPASSt Bypass scan 

10001000 88 COUNT Count 

00001001 09 COUNT Count 

00001010 OA BYPASSt Bypass scan 

10001011 8B BYPASSt Bypass scan 

00001100 OC BYPASSt Bypass scan 

10001101 8D BYPASS Bypass scan 

10001110 8E SCANCN Control register scan 

00001111 OF SCANCN Control register scan 

11111010 FA SCANCNT Counter scan 

01111011 7B READCNT Counter read 

11111100 FC SCANIDB ID bus register scan 

01111101 7D READIDB ID bus register read 

01111110 7E SCANSEL Select register scan 

All others BYPASS Bypass scan 

t A SCOPE opcode exists but is not supported by the 'ACT8999. 
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Table 3. IRERR Function Table 

NO. OF INSTRUCTION 
REGISTER BITS = 1 IRERR 

0,2,4,6,8 1 

1,3,5,7 0 

Table 4. Instruction-Register Status Word 

IRBIT VALUE* 

7 IRERR (see Table 3) 

6 0 

5 0 

4 0 

3 Level present at DCI input (1 = H, 0 = L) , 

2 SRERR (see Table 8) 

1 0 

0 1 

:t: This value is loaded in the instruction register during 
the Capture-IR TAP state . 
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REGISTER 

Boundary scan 

Bypass 

Boundary scan 

Boundary scan 

Bypass 

Bypass 

Bypass 

Bypass 

Bypass 

Bypass 

Bypass 

Bypass 

Bypass 

Bypass 

Control 

Control 

Counter 

Counter 

IDbus 

IDbus 

Select 

Bypass 

MODE 

Test 

Normal 

Normal 

Test 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

Norr,lal 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 
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Instruction-register opcode description 

The operation of the 'ACT8999 is dependent on the instruction loaded into the instruction register. Each 
instruction selects one of the data registers to be placed between TDI or DTDI and TOO during the Shift-DR 
TAP state. All the required instructions of IEEE Standard 1149.1 are implemented in the 'ACT8999. 

boundary scan 

This instruction implements the required EXTEST and optionallNTEST operations of IEEE Standard 1149.1. 
The boundary-scan register (which includes the ID-bus register) is placed in the scan path. Data appearing at 
input pins included in the boundary-scan register is captured. Data previously loaded into the output pins 
included in the boundary-scan register is forced through the outputs. 

bypass scan 

This instruction implements the required BYPASS operation of I EEE Standard 1149.1. The bypass register is 
placed in the scan path and preloads with a logic 0 during Capture-DR. 

sample boundary 

This instruction implements the required SAMPLE/PRELOAD operation of IEEE Standard 1149.1. The 
boundary-scan register is placed in the scan path, and data appearing at the inputs and outputs included in the 
boundary-scan register is sampled on the rising edge of TCK in Capture-DR. 

count 

The counter register begins counting on each DCI transition. The count begins from the value present in the 
register before the count instruction was loaded. The counter can be configured by the control register to count 
up or down on either the low-to-high or high-to-Iow transition of DCI. Counting occurs only while in the 
Run-Test/Idle TAP state. 

control-register scan 

The control register is placed in the scan path for a subsequent shift operation. The register is not preloaded 
during Capture-DR. 

counter-register scan 

The counter register is placed in the scan path. During Capture-DR, the current value of the counter is loaded 
in the counter register. At Update-DR, the newly shifted value is preloaded to the counter. 

counter-register read 

The counter register is placed in the scan path. During Capture-DR, the prior preload value of the counter is 
loaded into the counter register. At Update-DR, the newly shifted value is preloaded to the counter. 

IO-bus-reglster scan 

The ID-bus register (a subset of the boundary-scan register) is placed in the scan path for a subsequent shift 
operation. The data appearing on the 10 bus is loaded into the ID-bus register on the rising edge of TCK in 
Capture-DR. 

IO-bus register read 

The ID-bus register is placed in the scan path for a subsequent shift operation. The register is not preloaded 
during Capture-DR. 

select-register scan 

The select register is placed in the scan path for a subsequent shift operation. The register is not preloaded 
during Capture-DR. 
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control-register description 

The control register (CTlR) is a 13-bit serial register that controls the enable and select functions of the 
'ACT8999. A reset operation forces all bits to a logic o. The contents of the control register are latched and 
decoded during the Update-DR TAP state. The specific function of each bit is listed in Table 5. The enable and 
select functions of the control register bits are mapped as follows: 

Table 5. Control-Register Bit Mapping 

BIT VALUE FUNCTION 

0 Configure counter to count up 
12 

1 Configure counter to count down 

0 Do not stop counting when the count reaches 00000000 
11 

1 Stop counting when the count reaches 00000000 (count down only) 

0 Configure DCO as an active-low output 
10 

1 Configure DCO as an active-high output 

00 DCO = Inactive (level depends on CTLR bit 10) 

01 DCO = (IRERR • SRERR) 
9,8 

10 DCO = CE, an internal logic 0 generated when the count is 00000000 (count down) or 11111111 (count up) 

11 DCO.DCI 

0 Do not mask IRERR and SRERR from DCO 
7 

1 Mask IRERR and SRERR from DCO 

0 Configure DCO as an open-drain output 
6 

1 Configure DCO as a 3-state output 

0 Disable DCO 
5 

1 Enable DCO 

0 Configure DCI as an active-low input 
4 

1 Configure DCI as an active-high input 

0 Enable DTCK, DTDO, and DTMS(1-4) 
3 

1 Disable DTCK, DTDO, and DTMS(1-4) 

0 Disable 10(1-8) 
2 

1 Enable 10(1-8) 

0 Disable RBC 
1 

1 Enable RBC 

0 DTRST=TRST 
0 

1 DTRST= L 

Bit 12 - Up/Down 

This bit sets the count mode of the counter register (reset condition = count up). 

Bit 11 - Latch on Zero 

The counter register can be configured to stop counting when its value is 00000000 and ignore subsequent 
transitions on the counter clock, DCI. The latch-an-zero option is valid only in the count-down mode 
(reset condition = do not latch on zero). The value of this bit has no effect on the operation of the counter if 
CTlR bit 12 = O. 

Bit 10 - DCO Polarity Select 

8-128 

DCa can be configured as an active-low or active-high output (reset condition = active low) . 
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Bit 9/Blt 8 - DCO Source Select 1/DCO Source Select 0 

DCO can be used to output two error signals generated by the 'ACT8999: IRERR (see Table 3) and SRERR 
(see Table 8). Bits 9 and 8 can be set to output IRERR via DCO on the falling edge of TCK in the Pause-IR state 
and SRERR via DCO on the falling edge of TCK in the Pause-DR state. DCa also can be configured to become 
active when the value of the counter is 00000000, to follow DCI, or be set to a static high or low level (reset 
condition = static high level). 

Bit 7 - Parity Mask 

The internal error signals can be masked from appearing on DCO even if bits 9 and 8 are set such that IRERR 
and SRERR are output in the Pause-IR and Pause-DR states (reset condition = do not mask IRERR or SRERR). 

Bit 6 - DCO Drive Select 

DCO can be configured as either an open-drain or 3-state output (reset condition = open drain). The open-drain 
configuration allows multiple DCO outputs to be used in a wired-OR or wired-AND application. The 3-state 
configuration allows the DCO output to be connected to a bus. 

Bit 5 - DCO Enable 

When configured as a 3-state output, DCO can be placed in the high-impedance state 
(reset condition = disabled). If configured as an open-drain output and disabled, DCO outputs a high level. 

Bit 4 - DCI Polarity Select 

DCI can be configured as an active-low or active-high input (reset condition = active low). 

Bit 3 - Device Test Pins Output Enable (active low) 

DTCK, DTDO, and DTMS(1-4) pins can be placed in the high-impedance state (disabled) with this bit 
(reset condition = enabled). 

Bit 2 -ID Bus Enable 

The 10 bus (101-8) is a bidirectional bus. The output buffers are enabled and disabled with this bit 
(reset condition = output buffers disabled). 

Bit 1 - Remote-Bus-Controller (RBC) Enable 

An RBC can issue protocol and data instructions to the select register if the' ACT8999 is configured to allow 
it (reset condition = RBC disabled). When an RBC is enabled, the TAP in the select register operates according 
to the OTMS signal. 

Bit 0 - Device Test Reset 

TOI 
or 

OTOI 

DTRST can be configured to output a reset signal independently of the level on TRST (reset condition = no reset 
signal issued). 

Several control-register bits affect the functionality of the DCO output. The DCa function table is given 
in Table 6. Figure 3 shows the order of scan for the control register. 

Figure 3. Control-Register Bits and Order of Scan 
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Table 6. DeO Function Table 

INTERNAL SIGNALSt CONTROL REGISTER BITst 
DCI 

IRERR SRERR CE BIT 10 BIT 9 BIT 8 BIT7 BIT6 BIT5 BIT 4 

X X X X X X X X 0 0 X 

X X X X X X X X 1 0 X 

x x x x 0 0 0 x X 1 X 

X X X X 1 0 0 x X 1 X 

X X X X 0 0 1 1 X 1 X 

X X X X 1 0 1 1 X 1 X 

X 0 X X 0 0 1 0 X 1 X 

X X 0 X 0 0 1 0 X 1 X 

X 1 1 X 0 0 1 0 X 1 X 

X 0 X X 1 0 1 0 X 1 X 

X X 0 X 1 0 1 0 X 1 X 

X 1 1 X 1 0 1 0 X 1 X 

X X X 0 0 1 0 X X 1 X 

X X X 0 1 1 0 X X 1 X 

X X X 1 0 1 0 X X 1 X 

X X X 1 1 1 0 X X 1 X 

L X X X 1 1 1 X X 1 0 

L X X X 1 1 1 X X 1 1 

L X X X 0 1 1 X X 1 0 

L X X X 0 1 1 X X 1 1 

H X X X 1 1 1 X X 1 0 

H X X X 1 1 1 X X 1 1 

H X X X 0 1 1 X X 1 0 

H X X X 0 1 1 X X 1 1 

t These signals are generated as described elsewhere in this data sheet. 

DCO 

H 

Z 

H 

L. 

H 

L 

Lin Pause-IR§, H otherwise 

L in Pause-DR§, H otherwise 

H 

H in Pause-IR§, L otherwise 

H in Pause-DR§, L otherwise 

L 

L 

H 

H 

L 

H 

L 

L 

H 

L 

H 

H 

L 

* The control register must contain these values after the TAP has passed through its most recent Update-DR state. 
§ DCa becomes active on the falling edge of TCK as the TAP enters the appropriate pause state (Pause-IR or Pause-DR) and becomes inactive 

on the falling edge of TCK as the TAP enters the appropriate exit2 state (Exit2-IR or Exit2-DR). 

select register description 

8-130 

The select register (SR) is an 8-bit serial register that determines which one, if any, of the DTMS lines follows 
the TMS or OTMS input. A reset operation forces all bits to a logic O. The register is divided into four 2-bit 
sections, each of which controls one DTMS output. Figure 4 shows the mapping of the bits to the DTMS outputs 
and the order of scan. For each DTMS pin, the higher-order bit is the MSB and the lower-order bit is the LSB 
(e.g., bit 3 is the MSB of DTMS2 and bit 2 is the LSB of DTMS2). 

DTMS4 

BItI~TDO 
~~ 

DTMS3 DTMS2 

Figure 4. Select Register Bits and Order of Scan 
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select register description (continued) 

Only one of the four DTMS outputs can be selected to drive a secondary scan path with TMS or OTMS. If the 
SR is loaded with an invalid value, an error signal (SRERR) is generated internally as shown in Table 8. If the 
TAP enters the Pause-DR state, SRERR may be output via DCO (see Table 8). If the TAP enters the Update-DR 
state while an invalid value is in the SR, all four DTMS outputs are set to a high level. 

When a new 8-bit value is loaded into the SR, the configuration of one or more DTMS pins may change. If the 
new value of the SR configures a DTMS pin to a static (high or low) level, it assumes that level on the falling 
edge of TCK in the Update-DR TAP state. This condition is independent of any previous SR configurations. If 
the new value of the SR forces a DTMS pinto followTMS (Le., select asingle secondary scan path) and a DTMS 
pin is currently in the TMS/OTMS-follow mode, the transfer of the DTMS line occurs on the falling edge of TCK 
in the Update-DR TAP state. However, if the new configuration forces a DTMS pin to follow TMS/OTMS while 
no other DTMS pin is selected, the DTMS pin does begin following TMS/OTMS until the falling edge of TCK 
in the Run-Test/Idle TAP state; therefore, when an SSP is initially selected, the TAP state should travel from 
Update-DR to Run-Test/Idle, not from Update-DR to Select-OR-Scan. Additionally, when deselecting from any 
DTMS output the TAP state must proceed back through Capture-DR to fully disconnect from SSP operations. 

The SR can also be accessed from an RBC. A test port in the register contains a TAP that can be enabled by 
the control register to monitor the values of TCK and OTMS to perform scan operations on the SR. The SR bit 
decoding is shown in Table 7. 

BIT7 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

X 

X 

X 

Table 7. Select-Register Bit Decoding 

BIT6 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

MSB LSB 
DTMS 

SOURCE 

0 0 H 

0 1 L 

1 0 OTMS 

1 1 TMS 

Table 8. SRERR Function Table 

SELECT REGISTER BITS 

81T5 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

X 

X 

1 

1 

X 

81T4 81T3 81T2 BIT 1 

X 0 X 

X 0 X 

X 0 X 

X 1 X 

X 0 X 

X X X 

X 1 X 

X X X 

X 1 X 

X X X 

X 1 X 
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BITO 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

SRERR 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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boundary-scan registerllD-bus register description 

TOO 

8-132 

The boundary-scan register (BSR) is a 15-bit serial register that can be used to capture data appearing at 
selected device inputs, force data through device outputs, and apply data to the device's internal logic. The BSR 
is made up of boundary-scan cells (BSGs). Table 9 lists the device signal for each of the 15 BSGs that comprise 
the BSR. A reset operation does not affect the contents of the BSR. 

Table 9. Boundary-Scan Register Bit Mapping 

BIT 
TERMINAL 

SIGNAL DESCRIPTION NAME 

14 MCI Master condition in 

13 MCO Master condition out 

12 DCI Device condition in 

11 DCOTSt Enable control for DCO in 3-state configuration (active low) 

10 DCOODt Enable control for DCO in open-drain configuration (active low) 

9 DCO Device condition out 

8 IDBOEt Enable control for ID bus (active low) 

7 ID8 Identification bus bit 8 

6 ID7 Identification bus bit 7 

5 ID6 Identification bus bit 6 

4 ID5 Identification bus bit 5 

3 ID4 Identification bus bit 4 

2 ID3 Identification bus bit 3 

1 ID2 Identification bus bit 2 

0 ID1 Identification bus bit 1 

t This internal signal cannot be observed from the 1/0 pins of the device. 

The eight BSGs connected to the 10(1-8) pins form a subset of the BSR called the 10-bus register (IOBR). The 
IDBR can be scanned without accessing the remaining BSGs of the BSR. The IDBR is used when the 10 bus 
is enabled to allow communication between a PBG and one or more RBGs. Figure 5 shows the order of scan 
for the BSR and 10BR. 

TOI 
or 

OTOI 

V 
IOBR 

Bltl1-8-B 

Figure 5. Boundary-Scan Register Bits and Order of Scan 
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bypass register description 

The bypass register (BR) is a 1-bit serial register. The function of the BR is to provide a means of effectively 
removing the 'ACT8999 from the primary scan path when it is not needed for the current test operation or other 
function of the PBC. A selected secondary scan path remains active in the primary scan path as described in 
the data flow description. At power up, the BR is placed in the scan path. Figure 6 shows the order of scan for 
the bypass register. 

TDI or DTDI ---B---TOO 

Figure 6. Bypass-Register Bit and Order of Scan 

counter register description 

The counter register (CNTR) is an 8-bit serial register and an associated 8-bit parallel-load up/down counter. 
A reset operation forces all bits of the shift register to logic 0 but does not affect the counter. The counter can 
be preloaded with an initial value before counting begins, and the current value of the counter can be scanned 
out via the shift register. The CNTR can be used to count events occurring on the secondary scan path(s) using 
DCI as a counter clock and can output interrupt signals via DCO when the count has reached its end value. 

An internal signal, CE, is generated as a logic 0 when the count reaches its end value (Le., 00000000 for count . 
down, 11111111 for count up). For any other count value, CE is a logic 1. Many of the features of the CNTR are 
configured by a bit in the CTLR, including: 

- Count direction up or down (control register bit 12; reset condition count up) 

- Stop counting upon counting down to 00000000 (control register bit 11 ; reset condition = do not latch on 
zero) 

- Output CE signals at DCO (control register bits 8 and 9; reset condition = do not output CE at DCO) 

- Edge of DCI on which to trigger (control register bit 4, reset condition = positive edge) 

Figure 7 shows the order of scan for the CNTR. 

Tm.~m~ 
Figure 7. Counter-Register Bits and Order of Scan 
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enabling a remote bus controller 

8-134 

Bit 1 in the control register allows a remote bus controller to control parts of the 'ACT8999. When an RBC is 
enabled, the remote test port (RTP) in the select register is activated. The RTP operates according to the same 
state diagram as the primary test port but only has access to the select register. Operation of the RTP is 
synchronous to TCK. OTMS is the RTP mode-select pin. 

The RTP contains an 8-bit instruction register. Data is shifted in via DTDI and shifted out via DTDO. As shown 
in Table 10, only one instruction selects something other than the bypass register to be included in the scan path. 
When SCANSEL is executed, the select register is placed between DTDI and DTDO. The function of the select 
register and the decoding of the select register bits by the TMS circuit is identical, regardless of which test port 
accesses the register. 

Table 10. Remote-Test-Port Instruction-Register Opcodes 

BINARY CODE 
SCOPE SELECTED 

BIT 7 --+ BIT 0 
OPCODE 

DESCRIPTION 
DATA REGISTER 

MSB --+ LSB 

01111110 SCANSEL Select-register scan Select 

All other BYPASS Bypass scan Bypass 

An internal error signal (RSRERR) is generated if an RBC loads an invalid value in the select register, and the 
MCO output goes low if the RSRERR is active and the remote TAP enters the Pause-DR state. The function 
table for RSRERR is shown in Table 11. 

Table 11. RSRERR Function Table 

SELECT REGISTER BITS 
MCOt 

BIT7 BIT6 BIT5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT2 BIT 1 BITO 
RSRERR 

0 X 0 X 0 X 0 X 1 MCI 

1 X 0 X 0 X 0 X 1 MCI 

0 X 1 X 0 X 0 X 1 MCI 

0 X 0 X 1 X 0 X 1 MCI 

0 X 0 X 0 X 1 X 1 MCI 

1 X 1 X X X X X 0 L 

1 X X X 1 X X X 0 L 

1 X X X X X 1 X 0 L 

X X 1 X 1 X X X 0 L 

X X 1 X X X 1 X 0 L 

X X X X 1 X 1 X 0 L 
.. t This table IS valid only when the remote TAP IS in the Pause-DR state. Under any other condition, 

MCQ .. MCI. 

The RTP does not have access to the control register, so it cannot disable itself. The PBC must reset bit 1 in 
the control register to return control of the select register to the primary test port. 
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The direction of serial data flow in the 'ACT8999 is dependent on the current instruction. Figure 8 shows the 
data flow for the different operating modes of the device. When a secondary scan path is selected, the' ACT8999 
adds one bit of delay from TDI to DTDO. 

'ACT8999 

TDI (1-blt delay) 

'ACT8999 

-4 ... T_D_1 _s_e_I~_~t_~d_r D_R __ T_D_O~~ 
RBC DISABLED, NO SECONDARY SCAN PATH SELECTED 

Selected Scan Path 

DTDO TDI TOO DTDI 

RBC DISABLED, ONE SECONDARY SCAN PATH SELECTED 

'ACT8999 

IR or 
Selected DR 

'ACT8999 Remoto Bus Controller Selectod Scan Path 

DTDI Secondary IR DTDO 
or Select Register 

TDI IRor 
Selected DR 

TOO 

bus-communication protocol 

TDI TOO TDI 

RBC ENABLED 

Figure 8. Data Flow In the 'ACT8999 

TOO 

TOO 

The 8-bit identification bus [10(1-8)] allows data transfer between a PBC and an RBC. Control register bit 2 
configures the 'ACT8999 to transmit or receive command and test data via the IDBR. The DCI, DCa, MCI, and 
MCa pins are used to Signal the PBC and RBC(s} that a data transfer is required. The 'ACT8999 can 
accommodate either local or global handshake protocol, depending on the number of DCa inputs that the PBC 
can accommodate. 

Figure 9 shows a protocol for local communication between the PBC and an RBC. In this mode, communication 
is initiated by the PBC by driving the MCI input of the " ACT8999 to a low level. MCI is buffered and output on 
MCa, which notifies the RBC that control of a scan path is to be relinquished. Prior to activating the MCI signal, 
the PBC scans the value 00000000 into the IDBR and enables the output buffers of ID(1-8}. When the RBC 
recognizes that MCO has gone low, it samples the 10 bus and looks for the 00000000 value to verify that the 
PBC is going to issue further commands. Upon verifying the value on the ID bus, the RBC drives DCllow, which 
is buffered and output via DCO. (In this example, DCI is configured as noninverting and DCa is configured as 
active law). When the PBC sees that DCa is active, it takes MCI high, forcing MCa high. When the RBC sees 
that MCa is high, it takes DCa high (inactive) completing one handshake cycle. A similar operation can ensue 
when the RBC initiates communication with the PBC as shown in Figure 9. Commands and test data can be 
exchanged between two bus controllers via the 10 bus. 

Figure 10 shows one way of using the 10 bus to interface a PBC to multiple RBCs. The timing is similar to the 
local communication example in Figure 9, except that the PBC waits for all RBCs to acknowledge transmissions 
before switching MCI. 
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absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)t 

Supply voltage range, Vee .......................................................... -0.5 V to 7 V 
Input voltage range, VI (see Note 1) ............................................ -0.5 V to Vee + 0.5 V 
Output voltage range, Vo (see Note 1) ......................................... -0.5 V to Vee + 0.5 V 
Input clamp current, 11K (VI < a or VI> Vee) ................................................. ±20 rnA 
Output clamp current, 10K (VI < a or VI > Vee) .............................................. ±20 rnA 
Continuous output current, 10 (Vo = a to Vee) .............................................. ±25 rnA 
Maximum power dissipation at TA = 55°C (in still air) (see Note 2): DW package .................. 1.7 W 

NT package ................... 1.3 W 
Storage temperature range, Tstg .................................................... -65°C to 150°C 

t Stresses beyond those listed under "absolute maximum ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings only, and 
functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated under "recommended operating conditions" is not 
implied. Exposure to absolute-maximum-rated conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTES: 1. The input and output voltage rating may be exceeded if the input and output clamp-current rating are observed. 
2. The maximum package power dissipation is calculated using a junction temperature of 150°C and a board trace length of 750 mils, 

except for the NT package, which has trace length of zero. For more information, refer to the Package Thermal Considerations 
application note in the ABT Advanced BiCMOS Technology Data Book, literature number SCB0002. 

recommended operating conditions 

VCC Supply voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

VIL Low-level input voltage 

VI Input voltage 

Va Output voltage 

10H High-level output current 

IOL LOW-level output current 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

10(1-8) 

TOO, OTOO, MCO 

OTMS(1-4), OCO (3 state), OTRST, OTCK 

10(1-8) 

TOO, OTOO, MCO 

OTMS(1-4), OCO (3 state or open drain) 

OTRST 

OTCK 
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MIN MAX MIN 
UNIT 

MAX 

4.5 5.5 4.5 5.5 V 

2 2 V 

0.8 0.8 V 

0 VCC 0 VCC V 

0 VCC 0 VCC V 

-1.5 -2 

-7 -10 mA 

-11 -16 

1.5 2 

7 10 

11 16 mA 

16 24 

32 48 

-55 125 0 70 °C 
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electrical characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless 
otherwise noted) 

SN54ACT8999 SN74ACT8999 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS VCC 

TYPt 
UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

10H =-1.5 mA 4.5V 3.6 
10(1-8) 

10H =-2 mA 4.5V 3.7 

IOH=-7mA 4.5V 3.6 
VOH TOO,OTOO,MCO V 

10H =-10mA 4.5V 3.7 

OTMS(1-4), OCO (3 state), 10H =-11 mA 4.5V 3.6 

OTRST,OTCK IOH=-16mA 4.5V 3.7 

10L= 1.5 mA 4.5V 0.5 
10(1-8) 

IOL .. 2 mA 4.5V 0.5 

IOL .. 7mA 4.5V 0.5 
TOO, OTOO, MCO 

10L= 10mA 4.5V 0.5 

OTMS(1-4), DCO 10L= 11 mA 4.5V 0.5 
VOL V 

(3 state or open drain) 10L= 16 mA 4.5V 0.5 

IOL .. 16 mA 4.5V 0.5 
OTRST 

IOL=24 mA 4.5V 0.5 

10L== 32 mA 4.5V 0.5 
OTCK 

10L = 48 mA 4.5V 0.5 

10Z:j: 
10(1-8), OTOO, OTMS(1-4), 

Vo .. VCC or GNO 5.5V ±10 ±5 ~ OCO,OTCK 

10H OCO (open drain) VO=VCC 5.5V 20 10 ~ 
MCI, OCI, TCK VI = VCC or GNO 5.5V ±1 ±1 

II VI .. VCC 5.5V ±1 ±1 ~ 
TOI, OTOI, TMS, OTMS, TRST 

VI = GNO 5.5V -0.1 -20 -0.1 -0.1 -20 

ICC VI = VCC or GNO, 10=0 5.5V 100 100 ~ 

AICC§ 
One input at VI .. 3.4 V, 

5.5V 1 1 mA 
Other inputs at VCC or GNO 

Ci VI" VCC or GNO 6 pF 

Cio Vo == VCC or GNO 15 pF 

Co MCI, OCI, TCK Vo = VCC or GNO 15 pF 

Co OCO Vo = VCC or GNO 10 pF 

t Typical values are at Vec .. 5 V. 
:j: For 1/0, the parameter 10Z includes the input-leakage current. For DCa, the parameter 10Z includes the open-drain output-leakage current. 
§ This is the increase in supply current for each input being driven at TTL levels rather than VCC or GNO . 
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timing requirements over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (see Figures 11 and 12) 

TCK 
fclock Clock frequency 

DCI (count mode) 

TCK high or low 

tw Pulse duration DCI high or low (count mode) 

TRSTlow 

TMS before TCKi 

OTMS before TCKi 

TDI before TCKi 

tsu Setup time DTDI before TCKi 

MCI before TCKi 

DCI before TCKi 

Any ID before TCKi 

TMS after TCKi 

OTMS after TCKi 

TDI after TCKi 

th Hold time DTDI after TCKi 

MCI after TCKi 

DCI after TCKi 

Any ID after TCKi 

td Delay time Power up to TCKi 

* On products compliant to MIL-PRF-38535, this parameter is not production tested . 
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UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

0 20 0 20 
MHz 

0 20 0 20 

16 16 

9 9 ns 

10 10 

9 9 

12 12 

11 11 

5 5 ns 

5 5 

9 9 

3 3 

2 2 

2 2 
4 4 

4 4 ns 

5 5 

5 5 

5 5 
100· 100 ns 
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switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (see Figures 11 and 12) 

PARAMETER 

fmax 

tpLH 

tpHL 

tpLH 

tpHL 

tpLH 

tPHL 

tpLH 

tPHL 

tPLH 

tPHL 

tpLH 

tpHL 

tpLH 

tpHL 

tpLH 

tpHL 

tpLH 

tpHL 

tpLH 

tpHL 

tpLH 

tpHL 

tpLH 

tpHL 

tpLH 

tpHL 
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FROM TO 
(INPUT) (OUTPUT) 

TCK 

DCI (count mode) 

TCK 

TCKJ. 

TCKJ. 

TCKJ. 

TCKJ. 

TCKJ. 

TCKJ. 

TCKl. 

TMS 

aTMS 

MCI 

DCI 

TRST 

DTCK 

TDa 

DTDa 

Any DJ"MS 

DTRST 

AnylD 

MCa 

DCa (open drain) 

DCa (3 state) 

DCa (open drain) 

DCa (3 state) 

Any DTMS 

Any DTMS 

MCa 

DCa (open drain) 

DCa (3 state) 

DCa (open drain) 

DCa (3 state) 

DTRST 
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UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

20 20 
MHz 

20 20 

3 16 3 14 
ns 

3 19 3 17 

7 30 7 28 
ns 

7 29 8 27 

7 31 7 29 
ns 

7 29 8 27 

11 40 11 38 
ns 

11 37 11 35 

9 35 10 33 
ns 

9 35 10 33 

20 64 22 61 
ns 

22 65 24 62 

9 34 9 32 
ns 

9 31 9 29 

14 45 18 42 

10 40 11 38 
ns 

10 39 11 37 

10 37 11 35 

5 22 6 20 
ns 

4 23 5 21 

5 22 6 20 
ns 

4 23 5 21 

7 26 8 24 
ns 

6 25 7 23 

8 32 9 30 

8 30 10 28 
ns 

8 34 9 32 

8 30 9 28 

4 20 5 18 

5 25 6 23 
ns 
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switching characteristics over recommended ranges of supply voltage and operating free-air 
temperature (see Figures 11 and 12) (continued) 

PARAMETER 

tpHZ 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 

tpLZ 

tPHZ 

tpLZ 

tpHZ 

tpLZ 

tpZH 

tpZL 

tpZH 

tpZL 

tpZH 

tpZL 

tpZH 

tpZL 

tpZH 

tpZL 

tpZH 

tpZL 

FROM 
(INPUT) 

TCK-i. 

TCK-i. 

TCK-i. 

TCK-i. 

TCK-i. 

DCI 

TCK-i. 

TCK-i. 

TCK-i. 

TCK-i. 

TCK-i. 

MCI 

TO 
(OUTPUT) 

TDO 

DTDO 

Any DTMS 

DCO 

AnylD 

AnylD 

TDO 

DTDO 

Any DTMS 

DCO 

Any ID 

AnylD 
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UNIT 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

3 17 4 15 
ns 

3 18 5 16 
3 18 3 16 

ns 
7 26 7 24 
7 26 8 24 

ns 
7 28 7 26 

9 28 12 26 
ns 

7 31 7 29 

12 38 14 36 
ns 

9 34 10 32 

8 27 9 25 
ns 

10 33 15 31 

9 35 9 33 
ns 

9 36 11 34 
10 39 11 37 

ns 
10 40 12 38 
8 34 9 32 

ns 
8 34 9 32 

12 46 14 43 
ns 

10 38 11 36 
20 73 22 70 

ns 
22 58 24 65 
18 65 20 62 

ns 
20 62 20 59 
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APPLICATION INFORMATION 

r--------------------------------------~ 
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S bs tern u ys 

-+- TRST TOO 

TOI SSP4 TCK .... 

TMS r+-

4..-.... TRST TOO .. TOI SSP3 TCK 

TMS -+-4_ 

1..-.... TRST TOO .. TOI SSP2 TCK .... 

TMS -+-4_ 

..-.... TRST TOO .. TOI SSP1 TCK .... 
~ 

TMS -+-4~ 

+ 
4v 

I~ 
0 

I~ I~ 
~ ~ 0 

0 I 0 b t-
~ b 
:::E 

INT3 ---+- OCI 
t-o 

RBC 
TOI ..- OTOO 

'ACT8999 
INT2 ..- MCO 

TMSOUT ---+- OTMS 

10 ~ 10(1-8) i5 0 I~ 
(IJ ~ 

~. 
0 

0 :::E 0 0 
t- o t- t- t-

~ ~ 

L.. ------------------~-- ---- i---p..-- --------_.J 

TOO 

INTi 

RSTOUT 

PBC TMSOUT 

TCKOUT 

INT2 

TOI 

""'-
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SN54ACT8999, SN74ACT8999 
SCAN·PATH SELECTORS WITH 8·BIT BIDIRECTIONAL DATA BUSES 
SCAN·CONTROLLED IEEE STD 1149.1 (JTAG\ TAP MULTIPLEXERS 

SCAS158D-JUN~ 1990-REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION 

o 2xVCC TEST S1 
S1 tpLH/tpHL Open o Open 

fND 
500n 

From Output - ....... ----tlI-----'\/\/'v-----/ tpLZ/tpZL 2xVCC 
Under Test 

CL=50pF T 
(see Note A) _ 

500n 

LOAD CIRCUIT 

~ tw----.l 

I I 3V 

Input 3 Eov 
VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 

PULSE DURATION 

tPHz/tpZH GND 

TIming Input J(t.5V c:: 
104 ~ th 

tsu 14 ~I I 

Data Input Jl.5V V~;-- :: 
VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 

SETUP AND HOLD TIMES 

Input L 1.5V \~.;-v--- 3V 

---'l I' OV 

Output 
Control 

(Iow·level 
enabling) 

\1.5 V !1.5V 3V 
I ' li- ----- OV 

In·Phase 
Output 

Out·of·Phase 
Output 

tPLH~ KtPHL 

1 I I \!-.:,,-:-; VOH 
1 150% VCC ~VCC 

--+-1 -oJ I VOL 

tpHL ---I.---.! ~ tpLH 

I ~ VOH 
\50%VCC T 50%VCC 

VOL 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PROPAGATION DELAY TIMES 

Output 
Waveform 1 

S1 at2xVCC 
(see Note B) 

Output 
Waveform 2 

S1 atGND 
(see Note B) 

tpZL ~ 14-- I 
I tPLZ --.I j.-

--"""T"'I "",,~I 1 Xo---'" Vce 
1 

50%VCCI I 
20%VCC 

1 '----+-I----+-I - - - VOL 
1 I tpHZ -+I j4-

tpZH~ j4- 1 

I ---VOH 150% VCC ~% VCC 
----'. ....---- ... 0 V 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
ENABLE AND DISABLE TIMES 

NOTES: A. CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 
B. Waveform 1 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is low except when disabled by the output control. 

Waveform 2 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is high except when disabled by the output control. 
C. All input pulses are supplied by generators having the following characteristics: PRR ~ 10 MHz, Zo = 50 n. tr = 3 ns, tf = 3 ns. 

For testing pulse duration: tr - 1 to 3 ns, tf = 1 to 3 ns. Pulse polarity may be either high-to-Iow-to-high or a low-to-high-to-Iow. 
D. The outputs are measured one at a time with one input transition per measurement. 

Figure 11. Load Circuit and Voltage Waveforms (For All Pins Except ID·Bus Pins) 
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SN54ACT8999, SN74ACT8999 
SCAN·PATH SELECTORS WITH 8·BIT BIDIRECTIONAL DATA BUSES 
SCAN·CONTROLLED IEEE STD 1149.1 (JTAG) TAP MULTIPLEXERS 
SCAS158D -JUNE 1990 - REVISED DECEMBER 1996 

PARAMETER MEASUREMENT INFORMATION 

o vcc 

___ ...... __ ~~? __ ~S1 If 0 Open 
From Output I . v v v- / 

Under Test IGND 

(see Note A) 
CL=50pF T 

LOAD CIRCUIT 

~tw~ 
I I 3V 

Input 3 Eov 
VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 

PULSE DURATION 

TEST S1 

tpLH/tpHL Open 

tpLz/tpZL VCC 
tpHZ/tpZH GND 

TImIng Input {t.5V c:: 
14 ~ th 

tsu~ I 

Datalnput J,.5V '\ 1.5V -- :: 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
SETUP AND HOLD TIMES 

3V Output 

't.5V ,-,.5 V 3V Input ~1.5V \1.5;--- Control 
(low-level 

I OV 
enabling) I ----OV 

I I !.-.I-- tpZL~ 14- I 
tpLH ~ I I tpHL 

Output I tpLZ -.I j.-
I I I ~VOH i I . I VCC In-Phase Waveform 1 

i \50%VCq .x; i 50% VCC 50% VCC 
Output S1 at 2 x VCC I 

10%VCC 
VOL i I VOL (see Note B) I I I ~tPLH I I tpHZ~ j4-

tPHL~ 
Output 

tpZH -., j+- I 

\50%VCC 
~VOH I --VOH 

Out-of-Phase Waveform 2 150% VCC ~% Vee 50%Vce 
Output S1 at GND 

VOL (see Note B) ""OV 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 
PROPAGATION DELAY TIMES ENABLE AND DISABLE TIMES 

NOTES: A. CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 

8-144 

B. Waveform 1 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is low except when disabled by the output control. 
Waveform 2 is for an output with internal conditions such that the output is high except when disabled by the output control. 

C. All input pulses are supplied by generators having the following characteristics: PRR S 10 MHz, Zo = 50 n, tr = 3 ns, tf = 3 ns. 
For testing pulse duration: tr = 1 to 3 ns, tf = 1 to 3 ns. Pulse polarity may be either high-to-Iow-to-high or a low-to-high-to-Iow. 

D. The outputs are measured one at a time with one input transition per measurement. 

Figure 12. Load Circuit and Voltage Waveforms (ID-Bus Pins) 
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ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS 

Electrical characteristics presented in this data book, unless otherwise noted, apply for the circuit type(s) listed in the 
page heading regardless of package. The availability of a circuit function in a particular package is denoted by an 
alphabetical reference above the pin-connection diagram(s). These alphabetical references refer to mechanical 
outline drawings shown in this section. 

Factory orders for circuits described in this data book should include a four-part type number as explained in the 
following example. 

EXAMPLE: SN 74BCT8240A OW R 

Prefix ______ ~!/ SN Standard prefix 
SNJ = MIL-PRF-38535 (QML) qualified 

Unique Circuit Description 

MUST CONTAIN NINE TO THIRTEEN CHARACTERS 
Examples: 74ACT8990 

74LVTH18504A 
74ABTH 182502A 

Package-----------------------------------------------J 
MUST CONTAIN ONE TO THREE LETTERS 

OW plastic small-outline package 
OL plastic shrink small-outline package 
OGG, PW plastic thin shrink small-outline package 
FK leadless ceramic chip carrier 
FN plastic J-Ieaded chip carrier 
GA-GB = ceramic pin grid array 
HKC = ceramic dual flat package 
HV ceramic quad flat package 
JT = ceramic dual-in-line package 
NT = plastic dual-in-line package 
PM = plastic thin quad flat package 
WO = ceramic dual flat package 
(from pin-connection diagram on individual data sheet) 

Tape and Reel Packaging __________________ ..-J 

Valid for surface-mount packages only. All orders for tape and reel must be for whole reels. 

MUST CONTAIN ONE OR TWO LETTERS 

LE = Left embossed tape and reel (required for PW packages) 
R = Standard tape and reel (required for OGG; optional for OL and OW packages) 
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MECHANICAL DATA 

DGG (R-PDSO-G**) 

48 PIN SHOWN 

PLASTIC SMALL-OUTLINE PACKAGE 

~ DIM 
48 56 64 

AMAX 12,60 14,10 17,10 

AMIN 12,40 13,90 16,90 

6,40 8,40 
6,00 7,80 

~o~~J 
l' 24 

A-------~ 

pGooooouoooouuooooouuuuuud J. Seatlng.,ane.i @'---I-----~ 
1,20 MAX 0,05 MI~ 1.c::..1 0,10 r-T 

NOTES: A. All linear dimensions are in millimeters. 
B. This drawing is subject to change without notice. 
C. Falls within JEDEC MO-153 

• TEXAS 
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MECHANICAL DATA 

DL (R·PDSO·G**) 
48 PIN SHOWN 

PLASTIC SMALL·OUTLINE PACKAGE 

~ DIM 

0.299 (7,59) 
0.291 (7,39) 

J 0.420 (10,67) o 0.395 (10,03) 

~~~A ~B2~~1 1 

A MAX 

AMIN 

r~~ 
t 110 (2,79) MAX 0.008 (0,20) MI:-J 

NOTES: A. All linear dimensions are in inches (millimeters). 

9--6 

B. This drawing is subject to change without notice. 
C. Body dimensions do not include mold flash or protrusion not to exceed 0.006 (0,15) . 
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28 48 56 

0.380 0.630 0.730 
(9,65) (16,00) (18,54) 

0.370 0.620 0.720 
(9,40) (15,75) (18,29) 

40400481 B 02/95 



MECHANICAL DATA 

ow (R·POSO·G**) 
16 PIN SHOWN 

PLASTIC SMALL·OUTLINE PACKAGE 

~ DIM 

~-=-~ 1-$-1 0.010 (0,25) ® I 
9 

1ll0'419 (10,65) 
0.400 (10,15) 

0.299 (7,59) 
0.293 (7,45) 

11-----------.1 J 
EA~6 

r hlJiJiiLLLliiLU~ t 0.012 (O,30t) 
0.104 (2,65) MAX 0.004 (0,10) 

. NOTES: A. All linear dimensions are in inches (millimeters). 
B. This drawing is subject to change without notice. 

A MAX 

A MIN 

C. Body dimensions do not include mold flash or protrusion not to exceed 0.006 (0,15). 
D. Falls within JEDEC MS-013 
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16 20 24 26 

0.410 0.510 0.610 0.710 
(10,41) (12,95) (15,49) (18,03) 

0.400 0.500 0.600 0.700 
(10,16) (12,70) (15,24) (17,78) 

4040000/803/95 
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MECHANICAL DATA 

FK (S-CQCC-N**) 
28 TERMINAL SHOWN 

LEAD LESS CERAMIC CHIP CARRIER 

18 17 16 15 14 13 12 

26 27 28 

11 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

234 

0.020 (0,51) -.I ~ . 
0.010(0,25) ·1 ~ 

NO. OF 
TERMINALS 

** 

20 

28 

44 

52 

68 

84 

~ 0.020(0,51) 
0.010 (0,25) 

NOTES: A. All linear dimensions are in inches (millimeters). 
B. This drawing Is subject to change without notice. 
C. This package can be hermetically sealed with a metal lid. 
D. The terminals are gold plated. 
E. Falls within JEDEC MS-004 

.1EXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 

POST OFFICE BOX 655303 • DALLAS. TEXAS 75265 

A B 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

0.342 0.358 0.307 0.358 
(8,69) (9,09) (7,80) (9,09) 

0.442 0.458 0.406 0.458 
(11,23) (11,63) (10,31) (11,63) 

0.640 0.660 0.495 0.560 
(16,26) (16,76) (12,58) (14,22) 

0.739 0.761 0.495 0.560 
(18,78) (19,32) (12,58) (14,22) 

0.938 0.962 0.850 0.858 
(23,83) (24,43) (21,6) (21,8) 

1.141 1.165 1.047 1.063 
(28,99) (29,59) (26,6) (27,0) 

4040140/010/96 



FN (8-PQCC-J**) 

20 PIN SHOWN 

E E1 

C 
NO. OF 

PINS 
** 

20 

28 

44 

52 

68 

84 

0 

01 

2 3 

0 0.032 (0,81) 

0.026 (0,66) 
18 

14 

9 13 

DIE 01/E1 

MIN MAX MIN MAX 

0.385 (9,78) 0.395 (10,03) 0.350 (8,89) 0.356 (9,04) 

0.485 (12,32) 0.495 (12,57) 0.450 (11,43) 0.456 (11,58) 

0.685 (17,40) 0.695 (17,65) 0.650 (16,51) 0.656 (16,66) 

0.785 (19,94) 0.795 (20,19) 0.750 (19,05) 0.756 (19,20) 

0.985 (25,02) 0.995 (25,27) 0.950 (24,13) 0.958 (24,33) 

1.185 (30,10) 1.195 (30,35) 1.150(29,21) 1.158 (29,41) 

NOTES: A. All linear dimensions are in inches (millimeters). 
B. This drawing is subject to change without notice. 
C. Falls within JEDEC MS-018 
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MECHANICAL DATA 

PLASTIC J-LEADED CHIP CARRIER 

0.020 (0,51) MIN 

02/E2 

--.l 02/E2 

tdO'~1 
0.013 (0,33) 

1-$-1 0•007 (0,18) @I 

02/E2 

MIN MAX 

0.141 (3,58) 0.169 (4,;29) 

0.191 (4,85) 0.219 (5,56) 

0.291 (7,39) 0.319 (8,10) 

0.341 (8,66) 0.369 (9,37) 

0.441 (11,20) 0.469 (11,91) 

0.541 (13,74) 0.569 (14,45) 

40400051 B 03/95 
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MECHANICAL DATA 

GA·GB (S·CPGA·P11 X 11) CERAMIC PIN GRID ARRAY PACKAGE 

AorA1SQ --------~~I 

BorB1 

L 

K 

J 

H 

G 

1.000 (25,40) TYP 

o 0 000 0 000 

o @) 0 0 0' 0 0 0 0 @) 0 

000 o 0 0 0 

o 0 0 000 000 

o 0 000 o 0 

F 0 0 0 0 0 000 

E 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 

D 0 0 0 0 

Coo 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 

B 0@)0000000(2)0 

A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

DIM MIN MAX 

A 1.140 (28,96) 1.180 (29,97) 

A1 1.080 (27,43) 1.135 (28,83) 

B 0.110 (2,79) 0.205 (5,21) 

B1 0.095 (2,41) 0.205 (5,21) 

C 0.040 (1,02) 0.060 (1,52) 

C1 0.025 (0,63) 0.060 (1,52) 

MAXIMUM PINS WITHIN MATRIX - 121 

Notes 

Large 
Outline 
Small 
Outline 
Cavity 
Up 
Ca,vity 
Down 
Cavity 
Up 
Cavity 
Down 

4040114-4/C 10/96 

NOTES: A. All linear dimensions are in inches (millimeters). 

9-10 

B. This drawing is subject to change without notice. 
C. Index mark may appear on top or bottom depending on package vendor. 
D. Pins are located within 0.005 (0,13) radius of true position relative to each other at maximum material condition and within 

0.015 (0,38) radius relative to the center of the ceramic. 
E. This package can be hermetically sealed with metal lids or with ceramic lids using glass frit. 
F. The pins can be gold plated or solder dipped. 
G. Falls within MIL-STD-1835 CMGA3-PN and CMGA15-PN and JEDEC MO-067AC and MO-066AC, respectively 
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HKC (R·CDFP·F64) 

1620 (4114) 
"" 

1:580 (40: 13) SQ I .... "'" 

~ "O~{~'9'1~ 0.980 (24,89) 

0.765 (19,43) 
0.730 (18,54) 

i 
(11,30) 0.445 

0.42 Of 0,67) 

°0/1 
~ 

33 

32 

ro1 
10C 

4,70)J 

~ 
0.185 ( 
0.145 (3,68) 

4--

~o 00 
Nl£ 
64 

1 

ro 
Ira o. 

~14 0.0088 (0,250) 
0.0060 (0,150) 

,.-----, 

NOTES: A. All linear dimensions are in inches (millimeters). 
B. This drawing is subject to change without notice. 
C. This package can be hermetically sealed with a metal lid. 
D. The terminals are gold plated. 
E. All leads not shown for clarity purposes • 

MECHANICAL DATA 

CERAMIC DUAL FLATPACK WITH TIE BAR 

0.070 (1,78) 
0.055 (1,40) 

0.0078 (0,200) ± 
0.0043(0,110) ~ 

0.040 (1,02) 
0.030 (0,76) 

4073160 I B 03/95 
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MECHANICAL DATA 

HV (S·GDFP·F68) 

... 1.500 (38,10) SQ 
~ 1.300 (33,02) 

60 44 

61 

1 

9 

10 I.- 0.400 (10,16) TYP --.I 
~ 

0.500 (12,70) SQ--+ 
0.485 (12~32) 

1-----------------1 
~ 

u 

0.154 (3,912) 
- 0.134 (3,404) 

NOTES: A. All linear dimensions are in inches (millimeters). 
B. This drawing is subject to change without notice. 

~TEXAS 
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CERAMIC QUAD FLATPACK 

... 

=-r 0.025 (0,635) I 

I 
0.013 (0,330) J 0.008 (0,203) 

:-T 

O.OO7(O~ 
0.005 (0,127) 

4040072/ C 10/96 



MECHANICAL DATA 

JT (R-GDIP-T**) 

24 PIN SHOWN 

CERAMIC DUAL-IN-LINE PACKAGE 

~ DIM 
24 28 

A MAX 1.280 1.460 
(32,51) (37,08) 

AMIN 
1.240 1.440 

(31,50) (36,58) 

BMAX 0.300 0.291 
(7,62) (7,39) 

BMIN 0.245 0.285 
(6,22) (7,24) 

- I I - 0.065 (1,65) 

----..J j.- 0.045 (1,14) 

0.320 (8,13) ----r----1 0.015 (0,38) MIN 0.290 (1,37) I r-II 
PoS) MAX rI r 

+- Seating Plane 

f t I! 
-.I H 0.100 (2,54) I J L 0.130 (3,30) MIN JL'-15' -. \.-

0.023 (0,58) 
0.015 (0,38) 0.010 (0,25) NOM 

NOTES: A. All linear dimensions are in inches (millimeters). 
B. This drawing is subject to change without notice. 
C. This package can be hermetically sealed with a ceramic lid using glass trit. 
D. Index point is provided on cap tor terminal identification only on press ceramic glass trit seal only. 
E. Falls within MIL-STD-1835 GDIP-T24 and GDIP-T28 and JEDEC MO-058AA and MO-058AB 
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MECHANICAL DATA 

NT (R-PDIP-T**) 

24 PIN SHOWN 

PLASTIC DUAL-IN-LINE PACKAGE 

~ DIM 24 28 

A MAX 
1.260 1.425 

(32,04) (36,20) 

AMIN 
1.230 1.385 

(31,24) (35,18) 

f 
0.280 (7,11) 
0.250 (6,35) 

BMAX 
0.310 0.315 
(7,87) (8,00) * BMIN 
0.290 0.295 
(7,37) (7,49) ~ ~ 0.070 (1,78) MAX 

12 

0.020 (0,51) MIN8 
0.200 (5,08) MAX 

J ----t.. ~ Seating Plane 

~'8)MIN I 

JL 0.021 (0,53) ~W-1~0.100(2'54) I f JL 
o 015 (0 38) 1-$-1 0.010 (0,25) @ 1 
• , 0.01,0 (0,25) NOM 

NOTES: A. All linear dimensions are in inches (millimeters). 

9-14 

B. This drawing Is subject to change without notice . 
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PM (S-PQFP-G64) 

11 0,27 I-$-I 0,08 @I 
0,17 L.....l......L..-"":'---::::::..J 

33 

49 

64 

o 

I~ 7,50TVP rnmrl L:= 10'20SQ~ 
9,80 

~ ___________ 12,20SQ ____________ ~ 
11,80 

1,45 
1,35 

1,60 MAX 

NOTES: A. All linear dimensions are in millimeters. 
B. This drawing is subject to change without notice. 
C. Falls within JEDEC MO-136 

32 

17 

~TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 

Seating Plane 
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MECHANICAL DATA 

PLASTIC QUAD FLATPACK 

4040152/B 03/95 
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MECHANICAL DATA 

PW (R-POSe-G··) 

14 PIN SHOWN 

PLASTIC SMALL-OUTLINE PACKAGE 

1 r ::~:I L.. ~~I_O.:...,1_3 ";:::@:::;.JI 

nl 

tbDDDDDDd~ 
1,20 MAX 0,10 MIN J 

SeaUng Plene!@ ...... +-____ hL 
1~lo,10 ~ 

~ DIM 
8 14 16 20 

A MAX 3,10 5,10 5,10 6,60 

A MIN 2,90 4,90 4,90 6,40 

NOTES: A. All linear dimensions are in millimeters. 

9-16 

B. This drawing is subject to change without notice. 
C. Body dimensions do not include mold flash or protrusion not to exceed 0,15. 
D. Falls within JEDEC Mo-153 
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24 28 

7,90 9,80 

7,70 9,60 
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WD (R·GDFP·P*) 

48 PIN SHOWN 

0.120 (3,05) 

[ 

0.075 (1,91) 

~ - 0.005 (0,13) NOM 

NO. OF 
PINS** 

48 

56 

MECHANICAL DATA 

CERAMIC DUAL FLATPACK 

A 

MIN MAX 

0.630 
(16,00) 

0.610 
(15,49) 

0.730 
(18,54) 

0.710 
(18,03) 

~~--======~=====t:::::::::::::l==============~ 
f 

A 

24 

1.200 (30,50) ------------.t~1 0.950 (24,13) 

r- 0.390 (9,91) I 
0.370 (9,40) 

48 
'-.J 

25 

NOTES: A. All linear dimensions are in inches (millimeters). 
B. This drawing is subject to change without notice. 
C. This package can be hermetically sealed with a ceramic lid using glass frit. 
D. Index point is provided on cap for pin identification only. 
E. Falls within MIL-STD-1835: GDFP1-F48 and JEDEC MO-146M 

GDFP1-F56 and JEDEC MO-146AB 

• TEXAS 
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~ 0.025 (0,635) '. 

f 

-.f. 0.010 (0,25) TYP 

t 

4040176/C 10/96 
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Introduction 

The JTAG/IEEE 1149.1 test standard is becoming widely accepted as a way to overcome the problems created by 
surface-mount packages, double-sided boards, and multichip modules (see Figure 1), all of which result in a loss of physical 
access to signals on the board. By providing a means to test printed-circuit boards and modules that might otherwise be 
untestable, the time and cost required to develop a product and bring it to market can be reduced significantly. (see Appendix A 
for a brief overview of the 1149.1 standard.) 

Yesterday 

IOlllOl 
IOICJIJI 
,.,.:.!.i.Do,J.i.l.i.!.1J.I.'.i.i.i,DoJ,·.i,· •. ·.j,i,i,:.i,I,I .• ,., 
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.' .••••••••. , ................. " ••••••••••••••••• ".,'""',.,.,.,""""""',.,", ••. , .••••••••••••••••. , ...................••••••• 1

1 

•••••••• 

Today 

Figure 1. Physical-Access Problem In PCB Designs 

Tomorrow? 

The conversion to boundary scan has been readily accepted by many who realize that traditional test methods are not effective 
in dealing with the issues of decreasing physical access. Their products are such that faults not detected in the factory can be 
costly to isolate and repair if they surface after they are in the field. These customers see boundary scan as the only solution 
and have realized cost as well as time-to-market savings, in addition to providing a more reliable product to their customers. 

There are others who view boundary scan more skeptically and are uncertain of the ultimate benefits. To help illustrate the 
potential savings of boundary scan, Table 1 provides a comparative test cost model for an application from the professional 
product division of Philips Electronics, which involved including boundary scan in their ASICs. Though it doesn't specifically 
address boundary-scan logic, the benefits to test program generation, testers, fixture costs, etc. apply. 

The reader may use this table as a guide to determine the comparative cost savings for his application. In place of the 
implementation costs for ASICs, you can substitute additional material costs associated with boundary-scan bus interface 
devices over their nonscan counterparts. In addition to costs savings, there are the benefits of decreased time to market, 
improved product quality, reduced customer downtime, etc. 
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Table 1. Comparative Test-Cost Model 

BOUNDARY SCAN NON BOUNDARY SCAN 

Implementation cost 

(BSR) 200k boards/year, $600k None 
12 ASICs per PCB, 
1 % of $25 ASIC 

Test program generation 
50 hours/type - $75k 300 hours/type - $450k 

30 PCB types/year @ $50/hour 

Diagnostics 
10 min. per repair .. 10k hours. 

70% yield of 200k PCBs - 60k PCBs 2 min. per repair. 2k hours .. $50k $250k 
to be repaired @ $25/hour 

Number of testers 

200k PCBs/year, test time 3 minJPCB - 10k hrs; 
plus diagnostic time and retest plus diagnostic time and retest 

.. 15k hours .. 3 testers - 23k hours - 5 testers 
3 shifts/tester yields 5k hrs/year/tester 

Tester costs $75k $500k 

Investment - cost of ownership 33%/year $75k $830k 

Fixture costs 

30 fixtures 
@$5k-$150k @ $15k. $450k 

Labor cost 15k hours 23khours 

@$25/hour $375k $575k 

Yearly total $1325k $2555k 

(from: Boundary-Scan Test, A Practical Approach by Harry Bleeker, Peter van den Eijnden, and Frans de Jong, 1993) 

Implementing boundary scan into a design requires a different mindset due to the different hardware, software, and test 
equipment needs versus traditional test methods, Designers are often uncertain as to exactly how they should begin, what issues 
must be considered, and what pitfalls await. The purpose of this report is to touch on some of the issues designers should 
consider when designing with off-the-shelf boundary-scan logic components. 

Is JTAG Right for You? 

As noted in the introduction, one of the fIrst decisions you will face is whether using boundary scan is of benefIt to you. The 
designer is faced with many issues that must be addressed when implementing boundary scan into a design, versus a design 
with standard components. A key concern is the fact that boundary-scan devices generally are priced slightly higher than their 
non-JTAG counterparts. However, as shown in Table I, there are many situations where the additional material cost of 
implementing boundary scan is offset by a reduction in life-cycle costs. 

Figure 2 provides two views of product life-cycle costs. The lower curve represents actual dollars spent. The upper curve 
illustrates that development decisions commit funds that other process steps must spend. By the time engineering "releases" 
a product to manufacturing, 85% of the project's total costs are committed. These costs are driven by decisions made during 
the design phaSe and can only be reduced if they are considered early in the design phase. 

Both of the above examples illustrate that the goal of boundary scan is to reduce the product's life-cycle cost, even though board 
or system material costs may increase. The life-cycle cost reduction is achieved by enabling faults to be easily identifIed and 
isolated, reducing test development and execution time. Further cost reduction is achieved by reducing or eliminating the need 
for expensive test fIxtures and equipment. 
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(from "Controlling Life-Cycle Costs Through Concurrent Engineering", Addendum to the ATE and 
Instrumentation Proceedings, Miller Freeman Expositions, 1992) 

Figure 2. Life-Cycle Costs of Typical Product 

The use of boundary scan can also have a positive impact on time to market, resulting in a maximization of profit potential. 
These benefits are discussed in greater detail throughout this document. 

To make an accurate assessment of the benefits of boundary scan, representatives of all of the disciplines involved in the 
product's development must discuss their respective problem areas. Only then can a solution be reached that truly addresses 
the total product life-cycle cost. Several factors can be analyzed to determine the impact of boundary scan on your application: 

Boundary Scan Can Reduce PCB Debug Time 

By providing access to device 110 without probes, boundary scan allows you to quickly identify and isolate defects to the device 
and, often, the pin level. Boards that previously may have taken weeks to debug can now be tested in a matter of days or even 
hours. Additionally, faults that may not have been detected during board test can now be found, preventing faults from 
surfacing during fmal test when the costs of fmding and repairing the failure are magnified. 

Boundary-Scan Components Help Reduce Test Program Development Time 
Because tests can be performed independent of device functionality, costly in-circuit test models do not have to be developed. 
Instead, the user can obtain boundary-scan description language files (BSDL) from the silicon vendor. These files describe how 
boundary scan has been implemented within the part so tools can understand how to communicate with it. Another key feature 
of boundary scan is that tests performed at the device level can be rerun at the PCB and system level, reducing or eliminating 
the need to develop new tests or generate new test vectors. (See Appendix B for examples of how other customers have 
benefited from the use of boundary scan.) . 

Boundary Scan Can Reduce the Need for Costly Fixtures 

Boundary-scan testing of a PCB only requires the user to access the 4-wire JTAG bus. Thus, a PCB or system can be tested 
in its normal configuration without the need to develop fixtures for each PCB or subsystem. 

Boundary Scan Can Reduce or Eliminate the Need for Test Points 
By providing "virtual nails" to each boundary-scannable 110, the designer no longer needs test points for standard in-circuit 
testers. Removing these test points reduces board manufacturing cost by reducing the number of board layers required. 

Boundary Scan Can Reduce the Number of Pins Needed for In-Circuit Testers 

Even if all parts on a PCB do not have boundary scan, all of the benefits discussed here still apply. You may still need to use 
in-circuit testers to access nonscan nodes. However, by reducing the number of test points needed, you also reduce the number 
of pins required for the in-circuit tester, which determines the type and cost of the tester needed. The cost of automatic test 
equipment of this type has risen to as much as $l.SM in the past several years. Reducing the complexity of the tester may mean 
being able to utilize a tester that is priced significantly less. 
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Boundary Scan Can Help to Perform Functional Testing 

While boundary scan was invented to test for manufacturing defects, users are fmding it valuable in doing a variety of 
functional tests. ASICs and microprocessors can make use of boundary scan to access internal registers and enable testing of 
the device itself. Clusters of nonscannable logic may be tested by using a boundary-scan device at the cluster input to drive 
a predetermined pattern. Additional boundary-scan devices at the output can capture the cluster output data and compare it to 
expected results. In the same manner, other devices such as memories can also be tested. 

These are just some of the areas where boundary scan can be of use to you. In some cases you may want to consult with your 
test or manufacturing engineer to understand the problems they face since, in many cases, designers are unaware of the 
difficulties their designs pose to others later in the product life cycle. 

The degree to which the use of JTAG components impacts your life-cycle development costs will depend on the specifics of 
your design. While it is not necessary to have a 100% boundary-scan board, the more controllability and observability you can 
gain by adding boundary-scan devices in key areas, the more benefits you will realize. 

Boundary-Scan Training 

Whether you are a hardware design engineer, ASIC designer, test engineer, or program manager, there are several options 
available for learning more about design for test (DFf) and specifically boundary scan. Texas Instruments (TI) has developed 
several testability training tools to aid you in finding out more about how boundary scan works and how it can benefit you. 
Some of these are listed below. For more information on available literature and training, please contact your local TI sales 
representative or authorized distributor. 

TI Boundary-Scan Training 

Scan Educator (SATB002A) 

An educational software program, Scan Educator introduces the fundamentals of the IEEE 1149.1 boundary-scan standard, 
including architecture, protocol, and required instruction sets. 

Self-paced and menu-driven, it contains both information and animated boundary-scan test simulations. Hands-on, practice 
exercises guide you through boundary-scan test of our SCOPETM octals at the TAP and at the register level. You are also shown 
how to use IEEE 1149.1 with single or multiple devices for in-circuit observability and controllability and for 
interconnect testing. 

Testability Primer (SSYA002C) 

This pocket-sized book provides an introduction and indispensable reference to JTAG/IEEE 1149.1 testability. It includes 
discussion of cost benefits/trade-offs associated with design for test, a technical overview of IEEE Std 1149.1 and supporting 
data formats (BSDL, HSDL, SVF), and a set of application briefs. Summary information on TI silicon testability solutions and 
support and learning products is also included. 

Testability Videotape 

This two-part videotape provides a background of the growing need for testability and its economic impact. It also describes 
the work of JTAG and the provisions of the IEEE 1149.1 standard. Part two of the videotape examines the standard in detail. 
It explains the function of each component of the standard and shows how they work together to provide an accurate, 
dependable test procedure. 

Testability CD-ROM 

TI has assembled the key components of testability on a searchable CD-ROM that includes the IEEE Std 1149.1-1990 and IEEE 
Std 1149.1a-1993 merged into a single updated document, the TI Test Bus Evaluation Report, application notes on IEEE 
1149.1, and device data sheets. . 

In addition to educational opportunities from TI, other vendors supplying boundary-scan products are usually able to 
provide training. 

For more personal training, TI is also able to hold on-site meetings and seminars tailored to address the needs of your 
application. Please contact your local TI sales representative or authorized distributor. 
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Determining Where to Place Boundary-Scan Devices 

Once you have become familiar with boundary scan, you will want to integrate it in your design. Tl has a broad spectrum of 
boundary-scan devices available today: 

• ASlCs 
• Fixed and floating-point digital signal processors 
• Bus-interface lCs 
• Scan-Support lCs 

To identify which devices are needed and where they should be placed, there are several questions you should ask: 

What Signals Do You Need to Control and Observe? 

The boundary-scan standard allows you to take control of an I/O to either sample data at the pin or stimulate the pin with known 
data. By replacing standard components with JTAG-compliant devices, you can gain access to individual pins for a variety of 
tests. 

Would You Like to Use Boundary Scan to Test Nonscan Logic Clusters? 

By having the ability to control and observe device I/O, you can use scannable devices to test devices withoutJTAG capability. 
One JTAG device can be loaded with a predetermined pattern that can be driven onto the cluster inputs while additional JTAG 
devices can capture the output information to be compared against the expected result. 

Do You Need Embedded Test Capability? 

In support of applications requiring a JTAG controller to be "embedded" within the design, TI has developed devices that can 
translate parallel commands from a processor into the required JTAG protocol to drive the JTAG bus. For embedded 
applications, TI has developed a software driver for this bus controller that can be compiled with user code to execute pass/fail 
tests stored in memory. 

Will You Be Implementing Bullt-In-Self-Test Capability In Your Design? 

If you would like to have your board/system execute some form of self test, TI has devices that can help. Within each TI bus 
interface device lies the ability to execute instructions that command the device to automatically generate output patterns. This 
capability can reduce or eliminate the need to develop test patterns, as well as significantly reduce the time involved to execute 
some tests. 

What Performance Requirements (Speed, Power, Drive) Are Needed? 

The constraints of your design will determine the technology you require in a bus-interface device. TI's JTAG family contains 
over 20 devices and crosses a variety oftechnologies, giving you the ability to pick the device that best suits your needs. Table 2 
below provides an example of the performance differences between TI's BCT and ABT technologies versus 
competing technology. 

Table 2. Performance Comparison, JTAG Transceiver Functions 

SPECIFICATION BCT (TI) ABT 18-BIT (TI) FACTQ(NSC) 

tp AlB to BfA 10 ns 5.4 ns 8.8 ns 

Maximum TCK rate 20 MHz 50 MHz 25MHz 

Number of bits 8 18 18 

Based on comparison of TI BCT8245 and ABT18245 VS. NSC SCAN 18245. 

Will You Require Devices That Operate From 3-V Power? 

With more systems moving toward 3-V power, TI has developed 3-V versions of our more popular JTAG Widebus ™ devices. 
These devices are designated as LVTII18xxx. Universal bus transceiver (UBTT"') functions are also available now. 
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Will You Need to Drive JTAG Signals Across a Backplane? 

As boundary scan gains acceptance at the board level, the need to perform system-level tests with boundary scan is creating 
an interesting problem for test engineers. While several approaches have been proposed to date, none addresses the problem 
better than TI's ABT8996 addressable scan port. This device provides a simple approach to solving a very complex problem 
without the overhead associated with competing solutions. 

What Function Type, Bit Width, or Packaging Limitations Do You Have? 

There are many more boundary-scan functions available on the market today than there were even one year ago. Designers 
are able to select a device based on the functionality, performance, and board area limitations of their design. Boundary-scan 
buffers, drivers, transceivers, latches, and flip-flops are available in a variety of technologies. TI is the leading supplier of JTAG 
logic, with over 30 device types available now. 

What Type of Test Equipment Do You Expect to Use? 

To make the conversion to a test philosophy based on boundary scan, you should define your design, manufacturing, test, and 
field support flow before beginning hardware design. The details of this test plan will determine the types of tests to be 
performed, the devices to be used and their placement, and, therefore, the equipment that will be required. There are several 
vendors supplying CAE and ATE tools to the market today in support of boundary scan. 

Will You Need to Use Bare Die for Use In Multichlp Modules? 

Multichip modules epitomize the problem of no physical access. Boundary scan can be very beneficial by providing you access 
to internal signals of the MCM. TI supports this effort by supplying bare die for all of its standard components. Additionally, 
special devices such as the ACT8994 digital bus monitor can give you logic-analyzer capability within the MCM via the JTAG 
bus. 

What Type of Field-Service Requirements Will You Need? 

With boundary scan, you now have the ability to access your circuitry via the 4-wire JTAG port without having to totally 
disassemble the unit. This provides many options to support field maintenance. Will you want the system to execute system 
self-test and simply notify the end user as to the source of the fault? Or will the system execute self test and then remotely dial 
back to the factory with the fault? Will a technician go out to the customer site and connect to the JTAG port wi th boundary-scan 
diagnostics on a PC to identify the fault? Each of these options and others are available to you because of boundary scan. The 
option you choose will depend on the ramifications of system downtime to you and your customer and should assist you in 
determining your use of boundary-scan devices. 

The answers to these questions will determine which products you will need, where they should be placed, and what tools and 
equipment you will require. Additionally, as you begin to understand the types of boundary-scan components that are needed, 
you will make decisions as to which vendor is best able to support your testability needs. The TI SCOPE family of testability 
products is the most comprehensive in the industry and is backed by many years of working with customers and other vendors 
to solve complex testability problems. 

Available Literature on Tl's JTAG Boundary-Scan Logic Products 

The items below contain information on TI's bus-interface and scan-support products that are compatible with the JTAG 
standard. To obtain a copy of any of these items, please contact your local TI sales representative or authorized distributor. 

• Boundary-Scan Logic IEEE Std 1149.1 (JTAG) Data Book 1996 (SCTDOO2A) 
• Testability Primer (SSYA002C) 
• Testability CD-ROM 
• World Wide Web - URL - http://www.ti.com!scldocsljtagljtaghome.htrn 
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Appendix A - Basics of Boundary Scan 

Boundary scan involves placing test points (boundary-scan cells) within each digital I/O of a device. The boundary-scan cell 
enables the I/O to observe nonnal data flow through the pin, or the cell can be used to control the state of a pin by providing 
source data via the serial input (SI). Figure 3 provides a view of the typical boundary-scan cell. 

Figure 3. Boundary-Scan Cell 

Each boundary-scannable device will contain a minimum of four additional pins: 

IDI - test data input 
IDO - test data output 
TMS - test mode select 
TCK - test clock 

so 

NO 

The IDI and IDO pins serve as the path by which serial data enters and exits the device. The TMS and TCK pins control the 
state of the device, placing it in either test mode or nonnal mode. In some cases, an optional fifth pin, test reset (TRST) may 
be included to reset the test logic and return the device to nonnal mode. Figure 4 shows these four pins as implemented in one 
of TI's SCOPE octals. 

10E 
1Y1 
1Y2 
1Y3 
1Y4 

GNO 
2Y1 
2Y2 
2Y3 
2Y4 

TOO 
TMS 

1 U 24 

2 23 
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5 20 
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7 18 
8 17 
9 16 
10 15 
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12 13 

20E 
1A1 
1A2 

1A3 
1A4 
2A1 

Vee 
2A2 
2A3 
2A4 
TOI 
TCK 

Figure 4. Pinout of TI's SN74BCT8244 

The TMS and TCK signals serve as inputs to control the transition of the device between nonnal and test modes. These inputs 
drive a state machine known as the test access port (TAP). The TAP controls serial scanning of instruction or data infonnation 
through the device and is common to all JTAO/IEEE-1149 . I-compliant devices. The TAP state is sequenced based on the state 
of TMS on the rising edge of TCK, as shown in Figure 5. 
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Test-Loglc-Reset 

TMS=L 

16-State TAP provides four major operations: RESET, RUN-TEST, SCAN-DR, and SCAN-IR. 
Scans consist of three primary steps: CAPTURE, SHIFT, and UPDATE. 

Figure 5. TAP-Controller State Diagram 

Boundary-scan devices communicate via the serial path from IDO to ID!. This connection is shown in Figure 6. To test the 
interconnect between two JTAG devices, the user could (for example) serially shift all ones into device 1 and execute an 
instruction that would drive the data onto the parallel outputs. Device 2 could then be commanded to capture the incoming data 
at its parallel inputs, transferring the information to the corresponding boundary-scan cells for each input and then serially shift 
the data to an off-board tester to be compared to the expected results. Any discrepancies in the data can be traced back to the 
pins where the data mismatch occurs. 
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Figure 6. Scan Path Connecting Two Boundary-Scan Devices 

For more detailed information on boundary scan, please use the boundary-scan training materials cited in this report. 
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Appendix B - Boundary-Scan Success Stories 

o "We 've (AT&T) reduced the number of test points on some boards from 40 down to four and shortened test - debug 
time on some products from six weeks to two days." 1 

• Hewlett Packard printers reduced the time from the drawing board to production from four and one-half years to 
two years.2 

• Test program development time on Intel '386 vs. Intel '486 with JTAG:3 

Int~1 '486 

10 hours (2 hours if vendor supplied BSDL) 

• Controller design company using two programmable logic devices with boundary scan were able to use low-cost 
tester with ATPG ($25K) instead of standard ATE system ($750K) that would have been used without 
boundary scan.4 

1 Computer Design, January 1994, "Testing Dilemmas and Corporate Alliances Fuel Boundary Scan's Acceptance" 

2 Test and Measurement World, October 1992, "Concurrent Engineering is Common Sense" 

3 Computer Design, November 1992, "Design and Test Engineers Alter Rules to Facilitate Test" 

4 EDN, December 3. 1992. "No 'Accounting' for Boundary Scan Test" 
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Abstract 

Much attention has been focused in the past on the benefits of boundary scan to the manufacturing test process and the test 
engineer. While ultimately the decision to lise boundary scan in a given project should be based on positive impact to product 
life-cycle cost, the benefits that accrue to the designer are often overlooked. This paper describes such benefits to designers at 
all levels of product design: chip, board, system. It also provides insight into special considerations for the designer who 
implements or uses boundary scan. 

Background 

Beginning in 1985, several European and North American companies banded together to form the Joint Test Action Group 
(JTAG). Their stated task was to solve the problem of printed-circuit board (PCB) manufacturing test, which was growing more 
difficult as integrated circuits (lCs) became smaller and more complex (Figures 1 and 2).1,2 Their solution was eventually 
standardized as the IEEE Std 1149.1-1990 Test Access Port and Boundary-Scan Architecture. This standard provides for 
inclusion of required test resources into lCs themselves) 

Yesterday 

DOD 
DOD 
DOD 
DOD .,..-----' 

Today 

DDDDD 
DDDDD 
DDDDD 
DDDDD 
DDDDD 

Tomorrow? 

Figure 1. The Incredible Shrinking Board Results in Loss of Test Access 
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Yesterday Today 

Figure 2. Increasing Integration at Chip Level Complicates Controllability 

Manufacturing test of PCBs is essentially an effort to find defects (such as net-to-net shorts and solder opens) in the assembly 
of ICs and other components onto a board. This effort is obviously made more difficult by ICs that are both smaller and more 
complex. The ability of functional ("edge-connector") test to isolate PCB assembly defects to an adequate level is quickly 
thwarted by increased board functional density (Figure 3). Since only the primary input/output are used for the test, the 
difficulty of test generation and the requisite test length grow dramatically as the board complexity increases. 1,2,4 

In-circuit ("bed-of-nails") test, which was an earlier attempt to improve fault isolation in complex boards, is likewise thwarted 
by increased IC functional density and, further, by physical constraints (Figure 3). Since in-circuit test is based on the physical 
probing of (preferably all) nets internal to a PCB, smaller pin-to-pin spacing requires improvements in probe technology that 
are becoming increasingly more difficult and costly. In many cases, such as multichip modules (MCMs), ball-grid arrays 
(BOAs) and buried signal traces, physical access to internal nodes is not possible at all. Increased functional complexity of 
Ies causes problems because, in order to place Ie outputs in known states for continuity test, the function of the device must 
be manipulated by often long and complex pattern sequences at Ie inputs. A similar argument holds for continuity test at 
IC inputs,l,2,4 

D D D DOD 
Functional ("Edge Connector") In-Circuit ("Bed of Nalls") 

Figure 3. Traditional Methods of Board Test 
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Figure 4. The Boundary-Scan Idea 

The boundary-scan idea builds on the concepts of in-circuit test. However, physical probes ("nails"), which are placed mid-net, 
are replaced by boundary-scan cells (BSCs). These "virtual" probes are placed on-chip at IC inputs and outputs (the boundary 
of the IC), and are therefore placed at the net ends (Figure 4). This results in two major improvements: (1) physical access is 
no longer required at boundary-scan nets, and (2) continuity test is no longer subject to IC complexity. The net effect is that 
the goal of manufacturing test, to isolate defects in assembly process to a pin or net, can be accomplished by highly automated 
test-pattern generation (ATPG).2 

Finally, in order to provide a means to arbitrarily control and observe these BSCs with minimal pin overhead, the BSCs are 
designed such that they can be serially concatenated to form a shift register between two IC pins, Test Data Input (IDI) and 
Test Data Output (IDO). The additional control structures required to select between normal and test operational modes have 
also been designed to minimize pin overhead and to maximize flexibility to handle test modes in addition to that used for PCB 
manufacturing test (Figure 5). This Test Access Port (TAP) is based on a state machine (TAP Controller) that operates 
synchronously to a Test Clock (TCK, to which all operations of the test logic are synchronous) and under the control of a single 
Test Mode Select (TMS). The TAP Controller explicitly provides for a single instruction register that controls the test modes 
and for any number of test data registers (including the boundary-scan register) that can be selected by specific instructions.2 

Standardization of the TAP and TAP Controller, as well as the boundary-scan architecture, has been key to the broad acceptance 
of the technology across IC, tester, and computer-automated engineering (CAE) tool vendors. Thereby, this structured 
design-for-test (DFT) technique may be used widely across all types of board designs by all sorts of board manufacturers, even 
those where catalog ICs and off-the-shelf testers and tools must be used. Additionally, the flexibility of the TAP and TAP 
Controller allows them to be used for access to other test features built into chip, board, or system, such as on-chip scan test 
or built-in self-test (BIST).2 
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Figure 5. The Boundary-Scan Control Architecture 

Use of the Standard by the Board Designer 

Since the standard has been designed primarily with board-level (test) concerns in mind, we can expect many benefits for board 
designers. Although many designers might deny it, they do perform at least one critical "test" operation: design 
verification/debug. And, just as board manufacturing test benefits from increased observability and controllability, so does 
board design "test" (that is, verification and debug). Boundary scan, along with other DFf techniques applied at chip or board 
level, can greatly aid these design test functions. 
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As in the case of manufacturing test, these benefits are derived in two fashions. Where boundary-scan access is provided, 
observability and/or controllability of a net may be obtained without concern for the function of the driving and/or receiving 
ICs. Also, no physical access to the board under test is required (Figure 6). One result is that inexpensive test equipment can 
be used, since tester channels are needed only for the TAP and other primary JJO ("edge connector") signals. Another, perhaps 
more important result, is that design test can proceed even in cases where physical access to board internal nodes is difficult 
or impossible (due to board physical characteristics or operating environmentS). 

In the design CAE environment, the designer could have virtually any desired level of observability and controllability to 
board-internal and (in case of ASICs, FPGAs, or PLDs) chip-internal nodes. With the appropriate boundary-scan and 
chip-internal scan facilities, the designer can enjoy this same level of access to such nodes in the prototype. Further, a structural 
("assembly") test of the prototype can be generated that can be applied from this inexpensive test equipment and without need 
for expensive test fixturing. Such a test can be automatically generated, given the board netlist and descriptions (in the 
boundary-scan description language, BSDL) of the boundary-scannable devices. This simple test is available even when 
manufacturing test program, equipment, and fixtures are not (as is most often the case for prototypes, since they are difficult 
to provide for an unproved design). Such a test can save many frustrating hours (a testimonial indicates a reduction from 
6 weeks to only 2 days6) which would normally be required to separate assembly problems from design problems. This is 
especially important if new and unproved assembly processes have been developed for the board.S,7,8,9,15 

In some cases, the provision of boundary scan and DFT can permit some prototype testing to begin even in the absence of "key" 
components. For example, if a processor board were designed with proper planning, associated memory could be tested by 
emulating the processor, or vice versa. 1 0 

In addition, the actual design time and manufacturing cost of PCBs may be reduced by elimination of test points.7, 11 If enough 
test points can be eliminated (one example cites a reduction from 40 down to 46), then possibly some PCB layers can be 
eliminated as well, which might greatly decrease PCB cost. In some cases, such elimination of test points may be critical to 
the very miniaturization goal that drives the choice of extremely dense packaging options such as BGAs.6 

The board designer can obtain these benefits by specifying the use of boundary scan in proprietary ASICs and by placing 
boundary-scannable catalog (including user-programmable) components wherever possible. The task of finding such 
components is becoming less difficult daily as the number of such products grows. As of this writing, it has been reported that 
boundary scan is supported by 22 ASIC vendors, 24 vendors of over 120 standard components and 12 vendors of 
user-programmable logic (Figure 7).12 

DSP* 

Mlcroprocessor* .. --... ~-.~ 

TBC 

Figure 7. IEEE 1149.1 In Action 

• catalog: 120 components, 24 vendors 
"ASIC: 22 vendors 
·**user/field-programmable: 12 vendors 
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Included in such offerings are boundary-scannable bus interface devices. These reasonably inexpensive components can 
replace their nonscan counterparts to gain all the above benefits. It may be useful in some cases to insert such devices even 
where they are not required for nonnal system function (for example, in parallel to a bus that is not boundary-scannable for 
perfonnance reasons) in order to improve test access.13 Often such components may bound simple clusters of non scannable 
logic that can be tested using the "virtual nails" of these devices for simple "virtual" in-circuit testing (Figure 8). Additionally, 
some vendors offer built-in parallel-output pattern generators and parallel-input signature registers that allow the board 
designer to implement board-level BIST capabilities that provide high fault coverage with very little test pattern generation.7 ,14 

In designing the board-level scan chain, a single, simple scan chain is recommended. 4,15 Simple buffering of the TCK and TMS 
signals should be used, and care should be exercised in the routing, tennination, and timing of these signals.4,10,14 In the 
prototype, all TAP signals should be checked for signal integrity at their destinations.10 Failure to maintain signal integrity at 
these signals may cause improper movement of the TAP controller and premature or unintended entry of device(s) into test 
modes, such as EXTEST. In such modes, the outputs of the device(s), which would be controlled from the boundary-scan 
register, might come into contention with those of other scannable or nonscannable devices. In general, the board designer must 
beware of conditions in which scannable and nonscannable drivers might be in conflict.4 

Another key to obtaining such benefits will be access to enabling CAE tools. As of this writing, it has been reported that 14 
CAE vendors supply tools that support boundary-scan test. 12 These tools fall roughly into three classes: boundary-scan 
insertion, access analysis, and boundary-scan ATPG. The topic of boundary-scan insertion, since it is a chip design activity, 
will be discussed later. 

Access analysis tools examine board designs prior to layout for nets to which physical test access is not required. Such tools 
will identify nets in at least three categories: pure boundary-scan (all connected devices have boundary scan), mixed 
boundary-scan (some, but not all connected devices have boundary scan), and nonboundary-scan (no connected devices have 
boundary scan). 16 These nets will then be prioritized (in the stated order) for test-point elimination. Such infonnation is then 
passed to a layout tool (or designer) for elimination of the test points, as required for optimal board layout and 
fabrication cost. 17 
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Boundary-scan AlPG tools automatically generate prototype or manufacturing tests to be applied to the board under test using 
the board-level TAP. Some of these tools can consider physical access (via in-circuit "bed-of-nails") as well. The best-in-class 
tools of this type will generate tests for TAP and BSDL validation, and board-level scan-path integrity. These tests, in 
combination, verify the infrastructure for applying remaining tests. The best-in-class tools generate the following additional 
types of test for board structural test: boundary in-circuit, virtual interconnect and interactions, and virtual cluster/component 
test. Boundary in-circuit test uses physical access, but utilizes boundary-scan for simple access to on-chip inputs and outputs 
for reduced test generation time and complexity. Virtual interconnect and virtual cluster/component tests allow for removal 

. of some or all physical access for test of interconnect and of nonscannable logic clusters, respectively. Such tests will include 
diagnostics of board assembly faults to the pin. Some tools support multiple board-level scan chains, while others support only 
a single chain.6,12,16,17,18 

Some means of boundary-scan test application is required. In some cases, this may be in-circuit or board-functional test 
equipment that is already owned, perhaps with some modifications to handle deep serial patterns. In other cases, it may be an 
inexpensive test adapter for PC or workstation. Such "testers" must, at a minimum, exercise the board-level TAP(s) under 
control of a simple vector file. In either case, to get the most out of boundary scan in design debug, an interactive scan-based 
diagnostic capability is desired. 10 

The best scan-based diagnostic tools will use a scan-path management database that permits interactive view and control of 
only those portions of the board (pin, register, bus, or user-defined signal group) that are of interest (Figure 9). Such tools 
completely hide the complexity of the TAP protocol and boundary-scan chain from the user and allow efficient design debug 
in the fashion of parallel stimulus generators and logic analyzers to which the design engineer is accustomed. In fact, the best 
such tools include logic-analyzer-like waveform and state table displays.19 

Such tools should also support multiple test vector generation methods: interactive, CAE parallel (with automated 
serialization), and boundary-scan AlPG (based on a standard interchange format such as the Serial Vector Format, SVF). They 
should also describe the boundary-scan hierarchy using industry standard formats such as BSDL, the Hierarchical Scan 
Description Language (HSDL), and EDIF (Electronic Design Interchange Format) netlist. And, they must be sensitive to 
board-level constraints so that physical damage to the board, which might result from improper control of boundary-scan 
drivers, does not occur.19 

Finally, they must support scan test and test reuse across all product phases. This means they must allow access to chip-internal 
scan and BIST, as well as board-level BIST capabilities. They must provide a flow of test information from chip to board to 
system. Ideally, they will provide a flow to embedded system test, enabling system built-in test based on reuse of scan-based 
test. 10. 19 

TAP MOOE: TOI 
TOO 
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TCK 

100010101 .. . 
000001000 .. . 
101000000 .. . 
101010101. .. 

SCAN MOOE: IIA SCAN I I DR SCAN I 
U1 

INSTRUCT: EXT EST 
BYPASS: OB 
INPUT: OOH 
OUTPUT A4H 

Figure 9. Scan-Path Management 
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Use of the Standard at Chip Level 

At chip level, the standard provides most benefit in its provision for a standard test access method (the TAP) which allows 
access to chip-internal test facilities in addition to the required boundary-scan test facilities. Such chip-internal test facilities 
include internal scan path, BIST, and built-in emulation and debug.5,7,8, 10, 17,20 

Chip-internal scan path involves the substitution of normal storage elements (latches and flip-flops) with scannable 
counterparts that can be serially interconnected for test purposes. In a full-scan approach, all such storage elements are 
replaced, and the circuit is thereby partitioned into blocks of combinational logic between parallel inputs and outputs of a 
simple shift register. Robust combinational ATPG algorithms can then be used for rigorous structural test of the chip logic. 
Partial scan implies the replacement of only selected storage elements. It is used in cases where chip area and performance 
cannot be traded-off for improved fault coverage. However, since not all storage elements are scanned, some sequential ATPG 
mqst be used. The failing of such ATPG to provide adequate fault coverage is the primary reason for adopting chip-internal 
scan in the first place.21 

BIST uses on-chip stimulus generators and response monitors to eliminate the need for any test generation. Most commonly 
it uses pseudo-random pattern generation and signature analysis (cyclic redundancy checking) implemented in linear-feedback 
shift-registers (LFSRs). In such cases, care must be taken that the circuit to be tested is not resistant to pseudo-random 
techniques. Where the circuit is not suitable for pseudo-random techniques, deterministic BIST methods are possible.22 

TOI TOO 

Figure 10. Boundary Scan Plus Internal Scan In Mixed-Signal Circuit 

Such features are often most powerful when used in combination. For instance, if boundary-scan and chip-internal scan path 
are both implemented so that they may be used simultaneously in a given IC, then static test application requirements can be 
reduced to only the four TAP signals, since the boundary-scan register can control/observe the primary inputs/outputs to the 
core logic (Figure 10).22 If internal scan path is combined with BIST, the BIST may be used for quick pass/fail testing while 
the internal scan is used for chip debug and failure diagnosis. Additionally, if a standard RUNBIST capability is provided, the 
end user may perform quick function testing while the IC is in-system.23 

Finally, boundary scan alone can reduce test access requirements to the TAP only. The same static functional vectors that would 
be applied by an expensive IC tester with many parallel channels can be applied through boundary scan (if INTEST capability 
is provided). Setup ofICs for parametric test can also be facilitated by boundary scan. And boundary scan can be used in hostile 
environments where physical access is difficult or impossible.S For mixed-signal ICs, inclusion of boundary scan can provide 
a very useful partitioning of analog and digital functions, allowing each to be tested independently (Figure 10).24 

To benefit from these capabilities, they must be designed into the chip. Several types of CAE tools can aid this process. Most 
such tools provide for some level of automation of internal (full or partial) scan, BIST, and boundary scan. The abstraction level 
at which these tools operate ranges from register-transfer level down to gate level, and the point of use ranges from 
pre-synthesis to post-synthesis (or schematic capture). In the area of internal scan insertion, the best tools will provide full scan 
insertion and partial scan insertion driven from chip area, performance, and test coverage constraints. They will also provide 
the combinational and/or sequential ATPG needed to capitalize on the scan path.6,12,21 
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Boundary-scan insertion tools are similarly varied. Capabilities to look for besides automated insertion of TAP and 
boundary-register are BSDL output, test pattern generation for standard-conformance checking and BSDL validation. Some 
tools use BSDL (or graphical entry) as an input, rather than an output, to the boundary-scan insertion process,18 

The need for validation ofBSDL and TAP integrity cannot be overstated since the entire test infrastructure is based upon proper 
operation of these components.4,17 Special attention should be given to TAP pin placement and to considerations for proper 
clocking of internal scan path relative to boundary-scan path.4,25 

Use of the Standard at System Level 

Finally, the standard can bring benefits to design at system level also. Such benefits are primarily derived from the ability for 
TAP-accessed tests to be reused at higher levels of product integration, from chip to board to system. 1 ,7 These capabilities may 
be used for system hardware debug and hardware/software integration while chips and boards are in their normal system 
configuration and operating environment. Since no physical access is required, use of "extender" cards, complex connectors, 
and large environmental control systems is not needed.5,7,8 

Figure 11. Multidrop System TAP 

Additionally, boundary scan and other TAP-accessed test facilities may be useful in meeting system design requirements for 
built-in test, field service test, and remote diagnostics. Clearly, in most such cases it is desirable to limit the expense and 
complexity of test equipment required. Boundary scan can facilitate this by limiting test access and control requirements to 
an inexpensive diagnostics port (the TAP).7,20 

Boundary-scannable bus interface devices can be useful in these applications, as well, by partitioning the system along 
field-replaceable unit (PCB) boundaries. Also, if the backplane interface of PCBs is scannable, then backplane connectivity 
and integrity testing can be performed. By using the previously mentioned pattern generation and signature analysis 
techniques, it is even possible to perform gross performance testing on the backplane,14 

One problem in the area of system implementation of TAP access is referred to as the multidrop problem (Figure 11). Since 
ID! and IDO are serial terminals, they must be daisy-chained in simple chains. This "ring" configuration presents a problem 
in backplane-oriented systems, since some boards may be removed, disabling the scan chain. An alternative, proposed by the 
standard, is the "star" configuration which allows ID! and IDO pins on PCBs to be bussed.3 However, since multiple TMS 
signals are required to prevent simultaneous scanning (and thereby contention on IDO bus) of PCBs, many backplane routing 
channels are required. Several alternative multidrop schemes, based on serial addressing techniques, have been proposed to 
alleviate this problem. The best of these techniques will enable multidrop routing of backplane signals, with minimal need for 
test reformatting and minimal impact on test application time,1.4,6,7,20,26 
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Conclusion 

We have discussed many benefits that are available to designers through use of the Test Access Port and Boundary-Scan 
Architecture. These benefits are primarily in the area of design verification and debug and are enabled by improved 
controllability and observability into circuits, and freedom from physical access constraints provided by boundary scan. While 
some effort is certainly required to derive such benefits, a suite of CAE tools that reduces such effort has been presented. 
Designers at all levels of product integration (chip, board, system) are encouraged to evaluate boundary scan for benefits that 
they and their companies may derive from its use. 
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he steady increase in memory densities used in microproces
sor-based systems has stretched functional test times, as large 
memories require time-consuming tests for adequate fault 
coverage. Moreover, using high-density ASICs with embedded 
memory limits physical test access. Wide buses and high bus 
fan out further complicate testing by limiting component fault 
isolation. Fortunately, the IEEE-1149.1 boundary-scan stan-

dard offers a solution to the problem of testing static memory. 
The boundary-scan standard was initially conceived to test board intercon

nections without the need for physical probing. The standard requires the 
inclusion of boundary-scan functions on ICs, and its success is evidenced by 
willingness of silicon vendors to add that capability to their new products. 
Boundary-scan devices available now include general microprocessors, digi
tal-signal processors, field-programmable gate arrays, ASIC libraries (stan
dard cell and gate arrays), and bus-interface components. 

Designers of microprocessor-based applications typically buffer the pro
cessor's address and data buses to solve electrical loading or isolation prob
lems. If the bus-interface parts are IEEE-1149.1 compatible, then boundary
scan functions can be used to test the memory. 

One technique uses boundary-scan instructions to scan in the address val
ue and the data value, set a memory strobe active to perform the memory ac
cess, and set the memory strobe inactive to complete the cycle. Because these 
mUltiple-scan steps must be done for each memory address, this technique is 
very scan-intensive and therefore very time consuming. For extremely large 
memory arrays, the process could require millions of IEEE-1149.1 scan oper
ations and take hundreds of minutes to perform. 

A better solution, which can speed up test execution time by a factor of 
hundreds, employs IEEE-1149.1-controlled built-in self-test (BIST) with off
the-shelf components or ASIC macros. With either method, the fault detec
tion and isolation provided by a given memory test will depend on the stimu
lus patterns used. To compare the two techniques, a 256-by-8-bit memory ar
ray and associated bus-interface and control logic was constructed (Fig. 1). 
This configuration allows for explicit read/write operations using the IEEE-
1149.1 Extest and Sample instructions. The IEEE-1149.1 components, which 
have a BIST capability controlled by boundary-scan methods, can also per
form the memory read/write operations. 

Two tests were run on the memory. The first explicitly scanned in the RAM 

TABLE 1: BOUNDARY SCAN VERSUS CONTROLlED BIST . 
array address, data, and strobe sig
nal; the second executed IEEE-
1149.1-controlled BIST, which gener
ated the address, data, and strobe 
signals automatically at the test 
clock (TCK) rate of 6.25 MHz. The 
boundary-scan technique solved the 
problem of direct physical access, 
but was time consuming (Table 1). 
The second test, however, clearly 
showed the advantage of IEEE-

Modi 

IEEE 1149.1 (Extesl&Sample) 
TIme 10 apply 
Scans 
PaIlemS 

IEEE 1149.1 (wilh BIST capability) 
TIme to apply 
Sea", 
Patterns 

Usee. 
512 
512 

O.011aec. 
7 

512 

1,000,000 

332.00 min. 
2,000,000 
2,000,000 

0.75 min. 
21,000 

2,000,000 
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1149.I-controlled BIST. That is, by 
using IEEE-1149.1-controlled BIST 
circuitry embedded within the func
tionallogic surrounding large mem
ory arrays, designers can closely em
ulate the actual functional charac
teristics and timing speeds of the 
memory being accessed. 

This article describes how to im
plement this solution using Texas In
struments Scope bus-interface com
ponents. These are off-the-shelf de
vices that offer the IEEE-1149.1-con
trolled BIST functionality needed to 
test static memory. The Scope de
vices also supply the electrical signal 
conditioning and buffering a design 
engineer would typically design 
around a microprocessor. 

GENERATING PATTERNS 
First, a few comments regarding 

deterministic and algorithmic pat
terns. Using algorithmically gener
ated patterns for memory-array 
tests is an accepted engineering 
practice commonly used in software
baSM built-in test (BIT) code. Deter
ministic patterns that can't be gener
ated with a BIST algorithmic circuit 
would require more memory to store 
the patterns than the memory array 
that's being tested. 

Various memory-testing algo
rithms are available. Each technique 
specializes in detecting and isolating 
particular memory faults. Once the 
engineer analyzes the memory fault 
classes and testing approaches appli
cable to a given design, the appropri
ate BIST structures can be integrat
ed into the processor, ASIC, or bus
interface components. 

The size of the memory array is im
portant in determining the desired 
width of the BIST structure bound
ing the address and data buses. An 
octal bus-interface component can 
generate only 256 unique patterns 
from its BIST circuit. So, if two 8-bit 
octals are used on a IS-bit bus, the 
BIST must be executed 256 times to 
cover a 64-kbit memory space. 

The Scope 8-bit octal bus interface 
components provide flexible, generic 
types of BIST structures that sup
port several memory-testing algo
rithms. The 8-bit biCMOS technolo
gy (BeT) devices have BIST struc
tures for pseudo-random pattern 
generation (PRPG), parallel signa-
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TABLE 2: SCAN SEQUENCE FOR PRPG 
ItIp TrpI DltiIClIlIIId Inlo dnIce Register acceuIIf 

1 IRscan READBN opccde Instruction 
2 CASCIn Initial seed (16 bits) Boundazy registlr 
3 IRscan SCANCN opccde Instruction 
4 DR scan b'01' (PRPG) Boundary control 
5 IRscan Runt opcode Instruction 
6 IRscan Bypass opcode Instruction 

ture analysis (PSA), concurrent 
PSA/PRPG, and Toggle/Sample. 
The 8-bit advanced biCMOS technol
ogy (ABT) versions have the same 
capabilities as the BCT parts, and 
add a Count-up (256 patterns) func
tion at the outputs. The 18- and 20-bit 
Widebus Scope bus interface compo
nents generate 256-kbit and I-Mbit 
unique patterns, respectively, in one 
BIST execution. These parts also 
have advanced BIST capabilities, in
cluding the Count-up function of the 
ABT devices. 

The example circuit uses the BCT 
octal bus interface components, so a 
review of their BIST functions is ap
propriate at this point. Specifically, 
the following descriptions of PRPG, 

IllS IranscelYer 

PSA, combined PSA/PRPG, and 
Toggle/Sample patterns apply to the 
BCT8240, BCT8244, BCT8245, 
BCT8373, and BCT8374. 

For PRPG, the patterns are gener
ated at the functional outputs. The 
user should select an initial seed val
ue and scan it into the boundary-scan 
register before performing the scan
ning sequence required to place the 
device into PRPG (Table 2). After the 
Instruction Register (IR) scan of 
step 5 is completed and the test ac
cess port (TAP) has entered the Run
Test/Idle state, the device outputs 
begin generating pseudo-random 
patterns. 

The timing relationship of these 
patterns to TCK and test mode select 

2~" IIIIIf 
(SN74BCT8Z45) RAM III1f (SIC748CT1244) 

181 1A1 DO AI 1Yt fAt 
11Z 1A2 01 Af 1V! 1A2 
183 1Aa 02 A2 m fA! 
184 1M D3 A! m 1M 
211 2A1 IJ.4 M zn 2A1 
21Z 2A2 05 AS m 2AZ 
Z83 ZA3 DI AS m !AS 
2B4 2M 07 A7 2Y4 2M 
DIR 
i WE 
TDO CS 1M! 

Yce 
Butler 

(SN74BCTS244) 

1At 1Y1 
1A2 1Y2 
1Aa m 
1M m 
2A1 2Y1 
2A2 2YZ 
2A3 m 
2M m 
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multiple input-pattern com

T1IS \ 
~ ____________________________ -JI 

binations produce the same 
final signature. If that hap
pens, certain memory data 
faults could be masked and 
thus go undetected. 

TAPsbtI ==x I1B11I8 X ~ ________ ~~~twmM~4m~ _______________ ~ 

('1 PRPG vmlw 

1YHY4 X 
(~I fU WMfoml 

1A1·2A4 -----------------X 
(el CombIned PSMRPG mel 01111 

Simple X IaN" X Saa!f. 

The PSA mode would typ
icany be used when verify
ing the validity of known 
data previously written to a 
block of memory. Using the 
I6-bit PSA function of a 

PJ!4 
Scope octal device reduces 
the chance of aliasing. X X X PItt PJ!! ran 1YHY4 X'-__ ---'-AJ-____ --' 

1A1·2A4 X II!!!p!! X Sag!! X g"", 
('1 ToggII/sIm,1e metana 

1Y1·2Y4 

1A1·2A4 

X hit ___ -JX~ ____ ~~ __ ~ lijti X Patt X 

As noted, the Scope octals 
can also combine PRPG and 
PSA operations. In this 
mode, the devices simulta
neously generate pseudo
random patterns on the out
puts while compressing a 
signature on the inputs. The 
IEEE-1l49.1 scan opera
tions needed to set up a de

X I!!!ll X ~ X SIIlj!t 

1 2. THIS tlmiDI iiqrlDl shows the relationship between the IEEE-1149.1 alpals-TeK, TMS, and 
TAP state-anci the different types of teat data slIDals that can be used to test the memory. 

(TMS) is given in Figure 2a. The 
Scope octal's outputs change value 
after the falling edge of TCK while 
the TAP is in Run-Testlldle and the 
current instruction register is loaded 
with the instruction Runt. 

All Scope octals use an internal 16-
bit linear feedback shift register 
(LFSR) for PRPG. The devices must 
receive a total of 65,535 TCKs in or
der to generate every sequence com
bination of 8-bit (octal) output val
ues. The sequence of these values is 
pseudo-random, based on the initial 
seed value written into the bound
ary-scan register. The seed can be 
any value between xOOOI and 
xFFFF. A seed of xOOOO causes the 

Ii' LFSR to remain at xOOOO. After 
65,535 TCKs, the output pattern se
quence begins to repeat. 

The I6-bit PRPG function can be 
used to generate input patterns for 
the data bus when performing mem
ory write operations. This function 
would not normally be used for gen
erating address patterns because it 
would take more than 256 TCKs to 
. ensure that al1256 memory locations 
were accessed. 

USINGPSA 
When the PSA function is used, 

data appearing on the eight function
al data inputs is compressed into a 
I6-bit signature. As with PRPG, an 
initial seed value must be scanned 

into the boundary-scan register be
fore the scanning sequence required 
to place the device into PSA is per
formed (Table 3). The compression 
occurs after the IR scan of step 5 is 
completed and the TAP enters the 
Run-TestlIdle state. 

The timing relationship of the data 
sampling to TCK is shown in Figure 
2b. The A-inputs of the Scope octal 
devices are sampled on the rising 
edge of TCK, while the TAP is in 
Run-Test/Idle and the current in
struction register is loaded with the 
instruction Runt. 

The PSA function uses the 16-bit 
LFSR to generate the 16-bit signa
ture, based on the initial seed value 
loaded in the boundary-scan regis
ter. The I6-bit seed can be any value 
between xOOOO and xFFFF. The seed 
value chosen will affect the validity 
of the signature and the detection of 
faulty patterns. Therefore, the engi
neer should carefully study the na
ture of the LFSR's signature analy
sis in order to understand aliasing 
conditions. Aliasing occurs when 

vice for combined PSA/PRPG opera
tion are similar to those for the PSA 
mode (Table 3, again). One differ
ence is that the I6-bit seed value is 
split into two 8-bit seeds, one for 
PRPG and the other for PSA (step 2). 
In addition, the boundary-control 
register should be loaded wi th a b' 11' 
value (step 4). After the IR scan of 
step 5 is completed and the TAP en
ters the Run-Test/Idle state, the oc
tal's outputs begin generating 
PRPG patterns and the inputs are 
compressed. The timing relationship 
of these operations to TCK is shown 
in Figure 2c. 

Because the two 8-bit seeds split 
the 16-bit LFSR, only 255 TCKs are 
required to generate every PRPG 
output value, and the device gener
ates only an 8-bit PSA signature. Af
ter 255 TCKs, the output PRPG se
quence repeats itself. Because of the 
nature of an LFSR, the eight outputs 
will never be all zeros. Because only 
8 bits of the LFSR are used for PSA, 
the possibility for aliasing increases. 
Consequently, the 8-bit PRPG func-

TABLE 3: SCAN SEQUENCE"fOR"PSA" , ." ". 
IIIp T,PI DIU IClnntd Inlo device Reglsltr ICCeIMIII 

1 IRscan READBN opcode InslnJction 
2 DRlCln Initial seed (16 bits) Boundary Register 
3 IRscan SCANCN opcode Instruction 
4 DR scan b·l0'(PSA) BounclaryControl 
5 IRICIn Runtopcode Instruction 
e IRICIn READBN opcode instruction 
7 DR scan Resulting signltufI BoIIIdaty RegisIIr 
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tion could be used r-----------------------------------, 
to produce memory DII-15 addresses, since 
255 address values 

1 ... 4l----l~~1 A Transcel'l8l' 

can be generated 
within 255 TCKs. 
But the S-bit PSA 
function would not 
be recommended 

, for sampling memo 
ory data because of 
the greater possi· 
bility of aliasing. 

In the Toggle/ 
Sample mode, the 
octal device gener· 
ates a toggle pat· 
tern at the function· 
al outputs while the 
inputs are sampled. 
Once again, the 
scan operations 
used to set up the 
octal for Toggle/ 
Sample mode are 
similar to those for 
PSA setup. Two S
bit seeds are en· 
tered (step 2). The 
first is the initial 
value of the toggle 
pattern at the out· 
puts, and the sec-

Vee 

IIfIIr 
A (1CTI244) 

ond isn't used. To 18 

(BCTI245) 
DIR 
Ei 

18 

81f111' Y 
(BCTI244) 

ZO· 

A Iltler Y 

1G 
(ICTI244) 

2Q 

8D0I-15 

.... -f-+-l~ Data 

........ ~ Adtas 1=-4 
Ci 
Riii 

Ci 
Riii 

configure the octal 2Q Y 

for this BIST func- L _____ ~-======yJ_~~~j~~.~S~TR~I~=_=__=__=__=__~=__=_=__=__~~~~-_~-_~ ____ ___:~ 
tion, the boundary 
control register 13. IN THE EXAMPLE TEST CIRCUIT, several bUHDterrace deviees partition theUdreu ancldata 
should be loaded buses to raclUtate boundarJICaD around the mieroproeessor. 
with a b'OO' value 
(step 4). As in the other modes, the 
octal's outputs begin to toggle after 
the IR scan of step 5 is completed and 
the TAP enters the Run·Test/Idle 
state. 

The timing relationship of these 
pat.terns to TCK is shown in Figure 
2d. The outputs of the Scope octal 
change value after the falling edge 
of TCK, and the TAP is in Run·Test/ 
Idle and the current instruction reg· 
ister is loaded with the instruction 
Runt. The toggling output function 
could also be used for generating 

and a Hi·bit data bus, as well as readl 
write (R/W) and address strobe 
(STIrn) control signals. The Scope 
octal devices partition the address 
and data buses to facilitate boundary 
scan around the microprocessor. 
Specifically, UI and U2 (BCT8244 
types) buffer the microprocessor's 
address bus, and Uaand U4 (BCT8245 
types) are transceivers on the micra. 
processor's data bus. Ue (a BCT8244) 

TABLE 4: MEMORY MAP 
-ANO-AOORESS-OECOOER-

memory data input patterns, such as Addms range 
551 AA, FF 100, and so on. IAoa·BA15 Memory .. ltctecI 

An example circuit consists of a 1--OQOO.3F..::.........:FF=---+--No-I-de-fin-ed----f 

generic microprocessor, a static 400()..1FFF RAM array (10 be 1esIed) 

RAM array, two PALs, and several e@FFFF Nolddlned 

Scope octal ICs (Fig. 3). The micro- ISRAMCS = ((!eA1S& BA14 & BSTRB) I (leA1S& 
processor has a I6-bit address bus BA14&TSTCS» 

A-40 

buffers the processor's R/W signal 
and other control signals. 

For simplicity, the example circuit 
doesn't detail the data· transfer ack· 
nowledgement logic. The signal Ha is 
the microprocessor's functional 
clock, from which all functional 
read/writes are timed (Fig. 4). 

The circuit's memory map and ad· 
dress decoder equation, including 
the buffered upper address lines, 
B~}4' and BA16' are defined in Table 
4. To select the memory resource to 
be tested by the BIST function, BA14 
and BA15 must be controlled properly 
to generate the necessary chip sa. 
leet. The 201.8 PAL, U , generates a 
chi! select to the RAM array, 
SR Les. 

The lo~c equation generating 
SRA~ has two product terms 



(P-Terms). The first 
generates the "func
tional operation" chip 
select; the second sup
ports IEEE-1l49.1 
BIST testing. When 
BAI~ is a logic 0 and 
MitniS a logic 1 and 

is a l~dk the 
output SRA is a 
logic O. This enables the 
RAM array (via the 
chip-select pin). 

The second term is 
logically ORed with the 
first and supports the 
BIST operation. U1 (the 
octal that buffers the 
upper address bus) 
must be loaded with the 
Extest instruction and 

Riii J 
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1.(8 .. 15) ~ VIlli! X'--________ _ 

0(8 •• 15) - - - - - - - -C)- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I 

Riii \~ ___________________ -JI 

1.(1 .. 15) ~ ______ ----:MI:=::"' ___ -JX~ __ _ 

D(8 .. 15) - - - - - - - - - - <'-___ -.:.:VII:::I.~ ____ > - - - - - - -

PAL needs to know 
when the Runt instruc
tion is loaded in to the oc
tals. A scannable sig
nal, Memtest, is used to 
accomplish this. Us, a 
BCI'8244 octal buffer, 
drives this signal. 

The equation for 
iresLCSis: 
TesLCS = (Memtest • 
Runtest • Tm{) 

Software performing 
the IEEE-1149.1 scan 
M:erations must set the 

emtest signal low at 
the same time that the 
Runt instruction is load
ed into the octals per
forming PRPG and 
PSA. 

must drive the upper ad- 14. THE READIWRITE WAVEFORMS for the example cirewt 
dress JineS~d§ The ahow the relationship between the microprocessor', functional dock. 
output SR is a HI' and the appropriate slenal!. 

The designer must be 
able to shut off the mi
croprocessor or hold it 
in a reset state while the logic 0 when BAl6 is a 

logic gg BAlt is a logic 1, and 
TesL is a ogic O. The lower ad
dress lines, BAao-m, are driven by 
U2's PRPG BIST circuit. 

The 16R4 PAL, U~ generates the 
TesLCS signal at the appropriate 
time to allow the IEEE-1149.1 BIST 
functions to time properly with the 
RAM circuitry. This device holds 
three logic compOnents. 

The first logic component has two 
inputs-TCK and TMS. The TMS sig
nal is sampled on every rising edge 
of TCK, just as in other IEEE-1149.1 
devices. By sampling TMS, the PAL 
logic can monitor the TAP state of 
the IEEE-1149.1 scan bus. The TAP 
has 16 possible states, encoded into 

four outputs defined as TAPD-TAPa 
(Table5). 

The PAL's second logic compo
Rent generates the output signal 

untest. This signal is asserted (log
ic 0) whenever the TAP is in the Run
Test/Idle state. This signal, which 
indicates when the TAP is in Run
Testlldle state, is important. When 
the TAP is in this state and the octal 
is loaded with the Runt instruction, 
the BISTcircuitry generates pseudo
random patterns or compresses a 
PSA signature. 

The third logic component actually 
generates the Test_CS signal. 
While the octals are performing the 
BIST in the Run-Testlldle state, this 

TABLE 5: DEVICE U5 TAP STATE DEfiNITION 
0Itput 

TAPa TAPz TAP1 TAPa TAP Stitt 

1 1 1 1 Strap 
1 1 0 0 Run·Test/1die 
0 1 1 1 Select_OR 
0 1 0 0 Selecl_IR 
0 1 1 0 capture_OR 
0 0 1 0 Shift_OR 
0 0 0 1 Exit,_OR 
0 0 1 1 Pause_OR 
0 0 0 0 Exlt2_0R 
0 1 0 1 Update_OR 
1 1 1 0 Capture_IR 
1 0 1 0 Shift_IR 
1 0 0 1 ExIt,_IR 
1 0 1 1 PauSI_1R 
1 0 0 0 Exlt2_IR 
1 1 0 1 Updatl_1R 

lRUNTEST - (TAP3• TAP, • !TAP, • !TAPo) 

test is executing. Thus, the proces
sor should be controllable via an 
IEEE-1149.1 scannable register. Ta
ble 6 defines the scan operations re
quired to perform BIST memory 
writes to RAM addresses 4001-40FF, 
using pseudo-code to generate both 
the address and data patterns. De
vice U:z generates pseudo-random ad
dresses on signals BA()(H)7' and de
vices Ua and U. generate pseudo-ran
dom data on signals BDOO-15 (Table 6). 

The following steps execute the 
BIST memory write operation: 

Step 1 loads all Scope octals with a 
READBN instruction, which allows 
access to the octal boundary-scan 
register (BSR) while the octals re
main in their functional mode. 

Step 2 involves a Data Register 
scan that initializes the BSRs of each 
octal device. U I (BA08-IJ is set up 
with the desired RAM memory ad
dress and U2 (BAOO-07) is loaded with a 
PRPG seed value. Both U3 (BD~IJ 
and U-4 (BDOO-07) are loaded with a 
PRPG seed value. Us is set up with 
the Memtest signal asserted (logic 
0), and the read/write-signal (BR/W) 
logic level selecting a write Oogic 0) 
operation. 

Step 3 is an Instruction Register 
scan that loads the octals U2, U:y and 
U. with the SCANCN instruction. 
This instruction allows access to the 
boundary control register (HCR). U 1 
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PSAlPRPG 
11 

PSAlPRPG 
11 

PSAlPRPG 
11 

LFSRseed LFSR seed LFSR seed 
(set direction" _ B) 

Bypass 
o 

and Us are loaded with the Bypass cute the memory read operation: with the Bypass instruction. 
instruction. Step 1 loads the octals with the Step.4 is a Data Register scan that 

Step 4 is a Data Register scan that READBN instruction, which allows loads the U2, U3, and U4 boundary 
loads the Uz' Us' and U{ BCRs with access to the octal BSR while the oc- control register with the PSA/PRPG 
the PSA/PRPG code (11). tals remain in their functional mode. code (11) and PSA code (10). 

Step 5 is an Instruction Register Step 2 is a Data Register scan that Step 5 is an Instruction Register 
scan that loads U2, Us, and U4 with initializes the Scope octals' BSRs. U1 scan that loads U2, U3, and U4 with 
the Runt instruction and loads Ul (BAIlS-IS> is set up with the desired the Runt instruction and loads Ul 
and Us with the Extest instruction. RAM memory address and U. (BAro- and lb with the Extest instruction. 
Extest allows the previously loaded 07) is loaded with a PRPG seed value. The .t;xtest instruction allows the 
values for BA, BR/W, and Memtest Both Ua (BD08- s> and U (BDOO-07) are previously loaded values for BA()8.1S' 
to be asserted when the TAP enters loaded with a ~SA see~ value. U5 is BR/W, and Memtest to be asserted 
the Update-IR state. When the TAP set up with the Memtest signal as- when the TAP enters the Update-IR 
enters the Runtest/Idle state, U2, Us' serted (logic 0), and the read/write state. When the TAP enters the Run
and U ~ begin generating PRPG pat- signal BR/W logic level selects read test/Idle state, U 2 begins generating 
terns (Fig. 5). (logic 1). PRPG patterns and U3 and U4 begin 

Step 6 is an Instruction Register Step 3 is an Instruction Register compressing a signature. 
scan that puts the octals into their scan that loads octals U2, U3, and U4 Step 6 is an Instruction Register 
functional mode. It also deasserts with the SCANCN instruction, per- scan that puts the octals into func
Us's Memtest signal (logic I), pre- mitting access to the boundary con- tional mode. It also deasserts octal 
venting TesLCS from being gener- trol register. Uland U 5 are loaded device Us's Memtest signal (logic 1), 
ated when the Runtestl .------------------------------, 
Idle state is reentered. 

Step 7is a Data Register Tel 
scan that sets up the mem- TM! 
ory write operation for the e • ---' 
next block of memory. TAP &tIII::::X UOijt IR x~ ____ --!!Rii!!!.!!II-:!!tHtI1d!!J!!!!Ie!.._ ____ :::::=::x:::iiili 

Similarly, the scan oper- 1AI ..... 71 ___ -'x'_==~Pat:l~!I~'~;;;:==:X~::Pp!~z~:x::::riiL:=~~::::x hl2H 
ations needed for memory x,.. • e ------read operations read from BA(1I .. 151 ___ -'. "'. __ V1u:"u·.!!.I-'w1DQ8OO1_l..-________ e e ------
RAM addresses 400 1- ID(OI .. I7I ___ -'X"' ____ Pt1!W!.II. .. !.Jl~ ____ X'___!.Pa.l.!.IZL...._>e::liiI::: ::X,---~""~21 __ _ 

40FF. Uz generates pseu- lD(aa .. 151 ___ ..JX'__---IPl!!.IIWlr"u.1 ___ ~X'_---1P1!.lLL.~ _x::::tiL:: ::X'--"""PJt"""'N~--
do-random addresses on 
address bus signals BAm. 
07' and devices Us and iJ4 
compress a signature from 
data bus signals BDOO-15 

I •• 

SIWIUS 

,"' __________________________________________ ee ______________ _ 

.e~ 

IDAI.I ---...... , ~n _________ ~_~ ________________________________________ .e ______________ _ 

ffable~. ~~~~~~~~~=_----------------------------~ 
Th~ fol~owing steps are .5. THE BIST-GENERATE~ PRPG patterns for memol1 write operations are mated after Ult 

requll"ed 10 order to exe- Ua. and U. are)oadecl with the RuntlDstruetion. and the TAP enten the RuD1eltlI~eltate. 
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.. ~ PRPG, I6-bit PRPG, Tog

TIS •• --.1 

gle, and Binary Count-up . 
The parts allow for reading 
BIST data from a block of 
memory by using I6-bit PSA 
data compression. TAPIIa!. =::x'--....lI~ZDl..:I!!l.l.-.Jx"--____ ...:.:Ru~.-!nt1=d~I' _____ : :~ 

IA(OU1) ___ ..JX,-__ P!!I!~rI.:..:l:""-__ -JX,,--..... PI!.c.2=--_>C:liI:: :::x P11255 The use of 8-bit PRPG for 
address generation has a mi
nor weakness in that it does 
not include address 00. De
signers can ignore this 
shortcoming or do a sepa
rate boundary-scan proce
dure for address 00 in each 

IA(DUS) X "·f1PM •• _____ _ 

BD(CU7} - - - - - - - - - - - - CI:> - - CD - - CD -•• - <:B[) - - - - -

10(08 .. 15) - - - - - - - - - - - - CJ:> - - <::I:> - - CD -•• - <iC> - - - - -
IlI111tut 
SIWtCS 

,"---------------_ .. _-----.. ~ 
MM ::::~~~~7~---------------.. memory block tested. The 

Binary Count-up algorithm 

•
6. THE BIST-GENERATED waveforms for memorJ read operations are treated after the Data 
Register scan that reads the signature rrom octals Us and U. 

accesses every address in 
the memory block. 

One type of fault not fully 

preventing Test_CS from being 
generated when the RuntestlIdle 
state is reentered. 

Step" is a Data Register scan that 
reads the signature from octals U3 
and U ,. In adition, it sets up the mem
ory read operation for the next block 
of memory. 

The BIST-generated waveforms 
for the memory read operation are 
shown in Figure 6. 

The designer can repeat these pro
cedures to access other locations in 
the RAM array by changing the val
ue of Ul's boundary-scan register 
output SIgnals, BA08-13' Because UJ 
operates in the Extest mode, soft
ware has to increment and scan out 
each of these addresses. 

During Read cycles, the data bus, 
BDoo-l5' becomes valid during the as-

~~'1 

2. Oft 

4. DR Brpass 
0 

7. DR 

sertion of SRAM_CS (after the 
RAM access time). The bus is sam
pled by devices U3 and U~ on the ris
ing edge of TCK, which is when 
SRA~CS is being de asserted. The 
address bus changes value after the 
falling edge of TCK (after the propa
gation time, TCK-to-Q valid). The cal
culation of the minimum TCK period 
must consider the address setup 
time, RAM access time, and the octal 
data setup and hold times. 

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 
The 8-bit Scope octals offer two 

practical patterns for generating 
BIST addresses to a block of memo
ry: 8-bit PRPG and Binary Count-up 
(for ABT parts only). The devices 
also supply four ways of writing 
data to a block of memory: 8-bit 

~Ae7 BDorlD1I 
UJ 

LFSRseed 

covered by PRPG, or by one 
pass of any data pattern, is a single 
stuck bit in a memory cell. To guar
antee detection of this fault, the test 
must write and read back a data pat
tern and its complement on two 
successive BIST executions. Only 
the Toggle algorithm can do this. 
The other data patterns require 
many more BIST operations. 

Regardless of the address and 
data patterns used, all BIST memory 
blocks are read back using I6-bit 
PSA data compression. If the data 
patterns created a unique signature 
for each data byte within all the 
memory blocks, the tests should de
tect the general area and lor type of 
error. For example, if an error oc
curs in the same byte of every block, 
a data line probably has a short or an 
open. If all the bytes in a memory 

IDoo·BDo7 
U. 

LFSRIIed BR/W ... 1 
(set direction B _ A) 

Memtest-O 

PSA PSA Bypass 
10 10 0 

Read Reed 
lignahn slgnalure 

(and 10Id next LFSR seed) 
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block are in error, an address line 
may have a problem. If only one byte 
in a block has a error, a memory cell 
may be bad, especially if complemen
tary data does not cause an error. 

Once the general area or type of 
error is known, the designer can 
write a simple program using TI's 
Asset boundary-sean development 
tools that will read and write to any 
selected address. Using various ad
dresses and data patterns, this pro
gram can help determine the exact 
location of the problem. 

For larger memory arrays, the Wi
debus interface parts can be used. 
These parts allow a larger block of 
data (up to 65,536 addresses) to be 
tested in one BIST execution. Also, 
one device can generate or read two 
data bytes. Although this capability 
increases test speed, it reduces reso
lution in locating a particular fault. 

The techniques discussed in this 
article are for testing of static de
vices (RAM, ROM, EPROM, etc.). 
However, with some minor changes 
depending on the type of device be
ing tested, similar methods can be 
used to test dynamic RAMs. The 
main consideration is the refresh cy
cle time required by the DRAM. One 
alternative is to make the BIST for 
each memory block short enough 
that a burst refresh before and after 
each BIST can keep the memory re
freshed. Another technique is to de
sign the address generator part of 
the BIST circuit so that it is tied to all 
the DRAM row-address lines. Then 
the DRAM will be refreshed auto
matically while the BIST is running. 
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Abstract 

This paper presents a design-for-test (DFT) analysis of a buffered synchronous dynamic random-access memory 
(SDRAM) dual in-line memory module (DIMM). The analysis is restricted to board-level manufacturing faults. The test 
problem is described, alternate test methods are suggested, anda comparative study is presented contrasting aDFTapproach
including boundary-scan test - versus a non-DFT approach. 

Keywords: boundary scan, design-for-test, DFT, DIMM, DRAM, IEEE Std 1149.1, in-circuit, JTAG, memory, module, 
SDRAM, test. 

Figure 1. Subject Module (1/2X) 

1. Introduction 

The high quality of electronic systems being demanded by business and private consumers today is driving the growing 
importance that manufacturers are placing on testing as a whole. Ever-increasing miniaturization and complexity of 
very-large-scale integration (VLSI) integrated circuits (ICs) and systems are, in turn, leading to escalating difficulties faced 
by board/module manufacturers in using conventional test methods for their testing needs. The advent of new assembly 
technologies like fine-pitch surface-mount technology (SMT), multichip modules (MCMs), tape-automated bonding (TAB), 
and chip-on-board (COB) have complicated matters further. 

Due to such advances, not only has it become difficult to gain physical access to probe printed-wiring-board (PWB) traces, 
but it has also become impractical to continue with conventional test development. With increased IC and module complexity, 
the high costs involved with developing test programs are recurring, as standard test programs that could be reused several 
times in the past, now need to be generated with a specific application in mind, due to the application-specific nature of ICs. 
Therefore, to maintain quality of products and increase competitive advantage while remaining economically viable, new and 
evolving system-level test methodologies aimed at improving overall testability must be adopted. This paper will demonstrate 
the applicability of such methods to a buffered SDRAM DIMM. 

2. Module Construction 

The analysis to be presented in this paper is based on a 200-pin, 2-bank x 2M x 72, buffered SDRAM DIMM designed at Texas 
Instruments (TI) according to JEDEC Standard 21-C. Figure 1 shows the subject module at half-size magnification. As shown, 
the module is a double-sided assembly that uses a high degree of miniaturization for both components and assembly. 
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The fundamental elements of the buffered SDRAM DIMM are a laminate substrate with dual-in-line edge contacts, a 
high-speed buffered register IC, a phase-locked-loop (PLL) clock distribution IC, several SDRAM ICs, as well as several 
capacitor and resistor components. Table 1 provides a summary of the module construction. As can be ascertained from this 
summary, all components, including passives as well as ICs, are of the fine-pitch surface-mount type. 

Table 1. Summary of Module Construction 

PWB 

Finished size: 1.15 in. x 6.05 in. x 0.05 in; finished cost: $10 

Substrate: glass-base epoxy resin, flame retardant (FR4) - 6 layers; edge: 200 pin, gold plate 

Wiring: copper/entek plus, size 4 mil, pitch 10 mil; vias: size 12 mil, pitch 50 mil 

ICs DESCRIPTION NO. PART NO. 
COST $ 

PACKAGE 
LEAD 

UNIT EXT'ED PITCH 

SORAM 2Mx8 18 TMS626802 30.00 540.00 44-pin TSOP 0.80mm 

Buffered register 20 bit 1 ALVCH162721 5.00 5.00 56-pin TSSOP 0.50mm 

Clock driver 1-to-12 PLL 1 COC2586 6.00 6.00 52-pin TQFP 0.65mm 

PO buffer 8 bit 1 LVC244 1.00 1.00 20-pin TSSOP 0.65 mm 

PASSIVES NO. 
COST $ 

PACKAGE PITCH 
UNIT EXT'ED 

Shunt/tie-off resistors (0, 10) 8, 72 0.01 0.80 0603 50 mil 

Bypass capacitors (0.001, 0.1) 24,24 0.03 1.44 0603 50 mil 

In the dual-bank architecture of the subject module, nine SDRAM ICs are placed on each side of the PWB. The clock driver 
and related passives are placed on one side of the board, while the register and buffer, along with associated passives, are placed 
on the other side of the board. 

As noted in the construction summary, the PWB was constructed in six layers. The two outer layers were used for the data I/O 
and address/control buses. One inner layer was used for the clock signal routing, while another was used for routing register 
outputs to receiving SDRAMs on the back side. Finally, the remaining two layers were used for power (V cc) and ground planes. 

3. Module Function 

The function of the subject SDRAM DIMM is shown in the block diagram of Figure 2. All address (12) and control (8) lines 
to the SDRAM devices are buffered and retimed through the 20-bit register. Data inlout signals are driven directly to/from the 
card edge via 10-ohm series damping resistors. External damping resistors are avoided on the address, clocks, and controls 
through the use of ICs that integrate such resistors. The single clock driver supplies buffered, phase-controlled clock signals 
to the register, as well as all SDRAM devices. The octal buffer sources the buffered presence-detect outputs, which provide 
configuration information about the DIMM. The output enable for this buffer is controlled by the presence-detect enable 
(PDE) signal. 
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Figure 2. Module Block Diagram 

4. Taxonomy of Defects 

The causes for defects in a module can broadly be classified into process defects and random point defects. Process defects 
can result from high or abnormal variation in processing, such as in solder paste thickness, wiper pitch, etc., while point defects 
may result from particulate or other contamination. 

Some defects that occur during the assembly process are commonly caused by manufacturing errors, such as the use of wrong 
components or missing components. Defects introduced during module assembly can also result from manufacturing 
processes, such as incorrect or insufficient paste, incorrect component placement, cold solder, solder splashes, contamination, 
or process damage. These may also be caused by use of defective or faulty components in the form of broken or improper leads, 
mislabeled parts or wrong values, or cracked components. 

Regardless of their root cause, such defects can result in improper operation/function of the assembly. Therefore, testing is 
necessary to verify proper module function, to identify defects in faulty assemblies for rework and repair, as well as to eliminate 
sources of defects in the process. 

A specific manifestation of a defect in an assembly is referred to as an assembly fault. These can be broadly grouped into gross 
and marginal classes. Marginal assembly faults are parametric in nature and deal with electrical characteristics of circuits like 
threshold, bias, and leakage currents and voltages. Delay faults can be classified as such. Gross assembly faults can be divided 
into interconnect faults, which include shorts and opens, and placement faults, which are caused by wrong component 
orientation or wrong part in socket. 
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Table 2. Node/Solder-Joint Matrix With Card-Edge and In-Circuit Test Fault Classification 

SIGNAL NODES NO. ASSOCIATED NO. DESCRIPTION 
SOLDER JOINTS 

Edge ~ Reg(addr) 12 Reg-I(addr) 12 Module Address Inputs 

Edge ~ Reg(cas) 1 Reg-I (cas) 1 
Module Column-

Address Strobe Input 

Edge ~ Reg(cke) 2 Reg-I(cke) 2 
Module Clock Enable Inputs 

1 per bank 

Edge ~ Reg(dqm) 1 Reg-I(dqm) 1 
Module Data/ 

Output Mask Enable Input 

Edge ~ Reg(ras) 1 Reg-I(ras) 1 Module Row-Address Strobe Input 

Edge ~ Reg(s) 2 Reg-I(s) 2 
Module Chip Select Inputs 

1 per bank 

Edge ~ Reg(w) 1 Reg-I(w) 1 Module Write Enable Input 

Edge ~ CDC(clk) 1 CDC-I(clkin) 1 Module System Clock Input 

Edge ~ Suf(pde) 1 Suf-I(pde) 2 
Module Presence 

Detect Enable Input 

Shunt-head(id) 
Edge ~ Shunt(id) 3 3 Module Identification Output 

Shunt-tail(id) 

Edge H Shunt(in/out) 2 
Shunt-head(in/out) 

1 
Module Physical Presence 

Shunt-tail(in/out) Detect Input/Output 

Edge H SDRAM(dq): 72 Resistor-head 72 Module Data Input/Data Output 

Edge H Resistor 72 Resistor-tail 72 All SDRAM II0s are driven 
through 10-ohm resistors 

Resistor H SDRAM(dq) 72 SDRAM-I/O(dq) 144 to/from card edge 

Module Logical Presence 
Edge 8 Suf-O(pd) 4 

Detect Outputs 

Reg-O(addr) 12 
Reg ~ SDRAM(addr) 12 SDRAM Address 

SDRAM-I(addr) 216 

Reg-O(cas) 1 
Reg ~ SDRAM(cas) 1 SDRAM Column-Address Strobe 

SDRAM-I(cas) 18 

Reg-O(cke) 2 SDRAM Clock Enable Reg ~ SDRAM(cke) 2 
1 per bank SDRAM-I(cke) 18 

Reg-O(dqm) 1 
Reg ~ SDRAM(dqm) 1 SDRAM Data/Output Mask Enable 

SDRAM-I(dqm) 18 

Reg-O(ras) 1 
Reg ~ SDRAM(ras) 1 SDRAM Row-Address Strobe 

SDRAM-I(ras) 18 

Reg-O(s) 2 SDRAM Chip Select Reg ~ SDRAM(s) 2 
SDRAM-I(s) 18 1 per bank 

Reg-O(w) 1 
Reg ~ SDRAM(w) 1 SDRAM Write Enable 

SDRAM-I(w) 18 

nlc = not considered; nlf = no fault 
t noise injected onto open inputs may cause intermittent/unexpected results 
:I: assuming 100% node coverage 
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Table 2. Node/Solder-Joint Matrix With Card-Edge and In-Circuit Test Fault ClassifIcation (Continued) 

SIGNAL NODES NO. 
ASSOCIATED 

NO. DESCRIPTION SOLDER JOINTS 

CDC-O(clk) 9 
CDC -1 SDRAM(clk) 9 SDRAM System Clock 

SDRAM-I(clk) 18 

CDC-O(clk) 
CDC -1 Reg(clk) 1 1 Register System Clock 

Reg-I(clk) 

CDC-O(fb) 
CDC -1 CDC(fb) 1 1 CDC External Feedback 

CDC-I(fb) 

Buf-J(pd) 
Buffer Input 

Buf ~ Shunt(pd-I) 4 Shunt-head(pd) 4 (Presence Detect) 

Shunt-tail(pd) 
Tie-offs 

OTHER 
SOLDER JOINTS 

Reg-I (clken) 1 Reg Clock Enable (to be low) 

Reg-I(NC) 1 Reg No-Connect (to be low) 

Reg-I(oe) 1 Reg Output Enable (to be low) 

CDC-I(clr) 1 CDC Clear (to be low) 

CDC-I(NC) 1 CDC No-Connect (to be low) 

CDC-I(oe) 1 CDC Output Enable (to be low) 

CDC-I(sel) 2 CDC Select (to be low) 

CDC-I (test) 1 CDC Test (to be low) 

SDRAM-I(NC) 90 SDRAM No-Connect (to be low) 

Buf-I(pd) 4 
Buf Input 

(Presence Detect - to be low) 

Reg-Power 12 Register Vcc/GND 

CDC-Power 32 CDC VcclGND 

SDRAM-Power 216 SDRAM VcclGND 

Buf-Power 2 Buffer Vcc/GND 

Cap-head 
48 Bypass Capacitors 

Cap-tail 

TOTAL 
214 

TOTAL 
1175 

SIGNAL NODES SOLDER JOINTS 

n/c = not considered; nlf = no fault 
t noise injected onto open inputs may cause intermittent/unexpected results 
; assuming 100% node coverage 

CLASSIFICATION OF >-
SOLDER JOINT FAULTS ... 

:::; 
CARD-EDGE 

ICT 
... § 

(NO OFT) Q~ 
w 

SS/ ss/ sol sol 0 
50* 0 

L H Lt Ht c:t 

fX" fX" iC' 
fX" fX" b/c 

fX'" fX'" iX'" 

fX fX fX fX 
iC' 

I--- b 
iD 

iC' 
fX fX fX fX I-"-- b 

iC 

iB' d 

tw tw tw fW iT 

iT x 

n/f fX nlf fX iD x 

nlf nlf n/f nlf nlf x 

n/f fX nlf fX is x 

nlf n/f n/tt nlft n/tt x 

nlf nlf nlf n/f nlf x 

nlf fX nlf fX is x 

n/f fY nlf fY iY x 

nlf fZ nlf fZ iZ x 

n/f nlf nlf nlf nlf x 

nlf tw' nlf tw' is x 

n/c n/c n/c n/c n/c x 

n/c n/c n/c n/c n/c x 

n/c n/c n/c n/c n/c x 

n/c n/c n/c n/c n/c x 

n/c n/c n/c n/c n/c x 

Because of its construction, the module typically is subject to such manufacturing defects and consequent assembly faults. As 
the majority of defects in fine-pitch surface-mount assemblies, especially those associated with process rather than human 
error, directly affect solder joints, the analysis presented in this paper addresses that issue. Columns 1 to 5 of Table 2 enumerate 
the signal nodes, their associated solder joints, and other solder joints (those associated with Vcc/GND nodes) in the module. 
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5. Fault Models 

For faults to be modeled or simulated - for coverage and diagnostic analysis among other purposes - they must be represented 
mathematically by abstraction through a logical model. Such logical models are called fault models. They constitute a basic 
set of assumptions that represent such faults. By such abstraction, the problem of modeling physical faults is reduced to a logical 
level that can represent the effects of physical faults on the behavior of the system. The process of fault analysis is also 
simplified by converting faults across several technologies into logical fault models that are independent of process. 

A fault model used pervasively in many sorts oftest and DFI' analysis is the single-stuck-at model, in which a single defective 
node is presumed to behave as ifit were constantly held to a static low or high level. For our analysis, this model will be extended 
to comprehend faults resulting from defects in solder joints. 

Each solder joint can be faulty, either due to an open condition or a short condition. Thus, the single-stuck-at model is modified 
to cover both cases, resulting in the fault model detailed in Table 3. 

Table 3. Defined Solder-Joint Fault Model 

NOTATION FAULT NAME DESCRIPTION 

ss/L Solder-short/low Entire associated node stuck low 

ss/H Solder-short/high Entire associated node stuck high 

soIL Solder-open/low Pin is stuck low, independent of associated node 

so/H Solder-open/high Pin is stuck high, independent of associated node 

6. Test Methodologies 

1\vo categories of test are typically considered for manufacturing use: 

1. Dynamic functional tests: tests defined in association with a functional and/or performance fault model. These test 
for faults, such as delay faults, that are associated with the performance of the system and are intended to demonstrate 
the suitability of the finished module to its intended function. 

2. Static structural tests: tests defined in association with a structural fault model. These methods test for gross 
interconnectivity issues. In-circuit test (leT) is an example of a static structural test method. The solder-open/short 
faults of Table 3 would be susceptible to such methods. 

While the need for dynamic functional test is taken as a given, such analysis is beyond the scope of this paper. Such testing 
may in fact be required to detect certain classes of solder-open faults, such as those associated with bypass capacitors. However, 
the capability of such testing to diagnose or even detect structural defects is generally suspect. Therefore, the remaining 
analysis will focus exclusively on structural test goals. 

7. Card-Edge Test (Module Without OFT) 

As the subject module was designed solely for the purpose of demonstrating electrical performance characteristics of a buffered 
SDRAM DIMM, it was designed without any consideration for testability. Without such DFI', observability and controllability 
are limited to the primary (card edge) input/outputs (IJOs) of the module. This implies that for faults to be detected, such faults 
must be sensitized from the card-edge inputs and propagated through the entire module to the card-edge outputs. Diagnosis 
(isolation and location) of faults poses even greater difficulties, as many faults will produce the same syndrome at the 
primary IJOs. 

The various fault syndromes resulting from modeled faults at each class of module solder joint are classified in columns 6-9 
of Table 2 and defined in Table 4. The latter table also details the number of patterns and/or read/write cycles to be applied, 
along with a brief description of algorithms and consequent diagnostic resolution. 

As shown in this analysis, many solder-joint faults produce common syndromes resulting in poor diagnostic resolution for 
structural faults when only card-edge access is provided. 
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Table 4. Card-Edge Test Fault Classification 

DIAGNOSTIC RESOLUTION 

FAULT 
DESCRIPTION 

NUMBER PATTERNS FOR DETECTION/ISOLATION; 
NO. 

NO. 
CLASS (ALGORITHM) SOLDER 

COMPONENTS 
JOINTS 

2 *((N+1)w + (N+1)r) = 26w + 26r; 
fA All-chip addressing fault (write to all-O addr and to all addr with only 1 logic-1 bit - read 19 20 

same; repeat for all-1 addr and all addr with only 1 logic-O bit) 

ff>: Single-chip addressing fault .. 1 1 

fQ Bank access-hold fault 1wb + 1rb; (CKE low during read burst for access hold) 10 11 

fQ' Single-chip access-hold fault .. 1 1 

fR All-chip access-mask fault 1 wb + 1 rb; (DQM high during read/write burst for data mask) 19 20 

fR' Single-chip access-mask fault .. 1 1 

fS 
Presence detect 

2; (PDE low/high) 1 1 
enable/disable fault 

IT Identification output fault 1; (static output) 1 2 

fU IN/OUT fault 4; (IN low/high, OUT low/high) 1 2 

N Dual-chip data fault 
2 * 2*72(1w + 1r) = 288w + 288r; 

3 4 (walking-1 each bank, walking-O each bank) 

N' Single-chip data fault .. 1 1 

fW 
Presence detect 

1; (static output) 2 4 
output fault(1) 

fW' 
Presence detect 

1; (static output) 1 1 
output fault(2) 

fX All-chip gross access fault 1 w + 1 r; (any valid write /read access with any addr/data) 20 69 

fX' Bank gross access fault .. 10 22 

fX" Dual-chip gross access fault .. 2 3 

fX'" Single-chip gross access fault .. 1 7 

tv Clock multiply fault 2*(1 wb + 1 rb); (1 wb/rb to bankO, 1 wb/rb to bank1) 1 1 

fZ Clock PLL-bypass fault 1w + 1r; (at freq. which will not result in phase-lock) 1 1 

8. Module OFT 

Design-for-test techniques are generally based on providing greater access to the module under test for the purpose of 
improving the degree to which the module function can be observed and controlled. Another way of looking at DFf is that 
it seeks to partition the larger module function into smaller functions that are easier to test. Several techniques for this are in 
common use today. The two that are considered in this paper are in-circuit test (leT) and boundary scan. 

9. In-Circuit Test 

leT is based on providing physical access to probe as many module nodes as possible and on ad-hoc circuit techniques that 
allow internal nodes to be safely controlled (as well as observed) by an external tester. The resulting test fixture is commonly 
called a "bed of nails" (or in the case of double-sided assembly such as the subject module, a "clam shell") and the required 
tester consists of a large number of high-drive parallel test channels. 

Generally, on fine-pitch SMT assemblies such as the subject module, provision for leT requires placement of "test points" 
on which leT probes may land. In some cases, the vias that are anyway present to route signals from outer layers to other layers 
may provide such test points. In other cases, vias must be added to bring signals to be accessed up from inner layer to outer layer. 
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Such placement of test points requires use of module "real estate" that may not be available. Generally, the finest available 
leT probes (50-mil pitch) require test pads of 25 mils minimum width. 

While modifications to the module layout have not been specifically implemented, the module layout has been analyzed for 
placement of physical test points. The results by node are presented in column 11 of Table 2 according to the accessibility 
classes defined in Table 5. 

Table 5. In-Circuit Test Accessibility Classification 

ACCESSIBILITY 
DESCRIPTION 

CLASS 

a Accessible from module edge 

b Test points easily provided 

c Test points provided with difficulty 

d Test points difficulVimpossible to provide 

x Accessible from module edge (Vcc/GND) 

With test points provided at all internal nodes, the module is quite controllable at the Ie level. Since all les on the module 
provide means for placing their outputs at high impedance, the tester can safely disable any les that are not under test. The 
only provision that would be required for this is to add pull-down resistors at register and clock driver output-enable pins versus 
the direct tie to GND that is specified for the original module. 

Based on the presumed insertion of test points at all internal nodes except those in accessibility class d (quantity 31), full 
coverage and diagnostic of solder shorts are provided. The nodes excluded are indirectly accessible via shunt or resistor, and 
so their exclusion may somewhat reduce fault diagnostic, but not coverage. In case of solder opens, the consequent fault 
syndromes resulting at each class of module solder joint are classified in column 10 of Table 2 and are defined in Table 6. The 
latter table also indicates the consequent diagnostic resolution. 

Table 6. In-Circuit Test Fault Classification 

DIAGNOSTIC RESOLUTION 

FAULT 
DESCRIPTION NO. 

CLASS NO. 
SOLDER 

COMPONENTS 
JOINTS 

iA' Single-Chip Addressing Fault 1 1 

iB Buffer Data Fault 1 2 

iB' Buffer Data Fault (no access) 2 3 

iC Gross Clock Output Fault 1 2 

iC' Single Clock Output Fault 1 1 

iD Register Clock Fault 1 2 

is Output Enable Fault 1 1 

iT ShunVResistor Fault 1 2 

iV Memory Data Fault 2 3 

iX'" Single-Chip Gross Access Fault 1 7 

iY Clock Multiply Fault 1 1 

iZ Clock PLL-Bypass Fault 1 1 

As shown, the diagnostic resolution is remarkably improved (versus card-edge test), such that all single solder-stuck faults are 
generally diagnosable to the component and often to the pin level. Such a diagnostic provides the information necessary to 
improve process and repair failed boards for subsequent shipment. 
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10. Boundary-Scan Test 

Like ICT, boundary-scan test (BSn, as standardized in IEEE Std 1149.1 (JTAG), is based on providing test access to as many 
module internal nodes as possible. Unlike ICT, boundary scan provides access by integrating digital test cells behind the pins 
of compliant ICs. Access to such boundary-scan cells for control and observation of the module is provided by a 4-wire test 
access port (TAP) at each compliant IC. Thus, the complex and expensive fixturing and automated test equipment (ATE) 
required for ICT is avoided. 

10.1 Boundary Scan at Register and Clock Driver 

Of the 31 internal nodes that are presumed to be ICT accessible, 21 are associated with the register (ALVCHI62721) while 
10 are associated with the clock driver (CDC2586). Therefore, if the register and clock driver were replaced with suitably 
equivalent ICs with boundary scan, all ICT-covered nodes would be boundary-scan accessible, and thus, ICT could be 
eliminated without any consequent loss of fault coverage or diagnostic. 

Such equivalents or near equivalents to the ALVCHI62721 are, or will be, available soon (such as LVTII182504A and/or 
ALVCH182504, at an estimated additional cost of $5). Unfortunately, the authors are unaware of any clock drivers available 
or planned with boundary scan. If these were available (at an estimated additional cost of $3), then boundary scan would 
displace ICT, while requiring off-edge physical access only to the four TAP signals and using much less expensive ATE - all 
at an additional component cost that is barely 1 % of the total cost of module materials. 

10.2 Boundary Scan at Register Only 

Even with boundary scan available only in the register, controllability and observability of the SDRAM ICs is provided, with 
the exception of the clock signals. Observability of one output of the clock driver is also provided. Therefore, if access to the 
TEST input of the CDC2586 were provided, the low-cost boundary-scan tester could source the module CLKIN signal so that 
it would be coordinated with boundary-scan operations to perform read/write cycles to the SDRAM array. By doing so, all 
interconnects to the SDRAMs can be tested with the same fault coverage and diagnostic capability provided by ICT. Access 
to only five off-edge signals is required (four TAP signals, plus the CDC2586 TEST input). 

10.3 Boundary Scan at SDRAM ICs 

Boundary scan in the SDRAMs would greatly impact the overall controllability/observability of the module such that 
diagnostic resolution would be improved over that provided by ICT. For example, where faults of class iX'" (single-chip gross 
access fault) occur in ICT, the boundary-scan facility on the SDRAM would be able to distinguish which of seven pins on the 
device were open. 

At this time, the authors are unaware of any available or planned offerings of SDRAMs with boundary scan. However, due 
to the large ratio of die size to 110 pins of such ICs, it is estimated that the silicon overhead for providing boundary-scan should 
be less than 5%. It is hoped that memory IC vendors will realize the benefit of scan-test techniques, not only for 
board/manufacturing test, but also to access built-in test capabilities of such ICs. 

10.4 Boundary Scan at Buffer 

As ithas a very simple function on the module (drive static outputs), the octal buffer is the last device to warrant consideration 
for boundary scan. Still, the additional cost (estimated at $2) required to procure equivalent buffers with boundary scan would 
be minimal. 

10.5 Boundary Scan: Beyond Manufacturing Test 

A real advantage that boundary scan holds over any other manufacturing test or DFT approach is that it is built into the ICs 
and, thus, the module, and so is available for use when ATE is not. For example, it can be used for module test during bum-in 
or under other conditions where the module is not accessible by ATE. Additionally, if appropriate system-level access to 
boundary scan is provided, it can be used for in-system test, diagnostics, configuration, programming, emulation, etc. 
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11. Comparative Study 

Several metrics have been used to grade the different structural test methodologies outlined. A tabulation of the perfonnance 
of the various test methodologies versus these metrics is given in Table 7. 

Table 7. Comparison of Test Methodologies 

METRIC CARD-EDGE ICT eST 

Fault coverage 95%+ 95%+ 95%+ 

Fault diagnostic 4 sol. joints 2 sol. joints 2 sol. joints 

Vector development 100 per-hr 30 per-hr 15 per-hr 

Test pattern size 1 Mb 100 kb 20kb 

Test time 0.1 s 0.1 s 0.1 s 

Tester cost $200k $400k $40k 

Fault coverage is the estimated percentage of faults that will be detected. Since the subject module is fairly simple structurally, 
it is expected that all test methods will obtain a high level of coverage. 

Fault-diagnostic capability is expressed as a weighted average of resolution in tenns of solder joints. Excellent results from 
ICT and BST are typical, while the result for card-edge test belies the simple function of this module. 

Vector development effort is measured in tenns of the estimated number of person-hours required to complete the test set. 
Boundary-scan test development is highly automated, while ICT is somewhat less so. On the other hand, card-edge test 
development tends to be manual. 

Test-pattern size is expressed in bits. With full BST, the vector set is on the order oflog2 (number of module nodes). ICT vector 
sets will be somewhat longer, while card-edge vector sets can be very lengthy, in order to obtain desired fault coverage and 
diagnostic resolution. 

Test time is a factor of the number of vectors and the vector application time. BST uses a low vector bit rate, but due to the 
small number of vectors, perfonns quite adequately. ICT and card-edge testers can use much higher vector bit rates. 

Tester cost is estimated and is a function of perfonnance (vector bit rate), number of test channels, etc. The small number of 
channels required for BST and modest perfonnance requirements result in very inexpensive test systems. 

12. Conclusion 

Considering the metrics and discussion provided in the prior section, boundary-scan test is clearly a winning manufacturing 
test strategy, even for a module of modest functional complexity. Add to this the ability to reuse boundary scan during bum-in, 
and more importantly in fielded systems, and a small investment in additional component cost for boundary scan will reap 
dividends many times over throughout the product's life cycle. . 
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Abstract 

This paper presents a novel circuit and protocol that 
can De used in By-stem' backplanes to provide a 
connection mothoti botwoen ilackplnne nnd bonrd 
le'vel IEEE 1149.1 serial busel. While the basic 
objective of this approach il to provide a simple 
1149.1 backplane to board connectIon method it can 
be ex\>anded to include other features, some of which 
are SImilar to those being developed in the IEEE 
P1149.5 and P1394 backplane serial bus standards. 

1.0 Introduction 

The concept of a simple, cost-effective serial bus 
protocol providing linkage between 1149.1 board and 
backplane environments has been developed. This 
serial bus protocol operates on the backplane, using 
the signal wires defined in 1149.1, to address and 
select one of the boards in a backplane. Once 
selected, the board can be communicated to using 
the standard 1149.1 bus protocol. In general, the 
technique described in this paper can be applied to 
any type of bus. However, in this paper it is 
described as a feature added to the IEEElANSI 
1149.1 standard serial bus designed for boundary 
lCan testing of les at the board level [1]. The author 
assumes the reader has a basic understanding of the 
1149.1 standard. 

The approach described in this paper is based on a 
unique protocol. This protocol can be embedded in 
existing serial bus protocols and invoked, during 
times when the buses are in an idle or non
operational state, to address and select a slave 
device for access by a serial bus master. After the 
protocol has been used to connect a serial bus slave 
up to a serial bUB master, it relinquishes control of 
the bUI, and allows the DUS to revert back to its 
normal mode of operation. One of the advanta~8 of 
this approach is that it does not require modIfying 
the protocol of the serial bus it is used with. 
Therefore, upgrading a preferred or existir.t{ serial 
bUI to include the connection method prOVIded by 
the protocol ean be less costly and time consuming 
than a complete redesign approach. 

The term -serial bus slave" used in this paper 
represents any logic module capable of bemg 
interfaced to and controlled by a serial bus master. 
While this papers describes serial bus slaves as 
being boards 10 a backplane, theY.: could also be: 
sub-circuits in an Ie, ICs on a multi-chip module, 
les on a board, backplanes in a subsystem, or 
subsystems in a system. The term -serial DUS 
master" used in tnis paper represents any logic 

module capable of interfacing to and controlling a 
serial bus slave. While this paper will illustrate the 
serial bus master as existin, on the backplane 
wiring, it actually exists either In a backplane board 
or as an enernal tester conneeted to the backplane. 

2.0 Background 

As the use of 1149.1 continues to grow, more 
interest is being focused on how to access 1149.1 
bOard designs in a backplane environment. Several 
methods of accessing 1149.1 boards in a backplane 
environment have been proposed. The followin" is a 
brief description of each of these methods. 

2.1 Using 1149.1 at the Backplane Level 

The 1149.1 standard describes a 4-wire serial bus 
that can be used to transmit serial data between a 
serial bus master and slave device. The 1149_1 bus 
consists of a test mode sele~t (TMS) s~al, a test 
clock (Tel{) signal, a test data output (TnO) signalt and a test data input (TDI) signal. The TMS ana 
TCK signals are output from the master and input 
to the slave. The TDO output from the master is 
input to the TDI input of the slave, and the TDO 
output from the slave is input to the TDI input of 
the master. Duri~g serial access, the master 
outputs control on TMS and clock on TCK to allow 
serial data to be transferred between the master and 
slave, via the TDO and TDI bus connections. 

While 1149.1 was developed to serially access les on 
a board, it can be used at the backplane level to 
serially access boards., 1149.1 has two serial access 
configurations, referred to as -rinlf and ·star", that 
ean be used at the backplane level. The following 
describes both configurations and identifies 
problems with each when used at the backplane 
level. 

2.1.1 1149.1 Backplane Ring Configuration 

In a backplane 1149.1 ring configuration, all boards 
directly receive the TCK and TMS control outputs 
from a primary serial bus master (PSBM) and are 
daisy cnained between the PSBMs TDO output and 
TDI input. During scan operation, the PSBM 
outputs control on TMS and TCK to scan data 
through all boards in the backplane, via its TDO and 
TDI bUB connections. The problem associated with 
the ring configurationbis that the scan operation 
only works if all the oards are included in the 
backplane and are operable to scan data from their 
TDI input to TDO output. If one of the boards is 
removed or has a fault, the PSBM will be unable to 

Copyright IEEE. Reprinted. with pennission. from Proceedings of International Test Conference. 
Baltimore. Maryland, September 20-24, 1992. 
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scan data through the backplane. Since the ring 
configuration does not allow access to remaining 
boards when one is removed or disabled

l 
it does not 

fully meet the needs of a backplane seria bus. 

2.1.2 1149.1 Backplane Star Configuration 

In a backplane 1149.1 star confiB"!-ration
f 

all boards 
directly receive the TCK and TDI signa s from the 
PSDM and output a TDO signal to the PSBM. Also 
each board receives a unique TMS signal from the 
PSBM. In the star configuration only one board is 
enabled at a time to be serially accessed by the 
PSDM. When a board is el)abled, the TMS signal 
associated with that board will be active while all 
other TMS signals are inactive. The problem with 
the star configuration is that each board requires its 
own TMS signal. In a backplane with 50 boards, the 
PSDM would have to have 50 individually 
controllable TMS signals, and the backplane woula 
have to have traces for each of the 50 TMS signals. 
Due to these requirements star configurations are 
typically not considered for backplane applications. 

2.2 Interiacingl149.1 to other IEEE Busel 

Two IEEE serial bus standards, Pl149.5 and P1394, 
are in development for use in system backplanes. 
Since these standards are being specifically designed 
for backplane applications, tlley overcome the 
problems stated using 1149.1 as a backplane bus. 
However, the ~rotocols of these anticipated 
standards are different from the 1149.1 protocol and 
therefore methods must be defined to translate 
between them and 1149.1. The following sections 
describe each backplane bus and identify problems 
with each when used to interface into 1149.1 board 
environments. 

2.2.1 Interfacing Pl149.6 to 1149.1 

The P1149.l5 standard working group is defining a 
module test and maintenance bus that can be used 
in system backplane environments [2,3]. P1149.5 is 
a single master/multiple slave bus aefined by a 5· 
wire interface. Two of the wires are used for 
transferring serial data between the bus master and 
slave devices, one wire is used as a clock, one wire is 
used to control the operation of the bus, and one 
wire is used a8 a pause request from a slave to the 
master. The P1149.5 bus master initiates a data 
transfer operation by transmitting a data packet to 
all slave devices. 'l'he data packet consists of an 
address and command section. The slave device 
with a matching address is enabled to res'pond to the 
command section of the data packet as described in 
the P1149.5 standard proposal. . 

While the P1149.5 is a good data transfer type 
backplane bus for high-end commercial and military 
systems, its capabilities may exceed the 
requirements of some middle and low-end 
commercial systems that don't require or support its 
command set. Interfacing P1149.5 into an 1149.1 
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environment can be done but the system hardware 
and software desigJ!ers must have an understanding 
of both bus types. One of the problems, therefore, in 
using P1149.5 to only interface into an 1149.1 
environment, is that it adds an unnecessary 
complication to an otherwise simple serial access 
approach. Another problem is that the bandwidth of 
the 1149.1 serial data transfer may be adversely 
affected by the P1149.5 to 1149.1 protocol conversion 
process. 

2.2.2 InterfaclDg Pl3N to 1149.1 

The P1394 .standard working grou~ is defining a 2· 
wire high-speed serial bus that can be used in either 
a cable or system backplane environment [4}. The 
P1394 standard, unlike P1149.5, is not a single 
master/multiple slave type bus. In P1394, all 
devices (nodes) connected to the bus are considered 
to be of equal mastership. Control of the bus is 
achieved by one node winning an arbitration contest 
with the other nodes in the network_ Once a node 
wins control of the bus. it can transfe'r data to or 
from any other node in the network. The fact that 
P1394 can operate on a 2-wire interface makes this 
bus attractive in newer 32-bit backplane standards 
where only two wires are reserved for serial 
communication [5,6,7,8]. However, there are 
problems in using P1394 as a backplane test bus to 
access 1149.1 boUd environments. 

The first problem is that P1394 is significantly more 
complex in operation than 1149.1, thus devices 
designed to translate between P1394 and 1149.1 
may be costly. The second problem is that P139' is 
not a full time test bus, but rather it is a general 
purpose serial communication bus. Its primary 
purpose in a backplane environment is to act as a 
backup interface in the event the PEiraUel interface 
between boards becomes disabled. While 1149.1 test 
access can be achieved via P1394, it win be available 
only during time slices when the bus is not handling 
functional operations. Thus .. on-line 1149.1 test 
access will be limited and must be coordinated with 
other transactions occurring on the P1394 bus. 

2.3 Extending 1149.1 for Backplane Usage 

Another method of achieving II backplane to board 
level interface is to extend the protocol defined in 
the 1149.1 standard. Such an approach has been 
described in a pajJer presented at the 1991 
International Test Conference by D. Bhavsar [9]. 
While the approach described in the paper has the 
same basic goal in mind as the one presented in this 
paper, they are fundamentally different in the 
method used to achieve the goal. . 

The Bhavsar paper describes a method of extending 
the protocol of 1149.1 to where it can be used to 
access an interface circuit residing between the 
backplane and board level 1149.1 buses. The 
interface circuit responds to 1149.1 protocol 
transmitted over th~ backplane bus to load an 



address. If the address matches the address of the 
interface circuit, the interface circuit js connected to 
the backplane. After the interface circuit is 
connected to the backplane, additional 1149.1 
protocol is input to the mterface circuit to connect 
the backplane and board level 1149.1 buses. 
FollowinfI this connection procedure, tho board level 
1149.1 DUS can be controlled by the back\llane 
1149.1 bus. While Bhavsar's approach IS an 
interesting one, it has one problem that limits its 
effectiveness as a general purpose- 1149.1 backplane 
to board interfacing method. 

The problem is that the approach does not allow for 
selecting one board, then selecting another board ( 
without first resetting the backplane and board level 
1149.1 buses, by transitioning~ them into their test 
logic reset (TLRST) state. Entering the TLRST 
state causes test conditions setup in the ICs of a 
previously selected board to be lost due to the test 
reset action of the 1149.1 bus on the test access 
ports (TAPs) of the ICs. 

For examplet, if the interconnects between two 
boards are to De tested, it is necessary to select and 
setup one of the boards to output a test pattern, 
then select the other board to receive the test 
pattern. With the described approach.l the only way 
to select the second board, after the nrst boam has 
been selected and setup, ill to place the backplane 
serial bus in its TLRST state. The action of placing 
the backplane 1149.1 bus in it TLRST state clears 
out the test pattern setup in the first selected board, 
so the second selected board cannot receive the 
intended test pattern. 

In another example, it may be desirable to select 
and initiate self-testa in a selected group of 
backplane boards. However, since the approach 
requires resettinE the 1149.1 bus each time a new 
board is selected, it is impossible to self-test more 
than one board at a time, because resetting the bus 
aborts any previously initiated self-test. 

3.0 A New Backplane Access Approach 

The backplane access approach described in this 
paper provides a method of using the 1149.1 bus at 
the backplane le-vel without incurring the problems 
previously described. Using this approach, it is 
envisioned that one homogeneous serial bus may be 
used throughout a system design, rather than 
translating between multiple serial bus types. 
Employing a common serial bus in system des),"s 
can sim{llify Boftwaro and hardware enIDneenng 
efforts, SInce only an understanding of one bus type 
ia required. 

A circuit, called an addressable shadow port (ASP), 
and a protocol, called a shadow protocol, have been 
defined to provide a simple method of directly 
connecting 1149.1 backplane and board buses 
together. When the 1149.1 backplane bus is in 
either its run test/idle (RTIIDLE) or TLRST state, 

the ASP can be enabled, via the shadow protocol, to 
connect a target board's 1149.1 bus up to the 
backplane 1149.1 bus. After the shadow protocol 
has 'been used to connect the target board and 
backplano buses together, it is disabled and becomes 
transparent to the operation of the 1149.1 bus 
protocol. 

A board example using the ASP is shown in Figl,lre 
1. The board consists of multiple ICs and an ASP. 
The ICs operate, when connected to the 1149.1 
backplane bun, via the ASP, as described in the 
1149.1 standard. The ASP has a primary port for 
connection to the backplane 1149.1 bus, a secondary 
port for connection to the board 1149.1 bus, and an 
address input. The g'mary p~rt signals are labeled; 
PTOI, PrOD, PTC and PrMS. The secondary 
port signals are labe ed; STOI, STOO, STCK, and 
STMS. The address input to the ASP is a binan
value used to identify the board on which the ASP 
mounted. 

FIGURE 1 Board Using ASP Cil"Cwt 

In Figure 2, multiple, boards, similar the one in 
~gure 1, are shown interfaced to a PSBM via ASPs. 
When one of the boards needs to be accessed, the 
PSBM transmits a selection shadow protocol, called 
a select protocol, to address and enable the ASP of 
the selected board. The PSBM transmits the select 
protocol while the back~lane 1149.1 bus is in either 
the RTIIDLE or TLRST state. The select protocol 
contains an address that is used to match against 
the address input to the ASP. All ASPs receive the 
select protocol, but only the one with the matching 
address is selected. 

In response to the select protocol, the selected ASP 
transmits an acknowledgement shadow ~protocol. 
called an acknowledge protocol, to the PSBM to 
verify reception of the select protocol. The 
acknowled~e protocol contains the address of the 
selected ASP to aHow the PSBM to verify the correct 
ASP was selected. After transmitting the 
acknowledge protocol, the selected ASP makes a 
connection between its primary and secondary ports. 
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In response to the acknowledge protocol, the PSDM 
communicates to the selected board using the 1149.1 
bus protocol. If the PSDM does not receive an 
acknowledge protocol, it assumes the board has been 
removed or IS disabled and will not attempt to 
communicate to it using the 1149.1 protocol. 

8OMOI acwa IICWIIf 

,., .. .. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ a 
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FIGURE 2 Backplane ASP Connections 

After the PSBM completes its 1149.1 access of the 
currently selected board, it can output a new select 
protocol to select another board's ASP. In response 
to the new select protocol, the newly selected ASP 
transmits an acknowledge protocol back to the 
PSDM, then connects its pnmary and secondary 
ports. Also in response to the new select protocol, 
the previously selected ASP breaks the connection 
between its primary and secondary ports. The 
disconnecting ASP remains in the state the 
backplane 1149.1 bus was in when the disconnect 
occurs, i.e. the 1149.1 RTIIDLE or TLRST state. 
The ability to disconnect and leave a board level 
1149.1 bus in the RTIIDLE state is very important 
since it allows leaving a board in a test mode while 
other boards are being selected and accessed. 

A key objective in developing this backplane access 
approach was designing the select and acknowledge 
protocols so that they could be transmitted, via the 
4-wire 1149.1 bus, without infringing upon the 
1149.1 bus protocol. This objective was met by 
~ng that the select and acknowledge protocols 
could not use the 1149.1 TMS signal, and that the 
protocols could only be transmitted while the 1149.1 
bus is idle in ita RT/IDLE state or reset in its 
TLRST state. 

In the RTIIDLE and TLRST states, TDO and TDI 
are disabled and pulled hil;h (via pull-ups on TD!), 
TCK free runs, and TMS 11 held at either a logic 
zero or one state. While the 1149.1 bus is in one of 
these two states, the PSBM can output the select 
protocol from the PSBM's TDO output to the PTDI 
mputs of the ASPs, and receive the acknowledge 
protocol from the selected ASP's PI'DO output on 
the PSDM's TDI input. Since the 1149.1 bus is 
inactive, the transmission of the select and 
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acknowledge protocols is transparent to the 1149.1 
bus, and does not infringe upon its protocol. 

8.1 Design of Select/Acknowledge Protocols 

To transmit the select and acknowle~e protocols 
without using the TMS control signar, a bit-pair 
signaling method was designed to anow control and 
data to be transmitted together on a single wiring 
channel. During select protocols, the bit-pair 
signaling method allows the PSBM to transmit 
control and data from its TDO output to the ASP's 
PTDI input. During acknowleda'e protocols .. the .bit
pair sifPlaJing method allows the selectea ASP to 
transmIt control and data from its PTDO output to 
the PSBM's TDI input. Both Rrotoco)s include 
control to indicate: an idle condItion, a start data 
transfer condition, and a stop data tranlfer 
condition. In addition, both protocols include a 
method of transmitting data during the interval 
between the start and stop data transfer conditions. 

The bit-pair signals are output from the 
transmittinlL qevice (PSDM or ASP) on the falling 
e~~ of the TCK and input to the receivi~g device 
(PSBM or ASP) on the rising ed~ of the TeK. Since 
this timing is consistent WIth 1149.1 timin~, 
upgrading a PSBM to support this approach 18 
simply a matter of forcing the TMS output to hold 
its present state (-0" for RTIIDLE and -1" for 
TLRST) while using normal 1149.1 scan operations 
to transmit and receive the select and acknowledge 
protocols. The simplicity of this approach makes it 
an attractive addition to the 1149.1 test bus. The 
bit-pair signals used in the select and acknowledge 
protocols are defined in the following list. 

If!: Bit.~r - CJII ent:OtUd control .ip4l (1) itknti/i«l by ;e tran.er of two ,,,cc ... i,,. lo,ic on. 6it. from a 
trammittu to a rcceiwr. 

Sckct Bit.Pair - on .ncockd control npal (8) identified by 
tla. tran.fer of two .ru:ce"iue 106'C aero bit. from a 
tra7Umittu to CJ 1"fICeiwr. 

f1!~1f!:'G::/r - an encoded losic on •• isnal (D) 
. n' trruu{er of a lop: uro bie follOWed by a 
logic one bit from a tranamitter to a receiwr. 

Lo'iCtf;a~#.P,ir - an .ncoded IoBic sero .isnal (D) 
icknti t tram,.r of a logic one bit foUoWed by a 
IotPc zoo bIt from a troMmukr to a reeauer. 

8.2 Framing of Select/Acknowledge Protocols 

A diagram of the select and aeknowle~e protocols 
being transmitted while the 1149.1 bus il in its 
RTIIDLE state is shown in Figure 3. The T signals 
shown in the protocol sequence indicate when the 
TDO to PTDI and PTDO to TDI wiring channels are 
tristate and pulled high. The first sequence framed 
between the first and second I signals is the select 
prgtocol output from the PSBM to the ASP (TDO to 
PTDI). The second sequence framed between the 
first and second I signals is the acknowledge 
protocol output from the selected ASP to the PSBM 



(PTDO to TDIl. The select protocol always precedes 
the acknowledge protocol as shown in the diagram. 

TDObPTDI TIS 0 ....• 0 S ITT T ...... T TTT 

PTDObTDI T TT T ...... T TT I S 0 ..... 08 IT 

11' •. 1 ausls Id. JUJ 
Select ProIOCOl StatU 
Select Protocol 510pt 
Acknowledge Protocol Statts 
Acknowledge Protocol Steps ---------' 
1144;.1 Bus can be actlvated-------...J 

FIGURE 3 Select ond Acknowledge Protocols 

The I signal at the beginning of each protocol is 
designed to be indistinguishable from the preceding 
T signals. This avoido unintentional entry into a 
select or acknowledHe protocol when the 1149.1 pus 
enters the RTIIDLE state after a scan operatIon. 
However, the I signal at the end of each protocol is 
designed to be distinguishable from the preceding S 
and D signals so that it can be used to tenninate the 
protocol. Inside each protocol, first and sec~nd.S 
signals are used to frame the address whIch IS 
defined by a series ~f p si~als. The logic zer~ and 
one D signals are dlstmgwshable so that the bmary 
address can be recovered. 

3.3 ASP Circuit Description 

A circuit example of the ASP is shown in Fi~re 4. 
The ASP consists of a receiver circuit (RCR), a 
transmitter circuit (XMT), a slave control circuit, 
multiplexers (MX1 and MX2), a power up reset 
circuit (PRST), and a reset address (RSTA). The 
primary port signals (PTDI, PTMS, PTCK, PTDO) 
connect to the backplane level 1149.1 bus. The 
secondary port signals (STDO, STMS, STCK, STDI) 
connect to the board level 1149.1 bus. The address 
input bus receives the board address. 

3.3.1 ASP Receiver Circuit 

The receivar circuit consists of a controller and a 
aerial input/parallel output (SIPO) register. The 
PTDI signal from the PSBM is input to the 
receiver's SIPO register to supply the serial address 
during select protocols, and mput to the receiver's 
controller to regulate the receiver during select 
l'rotocols. The parallel address output from the 
SIPO is input to the slave control circuit via the 
address ~P'!-t (AI) bus. 'l11e status output fro~ the 
receiver IS mput to the slave controller CIrCUIt to 
indicate when a select protocol has started, when 
the address is ready to read, and when the select 
protocol has completed. The cont~1 b~ input to the 
receiver from the slave control CIrCUIt enables the 
receiver to respond to a select protocol input. The 

receiver is only enabled when the backplane 1149.1 
bus is in the RTIIDLE or TLRST state. 

The receiver's control1er determines w~e~ a ~rst -1-
S-D" signal sequence occurs on PI'DI, mdlcating the 
start of a select protocol and address input. In 
response to thin input sequence, the controller 
enables the SIPO to receive the senal address input 
on PI'DI. The controller determines wh~n .a fi}'st 
-D-S-I" signnl sequence occurs on PTDI, mdlcatmg 
the end of the address input and select protocol. In 
response to this input s.equ.enc~, the controller 
signals the slava control CIrCUIt, VUl the status bus, 
to read the address, then terminates the select 
protocol input operation_ 

FIGURE 4 ASP Circuit Example 

3.3.2 ASP Transmitter Circuit 

The transmitter .circuit consists of a controller and a 
parallel input/serial output (PISO) register. The 
transmitter's PISO register receives parallel data 
from the slave control circuit via the address output 
(AO) bus and outputs the address serially to the 
PTDO ou'tput via the acknowledge protocol output 
(APO) signal and MXL The transmitter's cont~ol1~r 
receives control input from the slave control Clrcwt 
via the control bu~c and outputs status to the .slave 
control circuit via me status bus. The control mput 
regulates the parallel to serial conversion process 
that takes place during the acknowledge protocol. 
The control input only enables the transmitter to 
output an acknowledge J)rotocol when the backplane 
1149.1 bus is in the RTIIDLE or TLRST state. The 
status output informs the slave control circuit of the 
transmitters status, i.e. whether the acknowledge 
protocol is in progress or complete. 

At the beginning of an acknowledge protocol, the 
slave control circuit enables MXl and the 3-state 
buffer (3SB) to pass the APO signal from the 
transmitter to the PTDO output. The slave control 
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circuit then inputs the board address to the 
transmitter via the AO bus. In response to the 
address input, the transmitter outputs an I and S 
signal on PrDO to start the acknowledge protocol, 
then transmits the address on PTDO. After the 
address is shifted out, the transmitter circuit 
outputs an S and I signal sequence to stop the 
acknowledge protocol. 

3.8.8 ASP Slave Control Circuit 

The slave control circuit reguJates the operation of 
the transmitter, receiver, and multiplexers during 
select and acknowledge protocols. The slave control 
circuit is clocked l?y_~~e PTCK input from the 
prima~ port. The PTMS input from the primary 
port inaicates to the slave control circuit when the 
1149.1 bus is busy, idle or reset. While the 
backplane bus is idle (RTIIDLE) or reset (TLRST)I 
the slave control circuit enables the transmitter ana 
receiver circuits. The status buses from the receiver 
and transmitter circuits are used to input status to 
the slave control circuit. The AI bus from the 
receiver in~uta the address received durinr select 
protocols. The AO bus from the slave contro circuit 
outputs the board address to the transmitter during 
acknowledge protocols. The address input from the 
reset address (RSTA) allows resetting the ASP in 
response to a reset address input during a select 
p-rotocoJ. The input from the power up reset circuit 
(PRST) allows resetting the ASP at power up. 

During select protocols, the slave control circuit 
receives parallel address input from the receiver via 
the AI bus. The slave control circuit compares the 
received address against the board address. If the 
addresses match, the ASP responds by outputting 
an acknowledge protocol. 

During the acknowledge protocol, the slave control 
circuit outputs control to the transmitter to load the 
board address and initiate the acknowledge protocol. 
After the acknowledge protocol has been 
transmitted, the slave control circuit outputs control 
to connect the primary and secondary ports. 

8A Resetting the ASP 

When power is first aPiied to the ASP, the slave 
control circuit is reset input from the power-up 
reset circuit (PRST). en reset, the transmitter 
and receiver circuits are initialized and the primary 
and secondary ~ are disconnected by disabling 
the STDO and 0 outputs and setting the STM8 
output high. The STCK output always ouq,uts the 
PTCK input. If desired, a reset input could be used 
to reset the ASP as well. 

The ASP can al80 be reset by inputting a select 
protocol with an address that matches the reset 
address (RSTA) inside the ASP. If the address input 
matches the reset address, the ASP is reset to the 
same state as described in the power-up reset. The 
reset address is the same for all ASPs so that a 
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global reset of aU ASPs can be achieved by the 
transmission of a single select 'protocol containing 
the reset address. The reset address is unique from 
the board addresses. A preferred value for the reset 
address is zero, since board addressing will usually 
start with an address of one. An acknowledge 
protocol is not transmitted after a reset address has 
been received, to avoid contention on the PTDO 
outputs of multiple ASPs. 

3.5 Disconnecting a Selected ASP 

When 1149.1 access to another board is required, a 
new select protocol is issued from the PSBM. When 
the previously selected ASP receives the new select 
protocol its primary and secondary ports are 
disconnected. If the new select protocol was issued 
while the backplane 1149.1 bus was in its RTIIDLE 
state (PTMS=O), MX2 of the disconnecting ASP 
outputs a logic zero on 8TMS, to force the board 
level 1149.1 tius to remain in the RTIIDLE state. If 
the new select protocol was issued while the 
b_a~kplane 1149.1 bus was in its TLRST state 
(PIMS=I), MX2 of the disconnecting ASP outputs a 
logic one on STMB, to force the board level 1149.1 
bUs to remain in the TLRST state. Once again, the 
ability to maintain the RT/IDLE state on a 
disconnected board ia very important because it 
anows tests to be setup and executed on more than 
one board at a time. 

3.6 Advantages in Using ASPs 

When comparinl{ the described 1149.1 star 
configuration agamst the ASP conftguration of 
Figure 2, it is clear that the ASP approach 
eliminates the need for additional TMS signals 
required by the star configuration. Thus the ASP 
provides a method of overcoming the problem stated 
for the 1149.1 star configuration. 

Also, when comparing the use of different backplane 
buses to interface into 1149.1 board environments vs . 
using the ASP, it is clear that the ASP does not 
require use of sophisticated, .and bandwidth 
reducing translation circuitry. Thus the ASP 
provides a method of overcoming the ~roblems 
related with using different bacltplane buses to 
access 1149.1 board environments. 

Further, since the select and acknowledge llrotocols 
can be transmitted while the 1149.1 bus is m either 
the RTIIDLE or TLRST states, the board being 
disconnected can be left in either an idle or reset 
state. Thus the A:SP provides a method of 
overcoming the forced-reset-on-disc:onnect problem 
associated with the approach described by Bhavsar. 

4.0 CommandableASPs 

In small backplanes. a single centralized PSBM may 
be all that is necessary to serially access boards for 
test and maintenance operations. However, as the 
number and complexity of boards in a backplane 



grows, the serial access task increases to where a 
single centralized PSBM cannot handle the task in a 
timely manner. AnticiPliting the need for 
distributed test control, the ASP can be expanded to 
include a connoction method and command Bet to 
enable board resident remote SBMs (RSBM) to 
autonomously test boards. 

The addition of a command set, enables the ASP to 
perform other features in addition to its basic 
bacltplane to board connection function. Some of the 
commandable featuroD 'include; (1) n mothod of 
connecting RSBMs to the board level 1149.1 bus, (2) 
a method of commanding RSBMs to independently 
test boards (3) a method of non-intrusively 
monitoring the status of a remote test operation, 
and (4) a method of transferri~g data between a 
board resident memory and PSBM. The ASP's data 
transfer method achieves the same goal as the data 
transfer methods used in the P1l49.6 and P1394 
standard proposals. These commandable features 
further improve the ASPs ability to oerve, in 
combination with 1149.1, as a system backplane test 
bUB. 

~~ __________ ~____ ~c 
m 

FIGURE 5 CASP Circuit AppUcation 

In Figure 5, a board is shown consi8tinK of 
functional leD (l-n), a commandable ASP (CASP), 
and a RSBM. The RSBM consists of a processor for 
executing local test programs, a memory for storage 
of test programs and data, an interrupt port, and an 
1149.1 master interface port. The RSBM's processor 
and memo!,), can either be dedicated for test or 
shared witli tho system logic on the board. Tho 
CASP consists of an 1149.1 primary port (PP) for 
interfacing to the backplane PSBM, an 1149.1 
secondary port (SP) for interfacing to the functional 
ICs, an 1149.1 remote port (RP) for interfacing to 
the RSBM's master interfac~ port, an interrupt port 
(lP) for interfacing to the RSBM's interru~t port, 
and an I/O port (lOP) for interfacing to the RSBM'B 

memory. If req,!ircd, additional 110 ports may bo 
added to the CASP to provide parallel interfaceB to 
other memories or 110 devices. 

~.1 Expanded Select Protocol 

To aIlow commands to bo input to the CASP, the 
select protocol in expanded to allow for command 
transfer. In the ASP, a select protocol was defined 
by the transfer of a first I signal to start the select 
protocol, followed by the trnnflfer of an addreufl 
fiume (of D signals) bounded by firnt and second S 
signals, fonowed by n second I si~nl to stop the 
select protocol. The select protocol of "the CASP 
follows this format but expands the definition of the 
address frame into what is referred to an a message 
frame. 

The select protocol measage frame consists of a 
header containing an address (ADD) and command 
(CMD) field, und a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) 
field. The address field selects the CASP, the 
command field commands tho CASP, nnd the eRC 
field is uned for error detection. All field!] within the 
mesoage frame arc separated by an S signnl. The 
meosage frame may include optional fields between 
the header and the eRe field, all required by the 
command being scnt. While the framing method 
nIlowB fields to be transferred in either a fixed or 
variable D siffllal length, a fixed length fiold ill 
preferred because it simplifieD mamory 
packing/unpacking operationa, and improvoD error 
detection using simple siffllnl counting techniquolS. 

In Figure 6, exampleu of the two typos of CASP 
select protocols are shown. Type 1 haB n me8s~e 
frame containing the header's AlJD and CMD fiolds, 
and the CRC field. Type 2 has a mellsage frame 
containing the header'n ADD and CMD fields, 
optional fields (OF) 1-N, and the CRC field. 

I 1/5 IAOO!SjcMDI 5 I CRC I s/ll 

I IIslAooIsicMoisI0F11slOFNIsi CRc1s1l1 

FIGURE 6 Expanded Seloct Ptotoeolu 

In response to receiving either select protocol type (1 
or 2) from the PSBM, the CASP checks its address 
~ainst the received address field. If the addresses 
do not match, tho CASP i@oroG the remninder of 
the select protocol and does not send an 
acknowle~ protocol. If the Ilddresses match, the 
CASP checks the command field against a set of 
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known commands to see what operation is to be 
performed. In response to an unknown command, 
the CASP ignores the remainder of the select 
protocol, sets a command error bit in its status 
register, then sends an appropriate acknowledge 
protocol type (1 or 2) to the PSBM, to indicate the 
command error. In response to a known command, 
the CASP receives the remainder of the select 
protocol, then matches the received CRC field 
against a CRe it calculates on the data received in 
tJle select protocol. If the CRCs do not match, the 
CASP ignores the command, sets a CRC error bit in 
its status register

l 
then sends an appropriate 

acknowledge protoco t;ype to the PSBM, to indicate 
the eRC error. If the CRCs match, the CASP sends 
an appropriate acknowledge protocol type to the 
PSBM, to indicate that an error-free select protocol 
was received. 

4.2 Expanded Acknowledge Protocol 

To allow the PSBM to verify that the command 
input to the CASP was received correctly, the 
acknowledge protocol is expanded to allow for status 
transfer. In the ASP, the acknowledge protocol was 
defined by the transfer of a first I signal to start the 
acknowledge protocol, fonowed by tlle transfer of an 
address frame bounded b)' first and second S signals, 
followed by a second I signal to stop the 
acknowledge protocol. The acknowledge protocol of 
the CASP follows this format but expands the 
definition of the address frame into a message 
frame. 

The acknowledge protocol message frame consists of 
a header contaimng an address (ADD) and status 
(STS) field and a CRC field. The address field 
identifies the CASP, the status field informs the 
PSBM of the eASP status, and the CRC field is used 
for error detection. All fields within the message 
frame are separated by an S signal. The message 
frame within the acknowledge protocol may include 
~tional data fields between the header and the 
CRe field, if required by the command sent in the 
previous select protocol. 

r
TYPS 1 Acknowl8dgo Protocol

1 F MoSSaga Frame--, 
Header, I 

Ills IADDlsl srslslcRClsll I 

fF
TYpe 2 Acknowledge Protocol ==u F Mellage Frame 

Header, I 
I IIslADDlsl sTSlsl OF 11 SIOFNlsl CRclsll I 

FIGURE 7 Exp!!l1ded Acknowledge Protceol! 

In Figure 7, examples of the two t)jles of CASP 
acknowledge protocols are shown. Type 1 has a 
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message frame containing the header's ADD and 
STS fields, and the CRe field. Type 2 has a message 
frame containing the header's ADD and STS fieldS, 
optional fields (OF) I-N, and the CRC field. 

In response to receiving either acknowledge protocol 
type (1 or 2) from the CASP, the PSBM checks that 
the correct address field was received, then checks 
the status field for errors. After checking the 
address and status fields, the PSBM receives the 
remainder of the acknowledge protocol. At the end 
of the acknowleda-e·protocol, the PSBM matches the 
received CRC field Ilgainst a CRC it calculates on 
the received data. If the correct address field was 
received. the status field indicates no errors, and the 
CRCs match, the PSBM is assured that the CASP 
has properly received and executed the command 
sent in the previous select protocol. If a failure 
occurred in the address or statuI field test, the 
PSBM knows that the eASP did not properly receive 
the previouB command select protocol. If the 
address and status fields test passed, but a eRC 
error occurred, the PSBM knows that an' error in the 
optional data fields following the header fields 
occurred. In response to an acknowledge protocol 
error, the PSBM can resend the command via 
another select protocol. 

4.3 Pausing During a Protocol Transfer 

During the transmission of a Type 2 select or 
acknowledge protocol it may be necessary to pause 
the transfer of fields within the message frame, due 
to memory: limitations of the PSBM andlor CASP. 
For example, if a large number of optional fields is 
being sent, the transmitting or receiving device may 
not }lave sufficient memory to allow all the messa~e 
frame fields to be transferred at one time. It IS 
necessary, therefore, to provide a method of pausing 
the transfer of message frame fields so that the 
memories of the transmitter and receiver can be 
periodically downloaded from or uploaded to a larger 
memory. such as a disk drive. : 

A pausing capability can be easily realized by 
having the transmitting device (PSBM or CASP) 
output additional S signals following the S signal 
that separates the fields. Using this approach, 
~ausing can occur between any two field frames. 
The length of the pause is determined by the 
number of additional S si~als output from the 
transmitter. The transfemng of fields within the 
message frame is resumed when the transmitting 
device outputs a D signal to start the next field. 

404 CASP Command Set 

The following commands form the basic CASP 
command set. Some of the commands support 
connecting the CASP's secondary port up to either 
the primary or remote port, while other commands 
support data transfer operations between a PSBM 
and a board resident memory, via the CASP's 1/0 
port. Other commands can be added as required. 



4.4.1 Connect PSBM Command 

When the PSBM needs to access the board ICs, it 
sends a connect PSBM command to the CASP via a 
~e 1 Delect protocol. In response to the connect 
PSBM command the CASP sets the "PSBM 
connected" status bit, sends a rep1r. to the PSBM 
using a type 1 acknowledge protoco , then connects 
its primary and secondary ports. 

After receiving the acknowledge protocol from the 
CASP and verifying the ·PSBM connectA!d" !tatus 
bit is set, the PSBM can access the board ICs using 
the 1149.1 bus protocol After the connect PSBM 
command has been input to the CASP, other 
commands that do not effect the connection between 
the primary and secondary po~ such as the Tead 
and write commands, can be input to and exeruted 
bytheCASP. 

4.4.2 Disconnect PSBM Command 

When the PSBM completes its access of the board 
IC.s). it sends a disconnect PSBM command to the 
C.Al:iP via a type 1 select protocol. In response to the 
disconnect PSBM command, the CASP resetn the 
-PSBM connected" status bit, sends a reply to the 
PSBM usin~ a type 1 acknowledge protocol, then 
disconnects Its primary and secondary ports. After 
receiving ~e acknowledge protocol from the CASP, 
the PSBM verifies the "PSBM disconnected" status 
bit has been reset. 

4.4.3 Connect RSBM Command 

When the PSBM requires the RSBM to access the 
board ICs, it sends a connect RSBM command to the 
CASP via a type 1 select protocol. In response to the 
connect RSBM command, the CASP sets the !lRSBM 
connected" status bit, sends a reply to the PSBM 
using a type 1 acknowledge protocol, then connects 
its remote and secondary ports. After receiving the 
acknowledgt! protocol from the CASP, the PSBM 
verifies the "RSBM connected" status bit is set. 

After the connect RSBM command has been input to 
the CASP, other commands that do not effect the 
connection between the remote and secondary ports, 
such as the read and write commands, can De input 
to and executed by the CASP. For example, the 
PSBM can send a command to the RSBM, via the 
CASP's I/O port, to initiate the remote access 
operation USlDij' a write command. Further, the 
PSBM can momtor the status of the remote access 
operation, via the CASP's YO port, using a read 
command. 

4.4.4 Disconnect RSBM Command 

When the PSBM determines that the remote access 
of the board ICs is complete, it sends a disconnect 
RSBM command to the CASP via a type 1 select 
PTotoCOl. In response to the disconnect RSBM 
command, the CASP resets the "RSBM connected" 

status bit, sends a Teply to the PSBM using a type 1 
acknowledge protocol, then disconnects ita remote 
and· secondary ports. After receiving the 
acknowledge protocol from the CASPI the PSBM 
verifies the !lRSBM Connected" status oit has been 
reset. 

4.4.5 Write Command 

When data is to De transferred from the PSBM to a 
memory via the CASP's 110 port, the CASP receivcs 
a write command from the PSBM via a type 2 elect 
protocol. The write command select protocol 
message frame contains: a header with tlie CASP 
address and write command, Q startin~ address field 
where the first data field will be wntten, a count 
field indicating the number of data fields to be 
written, one or more data fields, and a CRC field. 

At the beginning of the write command select 
protocol, the CASP checks its address against the 
received address field and the write command 
against known commands. In response to the write 
command, the CASP outputs the receivcd starting 
address field on the I/O port and stores the write 
count field. Next, the CASP writes the first received 
data field to the addressed memory location and 
decrements the count field. If the count field is not 
zero after the first write operation, the ASP 
increments the starting memory address, writes the 
next received data field, and decrements the count 
field again. These steps are repeated until tho count 
field decrements to zero. 

When the COWlt field decrements to zero, the CASP 
realizes that the last data field has been received 
and written to memo!), and the next field received in 
the CRC. The CASP compares the received CRC 
with a CRC it has Calculated on the received data to 
check for errors, then sends an appropriate reply to 
the PSBM using a type 1 acknowledge protocol. 
After receiving the acknowledge protocol from the 
CASP, the PSBM verifies that· the write command 
was successful by checking the address and status 
fields within the header and the CRC field for errors. 

While multiple data fields will usually be 
transferred during the write command to upload a 
test program or aata, a single data field can be 
transmitted by simply setting the count field to one. 
An eXnInj)lo of' a Dingle data write command is when 
the PSBM sends a command to the RSBM 
instructinij' it to execute a remote test operation, 
such as -imtiate self·test In-. 
4.4.6 Read Command 

When data is to be transferred from a memory to the 
PSBM via the CASP 110 IJort, the CASP receives a 
read command from the PSBM via a type 2 select 
protocol. The read command select protocol message 
frame contains: a header with the CASP address 
and read command, a starting address field where 
the first data field will be read, a count field 
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indieating the number of data fields to be read, and 
a CRC field. 

At the beginning of the read command select 
protocol, tile CASP checks its address against the 
received address field and the read command 
against known commands. In response to the read 
command, the CASP stores the received starting 
address and read count fields, then matches the 
received CRC against the calculated CRC. 

After the read command select protocol completes, 
the CASP outputs the starting memory address 
from the 110 port, reads the first data field from 
memory, decrements the read count field, and starts 
a type 2 acknowledge protocol to transfer the data 
read from the memory to the PSBM. If the read 
count field is not zero after the first read operation 
the CASP increments the memory address, and 
repeats the memory read and acknowledge protocol 
transfer sequence. When the read count field 
decrements to zero, the CASP realizes .that the last 
data field has been read from memory. After 
sending the last data field to the PSBM, the CASP 
sends the calculated CRC field then terminates the 
acknowledge protocol. 

In response to the read command acknowledge 
protocol, the PSBM checks the header's address and 
status fields, receives and stores a predetermined 
number of data fields, then matches the received 
eRC field against a calculated CRC. Ifno errors are 
found, the PSBM is assured that the read command 
haa been executed and the data received is correct. 

While multiple data fields will usually be 
transferred during the read command acknowledge 
protocol to download test or ~"tem data, a single 
data field can be transmitted tiy simply setting the 
count field to one. An example of a smgle data read 
command is when the PSBM needs only to read the 
status of the RBBM. 

4.4.7 Read Statu. Command 

To allow the PSBM to read the CASP's internal 
status register, the PSBM sends a read status 
command to the CASP via a ~e 1 select protocol. 
The read status command select .J)rotocol me8S~ 
frame contains a header with the eASP address and 
read status command, and a CRC field. After 
checking the read status command select_ ~rotocol'B 
address, command and CRC fields, the CASP sends 
a type 1 acknowfedge protocol to the PSBM to 
transfer its status register field to the PSBM. In 
response to the read status command acknowle~e 
protocol, the PSDM can check the settings of tile 
CASP's status register bits. 

The read status command, like the read and write 
commands, can be executed without effecting any of 
the connection type commands. The read status 
command allows the PSBM to monitor the internal 
status of CASP, as well as external status inputs, 
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such as the RSBM's interrupt input. Tlie following 
list defines the required status bits in the CASP's 
status register. 

;:xmqnd Error - A statu. reg;""r bit indicating an 
PIOwn command wa.. receiwd. 

eRe Emr - A st4t". rqimr bit irulic4ting a mhmotch 
betweell the receiued and calcul4t«l CRe. 

Interrupt ~UClt - A statu. rep"'r bit indicating the 
oc:t:lU're1lOe 0 all uWrntJl interrupt requat. 

Primcy Pot!f:;;;:vkd - A statu. r:ePtu bi' intlicatirvr a 
connection tlac primary and HCOru/4ry pam. 

Remote ~MJ!:d - A .tatu. ngilter indicoting a 
coruaedioll t nmote and ICCOndary porl& 

S""rulqrv Pod Idl« - A statu. ~tD' bit indU:tJ1inB tluJt 
til. secondary port ;,. uu. (STM8-0). 

~=8:zrt Rpcl-A statUI ~tu bit indicating tlt4l 
sco ry port q tad (8TMS.I). 

".5 Global CODlDlBDdlng 

To Stlpport a method of executing global commands, 
CASPs can include a global command address 
(GCA), similar to the reset address (RSTA) in Fi~ 
4. During a global command select protocol, all 
CASPs respond to the GCA to execute the command 
that follows. To avoid bus contention on PTDO, 
CASPs do not output acknowledge protocols in 
response to global command select protocols. 

6.0 Adapting the CASP for 2·wire Backplanes 

AI mentioned in the ilJnterfacing P1394 to 1149.1" 
section, newer 32·bit IEEE backplane standards 
only allocate two wires for a backplane level serial 
buS. If this trend continues, only a 2·wire serial bus, 
such as P1394, can be used in future backplanes, 
since both 1149.1 and P1l49.5 require more than 
two bus wires. While P1394. is a gQod high speed 2· 
wire communications bus, its complex protocols and 
circuitry may be too sophi8ti~ated and/or costly for 
the simpler access applications involved in serial 
testing. To provide an alternate 2·wire serial bus for 
newer backplane standards, the primary port of the 
CASP can be easily adapted to communicate the 
select and acknowledge protocols using only two 
wires. 

In FilrUre 8, the CASP's primary port is shown 
interfaced to a 2·wire PSBM via a serial 
inJ)ut/output (SIO) wire and a clock (CLK) wire. The 
SIO wire combines the unidirectional TDO and TDI 
backplane wiring channels into a single bidirectional 
wiring channel. The SIO wire is capable of 
transferring the select and acknowledge protocols 
between the PSBM and CASP in response to the 
CLK output from the PSBM. The select and 
acknowledge protocols can both be transmitted on a 
single wire since they are transmitted at different 
times, as shown in Figure 3. When the eASP is 



used in a 2·wire backplane, the connect and 
disconnect PSBM commands are no longer valid, 
since an 1149.1 connection is not possible in two 
wiTes. However, all the other CASP commands can 
be used, aD previously described, to enable rem'ote 
test access and data transfer operations. 

Using this approachba cost·effective 2·wire serial 
bus can optionally e used in newer back~lane 
standards, in place of P1394, to provide a SImple 
aecess method for test and data transfer operations. 
An important advantage of this approach is that it 
allows a common backplane test methodology to be 
developed and practiced, independent of the physical 
interfaces used in various system backplanes. For 
example, a backplane test access program, designed 
using a common CASP command set, could be used 
in either a 4 or 2·wire serial backplane environment. 
The combination of a common set of backplane test 
commands and a flexible serial interface, provides 
the building blocks from which a standard 
backplane test access language could be developed. 

so ctK 

FIGURE 8 2·Wire CASP Backplane Interface 

In future u~dates to the current 32·bit backplane 
busesband In definitions of future 64·bit buses, it 
may e beneficial for test representatives to 
participate in backplane working groups to help 
specify backplane test bus requiremonts. Since a 
need will 'probably' exist for both a 2·wire 
communicatIons bus (like P1394) and a 2·wire test 
bus (like the one proposed here), an ideal scenario 
would be for backplane standards to specify two 
pairs of backplane wires so that both serial bus 
~es could be sUPPOTted. In this way, both serial 
Duses could operate full·time in a backplane 
environment to optimally perform the task each was 
designed for. Also, since separate interfaces for the 
higher performance communications bus and lower 
performance test bus could be designed more 
efficiently, a lower cost of implementation would 
probably be achieved. Further, if separate serial 

buses existed at the backplane level for test and 
communication, the software for each bus could be 
designed more efficiently and executed in parallel. 

8.0 Summary and Conclusion 

This paper has described a new approach of 
accessing 1149.1 based boards in a backplane 
environment. The approach can be used as a simple 
backplane to board connection method or expanded 
to include commandable features considered useful 
in a backplane environment. 

The ASP provides a simple backplane to board 
connection circuit to effectuate expanded use of the 
1149.1 test bus. The select and acknowledge 
protocols can be transmitted between a PSBM and 
ASP using normal 1149.1 scan operations, assuming 
the PSBM can hold its TMS signal at a 1 or 0 during 
Bcan. Therefore, existing 1149.1 bus masters and 
sofiware can easily be adapted to use this approach. 
The ASP circuit is simple and can be assembled in 
small footprint packages (20 pins), resulting in a low 
cost, low area overhead, bacltplane·to·board level 
1149.1 test interface. 

The commandable ASP (CASP) provides a way of 
expanding the basic ASP and protocols to suit the 
needs of more demanding applications, while 
maintaining~ protocol compatibility with the 1149.1 
standard. The ability of the CASP to support board 
resident RSBMs, provides a structured method of 
designing_ systems capable of distributed test 
control. The ability of the CASP to support data 
transfer, Ilrovides a method of emulating the data 
transfer features being developed in the IEEE 
P1149.5 and P1394 serial bus standards. The 
ability of the CASP to operate in a 2·wire backplane 
environment, allows it to serve as an alternate serial 
bus to P1394 when only simple test access is 
required in a system. 

The advantages offered by this 'new a~proach are: 
(1) direct compatibility with 1149.1, (2) improved 
serial data transfer bandwidth, (3) simple, cost 
effective implementation, (4) easily expandable to 
include other features useful in backplane 
applications, and (5) capable of being used in either 
a 4 or 2·wire serial bus backplane environment. 
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Abstract 

This paper presents a novel connection 
method tnat enables an 1149.1 test bus 
controller to hierarchically access and test 
1149.1 circuits, independent of where the 
circuits exists within in an electronic system. 
The advantage of this approach is that it 
enables the 1149.1 test bus to be used 
hierarchically as a system level test bUD, 
instead of only as a board level test bus. 

Background 

In the electronics industry, significant 
improvements have been made in the area of 
board level testing, largely due to the 
development of a stanClard test access port and 
boundar-" scan architecture for ICs, referred to 
as IEEE Std 1149.1-1990 [1]. The 1149.1 
standard defines a test access port and 
associated test circuitry that can be included in 
ICs to simplify testing at the board level. 

One of the most important features of 
the 1149.1 standard is a four wire test bus that 
enables commands and data to be serially 
communicated to ICs on a board for testing 
purposes. The presence of this standard board 
level test bus Interface has inspired the test 
community to focus on a common approach to 
board level testing problems. 

The challenge now facing the electronics 
test industry is how to gain access to 1149.1 
testability features after the board has been 
embedded within a s1stem. Most system 
companies who invest In 1149.1 at the board 
level, do so under the assumption that the 
board testability resources can be reused to 
simplify their system testing problems. 
However, currently there are no proposed 
methods of accessing 1149.1 in a system 
environment. There are proposals for 
accessing 1149.1 boards in a backplane 
environment, but these proposals are focused 
on single level access operations and do not 

anticipate the hierarchical access needs found 
withiJi system architectures. [2,3,4,5,7,8] 

If test access solutions progress the way 
they cWTently are, the industry Will eventually 
have a unique test access standard for each 
different environment level within a system. 
For example, the industry may eventually 
have different standards for: accessing multi
chip modules on a board, accessing boards in a 
backplane, accessin, backplanes in a 
subsystem, and accessing subsystems in a 
system. If system test access evolves in this 
Cashion, the end result may well turn out to be 
an overly complicated, inefficient network of 
non-compatible test buses interlaced together 
using protocol translating devices. 

introduction 

This paper ,Presents an approach which 
anticipates tl:ie hierarchical test access needs 
of system architectures. Using this approach, 
hierarchical connections can be made in a 
system architecture to enable 1149.1 
applications to be accessed directly via the 
standard 1149.1 test bus. The primary benefit 
of this approach is that it elimInates the -need 
to use other environment-specific test buses to 
~ access to embedded 1149.1 applications 
within systems. 

A paper presented at ITC in 1992 
described now an 1149.1 test bus controller 
(TBC) could select and access 1149.1 
applications in a single level environment! 
suCh as boards in a backplane, using a protoco 
referred to as a shadow protocol and a 
connection device referred to as an addressable 
shadow :port (ASP) [6]. The approach 
described m this paper is based on an extended 
shadow protocol and a connection device 
referred to as a hierarchically addressable 
shadow ]lort (HASP). The extended shadow 
protocol and HASP allow the connection 
features described in the 1992 paper to be used 
hierarchically in a system architecture, instead 

Copyright IEEE. Reprinted. with pennission. from Proceedings of International Test Conference 
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of bein~ limited to single level connection 
applicatIons. 

Throughout the remainder of this paper 
the words "environment" and "application" are 
used. The word "environment" is used to 
indicate a physical level within a f!1stem 
architecture where one or more ASPs or 
HASPs reside. The "root environment" is the 
lowest . level environment, and is where the 
1149.1 TBC resides. The word "a,!plication" is 
used to indicate an 1149.1 circwt within an 
environment that can be accessed by a TBC 
afier a hierarchical connection has been made. 
In this pap,er, the hierarchical access examples 
are descrIbed as coming from a lower level 
environment to a higher level environment. 

Shadow Protocols 

The 1149.1 test bus has four signal 
wires, test clock (TCK), test mode select (TMS), 
test data output (TOO), and test data inpu! 
(TDI). 1149.1 protocol transmitted on the TMS 
signal controls applications on the test bus to 
sean data, enter an idle state, or enter a reset 
state. When TMS places the test bus in an idle 
state (Le. 1149.1 RT/IDLE, PAUSE-IR or 
PAUSE-DR states) or a reset state (i.e. 1149.1 
TLRST state), all 1149.1 applications are 
disabled from responding to data'transmitted 
on TDI and TDO. While the 1149.1 test bus is 
idle or reset, the shadow protocol can be 
transmitted over the TDI and TDO wires to 
make a connection between a TBC and a target 
application within a system, via an ASP or via 
an ASP connected to one or more HASP 
circuits. 

The shadow protocol comprises two 
protocols, a select protocol and an aCknowledge 
protocol. At the beginning of a shadow 
protocol, a sele~ ~rotocol is transmitted from 
the TBC to an ASP either directly or through 
one or more HASPs residing between the TBe 
and ASP to make a connection. Mter the 
select protocol has been transmitted, an 
acknowledge protocol is transmitted to the 
TBe from the selected ASP either directly or 
throu~h one or more HASPs residing between 
the ASP and TBC to confirm the connection. 
The shadow protocol is transmitted on the TDI 
and TDO bus wires using a bit-pair signaling 
method. The TMS signal is not involved with 
the shadow/rotocol therefore the TMS si~al 
can be use to hold 1149.1 app,lications 10 a 
desired 1149.1 steady state while the shadow 
protocol is transmitted to make a connection. 
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The bit-pair si~aling method used in 
the shadow protocol allows control and data to 
be transmitted together on a single wiring 
channel. The control signals are used to start 
and stop the select and acknowledge protocols 
and to frame data signals that form addresses 
within the select and acknowledge protocols. 
The bit-pair signals used in the select and 
acknowledge protocols are defined in the 
following list. 

Idle $Wnal m - a control &ignal icknti/ied by tM 
trantJ(tr of two &ucC%ssiue logic OM bit& from a trantJmitUr 
to a receiver. 

Select Signal (S) - a control signal itkntifUd by tM 
transfer of two lIucceuive logic zero bit. from a 
trantJmitter to a reMuer. 

DAta 1 Sig~) - a logic one s~l identified ~ 
tM tramfer of a ~ ~ bit foUowed by a logic OM bit 
(rom a trantJmitter to a T'fICf!iuu. 

DAta Q Signal (Q) - a logic UTa lIiJpuJl uuntified bl 
the tramfrr of a logic one bit Tozu,wecl by a logU: zero b,t 
from a trarumUUr to a ~iuu. 

The bit-pair signals are output from the 
transmitting device's (TBC's, ASP's, o,r 
HASP's) TDO on the falling edge of TCK and 
are input to the receiving device's (TBC's, 
ASP's, or HASP's) TDI on the rising edge of 
TCK. Since this data transfer is consistent 
with the way 1149.1 serial data is transferred, 
u,Pgrading a TBC to support this ~proach is 
slIDply a matter of controlling TMS to idle or 
reset 1149.1 applications, while using 
otherwise normal 1149.1 scan operations to 
transmi t and receive the select and 
acknowledge protocols. 

Tee to ASP Tth$:::pmi~o:$.'J1 T T T ...... T T T T 
ASP to TBC T T T T ...... T T1'fJ:::'$::Q~4;#':)1~M1 T 

'''9.' Bu. Is Idle JU 
Select Protocol Stan. 
Select Protocol Step. 
Acknowledge Protocol Stana __ --J 

Acknowledge Protocol Step.------..... 
1149.1 Bua can be activated -------....1 
FIGURE 1 Select and Acknowledge Protocols 

Select and Acknowledge Protgcols 

In Figure 1, a diagram is shown of a 
single level select and acknowledge protocol 
being transmitted while the 1149.1 test bus is 
idle to make a connection between a TBC and 



ASP application. The tristate signals (T) 
before and after the protocol sequences 
indicate that the 1149.1 test bus is uile and 
that the TDO outputs from the TBC and ASP 
are disabled and pulled high. The "lSD . .DSI" 
sequence transmitted from the TBC to the ASP 
is the select protocol. The "1SDooDSI" seCl.uence 
transmitted from the ASP to the TBC IS the 
acknowledge protocol. After the ASP 

. transmits the acknowledge prot9col it connects 
the TBC up to the application. 

The I signal at the beginning of each 
protocol is designed to be inmstinguishable 
from the preceding T signals. This avoids 
unintentional entry into a select or 
acknowledg~ protocol when the 1149.1 bus 
enters an idle or reset state. However, the I 
si~al at the end of each protocol is des!gned to 
be distinguishable from the ~receding S and D 
signals so that it can be useQ to terminate the 
~rotocol. Inside each protocol, first and second 
S signals are used to frame the address which 
is defined by a series of logic 1 and logic 0 D 
signals. 

In this single level access shadow 
protocol, onII one address frame (SDooDS) is 
transmitted between the first and second I 
signals of the select and acknowledge protocol. 
However, in a multi-level shadow J'rotocol, two 
or more address frames (SD •• DS) are 
transmitted between the first and second I 
signals of the select and acknowledge protocol 
to make a hierarchical connection. 

Werarchical Access Examples 

The followin~ examples illustrate how a 
TBC can use ASP and HASP circuits to 
hierarchically access 1149.1 a1»plications in 
systems having from one to "m environment 
levels. In the examples, analogi~s are made 
between the way this approach hierarchically 
links to an 1149.1 application through multiple 
system environments, and the wayan 
operating system hierarchically liJ$l to a file 
through multiple software directories. In the 
anal0lies, "Sys"=system, "Sub"=subsystem, 
"Bpn =backplane, "Bru"=board, "App" = 
fl_P.plic!ltion, "Env"=environment, and 
-nir"=directory. 

Sin~le Leyel System Test Access 

In the single level environment of Figure 
2, a Backplane resident TBC is connected to 
Board ASPs (1-n) via a four wire 1149.1 test 

bus. Each ASP is further connected to ICs on a 
board (application) via a four wire 1149.1 test 
bus·. The naming ~nvention given to the ASPs 
in Figure 1 is "ASPn:m", where "n" indicates 
the ASP's address and "m" indicates the 
environment lovel the ASP resides on. The 
ASPs are connected to the TBC via their 
primary port sipals (PTDI, PTMS, PTCK, 
PTDO) and to the ap~lication via their 
Becondary:~ort sicnals (STDI, STMS, STCK, 
STDO). While all four 1149.1 signal wires are 
shown in Figure 2, only the ASP PTDI, STDI, 
PTDO, and STDO, and application and TBC 
TDI and TDO s1fnal8 are named. The 
environment leve Dumber of the ASP is 
included in the primary and secondary port 
signal names, i.e. PTDI1, PTD01, STOOl, and 
STDOl. The above mentioned naming 
conventions are followed throughout the 
remainder of this paper. 

Hiernrclrlcnl Analogies 

Root Dir\lstDirl-n\Fite 
Root Env\lntEnvl-n\App 

Bpn \Brdl-n \Ieo 

100 b PTDIt TI S(A2)S IT--T 
PTD01 b Tnt T--TI S(A2}S IT 

FIGURE 2 Single Level System Test Access 

Before an application OD one of the 
Boards (1-n) can be serially accessed by the 
THC, a connection must be made between the 
TBC and application. To make a connection 
between tlie application of ASP2:1 and the 
TBC, the TBC ou!p~ts a single level select 
protocol from its TDO output to the PTDI1 
mput of all ASPs on Environment 1. In this 
example, the address sent in the select protocol 
is address 2 (A2). In response to receivinJt the 
oelect protocol with an address of 2, ASP2:1 
outputs an acknowledge protocol containing its 
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address (A2) from its PTD01 output to the 
TBC's TOI input, then connects the application 
to the TBC (as shown in darkened boxes). The 
TBC verifies the connection by inspecting the 
address returned in the acknowledge protocol, 
then accesses the application UBin~ the 1149.1 
protocol. This single level connectIon example 
IS identical to the one described in the 1992 
paper, since only a single level connection is 
made, i.e. board and backplane. 

Two Leyel System Test Access 

In the two level environment of Figure 3, 
a Subsystem resident TBC is connected to 
Backplane HASPs (1-n) in Environment 1. 
Each Backplane HASP (1-n) is further 
connected to Board ASPs (1-n) in Environment 
2. Each Board ASP (1-n) is further connected 
to an Application. While connections are only 
shown between HASP1:1 and its 
ASP/Application group, each HASP is similarly 
connected to an ASP/Application group. 

Hierwcbiea1 Analogies 

Root Dir\ lstDirl·n \2ndDirl·n \File 
Root Env\lstEvnl-n \2ndEvnl·n \App 

Sub\Bpnl-n\Brdl.n\ICs 

Appk:atkm 
On Boards 1-n 

Envionment 2 
Boards1il 

Envi:onmenl1 
Backplanes 1-n 

PTOll 

Root 
EnWonmoot 

TOOllPTDI1 TIS(A1)SS(A2)SIT T 
ST0011)Plt)12 T-TIS(A2)SIT T 
PTD021) STOll T n S(A2)S 11-T 
PTD01llTDI T TIS(A2)SS(A1)SIT 

FIGURE 3 Two Level System Test Access 

Before an application on one of the 
Boards (1-n) can be serially accessed by the 
TBC, a hierarchical connection must be made 
between the TBC and application. 'lb make a 
connection between the application of ASP2:2 
and the TBC, the TBC outputs a two level 
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select J?rotocol from its TDO output to the 
PTDIl mput of all HASPs on Environment 1. 
The two level hierarchical select protocol 
differs from the single level select protocol of 
Figure 1 in that two addres8 frames are 
transmitted between the first and second I 
!!ign_als. The first address frame (AI) selects 
HASP1:1 and the second address frame (A2) 
selects ASP2:2. 

After HASP1:1 has received its address 
frame (SA1S), it looks to see what signal 
follows the address frame. IT an I si~al were 
to follow the first address frame, HASP1;! 
would recognize the protocol as a single level 
type and would start its acknowledge protocol. 
However, since an S signal follows the first 
address frame, HASP!:1 recognizes that the 
select protocol is hierarchical and that a new 
address frame is being transmitted. After 
HASP1:! recognizes that the select protocol is 
hierarchical, it does not respond to any of the 
additional address frames It receives, thus it 
cannot be deselected by subsequent address 
frames transmitted within the current 
hierarchical select protocol. Also when 
HASP1:1 recognizes that the select protocol is 
hierarchical, it sets an internal flag which 
modifies the way it operates during the 
hierarchical acknowledge protocol. 

In response to the start of the second 
address frame (SA2S) from the TBC, HASP!:1 
enables its STDOI output, sends an I sigJ.!al, 
then relays the second address frame to ASPs 
of Environment 2. There is a one bit-pair 
signal latency between the end of the first 
address frame from the TBC (SA1S) and the 
start of the relayed second address frame from 
HASP1:1 (SA2S). This latency is caused by the 
decision step HASP!: 1 performs to determine 
what signal (S or I) follows the first address 
frame (BAlS). , 

When the TBC completes the 
transmission of the hierarchical select ~rotocol, 
it outputs T signals (or lor'c 1's) on Its TDO 
output and monitors its TD input for the start 
of an acknowledge protocol from the PTDOI 
output of HASPl:!. Likewise, when HASPl:l 
completes relaying the hierarchical select 
protocol it outputs T signals on its STDO! 
output and monitors its STDIl input for the 
start of an acknowledge protocol from the 
PrD02 output of ASP2:2. 

After ASP2:2 has received its address 
frame (SA2S) from HASP!:I, it starts an 



acknowledge protocol output to HASP!:!. 
After transmitting a first I signal to initiate 
the acknowledge protocol, ASP2:2 outputs its 
address frame sequence (SA2S) from its 
PTD02 output to the STDI! input of HASP!:!. 
In response to the first S I!ign~ of the address 
frame input from ASP2:2, HASP!:! enables its 
PTDO 1 output and starts relaying the 
acknowledge protocol from ASP2:2 to the 
TBC's TDI input by outputting a first I signal. 
After ASP2:2 has transmitted its address 
frame to the STDll input of HASPl:l, it 
terminates its acknowledge protocol by 
outputting a second I signal, tllen makes a 
connection between its application and the 
secondary port of HASP1:1. 

In response to the second I signal input 
from ASP2:2, HASP1:1 continues the 
acknowledge protocol sequence by inserting 
and outputting its own address frame (SA1S) 
to the TDI input of the TBC. After HASPl:1 
has transmitted its address frame to the TBC, 
it terminates the hierarchical acknowledge 
protocol by outputtinE a second I signal, then 
makes a connection between ASP1:1 and the 
TBC. After the TBC receives the second I 
signal it determines that the hierarchical 
acknowledge protocol is complete and 
examines the addresses received to confirm the 
correct hierarchical connection was made. If 
the connection is correct, the TBC accesses the 
application using the 1149.1 protocol 

Three Level System Test Access 

In the three level environment of Figure 
4, a System resident TBC is connected to 
Subsystem HASPs (l-n). Each Subsystem 
HASP (1-n) is further connected to Backplane 
HASPs (l-n). Each Backplane HASP (1-n) is 
further connected to Board ASPs (l-n). Each 
Board ASP (l-n) is further connected to an 
Application. 

The steps for the THC to hierarchically 
connect and access the aprlication of ASPn:3 is 
similar to the two leve access example of 
Fi~ 3 and comprises; (1) outputting a three 
level h.ierarchic~l select protocol to s~l~ct 
HASP1.1, HASP2.2, and ASPn:3, (2) receIVIng 
and confirming a three level hierarchical 
acknowledge protocol from ASPn:3, HASP2:2, 
and HASP1:1, and (3) accessing the appUcation 
via the connections made between HASP1:1, 
HASP2:2, and ASPn:3 using the 1149.1 
protocol. 

Hiemrehienl AnnJogiea 

Root Dir\ lstDirl-n \2ndDirl-n \3rdDirl-n \Filo 
Root Env\lstEvnl-n\2ndEvnl-n\3rdEnvl-n\App 

Sys\Subl-n \Bpnl-n \Brdl-n \ICa 

ErMronment 3 
Boardst-n 

Environment 2 
BlEiq)lanes t-n 

Root 
Envi'Onment 

lDODPTDIt T1S(A1)SS(A2)SS(An)SIT T 
S1OO1 DPTDI2 T-TlS(Al)SS(An)SIT T 
STOO2 D PTOL1 T TI S(An)S IT T 
PTDCl3 D STD12 T T1S(h\)S ITT 
PTD02 D STOlt T TI S(An)SS(A2)S I T-T 
PTOO1 D TOI T TlS{M)SS(A2)SS(At)SIT 

FIGURE 4 Three Level System Test Access 

Mth-Leyel System Test Access 

While the previous examples have shown 
how shadow protocols and ASPIHASP circuits 
are used to access applications existing on 1, 2, 
and 3 level system environments, the approach 
can be used to access any environment level 
(m) within a system. 

For example, the hierarchical select and 
acknowledge protocols of Figure 5 illustrate 
connectil!g_ an application in environment level 
"m" to a TBC in the root environment (RE) via 
intermediate environment levels El, E2, 
E3 ... Em-2, and Em-l. Each address frame in 
the hierarchical select and acknowledge 
protocols is indicated by the sequence "Sn:mS", 
where "n" is the address and um" is the 
environment level the address is sent to or 
received from. The ability of the this ~proach 
to hierarchically connect a TBC to an 
application on any environment level within 
any type of system, provides an extremely 
simple, yet powerful method of accessing and 
testmg 1149.1 applications. 
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~ Select Protx:oI 10 EnWonmtnt 'me 

AE 10 Et TI Sn:1SSn:2SSn:3S __ Sn:m-2SSn:m-tSSn:m9 It_r 
Et 10 E2 T_TI Sn:2SSn:3S._.Sn:m·2SSn:m-1SSn:mS IT __ T 
E2 10 E3 T. ___ TI SdS_Sn:m-2SSn:m-tSSn:mS 1 T_ T 
Em-3bEm·2 T _TISn:m-2SSn:m·1SSn:mSIT_T 
&n-2bEm·1 T TISn:m-1SSnll'lSITT 
Etn-1 10 Em T rlSn:mS IT 
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FIGURE 5 Mth·Level System Test Access 

Acknow1edee Protocol Address Ordering 

The ordering of the address frames in 
the hierarchical acknowledge protocol is key to 
making the scheme work in various 
hierarchical arrangements. By having the 
selected ASP of the highest accessed 
environment level initiate the hierarchical 
acknowledge protocol, HASPs in lower 
environment levels only have to monitor their 
STDI inputs to determine when the 
hierarchicaI acknowledge protocol haa been 
started. 

Since the higher level acknowledge 
protocols are framed by first and second I 
signals, it is a simple process for a lower level 
HASP to determine when a hi~her level 
acknowledge protocol transmission IS complete 
so that it can insert its own address Cranie in 
the hierarchical acknowledge protocol being 
relayed to the TBC. By its design the 
operation of the hierarchical acknowiedge 
protocol is simple and structured, and 
Independent of the number of environment 
levelS it traverses. 

Hierarchical Connection Example 

In Figure 6, a System TBC is connected 
to Subs~stem HASPI of Environment 1, 
HASPI/El. HASPI/El is connected to 
Backplane HASPI of Environment 2, 
HASPlIE2. HASP1IE2 is connected to Board 
ASPI of Environment 3, ASP1IE3. ASP1IE3 is 
connected to the Application on Board 1 (ICs). 
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The TBC has a transmitter (XMT) to 
output the select protocol, a receiver (RCR) to 
receive the acknowledge protocol, and a 
controller (CTL) to regulate the operation of 
the transmitter and receiver, and the TMS 
output signal. When the controller is not using 
the transmitter and receiver to communicate 
select and acknowledge protocols, the 
controller can use them to communicate the 
1149.1 protocol by activation of the TMS 
output SIgnal. 

TBC HMPtlE1 HASPtlE2 ASPtS ~ 

FIGURE 6 Hierarchical Connection Example 

The ASPs and HASPs have a receiver 
(RCR) to receive the select protocol, a 
transmitter (XMT) to output the acknowled2e 
protocol, and a controller (CTL) to regulate t6.e 
operation of the transmitter and receiver, and 
the PTMS to STMS signal connection. If the 
receiver and transmitter are not being used to 
communicate select and acknowledge 
protocols, and if the ASPIHASP is selected, 
serial data and TMS control may be 
transferred from PTDI to STDO, from STDI to 
PrDO, and from PrMS to STMS during 1149.1 
scan operations. 

When scan access of the ICs of Board 1 is 
required, the TBC outputs a hierarchical select 
protocol to the receiver of HASPIIEI. In 
response, HASPlJE l's receiver strips off its 
address frame and relays the remaining 
p~~on of the select protocol to the receiver of 
HASP1IE2. In response, HASP1IE2's receiver 
strips off its address frame and relays the 
remaining portion of the select protocol to the 
receiver of ASP1IE3. 

After the hierarchical select protocol 
completes, the transmitter of ASP1JE3 outputs 
an acknowledge protocol to the transmitter of 
HASPlIE2. In response, HASPlIE2's 



transmitter relays the acknowledge ,Protocol to 
the transmitter ofHASP1JE1, insertmg its own 
address frame before terminating the 
acknowled~e protocol. In response, 
HASP lIE 1 s transmitter relays the 
acknowledge protocol to the receiver of the 
TBC, inserting its own address frame before 
terminating the acknowledge protocol. 

After each HASP and ~P completes its 
acknowledge protocol, it· connects its primary 
and secondary ports together. After receiving 
and verifying·the hierarchical acknowledge 
protocol, the TBC's control circuit enables the 
transmitter, receiver, and TMS output to 
access the ICs of Board 1, via the connections 
made through HASP1IE1, HASP1IE2, and 
ASP1IE3, using the 1149.1 pro.tocol. 

Smchronizini 1149.1 Data Transfers 

In Figure 7, an important difference is 
shown between the methods used by the 
HASPs and ASP of Figure 6 to connect their 
primary and secondarY bUD signals. In the 
ASP, a simple electronic switch is used to 
connect the primary and secondary port 
signals, since only a single level connection is 
made. However, since any number of levels 

. may be connected using hierarchically 
arranged HASPs, it is important to provide a 
method ~(~Inchronizing the data transfer 
between HASP primary and secondary jlorts 
using clocked storage elements such as the D
flip flops (DFF) of Figure 7. 

lBC HA8P11E1 HASP11E2 AF11E3 AfIpIIcdon 

FIGURE 7 HASP Port Synchronization 

If the primary and secondary bus signal 
connections of the HASP were made bl simple 
electronic switches, as in the ASP, the 
accumulation of delays through the switches of 
hierarchically connected HASPs would limit 

the 1149.1 data transfer rate through the 
connection. However, with the primary and 
secondary HASP connections synchronized 
through DFFs as shown in Figure 7, delays do 
not accumulate as more HASPs are included in 
a hierarchical connection. Thus, no limitation 
is placed on the 1149.1 data transfer rate as 
more environment levels are connected 
between the TBC and application. 

Accessing and Testing Applications 

In Figure 8, a TBC is shown connected to 
the primary ports (PP) of ASPs 1-(n-2) via an 
1149.1 test ous. Each ASP's secondary port 
(SP) is connected to an appropriately 
numbered 1149.1 application VIa an 1149.1 
test bus. The TBC and applications illustrate 
the 1149.1 steady states in which shadow 
protocols can be transmitted to make or break 
connections between the TBC and applications. 
The darkened boxes of Fi~ure 8, indicate 
reserved addresses "0", "n-1 and "n", which 
are not used as application addresses. 

TBC 

FIGURE 8 Single Level Test AcceSB Example 

The "0" address is a reset address 
(RSTA) recognizable by all ASPs and H!SPs. 
ASPs and HASPs receiving the RSTA adaress 
disconnect their ports and force their 
applications into the TLRST state by settin~ 
tlieir STMS output to a logic one. The "n-1 
address is a disconnect address (DISA) 
recognizable by all ASPs and HASPs. ASPs 
and HASPs receiving the DISA address 
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disconnect their ports and remain in the 
1149.1 steady state thel were in when the 
disconnect occurs. The nn address is a self 
test synchronization address (STSA) 
reco~iz~ble by all ASPs and HASPs. ASPs 
and HASPs receiving the STSA address while 
in the 1149.1 PAUSE-IRlDR states connect 
PTMS to STl\IS and disconnect PTDI and 
STDO, and STDI and PTDO. 

Executing Single Anplication Self Testa 

If Application 1 needs to be tested using 
a BIST based test instruction, like the 1149.1 
RunBist instruction [1], and is currently in the 
TLRST state, the TBC moves itself to the 
TLRST state to synchronize states with 
Application 1, then executes a shadow protocol 
to connect to Application 1. After a connection 
is made between the TEC and Application 1, 
the TBC transitiono itself and Application 1 
from TLRST to the RTIIDLE state to prepare 
for testing. 

After entering the RTIIDLE state, the 
TBC executes an 1149.1 instruction Bean 
operation to load the test instruction, then 
returns to the RTIIDLE state. In the RTIIDLE 
state the teat instruction starts and executes 
until it terminates either on its own (like 
RunBist) or in res~on8e to the TBC 
transitioning from the RTIIDLE state. While 
tho tost oltocutea, the TBC. is free to 
synchronize, connect, and start tests in other 
applications if desired. At the end of the test, 
the TBC synchronizes and connects to 
Application 1 (if it has disconnected) and 
accesses the test results using 1149.1 scan 
operations. 

Executing Parallel Application Self Tests 

If all applications of FigtIr? 8 need to be 
tested in parallel using a BIST based test 
instruction, and all are currently in the TLRST 
state, the TBC moves itself to the TLRST state 
and executes the following sequence. 

The TBC transmits a shadow protocol to 
connect Application 1 to the TBe. After the 
connection IS made, the TBC transitions itself 
and Application 1 from TLRST to the RTIIDLE 
state. After entering the RTIIDLE state, the 
TBC executes an instruction scan operation to 
load the test instruction into Application 1 
then terminates the instruction scan operation 
in the PAUSE·IR state. The TBC then 
transmits a shadow protocol containing the 
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DISA address to disconnect Application 1 in 
the PA USE-IR state. The TBC then 
transitions itself from PAUSE-ffi to the TLRST 
state to synchronize 1149.1 states with the 
next application to be connected. These steps 
are repeated on Applications 2 through n-3. 

After Application n·3 has been setup as 
previously described, the TBC transmits a 
shadow ~rotocol to connect Application n-2 to 
the TBC. After the connection is made, the 
TBC transitions itself and Application n-2 from 
TLRST to the RTIIDLE state. After entering 
the RT/IDLE state, the TBC executes an 
instruction scan operation to load the test 
instruction into Ap~lication n-2 then 
terminates the instruction scan operation in 
the PAUSE-ffi state. While in PAUSE-IR, the 
TBC transmits a shadow ~rotocol containing 
the STSA address. All ASPs currently in the 
PAUSE·m state respond to the STSA address 
to connect their PTMS and STMS signals 
together, enabling the TEC's TMS output to be 
input to each ASP application. After making 
this global TMS connection, the TBC 
transitions itself and all applications from 
PAUSE-IR to RTIID..LE to start the parallel 
test operation. 

The parallel test operation continues 
until all tests have terminated either on their 
own or in res~onse to the TBe transitioning 
from the RTI!DLE state. At the end of the 
parallel test operation, the TBe executes 
shadow protocols to connect to each 
application, one at a time, to access the test 
results using 1149.1 ScaD operations. If one or 
more of the ASPs in Figure 8 had not been 
positioned in the PAUSE~IR state when the 
STSA address was issued, they would have 
ignored the STSA address and remained in 
their present state. Thus, selective execution 
of par8l1el test operations is provided. 

Executing Application Interconnection Tesls 

Testing the functional interconnection 
between applications is easy if each application 
includes 1149.1 boundary scan on its 
functional 110. The test is setup by the TBe 
synchronizing states with and connecting to 
each application, one at a time. After the TBC 
is connected to an application it performs an 
1149.1 instruction scan operation to load the 
1149.1 Samp.1elPreload Instruction. After 
loading the SampleIPreload instruction, the 
TBC performs a data scan operation to load a 
safe initial boundary liD test pattern. Next, 



the TBC performs an instruction scan 
operation to load the 1149.1 Extest instruction, 
terminating the instruction sean operation in 
the PAUSE-IR state. While in the PAUSE-IR 
state, the TBC executes a shadow protocol 
containing the DISA address to disconnect 
from the application so that other applications 
can be connected and setul' as described. 
Since the application is dlscOlinected in 
PAUSE-IR, tb.e Extest instruction has not been 
updated to take effect. 

After all applications have been setup as 
described, theTBC positions itself in the 
PAUSE-IR state, then transmits a shadow 
protocol containing the STSA address. In 
response to the STSA address, all applications 
are connected to the TBC's TMS output, via 
their ASPs. The TBC then transitions itself 
and all applications from PAUSE-IR to 
RT/IDLE to cause all applications to 
simultaneously update their Extest 
instructions and enter test mode. Since each 
application was loaded with a safe initial 
boundary 110 test pattern, no 110 conflicts 

. occur between apphcations when the Extest 
mode is entered. 

Following this setup procedure, 
interconnection testing is accomplished by the 
TBC selectively connecting to eaCh !l~p~cation, 
one at a time and while in the RTIIDLE state, 
to set boundary oUgJuts and read boundary 
inputs using 1149.1 data scan operations. 

While this example used the Extest 
instruction to scan test the interconnections 
between applications, at-speed interconnection 
tests based on BIST (I.e. pseudorandom 
pattern generation/data compaction) could be 
used as well. If BIST interconnection testing 
is performed the applications are setup and 
enabled for testing as described in the 
"Executing Parallel Application Self Test" 
section. 

Werarchical Access and Testing 

In the example of Figure 8, the TBC was 
shown directly connected to the ASP of each 
a~lication. In actual systems however, the 
TBC may not always be directly connectible to 
the ASP of each application due to the 
placement of the applIcations in the system 
hierarchy. Therefore HASPs may reside 
between the TBC and ASPs to provide a 
hierarchical connection between the TBC and 
applications, as shown in Figure 9. 

The access and testinH procedures 
previously described in regard to the single 
level connection arrangement shown in Figure 
8 still apply to the three level connection 
arrangement shown in Figure 9. The only 
difference in Figure 9 is that a three level 
connection is traversed to access and test the 
applications. 

DISA STSA 

ArP2 -. ~ ___ '~_!r 

>-~ 

FIGURE 9 Three" Level TestAccesl Example 

Hierarchically Sending RSTA Addresses 

Arter hierarchical11. accessing and 
testing applications WIthin a system, 
numerous applications. may be .left in various 
1149.1 steady states and test modes. To insure 
the stability of the system in its mission mode, 
~l ~ ~lications need to be placed in the 
TLRST state following test. 

One way of placing system applications 
in the TLRST state is for the TBC to 
individually connect and set each application 
into the TLRST state. However, a faster way 
of placing system applications in TLRST is for 
the TBC to globally transmit a hierarchical 
select protocol consisting of multiple RSTA 
address frames. Alternately, the TBC can 
locally place ap~lications existin, at and above 
a selected enVIronment level In TLRST by 
sending actual address frames in a 
hierarchical select protocol prior to sending the 
RSTA frames. The actual address frames 
direct the reset action to only the applications 
at and above the selected environment level. 
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FIGURE 11 Hierarchically Resetting Applications 
"-

Examples of global" and local resetting in 
a system containing "m" environment levels 
are shown in Fi~ 11. The fir" in the address 
frames 1 throul1h m indicate the RSTA 
address. The"n in the address frames 1 
through m indicate an actual address. All 
HASPs in each intermediate environment level 
(1 through m-l) between the root environment 
(RE) and environment "m" wait to respond to 
the RSTA address until after the hierarchical 
select protocol terminates, so that all relayed 
RSTA address frames can be tranomitted to 
the highest environment level (m). HASPs and 
ASPs receiving a RSTA address do not execute 
an acknowledge protocol. However, HASPs 
that receive an actual address do respond with 
an acknowledge protocol. 

Hierarchically Sendini DISAISTSA Addresses 

While Fi(ure 11 illustrates RSTA 
address frames r" being globally and locally 
transmitted to connections and applications, 
DISA and STSA address frames can be 
globally or locally transmitted as well. DISA 
address frames are transmitted in place of the 
"r" addresses in the hierarchIcal select 
protocols to disconnect connections and 
applications. STSA frames are transmitted in 
place of the fir" addresses in the hierarchical 
select protocols to synchronize selected· 
connections and application grou])s to the 
TBC's TMS output. As with the RSTA address 
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frame, HASPs and ASPs receiving DlSA or 
STSA address frames do not execute an 
acknowledge protocol. 

Conclusion 

This paper has described a hierarchical 
test access problem the industry will 
eventually face in system architectures, and a 
proposed solution to this problem. The 
solution is based on a connection circuit and 
protocol that can operate in any hierarchical 
. arrangement to provide acceSB to and test 
control of 1149.1 applications in a system 
environment. This acceBS method provides a 
simple way to effectuate expanded use of the 
1149.1 test bus in systemB. The advantages of 
this approach are: (1) connection protocol is 
supportable by most 1149.1 TBCslATEs, (2) 
connection protocol rides on top of existing 
1149.1 bus wiring, (3) does not require protocol 
translation in the connection path, (4) does not 
impact 1149.1 test bus bandwidth, (5) 
supports parallel 1149.1 test operations, (6) 
BUppOrts any type of hierarchic81 connection 
arrangement, and (7) simple, cost-effective 
implementation. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes an IEEE 1149.1 b!l!:!)d te:rt Ie that 
emulates the functions of logic and signature analysis 
test instruments. These ICs can be used at the board or 
multi-chip module level to provide an embedded method 
of monitoring circuits at-speed. This paper assumes the 
reader has a basic understanding of the IEEE 1149.1 
standarA012)' 

"t . INTRODUCTION 

Test instruments, such as logic anal,Yzers, have 
traditional1y been used to test the at-speed Interaction of 
functioning ICs on board designs. These test 
instruments gain access to the circuit under test by 
physically contacting the circuit using a probing 
mechanism. The use of these test instruments to test 
functioning circuitry can reveal timing sensitive andlor 
intermittent failures that would otherwise not be 
detectable in a nonfunctional test environment. The 
ability of these test instruments to synchronize up with 
and observe the at-speed operation of electronic circuits, 
have made them an invaluable asset in a wide range of 
testing applications. 

With the increasing use of high-speed, state-of-the-art 
integrated circuits in combination with the miniaturized 
substrates on which they are assembled, the physical 
access between all extem81 teat instrument and a circuit 
under test is being severely reduced and in some cases 
com~letely eliminated. New test approaches such as the 
IEEE 1149.1 boundary scan standard provide a method 
to regain electrical access to miniaturized circuits and 
substrates through the use of an IC resident test port 
and boundary scan architecture. The 1149.1 standard 
provides an excel1ent method of testing the structural 
Integrity of the wiring interconnects between ICs on a 
common substra~3"1' In addition, 1149.1 can be used to 
test individual Ics' while they are in a nonfunctional 
mode. 

However, the 1149.1 standard cannot be used effectively 
for at-s~eed functional testin~ of ICs or circuits. The 
standard doeslrovide a test Instruction, referred to as 
Sam~lelPreloa , that a110ws the boundary scan register 
to take a snal>shot sample of the data entering and 
leaving a functionin~ IC. While a specific application of 
the SamplelPreload Instruction has been described151, its 
general use suffers due to problems not addressed In the 
8tandar~61' 

One problem with the SamplelPreload instruction is that 
there is no prescribed method of synchronizing the 
sample operation with the operation of the host IC. 
Sampling data asynchronously is a hit and miss 
proposition that serves no useful purpose. Another 
problem is that there is no prescribed method of 
qualifying when to execute the sample operation in a 
functioning system. Sampling data synchronously but at 

random does little to sup{>Ort testing. The solutions to 
these potentially challengIng problems is left up to tho 
ueer of 1149.1. 

A new approach, thereforo, is required to provide a 
method of functionallr testing the at-speed operation of 
miniaturized electrOniC circuits. The approach described 
in this paper overcomes the loss of functional test access 
to state-of-the-art circuitry through the use of an IC 
designed specifically for embedded at.speed testing 
applications. This test IC is a member of TIs SCOPE .... 
family of testability componen~17 8}1 and is referred to as 
a Digital Bus Monitor (DBM): The DBM can be 
implemented in board or multi-chip module designs and 
coupled to critical functional IC bus signals to provide a 
method of non-intrusively monitoring the functional 
operation of the circuit. 

When the DBM is enabled via serial input from the 
1149.1 test bus, it synchronizes up with the functional 
circuitry to perform data trace andlor data compaction 
on the at-~d data flow between the functional ICs of 
the circuit. Following the test, the trace data andlor 
signature collected can be accessed via the 1149.1 test 
bus for processing. 

The advantage offered by the DBM is that it enables the 
use of traditional at-speed test approaches without 
having to physically ~rObe the electronic circuit being 
tested. Also, since the DBMs are embedded in the 
Rroduct and accessible via the 1149.1 test bus, the tests 
they provide are reusable throughout the life cycle of the 
product. For example the DBMs can be used for at-speed 
testing of the product at the assembly site, then later 
reused during other phases of the products life cycle such 
as; hardware/software integration and debug, at-speed 
system testing, environmental chamber testing, and field 
testing and diagnostics. 

DBM ARCHITECTURE 

The DBM is a 28 pin device des!gned in compliance with 
the rules set forth in the IEEE 1149.1 bound~ scan 
standard. The DBM supports all required 1149.1 
boundary scan test instructions 88 well as a rich set of 
special test instructions supporting its data trace and 
signature analysis test operations. The data trace and 
signature analysis operations can operate from control 
input from the 1149.1 test bus or &om control gene-rated 
internal to the DBM. 

The DBM IC architecture of Figure 1 has input pins for 
receivinE 16 data inputs (00-15), 3 clock inr.uts 
(CK1,CK2,CK3), an event qualification input (EQI , an 
output pin for ou~utting nn event qualification output 
(EQO), and a bIdirectional pin for inrutting or 
outputting a .PQlyr:tomial inputlou~ut signa (PIO). In 
addition, the DBM is coupled to the 1149.1 test bus via 
the test data input (TDI), test data output (TOO), test 
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mode select (TMS), and test clock (TCK) pins. to provide 
a standard serial interface for input and output. . 

The DBM consists of a lKxl6-bit trace memory for test 
data storage. a IS-bit parallel signature analySls (PSAR) 
register for test data compaction a IS-bit comparator for 
pattern detection, an event qu;Jiflcation module (EQM) 
for at-s~d test contTol, a programmable clock interface 
(pel) for clock conditioning, a boundary scan register for 
interconnect testing. and a 1149.1 circuit block 
consisting of a control register for instruction 
amplification1 a bypass l"eEister for abbreviating the scan 
path througn the DBM. an instruction register for 
Instruction storage. and the 1149.1 test access port 
(TAP). 

00·1 

CK1 
CK2 
CK3 

EQI 

rol--~~--~~~~t-~ 
TCK--..... ----I 

PlO 

EQO 

TMS _____ --I 
...... ---TDO 

FIGURE 1 DBM Architecture 

1149.1 Circuitry 

The TAP along with the instruction, bypass, and 
boundary scan registers are test circuits reqUIred in the 
1149.1 standard. The TAP receives the 1149.1 TMB and 
TCK bus control signals and provides the interface 
through which an external test bus contro11er can input 
control to 8hi~ data through the Ie from the TOI input 
to the TOO output, or effectuate an 1149.1 controlled 
test operation. The instruction register provides storage 
for test instructions shifted into the Ie. The b~ss 
r~ster provides a single bit scan path through the Ie 
when 1149.1 testing is not being performed. The 
boundary scan register consists of a series of cells 
associated with each Ie input and output pin. When 
placed in their test mode, the boundary cens can be 
accessed via the TAP to output test data from the Ie's 
outputs and receive test data into the Ie's inputs. in 
accordance to the IEEE 1149.1 Extest instruction. 

Trace Memory 

The trace memory receives the 16-bit data bus, serial 
in'p~! from the TOI pin. control input from the TAP and 
E~, and outputs sel;al data to the TOO pin. The trace 
memory is a I6-bit by 1024 location static RAM. When 
disabled the trace memory powers down and requires 
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minimum power to maintain its contents. When enabled 
the trace memo!), can be used to store the IG.bit data 
input to the DBM in response to control input from 
either the TAP or EQM. 'The DBM can receive and store 
16-bit data words at up to 4OMhz. 

The trace memory of Figure 2 consists of a lKxl6.bit 
static RAM. a 16-oit data inj)~~output register (DIOR), a 
10-bit address register (AREG). and read/write control 
circuitry. The read/write control circuitry receives 
control input from the TAP and EQM. and outputs 
control to the DIOR, AREG. and RAM. The selection of 
which control input is used. TAP or EQM, is determined 
by the instruction in the 1149.1 instruction register. 

FIGURE 2 Trace Memory 

When trace operations are controlled from the 1149.1 
TAP, data input on the data bus is clock into the DIOR 
register then transferred into the addressed RAM 
location during each TCK while the TAP is in its 
RTIIDLE state. After each data pattern is written to 
RAM. the AREG is incremented to address the next 
RAM location. 

When trace operations are controlled from the EQM, 
data input on the data bus is clocked into the DIOR 
register during each eLK output from the pel. Howe~e!J 
the data is only transferred into the RAM when the E\tM 
is qUa1ified~via input from either the internal CTERM or 
external E I signal, to execute one of its eight selectable 
test protoco s. Mer a data pattern is transferred into the 
RAM, the AREG is incremented to address the next 
RAM location. 

Trace Memory B.eadIWrite Modes 

The RAM has two modes of serial read/write access, 
1149.1 scan access mode and direct memol"Y access mode 
(DMA). 'The RAM access mode is selected via an 
instruction loaded into the instruction register. In the 
1149.1 scan access mode, the TAP in{>uts or outputs 
RAM data via the DI0R and AREG registers by gcling 
through multiple data register scan operations. During 
each scan operation the AREG addresses a RAM location 
to be written to or read from via the DIOR. Each RAM 
read or write cycle requires one 1149.1 data register scan 
operation. 

In the DMA mode .. the DIOR is configured as either a 
serial input/parallel output register for DMA write 
o]>8rations or a parallel input/serial output register for 
DMA read operations, and the AREG is configured as a 
counter. Dunng DMA write operations, a DMAcontroller 
embedded in the TAP, outputs control to causa serial 
data to be shifted into the DIOR from the TOI input. 
After the DIOR has received a predetennined num~r., of 
bits, the DMA controller inputs control to cause the RAM 



to accept the parallel data from the DIOR, the AREG to 
increment, and the DIOR to continue inputting serial 
data. These steps of serially' in.p~tting data to the DIOR, 
writing the data into the RAM, and incrementing the 
AREG are repeated until the RAM is full. 

During DMA read operations the DMA controller 
inputs control to cause the DIOR to parallel load data 
from the RAM. After the data is loaded, the DMA 
con troll or inputs control to cause the AREG to 
increment, and the DIOR to shin data out via the TDO 
output. When the last bit is shined out, the DMA 
controner repeats the steps of parallel loading RAM data 
into the DIOR, incrementing the AREG, and shifting 
data out of the DIOR until the RAM data is read. 

The reason for developing tho DMA mode for RAM 
access is that it significantly reduces read/write access 
time to embedded memories over using tho 1149.1 scan 
apJlroach, especially in a system environment where 
multi~le devices precede and follow the target device. 
The bme savings is brought about by the fact that the 
DMA mode anows a single, but extended 1149.1 data 
register scan cycle to stream serial data continuously 
into 01' out of a device's embedded memory without 
interruption. 

FIGURE 3 Trace Memory Access Example 

'lb illustrate the time savings using the DMA mode to 
access the DBMs memory over using the 1149.1 data 
register scan mode, calculations are made on the 
example ~tem scan path environment illustrated in 
Figure 3. The scan path consists of a test bus controller 
(TBC1. a DBM, 100 1149.1 compliant ICs (N) between 
the TuO output from the TBC and the TDI input to the 
DBM, and 100 1149.1 compliant ICs (M) between the 
TDO output from the DBM and TDI input to the TBC. 

In both the 1149.1 (1) and DMA (2) RAM access mode 
calculations, assume a 5Mbz TCK and that the ICs 
preceding and following the DBM are in their Bypass 
mode. Since the scan P.8th is symmetrical the read and 
write access times are identical for both DMA and 1149.1 
access modes, so only a read access calculation will be 
perfonned on each. A comparison of the calculated RAM 
access times, shows the DMA access time (303ms) to be 
93% less than the 1149.1 access time (47mB). 

(1) 1149] Aoc:esa Time .. [(4,xSg+Dn>xTcll1xM,.t .47 rna 
Where: L.,.. Length of Bcan Jlath 

'" (N+DBM+M). (100+26+100) 
Sn - TAP Shift state 
DII • TAP Dead states (4) 
Til. TCK period (200nl) 
1(. .. Memory pattern depth (1024) 

(2) DMA Acc:en Time • (~..,xMp&xSlI.+Dn+L..)xTck • 3.3 rna 

Where: ~Ier - Len~h of mOR rePter (16) 
I;.; • Length of M scan path (100) 
S", • TAP Shift slate 
Dn. TAP Dead state. (4) 
Til. TCK period (2oonl) 
~ - Memory pat.tern depth (1024) 

Traco Memory Self·Thrrt 

The trace memory was designed with a self-tostin,!! 
capability that enables quick verification of the DBM s 
RAM in both an IC production and field test 
environment. The self·test is executed in two steps. The 
first step loads the RAM contents with test patterns, and 
the second step compacts the contents of the RAM into a 
signature. 

The first step, RAM initialization, can be accomplished 
using one of two methods. One method uses RAM 
upload instructions designed to allow the data scanned 
into the DIOR to be automatic~l1y uploaded into the 
RAM for 1024 TCKs while the TAP is in its RTIIDLE 
state. Two RAM upload instructions are provided to 
allow data to be uploaded into the RAM in either a fixed 
or toggled format. This automatic RAM upload method 
is also used to initialize the RAM prior to Jlerforming a 
data trace operation. The other method Of initializing 
the RAM uses the DMA input method. While the DMA 
input mode takes longer to load the RAM than the RAM 
upload instructions, it allows detenninistic test patterns 
to be input to the RAM for more thorough testing. 

The second step, RAM compaction, is accomplished using 
a RAM data compaction instruction. The data 
compaction instruction enables the RAM contents to be 
read and compacted into a 16·bit signature for 1024 
TCKs while the TAP is in it's RTIIDLE state. During this 
instruction, the DIOR operates as a multiple input 
signature register (MISR) and the AREG operates as a 
self incrementing RAM address counter. 

If desired, detenninistic testinK of the RAM can be 
achieved efficiently u~ing the DMA input and DMA 
outP!1t instructions to stream data into and out of the 
RAM. The RAMs data retention can be tested by 
disabling the RAM to its low power mode aner it has be 
initialized, then enabling the RAM and testing its 
contents using either the data compaction or DMA 
output instruction. 

PSA Beds!er 

The PSAR receives the 16·bit data bus, serial input from 
the TDI pin, control input from the TAP and EQM, and 
outputs serial data to the TDO pin. Also the PSAR is 
coupled to a bidirectional pin serving as a PQlynomial 
input or output (PIO) to allow cascading the PSARs of 
multiple DBMs. The PSAR is used to sample or compact 
data mput to the DBM via the data bus m response to 
control mput from either the TAP 01' EQM. The selection 
of which control input is used, TAP or EQM, is 
determined by the instruction in the 1149.1 instruction 
register. The PSAR can receive and compact data words 
at up to 40 Mhz. 

Tho PSAR in Figure 4 consists ofa I6·bit MISR and data 
bit masking circuitry. The polynomial tap connections in 
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the MISR are programmable via inJ>ut from the control 
register in the 1149.1 circuit block of FilJUre I, to enable 
use of any polynomial feedback equation during data 
compaction 0~rations(9l: . Also the bit masking circuitry 
receIves masking control mput from the control relJister 
to selectively mask one or more of the data bus Inl?ut 
signals from being compacted into the MISR. This bit 
masking feature allows the MISR to operate as a 
parallel, serial, or selectable input signature analyzer. 
Also the bit masking provides a method of diagnosing 
why a parallel signature fails/. by repeating the test on 
individUal or selected groups at non-masked inputs[9}' 

DO-1S 

FIGURE 4 PSA Register 

When PSAR operations are controlled from the 1149.1 
TAP" data input on the data bus is compacted into the 
MISt(. during each TCK while the TAP is in its RT/IDLE 
state. When PSAR operations are controlled from the 
EQM, data input on the data bus is compacted into the 
MISR when the EQM is qualified~ via input from either 
the internal CTERM or external t;QI signal, to execute 
one of its ei~ht selectable test protocols. After either 
data compaction operation is complete, the signature can 
be shifted out of the MISR by loading in an PSAR read 
instruction and performing a data register scan 
operation to shift out the contents of the MISR. 

DO-1S D1s-:n DS2-4T 

TDO 

FIGURE 5 Cascading DBMs 

The PSARs of multiple DBMs can be cascaded in 16 bit 
increments to form wider parallel signature analysis 
registers. For examl>le, Fij@re 5 illustrates three DBMs 
cascaded to form a 48-bit PSAR. During cascaded PSAR 
operation,. the least s~ntficant DBM's (LSDBM) TOI 
input is disabled, the TOO ou~ut is enabled to output 
the quotient from the MISR, and the PIO pin is 
configured as a 1lQlynomial input to the MISR. The 
middle DBM's (MIDBM) TOI in}?ut is enabled to receive 
the TDO output from the LSDBM, the TOO output is 
enable to output the quotient from the MISR. and the 
PIO pin is configured as a_polynomial i~t to the MISR. 
The most si~ificant DBM's (MSDBM) TOI is enabled to 
receive the TOO output from the MIDBM, the TOO 
output is disabled, and the PIO pin is configUred as a 
quotient output from the MISR. 
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Since the MISR in each DBM is designed using an 
internal type pol~omial feedback circuit. any number of 
MIDBMs can be placed between a LSDBM and MSDBM 
without incurring the delays associated with external 
type polynomial feedback circuits. 

Comparator 

The comPflrator receives the IS-bit data bus, serial in.1..~t 
from the TOI pin, control input from the TAP and EQM 
and outputs a cornPflre term (CTERM) to the EQM and 
serial data to the TOO pin. The comparator is used 
during EQM controlled data trace and comp_action test 
operations to detect patterns input to the DBM via the 
data bus and output a CTERM signal to the EQM in 
response to a detection. 

DO-1. 

TDI TDO 

FIGURE 6 Comparator 

The comparator in Figure 6 consists of a 16-bit compare 
circuit, and two 16x16 memories used to store expected 
data and mask data patterns. The memories are 
accessible for data input/output using either 1149.1 data 
register scan or DMA access modes described in the trace 
memory. The memories provide storage of 16 levels of 
16·bit expected and mask data,t enabling the comparator 
to perform up to IS levels ot J?8ttern detection. The 
mask data memory provides selective bit masking on 
each of the 16 pattern detection operations. Masked bits 
become don't cares and are not used in the compare 
operation. 

Prop-ammable Clock Interlace 

The PCI receives clock inputs from the CKl, CK2, CK3, 
and TCK pins, control input from the contTOI_~jisteT, 
and outputs a conditioned clock signal to the EQM.. The 
PCI is programmable via input from the control register 
to couple one of the clock inputs or its complement to the 
PCI eLK output. or combine the clock inputs using 
Boolean AND and OR functions and cO'!Ple the combined 
clock signal or its comrlement to the PCI CLK output. 
The purpose of the PC is to minim~ze clock gating and 
selection logic external to the DBM. For example, the 
PCI clock inputs can Erogrammed to accept Motoro a or 
Intel type read/write bus control without any external 
interfacmg logic. 

ByeDt QuaUflMtloD Modgl@ 

The EQM is a test control macro that has been developed 
by 'lexas Instruments to provide a standard method of 
enabling an IC's test circuitry durinB normal operation of 
the ICes). The EQM receives control input from the TAP, 
clock input from the PCI. external event j~ut from the 
EQI rin, internal event input from the CTERMsignal, 
seria data input from the TDI pin, and ou!l?..u~ event 
signals to the EQO pin and serial data to the TOO pin. 



The EQM of Figure 7 consists of a test controller, an 
event multi21~er, and a scan p-ath consisting of 
command (CMD), loop counter (~PCNT), and event 
counter (EVCNT) sections. The test controller operates 
synchronous to the CLK output from the PCI to execute 
one of eight \,redefined test protocols. The protocol to he 
executed is m~ut to the test controller via the CMD 
regjster. The LPCNT register serves as a programmable 
I6·bit counter enabling a protocol to be loopea up to 218 

times. Each protocol is executed in response· to event 
inputs from the event multiplexer. The event 
multiplexer can be set via the CMD register to select the 
event input to come from either the internal CTERM 
signal from the comparator or from an external signal 
input via the EQI pin. 

FIGURE 7 Event Qualification Module 

The EVCNT register serves as a pr~mable I6·bit 
counter enabling a protocol to be started or stopped on 
the Nth occurrence of predetermined events. Also the 
EVCNT register can be used within a protocol to enable 
testing for a programmed number of CLK cycles, from N 
II I to 211s• TO allow for multiple Nth events and multiple 
clocked test operations withm a test protocol, a 16x16 
EVCNT memory is coupled to the EVCNT register. The 
EVCNT memory can De accessed for il!Put and output 
using either 1149.1 scan operations or DMA o'p~rations 
as described in the trace mem~ section. When an 
existing count has expired in the EVCNT register, the 
test controller uploads a new count pattern into the 
EVCNT register. Each protocol can use up to 16 
different count patterns during the execution of a test 
operation. 

During EQM controlled data trace and/or data 
compaction operations, the EQM 0E~l'uts control to the 
trace memory and PSAR via the E~ control bus. Also 
the test controller outputs test status or internal event 
signals off chip via the EQO pin. In the status output 
mode, test status signals can be output from the EQO 
pin to indicate, among other things, (1) test·in.progress 
or (2) end-of·test. These status outputs can be monitored 
by external controllers or testers to determine the state 
of the test being performed. Alternately, these test 
status signals can be inspected via 1149.1 instruction 
register scan operations. 

In the event output mode, the CTERM sii{Ilal from the 
comparator can ))e output from the EQO pm to indicate 
the occurrence of an internal event. The event signal 
output from the EQO pin can be used for triggering an 
external tester, or to input an event to a neighboring ICs 
EQM to initiate a test protocol operation. The action of 
outputting an internally detected event on the EQO mn 
of one IC to be received by the EQI input of another IC 
enables EQMs to cross trigger one another. This cross 
triggering scheme can be expanded to where multiple 

rcs can participate via an external voting circuit to 
generate a global cross triggering mechanism between 
EQO outputs and EQI inputs. 

89M Teu Prntocq'! 

The eight EQM test protocols are summarized in the 
followingJ>!!>tocol test action code statements. In each 
protocol ~ references a count value from 1 to 2 18 in the 
16·bit LPCNT, -N" references 1 of 16 stored count values 
(1 to 216) that can be loaded into the IS·bit EVCNT, 
-test" refers to a data trace and/or data compaction 
operation, -event- refers to a signal input to the EQM 
from either the CTERM output of the comparator or the 
EQI input pin, and -clock" refers to the CLK output from 
the PCI circuit. 

Protocoll: FbrM t.imes do: 
On Wh event do test 

Endortest 

Protocol 2: For M times do' 
During NtJ. event do test 

End or test 

ProtocolS: For M times do: 
On Nth event start test 
On Nth event stop test 

EndOfTest 

Protocol 4: For M times do: 
On Nth event start test 
On WII event stop test 

abrNclock. 
Endottest 

Protocol 5: For M times do; 
On Wh event, test tor 

N clocks 
End or test 

Protocol 8: For M times do; 
On Nth event, 

Pause N clocks 
Then test for N clocks 

End or teat. 

Protocol 7: On N1h event, test for N clocks 
Then for M·l times do: 

Pause for N clocks 
Test for N clocks 

End of test 

Protocol 8: On N\II event, For M times do: 
Pause fOT N clocks 
Test for N clocks 

End of teat 

DBM TEST APPLICATIONS 

AB describedpreviouslYt the DBM can Ql)erate in two test 
modes, an off·line test mode controlled by_ ~he TAP, and 
an on· ine test mode controlled by the EQM. In the off
line test mode the circuitty to be monitored needs to be 
placed in a nonfunctionaf mode and preferably under 
1149.1 control. In the on·line test mode the circuitry to 
be monitored may remain in its nonnal functional mode 
while being tested by the DBM. 

In Figure 8, a typical circuit is shown consisting of a 
processor, RAM,-ROM, 110 port, buffering/transceiving 
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circuits, and two DBMs. This circuit could be realized on 
either a printed circuit board or multi·chip module 
substrate, and may be one of manr such circuits in an 
electronic system. During functional operation, the 
processor outputs address and control to enable data 
transfers between it and one of the other devices in the 
circuit. DBMs are coupled to the processors address, 
data, and control buses. 

!J1-+--....,---f---t+ ___ ~I/O 

T~ __ .......... __ ..... __ ~ 

FIGURE 8 DBM Application Example 

While non-testin~ buffers/transceivers could have been 
used in this CIrcuit, 1149.1 compliant ones are 
implemented to provide embedded control and 
observability of tne processors 16·bit data, IS·bit 
address, and control buses. The a-bit buffers and 
transceivers used, like the DBMs, are members of TIs 
SCOPE family ortestability components and are referred 
to as SCOPE octals!?). 

In addition to their buffering and transceiving functions, 
the octals include circuitry supporting both 1149.1 
boundary scan and built-out-self-test features. The term 
built-out·self-test (BOST) is probably one the reader may 
not be familiar with and is coined here to differentiate 
from the common tenninol~ of built-in. self-test (BIST). 
BIST is a pseudorandom baSed test structure designed 
primarily to test circuits. inside an IC, whereas BOST is 
a pseudorandom based test structure designed primarily 
to test circuits outside an IC. 

While in their functional mode, the octals allow the data, 
address, and control bus signals to pass through 
unobstructed. However .... when placed in tlieir test mode, 
the octals can execute aJi r~uired 1149.1 scan based test 
~ration8 as well as additional pseudorandom based 
BOST features(810.J 11' One of the BOST features 
included in the oCtalS that is ~rtinent to the DBM's off
line test mode description is the ability to generate and 
output pseudorandom test patterns in response to 
control input from the 1149.1 test bus. 

DUM Off·Line TeRt Example. 

The primary objective of an off-Hne test of the circuit in 
Figure a is to verify the structural integrity of the 
interconnections between the ICs. Most manufacturing 
failures are those related to shorts and opens in either 
the wiring interconnects between lCs or the solder 
connection between lCs and their associated substrate 
footprints. A secondary objective of the off-line test is to 
verify the basic functionality of each compOnent in the 
circuit. 
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1- Oft·Line Short. 'Jesting 

'lb achieve the shorts teat part of the primary objective, 
the octals as well as'the DBMs are scanned into their 
1149.1 external test (Extest) mode. In the Extest mode 
the devices are operable to output test patterns from 
their outputs and receive test patterns into their inputs 
under control input from a test bus controller on the 
1149.1 test bus. During the shorts test, the octals are 
scanned to output a sequence of test patterns, such as 
walking ones, on the data, address, and control buses. 
Concurrently, the DBMs are scanned to receive the test 
patterns from the octals and output them to the test bus 
controller for inspection. 

Alternately, a shorts test on the data and address buses 
could be accomplished by enabling the octals to generate 
and output pseudorandom patterns while the DBMs 
receive and store the patterns into their trace memory 
andlor compact the patterns into their PSAR. After the 
test is complete, tne test bus controller accesses the 
stored test pattern response andlor signature from the 
DBMs for processing. This shorts test may provide a 
reduced test time over the scan based shorts test, since 
the test patterns are generated by the octals, not 
scanned into the octals. 

2 - Off·Line Opens Testing 

'lb achieve the opens test part of the primary objective 
the octals are scanned into their 1149.1 Extest mode and 
operated under control input from the test bus controller 
to emulate processor read and write operations to the 
RAM, ROM, and I/O po~ Good connectivity between 
the octals and the RAM and I/O port is verified by 
successful read and write operations. Good connectivity 
between the octals and the ROM is verified by successful 
read operations. 

8 - Off·Line Component Testing 

'lb achieve the seconc!..~ ~biective of the off-line test, the 
functionality of the RAM, ROM, and I/O poi1; must be 
verified. Tile I/O port can be easily verified by scanning 
the octals into tlieir Extest mode and inputting and 
outputting a sequence of data to the I/O port via multiple 
1149.1 scan cycles. 

The RAM can be tested by first loading it with test 
J)atterns, then reading bacK the test patterns to verify 
they were input and ou~ut correctly. While there are 
ways to automate the loading of the RAM using the 
BOST features of the octals, the loading here is 
Jlerformed by scanning the octals into their Extest mode, 
then scanmng them multiple times to provide the 
address, data and control required to load the RAM. 

After the RAM is loaded, the octa]s are scanned to setup 
the RAM read part of the test. During RAM reads, the 
output of the dlita octals are disabled, the control octal is 
set to Extest mode and outputs control for read 
operations, the higher order byte addressing octal is set 
to Extest mode and addresses a 256 location address 
range within the RAMs memory space, and the lower 
order byte addressinJ octal 18 set to output 
pse~~orandom patterns WIthin the specified 256 location 
RAM mem~ space during the TAP RTIIDLE state. 
Also DBM2 IS scanned to enable ita trace memory to 
o2f!rate during the TAP RTIIDLE state. During the 
RTIIDLE state, the low order address octal outputs 



addresses on the falling e4ge of the TCK and DBM2 
stores RAM output data on tlie rising edge of the TCK. 

After 254 TCKs the test bus controller moves the octals 
nnd DBM2 out of the RTIIDLE state, scans the higher 
order address octal to point to the next 256 location 
address range within the RAM memo!), space, then 
moves the devices back into the RTIIDLE state for 254 
more TCKs. The 255th TCK of each address sequence is 
produced upon moving out of the RTIIDLE state. This 
(:Irocess is repented four timcs to fill tho trace memory of 
DBM2. 

After the trace memory fills, the test bus controller 
inputs a DMA output instruction into the DBM and 
streams out the contents of the trace memory. The test 
bus controner must read the first (>00) memory location 
of each 256 location address range using the Extest mode 
to complete the test. This additional step is required 
since pseudorandom generators cannot produce an all 
zero output. 'This entire process is repeated until all the 
RAM data has been read. 

Testing of the ROM is simpler than the RAM since no 
preloading of test data is required. During ROM testing 
the octals and DBM2 are setup and operated as 
described in the RAM read test description. The only 
difference is that the ROM will be located in a different 
memory map space than the RAM. 

If a faster ROM or RAM read access is desired, the data 
read from either could be compacted into a 16-bit 
signature using DBM2's PSAR. After the data is 
compacted, the signature is accessed by the test bus 
controner and compared to an expected value. The 
reduction in test time is brought abOut by the ability of 
the PSAR to compact the entire contents of the ROM or 
RAM before outputting the signature to the test bus 
controller. 

Additional SCOPE buffering/transceiving devices are 
being developed. These devices will be in 8, 16

J 
and 18-

bit configurations, and will provide both pseUdorandom 
and binary counting output modes. The binary count 
ou~ut mode will eliminate the missing read operations 
to all zero" address locations associated with the 
pseudorandom output mode .... ~ .. S!> ...... if 16-bit devices were 
used in this example, the HAMll'(OM read operations 
would be much more efficient since they would not have 
to be interrupted eve~ 256 locations to scan in the next 
higher 256 location adClress range. 

DBM On·Line Te.t Example. 

The objective of an on-line test of the circuit in Figure 8 
is to verify that the circuit as well as the controlling 
software functions _Properly at its rated speed. If the 
circuit passes an off-line structural and component test, 
there is a good chance it will ~rate at-speed. However, 
subtle problems associated Wlth the interaction of the 
ICs in response to software control cannot be adequately 
tested in an off-line test environment. 

'lb p_rovide an embedded on-line testing method, the 
DB~s can ~ cO!ltrolled. via their i~ternal EQMs to 
momtor the CIrCUIts functional operation. During on
line testing the octals remain in their functional mode 
and do not participate in the test. The 16-bit data bus 
input of DBMI is connected to the processors address 
bus to anow triggering on and tracing of address 

patterns. 'The 16-bit data bus input of DBM2 is 
connected to the ~roces80rs data bus to allow triggering 
on and tracing of data patterns. 'The CK 1, 2 and 3 
inputs of both DBMs are connected to the processors 
control bus to anow test operations to be enabled and 
synchronized with read, write, or read/write bus 
transactions. The TAP pins of the DBMs are connected 
to the 1149.1 test bus to allow nn oxternal test butS 
controller to input test instructions, monitor test status, 
and receive test results. 

'lb expand the DBMs event gualification capability, the 
EQO out~uts from both DBMs are input to an And gate, 
and the EQI inputs to both DBMs receive the output 
from the And gate. This is n standard configuration for 
ICs equipped with EQMs and allows the qualification of 
a test o~ration to be determined by events detected in 
DBM1, DBM2 or both DBM I and 2. 

Since the DBMs have eight protocols from which a 
morutorinJ{ o~ration may be controlled, the first step is 
to determme the type of test to be performed, then select 
a protocol best suited for the test. For example, if the 
test is to trace data bus transactions occurring between 
two particular addresses, protocol 3 would suffice. 
Alternately, if the test is to sample a single data pattern 
in response to the occurrence of a particular data and/or 
address pattern, then protocol lone may be used. 
Moreover, if the test is to compact data appearing on the 
data bus for a predetennined number of bus cycles in 
response to the occurrence of a particular data and/or 
address )lattern, then protocol 5 may be used. The range 
of definea protocols provides the user with a very flexible 
triggering environment through which a test operation 
may be effectuated. 

After choosing the appropriate test protocol, the control 
and data required by the protocol is intlut to the DBMs 
via the 1149.1 teat bu~. Following this j)rotocol setup 
procedure, an instruction is input to the DBMs, via the 
1149.1 test bus, to initiate tlie on-line test operation. 
Once the DBMs receive the on-line test instruction, their 
QPeration is autonomous from the 1149.1 test bus. 
During test, the test bus controller can monitor the state 
of the DBMs by accessing test status information via 
1149.1 instruction register scan operations. 

When the test bus controller receives an end-of-test 
status output from the DBMs, it performs an instruction 
register scan operation to input an instruction to access 
the test results. If a data trace o~ration was performed, 
an instruction enabling a read of the trace memol"Y is 
input. If a data compaction o~ration was performed, an 
instruction enabling a read of the signature is input. 
After the test bus controller receives the test result data, 
the data may be processed as required. 

In some applications, the test result data may need only 
to indicate a pass or fail condition using the signature 
analysis test mode. In other applications, the test data 
result may be used to help diagnose hardware/software 
integration problems using the data trace mode. To 
facilitate human interpretation of the test result data, 
the test bus controller may output trace data to a video 
monitor for display in a standard logic analyzer 
waveform format. 

'lb simplify the use of the DBM's on-line test features, 
software support is being develo)led in TIs ASSE~ 
diagnostic SystemU2,13J. The software support will 
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include a windowing environment through which on·line 
test operations can be easily setup and executed, and the 
results displayed in a waveform format. FrOm a users 
pers~tive the interface to DBMs will be similar to that 
used by traditional logic analyzer testing instruments. 

The following example applications provide insiltht into 
some of the types of on·line test o~rations the DBM can 
perform on tne example circuit of Figure 8. 

1- On·Line 'Jesting During An Event 

As part of the normal operation of the circuit, the 
software program controlling the action of the processor 
periodically addresses the 110 port to enable mUltiple 
transfers of data into and out of the circuit. The DBMs 
can non-intrusively trace and/or compact the circuits 
data 110 transfers by using DBMI to provide the 
triggering function and DBM2 to provide the data trace 
and/or compaction function. In this example a trace 
operation is selected. 

1b setup any EQM controlled test operation, three basic 
decisions need to be made, (1) protocol selection, (2) 
erotocol control input selection, and (3) number of times 
(M) to repeat the protocol. Since the 110 port uses only 
one address in the processors memory map space, 
Protocol 2 best fits the protocol selection for this test 
application (decision 1). Since the PCI circuit of the 
DlJMs can be programmed to respond to read, write, or 
read/write control input from the processor, the data to 
be traced can be defined as input only, output only, or 
both input and output. 1b test both directIons of data 
transfer through the 110 port the PCI is selected to 
enable tracing of both input and outJ!ut data (decision 2). 
Assuming each 110 operation transfers 100 data words 
and it is desired to fin the trace memory, but not 
overflow it, the trace ~ration is set to repeat 10 times 
(MllIlO), to anow 1000 J/O transfers to be traced (decision 
3). 

With these setup decisions made, the 1149.1 test bus 
controller inputs the reguired data and control to the 
DBMs to execute the 110 trace test. After starting the 
test, the test bus controller monitors the test status via 
instruction scan operations. During the test DBMI 
continuously monitors the address bus for the 110 port 
address. When DBM1 detects the address, it outputs an 
EQO signal to the And gate which in turn inputs the 
signal to the EQI inJ)ut of DBM2. While the E~I input 
signal is present, DBM2 stores the 110 data transfers 
into its trace memory. When DBMI detects a different 
address, it sto])S outputting the EQO siS'!lal which 
terminates the first 110 trace operation ofDBM2. 

The second through tenth repetitions of the 110 trace 
operation are performed exactly as the first. At the end 
of the tenth 110 trace o~ration, the end-of-test status bit 
is set in DBM2. When the test bus controller detects the 
end-of·test status, it accesses the trace data stored in 
DBM2 using either the 1149.1 scan or DMA output 
modes and either processes the data directly or displays 
it in a desired format for human interpretation. 

S - On·Line Testing Between Two Events 

During program execution the processor reads and 
writes data and instruction woras to the RAM. If 
desired, the DBMs can be used to trace and/or comj)8~ 
selectable RIW transfers between processor and RAM 
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mem01:y._Jn this example the transfers are traced. . The 
RAM RJW trace oper~~ion differs from the I/O trace 
operation in that RAM is accessed via a plurality of 
sequential addresses within the processors memory map. 
Since the RAM has a different addressing scheme than 
the 110 port, a different protocol is required for the trace 
operation. 

During RAM R/W tracing the DBMs need to window the 
trace ~ration between a first address that starts the 
RAM RIW trace ~ration and a second address that 
stops the RAM RIW trace operation. Protocols 3 and " 
support test operations 1iounded by starting and 
stopping events or in this case addresses. Protocol" 
enlililes additional trace operations to continue for a 
sJ!ecified number of bus cycles after the stop even; 
whereas Protocol 3 stops the trace operation in response 
to the stop event. 

Since only the data within the window is to be traced, 
Protocol 3 is selected for the R/W trace operation. AlIlO, 
during the RAM RIW trace operation, the addreu 
associated with each data word il traced, to simplify 
interpretation of the data by the user. Since ProtoCol 3 
enables the trace operation in DBM 1 and 2 to be 
repeated a specified number of times (M) with up to 8 
pairs of different start and s~p_ ~ddresses (events), it is 
possible to perform multiple RAM RIW traces within the 
protocol. 

For the RAM RIW trace !JP8ration both DBMs are setup 
to; (1) perform Protocol 3 operations, (2) trace both 
address and data for both read and write transfers, and 
(3) repeat traces for 5 times. With these setup decisions 
made, the 1149.1 test bus controller inputs th~ r~quired 
data and control to the DBMs to execute the RAM R/W 
trace test. After starting the test, the test bus controller 
monitors the test status via instruction scan operations. 

During the test DBMI continuously monitors the 
address bus for the first trace 9Ulrt nddrc=. When 
DBMI detects the address, it outputs an EQO signal to 
the EQI input of DBM2. In response to the first tn1ee 
start address, DBM1 starts tracing addresses and 
monitoring for the firs,t trace stop address .. and DBM2 
starts tracing data. When DBMI detects tne first trace 
stop address it signals DBM2 via the EQO to EQI signal 
J)atb. In resJ!onse to the first trace stop address, both 
DBMs stop their trace operations and DBMI starts 
monitoring the address bus for the second trace start 
address. 

The second through fifth trace operations are perfonned 
exactly as the first. At the end of the fifth trace 
operation, the end-of·test status bit is set in DBMs 1 and 
2. When the test bus controller detects the end-of·test 
status, it accesses the trace data stored in DBMs 1 and 2 
using either the 1149.1 scan or DMA output modes and 
either processes the data directly or displays it in a 
desired fonnat for human interpretation. Since both 
address and data were traced, the display can associate 
each data word transfer with a particular address. 

3 - On-Line Testm, In Response To An Event 

In some monitoring applications it may be desired to 
trace and/or colI!~ct data words transferred between the 
processor and· VO, RAM and ROM in response to a 
single predetennined address and/or data f.attem. 1b 
enable this type of test operation, Protocols ,6, 6, and 7 



should be considered. Protocol 1 enables a single data 
trace andlor compaction operation in response to an 
event. Protocol 5 enables data trace and/or compaction 
for a specified number of bus cycles in response to an 

. event. Protocol 6 enables the steps of (1) pausing for a 
specified number of bus cycles and (2) perfonning a data 
trace and/or compaction 0rration for a specified number 
of bus cycles. Protoco 7 enables tne steps of (1) 
performing a data trace and/or compaction operation for 
a specified number of bus cycles and (2) pausing for a 
specified number of bus cycles. Each protocol can 00 
repeated M times. 

One application of this type of test protocol would be to 
use Protocol 1 to take a single snapshot sample of the 
data bus in response to a particular address pattern. In 
this application DBMI would detect a predetennined 
address and output an event signal to DBM2. In 
response to the event input, DBM2 would execute a 
Protocol 1 operation to sample and store the pattern on 
the data bus. After the test, the test bus controller 
accesses the sampled pattern from DBM2 for displaying. 
While the other protocols of this type offer expanoed test 
control features, many hardware and software debug 
tasks can be resolved br viewing a single pattern in 
response to a particular clrcuit state or condition. 

Another application of this type of test protocol would be 
to use Protocol 5 in combination with a self test program 
residing in the ROM to compact the contents of the ROM 
into a signature. 'llle self test program would bo 
designed to cause the processor to sequentially read the 
contents of the ROM from the ROM's starting address to 
ending address. Prior to invoking the self test, DBM1 
would be setup to detect the occurrence of a read 
operation to the ROM's starting address and to output 
an event signal to DBM2. Also, DBM2 would be setup to 
perform a data compaction operation on each ROM read 
cycle in re~nse to an event input signal from DBM1 
using Protocol 5. The N variable in Protocol 5 would be 
set to equal the address range of the ROM. This testing 
scenario assumes the processor can upload the self-test 
code from ROM prior to starting the ROM read 
operations so that the self-test code executes internal to 
the processor, not external to the processor. After the 
self test completes, the data compacted in DBM2 can be 
accessed by the test bus controller to compare the ROM 
signature against a known good signature. 

Still another ap2.1ication or this ~ of test protocol 
would be to use Protocol 6 to respond to an event and 
perform a data trace and/or compaction o~ration after a 
predetermined delay. For example, if the software 
program transfers into an area of code that is to be 
tested, and it is not desired to start the test when the 
transfer first occurs, a delay can be setup in Protocol 6 to 
suspend testing for a selected number of bus cycles (N). 
After the delay, the data can be traced and/or compacted 
for a selected number ofbus cycles (N). With the abi1i~ 
of Protocol 6 to repeat the steps of pausing and testing M 
times, the data trace and/or compaction operation can be 
accurately mapped into only tnose areas of code to bo 
tested, skipping over Areas of code not to be tested. 

Protocol 7 is the inverse or Protocol 6 in that it allows 
testing to begin immediately in response to an event, 
then paused for a sJ?eCified number of bus cycles before 
once again testing for a number of bus cycles. The 
inverse test scenario of that described for Protocol 6 can 
be envisioned for testing using Protocol 7. 

" - On-Line Failure Monitoring 

While the previous examples have been associated with 
test o}>erations setup and executed by a test bus 
controller for the purpose of testing the at-sJ?ood 
o~ration of the circuit, the DBMs can be used In a 
dlfferent way to achieve still another embedded 
monitoring capability. 'lb set this scenario up assume 
that the data inputs from the I/O port indicates some 
external conditIOn that the circuit is monitoring. 
Nonnally the inputs can be monitored and lroccsncd 
without problems. However, if an unexpecte input is 
received that the program is unable to process, it 
transfers into an area of code desisned to recover from 
such failures and to output status Vla the I/O port that it 
has encountered the failure. When attempting to 
diagnose the problem it would be beneficial to have a 
history of the circuits operation before and after the 
occurrence of the failure condition that caused the 
problem. 

'lblrovide a means of monitorin~ for failure conditions 
an for creating a history of the CIrcuits operation before 
and after the failure, the DBMs can De setup using 
Protocol 4 to continuously trace the data and address 
buses while the circuit is operating. Protocol 4 is a 
windowing type protocol that allows the trace o~ration 
to be started in response to a first predetermined event, 
and stopped N clocks after the occurrence of a second 
predetennined event. When using Protocol 4 as control 
for failure monitoring, the trace functions of both DBMa 
are started in response to some arbitrary address/data 
pattern that occurs normally during the operation of the 
circuit. However, the second address/data pattern that 
initiates the termination of the trace operation is 
specified to be the particular address/data pattern that 
transfers code execution into the failure recovery and 
status output routine. 

With the DBMs !!letup in this mode, they continuously 
il!put and store address and data patterns into their 
1Kx16 trace memory during each bus cycle. During this 
test scenario, the trace memory is enabled to overflow or 
wraparound as it fills with data. If no failure is 
encountered, Protocol 4 never terminates. However, if a 
failure occurs the DBMs will stop storing address and 
data patterns into the trace memory after a specified 
number of bus cycles (N). The specified number of bus 
cycles to continue tracing after detection of a failure is 
defined by the user and allows partitioning the trace 
memory of DBMs 1 and 2 into two sections, one for pre
failure circuit history' and the other for post·failure 
circuit history. 

For example, if Protocol 4 is set to terminate the trace 
operation 512 bus cycles after detecting a failure, half 
the DBMs trace memory (512 locations) will contain 
infonnation about the circuits operation before the 
failure and half will contain information about the 
circuits o~ration after the failure. By increasing the 
number of bUB c'y'c1es to execute following the failure, the 
trace memory wJ11 contain more ~t-failuro information. 
Likewise, by decreasing the number of bus cycles to 
execute following the failure, the trace memory will 
contain more pre-failure infonnation. 

A test bUB controller monitoring the DBMs status via 
instruction register scans can determine if the Protocol 4 
operation tenninates. If a termination is found, the test 
bus controller can accesa the address and data patterns 
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stored in trace memories of DBMI and DBM2 and 
provide this circuit history information to aid in 
aiagnosing the cause of the failure. 

On.Line ToBinl or Syltem Sub.Circuit. 

In the examples described, the DBM's on-line test modes 
have been shown to provide an iml?roved method of 
testing the at-speed operation of the CIrcuit in Figure 8. 
If the test scenario is expanded to encompass a complete 
system comprising multiple sub-circuits similar to the 
one in Figure 8, the benefit of the DBM's on-line testing 
features becomes even more significant. 

While it is important to verify the functional operation of 
each sub-circuit in a system, it is even more important to 
verify the complete functional operation of the entire 
system. If DBMs were included in each sub-circuit of a 
system, their testing capabilities could be used to 
functionally test each sub-circuit, then harnessed 
together to provide a method of concurrently testing the 
functional operation of the entire system. 

Such a capabi1i~ would be equivalent to having logjc 
analyzers embedded and coupled to all critical signals 
and buses in each buried sub-eircuit within a system. 
System level on-line monitoring could be achieved by 
setting up the DBMs in each sub-eircuit to perform an 
at-spee4 test operation in response to a predetermined or 
expected system level transaction. 

For example, if the system sub-circuits are similar to the 
one in Figure 8, and they communicate together at the 
srstem level via their 110 port, the DBMs of each sub
CIrcuit could be setup to monitor the 110 port for an 
expected input or output transaction. In response to the 
expected transaction, the DBMs of each sub-circuit could 
simultaneousl), execute a data trace on the local 
operation of each sub-c:ircuit. After this system level test 
is completed, a test bus controller could access the traced 
data from each sub-eircuit and process the data to 
determine how each sub-circuit responded during the 
predetermined system level transaction. 

The ~wer of such a test approach comes from the fact 
that the functional operation of a plurality of sub-circuits 
can be monitored concurrently and non-intrusively 
during normal system operation. Thus the functional 
interaction between multiple embedded sub-eircuits in a 
system can be tested to verify that each sub-circuit as 
well as the entire system operates properly. 

SUMMARY 

While the off-line and on·line test features described in 
this paper require adding DBMs to boards/multi.chip 
module substrates, the benefit gained may, in some 
application.!'J. offset the additional ~kage/ale penalty 
incurred. without including the DBMs in the example 
circuit, the type of test operations described would have 
to be performed using external test instruments and 
probing mechanisms. If the circuit is embedded within a 
system, access for probi!li may be a difficult and time 
consuming proposition, if possiole at all. 

The decision whether to use DBMs in a product is 
influenced .by many factors ~uch as; product type, 
manufactunng costs, test reqUIrements, and life cycle 
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costs. In any case the DBM offers a test option 
currently not availabie to the industry, and provides a 
novel method of testing state-of-the-art technologies that 
are resistant to traditional test approaches. 

CONCLUSION 

nus paper has described the architecture and o~eration 
of an 1149.1 based digital bus monitor (DBM) IC. The 
ability of the DBM to monitor the at.speed signal 
transfers between ICs in real time provides a method of 
monitoring the functional operation of circuits assembled 
on board and multi-chip module substrates. Such tests 
can be used to reveal timing sensitive and/or 
intermittent failures that would otherwise not be 
detectable without the use of external testers and 
mechanical probing fixtures. This test approach may, in 
some cases reduce the cost to manufacture and support 
a product by reducing the need for test equipment in 
both factory and field environments. 
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Partitioning Designs with 1149.1 Scan Capabilities 

by Steve Altaffer 

Introduction 

Typical 1149.1 Scan Architecture Descriptions 

Star vs. Scan path system scan designs addressed in IEEE 
1149.1 use either a single scan path, employing a common 
mode line and daisy-chained data (scan path), or separate 
mode lines to individually controlled independent rings and 
common TDIffDO signals (star). Figure 1 depicts each con
figuration. Each can have advantages over the other depend
ing on applications and design requirements. 

The reduced path lengths of a star configuration simplify the 
scan controller design since each scan path is shorter than if 
the entire system were connected on a single scan path. Al
though the same amount of data may be necessary to control 
the entire system, the overhead of tracking unused elements 
in the scan path for a particular test is reduced. The star config
uration is usually recommended for systems that require indi
vidualized control over independent functions or shorter 
scan-path lengths to simplify the scan controller design. The 
star configuration also has an inherent fault tolerance as an ad
vantage. Because each of the rings in a star configuration is 
isolated from the system, a fault within the scan path itself. 

Ring Configuration 

Board A 

Scan 
ControU.·'I4I ...... _ 

Board B BOlrd C 

does not corrupt the entire system scan path as would be the 
case in a scan-path configuration. A multi-board system em
ploying a scan-path configuration has the ability to control all 
of the el~ments in a scan path regardless of the board on which 
they are located. A system that is backplane bus intensive or 
has functions spread across board boundaries would most 
likely employ a scan-path configuration to simplify board 

. boundary and functional testing. 

Scan-Path Linker (SPL) and Scan-Path 
Selector (SPS) Overview 

Theory of Operation 

The scan ring family of devices (SPS and SPL) provide the 
ability to create a hybrid star-scan-path architecture in a sys
tem while maintaining the advantages of both. The devices 
can be used to bypass an entire scan path on a board or select 
up to four independent rings (SPL) on the board. A single scan 
path can be selected and scanned or a combination of rings can 
be linked together in series, depending on the scan ring sup
port device being used. Figure 2 depicts the SPS as it would 
be connected in a system. 

Star Configuration 

Board A Board B Board C 

TOO 
Scan TOt 

Controller t::T~"'~U:':""'"""''''-+--+oIor---It-of-IT--t-

FIgure 1. Ring and Star Configurations 
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Figure 2. SPS System Scan Design 

Note that each board is in a scan-path configuration while in
ternal to the board, a star configuration is created by the SPS. 
A feature of the scan ring support devices is the ID bus that 
uniquely identifies a board to a system controller. The ID bus 
in the SPS (SN74ACf8999) also serves as a bidirectional data 
bus (BiD), capable of communicating with a remote bus con
troller or other on-board controller through the scan interface. 

The • ACf8999 also has a remote controller input that can be 
used to share the board's scan buses between the Primary Bus 
Controller (PBC) and a Remote Bus Controller (RBC) on the 
board. The remote input can select any of the four scan rings 
on a board while maintaining the primary path through the de
vice to the rest of the system. In order to properly handshake 
with the board for remote-control handoff, ID bus operation, 



or status/interrupt capabilities, a four-wire status bus is in
cluded in the devices. Those wires are labeled Master Condi
tion Input (MCI), Master Condition Output (MCO), Device 
Condition Input (DCI) and Device Condition Output (DCO). 
The DCI pin also serves as the clock input to an 8-bit internal 
programmable counter. Froperties such as the polarity of the 
clock, up/down counting, and latch-an-zero in the countdown 
mode are all programmable. The DCO pin can serve as the ter
minal count (MAXIMIN) output to allow cascading or inter
rupting the scan controller. 

Select Register Operation 

The SELECf data register is an 8-bit control register that de
termines the output of each of the DEVICE TEST MODESE
LECT (DTMS) signals (2 bits per output). The select decod
ing for a single DTMS is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Select Register Decoding 

Select Bit 
MSB LSB DTMS Output 

0 0 High (STRAP) 

0 1 Low (IDlE) 

1 0 OTMS* 

1 1 TMS 

* For devices without OTMS Input, TMS is transferred to DTMS. 

Partitioning Designs With 1149.1 Scan Capabilities 

It is the same for each of the other DTMS outputs. For the case 
of a scan-path device not having an OTMS (remote) input, the 
device will route the primary TMS to the selected DTMS out
put. When an output or outputs are selected to convey TMS, 
the scan-path device waits until the primary TMS enters the 
IDLE state before multiplexing the TMS and IDI to the sec
ondary scan path. This ensures proper state synchronization 
between the primary and board scan path( s) with respect to the 
TAP controllers on each. Any other means to "open" a sec
ondary scan path would result in scan-path corruption and 
asynchroneity of data and control, and therefore is not allowed 
within the scan-path device hardware. This must be clearly 
understood by the software or firmware controlling the scan
path device so that the hardware is configured as the software 
believes it is. Referring to Figure 3, when a secondary scan 
path is opened, the TMS is driven directly to the output with 
internal delays only. Due to the routing of the data path direct
ly from TDI to DIDO, it is necessary to sample the data on 
the rising edge ofTCK and output to the secondary scan paths 
on the falling edge ofTCK to comply with IEEE 1149.1 speci
fications. This creates an extra bit of data in the path whenever 
an external scan path is selected, but it is necessary to ensure 
data synchronization to the rings at high TCK frequencies. 
This sync bit will be present in all data and instruction scans 
and must be recognized by the scan bus controller whenever 
a secondary scan path is opened. The data from the scan path 
is then-fed to the "normal" input of the scan-path device data 
or instruction registers and output to the primary scan path. 
For the SPL (SN74ACf8997), much the same data path is 
created. 
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Figure 3. Scan-Path Selector (SPS) Scan-Path Ring with Ring Selected 
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Figure 4. Scan-Path Linker (SN74ACT8997) 
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Scan-Path Linker (74ACT8997) with All Secondary Scan Paths Selected 
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Scan-Path Linker (74ACT8997) with One Secondary Scan Path Selected 

Figure 5. Scan-Path Linker Data Path 

Referring to Figure 4, the Scan-Path Linker again introduces 
an extra bit into the data path of each secondary scan path 
when opened. Figure 5 depicts the actual scan order when one 
or four secondary scan paths are opened in Scan-Path Linker. 

Each of the sync bi ts are bypassed when a scan path is not se
lected and only the scan path or rings that are selected will in
troduce an extra bit into the path. 
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Remote Bus Controller Interfaces 

When a Remote Bus Controller (RBC) is present with the 
Scan-Path Selector, certain interfaces to and from the SPS de
vice need to be modified to ensure proper operation. The RBC 
inputs its TMS output to the OPTIONAL TMS (OTMS) pin 
of the SPS. When the SELEcr register is loaded to output 
OTMS to the OTMS outputs, the CONTROL register must 



also be loaded with the RBC Enable bit (RBCE) set TRUE to 
allow the RBC TMS direct control of the SELECT register. 
In this mode the Remote Test Access Port (RTAP) controls the 
shifting of data through the DTDI to the DIDO to the rings. 
When the RTAP is in control a dedicated instruction and by
pass register become activated to emulate a true 1149.1 inter
face as seen by the RBC, as depicted in Figure 6. 

The only valid instructions are 'scan the select register' or 
'scan the bypass bit' during this mode of operation. The Pri
mary Bus Controller (PBC) still has the ability to scan the oth
er registers in the SPS that enables it to disable the RBC by set
ting the RBCE bit to FALSE should it become necessary. 
When connecting an RBC to the SPS the normal interfacing 
must be altered as shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Remote Bus Controller Interface to Scan-Path Selector 

The TOO signals of each of the rings must pass through the 
RBC in order for the RBC to receive data when active. In the 
same way each of the rings is resynchronized within the SPS, 
the RBC must clock the TOO data in and pass it out to the 
DTDI input of the scan-path device when inactive. For this 
reason, all of the DTMS signals must be fed to the RBC in or
der to determine when data is being shifted through a scan 
path so that the internal resync bit can be properly clocked or 
held. When activated, the RBC must also have the ability to 
bypass all of the rings, hence the requirement to feed the 
DTDO of the scan-path device directly to the RBC. Finally, 
to ensure proper handoff of control of the board rings, it is rec
ommended that the RBC receive MCO from the SPS, to signal 
a grant from the PBC, and send DCI to the SPS, to indicate to 
the PBC that the RBC is currently using the board rings. This 
is also the handshake mechanism between the PBC and RBC 
for BiD bus transfers. 

Partitioning 1149.1 Designs 
Using the Scan·Path Support Devices 

System'level Partitioning and Considerations 

Design Requirements 

The ability to create a hybrid star/scan-path architecture using 
a scan-path device has many advantages over a single scan
path design. Scan designs can be partitioned in such a way as 
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. to completely isolate functions for testing while leaving oth
ers undisturbed. In scan-path architecture this is also possible. 
However, the devices not related to a particular test still must 
be placed in the BYPASS SCAN mode through an instruction 
scan, and the bypass bit in the data path must be recognized 
by software. In a design that requires time slice testing, that 
is, taking a function off-line to run a test and returning it back 
within a fixed amount of time, lends itself quite well to the 
scan-path device architecture. The controller can open a sec
ondary scan path, test a function, and replace it to normal op
eration while not disturbing or scanning other functions in the 
system. In order to properly implement such a scheme, a care
ful design requirement must be developed in advance to ac
count for any possible unexpected operations when exercis
ing a function. FC?r instance, an ASIC self test may inadver
tently toggle its device outputs that in turn ripple to another 
function not under test. The inputs otthe ASIC under test must 
be isolated so that the circuits feeding it do not effect the self
test. Avoiding inadvertent operation is probably the most 
common consideration but there are many others when imple
menting a time slice test scheme. Only through proper system 
definition and specification can all of the pitfalls be avoided. 
Another advantage of using a scan-path device is the ability 
to have a remote bus controller resident on the board to relieve 
the test burden of the primary bus controller. This creates a 
distributed test structure in which the PBC can command tests 
to be run autonomously on mUltiple boards and report status 
back. The relief realized at the system level is, of course, not 



without cost. The development of board controller software 
will still be necessary as well as the handshaking and reporting 
structure between master and remote. This structure has a 
payoff throughout a product life cycle by exploiting tests dur
ing board and system integration, board production and depot 
testing as well as common module insertion. It can also reduce 
system test times by having all tests within a system running 
tests concurrently and reporting status instead of a single pri
mary system executing tests in series. 

Partitioning of Scan Paths 

The proper partitioning of rings is the single most important 
factor in successfully reaping the benefits of scan-path device 
insertion into a scan design. Normally a board is functionally 
partitioned within a system by design. Within a board, func
tions also need to be partitioned for scan testing by placing 
test-related scan elements adjacent in the scan path. When us
ing a scan-path device this is a requirement to enable efficient 
use of the device. Ifa test requires scanning of devices on sep
arate rings of a scan-path device on a board, the controller 
must scan the devices to stimulate a test, scan the scan-path 
device SELECf register to place the stimulus secondary scan 
path in IDLE in order to hold the data, and open the response 
scan path, and then scan the results from the response scan 
path. This procedure becomes even more complex should the 
stimulus and response clements be mixed on separate rings. 
Should the test involve a dynamic stimulus and response, that 
is not static patterns, repeatability may not be possible. This 
fact arises due to the need to leave either the stimulus or re
sponse clements in IDLE (which implies running) while the 
other is being initialized. The time between scanning the first 
scan-path elements and the second could be variable or cause 
unknown data to be generated or sampled. Careful timing· 
analyses can be performed to eliminate the problem but such 
an architecture is not recommended. Instead, the linkable 
scan-path device, SPL, should be used if scan elements for 
tests MUST reside on different rings for multiple uses, i.e., an 
element in RINGl is used for stimulus in a test with RING2 
and response with elements on RING3. In most cases this i~ 
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avoidable or optimization is possible to minimize the number 
of "inter-scan path" tests throu~b proper partitioning. 

How Much Scan 

Another consideration for system-level designs is bow much 
partitioning should be performed. Each scan-path device has 
four rings that can be used in a design, but not all of them have 
to·be used. If the design does not lend itself to creating four 
separate rings, two or three can be used. This can create an 
open scan-path condition when an unused scan path is inad
,":ertently selected. Great care must be taken during software 
development and design to avoid this possibility from occur
ring through constraint checking. If SPL is used, the DTDO 
and DTDI of unused rings can and should be tied together to 
at least create a path for data. Software must still detect the 
lack of any device(s) on the scan path that was opened, based 
upon instruction scan error checking or through examination 
of the scan-path device's SELECf register. This problem 
compounds itself when multiple scan-path devices exist with
in a system that have unused DTMS signals. Under such con
ditions the scan controller software will have to find the SE
LECT register contents of each scan-path device in the scan 
path to detect the error, determine the true state of the scan 
path, and correct the problem. The controller software be
comes an issue in determining whether to use the scan-path 
device in a design. The obvious solution is to use all of the scan 
rings available on the scan-path device. Switching between 
multiple secondary scan paths for a test again becomes a prob
lem and the SPL is recommended. If a remote controller is be
ing used, all of the DTMS signals and the DTDO must be fed 
to it and can be used to detect the error condition, maintain the 
data-path integrity, and signal the PBC through the DCI-> 
DCD status signals of the condition. 

Board Boundary Testing 

When implementing scan-path devices into designs that con
tain board boundary scan elements to test backplanes or mo
therboards, two options exist for placing the boundary ele
ments as depicted in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Board Boundary Element Scan-Path Options 

Board A has the boundary elements placed on the primary 
scan path of the system. This would allow for two scenarios. 
First, if an RBC was also present on the board, the PBC could 
perform board boundary tests while the RBC performed 
board tests. Secondly, this implementation also allows select
ing a scan path on the board and scanning the boundary ele
ments to perform multiple tests concurrently. The disadvan
tage of this scheme is that the board is no longer isolated from 
the system by a single interface and some of the fault tolerance 
of the scan-path device architecture is lost. Board B places the 
boundary elements on a scan path of the scan-path device. 
This option retains all of the advantages of the scan-path de
vice fault tolerance with the trade-off being the inability to run 
RBC concurrent tests if one is present in the design. In both 
cases board-to-board testing is still possible using the system 
scan-path 'architecture and the ability to open a scan path on 
each board. 

Partitioning a Board Design - An Example 
Memory Board Description 

The example given is a simple memory board. It consists of 
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a bus interface controller that could be an ASIC or discrete cir
cuitry. The bus controller decodes address and control activity 
on the backplane and creates the necessary address and con
trol signals required locally for memory and I/O cycles. The 
board also includes further decoding to create specific device 
selects for the memory and I/O arrays and any further control 
signal generation not performed within the bus controller. Fi
nally, the board contains a memory array and I/O register 
array. The memory array could contain both static- and 
PROM-type devices. 

Partitioning for Test 

The buffers for the board are chosen from the 'BCT8XXX 
family of 1149.1-compatible octal devices 
(,BCf8244,824S,8373,8374). Referring to Figure 9, the 
placement of these devices partition the board into its three 
functions; bus controller, decode circuitry, and the memory 
and 110 space. 
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Figure 9. Memory Board Partition Example Using Scan-Path Linker 

In addition, the backplane has been isolated by inserting the 
1149 .1-compatible octals for testing the interface to and from 
other boards using the test controller. These elements are on 
a scan path by themselves so that they can be scanned to per
form the aforementioned tests without scanning the rest ofthe 
board. Next, 1149 .I-compatible octals are placed between the 
bus controller and decode circuitry and between the decode 
circuitry and memory-I/O space arrays, each on its own scan 
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path. Since tests of each of the functions relies on two of the 
scan-path device rings, the SPL is chosen. Thus, to test the 
memory array the control selects the address/control buffers 
and data buffers to be opened and links through the SPL; the 
boundary elements and address/control to test the bus inter
face controller; and so on. The address/control and decode oc
tals could have been placed on the same scan path, but this 
would only serve to complicate the tests. 
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Remote Bus Controller Implementation 

When Remote Bus Controller (RBC) is added and the rings 
slightly altered to best accommodate it, the SPS with an RBC 
input does not allow linking of the rings. Referring to Figure 
10, in order to reduce the amount of switching between the 
rings, the address/control and data octals are placed on the 
same scan path. 
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This allows the RBe (and the PBC) to test the memory array 
most efficiently, since it would most likely be the longest test 
to be performed on the board. The boundary and decode cir
cuitry are also placed on the same secondary scan path so that 
they can be tested quicker. Detection of a fault in the functions 
is possible, but isolation to the failing function still requires 
switching between secondary scan paths. 
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Figure 10. Memory Board Partition Example Using Scan·Path Selector 
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